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A.

Section A: Summary of Issues

Summary of Issues
The Commissioners of Natural Resources and Revenue are required to consider public
comments received during a 60-day comment period as a part of their Findings and
Determination of whether a gas pipeline proposal will maximize the benefits to the people of
Alaska and merits issuance.
On January 5, 2008, the commissioners commenced the public comment period by
“Notice of Complete Applications Submitted Under AGIA and Call for Public Comments.”
The 60-day public comment period ended on March 6, 2008, at 5:00 p.m.
This section of the Findings and Determination summarizes a number of issues that were
raised in the comments received during the 60-day public comment period on the
application submitted by TransCanada Alaska Co., LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (jointly,
“TC Alaska”) to build a natural gas pipeline under the terms of the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act (“AGIA”). This appendix, at Section A, provides a summary of common
issues that were raised in public comments and provides responses. Section B includes the
actual comments received during the public comment period.

1. Issues related to the public process provided under AGIA.
a) Comment: Public notification of the AGIA process did not provide
sufficient opportunity for public comment.
The public notice and comment process provided by the commissioners was consistent
with the requirements of AGIA. Pursuant to AS 43.90.160, the commissioners published
notice on January 4, 2008, inviting public comment on TC Alaska’s application to build a
natural gas pipeline under the terms of AGIA. The 60-day public comment period that
ended March 6, 2008 was determined by the commissioners to be adequate. To
facilitate the public comment process, notice was published in newspapers across the
state and posted on the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Public Information
Center Web site at www.dnr.state.ak.us/pic/pubnotfrm.htm and the AGIA Web site
maintained by the Division of Oil and Gas at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/. More than
300 comments were received.
All five applications submitted under AGIA were available to the public at the online site
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/. Hard copies of the five applications were made publically
available at all ADNR Public Information Centers. In addition, hard copies of the
complete application submitted by TC Alaska were made available to the public at each
of the state’s 22 Legislative Information Offices.
The commissioners held 18 public “town hall” informational meetings in communities
around the state to explain the ongoing efforts to facilitate construction of a natural gas
pipeline to transport Alaska’s North Slope natural gas to market. The town hall meetings,
announced in advance through public notices published in local newspapers and posted
on state Web sites, provided informational presentations by members of the state’s
AGIA gas pipeline team to update the public on efforts to advance a gas pipeline project
under AGIA. Town hall meetings were held in Palmer, Anchorage, Sitka, Kotzebue,
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McGrath, Ketchikan, Nome, Bethel, Juneau, Delta Junction, Kenai, Barrow, Dillingham,
Fairbanks, Kodiak, Glennallen, Tok, and Valdez.
Throughout the AGIA application and evaluation process, beginning with the Request for
Applications, which was posted on July 2, 2007, the Governor’s Office and the Division
of Oil and Gas have posted information, announcements and updates information at two
state Web site locations: www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/ and www.gov.state.ak.us/agia/
All of the applications submitted under AGIA remain posted at
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/

2. Issues concerning the process provided by the AGIA legislation.
a) Comment: The AGIA process does not ensure a gas pipeline will
be built.
The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act is Alaska’s law designed to advance construction of
a natural gas pipeline from the North Slope to market. It was not designed to guarantee
that a pipeline would be built, rather to ensure that the project progresses through FERC
certification. Enacted in 2007, AGIA requires a gas pipeline builder to meet certain
requirements to advance the project along a specified timeline in exchange for a license
that provides up to $500 million in state matching funds to help mitigate the financial
risks the project faces in its early stages. By requiring AGIA applicants to commit to
certain milestones within a specific timeframe, Alaska is taking steps that will get a gas
pipeline built and in operation as soon as possible. TC Alaska committed to perform all
of the AGIA requirements in its application.

b) Comment: The five bids received are not sufficient and the state
should start over.
The goals of AGIA are to ensure exploration and development of Alaska’s natural gas
resources on the North Slope, take steps to construct a natural gas pipeline as quickly
as possible, and make natural gas available to Alaskans through a public and open
process. The AGIA application process was open to any party interested in the project.
Because AGIA spells out the bedrock requirements identified by Alaskans through their
elected representatives, even one application that agrees to satisfy the state’s needs is
major progress. Whether the state received five applications or 20, the state only needs
one qualifying application that can accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
The state received AGIA license applications from the following five applicants:
• AEnergia, LLC
• The Alaska Gasline Port Authority (“Port Authority”)
• The Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (“ANGDA”)
• Little Susitna Construction Company
• TC Alaska
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Submitting an AGIA application required considerable time and effort. The RFA was
designed to elicit enough information to enable complete analysis of the application and
included more than 100 requirements.
The commissioners ultimately determined that only one of the applications met all of the
required conditions of AGIA and provided all of the required information. To begin the
process anew would be unfair to the successful applicant and is not necessary. The
commissioners’ determination process and legislative review are adequate to ensure
that benefits to the state are adequately maximized.

c) Comment: AGIA must provide a clear, stable, and predictable tax
regime to persuade owners of natural gas to participate in a FERC
open season.
The need for a clear, stable and predictable tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open season of an AGIA gasline will pay taxes at
the rate in effect at that time for the first 10 years of gasline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same period.

d) Comment: The AGIA schedule is rushed and overly optimistic.
By requiring AGIA applicants to commit to certain milestones within a specific timeframe,
Alaska is taking steps to progress a gas pipeline project toward construction and
operation as quickly as possible. The fact that several applicants were willing to commit
to meet that schedule suggests that it is commercially reasonable.
The commitments AGIA requires applicants to make are essential to developing an
Alaska gas pipeline. AGIA requires application by a specific date for the regulatory
approvals that are necessary before a gasline can be constructed. AGIA also requires
applicants to agree to and hold an “open season,” the process by which the gasline
builder seeks commitments from the North Slope gas producers or other interested
shippers for future shipments of gas on the pipeline.

e) Comment: The Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s all-Alaska line
option was preferable to TC Alaska’s proposal; the Port Authority’s
application should not have been rejected.
In their January 4, 2008, Completeness Determination, the commissioners found that the
AGIA application submitted by the Alaska Gasline Port Authority (“Port Authority”) on
November 30, 2007, was incomplete. On January 10, 2008, the Port Authority submitted
a Request for Reconsideration, claiming that it had been placed in a difficult position by
the actions of associates and former business partners and requested the
commissioners to accept additional information after the application deadline. After
carefully considering the Port Authority’s request, the commissioners denied the
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Request for Reconsideration. Their reasoning is explained in the decision dated January
30, 2008, that is available at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm
Although the Port Authority application was incomplete under AGIA, the commissioners
recognized that it was important to understand the comparative value of an LNG project.
The Palin administration (“the Administration”) directed an extensive analysis of different
LNG project options in parallel with its analysis and evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA
application.
Although liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) project options are likely economic, they would
provide the state with less revenue than the TC Alaska Project. Exclusive LNG projects
are significantly less likely to succeed compared to TC Alaska because they are more
complex, more costly, more difficult to finance, and would face potential regulatory
barriers in exporting LNG to Asia. The TC Alaska Project provides Alaska with its best
opportunity for a successful LNG project, as a “Y-line” option. The TC Alaska Project
proceeding first will reduce costs and lessen financial and contracting hurdles associated
with an LNG project. Coming after gas is already bound for U.S. markets, a Y-line may
be able to overcome political opposition to exporting gas. Accordingly, the
commissioners believe that the best route to an Alaska LNG project runs through the TC
Alaska proposal.

3. Issues related to the importance of Alaska Hire provisions.
a) Comment: The project should make hiring Alaska residents a
priority, and Alaskans should have employment preference in all
facets of construction and operation of the gas pipeline and
related facilities.
Hiring qualified Alaska residents for in-state construction projects has been a priority of
the state for many years. Although specific quotas and requirements to hire only Alaska
residents have not withstood legal challenges, the AGIA and the RFA required that
qualified residents be hired to the fullest extent possible (See Section 2.3.4 of the AGIA
RFA). AGIA requires applicants to commit “to the maximum extent permitted by law” to
hire qualified residents, contract with businesses located within the state, and establish
hiring facilities in the state using state-operated job centers. AS 43.09.130(15).
Under AGIA, Governor Palin has sought “to ensure that Alaskans are trained and ready
for the natural gas pipeline jobs and those jobs are made available to Alaskans.” To that
end, AS 43.90.470 states that “the commissioner of Labor and Workforce Development
shall develop a job training program that will provide training for Alaskans in gas pipeline
project management, construction, operations, maintenance and other gas pipelinerelated positions.”
In accordance with AS 43.90.470, the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce
Development published in January 2008 a job training program for Alaskans entitled,
“AGIA Training Strategic Plan: A Call to Action.” The plan identifies four broad strategies
to address the workforce needs of the existing labor skills gap and AGIA:
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1) Increase awareness of access to career opportunities in natural resources
development.
2) Develop a comprehensive, integrated career and technical education system that
aligns training institutions and coordinates program delivery.
3) Increase opportunities for registered apprenticeship in skilled occupations and
expand other structured training opportunities.6
4) Increase opportunities for development of appropriate training programs for
operations, technical, and management workers.
Further, the training plan outlines a five-year, three-phased approach for accomplishing
its strategies:
•

Phase one will establish industry skill standards for training and extend
accreditation to regional training centers

•

Phase two will address the existing “skills gap” and will require significant new
investments in public post secondary training programs with significant
expansion of registered apprenticeship programs.

•

Phase three will require information on the number of jobs created by the gas
pipeline project and focus on training for those jobs.

Finally, in its application, TC Alaska commits to hire qualified Alaska residents, to
contract with in-state businesses, to establish or use existing state hiring facilities, and to
use the state’s job centers and associated services. TC Alaska also pledges to establish
a local headquarters in Alaska for the proposed project, and to negotiate a project labor
agreement before construction.
As an AGIA licensee, TC Alaska’s failure to fulfill these commitments would be a
violation of the AGIA terms with remedies available to the state. AS 43.90.230.

b) Comment: A gas pipeline through Canada would take jobs out of
Alaska; an all-Alaska gas pipeline would be preferable because it
would ensure jobs for Alaskans.
The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by getting
the right project for the state, not simply any project at any cost. Getting a gas pipeline at
any cost does not address the state’s long-term interest in having a gasline that will
create an open, competitive environment where explorers know that when they find gas,
they will be able to get it to market on commercially reasonable terms. Continued gas
exploration and development is key to maintaining long-term in-state jobs, meeting the
state’s energy needs, and ensuring financial stability as oil production declines.
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There are three categories of jobs that will be created during the development and
operation of an overland gas pipeline through Canada or an all-Alaska gas pipeline from
the North Slope to Valdez: Short-term construction jobs, long-term operations jobs, and
jobs created to explore for and develop new natural gas resources.
Short-term construction: Preliminary estimates suggest that an all-Alaska gas pipeline
will generate more short-term jobs during the peak year of construction than an overland
gas pipeline (16,000 versus 15,000). An LNG project will have a longer peak period of
six years versus four years for an overland gas pipeline due to the construction demands
of installing the liquefaction plant in Prince William Sound.
Long-term operations: An all-Alaska gasline will generate slightly more long-term
operations jobs than a gasline into Alberta, because operating the liquefaction plant on
Prince William Sound will require approximately 650 staff per year. The TC Alaska
Project and Producer Project will employ approximately 220 operations staff per year
along the gas pipeline and at the gas treatment plant.
Exploration and development: An overland gas pipeline as proposed by TC Alaska will
create more high-paying, long-term exploration and development jobs sooner than an
all-Alaska gas pipeline. An overland gasline, as proposed by TC Alaska, will create
approximately 72,000 long-term jobs on the North Slope during the 2015-2045 period as
companies ramp-up their exploration and development of Alaska's large natural gas
resources. As discussed in the Findings document, the overland gasline proposed by TC
Alaska will be designed and operated so that its capacity can be easily expanded as
new fields are discovered--this is essential to spurring the long-term development of
Alaska's natural gas resources and to creating and sustaining high-paying exploration
and development jobs in Alaska. An all-Alaska gasline will create long-term jobs on the
North Slope, but fewer jobs will be created (47,000) during the 2015-2045 period and the
creation of those jobs will be delayed by more than 10 years. This is due to among other
things, the peculiarities of the global liquefied natural gas market and the lack of open
access for the liquefaction plant component of the project.

4. Issues related to benefits to Alaskans.
a) Comment: The gas pipeline project should benefit Alaskans by
increasing local gas supply and lowering local gas prices.
A spur gas pipeline connection built in conjunction with or subsequent to an Alaska gas
pipeline project could provide a significant quantity of gas supply for in-state usage. The
increase in local gas supply would benefit Alaska energy consumers in at least four
ways.
First, a reliable source of stable gas supply in significant quantities, while not necessarily
inexpensive when compared against the historic natural gas prices of the 1970s to
1990s, would offer Alaska consumers a secure, long-term energy supply. In addition to
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the commodity cost, the total cost for the Alaska North Slope natural gas energy supply
would include a mainline tariff, the spur-line tariff, plus the usual local distribution
charges. AGIA is designed to generate the lowest possible in-state gas costs. AGIA
requires a mileage-based tariff based on the actual distance from pipeline inlet to offtake points so that supplies diverted to local, in-state usage would not bear the burden of
the full mainline cost of service from the North Slope to Alberta.1
Second, a spur line could enhance Cook Inlet exploration by creating a market outlet for
new gas discoveries. The spur gasline would be designed for bi-directional flows. Thus,
it could provide a source of gas supply into South-central and an outlet for South-central
producers to ship gas to markets beyond the borders of the Cook Inlet basin. This could
be very important given the significant variation in South-central seasonal gas demand.
The spur gasline connection with the Alaska gasline project could effectively link the
Cook Inlet basin with the thriving North American gas market.
Third, long-term supply security would enable the major electric power utilities to develop
long-term planning strategies for scheduled, efficient, and cost-effective generation
capacity replacement. Planning for power generation equipment upgrade and
replacement and, more generally, for business long-term energy strategies, is difficult
under the present, highly uncertain gas supply situation among South-central and
Railbelt energy consumers. Natural gas supply certainty and security may also help to
address the current problems and challenges confronting industrial applications. For
example, the Nikiski Fertilizer plant owned by Agrium, Inc. is currently idled pending a
viable, long-term gas supply solution.
Fourth, ANS gas supply is likely to reach beyond the Alaska South-central and Railbelt
regions. According to a recent DNR study (Dismukes et al., 2002: p. 114) “gas-by-wire”
transmission and distribution of electric power from a regional, gas-fired power
generating facility near Fairbanks could enable neighboring Interior Alaska communities
to benefit from ANS natural gas energy. Also, the Alaska Natural Gas Development
Authority (PND, Inc., 2005; pp. 24-5) concluded that propane production and distribution
to coastal and possibly, river-connected rural Alaska communities could become a
significant future in-state use for ANS gas.

1

AS 43.90.130(13). In addition, the Alaska Clear and Equitable Share Petroleum Profits Tax (ACES-PPT) includes tax
rate limits that apply to local (in-state) gas sales. These ACES-PPT limits should benefit producers and consumers.
Citations
Dismukes et al., Alaska Natural Gas In-State Demand Study, Anchorage: Prepared for the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources, January, 2002, p. 114.
PND, Inc., Feasibility Study of Propane Distribution throughout Coastal Alaska, (Anchorage: for Alaska Natural Gas
Development Authority), August, 2005, pp. 24-5.

b)

Comment: What access will Alaskans have to the gas under TC
Alaska’s project?

TC Alaska’s proposed gasline would originate on the North Slope near Prudhoe Bay and
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generally follow the trans-Alaska pipeline system (TAPS) south to a location near
Prospect Creek. The gasline would then diverge from the TAPS route and continue
southeast following the Alaska Highway to the Alaska-Canada (Yukon Territory) border
near Beaver Creek. Once in Canada, the proposed gasline would follow the Alaska
Highway through the Yukon crossing into British Columbia near Watson Lake. The
gasline would continue to run southeasterly through British Columbia, crossing into
Alberta near Boundary Lake. Once in Alberta, the gasline would interconnect with an
existing gasline network referred to as the “Alberta hub.”
As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has committed to provide a minimum of five off-take
points along the Alaska section of the proposed gasline. The location of these off-take
points is as yet undetermined and each provides an opportunity for connection with spur
lines. While TC Alaska does not propose building a spur line directly, the main line
would allow for connection and off-take by a third-party project. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main gasline in Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed
in to ENSTAR’s existing network.
TC Alaska also commits to providing natural gas service to delivery points in the state
even if during the first open season no shippers come forward to have their gas shipped
to those delivery points. TC Alaska will require, however, that when shippers wish to
have gas shipped to those delivery points, they must enter into long-term firm contracts
for service. This commitment leaves the door open for delivery of natural gas to
Alaskans when it is needed. TC Alaska also proposes a single in-state transportation
rate that does not include the downstream gasline costs in Canada. The commitment
from TC Alaska to provide distance-sensitive rates also ensures gas will be taken off of
the mainline to serve Alaska communities at an appropriate transportation cost.

c) Comment: Will there be enough long-term gas for Alaska?
Estimates of undiscovered, technically recoverable resources in Alaska’s Arctic exceed
224 trillion cubic feet (Tcf). This is enough to supply the entire volume of gas consumed
by commercial and residential customers in the rest of the United States for about three
years. There are 34 Tcf of “reserves” on the North Slope within Prudhoe Bay and other
existing fields. The Department of Energy estimates the amount of economically
recoverable, undiscovered gas within Alaska’s Arctic to total nearly 137 tcf. However,
since no transportation system is available for moving natural gas from the North Slope,
no company has explored specifically for gas until very recently.
Gas consumed within Alaska for power generation, gas utilities, and industrial use
amounts to roughly 163 billion cubic feet (Bcf) per year. Studies of in-state gas use have
projected consumption to remain less than 190 Bcf/ year, even after North Slope gas
becomes available to other parts of the state. Depending upon the production available
from Cook Inlet, this would be less than 0.5 Bcf/ day of the 4.0-4.5 Bcf/ day proposed in
various gasline projects.
AGIA requires any AGIA-licensed project to provide a minimum of five off-take points
within the state, as well as distance-sensitive tariffs. Thus, Alaskans will have access to
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North Slope gas throughout the life of the project. Estimates of project life range
between 25 and 50 years.

d) Comment: Will there be a shorter, in-state line (often referred to as
a “bullet line”) to provide gas for Alaskans?
AGIA was passed by the Alaska State Legislature with a specific charge: Bring Alaska’s
North Slope gas to market, recognizing that quick movement on that main line has many
important benefits. First, to ensure that Alaskans have access to the gas, off the main
line for in-state use, at the lowest possible transportation costs. Second, to ensure that
new gas is developed; third, to help sustain Alaska’s economy through development of
natural gas resources. So AGIA is specifically designed to ensure that Alaska’s gas
reaches Alaskans.
Many Alaskans are primarily concerned with in-state use of North Slope gas. AGIA
requires any potential licensee to commit to a number of things that will accommodate
the desire of Alaskan communities to access their North Slope gas. Among these are
the gasline access provisions that will allow explorers who search for and produce
natural gas to put that gas into an Alaska gas pipeline. In addition, any AGIA licensee
must commit to providing five in-state off-take points and “distance sensitive”
transportation rates so that Alaskans who wish to purchase natural gas can do so at an
appropriate price rather than paying for the “full haul” all the way to the gas pipeline
terminus. This should facilitate the development of shorter, in-state spur lines to provide
gas to more Alaska communities.
Alaskans should know that the Administration understands the concerns expressed
above, and that on March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed a statewide Energy
Coordinator with the express goal of tasking him and his organization, the Alaska Energy
Authority, with examining, analyzing, assessing and proposing solutions to the energy
availability and cost challenges facing many Alaskans.
AGIA also allows for the state to incentivize or directly pursue a low-volume line (less
than 500 million cubic feet per day) serving in-state needs. However, these projects,
such as a bullet line, need to be evaluated on their own merits and compared to other
alternative energy options. Governor Palin tasked the Energy Coordinator to evaluate
this, and in fact, the Administration has already been examining the feasibility of a bullet
line, linking Alaska’s North Slope gas directly to Alaskan consumers. That analysis is a
component of the Energy Coordinator’s Energy Plan. To facilitate this analysis, Governor
Palin requested $8 million, so that the work on the bullet line study done to date can be
refined to allow the Energy Coordinator to include the bullet line as one of the projects
examined to ultimately serve Alaska’s long-term energy needs.
However, it is important to distinguish the division between AGIA and the state’s Energy
Plan. The commissioners’ recommendation on advancing TC Alaska’s mainline project
involved close evaluation of ensuring that this project will develop Alaska’s gas to
maximize gas development, Alaskan jobs, and Alaskans’ use of the gas.
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By contrast, Alaska’s Energy Policy will include review and evaluation of a bullet line
concept, including construction times, costs, and markets.
Ultimately, the cost of routing North Slope gas to Alaska communities will improve
greatly with the construction and operation of a large-diameter pipeline that fully
commercializes Alaska’s North Slope natural gas reserves. In fact, issuing a license to
TC Alaska will increase the likelihood that plans for a “bullet line” will become reality.

5. Issues related to First Nation interests in Canada
a) Comment: First Nations groups whose lands and people may be
impacted expect full communication and participation in the gas
pipeline project.
The commissioners appreciate the concerns expressed concerning possible social and
environmental impacts to the local communities in Alaska and Canada. With regard to
this concern, the commissioners have consulted with Canadian legal counsel to review
TC Alaska’s application and the requirements under Canadian law. The commissioners
are aware of and recognize the obligations and duty to consult that are imposed upon
project proponents in Canada and Canadian provincial, territorial and federal
governments to consult First Nations when the project undertakings could potentially
have a significant impact on First Nations.
The commissioners believe that these requirements and TC Alaska’s history of working
with the Aboriginal communities in Canada will provide the basis for resolving these
issues should they arise.

6. Issues related to financing and economics of a natural gas pipeline

a) Comment: Will the State of Alaska be providing loan guarantees
for this project?
The state is committed to doing whatever is necessary to get a gas pipeline built for
Alaska. At this time, the Administration does not believe state loan guarantees are
necessary to move the project forward. Project sponsors are currently eligible for $18
billion (which escalates with inflation) of federal loan guarantees. This will allow the
project sponsor to borrow money at a favorable interest rate. While this does improve
the project economics somewhat, it does not determine the project’s feasibility.
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b) Comment: TC Alaska’s proposed return on equity is too high; it
transfers inflation risks to the shippers.
TC Alaska’s proposed return on equity (ROE) — 965 basis points (9.65%) above 10year Treasury bills, or 14 percent at the time that TC Alaska filed its application —
suggests to some that it is too high, that TC Alaska has effectively transferred inflation
risk to the shippers, and that it may not be a good decision for Alaska.
Along with capital structure and other proposed terms, the ROE proposal will be subject
to a great deal of scrutiny, including (i) review and approval by the NEB and FERC, and
(ii) intense negotiations with very sophisticated and experienced prospective shippers.
The combination of this regulatory oversight and these negotiations will, in the
commissioners’ opinion, satisfactorily resolve the issue.
The ROE offer should also be put in context. What most matters to both shippers and
the state is the overall tariff level. TC Alaska’s ROE offer is coupled with an offer of a
75/25 percent debt/equity ratio. As explained in the Finding, the overall value of the TC
Alaska offer is very similar to a 12 percent ROE with a 70/30 debt/equity ratio – a
combination of ratemaking parameters that is squarely within the mainstream of modern
ratemaking.

c) Comment: Alaska should use the Permanent Fund to either help
lower gas costs for Alaskans, provide Alaskans with direct
financial assistance for high gas costs, or finance and build a
state gas pipeline in which all Alaska residents are stockholders.
Recent increases in energy prices have severely impacted many Alaskans. Rural areas
in particular have been affected, forcing difficult choices. Both the Administration and
legislature are committed to helping solve this issue and have taken steps to study
various alternatives and discuss possible solutions. The Governor’s recent appointment
of an energy coordinator, the energy inventory currently under way at DGGS, and the
new Renewable Energy Fund are all steps being taken to address this need. They will
consider use of the Permanent Fund as one option for reducing Alaskan’s energy costs.
Use of the Permanent Fund is restricted by the principles under which it was created.
These include the Prudent Investor Rule, flexibility of trustees in investment decisions,
insulation from political activity, and accountability to the Legislature. Permanent Fund
investment in an Alaska gas pipeline has been considered, but any such investment
must still meet the fund’s criteria. While these principals create barriers to spending of
the Permanent Fund’s principal, they also provide the structure to which so much of the
fund’s success is owed.
Permanent Fund earnings are deposited directly into the Earnings Reserve Account
(ERA) and are available for appropriation by the legislature. This could provide the
legislature several options for spending in programs like the Power Cost Equalization
program. However, past efforts to access the ERA have faced strong public opposition,
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and any such effort in the future will require significant agreement between the public,
Administration, and legislature.
Ref: Article IX: Alaska State Constitution

d) Comment: How will the state profit from TC Alaska’s project; is
Alaska’s best interest really aligned with TC Alaska?
In the broadest sense, Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are aligned in that both
parties will vigorously pursue the development and construction of a gas pipeline. The
value of Alaska’s natural gas is measured on a scale of hundreds of billions of dollars.
This value will invariably be shared between the state and those who produce the gas
and deliver it to market. The state will receive tax and royalty revenues when the gas is
produced. The producers will earn revenues when the gas is sold and the pipeline
company will earn revenues for transportation services. The balance between these
interests is struck in a complex process that began when AGIA was passed. The AGIA
requirements ensure that the state’s interests, which are different from those of the
producers and the pipeline company, are met. Any gas pipeline project must be
commercially feasible, and any project sponsor should be expected to maximize their
share of value. The best interest of Alaska, however, is protected by the terms under
AGIA, and by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and NPA in
Canada.
In exchange for the various inducements offered under AGIA, TC Alaska committed to
certain terms which protect the state’s interest. These terms encourage gas exploration
by ensuring new shippers have access to the pipeline, and that tariff increases from
expansion are shared by all shippers. The terms also ensure that tariffs are kept low to
help maximize revenue to the state. The state’s economy will benefit from this large
construction project and from the long-term employment opportunities associated with
operating the gas pipeline. The state will also benefit from the opportunities the gasline
will create to meet in-state energy demands.

7. Issues related to TC Alaska’s application
a) Comment: TC Alaska should not be selected for an AGIA license.
TC Alaska’s application was one of five received through the AGIA process by the
deadline of November 30, 2007. In accordance with the AGIA statutes and AGIA
Request for Applications, all applications were reviewed for completeness under the 20
AGIA statutory requirements (referred to as the “must haves”). After the initial review,
letters were sent requesting clarifying information for each application. No new or
supplemental information was requested. After receiving clarifying information from
each applicant, the applications were re-evaluated for completeness with the statutory
requirements. At the end of the completeness review, only TC Alaska’s application was
found to meet AGIA’s 20 statutory requirements. The application was then reviewed by
the AGIA team to determine whether it was in the best interest of the people of Alaska.
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The commissioners thoroughly evaluated TC Alaska’s application to ensure it
accomplished the goals in AGIA, and have considered the public’s comments during the
evaluation process.

b) Comment: TC Alaska’s application is not complete because it
contains “conditions” for fiscal certainty federal loan guarantees and
federal participation as a bridge shipper.
Some comments suggested that TC Alaska’s application was not complete because it asks
for fiscal certainty and other conditions, such as federal loan guarantees and participation as
a bridge shipper. But, while TC Alaska’s application presents different options, it is not
conditioned on them.
TC Alaska’s application suggested the “bridge shipper” concept as a means of allowing the
project to go forward even if the major North Slope producers refuse to participate in an
open season, TC Alaska did not make its commitments to fulfill any of AGIA’s requirements
conditional on either the state’s or U.S. Government’s agreement to or participation in the
bridge shipper concept. Rather, it suggests (but does not require) a bridge shipper
alternative as a means of obtaining financing for the gas pipeline project, and allowing the
project to go forward even if the major North Slope producers refuse to participate in an
open season for the project’s capacity. TC Alaska proposes to work with the state to
persuade the U.S. government to assume some or all of the project’s initial risk by acting as
a bridge shipper. According to TC Alaska, this would encourage explorers to develop new
Alaska gas supplies and commit those supplies to the project. This, in turn, would create
momentum that would encourage the major North Slope producers to commit to capacity in
the gasline. Once the capacity of the gasline is supported by commitments to capacity, the
U.S. government’s bridge shipper obligations would terminate.
For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see “Response to Mischaracterization of TC
Alaska Application as Conditional” posted on the Governor’s AGIA Web site at
http://www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia
Furthermore, TC Alaska does not condition its commitments to go forward with the project
on the receipt of federal loan guarantees provided by the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act
enacted by the U.S. Congress in 2004. TC Alaska proposes (but does not require) that the
state and TC Alaska work together to convince the federal government to allow TC Alaska
to use federal loan guarantees for capital cost overruns. Under TC Alaska’s concept, as
described at Page 16 of the Application’s Executive Summary, negotiated rate shippers
would have the option to repay loans using the federal loan guarantees only when gas
prices exceed a certain amount. While the state may ask TC Alaska to clarify its concept in
the future, it is clear that TC Alaska has not conditioned its commitments under AGIA on
obtaining the federal loan guarantees, or on either the state or U.S. government approving
TC Alaska’s concept of how to use the loan guarantees. TC Alaska describes its loan
guarantee concept as an “option” (see Page 16 of the Executive Summary), which it merely
“proposes” (see pages 2.2-53 and 2.2-71 of the Application) but does not require as a
condition to fulfilling the commitments in its Application. TC Alaska does not make its
commitments to file for a FERC certificate or fulfill any of AGIA’s other requirements
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conditional on any condition or contingency, including the loan guarantee concept. Instead,
TC Alaska commits, repeatedly and unconditionally, to file for a FERC certificate as required
by AGIA.
For example:
• At Page 10 of the Executive Summary, TC Alaska unconditionally “commits” to “apply
for [a FERC certificate] to authorize the construction and operation of the [project] by
December 2011.”
• At Page 2.2-85 of its Application, TC Alaska unconditionally “commits” to “apply for a
FERC Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to authorize the construction and
operation of the Project by December 30, 2011.”
• Moreover, in its signed Certification and in the cover letter to its Application, TC Alaska
commits to comply with all of AGIA’s requirements, and places no conditions on that
unequivocal commitment.
Accordingly, any assertion that TC Alaska has conditioned its commitments on the loan
guarantee idea mentioned in its Application, including the commitment for file for a FERC
certificate, is incorrect and mischaracterizes TC Alaska’s Application.
The TC Alaska application does not place any conditions or contingencies on those
commitments. The bridge shipper and loan guarantee concepts are not requirements.
Instead, they are creative ideas which TC Alaska has offered for the state’s consideration to
help facilitate the development of the project.

c) Comment: How solid is TC Alaska’s creditworthiness; what is the
company’s net worth?
TC Alaska’s application states that the company has a strong credit rating (a rating of
“A3” from Moody’s Investors Service), nearly $30 billion (Canadian) in assets, and a net
annual income of more than $1 billion (Canadian). The Goldman Sachs report attached
as Appendix H concludes that TC Alaska is financially capable of completing this project.
TC Alaska’s application further explains that, in addition to owning pipeline systems that
total more than 36,500 miles of pipe and approximately 29.5 billion cubic feet of gas
throughput per day (Bcf/d), the company also operates numerous affiliated pipelines in
North America. TC Alaska recently completed a $6 billion (Canadian) expansion of its
Canadian Mainline system and, in the 1990s, completed a $14 billion (Canadian)
expansion of its Alberta system, which now totals more than 14,500 miles of pipe and
11.1 Bcf/d of gas throughput.
More information concerning TC Alaska’s finances can be found at: www.TC
Alaska.com/investor/financial.html
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8. Issues Related to ConocoPhillips’ November 2007 Gas Pipeline
Plan.

a) Comment: ConocoPhillips’ alternative pipeline plan should have
been considered under AGIA; why wasn’t the Conoco plan
considered?
ConocoPhillips (“CPAI”) did not file an AGIA application. Because CPAI declined the
opportunity to submit an application under the open AGIA process and meet the
requirements set forth by Governor Palin and the Alaska State Legislature under AGIA it
was not considered as part of the AGIA review process.
On November 30, 2007, CPAI issued a document to the public inviting the State of
Alaska to negotiate terms for an Alaska North Slope natural gas pipeline project, an
alternative to the process created by the legislature in AGIA. Conoco’s proposal did not
follow AGIA procedures or satisfy the AGIA requirements.
Conoco’s alternative was contingent upon the state’s negotiating a satisfactory “resource
fiscal package” of tax and royalty concessions to induce not only Conoco, but also
ExxonMobil and BP to support the pipeline with shipping commitments. Conoco has yet
to define what a satisfactory package would be, or prove to the state or the public that
such a package is necessary to make a project economic. In effect, Conoco’s proposal
would have restarted the failed Stranded Gas Development Act negotiations between
the state and the three North Slope producers.

b) Comment: Conoco stated it will not ask for the AGIA incentives;
wouldn’t that be a better deal for Alaska?
Conoco’s “alternative plan” is no longer valid. Conoco has rescinded that offer and is
now involved in a new approach in with BP. Based upon the limited information
provided in either Conoco’s original alternative plan or the more recent announcement
by Conoco and BP, it is impossible to determine exactly how much of the state’s money
is being requested. While it is true that the AGIA matching funds are not being sought,
both of these proposals seek an undefined amount of other state funds in the form of tax
law changes. The AGIA matching funds are available only to a project proponent willing
to commit to certain provisions that protect the state’s long-range economic interest,
which BP/Conoco are unwilling to do. Failure to protect those interests would likely
result in costs to the state far in excess of the $500 million AGIA matching funds.
The BP/Conoco joint effort has not yet established what the debt to equity ratio it would
propose to use in its tariff, or other commercial tariff terms. If, rather than the 70/30
required by AGIA, their debt to equity ratio was instead 68/32, the financial difference to
the state over the 25-year life of the project would be the equivalent of writing the same
$500 million AGIA check to BP/Conoco without any of AGIA’s other protective provisions
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regarding access and expansion. No commitments to solicit interest from explorers
through future open seasons, no commitment to ensure the level playing field provided
by AGIA’s access and rolled-in expansion rates provisions, but the $500 million up-front
cost would be identical.
Further, without competition from an AGIA project, and absent commitments of any kind
to advance the project along a specific timeline, the producers would have the state in a
leveraged position and would likely attempt to extract additional value in the form of
further reductions to their tax burden. Under those circumstances and at that time in the
lifespan of the Prudhoe Bay oil field, the state could see no alternative than to acquiesce
altogether. The ultimate cost to the state under that scenario is difficult to calculate,
though it’s likely the amount would greatly exceed $500 million.
The assertion that Conoco will not be seeking any state matching funds is misleading.
Conoco is not eligible to receive incentive funds under AGIA because Conoco will not
commit to meet AGIA requirements. Conoco makes its alternative contingent on the
state’s negotiating “fiscal terms” – tax and royalty concessions – not only with Conoco,
but also with ExxonMobil and BP to induce them to support the pipeline project.
Historically, Conoco and the other two North Slope producers have sought tax and
royalty concessions that would cost Alaskans billions of dollars. In exchange, Conoco
has offered no enforceable commitment to build a pipeline on a timely basis.

c) Comment: Conoco has Alaska experience and will hire more
Alaskans and utilize Alaska businesses.
AGIA requires a licensee to commit to employing Alaskans and Alaska businesses to the
maximum allowable by law. Conoco also commits to use Alaska contractors, so long as
these contractors are competitive with Outside contractors. Nevertheless, any gas
pipeline project will generate such a tremendous labor demand that most Alaskans who
want a job will be able to get one. To ensure that Alaskans are ready to take those jobs,
the state has committed more than $20 million to advance job training opportunities in
Alaska.

9. Issues related to North Slope gas producers
a) Comment: Commitments from North Slope gas producers are
necessary for a pipeline project to succeed.
Much of the North Slope gas being considered for commercialization is located on state
lands which have been leased to the producers. Under their lease contracts with the
state, the producers are required to produce the oil and gas resources in the lease in
order to retain their leasehold. Commercially, it would be in the producers’ best interests
to make firm transportation commitments to ship gas on an economic pipeline project or
to sell the gas to a counterpart willing to make those same transportation commitments.
As discussed in Chapter 3 of the Finding and Determination,, the current North Slope
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producers can expect very generous internal rates of return for committing Prudhoe Bay
gas to an AGIA pipeline, and returns that are still generous, though less so, for gas from
other North Slope fields.
Governor Palin is determined to use all reasonable and legal means to assure that
Alaska’s gas resources are developed. The state will work to ensure that gas is
produced from its lands consistent with the terms of the leases and unit agreements the
North Slope producers hold.

b) Comment: The state must negotiate with oil-and-gas producers.
The major North Slope producers have demanded that Alaskans provide fiscal
concessions in the form of adjusted state tax and royalty provisions before they will
consider building a pipeline. State officials maintain that it is economically irresponsible
to provide a financial boost to the project before project cost, schedule, and range of
risks are further defined. This position is essentially validated by the recent
announcement by BP and ConocoPhillips that fiscal concessions are not necessarily a
critical first step in this process, despite years of having made contrary public
representations.
If the State of Alaska decides in the future that some form of adjustment must be made
to the tax or royalty structure in order to move a gas pipeline project forward, then that
will be examined. But any such decision must be based upon sound economic and
technical information like that acquired through the AGIA process. There is currently no
financial evidence to support the major North Slope producers’ claim that the project
needs the state’s help.

10. Issues related to transport concerns
a) Comment: An all-Alaska route with LNG facility in Valdez is a
better option since it would cost less to build and would be easier
and more quickly built.
Various methods for commercializing North Slope gas have been proposed in the past,
each of which offers different benefits and challenges. The option of building a pipeline
to Valdez for liquefaction and sale to Asian markets has long been an intriguing
alternative to proposals which transport Alaska’s gas through Canada.
Recognizing the importance of LNG as a potential alternative for Alaska, the
Administration conducted an extensive analysis of different LNG projects in parallel with
its evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA application. These analyses examined a range of
price and demand scenarios, along with the commercial realities of LNG projects, to see
what comparative benefits an LNG project might offer the state.
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The higher price of some LNG in foreign markets makes it appear an attractive option for
Alaska. However, any economic benefit an LNG project might bring to the state
depends heavily on a substantial differential remaining between domestic and foreign
gas prices. Forecasts anticipate this difference to narrow considerably over the coming
years as new LNG projects come online, and as depleted U.S. and Canadian gas
reserves force up domestic prices and the importation of increasing supplies of LNG.
The added cost of a gas liquefaction plant make the total costs of an LNG project
substantially more than an equivalently sized project bringing gas in to Canada. This
increased cost leads to a greater transportation tariff and, subsequently, to less state
revenue. LNG economics are further strained by the comparatively large amount of gas
consumed during the transportation and liquefaction processes, requiring the higher
overall capital cost to be recovered from less gas.
Both LNG and trans-Canadian pipeline projects face different schedule risks. While a
trans-Canadian project must resolve additional right-of-way and permit issues, the
integrated nature of LNG projects require a much higher level of coordination between
gas sellers, pipeline operators, and gas buyers. Since no LNG project is being
considered under AGIA, or is otherwise being advanced, at least one additional year
would be required to restart the AGIA process and solicit new LNG proposals.
An LNG project would stand to bring the state more property tax revenue, and would
provide roughly 200 jobs that would not result from a trans-Canadian project.
Nevertheless, these benefits must ultimately be evaluated alongside a variety of other
factors, including expandability and the resultant long-term economic benefits in order to
determine which project serves the best interest of the state.

b) Comment: The pipeline route should not go through Canada
because Canada will get all the benefits.
TC Alaska’s proposal is to build an open-access pipeline and enter contracts with gas
producers for shipping the gas on the pipeline to market. TC Alaska will not own rights
to any of the gas shipped through the line. The open season required by AGIA is the
first step in this process.

c) Comment: Will Canadians have the power to shut off gas to Lower
48 markets or use all the gas themselves?
As an international project, any Alaska pipeline which transports gas from the North
Slope in to Canada will be governed by the Agreement between the Government of the
United States of America and the Government of Canada Concerning Transit Pipelines
(Transit Pipeline Treaty). The Transit Pipeline Treaty (abr.) took effect in 1977 and
applies to all pipelines in both countries whenever one country’s pipeline carries the
other’s oil or gas. The treaty mandates nondiscriminatory treatment and would not allow
Canada to simply shut off gas to the Lower 48 market.
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11. Issues related to state-owned pipeline.
a) Comment: The State of Alaska should take on ownership and
construction of an all-Alaska natural gas pipeline and leave the
major oil producers out altogether.
Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an enormous commitment of resources, both
financial and human, that is better left to experienced pipeline companies. While Alaska
may have that much money in its coffers with the recent increases in oil prices,
committing that significant amount of money might impair the state's ability to meet its
other sovereign obligations-like the education, health and infrastructure. To design,
construct and operate a pipeline would require a different kind of expertise than is now
present within state government. In order to be able to build the pipeline, the state
would have to hire new employees and form a corporate entity to manage the project.
The state will continue to be involved in the development of this gas pipeline. AGIA
requires a successful licensee to provide information about its progress to the state. AS
43.90.220. The state can protect its interests by monitoring the pipeline development
process to make sure that the commitments made by the licensee are honored.
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B. Comments and Responses
The following public comments were received in response to the 60-day AGIA call for
Comments issued on January 4, 2008. The comments are grouped in five categories (Public,
State and Local Government, Federal, Industry, and Canada) and sorted alphabetically.
Comments were received via Web site, e-mail, fax, and mail and inserted into the format below.
All comments received are recorded here verbatim. Hard-copy comments that contained
graphs, figures, or charts are attached at the end of this appendix. Attachments to comments
can be seen in .pdf on the State of Alaska Web site:
http://www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agiacomments/Comments.aspx

PUBLIC
COMMENT

RESPONSE

Abshier, T.C-, 3/04/08 (202NK)
Alaskan Natural Gas Pipeline
Constitution of Alaska, Article VIII, Section 2.
General Authority. The legislature shall
provide for the utilization, development, and
conservation of all natural resources belonging
to the State, including land and water, for the
maximum benefit of its people.
This means- Alaska natural resources for
Alaskans FIRST. Then, if there is a surplus,
Alaska can sell for a profit (and put the money
in the permanent fund). Who, or what, says
that there can be only ONE pipeline? Alaska
has enough money that we can hire
companies to build as many gas lines as we
need to bring the natural gas to Alaskans;
Alaska can also hire companies to operate any
number of gas lines. True, the major natural
gas pipeline should be built to the major
market, first. But there should not be just ONE
pipeline.

The state is not committed to considering only
one pipeline, but real benefits are associated
with constructing a single large-diameter
pipeline for the initial, most difficult portion of
the route from the North Slope. The harsh
climate and terrain present very significant
challenges for this project, so there are clear
economies of scale associated with a single
gas line that can accommodate growth and
future expansions by simply adding
compressor stations or minimal looping. Some
points along the proposed route will have
difficulty physically accommodating the
existing oil pipeline and the addition of just one
new buried gas line. Farther downstream, new
pipeline laterals can be constructed to serve
the Cook Inlet area, a possible LNG facility,
and deliveries to local industry and
communities. With proper planning and sizing,
a single trunk line can accommodate deliveries
to the major market and to markets throughout
Alaska. The Administration is open to more
than one pipeline, but suggests that additional
alternatives be considered in terms of
economics/costs, environmental and social
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RESPONSE
impact, among other things. For more
information, see the summaries at Section A,
Issue #4a, 4b, and 4d.

Infrastructure
Infrastructure is the key to progress and
financial security. Infrastructure guarantees
maximum distribution of resources. For
example,(sic) “Let’s build a system of
interstate highways across the nation
(Eisenhower, circa 1950). Today, how much of
the US resources (freight) are moved across
the infrastructure?
There’s enough natural gas in Alaska to
supply Alaskans for as long as the State
exists. So, when do Alaskans get some of their
natural resources? The TAPS was built for one
major market; how much do we Alaskan get?
True, oil takes refineries, but natural gas is
usable right out of the ground. Alaska ships its
oil out of the state and then pays the premium
price to ship and buy some gasoline and
heating oil in Alaska.
Alaskans need heating fuel (at -30 F), electric
power generation, and cleaner fuels for our
vehicles (hydrogen). Alaskan first! Then, if
there any surplus, it can be sold to any market
in the World.
There is nothing that says Alaska can’t have a
major natural gas pipeline from the North Slop
to the Interior; this pipeline should be the first
and the major line. From the Interior, the
natural gas can be piped to anywhere in the
world, but it must come down from the North
Slope first.

An Alaska gas pipeline project in conjunction
with a spur pipeline connection would provide
a significant quantity of potential gas supply for
in-state usage. AGIA is designed to generate
the lowest possible in-state gas costs. AGIA
permits a mileage-based tariff based on the
actual distance from pipeline inlet to off-take
points so that supplies diverted to local, instate usage would not bear the burden of the
full mainline cost of service from the North
Slope to Alberta.
Recent increases in energy prices have
severely impacted all Alaskans. Rural areas in
particular have been affected, forcing many to
make difficult choices. The Administration and
legislature are committed to helping solve this
issue and have taken steps to study various
alternatives and discuss possible solutions.
The Governor’s recent appointment of an
energy coordinator, the energy inventory
currently under way at DGGS, and the new
Renewable Energy Fund, are all steps being
taken to address this need.
For more summary information, see Section A,
Issues #4a, 4b, 4c, 4d.

Let a company, like Conoco Phillips, build the
major line, from the fields to the infrastructure.
Then, a company, like TransCanada can build
a line to Calgary. Nikiski is the only LNG plant
operating in the U.S., let the Port Authority
build a gas line to Nikiski. Anchorage is the
largest consumer of natural gas in Alaska,
build them a line.
So, the big question becomes: Should just one
company build just one pipeline to just one

Comments noted.
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market; or shall the legislature provide for “the
maximum benefit of its people”? It’s up to the
members of the legislature to decide now, and
vote one this question. We, the electorate, can
always replace the governor of the State, even
by recall, if necessary. TC Abshier

RESPONSE

Alaska Chamber of Commerce - Wayne A. Stevens, President /CEO 3/06/08 (286NK)
Attached is our letter which has also been
faxed and mailed. March 05, 2008 AGIA
License Office State of Alaska, Department of
Revenue 550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501 Dear Commissioner
Galvin and Commissioner Irwin: The number
one legislative priority of the Alaska State
Chamber of Commerce is the construction of
the Alaska gas pipeline to supply the U.S.
market. The State Chamber commends the
Administration for its hard work and strong
efforts to bring a successful gasline project to
fruition.
As stated in Section A, Issue #2c, of this
appendix, AGIA includes important incentives
for current North Slope gas producers. By
committing to transport gas to market,
producers will receive long-term exemptions
from tax changes.

In order for an AGIA licensee, or any other
pipeline project sponsor to succeed, there
must be a clear, stable and predictable natural
gas tax regime so that natural gas owners
perceive value in participating in a FERC open
season. We urge the Administration and the
Alaska Legislature to begin that dialogue.
Again, we commend your efforts to get an
Alaska gasline project under way. As “The
Voice of Alaska Business” we look forward to
continuing the dialogue and providing the
business perspective on this vital economic
development project. Yours in economic
prosperity, Wayne A. Stevens President/CEO
Alley, Steve H. - Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (198NK)
I was at the meeting in Valdez on the 28th the
people attending were unanimous on a vote
for all AK line. I am one of the oiled fisherman
waiting for Exxon to do the right thing, so you
can understand my distrust of the oil industry.
If you folks want to do what’s right for AK an all
AK line is the right thing to do. Our resources
are valuable.

The commissioners launched an extensive
analysis of different LNG projects in parallel
with their evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA
application. They found that, when compared
to an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For summaries of these
analyses, see Section A, Issues #2e, 10a,
10b; for more details, see Chapter 4 of the
Findings.
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The ability to ship gas (access to pipeline
capacity) and the development of an
expandable pipeline that can “grow” to
accommodate production from new
discoveries are vital to long-term natural gas
exploration and development programs. A
pipeline that is not reasonably accessible and
affordable to all who wish to ship natural gas
through it, however, will act against this
change in exploration economics. In the eyes
of exploration companies, a ‘closed’ pipeline
may as well not exist. In this situation, natural
gas exploration can be expected to be delayed
until such time as production from existing
reserves begins to deplete (thus freeing up
capacity in the pipeline).
For a discussion of energy for Alaskans, read
Chapter 1 of the Finding. For brief summaries,
see Section A, Issues #4a, 4b, 4c, 4d.

So why do we need a 48” line to deplete the
gas faster, when we can start out slowly and
enlarge as needed, supplying AK first is a #1
priority.

In closing I want to Thank you for your time, it
is a breath of fresh air having people like you,
looking out for the best interest of Alaska and
its people. Steve H. Alley

American Village of Alaska, Inc. - Park Kriner, President, Glennallen, AK 3/06/08 (275NK)
I attended the public meetings in Valdez on
February 28 and in Glennallen on March 3.
Thank you for giving me those opportunities.
I arrived in Alaska shortly after statehood in
1959. My entire adult life I have been waiting
for a gas line.
I applaud the Governor and her gas line team
for creating a meaningful debate.
However, I have concerns that AGIA does not
fully take into account the best interests of
Alaskans. Specifically, AGIA has not produced
a finding or an indication that near term,
Alaskans will directly and economically benefit
from a North Slope gas project.

A broad discussion regarding how the state is
working to maximize its natural gas revenues
can be found in Chapter 1 of the Finding. Also,
see Section A, Issue #4a.

I was dismayed to hear in Valdez that while
AGIA will ensure a low tariff structure and will
provide distance sensitive pricing, the
economic benefits are long term and may not
be realized for decades. We need help now.
When the TransCanada line turns left at Delta
Junction, their off-take points aren't going to do
me much good in Copper Center where I am
spending close to $1,000 a month to heat my
5-Star energy home. We need gas, not bigger
PFDs and not more money for the Legislature

Rising fuel prices are creating hardships for
Alaska communities and families. There is no
single solution to ease this energy crunch.
However, in-state supply of natural gas could
help reduce energy costs in some regions and
spur the continuation or development of valueadded petrochemical industries.
While the state has no control over the price of
natural gas, the state can influence the volume
produced (by ensuring a pipeline is open and
expandable), and cost factors such as tariffs.
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to spend on programs.
I was very encouraged to learn the North
Slope gas reserves are huge. It was stated in
both meetings I attended that there is ample
gas for multiple projects, which brings me to
the true point of my written comments. I
believe the state should:
Separate the gas line debate into two subjects;
in-state use and commercialization Cause to
be built an in-state project which delivers gas
along the Roadbelt, the Yukon River system,
and to coastal communities via barge (from
Valdez or Cook Inlet).
Make a policy decision to invest state dollars
in the project and to price the gas affordably
for the benefit of Alaskans. Market in-state use
to improve project economics, promote
economic development, and to create a
sustainable economic base. Continue efforts
to commercialize North Slope gas and when
the planets align, move the big project gas to
market In response to questions about a
project for in-state use the audience was told
"it is not economic, we can't afford to do that".
We can't afford not to.
Alaska has $40 billion in savings and $5 billion
in checking yet our rural communities (soon to
be felt in Anchorage) are dying a slow but
certain death. With our vast capital and natural
resources why can't the state determine that
we will have the cheapest energy on the
planet? WE CAN!
Thank you. Good luck with your efforts to
develop the state's gas for the benefit of all
Alaskans.

RESPONSE
As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. The location of these offtake points is negotiable and each provides an
opportunity for connection with spur lines.
While TC Alaska does not propose building a
spur line directly, the main line would allow for
connection and off-take by a third-party
project. Both ENSTAR and the Alaska Natural
Gas Development Authority (ANGDA) are
pursuing spur-line projects which would
connect with the main pipeline in Delta
Junction and bring gas south to feed in to
ENSTAR’s existing network.
For more, see Chapter 1 of the Finding, and
Section A, Issues #4b, 4d, 6c.
The State of Alaska appreciates your
suggestions and opinions relating to the need
for abundant, affordable fuel in-state.

Anchorage Chamber of Commerce- Kathy Porterfield, Chair and IOM President 3/05/08
(211K)
March 5, 2008 Respectfully, the Anchorage
Chamber of Commerce submits comments on
the complete application under the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA). As the state’s
largest business organization, and as
Alaskans, we recognize the importance of
getting a natural gas pipeline built. In Natural
Gas & Alaska’s Future, our series of white
papers about the issues surrounding a natural
gas pipeline project, the Anchorage Chamber
outlines goals and priorities for the gas
pipeline. Our goals and priorities remain
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unchanged. They are, in order of importance:

RESPONSE

1. Getting a gas pipeline built.
2. Maximizing the value of North Slope natural
gas for Alaskans.
3. Getting a gas pipeline built sooner rather
than later.
4. Meeting Alaskan’s non-industrial natural gas
needs.
5. Making natural gas available to Alaskans in
places where it is not available today.

AGIA is designed to advance construction of a
natural gas pipeline from the North Slope to
market. The statute requires a pipeline builder
to meet certain requirements to advance the
project in exchange for a license that provides
up to $500 million in matching funds. AGIA’s
requirements ensure that the license holder
take definite steps toward developing a gas
pipeline within certain time periods in
exchange for matching reimbursements, thus
moving the pipeline project forward within a
defined timeframe.
For a broader introduction to this topic, please
refer to Chapter 1 of the Finding. For summary
information, see Section A, Issues #4a, 4b,
and 4d.

6. Attracting new gas-based manufacturing
industry to Alaska.

See Section A, Issue #4a

7. Preserving the existing natural gas-based
industry in Alaska. In addition, we are
concerned about the “zero sum” game that
has been established by pitting the interests of
the major producers against the interest of the
State. The major producers and the State
have worked together as partners for more
than 30 years, to the benefit of Alaska. Now is
the time for statesmanship and for the State of
Alaska to create the proper environment
necessary for a successful project.

Statesmanship and the maintenance of
positive relationships between the State of
Alaska and the major oil producers are
important to the development and
commercialization of our natural gas
resources. Ultimately, however, Alaskans own
the resource; through leases, the state allows
companies the right to produce and profit from
Alaska’s oil and gas. The commissioners are
bound by the Alaska State Constitution to, in
Governor Palin’s words, “ensure that an openaccess gas pipeline (is) built on competitive
terms, provide(s) the maximum benefit to the
people of Alaska, and fully promote(s) the
development of Alaska’s vast natural gas
resources.”
The AGIA statute was crafted and passed by
the Alaska State Legislature to ensure that the
parallel natural gas development missions of
Alaska and the producers is fair, open, and
transparent. For more, see Section A, Issue
#9b.

Sincerely, Kathy Porterfield, chair Stacy
Schubert, IOM, president Anchorage Chamber
of Commerce Anchorage Chamber of
Commerce

Anderson, John-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (272NK)
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your plan sucks....what don’t you get about
the fact that Alaskans want an Alaskan gas
line...you better do something about the price
of energy for the people that live here...before
we can’t afford to live here any more...I am a
life-long Alaskan...

RESPONSE
Rising fuel prices are creating hardships for
Alaskans statewide. In-state supply of natural
gas could help reduce energy costs in some
regions of the state and spur the continuation
or development of value-added petrochemical
industries. While the state has no control over
the price of natural gas, it can influence the
volume produced (by ensuring a pipeline is
open and expandable), and cost factors such
as tariffs.

we need a gas line to Valdez..
look again at the port authority plan...

The commissioners found the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority’s application to be incomplete.
Nonetheless, the commissioners felt that it
was important to understand the comparative
benefits an LNG project might offer. An
extensive analysis was conducted of different
LNG projects in parallel with the
commissioners’ evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The gasline team examined
a range of price and demand scenarios, along
with the commercial realities of large-scale
LNG projects.
Ultimately, the commissioners found that,
when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater maximum benefits
to Alaskans over the life of the project.
For more, see Chapter 4 of the Finding, and
Section A, Issues #2e.

there is space on the existing trans-alaska
pipeline for another line ...they did that during
initial construction....
Canada is a bad idea. We will regret it forever
if you do this trans-canada gas line..regards
....John L Anderson

Anderson, Shana-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (273NK)
Please refer to the response above.
WE WANT AN ALL ALASKA GAS LINE....NO
FOOLING AROUND IN
CANADA...CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
UPCOMING 5TH CHILD... SHANA
ANDERSON
Archey, Pat-Anchorage, AK 1/23/08 (63NK)
I have reviewed the AGIA application for Trans
Canada and it does not appear to be
complete. There is no guarantee that this
company is required to build the pipeline if it
does not have a guaranteed source of gas.
And Trans Canada has no guaranteed source
of gas.

AGIA was crafted to advance construction of a
natural gas pipeline from the North Slope to
market. It was not designed to ensure that a
pipeline would be built, rather to ensure that
the project progresses through FERC
certification. AGIA’s requirements that the
license holder take definite steps toward
developing a gas pipeline within certain time
periods in exchange for matching
reimbursements moves the pipeline project
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RESPONSE
forward within a defined timeframe. TC Alaska
committed to perform all of the AGIA
requirements in its application.
For more background, see Chapter 1 of the
Finding; a brief summary is found in Section A,
Issue #2a

Also, I do not think having one bidder
constitutes competition for a gas line making
this a sole source bid, which must go through
the same public approval process as any sole
source bidder would have to for a State
sanctioned project of this magnitude.
So I believe that this process is flawed and
that a second bidder that does have control of
the resource and the market should be
brought into the process. I totally oppose this
entire application.

Five applicants met the AGIA Request for
Applications deadline. Under the
commissioners’ examination, each application
revealed considerable effort and attention to
detail. The commissioners ultimately
determined that only one of the applications
met all of the required conditions and provided
all of the required information. The
commissioners’ determination process and
legislative review are adequate to ensure that
benefits to the state are adequately
maximized.
See Section A, Issue #2b

Ayotte, Rihard-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (314NK)
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no to canada no to china yes, all alaskan to
valdez yes, to doing it ourselves without big
oil. NO TO EVER BRINGING UP CANADA
AGAIN. GO PUNCH IN NATHAN A. AYOTTE
IN A SEARCH ENGINE. HE IS A PETRO
CHEMICAL ENGINEER IN CALIFORNIA,
FOR ONE OF THE SATANIC GROUP.
REMEMBER IN CAL NOT AK. HE
GRADUATED FROM UAF LAST YEAR. MY
YOUNGEST SON IS A FRESHMAN AT
UAF...HE SAYS THE ENERGY
ENVIRONMENT IS TO SENSELESS, AND
REFUSES TO GET IN BED WITH SATAN.
OH YEA, EVEN WITH THAT SAID, HERE IS
MY WAY TO HANDLE BIG OIL. NO TO ANY
OIL COMPANY...
KICK EVERYONE OF THEM OUT OF
ALASKA AND HAVE A STATE ENTITY RUN
OUR WHOLE GAMMATE OF RESOURCES.
LET EM TAKE US TO COURT...REMEMBER
THE EXXON VALDEZ OIL SPILL FROM THE
19TH CENTURY...WELL THEY SET A GOOD
EXAMPLE AT HOW LONG WE COULD
DRAG OUR FEET. BY THE TIME WE
SETTLED UP IN COURT AK BE OUT OF
FOSSIL FUELS...

Public Comments – PUBLIC

RESPONSE
Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources that is
better left to experienced pipeline companies.
To design, construct and operate a pipeline
would require a different kind of expertise than
is now present within state government. In
order to be able to build the pipeline, the state
would have to hire new employees and form a
corporate entity to manage the project. For
more, see Section A, Issue #11a.
For a detailed discussion of in-state LNG
pipeline issues, refer to Chapter 4 of the
Finding. For summary information, see Section
A, Issues #10a, 10b.

Baker, Eleazar-Delta Junction, AK 2/28/08 (145NK)
The route through Canada is necessary to
I would like to comment on the security of this
gain access to the AECO Hub in Alberta which
pipeline when in another country.
provides the opportunity to maximize the value
How can we enforce our ability to protect this
of Alaskan gas by delivering it to markets
line when Canada does not have the same
throughout North America. Canadian
laws we do when it comes to letting people
authorities have been more proactive recently
into the country that may be terrorists?
in addressing the issue of pipeline security
management as evidenced in the attached
Is it not best to be able to control our own
proposed regulations. Section 2.9 of the TC
affairs, with our own constitutional rights and
Alaska application provides a discussion of
privileges in our own country. Do we not give
this up when our property and economy are in TransCanada Corporation’s history of
compliance with safety, health, and
the hands of people we cannot vote for?
environmental requirements including audits
by the Transportation Security Association –
Cross Border Initiative. Finally, it will clearly be
in TransCanada and TC Alaska’s best interest
to maintain a secure and safe pipeline to
ensure a profitable operation.
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I heard at the town hall meeting in Fairbanks
on the 27th of Feb. that we would not let China
rule our pipeline future. What is the difference
when we give control to another country, be it
friend or foe? We still give it up. Have we not
seen beef exports being blocked, timber
exports being taxed? What if the gasline was
to be blown up so many times in the future that
the Canadian people say that is enough! We
have seen this happen in the past, when what
we do affects them, they have the right to vote
for the future of this pipeline in Canada, do
we?

Thanks for your time. I do think that we have
the best governmental system in the world,
also the best administration in Alaska in a long
time. Yours truely, Eleazar Baker

RESPONSE
As summarized in Section A, Issue 10c, any
Alaska pipeline which transports gas from the
North Slope in to Canada will be governed by
the Agreement between the Government of
the United States of America and the
Government of Canada Concerning Transit
Pipelines (Transit Pipeline Treaty). The treaty
would not allow Canada to simply shut off gas
to the Lower 48 market.
In 2005, Canada’s National Energy Board Act
was amended to include “security” within the
Board’s mandate, providing the Board with the
clear statutory basis to regulate security of the
energy infrastructure under its jurisdiction. The
“Proposed Regulatory Change 2006-01 –
Pipeline Security Management Programs” can
be found online at www.neb.gc.ca/clfnsi/rsftyndthnvrnmnt/scrty/pplnscrtmngmnt/ppl
nscrtmngmnt200605-eng.pdf

Baker, Eleazar-Delta Junction, AK 2/29/08 (149NK)
Taxes are a cost of doing business in Alaska
I would like to comment on the overwhelming
as well as Canada. The state's NPV analysis
taxes we will have to pay to the provinces in
has included the level of all taxes that will be
Canada if we choose to transfer gas through
incurred in the calculation, including taxes in
Canada. Canadian infrustructures will be able
to tax our profits to death. Look at todays
Canada as well as Alaska.
Newsminer article (Feb.29th) about the value
of the pipeline and what it costs to cross
bouroughs in this state. Do we not think that
will impact the overall costs of our gas
shipments to Chicago?
We will not have to pay these taxes if we ship
by tanker, just tanker costs and infrastructure
which could be from contractors in this
country. I do not like to think that many of our
countries dollars will go across borders that
could be spent in this country. Why not an
Alaska only pipeline? We may decrease
profits, but we will have control of our
resources. Cannot the State Legislature make
this law? Cannot the U.S. Congress make this
law? Something to think about before we give
it away. Eleazar Baker

See Section A, Issues #10a and 10b for
summaries regarding in-state LNG issues. For
in-depth discussions, please refer to Chapter 4
of this Finding. A summary detailing some of
the challenges Alaska would face with a stateowned and -constructed pipeline is available at
Section A, Issue #11a.

Ballow, Connie-Valdez, AK 2/27/08 (135NK)
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I would like to ask why it is called the “Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act” when we are
considering a project that runs through
Canada. Has anyone in our State Government
considered what Alaska would be like if the Oil
line had been run through Canada as some
had actually suggested?

RESPONSE
The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act is
Alaska’s law designed to advance construction
of a natural gas pipeline from the North Slope
to market. AGIA requires a pipeline builder to
meet certain requirements to advance the
project along a specified timeline in exchange
for a license that provides up to $500 million in
State matching funds. TC Alaska committed to
perform all of the AGIA requirements in its
application.

How many oil related jobs would there still be
in Alaska today.

The commissioners have determined that the
creation of new jobs in the oil and gas sector
in the future will be spurred by the
development of a natural gas pipeline, but that
not all natural gas pipelines will stimulate
natural gas development, or jobs, equally.
The acceptance of new gas shippers (an
open-access pipeline), the willingness and
ability of a pipeline project to expand to
accommodate new production, and low tariffs
(transportation costs) are vital to long-term
natural gas exploration and development of
the North Slope gas reserves and to
sustaining the long-term employment that will
be generated from continuing exploration and
development.
See Section A, Issue #3b for a summary
discussion regarding jobs for Alaskans in the
case of a trans-Canada pipeline.

I believe it is also this administrations
responsibility to make sure there are as many
take off points as possible, from any project
considered, to reach as many of Alaska’s
people as possible, and ensure us access to
our own low cost, utility regulated, fuel.

As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. The location of these offtake points is as yet undetermined and each
provides an opportunity for connection with
spur lines. While TC Alaska does not propose
building a spur line directly, the main line
would allow for connection and off-take by a
third-party project. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
(ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main pipeline in
Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed in
to ENSTAR’s existing network. See Section
A, Issues #4a, 4b, 4d.

With the natural resources available in Alaska,
it is a mystery to me, why we face some of the

Rising fuel prices are creating hardships for
Alaska communities and families, and there is
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highest heating and fuel costs in America. It is
in this administrations reach to eliminate the
burden some families must make, heating fuel
or food. I also ask that you give utmost
consideration to any plan that has the most
potential to get the job started today. This
project is long overdue.

RESPONSE
no single solution to ease this energy crunch.
However, in-state supply of North Slope
natural gas could help reduce energy costs in
some regions of the State and spur the
continuation or development of value-added
petrochemical industries within Alaska.

The people of Alaska are tired of false
promises that have led to just a waiting game.
If that means we need to think outside of the
box, then let’s start thinking outside of the box.
If we have to build this gasline ourselves, then
let’s do it. Alaska is full of smart, hardy,
resourceful people. I have confidence that if
we wanted to widen the lane that the Oil
Pipeline already occupies…we could do it.
Just one little last reminder….the people of
Alaska voted….and we said, “An All Alaska
Gasline”
Thank-you,
Connie Ballow

The commitment of resources, expertise and
capital required for a state-built and -owned
pipeline would be enormous. To design,
construct and operate a pipeline requires a
different kind of expertise than is now present
within state government. By working with an
established private entity, the state can protect
its interests by monitoring the pipeline
development process and ensure
commitments made by the licensee are
honored. See the summary at Section A, Issue
#11a.

Ballow, Rick-Valdez, AK 3/01/08 (155NK)
As you compare the Trans Canada proposal to
an All Alaskan LNG project, and consider
which would bring the "greatest benefit" for the
people of Alaska, I'd like to give you my
definition... "Greatest Alaska Gas Benefit" ~
Bringing relief from heating fuel and utility
costs to as many of Alaska's residents as
possible. I am hoping that you do not define
"greatest benefit" as a project that merely
promises the biggest royalties. Because I don't
believe the State needs more money in it's
surplus as bad as Alaskans need relief from
high energy costs. Surely you would not deny
the people the opportunity for a stable future
over the promise of a bigger bank account?

Surely you heard us when we voted for an All
Alaska Route.

The AGIA statute was crafted by the State of
Alaska and passed by the Alaska State
Legislature to ensure that an open-access gas
pipeline (is) built on competitive terms,
provide(s) the maximum benefit to the people
of Alaska, and fully promote(s) the
development of Alaska’s vast natural gas
resources.” Recent increases in energy prices
have severely impacted all Alaskans. AGIA is
designed to generate the lowest possible instate gas costs. The commissioners have
determined, through the AGIA process and in
this Finding, that TC Alaska’s proposal offers
to provide the maximum benefit to the people
of Alaska. For a broad discussion, see
Chapter 6 of this Finding.
See Section A, Issues #10a and 10b
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RESPONSE

Beal, Ross-Fairbanks, AK 3/02/08 (164NK)
I have to trust and I actually believe the people
our govenor has chosen to oversee the
process of getting a pipeline built, absolutly
want and are working towards getting the best
deal for Alaskans but this seems to be a game
of chess right now. Chess always has a winner
and a loser. We need cheap energy now. I
hope there's someone left in the state to
actually use this gas when and if it's ever
available.

The AGIA statute and process facilitates
commercialization of North Slope gas
resources, promotes exploration and
development of North Slope oil and gas
resources, and maximizes benefits to the
people of the state from the development of oil
and gas resources in the state. For information
regarding affordable energy and TC Alaska’s
proposal, see Chapter 1 of this Finding.

Bearden, Daniel-Anchorage, AK 1/09/08 (19NK)
Comments noted
I'm glad we have Andrew Halcro doing due
diligence on this flawed process run by
obviously incompetent people. The AGIA
process is bogus. Why do Palin, Rutherford
and Irwin keep covering up the truth and lying
to our face while conducting foolish award
shows? Is it because it will expose your
incompetence? The truth will be exposed very
soon.
Beedle, Kenneth-Anchorage, AK 3/05/08 (233NK)
The commissioners have conducted an
Please make Alaska’s gas-line an all Alaskan
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
pipeline, keep gas for Alaskan’s keep job for
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
Alaskans and the long term job to maintain
AGIA application. The state gasline team
and run the line for years to come:
All Alaskan gas-line No-Canada what so ever examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.

Behlke, James-Anchorage, AK 2/22/08 (111NK)
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Hello; this is a question, not a comment: I'd
like to know how much natural gas Alaska may
require from an AGIA natural gas pipeline-- if a
"spur" line was built to Cook Inlet and the
AGIA gasline provided sufficient natural gas
for all the the Railbelt, Cook Inlet, and any
other in-state recipients along the route-- what
percentage of the AGIA natural gas pipeline's
capacity could Alaska require?
A year ago I was talking with an oil company
person, and after looking at the numbers, we
speculated that Alaska may initially require as
much as 15 percent of the natural gas from a
54 inch pipeline-- and that need could grow
over time. If I understand correctly,
TransCanada would build a 48 inch pipeline.
I'm not sure if our calculations were correct
(actually I doubt they were), but I wonder if the
TransCanada project would allow for (or be
engineered for) such large "offloading" of
natural gas within Alaska-- it seems, especially
between the North Slope and Fairbanks, that a
natural gas pipeline might need a higher
capacity in order to supply sufficient quantities
at Alaska's take-out points. Thanks. Jim
Behlke

RESPONSE
Estimates of undiscovered, technically
recoverable resources in Alaska’s Arctic
exceed 224 trillion cubic feet (tcf). This is
enough to supply the entire volume of gas
consumed by commercial and residential
customers in the North Slope within Prudhoe
Bay and other existing fields. The Department
of Energy estimates the amount of
economically recoverable, undiscovered gas
within Alaska’s Arctic to total nearly rest of the
United States for about three years. There are
34 tcf of “reserves” on the 137 tcf.
Gas consumed within Alaska for power
generation, gas utilities, and industrial use
amounts to roughly 163 billion cubic feet (bcf)
per year. Studies of in-state gas use have
projected consumption to remain less than 190
bcf/ year, even after North Slope gas becomes
available to other parts of the state. Depending
upon the production available from Cook Inlet,
this would be less than 0.5 bcf/ day of the 4.04.5 bcf/ day proposed in various pipeline
projects.
AGIA requires any AGIA-licensed project to
provide a minimum of five off-take points
within the state, as well as distance-sensitive
tariffs. Thus, Alaskans will have access to
North Slope gas throughout the life of the
project. Estimates of project life range
between 25 and 50 years.
For more, See Section A, Issues #4a, 4b, 4c.

Behlke, James-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (259NK)
Please refer to response above.
I have several concerns about the
TransCanada AGIA application. I'm
disappointed the applicant would not provide a
direct supply of natural gas as a primary core
infrastructure component to most of Alaska's
population along the southern Railbelt and
Cook Inlet. Perhaps this is an economic
necessity, but I'm still disappointed. I'm not
sure if it would ultimately better serve Alaska's
needs to receive tax revenues from North
Slope natural gas production, or if Alaska's
economy would benefit more from a
sustainable, adequate supply of natural gas. A
spur pipeline to Cook Inlet from a
TransCanada pipeline is no guarantee.
Even if a spur pipeline got built, it may be

A spur pipeline connection built in conjunction
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exceedingly difficult for Alaska to acquire
sufficient supplies of natural gas from a
TransCanada project (apparently Cook Inlet
may need as much as 300 million to 500
million cubic feet daily, and the northern
Railbelt may need additional supplies).
I simply don't know if the TransCanada
pipeline would provide adequate capacity for
Alaska's needs while maintaining enough
volume, after Alaska's "take out" points, to
efficiently pump natural gas farther south.
Alaska buyers would probably compete with
midwest market prices which historically have
been much higher than ours. I attended the
AGIA workgroup's Anchorage public
presentation and I got good feedback. Still, I
think it is difficult or impossible for many
Alaskans like myself, even after studying,
researching, and attending public forums, to
have a sophisticated understanding of AGIA
and related issues. However I am very
impressed with the AGIA team that Governor
Palin has assembled. I think this is an
outstanding group. After talking with them, I
feel they are highly qualified and dedicated
professionals, and they are hearing and
embracing Alaskans' concerns as best as they
can within AGIA's parameters-- I shouldn't
expect more from this workgroup or any other.
Good luck to Alaska's AGIA team. I thank
them for reaching out and including Alaska's
public in this process.
Bennett, Jayne-, 2/28/08 (143NK)
Bottom Line:
We need gas sooner before DLG becomes a
ghost town

RESPONSE
with or subsequent to an Alaska gas pipeline
project could provide a significant quantity of
gas supply for in-state usage. The increase in
local gas supply would benefit Alaska energy
consumers in at least four ways:
• A reliable source of stable gas supply
in significant quantities would provide
Alaska consumers a secure, long-term
energy supply.
•

A spur line could enhance Cook Inlet
exploration by creating a market outlet
for new gas discoveries.

•

Long-term supply security would
enable the major electric power utilities
to develop long-term planning
strategies for scheduled, efficient, and
cost-effective generation capacity
replacement.

•

ANS gas supply is likely to reach
beyond the Alaska South-central and
Railbelt regions.

For more, see Section A, Issues #4a, 4b, 4d

AGIA requires any AGIA-licensed project to
provide a minimum of five off-take points
within the state, as well as distance-sensitive
tariffs. Thus, Alaskans will have access to
North Slope gas throughout the life of the
project. For more, see Section A, Issues #4a,
4b, 4d

Blumentritt, Brent-Soldotna, AK 1/25/08 (66NK)
I really think we should look at Conoco-Phillips ConocoPhillips (“Conoco”) declined to submit
proposal. Lets not close doors and burn
an application under AGIA. Conoco’s
bridges. Alaska could really use the gas line.
“alternative proposal” was contingent upon the
lets do what it takes to get it done.
state’s negotiating a satisfactory “resource
fiscal package” of tax and royalty concessions
to induce not only Conoco, but also
ExxonMobil and BP to support the pipeline
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RESPONSE
with shipping commitments. Conoco has not
defined what a satisfactory package would be,
or proven to the state or the public that such a
package is necessary to make a project
economic.
For an expanded summary, see Section A,
Issues #8a, 8b. An in-depth discussion of
Conoco-BP Alaska’s “Denali Plan,” announced
by those companies after the public comment
period for this Finding, is offered in Chapter 5
of this Finding.

Boatner, Bethany-Seattle, WA 1/23/08 (62NK)
Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are
TransCanada is a Calgary-based company
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
and as such can not possibly have the best
pursue the development and construction of a
interests of Alaska or Alaskans in mind.
gas pipeline. AGIA requirements ensure that
the state’s interests, which are different from
those of the producers and the pipeline
company, are met. Any gas pipeline project
must be commercially feasible, and any
project sponsor should be expected to
maximize their share of value. The best
interest of Alaska, however, is protected by the
terms under AGIA, and by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. For more, see Section A,
Issue #6d.
ConocoPhillips has had a presence in Alaska
for 50 years. They would train Alaskans to
help build the pipeline. Their employees
already work and live in the US, not in
Canada, so their incomes stay here.

Bobbitt, Daniel-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (197NK)
I am young and wanting to stay in Alaska
however with the cost of heating fuel and
electricity I may have to leave Alaska. An All
Alaska Pipeline “Gas” would help in creating
lower living cost and create good paying jobs.
Your consideration for an All Alaskan Gas
Pipeline in paramount.

AGIA requires a licensee to commit to
employing Alaskans and Alaska businesses to
the maximum allowable by law. Conoco
commits to use Alaska contractors, but only so
long as these contractors are competitive with
Outside contractors. See Section A, Issues #
8c.

The AGIA statute requires applicants to
commit “to the maximum extent permitted by
law” to hire qualified residents, contract with
businesses located within the state, and
establish hiring facilities in the state using
state-operated job centers. See Section A,
Issue #3a
For a detailed discussion of in-state LNG
pipeline issues, refer to Chapter 4 of the
Finding. For summary information, see Section
A, Issues #10a, 10b.
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Bobbitt, Donna-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (192NK)
Governor Palin and Administration
An all Alaska Gas Pipeline is the only way we
can attract new residence, new business
ventures, a training program for the new
generation, keep our fishing industries viable,
maintain current business in Alaska. The All
Alaska Gas Pipeline is the best net back for
Alaskans.

RESPONSE
The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. A range of price and
demand scenarios were examined, along with
the commercial realities of large-scale LNG
projects. Ultimately, the commissioners found
that, when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater maximum benefits
to Alaskans over the life of the project. For
more, see Chapter 4 of the Finding, and
Section A, Issues #10a, 10b.
As an international project, an Alaska pipeline
that transports gas from the North Slope in to
Canada will be governed by an agreement
between the United States and Canada called
the Transit Pipeline Treaty. The treaty would
not allow Canada to shut off gas to the Lower
48 market. See Section A, Issue #10c.

A Gas line to Canada could end up being a
security risk to Alaska and the lower 48
because Canada could stop shipping OUR
gas at anytime.

Bobbitt, Roy-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (194NK)
Governor Palin, Alaska is on the verge of
shrinking instead of growing because the price
of heating fuel and electricity is impacting the
residence of all our communities.
1. Public voted for all Alaskan Gas Pipeline.

Please see response above. For more, see
Chapter 4 of the Finding, and Section A,
Issues #10a, 10b.

2. All Alaska Gas Pipeline with multiple off
shoots to all towns and villages.

The AGIA licensee must commit to providing
five in-state off-take points and “distance
sensitive” transportation rates. This should
facilitate the development of shorter, in-state
spur lines to provide gas to more Alaska
communities. See Section A, Issues #4a, 4b,
4d.

3. All Alaska Gas Pipeline would attract
business, more people would move here, a
new generation of young trained workers
would emerge.

The commissioners have determined TC
Alaska’s proposal will promote continued gas
exploration and development which is key to
maintaining long-term in-state jobs, meeting
the state’s energy needs, and ensuring
financial stability as oil production declines.
For summary information, see Section A,
Issues 3a, 3b.

4. All current fishing industries commercial and
charters will have to pass on their extra cost to
consumers and tourist.
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5. The Canada Gas Pipeline does not net
back to the citizens of Alaska.

RESPONSE
Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline. The AGIA requirements ensure
that the state’s interests, which are different
from those of the producers and the pipeline
company, are met. See Section A, Issue #6d.

6. Consider that a Canadian Gas line only
would be a security risk to Alaskans and the
lower 48 if the shut off shipping of our Gas.

As an international project, an Alaska pipeline
that transports gas from the North Slope in to
Canada will be governed by an agreement
between the United States and Canada called
the Transit Pipeline Treaty. The treaty would
not allow Canada to shut off gas to the Lower
48 market. See Section A, Issue #10c.

Boyer, Jamie-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (200NK)
Palin Administration an All Alaska Gas
Pipeline is the only scenario that makes sense
for increasing jobs, revenue, protecting our
resources maintaining current business
structure and developing new business in the
future.
A Canadian Gas line will take away jobs,
lessen the net back to Alaskans. Look at the
history in BLM records of how Canada has
sold back American gas to Americans at a big
profit margin for the Canadians

Thank you for taking the time to submit your
comment. The response above addresses
your concerns and provides direction for more
information.

Bradshaw, John-Valdez, AK 3/05/08 (234NK)
I still don’t get a warm fuzzy feeling running
our natural resources through a foreign
country. My mind returns to the time a few
years ago when fishing boats blockaded the
state ferry in Prince Rupert.

TC Alaska’s proposed gas pipeline will be
governed by an agreement between the
United States and Canada called the Transit
Pipeline Treaty. The treaty would not allow
Canada to shut off gas to the Lower 48
market. See Section A, Issue #10c.

I’m also concerned that the people of Alaska
are not getting the best bang for the “buck”
with the gas leaving the state. After the
pipeline is built not much is required to keep it
flowing so where are the jobs. The state gets
the revenue but the people do not get any
immediate benefit like jobs would give.

Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline (see Section A, Issue #6d). The
commissioners have determined TC Alaska’s
proposal will promote continued gas
exploration and development which is key to
maintaining long-term in-state jobs. For more
information, see Section A, Issues 3a, 3b.
More details of the commissioners’
determination can be found in Chapter 6 of
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this Finding.

I would really like to see the line remain in
state with liquefaction plants with feed lines to
larger cities and processing plants for propane
etc. that would benefit smaller villages. Also
the state must use its share or percentage if
the gas and give it to the people at cost as
they should with the oil. An immediate benefit
to the people again. Thanks for your attention.
-John Bradshaw

For a summary regarding in-state lines to
provide gas for Alaskans, see Section A, Issue
#4d, 4a, 4b.

Bredeman, Lawrence-Manley Hot Springs, AK 1/20/08 (52NK)
The state is committed to doing whatever
If TransCanada needs a loan guarantee we
necessary to get a gas pipeline built for
have over $40 billion in the PDF in reserve.
Alaska. However, the Administration does not
This money should be used to ensure the
believe state loan guarantees are necessary to
project.
move the project forward. Project sponsors
are currently eligible for $18 billion of Federal
Loan Guarantees. This will allow the project
sponsor to borrow money at a favorable
interest rate (see the summary at Section A,
Issue #6a). Use of the Permanent Fund for
pipeline construction, or for providing direct
energy assistance, is restricted by the
principles under which it was created. For
details, see Section A, Issue #6c.
If the contractor takes longer then 6 months to
decide to build then the State should build it.

For a discussion regarding the commitment of
resources, expertise and capital required for a
state-built and -owned pipeline, see the
summary at Section A, Issue #11a.

Brophy, Jan-Soldotna, AK 2/28/08 (137NK)
Dear Governor, I hope this finds you and your
family well and you have the time to consider
this letter. I am pleased with the way you do
things as Alaskas' governor, although I don't
follow everything that goes on in the state. I
have no complaints.
I want to talk to you about a "Utility Gas Line"
in our state. I use the word utility because it
brings into concept gas usefulness that is not
connected to big production, the producers
gas line through Canada, decades into the
future, and addresses the needs of all
Alaskans now. Alaska residents, business,

A spur pipeline connection built in conjunction
with or subsequent to an Alaska gas pipeline
project could provide a significant quantity of
gas supply for in-state usage. The increase in
local gas supply would benefit Alaska energy
consumers in at least four ways: (1) A reliable
source of stable gas supply in significant
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Boroughs, state utilities, Villages, all Alaskans
need to have a all Alaska "Ulility" gas line now.
I think there should be a gas line in place to
provide utility gas from the slope, to Fairbanks,
to the Delta, Tok, Valdez, Anchorage, The
Kenai, all through-out Alaska.
Commercial business, LNG, residents, small
business would all prosper to any endeavor.
If I may say so this should have been done
many years ago, but without a vision it is, as it
is. Concerning the interest of the Producers,
Exxon/BP/CP, and the current cost of steel
pipe, etc., the amount of gas on the slope, the
states need for gas, and future gas fields
being developed, it is conducive for them to
control and warehouse the gas until other
producers come on line, 20 years? There is
the Pt. Thompson field, British Gas drilling,
Arco, who else between now and the next two
decades doing something with natural gas. At
that time I believe they would maybe open
Anwar of course run pipe over to Mackenzy in
Canada, merely 400 +- miles or LNG out the
top, being more cost affective? I believe the
Federal government wants all the gas here in
Alaska to be used in the states as they only
have +- 10 years reserve for that purpose.

RESPONSE
quantities would provide Alaska consumers a
secure, long-term energy supply; (2) A spur
line could enhance Cook Inlet exploration by
creating a market outlet for new gas
discoveries; (3) Long-term supply security
would enable the major electric power utilities
to develop long-term planning strategies for
scheduled, efficient, and cost-effective
generation capacity replacement; (4) ANS gas
supply is likely to reach beyond the Alaska
Southcentral and Railbelt regions.
For more information, see Section A, Issues
#4a, 4b, 4d, and Chapters 1 and 6 of the
Finding.

So, questions to you Governor, to the people,
do we want all our gas shipped out of here in a
short period of time, will we as Alaskans have
uility gas for us/our children/our childrens
children?
Construction and long-term maintenance jobs
would be generated by any sort of in-state gas
pipeline. See Section A, Issues #3a, 4a, 4b, 4c
and 4d for summaries regarding Alaska hire
and in-state gas.

Will there be steady income from jobs created
from the results of an all "Alaska Utility Gas
Line", and how long?

This line would not only make it possible to
heat most homes in Alaska, provide energy for
commercial business, propane to Villages,
LNG to export, bring industry (ie,Agrium) to
Alaska, and what of electrical energys from
gas too. And this is our blessing. That the land
holds these riches for us and that we must be
good stewards of this land. To draw it out for a
short exchange of financal gain without putting
in place something for future generations
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would be a mistake to be accountable for. How
to make this come to pass starts with a vision,
an idea as I am sure you concure..

RESPONSE

Make it happen Sarah and Gods' blessings be
with you.........Sincerly, Jan Barry Brophy
Soldotna squelch44@hotmail.com
Commissioners, I have sumitted a letter that I
have sent to the Governor. Please consider.
Too, I would like to add that as a utility in state
gas line, local gas utilitys would use and give
rise to new gas utility companys in the state to
provide local gas to residents and businesses
in citys, villages and towns through-out Alaska.
Also, as new explorations in the field could sell
thier product as processed into this utility line.
Thank you for your service to the state of
Alaska. Sincerly, Jan Brophy
Brown, Debbie Holle-, 3/06/08 (312NK)
I am in support of AGlA and the concepts
contained in it. Transparency: getting the
oil/gas resource up and into a pipeline to
produce needed revenue for all involved.
However, I am asking you, Governor Palin, to
require as a priority, availability of Alaska
oil/gas resource to Alaskans "FIRST". It is my
understanding that Alaska will be experiencing
its own energy crisis for existing and NEW
industry and business as early as 2015.

The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act is
designed to advance construction of a natural
gas pipeline from the North Slope to market.
By requiring AGIA applicants to commit to
certain milestones within a specific timeframe,
Alaska has taken steps to progress a gas
pipeline project toward construction and
operation as quickly as possible. TC Alaska
has committed to perform all of the AGIA
requirements in its application.

Therefore I am opposed to the State of Alaska
spending Millions upon Millions of state dollars
toward the building or a pipeline if it does not
include in the Initial Contract, a pipeline within
Alaska providing opportunity for Alaskans to
access the actual resource.
Our Alaska Constitution supports resource
development and priority use by
Alaskans/Alaska to grow our own economy
and satisfy our own family and business
needs.

As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. While TC Alaska does not
propose building a spur line directly, the main
line would allow for connection and off-take by
a third-party project. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority are
pursuing spur-line projects which would
connect with the main pipeline in Delta
Junction and bring gas south to feed in to
ENSTAR’s existing network. See Section A,
Issue #4b for more summary information.

I also support the concept of allowing Alaska
residents to invest their Permanent Fund
Dividends (as Investors) in a pipeline building
project. Please consider creating such an
opportunity for us.

Use of the Permanent Fund for pipeline
construction, or for providing direct energy
assistance, is restricted by the principles under
which it was created. Permanent Fund
investment in an Alaska gas pipeline has been
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considered, but any such investment must still
meet the fund’s criteria. While these principals
create barriers to spending of the Permanent
Fund’s principal, they also provide the
structure to which so much of the fund’s
success is owed. For a fuller discussion, see
Section A, Issue #6c.

In closing I do not support the approval of a
gasline project going into Canada with the
purpose of selling Alaskans Oil/Gas resources
to Canada FIRST, Lower 48 states SECOND.
The large oil companies are indeed playing
“world scale” hardball with Alaska. Let’s not
continue being dominated Alaska any longer.
Please see Section A, Issue #11a.
We should build our own gasline and enjoy a
walk-off homerun with Alaskans benefiting
most and FIRST to use the gas resource itself.
Thank you for reading my Public Comment on
the TransCanada Gasline Proposal,
Sincerely,
Debbie Holle Brown
Bruner, Michael D.-Anchorage, AK 2/26/08 (120NK)
I want an all alaskan pipeline built to Valdez
The commissioners have determined that,
when compared to an all-Alaska LNG project
to Valdez, the overland gas pipeline project
proposed by TC Alaska will provide greater
benefits to Alaskans over the life of the project.
For more on this, see Section A, Issue #10a,
or Chapter 4 of the Finding.
Burke, Dr -North Pole, AK 1/06/08 (13NK)
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AGIA comments
Jan 6, 2008
”TransCanada has proposed an alternative of
constructing a smaller diameter pipeline with a
capacity of 2 Bcf a day across the state to
tidewater in Valdez, where North Slope gas
could be chilled to a liquid state and then
tankered to markets overseas.”

RESPONSE

I SEE OTHER ALTERNATIVES; SUCH AS,
BUILDING A LNG BRANCH PIPELINE TO
NORTH POLE REFINERY, TO HAVE IT
CHILLED TO A LIQUID STATE AND THEN
PUT ON RAIL TANK CARS TO
ANCHORAGE, FOR USE THERE AND TO
SHIP TO LOWER 48 VIA TANKER SHIPS.
THIS WOULD ALLOW FAIRBANKS AND
ANCHORAGE TO CONVERT OVER TO LNG,
FOR THEIR HOMES, BUSINESSES AND
TRANSPORTATION. WE NEED TO GET
OFF OF IMPORTED OIL AND ON LNG, FOR
LONG TERM USAGE.
IN ANY EVEN, IT IS MY HOPE THAT
FAIRBANKS AND ANCHORAGE WILL NOT
BE LEFT IN THE COLD AND WE WILL HAVE
ACCESS TO CHEAP LNG, WITH A
GUARANTEED FIXED PRICE FOR
ALASKANS, TO GIVE OUR STATE CITIZENS
A STABLE SOURCE OF CLEAN ENERGY
AND TO GIVE THEM ENCOURAGEMENT TO
SWITCH OVER TO LNG AND STOP USING
IMPORTED OIL. WE NEED TO ASSURE
ALASKAN'S THAT THEIR STATE ISN'T
BEING RAPED FOR THEIR NATURAL
RESOURCE'S AND THEY WILL HAVE A
CHEAP SUPPLY OF LNG, FOR THE
FORESEEABLE FUTURE.

The commissioners have found that, when
compared to an LNG project, the overland gas
pipeline project proposed by TC Alaska will
provide greater benefits to Alaskans over the
life of the project. The evaluation process
revealed that an LNG pipeline depends on
securing a specific market, and once that
market commitment is made, the amount and
type of gas developed and shipped is limited
to the needs of the long-term contract. In
addition, for an LNG project, any future
expansions to the pipeline require extensive
and expensive infrastructure development,
most of which is not located in Alaska. This
means that an LNG pipeline project would rely
almost exclusively on existing gas reserves,
thus limiting the need and opportunities for
new gas exploration and development.
For summaries regarding Alaska gas supplies
and distribution under the TC Alaska
application, please see Section A, Issues #4a,
4b, 4c, and 4d.

AND WE NEED TO HIRE ALASKAN'S FIRST,
FOR THIS PROJECT.
THIS PROJECT SHOULD BRING ALASKA
AND CANADA CLOSER TOGETHER, AS A
WORKING RELATIONSHIP, TO PREVENT
THE LOWER 48 FROM STEALING OUR
NATURAL RESOURCES, THAT CAN NEVER
BE REPLACED.

In its application, TC Alaska commits to hire
qualified Alaska residents, to contract with instate businesses, to establish or use existing
state hiring facilities, and to use the state’s job
centers and associated services. TC Alaska
also pledges to establish a local headquarters
in Alaska for the proposed project, and to
negotiate a project labor agreement before
construction.
As an AGIA licensee, TC Alaska’s failure to
fulfill these commitments would be a violation
of the license terms with remedies available to
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the state. For more, please see Section A,
Issues #3a, 3b.

Your comments and suggestions are noted
I WOULD ALSO SUGGEST BUILDING A
and will be taken under advisement.
SMALLER PIPELINE, TO SUPPLY WATER
TO THE
LOWER 48. MAYBE FROM CANADA OR
SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA? I THINK
DRAUGHTS WILL BECOME THE NORM IN A
FEW YEARS AND WE HAVE TO PLAN
AHEAD TO FEED THEM THE WATER, THAT
THEY WILL NEED, IF WE ARE TO REMAIN A
VIABLE NATION. ONE DAY WATER WILL
BE AS EXPENSIVE AS OIL AND WE MUST
BE READY FOR THAT DAY.
AS AN ALTERNATIVE CONSIDERATION TO
SAVE MONEY AND TIME, I WOULD HAVE
THE PIPELINE BETWEEN PRUDHOE AND
NORTH POLE SERVE A DUEL PURPOSE.
AS THE OF OIL DECLINES, LIQUIFIED
LNG SHOULD TAKE ITS PLACE AND BE
SEPARATED AT THE NORTH POLE
REFINERY, FOR SHIPPING DOWN THE
TRANSCANADA PIPELINE.
DOING THIS WILL SHORTEN THE
BUILDING TIME OF THE PIPELINE by not
having TO BUILD A PIPELINE SOUTH FROM
PRUDHOE, TO FAIRBANKS AND THIS WILL
SAVE BILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR BOTH
ALASKA AND TRANSCANADA CORPS.
IT WAS HARD ENOUGH, LAYING A
PIPELINE OVER ANTIGUN PASS AND WE
WILL HAVE TO LAY ANOTHER ONE DOWN
ON TOP OF IT OR DIG A TUNNEL
THROUGH THE MOUNTAIN, COSTING
$$$$$$ BILLIONS. I'm not sure if another
right of way, can be found around Atigun Pass.
IT WOULD BE BETTER TO PAY
TRANSALASKA PIPELINE CORPS FOR
SHARING THEIR EXISTING PIPELINE WITH
LNG. A DUAL PURPOSE PIPELINE, THAT
LNG WILL EVENTUALLY BUY OUT
ANYWAY, ONCE THE OIL IS DEPLETED.
WHY PAY FOR SOMETHING TWICE, WHEN
THE EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE WILL
DO?
So, the existing pipeline from Prudhoe to
Fairbanks, will serve both oil and LNG. And
while we wait for the LNG pipeline to get build
through Canada, we will be in a position to
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send LNG to North Pole refinery, have it
liquified and then send it on to Anchorage by
tanker railcars, then port it down to the lower
48. So our lead time to market will be greatly
reduced and transCanada and Alaska will start
receiving profits sooner, to pay off
accumulated debts. Also; an alternate route is
a good idea, because of terrorist threats and
having a dual shipping infrastructure, will
ensure an uninterrupted supply of LNG to the
energy starved lower 48.
Now, if we were to use a broader brush stroke
and think BIGGER, then a tourist
infrastructure, along with a pipeline would be a
more feasible ambition. Like laying down a
new 4 lane highway along transCanada
pipeline to Alaska, along with a high speed
monorail, that will transport people to and from
Alaska, at over 200 mph. Then a bike path for
naturalist and hikers, with way stations along
the way for parks and recreation.
If we are going to spend BILLIONs on this
mega project, then we should combine it with
other State projects that will encourage people
to move to Alaska and bring in more tourist to
help offset the cost of building this project.
I would eventually like to see a transBering
chunnel; connecting the lower 48 and Canada
to the Far East, via Alaska and a Bering Sea
chunnel. Alaska will be a major conduit,
connecting the Far East and the Lower 48
together. There ONLY 50 miles separating the
two and eventually they will come together.
We have to plan for that.
The money saved with above ideas, could be
use to help this dream come true. We only
need people in positions of leadership, who
have the foresight to get it done.
DR BURKE.
Burris, Lawrence-Anaktuvak Pass, AK 2/12/08 (87NK)
The commissioners have determined that,
The All Alaska Line is the best for our state
when compared to an all-Alaska LNG project
and should have been given more
to Valdez, the overland gas pipeline project
consideration by our state administration and
proposed by TC Alaska will provide greater
governor.
benefits to Alaskans over the life of the project.
For summary information on this, see Section
A, Issue #10a; for in-depth discussions, see
Chapter 4 of the Finding.
Calderone, David-Anchorage, AK 1/18/08 (46NK)
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It was obvious to all that when the “FIVE”
applications were first announced that in
reality there was only one real applicant, and
that was TransCanada. So it was little
surprise when TransCanada was selected by
the Governors application review team.

RESPONSE
In accordance with AGIA, all applications were
reviewed for completeness under the 20
statutory requirements, referred to as the
“must haves.” After the initial review, letters
were sent requesting clarifying information for
each application; no new or supplemental
information was requested. After receiving
clarifying information from each applicant, the
applications were re-evaluated for
completeness with the statutory requirements.
At the end of the completeness review, only
TC Alaska’s application was found to meet
AGIA’s 20 statutory requirements. The
application was then reviewed by the AGIA
team to determine whether it was in the best
interest of the people of Alaska.

The problem is, that the CEO of TransCanada
is on record that NO natural gas pipeline can
be built without the invovlement of the
producers!

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
Much of the North Slope gas being considered
for commercialization is located on state lands
which have been leased to the producers.
Under their lease contracts with the state, the
producers are required to produce the oil and
gas resources in the lease in order to retain
their leasehold. For more, please refer to
Section A, Issue #9a.

In addition, the TransCanada application calls
for the US Government to be a “Bridge”
shipper. There is no way the US Congress is
going to pay for anything, especially when
Alaska is sitting on 40+ billion dollars in the
bank.

The bridge shipper and loan guarantee
concepts are not requirements. Instead, they
are creative ideas which TC Alaska has
offered for the state’s consideration to help
facilitate the development of the project. See
Section A, Issue #7b.

There are those that say, if the pipeline is built,
the producers will have no option but to ship
the gas. This is not true. It will be easy for the
producers to justify not shipping the gas, by
using it to pressurize the oil wells to increase
oil production. Which makes sense, since oil
is far more valuable than gas. So do not make
the assumption that the Government will be
able to force the producers to ship gas. You
will just end up in court with a lawsuit you
cannot win. The government's other option is
a reserves tax, well forget that, you will just

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issue #9a.
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end up killing the goose that laid the golden
egg.

RESPONSE

With Alaska's current history of coruption in
government and it's ever changing tax
structure, it will be extremely difficult for
anyone other that the producers to get the
funding to build a gas line.
The need for a clear, stable and predictable
tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open
season of an AGIA pipeline will pay taxes at
the rate in existence at that time for the first
10 years of pipeline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same
period.

Without a stable and long term tax structure,
the producers are not going to make the
investment of 50 billion dollars to build
anything, nor will any Wall Street investors.

In conclusion, the AGIA process was a total
failure, as there were no true qualifing
applications, and MidAmerican did not even
apply. And even if you claim TransCanada,
than one application is no success either, as
there is no competition and no real chance for
TransCanada will actually build anything
without the support of the producers. So just
throw everything out, and start to negotiate
with the major North Slope Producers, and get
this natural gas pipeline built.
Campbell, Jim-Soldotna, AK 1/28/08 (72NK)
Gov. Palin and AGIA staff, I hope you will
reconsider your recent decision regarding the
pipeline proposal submitted by Conoco
Phillips. The fact that it was an alternative
proposal should not automatically exclude it
from consideration. With the limits imposed by
AGIA, Conoco Phillips plan may actually be
more viable and workable than
TransCanada's. The fact that Conoco Phillips
is a major oil and gas producer on the North
Slope as well as the largest producer of
natural gas in North America, makes them
highly qualified to construct the pipeline.

Because Conoco declined to submit an
application and meet the requirements set
forth by Governor Palin and the Alaska State
Legislature under AGIA, it could not
considered as part of the AGIA review
process. See Section A, Issue #8a.

I strongly believe if Conoco and TransCanada
were allowed to team up and construct the
pipeline, Alaska would have the best of all
worlds. The partnership, in my opinion, would
represent a very good construction team for
the pipeline, if not the best. Thank you. Jim
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Campbell

Carlson, Gordon-Cantwell, AK 1/07/08 (15NK)
Don't really care who builds the gas-line as
long as it gets built, it would be nice to see on
the news if there is going to a spur line in to
the Railbelt area of the State, and what route
would a spur line would take.
AKneeds to be first on getting gas, It is our
resource , it seems like all AKdoes is ship it
resource out of State so that someone else
benfits from us..................

Carpenter, Michael W., 2/28/08 (139NK)
Your meeting in Kenai 25 Feb was excellent.
Help me understand the whole picture.

As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. The location of these offtake points is as yet undetermined and each
provides an opportunity for connection with
spur lines. While TC Alaska does not propose
building a spur line directly, the main line
would allow for connection and off-take by a
third-party project. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
(ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main pipeline in
Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed in
to ENSTAR’s existing network. See the
summaries in Section A, Issues # 4a,4b, and
4d.

See Section A of this portion of the
commissioners’ Finding for summary
information of key points and commonly asked
questions associated with the TC Alaska
application. For a greater grasp of the whole
picture, details are provided in the Finding’s
main body.

Keep up the good work! Of course Kenai
wants gas down here.

Carr, Derald J.-Wasilla, AK 2/28/08 (140NK)
It is my belief that a line through Canada may
very well not be in the best interest of the
state. An in state line would be more beneficial
to the state by providing jobs, a tax base and
possibilities for local industries. A provision of
LNG export should be, that it would not be
exported to a foreign country of a west coast
or in state market exists. The oil companies
must commit to shipping product before a line
can be built.

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. A range of price and
demand scenarios were examined, along with
the commercial realities of large-scale LNG
projects. Ultimately, the commissioners found
that, when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater maximum benefits
to Alaskans over the life of the project. For
more, see Chapter 4 of the Finding, and
Section A, Issues #10a, 10b.
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Carr, Mary-Wasilla, AK 2/28/08 (138NK)
The best way is thru Alaska and not Canada.
That way Alaska would employ in the making
as well as the years to follow.

RESPONSE
Please refer to the response above.

TC Alaska commits to hire qualified Alaska
residents, to contract with in-state businesses,
to establish or use existing state hiring
facilities, and to use the state’s job centers and
associated services. TC Alaska also pledges
to establish a local headquarters in Alaska for
the proposed project, and to negotiate a
project labor agreement before construction.
As an AGIA licensee, TC Alaska’s failure to
fulfill these commitments would be a violation
of the license terms with remedies available to
the state. For more on this, see Section A,
Issues #3a,3b.

Keep our jobs in Alaska as well as USA. Am
concerned going thru a foreign country.

Casey, E.M.-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (203NK)
Dear Governor Palin:
Congratulations and applause for sticking to
your guns about using a transparent public
AGIA process to allow the public as well as the
legislators and government agencies to hear
and read the kind of information important to
reaching the right decision.
As you have said, but in your own words and
several times, the important thing is not how
fast a decision is made but using the time to
make the right decision. One that continues to
give priority to protecting the interests of
Alaska and of Alaskans in how and for whom
our natural resources area developed, or to
use a newer word, are monetized.
I am just one of the voters who tries to stay
informed by listening to the in depth
presentation by interested companies and
experts with deep experience in the marketing
of oil and gas resources. These speakers
include staff experts inside your own
administration, in DOR and LAW as well as
DNR’s Tom Irwin and his fine staff. There are
several facts that rang the pertinence bells as
they were heard.
Explanation often rang the pertinence bell as
they have been heard. Some of those
explanations were supplied in answers to
questions asked by legislators during both
information gathering sessions held as Open
Caucuses as well as during hearings held by
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natural Resources and finance committees of
both House and Senate.
It is also a pleasure to see bipartisanship in
action in the Senate where the Coalition
Majority allows the President of the Senate to
make the best use of members instead of
being limited in appointments to conflicting
political parties and closed causes. It appears
that this change in procedure which facilitates
transparency has become an important part of
the use made of the first AGIA process of
eliciting disclosure of a great deal of
realistically important information.

RESPONSE

Now, it has become evident that the time has
come to develop a second round of an AGIAlike process to encourage the kind of full and
robust analysis by independent experts(as
advocated by CEO Walker.) His excellent
testimony about the planning permitting time
that can be shortened dramatically because of
permitting already in place.

The Request for Applications was designed to
elicit enough information to enable complete
analysis of the applications received. The
commissioners ultimately determined that only
one of the applications met all of the AGIA
statute-mandated conditions and provided all
of the required information. To begin the
process anew would be unfair to the
successful applicant and is not necessary. The
commissioners’ determination process and
legislative review are adequate to ensure that
benefits to the state are adequately
maximized.

The priority given to in-state work and to first
use of the gas, e.g., North Slope and Point
Thompson gas as well as gas found by new
potential producers were among bell ringing
points. Does it seem to you as well and the
Governor Hickel has it right just as he did
about TAPS. After all we do not ship our oil to
the lower forty-eight via a long, long pipeline
across difficult geographic challenges nor do
we give away valuable liquids to our Northern
neighbor’s business interests. With several
applications for new LNG plants on the West
Coast as well as an existing plant is our
neighboring B.C., why should we refuse to join
the worldwide market for sale of our natural
gas—while retaining all rights to the valuable
gas liquids for our in state to encourage our
own economy. Why give that part of our
resources to the Henry Hub facilities and
probably have to buy part of them back
instead of developing new petro-chemicals in

See Section A, Issues #3a for a summary
discussion of Alaskan priority hire.
When compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. For more,
see Chapter 4 of the Finding; and Section A,
Issues #10a, 10b.
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state where we could make good use of the
business.

RESPONSE

And, TransCanada has indicated it could be
interested in building an line to ice free
tidewater for LNG shipment to any market
interested in contracting to buy our natural gas
in LNG form—if that company has an
opportunity to be among bidders for such
construction.

See Section A, Issues #10a; and Chapter 4 of
the Finding.

I look forward to continuing to follow the
progress of the exchange of information
sparked by the AGIA process as it matures
and leads to gas for an increasingly productive
and well-heated economy.
As ever, all best wishes for success, up with
AGIA2
Ms. E.M. Casey
Casey, E.M.-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (325NK)
The AGIA process opening up extensive
information to the concerned and voting public
in addition to making the Legislators privy to
proposals and the combination of expertise
and knowledge from all applicants has been of
great value to Alaska and Alaskans.
AGIA has opened the information gateway in
startling contrast to efforts of the earlier
administration to force upon us acceptance of
a non-contract with potential harm to Alaska
and Alaskans. That does not mean the
process is now ready for a final vote nor
approval.
I have written frequently to both Administration
and Legislature during the AGIA process and
will try to condense my gradually developed
opinion about what the next step in the
process of achieving a natural gas pipeline
should be.
A very important step has now been taken by
the Governor by the appointment of a well
qualified person experienced in the energy
field and with negotiating skills. Steve
Haagenson has already evidenced his ability
by involvement with at least one of two
significant changes concerning the three big
oil and gas producers on the North Slope.
It is of utmost importance that the Governor,
her energy team and the Legislature continue

On March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed
Steve Haagenson Energy Coordinator with the
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to hold firm to obtaining a means of securing
access in-state and across the state to our
natural gas and alleviate economic hardships
to businesses and families by lack of supply
and excessive transportation expenses.

RESPONSE
express goal of tasking him and his
organization, the Alaska Energy Authority, with
examining, analyzing, assessing and
proposing solutions to the energy availability
and cost challenges facing many Alaskans.

Alternative sources of energy, even those with
near term potential such as wind farms and
experimental tidal power or return to pursuing
more hydro power will take development time.
In the mean time our revenue remains very
dependent on fossil fuel and selecting the right
decision to implement access should be a
priority.

Ultimately, the cost of routing North Slope gas
to Alaska communities will improve greatly
with the construction and operation of a largediameter pipeline that fully commercializes
Alaska’s North Slope natural gas reserves.
The Governor and the Legislature recognized
this during their cooperative efforts to craft and
pass the AGIA law and the provisions of that
law that deal with in-state use or gas for
Alaskans.

We should not allow either the existing Point
Thompson oil, nor its gas (which can first
pressurize oil release and later supply a gas
pipeline) continue to be sequestered by
leaseholders long in violation of their lease
agreement, taking advantage of the favorable
tax definition of reserves as not proven until
placed in a pipeline.

DNR Commissioner Tom Irwin on April 22,
2008, issued his Findings and Decision of the
Point Thomson Unit POD. Commissioner
Irwin’s Findings and Decision can be obtained
online at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/oil/
Oil and gas leases give companies the right to
develop hydrocarbon resources in specific
areas for a set period of time. If the lessee fails
to timely develop the resources, the lease
expires. DNR uses the legal system to enforce
its rights under the leases if the lessee fails to
fulfill their development obligation. A recent
example of this type of enforcement action is
the pending case about the lands in the Point
Thomson Unit.

I can not support the present application of
TransCanada because I believe a much more
practical right decision can be built on the
proposal offered by the All Alaska Gas
Pipeline Port Authority for an LNG line with
several take-out point on the way to an ice free
tidewater port. Please review the archived
presentations made by Mr. Walker and
submitted with 14,000 pages of supporting
detail, Largely created by Bechtel engineer
and resources. Please consider the significant
shortening of time by making use of their many
years of planning, permitting and right-of-way
work already done. Alaska could achieve a
viable gas pipeline years earlier by making the
right decision to go for the LNG plan.

The application submitted by the Port Authority
under the AGIA process was incomplete. Still,
the commissioners recognized that it was
important to understand the comparative value
of an LNG project. The commissioners
directed an extensive analysis of different LNG
project options in parallel with its analysis and
evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA application.
The commissioners found that, when
compared to an LNG project, the overland gas
pipeline project proposed by TC Alaska will
provide greater benefits to Alaskans over the
life of the project. For greater summary detail,
see Section A, Issues #2e. In-depth
discussions can be found in Chapter 4 of this
Finding.
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Our natural gas can be delivered to new West
Coast LNG ports and facilities by U.S. build
ships, complying with the Jones Act. One LNG
port is now being developed in Oregon and
there are applications for others. Our gas
could reach the lower 48 states without
penetrating the Rockies or losing substantial
energy, as well as valuable gas liquids, in a
vast steel-demanding overland route still being
touted as a grant expense by lease-holding big
producers.
The right decision can provide energy
fostering a more vibrant economy for all
Alaska now and in the future. Beyond
commercially contracted sales to corporations
in the lower 48, sales in the ever expending
global market have the added United States
benefit of adding to all other valuable Alaska
exports such as mineral ores, fish and timber.
Cissell, Wayne-Kenai, AK 2/27/08 (132NK)
It is wrong the way the governer has shut off
Conoco Phillips in the negotions to bring
Conoco's idea of a sound project to the table.
It should be looked at as part of a, "global
project" for Alaska. The State of Alaska needs
to show a little flexabilty and listen to what the
Company bring to the table. They have the
technolgoy and the current leases that contain
the natural resourse, (which unless the state of
alaska has decided that it will force the
companies to produce the gas or get in the
production business) then the State should
open the door and listen. This may be a dog of
a different color but it is business and will
mean long term revenue for the State, the
people and Nation.

It must be frustrating to be so bent on pushing
a project through at any cost to the state.

RESPONSE

Because Conoco declined to submit an
application under the open AGIA process and
meet the requirements set forth by Governor
Palin and the Alaska State Legislature under
AGIA, it could not be considered as part of the
AGIA review process. Conoco’s alternative
proposal was contingent upon the state’s
negotiating a satisfactory “resource fiscal
package” of tax and royalty concessions to
support the pipeline with shipping
commitments. Conoco has yet to define what
a satisfactory package would be, or prove that
such a package is necessary to make a
project economic. In effect, Conoco’s
proposal would have restarted the failed
Stranded Gas Development Act negotiations
between the state and the three North Slope
producers.
The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
getting the right project for the state, not
simply any project at any cost. Getting a
pipeline at any cost does not address the
state’s long-term interest in having a pipeline
that will create an open, competitive
environment where explorers know that when
they find gas, they will be able to get it to
market on commercially reasonable terms.
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RESPONSE
Continued gas exploration and development is
key to maintaining long-term in-state jobs,
meeting the state’s energy needs, and
ensuring financial stability as oil production
declines.

I think we will be opening the state up to more
than black mail with the Canadan government.
I believe it wasn't but a few years ago that
there were several disagreements over fishing
in the continetial waters which should be a
singal that it could be an issue to deal with
once we have commited time, money &
resourse to build a line through Canada.

Any Alaska pipeline which transports gas from
the North Slope in to Canada will be governed
by the Transit Pipeline Treaty. The treaty
mandates nondiscriminatory treatment and
would not allow Canada to simply shut off gas
to the Lower 48 market.

I am for an all Alaskan gas line which follows
the TransAlaskan oil line into Anchorage and
on to Kenai. This would be used as a long
term gas supply and would established a
longer term gas source into the industrial area.
If a separate line would not be feasible from
Anchorage to Kenai, why then could we not
negotiate with the existing pipeline operators,
i.e. Enstar and bring gas down to the
Peninsula via those existing pipes. After the
Alaskan pipeline is started and moving
forward, I am sure that negotiations could be
ongoing to advance the Canadan spurr line
and tie into the TransCanada infastructure. We
need to start today moving forward on a
project. I believe that the all Alaskan spurr line
should be brought to fution first and the
Canada line second. Just listen! Open it up
again! and see if everyone may be easier to
come to grips with the Concept of bringing
North Slope gas to Market. I believe that there
is still time for negotations which will broker
the best deal for the People of the State of
Alaska. Thanks, Wayne Cissell

As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. The location of these offtake points is as yet undetermined and each
provides an opportunity for connection with
spur lines. While TC Alaska does not propose
building a spur line directly, the main line
would allow for connection and off-take by a
third-party project. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
(ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main pipeline in
Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed in
to ENSTAR’s existing network. For more on
this topic, see the summary provided at
Section A, Issues #4b, 4a, and 4d.

Copper Valley Electric Association- James Manning, President & Board of Directors
3/05/08 (243NK)
Dear Commissioners:
Thank you for conducting public meetings in
Valdez and Glennallen on the process and
status of AGIA.
Copper Valley Electric Association (CVEA)
provides electric service along 250 miles of the
Richardson, Glenn, and Edgerton Highways.
CVEA applauds the leadership shown by
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Governor Palin and the hard work of the AGIA
gas line team in their efforts to commercialize
Alaska’s gas.

RESPONSE

As the process moves forward it is our hope
that the state will recognize and act to address
the desperate situation we are facing today as
a result of soaring oil prices.

See Section A, Issue #4a

At present it does not appear that AGIA, if
successful, will result in significant, tangible
economic benefits in the near term. Our
communities desperately need cheaper BTUs
now. We respectfully encourage you to
strongly consider the immediate needs of
Alaska as you continue your efforts toward gas
commercialization.
Sincerely,
James Manning, President
Board of Directors

On March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed
Steve Haagenson State Energy Coordinator
with the express goal of tasking him and his
organization, the Alaska Energy Authority, with
examining, analyzing, assessing and
proposing solutions to the energy availability
and cost challenges facing many Alaskans.
The cost of routing North Slope gas to Alaska
communities will improve greatly with the
construction and operation of a large-diameter
pipeline that fully commercializes Alaska’s
North Slope natural gas reserves.

Cordes, Gregory-Wasilla, AK 1/11/08 (26NK)
Gov. Palin:
I do not like AGIA and our State commitment
to TransCanada for a least 10 years. This is
the WRONG direction for our state. Why aren't
you listening to the true conservatives in the
state.
How can we committ to something that has no
commitment of the leaseholders??
We thought you were a conservative, and not
a sell-out!

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
Much of the North Slope gas being considered
for commercialization is located on state lands
which have been leased to the producers.
Under their lease contracts with the state, the
producers are required to produce the oil and
gas resources in the lease in order to retain
their leasehold. Commercially, it would be in
the producers’ best interests to make firm
transportation commitments to ship gas on an
economic pipeline project or to sell the gas to
a counterpart willing to make those same
transportation commitments. See Section A,
Issues #9a, 9b, for more.

Corwith, Jeff-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (186NK)
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I believe the state should pursue a policy of
engagement with the major producers, rather
that what appears to be the current
confrontational approach. Playing games with
politics and public opinion will not get us any
closer to starting.

RESPONSE
The major North Slope producers have
demanded that Alaskans provide fiscal
concessions in the form of adjusted state tax
and royalty provisions before they will consider
building a pipeline. State officials maintain that
it is economically irresponsible to provide a
financial boost to the project before project
cost, schedule, and range of risks are further
defined. For a broader summary, see Section
A, Issue #9b.

A second point, I do have serious concerns
that awarding the AGIA contract to any
company (not just Transcanada) binds the
state, while getting no commitments to begin
construction. Again, our best course of action
is to engage the producers.

If awarded an AGIA license, TC Alaska
commits to advance a project on an
aggressive and enforceable timeline. In order
for a project not to be sanctioned, TC Alaska
must progress the project through certification
by the FERC, and through arbitration with the
state, have the project declared uneconomic.
The Producers will be engaged on many
levels throughout this process. Without an
AGIA license, however, the state has no
guaranty that a project will be advanced at all.

Thirdly, I would ask the state to determine the
amount of the lost net present value to Alaska
is associated with each year's delay in this
project. This calculation should be calculated
at discount rates comparable to those
expected to be received by a pipeline
company. Assumptions behind the calculation
should be made public.

The cost of delay is different for producers and
the state, and varies depending on the
specifics of the project and discount rate
applied. This is discussed in great detail in
Chapter 3 of the Findings, including
assumptions used in the Administration’s
calculations.

Cowling, Edgar-Anchorage, AK 2/12/08 (90NK)
In accordance with AGIA, all five applications
1. TransCanada did not submit a complete
received were reviewed for completeness
application under the AGIA legislation.
under the 20 AGIA statutory requirements
2. The AGIA legislation has serious flaws that
referred to as the “must haves.” After the
not only will not get a gas pipeline built but
initial review, letters were sent requesting
reduces any chance of ever getting a gas
clarifying information for each application. No
pipeline.
new or supplemental information was
requested. After receiving clarifying
information from each applicant, the
applications were re-evaluated for
completeness with the statutory requirements.
At the end of the completeness review, only
TC Alaska’s application was found to meet
AGIA’s 20 statutory requirements. The
commissioners have thoroughly evaluated TC
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RESPONSE
Alaska’s application to ensure it accomplished
the goals in AGIA. See Section A, Issue #7a.

Custer, Karen-Anchorage, AK 1/22/08 (60NK)
Governor Sarah Palins plan for delivering a
natural gas pipeline to Alaska is NOT working.
TransCanada may have submitted a proposal
that meets all of your requirements but it is not
in the best interests of Alaska and Alaskans to
approve it. We should not give TransCanada
$500 million and a state license.
Giving TransCanada a license now, before
the tax issues are settled, risks wasting many
years and huge sums of public money, while
the state's main revenue stream, crude oil,
rapidly dwindles.

The need for a clear, stable and predictable
tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open
season of an AGIA pipeline will pay taxes at
the rate in existence at that time for the first
10 years of pipeline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same
period.

TransCanada is a Calgary-based company
and as such can not possibly have the best
interests of Alaska or Alaskans in mind.

Alaska’s and TC Alaska’s best interests are
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline. AGIA requirements ensure that
the state’s interests, which are different from
those of the producers and the pipeline
company, are met. Any gas pipeline project
must be commercially feasible, and any
project sponsor should be expected to
maximize their share of value. The best
interest of Alaska, however, is protected by the
terms under AGIA, and by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. See Section A, Issue #6d.

ConocoPhillips has had a presence in Alaska
for 50 years. They would train Alaskans to
help build the pipeline. Their employees
already work and live in the US, not in
Canada, so their incomes stay here.

In its application, TC Alaska commits to hire
qualified Alaska residents, to contract with instate businesses, to establish or use existing
state hiring facilities, and to use the state’s job
centers and associated services. TC Alaska
also pledges to establish a local headquarters
in Alaska for the proposed project, and to
negotiate a project labor agreement before
construction. As an AGIA licensee, TC
Alaska’s failure to fulfill these commitments
would be a violation of the license terms with
remedies available to the state. See Section A,
Issues #3a, 3b, and 8c.
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TransCanada is suggesting a pipeline might
need billions in new financial backing from the
U.S. government. If they cause the State of
Alaska to look to Congress for partial funding,
Congress will turn around and tell the State of
Alaska to dip into the Permanent Fund for the
money. The State of Alaska should not use
the Permanent Fund to build a gas pipeline.

At this time, the Administration does not
believe state loan guarantees are necessary to
move the project forward. Project sponsors
are currently eligible for $18 billion (which
escalates with inflation) of Federal Loan
Guarantees. This will allow the project sponsor
to borrow money at a favorable interest rate.
While this does improve the project economics
somewhat, it does not determine the project’s
feasibility.
Use of the Permanent Fund for pipeline
construction, or for providing direct energy
assistance, is restricted by the principles under
which it was created. For more, see Section A,
Issue #6c.

TransCanada shows reluctance to build and
run the essential, $6 billion gas treatment plant
to strip liquids and carbon dioxide out of the
gas before it goes into the pipeline. This
suggests that the major oil companies will
need to be enlisted to build and run the plant.
Lets award the contract to them in the first
place. This 1,715-mile, $26 billion Alaska
Highway gas pipeline should be built by
ConocoPhillips, not TransCanada.

The details of the gas treatment plant (“GTP”)
will be an important part of any discussions
and negotiations between the ANS producers
and TC Alaska. TC Alaska has stated (section
2.2.3.12) that it believes that the ANS
producers are the most logical parties to
construct and operate the GTP. TC Alaska has
proposed an approach that provides the
maximum opportunity for those parties to
design and construct the GTP utilizing the
existing Central Gas Facilities for Prudhoe
Bay. TC Alaska has further agreed that if this
approach does not work, it is prepared to
construct the GTP itself.

Custer, Karen-Anchorage, AK 2/12/08 (88NK)
AGIA does not require that an applicant MUST Comment noted.
be selected to build a pipeline just because an
application was submitted. Congress does not
require that an application that was submitted
under AGIA must be given preference to an
application submitted separately. It does
require competition to build a gas pipeline,
which we have. I urge you to award a contract
to ConocoPhillips to build the gas pipeline.
Danner, Lars-Girdwood, AK 3/06/08 (315NK)
I do not think the AGIA license (and
Comments noted.
associated $500 million) should be awarded to
TransCanada--the money would be better
spent on education.
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Given the withdrawn partner liability, I don't
see how TransCanada can build the line. The
money, if awarded, will be wasted.

Davis, Greg-Anchorage, AK 1/20/08 (54NK)
I am concerned that TransCanada is already
seeking Federal Loan guarantees to cover
cost overruns. Also they want our Federal
Government to pay shipping fees if they
cannot find enough buyers? Why is that our
problem.

RESPONSE
TC Alaska has addressed this issue in
supplemental answers and filings provided to
the state (on the AGIA Web site) and in recent
testimony provided to the legislature. The
commissioners’ legal experts also addressed
this issue. In short, we believe that this issue
will be satisfactorily resolved by the
appropriate parties through litigation, rulings
by the appropriate regulatory agencies, and/or
negotiated agreements and should not prevent
the project from moving forward on the
schedule developed by our engineering
experts.

These assertions directly conflict with the
language of TC Alaska’s application, which
provides TC Alaska’s unconditional
commitments to each of the AGIA
requirements. The TC Alaska application does
not place any conditions or contingencies on
those commitments. The loan guarantee
concept is not a requirement. Instead, it is a
creative idea which TC Alaska has offered to
help facilitate the development of the project.

Let the oil companies (ConocoPhillips a US
company) build the gas line. It saves us 1/2
billion dollars up front. Thats a lot of money
that doesn't need to be given away. We need
to find common ground with the oil companies
and get this done. Every day we are not
building the gas line the state and our people
are loosing money.

ConocoPhillips’ latest joint effort with BP has
not yet established what debt to equity ratio it
would propose to use in its tariff, or other
commercial tariff terms. If, rather than the
70/30 required by AGIA, their debt to equity
ratio was instead 68/32, the financial
difference to the state over the 25-year life of
the project would be the equivalent of writing
the $500 million AGIA check to BP/Conoco
without any of AGIA’s other protective
provisions regarding access and expansion.
No commitments to solicit interest from
explorers through future open seasons, no
commitment to ensure the level playing field
provided by AGIA’s access and rolled-in
expansion rates provisions, but the $500
million up-front cost would be identical. That’s
one scenario. For more, see the summary at
Section a, Issue #8b, and Chapter 5 of the
Finding.

I think the governor is “grandstanding” against

See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b
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the oil companies. Its always easier to attack
big oil than to work with them, we need to put
this petty rivalry away and work together with
our states biggest industry to make this gas
line happen.

RESPONSE

Thanks for you time
Greg Davis

Dawson, Kit-Fairbanks, AK 2/05/08 (83NK)
The applicatoin by TransCanada Corp. looks
great. Please don't fold to the pressure put on
by ConnocoPhillips.

Comment noted

Dengel, Dave-Valdez, AK 3/02/08 (163NK)
I beleive that the best project ofr Alaska is the
All-Alaska proejct proposed by the Alaska
Gasline Port Authority. The longer the gas
stays in alaska the greater the economic
impact will be for the future.

The commissioners have found that, when
compared to an LNG project, the overland gas
pipeline project proposed by TC Alaska will
provide greater benefits to Alaskans over the
life of the project. See Section A, Issue # 2e.

There are two many "ifs" with the Trans
Canada project. There are to many
unanswered questions; the status of the
withdrawn partners, the issue of the First
Nations, and the issue of a "bridge shipper."

TC Alaska has addressed this issue in
supplemental answers and filings provided to
the state (on the AGIA Web site) and in recent
testimony provided to the legislature. The
commissioners’ legal experts also addressed
this issue. We believe this issue will be
satisfactorily resolved by the appropriate
parties through litigation, rulings by the
appropriate regulatory agencies or negotiated
agreements and should not prevent the project
from moving forward on the schedule
developed by our engineering experts.

The All Alaska LNG project has everything
ready to go. It is what is best for the entire
State of Alaska.
I also believe that the State needs to be more
proactive with the pipeline. The State needs to
hold the open season, not a producer, or a
pipeline company. The State needs to use
some or most of its surplus to kick start the
project and not just the $500M already
committed. We should not focus a lot on the
well head value but moire on the long term

Please see Section A, Issues #10, 10b, and
Chapter 4 of this Finding for discussions
regarding all-Alaska and LNG options.
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economic impacts of an All Alaskan gasline.

RESPONSE

Your comments are noted and will be taken
under advisement.

More industry and more jobs will create a
larger economic impact than a higher well
head price. Well head money goes to Juneau
to be spent by the legislature. Jobs and
industry create wealth for everyone. Let's get
this thing done. We've waited long enough.

Denman, Todd-Anchorage, AK 1/10/08 (22NK)
I am extremely disapointed in AGIA and see it
as an abysmal failure which needs to be
scrapped so we can move on to other options.
The Palin administration seems to not have
any sense of urgency while the clock is ticking
away. This bubling with AGIA may have cost
us any chance of a gas pipeline.
4 weak bids does not constitute a success no
matter how much media spin is put out.

The state received applications from five
applicants, including TC Alaska. All five
expended considerable effort to submit
applications. The Request for Applications was
designed to elicit enough information to enable
complete analysis of the application. The
commissioners ultimately determined that only
TC Alaska’s application met all of the
conditions and provided all of the information
required under AGIA. The commissioners’
determination process and legislative review
are adequate to ensure that benefits to the
state are maximized.

Marty Rutheford needs to disclose her
potential conflict of interest.

DNR Deputy Commissioner Marty Rutherford
has no conflict of interest regarding the TC
Alaska application and is not one of the
commissioners tasked with making the Finding
and Determination.

I was a strong supporter of Sara Palin when
she ran for Governor, sign in my yard and all,
but at this point I am extremely disapointed.
Again, AGIA has failed and it needs to be
scrapped so we can move on with a less
business hostile approach so my children have
a future in Alaska.

Comments noted.
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Denton, Dave-Anchorage, AK 2/18/08 (97NK)
The following is a question. I work on the
North slope and in many conversations
regarding AGIA the consistent theme that is
being bantied about is...
According to federal law the shippers must
promise to pay the pipeline owners a certain
payment for the life of the pipeline. While the
state is not willing to committ to a long term tax
agreement. In other words the shippers do not
want to committ to long term payment to the
pipeline owner while not getting the state to
agree to the same lentgh of time regarding
taxes.

RESPONSE

The need for a clear, stable and predictable
tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open
season of an AGIA pipeline will pay taxes at
the rate in existence at that time for the first
10 years of pipeline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same
period.

Dittrich, John-Anchorage, AK 1/29/08 (75NK)
Under their lease contracts with the state, the
You cannot have a pipeline without gas and
producers are required to produce the oil and
the gas is controlled by the producers.
gas resources in the lease in order to retain
their leasehold. Commercially, it would be in
the producers’ best interests to make firm
transportation commitments to ship gas on an
economic pipeline project or to sell the gas to
a counterpart willing to make those same
transportation commitments. See the summary
in Section A, Issue # 9a.

Fiscal certainty is a requirement for any
business venture, let alone a $30 B pipeline.

Please see Section A, Issues #2c

Save the $500 million, give Conoco stability
and let's get their proposal back on the table
and get a pileline built ASAP!!! We cannot
afford to wait any longer.

Comment noted.

Dixon, Dixie-Anchorage, AK 1/26/08 (68NK)
AGIA has failed! One reasonable offer is not
success. I am a small business woman, born
Alaskan and I cannot see where Trans
Canada offer is a significant player. The
administrations response is face saving and
Trans Cananda is a bit player. Get realistic
with the entities that have the most resources
to make this happen.

No Exxon, Conoco Phillips or BP are not

Because AGIA spells out the bedrock
requirements identified by Alaskans through
their elected representatives, even one
application that agrees to satisfy the state’s
needs is major progress. Whether the State
received five applications or 20, the State only
needs one qualifying application that can
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
For more on this subject, see the summary at
Section A, Issue #2b, 2a.
TC Alaska’s application states that the
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perfect, but they make money and they make
things happen. Trans Canada is a wantabe
and will struggle through this deal. Palin
needs to stop shoting from the hip and get
some experienced people who really know
how to make things happen. Trans Canada
will be stumbling through the deal and this
administration and others will keep coming to
their rescue to save face.

Public Comments – PUBLIC

RESPONSE
company has a strong credit rating (a rating of
“A3” from Moody’s Investors Service), nearly
$30 billion (Canadian) in assets, and a net
annual income of more than $1 billion
(Canadian). The Goldman Sachs report
attached as Appendix H concludes that TC
Alaska is financially capable of completing this
project. See more at Section A, Issue #7c.

Dolbinski, John-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (172NK)
Please refer to the responses above regarding
Don't be so blind as to exclude the only viable
TC Alaska’s credentials and ability to build a
builders of the gas pipeline. Gov. Palin is
surrounded by anti-oil people and has become gas pipeline from the North Slope to market.
infected with this stance. If Trans-Canada gets
the bid, they will be tied up in court longer than
Exxon currently is, trying to figure out how to
pay the $10 billion + to the old holders of the
Alaska Gas Line Project.
Donahue, Dennis-Anchorage, AK 3/02/08 (165NK)
dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agiacomments. Notice the
first three letters of this web site. DOG! That is
an accurate description of the AGIA process.
Four of the five applicants couldn't even make
it past the receptionist let alone qualify. The
fifth, TransCanada, is loaded with
contingencies. AGIA did not produce the
intended results and is bogged down with
questions and concerns about it's only
remaining candidate,TransCanada.

AGIA spells out the bedrock requirements
identified by Alaskans through their elected
representatives. The State needs no more
than one qualifying application that can
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
For more on this, please see Section A, Issue
#2b.

They have no gas to ship and they are relying
on the United States Government to finance
the construction of the gas line.

TC Alaska’s application presents various
options, such as requests for Federal Loan
Guarantees and participation as a bridge
shipper, but it is not conditioned on them.
Please see Section A, Issue #7b for more.

Let's stop this embarrassing exercise in futility
and proceed directly to the inevitable
conclusion of getting a pipeline by negotiating
long term fiscal terms with the gas lease
holders. They have the gas, financial
wherewithal, and expertise to build and
operate the pipeline. Alaskans will benefit
greatly for the next 40 years!

The need for a clear, stable and predictable
tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open
season of an AGIA pipeline will pay taxes at
the rate in effect at that time for the first 10
years of pipeline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same
period. Further response to your comment
can be found at Section A, Issues #9a, 9b.
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Downs, Cody-Anchorage, AK 2/04/08 (80NK)
Comment Noted
It is of firm belief for me AGIA has been a
transparent and open process from the start.
After reviewing all the applications throughly, I
cannot as a good Alaskan endorse
TransCanada.
The proposal submitted by the Port Authority
happens to be the most rational and fiscally
endowed approach to get a sound a vibrant
economy for Alaska as well as a full benefit for
the state's natural resources. I urge the Palin
Administration to focus its strength and valor
on the Port Authority bid here on. Thank You.

Although the Port Authority application was
incomplete under AGIA, the commissioners
recognized that it was important to understand
the comparative value of an LNG project. The
commissioners directed an extensive analysis
of LNG project options in parallel with its
analysis and evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA
application. The commissioners found that,
when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. See
Section A, Issues #2e.

England, Gerald-Fairbanks, AK 3/04/08 (183NK)
Comments noted. For more information
Your presentation on 2-27-08 in Fairbanks
regarding employment under AGIA, see
was very informative. My wife and I are
Section A, Issue #3a.
originally from Calgary Alberta. I appreciate
Chip Bishops testimony on apprenticeship
programs. I served an apprenticeship as a
machinist and as a power plant operator.
On my 1964 arrival in Alaska I found that
power plant operators have no mandatory
licensing laws even today it isn’t mandatory up
with permission for crossing First nation laws
in Canada. Thank you again Gerald England
England, Shirley Gail-Fairbanks, AK 3/04/08 (178NK)
Comment Noted
After attending last nights AGIA meeting in
Fairbanks I wish to state that I feel comfortable
that some of you involved are trying to do the
best for the state of Alaska and for us citizens.
Thank you for that. Please, keep up the good
work. Having immigrated here in 1964 from
Alberta Canada my husband received his
technical education from Southern Alberta
Institute of Technology which was the located
in Calgary, we were many years ago familiar
with technical needs of society as well as
those of oil and natural gas producers.
My questions last night pertained to pipeline

Canada First Nations groups have submitted
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permitting from Alaska’s border to Alberta and
the resolutions of First Nations claims.

RESPONSE
comments to this Finding. A brief summary
addressing their general concerns is found at
Section A, Issue #5a.

We lived here in Fairbanks before during and
after the construction of the Trans Alaska
pipeline and want reassurance that thing will
be handled better for the people of the state as
well as for the state of Alaska. Thank you for
the professional way you are handling things.
Shirley Gail England

The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
getting the right project for the state, not
simply any project at any cost. The
commissioners have examined TC Alaska’s
application from all angles and believe it is the
best proposal for Alaskans and Alaska’s
future.

Fairchild, Adam-Houston, AK 3/04/08 (191NK)
For a detailed response to your comment,
Not sure how to politely say this but the
please refer to the summary at Section A,
Transcanada proposal doesn't qualify under
Issue #7b.
strict reading of the AGIA process.
Transcanada may try and sugar-coat their
conditions but they are conditions none-theless. Which isn't allowed according to AGIA.
Transcanada has made it clear that they can
not proceed without the State of Alaska sitting
down with the producers and coming to fiscal
terms. No one will build a 40 Billion dollar
project without knowing what to expect as a
payback over the life of the project, period.
Anyone who expects differently is delusional.
Do you buy or build a house without knowing
the interest rate of the loan? To say that the
producers make enough money they don't
need fiscal certainty is not realizing the reality
of the drivers of our economy. If the people of
Alaska like their PFD they want the producers
to continue making a profit as the PFD is
heavily invested in each. So, please, just cut
the garbage. Alaska needs the continued
funding from the gas reserves. We don't need
folks in Juneau playing games and living in a
fiscal never-never land. Cut the nonsense of
Alaskas "Fair Share". Our Fair Share of
nothing is still nothing.
Without the producers there is no share of
anything. This AGIA process will not get us our
share, it will only delay the sitting down and
negotiating the terms under which the gas will
flow.
How low will the state budget have to go Gov.
Palin, Ms. Rutherford and Mr. Erwin before
you are willing to negotiate and broker some

The major North Slope producers have
demanded that Alaskans provide fiscal
concessions in the form of adjusted state tax
and royalty provisions before they will consider
building a pipeline. State officials maintain
that it is economically irresponsible to provide
a financial boost to the project before project
cost, schedule, and range of risks are further
defined. See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b, 2c.
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sort of deal? Do we have to start turning out
the lights in Anchorage before that happens?
You criticize the previous administration for
spending two years of behind doors
negotiation and not brokering a deal.
Yet, here we are a year plus into your
administration and we are further away from
any deal than ever before. We are still several
years away from knowing if the one
"successful" AGIA bid will even get licensing.
You call this progress? I call this a sad step
backward. Gov. Palin, you were elected on the
basis of "bringing ethics back to Juneau".
Yet you have on your oil and gas team
someone who just so happens to have worked
for the "winning" AGIA bidder. This smacks of
unethical behavior and brings the entire AGIA
process into question. I had hopes Gov. Palin
that you would help lead AK toward a gas line.
Now I fear you are being led by poor advise
from Ms. Rutherford, Mr. Erwin and your
husbands union down a primrose path to
financial ruin for the state of Alaska. I hope
you can live with yourself as you watch Alaska
grow dark.

RESPONSE

Comment Noted

Fate, Hugh-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (313NK)
During the four years that I spent in the Alaska
State Legislature, much of my time was spent
on oil and gas issues. My positions during that
time were as vice chair of the Special
Committee on Oil and Gas, vice chair of the
Legislative Budget and Audit Committee, the
co-chair and then the single chair of the House
Resources Committee, and a member of the
House Finance Committee. I am therefore
very familiar with all aspects of the oil and gas
industry.
Although I was the prime sponsor of the
revamped Stranded Gas Act, I hold no pride of
authorship. Any piece of legislation that will
propel the construction and completion of a
gas pipeline from the North Slope to markets,
and will bring the highest revenue and the
least difficulty to the State of Alaska, will merit
my support. This does not mean that the State
should pursue such a relentless effort toward
maximizing our revenues in the short term,
that we squeeze the life out of projects that
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give us that revenue over the long term.
In my view the following issues must be
resolved to facilitate the process that will lead
to a gas pipeline completed in a timely fashion.

RESPONSE

One issue revolves around the question of an
all Alaskan pipeline to Valdez for the purpose
of marketing LNG. Because there is no
receiving terminal on the west coast of the
United States, any market on the west coast of
the North American continent exclusive of the
United States would bump into the Jones Act.
Markets that exist in Asia and the Pacific rim
are highly competitive through long-term
contracts forged with counties and companies
with cheap and ample supplies of LNG for
export. The federal government did not pass
legislation which would help guarantee the
costs of building a pipeline from Alaska just to
see the gas from that pipeline go to a foreign
market. Those guarantees are for facilitating
the construction of that pipe to carry gas to a
domestic market.
There are other issues involved with the
construction of a pipeline for the purposes of
providing LNG to market, especially in the
area of "returns on investment" and FERC
consideration for two simultaneous lines.

All-Alaska LNG issues and conclusions are
detailed in-depth in Chapter 4 of the Finding.
For summary information, refer to Section A,
Issues #2e and 10a.

Port Thompson litigation must be quickly dealt
with. It would seem that a negotiated
compromise which may halt the litigation
process would be to the State's advantage and
might form a model for other issues that
appear to be headed for litigation. Contrary to
what some believe, time now becomes one of
the most important elements for two basic
reasons. The first reason is that given enough
time the domestic market that so desperately
needs Alaska gas at the present time, could in
the future be supplied by the ever increasing
amounts of natural gas from other areas of the
globe. The other reason is that time is money
to the State of Alaska. For every year that we
do not see gas coming through that pipe, we
will lose billions of dollars. That loss is sure to
come during a period when the flow of oil
through the Alyeska pipeline will be diminished
severely or even halted. It is important that we
make sure that no further delays are a result of

The Commissioner of DNR recently issued a
decision regarding Point Thompson matter.
Our analysis of the TC Alaska application and
the other alternatives consider different
volume scenarios which include and exclude
production from Point Thompson.
Oil and gas leases give companies the right to
develop hydrocarbon resources in specific
areas for a set period of time. If the lessee fails
to timely develop the resources, the lease
expires. DNR uses the legal system to enforce
its rights under the leases if the lessee fails to
fulfill their development obligation. A recent
example of this type of enforcement action is
the pending case about the lands in the Point
Thomson Unit.
The state agrees that time is clearly of the
essence and that an expedited resolution of
the Point Thompson matter that meets the
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litigation that otherwise could be avoided.

RESPONSE
requirements of the state would be desirable.

Although the Stranded Gas Act apparently
was a failed attempt, it was how the act was
administered, not necessarily how the act was
written. Issues that were negotiated to a
positive conclusion should at least be brushed
off and looked at. One of those issues is the
equity position in the pipeline that stakeholders
including Alaska might occupy. An equity
position held by Alaska would be exclusive of
any petroleum taxes or excise taxes on gas. It
would be a pure investment in the pipeline and
would seat the State at the table which might
in the future alleviate any potential for issues
headed towards litigation. Numbers should be
run to determine if there is a tipping point
between the amount of lost revenue from
property taxes etc., on the State's equity
portion, and the amount of profit derived from
the ROI. Without this type of close scrutiny,
the State runs the risk of losing huge amounts
of money for our future.

The AGIA process replaces the failed
Stranded Gas Development Act (SGDA) effort.
Unlike the agreement negotiated under the
SGDA, AGIA does not require the state to give
up its sovereign rights to regulate its oil and
gas resources or to indefinitely freeze tax rates
only for certain companies. Privately
negotiated, the SGDA agreement required
Alaska to give up its ability to regulate taxes
on the companies for up to 45 years, would
have cost Alaskans at least $10 billion in
revenues over its term in exchange for no
commitment to actually build the pipeline.
Alaska’s legislators have, through their actions
on the negotiated Stranded Gas Development
Act contract, made it clear that the State will
not concede its sovereignty over State lands,
will not lock in oil and gas taxes for decades,
and will not give up the State’s rights to switch
between taking its royalty gas in-kind or invalue, among other things. These were just
some of the concessions made in negotiations
between the prior administration and the three
major North Slope producers under the
provisions of SGDA.
To date, the State of Alaska has determined
that the development and ownership of this
project is best left to experts in the industry
that do this every day. Through the passage of
AGIA and the award of a license, the State
believes that it is already playing a very
significant role in this project and the
development and monetization of the State’s
vast gas resources. If, however, at some
point, greater participation by the State (e.g.,
ownership or otherwise) is in the project’s and
the State’s best interests, it will seriously
consider such participation.

Even at this juncture in the AGIA process, it
may be prudent to encourage all stakeholders
to participate. Without their participation, there
are issues that will be difficult to resolve as
well as running the risk of a failed open
season. Even though this administration is
loath to negotiate any element in the AGIA, it
may be necessary to do so. That is not all
bad, because most good contracts are a result

Your comments are noted and will be taken
under advisement.
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of good negotiations.

RESPONSE

Fickes, Jamey-Valdez, AK 2/29/08 (150NK)
I feel that we should keep this gas line coming
through American soil only because we need
to rely on the resources here available to us
now. Allowing this line to go through Canada
will no longer allow us to claim it as our own.
We will have to share our profits and products
with Canada a "foreign country" and we will
just continue what has already happen with
our oil, keep it in America!

TC Alaska’s proposal is to build an openaccess pipeline and enter contracts with gas
producers for shipping the gas on the pipeline
to market. TC Alaska will not own rights to
any of the gas shipped through the line. The
open season required by AGIA is the first step
in this process.

With access to resources available to make
the line work here in Alaska through Valdez
just seems smarter and seems to be an easier
route because those resources are available
here and now, this allowing us to save some
time and money. Thank you for your time and
the ability to comment on this subject.

Fouts, John-Anchorage, AK 3/07/08 (337NK)
I went to two town meetings and asked the
same questions at each. Question, how many
more jobs would an all Alaska Pipeline to
Tidewater would you get, opposed to a
Canadian line? Granted, the first time I asked
the question was somewhat abstract and was
a big target.
The second time I asked was closer to the
point, but left still room for someone to give a
less obvious answer. No one protested the
somewhat deceptive answer in the AGIA
group. I can't imagine my question was so
ambiguous that the whole team didn't
understand the intent of the question; seeing
how loaded it was.
Of course the question doesn't have anything

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a for
summary reference. Chapter 4 of the Finding
considers this issue in depth.

The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
getting the right project for the state, not
simply any project at any cost. Getting a
pipeline at any cost does not address the
state’s long-term interest in having a pipeline
that will create an open, competitive
environment where explorers know that when
they find gas, they will be able to get it to
market on commercially reasonable terms.
Continued gas exploration and development is
key to maintaining long-term in-state jobs,
meeting the state’s energy needs, and
ensuring financial stability as oil production
declines. For more information, see Section A,
Issues #3b, 3a.
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to do with the AGIA town meeting, and the
only company that met all requirements; but, it
does not have to do with the best interest of
Alaskans, which sometimes becomes clouded
with this process.
As simple as can be; 1000 miles of pipeline
and 8 compressor stations in Canada; 750
miles and 6 compressor stations in Alaska. It
is hard to convince me and any other Alaskan
that that would compute into more jobs for a
Canadian line. Any elaborated answer
contrary to the simple obvious would suggest
to me that there is still lingering sentiment on
the negative side of Alaskans best interest.

RESPONSE

A Canadian line has got to be the option with
the all Alaskan being the imperative.
Alberta and the Tar Sands are considering
nuclear energy plants, generating steam to in
act oil from the Sands if they don't get our gas.
The Oil Sands are so vast, and need so much
energy to process and with Canada having
their own supply problems, for anyone to
believe that any of our gas would reach the
lower 48, just don't have all the facts. Alberta
needs our gas and if they want it they can
build a pipeline to Alaska and get it at their
expense. Taking our gas to Tidewater and
getting a better price for foreign markets would
give us a market option not to sell it in Canada
at the Iower market price that it is. This all
computes into control of our own gas.
After the Administration realizes and makes
the decision to go all Alaska, the follow
through will be obvious: petrochemical
industries, cheaper gas, more jobs, and more
money in state.

The Palin administration directed an extensive
analysis of LNG project options in parallel with
its analysis and evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The commissioners found
that, when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. For more
details, see the summaries at Section A,
Issues # 10a, 10b, and Chapter 4 of the
Finding.

See Section A, Issue #2e, and Chapter 4 of
This brings me to who I would put my trust in
the Finding for more on LNG option analyses.
looking out for us is none other than, Mr.
Harold Heinze of ANGDA working with the
Alaska Gas Line Port Authority to make it
happen.
Freese, Karl-Anchorage, AK 2/20/08 (102NK)
Comment noted
Thank you for holding the public information
meeting on AGIA at UAA last night. It was
most informative. The State of Alaska is finally
heading in the right direction on this issue
critical to both us and the nation. Keep up the
good work.
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Fuhs, Paul-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (320NK)
I don't take the LNG option section of Trans
Canada's application seriously. They will only
look at it after a failed open season.

The TC Alaska application was a good-faith
proposal that provides a point at which to
begin negotiations. Chapter 4 of this Finding
examines LNG options in depth and provides
comparisons to an overland pipeline route.

Then I assume they will try to get the bridge
shipping agreement before abandoning a
Canadian highway project. How many years
will that take? Then there is no plan for how
they will proceed with an LNG project. A new
open season or what? Without any plan, this
just seems like a tack on to their application to
assuage people, not a serious proposal. We
can't put all our eggs in one basket for a
project that has serious land claims and other
legal problems. Alaskans can't wait that long to
get access to our gas.

Furbus, Harold-Palmer, AK 3/06/08 (310NK)
The AGIA process should include a chance to
correct and resubmit a proposal after it has
been reviewed and determined there are
deficiencies in the proposal. To throw out
proposals without a chance to correct and
resubmit a better proposal may cost the state
many billions of dollars. We need what's best
for Alaska not just AGIA.

A gas line to central U.S. through Canada
would be extremely risky at this time under the
current conditions. And should Not be
Considered at this time. With other countries
getting ready to put vast quantities of gas on
the market and new gas discoveries in the
states, gas prices are very likely to fall below
profitability. This type of risk is not in the best
interest of Alaska, as mandated in the

TC Alaska’s application suggested the “bridge
shipper” concept as a means of allowing the
project to go forward even if the major North
Slope producers refuse to participate in an
open season, TC Alaska did not make its
commitments to fulfill any of AGIA’s
requirements conditional on either the State’s
or U.S. Government’s agreement to or
participation in the bridge shipper concept.
Rather, it suggests (but does not require) a
bridge shipper alternative as a means of
obtaining financing for the gas pipeline project,
and allowing the project to go forward even if
the major North Slope producers refuse to
participate in an open season for the project’s
capacity. See Section A, Issue #7b for more
on this subject.

In accordance with the AGIA statutes and
AGIA Request for Applications, all applications
were reviewed for completeness under the 20
AGIA statutory requirements. After the initial
review, letters were sent requesting clarifying
information for each application. No new or
supplemental information was requested.
After receiving clarifying information from each
applicant, the applications were re-evaluated
for completeness with the statutory
requirements. See Section A, Issue #2b.
In-state demand alone would not justify the
construction of a North Slope gas pipeline.
However, a spur pipeline connection built in
conjunction with or subsequent to the effort
proposed in TC Alaska’s application could
provide a significant quantity of gas supply for
in-state usage. As required by AGIA, TC
Alaska has committed to provide a minimum of
five off-take points along the Alaska section of
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the proposed pipeline. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
(ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main pipeline in
Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed in
to ENSTAR’s existing network. See Section
A, Issue #4a, 4b, and 4d for more summary
information.

We need to seriously consider the alternatives,
mainly the Bullet Line to South Central.

The TC Alaska project will not preclude
construction of a smaller pipeline from the
North Slope to southcentral Alaska. Issuing a
license to TC Alaska may increase the
likelihood that plans for a “bullet line” or “spur
line” will become reality. See more discussion
on bullet line scenarios in the Executive
Summary portion of this Finding.

The state should take back the PT. Thompson
lease. It has been in violation for too long. It’s
time for the state to take control of the gas
now.

DNR Commissioner Tom Irwin on April 22,
2008, issued his Findings and Decision of the
Point Thomson Unit POD. Commissioner
Irwin’s Findings and Decision can be obtained
online at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/oil/

We need a Gas Line directly to South Central,
Valdez not necessary. There is sufficient ports
in South Central. The state could and should
finance and own a gas line to South Central. If
the state owns the Pipe Line and the Pt.
Thompson gas the risks and tariffs could be
reduced substantially. Even if the price of gas
falls to the point where it is not profitable to
export LNG there would sill be gas for Alaska's
needs. The state profits would be less, for the
time, but losses would be minimal compared
to not owning the gas and gas line and
minuscule compared what the losses would be
on a gas line to Central U.S. The NGLs should
be extracted in Alaska for use in Alaska.
Please reconsider the "All Alaska" proposals.

Please refer to response above regarding instate demand. Also, see Section A, Issue #4c
for information about long-term gas for Alaska.
Section A, Issue #11a summarizes issues
relating to a state-owned pipeline.

The TransCanada proposal should be moved
forward alone.

Comment Noted

constitution.

Furbush, Clarence E.-Palmer, AK 3/04/08 (193NK)
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Alaska first gas energy for economic creations
from carbon chemistry heat for homes and
lights and industry. As living standards
improve demands will increase for energy. We
need to analyze our assets of all kinds,
including minerals and refining, hydro, steam
and dams & etc. We need the all Alaska
pipeline system and be able to sell some of
the gas for cash.

RESPONSE
On March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed
Steve Haagenson to the position of State-wide
Energy Coordinator with the express goal of
tasking him and his organization, the Alaska
Energy Authority, with examining, analyzing,
assessing and proposing solutions to the
energy availability and cost challenges facing
many Alaskans.

The state should own the gas line and do our
own maintenance.

Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources that is
better left to experienced pipeline companies.
To design, construct and operate a pipeline
would require a different kind of expertise than
is now present within state government. In
order to be able to build the pipeline, the state
would have to hire new employees and form a
corporate entity to manage the project. For
more, see Section A, Issue #11a.

Caution- Security of the storage oil tanks in
Valdez hold millions of gallons of oil. If the
wrong people got in the area they could make
a mess.

Pipeline and oil storage security are serious
matters and will continue to be handled as the
highest priorities.

Furbush, Phillip-Palmer, AK 3/04/08 (206NK)
Dear Governor, Commissioners and those
concerned, The TransCanada gas line
proposal through Canada to the lower 48 and
to Valdez, involves too many complicated and
unresolved issues, would be far too costly,
involves far too much risk and should not be
built at this time under the current
circumstances.
There are too many complicated and
unresolved issues to getting permits through
Canada and Canadian Native Lands.

TransCanada debt liability could be a major
problem.

Through an extensive evaluation process, the
commissioners have found that the
independently owned, overland natural gas
pipeline project from the North Slope to
Canada proposed by TC Alaska will
sufficiently maximize benefits to Alaskans.

The commissioners engaged Canadian legal
counsel to review TC Alaska’s application and
the comments relating to the Canadian portion
of the project. The commissioners believe that
these requirements and TC Alaska’s history of
working with the Aboriginal communities in
Canada will provide the basis for resolving any
issues suggested in your comment.
TC Alaska has addressed this issue in
supplemental answers and filings (on the
AGIA Web site) and in recent testimony
provided to the legislature. The commissioners
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have asked their legal experts to also address
this issue (see Chapter 3 of the Finding for a
comprehensive discussion.) In short, we
believe that this issue will be satisfactorily
resolved by the appropriate parties through
litigation, rulings by the appropriate regulatory
agencies or negotiated agreements and
should not prevent the project from moving
forward on the schedule developed by our
engineering experts.

There are several countries gearing up now to
put huge amounts of natural gas on the
market. The price of gas is likely to fall to the
point that there will be little or no profit for the
state of Alaska. With a debt service on the gas
line of $40 to $50 billion or more we would be
obligated to sell our gas even if we have to sell
at a loss. This would be a huge unnecessary
risk under the current circumstances.

Valdez would have a land area and safety
problem for a gas liquefaction plant and
industry of this scale. A "Bullet Line" directly to
South Central (not Valdez) would be far more
beneficial to the state without near the risks.
A "Bullet Line" directly to South Central would
provide all the options and diversification we
need to provide for: 1) all our local needs 2)
export of liquefied gas 3) industrial uses 4)
petrochemical industry for added value
products 5) South Central already has
infrastructure to export liquefied gas and has
the land area for expansion. 6) Gas could be
shipped out of several different ports in South
Central. 7) South Central has the land area
necessary for liquefaction plants and
petrochemical industries, 8) The State of
Alaska could afford to pay for and own a bullet
gas line to South Central and we should own
the gas line.

There is no need for a gas line to the lower 48
states or Valdez at this time. If it does become
necessary we can always build it at that time.

New supplies of liquefied natural gas (LNG)
are being developed throughout the world. To
ensure this development and many others
were considered, the State used three
different independent gas price forecasts from
the U.S. Energy Information Administration,
Wood Mackenzie, and Black & Veatch, the
latter two which are world-renown energy
consulting firms. The economics of the project
were determined to be very favorable using
the price ranges and forecasts from each of
these sources.
The TC Alaska project will not preclude
construction of a smaller pipeline from the
North Slope to Southcentral Alaska. Issuing a
license to TC Alaska may increase the
likelihood that plans for a “bullet line” or “spur
line” will become reality. Indeed, moving both
projects forward simultaneously will produce
unique synergies. There are adequate
supplies of natural gas to fill both pipelines.
Because of its smaller scale, the bullet line
project can be designed and constructed more
quickly than the TC Alaska project. The two
projects will provide benefits to each other.
The construction work force will gain
experience working on the bullet line. The TC
Alaska project will attract experts to the state
that would not otherwise be available to work
on the bullet line project. For more discussion
of bullet line scenarios, please refer to the
Executive Summary of this Finding.
Comments noted. Your opinions and
suggestions will be taken under advisement.
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For now we should focus on using the gas to
build our economy, not just selling mass
amounts of gas for a quick spending fix that
would do nothing to build a sustainable
economy.

RESPONSE

Sincerely, Phillip Furbush

Gallagher, Michael-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (339NK)
To Whom It May Concern,
Because AGIA spells out the bedrock
While I believe that AGIA is important
legislation in principal, and I applaud the Palin requirements identified by Alaskans through
administration for its efforts, the law has failed their elected representatives, even one
application that agrees to satisfy the state’s
to bring about the results that Alaskans
needs is major progress. Whether the State
anticipated. Only a handful of companies
received five applications or 20, the State only
submitted proposals under the law, and only
needs one qualifying application that can
one company qualified under AGIA. These
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
results are disappointing at best.
For more on this subject, see the summary at
Section A, Issue #2b, 2a.
I have significant concerns about the gas line
proposal submitted by TransCanada. More
importantly, I cannot support TransCanada's
proposal unless and until the state of Alaska
thoroughly reviews and compares differences
between TransCanada's Canadian route and
an All-Alaska route. Until such a comparison
is completed, Alaskans will not be satisfied
that this State has done everything in its power
to ensure that we have the best possible
proposal and route for the maximum benefit
for all Alaskans.

Recognizing the importance of LNG as a
potential alternative for Alaska, the
Administration conducted an extensive
analysis of different LNG projects in parallel
with its evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA
application. The commissioners found that,
when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. For an indepth discussion of this subject, please refer
to Chapter 4 of this Finding. For summary
information, see Section A, Issues #10a, and
2e.

When the state compares a Canadian versus
an All-Alaskan route, I think it is important for
the State to consider the numerous "valueadded resources" jobs in this State with the
construction of an All-Alaskan route.

Potential employment opportunities have been
addressed thoroughly in the AGIA statute and
throughout the process. A TC Alaska gas
pipeline has the potential to offer significant
benefits to Alaska. Alaska’s economy will
benefit from short-term construction jobs, but
more significantly from long-term careers as
new natural gas fields are developed because
the path to market has been built. Please see
Section A, Issues #3a, 3b and the Executive
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Summary of this Finding for summaries.

I also have deep concerns about potential
native land claims in Canada creating an
insurmountable barrier to the actual
construction of TransCanada's proposed
Canadian route. As the State is well aware,
our control over that process is limited at best.
The process will surely be contentious, leaving
Alaskans waiting for years, if not decades, for
the red tape to clear and for construction on
the gas line to begin. Such international issues
are not a concern with an All-Alaska route.

The commissioners engaged Canadian legal
counsel to review TC Alaska’s application and
the comments relating to the Canadian portion
of the project. The commissioners believe that
these requirements and TC Alaska’s history of
working with the Aboriginal communities in
Canada will provide the basis for resolving any
issues suggested in your comment.

Gilbert, Matthew-Arctic Village, AK 2/26/08 (126NK)
On March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed
Hello, I am writing in regards to AGIA and the
Steve Haagenson to the position of State-wide
TransCanada application. Throughout the
whole passing of AGIA, and it's process since, Energy Coordinator with the express goal of
tasking him and his organization, the Alaska
there's been absolutely no mention of any
Energy Authority, with examining, analyzing,
benefits Alaska Natives would get out of this
assessing and proposing solutions to the
pipeline. We are suffering from High Fuel
energy availability and cost challenges facing
costs in the village and would like royality of
many Alaskans. Ultimately, the cost of routing
gas or spur lines to 'Bleed' the Pipeline as
North Slope gas to Alaska communities will
Rep. Young put it. Gov. Palin's own grandma
improve greatly with the construction and
and husband is Native, she should be more
operation of a large-diameter pipeline that fully
responsive to Alaska native needs. Matthew
commercializes Alaska’s North Slope natural
Gilbert
gas reserves. The Governor and the
Legislature recognized this during their
cooperative efforts to craft and pass the AGIA
law and the provisions of that law that deal
with in-state use or gas for Alaskans.
Gordon, Melissa-North Pole, AK 1/20/08 (55NK)
Comment noted
This is just to encourage Governor Palin and
the legislature to stick to the AGIA process as
they have been. Although I don't always agree
with politics in Juneau, I am very appreciative
of the governor's responses to Conoco-Phillips
and others who seek to derail the current
process.
Gorrell, Rolland-Lakeland, FL 1/22/08 (58NK)
Please refer to Section A, Issue #3a
I can do the following.
Welding
carpentry
drive heavy equipment
drywall
35 yrs experience
Gottstein, David-Anchorage, AK 2/27/08 (133NK)
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I welcome the AGIA process, and its goals,
however I have some serious concerns about
where we are and how we move forward.

RESPONSE

1. The biggest concern is that for any gasline
project to move forward, including any route
through Canada, unless the Feds take control,
the only way a gasline will be built through
Canada is if a majority of Alaskans can clearly
and convincingly see how a Canadian route
being built first is in the best interests of the
residents of Alaska. The evaluation must be
transparent and understandable to most
Alaskans. Otherwise we will be stuck. And it
will get tossed back to the Legislature.

Through an extensive evaluation process, the
Commissioners have found that the
independently owned, overland natural gas
pipeline project from the North Slope to
Canada proposed by TC Alaska will
sufficiently maximize benefits to Alaskans.
See Section A, Issues #4b,4a,6d

2. The measure in AGIA to define maximum
value includes net present value and liklihood
of completion. This represents a huge task in
defining all the associated values via a
discounted set of cashflows. It means the
numerator and denominator are individually a
composite of a complex set of components.
The numerator should include not only the
different kind of direct pipeline related receipts
collected by the State, but the mulitplier affects
of an in-state vs. out of state configuration,
and the potential for value added processing.
A negative value potential is the import
substitution cost of importing or being supplied
with higher cost energy between the time an
in-state pipeline could deliver gas versus a
Canadian route. Not to the State, but to its
residents.

Comment Noted

A huge challenge will be to convince Alaskans
that a Trans-Canada route is superior if the
evaluation is not transparent, and if it is
transparent, it omits values that Alaskans think
exist, like permanent jobs. How much in net
present value is a permanent job worth?

A TC Alaska gas pipeline has the potential to
offer significant benefits to Alaska. Alaska’s
economy will benefit from short-term
construction jobs, but more significantly from
long-term careers as new natural gas fields
are developed because the path to market has
been built. See more at Section A, Issues #3a,
3b.

The denominator, or the discount rate, is also
of imense and critical importance. In my mind,
different revenue streams may have different
risks associated with them. For example the
first two bcf of gas per day has a lower risk of
supply than the third through fifth bcf per day.

AS 43.90.170 of AGIA requires that the net
present value be calculated at the specific
discount rates in that section of the statute.
Our analysis addressed the uncertainty and
risks (including those that you mentioned)
associated with various assumptions and
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And higher volumes could justify a higher
discount rate associated with the marginal
revenues. Also, a 40 billion dollar project has,
in a real sense, twice the risk of a 20 billion
dollar project. More to lose.
Also, having to build through new territory
versus alongside the existing TAPS line has
higher potential for cost over-runs.
And therefore a higher discount rate might
again be used. All these various components
should be itemized, and discount basis points
ascribed, explained and justified. My guess is
that the revenue stream of a Canadian route
could have between 200-500 basis points
higher a discount rate to adjust for risk versus
an LNG route. Made up of ten to twenty
components that should be identified and
impact divuldged down to the basis point
adjustment in the discount rate. I understand
that the Administation plans on developing
probability profiles. That is another way to skin
the cat, but I believe it is more problematic.
Both in determining how much less cashflow is
forecasted because of a higher risk, and most
importantly, convincing people you measured
it properly. If it isn't clear and convincing, it is a
path to stalemate. And the feeling by the
Legislature they will have to take back the ball.

RESPONSE
variables in the analyses by using different
scenarios as well as by estimating fairly broad
ranges for certain key data elements and then
utilizing Monte Carlo simulations to develop
probability distributions. Our experts have tried
to assess all of the risks that you mentioned in
developing their assumptions, estimates and
scenarios.

3. In talking with Deputy Commissioner
Rutherford at one of the meetings, I believe I
heard that the Canadian route is expected to
be completed within months, not years later
than an Alaskan route. Just a warning here.
People won't believe it. I want to say it again,
people won't believe it and it will have to be
really really explained carefully and accurately,
without the sense of prejudice, for that to be
accepted. It doesn't seem logical that a route
twice as long, at twice the money, or
thereabouts, over new territory, will take
approximately the same amount of time to
pass all the political multi-country hurdles,
design, engineering, and construction
challenges. It if is true, then how that is
explained will come under extreme
questioning.

The “All Alaskan” application submitted to the
State by the Alaskan Gas Port Authority in mid
December 2007 projected a completion date
(prepared by Bechtel) that was only 4 months
earlier than the estimated completion date
provided by TC Alaska. In performing our
analysis, these proposed project schedules
were modified and ranged to reflect the
various risks and issues identified by our
teams of experts.

4. We are missing a step in the AGIA review
process. Both in substance and in form. In

See Section A, Issues #1a, regarding the
process for public involvement.
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order to get to the point where a majority of
Alaskans come together on a route, there
should be a comment and public testimony
period after your initial evalution is made, but
before a determination is made. It will be a big
mistake to announce a decision without the
external scrutiny beforehand. The meetings to
date were not intended to be fully disclosing of
what the options mean for Alaska in detail,
such as the elements of the numerators and
denominators, but were presentations of the
process. Not the substance. People will need
a buy-in on the substance in order to be
accepting of a controversial determination.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I
may send more later. David Gottstein

RESPONSE
The AGIA statute was written to include public
comment opportunities prior to the
commissioners’ decision to issue an AGIA
license to the prospective pipeline builder. The
commissioners’ final determination would thus
be based, in part, upon comments, concerns
and issues provided by the public. Although
the statute does not specifically set aside
another public comment period prior to the
commissioners’ final finding, the public would
ostensibly have further opportunity to weigh in
with testimony before the Alaska State
Legislature during the 2008 summer special
session as that legislative body considers the
commissioners’ decision.

Goudreau, Sara Irwin-Valdez, AK 3/05/08 (340NK)
I support an All Alaska gas line. I am opposed For summary information on this subject,
please see Section A, Issues #10a, 10b, and
to a Trans Canada line. I applaud the work
2e. All-Alaska LNG issues are discussed indone by the natural gas commission but I
depth in Chapter 4 of this Finding.
suspect elements are at play beyond the
control of Alaska commissions.
Please seriously consider an all Alaska
Gasline. Thank you
Goudreau, Steve-Valdez, AK 3/05/08 (244NK)
I want to stress the need to help the
communities away from the rail belt area with
the high cost of fuel and electricity. The road
system needs to be tied into an electric grid.
Has there been any thoughts put into power
plants in the North Slope, feed by natural gas,
tieing the power to a line the runs to
Fairbanks? We appreciate the study you are
doing on the LNG possibilities.

On March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed
Steve Haagenson to the position of State-wide
Energy Coordinator with the express goal of
tasking him and his organization, the Alaska
Energy Authority, with examining, analyzing,
assessing and proposing solutions to the
energy availability and cost challenges facing
many Alaskans. Ultimately, the cost of routing
North Slope gas to Alaska communities will
improve greatly with the construction and
operation of a large-diameter pipeline that fully
commercializes Alaska’s North Slope natural
gas reserves. The Governor and the
Legislature recognized this during their
cooperative efforts to craft and pass the AGIA
law and the provisions of that law that deal
with in-state use or gas for Alaskans.
For more, see Section A, Issues #4a, 4c, 4d.

Haack, Brian-Anchorage, AK 1/24/08 (65NK)
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Governor Sarah Palins plan for delivering a
natural gas pipeline to Alaska is NOT working.
TransCanada may have submitted a proposal
that meets all of your requirements but it is not
in the best interests of Alaska and Alaskans to
approve it.

RESPONSE
Through an extensive evaluation process, the
commissioners have found that the
independently owned, overland natural gas
pipeline project from the North Slope to
Canada proposed by TC Alaska will
sufficiently maximize benefits to Alaskans.
See Section A, Issue #6d.

We should not give TransCanada $500 million
and a state license. Giving TransCanada a
license now, before the tax issues are settled,
risks wasting many years and huge sums of
public money, while the state's main revenue
stream, crude oil, rapidly dwindles.

The major North Slope producers have
demanded that Alaskans provide fiscal
concessions in the form of adjusted state tax
and royalty provisions before they will consider
building a pipeline. State officials maintain
that it is economically irresponsible to provide
a financial boost to the project before project
cost, schedule, and range of risks are further
defined. Further, the need for a clear, stable
and predictable tax regime is addressed in
AGIA. Producers who commit to ship gas
during the first open season of an AGIA
pipeline will pay taxes at the rate in effect at
that time for the first 10 years of pipeline
operations, even if the statutory rate changes
during that same period. See Section A, Issue
#9b for summary information.

TransCanada is a Calgary-based company
and as such can not possibly have the best
interests of Alaska or Alaskans in mind.

Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline. The balance between these
interests is struck in a complex process that
began when AGIA was passed. The AGIA
requirements ensure that the state’s interests,
which are different from those of the producers
and the pipeline company, are met. Any gas
pipeline project must be commercially feasible,
and any project sponsor should be expected to
maximize their share of value. The best
interest of Alaska, however, is protected by the
terms under AGIA, and by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. Please refer to Section A,
Issue #6d for more on this concern.

ConocoPhillips has had a presence in Alaska
for 50 years. They would train Alaskans to
help build the pipeline. Their employees
already work and live in the US, not in
Canada, so their incomes stay here.

ConocoPhillips (“Conoco”) did not file an AGIA
application. Because Conoco declined to
submit an application and meet the
requirements set forth by Governor Palin and
the Alaska State Legislature under AGIA, it
could not be considered as part of the AGIA
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review process. See Section A, Issues #8a,
8c.

TransCanada is suggesting a pipeline might
need billions in new financial backing from the
U.S. government. If they cause the State of
Alaska to look to Congress for partial funding,
Congress will turn around and tell the State of
Alaska to dip into the Permanent Fund for the
money. The State of Alaska should not use
the Permanent Fund to build a gas pipeline.

Use of the Permanent Fund is restricted by the
principles under which it was created. See
Section A, Issue #6c for more about the
Permanent Fund in relation to a natural gas
pipeline.

TransCanada shows reluctance to build and
run the essential, $6 billion gas treatment plant
to strip liquids and carbon dioxide out of the
gas before it goes into the pipeline. This
suggests that the major oil companies will
need to be enlisted to build and run the plant.
Lets award the contract to them in the first
place. This 1,715-mile, $26 billion Alaska
Highway gas pipeline should be built by
ConocoPhillips, not TransCanada.

The details of the GTP will be an important
part of any discussions and negotiations
between the ANS producers and TC Alaska.
TC Alaska has stated (section 2.2.3.12) that it
believes that the ANS producers are the most
logical parties to construct and operate the
GTP. TC Alaska has proposed an approach
that provides the maximum opportunity for
those parties to design and construct the GTP
utilizing the existing Central Gas Facilities for
Prudhoe Bay. TC Alaska has further agreed
that if this approach does not work, it is
prepared to construct the GTP itself.

Harrington, John & Karla-Anchorage, AK 2/24/08 (113NK)
My wife and I have a combined ak. resident of
70 plus years and we wish to submit our
comments on the Trans-Canada bid for a nat.
gas pipeline.
We 100% do not support this application for
two main reasons, it will take to long before
pipe is in the ground, and the lower 48 really
does not need our nat. gas. The lower 48
already has many development plans secured
for nat. gas supply.

Energy demands in the United States continue
to raise the value of Alaska’s enormous North
Slope natural gas reserves. The dynamics
related to commercializing the 35 trillion cubic
feet (Tcf) of known North Slope gas reserves
are wide-ranging and historically unique.
Energy prices in North America have
escalated rapidly over the past five years,
particularly as they relate to heating and
cooling of homes and businesses. The
introduction of substantial incremental supply
by developing the North Slope basin will have
an immediate and sustained effect on
consumer energy costs. Further, development
of natural gas resources for domestic
consumption will directly reduce America’s
dependence upon foreign energy sources.
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Reducing the nation’s need to import energy
will reduce the U.S. deficit in the balance of
trades.

We only support a in state gas pipeline to
supply alaskan communities,we need to keep
that nat. gas in Ak. to keep Alaskans warm
and safe for the next 100+ years.
Think of our kids,grandkids,greatgrandkids ect.

AGIA requires any AGIA-licensed project to
provide a minimum of five off-take points
within the state, as well as distance-sensitive
tariffs. Thus, Alaskans will have access to
North Slope gas throughout the life of the
project. See Section A, Issues #4a,4b,4c,4d.

We should also build a LNG plant in Valdez to
ship out surplus when its ready.

See Section A, Issue #10a.

Keep most of this energy supply in AK. to keep
our state running and to keep Ak.citizens alive
with cheap heat.Build a bullet line
now,southcentral AK. is running out of nat. gas
fast so we need to build a pipeline right
now!Listen to Tony Izzo this man knows the
way and he understands the dire need. Build a
in state pipeline by Alaskans &for Alaskans
soon. Thank you for hearing our comments
and do whats best for Alaska, forget about
Canada and the lower 48 all they do anyways
is talk bad about us and protest us. Thank you,
John &Karla Harrington

The TC Alaska project will not preclude
construction of a smaller pipeline from the
North Slope to Southcentral Alaska. Issuing a
license to TC Alaska may increase the
likelihood that plans for a “bullet line” or “spur
line” will become reality. Indeed, moving both
projects forward simultaneously will produce
unique synergies. There are adequate
supplies of natural gas to fill both pipelines.
Because of its smaller scale, the bullet line
project can be designed and constructed more
quickly than the TC Alaska project. The two
projects will provide benefits to each other.
Please see the Executive Summary of this
Finding for more on this subject.

Harrison, Robert-North Pole, AK 2/14/08 (92NK)
Comment noted
I am glad that you and the AGIA committee
are standing up to the big oil companies. It is a
disgrace that now they are filling our nightly
airwaves with commercials. thanks for looking
out for Alaskan's
Harvey-Kindred, Jennifer-Soldotna, AK 1/24/08 (64NK)
ConocoPhillips (“Conoco”) did not file an AGIA
I believe the state should work with Conoco
Phillips on building the Natural Gas Pipeline. I application. Because Conoco declined to
submit an application and meet the
think it is in the best interest of the state and
requirements set forth by Governor Palin and
it's citizens to award this huge project to a
company that has already proven they believe the Alaska State Legislature under AGIA, it
could not be considered as part of the AGIA
in sustaining their investment and
review process.
development of the state's natural resources.
They already provide so much finincial support See Section A, Issues #8c, 8a
to local families and organizations and I
believe this should not be overlooked. Conoco
has a good track record. It's hard to have faith
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that the right decision will be made for Alaska
by our legislature who have such a poor track
record. We shouldn't swing so far the other
way to try and make up for the old
administrations way of doing things. Conoco
deserves to be the first company the state
works on to build the natural gas pipeline. If
the face and issues of our state politics
interfere with this process it will be hard to
have any trust in even our new government
officials.

RESPONSE

Hawkins, Cynthia-Wasilla, AK 1/13/08 (32NK)
Please refer to the response above. Also, see
Please reconsider sitting down and talking
Section A, Issues # 8a, 8b, 8c.
terms with Conoco Philips instead of just
dismissing thier application.
Hawkins, Patrick A.-Soldotna, AK 3/04/08 (196NK)
The most important item is natural gas for
The TC Alaska project will not preclude
Alaskans. We would never run out if we keep it construction of a smaller pipeline from the
for Alaskans (our share) build the bullet line to North Slope to Southcentral Alaska. Issuing a
Fairbanks, Matsu, Anchorage, Kenai
license to TC Alaska may increase the
Peninsula and hear our homes, build factories, likelihood that plans for a “bullet line” or “spur
(reopen Agrium) get good paying jobs to
line” will become reality. See more discussion
Alaska not boom or bust- but build the line for
on bullet line scenarios in the Executive
Alaskans, so we can have our children and
Summary portion of this Finding.
their children will have good jobs, not low pay
For an expanded summary of this topic, see
Wal-mart jobs. Alaskans 1st
Section A, Issue #4a.
Hawkins, Patrick-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (204NK)
The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
The main thing for AGIA “Does the proposed
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
project sufficiently maximize the benefits for
getting the right project for the state. The
(to) Alaskans” It will if we think Alaska first- let
commissioners have determined that TC
us keep our share for jobs and developmentthink out of the box instead of shipping our gas Alaska’s proposal addresses the state’s longterm interest in having a pipeline that will
out – keep it, build factories (reopen Agruim)
create an open, competitive environment
have in expensive gas to build industry here.
where explorers know that when they find gas,
So our children, our grand children will have
they will be able to get it to market on
jobs and opportunity here, and not ship our
resources outside- would it not be nice to have commercially reasonable terms. Continued
gas exploration and development is key to
good paying jobs in Alaska, instead of low
maintaining long-term in-state jobs, meeting
minimum Wal-Mart jobs? Think of Alaska 1st!
the state’s energy needs, and ensuring
Would it be great if your children could work
financial stability as oil production declines; for
and stay in Alaska?
more, see Section A, Issues #3a, 3b.
As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
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(ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main pipeline in
Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed in
to ENSTAR’s existing network. See the
summaries at Section #4a, 4b, 4c, 4d.

Hawley, Chris-Anchorage, AK 2/25/08 (118NK)
Through an extensive evaluation process, the
I believe that Agia is not working
Please do not issue a license to TransCanada, commissioners determined that the
independently owned, overland natural gas
they do not provide the assurance to deliver a
pipeline project from the North Slope to
pipeline.
Canada proposed by TC Alaska is the project
that will sufficiently maximize benefits to
Alaskans. The basis for this determination is
explained in detail in the Finding and
supporting documentation.
As TransCanada pointed out you need the
producers. Please negotiate with them now so
we can get a project moving! The Producers
have the gas, the money and the expertise.
They are all bigger pipeline owners and
operators than TransCanada! Please find a
compromise with the Producers and quit
thinking about giving away our $500MM to
them.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b for more.

Hawley, Robert-Anchorage, AK 1/21/08 (106NK)
Through an extensive evaluation process, the
Stop the madness!
commissioners determined that the
Do not award license to TCPL.
independently owned, overland natural gas
pipeline project from the North Slope to
Canada proposed by TC Alaska is the project
that will sufficiently maximize benefits to
Alaskans. The basis for this determination is
explained in detail in the Finding and
supporting documentation.
Negotiate with the producers, since they have
to pay for the line!
It is time to be statesmen/women and reach a
compromise with the producers.
See if you can balance Alaska's "Must Haves"
with the producers Must Haves and advance
the project.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b.

Do not give TCPL $500 MM, invest it in State
infrastructure or a spur line.

See Section A, Issues #4a, 4d
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Hawley, Robert-Anchorage, AK 2/16/08 (95NK)
Please refer to the response above.
I stongly urge the State of Alaska
Administration and Legislators to reject the
TransCanada AGIA application and not to
award an AGIA license. It is time to work with
the producers and get a pipeline moving.
Please consider their request for fiscal
certainity so they can know the tax structure
and can start the project.

The need for a clear, stable and predictable
tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open
season of an AGIA pipeline will pay taxes at
the rate in effect at that time for the first 10
years of pipeline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same
period.

We do not need to give away $500 million of
our money to TransCanada to study the line
and spend more time delaying the project.
The governor critized the producers for not
commiting to build the line but AGIA doesn't
get a commitment to build the line either, it just
spends our money.

AGIA requires a pipeline builder to meet
certain requirements to advance the project
along a specified timeline in exchange for a
license that provides up to $500 million in
State matching funds. By requiring AGIA
applicants to commit to certain milestones
within a specific timeframe, Alaska is taking
steps that will get a gas pipeline built and in
operation as soon as possible. See Section A,
Issue 2a for more.

Work with the producers so they will build the
line!!!!!

See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b

Hebert, Terry P-Eagle River, AK 2/26/08 (121NK)
Don’t trust Canada. Keep the pipeline in
The State of Alaska recognized the need to
Alaska. With a spur line to South Central.
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not offer
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issues #10a, 4a, 4b,
and 4d.
Higgins, Thomas-Anchorage, AK 3/05/08 (239NK)
Attached 4 page comment
I am submitting this letter to address my
concerns about AGIA and gas-line
development, some were formed before
attending the AGIA public forum in Anchorage
others came out of that forum, some changed
because of the forum.
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First I want to make sure that the AGIA panel
understands that just because only one
applicant was judged to be with-in the AGIA
guidelines does not mean the state should not
look into other options when it is judging what
is best for Alaska. Taking the first offer is
seldom the best. Alaska has been suffering
deeply with buyer’s remorse that we have
been saddled with from the early days of the
oil pipeline.

RESPONSE
Because AGIA spells out the bedrock
requirements identified by Alaskans through
their elected representatives, even one
application that agrees to satisfy the state’s
needs is major progress. Whether the State
received five applications or 20, the State only
needs one qualifying application that can
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
Please refer to Section A, Issues #2b for more.

Taking the first offer seems to be a very real
possibility because during the meeting it
seemed some panel members were
predisposed to some type of trans Canada
route for our gas line.

TC Alaska’s application was one of five
received through the AGIA process. In
accordance with AGIA, all applications were
reviewed for completeness under the 20
statutory requirements. After the initial review,
letters were sent requesting clarifying
information for each application. No new or
supplemental information was requested.
After receiving clarifying information from each
applicant, the applications were re-evaluated
for completeness with the statutory
requirements. At the end of the completeness
review, only TC Alaska’s application was
found to meet AGIA’s 20 statutory
requirements. The application was then
reviewed by the AGIA team to determine
whether it was in the best interest of the
people of Alaska. See Section A, Issue #7a

I feel that they are pigeonholing Alaska
because they did not consider any Alaskan
LNG possibilities. If this panel does not truly
considered all options they will have failed to
do what is best for Alaska. Because of this
focus on the Canada route I will now call the
non Alaskan Pipeline route, “the Canada First
Route.” Canada gets the pipeline and Alaska
gets the shaft.

The commissioners directed an extensive
analysis of different LNG project options in
parallel with their analysis and evaluation of
TC Alaska’s AGIA application. The
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater benefits to Alaskans over the life of the
project. See Section A, Issues #10a, 10b for
more.

It was very disappointing to hear that in a
Canada First Route spur lines for Alaskans do
not happen until the Canada end is tied into
the system and our gas is creating jobs in
Canada, heating Canadian and lower 48
homes. How can that possibility be “best” for
Alaska?

The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
getting the right project for the state, not
simply any project at any cost. Getting a
pipeline at any cost does not address the
state’s long-term interest in having a pipeline
that will create an open, competitive
environment where explorers know that when
they find gas, they will be able to get it to
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market on commercially reasonable terms.
Continued gas exploration and development is
key to maintaining long-term in-state jobs,
meeting the state’s energy needs, and
ensuring financial stability as oil production
declines. See Section A, Issue #3b.

To call BP, Conoco-Phillips and the like
“producers” is misleading, the Earth is
producing these companies are only profiting
from the extraction from the Alaskan land and
coastal waters.
At the Cuddy Center forum whenever
someone spoke outside policy process and
stated personal affects of gas line
development, or rather development of a
Canada First gas-line route and what they
believed was best for themselves and all
Alaskans; such as Alaskans high gas cost, got
the least bit emotional about their statements,
or expressed Alaska’s need of long term jobs
there would be one member of the panel who
would standup and ask that it be put in writing
and sent to the office for the records. At the
time I thought it was his way of blowing off the
comments and moving on, but as I thought
about it I think perhaps it was because it was
not a process question and it was something
that they could not give an answer too or could
not create a formula for and he wanted it for
the record so others could read it if not hear it.

The commissioners held 20 public “town hall”
informational meetings in communities around
the state to explain the ongoing efforts to
facilitate construction of a natural gas pipeline
to transport Alaska’s North Slope natural gas
to market. The town hall meetings were
intended to serve as informational
presentations by members of the state’s AGIA
gas pipeline team to update the public on
efforts to advance a gas pipeline project under
AGIA. The meetings were not formatted to
serve as public hearings. For more about the
public comment process, see Section A, Issue
1a.

When it comes to mineral, timber, oil, gas, and
other government land use for profit,
government has to be a business partner not a
minor player if the goal is to do what is best for
the state.

Comment noted.

It was disappointing to be reconfirmed of the
fact that LNG was being shipped over-seas
out of Kenai while we in the Cook Inlet area
keep getting higher and higher gas prices. It is
disingenuous that so many Alaskan politicians
and oil and gas extractors to keep presenting
the idea that a tidewater pipeline for LNG is
not realistic while it is being processed and
shipped today. Especially since West Coast
states are starving for gas and countries
around the Pacific Rim are building ports for

Please see Section A, Issues #4a, 4b, 4c, 4d.
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importing foreign LNG as stated in this article
from the Oil and Gas Journal?
http://www.ogj.com/Articles/Article_Display.cf
m?Article_ID=306832
Alaska can still do the American thing of
supplying the lower 48 but we would also be
helping ourselves first and in the best way by
creating Alaskan jobs and taking in more port
and export fees and taxes. And these jobs and
the support jobs would be spread throughout
the state.

RESPONSE

AGIA is law and Conoco-Phillips submitted
outside the law. Is that not conspiracy to break
the law? If the law broken was a criminal code
it could be taken to criminal court but when it
comes to constitutional law and development it
seems to be just business as usual.

ConocoPhillips chose to propose its own
pipeline plan outside the AGIA process. The
company broke no laws in doing so.

Conoco-Phillips’ Canada First proposal says it
needs the inclusion of the other two of big
three oil extractors but it seems to me that the
only reason they don’t want to do it alone is so
they have some else to blame when it never
happens. The Conoco-Phillips proposal is noncommitment and more of the same thing and
puts big oil back in the drivers seat of holding
on to Alaska’s future and livelihood and
handing it out at their leisure.

Conoco’s “alternative plan” is no longer valid.
Conoco has rescinded that offer and is now
involved in a new approach in with BP. Based
upon the limited information provided in either
Conoco’s original alternative plan or the more
recent announcement by Conoco and BP, it is
impossible to determine exactly how much of
the state’s money is being requested. While it
is true that the AGIA matching funds are not
being sought, both of these proposals seek an
undefined amount of other state funds in the
form of tax law changes. The AGIA matching
funds are available only to a project proponent
willing to commit to certain provisions that
protect the state’s long-range economic
interest, which BP/Conoco are unwilling to do.
Failure to protect those interests would likely
result in costs to the state far in excess of the
$500 million AGIA matching funds. See
Section A, Issue 8b for an expanded summary
of this subject.

Conoco Phillips claims that they don’t want the
500 million up-front so that saves Alaska
money. But they failed to acknowledge that the
concessions they ask from the state would
cost the state far more then 500 million year
after year.

I talked to Dan after the forum and it made me
think deeply about the panel and the nature of
the Republican belief. Having Republicans on
the panel puts the State of Alaska at an
automatic disadvantage before the panel even
starts to examine the AGIA proposal(s). Dan’s
mind set seemed to be that government is not
suppose to be in business so Alaska is already
at a disadvantage because that mind set will

Comment Noted
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not put Alaska first because they believe that
government should not be in business. It sent
a chill through me like the shadow of Pete
“Got” Kott passed over the Cuddy Center,
when Dan said that “we ‘ill get ‘er done”.

RESPONSE

It is Alaskan gas and we appear to be waiting
for the gas and oil companies to keep their
legal obligation to bring it to market. We can’t
wait for companies that think billions in profits
in single quarter is not enough profit to tell us
what is a marketable price. Their concept of
marketable price for the gas is way out of
wacky from the general public and is not in
sync with what is best for Alaska. Why are the
gas sitters the ones to set what is a viable
market price. Alaska the business partner
should also have a say of what is marketable
price. Waiting for the oil companies to say it is
the right time to sell us our own gas at a high
price is like the Green Party waiting around
until the Democrats say it is alright to run for
office, since their decision is based solely on
what is best for them not what is best for
Alaska. The oil companies have been looking
out for themselves first and foremost and
many politicians have been doing the same,
and that is not what they were elected to do.
Now we are supposed to believe the oil/gas
companies and these corrupt politicians will all
of sudden make Alaska first. You cannot
shame away this level of greed anymore then
you can “legistrate ethics”.

DNR Commissioner Tom Irwin on April 22,
2008, issued his Findings and Decision of the
Point Thomson Unit POD. Commissioner
Irwin’s Findings and Decision can be obtained
online at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/oil/

“Coin in thy purse*” is not what’s “best” for
Alaska. What is best is the security of longterm jobs. These two are hard to compare. But
I believe getting people to work is the best?
Based on core policy values how can either
Republicans or Democrats not be for longterm jobs for Alaskans over long-term jobs for
Canadians? Democrats because they are
suppose to be the blue–collar party.
Republicans because jobs put money into the
hands of the citizens instead into the hands of
government through royalty and taxes, and
thus smaller government! A Canada first gasline better create very, very large PFDs for
eternity because Alaskans will need it without
long-term jobs.

Oil and gas leases give companies the right to
develop hydrocarbon resources in specific
areas for a set period of time. If the lessee fails
to timely develop the resources, the lease
expires. DNR uses the legal system to enforce
its rights under the leases if the lessee fails to
fulfill their development obligation. A recent
example of this type of enforcement action is
the pending case about the lands in the Point
Thomson Unit.

See Section A, Issues #3a, and 3b.
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(* This is a quote from the villain Iago in
Shakespeare’s Othello. He convinces Rodrigo
to gather money buy selling everything he
owns to win the prize “in the end”, but it is in
truth so that Iago can con him out of this
money to finance his immoral acts.)

Comment Noted

Was the port authority shafted in a constructed
and manipulate “partnership”? This should be
a concern if the panel is truly trying to get what
is best for Alaska.

In their January 4, 2008, Completeness
Determination, the commissioners found that
the AGIA application submitted by the Alaska
Gasline Port Authority (“Port Authority”) on
November 30, 2007, was incomplete. On
January 10, 2008, the Port Authority submitted
a Request for Reconsideration, claiming that it
had been placed in a difficult position by the
actions of associates and former business
partners and requested the commissioners to
accept additional information after the
application deadline. After carefully
considering the Port Authority’s request, the
commissioners denied the Request for
Reconsideration. Their reasoning is explained
in the decision dated January 30, 2008, that is
available at
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm
See Section A, Issues #2e.

When the possibility of a bullet gas-line to
supply gas for consumers in the Cook Inlet
was brought up, a panel member asked the
question in what seemed a divisive tone that
seemed to answer the question he was asking
“Would that be what’s best for all Alaska?” The
answer I got from the divisive tone of his
question was, “No! Prior to this question he
had just mentioned that 75% of the population
live in the area. To “best” I say that is
debatable, but I do believe that gas to the
Cook Inlet is more then about the 75% of the
state population in the Cook Inlet because the
Cook Inlet is a hub for all Alaska and lower
prices here means lower prices throughout the
state.
Why Not Canada First!
Serving Canada and the lower 48 states
before Alaska is not best for all Alaska.
Canada getting the long-term jobs like
stripping solids off the gas is not best for all

The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
getting the right project for the state, not
simply any project at any cost. Getting a
pipeline at any cost does not address the
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Alaska. Canada and the lower 48 states
getting cheaper fuel for homes, business,
government, and industry while Alaska starve
for gas is not best for all Alaska. The more
governments involved (US, Alaska, AK Native,
Canadian Federal and Canadian Natives) the
more set back possibilities, more cost, and
more time to complete. Pacific rim countries
and west coast states are hungry for gas, and
Alaska can supply that need with LNG.

RESPONSE
state’s long-term interest in having a pipeline
that will create an open, competitive
environment where explorers know that when
they find gas, they will be able to get it to
market on commercially reasonable terms.
Continued gas exploration and development is
key to maintaining long-term in-state jobs,
meeting the state’s energy needs, and
ensuring financial stability as oil production
declines. See Section A, Issue #10b.

I believe that an All Alaskan Gas-line to
tidewater for LNG and more is best for Alaska.
When calculating the best route the panel
needs to factor the direct and indirect savings
and benefits to All Alaska. Some factors that
need to be considered are:

This and the following comments are
speculations of benefits from an LNG pipeline
to tidewater. Please see Section A, Issues
#10a

• To tidewater for consumers and LNG creates
long-term jobs for Alaska not Canada.
• Gas in Anchorage has went up over 30% in
two years and is estimated to continue to
increase for years; so when calculating the
best benefit we need to figure in saving from
the stopping of this rise that will fail to
materialize due to the new gas supply as well
as actual savings by drops in cost.
• To tidewater gets the gas flowing in the
shortest amount of time, thus faster savings
and sooner long-term jobs are created.
• To tidewater puts the spur locations closer to
more Alaskan towns, villages and the major
population and manufacturing centers of
Fairbanks, the Mat-Su Valley & Anchorage.
• Gas-line to Cook Inlet turns Point Mackenzie
into Port Mackenzie for LNG shipping and
more.
• To tidewater could bring back jobs lost from
the fertilizer plant shutdown.
• LNG is cheaper, cleaner fuel for Alaskan
villages; this can be processed in Fairbanks
and sent up and down the Yukon as well as
processed at tidewater multiple locations like
Valdez, Wasilla, and Anchorage for many
other areas in SE and SW Alaska.
• Cheaper natural gas for the hub cities will
lower cost of doing business through lower
heating bills and cheaper fuel to create
cheaper electricity, thus increases the buying
power of the dollar at local businesses and not
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just for the citizens of the gas fed communities
but also rural community citizens that feed,
cloth and supply themselves through these
hub cities.
• Lower cost of doing business enables Alaska
to ship out raw material at a larger profit.
• Lower cost of doing business will make
Alaska more attractive to manufactures; thus
less importing of products and more long-term
jobs.
• Lower cost of manufacturing enables Alaska
to produce more finished goods instead of
shipping out raw material thus Alaska
becomes more then a resource state; creates
more manufacturing jobs!
• Cheaper gas for all Alaskans will lower every
citizen’s cost of living.
• Cheaper gas for Alaskan towns will lower
cost of doing city business and thus lower
property taxes.

RESPONSE

Alaska needs to start building the line and let
the extractors see the profits going away. Call
their bluff. If we build it they cannot say it is not
profitable sell the gas.

Comment Noted

I believe that long-term jobs are far better for
the average Alaskan then a few extra dollars
in their PFD check and possible or probable
mismanagement of the state coffers by
Juneau.
Thomas Higgins

See Section A, Issues #3a, 3b.

Hill, Jimmy D. -Anchorage, AK 2/27/08 (127NK)
The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
I would like our oil and gas developments to
benefits of a gas pipeline to Alaskans by
benefit Alaskans as much as possible.
addressing the state’s long-term interest in
having a pipeline that will create an open,
competitive environment where explorers
know that when they find gas, they will be able
to get it to market on commercially reasonable
terms. Continued gas exploration and
development is key to maintaining long-term
in-state jobs, meeting the state’s energy
needs, and ensuring financial stability as oil
production declines.
I would prefer All-Alaskan pipeline to serve
both the U. S. and also South Central Alaska.

See Section A, Issue #10a
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If the oil companies are abusing their lease
options then I would like to see the state have
a "slow down" of all paperwork and permits
even if that means shutting down all oil fields,
gas fields, and pipelines. I would rather have
Hugo Chavez run our oil industry than have
the oil industries band of international
criminals stealing us blind.

Public Comments – PUBLIC

RESPONSE
DNR Commissioner Tom Irwin on April 22,
2008, issued his Findings and Decision of the
Point Thomson Unit POD. Commissioner
Irwin’s Findings and Decision can be obtained
online at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/oil/.
Oil and gas leases give companies the right to
develop hydrocarbon resources in specific
areas for a set period of time. If the lessee fails
to timely develop the resources, the lease
expires. DNR uses the legal system to enforce
its rights under the leases if the lessee fails to
fulfill their development obligation. A recent
example of this type of enforcement action is
the pending case about the lands in the Point
Thomson Unit.

Hirchert, David-Ketchikan, AK 3/05/08 (232NK)
Comment Noted
Greetings
I attended the very informative Ketchikan
Town Hall meeting on February 21.
The meeting gave me a new look at what the
AGIA is, and its goal.
One thing I would like to see the AGIA do. I
would like to see a small percentage of the
revenue the state receives from the gas sale
to go to the Permanent Dividend Fund. I see
this, as a help to ALL Alaskans after the
construction of the pipeline.
David L Hirchert
Hirsch, Herb-Valdez, AK 3/05/08 (235NK)
I just don't understand why you- The State
Don't take the people's advice and build and
all Alaskan Gasline???? The people voted for
an all Alaska pipeline at least 1 time maybe
more - "Please take the people's advice"

The commissioners directed an extensive
analysis of different LNG project options in
parallel with its analysis and evaluation of TC
Alaska’s AGIA application. The commissioners
found that, when compared to an LNG project,
the overland gas pipeline project proposed by
TC Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. See
Section A, Issue #10a.

Also we the State of Alaska have no business
going into a foreign country, just look @ the
mess on "Iraq". Things could change in "20
yrs".

Comment Noted

We the State could save millions of dollars in
Energy costs which would benefit every body
that lives here.
I have lived here 21 yrs & retired and sure

The Administration understands your
concerns. On March 5, 2008, the Governor
appointed a state-wide Energy Coordinator
with the express goal of tasking him and his
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hope I can live here the rest of my life- if I can
afford the high cost of Energy.
Please Listen to the people of Alaska.
Thank you Herb Hirsch

RESPONSE
organization, the Alaska Energy Authority, with
examining, analyzing, assessing and
proposing solutions to the energy availability
and cost challenges facing many Alaskans.

Hogan, Randall-Wasilla, AK 1/08/08 (16NK)
I read through the “complete application”, and
couldn't find anything that mentioned keeping
the gas flowing, even when (if) Canada wants
to shut AK off. If gas rates drop significantly in
the future, and Canada wants to limit supply,
what keeps them from cutting off AKgas to the
lower 48? Did I miss something?

Any Alaska pipeline which transports gas from
the North Slope in to Canada will be governed
by the Transit Pipeline Treaty. The treaty
mandates nondiscriminatory treatment and
would not allow Canada to simply shut off gas
to the Lower 48 market. See the summary at
Section A, Issue #10c.

Holland, William-Eagle River, AK 2/05/08 (82NK)
Whether the State received five applications or
Governor Palin, I respectfully offer the
20, the State only needs one qualifying
suggestion that a single qualifying AGIA
applicant is an excessive risk to our state. If at application that can accomplish the goals
defined in AGIA. Under AGIA, the
ANY point in the process the sole source
commissioners’ determination process and
candidate, TransCandada, fails to the point of
review by the Alaska State Legislature ensure
withdrawal, Alaska will be left assuming the
that benefits to the state are adequately
risk. With this suggested, I recommend a
maximized. See Section A, Issue 2b.
legislative review to amend AGIA in effort to
hold more than a single application. Thank you
for your consideration. Respectfully submitted,
William Holland

Holt, Ryan-Wasilla, AK 1/29/08 (73NK)
Governor, I hope you will come to your senses
and sit down with the producers before the
Feds take over.

Please refer to Section A, Issue #9b for a
summary response to this issue.

You think CP will give us the shaft? Wait until
the Fed gets involved. Remember that you
were voted into office to deliver a natural gas
pipeline and most people could care less if it is
delivered under AGIA. At this point it seems
like we are very close to getting what we all
want.

Comment noted.

TransCanada has said in thier AGIA bid that
the state must work with the producers. So
what are you waiting for? Quit running down

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
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Lyda on Bob and Mark and get to work!
Sincerly, Ryan Holt PS: Don't you dare bailout
those dairy farmers with my tax money! They
made their bed and should be made to sleep
in it.

RESPONSE
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b for more.

Homan, Chriss-Anchorage, AK 2/05/08 (84NK)
Please refer to the expanded summary
Trans-Canada's application was not a valid
discussion of this issue in Section A, Issue
application under AGIA as the LB&A Council
#7b.
pointed out. None of the applications were.
Please negotiate with the producers. That's
your job and the only way we're ever going to
get the gas to market. Even Trans-Canada
has stated that fact.

The major North Slope producers have
demanded that Alaskans provide fiscal
concessions in the form of adjusted state tax
and royalty provisions before they will consider
building a pipeline. State officials maintain
that it is economically irresponsible to provide
a financial boost to the project before project
cost, schedule, and range of risks are further
defined. See Section A, Issues #9b

Finally Marty Rutherford should recuse herself
from the entire gas application process
because of her obvious conflict of interest!

DNR Deputy Commissioner Marty Rutherford
has no conflict of interest regarding the TC
Alaska application and is not one of the
commissioners tasked with making the Finding
and Determination.

Hopkins, Luke-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (260NK)
Comment noted.
The TC project application does not bring the
highest return to SOA or the its citizens in
terms of revenues and earliest available
delivery to global markets that offer the highest
return to Alaska. Alaska must accurately
compare the revenue streams from global
market contracts verses the financial benefits
the Alberta hub revenue offers the SOA.
It is clear an all Alaskan project has provided
engineering and financial analysis that has the
higher, actually the highest, financial returns
for all Alaskans. The Trans Canada proposal
should not be forwarded to the Legislature.

The commissioners directed an extensive
analysis of different LNG project options in
parallel with their analysis and evaluation of
TC Alaska’s AGIA application. They found
that, when compared to an LNG project, the
overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. For more
information, see Section A, Issue #10a.

Hopkins, Luke-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (261NK)
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Missing from the AGIA application evaluations
are the near term carbon tax impacts for North
American energy sales. The financial figures
for the Trans Canada revenue streams to SOA
and producers should be measured with the
Canadian and US carbon tax proposals that
have been in legislative discussions. A carbon
tax is expected to provide national
governments with a revenue streams and
should be part of the economic analysis. Not
having a “firm” tax proposal before either
government is NOT a sound analytical method
to look at the TC financial information in their
10 to 20 year projections. The gas team must
have consultants that are able to project the
range of possibilities for this added fiscal term.

RESPONSE
Appendix S of the TC Alaska application sets
forth their position on “Climate Change and Air
Issues.” They are also obligated and
committed to comply with all air quality
regulations that apply to any of the facilities
required for the proposed Alaska Pipeline
Project (APP). No regulations currently exist
in the United States that limit the emissions of
CO2. Although there is ongoing review of this
area by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), because no regulations exist,
TC Alaska cannot provide details of how they
would comply with unknown future
requirements.
“Carbon tax” and “cap and trade” issues
cannot be addressed at this time for the same
reason stated above. The treatment of future
carbon taxes or credits will in all likelihood be
covered in the agreements between the APP
shippers and TC Alaska.

Hopkins, Luke-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (263NK)
The TC economic analysis does not provide a AGIA requirements ensure that the state’s
interests, which are different from those of the
revenue stream to Alaskan communities.
producers and the pipeline company, are met.
Recent Alaskan Legislative actions will only
Any gas pipeline project must be commercially
provided some relief to our communities. TC
feasible, and any project sponsor should be
project application does not provide a
expected to maximize their share of value.
maximum benefit to Alaska; their application
The best interest of Alaska, however, is
could have been improved by including this
protected by the terms under AGIA, and by the
direct financial stream to our communities
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
while still providing SOA with a higher return.
(FERC) and NEB and NPA in Canada.
The TC application does not afford Alaskans
See Section A, Issue #6.
with the best return on our resources.
Hopkins, Luke-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (264NK)
TC Alaska’s AGIA application only gave a
The TC proposal does not provide accurate
preliminary assessment of what an LNG line
financial and project analysis of their Alaskan
would require. Please see the state’s
line to tide water. It is not apparent the AGIA
discussion on LNG feasibility in Chapter 4 of
gas team requested clarification to the TC
the Finding.
application. The TC analysis for their Alaskan
tidewater while proposed as a possible route,
it is not analyzed in their submitted application.
The 2008 AGIA town hall meetings listed in
the economic basis slides that the TC
application would “sufficiently maximize”
benefits to Alaska. This is not the analysis that
should be applied to either the financial model
or development timeline for the criticial issue
of revenue from the sale of our non-renewable
resources. Alaska’s constitution is clear on the
maximum benefit, not a reduced figure - a
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fractional multiplier, esp. when other gasline
proposals have much higher benefits to
Alaskans.

RESPONSE

Horn, James-Fairbanks, AK 3/04/08 (177NK)
Tom and your Team.
I like what I heard when you came to FBKs on
the 27th. I also really like the part your looking
for the most value for all Alaskans. Alaska
needs the gas soon, and I like the part we can
also send gas to Valdez and maybe even have
Petro Chemical Plants. Jobs for Alaskan and
cheap energy or cheaper energy for FBKs
anyway. Keep up the good work I like most
Alaskans are very proud of you. James Horn

Comment Noted

Hutchison, Garry-Fairbanks, AK 1/13/08 (34NK)
Good morning!
Congratulations on a successful AGIA
process. I think it is now time to move forward
toward ensuring a successful open season.
Trans-Canada's efforts to do that should have
the support of the State and the State should
engage in its own efforts, outside of AGIA to
accomplish that as well.
Trans-Canada has stated having the Federal
government insulate the shippers against cost
over-runs is an idea worth exploring. I think
thought should be given to a State role in a
mechanism that establishes the tariff rate prior
to completion, which would accomplish the
same relief from cost over-runs. Government's
role is to provide incentives to industry, and
though AGIA subsidizes the successful AGIA
applicant, it does little for the shippers who
bear the risk of the project.
Perhaps overruns can be funded with State
bonds, to be paid back by a state royality or
tax when well-head prices reach a certain
level.
On the subject of maintaining the integrity of
the AGIA process and dealing with

Thank you for your comments. Your
suggestions will be taken under advisement.
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disappointed applicants, it is important the
State resist pressure to give special treatment
to projects that are politically popular. Doing so
will subsidize the rejected project's perception
in the public's mind, and give traction to their
efforts to obstruct viable gasline opportunities.

Jackson, Janis-Tok, AK 3/06/08 (309NK)
I believe the AGIA framework is solid and that
the TransCanada application seems viable.
Since the applicant has met AGIA's musthaves and has provided answers to the
gasline teams follow-up questions, I am
comfortable with the gasline team's approval
of the application. I am pleased that we would
have a minimum of 5 off-take points with the
possibility of more and that TransCanada will
coordinate with the Alaska Dept of Labor to
ensure hire of and skill training for Alaskans.
TransCanada's existing and planned pipeline
infrastructure looks like it will maximize the
ability to distribute Alaska's gas beautifully.
And the contribution of Alaska gas will
maximize the productivity of TransCanada's
existing structures. It seems like a win-win for
all. I do worry about the open season but am
comforted that there is allowance for additional
open seasons, if necessary. Nice work,
Gasline Team!! Best of luck going forward with
this application.

RESPONSE

Comment noted. Please see Section A, Issues
#3a, 3b, and 4a, 4b, and 4d for more
information.

Jenkins, Michael-Gokona, AK 3/05/08 (212NK)
Comment noted. See Section A, Issue #10b
My comment is that no matter what we do we
for a brief summary of the Transit Pipeline
should remember that Canada is a forgien
Treaty.
country.
Also the gas should be used to improve the
lives of Alaskans first and the state fund
second.

See Section A, Issue #4a

I feel that more time should be spent on
keeping the gas line totally with in the state

The commissioners directed an extensive
analysis of different LNG project options in
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where we as Alaskans can recieve the
maximim benefit both in use and revenue.

RESPONSE
parallel with its analysis and evaluation of TC
Alaska’s AGIA application. They found that,
when compared to an all-Alaska LNG project,
the overland gas pipeline project proposed by
TC Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. See
Section A, Issues #4a, 4c, 10a, 11a.

Jensen, Ronald-Anchorage, AK 1/22/08 (57NK)
I am entirely against the proposal submitted by
Conoco Phillips. The route through Canada is
completely unacceptable.
Please refer to the response above. Also, see
Section A, Issue #10a.

This gas line should be built following the
existing pipeline. Now that the LNG plant is
closed in Nikiski, why not put that facility to
use for the gas line?
Joehnk, Jessa-Fairbanks, AK 1/04/08 (7NK)
I understand that this is something that needs
to move forward and I am not disagreeing with
the pipeline itself in any way. However, I do
not understand why we are building it to
Canada. Does that not give them the benefits
in the long run? If we kept the gas local and even if it's a Canadian company running it for
now - when that Canadian group moves away
from it, who will move in? If it's a purely
Alaskan pipeline - giving Alaskans jobs at both
ends and bringing AKall the revenue - isn't that
more financially and economically sound?

The AGIA requirements ensure that the state’s
interests are met. Any gas pipeline project
must be commercially feasible, and any
project sponsor should be expected to
maximize their share of value. The best
interest of Alaska is protected by the terms
under AGIA, and by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. See Section A, Issues #3a,
3b, and 11a for more.

Jones, Stephen-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (173NK)
AGIA requires a pipeline builder to meet
Reviewing TransCanada's bid it becomes
certain requirements to advance the project
obvious that their plan is a very high risk
along a specified timeline in exchange for a
proposition. In their application they rely on
license that provides up to $500 million in
outside support from the federal government,
State matching funds. By requiring AGIA
expartners, and the north slope producers to
patch holes in their plan. There is no indication applicants to commit to certain milestones
within a specific timeframe, Alaska is taking
that these entities will help, in fact, both the
steps that will get a gas pipeline built and in
feds and the producers have stated just the
operation as soon as possible. TC Alaska
opposite. The thought of giving these people
committed to perform all of the AGIA
$500 million and tieing up progress on getting
requirements in its application.
our gas to market for years is just plain nuts.
See Section A, Issues #2a, 7a and 7b.
I urge you to reject their proposal, rethink the
way forward and move on. Better to have
wasted a year than to waste 4 or 5 and $500
million to boot.
Judy, Brandon-Cooper Landing, AK 1/20/08 (53NK)
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Why was ConocoPhillips turned down in such
an unprofessional manner?

RESPONSE
Because ConocoPhillips declined to submit an
application under AGIA and meet the
requirements set forth by Governor Palin and
the Alaska State Legislature under AGIA, it
could not be considered as part of the AGIA
review process. See Section A, Issue #9a

TransCanada has submitted a proposal that
asks for fiscal certainty to be agreed upon for
the benefit of the major players,
(BP,CP,Exxon). For this reason you denied
ConocoPhillips. Why don't you deny
TransCanada? TransCanada is asking for
backing not only from us but the federal
governament. If you really break down
TransCanada's deal it sounds like the more
expensive the pipeline is to build the more
money they will make, all the while assuming
nearly none of the risk. TransCanada's
application covers every angle of risk they
could assume on this project and looks for
ways to put it on someone else's shoulders. I
don't think right now you can pull those kind of
strings with the Fed but I'm sure it will make a
good article in Forbe's.

Some comments suggested that TC Alaska’s
application was not complete because it asks
for fiscal certainty and other conditions, such
as Federal Loan Guarantees and participation
as a bridge shipper. But, while TC Alaska’s
application presents different options, it is not
conditioned on them. See Section A, Issues
#2c, 7b.

ConocoPhillip's was able to submit a proposal
that did state they would seek out some
federal help, but it did not make or break the
deal. They blatantly said they had the capitol
to take the project to the finish line and were
able to assume the responsibility of making a
buisness deal, not hiding behind everyone's
skirts.TransCanada is probably asking for the
check from our state with the $500 million on it
as I type. ConocoPhillips doesn't even want it.

Conoco’s “alternative plan” is no longer valid.
Conoco has rescinded that offer and is now
involved in a new approach in with BP. Based
upon the limited information provided in either
Conoco’s original alternative plan or the more
recent announcement by Conoco and BP, it is
impossible to determine exactly how much of
the state’s money is being requested. While it
is true that the AGIA matching funds are not
being sought, both of these proposals seek an
undefined amount of other state funds in the
form of tax law changes. See Section A,
Issues #8a, 8b.

ConocoPhillips submitted a contract that
pledges to hire Alaskans, TransCanada
pledges to hire Canadians than Alaskans.
TransCanada's contract only qualified for
AGIA to save AGIA, not to actually get a
pipeline built.

See Section A, Issues #3a, 3b, 8c.

Just-Jeff, -Salcha, AK 2/01/08 (79NK)
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Governer and State Representatives , I have
read the January 15th response letter from
Trans Canada Pipelines Limited . I believe that
the State is getting set up for a scam by some
"Kniks " and anyone who approves that
proposal should be removed from State office
ASAP. Maybe hold off before you give away
the farm just building the gas pipeline itself .If
you sell the Alaskans childrens future , may
God find mercy on your souls .This deal is a
bidders dream come true . As I stated In my
original comment to the Governer I believe the
State should bid out the entire pipeline in
smaller sections say possibly even five miles
per section , for an optimisticly wider bidder
applicant base than what TC or Conoco would
come up with .

RESPONSE
Comments Noted

What would be so wrong to have the State
handle the whole project ourselves ?,with Our
Own Corporation set up just for its building
and perpetual continued maintenance . This
elected State Representative regulated
Corporation Would be called ,Alaska Gas And
Resources Corporation A G A R C { AGAR }
for short and would give some people in the
State capital ,or other city ,a little more annual
paperwork load {more JOBS} also .

Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources, both
financial and human, that is better left to
experienced pipeline companies. See Section
A, Issues #11a

Then I would set the entire pipeline on straight
gravel pads and rairoad ties { which are
completely environmentally legal } with annual
leveling inspectors {JOBS again} to level areas
that shift from the permafrost sections of
pipeline and bury the rest under Standard of
American Engineers pipeline practices .
I know for a fact that this proposal would be so
cheap , no present pipeline builder proposal
could come close to this proposal cost . I
would also mention other pipeline ideas but
those I will refrain from at present .

Comments Noted

Please maybe go back to the drawing board or
maybe even Start over with AGIA because
something is bad in the middle of that deal but
it is an excellant start ."Coodos" to those
involved with AGIA for the fine work , but it is
just a foot wetter . I must state again though,
Alaska should refrain from the TC deal or even
a C/P owning the line ,deal at present .

The commissioners determined that TC
Alaska’s application met all of the required
conditions of AGIA and provided all of the
required information. To begin the process
anew would be unfair to TC Alaska as the
successful applicant and is not necessary. The
commissioners’ determination process and
legislative review are adequate to ensure that
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benefits to the state are adequately
maximized. See Section A, Issues #2b

Our own line.
If any heat is felt from Canada in this matter
then I also believe maybe we should petition to
Congress for military protection
of our resources and ask for Canadian
sanctions at once and also for the Yukon
Territories people to be asked if they would
like to be added to the UNITED STATES OF
NORTH AMERICA as our 51st STATE!,
and British Columbia as the 52nd STATE !,
and so on . Sincerely , an alive ALaskan
citizen
Kakel, Bruce-Anchorage, AK 2/15/08 (94NK)
I do not think TransCanada's proposal is in
compliance with AGIA. I most definitely feel
Alaska should go with ConocoPhillips.

See Section A, Issue #10c.

See Section A, Issues #7b, 8a.

Kari, Louise-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (251NK)
AGIA has been a personal disappointment.
What kind of competition has it brought if there
is only one complete application who may not
be qualified?

Because AGIA spells out the bedrock
requirements identified by Alaskans through
their elected representatives, even one
application that agrees to satisfy the state’s
needs is major progress. Whether the State
received five applications or 20, the State only
needs one qualifying application that can
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
See Section A, Issue #2b.

Transcanada has made it clear that they will
rush to open season without an adequate
design so as to get 90% state funding
thereafter.It is clear to everyone, including
Transcanada, that without the backing of the
producers, or the US Government, this plan is
not going to work. The producers will not move
if it is not fiscally attractive to them and
Senator Stevens, whose opinion carries a lot
of weight with me, has said the US
Government will not increase its support for a
Canadian company. BEFORE WASTING ANY
MORE TIME AND $500,000,000 OF THE
STATE'S MONEY, GO BACK TO THE
DRAWING BOARDS AND THIS TIME
WITHOUT MALICE TOWARDS THE

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3. See
Section A, Issue #9a
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PRODUCERS.
PS I question whether this administration is
unbiased toward Transcanada given the past
relationship between that company and Ms.
Rutherford.

DNR Deputy Commissioner Marty Rutherford
has no conflict of interest regarding the TC
Alaska application and is not one of the
commissioners tasked with making the Finding
and Determination.

Kendall, Paul Dean-Anchorage, AK 1/10/08 (20NK)
Comments Noted
*first-- i am traveling and changing my current
address to a new one....PDK
TO:
Our Govenor and all of those who in their
hearts have worked and continue to work so
hard in an open manner for an honorable
formula which addresses the true value,
management, development and distribution of
Alaskas Resources.
Congratulations to all of you for your well
intended stewardship, guardianship,
leadership, communications, and unwavering
dedication to honorably serve “in the publics
best interests”!
Paul D. Kendall
907-222-7882
ps- i will now review the winning application
and comment later;
After i see if there is any mention of
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION in the
application. ha ha
Good work you all....
Kennedy, Katherine-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (201NK)
I do not believe our gas line should be shipped The purpose of AGIA is to maximize the
benefits to Alaskans by addressing the state’s
down through Canada. We need the money
long-term interest in having a pipeline that will
and jobs right here in Alaska. I voted for
create an open, competitive environment
Governor Palin because she came to our
where explorers know that when they find gas,
Senior Center and told us that if she became
they will be able to get it to market on
our governor she would bring the gas line to
commercially reasonable terms. Continued
Valdez where as our former governor was in
gas exploration and development is key to
favor of it going down through Canada. I will
maintaining long-term in-state jobs, meeting
be very disappointed if the gas line does go
the state’s energy needs, and ensuring
down through Canada. If you love our state
financial stability as oil production declines.
then keep the gas line and jobs in our state!
See Section A, Issue #3b,10a, 10b.
Thank you. Sincerely Katherine Kennedy
P.S. I am longtime, voter, resident, and plan to
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remain in the state so I would like to see it
prosper.
K.K.

RESPONSE

Kenny, Michael-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (265NK)
Because AGIA spells out the bedrock
AGIA Comments: TRANS CANADA
Application In this step of the AGIA process as requirements identified by Alaskans through
I understand it, the Administration either grants their elected representatives, even one
application that agrees to satisfy the state’s
or rejects a license to build the project to a
successful applicant. Since only Trans Canada needs is major progress. Whether the State
received five applications or 20, the State only
was judged to have successfully completed
needs one qualifying application that can
their application, theirs is the only application
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
to be considered for licensing. I urge the
See Section A, Issue #2b.
Administration to decline making a
recommendation to license Trans Canada to
the Alaska Legislature.
1). Our Constitution mandates that when the
natural resources of Alaska are developed it is
done to the maximum benefit of its citizens.
This requires us to act wisely; with our focus
not on monetizing our development of non
renewable resources for a short term windfall
in our lifetime but on making certain maximum
benefit extends to future Alaskans. Our
Constitution was not written to cover only
those of us here in the present. Alaska is an
Owner State; a great blessing carrying with it
great responsibilities to future generations.
Without a proper comparison of competing
routes and projects, the mandate expressed in
our Constitution will not be met.

The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act is
Alaska’s law designed to advance construction
of a natural gas pipeline from the North Slope
to market. AGIA spells out the bedrock
requirements identified by Alaskans through
their elected representatives, so even one
application that agrees to satisfy the state’s
needs is major progress. Whether the State
received five applications or 20, the State only
needs one qualifying application that can
accomplish the goals defined in AGIA.
See Section A, Issues #2b.

2). In consideration of the observations listed
below, the Trans Canada project must be
rejected at this time. It may be appropriate
after a LNG project becomes operational and
more ANS natural gas is discovered and
available. It is my opinion that the process
followed to date under AGIA is vastly superior
to the process the previous Administration
utilized in 2005 under the auspices of the
Stranded Gas Act. But no process is without
flaws and AGIA is no exception. Only one
application is judged acceptable by the
Administration and it is for a project to deliver
Alaska gas to Canada.
There are some words in the approved Trans
Canada application vaguely referring to an

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
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LNG alternative but two precise and distinct
applications proposing an All Alaskan LNG
route were disapproved for different reasons.
The Administration also indicated that they
were not completely dismissing a LNG project.
We shall see. I trust that a license will be
awarded only after a thorough and transparent
analysis of the competing routes and projects.
It is difficult to look forward to a license being
awarded to an applicant because it was
judged most successful at navigating the
application process. We deserve a thorough
examination of the competing visions. A
decision of this magnitude will reverberate far
into the future and must be the result of
today’s Alaskans understanding the pros and
cons of the various alternatives and coming to
a reasoned decision.

RESPONSE
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gasline team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issue #10a.

The following observations are offered for your
consideration. First: Exxon/Mobil, BP, and
Conoco Phillips will go to great lengths to
preclude Alaska LNG from competing in the
Pacific Rim market place, the world’s most
lucrative market. Relying upon industry funded
studies undertaken during the Knowles
administration; they claim Alaskan LNG is not
competitive. That may be an accurate point of
view from their internal corporate strategies in
terms of maximizing their stockholders return
on investment. Furthermore, most sovereigns,
unlike Alaska, grant development and
production leases on a “use it or lose it” basis.
The AGIA has highlighted the fact that Alaska
LNG does make economic sense to a number
of global energy giants. It is ironic that the
TAPS oil pipeline routing to Valdez was
aggressively demanded by the Alaskan ANS
leaseholders precisely because Alaska is
located at the crown of the very lucrative
Pacific Rim/ Asian markets. Second: LNG is
the wave of the future. The largest investment
that Exxon has ever made is in an LNG project
with Qatar natural gas. There is continued
speculation that a consortium modeled on
OPEC will be formed. LNG is becoming a
global commodity and offers dynamic flexibility
in reaching lucrative markets. LNG is so very
21st Century. Third: The Mackenzie Valley
Pipeline project is floundering. Imperial/Exxon

Your comments have been noted and will be
taken under advisement.
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stated that the $7-billion estimate in 2004
made the MVP a very marginal project. The
producers headed for the exits when the
estimate in 2007 came in at $16.2-billion (in
2006 dollars) and the Canadian government
showed no interest in using taxpayers dollars
for subsidies and guarantees in the face of the
record breaking profits for the producers.
Reportedly there is a proposal to have Trans
Canada build and own the $8-billion pipeline
while the producers withdraw from the
Aboriginal Pipeline Group and invest $8- billion
in the necessary infrastructure at the
Mackenzie River Delta gas fields. The past
CEO of Exxon, Lee Raymonds, and his
successor, Rex Tillerson, have stated in no
uncertain terms that the MVP must precede
the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project (AHPP).
Of course their preferred project is to bring the
ANS natural gas “over the top” and thus make
the MVP more lucrative. Many Alaskans
considered their manner and tone to be
disrespectful. Rising above this now familiar
arrogance and the huge conflict of interest
inherent in the possibility of both the MVP and
AHPP in Trans Canada’s portfolio, why is it so
important to transport the Mackenzie project
natural gas South…… Fourth: The answer can
be found in two words: Tar Sands. In order to
extract and produce synthetic oil from the Tar
Sands, huge amounts of natural gas and water
are necessary. Since it seems likely that
Alberta has already passed peak production of
its natural gas, the energy firms will be reliant
on tapping into new energy sources.
Eventually, full development of the Tar Sands
will yield an amount of oil only exceeded by
Saudi Arabia. It is gigantic and it has attracted
gigantic investments from all over the world.
Since natural gas is the key to the profitability
of these investments, pressure is being
applied to assure a source or sources are
available. Alaska is certainly a location that
has attracted great attention of late. The
corruption scandal is but one symptom. The
case for building the AHPP is shrouded with
talk of transporting our natural gas to the mid
western United States. It would be extremely
surprising if that talk corresponded with
realities. Our Alaskan gas is needed for the
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Canadian Tar Sands and the Alberta Petro
Chemical industry. Fifth: The Tar Sands
projects have attracted growing opposition.
Many environmentally inclined Canadians view
the use of natural gas energy to produce
synthetic oil energy as extremely wasteful. The
Canadian emissions ceiling under the Kyoto
Treaty will be exceeded by over 25% and the
greenhouse warming effect will be increased.
First Nations organizations are upset over the
degradation of the water tables, the Athabasca
River Drainage and Slave Lake. Labor
organizations are concerned by the
importation of workers from Indonesia and
other Asian countries who are afforded little
protection and can be deported on the whim of
employers. This “movement” may never reach
critical mass sufficient to stop the Tar Sands
development but it can be expected to be
effective in depriving the development of its
energy source by blocking both the MVP and
AHPP indefinitely and thus gaining leverage
for Tar Sand development restrictions. Sixth:
Future developments in the Arctic Ocean and
the Beaufort Sea are no longer deep in the
future. Political maneuvers by Russia, Norway,
and Canada indicate that they are aware of
the huge potentials and are staking out their
claims. Alaska’s oil transportation corridor
connecting the Arctic Ocean with the Pacific
Ocean will be enhanced by the addition of a
gas transportation system in the same
corridor. Seventh: The fear card is back in
play. Like the ghost of Christmas past, former
Governor Murkowski recently reappeared to
promote the producers as owning the gas and
whose interests are paramount. Almost
simultaneously voices from Washington D.C.
were warning of a federal takeover. The oil
industry has enjoyed unparalleled influence
over American policy for the past 8 years. The
deck will be reshuffled in November of this
year. We may rediscover the States Rights
issue. Our decisions must not rushed by
threats. I remain confident that when the
Administration and the Legislature examine
and analyze the competitive routes and
projects (including the Chinese) in a
transparent and informative deliberation,
Alaskan’s will be overwhelmingly supportive of
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the result. The result does not have to be a
zero sum game where there is one winner.
While I do not claim to be fully informed, it
does seem that the All Alaska LNG route can
be accomplished in a shorter time frame and
more importantly has the advantage of being
within Alaskan and American sovereignty. The
producers have powerfully, robustly, sharply
and fiercely demanded fiscal certainty. Alaska
must demand certainty of another sort and that
is the certainty that agendas in a foreign
sovereignty not impede the development and
transportation of our resources. That certainty
will never be attained and can only be realized
if we avoid foreign entanglements in our
routing. This is not meant to imply that, after
we have completed the LNG project and with
the expected discovery of much more ANS
natural gas, a spur line to Alberta would be
inappropriate. Great comedy is reliant upon
great timing and of course the tragic face of
comedy may reflect poor timing. If we were to
transport our gas via a static delivery system,
1700 miles inland we would be building last
century’s project. Turning our backs on the
historic opportunity available to Alaska via a
dynamic, global LNG project would certainly
be a tragedy. Thank you for the opportunity to
share my observations with you. Michael
Kenny 17016 Aries Ct. Anchorage, Ak. 99516
907.345.7508 mkenny@attalascom.net
Kopplin, William-Ester, AK 3/03/08 (166NK)
I feel the AGIA procedure is a great idea. I like
the openness. I feel the Port Authority should
be given a second look.

I do not feel that Trans Canada is the best for
the State and its people. Here are my reasons:
-Conoco owns a large portion of Trans
Canada. They will essentially be building it
through Trans Canada. -It will be expensive to

RESPONSE

Although the Port Authority application was
incomplete under AGIA, the commissioners
recognized that it was important to understand
the comparative value of an LNG project.
They directed an extensive analysis of LNG
project options in parallel with its analysis and
evaluation of TC Alaska’s AGIA application.
The commissioners found that, when
compared to an LNG project, the overland gas
pipeline project proposed by TC Alaska will
provide greater benefits to Alaskans over the
life of the project. See Section A, Issues #2e
In exchange for the various inducements
offered under AGIA, TC Alaska committed to
certain terms which protect the state’s interest.
These terms encourage gas exploration by
ensuring new shippers have access to the
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build. It will take longer to find funding and
delay the project. - The tariffs that will be
deducted from the value of the gas will be
much higher as the cost of shipping and the
costs of building will be higher. This means
less revenues to the State. The Port Authority
plan is better: The In-State LNG pipeline is
shorter, hence less expensive, easier to find
funding and quicker to build. -The tariffs will be
less so more revenues to the State. -Fairbanks
Natural Gas has signed an agreement for gas
with Exxon. They are building a LNG
compression plant in Prudhoe Bay. That part
of the infrastructure will be in place. It fits
nicely. Thank you for your time, William
Kopplin
Krebs, Harry-Homer, AK 1/13/08 (31NK)
I am thankful that our state government is
taking action to insure that the natural
resources of this state will be developed in a
sane and fair manner.
Thanks for being a good steward of our
resources.
Keep up the good work. I believe that we on
the best course possible.
HJKrebs

RESPONSE
pipeline, and that tariff increases from
expansion are shared by all shippers. For
more, see Section A, Issues #6d, 10a. Also,
see Chapter 4 of the Finding for in-depth LNG
discussions.

Comment noted

Laffey, Thomas-Eagle River, AK 1/23/08 (104NK)
Comment noted
To whom it may concern.
I agree with Halcro and we need to be very
careful with Transcanada.
Thanks
Tom
Langlie, Michael E.-Bethel, AK 3/05/08 (245NK)
An extensive analysis of LNG project options
Dear Gov. Palin and the Gasline Team, I
in parallel with its analysis and evaluation of
personally feel that an all Alaska gasline is in
TC Alaska’s AGIA application revealed that,
the best interests of all Alaskans. I don't think
when compared to an LNG project, the
Alaska needs to subcontract the work to a
Canadian company to make it work. I think the overland gas pipeline project proposed by TC
Alaska will provide greater benefits to
direct route to Valdez and the spur to Palmer
Alaskans over the life of the project. See
should be the number one priority, with the
Section A, Issue #10a for a summary, and
route through Canada a strong possibility for
Chapter 4 of the Finding for in-depth LNG
future expansion.
discussions.
I also feel strongly, that we Alaskans should
be the majority owner of the pipeline, to insure
Alaska's fair share of revenue for generations
to come, and to keep access to the pipeline

Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources, both
financial and human, that is better left to
experienced pipeline companies. See Section
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fair and open to all producers who wish to use
it. Please reconsider not sending just the one
proposal to the legislature. We need at least
one all Alaska proposal for the legislature
consider, as well as Transcanada's proposal.
Thank you for reviewing my comments.
Sincerely, Michael E. Langlie

RESPONSE
A, Issues #11a

Lares, Michael-Valdez, AK 3/03/08 (169NK)
I'd like to start off with, I'm proud of our
Governor. I've never said that before !!!
I don't have a problem with a Trans Canada
plan as long as Alaska people have access to
the gas. We all need it badly. The money from
the gas will go into the state's coffers to be
counted with the other millions of dollars. The
every day quality of life is changing quickly
with the lack of affordable power and fuel.
That's why need more than the money in the
State's accounts. We need cheaper power and
fuel!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Here in Valdez, the
pipeline goes right by and we pay as much or
more for Diesel than anyone. ( yes, I'm talking
about heating oil too.) If we get gas here, I
hope we don't get screwed like we do with the
heating oil. Thank you, Michael Lares

Lawson, John-Anchorage, AK 1/13/08 (33NK)
The entire AGIA process has been a
deliberate scam by Sara Palin, Pat Galvin,
Marty Rutherford, and Tom Irwin to specifically
exclude the oil producers from building a
pipeline. Why don't you just have the guts to
come out and say the truth ???

You are handing over the future of the State of

On March 5, 2008, the Governor appointed a
state-wide Energy Coordinator with the
express goal of tasking him and his
organization, the Alaska Energy Authority, with
examining, analyzing, assessing and
proposing solutions to the energy availability
and cost challenges facing many Alaskans.
As required by AGIA, TC Alaska has
committed to provide a minimum of five offtake points along the Alaska section of the
proposed pipeline. The location of these offtake points is as yet undetermined and each
provides an opportunity for connection with
spur lines. While TC Alaska does not propose
building a spur line directly, the main line
would allow for connection and off-take by a
third-party project. Both ENSTAR and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
(ANGDA) are pursuing spur-line projects
which would connect with the main pipeline in
Delta Junction and bring gas south to feed in
to ENSTAR’s existing network. See Section
A, Issues #4a, 4b, 4d.

The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act is
Alaska’s law designed to advance construction
of a natural gas pipeline from the North Slope
to market. The goals of AGIA are to ensure
exploration and development of the State’s
natural gas resources on the North Slope, take
steps to construct a natural gas pipeline as
quickly as possible, and make natural gas
available to Alaskans through a public and
open process.
See Section A, Issue #7b.
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Alaska to a Canadian company that submitted
a proposal that doesn't even meet your opwn
AGIA terms and then calling their deviations
"creative thinking" ?????.

RESPONSE

Furthermore, this company doesn't give a
tinkers damm about us.

Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline. See Section A, Issue #6d.

The U.S. government is not in our lifetimes
going to guarantee the profitability of a
Canadian company. By targeting AGAI to
specifically exclude one group of companies
(the producers), you have violated U.S.
antitrust laws with the AGIA process.

TC Alaska’s application provides the
company’s unconditional commitments to each
of the AGIA requirements. The TC Alaska
application does not place any conditions or
contingencies on those commitments. The
loan guarantee concept is not a requirement.
Instead, it is a suggestion which TC Alaska
has offered to help facilitate the development
of the project.

If I were building a house and went for a 30
year mortgage, I would need to know up front
what the interest rate and payments were
going to be before I could sign the papers.
That's all that ConocoPhillips is asking for.
This is not an unreasonable request. Their
proposal is the only one submitted so far that
makes any sense.
After the way that Sara Palin has treated the
oil producers in Alaska I wouldn't vote for her
to be the dog catcher in Bethel.
John Lawson
Anchorage, AK

The need for a clear, stable and predictable
tax regime is addressed in AGIA. Producers
who commit to ship gas during the first open
season of an AGIA pipeline will pay taxes at
the rate in effect at that time for the first 10
years of pipeline operations, even if the
statutory rate changes during that same
period.
The major North Slope producers have
demanded that Alaskans provide fiscal
concessions in the form of adjusted state tax
and royalty provisions before they will consider
building a pipeline. State officials maintain
that it is economically irresponsible to provide
a financial boost to the project before project
cost, schedule, and range of risks are further
defined. See Section A, Issues #2c, 9b.

Lester, Kenneth-Kodiak, AK 2/29/08 (154NK)
Please do not let the Legislature try to take
over the process of the Gas Pipline. they have
already proven that they will end up in bed
with the Oil Companies.
It is important that this last huge project in the
State be for and have the best benifit for the
people, NOT THE OIL COMPANIES. The fact
that they are asking for a set tax just shows
that they are ALL FOR ONE - ALL FOR ME. In
this day and age they are making fantastic
porfits and still maintain that they must have

Ultimately, Alaskans own the the state’s
natural gas resources; through leases, the
state allows companies the right to produce
and profit from Alaska’s oil and gas. The
commissioners are bound by the Alaska State
Constitution to, in Governor Palin’s words,
“ensure that an open-access gas pipeline (is)
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lower or no taxes ar they will go broke, ha ha.
stick to your guns and do the right thing,
AFTER ALL THAT IS THE REASON THAT
IVOTED FOR GOV. PALIN IN THE FIRST
PLACE. Please advise Her that the average
person distruts the Legislature and hope that
she can keep the dealings of State
government for the people, not the special
interest groups. Thanks for the time and place
to give my opinion.

RESPONSE
built on competitive terms, provide(s) the
maximum benefit to the people of Alaska, and
fully promote(s) the development of Alaska’s
vast natural gas resources.”
The AGIA statute was crafted to ensure that
the parallel natural gas development missions
of Alaska and the producers is fair, open, and
transparent. For more, see Section A, Issue
#9b.

Lindow, Jeffrey J.-Anchorage, AK 2/26/08 (123NK)
The line needs to meet the present and future
See Section A, Issue #4a
needs of Fairbanks, the Matanuska Valley,
Anchorage and the Kenai Peninsula. Please
keep this in mind with any plan.
Lund, Chuck-Anchorage, AK 1/25/08 (67NK)
I find it difficult to believe that Conoco Phillips
President, Jim Mulva is stupid or just plain
dumb although I guess that is a possibility!
Governor Palin has very nicely and politically
correctly sent a very nice letter of reply to Jim
Mulva. The bottom line to Jim Mulva should be
HELL NO either you play by OUR rules (The
State of Alaska's rules) or you can't play. All of
Conoco Phillips cheap assed advertisements
are all emotional BS. Jim Mulva needs to
understand it's our ballpark, our ballgame, and
the gas is ours and it's proceeds belongs to
the people of this great state. So Jim Mulva
either sign your team up to play in our league
or you can go try to screw the people of some
other state but we're running this game! The
bottom line should be either get on board or
we'll take our gas and sell it without you and
pay you a fair market value for your efforts to
this point!

Statesmanship and the maintenance of
positive relationships between the State of
Alaska and the major oil producers are
important to the development and
commercialization of our natural gas
resources. Ultimately, however, Alaskans own
the resource; through leases, the state allows
companies the right to produce and profit from
Alaska’s oil and gas. The commissioners are
bound by the Alaska State Constitution to, in
Governor Palin’s words, “ensure that an openaccess gas pipeline (is) built on competitive
terms, provide(s) the maximum benefit to the
people of Alaska, and fully promote(s) the
development of Alaska’s vast natural gas
resources.”
The AGIA statute was crafted to ensure that
the parallel natural gas development missions
of Alaska and the producers is fair, open, and
transparent. For more, see Section A, Issue
#9b.

Machida, Richard-Fairbanks, AK 2/27/08 (130NK)
Comment noted
The construction of a terrestrial route for the
gas pipeline is a great opportunity to install
fiber optic capacity along the pipeline. A
percentage of the total fiber capacity
(minimum 2 strands) should be granted to the
University of Alaska to support research and
education needs. In the very competitive
environment for research dollars, the
University is at an incredible disadvantage to
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other research universities do to lack of dark
fiber capacity to the high performance
research and engineering networks such as
NLR or I2. The existing carriers are unable to
provide dark fiber and can only offer
bandwidth. Fiber will be installed along the
pipeline to support the command and control
requirements for the pipeline and adding
additional capacity to support the long term
needs of the University and the State of
Alaska would be a very small incremental cost.

RESPONSE

Malcolm, Mary-Delta Junction, AK 1/08/08 (18NK)
Concerning TransCanada's proposal: I have
heard that they would not want us to extract
any of the solids, nitrates, etc. from the gas
before it goes into the line, they plan on taking
that for themselves.
Also, it concerns me that there are so few
takeouts points in their proposal. In contrast
the Port Authority's proposal has many more
points for the people of the state to benefit
from the gas. We actually need the gas here in
the Interior or I fear that the populace is going
to thin out because of the simple fact that they
can't heat their homes. Thank you for your
time and consideration of my concerns. I
realize that you have put a lot of time and
energy into this, your staff, also.

AGIA was passed by the Alaska State
Legislature with a specific charge: Bring
Alaska’s North Slope gas to market,
recognizing that quick movement on that main
line has many important benefits. First, to
ensure that Alaskans have access to the gas,
off the main line for instate use, at the lowest
possible transportation costs. Second, to
ensure that new gas is developed; third, to
help sustain Alaska’s economy through
development of natural gas resources. So
AGIA is specifically designed to ensure that
Alaska’s gas reaches Alaskans. For more,
see Section A, Issues #4b and 4d.

McCabe, David T.-Anchorage, AK 2/25/08 (117NK)
Comments Noted
Thanks for good session @ Lucy Cuddy.
Alaska would be making a huge mistake not to
examine the possibility of shipping LNG in
tankers from the ARCTIC coast.
Look at what the Russians have done with icebreakers & cargo ships shipping along the
Northeast Passage along the Northern Coast
of SIBERIA.
An LNG plant and a fleet of ships would be far
less expensive & far more flexible to move gas
to South-central Alaska and elsewhere in the
world, depending on the markets.
Pipeline might never be completed and could
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become the world's largest WHITE Elephant.

RESPONSE

McClenahan, Patricia-Eagle River, AK 3/05/08 (210NK)
Comment Noted
I attended your presentation in Palmer, and
would like to compliment you on an excellent
effort. I am writing to tell you that I support the
Governor's stance on AGIA. I am a contractor
here in Alaska, and I have been following
AGIA. The process you followed so far in
selecting a contractor for the pipeline is exactly
the process we contractors are all expected to
follow, and it has been public, open, and
transparent. Additionally, it follows the law,
which is what we, the public, expect. I do not
wish to see the law changed to accommodate
the oil companies. I feel that, for too many
years, the oil companies have taken the
State's resources without due compensation,
and Alaska has had hard economic times
because of it. Some good ideas surfaced at
the Palmer meeting, and I believe that it would
be wise to explore parallel options, outside of
AGIA, while allowing AGIA to remain in place,
as it is. Thank you for providing a public forum,
and for this opportunity to comment. Dr.
Patricia McClenahan
McGee, Shanon - Fairbanks, AK 1/11/08 (25NK)
In their January 4, 2008, Completeness
I would implore you to consider the local Port
Determination, the commissioners found that
Authority plan.
the AGIA application submitted by the Alaska
Gasline Port Authority was incomplete. After
As a third generation Alaskan who is father to
careful consideration, the Port Authority’s
yet a fourth generation, I am watching family
Request for Reconsideration was also later
friends and relatives being crushed by
denied. The commissioners’ reasoning is
Fairbanks high energy prices. For the first
explained in the decision dated January 30,
time, I have had to consider the likelihood of
2008, andis available at
my families future in our home state. My
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm
daughter is six months old; any plan that
denies as many Alaskans as possible access
Although the Port Authority application was
to affordable energy may prevent her having
incomplete under AGIA, the commissioners
her tenth birthday in AK as generations
recognized that it was important to understand
preceding her have done.
the comparative value of an LNG project. The
Thank you for your consideration,
Palin administration directed an extensive
--Shanon McGee
analysis of different LNG project options in
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RESPONSE
parallel with its analysis and evaluation of TC
Alaska’s AGIA application. The commissioners
found that, when compared to an LNG project,
the overland gas pipeline project proposed by
TC Alaska will provide greater benefits to
Alaskans over the life of the project. See more
at Section A, Issues #2e.

McKay, Peter-Kenai, AK 1/13/08 (35K)
Please ask TransCanada to provide additional
information about:
1) Executive Summary Elaborate upon the
pledge to Establish an Alaska Office.
2) Section 2.03 Alaska Hire: Elaborate upon
the pledge to Pursue Alaska Hire and hire
Alaska Businesses to the maximum extent
allowed by law. Will US workers be able to
work Canadian portions of the pipeline in
construction? Can US workers work Canadian
assets in operations and maintenance? Can
Canadian workers work US sections?
3) Section 2.03 Project Labor Agreement: Is
this agreement for the construction only - or
the operation and maintenance of the pipeline
as well? Will company workers be free to
seek representation/organization?
4) Section 2.04 #5 Emergency Response: Will
there be dedicated TransCanada
workers/responders and equipment? Will
these be company workers?
5) Section 2.04 #9b Integrity Management:
Addressed in this section is a statement about
the continuous review, feedback and
performance measure monitoring influencing
the eventual retirement of these facilities (and
pipeline). Will this end-of-pipeline-life removal
be ensured by the posting of a bond?
6) Section 2.04 #15 - Operations Control
Center: Will this center be located in Alaska?
7) Section 2.04 #16 Staffing Approach: Will
pipeline and facility operations and
maintenance workers be company
employees? Will this be for the life of the
pipeline? What will be the strategy for utilizing
contractors after construction?
The application indicates that the North Slope
Gas Treatment Plant will be developed, owned
and operated by a third party. This is a

Under Section 2.2.5, TC Alaska commits to
establishing a local headquarters after a
successful Open Season with key project
management and commercial functions in
Alaska for the project pursuant to the
requirements of AGIA. It states that “details
regarding the final physical location, size and
specific staffing levels will be determined once
the AGIA license has been issued, and will be
commensurate with the level of work being
performed through each sub-phase. Functions
within the PMT would be managed in the
location where the majority of the work is
being executed.” See Section A, Issues # 3a,
3b. In its application, TC Alaska commits to
hire qualified Alaska residents, to contract with
in-state businesses, to establish or use
existing state hiring facilities, and to use the
state’s job centers and associated services.
TC Alaska also pledges to establish a local
headquarters in Alaska for the proposed
project, and to negotiate a project labor
agreement before construction.
As an AGIA licensee, TC Alaska’s failure to
fulfill these commitments would be a violation
of the license terms with remedies available to
the state. (AS 43.90.230)
TransCanada Corporation has established
itself as a world class operator of natural gas
pipelines in North America. The
commissioners believe that it will continue its
record of outstanding performance in
addressing these types of issues and expect
TC Alaska to comply with all regulatory
requirements as well as its own staffing
policies for facilities along the pipeline route.

The details of the GTP will be an important
part of any discussions and negotiations
between the ANS producers and TC Alaska.
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significant detail that needs resolution prior to
approving the TransCanada bid. This GTP
issue would benefit from the assistance of the
North Slope Producers. This facility will be a
significant cost of the project, and will likely
present significant additional tariff charges.
I think the in-state gas needs are adequately
addressed.
TransCanada appears to have the resources
and experience to execute the project.
Thank you for considering my questions and
opinions.

RESPONSE
TC Alaska has stated (section 2.2.3.12) that it
believes that the ANS producers are the most
logical parties to construct and operate the
GTP. TC Alaska has proposed an approach
that provides the maximum opportunity for
those parties to design and construct the GTP
utilizing the existing Central Gas Facilities for
Prudhoe Bay. TC Alaska has further agreed
that if this approach does not work, it is
prepared to construct the GTP itself.

McKay, Peter-Kenai, AK 1/17/08 (42K)
Two issues:
1. The gas to be shipped is Alaskan (though
Canadian Gas will also be transported to US
markets). This project must maximize the
benefit to Alaskans, Americans and
Canadians. While it may be difficult to source
pipeline (steel) from US/Canadian plants
efforts must be made to ensure that other
materials, workers and equipment are sourced
to bring maximum benefit to Alaskans,
Americans and Canadians. There should only
be US & Canadian made equipment for
example CAT instead of Kuboda, John Deere
instead of Hitachi. Ships transporting steel
should be US flagged vessels etc... The US
economy needs this work.

Comment noted.

2. The TransCanada proposal does indicate
that in-state gas use will be available on a permile basis. If I understand this correctly it
means that Alaskan gas users will only pay a
pro-rated amount based on the number of
miles to the off-take location. We will not pay
the Chicago Hub price. This is a welcome
change from the way our oil resource is priced.
Our in-state gasoline, heating oil, diesel etc
are priced higher than Lower 48 prices. This
is wrong. The gas line affords us an
opportunity to change that. We are the
owners of the resource. We should get the
gas at a discounted price. This may be
negotiated with the producers who ship the
gas thru the pipeline rather than TransCanada
but it is an important consideration.
Thanks for considering these thoughts.
Pete
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RESPONSE

Merkes, Peter-Kenai, AK 1/21/08 (56NK)
Hi, thanks for the chance to be heard. I think
the State should offer to the people, a chance
to invest into building the whole pipeline, one
way would be to offer an option, by investing
all future PDF dividens into stock options, with
forty BILLION dollars, if this is such a assured
investment, why should these big oil firms
make these huge profits ?

Comments Noted, Please also see Section A,
Issue #7b

why cant we build the line, say here is the gas
this is the fair market price, why does our oil
continue to go overseas and not here in
Alaska ??

See Section A, Issue #2f

why dont you change this PORT
suituation,where GAS sells for 26 cents a
gallon more in Kenai, than in Anchorage,
when Weaver bros haul gasoline from Nikitski
to Anchorage ?? lets get some of these issues
solved. thanks

See Section A, Issue #4a

Michaelson, Cindy-Big Lake, AK 2/27/08 (134NK)
After attending the Public Comment meeting
held in Palmer on Feb 18th and listening to the
information provided by the Commissioners as
well as questions and comments from the
public, I would like to submit the following
comments, Pipeline vs. LNG During the
meeting which was obviously well attended by
parties for the All Alaska project there was a
lot of discussion about going LNG rather than
a pipeline. I favor the Pipeline option for the
following reasons.
• Pipeline option provides gas for Americans.
Just as Alaskan’s should have access to the
benefits of the Alaska Gas, so should other
Americans. Alaska receives benefits for being
part of the USA with federal funding of project,
welfare, and the military just for starters. The
rest of the US shouldn’t have to compete with
China or Asia in order to have gas to generate
power and to heat their homes. Alaska will
benefit in the long run with a better and
stronger US economy afforded by reliable •
The USA is a HUGE consumer of energy. A
gas pipeline to the USA would give Alaska a
competitive advantage over other more
expensive sources of imported LNG. Per

Comments Noted
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FERC the same governing body that would
regulate the pipeline, LNG access to the US
market is currently limited with only 5 LNG
terminals in the entire country, one of which is
the Kenai Export facility. The others (import
facilities) were built in the early 70’s, shut
down in the 80’s when LNG was too expensive
and then started back up in the 2000’s. There
are a bunch of proposed LNG receiving
facilities, but FERC estimates that most of
those won’t be built due to the “Not In My
Backyard” issues. • Gas lost to power the
conversion to and transport (via ships) of the
LNG won’t be available for tax revenue for the
state, or use by Alaskans or anybody else, but
it will still contribute to CO2 emissions •
Expenses of processing and shipping LNG will
result in a higher priced product which will end
up making it more sensitive to drops in the
price. • Less economic project means less
likelihood it will be built. ConocoPhillips built
and has operated the Kenai LNG facility since
1969. ConocoPhillips has patents on LNG
processing and their technology is being used
in Australia, Egypt, Nigeria, Qatar, Trinidad,
and Venezuela. Don’t you think they would
recommend another LNG project if it made
economic sense? Just as they have done with
the entire life of the Kenai facility, they could
sell it on the international market – which likely
won’t be in the US since LNG Terminals are
so few. Instead all of it will go overseas, just
like 100% of the LNG produced in the Kenai
facility going to Japan for the past 39 years.
Adversarial Commissioners – I was surprised
at the obvious Anti-Producer sentiment by the
commission. One of the deputy commissioners
was bordering on Rabidly adversarial. • At the
end of the day, nobody wins if the Gas stays in
the Ground. I have no delusion that the
Producers care about Alaska or Alaskans.
However, getting the gas to market will be
good for both Alaska and the Producers.

RESPONSE

See Section A, Issue #10b

By addressing the needs of both the state and
the producers it might actually happen.
• The Comment on ConocoPhillips’s proposal
was basically a rant against Exxon with little to
no substantive comment on the actual
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proposal other than it was from one of the
producers. Lumping all of the producers into
one basket based on the comments of just one
of them may be human nature, but just as in
racial prejudice it is wrong and results in
narrow minded decisions. • The State of
Alaska should be working together with all
parties involved towards the common goal of
getting the Gas stranded on the North slope
into position for use by and for the benefit of
Alaskans. Although some on the commission
appear to relish the idea of Legal battles with
the producers, all that will server is to make a
bunch of lawyers rich and delay the gas
production by years if not decades.
TransCanada Plan I see three main issues
with the TransCanada Plan. If I told you I was
going to build a really nice house, and that you
could rent it for x% more than it cost me to
build it, but before I built it you had to sign a
contract that said you had to pay whatever that
price ended up being for 25 years whether you
ever stayed in that house or not would you do
it? That would depend on how confident you
are in the estimate I give you for the building
price, How much you expect to be paid while
living in that house, and what other locations
you might have for living arrangements. That
is essentially what the Open Season is. • Just
coming up with a number for the estimated
price is not enough. If there is no confidence in
that number, then it won’t be usable. By trying
to rush the cost estimate by paying less before
the Open Season than after the Open Season,
the only function AGIA may serve is to provide
education to the state representatives on the
Gas Business at the expense of several more
years of delay. • During the meeting One of
the commissioners indicated that they were
going to wait until the Open Season failed
before discussing what the Producers felt they
needed in terms of Fiscal stability. If you don’t
know how much your going to get paid, how
do you know how much you can afford? • The
state will most likely save some of its AGIA
$500 million because there won’t be any need
to proceed beyond the Open Season when the
project can’t get funding because the Open
Season Contracts don’t exist to guarantee the

RESPONSE

See Section A, Issue #2c
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Loan and TransCanada does not have enough
net worth to fund the project on its own.

RESPONSE

Michal, J. Harold-Valdez, AK 3/05/08 (226NK)
Not enough information broadcast to keep the See Section A, Summary of Issues #1a
general public up to date on the progress
AGIA.
Definitely it should TransCanada and
negotiations being discussed for such plans to
go into effect without delay. The market is here
now.
Miller, Gerald-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (268NK)
The Port Authority's LNG proposal makes
sense. We can do this now, with Alaska's gas
alone. The All AK Line proposal is "right sized"
for AK. It can come on line sooner than Trans
Canada, develops an amount of gas to supply
Alaskan needs (with lots of take off points) and
still allows for sale of excess. The netback is
better.

Comment Noted

Because of the commitments to
expansion and real open access
that will open the North Slope
basin to competition, the TC
Alaska project will generate more
long-term jobs sooner than the Port Authority’s
LNG option. See Section A, Issues #2e for
summary information, or review Chapter 4 of
the Finding for an in-depth discussion.

We don't rush to sell off gas faster than we
need to.
LNG would allow export to find the best market
value for our commodity.
Develop our gas resource and jobs will follow,
and an improvement in the AK economy. We
don't need to emphasize the boom of
construction jobs on a huge Trans Canada
line, when the Port Authority's proposal is
ready now.

See Section A, Issue

See Section A, Issue #4a, 4b and 10a

Miller, Judith-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (267NK)
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After listening at a Town Hall meeting and
reading several stories in the newspapers, it
appears to my husband and me that the LNG
option is the way to go - NOW.

RESPONSE
See Section A, Issue #10a

The delays inherent in building a monster line
through Canada convince us that the All AK
Line proposed by the Port Authority makes the
most sense. We want to see the gas
developed NOW. Too many uncertainties
surround the Trans Canada route and big line.
The window of opportunity may well close on
that project, whereas the LNG option is ready
to come on line much sooner and the netback
is better anyway!

The analysis conducted under AGIA showed
many significant differences between overland
pipelines and LNG projects. These
differences present significant obstacles to an
Alaska LNG Project, including project lead
time, capitol costs and pricing concerns. For
more information please see Chapters 3, 4
and Section A, Issue #10a.

All the takeoff points proposed offer a far
better deal for getting gas to Alaskans.

See Section A, Issue #4b

Opportunities to export and seek the best
markets are offered by the LNG project.
Currently, the price of selling our gas in the
Asian market is 3x what we could get through
Canada to US markets.

See Section A, Issue #10a

Do not allow restrictions on the export of the
gas. We should be able to sell to the highest
bidder regardless of location or nationality.

Comment Noted

Consider liquifiying right on the slope and
loading on an LNG tanker there for export.

Comment Noted

But whatever happens, please get gas to
Alaskans. Energy costs are killing our
economy. If you just focus on developing the
gas, our economy will prosper, jobs will come,
and Alaska can flourish. I don't want to see AK
pushed us into building a huge 50 tcf line,
when the smaller LNG proposed line is
actually better! We just need to focus on
developing the resource.

Comments Noted

Moore, Clyde-St.George, UT 1/11/08 (24NK)
I am trying to find a job. I would like to relocate
to alaska.

.

See Section A, Issue #3a

Moore, Lillian April-Trapper Creek, AK 2/23/08 (112NK)
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We are charged by the Alaskan State
Constitution to develop Alaska's Natural
Resources in a way that Maximises return to
the people of the State. I do not feel the
TransCanada pipeline will give Alaskans the
highest possible return for our gas. Therefore I
urge the State to reject the application.

RESPONSE
See Section A, Issues #4a, Comments Noted

I support an All Alaskan Gas Line, and would
be in favor of the Port Authority's plan,

See Section A, Issue #2e, 10a

IF APIC, Alaska Pipeline Investment
Corporation, was formed to finance the line,
owning the line would mean that Alaskans
would be paid the tariffs on gas going through
the line. Only when we Maximise the return for
our Natural Resources will Alaska be following
our Constitution. This is not the case with the
current application by TransCanada. APIC
would allow US to set a tariff that would be
favorable to Alaskans, but also fair enough to
the Oil Companies that they would be more
inclined to commit to shipping on our line. One
less area of uncertainty if this is taken out of
TransCanada's hands. The Federal oil/gas
leases in the Chuckchi Sea will not bring any
revenue to Alaska if we don't own the pipeline.
APIC is the only plan to date which would
allow Alaskans to collect revenue on fields
developed on lands Not owned by the state. It
is time Alaskans stop holding our hand out
begging from the Federal Government for
funding infrastructure. APIC would guarantee
adequate revenue for generations to come.
Sincerely, April Moore

Comments Noted, also see Section A, Issue
#6d

The administration is committed to ensure that
the AGIA process base its decisions on what
is in the best interest of all Alaskans.

Morgan, Leon-Valdez, AK 1/07/08 (14NK)
Gov. Palin,
I have several points I would like to address on
your recent decision to remove the competitive
process from AGIA and grant exclusivity to
one entity to develop a gas line in Alaska.
By choosing TransCanada, you may have
followed the letter of the law in terms of AGIA,
but you have positioned (at least publicly)
yourself into a corner.

The AGIA process has not granted TC Alaska
any exclusive rights. TC was the only
application that made all required AGIA
commitment and was therefore that only
application that could be analyzed in
accordance with the AGIA statues. See
Section A, Issue 7a for more information.

Firstly, TransCanada has serious debt issues
regarding their 1978 application for Canadaian
authorization for the line. I believe this is why

See Section A, Issue #7c
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the producers were focusing on Enbridge for
the Canadian portion of the line rather than
TransCanada under Gov. Murkowski's gasline
package.
In concert with these concerns is the real
example of the Mackenzie line and the delays
suffered by that line. While it is true that
Conoco wants to build a highway route soon,
they don't have the proven reserves to float a
4 BCF a day line. To do the highway route,
they will need Exxon and BP. However,
Exxon has made it very clear in several
published reports that the Mackenzie line will
be built before the Alaska line. So where does
that leave us as a State? The Mackenzie line
is 5 years delayed and has doubled in cost.
And that is for only a 1.6 bcf a day line. What
are our real expectations for TransCanada's
ability to overcome these obstacles? For you
to publish that the highway route will be
pumping gas by 2017 is misleading and
wrong; because you know that is not true.

RESPONSE

Comments Noted

Secondly, by once again limiting the State's
option to one route you have taken away your
ability to negotiate a fiscal package. While the
PR on AGIA has sounded much different then
Gov. Murkowski's PR on his plan, the end
result could be argued as worse. AGIA touts
10-year tax certainty, but a 10-year freeze is
just as unconstitutional as a 35-year freeze it.
So to negotiate legally, you will have to back
some form of Reps. Ramras and Samuels' bill
to amend the constitution to allow current
legislative bodies the ability to fiscally bind
future bodies. Once you amend the
constitution, then the real negotiations begin.
Since you have limited yourself to
TransCanada and their one route, you have
removed any leverage that you had.
Because Alaskans will demand a gasline, you
will be pressured to give fiscal certainty closer
to 35 years than your proposed 10.
Thirdly, to cut the legs out of underneath the
AGPA is no less undermining than Gov.
Murkowski's complete dismissal of the group.
Your administration is absolutely aware of
BG's, Shell's, Tesoro's, and other major

See Section A, Issue #2e
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companies interest in the all-Alaska route.
However, they were waiting to see if your
administration was actually going to back the
AGPA. Your complete and un-noticed
dismissal of the group eviscerated AGPA's
ability to deal with these majors. APGA only
interest is bringing gas to Alaskans. The
group has spent 40-50 million dollars bringing
the gasline issue to the attention of Alaskan's
and are soley responsible for making this an
issue.
Finally, they made you (Gov. Palin) the face of
an 8-9 million dollar all-Alaska route campaign
that identified you as the anti-Murkowski
candidate to all of Alaska. For you to turn your
back on them is converse to your claims of
openess and transparency.
Finally, the highway route alone will make it
harder to bring inexpensive NG to Alaskans.
Because there is only about .5 bcf a day
consumption - STATEWIDE - the cost of
bringing a spur line from Delta to the Belgua
fields, without a major industrial consumer (like
a 1-2 bcf/day LNG plant in Valdez) will make
that line difficult to finance and, if financed, the
exepense of the line will be passed directly to
the consumer. Every study finds that for instate gas to be cost effective, you have to
have a major industrial consumer. That is why
everyone from Tom Izzo to Ken Lowenfels
understands that you have to subsidize in
state line construction with a LNG spur to
Valdez.
I am saddened by your decision. Please do
not just discount me as a resident of Valdez. I
am a 4th generation Alaskan with family in
Juneau, Fairanks, and Anchorage. I am
concerned about the State and I firmly believe
you were elected to offer a difference to what
Gov. Murkowski was doing; not just change
the cover page.
With respect,

RESPONSE

Comments Noted

Morigeau, Bob-Palmer, AK 2/22/08 (109NK)
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My labor background requires my priority to be
jobs for AK residents. A sole line thru Canada
to Alberta is approx. 2/3 in Canada 1/3 in AK.
Local 302 members work over 500,000 hours
a year on the taps line performing
maintenance and have done this for over 30
yrs. All the trades including Alyeska
employees represent millions of hours worked
each year for our residents.
The jobs affiliated with a liquifaction plant and
processing the valuable liquids into usable
products has not only great monetary value
but would give thousands of lucrative jobs to
AK residents.

RESPONSE
Alaska jobs are an extremely important issue
in the AGIA process and will receive careful
consideration. It is planned that in-state offtake points may facilitate the construction of a
natural gas spur line to Valdez or the railbelt.
See Section A, Issues 3a, 3b and 4a.

The gas team has stated a good look will be
given to an in-state line. I believe personally
we need both, build a line to Valdez with
Harold Heinze project to South Central with
the Canadian line to follow.
See Section A, Issue #4a

Our priority shoud be to take care of us "Ak
residents FIRST" and foremost.
I realize this is a huge task and I do want the
GAS team to know many of us have huge
respect for what is being done.
I have nothing but love & respect for Sarah
and her administration.
God Bless You All
Sincerely Bob Morigeau
Morris, Mike-Eagle River, AK 1/15/08 (40NK)
AGIA is a hopeless flop.
The TransCanada proposal will not be ratified
because:
A. It requires loan guarantees from the U.S.
Government.

The administration is committed to the AGIA
process and will see that the TC Alaska
application is evaluated and reviewed in
accordance with the AGIA statutes. It is
recognized that the North Slope producers are
an extremely important element in the
process. It is expected that all parties will
eventually work towards the common goal of
getting the North Slope gas to market.

B. It will require negotiating with the oil
companies to get the gas. Transcanada has
openly stated that this is essential to make this
a viable project.

See Section A, Issue #9a

Not only has our Governor just as openly
stated she will not negotiate with the oil
companies, she has offended the president of

See Section A, Issue #9b
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the largest producer on the slope by proposing
to educate him on the economics of the oil and
gas business. Just Great.
The oil companies are not the enemy. We are.

Morris, Mike-Eagle River, AK 1/30/08 (76NK)
AGIA is so flawed only TransCanada’s
contingency-laced proposal is worse.

RESPONSE

Please see response to your above comment
and see Section A, Issues #2a, 9b for more
information.

Please stop trying to beat the oil companies
into submission. This misguided approach will
do more to damage the prospects of a gas line
and economic progress in general.
Moyer, Paul-Wasilla, AK 1/06/08 (9NK)
For God's sake abandoned this AGIA
nonsense! Talk to the producers, anyone
who's willing to look at it objectively can see
that this AGIA/TransCanada horse is a loser!
Talk to the Producers! Talk to the Producers!
Talk to the Producers! Alaska's economic
future depends on it.
Moyer, Paul-Wasilla, AK 1/27/08 (70NK)
It's obvious Transcanada's application states
that either the State has to negotiate with the
producers or the Fed Government needs to
act as a backstop for the Open Season to
even have a chance at success.

The North Slope gas producers are very
important to the ultimate success of the gas
pipeline. See section A Issues 7a, 9a and 9b
for more information.
See Section A, Issue # 10b

TC Alaska’s application did not dictate
conditions on which TC Alaska would
participate in the AGIA process. It was
determined that TC Alaska met the AGIA
commitments as required by AGIA statutes.
See Section A, Issues 7b,9a and 9b.
See Section A, Issue #2b

Therefore the AGIA process produced NO
BIDDERS! It's time to move on to something
that will work. JUST FREAKING SIT DOWN
WITH CONOCO! GOOD GRIEF!!
Muench, Eric-Ketchikan, AK 3/05/08 (213NK)
I attended your town meeting in Ketchikan and
have reviewed your AGIA website as well as
the Conoco-Phillips' gasline proposal website.
While I am not an oil and gas or financial
expert, these are my ideas. Every big resource
industry in Alaska's history has done all it
could, with a great deal of success, to control
and develop the resources on its own
timetable and for its own best profit, even if at
cost to the general public good. I am
concerned that too much control and

The administration is committed to work the
trough the AGIA process. The all Alaska route
has been evaluated. For more information,
Please see Section A, Issues 2b and 10a.

Comments Noted
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ownership by one or more producers will lead
to monopolistic practices and endless legal
battles with the State as to just what a
negotiated contract requires or permits.
Therefor it is proper for the State to create a
pipeline structure that maintains control to
ensure the best long term public benefits.
Hopefully the present AGIA process and
applicant achieves that. As long as the
Conoco Phillips proposal requires
unrealistically long tax and rate commitments it
is not viable. Also by committing to a
negotiation with one company, other perhaps
better offers cannot be realized.
I have one concern however. Especially if an
all-Alaska route should prove more beneficial
to the State as a result of your on-going
comparison study, it would seem premature to
have dismissed all other applicants besides
Trans-Canada at this time. The State must
carry out its solicitations with consistency and
fairness for everyone, but it would be foolish to
sacrifice long-term benefits because a
technicality. Perhaps there should be a
mechanism to reopen the application process
to all in order to ensure time for completeness
and an unhindered consideration by the
commission of all responses. Thank you for
the comment opportunity.

RESPONSE

See Section A, Issue #2b

Murphy, Blair-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (321NK)
TC Alaska’s AGIA application has been
I am against the AGIA process. I do not think
determine to be complete and without
this process is the correct way to develop a
conditions. TC Alaska application is being
gas pipeline from the ANS to market.
reviewed in accordance with the AGIA statutes
See Section A, Issues #2a
Therefore, I am also against the TCPL
application. Even though I do not agree with all
the requirements of AGIA, the TCPL
application does not appear to me to meet all
the AGIA requirements and therefore I do not
think the TCPL application is in compliance.
The TCPL application should not have been
accepted by the government to this point in the
process. Thank you for the opportunity to
provide comments.

See Section A, Issue #7b

Murphy, Bob-Kodiak, AK 3/04/08 (180NK)
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Continue to make this process open and
transparent. Continue to remember that the
gas belongs to the people of Alaska and make
the best deal for them. Since many “remote”
communities will not directly benefit from the
use of the gas as a healthy source try to
encourage these communities financially to
find alternative forms of energy such as wind,
tidal, or solar power. Thanks for the Town Hall
meeting in Kodiak.

RESPONSE
AGIA was developed to be an open, fair,
transparent and competitive process. All AGIA
decisions have been made, and will continue
to be made, with the best interest of all
Alaskans in mind. Although many of the
remote communities may not directly benefit
from the Natural Gas pipeline, the revenues
gained from this project could provide
revenues for critical programs to assist
resident in remote locations.
Comment Noted

Murphy, Connor-Kodiak, AK 3/04/08 (179NK)
Make the best deal for the state and not the
A primary goal of AGIA is to make decisions
gas companies.
that are in the best interest of all Alaskans. It is
expected that all stakeholders in the process
will work toward the common goal of getting
the Alaska North Slope gas to market.
Murry, John-Anchorage, AK 1/20/08 (47NK)
Governor Palin,
I do not see how the TransCanada proposal
will advance a gas line without participation by
the North Slope producers.
TransCanada's proposal suggests that the
State work with the producers to define future
applicable taxes (as the producers have
repeatedly requested).

The state recognizes that the North Slope gas
producers feel very strongly about negotiating
stable fiscal terms. Producers that agree to
ship gas during the initial open season will be
taxed at the same rate for 10 year. Please
see Section A, # 9a and b for more
information.

I believe the AGIA process is flawed and will
not result in a gas line.
I encourage your administration to negotiate
with the North Slope producers to develop a
fair future tax base.

See Section A, Issue #9a

I support the ConocoPhillips proposal to build
a pipeline.
John Murry

Comment Noted

Myers, Erlene-North Pole, AK 1/17/08 (44NK)
We support the Alaska Gasline Port Authority- See Section A, Issues # 2e, 10a
their plan makes a lot of sense for getting
OUR gas to ALASKANS first!
Newhall, Alexander-Anchorage, AK 2/26/08 (122NK)
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The natural gas pipeline should be built on the
same path (as provided) as the existing all
Alaskan gas pipeline but with a major spur to
provide natural gas to Anchorage and the
Matanuska-Susitna Borough.

RESPONSE
No all-Alaska gas pipeline currently exists.
The project proposed by TC Alaska would
follow the route of the existing Trans Alaska
Pipeline System to Delta Junction before
heading east in to Canada. It is likely that a
spur line will be constructed from the main line
in Delta Junction to Southcentral. Also see
Section A, Issues #4c, 11a

Funding for this project should guarantee that
the State holds at least 51% of ownership and
doesn't "play second fiddle" to the oil or gas
companies that are involved in this project.

See Section A, Issue 11a.

Niemi, Chris & Martin-Juneau, AK 3/06/08 (344NK)
Governor Palin,
Comment Noted
We support efforts to benefit all of Alaska’s
people and not just a few in powerful political
positions as our state works out plans to build
a natural gas pipeline. The AGIA is a positive
step forward as a conceptual framework. The
oil companies have bullied Alaska long
enough. Don’t allow them to bully our state
officials anymore. Notice that they are not
running away from Alaska. They are not happy
with their record profits; they want it all.
The all Alaska pipeline concept also deserves
another look if it can meet the general AGIA. It
appears that the oil companies didn’t want to
share in the project with Alaskans and didn’t
cooperate with the writing of the all Alaska
project.

See Section A, Issue #10a

We have lost all trust in the oil companies who
care only about their profits and could care
less about making Alaska a better place to live
for its citizens. Alaska citizens are watching
their legislator’s actions and voting records
more closely. Public trust has been eroded &
the corrupt politicians that serve themselves
before the people are on their way out.
Remember that Alaskan not living on the road
system whether in the bush or in southeast are
proud Alaskans too. Our Marine Highway is
our road system. It deserves your support. The
ferry system needs proper maintenance,
updated equipment and there is no reason for
the schedule not to come our time. Please be
a governor for all of Alaska not just the people
on the road system.

Comments Noted
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Congratulations on your expected child due in
May.
Respectfully,
Chris & Martin Niemi

Nolan, K.T.-Anchorage, AK 3/05/08 (247NK)
Dear Governor Palin and Legislature: It is time
to admit that AGIA is a disappointment
incapable of performance, and that the one
"successful" application is not a true
contender.
Please consider the plan submitted by Conoco
and attempt to make up for the year we have
lost in the failed AGIA process. Working
together, both the oil companies and the State
can create a future for Alaskans. Thank you.

RESPONSE

See Section A, Issues #2a, 2b, 7a

See Section A, Issue #9a

Northrim Bank- Marc Langland, Chairman and President 3/06/08 (258K)
As indicated by the comments, the
You are now personally tasked with
commissioners are obligated under AGIA to
determining whether TransCanada’s bid will
analyze and evaluate the TC Alaska
sufficiently maximize the benefits to Alaskans
application to determine if the application
and merit issuance of the exclusive AGIA
license. As the Chairman and President of one proposes a project that will sufficiently
maximize the benefits to the people of Alaska
of Alaska’s largest banks, with 42 years of
business experience in this state, I am making to merit issuance of a license under AGIA.
a public comment today to express that I do
not believe TransCanada’s application meets
this criteria. I strongly recommend that you do
not forward it to the Legislature for approval.
Rather, I suggest you move aggressively to
modify AGIA to be more inclusive of the
producers. They play a key role in the success
of this project and they should not be ignored.
Here are ten significant reasons why
TransCanada’s bid does not maximize the
benefits to Alaskans:
1) They do not have the financial capacity to
make this project successful. They require a
$500 million subsidy from the State, they
request additional Federal support on top of
the billions already offered in the current
assistance package, and they need the firm
transportation commitments of the producers
to obtain their project financing.

Goldman Sachs has confirmed that
TransCanda can finance the project as can the
Producers. The State’s contribution actually
reduces rates thus benefiting all stakeholders.

2) They have no gas and have stated

There is general agreement that the producers
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themselves the producers must be involved to
make the open season successful, however
this is not addressed in AGIA.

RESPONSE
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.

3) TransCanada is only offering to pay less
than 20% of the total costs during the entire
AGIA process and expects the State to pay
the rest. They plan to rush to an open season
to lower their risk and maximize their own
benefits, not Alaska’s.

TC Alaska’s spending commitments in its
application are consistent with the
requirements of AGIA.

4) To maximize value, the State should
receive an equity ownership for our $500
million investment in the project. This could be
worth billions more for Alaska, and satisfy the
intent of both AGIA and the State of Alaska
Constitution.

Comment noted. However, AGIA does not
require the State to be an equity owner to
sufficiently maximize the benefits to the people
of Alaska to merit issuance of a license under
AGIA.

5) Alaska’s best interest, to control pipeline
costs, is not aligned with TransCanada’s. They
benefit from a more expensive pipeline
because they are guaranteed a rate of return
through government regulation. This lowers
the net back value to the State for our taxable
share.

The commissioners do not necessarily believe
that TC Alaska will benefit from a more
expensive pipeline. The ultimate success of
this project depends upon TC Alaska’s ability
to provide cost-effective transportation
services to the prospective shippers.
Furthermore, TC Alaska’s efforts to control
pipeline costs will be subject to (i) review and
approval by the FERC and NEB and (ii) the
requirements resulting from intense
negotiations by very experienced and
sophisticated prospective shippers. The
combination of this regulatory oversight and
these negotiations will in the commissioners’
opinion satisfactorily resolve these types of
issues.

6) Granting an exclusive license paints the
State into a corner where we face triple
damages costing up to $1.5 billion. This is an
unnecessary liability for Alaska if the need
arises to adjust our pipeline strategy in the
future.

The commissioners believe the magnitude of
the state’s liability exposure is overstated by
the commenter. The licensed project
assurances, or “damages”, that the State
could be liable for under AS 43.90.440 are
limited and provide a reasonable means to
assure an AGIA licensee that the State is
committed to the licensed project. The State’s
total obligation is limited to an amount equal to
three times the total amount of the qualified
expenditures incurred and paid by the licensee
less the amount of the State matching
contribution paid to the licensee. If the state
were to take an action that would invoke this
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RESPONSE
provision, its maximum obligation, including
the original matching contribution, would be
unlikely to exceed $900 million. Also, the total
obligation would be considerably less if it
occurred in the earlier years of the project.
Only by providing this assurance does the
state receive the benefits associated with TC
Alaska’s commitments. The commissioners
find that it is in the state’s interests to make
this exchange.

7) TransCanada’s proposal comes with a $9
billion contingent liability that could also cause
delays from litigation. An adverse ruling on this
issue is just one example of why we don’t want
an exclusive license with triple damages.

See Section A, Issue #7c. The commissioners
have been advised on and considered this
issue. It is addressed in Chapter 3 of the
Finding. TC Alaska has also addressed it in
supplemental answers and filings provided to
the commissioners (on the AGIA Web site)
and in recent testimony provided to the
legislature. To the extent that it is an issue, it
is reasonable to assume that it will be resolved
by the appropriate parties through litigation,
rulings by the proper regulatory agencies,
and/or negotiated agreements. Resolution of
these issues should not prevent the project
from moving forward.

8) The net present value (“NPV”) of delays to
the state government are $1.3 billion in lost
revenue in the first year alone, or $5.8 billion if
we take five years longer to start the project.
The NPV impact to the private sector economy
and the producers would make this loss even
larger.

The NPV analysis has taken into consideration
potential delays from multiple issues and were
based on a range of potential outcomes in the
projected schedule for this project. The
importance of a timely completed project was
a major consideration in these analyses.

9) TransCanada’s project timeline appears
unrealistic, increasing the likelihood these
costly delays could occur. Among other things,
they assume being granted the AGIA license
in less than a month from now. They plan a
rush to open season in only 18 months, which
would be a serious set-back to the project if it
fails. They also suggest significant changes to
the federal assistance package and having the
State address tax certainty for shippers. All
these major issues would require considerable
time to occur.

See response to 8) above.

10) Conoco Phillips’ plan is superior in many
ways. Based on the issues I have raised there

The Governor provided a definitive response
to ConocoPhillips’ plan (see letter dated
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could be a multi-billion dollar opportunity cost
to granting an exclusive license to
TransCanada. The construction of a natural
gas pipeline is a commercial business deal
that has become highly politicized. However,
fundamental economic principles still apply.
The government’s role is to focus on tax and
regulatory issues. The AGIA effort to give
away a $500 million subsidy, which is not
required by the producers, has added massive
complexity to an already complicated project
and has unnecessarily resulted in costly
delays. It is clear we need to take a different
tack. TransCanada does not have the financial
strength to complete this project on their own,
even with the existing multi-billion dollar
Federal assistance package. They seem to
understand better than the administration that
they have NO gas. They have stated publicly
that the producers must be involved for the
process to be successful. How can we
negotiate from a position of power when we
aren’t even talking to the producers? They
have the expertise and technology to produce
the gas. They also have the financial capacity
to advance the project. They must be involved
now if we want to see real progress. The
current AGIA process has both excluded them
and at times insulted them. Conoco is trying
desperately to participate. They are the largest
natural gas producer in North America. Alaska
can only benefit from their involvement. The
producers have said they are willing to work
with others, such as allowing co-ownership
with the State and Native corporations. They
would even entertain building the line
themselves to control costs and then sell it to
an independent operator like TransCanada.
This flexibility is superior to granting
TransCanada an exclusive license. AGIA has
correctly focused on getting the project to
open season, but it has not put enough
emphasis on making sure it is successful. To
have a successful open season the producers
need to bid and make firm transportation
commitments. This will not happen unless they
are comfortable with the tax structure under
which they will operate and they have
confidence with the pre-feasibility work
accomplished prior to open season. They have

RESPONSE
January 9, 2008, to Jim Mulva on the AGIA
Web site at
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm).
While the State does not discourage
ConocoPhillips’ plans for constructing an
alternative pipeline project, it cannot consider
this proposal in the context of AGIA because it
does not meet the “must have requirements”
of AGIA. See Chapter 5 of the
Finding for additional discussion of the
ConocoPhillips plan.
The remaining comments in this section are
addressed in the responses provided above
except as noted below.
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billions at stake in controlling the costs of
construction and the quality of the prefeasibility work. Ignoring this fact is a recipe for
delay and failure. Believing that this can be put
off for years or solved in court will be costly
and only the lawyers will win. TransCanada is
not pledging enough financial support to
provide a high probability of success at open
season. I have personally analyzed thousands
of business proposals and it is clear their
application has a goal of spending as much
State money as possible and as little of their
own. Based on their proposal they would be
contributing only $41.6 million prior to open
season while the State match is 50%. Then,
when the match increases to 90%, they
propose to spend $83.1 million and expect
$458.5 million in subsidies from the State.
In their plan the State would be providing over
80% of the total costs! ($500/$624.7 million)
This is by far the riskiest part of the entire
project and we are going to foot over 80% of
the bill? We should be purchasing an equity
position with this money.

RESPONSE

One of the key objectives of AGIA was to
encourage applications and the advancement
of this project by having the State provide a
significant portion of the higher risk front-end
costs. For its commitment of matching funds
the State gets the value of a project that
moves through the FERC Certification
process. In addition, the State’s contribution
will actually reduce tariff rates and increases
netbacks.

It should be viewed as an investment, not a
give away; especially, when Conoco is not
asking for a dime in their proposal. Our $500
million investment would likely return billions to
the State if the gas line is built. We can still
help share the upfront risk to get the project
moving, but why give away billions in long run
payoff for nothing? This is definitely not
maximizing the benefits to Alaskans, as the
law requires. I understand that if the outcome
is successful the State could stand to earn
$2.5 billion a year from pipeline taxes, but if
we received some compensation for our huge
financial risk the number could be substantially
more. This is a giveaway of public money
without adequate compensation for the risks
we are taking. The most important step we can
take to increase the likelihood of a successful
open season is to immediately address the
issue which the producers have been asking
for all along; to provide stability on future gas
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tax rates. Unfortunately, this was removed
from the final version of AGIA. In a letter to
Conoco’s CEO, the Governor argued that
production tax issues are “entirely separate”
from pipeline development. She felt that
because a number of companies had applied
under AGIA that this validated her decision to
separate the two issues. It does not seem to
matter that most, if not all, of the applications
were non-conforming, none committed to
building a gas line, and none of them were
from companies who own any gas in Alaska.
You are mistaken if you think AGIA has solved
the problem. All you have really done is hit the
snooze button on your alarm clock. The
problem has not gone away; you have only
delayed when it will have to be dealt with. The
energy producers, the financial experts, and
many other knowledgeable people have
testified this decision will only lead to a failed
open season. That is when the financial
connection of production tax issues and
pipeline development comes to the forefront
again.

RESPONSE

The State demanded 20 “must haves” for the
pipeline project, but the producers require just
one critical “must have” and we chose to
ignore it?

AGIA provides for a 10 year gas production
tax exemption as defined in Sec. 43.90.320.
There is no indication of the level of potential
producer demands for tax and royalty
concessions. No such concessions appear to
be required as discussed in Chapter 3.

Instead, you must take on this difficult topic
now if you want the gas line to advance. I
agree with you that the producers need to be
more specific on their requirements for fiscal
certainty. Their previous requests for a 35 to
45 year tax freeze were too long. The 10 years
you seemed willing to offer, before that
provision was removed from the final version
of AGIA, may be a bit too short. In my opinion,
a compromise of 20 years is acceptable. This
would offer the producers enough financial
stability during the cost recovery portion of the
pipeline’s life. This is the period where they
have committed billions of dollars in upfront
construction costs, but have not yet recovered
their expenses or broken even on their
investment. Research may show this time
period could be shorter or longer, but I feel it is
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a fair basis for determining the length of fiscal
certainty. Pipeline costs also point to another
shortcoming of TransCanada’s proposal.
Alaska’s best interests are not aligned with
TransCanada’s. They benefit from a more
expensive pipeline because they are
guaranteed a rate of return through
government regulation. However, the
producer’s interests are aligned with the State
to control costs and maximize the value of the
resource, which increases Alaska’s taxable
share. This is consistent with AGIA and the
intent of Alaska’s Constitution.

RESPONSE

It is also troubling that TransCanada carries so
much potential liability from their past partners.
They may have a response to this $9 billion
problem; however it will still create delays in
the permitting and financing stages of the
project until the issue is fully resolved.

The commissioners have been advised on and
considered this issue. It is addressed in
Chapter 3 of the Finding. TC Alaska has also
addressed it in supplemental answers and
filings provided to the commissioners (on the
AGIA Web site) and in recent testimony
provided to the legislature. To the extent that
it is an issue, it is reasonable to assume that it
will be resolved by the appropriate parties
through litigation, rulings by the proper
regulatory agencies, and/or negotiated
agreements. Resolution of these issues
should not prevent the project from moving
forward on the schedule developed by the
state’s engineering experts.

If their past permitting and routing work cannot
be used or is blocked by legal action, it draws
into question one of the major values that
TransCanada brings to the table. Will an
inferior route need to be used instead? This
contingent liability risk diminishes the value of
their proposal and must be accounted for in
your analysis. The offer to pay triple damages
to a licensee is a huge, unnecessary risk for
the state to concede and it should not be part
of AGIA. By offering an exclusive license we
are painting ourselves into a corner unless we
want to pay dearly to ever change our gas line
strategy in the future. For example, if we
award this license and next year their past
partners sue, we would be faced with the
dilemma of paying triple damages to cancel
their license or wait out a protracted court
battle. Since there are no other qualified
applicants we would be back to square one at
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the cost of hundreds of millions of dollars and
a multi-year delay. This is definitely not in
Alaska’s best interest. Time is money. Delay
on the gas line is costly for a number of
reasons; escalating costs, market risk
(competition from LNG, other North American
gas fields and alternative energy sources), and
an eroding NPV because of the time value of
money. Taking too much time to “get it right” is
seriously jeopardizing the economics of this
project. For example, let’s look at a $2.5 billion
revenue stream a year, for 30 years, using a
6% discount rate. If the revenue stream begins
in 12 years rather than 7 years, the amount of
revenue will have to be 34% greater to
achieve a comparable NPV. Therefore, if the
project is delayed five years, another $845
million per year for 30 years would be required
from the oil companies to make the value to
the State equal. An astounding $5.8 billion of
NPV is lost by the State if the project starts
five years later. Even if the project is delayed
only one year there is still a $1.3 billion loss in
NPV to the State. The NPV of the project from
the oil companies’ perspective is declining
each year of delay as well. Adding the extra
natural gas tax burden of the ACES plan made
the project even less attractive. These delays
are very likely because TransCanada’s project
timeline appears unrealistic. First, it assumes
being granted the AGIA license in less than a
month from now. Second, it plans a rush to
open season in 18 months, which increases
the likelihood it will fail. Third, it will potentially
be delayed from the $9 billion contingent
liability with past partners. Fourth, the
application suggests using the Federal loan
guarantees to fund their construction cost
overruns and having the U.S. government
assume some or all of the initial risk by acting
as the “bridge shipper”. Both of these ideas
would take considerable time to occur and are
unlikely to succeed. Finally, even though the
AGIA application expressly states a proposal
can be rejected if it “requires additional actions
by the legislature or by the Commissioners,”
TransCanada suggests a “partnership” with
the State on advancing these financial terms
with the Federal government and they would
“rely” on the State “to ensure a favorable
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economic environment for potential Shippers.”
They also say the State should reach
“agreement on a commercially reasonable and
predictable upstream fiscal regime.” The
lawyers can debate whether these statements
are “required conditions” or merely
“suggestions”. Either way it draws into
question the financial capacity of
TransCanada to advance this project in a
timely manner. As it currently stands, AGIA is
too restrictive and needs modification. AGIA
needs to be more inclusive of the producers
and include the issue of tax certainty. This
needs to be a priority addressed right now if
we want to have a successful open season. 20
years is a fair compromise that reduces risk
during the cost recovery stage of the project.
Conoco Phillips’ plan is superior in many ways
and there could be a multi-billion dollar
opportunity cost to granting an exclusive
license to TransCanada. The State and the
producers’ interests are aligned in controlling
costs. They have the gas, the experience, the
technology and the financial strength to make
this project successful. Conoco is not wasting
time and is moving ahead on the project
without State assistance. We cannot offer an
exclusive $500 million subsidy to a company
that has no gas or the financial capacity to
complete the project without significant
assistance from the producers, the State and
the Federal government. Their spending plan
is insufficient for a successful open season.
They plan to rush critical steps in the
permitting process so they pay only 20% of the
project costs and offer no equity ownership to
the State for their 80% commitment.
TransCanada brings with them a $9 billion
contingent liability that may result in
unnecessary delays. The NPV loss to the
State from a one year delay is $1.3 billion.
There is a high probability of delays because
their project timeline is unrealistic. Their
interests are not aligned with the State and the
producers to control costs because they have
a guaranteed rate of return. We seem to have
lost sight of the goal, or at least a realistic path
on how to achieve it. We need an agreement
which includes the producers to bring our gas
to market, not an exclusive license for a third
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party to spend a minimal amount of money to
leverage a half billion dollar State subsidy.
Alaska cannot afford to accept TransCanada’s
bid just because it is the last AGIA proposal
remaining. Both AGIA and the Constitution of
the State of Alaska require maximizing the
benefit of our natural resources. I strongly urge
you NOT to forward this proposal to the
Legislature.

RESPONSE

O’Brien, Erik-Anchorage, AK 1/11/08 (27NK)
I have always had an interest in Alaska
politics; so much so that I followed up on a
State job. I am currently working with Division
of Oil and Gas.
After recently spending the better part of an
hour skimming over Conocos proposal, I am
wondering why they are not being considered
in their part to build a pipeline? I understand
that they did not follow the formal AGIA
proposal, but to their part they are a company
that has one of the best track records around.
What is it exactly that drives such a qualified
applicant away? Shouldnt we be setting aside
our pride aside and get this darn thing built, so
we as Alaskans can be assured of our Future
for generations to come?

See Section A, Issue # 8a

I have not read through TransCanadas
application, but looking across the Anchorage
skyline and reading the news I had no
knowledge of this company until proposals
were handed in.

See Chapter 3, Section B of the Findings;
“Who is TC Alaska?”

Conoco has, on the other hand, proven their
commitment to Alaska.

See Section A, Issues # 8b, 8c

Is there a chance that TransCanada and
Conoco could work together? Conoco did
mention that they would be willing to work with
a 3rd party contractor. I heard on the news
that at least one Senator has proposed this
idea.

See Section A, Issue #9d

As for the fact that Conoco is bullying around
the State, Id argue that while we can stand
fast on our demands, that are our rights
(taxes), it seems fair to open up the
negotiations to see what exactly we could
come up with together. This is still America,

See Section A, Issue # 9b

See Section A, Issue # 8b
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and one of the things that still makes this the
Greatest nation on earth is that We know
when we should stop and listen to the voice of
the big fish, and down to the lowly individual
who is just happy to be living in the Greatest
place on Earth.

RESPONSE

Comment Noted

I vote for whatever it takes to bring our gas to
market.
Erik

Odden, Mary-Glennallen, AK 3/04/08 (205NK)
Comment Noted
Dear AGIA gasline team--I have read the
TransCanada application and listened to an
AGIA presentation, and have tried to follow the
gasline issue on websites and in news articles.
We publish the local newspaper, the Copper
River Record, and we have tried to make the
best possible gasline information available to
our readers. I have four comments.
1. I am worried about the economic
assumption that a large volume line is
necessary to develop the upstream resources.
It would be best for Alaskans if the
administration would look for a smaller
economic "tipping point" with a smaller
diameter/bcf/day line.

See Chapter 3, and Section A, Issue # 4d

2. This is because we want long term growth-not just to the oil and gas industry during the
construction or sustained after the
construction, but for this whole thing to happen
slowly enough and with enough of the cheaper
energy to build strength in our communities
from the ground up--businesses, schools,
organizations. Boom and bust is the history-only long slow healthy growth can diversify our
communities so that we can sustain ourselves
without the infusion of these megaprojects.

See Section A, Issue # 4d

3. The NGLs need to stay in AK and be used
here--propane first, for villages and around the
coast. Yes, there should be alternative energy
project--but propane is useable right now, is
already in use, and we know how to handle it
and transport it. And petrochemical industry
use of NGLs not only makes sense but is
inevitable if you will only leave those materials
in-state.

See Section A, Issue #4a
In the absence of NGL processing capacity
within Alaska, TC Alaska’s project is currently
premised on NGL processing taking place in
Canada. However, TC Alaska does allow for
the option of NGL extraction within Alaska,
should capacity be developed at some point in
the future. For more information, see TC
Alaska’s application, section 2.1-13.
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RESPONSE
The analysis conducted under AGIA showed
many significant differences between overland
pipeline and LNG projects. These differences
present significant obstacles to an Alaska LNG
project, including project lead time, capital
costs and pricing concerns. For a more
thorough discussion of LNG potential in
Alaska, please see Section A, Issues #10a, as
well as Chapter 4 of the Findings.

4. There are too many problems with the
Alaska Highway line ideas. Bring the gas
south to Cook Inlet via the spur line, and the
export gas to the Valdez deep water port and
export it to Japan and Korea and Taiwan--our
Pacific Rim neighbors. This is, contrary to
what certain congressional delegation
members say, very patriotic--it gets the best
value for our product (which can trade for
more product to go back to US ports) and it
addresses the trade deficit--and it maximizes
value to Alaska--what we are supposed to be
doing. These are the economies of scale that
will make sense in the long run--and increase
the health of our state, and make our
grandchildren happy with us. Thank you for
the opportunity to comment. Sincerely, Mary
Odden glennallen
O'Donnell, Tim-Juneau, AK 3/06/08 (323NK)
To whom it may concern, 1. I support, as does
60% of the voters the ANGDA LNG all Alaska
to Valdez project.

See Section A, Issues # 10a

2. ANGDA is the superior project for Alaska.

See Section A, Issues # 4d

3. The State is neglecting its legal
responsibility by not requiring ANGDA to
submitt a complete application for a North
Slope to Valdez proposal.

Comment Noted

4. The highway project offered by Trans
Cananda should be a secondary priority for
the state. Please reconsider and enforce
ANGDA statute Thankyou

Comment Noted Section A, Issues #7g

Olmstead, William-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (266NK)
See Section A, Issues #2a, 7a, 7b
The whole process is terribly flawed, and,
naturally, resulted in no conforming bids. The
contingencies in TransCanada's proposal set
the State up for litigation and failure, even if
litigation was successfully defended.
The ideologues in the administration who
insist, contrary to all evidence, that we can get
a pipeline built without leaseholder
involvement are taking us down a road to
disaster for our children. They act like there
are no consequences for failure, like the gas
will certainly come out of the ground

See Section A, Issues #9a, 9b
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eventually, even if this process fails. They are
ignoring the certain fact that the gas pipeline
becomes prohibitively expensive if
construction isn't started before TAPS closes
down. Given all the contingencies, and the
huge problem of not involving the producers,
giving our money to TransCanada would go
down as a bigger boondoggle than the Susitna
dam planning or the barley project.

RESPONSE

Omnik, Suege-Anchorage, AK 1/23/08 (61NK)
We should consider ConocoPhillips bid for the See Section A, Issues #8a
Gas Pipeline for the following reasons:
- Their effort in trying to work with the State to
get the pipeline built is phenomenal.
Examples: their commercials to alert the
public, their employees giving presentations to
the public. Overall, they've been in Alaska for
over 50 years. Many of their employees live
and work here. They have a vested interest in
our state.

See Section A, Issues #8b

- I can't fully trust the economic future of
Alaska to a Canadian company. Do they plan
on hiring Canadians to build the pipeline?
ConocoPhillips (COP) proposes to train
Alaskans to build it.

See Section A, Issues #3a, 3b, 8c

- COP doesn't require $500 million to start
building the pipeline. That saves the state.

See Section A, Issues #8b

- To get the gas into the pipeline, a gas
treatment plant must be built at Prudhoe Bay.
TransCanada shows reluctance to build and
run the essential, $6 billion gas treatment plant
to strip liquids and carbon dioxide out of the
gas before it goes into the pipeline. This
suggests that the major oil companies will
need to be enlisted to build and run the plant.
Lets award the contract to them in the first
place.

The details of the GTP will be an important
part of any discussions and negotiations
between the ANS producers and TC Alaska.
TC Alaska has stated (section 2.2.3.12) that it
believes that the ANS producers are the most
logical parties to construct and operate the
GTP. TC Alaska has proposed an approach
that provides the maximum opportunity for
those parties to design and construct the GTP
utilizing the existing Central Gas Facilities for
Prudhoe Bay. TC Alaska has further agreed
that if this approach does not work, it is
prepared to construct the GTP itself.

This 1,715-mile, $26 billion Alaska Highway
gas pipeline should be built by ConocoPhillips,
not TransCanada.
Thanks,
Suege

Comment Noted
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Ose, Javen A.-Anchorage, AK 2/26/08 (124NK)
See Section A, Issues #11a
Build a 24" pipeline right now to serve
Alaskans, and let the oil companies &
legislature litigate until Hell freezes over.
Can you imagine a 24" pipeline at Pt.
Thompson Gas well and an oil company
saying "No”… We won't sell the gas? There
would be a riot through out the whole state
and maybe even some civil disobedience. Not
to mention the price of pipeline steel 5 years
from now.
Just think of what we could have had if the
greasy fist of oil had not grabbed our
legislature for the last 30 years. Please study
Norway's success with its oil... Almost all
school's and medical is paid for.
In state sale of 10.00/barrel should have been
a pre-requisite if the best interest clause was
promoted and followed.
See Section A, Issues #4a

PS. The people want benefit of their own
resources in the form of cheap gasoline and
gas.
Oswalt, Aaron-Kodiak, AK 3/06/08 (277K)
Based on my reading and analysis of the
TransCanada application and upon further
review of applications deemed incomplete by
the State of Alaska; I concur that
TransCanada's application is the best path
forward for the State and meets the AGIA
terms and conditions as per statue. I would
suggest TransCanada commit to a minimum of
two Alaskan offices - Anchorage and
Fairbanks, as each location will have a role to
play in the planning and construction and will
help to further spread the financial gain of this
project as well as it’s social and service
demands.
I would suggest that TransCanada consider
the effects of climate change on both
continuous and discontinuous permafrost in
their pipeline design and engineering
calculations. Their planned burial of the
pipeline may not be the best approach in all
locations and soil types if melting permafrost is
taken into account. A rigorous empirical
modeling and testing program of pipelines in

Comments Noted

Appendix S of the TC Alaska application sets
forth their position on "Climate Change and Air
Issues". They are also obligated and
committed to comply with all air quality
regulations that apply to any of the facilities
required for the proposed Alaska Pipeline
Project (APP). No regulations currently exist
in the United States that limit the emissions of
CO2. Although there is ongoing review of this
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melting permafrost should be undertaken
involving the University of Alaska and
Canadian partner universities utilizing site
appropriate soils along with various climate
warming scenarios. This modeling and testing
work should start as soon as possible to allow
the result to inputs to the FEED. A campaign
of data acquisition should be part of the PreFEED activities and initiated as possible. This
would gather accurate soil, vegetative cover,
microclimate, etc data along the main route
proposed and in selected areas along the
route where natural hazards (rivers,
permafrost, streams, hills, mountains, etc) may
require All engineering and pipeline design
calculations should be third party verified.

RESPONSE
area by the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), because no regulations exist,
TC Alaska cannot provide details of how they
would comply with unknown future
requirements.

While I agree so far with the State's use of
"hard ball" tactics with the major North Slope
oil companies (BP, ConocoPhilips, Exxon,
etc). The oil companies will still need to
commit to ship gas through the pipeline for it to
be viable. What plans has the State to force
these oil companies to commit to ship the
gas? I would hope the State balances its
approach in this regard toward the oil
companies.

See Section A, Issue 9a.

I agree with the State takeover plan of Exxon's
Point Thompson to further this effort. However,
the use of the State's takeover, imminent
domain powers, etc should be used judiciously
as use of these powers never bodes well in a
free society. With this in mind I suggest the
State put a compromise to the Oil companies
in regards to obtaining their commitment to
ship gas. Assuming the courts, FERC, etc. will
force them to do so is misguided. I would hope
that some compromise can be worked out so
that the oil companies will commit to shipment
of the gas and/or partner with TransCanada.

Oil and gas leases give companies the right to
develop hydrocarbon resources in specific
areas for a set period of time. If the lessee fails
to timely develop the resources, the lease
expires. DNR uses the legal system to enforce
its rights under the leases if the lessee fails to
fulfill their development obligation. A recent
example of this type of enforcement action is
the pending case about the lands in the Point
Thomson Unit.

My view is that set tax rate of 12 years for the
gas pipeline project is a good compromise for
all parties. Sincerely, Aaron J. Oswalt

See Section A, Issues #2c

Parker, David-Tok, AK 3/04/08 (176NK)
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Thank you for the opportunity to add my 2
cents. The presentation at Tok on 2-25-08 was
very beneficial.

RESPONSE

I am in favor of an “All Alaskan” pipeline. North
Slope to Valdez with take-off points in between
as necessary. Liquification also involves a
certain amount of stripping which could
become a ‘value added’ product line for off
sales to industry. Rayon, Orlon, Dacron,
Propane, and a host of other fractions and
feed stocks can be pulled off and utilized as a
secondary industry that would create many
new jobs and revenue stream. Since there is
currently an issue of getting any LNG to shore
along the pacific Coast I would also hope the
Politicians would allow the gas to become a
‘Free market Commodity’ and let Alaska sell to
the highest bidder…. likely Asian.

See Section A, Issues # 10a, as well as
Chapter 4 of the Findings.

There would still be the issue of transportation
capacity…specifically LNG ships, however, the
estimated 10 year lead time to actual
production would seem adequate for some
shipping magnate to step up to the plate?

See Section A, Issues #10a, as well as
Chapter 4 of the Findings.

It seems to me that the above might qualify as
“what’s best for Alaskans” in the great
‘Canadian Route vs. All Alaskan Route’
debate.

Comment Noted

It would also seem to me that there are more
caveats going thru Canada…distance, First
Nations, port of entry values (versus Asian
sales), etc. and that Ocams Razor generally
indicates that the least complicated solution is
the best.

See Section A, Issues # 5a

During the meeting, it was inferred that Alaska
has ~ 37T. Cuft of proven reserves, and ~250
T. Cuft of calculated reserves. If this is
accurate, it would appear that the issue is then
reduced to ‘which proposal brings Alaska gas
to market first.’ As Alaska gas establishes a
footing in the marketplace, there would likely
be enough gas to entertain two lines, or a
whopping big Y at delta Junction. We could
have it all! Gas to Alberta Tar Sands, LNG to
Asia, and Value Added industries at
Valdez…Oh for Harry Potter’s magic wand!

Recent studies estimate that there are 224
trillion cubic feet ("Tcf") of undiscovered,
technically recoverable resources throughout
the Alaskan Arctic. These are natural gas
resources that may be technically and
physically recovered independent of price. Of
this amount, 137 Tcf are categorized as
undiscovered, economically recoverable
resources. (USGS, 2005; NETL, 2007; DoG,
2007). Economically recoverable resources
are sensitive to both price and technology; an
increase in price or an improvement in
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technology would be expected to increase
these estimates. In addition to these resource
estimates are roughly 24.5 Tcf of natural gas
reserves known to exist within Prudhoe Bay,
plus 9 Tcf of natural gas reserves discovered
in other existing fields on the North Slope,
including Point Thomson.

I guess I’m thinking: Go for the best project
available “at the time” that results in bringing
Alaska gas to market first, get the industry
started, and nail down some market
place….additional ‘add ons’ can follow.

See Section A, Issue 10a, in addition to
Chapters 3 and 4 of the Findings.

On a side note, the negotiations crew that
Alaska has assembled is incredible, I feel
confident they can play Chess with the North
Slope Producers and WIN!!
I also think that the Big-3 North Slope
Producers feel vulnerable now…more
competition is coming into play…with big
bucks$$...and will build their own processing
facilities, etc. The handwriting is on the wall,
and attitudes are changing. Now is our best
chance to make a run for it, and don’t back
down!
David Parker

Comments Noted

Pepper, David-Eagle River, AK 1/20/08 (50NK)
Two concerns:
See Section A, Issue #3a
1: Alaska hire. The application states Alaska
hire will be utilized to the “maximum extent
permitted by law.” Does this include Alaska
hire stopping at the border or will it include
working through Canada? If Alaska Hire is
allowed to work through Canada, what issues
regarding taxation, permits, passports, cost of
living adjustments etcetera may arise? If they
are NOT going to be able to work through
Canada, does that mean Alaska workers only
get to work for approximately 22 months
(based on a 4 year build and less than half the
length here in Alaska) and are then out of
work?
2: Security. Two areas of concern here as
well.
a: During the construction phase,
there are going to be a LOT of opportunities
for security issues to arise. Not the least of
which includes background checks of
personnel and workplace personnel traffic

Comments Noted
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control. More specifically, making sure the
personnel in the work areas are the people
who are supposed to be in those areas.
Employees should expect a certain modicum
of protection from external influence. These
threats include, but are by NO means limited
to wildlife, multi-national extremists, local
demonstrations and internal personnel
conflicts. Standard conflict resolution is to
contact local authorities or have a shop
steward/supervisor step in. There will be
several areas where work will be conducted or
recover from shift, where these are improbable
solutions. Their “Risk Assesment and
Mitigation” addresses NONE of these
concerns. While on paper, this is their
problem, if something happens 3/4 of the way
through the build, we lose.

RESPONSE

b: This proposal links our gas with a central
hub in Alberta. This appears to be an inherent
security risk. While I have not visited this
facility and can not comment on the integral
security and safety of the facility, this appears
to be an “all the eggs in one basket” approach
and, again, if something happens here, we
lose.

Canadian authorities have been more
proactive recently in addressing the issue of
pipeline security management as evidenced in
the attached proposed regulations. Section 2.9
of the TC Alaska application provides a
discussion of TC Alaska’s history of
compliance with safety, health, and
environmental requirements including audits
by the Transportation Security Association –
Cross Border Initiative. Finally, it will clearly be
in TC Alaska’s best interest to maintain a
secure and safe pipeline to ensure a profitable
operation. Also, please see Section A, Issue
10c.

While I agree this is, by far, the best plan
received, looking into these areas or at least
asking them to address these issues would be
a prudent step.

See Section A, Issue #2b
If they balk at providing answers or can not
answer the concerns at all, I believe we should
step back and reword AGIA a little bit and put
the bid out again. There is no shame in saying,
“OK, THAT didn't work out like we wanted, let's
try again.” Yes, the pundits will start shouting
how AGIA doesn't work, but they will shout
louder if the unforeseeable happens.
Perensovich, Terry-Sitka, AK 3/06/08 (293NK)
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Would like to thank Pat Galvin and the two
others for coming to Sitka to present
information on AGIA.

RESPONSE

I trust the team assigned to task the
development of the gas line to keep Alaska's
interest in mind.

Comment Noted

Although economics ultimately rule I would
suggest that the line be sized to balance
construction costs with the life of the pipeline.

Comment Noted

Also would prefer a smaller line to maximize
the life of the gas fields considering a long
term investment would weather the high and
lows of market conditions over time. Hopefully
providing a stable income for all parties
concerned and a long term investment for the
state.
Thank you for your consideration

See Section A, Issues #4c, 4d

Peterson, Richard-Anchorage, AK 3/05/08 (214K)
Gas-to-Liquids (GTL) is a promising
At the February 27th Town Hall meeting in
technology. However, various market, cost,
Fairbanks Commissioner Irwin said the AGIA
and technological issues (as demonstrated in
team was going to evaluate the TransCanada
the Cook Inlet pilot project) make the future of
proposal vs a LNG option. I asked the logical
GTL technology uncertain. Further evaluation
question “Why not also consider GTL’s”.
Commissioner Irwin replied they are inefficient, will be needed as this technology advances.
with only a 50% conversion efficiency and
It is important to recognize that the AGIA
none of the majors were pursuing GTL’s
process was designed as commercial vehicle
around the world so he saw no reason to
for getting Alaska gas from the North Slope to
consider this option. First I am not proposing
market. AGIA does not dictate market
to build a GTL plant in Alaska. We are
destinations or the use of particular
pursuing the CTL option in the Cook Inlet.
technologies, but allows for these issues to be
Second, the modern GTL plant has a 63%
decided by the market.
conversion efficiency and 80% thermal
efficiency. That is approximately 63% of the
contained in the natural gas arrives at the
market in the form of transportation fuels. Up
to 80% of the energy contained in the natural
gas is used either in the manufacture of the
GTL product or in making the GTL plant
energy self sufficient. Plus when you consider
carbon capture and sequestering to produce
additional oil on the North Slope; the actual
carbon conversion efficiency may well
approach 95%. The Commissioner totally
misses the point in that the “manufactured”
GTL transportation fuel has a much higher
value in the market than natural gas. In
California, where the majority of this GTL
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transportation fuel would be sold, the value is
between $21 to $22/mcf equivalent. Netted
back to Prudhoe Bay with all transportation
costs and losses due to the process you still
have a value between $10 to $13/mcf
equivalent. This evaluation does not include
the value of the power generated from waste
heat derived from the GTL process, the value
of the CO2 from the GTL manufacturing
process to increase North Slope oil production
and recoverable reserves nor utilization of the
water produced from the GTL process. Natural
gas via a pipeline or LNG begins life as natural
gas and ends life as natural gas. GTL begins
life as natural gas and ends life as a refined
product such as gasoline, diesel or jet fuel.
While both are carbon based their VALUES
are totally different. Shouldn’t Alaska be
looking at what generates the highest
revenues from the natural gas resource?
Third, in 2004, ConocoPhillips and Exxon
agreed to build over 300,000 barrels per day
of GTL plants in Qatar. While both projects are
on hold, neither would have committed to build
a GTL plant if they did not possess the
technology and it was uneconomic. With over
200,000 barrels per day of new GTL plants
under construction and another 300,000
barrels per day of coal to liquids (CTL) in the
design /construction phase; a GTL option for
Alaska is certainly worth considering.

RESPONSE

Peterson, Richard-Anchorage, AK 3/05/08 (246K)
See response above.
GTL’s should also be considered alongside
LNG and TransCanada’s proposal At the
February 27th Town Hall meeting in Fairbanks
Commissioner Irwin said the AGIA team was
going to evaluate the TransCanada proposal
vs a LNG option. I asked the logical question
“Why not also consider GTL’s”. Commissioner
Irwin replied they are inefficient, with only a
50% conversion efficiency and none of the
majors were pursuing GTL’s around the world
so he saw no reason to consider this option.
First I am not proposing to build a GTL plant in
Alaska. We are pursuing the CTL option in the
Cook Inlet. Second, the modern GTL plant has
a 63% conversion efficiency and 80% thermal
efficiency. That is approximately 63% of the
contained in the natural gas arrives at the
market in the form of transportation fuels. Up
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to 80% of the energy contained in the natural
gas is used either in the manufacture of the
GTL product or in making the GTL plant
energy self sufficient. Plus when you consider
carbon capture and sequestering to produce
additional oil on the North Slope; the actual
carbon conversion efficiency may well
approach 95%. The Commissioner totally
misses the point in that the “manufactured”
GTL transportation fuel has a much higher
value in the market than natural gas. In
California, where the majority of this GTL
transportation fuel would be sold, the value is
between $21 to $22/mcf equivalent. Netted
back to Prudhoe Bay with all transportation
costs and losses due to the process you still
have a value between $10 to $13/mcf
equivalent. This evaluation does not include
the value of the power generated from waste
heat derived from the GTL process, the value
of the CO2 from the GTL manufacturing
process to increase North Slope oil production
and recoverable reserves nor utilization of the
water produced from the GTL process. Natural
gas via a pipeline or LNG begins life as natural
gas and ends life as natural gas. GTL begins
life as natural gas and ends life as a refined
product such as gasoline, diesel or jet fuel.
While both are carbon based their VALUES
are totally different. Shouldn’t Alaska be
looking at what generates the highest
revenues from the natural gas resource?
Third, in 2004, ConocoPhillips and Exxon
agreed to build over 300,000 barrels per day
of GTL plants in Qatar. While both projects are
on hold, neither would have committed to build
a GTL plant if they did not possess the
technology and it was uneconomic. With over
200,000 barrels per day of new GTL plants
under construction and another 300,000
barrels per day of coal to liquids (CTL) in the
design /construction phase; a GTL option for
Alaska is certainly worth considering.

RESPONSE

Phillips, Eric-Valdez, AK 2/29/08 (151NK)
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I am confident that when its comes to fulfilling
your consitutional mandate related to AGIA
and a gas project, the LNG option will prove
itself out across the board in terms of providing
the greatest benefits back to Alaskans IF the
option is indeed given an inpartial review: An
ALL-Alakan LNG project will provide more
revenue to the state and its people;

RESPONSE
The analysis conducted under AGIA showed
many significant differences between overland
pipelines and LNG projects. These
differences present significant obstacles to an
Alaska LNG Project, including project lead
time, capital costs and pricing concerns. For
more information please see Chapter 3, 4 and
Section A, Issue 10a.

it will employ more Alaskans in the short and
long term;
it is more "ready to go" from a right-of-way and
permitting standpoint and thus would be
constructed in a shorter time frame (net
present value); it is not dependent upon the
development of additional gas resources. That
said, I have three comments:
1) I am sickened that Alaska would continue to
allow itself to be treated like a third-world
county where resources are simply extracted
and shipped elsewhere to have value added.
The value, and the related jobs, are exported
from the state. Fishing, logging, oil...we've
allowed this to occur throughout our resource
industries, leaving the state with a very small
slice of the pie. THIS TIME, why don't we
appoach it differently. If we incentivize
anything, it should be cluster industries around
the gas supply. Lets keep as much of tha
value (and the jobs) here in our state. This will
also help stem the export of our greatest
resources, our children. 2) It is abundantly
clear to me, and should be clear to our elected
leadership, that Alaskans are more concerned
about getting affordable energy (ie gas) to
their homes than they are to the lower 48 or
export markets. AGIA really drops the ball in
this regard.

Comments Noted, also see Section A, Issues
#3a and 4a

A few off-take points do not reduce anybody's
energy bill. The Governor and the Legislature
need to take it one step further and look at
how, as a state, we are going the get the
infrastructure in place to get that gas into our
homes. Not doing so would be a huge injustice
to all Alaskans. Make no mistake, the State
will have to take the lead on this because it is
unlikley the economic incentive exists for the

The primary reason that AGIA required instate off-take points was to facilitate future
construction of in-state gas spur lines to the
Railbelt and Alaska communities such as
Valdez. TC Alaska does acknowledge the
possibility of these spur lines in their AGIA
application and describes ways that their
proposed North Slope gas pipeline could
accommodate these spur lines. For more
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private sector to take this on.

RESPONSE
information see Section A, Issue #4a.

3) DO NOT DISCOUNT THE STATE GOING
IT ON ITS OWN. We CAN do it ourselves, and
the return to the State and its citizens would
be even greater. Some of the largest energy
companies in the world are
government/private ventures. IT CAN BE
DONE. It may not be the easy route, but it may
be the best thing for Alaska. If we're learned
anything, it is that large corporations do not
EVER consider the best interests of the
citizens in its economic decisions. As was
brought up at the AGIA meeting in Valdez,
these corporations are indeed "amoral".

Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources that
should be more efficiently conducted by an
experienced pipeline company than a
governmental agency.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment and
good luck with the multi-billion dollar/pound
gorillas I know you have to be battling in this
process.

Pieper, Julia-Anchorage, AK 2/12/08 (89NK)
I am wondering what easement agreements
the State has with Canada. How long i.e. 100year treaty. Canada has a history of
"nationalizing" - what agreement for payment if
Canada would decide to nationalize the
pipeline??? Fair Market Value???? Thanks,
julia

Pierce, John-Valdez, AK 2/29/08 (152NK)
What part of an "All Alaska Gasline" don't you
understand?? How many times do the
residents of Alaska have to vote on this issue
before you get it through your sold out greedy
little hands that we want the gasline HERE...
NOT IN CANADA!!

As and international project, any pipeline that
transports gas through Canada will be
governed by the Transit Pipeline Treaty
between the US Government and the
Canadian Government. The Transit Pipeline
Treaty took effect in 1922 and applies to all
pipelines in both countries, whenever one
country’s pipeline carries the others oil and
gas. See Section A, Issue 10c for more
information.
TC Alaska’s proposal is to build an openaccess pipeline and enter contracts with gas
producers for shipping the gas on the pipeline
to market. TC Alaska will not own rights to
any of the gas shipped through the line. The
open season required by AGIA is the first step
in this process.

Pierce, Merrick-, 3/06/08 (350K)
Voter mandates carry more weight than a
mere proposal
The administration has a proposal from
TransCanada. However, the voters, in multiple
elections, in 1999, (Valdez, Fairbanks North

The Administration is following the legal
requirements of AGIA which was passed by
the Legislature and signed into law by the
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Star Borough, North Slope Borough), and
2002, (statewide) have issued a mandate to
build an All Alaska Gasline. The specific route
of the All Alaska Gasline pipeline is from the
North Slope to Valdez. The TransCanada (TC)
proposal is not consistent with that voter
mandate. If the administration favors the TC
proposal over a voter mandate it will be World
War III. It would demonstrate contempt for the
wishes of, and intelligence of, Alaska voters. In
essence, the administration would be telling
Alaska voters that they were wrong in four,
distinct elections.

RESPONSE
Governor last year.

The number of Alaska gas delivery points is
wholly inadequate
The number of gas delivery points indicated by
TransCanada within Alaska, generally, and
within the Fairbanks North Star Borough
(FNSB), specifically, is not sufficient. The
Fairbanks North Star Borough, in terms of
geographical land mass, is larger than several
US states. That the entire FNSB, with 7,300
square miles, can be served by only one gas
delivery point is patently absurd. In fact, the
piss poor way TransCanada has addressed
the delivery points within its proposal should
be enough justification to reject it. The FNSB
requires gas delivery points at the following
locations- at a minimum: Fox, North Pole,
Eielson AFB, Salcha, and Harding Lake. In
addition, an additional gas delivery point near
where the pipeline crosses Nordale road may
be justified. Note that Eielson AFB was
recommended for closure several years ago to
the Base Realignment and Closure
Commission (BRAC). Military officials cited the
high cost of operating Eielson AFB as a
justification to close the base. BRAC rejected
the overall closure of Eielson, but did remove
an A-10 fighter wing. For Eielson to be able to
convert its high cost, dirty, coal fired power
plant to run on natural gas would reduce the
cost of running Eielson AFB, improve the
quality of life on Eielson, and make it LESS
likely that Eielson be recommended for closure
in future years. Losing Eielson AFB would
have had a major, detrimental impact on the
economy of Alaska, and in particular, the

Section 2.2.3.9 of TC Alaska’s application
provides a commitment to provide a minimum
of five in-state delivery points. This
commitment is consistent with the terms of
AGIA which were clearly defined during the
legislative process. TransCanada has further
agreed to work with the State to determine the
location of these delivery points.
TC Alaska’s development plan spells out a
clear process for establishing early dialogue
with affected communities. This exchange is
intended to allow parties to share concerns
and develop strategies for addressing local
needs. This should provide ample opportunity
to negotiate both the number and location of
delivery points within the state.
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Fairbanks North Star Borough.

RESPONSE

Due to the significant distances between
population clusters/communities within the
FNSB, the construction of spur lines over 20,
30, or more miles is cost prohibitive. But that is
what would be required if the FNSB had only
one gas delivery point as TC may propose. Of
course that would mean significant portions of
the FNSB population will not have access to
low cost, clean burning, gas. It is likely that is
exactly what TransCanada desires.
TransCanada executives have publicly
referred to gas leaving a TransCanada
pipeline within Alaska as "leakage"- leakage
as used in the most pejorative definition.
Leakage, as something to be avoided. The
bus ticket analogy works best to understand
why this is the case. A bus company that sells
tickets for a bus trip of 1,600 miles does not
want a passenger getting off 200 miles into
the trip, leaving an expensive seat vacant for
the remaining 1,400 miles of the trip. So it is
with a gas pipeline with distance sensitive
rates. Gas coming off the pipe in Alaska
leaves unused capacity for the duration of the
trip to market. Therefore, from the
TransCanada perspective, gas entering
Alaska markets is 'leakage".
www.mygasline.com, (see figure 2, attached to
original document) has a map of Alaska
showing what the delivery points within the
State should look like- at a minimum. Although
the pipeline routes of the All Alaska Gasline
and TC pipeline route are different south of
Delta Jct, where the routes are similar, if not
identical, from Delta Jct. North to the North
Slope, the number of gas delivery points
shown in the All Alaska Gasline route
demonstrate the minimum number of gas
delivery points required by Interior, and
Northern regions of Alaska.
The Interior and many towns in Alaska are
being badly hurt by the current energy crisis

"The Alaska economy is being crushed today
and may not be able to survive for ten years",

On March 5, Steve Haggenson was named as
the Statewide Energy Coordinator by
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wrote Steve Haggenson, CEO of GVEA. Nov
10, 2007. I believe Steve is correct, and now
that Governor Palin and Commissioner Irwin
believe (as do I) that he is the best candidate
for the Statewide energy coordinator's
position, his words should be taken very
seriously.

RESPONSE
Governor Sarah Palin.

Residents of the Interior are paying over 200
million dollars more per year (for heating and
electricity) than they should because they do
not have access to low cost natural gas. (See
Figure 1). With the information gained by the
AGIA process, and subsequent events, we
can, and must, do far, far, better. When AGIA
was constructed, we did not know crude oil
would be selling for more than 100 dollars per
barrel. We also did not know if, or exactly how,
Alaska's oil taxes were going to be revised,
and if they were, what rate of progressivity
they would incorporate. The significantly
increased revenue for Alaska (billions of
dollars) give us options that were not seriously
considered one year ago- such as direct State
involvement with the project.

See Section A, Issue #11a

Electricity rates are skyrocketing for Fairbanks,
North Pole, Delta, Valdez, Nenana, and
Anderson
Electricity rates are steeply climbing, and are
projected to continue to rise- to more than 20
cents per KWH for GVEA customers. The
sooner GVEA can gain access to natural gas,
the sooner GVEA can order an additional
generation turbine, (to run on natural gas) and
the sooner electricity rates can be returned to
affordable levels.

Comment Noted

Producer Interference with TransCanada is
very likely
Trans Canada may be purchased to by Exxon,
ConocoPhillips, or BP to prevent a gas
pipeline project moving forward so that
oligopolic control of the North Slope basin may
be maintained. Limiting supplies of gas and oil
to energy markets ensures high prices. With
trillions of cubic feet of natural gas on the
North Slope, it is likely all manner of

The state believes there will also be strong
incentives for the producers to cooperate with
TC Alaska including their duty to market their
gas production. Purchase of TransCanada or
TC Alaska by the producers, though possible,
is unlikely considering the company’s
significant financial standing. TransCanada
controls nearly $30 billion (Canadian) in
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interference will be attempted by the
producers to limit supply. This will include
interference that may prevent TransCanada
from receiving FERC approval- due to a lack
of upstream commitments- by Exxon, BP, and
ConocoPhillips.

RESPONSE
assets, and has net annual income of more
than $1 billion (Canadian).

Alaska has declining oil production
With projected continued declines in Alaska oil
production, taking a risk that Transcanada
may be able to put a project together would be
the worst possible risk for Alaska to assume.
An avoidable risk! By the time we learn if the
TransCanada project will be built, we may be
in a very vulnerable position due to continued
declines in North Slope crude oil production.
That is no way to run a state. Moodys recently
evaluated Alaska's bond rating and noted,
again, the danger of Alaska relying on oil for
85% of the State's revenue.
Alaska should avoid great risk, reject the
TransCanada proposal, and commit to building
the first 450 miles of the gas pipeline to
Fairbanks

TransCanada is one of North America’s
largest energy infrastructure companies.
TransCanada’s operations include natural gas
pipelines, power (electric) generation, LNG
and natural gas storage. TransCanada
operates over 36,000 miles of wholly-owned
natural gas pipelines. Beyond its experience
owning and operating pipeline systems,
TransCanada also has extensive experience
in constructing and operating natural gas
pipelines in harsh, cold weather conditions.
Their credit standing is very strong with a
rating of “A3” from Moody’s Investors Service.
See Section A, Issue #11a

Alaska has significant, windfall, revenues to
build the pipeline ourselves. We must treat the
construction of the natural gas pipeline as a
critical piece of infrastructure- no less
important than the Anchorage International
Airport, the Port of Anchorage, and the Parks
Highway. As Alaska's oil production declines,
the revenue generated by the monetization of
Alaska's North Slope gas by the gas pipeline
will make it the most important piece of
infrastructure in Alaska.
There is no free lunch. Whatever entity builds
the pipeline will bear the cost of construction. If
the state builds the pipeline it will be able to
guarantee the lowest possible energy prices
for residents of Alaska through low tariffs, as
all shipping revenues will be tax exempt under
federal law.
With the long, sad history of TAPS (Trans
Alaska Pipeline System) we have learned that
large corporations have gained control of the
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TAPS pipeline and charged excessive,
abusive, tariffs that has allowed the creation of
an oligopoly on the North Slope. The losses to
the state, as a consequence, exceed many
billions of dollars. Again, an entity like Trans
Canada could be purchased by a major
producer such as Exxon, BP, or
ConocoPhillips and the resultant antitrust
issues as well as oligopolic control of our gas
deposits will continue to deprive Alaska of the
greatest control of our natural resources.

RESPONSE

Cost of steel is increasing
Iron ore prices are on a steep increase. Any
project that does not begin in the fastest
possible time frame- such as the one
proposed by TransCanada- will likely face
serious cost overruns and delays in obtaining
steel pipe. It is certain that the TC project will
not begin- if it ever does- in the time frame
necessary to avoid the problems outlined with
availability of steel pipe.

If licensed under AGIA, TransCanada has
committed to advance a gas pipeline project
on an aggressive and concrete timeline. The
Administrations’ analysis finds these
commitments by TransCanada to have a result
in a successful gas pipeline project sooner
than other project alternatives. For more
information on the Likelihood of Success
analyses of both overland and LNG pipeline
projects, see Chapters 3 and 4 of the Findings.

Air pollution will remain a serious, and
growing, problem in Fairbanks
The FNSB does not have access to low cost,
clean burning fuel for heating and electrical
generation. With the tripling of the cost of fuel
oil many residents are now relying on dirtier
methods to keep their homes warm- such as
burning wood, tire scraps, plastics, and waste
oil. The FNSB also has four coal- fired power
plants that emit, among other pollutants, lead,
mercury, and radioactive isotopes that pose a
significant threat to human health. Cancer,
reduced IQs of children, and damage to the
fetuses of pregnant women are a real threat. A
project that does not get natural gas to
Fairbanks for ten, or more, years- as Trans
Canada has proposed- will have a serious,
detrimental impact on the quality of life in the
Interior.

Comment Noted.

Carbon taxes are more likely to affect the
economics of a project built into Canada.

Appendix S of the TC Alaska application sets
forth their position on "Climate Change and Air
Issues". They are also obligated and
committed to comply with all air quality
regulations that apply to any of the facilities

It is clear that the implementation of carbon
taxes in Canada will reduce the netback on
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Alaska's natural gas sold, or used, within
Canada. Natural gas, also known as methane,
is comprised of carbon and hydrogen. CH4.
The combustion of methane does release
carbon into the atmosphere. Thus, a Canadian
carbon tax will make gas shipped into Canada
less economic than into a country that does
not impose a carbon tax. As the TransCanada
proposal does not access the premium, world
markets, as the proposed Alaska LNG
proposal would, it makes the economics of a
project into Canada less certain than a project
that can access multiple, world, markets.
Getting to 2050, Canada's Transition to a low
emission future. Released January 2008.
Advice for long term reductions of greenhouse
gases and air pollutants. National Round table
on the Economy and the Environment. 94
pages. Attached as a PDF file, via a separate
email. This major Canadian report makes it
clear that Canada should impose carbon
taxes. Also attached to this public comment
are two news reports on the reports
recommendations, (Figures 4 and 5).
While the implementation of carbon taxes
within Canada (and also within the US as
some in Congress propose) has already been
tried by a coalition with Canadian Parliament,
it is very likely that Canada will impose carbon
taxes within the next ten years- and that would
have a negative impact on the economics of
any gasline project into Canada, reducing the
netback to Alaska. The reduced economics of
a Canadian project could even, in some
circumstances where gas prices decline below
a certain level, could derail the entire project
just on an economic basis.

RESPONSE
required for the proposed Alaska Pipeline
Project (APP). No regulations currently exist
in the United States or Canada that limit the
emissions of CO2. Although there is ongoing
review of this area by the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), because no
regulations exist, TC Alaska cannot provide
details of how they would comply
with unknown future requirements.
Most analysts assume some sort of federal
climate change legislation, including a "Carbon
tax" or "cap and trade" system will be
implemented in the future. Although it is
difficult to know what form this system may
take, it is likely that it will be addressed to
some degree in the arrangements between the
APP shippers and TC Alaska.
Any such taxes or credits are expected to
have a notable impact on both the price and
demand for natural gas. The EIA has factored
this into their 2008 revised Annual Energy
Outlook, which was one of the price
projections used in the analysis of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. However, since was not
assumed in the other price models used (B&V
/ Wood Mac), the analysis represent a very
conservative price estimate.

TransCanada Application fails to comply with
RFA requirements within Section 2.2.2
The State was overreaching with the
requirements it imposed on AGIA applicants
under the RFA, within Section 2.2.2.- The
Stakeholder Issues Management Plan. While
identifying the primary stakeholders and their
issues is important for the project, the
language of the RFA is so strict that an

The commissioners believe your interpretation
of Section 2.2.2 is too strict. The state’s
experts have reviewed the TC Alaska’s
application and believe it adequately
addresses the requirements of this section.
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otherwise credible applicant will have a non
conforming application if they fail to identify a
single important stakeholder issue.

RESPONSE

From the RFA, Section 2.2.2:
"Applicant shall submit a Stakeholder Issues
Management Plan addressing the primary
stakeholder issues involved in the Project
Development Phase. A primary stakeholder is
an individual or groups of individuals with an
interest in the impacts of the gas pipeline
project. Primary stakeholder interest groups
include:
Landowners, communities, recreational users
and Native Alaskans, (land based- interests)
Utility suppliers and users, road concerns, and
facilities associated with this development.
(Infrastructure based- interests).
Resource developers, contactors, labor
groups, materials and equipment providers
and other simultaneous developments
(development based interests).
NGO's, industry groups, education/training
providers an health and social service (other
interests).
Government entities."
Many primary stakeholder issues were not
addressed within TransCanada's application
as is required by the strict language of the
RFA. Unfortunately the first sentence of 2.2.2
used the word "shall", instead of the word
"should". If the State had used the word
"should' then a great deal more latitude would
have been given to the State to evaluate an
applicant's Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan.
Here are some examples of Stakeholder
issues not addressed within the TransCanada
proposal.
The concerns of a major Stakeholder- the US
Military were not addressed. A major
landowner along the proposed route, the US
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Army and US Air Force have considerable
operational and security issues, these issues
were not identified.

RESPONSE

The concerns of material and equipment
providers were not addressed, at all. Yet these
groups were specifically identified as primary
stakeholders within the RFA.
The concerns of landowners along the
proposed route were not addressed. What are
the concerns of private landowners?
Easements? Land takings? TransCanada
does not say.
The concerns of the numerous federal
agencies are not addressed. For example,
what are the issues of the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration? The proposed ROW moves
directly though/adjacent the NOAA Gilmore
Creek Satellite Tracking Station North of
Fairbanks. This site has numerous issues- like
security, access, and even operational
concerns.
TransCanada submitted a generic laundry list
of some potential stakeholder issues, but
simply failed to comply with the RFA
requirements of Section 2.2.2. Many more
examples could be provided of stakeholders
issues TransCanada failed to identify.
We can, and must do more to get a gasline
built
In a recent meeting with Governor Hickle, he
expressed his clear frustration with the
endless discussion about building a gas
pipeline. All talk, and no action. Governor
Hickle pointed out that he has been talking
about the issue for five decades. Indeed, as
the attached picture from the Fairbanks Daily
News-miner from 1958 points out- (figure 3)
this discussion has been going on for over half
a century. There are powerful corporate forces
that will be able to continue to delay this
project if Alaska does not directly intervene
and begin building the first phase of this
project.
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We can afford no more delay, and we can not
take any further risk. We must reject the
TransCanada proposal and use all of the
available evidence that we now possess to
build this project ourselves.

The State agrees that time is of the essence.
AGIA was established as a commercial vehicle
to move a gas pipeline project forward on an
aggressive and concrete timeline.

Figures and Articles attached to original
Pierce, Sheri-Valdez, AK 1/04/08 (6NK)
I read with utter disbelief this morning of the
selection of the Trans-Canada project.
So much for an “All-Alaska” gasline.
This was the reason I voted for you Governor
Palin. So that my children would have a future
in Alaska. Today, I am sorry to say that this is
not true.
My husband and I will be leaving the State.
Our hopes for economic development are
gone. Gee, maybe we should move to
Canada?
I believed in you, that you would do the right
thing for Alaskans. Shame on you Governor
Palin. I truly believed that we finally had a
Governor and Administrative Staff that would
stand up to the Oil Companies. You were our
last hope. I have no faith anymore for the
future of this State. I am so sorry.. I know that
many Alaskans will be deeply disappointed by
this decision. It is truly a sad day for all of
USA.
Pierce, Sheri-Valdez, AK 2/27/08 (131NK)
When I voted for Governor Palin I believed
that I was voting for a Governor who would
support an ALL-ALASKA gas pipeline.
Apparently I did not read the fine print or hear
the message correctly.
Building a gas line into Canada does nothing
to create new jobs and opportunities for our
families in Alaska. Sending our gas into
Canada does nothing to reduce our high
energy rates in Alaska. Selecting and
supporting the option of a Canadian gas line
will assure that a gasline will never be built, at
least not in my lifetime.

The analysis conducted under AGIA showed
many significant differences between overland
pipelines and LNG projects. These
differences present significant obstacles to an
Alaska LNG Project, including project lead
time, capitol costs and pricing concerns. For
more information please see Chapter 3, 4 and
Section A, Issue 10a.
Comments Noted

The high price to heat Alaska homes is a
significant concern to Alaskans statewide.
The construction of the ANS gas pipeline, with
several in-state off-take points, is expected to
make natural gas available to more Alaskans.
Over time, the development of additional
distribution lines to Alaska residences will
likely result in affordable natural gas being
accessible to more Alaskans. For more
information see Section A, Issue #4a.
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I have no idea what kind of political pressure
by the oil companies would convince our State
government that a gasline into Canada would
be beneficial to the people of Alaska, but the
thought of possible corruption makes me sick
to my stomach. I have a good job with an
above average income, yet I cannot afford to
stay in Alaska if our economy continues to
spiral downward and the cost to live here
continues to climb. How many Alaska families
will lose the opportunity for jobs and
permanant employment that an ALL-ALASKA
gas pipeline would bring?

RESPONSE
Comments Noted

The State can finance, own and build an AllAlaska gas line. Put it on the ballot, ask us
again, maybe we can be MORE clear.
Plaquet, Jim - Fairbanks, AK 2/25/08 (115NK)
The administration is committed to the AGIA
AGIA is a flawed process and won't work till
process and will see that the TC Alaska
the administration involves the Producers.
application is evaluated and reviewed in
accordance with the AGIA statutes. It is
This may mean fiscal tax terms and teaming
recognized that the North Slope producers are
up with Transcanada and the Producers.
an extremely important element in the
process. It is expected that all parties will
This will save years of going nowhere and
eventually work towards the common goal of
maybe of not getting a project and millions of
getting the North Slope gas to market.
State dollars.
See Section A, Issues,9a and 9b
Porter, Steven - Juneau, AK 3/05/08 (238K)
The State of Alaska through the Department of
Natural Resources and the Department of
Revenue issues a Request for Applications on
July 2, 2007. Five applicants met the statutory
deadline and ultimately one applicant met the
minimum requirements of the statute. The
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act provides for a
60-day review and comment by the public.
This letter is in response to that public
comment opportunity. The following comments
are categorized by topic area.
Partnership issues
TransCanada has assured us that the $8.9
billion liability to the withdrawn partners that
could grow to over $30 billion by the time the
gas pipeline starts shipping gas will not affect
the tariff. Assuming that is true, the remaining
issue is will it affect those parties that want to
partner with TransCanada to build the pipeline.

TC Alaska has addressed this issue in
supplemental answers and filings provided to
the State (January 24, 2008 letter on the AGIA
Web site) and in recent testimony provided to
the legislature. The State has asked its legal
experts to also address this issue. Our legal
analysis leads us to believe that this issue will
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Some say the exposure is so great that
TransCanada will find it difficult to find
partners.
The questions the state needs ask is:
1) Is the withdrawn partner liability of sufficient
risk to those who might partner with
TransCanada that TransCanada will be
required to build it themselves?
2) If TransCanada is required to build it
themselves, do they have the financial
strength to do so?

RESPONSE
be timely and satisfactorily resolved by the
appropriate parties through litigation, rulings
by the appropriate regulatory agencies, and/or
negotiated agreements and should not prevent
the project from moving forward on the
schedule developed by the State’s engineering
experts. We believe that the likelihood of
success for any such lawsuit against TC
Alaska is relatively low. Even in the event
such a lawsuit was successful, it is highly
unlikely that the FERC would allow this liability
to be rolled into the tariff for rate making
purposes.

The above questions go to the likelihood of
success, not the net present value of the
project.
Debt/Equity Ratio
TransCanada has stated they will finance this
project with a debt/equity ratio of 70/30 during
construction, refinance with a debt/equity ratio
of 75/25 during operations, and finance all
expansions with a 60/40 debt/equity ratio.
First, the 60/40 debt equity ratio is in violation
of AGIA. The applicable provisions of
AGIA are listed below.

The requirement for a capital structure with not
less than 70 percent debt only applies to the
initial proposed project authorized under a
license and not subsequent expansions.
Consistent with this statement, the RFA in
Section 2.2.3.5 specifically provides that an
applicant may propose a capital structure of
less than 70 percent debt for expansion
facilities. TC Alaska’s application is consistent
with these terms. This issue is discussed in
more detail in Appendix C1 of the Findings.

AS 43.90.130(10) commit to propose and
support rates for the proposed project and for
any North Slope gas treatment plant that the
applicant may own, in whole or in part, that are
based on a capital structure for rate-making
that consists of not less than 70 percent debt;
AS 43.90.900(19) "project" means a natural
gas pipeline project authorized under a license
issued under this chapter.
The definition of project certainly includes the
initial project and all expansions. Some of the
most significant AGIA "must haves" deal with
rolled in rates and expansions. Clearly
expansions were intended to be included in
the definition of project.
If the definition of project includes expansions
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then TransCanada should be required to
agree to a 70/30 debt equity ratio for all
expansions.

RESPONSE

This pipeline will transport gas to the people of
Alaska, and one of those expansions could
certainly be one that transported gas to Cook
Inlet or Fairbanks. The people of
Alaska should not be required to pay the
increased tariff, and TransCanada should not
be allowed the increased profit based on a
debt/equity ratio that is in violation of AGIA.
TransCanada should be required to propose a
fair tariff rate for expansions as well as for the
initial pipeline.
Some might argue that the "average might still
be above 70/30", AGIA is not about averages
or intent, The administration has made it very
clear it is about meeting the requirements of
AGIA. If the question was asked of the
legislature when they passed the law, they
would not have said they meant potential
averages. They meant 70/30 for each part of
the project: 70/30 for the GTP, 70/30 for the
Alaska Section, 70/30 for the
Canadian Section, 70/30 for a potential LNG
line to Valdez, and 70/30 for expansions.
Whatever the project builds has a specific
minimum debt/equity requirement. It is up to
TransCanada to propose better than 70/30.
They are not required to do so, but AGIA set a
minimum they must comply with. They need to
fix their application or be out of compliance
with AGIA,
Return on Equity
TransCanada has proposed a return on equity
to be set annually at 965 basis points above
the rate for U.S. 10-year Treasury Note in
effect at the beginning of that year for all the
above debt/equity ratios. Normally there is a
relationship between an increase in equity and
a reduction in the return on equity.
TransCanada has referenced the above as a
14% return on equity. This is near the high end
of what has been approved in Canada, and I
would oppose the state agreeing to it on those
grounds alone. But this rate of return has a

By providing a license to TC Alaska, the State
will not be endorsing or binding itself to any of
the proposed commercial terms for service.
Further, the State reserves the right to
represent itself before the FERC and NEB and
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high likelihood of being much greater.

RESPONSE
take positions in support of its best interests.

TransCanada's proposed return on equity is
tied to 10-year treasury notes that have
historically ranged from 3% to above 15%
which could earn TransCanada a return on
equity from 13% to over 25%, See Attachment
1 for the historical range of the 10-year
treasury notes.
Also the 10-year treasury notes are near an all
time low. They have only been this low for 3%
of the time over the last 20 years, which
statistically would mean that they have a 97%
chance of going up over the next 30 years.
See Attachment 2.
Attaching the return on equity to the 10-year
treasury note not only assures TransCanada
with a generous return now but a reasonably
assured larger return in the future.
The 10-year Treasury note will move annually
up or down with inflation; so, what
TransCanada has effectively done is transfer
inflation risk to the shippers and the State of
Alaska. While that may be a good idea for
them, it is not a good decision for the State.
A better position for the State to take is to
represent itself before the FERC and NEB
when they make the decision on
TransCanada's return on equity. Whatever the
state feels is fair at the time is what it should
be able to argue before the FERC and NEB.
The State should not bind itself in advance to
what I believe to be a very generous rate of
return, possibly the largest ever granted in
Canada.
TransCanada Spending Plan
TransCanada plans to spend $83.5 million (as
spent $'s) on the project prior to the open
season of which the state of Alaska will
reimburse 50% ($41.5 million).
To get to project sanction TransCanada plans
to spend an additional $541.6 million (as spent
$'s) of which the State of Alaska will reimburse
90% up to a total of $500 million

TC Alaska and its affiliates have studied and
evaluated this project for many years. A great
deal of the work that has already been
performed can be used in moving this project
forward. Because of this, it is reasonable to
assume that TC Alaska would have the ability
to advance this project for a lower cost than
comparative projects.
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Because of the long duration of this project
and the associated uncertainties, the State’s
experts believe that it is very likely that TC
Alaska and the prospective shippers will likely
negotiate a mutually acceptable schedule for
project development including specific
milestones for the completion of critical
designs and cost estimates. This typically
includes the recognition of certain rights to
each of the parties with the intent to provide a
fair allocation of the risks and costs to move
this project forward. In that regard, we believe
that the binding nature of any shipper
commitments will likely increase up to the
point of the project sanction. To secure any
reasonable commitments from prospective
shippers, the State believes that TC Alaska
will be inclined (and probably required) to
provide the best cost and schedule information
available throughout this process.

($458.5)
The following table shows the relative
relationship of the parties and the funds
expended.
(Table with original document)
After the State of Alaska's 90/10
reimbursement is reached TransCanada
projects to spend less than $30 million to
complete all permitting and engineering prior
to project sanction. In essence, only $30
million of total project costs are 100%
TransCanada risk dollars. The rest is either
50/50 with the State of Alaska or 90/10 with
the State carrying the lion's share of the risk.
A good project minimizes risk by well
developed and thorough front end loading of
permitting and engineering. The State of
Alaska previously analyzed this project when it
was projected to cost near $20 million. At that
time they projected the costs prior to open
season to be more than double
TransCanada's projections and close to $1
billion to get to project sanction, substantially
larger than TransCanada's projected budget.

The State’s engineering experts have
reviewed the “spending plan” and have
concluded that based on the available
information, it is reasonable.

TransCanada's numbers prior to open season
when the state is matching them 50/50 seems
low and their numbers after Open season are
suspiciously close to a budget number that
matches the amount when the State of
Alaska's 90/10 reimbursement runs out. The
State of Alaska should conduct another
independent analysis or update the prior
analysis on the costs to get this project to a
sanction decision. If TransCanada's budget
projections are substantially lower than the
state's projections, then the state should
discount the likelihood of success of this
project.
In any event, the state should ask for a more
detailed analysis of the TransCanada budget
because their budget numbers look suspect.
Alaska Hire
TransCanada's Alaska hire strategy is merely
a restatement of the requirements of AGIA,

TC Alaska has committed to the requirements
of AGIA. The State believes that the
development of the Alaska Hire strategy will
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nothing more, nothing less. This is an
important benefit of that AGIA "must haves"' If
TransCanada does not have a plan on how to
implement a local hire strategy, it will not be
successful. Please require TransCanada to
develop a more detailed local hire strategy.
The more thought out the better chance
Alaskans have of being hired for the project.

RESPONSE
logically become better defined in the
development and execution stages of the
project.

If Alaska is going to issue TransCanada a
license, the above issues need to be
addressed. If the State of Alaska can resolve
the above issues, the people of Alaska will
benefit and the project will have a higher
likelihood of success.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Steven B. Porter
Powell, Justin-Fairbanks, AK 1/16/08 (41NK)
I would like to voice my support for the Alaska
Gasline Port Authority proposal. I have read
throught the proposals and I feel that the
AGPA has a viable plan that will benefit the
most Alaskan's.
I feel that the AGIA process has failed Alaska
by eliminating the best proposal on a
technicality. It is not to late to go back to the
drawing board and change the rules to allow
all the applications a fair and unbiased review.

The analysis conducted under AGIA showed
many significant differences between overland
pipelines and LNG projects. These
differences present significant obstacles to an
Alaska LNG Project, including project lead
time, capitol costs and pricing concerns. For
more information please see Chapter 3, 4 and
Section A, Issue 10a.

I hope that common sense will prevail over
bureaucracy and we can truly have an open
and transparant process.
Prescott, Bob-Anchorage, AK 2/04/08 (81NK)
I don't think trans canada should be approved
unless they are positive they can get gas from
the producers who have right to the gas. Any
contract made should also have ability to get
the gas that is needed for the contract so the
line can be viable!

The decision to grant the AGIA license will be
primarily based on whether the proposal
provides the maximum benefit for Alaskans
and the State of Alaska. The cooperation of
the producers is a key element in making the
gas a pipeline a success.
See Section A, Issues #10a

Pruitt, David-Anchorage, AK 2/25/08 (119NK)
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Please do not give $500 million of our money
to TransCanada. Do not award them a license.
It is time to admit AGIA is a Failure and take
the advice of Irwin & Rutherford and give us
multiple proposals (including Conoco's) to
consider.

RESPONSE
There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resources Inducements in Article 3. See
Section A, Issue 9a for more information.
See Section A, Issue #9a, 9b

We need Conoco & their partners to make the
pipeline work so please negotiate with them
and abandon the AGIA process.
Comment noted
AGIA was a nice try, but it failed! Get over it
and work with Conoco!
Prutt, Lance-Anchorage, AK 2/26/08 (125NK)
It has been determined that TC Alaska’s AGIA
-It was bad legislation to begin with
application was complete and met all the
requirements under AGIA. Any decision to
-Nobody complied
award the AGIA license is subject to
Legislative approval. Many of the issues you
-The state overlooked numerous conditions in
mentioned have been addressed in the
the TCPL bid just to claim it compliant
summary of issues. See Section A, Issues
#2c, #8a-c and 10b.
-TCPL has huge liabilities that might impact
partners (such as Alaska) and FERC could
add a tariff.
-TCPL can not afford to progress the project
without 9 to 1 matching dollars.
See Section A, Issue #9a
-The producers need fiscal certainty, even
TCPL acknowledges that fact.
Therefore please save our $500 million and do
not award TCPL and AGIA license.
Please work with producers to advance this
project.
Quakenbush, Jay-Fairbanks, AK 3/03/08 (168NK)
The AGIA process provides the foundation
Dear Governor Palin, I applaud AGIA for how
and the incentives for the ultimate construction
it lays out a competitive bid, and sets
of a North Slope gas pipeline.
specifications on Alaska's terms. I am
impressed with TransCanada's qualifications
and bid to build the Gas Pipeline to the Alberta
Hub along with the option of building a spur to
Valdez if warranted in the future. This seems
the best of both worlds getting Alaska's gas to
a market where it is needed. The Fairbanks
Building Trades has had an initial discussion
with TransCanada on a PLA and I feel
confident that we can negotiate a PLA that will
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benefit Alaska's workers and make for a
productive project. For many years we have
waited for the Oil Companies to build the Gas
Pipeline. It seems the only time they make any
movement is when another party gets out in
front of them. The same took place when MidAmerica came forward four or five years ago.
It would appear to me that TransCanada
brings to the table a familirarity with the
Canada goverment that will be crucial to
expiditing Alaska's gas to market. Sincerely,
Jay Quakenbush

RESPONSE

Radtke, Phil-Anchorage, AK 2/27/08 (129NK)
I demand an all Alaskan pipeline
An all-Alaska route was evaluated. See
Section A, Issue #10a
Reeves, John-Fairbanks, AK 2/20/08 (100NK)
I am concerned that after getting issued a
license to proceed Trans Canada could work
up until the drop dead date (5 years out) and
then be deemed not credit worthy (for
whatever reason) and thus be able to turn their
work product over to the state and be reimbursed up to $500 million. All the State
would get may be their plans.

The decision to grant the AGIA license will be
primarily based on whether the proposal
provides the maximum benefit for Alaskans
and the State of Alaska. The wide range of
issues you have commented on underscores
the complexity of undertaking a large-scale
infrastructure project. TC Alaska is an
experience pipeline construction and operation
company that has completed similar projects.
See Section A, Issues #2a and #7c

It wouldn't be too suspect to imagine that a
firm could look at the $500 million state reimbursement as a way to make money without
ever building the gasline. Because it is a
matching fund TC could simply bill out for
more than double their base rate and still
make money.
I'd like to see the States $500 million go
towards infrastructure to facilitate construction
of the gasline rather than permitting, planning
or gasline design.
See Section A, Issue #4b
I'd like to see a minimum of 12 take offs in
Alaska. Trans canada has no gas.
See Section A, Issue #7 and #9a
Without Producer support they could work
dilligently for 5 years, not be able to get gas
committed and then be deemed
uncreditworthy, allowing them to back out and
get re-imbursed for work done since issuance
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of the AGIA license. The State could be left
holding the bag with $500 million less than it
had and no gasline to boot.

RESPONSE

See Section A, Issue #5a
I am unconvinced Canadian Land Claim
issues are resolved or will be in 5 years.
See Section A, Issue #10a
I would rather see an all Alaskan Route.
See Section A, Issue #4a
I don't see enough detail about low cost
energy for Alaskans in the TC proposal.
TC Alaska’s Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2 and
Appendices B-9 and G of its application. This
plan has been reviewed by the commissioners’
independent experts to determine its
adequacy and thoroughness. While there are
many different viable approaches to
accomplish the objectives of this section, TC
Alaska has provided sufficient detail in its
application for the commissioners to their
determinations

The TC proposal does not identify all the
stakeholders.

I'd like to know more about availibility of the
pipe itself. I'd like to see resolution of how TC
plans on dealing with roads that will get torn
up before and during construction. I'd like the
States royalty share to be higher, 25% at the
minimum with a sliding rate that escalates with
additional proven reserves. After the issuance
of the AGIA license, if TC is given one, I would
like to see a reserves tax of $1.4 billion be
instituted in 2008 or 09 that disperses $2,000
to each Alaskan in addition to their permanent
fund annually until the gasline is built and the
Producers fill it with our gas. This reserves tax
should increase as additional gas reserves are
identified and proven up. I have more
comments but will wait to see if I am
contacted, or if these are considered or utilized
or deemed non-responsive, or dismissed.
Reeves, John-Fairbanks, AK 3/05/08 (215NK)
GAS MATH 101 by John Reeves:
200,000,000,000,000.00 cubic feet of gas
(estimated reserves) X $9./1,000 cubic feet =
$ 1,800,000,000,000.00 divided by: 700,000
Alaskans = ? (No your calculator isn't broken,
grab a paper and pencil) DO THE MATH! ACT
LIKE OWNERS, NOT SHARECROPPERS!

.

The gas resources of the state are owned by
all Alaskans and the development of these
resources needs to be conducted in a manner
that provides the owners with the greatest
benefit.
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THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
ECONOMIC DECISION ALASKANS WILL
EVER MAKE. THE NUMBERS SPEAK FOR
THEMSELVES. IT'S TIME TO TAKE CARE
OF OURSELVES!

RESPONSE

Reiss, Davin-Valdez, AK 3/03/08 (170NK)
To whom it may concern I feel that running the
gas line through Canada would be a big
mistake.
It would take thousands of jobs from alaska,
when we are the state with the 4th highest
unemployment rate. As a equipment operator
who has looked into working in canada, It
takes a minimun of 6 months to get a work
permit.
the all alaskan line would keep those jobs hear
in alaska and provide more jobs for alaskans.
As an alaskan I don't want a forgin country
controlling and taxing our gas. As for taking 10
years for us to get a gas line, our country is in
a recession, we need not to wait but to act as
soon as possible. I feel that keeping the line in
alaska is the best situation for alaska and
alaskans as a whole.
Reiss, Susan-Valdez, AK 2/29/08 (146NK)
I feel that the TransCanada's rout is not the
best for our future! (Alaskans or Valdea) We
need to keep control of our natural resourses.
I would like to see this process speed up for
the future job for all Alaskans. I would like to
see this going before my grandchildren (that I
don't have) are ready for jobs. I would like to
see this for the children that are in school now.
This would give the young adults a reason to
stay in Alaska. Thank you for your time Susan
J. Reiss
Rensel, Maria-Fairbanks, AK 2/29/08 (147NK)
The most benefit for Alaskans is to use our
workers, in our state, using a local corporation
that will likely invest and spend a large part of
their huge profits in the state for many years to
come and on an ongoing basis.

Short-term and long-term employment
scenarios are an extremely important
consideration in the AGIA evaluation process.
Labor considerations continue to be a
significant concern to Alaskans Statewide.
See Section A, Issues #3a and#11a

See Section A, Issue #10c

TC Alaska’s proposed route through Canada
is being evaluated under the AGIA process.
The route is one of several issues that will
determine if this application merits approval in
accordance with AGIA.
See Section A, Issue #3a and 10a for more
information.

The administration is committed to ensure that
the AGIA process base its decisions on what
is in the best interest of all Alaskans.
Decisions will not be based on political
expediency.
See Section A, Issues #3a and 4a for more
information.
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We have more control in this than we do over
our population's daily expenditures at WalMart, Home Depot and other huge
corporations whose profits leave the state
immediately. Let's not do what's expedient,
let's not just use Trans-Canada because they
are huge and have experience.

Comment Noted

Let's use this opportunity to allow our own
people to gain valuable experience, to do the
work that American workers have always been
capable of doing, to develop a generation or
two of jobs, to have motivation for enough offtake pts and to use profits here in AK.

Comment Noted
See Section A, Issue #4a

The entire point of AGIA and being an open
transparent process is for the benefit of
Alaskans. Let's not give away the store!
Resource Development Council- Jason Brune, Executive Director 3/06/08 (322K)
Dear Commissioner Galvin and Commissioner
Irwin:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit
comments on the current status of the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA), and
specifically the determination of whether the
TransCanada application qualifies for the
issuance of a license under the terms of AGIA.
RDC is a statewide business association
comprised of individuals and companies from
Alaska’s oil and gas, mining, forest products,
tourism, and fisheries industries. RDC’s
membership includes Alaska Native
corporations, local communities, organized
labor, and industry support firms. RDC’s
purpose is to encourage a strong, diversified
private sector in Alaska and expand the state’s
economic base through the responsible
development of our natural resources.
RDC has a long-term and abiding interest in
the commercialization of North Slope gas
resources and has been intimately involved in
trying to achieve this goal since its inception.
While developing our comments, RDC's Board
of Directors received several presentations
directly from TransCanada as well as
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ConocoPhillips. We also considered our
previous positions on the AGIA statute and
fiscal terms for resource development projects.
Our specific comments are detailed below.

RESPONSE

1. RDC did not support the AGIA
legislation as an appropriate vehicle to
advance commercialization of gas. For
your reference, I have attached a copy
of our comments submitted during the
AGIA legislative hearings (April30,
2007).

Your comment is noted.

2. We were disappointed, but not
surprised, that only five bids were
submitted under AGIA. The
Administration correctly determined
that four of the applications clearly did
not meet the requirements of AGIA. We
are not questioning the
Administration’s completeness
determination of TransCanada’s
application. We do question, however,
whether the analysis of only one
proposal will allow Alaskans to
determine if the project sufficiently
maximizes benefits to Alaskans. The
AGIA process is not the only way to
commercialize North Slope gas.
However, given the Administration has
determined TransCanada has
complied with the AGIA application
requirements, their application should
be evaluated to determine if its benefits
and risks result in a determination that
the TransCanada proposal sufficiently
maximizes the benefits to Alaskans
and merits issuance of a license under
AGIA.

The Administration is not only analyzing and
evaluating the TC Alaska application but also
analyzing alternatives to this application
including several well-defined LNG scenarios
and the plan proposed by ConocoPhillips. This
analysis and evaluation was performed
because the Administration wanted to be
certain that on a comparative basis the TC
Alaska application provided the maximum
benefits to Alaskans.

3. The Administration was inconsistent in
allowing a Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
strawman to be created for
comparison, yet not allowing the
ConocoPhillips proposal to be
reviewed. In her letter to Backbone II
(January 30, 2008), Governor Palin
indicates, “My administration is
committed to undertake a detailed
evaluation of likely LNG project

See the response above. The Governor
provided a response to ConocoPhillips’ plan.
While the State does not in any way
discourage ConocoPhillips’ plans from
constructing an alternative pipeline project, it
cannot consider this proposal in the context of
AGIA because it does not meet the “must have
requirements” of AGIA, does not contain any
“real” commitments, and would require the
State to engage in negotiations with
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designs before determining whether a
pipeline that goes through Canada will
sufficiently maximize the benefits to the
people of Alaska and merits issuance
of a license.” Proposals either met, or
did not meet, the requirements of
AGIA. If the Administration is not
happy with the quality of applications it
received, it should revise AGIA and reopen the bidding process to allow
bidder as much flexibility as possible to
encourage competition and allow the
free marker to work.

RESPONSE
ConocoPhillips in conflict with the
requirements of AGIA. However, the Governor
has committed to engage in future discussions
with ConocoPhillips about the gas terms at the
appropriate time. See Chapter 5 of the findings
for additional discussion of the ConocoPhillips
plan.

4. In order for a gasline to come to fruition
either as part of, or outside of, AGIA,
the Alaska Legislature and the
Administration must ensure a fiscal
framework is in place that is conducive
to a successful open season. The
recent ACES special session, which
raised tax rates for the third time in
three years, demonstrates why future
shippers on a gasline are wary, and
why an open season if held today,
would likely be unsuccessful.

Article 3 of AGIA provides a fiscal framework
for shippers committing to the project. As
noted above, the Governor has committed to
further discuss this issue with the producers at
an appropriate time in the future.

The Administration has been very pleased with
the process provided for under AGIA and the
results. This process clearly encouraged
competition and the benefits of the free
market. The additional analysis undertaken by
our teams of experts was performed to fully
consider the other alternatives available to the
State before making a recommendation to the
Legislature and to avoid the costly delays of
reopening the bidding process.

In fact, TransCanada stated in its
application, “TransCanada would rely
on the State of Alaska to take all
feasible actions exclusively within its
authority as a sovereign power to
ensure a favorable economic
environment for potential Shippers on
the Project. Those actions include:
engaging with the ANS Producers to
reach agreement on a commercially
reasonable and predictable upstream
fiscal regime that balances the needs
of the State and the ANS Producers,”
TransCanada has also testified on the
record before the Legislature stating
“No customers, no credit, no pipeline.”
ConocoPhillips has requested the
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same in it proposal submitted outside
of AGIA, “We believe it is critically
important to define a framework for gas
fiscal terms now such that we can
complete a successful open season in
2010.” Alignment on a future tax
system will lead to the lowest cost
distribution (tariff) and ultimately the
highest netback to the state. We
implore the Administration to work and
make this happen.

RESPONSE

Thank you for your consideration of RDC’s
comments. We look forward to continue
working with you and the Legislature so that
we Alaskans will benefit from the construction
of a pipeline and the resulting gas economy.
Reynolds, Doug-Fairbanks, AK 2/07/08 (85NK)
How the State of Alaska can use Sinopec and
China to its Advantage: A negotiation strategy
to obtain a natural gas pipeline
NOTE: according to the AGIA process, the
public must comment on whether the
TransCanada application sufficiently
maximizes the State’s take.
In this comment, I say it doesn’t because an
alternative project and process can earn
Alaska more money. Alaska wants a natural
gas pipeline. The economics look very good
for building such a pipeline. The price in
Chicago and around the world for the
foreseeable future is well above $5 per
thousand cubic feet which should be enough
to pay for a natural gas development project in
Alaska, even with Alaska’s current PPT
severance tax. Sufficient natural gas reserves
are known on the North Slope so that a natural
gas project is feasible, and if a pipeline is built,
more exploration could locate even more
reserves. However, to date no agreement has
succeeded in guaranteeing the development
of a pipeline.

Comments noted. Under the terms of AGIA,
the commissioners are obligated and
committed to follow the process set forth in the
statute. As noted, we are also obligated to
follow the state’s constitution. Many of the
points raised are addressed throughout the
findings. In short, we believe the path
established under AGIA (which supports
granting a license to TC Alaska) represents
the best alternative to encouraging a gas
pipeline project that maximizes the following
benefits:

One sticking point preventing a natural gas
agreement with the major North Slope
producers seems to be that the lease holders
want better assurances on natural gas taxes—
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fiscal stability—from the state.

•

Alaska’s interests are somewhat divergent.
We want to negotiate a deal for a pipeline
quickly but still not give away our natural gas
value. How can such differing needs be
reconciled? So far two methods have been
tried: the Murkowski Stranded Gas agreement
and the Palin AGIA process. Both of those
attempts have pluses and minuses for the
state. A wise alternative would use a little of
both methods. The strong contract created
under the Murkowski stranded gas method
would help the current AGIA process by
providing a full disclosure of what the state
and the producers need to get a project done.
An open bidding process similar to how AGIA
worked would guarantees that Alaska can get
the best deal. This white paper will describe a
process whereby Alaska can get a North
Slope natural gas project even more quickly
and with better terms for the state then it will
under the AGIA process. The paper seeks to
address the following issues: - Murkowski’s
“Stranded Gas” process and what the
producers have shown that they want; - The
flaws in the current administration’s AGIA
process;

RESPONSE
Sufficiently maximize revenue to the
state and its citizens from development
of its natural gas resources.

Notwithstanding the commitments and
obligations under this approach, we would also
expect the State to modify its current approach
if future circumstances require such a change.

- Sinopoc’s proposal and the benefits to
Alaska of obtaining a bid to sell natural gas to
China; - How Sinopec can give Alaska true
leverage in getting a natural gas project that
works for Alaska; and - How using contract
bidding provides the ideal environment for
negotiations.
The Producers and The Murkowski Stranded
Gas Process The Murkowski Administration’s
natural gas pipeline agreement with the
producers did in fact create a contract that
would have seen a pipeline come to fruition.
However, that contract may have given away
too much of Alaska’s natural gas value. The
Murkowski contract, though, clearly addressed
the producers’ concerns about a natural gas
project. In short the producers wanted a
severance tax of roughly 7% based on
production which would be about a 14% or so
profits tax should the natural gas wellhead
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price be $4/million Btu and costs come in at
about $2 per million Btu. With this they would
receive in excess of a 10% return. With higher
prices, their returns would be substantially
higher, and the actual tax substantially less.
Still that is what Murkowski successfully
negotiated. Compare this amount to the
current PPT for oil—25% of profits with higher
rates of taxation should oil and gas prices
increase. A number of economic models show
that a natural gas project is viable based on
the current expected natural gas price and the
current PPT tax. Based on the Murkowski
contract, though, it is clear that the producers’
goal is lower taxes and that they will not build
a pipeline under the current PPT. In Article 8,
Section 2, the state constitution specifies that
we need to maximize the value of the natural
gas to the benefit of all Alaskans, with the
implication of taking into account the return to
risk ratio. Based on that, Alaska should be
able to ask for more value from natural gas
sales than a severance tax at a mere 7% of
price. However, since the producers did not
apply under AGIA, they are dragging their feet
and will probably use their leverage, of owning
the natural gas leases, to obtain a higher value
for their shareholders in excess of a fair return
given the risks. They will wait to get as good a
deal as the one they had under the Murkowski
Stranded Gas contract before they give Firm
Transportation Commitments (FTs).

RESPONSE

The problem for Alaska is that the CEOs of the
major oil producers and their major
shareholders will hesitate to invest in a natural
gas project with no tax incentive guarantee
since all of their stock options are tied to their
own companies’ performance. They can only
get paid, so to speak, if the gasline investment
makes a rather large, low risk rate of return.
Since there is some risk of loss and the
decision makers can make more money
buying back stocks than building a pipeline,
they may choose not to invest in an Alaska
natural gas pipeline project.
Also the producers have said they must be the
owners of any natural gas pipeline in order to
mitigate cost overrun risks during construction.
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The Palin AGIA Process Through the Palin
Administration’s AGIA process, TransCanada
will receive a single state license to build a
natural gas pipeline. TransCanada will have to
go through the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) process to obtain a
permit to build the pipeline.

RESPONSE

In order to get the final approval, though,
TransCanada will have to go to an open
season where it will request FTs from the
lease holders to ensure that the producers will
either ship or pay to ship their natural gas in
the amount of roughly 4 BCF per day. If the
producers do not give FTs, then TransCanada
will not be able to build a pipeline.
The strategy for the state at that point would
be to sue the producers for their leases or
force them to extend FTs. With the current
price of natural gas, a natural gas project looks
economically feasible. However, since the
producers did not pursue a project under
AGIA, then they look determined not to commit
FTs with TransCanada and therefore, the
AGIA process could end up in court. If indeed
the project looks to be economic, then the
producers will have breached their lease
agreement and could easily lose their leases.
Therefore, going to court is the stick that will
be used to get an agreement to ship the
natural gas. Alaska should have a good case
against them. The problem is that such a case
could linger ten years in the court system.
(Remember the TAPS settlement?) This will
create a significant delay to the start of
construction. The bottom line is, like the
Murkowski Stranded Gas process, the AGIA
process still depends on negotiating with the
producers over fiscal stability. Once the FTs
are withheld, the Palin Administration will still
have to negotiate with the producers or
threaten them with litigation. Those FTs do not
look to be forthcoming or the producers will
already have applied under AGIA or even
without AGIA. Note, the Murkowski
Administration also threatened the producers
with litigation under the Stranded Gas Act
during his administration’s negotiations with
the producers. The Murkowski Administration
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publicly said it would take the producers to
court if an agreement were not forthcoming.
So the threat of going to court has been tried.
It is not clear how effective this threat would be
given that the ExxonValdez spill lawsuits have
yet to be fully resolved.

RESPONSE

However, TransCanada could undermine
Alaska’s negotiating power with the producers.
TransCanada could take Alaska to court for
not giving the producers fiscal stability. That is
TransCanada could argue the company has
the only license to build a pipeline in Alaska
and they would want value for that license.
Alaska—by giving a single license to build a
natural gas project—implies a value for that
license. If TransCanada finds its license
doesn’t have any value, it could blame Alaska.
Since TransCanada will not receive any value
from it unless Alaska and the producers make
an agreement, TransCanada could take
Alaska to court for not giving the company its
value. So the state may get even less leverage
from the AGIA process than what it got under
the Stranded Gas process.
The Sinopec Option
It is still possible for Alaska to consider the
Sinopec proposal. There has no doubt been a
wave of anti-Chinese feeling in the U.S., but
Alaskans should seriously consider the
proposal. Sinopec is an interesting option.
China subsidizes Sinopec’s refining losses
and is the majority shareholder. So for all
intents and purposes Sinopec is China.
Therefore the Sinopec option is a Chinese
alternative but it gives Alaska exactly what
Alaska wants: an expandable natural gas
project with low construction costs and a fast
completion date. If Sinopec is an Alaskan
natural gas project backer, we will have an allAlaskan route. That is, it will be a 4 BCF per
day liquefied natural gas (LNG) project to
Valdez, then on to China. This could reduce
the wellhead value to Alaska. However, a
Sinopec project may still be about as revenue
maximizing as a pipeline to Alberta because
Sinopec has the potential to leverage the
producers to keep the current PPT tax rate for
natural gas production as will be seen below.
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The AGIA process provides no such leverage,
except for a perceived threat of a long court
battle. With Sinopec the state receives
leverage due to China’s deep pockets. So
even if the LNG tariff is higher than a pipeline
tariff and the final Asian price is lower than an
Alberta price, a Sinopec project could still
happen sooner with a higher PPT to Alaska’s
advantage and therefore give Alaska a higher
net present value of all future revenue
streams. China is interested in keeping its
economy strong and obtaining as much
energy as possible and as quickly as possible.
Currently, China consumes 4 BCF per day of
natural gas, 16 BCF per day energy equivalent
of coal, and 27 BCF a day energy equivalent
of oil. Therefore the great thing about China is
that it is an energy hungry market, meaning its
interests align almost perfectly with Alaska’s.
China wants a project; we want a project.
China wants the costs of the pipeline low in
order to get more natural gas production. So
do we. China wants a project that can be done
quickly, and—if more natural gas becomes
available through exploration and
development—a project that can expand if
necessary. So do we. However unlike the
producers, China has an incentive structure
that is diametrically opposed to the producer
CEO’s incentives. Whereas the producers only
make money on the pipeline project when
energy prices are high, and lose money on it
when energy prices are low—making them
much more risk averse to such a project—
China’s investment into a natural gas pipeline
is the perfect Chinese risk hedge. If energy
prices are low, that is great for China. They
may lose on the natural gas pipeline
investment, but no big deal, the rest of their
energy intensive economy will be booming. If
energy prices are high, the Chinese make
money on this specific natural gas investment
even if their economy tanks. China wins no
matter what. The producers only win on this
project with high energy prices. That means
China has twice the incentive that the
producer have to get a natural gas project
done—quickly, on time and under cost. Plus,
so far, the producers make more money not
building a pipeline than building one.
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TransCanada faces this same problem since it
still must depend on the producers giving it
firm transportation commitments (FTs). China
though may not need FTs. The most
interesting aspect about China or Sinopec is
that theoretically Sinopec could build a natural
gas pipeline and liquefaction facility without
FTs. That is China could pay to build the
pipeline and LNG facilities and tankers without
any guarantee that the producers will commit
to an open season with FTs. Why would China
do that? Again it is because China wants what
Alaska wants. China wants energy now and if
taking a gamble by building a project without
FTs will get China energy, then China will take
that gamble. Here is how it may work. Assume
Sinopec goes forward and builds an LNG
project without FTs. Then we can assume the
producers will refuse not only to give FTs but
won’t even sell natural gas to a completed
project. Yet by the time the project’s
completed, this case will appear before a
judge. Few judges will hesitate to initiate a
court order to force the producers to sell
natural gas to the project seeing a multi-billion
dollar pipeline that meets all tests of economic
viability that is actually completed. The court
order will obligate the producers to fill the
pipeline and LNG tankers pending the long
court case. Note China has deep pockets.
Currently, China has $1.2 trillion in foreign
reserves including about $400 billion in U.S.
government treasury bills. However with the
dollar down 50% to the Euro since 2002, the
value of those T-bills has plummeted. So
China is in fact losing money anyway and
would just as likely want to invest that money
in a gamble to get more energy for itself as
invest in increasingly worthless T-bills. China
just can’t go out and buy gold or Euro bonds
because it is committed to keeping the Yuan
low compared to the dollar. It has to buy U.S.
assets. However China doesn’t mind playing
poker with its incredible cash reserves.
Already China signed an $8.3 billion deal to
rebuild the Nigerian rail system just to
ingratiate itself with Nigeria, and it has played
hard ball in Chad. Clearly, China wants its
money used, it is used to gambling, and it
negotiates hard for what it wants. China
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represents a threat to the producers. An
interesting aspect of China is not only its quest
for high rates of economic growth, but that the
Chinese Communist party has placed a high
priority on using less coal and more natural
gas in large urban areas. This stems from
Taiwan’s experience where that country
experienced so much protest over the pollution
caused by the burning of coal and the choking
smog that it produced, that the thenTaiwanese dictatorship actually lost power and
a democracy eventually emerged. China
doesn’t want that. So at this point, China is
wiling to pay more for energy just to placate
the popular concern over pollution and stay in
power. Also China has often shown the ability
to strong-arm an uneconomic position in the
past such as its quest to build the Three
Gorges Dam, a questionable economic
endeavor using a present value cost/benefit
analysis. Now China looks to pursue another
low present value goal, making their cities
cleaner with clean burning natural gas. Alaska
can take advantage of that Chinese concern
and make money. Currently China uses about
4 BCF per day of natural gas, so Alaska’s gas
would saturate that market. However, the
really telling energy statistic for China is that it
wants to switch away from coal use to using
more natural gas. Alaska’s 4 BCF a day of
natural gas would only represent 25% of
China’s coal use, and 15% of China’s oil use,
another Chinese vulnerability. This is
important since China is not only likely to want
to reduce its coal use for political reasons, but
can reduce its geopolitically vulnerable crude
oil imports by switching to compressed natural
gas cars, which is a technology already
available in markets like Germany. Legendary
oil and gas executive T. Boone Pickens
already foresees worldwide use of natural gas
for automobiles, and is betting heavily on it. In
ten years when the natural gas project is done,
China is likely to need 10 or 20 BCF of natural
gas if its strategy for energy diversity pans out,
meaning that all of Alaska’s natural gas and
then some will be needed and this does not
include Japan and the rest of East Asia. In my
book, Alaska and North Slope Natural Gas,
Development Issues and U.S. and Canadian
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Implications, I explain how China will not need
so much natural gas, but that assumes a
business as usual price for oil and no political
implications for coal. With the change in
assumptions, China could take all of Alaska’s
natural gas and then some. Still, it is not if
China will buy all that natural gas, but if China
will sign a contract to buy all that natural gas
and at a price that is acceptable to Alaska.
There is a difference. Nevertheless this brings
up the one real problem with China. Since it
would be a major purchaser of Alaskan natural
gas, it would have the market power to
demand low natural gas prices to the
detriment of Alaskan value—it would have
monopsony power. So Alaska would have to
get some assurances on a competitive price
from China in terms of a contract to buy
Alaska’s gas at a Henry Hub linked price or an
oil linked price or some combination thereof.
That contract could include an escrow account
that China would lose in the event it stops
buying Alaskan natural gas at the price and
quantities specified. In addition, China could
team with Japan, Korea and East Asia to
provide guarantees to Alaska in the form of a
contract that East Asia will buy our natural gas
at a specified price and quantity well into the
future. Will FERC allow Sinopec just to build a
natural gas project without any FTs? The idea
of FERC is to increase competition, not
decrease it. If there are no—or do not look to
be any—other projects to open the North
Slope natural gas basin, then how can FERC
object? Opening a basin increases competition
and value. It is just a matter of Alaska going to
FERC and obtaining permission to build a
pipeline project without FTs but getting all
other pertinent requirements. Of course the
U.S. congress may balk. Already Congress
was against an Abu Dhabi firm buying a
company that manages US shipping ports,
and against the China National Offshore Oil
Company (CNOOC), another Chinese oil
company, bid to buy Unocal, a small U.S.
independent oil company. So why would
Congress allow this? Alaska’s constitution
requires “maximizing value.” If Congress stops
this deal, then Alaska should take the issue to
federal court since both the U.S. and Alaskan
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constitutions allow and even demand such a
process. This as a state’s rights issue. After
all, the U.S. constitution guarantees each
state’s constitution. A single pipeline is not a
national security issue. Natural gas is
increasingly traded internationally with LNG
tankers making it fungible. Therefore more
supplies of energy reduce world prices—
increasing United State’s national security.
Since the Chinese are pushing for more
energy not less, they are actually helping the
U.S. Even my own plumber asked, why should
we be afraid of doing business with China?
The American electorate though is very
concerned about China taking away America’s
energy supply. Americans are demanding
additional U.S. supplies of energy so that we
do not have to depend on the volatile Middle
East. But China also depends on the volatile
Middle East, and if China imports more energy
from that region then China might prove to be
a better liked consumer than the U.S. and
support dictatorial regimes in the Middle East
to the detriment of U.S. interests. It is possible
that China will be willing to pay more for its
energy supplies in a few years causing prices
to go up and helping these same regimes to
flourish even more. The American electorate
also sees China as a military threat in the
coming years. The perception is that selling
natural gas to China would help the Chinese
economy to grow even faster towards military
parity with the West. Any natural gas sales to
China would thus create a huge popular
backlash against Alaska. That would then
push the U.S. and China that much closer to
war especially a war over oil and energy
resources. However as a New York Times
editorial on August 4, 2005, stated when
CNOOC made an $18.5 billion bid to take
control of Unocal, a U.S. oil company: China
bashers … successfully raised the specter of
national security to justify their interference in
the takeover (of Unocal). But their victory is a
loss for the United States' global interests, and
it sets a dangerous precedent of dealing with
China by demonizing the Chinese. That
approach, in turn, risks turning China, an
emerging superpower, into an aggressive
opponent rather than simply a global
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competitor. … Thwarting China may drive it
even further in the direction of securing its
energy from countries that really do pose a
threat to America, like Iran, and from
repressive regimes like the ones in Sudan and
Myanmar. The United States would prefer that
China cooperate with America's policy goals in
such places, rather than striking oil deals that
could strengthen the current rulers.
Nevertheless, by considering a Sinopec bid,
Alaska’s legislature could induce Congress to
act in Alaska’s best interest by completely
underwriting the entire pipeline or giving a
guaranteed price floor at the wellhead for
Alaskan natural gas. It could backfire too
where Congress confiscates the natural gas
leases for national security reasons, but again
this would violate Alaska’s and the U.S.
constitution. Alaska would never stand for that.
Are we afraid of Congress? On the other hand,
Congress itself is decreasing national security.
It hasn’t opened up ANWR and it didn’t give
Alaska a North Slope natural gas wellhead
price support in its 2002 version of the energy
bill. The bottom line is China wants what
Alaska wants—a natural gas pipeline. China
has far deeper pockets than ExxonMobil could
ever dream of. And China’s interests are better
aligned with Alaska’s. If the producers won’t
give Alaska what it wants, then Alaska should
seriously consider giving the project to
Sinopec. The Ideal Negotiation Process Here
is how the Sinopec option could play out. Give
all three major North Slope producers six
months or less to come up with their best
Murkowski Stranded Gas-like contract for
everything including a PPT for natural gas and
oil. Then have Sinopec, with the backing not
only of China but of other East Asian
governments, create a single contract for its
project including terms for the price and
quantity for which China will purchase LNG.
This contract should include terms for an
escrow account amounting to billions of dollars
for the contingency of China refusing Alaskan
natural gas at the price and quantity agreed to.
Make the escrow be worth somewhere in the
neighborhood of $1 to 10 billion that China
would lose should they renege on their terms.
The contract should also specify how the LNG
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project will be built, who will build it, how
certain levels of Alaskan employment will be
guaranteed, future expandability, access to
Alaskan consumers or other natural gas
companies and other issues. Then submit the
two contracts to the Legislature and have state
representatives decide in full public scrutiny
which contract is in Alaska’s best interest. This
has three advantages. 1) It creates true
competition. The producers will face a credible
threat that they really could lose their lease
value should there be a slight chance that the
state would go with Sinopec, forcing the
producers to give their best contract and best
terms to Alaska. 2) It moves the state more
quickly towards a viable project. There is
possibly less chance of a long and protracted
court case. And 3) it will be more transparent
than the inevitably closed door negotiations
that will occur with the producers under the
Palin AGIA process. Once a case goes to
court or is threatened to go to court if the
producers do not give FTs to TransCanada,
then Palin will have to go into closed door
negotiations to get the FTs. Concluding
Remarks Even this option still leaves one
problem unresolved: Article 9, Section 1 of the
Alaska constitution. This specifies that the
state cannot contract away tax specifications
for future legislatures. The producer’s original
contract included a need for specifying the
severance tax rates for over 40 years. This
may violate Article 9, Section 1. However
Article 8, Section 2 of Alaska’s constitution
also specifies that Alaska needs to maximize
the value of Alaska’s natural resources to the
benefit of all Alaskans. This means in order to
get a natural gas pipeline, which maximizes
value to Alaska, there may indeed be a need
to specify tax rates. Without tax rate
specification there may be no gasline. In such
a case Alaska clearly loses. Therefore Article
8, Section 2 should trump Article 9, Section 1
in that maximizing expected value should be
more important. Even though AGIA was
passed by the Legislature, the Legislature can
still opt to change the law and follow a slightly
different path. The path given here could result
in a faster project with a better negotiated
outcome. It may be necessary for the
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legislature to call hearings on the subject to
determine the most appropriate negotiation
process. Will such a process work? Maybe
not. But it may be worth while to have some
hearings on the issue. The state electorate
recently asked its legislature to meet for 30
days less time during the legislative session, a
move that may save the state a few million
dollars. But a good contract for developing the
North Slope natural gas could net the state a
few billion or even tens of billions of dollars.
Why are we so concerned over a few million
when billions are on the table? The Legislature
needs to concentrate its attention on the
natural gas pipeline now or the state could
lose the billions forever. Indeed for every year
the state waits to build a natural gas pipeline it
is losing at least $1 billion and possible more.
Therefore, let the Legislature hold hearings to
consider these options. Ask BP and
ConocoPhillips if Sinopec builds a pipeline
without FTs, would they go ahead and sell
them their natural gas to a Sinopec project
once completed. Ask a court expert if a judge
would force BP and ConocoPhillips to sell their
gas to a Sinopec project once completed. Ask
China, Sinopec and possibly Japan or Korea if
they would be willing to come up with a
contract for the purchase of natural gas and
the building of a pipeline. Ask FERC if China
can build a pipeline without FTs as long as the
tariff is regulated. We know the producers
have the ability to fill a four BCF a day project
since they already signed one contract saying
as much. So FERC should be able
theoretically to come up with a plan for
Sinopec to build without FTs. Indeed the Port
Authority claims to already have FERC
permission not to follow a FERC process to
build a natural gas project. As the Murkowski
process before, the Palin process depends on
the threat of Alaska taking the producer’s to
court. That threat didn’t work for Murkowski
and it isn’t likely to work for Palin. Having a
viable alternative contract that could actually
be implemented and could provide a credible
threat to the producers would force the
producers to give Alaska a better contract
without the possibility of a ten year court case
before the pipeline is actually built. Or at least
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it would move Congress to act to provide more
underwriting of a natural gas project, such as a
price floor for North Slope natural gas. True
competition. True transparency. And a full
blown contract which can be evaluated. These
are the advantages of a Sinopec process.

RESPONSE

Rhine, James-Anchorage, AK 1/10/08 (21NK)
The evaluation of the TC Alaska proposal will
I hope TransCanada officially receives the
continue in accordance with the AGIA statutes.
contract after this 60 day review. It is by far
the best way to get the gas from AK to Illinois;
as the company has a great reputation and
infrastructure. Thank you for your continued
intelligent public service.
Ricks, James-Eagle River, AK 1/15/08 (38NK)
The State of Alaska may rightfully have
concerns about a producer-owned gas
pipeline being financially equally available to
other than pipeline owning producers. In that
aspect AGIA seeks to level the playing field
that would, in the long run, be good for Alaska
and the country. Beyond that, the act of
calling the producers “liars”, etc. needs to
cease right now! That type of activity does not
support a professional aura to the situation
and I expect better of State leaders. The open
animosity between State and producers, for
the sake of the Alaska citizens, must cease
right now.
Now that the AGIA path is established, the
challenge that the State has before it is that of
a professional facilitator that is amiable and
willing to work will all involved to bring the
producers and the pipeline builder together to
get the job done. The State should “court” the
producers and seek their cooperation with the
pipeline contractor. The State should consider
fair inducements the would encourage the
producers to cooperate with the pipeline
contractor.

See Section A, Issue #9a and 9b

The end goal must be kept in sight and State
flexibility, vice intrasigence, must be
maintained to move the whole effort toward
that goal. My bottom line, I will be looking for
all parties to behave professionally, to be
cooperative instead of combative with all
parties, to be looking for ways to “make this
happen” instead of laying down roadblock

The AGIA process will continue and we expect
that all parties will seek to focus on the
common goal of building the gas pipeline.
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demands, to be civil in interpersonal dealings
instead of irreverant, and to make progress.
Get 'er done, or get out of the game.

RESPONSE

Ricks, James-Eagle River, AK 2/20/08 (98NK)
Governor, It appears that no matter whether
you proceed under AGIA or not, the State is
going to have to set down and negotiate fiscal
terms with the producers. It is not the pipeline
builder's responsibility to negotiate fiscal terms
with the producers. So the sooner you get off
the dime and start open and transparent
negotiations with the producers the sooner you
will get a pipeline started.

The state recognizes that the North Slope gas
producers feel very strongly about negotiating
stable fiscal terms. Producers that agree to
ship gas during the initial open season will be
taxed at the same rate for 10 years. Please
see Section A, # 2b, 7c and 9b for more
information.

Also, I'm concerned that Trans Canada's debt
to previous gas pipeline partners will sink the
deal with them as a pipeline builder. I'm
looking to you for absolute assurance that
Trans Canada's debt will not sink the deal.
My gut feeling is that you are refusing to
negotiate fiscal terms so the producers will not
bid in open season and you can then spend
State funds taking them to court to reclaim the
leases - which will keep the State in court as
long as it has taken to settle the Exxon Valdez
claims in court. Get 'er done or no second term
vote from me. Very Disappointed, Jim Ricks

See Section A, Issue #7c

Comments Noted

Ricks, Jim-Eagle River, AK 1/31/08 (78NK)
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Governor, AGIA needs fixed!

RESPONSE

First, You need to dig your head out of the
DNR-provided sand and accept that even
Trans Canada is saying the State needs to
negotiate fiscal certainty to some level with the
producers. Ignoring that fact and giving Trans
Canada license to proceed will not only cost
us an unnecessary $500M, but will cost us big
when AGIA fails to entice the producers to bid
for space in the Trans Canada built pipeline.

See Section A, Issue #2c

Second, The Legislature counsel has identified
several locations in the Trans Canada
application where Trans Canada has imposed
or implied conditions on their participation and
success of the endeavor. Your blindered-toone-path DNR folks say there are no
conditions in the Trans Canada application.
However, the mere fact that the Legislature
has an opposing opinion that they are
considering brings Trans Canada application
into question and the AGIA process subject to
lawsuits by other applicants if you proceed
with Trans Canada under AGIA.

See Section A, Issue #7b

No matter how much you dislike the
producers, you will eventually sit down at the
table with them to negotiate fiscal certainty why not do it sooner than later and get 'er
done?

See Section A, Issue #9b

Since I'm telling you what you don't want to
hear, I know your fingers are in your ears and
your are singing lalalalalala so as not to hear
me. I know I'm being ignored. But had to put in
my $.02 worth anyway. Suggest you take the
Republican Party up on their offer to run for
Vice President. Very Disappointed So Far, Jim
Ricks

AGIA is committed to be an open and
transparent process. Comments from all
Alaskans are very important to the AGIA
process. Alaskans’ opinions on AGIA and the
gas pipeline are as strong as they are wideranging and are of great value to the public
review and comment process.

Ridderbush, Randy-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (188NK)
AGIA is a failed attempt @ gas line
development. Anytime you have “this” much @
stake the potential economic/development and
the potential for power energy cost, only 5
applicants of which one is a Canadian line how
on earth can you call this a success?
And the winner is TransCanada- loser Alaska-

The administration is committed to the AGIA
process and it will continue through this
process. The state recognizes the need to
evaluate the “All-Alaska” LNG route in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA Application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. For more information please see
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LNG makes sense but gas to all Alaskan
makes more- an all Alaska line- quit playing
politics- get it built in five years its doable if
you want to.

RESPONSE
Section A, Issue #10a and #2b for more
information.

See Section A, Issue #6c
The state needs to build the line (All Alaska)
pony up or shut up get the producers to
commit.
Also pull all gas leases from the producers
who have failed to line up to lease terms.
Signed – Aggravated
Rieser, Michael-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (284NK)
Under the TC Alaska’s AGIA application there
I strongly support the TransCanada proposal
will be a division between the North Slope gas
as it does not create the conflict of interest of
producers and the natural gas shippers. This
having a single company control both
arrangement may prove to be beneficial to all
production and shipping of the gas. This is
the stakeholders: the producers, the shipper
beneficial in promoting real competition and
and the State of Alaska.
openness in development of Alaska natural
gas resources, as a producer-owned gas
pipeline company may use shipping rates and
access to decrease competition for resource
development and influence partnership or
production terms on prospective producers
that are beneficial to the owner of the pipeline,
at the expense of royalties and jobs that would
benefit the people of Alaska. It is in the State
of Alaska's interest as the owner of the natural
gas to have this arm's length arrangement to
maximize the return from this public asset.
Roskam, Al-Wasilla, AK 2/29/08 (148NK)
I do not support the Trans Canada option.
It would be a better economic future for the
State to have an all Alaska route with plenty of
gas available in state to attract other
investments within our state.
We all know that one of the major costs of
doing business here is power. If we do the
Trans Canada option, the cost of doing
business here will only get higher. I have
family in the ethanol business back in the
Midwest. Most of these plants are run on gas.
When cellulosic ethanol does get off the
ground, we would like to build a plant here.
Cheap energy here will attract more industry to
process our natural resources here instead of
shipping just raw product. To help develop
more of our resources in state will be better
economically than just selling the gas. Yes just

The State of Alaska recognizes the need to
evaluate the “All-Alaska” LNG route in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA Application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. For more information please see
Section A, Issue #10a.
See Section A, Issues #4a,4b and 4c
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the gas flowing will do wonders for our state,
but why settle for just a piece of the pie?

RESPONSE

If the Trans Canada route did happen how
about the jobs. Yes the construction will
provide jobs, but over half the line will be in
Canada and not Alaskan jobs. But after the
line is built, then what are the job numbers?
How many in Alaska and how many in
Canada? Why not keep all the jobs Alaskan?

See Section A, Issue #3a

Again why settle for just a piece of the pie? I
sincerely hope the state reconsiders the All
Alaska route to have the whole pie instead of
just a slice. Sincerely, Al Roskam

Comments Noted

Rothermel, James-Chugiak, AK 2/21/08 (107NK)
The administration remains committed to the
Summary of Palmer Town Hall (2/18/08). The
AGIA process even though TC Alaska is the
AGIA process received 5 proposals.....4 of
which were determined to be non-conforming. only application that met the AGIA
Trans-Canada is now being evaluated for NPV requirements. The open season will be a very
crucial component to the ultimate success of
and likelyhood of succes. There are no other
the gas pipeline project. See Section A, issue
qualified propasals although the State will
#9b for more information.
review the Valdez delivery option as an
alternative. There is one 'qualified' applicant in
the process. What are the chances TransCanada will not be accepted? I believe it will
be polictically unacceptable to find them less
than qualified for the project. Supposedly, the
AGIA advantage was an objective criteria
established which can transparently and
objectively award an operating license to the
most qualified proposal, but there is only one
applicant. Is the objective criteria benefit
Alaskans better than continuing the
negotiations with the Producers to build the
line? Overall, the Town Hall was a good use of
taxpayers money. I would say it was obvious
that some of the commissioners either want
the line to go to Valdez or want to stick it to the
oil companies.
I fear, without the involvement of the North
Slope Producers, the AGIA process will
collapse in 2 years when 'open-season' proves
to be a failure and the State begins legal
procedings to pull back leases.
It is unfortunate that the Governor is 1)
listening to her commissioners provide less
than objective opinions, 2) too stubborn to

See Section A, Issue #9a

Comments Noted
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admit AGIA's short-commings, 3) provide solid
leadership to make the Gasline a reality.

RESPONSE

Rutledge, Colleen-Anchorage, AK 1/27/08 (69NK)
TC Alaska has stated that it is willing to work
Somehow/someway you need to get Conoco
with the producers. See Section A, Issue #9b.
Phillips working with TransCanada on this
gasline project. Some of Conoco Phillips
requirements are reasonable. ARCO worked
well with the State of AK and I believe CP will
also. Hang in there on reclaiming the Pt
Thompson leases. Exxon needs to be
ashamed of themselves.
Sincerely,
Colleen Rutledge
Ryan, Daniel-Anchorage, AK 1/04/08 (8NK)
Good job Sara Palin et al,
Looks like a good response from the the
pipeline company....now comes the hard part.
Getting all 35tcf of gas resource committed by
the three major oil companies!
Happy New Year

The commitment of natural gas by the major
North Slope gas producers is a key issue that
will be negotiated during the open season.
The current North Slope producers are
expected to have generous rates of return on
their gas commitments negotiated during the
open season. The TC Alaska application
under AGIA does mention that offering the
producers ownership options would
significantly enhance the likelihood of a
successful open season.
See Section A, Issue 9a

Sandvik, Larry & Barb-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (199NK)
Too much talk and enough action! This has
The administration is committed to follow the
been dragging out too long.
AGIA process. The decisions made during
(Stop the B----S----- we need our gas line) LS this process will impact the State of Alaska for
many years to come. The deliberative course
is an important and necessary component to
the AGIA process.
Santoro, Carrie-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (271NK)
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I am tremendously grateful to Governon Palin
and her administration for bringing
accountability and openness back into Alaskan
politics. I think that her quest to determine how
best to maximize benefits to our state, as we
allow outside groups to have use of our
resources for their profit, should be applauded.
I am grateful for the opportunity that Gov. Palin
has given me to be a part of this process.
Having said this, I am concerned that there
may be those in our legislature whose agenda
may compromise AGIA. I doubt we've seen
the last of the corruption scandal, or learned of
everyone who has catered to the interests of
the producers rather than the interests of the
citizens that are supposed to represent. I
personally think we should learn from the past,
and acknowledge that a pipeline that is owned
by the same group of investors that plans to
use it to ship its product, represents a huge
conflict of interest. Let's let the producers
continue to do what they're good at -- pulling
our resources out of the ground. They've
already invested billions of dollars creating the
facilities and means to do this. They own the
oil pipeline, but history shows that they're not
good at maintaining it. Let's let a company with
proven experience at building gas pipelines
build ours. I believe that it is in the best
interest of the citizens of the State of Alaska
for the legislature to support, rather than
undermine, the process that AGIA has taken
to find someone to build our gas pipeline. I
further believe that AGIA had every right to
establish that this selection process would be
competitive and open. The three producers
had as much opportunity as anyone else to
submit a "qualified" application. Conoco didn't
take AGIA seriously. Now they want special
consideration. They won't get that special
consideration from the Governor or her
administration. They won't get that special
consideration from the citizens of this state
who don't see that their billions in revenue are
being funneled back into maintenance of the
oil pipeline, or further exploration and
development of their existing leaseholds. I
believe that the producers will exert great
pressure on the legislature to undermine
AGIA, and that would be a travesty in my

RESPONSE
The AGIA process has been consistently
applied to all applications. The AGIA
requirements were passed by the Alaska
Legislature in the Alaska Gasline Inducement
Act. It is expect that all the AGIA issues will
be subject to vigorous and thorough debate. It
is not anticipated that elected state officials will
work to undermine the AGIA process. In
addition, the role and cooperation of the
producers is important for a successful ANS
gas pipeline project.
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eyes. But exerting pressure on our legislators,
while pouring millions into media
advertisement, is all they can hope to do.
Governor Palin has made great strides in
regaining the public trust, both of her
constituents and those her administration does
business with. It would be tragic if the
legislature, because they had the power to do
so, interfers or undermines what has
transpired to get us where we are now. I for
one, as a citizen of this state, hope that there
is no one sitting in the legislature that still
"owes a favor" to the producers. It only takes a
small hole to sink a big ship. In this instance,
how many corrupt legislators would it take to
sideline AGIA? Conoco had the same chance
to be selected as any of the other candidates.
They were fully aware of the rules of the
application process. They had the same
access to AGIA that everyone else had to get
their questions answered. What were they
denied, that anyone else was given, that
prevented them from submitting a 100% due
diligent application? I would submit that
nothing prevented them from submitting an
application comparable to TransCanada's -had they so chosen. But they didn't. They
thought that there would be no takers. And
now that there are options for our state, other
than simply doing the producers' bidding, they
want special consideration. I hope the
legislature follows Gov. Palin's example, and
tells Conoco, "Too bad!" And then I hope to
hear them give AGIA's recommended bidder,
whoever that turns out to be, a hearty thumbs
up!

RESPONSE

Saxe, Laura-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (305NK)
March 6, 2008 AGIA License Office State of
Alaska Department of Revenue 550 West 7th
Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage Alaska 99501
Dear Gasline Team Members, Thank you for
taking the time to travel to Valdez and explain
what AGIA is all about. You answered many
questions that I had. I feel a lot better about
your approach to OUR Alaska’s Gas.
But I beg you to remember that having our
resources shipped outside our state doesn’t
directly effect the people that live here year
around. Having lots of money come into the

AGIA is designed to provide Alaska
consumers with reliable, secure, long-term
energy supply and the lowest possible in-state
gas costs. For a more thorough discussion on
B-175
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state capital will not help people pay the high
energy costs. Something needs to be done
and fast.

RESPONSE
this subject, please see Section A, Issue #4a

Today alone I spoke with 4 individuals that
have lived in Valdez as long as I have been
here (27 years) they are selling homes and
leaving the state due to high energy costs.
This sickens me. The work you and our
Governor are doing can change this tidal wave
of panic.
The Valdez route for an LNG project is ready
to go – why wait? I really would love an
answer to that.

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a

Again, I Thank-you for your time and energy in
this process. This State cannot afford to wait
much longer. I truly believe this is the
administration lead by our current Governor
that can change the way we control our
resources and the way we live. Please feel
free to contact me. My home phone is 8352633, and my cell is 831-0151. Laura L Saxe
Owner Eagle’s Rest Inc, dba Eagle’s Rest RV
Park & Cabins Gas, Inc dba Capt’n Joe’s Gas
Discount Gas, Inc dba CJ’s Tesoro

Comments Noted

Schlichting, Sally-Juneau, AK 3/06/08 (317NK)
Comments Noted
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on
this project. I have organized my comments
around general topics. I am not an expert in
gas line construction, contract negotiation or
petroleum economics. My comments reflect
my own research, any personal views and
concerns as an Alaskan, and what I have
learned from my education in environmental
and natural resource policy.
Pipeline Materials and Construction: The
Importance of State Oversight
The state must hire industry-seasoned staff
with the skills and knowledge necessary to
oversee the construction of the pipeline,
beginning with materials acquisition to the final
inspection. This includes being involved early
when materials are being ordered. These state
employees must be able to inspect and certify

Comments noted. These tasks (e.g.,
inspections) will be the responsibility of the
project sponsor (TC Alaska), its contractors,
and the regulatory agencies overseeing these
aspects of the project. Our proposed license
agreement places these responsibilities on the
applicant TC Alaska.
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the quality and thickness of steel selected for
the project, that it is appropriate for our climate
and terrain, as well as the appropriate pipeline
coatings, and the quality of the materials to be
used for welds along sections of the pipeline.
Throughout the construction process, state
inspections must be conducted at every step
of the way.
I am concerned that the state will not take this
responsibility seriously. Based on the
experiences of the past, there should be no
hesitation on the part of the State to acquire
the best trained staff for this project. In order to
accomplish this, the state must consider
paying at rates that are competitive with the
private sector in this area. This is important,
because without qualified state employees
who are held publicly accountable, we will be
left to the mercy of contractors who may or
may not operate with the state's best interest
in mind. Otherwise we could experience the
kinds of abuses of public money and project
failures now being seen in the reconstruction
effort in Iraq. If you hand the oversight and
inspection of the natural gas pipeline to the
likes of KBR Incorporated or its subsidiaries it
will not be looked well upon by Alaskans, to
put it lightly.
Expert Petroleum Economist
I urge the state to appoint an expert in natural
gas economics as an advisor to the Governor
on this project. This person should have
qualifications commensurate with the likes of
Daniel Yergin. As you well know, the dynamics
of the global natural gas market are complex
and moving quickly. Even though Alaska
seeks only to get its gas delivered to the
Lower 48, we're subject to the global market
price. We cannot expect to be a competent
player and viable competitor in this
environment without the necessary economics
expertise.
It is unclear whether state negotiators are
taking a close look at the maneuverings of
actors such as ExxonMobil, which is moving
quickly in development of a new class of LNG
vessels that can bring Qatar gas to the east

RESPONSE

Comments Noted

Comments noted. As evidenced by the work
done on this application, the state routinely
contracts with experts in natural gas pricing,
economics, LNG, and various other technical
matters when there is need for their expertise.

Comment noted.
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and west coasts of the United States at
extremely competitive prices. The supply of
LNG is growing faster than any other source of
gas in the U.S. We must ask ourselves, is
building a pipeline the best option? Is it old
technology? I appreciate that the state is
evaluating LNG options.

RESPONSE

See response above.
Based on Cambridge Energy Research
Associates and 2003 data from the EIA
(Figure 1), The nation of Qatar, with 15% of
the worlds proven natural gas reserves (910
tcf), maybe able to ship LNG to the U.S. at a
cost of between $3.50 and $4 per million
BTUs. That is very cheap. Qatar has signed
agreements with both ConocoPhillips and
ExxonMobil to ship gas to U.S. markets, and is
reportedly investing $25 billion to quadruple its
supply of natural gas. Meanwhile, Alaska is
investing $500 million. How will we be
competitive and is a pipeline going to make us
competitive? I appreciate the politics around
this project for Alaska, including the prospect
and promise of short-term employment
opportunities and long term revenues, but I am
concerned that we are not adequately
prepared to participate in this market.
Comment noted.

More details on Qatari gas development and
their partnership with ExxonMobil can be
found in the excerpt from the ExxonMobil
website included at the end of these
comments.
Figure 1 (Included in original document)
Benchmark Price Requirements for LNG
Shipments from Qatar Dollars per Million Btu
Source: Adapted from Cambridge Energy
Research Associates.
Penalties and Guarantees
I recognize that TransCanada believes it can
build this project and bring our gas to market,
but what if it can't? What if the construction of
the project proceeds but at some point
TransCanada goes bankrupt? Do we get our
$500 million back? If so, how easily would it be
for us to collect that money? I understand
there are penalties if TransCanada were to

Comments noted. Sections 43.90.200 through
43.90.240 of AGIA set forth, among other
things, certain obligations and rights for both
the licensee and the State relating these
questions. Beyond that, there are certain risks
(e.g., bankruptcy) inherent in any transaction
of this nature that are generally accepted by
the parties.
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withdraw from the contract, but 1 am
concerned that they are adequate to
discourage this outcome.

RESPONSE

I would also like to see the state mandate
guarantees from TransCanada that they can
secure an adequate supply of quality steel of a
grade and thickness required for the project.
Global supply of steel is scarce, particularly
with the economic growth occurring in Asia.
TransCanada must be asked to demonstrate
that they can secure orders in advance for the
steel and guarantee that it will be available in
time for the project to begin. Otherwise, we
could see significant delays in the project.
Economic Impacts of Construction and PostConstruction Period
The State must work to pro-actively address
the potential economic impacts that will result
during the construction phase of the pipeline.
During construction of the TransAlaska
pipeline, a state income tax was in place that
brought in revenue from the construction
workforce and associated businesses. This
revenue was available to help defray the
increased costs of public services from
increased enrollment in schools, increased
demand for health and public safety services
to name a few. Now, without a state income
tax, how does the state see addressing these
same issues during what is predicted to be the
largest construction project in our state's
history? An income tax may be politically
unpopular, but we cannot provide free
amenities to what will largely be an out-ofstate or temporary workforce. I appreciate that
the state is striving to enforce local hire for the
project, but it seems reasonable to expect that
we will see a large influx of skilled temporary
pipeline workers and their families from
outside, and who will eventually leave with
their untaxed salaries.
Climate Change and the Environment
I would expect that the opportunity to comment
on environmental concerns will come at later
date. But if there is any aspect of the
negotiations where these issues can be
incorporated now, so much the better. The

The State’s rights and obligations were
established by the terms of the legislation and
license provided for under AGIA.

Comments noted. These are important issues
that will need to addressed by the State in the
future but are outside the scope of this
evaluation.

Comments noted. Appendix S of the TC
Alaska application sets forth their position on
"Climate Change and Air Issues". They are
also obligated and committed to comply with
all air quality regulations that apply to any of
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construction of the pipeline should
accommodate for future changes in the
climate including warming and an increase in
extreme events, whether heat waves, cold
snaps, or storms and floods. Involve climate
scientists early in the planning and, using the
best available climate modeling data, develop
projections of change over the entire life of the
pipeline.

RESPONSE
the facilities required for the proposed Alaska
Pipeline Project (APP). No regulations
currently exist in the United States that limit
the emissions of CO2. Although there is
ongoing review of this area by the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
because no regulations exist, TC Alaska
cannot provide details of how they would
comply with unknown future requirements.

In addition, the project must include clear and
thorough evaluation and disclosure of the
environmental impacts, and stiff penalties for
environmental damage. This is not about
punishing TransCanada and business
ventures; it is about instituting a disincentive to
be careless, and setting a high standard that
will avoid the high and permanent costs of
environmental damage down the road.
Conclusion: Some Broader Considerations
For many in this state, the hazards associated
with LNG are a political and environmental
non-starter. A gas-to-liquids plant may not be
a welcome addition in a community or a
pristine Arctic environment. In addition,
shipping our gas to consumers in Asia runs
counter to the desire of achieving energy
independence in the U.S.

Comments noted. The State of Alaska
recognized the need to evaluate “All-Alaska”
LNG options in parallel with TC Alaska’s AGIA
application. Evaluation of the LNG options are
discussed more fully in Chapter 4 of the
findings. Analysis has concluded that LNG
options do not give Alaska the most economic
and energy benefits. See Section A, Issue
#10a.

However, there are important global
implications that Alaska should consider,
including future impacts of international
climate legislation. Japan is facing significant
challenges in meeting its Kyoto Protocol
obligations. Positioning ourselves as a source
of LNG for Japan would help that nation
curtail. their coal imports and reduce their CO2
emissions through the burning of cleaner,
natural gas, China's surging economy has a
voracious hunger for energy; they're currently
meeting that demand with domestic coal which
is generating harmful amounts of pollution that
will stymie all international goals to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. But what may be
worse for Alaska is the volume of mercury
emitted as a by-product from China's burning
coal; this mercury is migrating to Alaska and
the west coast of the U.S. and polluting fish
habitat. Alaska seafood is a highly valued
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commodity both in our state and in markets
abroad. Maintaining its pristine quality is key to
its value. One way to protect that quality from
mercury pollution is to provide the polluters
with a cleaner source of energy. China is by
far the global leader in mercury emissions; if
the nation's current economic growth and
energy trends are maintained, the volume of
mercury generated could double by the year
2030. Already, rates of mercury in Alaskan
wetlands have been documented to have
tripled since the industrial era. This is not an
issue we can turn our backs on.

RESPONSE

Shipping Alaska LNG to markets in China
should not be eliminated from consideration.

Thank you for your time and consideration of
my comments. I can appreciate the many
challenges for the state in undertaking this
project.
Attachments:
• Footnotes
• Excerpt from Exxon webpage
Schlicting, John F.-Auke Bay, AK 3/05/08 (230NK)
The social impacts associated with the
In preparing for construction of the North
construction of any of the ANS gas pipeline
Slope gas pipeline, it is critical that the State
alternatives will be far reaching. The
apply the lessons learned during construction
administration is keenly aware that a
of the Trans Alaska oil pipeline. That project,
construction project of this magnitude will
which was by far the largest in Alaska's
result in both long-term and short-term social
history, had a significant fiscal impact on the
concerns. The AGIA process does not,
physical and social infrastructures of both
however, consider social impacts for its
state and local governments. It is virtually
certain that the same will happen as a result of determination on the issuance of the AGIA
license. Many of these relevant social issues
gas line construction. This is especially
important because the bulk of funding for State and concerns will be addressed in state and
federal regulatory reviews associated with
Government operations and State funding of
project development.
municipalities currently comes from oil
royalties, the magnitude of which is in no way
related to the State's actual revenue needs
during a given fiscal year. This has been
painfully demonstrated during periods of
revenue shortfall Alaska has experienced off
and on since 1990.
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Fortunately, such was not the case during
construction of the oil pipeline. At that time,
Alaska's primary revenue source was a state
income tax, subsequently repealed once oil
revenues started flowing. With the income tax
in place, as pipeline construction proceeded,
the State's coffers began to fill with tax
receipts from the ample pay checks of pipeline
construction and other workers associated
with the project. These revenues were key to
funding the response of the State, and via
revenue sharing that of municipalities, to the
fiscal demands posed by the massive project’s
social and economic impact.

RESPONSE

Clearly, so long as oil royalties remain
Alaska's primary source of revenue, it cannot
be assumed that funding to deal with the fiscal
consequences for State and local
governments of the gas pipeline project will
necessarily be available when these start
occurring. Therefore, it is critical that the State
begin setting aside funds now to deal with
these impacts. Failure to do so might place the
Administration and the legislature in the
position of eventually having to impose some
form of statewide sales or income tax, and/or
reduce or eliminate the Permanent Fund
dividend. Needless to say, this a place where
nobody wants to go.
In my view the best way of insuring that
adequate funds are available to deal with
pipeline project impacts would be to each year
deposit some portion of excess oil revenues
into the Constitutional Budget Reserve.
Hopefully oil prices, and North Slope
production levels, will remain high enough to
make this feasible. In addition Permanent
Fund earnings, in excess of what is needed for
dividends and in flation proofing, could
likewise be deposited. Under the most
optimistic conditions, pipe line construction will
not begin until 2013. So, there should be
enough time to accumulate sufficient funds to
effectively deal with the project's impacts. But,
we must start as soon as possible! In this
regard, the Administration's proposal to make
a deposit to the CBR during FY 09 is a good
first step.
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As to how much must ultimately be set aside,
that's a tough one! In order to get some idea of
this, the State will have to do some fairly
detailed research with all state departments,
and local governments participating. Prior to
the start of construction on the Trans Alaska
Oil Pipeline, the Egan Administration retained
Mathematical Sciences Northwest, a
consulting firm, to project the likely economic
impact of that project. If the State Library still
has their report (they did when I last
referenced it in 1992) it would provide an
invaluable template for developing an estimate
of the gas pipeline project’s fiscal impact.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the Palin
Administration for the opportunity to comment
on the AGlA process. By way of biographical
information, I was employed by the State of
Alaska from 1969 until my retirement in 1990.
From 1969 until 1974 I was The Department of
Labor’s Labor Market Analyst, and editor of
their publication, Alaska Economic Trends.
During that time I participated in numerous
activities relating to planning for construction
of the oil pipeline. If I can be of any further
assistance please feel free to contact me.
Scott, Rhonda-Anchorage, AK 1/31/08 (77NK)
Comment Noted
Governor Palin, The proposal from
TransCanada will not get a gas line built it will
only delay it. I ask that you not submit
TranCanada to the legislature.
As stated in Section A, Issue #2c of this
appendix, AGIA includes important incentives
for current North Slope gas producers. By
committing to transport gas to market, a
producer will receive a long-term exemption
from tax changes.

I urge your administration to negotiate fiscal
terms with the producers. Rhonda Scott

Seidl, Charlie-Dillingham, AK 1/20/08 (49NK)
Alaska First - Pipe it to rural Alaska to provide
for low cost heat/electricity and help distance
rural Alaska from the poverty level that
currently exists. If not in a spur, then in regular
shipments. Anchorage, Bethel, Dillingham,
Kotzebue, Wasilla, etc. would all benefit more
directly and substantially by this than we would
by shipping it out and ignoring the people of

AGIA is designed to provide Alaska
consumers with reliable, secure, long-term
energy supply and the lowest possible in-state
gas costs. For a more thorough discussion on
this subject, please see Section A, Issue #4a
For a summary regarding in-state access and
spur lines to provide gas for Alaskans, see
Section A, Issues #4b, 4c and 4d
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the state from which it came. Funny how gas
and oil gets pulled from our backyard and we
pay much more for it than the countries miles
away who receive it from us.

RESPONSE

AGIA is a bad idea.

AGIA was crafted to advance construction of a
natural gas pipeline from the North Slope to
market. It was not designed to ensure that a
pipeline would be built, rather to ensure that
the project progresses through FERC
certification. AGIA’s requirements that the
license holder take definite steps toward
developing a gas pipeline within certain time
periods in exchange for matching
reimbursements moves the pipeline project
forward within a defined timeframe. TC Alaska
committed to perform all of the AGIA
requirements in its application.
For more background, see Chapter 1 of the
Finding; a brief summary is found in Section A,
Issue #2a

Handpicking TransCanada is even worse.

In accordance with AGIA, all five applications
received were reviewed for completeness
under the 20 AGIA statutory requirements
referred to as the “must haves.” After the
initial review, letters were sent requesting
clarifying information for each application. No
new or supplemental information was
requested. After receiving clarifying
information from each applicant, the
applications were re-evaluated for
completeness with the statutory requirements.
At the end of the completeness review, only
TC Alaska’s application was found to meet
AGIA’s 20 statutory requirements. The
commissioners have thoroughly evaluated TC
Alaska’s application to ensure it accomplished
the goals in AGIA. See Section A, Issue #7a.

Sepersky, Richard-Anchorage, AK 3/02/08 (160NK)
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Thanks to the State AGIA Team for making
such an informative, useful presentation.

RESPONSE

-It seems to me critical for the producers to be
provided the fiscal certainty they are seeking
before they can be expected to commit $30+
Billion in shipping commitments. -The more
certain the cost of the construction the better.

As stated in Section A, Issue #2c of this
appendix, AGIA includes important incentives
for current North Slope gas producers. By
committing to transport gas to market, a
producer will receive a long-term exemption
from tax changes.

That would suggest delaying the Open Season
and conducting additional engineering studies.
It is important to reduce the risk of cost over
runs (through additional engineering) to the
extent possible. -TransCanada indicated the
would accept a lower rate of return, to the
extent construction costs exceeded the target.
Since this means always more return for an
addtional $1 of overrun, there is nothing that
incents them from gaining from cost over runs.
At some point their return (in dollars!!) should
decline from over runs. Thanks You.

Comment Noted

Shephard, Jim-Valdez, AK 1/23/08 (105NK)
Dear Sir,
I am 100% in favor or TransCanada to build
the gasline. I feel they are the best of all five
applicants.
Thank you,
Jim Shepard

Comment noted

Shifflett, Jan-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (297NK)
Financial framework must be established to
expect any participation for the shippers.
Would you sign a mortgage without the lender
telling you the interest rate or even the
expectations for rate stability. I would say it's
economics 101 but that would be overstating
the complexity. It's closer to 5th grade
economics.
The risk/liability that TransCanada holds from
the former partnership also kills the project if
they participate. A major shipper cannot
accept this risk as part of a gasline project,
even if the risk is relatively low becuase it
would by itself make the project not economic.

As stated in Section A, Issue #2c of this
appendix, AGIA includes important incentives
for current North Slope gas producers. By
committing to transport gas to market, a
producer will receive a long-term exemption
from tax changes.

TC Alaska’s application states that the
company has a strong credit rating (a rating of
“A3” from Moody’s Investors Service), nearly
$30 billion (Canadian) in assets, and a net
annual income of more than $1 billion
(Canadian). Please see Section A, Issue #7c
for more information

The Open Season will be a failure with the
current path forward and Alaska citizen's will
not support a Reserves Tax in response.
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This is becuase the Producer's lack of
participation will be viewed, and correctly so,
as reasonable given the lack of fair and
reasonable fiscal framework. It won't take
many commercials by them to make even the
most ingnorant understand this basic
deficiency. Only the oil industry haters will be
left at that point. Please don't be part of this
group.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issue #9a.

Please do not waste $500,000 of our money
on Transcanada's and AGIA's futile effort.
Please also show the citizens of Alaska that
you not blind to the obvious, as Murkowski
often was, and can change course as
warranted to "maximize the benifits to Alaska".

AGIA is designed to provide Alaska
consumers with reliable, secure, long-term
energy supply in a timely manner and the
lowest possible in-state gas costs. For a more
thorough discussion on this subject, please
see Section A, Issue #4a

AGIA and the relationship with Transcanada
will only lead to another year or two of delay
and the window for Alaska gas oppotunities
will close further.
Please stop the bleeding now and lets get this
done in cooperation with those that must take
the financial risk, rather than continue to
pursue a futile attempt to do so in spite of
them.
You and the administration are better than
that. At least I hope you are. Time will tell. If
you change course now, AGIA can and will be
viewed as an important step it getting the
gasline done. The next step will be to settle
between the confines of AGIA and the
Contract Murkowski negotiated. The third step
will be a viable Project that will finally start
moving forward. Make your legacy different
than Murkoski's. So far, it's the exact same in
so many ways.

Comments Noted

Shifflett, Jeannette-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (282NK)
As stated in Section A, Issue #2c of this
AGIA will not succeed unless there are some
appendix, AGIA includes important incentives
basic fiscal terms that the shippers can bank
for current North Slope gas producers. By
on.
committing to transport gas to market, a
producer will receive a long-term exemption
from tax changes.
TransCanada would agree and I believe they
will not build the pipeline without the
commitment of the shippers. Open season will
fail if things proceed as they are.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
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the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issue #9a.

I absolutely DO NOT want our $500MM to go
to waste, and it WILL if the TransCanada bid is
pursued. Furthermore, I find it disgraceful and
embarassing that the Palin administration
would so publically and poorly reject the strong
and generous bid submitted by
ConocoPhillips. Alaska and the world were
entirely different places than when TAPS went
in... step out of the past and look to the future,
trust those that allow you to live, and live well
in this state - they are the oil companies, their
employees, their contractors, and
ALASKANS!!!

ConocoPhillips (“Conoco”) declined to submit
an application under AGIA. Conoco’s
“alternative proposal” was contingent upon the
state’s negotiating a satisfactory “resource
fiscal package” of tax and royalty concessions
to induce not only Conoco, but also
ExxonMobil and BP to support the pipeline
with shipping commitments. Conoco has not
defined what a satisfactory package would be,
or proven to the state or the public that such a
package is necessary to make a project
economic.
For an expanded summary, see Section A,
Issues #8a, 8b. An in-depth discussion of
Conoco-BP Alaska’s “Denali Plan,” announced
by those companies after the public comment
period for this Finding, is offered in Chapter 5
of this Finding.

Smallwood, Les-Fairbanks, AK 1/14/08 (37NK)
To All Concern Parties,
I would hope that you would find it's in our best
interest to reconsider the Alaska Gasline Port
Authority proposal.

commissioners found that the AGIA
application submitted by the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority (“Port Authority”) on November
30, 2007, was incomplete and that the Port
Authority materially amended and
supplemented its original application on
December 18, 2007. On January 10, 2008,
the Port Authority submitted a Request for
Reconsideration, claiming that it had been
placed in a difficult position by the actions of
associates and former business partners.
After carefully considering the Port Authority’s
request, the commissioners denied the
Request for Reconsideration. Their reasoning
is explained in the decision dated January 30,
2008, that is available at
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm. For
a more complete summary, see Section A,
Issue #2e

As I understand Trans Canada application
their interest is profit, not the welfare of we
Alaskan.

Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline. AGIA requirements ensure that
the state’s interests, which are different from
those of the producers and the pipeline
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company, are met. Any gas pipeline project
must be commercially feasible, and any
project sponsor should be expected to
maximize their share of value. The best
interest of Alaska, however, is protected by the
terms under AGIA, and by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. For more, see Section A,
Issue #6d.

With the price of Oil climbing to records highs,
the average Alaska can not afford to live her
much longer.
Your Job as our representatives is to look out
for us!
Thank you for your reconsideration
Leslie E. Smallwood Jr.

Rising fuel prices are creating hardships for
Alaska communities and families. There is no
single solution to ease this energy crunch.
However, in-state supply of natural gas could
help reduce energy costs in some regions of
the State and spur the continuation or
development of value-added petrochemical
industries.
While the State has no control over the price
of natural gas, the State can influence the
volume produced (by ensuring a pipeline is
open and expandable), and cost factors such
as tariffs. For more information, see Chapter 1
of the Finding, and Section A, Issue #4a

Smith, Judith D.-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (195NK)
Valdez is a small town with the economy
slowly decreasing. The high price of heating oil
and electricity people are moving to a less
demanding environment. My husband and I
are retired but we both have jobs just to keep
up with the prices. It’s really hard on people
that live off Welfare or Low Incomes. I know
quite a few that have 2 or 3 jobs to stay afloat.
I’ve even helped a few of them myself, but I
can’t keep 2 households all the time. We need
a Gas line through here to make price
reasonable and jobs for Alaskans.

The high price to heat Alaska homes is a
significant concern to Alaskans statewide.
The construction of the ANS gas pipeline, with
several in-state off-take points, is expected to
make natural gas available to more Alaskans.
Over time, the development of additional
distribution lines to Alaska residences will
likely result in affordable natural gas being
accessible to more Alaskans. For more
information see Section A, Issue #4a.

Smith, Lee-Anchorage, AK 1/11/08 (23NK)
We are extremely disappointed with the
Governors position on the pipeline & we voted
for her!
We hire a number of Alaskans who are
invloved in the AK Oil & Gas Industry. Their
salaries contribute significantly to the Alaskan
economy.
We firmly support a fixed tax rate as no
company will commit to a project of this size
without limited variables in expense items.

As stated in Section A, Issue #2c of this
appendix, AGIA includes important incentives
for current North Slope gas producers. By
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committing to transport gas to market, a
producer will receive a long-term exemption
from tax changes.

We also completely support the CPAI
application. Time is of the essence on a
project like this one.
We will be commenting in the public hearings
& we will be holding the Mrs. Palin fully
responsible for getting the deal done not CPAI.
No excuses! Make it happen.

Comments noted

Smith, Tammie-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (174NK)
Comment Noted
I do NOT feel that the proposal for a gas
pipeline by TransCanada is in the best interest
of Alaska and the Alaskan people.
The TransCanada project steals jobs and
opportunities for other byproduct industries
from Alaskans.
I feel it would be a violation of our State
Constitution if the SOA were to issue a license
to TransCanada -- DO NOT issue a license to
TransCanada.

Smyth, Bill-Fairbanks, AK 3/04/08 (189NK)
I strongly support the process that this
administration has developed with AGIA. I also
agree with moving forward with the feasibility
analysis of the TransCanada’s application, in
that they were the only applicant that met all
the conditions. As Comm. Irwin stated the
applicants had to submit complete applications
by Nov.30, 2007 as their “best and final” offer.
It would be unethical to go back and consider
other after the fact and past this date.

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gasline team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.
AGIA was developed to be an open, fair,
transparent and competitive process. All AGIA
decisions have been made, and will continue
to be made, with the best interest of all
Alaskans in mind.

Having two sons that want to stay in Alaska
and work I especially appreciate the Job
Training Program that Click Bishops’ group
has developed. Creating good paying jobs for
Alaskans is important to the future of the state.
Smythe, David-Anchorage, AK 1/20/08 (48NK)
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Ask Transcanada Pipeline how much of the
past liabilities it has accumulated will be
recovered from shippers or any partners it
gains along the way. It is known that TCPL
has about 9 billion in past costs and liabilities,
and they are looking to collect it from someone
at sometime. I am sure they will not write off
this cost.

RESPONSE
TC Alaska’s application states that the
company has a strong credit rating (a rating of
“A3” from Moody’s Investors Service), nearly
$30 billion (Canadian) in assets, and a net
annual income of more than $1 billion
(Canadian). Please see Section A, Issue #7c
for more information.

Snisarenko, Shawn-Anchorage, AK 1/14/08 (36NK)
There is general agreement that the producers
It is really simple... No producers, no gas, no
must be involved in the development of this
money, no project. Even TransCanada has
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
stated such. When is the State going to tell
commitments from the producers by providing
the producers the rules so we can move on
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
with this?
See Section A, Issue #9a.
Even if TransCanada is utimately selected, the
tax structure for the gas will have to be
addressed. Why not do it now? If not we are
going to be holding the bag when we have a
failed open season in three years.
Sonnerman, Joe-Restil, WA 2/13/08 (91NK)
I lived in Alaska about 35 years, worked on
and photographically documented transAlaska pipeline construction, and listened to
testimony of the Dean of oil consultants,
Walter Levy, Milton Lipton, and others back in
the 1970s. That discussion is relevant today.
During oil pipeline discussions, mid western
and eastern states pointed out that oil was
surplus on the West Coast, but needed in their
areas. Alaskans wanted to maximize the
number of construction jobs in Alaska,
however, and pulled out all stops to get their
way. Alaska's senators and others even used
the national security argument, pointing out
that a pipeline through the Mackenzie River
Valley would be going through a foreign
country. Walter Leavy and others scoffed at
this notion, that the United States could
seriously fear a pipeline going to the Midwest
through Canada, anymore than it could fear a
pipeline to Valdez, with oil tankers going
through Canadian waters. Nevertheless, the
U.S. Senate created a deal, under which the
all Alaskan oil route was chosen then... but the
other part of the deal was, that if there should
ever be a gas line, the gas line would be
indeed a trans-Canadian one, to get energy

See Section A, Issue 2c

The construction of a natural gas pipeline
through Canada has been proposed since
before the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline. Many experts that have analyzed the
feasibility of the Alaska North Slope gas
pipeline have advocated for a route through
Canada. Please see Chapters 1 and 3 of the
Findings Document for more discussion of the
historical ANS gas pipeline efforts.
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supplies from Alaska to the Midwest and East
Coast. Of course Alaskans still want to
maximize the number of jobs. Of course, a
trans-Alaska line will be faster and cheaper
than a trans-Canadian one.

RESPONSE

That's no longer the point. There was a deal.
Perhaps only Ted Stevens, and I remember
the deal, but there was a deal. Under the deal,
the gas line goes through Canada. That is the
deal. No fair changing it now. Honor the deal.
Sparrell, Daniel-valdez, AK 3/06/08 (279NK)
I would hate to see the work, profit, and
benefits leave Alaska. If it is our gas, let's keep
as much of the benefit as we can. I do not see
how going threw Canada could benefit Alaska.
The additional hurdles of going threw another
country seems unnecessary and will make it
less likely that it will actually be built in the
near future.

I know AGPA didn't get their application in on
time, but in my opinion that should be the plan
for Alaska.

Comments Noted

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gas line team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.
Commissioners found that the AGIA
application submitted by the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority (“Port Authority”) on November
30, 2007, was incomplete and that the Port
Authority materially amended and
supplemented its original application on
December 18, 2007. On January 10, 2008,
the Port Authority submitted a Request for
Reconsideration, claiming that it had been
placed in a difficult position by the actions of
associates and former business partners.
After carefully considering the Port Authority’s
request, the commissioners denied the
Request for Reconsideration. Their reasoning
is explained in the decision dated January 30,
2008, that is available at
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm. For
a more complete summary, see Section A,
Issue #2e

I've voted on a gas line threw ALASKA along
with the majority of the citizens. I voted for
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candidates I thought were going to push for
the All Alaska route, and I will remember who
did what when the next election comes up. I
see this as one of the most critical issues
facing the state. A wrong decision is going to
hand around my life, my children's life, and
possibly my grandchildren.

RESPONSE

I'm also concerned with only one proposal. It
seems very much like where we were before
in that it's this or nothing. I don't think that
should be the attitude.

Five applicants met the AGIA Request for
Applications deadline. Under the
commissioners’ examination, each application
revealed considerable effort and attention to
detail. The commissioners ultimately
determined that only one of the applications
met all of the required conditions and provided
all of the required information. The
commissioners’ determination process and
legislative review are adequate to ensure that
benefits to the state are adequately
maximized. See Section A, Issue #2b

The People of Alaska need lower cost energy
options and if the gas line goes threw Canada
we're not going to see the full benefit.
Alaskans will look out for Alaskans better than
Canadians look out for Alaskans.
Thank you for considering my opinion and I
encourage you to take another look the
process so the All Alaskan route can be
considered. Danny Sparrell
St. John, Jeanine-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (281NK)
AGIA is designed to provide Alaska
The administration's goal is to determine a
project that sufficiently maximizes the benefits consumers with reliable, secure, long-term
energy supply and the lowest possible in-state
to Alaskans.
gas costs. For a more thorough discussion on
this subject, please see Section A, Issue #4a
The key point here is that the gas line cannot
go forward or be successful without stable
fiscal terms between the state and the
leaseholders. TransCanada has stated that,
the leaseholders have stated it, industry and
business leaders have stated it. The
administration and the legislature must
complete this process before going any
further. To suggest that TransCanada be
forwarded to the legislature without that key
component is ignoring the elephant in the
room. Leadership is clearly required on

See Section A, Issues #2c
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resolving the gas fiscal terms to ensure an
economic project and a successful open
season which will be determined by the best
possible project.

RESPONSE

The state MUST not give away money to
make a project happen, the state must set the
framework only. The monetary promises in
AGIA and the damages section sets the State
up for delay, cost and litigation--they do not
get us a pipeline.

AGIA was crafted to advance construction of a
natural gas pipeline from the North Slope to
market. It was not designed to ensure that a
pipeline would be built, rather to ensure that
the project progresses through FERC
certification. See Chapter 1 of the Findings
document and Section A, Issue #2a for more
information.

Stop the process and deal with the fiscal
issues, then I believe the State will be amazed
at the speed with which the gas line proceeds.
St. John, Jeanine-Anchorage, AK 1/28/08 (71NK)
Public Comment Forums:
Please provide a list of the public comment
forums for the AGIA proposal public review.
DNR and Governor Palin have been adamant
about public input and after reducing the
comment period to 60 days, I would have
expected the calendar to be out by now. DNR
has a history of providing forums for such
critical developments such as new mines (ie.
Pogo). With only one “qualified” bidder I would
expect TransCanada & State
Administration/DNR to be able to provide
public forums and share the details about the
proposal, allow public comment, and answer
questions either before or after the recorded
comments.

AGIA Town Hall meeting schedules were
publicly announced on February 4, 2008.
Town hall meeting were held in communities
throughout Alaska and the meeting notices
were published in local newspapers. See
Section 1, Issue 1a for more information.

Stephens, Mary Ellen-Valdez, AK 3/06/08 (285NK)
I would like to make a lake comment to be
considered in your planning for the proposed
gas pipeline:
I live in two of the communities which are
involved with the "Port Authority" proposed
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route. We have a home in North Pole and in
Valdez.

RESPONSE

I am one of the residents which does not want
the line to come to Valdez. There is already a
liquification plant in Kenai with an available
shipping port to move our gas out of the state.
I do not see why it cannot be piped down
alongside the railroad corridor to Kenai and
use the existing facilities for the LNG part of
the proposal.

Comments Noted

Please give consideration for a part of a
proposal for an "all-Alaskan" line. The
Anchorage & Fairbanks areas will both benefit
from that route to extract natural gas for
generation of power as well as for home use
(cooking, waterhearters)
Respectfully,
Mary Helen Stephens

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a.
For a summary regarding in-state lines to
provide gas for Alaskans, see Section A, Issue
#4d

Straub, Diana-Wasilla, AK 3/06/08 (253NK)
Dear Commissioner Erwin, Thank you for the
time that you and your colleagues invest in the
natural gas pipeline project. I’m sure it comes
with a great deal of personal sacrifice and I
appreciate the dedication from each of you. At
the Palmer AGIA presentation you had asked
for my oral comments in writing; below are
those comments. I did place references to
other meeting comments in [ ] for better
reference of context and have added a few
additional comments. Good evening and thank
you for being here tonight. I am Diana Straub;
I have brought with me two young ladies who
came to see our process in motion tonight.
This is Kelsey Bardsley and Darcy Straub and
they are tomorrow’s leaders for Alaska. These
young ladies at 12 and 13 years old they have
already earned the coveted Girl Scout Bronze
award. They truly are tomorrow’s leaders. I
would ask that as you carefully deliberate all of
the information that you have to consider…
think of these two ladies you have met tonight.
Remember their faces and ask your selves
what are we leaving tomorrows leaders with to
continue to control Alaska’s destiny?
I would ask that you consider the question;
does that include our natural gas running

The State Legislature adopted the AGIA
statutes in the hopes that the AGIA would
provide a process that would benefit current
and future generations of Alaskans.

Comment Noted
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through a foreign country? When I say a
foreign country there are a few things to think
about and they are true considerations.

RESPONSE

[Earlier in the evening Marty Rutherford had
mentioned that if the pipeline were to go
through Canada we would use the resources
of Homeland Security to protect that pipeline.
Keeping in mind that the protection needs of a
buried line will be different than that of the
TAPS line.] Currently our country is borrowing
money from other foreign countries. What
country will loan us money to fund Homeland
Security for the protection of our natural gas
and the pipeline? I’m not sure what country
that would be. Do you remember when there
were discrepancies between the United States
and Canadian regarding fisheries? Do you
recall the United States having to send our
Coast Guard to retrieve our ferry full of
people?

As summarized in Section A, Issue 10c, any
Alaska pipeline which transports gas from the
North Slope in to Canada will be governed by
the Agreement between the Government of
the United States of America and the
Government of Canada Concerning Transit
Pipelines (Transit Pipeline Treaty). The treaty
would not allow Canada to simply shut off gas
to the Lower 48 market.

Events such as this lead me to believe that the
Alaskans should build our pipeline and the
route should place the control of Alaska gas in
the hands of Alaskans.

It has been determined that constructing and
maintaining a pipeline is an enormous
commitment of resources that is better left to
experienced pipeline companies. For more
details, please see Section A, Issue #11a

When our country has a discrepancy with
Canada who will have the “shut off valve?”
Recently I asked this question of TransCanada
at the Wasilla Chamber of Commerce
luncheon and the response was, “not getting
along with Canada is not an option.” Consider
that with this quote from Petroleum News,
week of June 25, 2001 “In 2001, Alberta
Premier Ralph Klein declared that Alberta will
get its “pound of flesh” in the form of stripped
natural gas liquids (NGLs) from any Arctic
gasline. ‘We’re going to be firm and absolutely
insistent that nether the producers nor the
pipeline operators will have a bullet line
through this province,’ Klein said. ‘We will
have the ability to strip the liquids off that gas
for our own petrochemical industry.”

See Section A, Issues #10c

I do not believe that Canada currently has or

Alaska and TC Alaska’s best interests are

In 2005, Canada’s National Energy Board Act
was amended to include “security” within the
Board’s mandate, providing the Board with the
clear statutory basis to regulate security of the
energy infrastructure under its jurisdiction. The
“Proposed Regulatory Change 2006-01 –
Pipeline Security Management Programs” can
be found online at www.neb.gc.ca/clfnsi/rsftyndthnvrnmnt/scrty/pplnscrtmngmnt/ppl
nscrtmngmnt200605-eng.pdf
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will have the best interest of the United State
as its high priority. In fact, I find it to be of great
concern as I learn about the volume of natural
gas the United States uses currently that flows
through Canada. Is it wise for the United
States to be so dependant and should we
increase that dependency?

RESPONSE
aligned in that both parties will vigorously
pursue the development and construction of a
gas pipeline. AGIA requirements ensure that
the state’s interests, which are different from
those of the producers and the pipeline
company, are met. Any gas pipeline project
must be commercially feasible, and any
project sponsor should be expected to
maximize their share of value. The best
interest of Alaska, however, is protected by the
terms under AGIA, and by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. For more, see Section A,
Issue #6d.

Is this the best we can do for Alaskans?
Please consider these things carefully and ask
yourselves as you make decisions as to which
recommendations to send forward: what am I
leaving Darcy Straub and Kelsey Bardsley with
as resources to lead Alaska in the future;
when I will need them? Those of you who will
choose to stay here in Alaska you will be
depend on their leadership. ? Should we make
recommendations that increase the United
States dependency on other countries? ?
Should we make recommendations that will
relinquish the United State ability to have total
control regarding the flow, shipment and
destination of our natural gas? ? In the event
of a national crisis, how will our
recommendations empower the United States
of America? ? Will our recommendations
include a “shut off valve” controlled by the
United States? ?

See Section A, Issues #10c

As you recall the United States having to send
our Coast Guard to retrieve our ferry full of
people; ask yourselves if your
recommendations provide for a similar
experience with our natural gas?

Comments Noted

In the event of an international policy
discrepancy will Alaska’s natural gas really get
to Chicago?

See Section A, Issues #10c

How did we provide for this? ? What country
will loan the United States money to fund
Homeland Security for the protection of our

Comments Noted
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natural gas and the pipeline that travels
through Canada? ? Does the best possible
policy include the United States natural gas
running through a foreign country? Are there
any other options? ? Our recommendations
will leave tomorrows leaders with
________________________ to continue to
control Alaska’s destiny? ? What will my
recommendations leave Darcy Straub and
Kelsey Bardsley with as resources to lead
Alaska in 15 years? ? Is this the best we can
do for Alaskans? . Sincere regards, Diana L.
Straub

RESPONSE

Sweren, Hal-Fairbanks, AK 3/06/08 (257NK)
This time Alaskans have the opportunity to get
their hands on the handle of the BigDipper
first. I helped build TAPS, and there was many
things about it that I was disappointed with. I
predict the big iron pipeline will be the WPPSS
of Alaska. Whoever was the architect of this
big iron boondoggle has plans for smuggling
all of the oil & gas off the slope and shipping it
to TEXAS.
Alaskans are the best customers for their own
gas & oil. Alaska based businesses should be
enjoying the worlds cheapest fuels, not the
worlds most expensive..

..this is a 30year long scandal. The idea of
monetarizing 100% of the resources by
exporting them first is naieve. What is to
prevent a bunch of lunatics from the
Lowdown48[and elsewhere] from changing the
rules of who controls the big-iron-pipeline once
you get it built? .....will there be a bogus threat
to this big iron pipe created to justify another
escalation of military control over this project?
Will Alaska always be treated as the redhaired stepchild of a bunch of extra-national
corporations? If you want to find out how to get
busy with a much more sensible alternative
that fills Alaska's needs first you can read
more here..
http://newsminer.com/users/DistantThunder/co
mments/ Hal Sweren
23mi CHSR
Fairbanks, Alaska 99712
USA

The high price to heat Alaska homes is a
significant concern to Alaskans statewide.
The construction of the ANS gas pipeline, with
several in-state off-take points, is expected to
make natural gas available to more Alaskans.
Over time, the development of additional
distribution lines to Alaska communities and
residences will likely result in more affordable
natural gas being accessible to more
Alaskans. For more information see Section A,
Issue #4a and 4b.
Comments Noted
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RESPONSE

907-452-4545

Swihart, Larry-Palmer, AK 2/22/08 (110NK)
The Palin-Parnell Administration has done and
I am sure will continue to do a great job with
AGIA.
If however AGIA Fails to get Gas to market
there should be alternatives IN PLACE.
As a state we cannot afford to let more
[unreadable] without results.
If TransCanada Gas Line does not make it a
smaller quicker option might be a LNG project.
Possibly this LNG project could be waiting. IF
new laws have to be wrote for this to happen
then write them.

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a

Sykes, Jim-Palmer, AK 3/06/08 (278NK)
March 5, 2008 Jim Sykes PO Box 696 Palmer,
AK 99645 AGIA License Office State of
Alaska, Department of Revenue 550 West 7th
Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, AK 99501
Comments on AGIA I would like to thank
Governor Palin, Commissioners Irwin and
Galvin, and their staff personnel for the work
that has gone into AGIA. I also thank the
administration for standing up to the intense
pressure and money brought by ConocoPhillips for their non-conforming proposal and
massive publicity campaign. I have supported
the process and am glad that one applicant
qualified. At a public presentation in Palmer
February 18th, I learned that four LNG models
are being constructed to compare with the
TransCanada application. It is both a
necessary and excellent idea. Please ensure
that the models are available to the public so
regular folks can see how they work and make
suggestions.
Please also include these areas for
comparison, in addition to other economic and
regulatory data:

Thank you for your suggestions. These issues
have been incorporated into the
Administration’s analysis and are addressed in
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Ability to develop gas liquids industry
within Alaska and provide gas to
Alaskans

RESPONSE
Chapters 3 and 4 of the Findings.

Jobs, both long term and short term for
Alaskans
Clearance of right-of-way for
construction
Available Prudhoe Bay gas in ref. to
AOGCC Rule 9 limit of 2.7 bcf
Flexibility of markets for Alaska gas
Net gain to state and provisions for
revenue sharing

The Administration’s analysis is only to
determine whether or not to award an AGIA
license and does not consider changes or
conditions to license terms. Contemplation of
any such system is most appropriately dealt
with as a separate matter through the
legislative process.

This comparisons are critical for a number
of reasons:
• The economics of LNG are changing
fast, to Alaska's potential benefit.
• We need to keep studying viable
options as the rest of the world moves
on while we analyze the best
possibilities.
• Trans Canada has some serious
permitting problems within Canada

AGIA requirements ensure that the state’s
interests, which are different from those of the
producers and the pipeline company, are met.
Any gas pipeline project must be commercially
feasible, and any project sponsor should be
expected to maximize their share of value.
The best interest of Alaska, however, is
protected by the terms under AGIA, and to a
lesser extent by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and NEB and
NPA in Canada. For more, see Section A,
Issue #6d.

•

Alaska should retain the right to
develop gas liquids and the ability to
export to other markets besides North
America

See Section A, Issues #10c

•

There is no assurance Alaska gas will
ever make it to the U.S. if Canadians
strip gas liquids and use natural gas to
produce tar sands.

•

TransCanada's huge gas draw requires
agreement and participation of Alaska's
three major oil companies. Any one of
the three could kill it or hold the state
hostage for concessions.

•

See Section A, Issues #9a
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RESPONSE

The LNG line to Valdez would require
only available gas at Prudhoe Bay to
start. Pt. Thompson and only one
producer might be required to provide
gas to a 2.7 bcf/day line. Economics of
LNG are changing fast to Alaska's
potential benefit. The world market for
LNG is rising rapidly while the U.S.
market currently lags behind. As
natural gas becomes much less
dedicated to regional markets, prices
will inevitably rise in the U.S. market.
Meanwhile it's critical that Alaska be
able to export to both U.S. and foreign
markets. Keith Kohl who writes for
"Energy and Capital" (an investor
newsletter) wrote on February 21,
2008: "For the last few months, natural
gas prices have risen over 25% despite
a warmer-than-usual winter…" "India,
Japan and Korea are paying up to
$16/Mcf for LNG.…natural gas prices
[in North America] are threatening to
push past $9 per Mcf." In order for the
state to meet its constitutional
obligation to maximize our natural
resources for the good of Alaska, we
cannot ignore the tremendous upside
price potential of foreign markets over
the U.S. domestic market. In terms of
considering real world economics, we
cannot afford to be caught flat-footed in
our planning and evaluation. A recent
bad example is our local electric utility
in Palmer, MEA. MEA decided, in the
Fall of 2006, to become independent of
other power producers and go its own
way with a 100 MW coal plant and a
100MW gas plant. The economics of
coal were changing fast at that time.
The plan failed to account for changing
economic factors and failed to examine
other options. Economics forced the
utility to give up the coal plant--one half
of its plan. Unless a reliable gas supply
is found the other half of the plan will
soon be toast as well. We cannot
afford to make a similar mistake with
the much larger gas pipeline and LNG

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gas line team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.
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proposals. Alaska gas may never make
it to the U.S. market through a pipeline.
In addition to unsettled First Nation
claims and incomplete permits in
Canada, the Canadian press has
reported intentions to strip gas liquids
in Alberta and use natural gas to
produce tar sands in Alberta. A
February 8 report in the Calgary Herald
focuses on an interview with the man in
charge of ConocoPhillip's Canadian
subsidiary. Kevin Meyers (probably not
the same one as our Alaska legislator)
who stated to the Herald: "When you
go 10 or 15 years down the road, that
oilsands business is going to grow, that
Arctic business is going to grow, and
it'll be the point where we find that the
oilsands is probably going to be the
most significant product we produce
here." I take that to mean they are after
Alaska gas to produce tar sands as
Canadian gas production is starting to
decline. Alaska should retain the option
to produce its own gas liquids as well
as the option to export LNG to U.S.
markets and foreign markets. Concern
about the TransCanada proposal. The
risk of actually getting a project is
exacerbated by the 4.0 bcf per day
need for the project which would
require agreement from all three
Alaska major producers. Any one of
the three majors could kill the proposal.
An LNG line to Valdez at 2.7 bcf per
day would carry much less risk and
could add production with Pt.
Thompson gas or perhaps only one
interested major producer. The lack of
flexibility to market Alaska gas to nonNorth American markets is also a big
concern. We should be bold and invite
our Canadian neighbors to ship their
gas through an Alaska pipeline to
Valdez. Then they can build a short
line to Alaska as an option to their
currently stymied McKenzie Valley
Pipeline. Summary. I look forward to
the process of AGIA coming to fruit.
Should the TransCanada project prove
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to be undesirable or unworkable, I
hope the State will take a look at what
has already been done. I also hope
that AGIA will consider the possibilities
of new consortiums and a new round of
proposals in short order. I think it's
important to let the AGIA process work.
At the same time, I think it behooves
the state to welcome a new round of
proposals if Trans-Canada seems
weak in comparison to one or more of
the LNG options. Please keep the
process open and available to the
public. Please also make available the
models being used for the comparisons
to TransCanada. The state is headed
in a good direction. Keep it up. Keep
your options open and continue to think
critically and strategically. Thank you.
Sincerely, Jim Sykes
Teague, Dan-Tok, AK 3/02/08 (161NK)
I am very pleased that AGIA was implemented
and the process begun in a reasonable
manner. Frank Murkowski's methods of secret
meeting not only violated the state open
meeting act but was very underhanded and
should not have been tolerated. I fully support
Governor Palin's efforts and I would like to see
those companies that submitted applications
be first in line. There seems to be no apparent
reason thus far as to why Transcanada cannot
be given the go ahead. As with other such
projects bids are submitted according to
certain criteria and not accepted after the
deadline. Conoco Phillips has dealt in an
underhanded way and lost out. A open , public
process is what should be used, not political
negotiotions where the public is excluded
entirely. Under Knowles and Murkowski the
economy has floundered, there political
methods enriched corporations. This state
belongs to Alaskans, the reasources and lands
should be utilized in a productive and timely
manner, for the benefit of the owners,
Alaskans, NOT CORPORATIONS!!!

RESPONSE

Comments Noted

This pipeline project is a part of reviving a
dying Alaskan economy which needs to
diversify past tourism.
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Not only should Alaskans benefits by acquiring
jobs, but also training for these jobs.

RESPONSE
The AGIA statute requires applicants to
commit “to the maximum extent permitted by
law” to hire qualified residents, contract with
businesses located within the state, and
establish hiring facilities in the state using
state-operated job centers. See Section A,
Issue #3a

We should benefit from the gas itself. If those
near the road sustem could acquire relatively
cheap gas then we could generate power
much cheaper and pay significantly less for
household fuel. At current levels the price of
fuel is adding to Alaskas woes by forcing more
Alaskans to move elsewhere.

The high price to heat Alaska homes is a
significant concern to Alaskans statewide.
The construction of the ANS gas pipeline, with
several in-state off-take points, is expected to
make natural gas available to more Alaskans.
Over time, the development of additional
distribution lines to Alaska residences will
likely result in affordable natural gas being
accessible to more Alaskans. For more
information see Section A, Issue #4a.

If for some reason Transcanada cannot fullfill
the contract then it should be reissued and
new offers taken. Dan Teague Tok, Alaska

Teague, Jane-Tok, AK 3/03/08 (167NK)
Agia is a more open process to achieve a
viable pipeline project. The Conoco plan is not
in accordance and should not be considered
unless they can in good faith deal with the
state and not dictate to the state. The gas is
there and BP, Exxon and Conoco are obliged
to produce and move to market the gas and if
they do not develop these resources should
have their leases pulled. I support Governor
Palin and her efforts , and would like to see
the legislators act in an open manner as well.
Regards, Jane Teague

AGIA was developed to be an open, fair,
transparent and competitive process. All AGIA
decisions have been made, and will continue
to be made, with the best interest of all
Alaskans in mind.

Todd, Paul-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (306K)
Dear AGIA licensing team:
Since the early 1970s, natural gas pipelines
have been proposed from the Alaska North
Slope (ANS) and the Canadian Mackenzie
River delta (Mackenzie), through Canada to
major markets. In 1977, a commission led by
Canadian Justice Thomas Berger
recommended that the Mackenzie proposal be
shelved for at least 10 years pending the
resolution of numerous Canadian First Nations
(tribes) aboriginal land claims. In the same
year, a Canadian commission headed by
B-203
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Kenneth M. Lysyk made a similar
recommendation concerning a proposed ANS
Alaska Highway route gas pipeline.
Both proposed projects have been stalled for
30 years, primarily on the same issue
identified by Berger and Lysyk: inability to
resolve First Nations land claims along the
proposed pipeline routes. Mackenzie project
leader Imperial Oil Canada (an ExxonMobil
subsidiary) on April 28, 2005, capitulated to
reality by withdrawing from active design and
implementation activities, pursuing only
"regulatory" actions. This immediately followed
the failure of Deh Cho First Nation treaty
settlement talks with the Canadian
government, and Imperial's own failed efforts
to make a deal with the Deh Cho for access to
their claimed traditional territory lands.
The law is a living thing. In 2004, the Supreme
Court of Canada stated emphatically in Haida
First Nation v. British Columbia, Minister of
Forests that the Crown (government) must
"consult" and "accommodate" First Nations in
issues which concern their claimed traditional
territory in absence of a treaty; and in later
cases, this mandate was applied to first
nations with treaties, which broadly reserve
subsistence harvest rights on traditional
territory.
These Crown duties will strictly apply to
Canada and British Columbia for any
proposed Alaska Highway gas pipeline route,
such as the one proposed by TransCanada.
The problem is this: it is impossible to
reasonably predict how long a consultation
and accommodation process would be
needed, to resolve First Nations land issues in
Yukon Territory, British Columbia and Alberta.
Although the Supreme Court of Canada held
in Haida that a First Nation cannot "veto" a
project affecting its claimed traditional territory,
it might take 5 to 10 years for each dispute to
reach the Canadian high court, while the
project lay moldering.
In my opinion, a Canadian pipeline route for
ANS gas is so risky (or lacking in
"certainty" as some say), in the deeply
unsettled environment of Canadian aboriginal

RESPONSE

TransCanada has a history of resolving first
nations issues on the projects that they have
constructed in Canada.
Please see Section A, Issue 5a for more
information.

The State agrees that this is a significant issue
which should be considered in its analysis of
the TC Alaska application. The commissioners
engaged Canadian legal counsel to advise it
on any potential delays and issues related to
acquiring all Canadian authorizations. Their
analysis included the issues and likely
requirements of Canadian regulatory agencies
as well as the Canadian First Nations’ rights
and claims. This is discussed the Findings
document. Engineering experts have used this
advice and estimated time requirements in
developing the schedule ranges used by the
State in its deliberations and analysis of the
TC Alaska application.
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law today, that Alaska must now look
elsewhere to bring its ANS gas to market. An
all-Alaska gas pipeline route to Valdez, like the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS), falls
under the legal certainty, re aboriginal land
claims, conferred by the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act (ANCSA) of 1971.
I urge you to face this reality very soon, rather
than subject the people of Alaska to a long
delay without a productive outcome.
Attached is an article I drafted several months
ago for a publication. It briefly outlines the
Canadian aboriginal law environment of Haida.
I hope it is a helpful introduction.
This is an extremely complex matter critical to
Alaskans. If you have not already done so, I
urge you to retain immediately a member(s) of
the Canadian Bar with an extensive practice in
aboriginal law.

RESPONSE

See response above.

Thank you very much for your efforts on behalf
of Alaskans.
Sincerely,
Paul Todd
Attachment with original document
“Arctic Gas Hinges On Canadian Legal Issue;
The Supreme Court Decision Nobody Knows
(Because It's The Canadian Supreme Court)”
By Paul Todd MPA
Towslee, Joe-Anchorage, AK 1/29/08 (74NK)
We need to get moving on the gas line now!
No more delays caused by politics.
I think, by now, everybody knows (or should
know) that the project won't happen without
the producers.
That said; let's get moving on a negotiation
with TransCanada and Conoco.
Finally, I think we need to start treating the
oil/gas industry as partners not enemies (note
I am not employed in the industry); when they
prosper, we prosper. Thanks for the
opportunity to comment.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issue #9a and 9b.

Tripolar Capital Management- Daniel South 2/25/08 (114NK)
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I haven't heard of a project that doesn't include
either a pipeline to Canada/ Midwest or to
Valdez for LNG project. Though greatly
desirable, these massive projects don't seem
to begin returning benefits until great capital
and time is invested.

RESPONSE
Comment Noted

Have multi-stage projects been considered
such as pipeline from North Slope down to
Fairbanks and down Parks Highway to Pt
McKenzie?
There could be spurs below Nanana for
local use and possible westward expansion,
and a branch line at Cantwell or southward for
additional pipeline construction eastward
towards Canadian border and down Alaskan
Highway to supple Midwest like current plan.

See Section A, Issue #4b

These projects could be funded and built
separately. That might interest more investors
and reduce the capital risked per stage and
begin returning benefits sooner. Stage one
could be the Pt McKenzie line which would
fulfill the local needs for NG, including new
Railbelt area power plants, and might include
an LNG export plant at the port. Stage two
could be the line across the state eastward
through Canada to the Midwest.

Comment Noted

Another idea I would like to suggest is that
expansion of the railroad to North Slope. The
LNG plant could be there and product could be
delivered and shipped to Pt McKenzie for
export and maybe decompressed for local use
too.

Comment Noted

I imagine that LNG may supply additional
transportation fuel needs as various hybrid
autos enter the market place and I wonder if
LNG use as a fuel by the ARR might relate to
the first reason the Alaska marketplace would
establish compressed gas refilling stations
along its major highways for a cleaner
transportation future!
Likewise, I imagine the railroad expanded to
service an area around the center of the state.
From that central area, branch lines could
reach major rivers upstream from many
remote communities to barge fuel and supplies
and support other commercial development,

Comment Noted
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and branch lines could receive and process
mining wastes and extracted materials form
planned future resource developments. That
could permit massive mining developments
with a law and regulation that limits the
amount of waste water storage. If a rail line
reached the west or south coasts, barges
could return thus to central location.

RESPONSE

Perhaps I digress from suggesting possible
less risk and capital ventures to more, but
those are some of my ideas about helpful
developments of the energy and shipping
infrastructures of Alaska.
Sincerely, Daniel South
Trustees for Alaska- Tim Obst, Executive Director 3/05/08 (240K)
Dear Mr. Rutz and Ms. Steinert:
These comments are submitted on behalf of
Alaska Center for the Environment, Alaska
Conservation Alliance, Cook Inletkeeper,
Northern Alaska Environmental Center, and
The Wilderness Society in response to the
Notice of Complete Applications Submitted
under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA"). After review of the applications
submitted as result of the Request for
Applications, the only application that the State
of Alaska ("State") deemed complete and in
compliance with statutory requirements is the
application of TransCanada Alaska Company,
LLC/Foothills Pipelines, Ltd. ("TransCanada").
In concept, the conservation community
supports an Alaska Gas Pipeline to transport
the significant natural gas resources from the
North Slope, where the gas is currently
stranded, to consumers. See Alaska Natural
Gas Pipeline Project Position Paper ('Position
Paper") (attached), "While not a renewable
energy source, natural gas is cleaner burning
than other fossil fuels and can provide
feedstock and financial capital to spur further
innovation in renewable energy." Position
Paper, p.1. The Position Paper also supports a
transparent process for making this project a
reality so that environmental impacts are
minimized, public lands are protected, and
maximum social and economic benefits are
achieved for the people of Alaska.
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AGIA sets out a comprehensive process to try
to make a gas pipeline a reality. We are
pleased to see that one company,
TransCanada, has met the application
requirements. By meeting these requirements,
we support TransCanada proceeding to the
next step under AGIA. It is still very early in the
process and impossible to determine whether
the ultimate project sufficiently maximizes the
benefits to Alaskans. However, the
transparency of the AGIA process and
TransCanada's willingness to meet its
requirements without trying to achieve an
economic windfall by locking in or changing
taxes or royalties through hastily-constructed
legislation is a start toward maximizing
benefits to Alaskans. With the continued taint
of corruption in Alaska politics, this is a
refreshing change.

RESPONSE
The intent of AGIA is to facilitate a fair,
transparent, and competitive process. Part of
a fair, open and transparent process is for the
public to be aware decisions its government is
making and have a voice in the decision
process.

On a final note regarding transparency in the
AGIA process, we would like to see continued
transparency in the selection of the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act Coordinator under AS
43.90.250. The Coordinator is a position with a
lot of power in the process, and we would like
to see the position filled with someone who
has political support from both sides of the
aisle and has a history of integrity and trust.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these
comments. Please contact me if you need
futher information at (907)276-4244, ext. 111.
Very truly yours, Tim Obst

Comment noted.

Alaska Conservation Alliance
Uniting for Alaska’s Future
Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Project Position
Paper
The Alaska Conservation Alliance (ACA), an
umbrella organization comprised of 40
member groups with a combined membership
of 38,000 Alaskans, supports an
environmentally appropriate natural gas
pipeline project.
ACA believes that the United States and the
world must actively pursue the development
and integration of new energy sources that are
clean and renewable in order to strengthen the

The state has taken steps to invest in
renewable energy. The Department of Natural
Resources is in the process of considering the
Mt. Spurr area for a geothermal lease sale.
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US economy, reduce dependence of foreign
sources of energy, and to reverse global
climate change that is threatening our way of
life. Alaska is in a unique position to help
shape the energy future of the US while
maintaining Alaska's prosperity. Integral to
Alaska retaining its position as an energy state
is the urgent need to begin developing and
investing in renewable energy projects
throughout Alaska; from geothermal in the
Aleutians to wind in the Arctic. If pursued in a
timely and vigorous manner ACA believes that
Alaska has the potential to be a leader in this
field similar to oil and gas whereby Alaskan
technology and expertise is exported to other
northern countries and regions.

RESPONSE
The preliminary best interest finding was
issued December 27, 2007 and a final
decision is expected soon.
In addition, the Department of Natural
Resources has been actively working with the
Alaska Energy Authority, and the University of
Alaska to inventory the state’s energy
resources including renewable energy
sources.

Alaska's natural gas supplies are a valuable
commodity for its citizens. While not a
renewable energy source, natural gas is
cleaner burning than other fossil fuels and can
provide feedstock and financial capital to spur
further innovation in renewable energy.
Furthermore, the Prudhoe Bay field has an
estimated 23 trillion cubic feet of gas, allowing
gas reserves to be delivered to market while
avoiding the controversies associated with gas
development in frontier areas and on private
land.
In order for the residents of Alaska to be fully
engaged in this critical project, full disclosure
and transparency is essential. A successful
pipeline project will require full and open
discussion among lawmakers and the Alaskan
public, with a range of proposals and potential
routes for the pipeline available for serious
consideration. Only by comparing proposals
and engaging the public can we select the
best alternative for Alaska.
Building on the wisdom of Governor
Hammond's criteria for supporting resource
development projects and the recognition that
a sound economy and a sound environment
go hand in hand, ACA has developed five sets
of principles and questions to guide our
support for an Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline:
1. Minimize environmental impacts.
• Does the project design avoid,
minimize, and mitigate the

See response above regarding transparency.

If the legislature approves issuing a license to
TC Alaska, then TC Alaska will be required to
apply for an application with FERC. Any
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environmental impacts of project
infrastructure and activities?
• Does the project protect subsistence
resources and minimize impacts on
local communities?
• Will the gas line avoid frontier
wilderness areas? (We do not support
the "over-the-top" route offshore to the
Mackenzie River Delta.)
• Does the project require Best Available
Technology and Best Management
Practices?
• Are sufficient funds to be escrowed for
Dismantling, Removal and Restoration
(DR&R) of the natural gas pipeline
project so that regulatory agencies can
ensure that the corridor is restored to
its original condition as facilities are
taken out of service?
2. Protect Alaska's wild lands and the integrity
of parks, refuges, critical habitats, preserves
and conservation areas.
• Does the pipeline project - including
gas field sources--stay outside all
established conservation areas, critical
habitats, and other sensitive areas?
• Does the proposal strive to develop
Prudhoe Bay gas within the existing
development area?

RESPONSE
proposed gas pipeline project will be subject to
the NEPA process and FERC will be the
coordinating agency for the NEPA
environmental review.

3. Provide maximum benefits to the citizens of
Alaska,
• Will the State of Alaska receive an
adequate share of revenues from the
project?
• Is the value of Alaska's renewable
public trust resources such as water,
fish, wildlife, etc. adequately protected?
• Will there be a Project Labor
Agreement (PLA) ensuring skilled
workers receive fair wages and will
Alaska Natives receive fair share of
jobs?
• Will there be Best Value Contracting for
the construction and maintenance of
the gas line?
• Will the project deliver low cost gas to
Alaska communities?
4. Provide incentives for development of clean
and renewable sources of energy

The purpose of AGIA is to encourage
expedited construction of a natural gas
pipeline and provide maximum benefits to the
people of Alaska. Many of the items listed,
and numerous others, were considered in
determining whether the project sufficiently
maximizes the benefits to the people of the
state and merits issuance of the license. See
Chapters 3 and 6 as well as Appendices F –
S.

The NEPA review is initiated by a request to
FERC to use the pre-filing process. Once
FERC grants the request, all impacted
agencies are notified of a schedule to develop
an EIS. FERC then begins public meetings
and identifying issues.
All environmental reviews from all federal
agencies involved with any part of an Alaska
gas line project are consolidated under this
one EIS. As part of the NEPA process, FERC
coordinates a number of public scoping
meetings prior to issuance of the draft EIS.
The public will have an additional opportunity
to provide input during the public comment
period on the draft EIS. Many of the issues
raised will be considered as part of the NEPA
process.
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• Are there mechanisms for increased
research and development of hydrogen
production, storage, and delivery
technologies?
• Are there mechanisms to invest natural
gas revenue into development of
renewable energy production?
5. Provide for full and open public
participation, review and comment in all
project stages from planning, construction,
operation, and decommissioning.
•

•

•
•
•
•

RESPONSE

Has the public been engaged and fully
informed regarding the project proposal
and all terms and conditions
associated with it?
Is the integrity of the public process
maintained, including the right of
Alaskans to pursue judicial recourse,
citizen initiative, agency appeal and
other avenues of public participation?
Will there be a full, continuing public
process under NEPA review, with an
up to date EIS?
Will the true financial costs and risks be
made known to all Alaskans prior to
decisions being made?
Will there be a role for a permanent,
adequately funded, independent formal
citizen's advisory board?
Is there government to government
consultation with Alaska's tribal
governments in accordance with the
executive order on environmental
justice?

The Alaska Conservation Alliance and its
member groups believe that any responsible
development of North Slope natural gas
resources must answer these key questions.
Furthermore, these same principles should
apply when considering and reviewing
secondary impacts from pipeline construction.
ACA believes it is possible to design a natural
gas pipeline within these components and as
such supports the efforts to pursue a natural
gas pipeline from Prudhoe Bay. Recognizing
that a natural gas pipeline has far reaching
implications for Alaska's economy and
environment, ACA hopes that this paper lays
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the foundation for constructively engaging the
conservation community in the planning,
construction, and operation of this important
project.

RESPONSE

Attachments
• Footnotes
Van dyke, Randy-Pella, Iowa 1/20/08 (51NK)
If you ever get this pipeline going, I hope you
do what is simply right and that is.....HIRE
ALASKANS FIRST FOR EVERY POSITION
THAT IT TAKES TO BUILD THIS
MARVEL.......... In the lower 48 eight when
they have a project of such magnitude no one
cares for locals. They will hire out to anyone
from anywhere. America has sold itself out to
the south of us to the north of us, when is this
going to stop? we have the workers to do it, so
lets change this routine practice of the lower
48 and do what is right, Hire Alaskans dont
sell Alaska out. Alaskan residents need the
jobs.......Keep the money at home to help the
economy in your own back yard. Please make
it right for every Alaskan who lives in Alaska
because they love the state help support them
to keep living there, because they will keep
their money they make in the Alaskan
economy, as the farmers do here in Iowa. I
hope this gets read by someone who will relay
this simple bit of info to your Govenor
Palin....Keep it at home ......(Jobs).......
Walker, Bill-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (254K)
How will the Administration adress the senario
whereby the LNG premium markets for
Alaska's gas return a higher wellhead value
than taking Alaska's gas into Canada to the
AECO hub in Alberta which trades at a
negative 75 cents to the Henry Hub price for
gas?

The AGIA statute requires applicants to
commit “to the maximum extent permitted by
law” to hire qualified residents, contract with
businesses located within the state, and
establish hiring facilities in the state using
state-operated job centers. See Section A,
Issue #3a.

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gasline team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. As discussed in
Chapter 4 of the Finding, LNG does have a
positive NPV to the State. However, that NPV
needs to be compared to the NPV resulting
from an overland route. There are few
scenarios where the NPV of an LNG project is
as high as or higher than the overland route.
Plus the LNG project has many more
likelihood of success challenges. Ultimately,
the commissioners found that, when compared
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RESPONSE
to an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.

Walker, Bill-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (255NK)
There have been frequent public statements
by the Administration that Alaska has an
obligation to assist in reducing the lower 48's
dependance on foreign gas imports.
What is the guarantee that Alaska's gas taken
into Canada would ever reach the lower 48
market rather than be used by the gas owner
in the Alberta tar sands project since the
decision of where the gas goes once it is into
the AECO trading hub in Alberta is the
decision of the gas shipper and not the State?
Walker, Bill-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (256NK)
What is the Administration's acceptable level
of monetary subsidy by Alaska to lower 48 and
Canadian gas consumers by giving an
exclusive license for Alaska's gas to go into
Canada's AECO hub at a negative price to
Henry Hub prices rather than an All Alaskan
gas line with gas not needed by Alaskans to
be sold into the world premium markets as
LNG?

Walker, Bill-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (262NK)
The Administration has made frequent
reference the mention of LNG in the Trans
Canada Alaska LLC as an option if issues
associated with a gas line from Alaska into
Canada are unsuccessful.

Nonetheless, the Administration conducted an
extensive and independent analysis of LNG
projects.

It is true that the ultimate destination of gas is
determined by the buyer and seller. While
Canadian gas production is forecast to decline
and consumption in Canada is forecast to
increase, Canada is expected to remain a net
gas exporter to the United States.

AGIA requires the administration to consider
all of the economic inputs that make up the
Net Present Value of the project. There is no
obvious or inherent advantage that exists by
virtue of accessing one market over another
as a single data point in the analysis. The
commissioners make no pre-suppositions in
analyzing and evaluating project alternatives.
If LNG is, as suggested, a premium option to
any and all project alternatives, the
comprehensive analysis conducted by the
state’s team will reveal and emphasize that
fact.

Please refer to the discussion, in the context of
a Y-line, in Chapter 4.

Would an award of an exclusive license under
AGIA to Trans Canada Alaska LLC preclude
the state from pursuing or participating in an
All ALaska gas line/LNG project now?
Walker, Bill-Anchorage, AK 3/06/08 (319NK)
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There seems to be a strong sentiment in
Alaska that after 30 years of the North Slope
shippers of oil owning TAPS, we should not
replicate that same structure for the gas line.
This has been further underscored in the
recent Alaska Supreme court decision
regarding the decades of overcharging by the
TAPS owners for the pipeline tarriff. In Trans
Canada Alaska LLC's application they have
invited shippers of gas (Exxon, ConocoPhillips
and BP)to take an ownership role in their gas
line. This creates an opportunity for another
TAPS ownership structure which we now
realize was a mistake.

RESPONSE

There are competitive advantages in having a
pipeline company build and operate a pipeline
independent of the producers that would ship
their product through the pipeline. This would
require cooperation and agreement between
the operator and the shippers.

Additionally, what is to prevent one or all of the
potential shippers of gas from acquiring a
controlling interest in the gas line either as a
shipper or by acquiring one of the other
companies? For example, how would we feel if
post AGIA license award to Trans Canada,
Exxon purchased Trans Canada.

It has been determined that constructing and
maintaining a pipeline is an enormous
commitment of resources that is better left to
experienced pipeline companies. For more
details, please see Section A, Issue #11a.

The only way for Alaska to avoid this risk is to
take control of our own destiny by taking a
majority ownership interest in the All Alaska
gas line and get the gas moving now to Alaska
consumers and the world market as LNG form.

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a

Wallace, Dennis-Copper Center, AK 3/06/08 (291NK)
In-state off-take points are expected to
I believe the most important aspect of the gas
line is the availability of gas and its byproducts facilitate the eventual distribution of natural
gas to many Alaska Communities. See
to Alaskans
Section A, Issue 4a-4d.
Waller, Brianna-Anchorage, AK 3/04/08 (182NK)
Comment Noted
I have lived in Alaska my whole life. Born and
raised and I am expecting to have my first
child here. Who I plan and rise here in Alaska.
I grew up in Valdez and have lived in
Anchorage for the past 6 months, it seems to
me that Anchorage unlike Valdez is extremely
worried about the Vegetation of the land. And
the more and more I look into it I can
understand why I mean Alaska is Beautiful.
If we are considering going forward with the
Gas Pipeline yet considering going though

The potential environmental impacts of any
project will be evaluated outside of the AGIA
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Canada because of the Vegetation why not
just use the same route as the pipeline that we
already have. I mean it not like we would be
hurting that much more land but using the land
that we already have a road going to.

RESPONSE
process. The numerous permits and approvals
required for a large scale infrastructure project
will address many issues including
environmental issues.

I just think a good idea would be to fallow the
pipeline we already have. Instead of going
though Canada or even destroying more land
making the Gas Pipeline its own route. Its just
a opinion and like everyone else we all have
one.

Comment Noted

Waller, Mike-Valdez, AK 3/01/08 (156NK)
My comments are in an e-mail. Since i see no
e-mail address here.Please send me one. I
work hard on this letter and do not want to
retype it into a comment form. thank you Mike

Comment noted

Waller, Mike-Valdez, AK 3/01/08 (157NK)
First let me introduce myself. Michael C.
Waller, Born in the territory of Alaska in 1958
and raised in Fairbanks. I have seen a lot of
changes in my years here. My wife of 25 yrs
and I have a seasonal business in Valdez,
both of my children are away in college (one in
Anchorage the other in Idaho). My wife has
worked for many years in projects with alyeska
contractors, but has lost her job due to medical
reasons. So we are really feeling the bite this
year! My first Comment has to deal with the
way in which the invitation to bid was handled.
I have no doubts as to the fact that you want to
appear to all concerned parties as honest, up
front and legitimate. This is important, and you
pounded that point many times at the meeting.
However, in the real world if you do not get
enough bids. You do not just accept the only
one that met your criteria. That makes very
little business sense! You ask for more bids
and a new time line. That seems fairly simple
and is fair to everyone concerned. Especially
us; the people of Alaska! It also may allow for
new bidders with new ideas into the picture.
Now, I realize that you have not accepted the
only bid in front of you, But if you want
to"Compare Apples to Apples" as you stated,
you need at least 2 Apples, anything else is
just blowing smoke! > > >

Five applicants met the AGIA Request for
Applications deadline. Under the
commissioners’ examination, each application
revealed considerable effort and attention to
detail. The commissioners ultimately
determined that only one of the applications
met all of the required conditions and provided
all of the required information. The
commissioners’ determination process and
legislative review are adequate to ensure that
benefits to the state are adequately
maximized. See Section A, Issue #2b
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RESPONSE

My next comment still leaves me in awe. It
seems quite clear to me, that the people of
Alaska have made it very clear that they want
an IN STATE GAS-LINE. They have shot
down the notion of a transcanada line EVERY
TIME it is mentioned. SO WHY WAS IT EVEN
ALLOWED IN THE CRITIREA TO BE BID
ON? It sounds like we do not know what we
want! If you go into a business dealing not
knowing what you want, you will come out on
the short end of the stick every time. Seems to
me that we should have, ask for bidders on a
IN STATE GAS-LINE. Lord knows that there
are still many ways to accomplish this and
many ideas that will have to be explored to
reach this end.

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a. For a
summary regarding in-state lines to provide
gas for Alaskans, see Section A, Issue #4d

The only people that benefit from a
transcanada line are the Canadians. (and
perhaps some oil companies that have interest
there). We won't even go into the political
implications!!! You truly cannot believe that
this Transcanada line is best for Alaska,
Alaskans, or our future!!! If at some point we
decide to run a line to Canada, then we will
cross that bridge at that time.

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gasline team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.

It seems a lot smarter to have them coming to
us asking for some gas, then for us going to
them, asking for a line to give it to them!
Remember, we are not limited, we have many
options! And we do need to get something
going. > > > WHAT TO DO NOW??? It is hard
to unto things that have been done! However
this thing may need to go back out to bid for a
Trans Alaska Gas-line. If we make it clear that
this is what is going to happen. It gets rid of a
lot of headaches and lets everyone know
which way we are headed! The question then
is, with who? > > >

Comments Noted

The question was raised about us building it
ourselves. Is this do-able? I don't see why not.
We don't have to go to bed with an oil

It has been determined that constructing and
maintaining a pipeline is an enormous
commitment of resources that is better left to
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company to build it. We can hire a contractor
(Brown & Root, Veco ETC.) to build it and it is
ours! No tariffs to pay to an oil company. It
was suggested that with changing government
leaders this would be a problem. The building
of it may have trials. However, if we can
protect the permanent fund dividend we can
certainly create a state owned gas company
that is insulated from political pressures. We
have state maintained roads, State troopers,
Fish and Game, Airports etc. I don't believe
that this is as big a stumbling block as it was
made out to be. > > >

RESPONSE
experienced pipeline companies. For more
details, please see Section A, Issue #11a

The first thing I learned in business was to
start small and work your way up as needed,
always allow for expansion, but not to bite off
more that you could chew! I believe that this
still holds true today. There is more than one
way to expand you can add more pipe as
buyers come on line and facilities are built. We
have the gas and it may be that in the end we
have several ways of getting it to markets
around the world. > > >

Comments Noted

But first and foremost is taking care of the
people in the State. And I mean by getting
them economical fuel to heat there homes and
to cook & heat water with. NOW! This must be
our first concern!

Comments Noted

I heard the comment "do we heat or eat this
month" This is not a joke. Remember that the
only ones making money right now on the gas
is you. It is not paying my $2000 a month fuel
bills! That is right, I have a home, a business
that is closed except for paper work and a
small shop = $2000.00 last month. Selling the
gas is great but it is not our first concern, the
truth is it doesn't help me a bit when the fuel
company says no more fuel or propane, or the
elec. co says your cut off! If we cannot afford
to live in our homes, we will not be here to
reap the benefits of the gas-line. Our children
will grow up elsewhere. And that is a sad
fact!!! > > >

Comments Noted

Secondly is getting gas to America if it is
needed there. It concerns me greatly that by
supplying foreign nations with this product we
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may be supplying them with the means to
exceed Americans in many venues. These
things need to be considered. > > >

RESPONSE

Lastly we need to think about the time frame.
Can we build a small line quicker? And expand
it later? Can we build a small LNG plant and
upgrade it as needed. Which makes more
sense? Starting big in ten or twelve years or
getting something going in the next three, four
or five and expanding as needed? I went to
work for Earth Resources when it was a small
topping plant in North Pole in 1977 I believe.
Look at it now! I hear people say lets build it
big or "in for a penny in for a pound" some of
these same people wanted a grain silo in
Valdez saying the grain would come. 20 years
and it still sits empty! I Thank you for taking
the time to come to Valdez, And I Thank
Governor Palin for getting this going And I
Thank each and every one of you for your time
and effort And Thank you for reading my
comments. Now please let's do what is right!
Mike
Waller, Mike-Valdez, AK 3/01/08 (158NK)
Remember, we are not limited, we have many
options! What to do now??? It is hard to unto
things that have been done! However this
thing may need to go back out to bid for a
Trans Alaska Gas-line. If we make it clear that
this is what is going to happen. It gets rid of a
lot of headaches and lets everyone know
which way we are headed! The question then
is, with who? We need to Be clear about what
it is, we the people of Alaska are going to
have! We do not need a bunch of useless
proposals that we waste time, effort and
money reviewing! We want a "level playing
field" when it comes to building a instate line.
We do not care what Canada, China, Russia
ETC. wants! It just doesn't matter and has
nothing to do with what is best for us! We do
not need a "level playing field" of what other
countries want,

See Section A, Issue 10a.

Comments Noted

Please see responses to your previous
comments above.

We are biased this is our resource, our state,
and that is what matters! If we get rid of The
what is best for them attitude! We can get
serious about building an in state line! Until we
Act serious No One will take us that way. And
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they will continue to try and push what is best
for them, not us! Thanks for your time

RESPONSE

Waller, Mike-Valdez, AK 3/04/08 (175NK)
I was born and raised in Fairbanks/North Pole,
have lots of friends there. I have lived in
Valdez for 20+ years, Have lots of friends
here. I have made many friends in Anchorage
and the Valley over the last 20+ years as a
businessman. These people are the reason
that the Governor is in office WE ALL VOTED
FOR HER!!! It was not for her to go to Canada
and SEE WHAT WE COULD DO FOR THEM.
It was because we believed that she would do
WHAT WAS BEST FOR ALASKANS. I have
been in contact with my many friends the last
few days there were a 2 of the 40 -50 people I
contacted that didn't care as long as
something got going. That surprised me.
However the rest of them were very clear!

Comment Noted

Please see responses to your previous
comments above.

THEY ELECTED YOU LARGLY BECAUSE
THEY BELIEVED THAT YOU WOULD GET
AN INSTATE GASLINE STARTED FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE RESIDENTS. Not one of
them believed that a transcanada route was
the best choice! I agree! If AGIA is going to
work for the people of Alaska. We need to
recommend what is best! And that does NOT
include a PIPELINE TO ANY OTHER
COUNTRY!

In accordance with AGIA, all five applications
received were reviewed for completeness
under the 20 AGIA statutory requirements
referred to as the “must haves.” After the
initial review, letters were sent requesting
clarifying information for each application. No
new or supplemental information was
requested. After receiving clarifying
information from each applicant, the
applications were re-evaluated for
completeness with the statutory requirements.
At the end of the completeness review, only
TC Alaska’s application was found to meet
AGIA’s 20 statutory requirements. The
commissioners have thoroughly evaluated TC
Alaska’s application to ensure it accomplished
the goals in AGIA. See Section A, Issue #7a.

If the Governor wants to be re-elected she will
consider what the people that elected he want!

Comment Noted
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I urged all of my friends to write letters, they
most likely will not. But they do Vote! Sincerely
Michael C Waller

RESPONSE

Warren, William & Billie-Kenai, AK 3/04/08 (185NK)
The State of Alaska recognized the need to
We support Gov Palin and AGIA process
greatly. After much study and think on gas line evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
project. We are very much supporting the All
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alasaka-LNG project the ANGDA- Plan B
Alaska the most economic and energy
would work fine (24”-36” pipe) as a model
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a
or better yet; to do the project with state and
It has been determined that constructing and
pipeline Co. owning the pipe.
maintaining a pipeline is a commitment of
resources that is better left to experienced
pipeline companies. For more details, please
see Section A, Issue #11a
LNG infrastructure and shipping owned by Co
such as B G group or Conoco Philips.

See above or Section A, Issue #10a

The energy crisis in the state dictates a gas
line NOW! Providing a solid ground for us.
Thank you (for being open and honest)
Billie T. Warren
P.S. Our children and grandchildren are
foremost on our minds in our comments to
you.

Comments Noted

Warren, William-Kenai, AK 1/12/08 (28NK)
I support our govenor greatly. I do not support
CP's bid or transcanada's conforming bid.We
are in an energy crisis and being controlled by
the great ones.They don't owe us an in-state
gas line.

Comments Noted

We need to build to build it and build it
now[angda]Once this line is in place we will be
in a better place to negotiate with the great
ones on other matters.---Bill Warren
Warren, William-kenai, AK 1/12/08 (29NK)
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We need to let AGPA submit their bid for an all
alaska pipeline.A majority of alaskans want an
all alaska line. All of my family and just about
all of my friends want an all alaska gas line.
We do get it. Alaska Capitalism-not oil
producer capitalism.---Bill

RESPONSE
Commissioners found that the AGIA
application submitted by the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority (“Port Authority”) on November
30, 2007, was incomplete and that the Port
Authority materially amended and
supplemented its original application on
December 18, 2007. On January 10, 2008,
the Port Authority submitted a Request for
Reconsideration, claiming that it had been
placed in a difficult position by the actions of
associates and former business partners.
After carefully considering the Port Authority’s
request, the commissioners denied the
Request for Reconsideration. Their reasoning
is explained in the decision dated January 30,
2008, that is available at
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm. For
a more complete summary, see Section A,
Issue #2e.

Warren, William-kenai, AK 1/12/08 (30NK)
I am glad you rejected CP's nonconforming
bid.We do get the big picture.CP does not
owe us anything and we don't owe CP
anything.It's all about the money and nothing
but the money.They build and own the gas line
to Canada-they have control of the gas-they
get the money. The great ones really think
they own our destiny.
Lets give us an option-lets accept AGPA's bid---Bill Warren
Warren, William-Kenai, AK 1/17/08 (45NK)
I,m having trouble with the nonconforming bid
of CP.In the last few days here in Kenai they
have held at least 3 presentations,advertised
non-stop in our newspapers,radio,and tv.They
have donated mucho money to our local
organizations.I am really worried about some
of our elected officials,and a few of our
citizens. They have no shame and are being
spun,or bought.We have had and still have
corruption in our politics.The oil producers still
think they own us.I have know this for years.I
voted for our Gov.and believe we are on a
track to regain our self respect and
freedom.We must not cave in to CP's
demands.
I believe we must build an all alaska

See response to your previous comments
above.
Comments Noted

The primary reason that AGIA requires in-state
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gasline(24”-36”] through ANGDA.We must do
this now. We will secure our energy
future,some industry,our self-respect,and allow
us to really reach our potential in many
different ways[ nat gas for primary
transport,our childeren staying inthe state for
their careers,and on and on and on.

RESPONSE
off-take points was to facilitate the construction
of instate gas spur lines to the railbelt or
Valdez. TC Alaska does acknowledge the
possibility of these spur lines in their AGIA
application and describes ways that their
proposed North Slope gas pipeline could
accommodate these spur lines.

I support our Gov. 100%,as do the people of
our great state.We don't really realize just how
far the oil producers have gained control of
us.I came to alaska in 1951 at the age
of10,and have lived a life of great adventure.I
have childeren and grandkids from fairbanks
to kenai and have no intention of letting us
lose our freedom.To many here have become
weak and fearful.We are in a tight spot,but
who said it would be easy.---Bill

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a

Warren, William-Kenai, AK 2/10/08 (86NK)
I prefer pipeline co. to build line to avoid a
monoply and provide access to line.Pipeline
should run to big delta,and swing south into
alaskas future not into canada.LNG is 21'st
century.tankers.technology,and markets will
provide the best deal for alaska.Just count the
jobs,industries,small businesses,and
prosperity a instate gas line would provide,and
large net-back profits.

Constructing and maintaining a pipeline
requires an enormous commitment of
resources that is better left to experienced
pipeline companies. For more details, please
see Section A, Issue #11a
Comments Noted

Alaska should own over 50% of line.Strong
actions to avoid being a colony and harvested
by producers.

For a summary regarding in-state lines to
provide gas for Alaskans, see Section A, Issue
#4d

Two billion annual bucks to the state and no
industry and jobs for us is no deal.A 2B spur
line to alberta maybe allright.The big picture is
he who controls the energy rescources has got
it made in this increasingly rescource strapped
world.The old supply and demand thing.3
producers have a monoply on our rescources
and future.Let's change this even if its hard.

Please see responses to your previous
comments.

I'd rather run a 24" ANGDA line lickity split
then listen to these robber barrons anymore---freedom for alaskans-run the ANGDA line and
let God sort it out.
I love our Gov. and alaska and really want to
do whats right for our childeren and grandkidsB-222
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--capitolism for alaska not the
producers.Thanks and keep up the good
work.If it wasn't for agia we would still be in
miller's cave.---Bill

RESPONSE

Warren, William-Kenai, AK 2/15/08 (93NK)
I really like agia-many things coming
out.Speaker of the house on instate gas being
done NOW. Others including Gov. commented
favorably.Myself,family,friends,and most
alaskans jumped forjoy.
Please see the responses to your previous
comments.

first things first.Alaska gas and energy needs
first.A very worth while project. The less
important oil producers plans will materilize in
its own time.Our nat. gas is gold,and we
alaskans need it yesterday---not a spur line
the second tuesday of next week.---Bill
Warren, William-Kenai, AK 2/27/08 (128NK)
I support AGIA as a process to get a pipeline.
A 48" pipe to Alberta would weigh 6 million
tons of X 80 pipe. To lift this off world market
would cause huge project over-runs. - 35 T of
gas is not enough for Alberta project- mega
project would cause huge boom & bust for
Alaska.
A 1 1/3 B to 2.7 B instate gas line with LNG,
NGL's, for industry and gas & propane for
instate energy crisis would be right size.

Comments Noted

The commissioners have conducted an
extensive analysis of possible LNG projects in
parallel with the evaluation of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. The state gasline team
examined a range of price and demand
scenarios, along with the commercial realities
of large-scale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #10a,
10b, and #3a, 3b.
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Once the low hanging fruit is produced as in
cook inlet, it is very difficult to produce the
remainder, which leads to much pain for
Alaskans. Instate gas & industry is primary. A
line to Canada not at all. You are right- we
should never get behind closed doors with
producers ever again. The AGIA process is
correct. Keep up the good work.

RESPONSE
Comments Noted

Warren, William-Kenai, AK 3/06/08 (270NK)
Support Gov. and AGIA. Due to the many
problems and time elements and the need for
instate gas,industry,and Alaskas complete
ability to run a 24"-36" in-state line NOW-not
the 2'nd tuesday of next week;we should
accept the facts that the feds would let us
monetize our in-state gas with modest
amounts of exports.The oil producers would
scream, but we,d need little if any of THEIR
GAS. Let them and the feds figure their
scam.We are high centered and stranded
trying to work their agendas. Stepping out with
pride,resolve,courage,and action will work well
for us. We have been corrupted and fearful-we
are not any longer. We have to move on our
own now or be gammed into dealing down the
road years from now with them when we are
flat broke and don't have the brave people in
office that we have now.

Comments Noted

It has been determined that constructing and
maintaining a pipeline is an enormous
commitment of resources that is better left to
experienced pipeline companies. For more
details, please see Section A, Issue #11a.

Please-lets build our in-state gas line now-we
will be warm and able to work on wind mills
and other good forms of energy with-out
deperationI suggest you folks read Jack London's short
story "to build a fire"-you don't run out of
energy in the artic.To hell with Exon with all
sincerity.

Webster Campbell Jr., Daniel-Anchorage, AK 2/20/08 (99NK)
AGIA, Last night I attended the AGIA townhall
meeting at the Lucy Cuddy Center.
Unfortunately I had to leave when the panel
was about to address a question I was most
interested in.
A young lady stood up her question was about
training, mainly training for native Alaskans. I
am a disabled veteran. My disability is a 20%

The AGIA statute requires applicants to
commit “to the maximum extent permitted by
law” to hire qualified residents, contract with
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in my knee. Unfortunately for me my knee
disability disqualifies from training in the
transportation and heavy equipment career
field as far as the Department of Veterans
Affairs. I have been trying to get the state or
the federal government to fund a heavy
equipment course with CCE. I am a 50 year
old African American male. I got divorced
about 1 month ago. I have a three year
daughter, two month old son and a very bright
and ambitious 17 year daughter who wants to
go to college. The two younger children I am
required to pay child support. I do not own any
assets. I want to be able to purchase my
children a home in the city of Wasilla in 2
years. Vocational Rahabilitation wants me to
pursue a career behind a desk. I will go nuts. I
have a seasonal job with Grayline of Alaska as
a driver/guide. I am on ASHA. I am attending
the Self-Suffiency program today. I need this
oppurtunity so I can improve the lives of my
children. One way or another I am determined
to graduate a heavy equipment training
course. I need to be sure of giving myself a
chance to compete for one of those well
paying jobs.
Thank you, Daniel W. Campbell Jr.
White, Lorne-Kodiak, AK 3/04/08 (181NK)
Thank you for coming to Kodiak to update us
on AGIA. I like the current plans for the
TransCanada potential project and hope it
results in a start to this needed pipeline.
You will need a whole new large staff of
people in DNR and ADF&G as was the case
with TAPS projector to man (woman) this
imperative project. Right now you should be
asking these departments to start planning. I
know these dedicated public employees are
going to be hard to find. The state needs to be
more competitive to get good employers on
the project.
All the best Lorne White

RESPONSE
businesses located within the state, and
establish hiring facilities in the state using
state-operated job centers. You may consult
with the Alaska Department of Labor and
Workforce Development for information on skill
training programs in pipeline construction and
maintenance. For more information regarding
employment, please see Section A, Issue #3a.

Comments noted. If you would like more
information about private-sector Alaska hire in
regard to TC Alaska’s project, please see
Section A, Issue #3a.

Whitstine, Sherry-Wasilla, AK 2/17/08 (96NK)
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Someone asked a list of questions to Gibson.
Does AGIA guarantee a pipeline? NO

RESPONSE
AGIA was crafted to advance construction of a
natural gas pipeline from the North Slope to
market. It was not designed to ensure that a
pipeline would be built, rather to ensure that
the project progresses through FERC
certification. For more information please see
Chapter 1 of the Finding; a brief summary is
found in Section A, Issue #2a.

Can Transcanada build the line without the
fiscal certainty of long term producer
commitments? NO

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the Resource Inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issue #9a.

For each man's ways are plain to the Lord's
sight; all their paths he surveys; By her own
iniquities the wicked woman will be caught, in
the meshes of her own sin she will be held
fast; she will die from lack of discipline,
through the greatness of her folly she will be
lost. -- Proverbs 5:21-23 On February 14,
Palin said 'We don't know whether we'll issue
an AGIA license this year but if ConocoPhillips
is out doing field work what's the problem?'
YOU are the problem you have created this
folly you are the fool! This administration has
no leverage, no experience, no sense and it
will cost Alaskans economic prosperity for our
children's future!
Wilcox, William-Valdez, AK 3/05/08 (207NK)
After reviewing the requirements in AGIA, I
don’t see how the State can recommend the
Trans-Canada proposal. It does not provide as
good a financial return as an All-Alaska
Natural Gas Line.
It doesn’t provide number of “legacy” jobs nor
the opportunity for spinoff industries.

The AGIA statute requires applicants to
commit “to the maximum extent permitted by
law” to hire qualified residents, contract with
businesses located within the state, and
establish hiring facilities in the state using
state-operated job centers. See Section A,
Issue #3a

The excess heat from the liquefaction plant in
Valdez could provide enough electricity to
power about 20% of the Anchorage demand.

Comment Noted

Alaskans need take the opportunity to
determine our own future! The Alaska

Use of the Permanent Fund for pipeline
construction, or for providing direct energy
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Permanent Fund has $38 billion in assets.
Most of the Fund is invested outside. We
should use part of the Alaska Permanent Fund
to finance enough of the All-Alaska Natural
Gas Line to make it happen! I would rather see
my energy bill drop $100/ month than get $100
more in my Permanent fund check. Bill Wilcox
Valdez

RESPONSE
assistance, is restricted by the principles under
which it was created. For details, see Section
A, Issue #6c. It has been determined that
constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources that is
better left to experienced pipeline companies.
For more details, please see Section A, Issue
#11a

William, Emmie-Valdez, AK 3/02/08 (162NK)
Like Bill O'Reilly on the FoxNews network
always asks, I will keep this short & pithy. Very
much so right down to the point :
NO CANADIAN GASLINE IS ACCEPTABLE
IN ANY SHAPE OR FORM, INSTATE
ALASKAN LINE ONLY. We haven't been a
Territory in a long time, we don't need
anymore outsiders pulling their strings to
highly benefit their pockets with our natural
resources.

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a

Alaska needs to stay in control of it's growth &
developement or we Alaskans are going to be
left on the short end of the stick. Alaskans
want their state itself to prosper so residents
can conquer the high costs of living in this day
& age to stay. We can't afford not to keep this
gasline within the state. We need to keep as
much of the economic benefits of a gasline
here as possible.

In-state off-take points are expected to
facilitate the eventual distribution of natural
gas to many Alaska Communities. See
Section A, Issue 4a-4d.

If a Canadian line WAS built, it would be our
greatest folley & shame to sit back & watch as
this Great state would continue to struggle in
its ability to grow while Canada reaped from
what we would be in essence 'flushing down
the pipe' to them.
Williams, James “Hotai” - Valdez, AK 3/01/08 (159NK)
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Tom Erwin, Sir, This is to follow up our
converstaion last Thursday night. I cannot
stress hard enough that Alaskans will not sit
idlely by and allow the 'Cannuk' gasline to
become a reality. As I said that night, I've
spoken to Alaskans at length and the breadth
of this state. Not one of them supported the
'Cannuk' proposal.

RESPONSE

We, the voting public, stated quite clearly that
we wanted an all Alaskan line. I firmly believe
that we will settle for nothing less.

The State of Alaska recognized the need to
evaluate “All-Alaska” LNG options in parallel
with TC Alaska’s AGIA application. Analysis
has concluded that LNG options do not give
Alaska the most economic and energy
benefits. See Section A, Issue #10a

Tom I'll tell you like I've told speaker Harris
and his crew,"If you want to be a hero to all of
Alaska, do this, get natural gas to us; cut our
cost of being Alaskans.

The high price to heat Alaska homes is a
significant concern to Alaskans statewide.
The construction of the ANS gas pipeline, with
several in-state off-take points, is expected to
make natural gas available to more Alaskans.
Over time, the development of additional
distribution lines to Alaska communities and
residences will likely result in affordable
natural gas being accessible to more
Alaskans. For more information see Section A,
Issue #4a and 4b.

Build an all Alaska gasline, put in an LNG
plant that Conoco Philips doesn't own."
It was pointed out that due to the amount of
gas resources that are owned by the state, we
the public are essentially worth over a million
dollars each. If this is true why then are most
of us striving with the problems of heat or eat,
drive or walk, go to the doctors or self
medicate to save money? Tom, if I'm a rich
Alaskan why do I feel dumber that a Kwaite
camel driver? Is it because he doesn't share
the economic woes that we do here? I do
admit that he does have Iraq and Iran. But we
have Canada, Mexico, and worst of all the
Lower 48 to deal with; not to mention OIL
INDUSTRY TERRORISTS thrown in to boot.
Lets do the right thing by Alaskans, to hell with
the 'Cannuks' and their line of B.S. Lets stay
on our side of the border and lets keep OUR
gas for ourselves. JAMES "HOTAI" WILLIAMS

Comments Noted

Wilson, Charles-Seven Hills, OH 3/05/08 (208NK)
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1. Time: Pipelines wait until the Prudhoe Oil
runs out ... Tankers DIRECT from Port
Thompson, can take the Gas there (a third
Prudhoe's), in 4-to-5 years from the
DECISION. So Decide !

RESPONSE
Comments Noted

2. LAWSUIT: as increased injection pressure
reduced the fall-off of Oil at Prudhoe ANY
taking of it's Gas opens up a 200-300 BILLION
DOLLAR LAWSUIT.

Comments Noted

3. Escape Clause: You questioned the
TransCanada phrase (on your site: "mogel
memo response" page 4) "obstacles could
arise that would require TransCanada, the
State, and others “to explore alternative
pathways to a successful project.” [Alaska
said] "Based on this statement, the LB&A
Memorandum speculates that such language
“could mean that TransCanada contemplates
seeking, on an ongoing basis, additional
concessions from the State of Alaska -- [They
said no]. But they can cancel at any time - - or
change to HALF AS EXPENSIVE, Icebreaker
Tankers. Or if the Hydrate Tankers work out ...
Canadian Websites are already speculating
the FootHills line will be changed to Tankers
(with that 1.2 bcf/day line doubling to the latest
$16 Billion estimate, what will your 4.5-7.2
bcf/day line cost?) . But a more expensive line
would give more profit UNLESS it's COST IS
HIGHER THAN THE PRICE IN CHICAGO.
The worst is, if you wait 10+ years & they just
laugh at you. Remember, if they KEEP
ALASKA GAS OFF THE MARKET, the Supply
is less, so the Price is higher -- for their Gas.
You are making your delivery Dependant on a
COMPETITOR. It is in their interest to keep
you from EVER shipping your Gas. I Repeat:
You are making your delivery Dependant on a
COMPETITOR ! It is in their interest to keep
you from EVER shipping your Gas !

Comments Noted

4. The REAL PRICE AT CHICAGO is
something they, and Conoco "forget" to say:
$5.83 TransCanada $5.89 Conoco / 1000
cubic Ft Lately, the price has been $6-8, BUT
for 20+ years till 2003, it was under $2. Will
you be undersold ?? Then you collect Nothing.
You don't even get your incentives back. Look

Comments Noted
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at Trans Canada's Colorful Charts: the second
set, that runs from $6.50 up (not $12-to-23.5)
has almost no money for Alaska -- confirming
that there is NONE at 5.83 & below. Of course
... you do get a LOT if the price is $20+ as they
GUESS, in 2042. But What if it is, say: $3 ?? (
to get the Chicago Sale Price, add their 2.88
Toll, + their 1.50 field costs, +1.45 for the Toll
for the newer Alberta-to-Chicago Alliance
Pipeline (see the Conoco Plan -- both they &
TransCanada quote lower costs - 66-75 cents
- for OLDER pipelines that have paid off their
INITIAL INVESTMENT long ago. We cannot
START with an OLD PIPELINE ! Those are
full. A few years ago Alberta was overbuilt, but
the extra pipes are already converted to
carrying Tar Sand Oil). What is the
Competition capable of ? QATAR is the prime
possibility to undersell, because they have
SOOOO much. Ceri (Canadian Energy
Research Institute) in their study "The
Economics of High Arctic Gas Development"
have a chart, page 72 dated a little after the
body of the Study: Icebreaker Tankers : $3.15
Qatar : 3.95 Jan 2005, or 4.75 if comparable to
TransCanada ... from the 3.95, we must add +
50 cents as CERI used $1 for Field Costs &
TransCanada 1.5, plus & add 7.5 % for 200508 inflation. BUT Tanker Tech advances and
larger LNG Plants can each cut 30 cents off
that QATAR = $4.15 in 5-10 years So you are
not even in the Ballpark. If they choose to
Play. If Iran does get Nukes, we'll suddenly be
EVERYONE'S Friend again, & Alaska is OUT
IN THE COLD. Literally, when the South
Alaska Gas runs out. But tankers cost a bit
less to Anchorage than Chicago.
5. But did you notice the Arctic Tanker Cost
??? ... the $3.15 is, again, needing 50 extra
cents to be comparable, but the 3250 mile trip
is longer than Alaska's to the SOUTH TIP OF
HUDSON BAY. I have a very Elaborate Plan
for that. Because there are so many advances
in shipping. Oil spends 0.1% of Sales on
Research but the rest of companies in the
USA average 4% .. so they are advancing
their Tech 40 times faster than the noncompetitive Monopoly dominated Energy
Supply Industry. Everyone wants to raise price

RESPONSE

Comments Noted
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5, 10 times by cutting Supply. Further, CERI's
LNG facility, ought to have it's Price cut 30%
for RUSSIA found Siberian Gas comes out of
the Ground cooler than in the Tropical or
Desert Countries all current LNG Plants are in
(see the Arcop Project files at arcop.com : a
toll of $1 for 6000 miles is mentioned by one
Company). Cooling to MINUS 260 requires
only about 280, not 380 degrees of cooling,
you see. And an Alaska Plant would be larger
than CERI's Melville Plan (much of which was
out of date as based on a 1981 Plan. ? Less
than 3$ ? ... yes, Probably LESS. Also, you
just add more Tankers & LNG Plants for more,
so there is niether the Upper Limit on the
Pipeline, or the Lower (Pipes have wildly
higher Tolls if the Pipe is small, which is why
the Valdez Pipe has trouble. VOLUME: if we
develop ALL of Noth Alaska's 200 Tcf then we
have 50 years of 11 Bcf/day or 2.5 times the
pipe outputs generally quoted (TransCanada
DOES have an advantage over other Pipe
Companies with its option to pressure up to a
7.2 maximum). Obviously, that means 2.5
times the revenue for Alaska. Plus what you
get between $3 and $6, which, with pipes, is
NOTHING. And you could pump 6 years
earlier (if at one-third the output) And can put
off, for 40 years, tapping "associated" Gas like
Prudhoe's, which reduces Oil output.

RESPONSE

6. You'll look like Idiots when the Dutch
develop the Chuicki Sea with the new "butt Ice
with the Stern" Tankers that save 60% of permile costs. They paid $2.1 Billion for the
Rights: I expect they'll do it. Now if Tankers
are $3 cheaper & Alaska is getting 27% of the
amount above cost, you will be missing out on
81 cents per bcf, or: losing ... $1.33
Billion/year at 4.5 Bcf a day. Ahhh the egg on
the face.
Wilson, Charles-Seven Hills, OH 3/05/08 (248NK)
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Sirs: Reading all the comments, I am struck
with: ... The Mistakes of the past seem ignored
save by a Few: 1) The "All Alaska" Oil Pipe
made LESS Money. Jobs are nice. But Jobs
must be paid in MONEY. More Money, more
Jobs. Go East or West. South was an error. 2)
The Oil Pipeline overran it's cost a factor of 3.
Foothills is already overrunning more than a
factor of 2 & not even building yet. Outside of
the Honesty issue: 8 years before the Overrun,
a Test tanker "just Barely missed" beating the
Pipeline Price. In fact it would have, if the
Finnish designer had thought of shortening the
route 40% by going to the South end of
Hudson's Bay. Since we NOW know the
"Real" Tanker was competing with a 3-times
too rosy Pipeline ESTIMATE ... Tankers were
UNDER a third the Price ! But since a
Permafrost Pipeline had never been built, not
knowing was an HONEST MISTAKE, then (I
think). Today, ignoring the Past would be
DISHONEST , not just a MISTAKE. We
KNOW Icebeaker Tankers are half to a third
the price. Yet you won't even allow anyone to
submit an Icebreaker Proposal. Of all Arcticbordering Countries & States, only Alaska
stayed away from the Arcop (Arctic
Operations) research Project, which explored
implications of the post-year-2000, 60%
reduction in Icebreaker Tanking cost, due to
the new, stern-first tankers (e.g. the Tempere).
3. Direct LNG, also takes a third as long to do
(4-5 years). Sources: Time: 4-5 years for
Cooling/Liquefaction Plants to come "on-line"
including negotiations Oil & Gas Journal Apr
19, 2004. Page 59. Cost: Pipe vs. LNG
Studies: ... Above 1200 miles, LNG beats
Pipelines. E.g: 1) Oil & Gas Journal 12/2/02 pg
71: 2000 km = 1242 miles 2) Arcop: 2000 km
also: TAMBEYNEFTGAS pg 9
www.arcop.fi/workshops/ws6day2/bogachev.p
df & pg 37 Report D 6.6, at
www.arcop.fi/reports.htm Chicago is 3630
miles. Can't anybody count ?? Isn't 3600
longer than 1200 ?? Pipelines shouldn't even
have been considered. Even Valdez. 4.
Flexibility: we are building for DECADES into
the Future. Trans-Canada IGNORES the
Past's frequent periods of SUPPLY GLUT.
Capitalism will find a Way (to fill the supply

RESPONSE
Although there are many thoughts and ideas
on getting North Slope gas to market, AGIA
identifies specific requirements, commitments
and a process for applicants. The AGIA
process will continue with the existing
complete application from TC Alaska.
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gap), at least occaisinally, and locking into an
INFERIOR, MORE COSTLY, INFLEXIBLE
METHOD ... is asking for trouble. Icebreaker
Tankers can go West or South, as well as
East. Ice in Winter requires more tankers,
leaving some Surplus in Summer & Fall :
these can go to L.A., Anchorage (Kenai), etc,
using onboard regassing to offload, including
filling barges or the recently developed
"minitankers", to Fairbanks. Or Japan. Or
wherever. LNG Plants are frequently mounted
on Barges & are just as movable -- and Sellable as the Tankers themselves. Flexibility is
something a pipeline, once built, is UTTERLY
without.

RESPONSE

Wilson, Charles-Seven Hills, OH 3/06/08 (250NK)
Please see response to your previous
Gas is needed for the Future of Alaska Oil:
comments above.
BP, etc, is Planning on Heavy Oil -- from the
lower Pool at Prudhoe, and Kupranick -- but it
is a lower grade than Prudhoe's "Heavy
Crude" & more Natural Gas (CH4) which
supplies the Hydrogens (H's, the lightest
material Known, atomic number 1) to make it
LIGHTER. No Hydrogen: no gasoline. -Worldwide, the TIGHT Natural Gas Market is
making this IMPOSSIBLE TO REFINE. THAT
is what drives the present Oil Crisis -- THAT is
why it is going up in Winter -- THAT is why
inventories "MYSTERIOUSLY" deplete ...
when we have a Cold Spell. ... So far as I
know, I am the ONLY Synthesist, that is, an
expert on combining fields of Expertise. Recall
that Alaska legislature Hearings found there
were NO groups of experts on Gas And Oil.
Not one, not even a working Group. ... e.g: ...
the recent interviews of the 1969 Alaska Oil
Tanker trial run's Ship Designer & Project
Head, show them unaware of Pipeline
developments: the Project Head, in "ABS
Surveyor" wistfully remarks "we didn't miss by
much" unaware the Pipe overrran its cost by a
factor of 3 ... 8 years later. So they didn't
"miss" at all, they just had no Time Machine to
visit the Future & see they really should have
Won. ... but Experts have little time to Keep up
with OTHER fields. In fact the Designer, Martii
Saarakangas, would LOVE to build you
Tankers ... he now heads the Multi-Billion
Shipyard Conglomerate Kvaerna-MASA. I'm
trying to tell you: Hey, look on the other side of
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the fence: SALVATION ! HERE: we are
dealing with the fact the loss of half the
Prudhoe Oil due to Pipeline Problems, was
INSTANTLY solved by the 1.5 million barrels a
day of Saudi Heavy Crude ... which had been
sitting around since 2005: BECAUSE NO ONE
COULD REFINE IT. The FUTURE OF
ALASKA OIL ... requires Gas.
So I suggest you get the QUICKEST PLAN
(which is towing a barge with an LNG plant up
to Port Thompson: no risk, the Canadians
want to use it at Melville Island in a few years,
by which time you'll likely have several bigger,
& so less costly per unit Gas, plants), ...
because then people will start drilling the NPR
& the Brooks Range. And once you get THAT
going, you can triple your Oil exports. They're
already testing the Lower Pool, & Valdez will
really humm as the Pipeline Picks up. Unless it
completely STOPS of course, as Gas gets
even more tight.
Wilson, Lavell-Tok, AK 2/29/08 (153NK)
Glad to see the state is holding firm on the
pipeline bidders meeting the standards set by
AGIA. As a former legislator and member of
the 1973/74 special session that set the taxes
on the oil pipeline, I know now that we sold out
too cheaply. We believed their threats that
they would do nothing unless we set our
royalty rate low - 12.5%. This time around lets
get the best possible deal for the state!

RESPONSE

Comments Noted

Comments Noted
A primary goal of AGIA is to make decisions
that are in the best interest of all Alaskans.

Wood, Katherine-Anchorage, AK 2/22/08 (108NK)
What kind of regulatory requirements will the
The proposed gas pipeline will fall under the
pipeline have to meet in order to be viable? An authority of the Federal Energy Regulatory
EIS? What does FERC require?
Commission (FERC). In accordance with the
Thank you for the opportunity to Comment.
Energy Policy Act of 2005, FERC is the
coordinating agency for the NEPA
environmental review and the processing of all
federal authorizations relating to proposals for
infrastructure under FERC’s jurisdiction. See
Chapter 2 for explanation of FERC’s
jurisdiction.
The NEPA review is initiated by a request to
FERC to use the pre-filing process. Once
FERC grants the request, all impacted
agencies are notified of a schedule to develop
an EIS. FERC then begins public meetings
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and identifying issues. All environmental
reviews from all federal agencies involved with
any part of an Alaska gas pipeline project are
consolidated under this one EIS.
As part of the NEPA process, FERC
coordinates a number of public scoping
meetings prior to issuance of the draft EIS. In
addition to the scoping meetings, the public
will have an opportunity during the public
comment process to review and submit
comments on the draft EIS.
For further information on FERC requirements,
see Chapter 2. For a list of applicable federal
and state statutes, see Appendix T.

Woodhouse, Kim & Jim-, 3/04/08 (187NK)
In our view we need to keep it in Alaska. We
don’t need to have our lines going through
Canada. Alaska can stand on it’s own, and be
able to build and produces without having to
deal with Canada.
Canada needs to buy it from us just like any
other country. We have so much resources in
Alaska that we shouldn’t even be having talks
with TransCanada. Why don’t we use the
talent from our state. Alaska has thousands of
people ready, willing, knowledgeable to build
this pipeline in Alaska!! Kim & Jim Woodhouse
Build a Alaska Pipeline!!

For a detailed discussion of in-state LNG
pipeline issues, refer to Chapter 4 of the
Finding. For summary information, see Section
A, Issues #10a, 10b

Woods, Noel& Jean-Palmer, AK 3/05/08 (242NK)
TransCanada does not comply with AGIA. We Please refer to Section A, Issue #7b, for a
discussion of this topic.
have followed the process starting with Kevin
Banks analysis of AGIA dated March 2, 2007.
We have read AGIA!
We have questions regarding the ANNGT
Partnership agreement. Red flags are raised
based on p.2.2.52 & 2.2.53.

TC Alaska’s application states that the
company has a strong credit rating (a rating of
“A3” from Moody’s Investors Service), nearly
$30 billion (Canadian) in assets, and a net
annual income of more than $1 billion
(Canadian). Please see Section A, Issue #7c
for more information

We have concerns about NGL. If the gas line
was good fiscal project for TransCanada they
would not need ½ billion from the state.

AGIA provides up to $500 million in state
matching funds. By requiring AGIA applicants
to commit to certain milestones within a
specific timeframe, Alaska is taking steps that
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will get a gas pipeline built and in operation as
soon as possible. TC Alaska committed to
perform all of the AGIA requirements in its
application.

Finally, all experts, both those for the
administration and the legislature, advised that
the producers be involved.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
the resource inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issues #9a and 9b

Repeal AGIA and start over with RFP’s.

Five applicants met the AGIA Request for
Applications deadline. Under the
commissioners’ examination, each application
revealed considerable effort and attention to
detail. The commissioners ultimately
determined that only one of the applications
met all of the required conditions and provided
all of the required information. The
commissioners’ determination process and
legislative review are adequate to ensure that
benefits to the state are adequately
maximized. See Section A, Issue #2b

Page 16 of TransCanada’s executive
summary gives me heartburn.
Wright, Marv & Tasanee-Fairbanks, AK 3/04/08 (184NK)
The biggest concern of myself and everybody I Comments noted.
know is the tax on the gas consumed by FBK’s Please see Section A, Issue 4a for more
information.
area people. We understand that Anchorage
people pay no taxes on natural gas in their
homes. This same needs to be in FBKs too.
I’ve been here 41 years and planned on being
here. But can no longer afford it now that I’m
retired. It’s to little to late, in a year or so I’m
gone.
Young, Scott-Anchorage, AK 1/17/08 (43NK)
we believe your www address says it all DOG
AND DNR (do not recusitate) How can the
Gov. think she can talk to the producers in
that way and tone after all she has taken from
them and us. PURE MADDNESS. NO
BUSINESS SENSE.
Producers are essential for the growth of
alaska.

There is general agreement that the producers
must be involved in the development of this
project. AGIA recognized the importance of
commitments from the producers by providing
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the resource inducements in Article 3.
See Section A, Issue #9a.

We have planed to be life long resindents of
alaska but, under the light that this goverment
who will not reduce it's spending, we have no
choice but to move to an area with stronger
financil growth and responsiblity. Sara no
longer represents the conservative view point.
Youngs, Rob-Palmer, AK 2/25/08 (116NK)
After reviewing both the TransCanada and
Alaska Gasline Port Authority applications, I
beleive the AGPA plan is by far better for
Alaska. 1.The AGPA plan is built and
maintained 100% in Alaska.US citizens for the
most part,are not allowed to work in Canada.
2.In addition to the LNG for export to the lower
48 and to markets around the world,the AGPA
plan builds a facility in Valdez to process the
NGL's which creates additional long term,good
paying jobs here,not in Canada. 3.AGPA gets
gas to Alaskans and to world markets sooner.

The commissioners found the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority’s application to be incomplete.
Nonetheless, the commissioners felt that it
was important to understand the comparative
benefits an LNG project might offer, so an
extensive analysis was conducted of different
LNG projects in parallel with the evaluation of
TC Alaska’s AGIA application. A range of
price and demand scenarios was examined,
along with the commercial realities of largescale LNG projects. Ultimately, the
commissioners found that, when compared to
an LNG project, the overland gas pipeline
project proposed by TC Alaska will provide
greater maximum benefits to Alaskans over
the life of the project. For more, see Chapter 4
of the Finding, and Section A, Issues #2e.
See Section A, Issues 2e
Use of the Permanent Fund is restricted by the
principles under which it was created; see
Section A, Issue #6c, for more on this.
Constructing and maintaining a pipeline is an
enormous commitment of resources better left
to experienced pipeline companies. For more
details, please see Section A, Issue #11a.

If the majors don't want to participate, build it
with the permanent fund.
Thank you Rob Youngs

Zorb, Bill-Fort Wainwright, AK 1/15/08 (39NK)
Please reconsider, we must have a head to
head comparison of the Alaska Gasline Port
Authority proposal with the Trans Canada
proposal.

The commissioners found that the AGIA
application submitted by the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority was incomplete and that the
Port Authority materially amended and
supplemented its original application on
December 18, 2007. On January 10, 2008,
the Port Authority submitted a Request for
Reconsideration, which the commissioners
denied after careful consideration. Their
reasoning is explained in the decision dated
January 30, 2008, and is available at
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www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/index.htm. For
summary information, see Section A, Issue
#2e.

One takeoff point in the Fairbanks area is not
acceptable.

For a detailed discussion on access to gas,
please see Section A, Issue #4a and 4b for
more information.

The Port Authority proposal offers the fastest
build, is fully permitted, has the most takeoff
points, net revenues stay in Alaska, and it will
dramatically lower energy costs for Alaska. I
believe that the Port Authority proposal is
hands down, far and away THE best project
for Alaska. I believe that a complete and fair
comparison with any other proposal will show
this to be true.

See response above and Section A, Issue 2e.

Zorb, Bill-Fort Wainwright, AK 2/28/08 (144NK)
While I strongly support the AGIA process and By requiring AGIA applicants to commit to
certain milestones within a specific timeframe,
the Palin administration, I see a very serious
Alaska is taking steps that will get a gas
flaw in the TransCanada plan. I live in
pipeline built and in operation as soon as
Fairbanks and I have to tell you that we have
possible. TC Alaska has committed to perform
an energy crisis here in the interior. We are
all of the AGIA requirements in its application.
paying $.16/KWH (vrs $.04/KWH in Juneau)
for electricity & it is soon to be headed towards Meanwhile, the Governor has appointed Steve
Haagenson Energy Coordinator with the
$.20/KWH. Natural gas, where available is
express goal of tasking him and his
$24./MBTU (vrs $7./MBTU in Anchorage).
organization, the Alaska Energy Authority, with
Heating oil is now $3.85/gal for 100 gal
examining, analyzing, assessing and
delivered. People in Fairbanks are already
proposing solutions to the energy availability
having to make hard choices between
and cost challenges facing many Alaskans.
heating/energy costs and food. We cannot
See the summary at Section, Issue #2a, 4a
wait 10, 15 or 20 years for a gas pipline to
and 4d for more.
Fairbanks. Fairbanks will be a ghost town by
then. We Alaskans voted on and passed a
mandate back in 1999 for a gasline from
Prudhoe Bay to Valdez.
Our constitution requires development of our
resources for the maximum benifit of the
people. First and foremost this means
supplying the energy needs of the citizens of
Alaska, at a reasonable cost.
Use the $4-5B budget surplus for the State to
build the first 400 miles of the gasline from
Prudhoe to Fairbanks, then let the private
sector work on taking it on to Valdez.
If Fairbanks and the borough had access to
natural gas for heating (instead of oil), even at
the Henry Hub price it would save $170-180M
per year. That works out to about $2500. per
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each man, woman and child in the FNSB.
The Port Authority believes that the state could
build that first 400 miles to Fairbanks and have
gas here in less than 5 years, and hopefully
with lower tarrifs, if the state owns it.
These issues are inportant and critical to the
future of Alaska. I don't think the TransCanada
plan adequately addresses these concerns,
and I don't believe it should be sent to the
legislature for consideration

Zrna, David-Fairbanks, AK 2/27/08 (136NK)
136 I just wanted to let you know I am one of
the many long term Fairbanksan's that are
titering on the choice of leaving our great
state. I live 30 miles from my place of work
and between heating my home and fuel costs,
it is not feasible to live here anymore. Like
many others, fuel electricity has become so
outrageous we can not afford to make it here. I
here of at least one new family or person on a
daily basis that is leaving or leaving this
summer.We need help now!!I hear of all what
we shoulda done or are going to do but we
need to do it NOW! If you dont want to see
Fairbanks as a ghost town we need to move
forward and ACT!

RESPONSE

AGIA allows for the state to incentivize or
directly pursue a low-volume line serving instate needs. However, these projects, such as
a bullet line, need to be evaluated on their own
merits and compared to other alternative
energy options.
Recently, the Governor appointed a statewide
energy coordinator with the express goal of
tasking him and his organization, the Alaska
Energy Authority, with examining, analyzing,
assessing and proposing solutions to the
energy availability and cost challenges facing
many Alaskans. For a more, please see
Section A, Issue #4a.
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Alaska Department of Natural Resources-Office of History & Archeology- Judith Bittner,
State Historic Preservation Officer 2/15/08 (103NK)
This office received the Notice of Complete
Applications Submitted under AGIA and Call
for Public Comments on January 7,2008. We
reviewed the document to assess the process
to consider historic and archaeological
resources during the construction and
operation of the proposed gasline. Please
consider our comments as the process moves
forward.
In Appendix Pl, Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act and AS 41.35.070 of
the Alaska Historic Preservation Act are not
included in Major U.S. Regulatory Approvals.
Both laws must be considered for this type of
project. We recommend that consultation
begins early with all interested parties to
ensure efficiency. There are likely historic and
archaeological resources in the construction
corridor and impacts to those resources are
likely.

The Office of the Federal Coordinator is in the
process of reviewing permitting requirements
for the project. This will help to ensure that all
necessary agencies are consulted and that
appropriate permitting takes place.
Further, the RFA did not require applicants to
identify every permit required. The
commissioners are confident that TC Alaska
will consult with The Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation.

We look forward to begin early consultation to
determine and document an Area of Potential
Effects if this plan moves forward.
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority- Harold Heinz, CEO 3/06/08 (308K)
Comments Noted
Comments on the AGIA Application of
TransCanada Submitted by the Alaska Natural
Gas Development Authority (ANGDA)
• The sections of the January 4, 2008, Call for
Public Comment, relevant to ANGDA’s
submittal includes: “……… meets the needs of
Alaskans with in-state gas …… and ………
provide comments to assist the
Commissioners in their determination of
whether the application proposes a project that
sufficiently maximizes the benefits to Alaskans
…….”
• ANGDA’s broad overview of the
TransCanada AGIA Application notes that the
documents extensively detail this 4.5 BCFPD
gas pipeline project and fully respond to the
AGIA RFP requirements. TransCanada is
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clearly able to design, manage, and operate
this project and the quality of their submittal is
consistent with that capability.

RESPONSE

• Alaska’s in-state gas needs could be met
utilizing TransCanada’s proposed gas mainline
to deliver to off-take points and a spur pipeline
system. The focus of our comments at this
time are on specific provisions for the supply
of in-state gas and the issues allowing and
affecting level of benefits provided Alaskans.
TransCanada’s Application addresses some of
these issues directly, while others are not
included in the Application’s narrative – see
Section 2.2.3 – Commercial Plan (under the
heading of Development Plan). Some
modification of TransCanada’s positions
during the evaluation / approval process may
increase the benefits to Alaskans.
1. No Separate Open Season Process for InState Shippers is proposed despite the FERC
requirement.

Under FERC regulations, in-state shippers will
be allowed to participate in the initial open
season at the same time as shippers desiring
to deliver gas out of the state. Under AGIA, TC
Alaska will be required to assess the market
demand for additional pipeline capacity at
least every two years.

2. No Provision for Conducting an In-State
Gas Needs Study despite requirement of
Federal statute.

In section 2.2.3.2 of TC Alaska’s application, it
“…would either conduct an in-state gas
consumption study, or adopt a similar study
that is compiled by an appropriate
governmental agency…”

3. Single Zone (vs. Multiple) Distance
Sensitive Tariff in Alaska does not maximize
benefit to interior and northern communities.

TC Alaska’s proposal for distance-sensitive
rates will be debated and ultimately approved
by the FERC. Any interested party, including
the state, will be able to propose alternatives
for FERC consideration.

4. Lack of Telescoping of Gas Line Pipe Size
Within Alaska shifts in-state gas shipments
entirely to expansion status.

Expansions should be economically
accommodated through the addition of
compressor stations within the state without
the need for telescoping pipe. Under AGIA TC
Alaska will offer to provide in-state deliveries
regardless of whether bids are submitted for
capacity to serve in-state markets.

5. Timing Delay of Spur Line Gas Deliveries

Comment Noted
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(including Pre-Build opportunity) to the end of
the entire project timeline.

RESPONSE

6. No Commitment to Priority of Construction
on Northern and Alaska Pipeline Legs.

Comment Noted

7. No Acknowledgement that an In-State 500
mmscfpd Project is Outside the Exclusivity of
AGIA License Sought (see AS 43.90.440(a) &
(c)(1)).

Comment Noted

8. No Terms and Conditions Specified for NGL
Extraction / Gas Reinjection in Alaska for
Wholesale Propane Facilities and Straddle
Plants.

TC Alaska discusses the options for NGL
extraction in section 2.2.3.15 of its application
including the possible construction of new
extraction facilities in Alaska but does not
propose specific terms and conditions. The
RFA did not require specific terms and at this
point more information about the market
requirements would be needed to do so.

Alaska State Legislature- Paul Seaton, Representative 3/06/08 (301K)
TransCanada AGIA application
Public comments of Representative Paul
Seaton
COMMENT NUMBER 1
AGIA page 4 lines 17 through 20 requires the
applicant to thoroughly describe how is intends
to address the “carbon emissions” generated
through the project. I find no discussion of the
topic in the application.
Since at full compression the proposed project
could double or triple the entire CO2 output of
the State of Alaska, the economic
consequences of failure to address this could
make the project uneconomic if such a price
for “carbon tax” or “cap and trade” expenses
are rolled into the tariff. Alternatively, if cap
and trade credits are generated because the
carbon produced is sequestered and those
credits are then sold or “traded” to others,
there is no indication as to whether that credit
would be kept by TransCanada as additional
profits, would be used to reduce the pipeline
tariff, or otherwise shared with the State.

Appendix S of the TC Alaska application sets
forth their position on "Climate Change and Air
Issues". They are also obligated and
committed to comply with all air quality
regulations that apply to any of the facilities
required for the proposed Alaska Pipeline
Project (APP). Although there is ongoing
review of this area by the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), because no
regulations exist, TC Alaska cannot provide
details of how they would comply
with unknown future requirements.
Most analysts assume some sort of federal
climate change legislation, including a "Carbon
tax" or "cap and trade" system will be
implemented in the future. Although it is
difficult to know what form this system may
take, it is likely that it will be addressed to
some degree in the arrangements between the
APP shippers and TC Alaska.

I do not see how an economic value to the
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State can be generated without specificity of a
proposal to deal with the economic issue of
carbon emissions as required in AGIA for this
reason.

COMMENT NUMBER 2
I am concerned that there has been little
attention paid to the market price at the
terminus of the project in calculating the
adequacy of value to the state for its
resources. Preliminary information provided by
professionals is that the central North
American market for gas has diverged from
the BTU equivalent pricing between gas and
oil while other hubs accessible to our gas from
a different transportation mode maintain a
rough BTU pricing equivalency. The result of
this dichotomy is that utilizing the Alberta or
Chicago destination the proposal could be
committing our gas for 20 to 35 years into the
lowest price market in the world. I have
included three charts from international
sources to illustrate this point. The first is a
single day “flag” of the major world hub prices
from January 29 this year; the second is a 6
month retrospective of world hubs; and the
third is a graph of 6 month forward looking gas
prices (exchange or spot cargoes) of US, UK,
Japan, and Korea. The forward looking graph
shows a minimum of 50% to maximum of
120% estimated increase in final value to
these other markets over the value at the US
hub. Additionally, I understand there is about a
$0.75 or 10% lower value/mmbtu if the gas is
delivered to the proposed Alberta hub. Please
address this market differential and the
projected value difference over time.
(3 pages of attachments – figures)
COMMENT NUMBER 3
How can we ignore the potential of tripling the
CO2 output from the state by the operation of
34 gas turbine compressors required for the
line through Canada? Alaska already has the
highest per capita CO2 output in the nation

RESPONSE
Any such taxes or credits are expected to
have a notable impact on both the price and
demand for natural gas. The EIA has factored
this into their 2008 revised Annual Energy
Outlook, which was one of the price
projections used in the analysis of TC Alaska’s
AGIA application. However, since was not
assumed in the other price models used (B&V
/ Wood Mac), the analysis represent a very
conservative price estimate.

The purpose of the Administration’s analysis is
to determine whether the application by TC
Alaska provides a sufficient value to the state.
This would not be possible without careful
consideration of the different market options
for Alaska natural gas.
In its analysis the state has hired experts in
both North American gas pricing and
worldwide LNG pricing to determine to
determine the long-term price outlook in these
different markets. For more information on
price forecasts, please see Chapters 3 and 4.

The report referenced in this Comment (from
Environ International Corporation) concludes
by saying that this technology is in the
research and development phase and that
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and this state is experiencing the most severe
impacts of global warming. Why has the
applicant ignored the utilization of hydrogen
stripped from natural gas as the fuel source?
The discussion on appropriate technology to
deal with CO2 output is well underway. DEC
has received a report on the feasibility of
converting North Slope natural gas turbines to
operate on hydrogen (see attached). This or
similar research not been analyzed or utilized
in the application for CO2 reduction.
(Environ Report “Analysis of Converting NS
Gas Turbines to Operate on Hydrogen”
attached)
COMMENT NUMBER 4
Under AGIA the debt/equity ratio on the
gasline must be set at 70/30. What protects
the state from TransCanada building a small
bullet line as the first stage of the project at a
70/30 debt equity ratio, and then under the
expansion provision creating a large line at a
60/40 debt equity ratio? Does the applicant
believe that it has the ability to change debt
equity terms from those required in AGIA?
Does the Administration believe that a 60/40
debt equity ratio for expansion conforms with
the requirement of AGIA? Can the
Administration change that proposed term in
negotiation with the applicant or can the
Legislature change that inconsistent term
when/if it has a proposed license for approval?

COMMENT NUMBER 5
Re: TransCanada license application page
2.2-64 section 4) NGL Processing Facility

RESPONSE
"significant progress in using H2 and H2 based
fuels for gas turbine applications is anticipated
in the next 3 to 5 years". It further concludes
that "It is anticipated that such technologies
will continue to be improved and that they can
be available for applications such as those on
the North Slope in the next 5 to 9 years".
Project design, equipment selection and
economics cannot realistically be based on
technologies that are not proven. However,
nothing prevents TransCanada from using
such technologies if they prove to be
sufficiently economic production during the
time equipment is selected for the project.

The results of our analysis indicate that the
success of this project will require the
economies of scale associated with a largescale initial project, which TC Alaska has
indicated as having at least 3.5 Bcfd of initial
gas. Under the terms of the RFA, any change
to this project plan would need prior approval
of the commissioners.
For this larger project, TC Alaska has
committed to support a debt-equity ratio of
75/25 before the FERC for rate making
purposes. They have similarly proposed a
60/40 debt-equity structure be used for
expansion rate making. The Administration
believes this is consistent with the terms of
AGIA.
These terms are spelled out in the AGIA
statute alongside the state’s commitments to
any AGIA licensee. Neither the Administration
or legislature are able to condition the terms of
an AGIA license prior to approval. However,
the state is not committed to support elements
of the project which fall outside the scope of
the AGIA statute or RFA. This would allow the
state to support any debt-equity structure it
views as being in its best interest during ratemaking determinations before the FERC.

While NGL processing capacity already exists
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in Canada, regulations are currently under
review in Alberta which could modify the terms
for NGL extraction in the province.

TransCanada provides expectation for all
NGLs to be handled by the existing processing
facilities in Alberta where existing spare
capacity is anticipated at the Straddle Plants
by the time of pipeline operation startup. An
alternative is allowed at 2.2-77 - 3)
“Alternatively, a new NGL processing complex
could be constructed in Alaska, or at any point
on the Pipeline System.” This is identified “for
access into higher value markets” although it
identifies these markets as “across the
northern tier of the US and Eastern Canada.”
For determination of adequate value to the
state please analyze the different comparative
markets throughout the Pacific Rim and not
just confine our prospective value to the
Canadian/North American market.
COMMENT NUMBER 6
Re: Page 2.2-77 – 2) Alberta’s NGL Extraction
Rights Convention
It appears that the value of NGLs included in
the pipeline would be at risk under current law
in the Alberta System as they are allocated to
the “export delivery shipper.” TransCanada
supports a complete reversal of those
extraction rights to the “Receipt Shippers” but
analysis needs to be made of the differing
value to the State of Alaska under the both
scenarios. What is the Administration’s
confidence level for the enactment of a new
law in Canada (and Provinces) that will
allocate the extraction right to receipt shippers
instead of export delivery shippers?

The State’s experts have considered the
relative values of NGLs in their comparative
NPV analyses. This is particularly important
with regards to LNG export. Because of the
need for richer gas in Asian markets the
potential for NGL extraction is limited. For a
gas pipeline in to Canada the potential for
NGL extraction is better, but this would largely
be for markets within the US and Canada.

Export of strictly NGLs to markets outside of
North America is not likely to be feasible apart
from a full LNG export project. This may be
possible, however, through a potential Y-line
project in the future.

If the current NGL extraction convention is not
changed, and the gas delivered in Alberta is
valued for royalty and tax purposes on a keepwhole, heat equivalent basis, then the State
loses around 20% of its NPV at 5% in the
current base case. This would be
unacceptable. The State and the
administration are confident that either the
current convention will be changed to provide
extraction rights to receipt shippers, or a
special accommodation will be provided for
Alaska gas. Without this, Alberta would risk
losing a valuable business opportunity
because the State and the producers would
explore different options to ensure that the
State and the producers received fair value for
their NGLs. The State of Alaska is working to
bring about a change in the convention. The
Alberta Utilities Commission is currently
holding a proceeding to examine changing the
NGL extraction convention. The
Commission’s hired expert, Ziff Energy, has
listened to the State of Alaska’s concerns, and
has testified that “Given projects to move
Alaska gas to market include alternatives to
bypass Alberta or to utilize Alberta pipelines
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and extraction facilities, Ziff Energy believes
that having a system in place that allocates
extraction rights at the receipt point, and which
provides rights to take in kind, would be an
encouraging factor in the SOA’s analysis.” For
more information on this subject, see page
129 of Alberta NGL Extraction Conventions,
Ziff Energy Group Report. The report can be
found online or by contacting the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources.

Alaska State Legislature- Ralph Samuels, Representative Ralph Samuels, Chair
legislative Budget & Audit Committee 3/06/08 (316K)
Under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act, the The letters and TC Alaska’s responses were
considered as part of the AGIA evaluation.
State of Alaska, through the Department of
The commissioners do not offer additional
Natural Resources and the Department of
responses as TC Alaska is best suited to
Revenue, issued a Request for Applications
on July 2, 2007. Of the five applicants who met respond concerning their intent and
information in their possession. Of course, the
the statutory deadline only one applicant met
commissioners and their consultants will be
the minimum requirements of the statutes.
available to respond to questions concerning
AGM has provided for a 60-day review and
the evaluation process and conclusions in the
public comment period. Please consider this
Special Session.
letter my response to that public comment
opportunity.
The Legislative Budget and Audit
Committee has sent a number of requests for
information to TransCanada Pipelines Limited.
The topics covered included open seasons,
expansions, the Alberta Hub, cost overruns,
and the economics of the project.
We feel it is essential for the legislature and
the administration to have the answers to
these questions before moving forward with a
recommendation for a license.
We request the administration pursue the
answers to these questions and incorporate
their response as a part of the record in this
public hearing process. Also, please consider
this a request for the administration to answer
the questions we have previously posed to
TransCanada. The letters to TransCanada
Pipelines Limited requesting information are
attached.
We look forward to your response to the
attached questions.
Sincerely,
Representative Ralph Samuels
LETTER ONE:
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February 19, 2008
Anthony M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 – 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Canada

RESPONSE

Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter is our first request for additional
information and clarification on issues
surrounding your AGIA application. We will
have numerous questions and will attempt to
categorize the issues in separate letters and
would appreciate your responding in the same
manner.
This letter addresses open season and
expansion as it relates to the tariff. In
reviewing the expansion analysis, we are
attempting to determine which expansions
would increase the tariff and which expansions
would decrease the tariff.
1. What is the smallest economic
expansion by compression?
2. What is a reasonable economic
expansion increment that allows for
same compressor size, etc.?
3. What is the smallest economic
expansion by looping?
4. What is a reasonable economic
expansion by lopping?
In order to understand these issues more
clearly we will pose some hypothetical
scenarios.
1. What would the costs of expansion be
for three expansions spaced two years
apart:
a. First expansion approximately
1bcf/d two years after first gas
(compression only).
b. Second expansion
approximately 1bcf/d four years
after first gas (compression
only—completes expansion by
compression).
c. Third expansion approximately
1bcf/d six years after first gas
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(looping).
d. Please explain the tariff
impact/change for each of the
scenarios listed above.
2. If expansions were in reasonable
economic increments, how many
expansions would you expect to occur
to get from 4.9 bcf/d to 5.9 bcf/d?

RESPONSE

We look forward to your timely response to
these questions.
LETTER TWO:
February 19, 2008
Anthony M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 – 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter is our second request for additional
information and clarification on issues
surrounding your AGIA application.
This letter addresses open season and
expansion as it relates to reserve
requirements and off-take locations.
1. When companies bid expansions
(especially smaller companies), do
they usually have 100% of the
reserves identified to back up their
bid, e.g. for a 20 year FT
commitment?
2. When larger companies bid at open
season, even the initial open
season, do they need 100% of the
reserves identified to back up their
bid, e.g. for a 20 year FT
commitment?
3. What is the expected time
commitment you will require at the
initial open season, e.g. for a 20
year FT commitment, 25 year FT
commitment? Would you consider
changing that requirement if
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circumstances warranted?
4. Could there be other options or will
all bidders be required to bid 20 or
25 years?
5. Will a non-binding open season
help you make that determination?
6. What is the expected time
commitment you will require for the
expansion open season?
7. Does the size of the expansion
make a difference?
8. Will you have non-binding open
season prior to an expansion or is
your periodic solicitation (every two
years) sufficient?
9. In Alaska, someone may bid one of
several off-take locations. Will that
option be available in Canada? For
example, if someone wanted to
take gas off at Whitehorse and
send it to Southeast Alaska, will
that be an option in the initial open
season or in any of the
expansions?
10. It is difficult to see 20 to 40 years
out and what may be available to
the State at that time. What if
someone wanted to take their gas
prior to entering the Alberta Hub
and shop it south or north? Will that
option be provided in the open
season or in any of the
expansions?
Again, we look forward to your timely response
to these questions.

RESPONSE

LETTER THREE:
February 29, 2008
Anthony M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 – 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:

This letter is our third request for additional
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information and clarification on issues
surrounding your AGIA application. This letter
will focus on questions relative to the Alberta
Hub.

RESPONSE

Executive Summary p.4, states, “That
system[Pre-Build] currently consists of
approximately 15,000 miles of pipe, 50
compressor stations, 1,000 receipt points and
200 delivery points.”
1. What can we expect to pay at the
receipt points for entry into the
TransCanada system?
2. Will Shippers have the option of
entering the Hub at more than one
receipt point?
3. What can we expect to pay at the
delivery points upon exiting the
TransCanada System?
4. How is the fee for the exit point
computed?
Executive Summary p.4, states, “TransCanada
is exploring options to move the Alberta
System Receipt Point upstream of Boundary
Lake to Fort Nelson, British Columbis. The
objective would be to deliver toll savings to the
Alaska Shoppers by providing them with an
equivalent toll from Fort Nelson to the Alberta
Hub, as if the Pipeline System from Fort
Nelson to Boundary Lake were integrated into
the Alberta System.” Project Description 2.107 states,”…this would provide the Alaska
Shippers a toll saving in the range of
$0.15/mmBtu to $0.20/mmBtu or
approximately $275 million to $370 million per
year.”
1. Please explain how this would work. Do the
receipt and delivery point costs stay the
same?
Executive Summary p.17,
states,”…TransCanada’s proposed Project
yields an expected aggregate undiscounted
direct cash flows during the first 25 years of
operations commencing in 2018 of:
• $207 billion to the Alaska Shippers
after taxes and royalties;
• $131 billion to the State of Alaska;
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$52 billion to the United State federal
government; and
$17 billion to TransCanada in equity
return.”

RESPONSE

TransCanada’s value was attributed to equity
return on the pipe.
1. Does the equity return on the pipe
include your receipt fees for entrance
into the Hub and exit fees from the
Hub?
2. What is your expected aggregate
undiscounted direct cash flow from
those receipt and exit fees?
3. What further benefit does
TransCanada receive from using its
pipeline downstream of the Hub?
Project Description p.2.1-1, states, “the Alaska
Pipeline Project as proposed by TransCanada
would connect natural gas from the North
Slope of Alaska to all major markets in North
America via the existing Alberta
Hub…extending from Boundary Lake to the
Alberta Hub and providing connection to the
existing Foothills Pre-Build.”
1. Are the shippers required to use the
Alberta Hub?
2. Are they required to use the Foothills
Pre-Build?
Project Description p.2.1-11, states, “When
Alaska natural gas reached the BC/Alberta
border, Shippers would contract with the
Alberta System and enter the Alberta Hub.”
1. Is this a requirement of the
TransCanada application or a
recommendation?
2. Will a Shipper be provided an
opportunity at the open season to ship
gas to an alternate receipt point other
than the Alberta Hub?
We look forward to your timely response to
these questions.
LETTER FOUR:
February 29, 2008
Anthony M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
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TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 – 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Canada

RESPONSE

Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter is our fourth request for additional
information and clarification on issues
surrounding your AGIA application. This letter
will focus on questions relative to rates.
On December 14, 2007, TransCanada
responded to a December 11, 2007, letter
form the Department of Natural Resources. In
its response to State of Alaska Request #4,
TransCanada stated that, “TransCanada
determined that an equitable and balanced
proposal would include firm service for 25 or
more years, authorized overrun service
(“AOS”), but no other interruptible service for
the initial years. Although TransCanada
recognizes the State’s interest in offering
interruptible service other then AOS in the
initial years could make it more difficult to
obtain financing for the initial Project.”
The State is interested in offering interruptible
service to delivery points in Alaska. Can
TransCanada define what it means by initial
years? Are the initial years the term of years
committed to by the shippers at eh first binding
open season, i.e., 25 to 35 years, or could the
initial years be a term of years less then that?
In the same response letter TransCanada
goes on the say, “TransCanada will utilize all
revenues collected from AOS to first service
the Capital Cost Overrun Loan. Once the
Capital Cost Overrun Loan is repaid in full,
TransCanada will credit all AOS revenues to
the account of the firm transportation
shippers.”
Please explain more fully how this works
through the use of an example.
Executive Summary p.13, states, “The rate of
return on equity will be set annually at 965
basis points about the rate for U.S. 10-year
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Treasury Note in effect at the beginning of that
year.”
1. Is this a common means for
establishing return on equity in Canada
or the U.S.?
2. How is return on equity normally
established in Canada and in the U.S.?
3. How is the present proposal consistent
with or different than what is normal in
Canada and the U.S.?

RESPONSE

Executive Summary p.14, states, “Consistent
with FERC’s Open Season regulations, the
Alaska Section would provide a distance
sensitive transportation rate for deliveries and
receipts within the State. If acceptable to
FERC, one single in-State zone based on
weighted average volume distance will be
created to represent all in-state deliveries. In
accordance with AS 43.90.130(12),
TransCanada commits to provide a minimum
of five in-State delivery points…with one of
these points anticipated to make gas available
to a potential intrastate pipeline delivering gas
to the Alaska Rail Belt region.”
1. Please explain how the weighted
average volume distance works.
2. Do you use the distance to the border
in your calculation or the distance to
the last delivery point in Alaska?
The application states one of the delivery
points may make gas available to a potential
intrastate pipeline that would make deliveries
to the Alaska Rail Belt region. However, the
possibility of an off-take point for LNG export is
not discussed.
3. Will the option for an off-take point for
LNG export also be accommodated in
the open season?
4. Will a distance sensitive rate be
available for this option as well?
Executive Summary p.16, states,
“TransCanada will work with the State to jointly
seek authorization to use the Federal loan
guarantee available for the APP to fund any
loans using a toll surcharge that is only to be
paid when natural gas commodity prices at the
Alberta Hub are above a pre-determined
minimum threshold.”
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1. When will the Shoppers know the predetermined minimum threshold?
2. Will they know by the initial binding
open season?
3. How will the pre-determined minimum
threshold be determined? You
mentioned that the Negotiated Rate
shippers will have this alternative
available, how will it affect eh recourse
rate shippers in Alaska?

RESPONSE

Development Plan pp.2.2-67-68, state, “For
the purposes of tariff/toll calculations herein,
TransCanada has assumed the rate of return
on equity would be 14% throughout the Project
Development, Execution and Operations
Phase.”
1. If the NEB or FERC authorize less
than a 14% rate of return, do any of
the other proposed TransCanada
terms change? For example, the
2% cost overrun reduction in rate of
return?
2. Will the State be required to
support TransCanada’s proposed
14% rate of return on equity before
the FERC and NEB?
We look forward to your timely response to
these questions.
LETTER FIVE:
February 29, 2008
Anthony M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 – 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 5H1
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
The Legislative Budget & Audit Committee has
contracted with several individuals and firms to
be responsive to applications submitted to the
State for a gas pipeline. At present we have
Econ One Research, Inc., Dr. John A. Neri of
Benjamin Schlesinger, Inc., Dan E. Dickinson,
CPA, and Steven B. Porter.
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We have asked all of our consultants to review
your proposal and they all have the same
request.
Please provide your spreadsheets in electronic
format with the formulas intact with a list or
schedule of inputs.
This information is not available in the DNR
data room and our consultants need the
information to fully understand the
TransCanada proposal. We look forward to
your quick response to this request. Thank
you.
City of Delta Junction- Mary Leith-Dowling, Mayor 3/05/08 (209K)
Comment Noted
The city of Delta Junction wishes to make a
formal comment on the AGIA Gasline and
Application of TransCanada.
We thank the Governor for holding one of the
statewide meetings in Delta Junction. The
presenters, Joe Balash and Allison Iverson
were very well versed in the subject and
answered questions directly and
understandably. We also appreciated
Commissioner Irwin stopping by at the end on
the way from the Tok meeting.
We wish to make 3 major points:
1. It is our understanding that AGIA does not
directly address impacts (particularly
construction period) to communities along the
proposed pipeline route. Please note that
there are hundreds of miles of pipeline
proposed by TransCanada within Alaska that
are outside organized local government areas
and thus exempt from local taxation or other
forms of local oversight. The area we are most
familiar with is the approximately 250 miles
between the Fairbanks Northstar Borough and
the Canadian border (minus the 10 miles
within the Delta City limits). Any contract with
TransCanada should include funds for impacts
in the unincorporated areas whether they be
with formal Municipalities serving a
surrounding population (like Delta Junction), a
Tribal entity, or a non-municipality such as
Tok.
The old Stranded Gas Act did recognize the

The Municipal Impact Analysis (MIA) was
generated to advise the Commissioner of
Revenue on the economic and revenue
impacts of the project proposed under the
Stranded Gas Development Act (SGDA).
The project considered in the MIA was very
similar in scope to the one now proposed by
TC Alaska. Both projects proposed following
the same route and would likely have a similar
impact on communities.
Funding recommendations made in the study
were not included within the terms of the
SGDA contract, nor is it appropriate to
included them as part of the AGIA licensure
process. However, the analysis will serve as a
valuable tool for lawmakers to consider
moving forward to pipeline construction.
Comment Noted
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needs of the unorganized areas and Delta
provided a representative to the Municipal
Advisory Group (MAG) which proposed
several hundred million dollars in impact funds
statewide to counteract the major impacts of
construction. (Offset by restrictions on local
gas line taxation).
For specific example, population in the
Delta/Greely School District is currently
estimated by the Alaska Department of labor
to exceed 4,600, all living within 30 miles of
Delta Junction (only about 1,000 of these lie
within the City limits). The Delta/Deltana area
may well be the largest population
concentration in the State mostly outside of
any local government. The Delta area
population is clearly larger than that of the City
of Valdez. There will be major impacts during
construction on the local population and there
must be formal local interaction of local
“officials” with whoever constructs the gas line
(for example, the weight of the gas pipe may
require Delta to experience up to triple the
truck traffic experienced during of construction
of TAPS).
2. The Gas line will have large temporary and
continuing influences on the Delta area. The
City of Delta Junction is interested in 3 specific
items: a) consultation with TransCanada on
location and placement of the likely needed
temporary construction camp in the Delta
area, b) participation in discussions on the
siting of a permanent compressor station in
the Delta area, and c) siting of a gas line off
take in the Delta area.

3. Open Season concerns and use of Alaska
Royalty Gas in Delta. Specifically, concerns
about an open season in 2009 that might
possibly preclude the Delta area from
obtaining gas to utilize an off take. Operating
an off take is an expensive proposition
probably requiring a fairly large population or
large industrial users. However, we guess that

RESPONSE

TC Alaska’s development plan spells out a
clear process for consultation with local
governments. This will allow an opportunity
for stakeholders to discuss local needs with
TC Alaska in order for them to respond
appropriately.
The location of off-take points will be
negotiated between TC Alaska and the state
prior to project sanction. Nevertheless, it is
likely that one will be located in or near Delta
Junction. This should provide an opportunity
for gas off-take in the area for either local use
or for a bullet line to Southcentral.
Firm Transportation commitments made at the
initial open season are most likely to be made
by shippers (producers) on a ship-or-pay
basis. Parties wishing to buy gas will not be
expected to make commitments during the
open season, but will need to negotiate
purchasing with parties who hold capacity in
the line.
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it is unlikely that the Department of Defense
would decide to enter into a “take or pay” open
season commitment for gas in 2009 for first
delivery in 2017. We also have no idea what
the owners of TAPS might choose to do in
2009.
Our point here is that to foster Alaska use of
natural gas, the State must be willing to make
at least its royalty gas available in smaller
communities with financially feasible projects
with our gigantic lead times and without very
long term contract requirements. That includes
reserving some royalty state gas availability for
the future and to not contractually commit the
full amount of Alaska royalty gas to big
projects.

RESPONSE
The state’s right to switch between taking its
royalty gas in value and in kind, is preserved
under the terms of AGIA. AGIA also requires
a licensee to hold a non-binding open season
every two years to assess the need for
additional shipping capacity. This should allow
buyers to acquire gas from off-take points at a
later date, and enable the development of
smaller local projects.

Thank you again for holding the meeting in
Delta and this chance to comment. The gas
line will be a boom to all of Alaska, but please
don’t ignore the needs and expertise available
in the unorganized areas.
Sincerely, Mary Leith-Dowling
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Advisory Council on Historic Preservation - Don Klima, Director, Office of Federal
Agency Programs 2/28/08 (141K)
Dear Commissioners Irwin and Galvin:
Thank you for providing the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation (ACHP) with an
opportunity to review and comment on the
application filed by TransCanada with the
State of Alaska under the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act (AGIA). It is our understanding
that this application has been forwarded for
our review because it is the only one deemed
complete by the State of Alaska. We have
limited our review of this application to those
issues that relate directly to Section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and
its implementing regulation, “Protection of
Historic Properties” (36 CFR Part 800). Since
the ACHP oversees the process established
under these regulations, the scope or our
review has been limited to Section 106 historic
preservation issues.
The ACHP’s review of the TransCanada AGIA
application has identified the following
prominent issues:
• There are several instances where
TransCanada’s application refers only to “all
major regulatory filings,” without defining
exactly what this means. Consistent with this
approach, Appendix P1 lists only the major
U.S. regulatory approvals that TransCanada
has determined would be required for the
proposed pipeline. This listing of major
regulatory approvals, however, does not
include Section 106 and its implementing
regulations. It is possible that Section 106
review was omitted because compliance with
the ACHP’s regulations will be the
responsibility of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) and possibly
other participating federal agencies. However,
failure to consider the early coordination of this
requirement with other federal obligations and
state laws could impact the proposed project
schedule.

In accordance with the The Alaska Natural
Gas Pipeline Act of 2004 and the Energy
Policy Act of 2005, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) is the
coordinating agency for the NEPA
environmental review and the processing of all
federal authorizations relating to proposals for
infrastructure under FERC’s jurisdiction.
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• The ACHP also has been omitted from the
stakeholders listed in Appendix G. Given the
scale of the proposed project and our
commitment under the terms of the Federal
Interagency Memorandum of Understanding,
the ACHP plans to closely monitor project
development so that we can participate in a
timely manner as needed. Although Appendix
G does list the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) as a stakeholder, it should
identify specifically the Alaska State Historic
Preservation Office (SHPO) who has an
important role in the Section 106 process.
Coordination with the SHPO, early and often,
is critical to meeting the projected schedule
and milestones.

TC Alaska’s Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2 and
Appendices B-9 and G of its application. This
plan will be reviewed by the FERC in the
context of its NEPA review. The
commissioners reasonably expect that TC
Alaska’s actual application for project
authorization will be reviewed by the FERC
and that TC Alaska will comply with any
conditions imposed by the FERC.

• Appendix G also does not indicate the Alaska
Native stakeholders for which government-togovernment consultation would be
appropriate. This is an important early
consideration in successfully planning for and
conduction consultation under Section 106.
While we recognize the efforts that have
already been made to inform and involve
Alaska Native stakeholders, failure to factor
the federal government-to-government
responsibility into Section 106 planning and
decision-making could negatively affect the
project schedule.

TC Alaska has included in its stakeholder’s
listings numerous Alaska Native groups,
corporations, villages, councils and entities.
(Appendix G to TC Alaska’s Application) TC
Alaska has shown that it is aware of Alaska
Native stakeholder issues. It is the policy of
the state to preserve and protect the historic,
prehistoric, and archeological resources of
Alaska from loss, desecration, and destruction.
Appropriate permitting will take place and will
include consultation with the appropriate
agencies. The state expects the Department of
Natural Resources and the State Historic
Preservation Office to be involved with the
NEPA process.

• According to the application, during the
development phase, TransCanada proposes
to complete a plan for managing
communications with “key stakeholders.”
However, the application does not appear to
identify who these “key stakeholders” might
be, how they will be selected or on what basis.
Elsewhere in the application, TransCanada
refers to “those stakeholders with the greatest
interaction with the project,” but then does not
explain how this qualification will be
determined or by whom. It also is not clear
from the application if those who meet this
qualification are also considered “key
stakeholders.”
• Based on the application, those with the
“greatest interaction with the project” would

Comments noted.
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receive information about “potential adverse
environmental impacts.” It is not clear why this
information is restricted only to these parties.
More importantly, such an approach may not
be consistent with the ACHP’s regulations
where “consulting parties,” such as the ACHP,
the SHPO and Indian tribes as defined in 36
CFR § 800.16(m), are provided access to
critical project information so that they may
effectively and actively participate in federal
decision-making. Will Section 106 consulting
parties be considered “key stakeholders” or
those with “great interaction” with the project?

RESPONSE

• In the discussion of stakeholder involvement,
the application also is not clear on what is
meant by the term “consultation.” Under the
ACHP’s regulations (36 CFR §800.16(f)),
consultation is “the process of seeking,
discussing and considering the views of other
participants, and where feasible, seeking
agreement with them regarding matters arising
in the Section 106 process.” Does consultation
have the same meaning when used in
TransCanada’s application?

The RFA required that only major permits be
addressed in the applications, including TC
Alaska’s application. Due to the enormity of
the scope of the project the number of total
permits required is large. The commissioners
reasonably expect that TC Alaska will comply
with all applicable regulations and laws.

• According to the application, the final scale
and scope of the environmental field studies
will be based on discussions with “regulatory
agencies and local community
representatives.” Is it the intent to solicit input
on these proposed studies from all, or just
certain stakeholders? How would a
disagreement between TransCanada and a
stakeholder about the level of effort be
resolved?

Scoping meetings are a way to identify
potential issues, impacts and data gaps.
Scoping is a process which involves the public
and local governments as well as state and
federal agencies. It is expected that all
stakeholders will have the opportunity to give
input on data gaps and the need for additional
environmental studies. FERC as the lead
agency in the NEPA process will be ultimately
responsible for the final scale and scope of
environmental studies.

• Finally, TransCanada anticipates that the
protection of heritage and cultural resources
will be an important stakeholder issue. Under
this concern, we would include consideration
of archaeological resources, especially in that
part of the proposed alignment from Delta
Junction to the Canadian border where little is
know about these types of resources.
However, it should not be assumed that other
segments of the proposed alignment, which
were studied in the 1970’s, deserve no further
scrutiny. While these studies, which are now

FERC will require archeological surveys for
the project.
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over thirty years old, could offer useful
information, much has changed in our
approach to historic preservation and
understanding of Alaska’s past. Accordingly,
additional survey may be necessary to
augment and update the previous work. It is
not clear if the proposed project schedule
takes into account this need.

RESPONSE

We hope that you find this review helpful in
completing your evaluation of the referenced
application. Should you have any questions or
require further assistance, please do contact
Laura Dean, Ph.D., at 202-606-8527 or via email at ldean@achp.gov
Sincerely,
Don Klima
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - James W. Balsiger, Acting Assistant
Administrator for Fisheries 3/05/08 (222K)
See response to Environmental Protection
Dear Commissioners Irwin and Galvin:
Agency below.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) has reviewed the
TransCanada application to the State of
Alaska regarding the construction of a pipeline
to ship natural gas to markets in the lower 48
states via Canada. We appreciate the
opportunity to comment on the application at
this early stage. Although the application
outlines a general prospectus of the project, it
does not include enough detail to allow NMFS
to develop project-specific recommendations.
As a result, NMFS encourages the agencies
and companies involved in the project to
interact with NMFS early and regularly
throughout the planning process, providing
construction and operation information as it is
developed. This early coordination will enable
NMFS to provide information concerning our
responsibilities under the Endangered Species
Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act, Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act, and MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. We also encourage
TransCanada to consider potential effects to
NOAA trust resources as planning for the
project moves forward.
Based on our early review of the application,
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NMFS would like to highlight the statutory
responsibilities that could be relevant to
planning, constructing, and operating the
proposed pipeline.
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation
and Management Act Section 305(b) of the
Magnuson-Stevens Act requires federal
agencies to consult with NMFS on all actions
they authorize, fund, or undertake that may
adversely affect Essential Fish Habitat (EFH).
The pipeline project is likely to require a
number of federal permits and/or licenses. If
any of those federal actions would adversely
affect EFH, NMFS is required to make
conservation recommendations that may
include measures to avoid, minimize, mitigate,
or otherwise offset adverse effects. Under
section 305(b)(4) of the Magnuson-Stevens
Act, the federal action agency is required to
respond to the EFH recommendations in
writing within 30 days. If the response is
inconsistent with the recommendations, the
federal action agency must provide an
explanation. Additional information regarding
habitat considerations in Alaska can be found
at www.alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/habitat.
Endangered Species Act
Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA requires that each
federal agency, in consultation with the
Secretaries of the Interior and Commerce,
ensure that any action authorized, funded, or
carried out by such agency is not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of any
endangered or threatened species or result in
the destruction or adverse modification of
critical habitat of such species. Under joint
NMFS and U.S. Fish and Wildlife regulations
(50 CFR Part 402), federal agencies are
required to consult with NMFS whenever an
action they conduct, fund, or permit may affect
ESA-listed species or designated critical
habitat under NMFS jurisdiction. Upon
request, NMFS can provide a list of the
species that may be present in the action area.
The federal action agency must determine
whether the planned activity may affect the
species or critical habitat. If the agency makes
such a determination, it would then enter into
either "informal" or "formal" ESA consultation,

RESPONSE

Comment Noted
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during which time the effects of the proposed
action would be evaluated. Additional
information regarding protected resources in
Alaska can be found at
www.alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/protectedresour
ces.
Marine Mammal Protection Act
Under the MMPA, it is generally illegal to
"take" a marine mammal without prior
authorization from NMFS. "Take" is defined as
harassing, hunting, capturing, or killing, or
attempting to harass, hunt, capture, or kill any
marine mammal. Except with respect to
certain categories of activities not pertinent
here, "harassment" is defined as any act of
pursuit, torment, or annoyance which has the
potential to injure a marine mammal in the
wild, or has the potential to disturb a marine
mammal in the wild causing disruption of
behavioral patterns, including, but not limited
to, migration, breathing, nursing, breeding,
feeding or sheltering.
Under the MMPA, the Secretary of
Commerce, throngh NMFS, may authorize the
take of small numbers of marine mammals
incidental to otherwise lawful activities (except
commercial fishing), provided that the takings
would have no more than a negligible impact
on those marine mammal species and would
not have an unmitigable adverse impact on the
availability of those species for subsistence
uses. An activity has a "negligible impact" on a
species or stock when it is determined that
total taking by the activity is not reasonably
likely to reduce annual rates of survival or
annual recruitment (i.e., offspring survival and
birth rates). Most incidental take authorizations
to date have involved the incidental
harassment of marine mammals by sound. In
the event that any aspect of the proposed
pipeline project will result in a "take" the
project applicant would be required to obtain
an incidental take authorization in advance
from NMFS.
See 16 U.S.C. § 1371(a)(5)(A) and (a)(5)(D).

RESPONSE

Comment Noted

Thank you again for the opportunity to
comment on the TransCanada application. If
you have any questions regarding the NMFS
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comments, please contact LT(jg) Jonathan
Taylor in the NMFS Alaska Region Office. He
can be reached at
jonathan.e.taylor@noaa.gov, or by telephone
at (907)271-2373
Sincerely, James Balsiger

RESPONSE

U.S. Coast Guard - Hala Elgaaly, Administrator, Bridge administration Program 3/05/08
(237K)
The U.S. Coast Guard and Transportation
Security Administration should be included
within the list of stakeholders.

The U.S. Coast Guard will be included in the
list of stakeholders when permitting activities
begin.

It should be noted that other agencies within
DHS will become more involved as the project
progresses. Other security issues such as for
a new pipeline would have to be addressed by
the Transportation Security Administration's
Pipeline Security Division, for example.

Appropriate agencies will be involved in the
permitting process.

U.S. Department of Agriculture- Dennis Bschor, Regional Forester 2/28/08 (142NK)
Comments Noted
Dear commissioners:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the
TransCanada Gas pipeline application.
The existing Trans Alaska pipeline System
from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez does not cross
National forest System (NFS) lands. Since the
gas pipeline proposal with the option to Valdez
follows the existing oil pipeline, NFS lands
would not be affected with this project.
Therefore, we will not need to be further
involved with this project as it is currently
proposed. If the project proposal changes with
potential to affect NFS lands, we request to be
notified.
Please contact Roger Birk of this office at 907586-8843 if you have any questions or
comments.
Sincerely, Dennis Bschor
U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service - Gregory Smith, Director of Lands 3/05/08
(217K)
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Dear Commissioners Irwin and Galvin:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the
Trans Canada Gas Pipeline application.
The existing Trans Alaska Pipeline System
from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez does not cross
National Forest System (NFS) lands. Since the
gas pipeline proposal with the option to Valdez
follows the existing oil pipeline, NFS lands
would not be affected with this project.
Therefore, we will not need to be further
involved with this project as it is currently
proposed. If the project proposal changes with
potential to affect NFS lands, we request to be
notified.
Please contact Mr. Roger Birk, Lands
Specialist of Region-10 (Alaska), at 907-5868843 if you have any questions or comments.

RESPONSE
Comment Noted

Sincerely,
Gregory C. Smith
Director of Lands
U.S. Department of Defense - Mike Rabbe, Chief, Regulatory Division 3/05/08 (218K)
Comment Noted
Dear Commissioners Irwin and Galvin:
The purpose of this letter is to provide
preliminary pre-scoping comments regarding
the AGIA application. It has been assigned
number POA-2008-129 which should be
referred to in all correspondence with us.
This proposal was reviewed pursuant to
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of
Comment Noted
1899 and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
as well as other regulatory guidance which will
be explained below.
Section 10 requires that a Department of the
Army (DA) permit be obtained for certain
structures or work in or affecting navigable
waters of the U.S., prior to conducting the
work (33 U.S.C. 403). Navigable waters of the
U.S. are those waters subject to the ebb and
flow of the tide shoreward to the mean high
water mark, and/or other waters identified as
navigable by the Alaska District. Section 404
of the Clean Water Act requires that a DA
permit be obtained for the placement or
discharge of dredged and/or fill material into
waters of the U.S., including wetlands, prior to
conducting the work (33 U.S.C. 1344).
It is unclear whether Section 10 waters will be
affected by the proposed project. A pipeline
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bridge over navigable waters will require a
Section 9 permit from the U.S. Coast Guard. If
for example the pipeline crossing over the
Yukon River requires any approach fills, work
below the ordinary high water mark would
require a Section 10 and a Section 404
authorization from us as well as a Section 9
permit from the USCG. We have, however,
preliminarily determined that as currently
proposed the project would involve work under
Section 404, because the gas plant on the
North Slope and the pipeline with attendant
features will require the placement of fill
material in jurisdictional wetlands and other
waters of the U.S. A DA permit will be
required.
We realize that a project at the pre-scoping
level is necessarily less detailed than a project
that is ready to permit. Our scoping comments
at this time are necessarily limited and may
not provide you with all of the information that
you need to prepare a DA permit application.
In order to expedite the permitting of your
project we have included some additional
guidance concerning information and
documentation that may be required for us to
satisfy our regulatory responsibilities.

1. At this time, the TransCanada application
has identified the anticipated level of
environmental documentation necessary for
compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) as an Environmental Impact
Statement. Based on the extent of potential
impacts to waters of the U.S., including
wetlands, we agree.

RESPONSE

In accordance with the ANGPA and the
Energy Policy Act of 2005, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) is the
coordinating agency for the NEPA
environmental review and the processing of all
federal authorizations relating to proposals for
infrastructure under FERC’s jurisdiction. The
NEPA review is initiated by a request to FERC
to use the pre-filing process. Once FERC
grants the request, all impacted agencies are
notified of a schedule to develop an EIS.
FERC then begins public meetings and
identifying issues.
Comment Noted

Comment Noted

2. Our responsibilities under the Clean Water
Act require us to review the TransCanada
project under the Environmental Protection
Agency's, Section 404 (b) (1) Guidelines.
Under the Guidelines, the applicant must show
that all appropriate and practicable steps to
minimize potential impacts of the discharge on
the aquatic ecosystem have been considered,
and that the current proposal represents the
least environmentally damaging practicable
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alternative. The applicant must summarize the
steps that they have taken to avoid, minimize
and/or mitigate the unavoidable impacts of
their proposed project. The burden of proof to
demonstrate compliance with the Guidelines
rests with the applicant; where insufficient
information is provided to determine
compliance, the Guidelines require that no
permit be issued, 40 CFR 230.12(a) (3) (iv) .
3. The least environmentally damaging
practicable alternative may include
construction in uplands or reducing the size of
the proposal to the minimum discharge
necessary for the project. An alternative is
practicable if it is available and capable of
being done after taking into consideration cost,
existing technology, and logistics in light of the
overall project purpose. If it is otherwise a
practicable alternative, an area not presently
owned by the applicant that could reasonably
be obtained, utilized, expanded, or managed
in order to fulfill the basic purpose of the
proposed activity may be considered.
4. Less damaging practicable alternatives that
do not involve a "special aquatic site”,
including wetlands, are presumed to be
available.
Practicable alternatives include,' but are not
limited to:
a. activities which do not involve a discharge
of dredged or fill material into waters (including
wetlands) of the United States; and
b. discharges of dredged or fill material at
other locations in waters of the U.S.

RESPONSE

Comment Noted

Comment Noted

Comment Noted

5. According to the Alaska Natural Gas
Pipeline Act of 2004, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) will prepare
an environmental impact statement and
consolidate reviews of all federal agencies.
FERC will need adequate information for their
public interest review, and record of decision.
The NEPA evaluation includes secondary and
cumulative effects to the aquatic environment
from the proposed action. Secondary effects
"are caused by the (proposed) action and are
later in time or farther removed in distance, but
are still reasonably foreseeable" (40 CFR Part
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1508 Sec. 8). Cumulative effects are those
that result “from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions
regardless of what agency (Federal or nonFederal) or person undertakes such other
actions" (40 CFR Part 1508, Sec. 7). Before a
decision could be made by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (Corps) on an application
for an individual permit, the applicant will need
to provide the Corps with adequate information
for us to prepare our record of decision
including a 404(b) (1) analysis.

RESPONSE

Thank you for providing the Corps with this
opportunity to provide early comment. You
may contact me, or Mr. Mike Holley of my
staff, at (907)753-2712, toll free from within
Alaska at (800) 478-2712, or by mail at the
letterhead address, ATTN: CEPOA-FD, if you
have questions. For additional information
about our Regulatory Program, visit our web
site at www.poa.usace.army.mil/reg.
Sincerely,
Mike Rabbe
U.S. Department of Energy - James A. Slutz, Acting Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Office of Fossil Energy 3/05/08 (223K)
Dear Commissioner Irwin and Commissioner
Galvin:
This is in response to your request of January
4, 2008, asking each signatory to the
Memorandum of Understanding Related to an
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Project
(MOU), to comment on the application
submitted by subsidiaries of the TransCanada
Corporation (TransCanada) under the State of
Alaska's Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
(AGIA) process.
As a matter of national energy policy, the
Department of Energy (DOE) supports the
State of Alaska's effort to facilitate a project
capable of transporting natural gas from the
North Slope of Alaska to the Lower 48 States.
Under section 3 of the Natural Gas Act, 15
U.S.C. 718c, DOE has authority to grant or
deny import and export licenses of natural gas.
In addition, DOE is authorized by section 116
of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act
(ANGPA), 15 U.S.C. 720n, to issue loan
guarantees for qualified Alaska natural gas
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transportation projects.

RESPONSE

TransCanada filed its application under AGIA
with the State of Alaska on November 30,
2007. However, TransCanada has not
submitted any proposal or application to DOE
concerning either a natural gas export or
import license or a loan guarantee under
ANGPA.

TC Alaska has only submitted an application
for the AGIA license and will complete permit
applications at the appropriate time.

The only mention of DOE'S loan guarantee
authority in the TransCanada application is in
reference to an option that would utilize a
portion of the loan guarantee to cover potential
capital cost overruns.
On January 28, 2008, DOE also received from
the Office of the Federal Coordinator the
following request from the State of Alaska.
"Confirm that loan guarantee is available for
an LNG project that would deliver gas to U.S.
markets via either Canadian or Mexican
terminals". The current TransCanada
application, however, chiefly proposes to
transport natural gas to Lower 48 markets
through a pipeline running through Canada.
The possibility of making deliveries to an LNG
facility is presented solely as an option that
may be developed if a planned open season
does not yield sufficient demand for pipeline
transportation. Additionally, the discussion of
the LNG option in the application does not
mention the possibility that LNG would be
redelivered to U.S. markets through either a
Canadian or Mexican terminal.
Because DOE may have future legal,
regulatory or financial roles to play with
respect to the TransCanada application, DOE
believes that it is premature for it to offer public
comments on the application at this time. We
of course continue to be willing to informally
discuss the AGIA process and DOE
responsibilities with you and other
stakeholders at any time.
We look forward to working with you and the
State of Alaska to expedite the Alaska natural
gas transportation project, which will be an
important contribution to our Nation's energy
security. If you require additional information,
please contact me or Ms. Sally Komfeld, at
(202) 586- 3814.

Comment Noted
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RESPONSE

Sincerely,
James A. Slutz

U.S. Department of the Interior - James Cason, The Associate Deputy Secretary of the
Interior, Washington, D.C. 3/05/08 (224K)
Dear Commissioners Irwin and Galvin:
The Department of the Interior welcomes the
opportunity to provide the State of Alaska
comments regarding the TransCanada
application filed pursuant to the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act and answers to
questions put forth by the State of Alaska. The
Department is interested in the success of the
Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Project due to the
potential of transporting natural gas from
future development of Federal onshore and
offshore areas in northern Alaska. Our
Nation's security, economy, and quality of life
are dependent on adequate and affordable
supplies of energy.
The Department of the Interior is responsible
for protecting and managing the Nation's
natural resources and cultural heritage;
providing scientific and other information about
those resources; and honoring its trust
responsibilities or special commitments to
American Indians, Alaska Natives, and
affiliated Island Communities.
As summarized in the following pages, we will
review the various Agency responsibilities,
general comments, specific comments, as well
as address questions the State of Alaska
inquired of the Department of the Interior.
Agency Responsibilities:
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is responsible
for administering Federal Indian policy with
respect to American Indian tribes, Alaska
Native villages, and tribal organizations. The
BIA also is responsible for granting rights-ofway, with the consent of Indian owners, across
lands subject to Federal restrictions against
alienation.

Agency responsibilities detailed in the letter
are noted.
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RESPONSE

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has
principal responsibility, under Section 28 of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 (MLA), for issuing
and administering rights-of-way authorizing
natural gas pipelines to cross Federal lands,
except lands in the National Park System,
lands held in trust for an Indian or Indian Tribe,
and lands on the Outer Continental Shelf. For
the BLM to meet its commitment for an Alaska
Natural Gas Transportation project, the BLM
will need to:
• Support the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission in the conduct of the National
Environmental Policy Act process
• Process a right-of-way to TransCanada with
full cost recovery to BLM
• Pre-grant surveys and post-grant right-of-way
authorizations and actions
• Take the lead for compliance of
constructions, operations, maintenance, and
termination under a Federal grant of right-ofway
• Work with other land management bureaus
with regard to interests in lands subject to
right-of-way rules of the Mineral Leasing Act.
• As necessary: prepare Material Sales
Contracts and Temporary Use Permits
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) is responsible
for conserving, protecting, and enhancing fish,
wildlife, plants, and their habitats. The FWS
has principal trust responsibility to protect and
conserve migratory birds, threatened and
endangered species, certain marine
mammals, and inter-jurisdictional fish. The
FWS manages the National Wildlife Refuge
System (NWRS). Applicants for new pipeline
construction projects are required to consult
with or obtain approvals from the FWS on
projects potentially affecting any of these
resources. The FWS also consults on projects
potentially affecting fresh water or marine
resources and water quality. In addition, the
FWS may authorize use by permit for areas
within the NWRS.
Geological Survey (USGS) is responsible for
providing reliable scientific information to
describe and understand the Earth; minimize
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loss of life and property from natural disasters;
manage water, biological, energy, and mineral
resources; and enhance and protect our
quality of life. The complex environment in
which we live and work demands an
understanding of many interrelated natural
systems. The USGS environmental science is
focused on understanding the physical,
chemical, and biological processes at work in
those natural systems and how those
processes are affected by human activities on
the landscape. The USGS seeks to provide
the understanding and scientific information
needed to recognize and mitigate adverse
impacts and to sustain the health of the
Nation's environment.

RESPONSE

Minerals Management Service (MMS) is
responsible for managing the ocean energy
and mineral resources on the Outer
Continental Shelf and Federal and Indian
mineral revenues to enhance public and trust
benefits, promote responsible use, and realize
fair value.
National Park Service (NPS) is responsible for
administering the National Historic Landmarks
(NHL) Program and Section 6(f) of the Land
and Water Conservation Fund Act (LWCF),
and serves as Interior Department lead on
Section 4(f) of the Transportation Act reviews.
The NPS serves as an official interested party
throughout the Section 106 consultation
process to ensure the integrity of National
Historic Landmarks. Generally, NPS prepares
the Department of the Interior comments on
Section 4(f) LWCF evaluations prepared by
the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT),
to seek the protection of public (Federal and
non-Federal) recreational lands, including
parks and wildlife refuges, in the planning of
DOT proposals. Finally, NPS approves
conversions under Section 6(f) of the LWCF.
Office of the Secretary -Alaska Field Office
serves as a focal point for the Secretary of the
Interior, to the State of Alaska, Alaska Native
community, and the general public in
developing coordinated Federal and State
approaches to planning for "the general
economic development of the State and long
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range conservation and use of its natural
resources." The office assists in the
management of Federal public lands with a
diverse mix of natural resources unmatched in
any other single state or geographic region in
the Nation. The office assists the Secretary of
the Interior in carrying out management
responsibilities in Alaska.

RESPONSE

Office of Environmental Policy and
Compliance (OEPC) provides National and
Regional leadership and direction in the
coordination and development of
environmental policy and program evaluation.
The OEPC provides independent
environmental and technical advice to the
Secretary, Deputy Secretary, the Assistant
Secretary - Policy, Management and Budget,
and senior Departmental officials on policies,
programs, and individual actions affecting
natural resources and environmental quality.
The OEPC Headquarters and Regional offices
(including the Alaska Regional Office) provide
for a coordinated and unified approach and
response to environmental issues that affect
multiple bureaus to ensure that the
Department of the Interior speaks as one
entity with respect to those issues. In addition,
OEPC provides guidance for the Department's
compliance with the full range of existing
environmental statutes, executive orders,
regulations, and other requirements.
The following are comments regarding the
TransCanada application. General Comments:
Comment 1: The MMS conducts a leasing
program in Outer Continental Shelf areas
adjacent to the North Slope of Alaska. The
purpose of the OCS program is to facilitate
petroleum exploration and development.
Production from the OCS is intended to
provide income to the Federal government and
a supply of oil and gas to domestic
consumers. Oil development can use the
existing Trans-Alaska Pipeline System and
tanker system to market. However, a
significant natural gas development requires
the construction of a transportation system. It
is very important to the OCS program that

The State of Alaska strongly agrees that
access to the pipeline from federal leases is
essential.
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future lessees have fair access to both oil and
gas transportation systems.
Previous concerns regarding access for future
shippers were addressed by the TransCanada
proposal. Although the discussion regarding
pipeline capacity expansion was minimal, it is
sufficient given the preliminary stage of the
application process and demonstrates the
intent to provide access to the pipeline under
reasonable terms. Also, it is understood that
the engineering details satisfactory to new
shippers will eventually be developed.

RESPONSE

Comment 2: The description in TransCanada's
application for post-construction regulatory
controls necessary to ensure operational
safety, environmental protection, and
functional reliability of the proposed pipeline
throughout the life of the system is limiting.
The preconstruction elements of the
TransCanada application provide confidence
to agencies that a robust pipeline system may
be regulated through their authorities.
TransCanada cited major
United States' regulatory approval
requirements, committed to use a fully
integrated design approach (performance
monitoring and maintenance practices
considered integral to design and
construction), and subscribe to a design
methodology which recognizes necessary
standards, regulations and design criteria
covering permafrost effects, seismic hazards,
and slope stability.
Taken collectively, these elements
demonstrate TransCanada's commitment to
"develop and implement an effective
regulatory strategy to manage these often
complex regulatory processes, many of which
will be undertaken contemporaneously."
However, coordination of these authorities
throughout the entire life of the system, both in
Alaska and with their counterparts for the
Canadian sections of the pipeline, will require
future collaboration by many State and
Federal agencies. A coordinated effort is
needed to assure the long-tern1 operational
safety, environmental protection, and
functional reliability of the proposed pipeline
system.

Coordination is important to the long-term
operational safety, environmental protection,
and functional reliability of TC Alaska’s natural
gas pipeline system. The Administration is in
contact many state, U.S. federal, and
Canadian federal agencies to assure that
permitting processes proceed efficiently and in
a coordinated fashion. Key to those efforts
have been the guidance and direction of Drue
Pearce, Federal Coordinator of the Office of
the Federal Coordinator for Alaska Natural
Gas Transportation Projects. Additionally,
AGIA i at AS 43.90.250 provides for the an
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator in
the Office of the Governor. Working with the
Office of the Federal Coordinator for Alaska
Natural Gas Transportation Projects, one of
the central duties of the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act coordinator will be to perform
the coordination tasks identified in the
comment.
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RESPONSE

Comment 3: The BLM continues to survey
boundaries of land title, and in the process,
navigable waters are meandered and such
information may be relevant to the application
in determining the permitting entity regarding
navigable waters.

Information noted.

Comment 4: The TransCanada application
information is limiting as to whether any
existing facilities (e.g., mineral materials, camp
sites, work pads) of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System would be used or if new facilities
would be constructed in proximity to the TransAlaska Pipeline System. Additional information
would be requested by the BLM-Joint Pipeline
Office in the Federal process regarding the
use of existing facilities to ensure the safety
and integrity of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
System in relation to an adjacent natural gas
pipeline.

Comment Noted. Appropriate information will
be provided upon request.

Comments Specific to TransCanada
Application Document:
Appendix PI, Major U.S. Regulatory
Approvals:
Comments regarding the TC Alaska
application have been noted.

Comment 1: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has responsibility for issuing permits
to Federal and State agencies and private
parties for actions which would involve use of
FWS administered lands. If the route involves
lands under the jurisdiction of the FWS, there
could be an additional permit required.
Comment 2: Section 7, of the Endangered
Species Act requires consultation with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. Although it is not a
regulatory action that results in a specific
permit, it is a requirement.
Appendix G: List of Stakeholders:
Comment 1: Under the heading of "Federal
Government" is the entity "Southeast
Conference." This entity is not a Federal
government agency. The Southeast
Conference is a non-profit corporation with
membership from municipalities, business,
government agencies, organizations, and

Additions and corrections to the stakeholder
list are noted and appreciated..
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individuals located or doing business in
Southeast Alaska. Alaska legislators who
represent Southeast Alaska are automatically
considered members. Southeast Conference
is the State-designated Alaska Regional
Development Organization (ARDOR), the
Federally-designated Economic Development
District (EDD), and the Federally-designated
Resource Conservation and Development
Council (RC&D) for Southeast Alaska
(www.seconference.org)

RESPONSE

Comment 2: The Federal agency Bureau of
Indian Affairs should be added to the list of
stakeholders because of its trust
responsibilities to Alaska Natives and tribal
organizations.

TC Alaska will work with FERC during the
environmental review process to determine the
complete list of stakeholders.

Comment 3: The Bureau of Land Management
continues to process land title transfers to
individuals, Native Corporations, and the State
of Alaska. In addition, there will continue to be
some Native allotment applications that were
once closed that will be reinstated for
processing. Due to these land title transfers,
the list of stakeholders will change periodically
throughout the course of the project. The BLM
will provide updates as land status changes in
the right-of-way application processing.

The State of Alaska appreciates BLM
providing updates of land status changes.

Comment 4: Since stakeholder matters are not
always land based, it is suggested that the
Stakeholder list include the list of recognized
Tribes in Alaska.
Responses to the State of Alaska Questions to
DOI:
The Department of the Interior is providing
responses to the questions that the State of
Alaska asked regarding the Bureau of Land
Management, National Park Service, and Fish
and Wildlife Service processes and
approaches for granting rights-of-way.

Responses to the State of Alaska’s questions
have been noted.

Bureau of Land Management:
Question 1: Confirm that it will use the same
evaluation criteria and processes for
commenting on NEPA process as are used in
the lower 48.
Response: The BLM will participate with FERC
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to develop the appropriate scope of the project
to ensure the NEPA work they do fulfills BLM's
requirements for issuance of a right-of-way.

RESPONSE

Question 2: Confirm that BLM's approaches
and standards for granting rights-of-way in the
Lower 48 will continue to be used for purposes
of granting a right-of-way in Alaska for affected
Federal lands.
Response: The BLM will follow the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended, Public Law 108324, 43 CFR 2880, Memorandum of
Understanding dated June 2006, related to an
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Project,
and other pertinent legal authorities.
National Park Service:
Question 1: Confirm that the same standards
for granting rights-of-way in Lower 48 will be
applied to any park land affected by any
Alaskan pipeline project.
Response: In the lower 48, the National Park
Service does not have statutory authority for
granting oil or gas pipelines, so an act of
Congress would be required to provide such
authority. Alaska is different because of the
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation
Act (ANILCA). Title XI of ANILCA (sections
1105 and 1106(b)) addresses this situation
and provides a process for application and
processing facilities (e.g., oil or gas pipeline).
Title XI of ANICLA continues as a legal
authority to the extent it has been amended by
the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act of 2004.
Fish and Wildlife Service:
Question 1: Confirm that the same standards
for participation in NEPA processes in the
Lower- 48 will be applied to any Alaska
project.
Response: The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
confirms that the same standards for
participation in the NEPA processes in the
Lower 48 would apply to any Alaska natural
gas pipeline project.
If you have any questions of the Department,
please contact Ashley Banister, (202) 2084177
Sincerely,
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RESPONSE

James E. Cason

U.S. Department of Transportation - Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration - Carl Johnson, Administrator 3/05/08 (227K)
Dear Messrs. Irwin and Galvin:
The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA) appreciates the
opportunity to provide comments on the
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC proposal
for a license to construct an Alaska natural gas
pipeline project pursuant to the Alaska Gas
Inducement Act (AGIA). Enclosed are
responses to your questions concerning
PHMSA's role in overseeing construction and
operation of the proposed Alaska natural gas
pipeline. We have also enclosed a short
explanation of PHMSA's general mission and
authority.

Comment noted.

We have worked closely with the Office of the
Federal Coordinator (OFC) over the past
months to provide information on pipeline
safety, environmental performance, and
reliability. We look forward to continuing to
support both the OFC and the State of Alaska
as this project progresses.
PHMSA does not issue any permits for the
construction and operation of gas pipelines.
Rather, our role is to ensure all gas pipelines
fully comply with the federal gas pipeline
safety regulations at 49 CFR Part 192. This
means that the pipeline design, materials,
construction, operations, and maintenance
must conform with the technical requirements
in our regulations and the more than 60
national technical standards that are
incorporated by reference.
At this point in the process, we have no
specific issues with the very preliminary
TransCanada technical proposal. We are
confident that any pipeline safety-related
design or construction issues that arise during
the project are very manageable and would
not cause any PHMSA regulatory delays. We
will engage with TransCanada and other
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agencies as technical issues arise during all
phases of the project. We anticipate
addressing any technical safety compliance
issues during the pre-front end engineering
design, front end engineering design,
construction, and startup phases of pipeline
construction. PHMSA field personnel will
monitor construction as it proceeds, backed up
by the PHMSA engineering staff and
consultants as required.
TransCanada already operates thousands of
miles of gas pipeline under PHMSA's oversight
and we have no reason to question the
company's capability to safely operate the
proposed pipeline. PHMSA also has a
longstanding and effective working relationship
with the National Energy Board (NEB), the
Canadian regulator, including an agreement
"to enhance cooperation and coordination . . .
for the purpose of improving pipeline safety" in
both nations. We will work closely with the
NEB to resolve any design and technical
issues that may arise during construction of
this crossborder pipeline.

RESPONSE

I hope the enclosed comments answer many
of your questions. We are available for
consultation, regulatory or technical, at any
time and look forward to working with OFC,
the State of Alaska, and TransCanada.
As additional questions and concerns arise,
please feel free to contact me at (202) 3664433.
Sincerely yours,
Carl T. Johnson
Enclosures
PHMSA Comments in Response to
Questions from State of Alaska
on TransCanada's AGIA Proposal
February 8, 2008
1. Will any pipe diameter, yield strength (e.g.,
X-80 or X-100 pipe) and wall thickness be
deemed acceptable so long as it complies with
49 CFR Part 192?
Response: Yes. The U.S. segments of
TransCanada's proposed line will be subject to
49 CFR Part 192, which prescribes minimum
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standards for the design, construction, testing,
and operation of natural gas transmission
pipelines. The Part 192 requirements
incorporate the industry standard API 5L, the
national standard for pipe design, materials,
and manufacturing quality. Compliance with
API 5L may be demonstrated with a variety of
pipe and material specifications (e.g., welds,
valves, pipe supports, etc.).
TransCanada's AGIA proposal indicates
that the company plans to begin the initial
engineering design phase of the project in the
second quarter of 2008. PHMSA is prepared
to confer with the applicant before and during
the design phase in order to anticipate and
address compliance issues, including material
specifications. According to its AGIA proposal,
TransCanada intends to use X-80 pipe. As
part of a complete design this pipe will be
acceptable to PHMSA, provided the pipe is
demonstrated to satisfy API 5L requirements.
In addition to reviewing the applicant's
designs, PHMSA will check records and
monitor construction to ensure that all
materials meet the requirements.
It is too early in the process to speculate
whether alternative pipe (e.g., X-100 steel
pipe) would be acceptable. Although our
existing regulations do not permit use of X-100
steel pipe, PHMSA will consider alternative
steel pipe with proven metallurgy, chemistry,
and toughness characteristics through its
Special Permit authority. In accordance with
our Special Permit procedures (49 CFR
§190.341), PHMSA may waive existing
requirements based on a finding that the
waiver is not inconsistent with safety. Issuance
of a Special Permit requires a detailed
application, complete technical justification,
and compliance with additional safety
requirements. Our Special Permit procedures
also require public notice and comment.
PHMSA is also active in supporting the
development of advanced steel pipe
technology. PHMSA's Research and
Development (R&D) program is cooperatively
funding four projects that address highstrength steels. Each of these projects
addresses a different technical concern. If an
operator chooses to use any of these
B-280
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technologies, it may need to apply to PHMSA
for a Special Permit supported by a detailed
technical justification. More information on
each of these projects is available on our
website as summarized below:
49 CFR Part 192 - Subpart C -Pipe Design
Project Title: Design, Development, and
Testing of Optimized Composite "Soft
Crack Arrestors" -Now underway.
Researcher: Engineering Mechanics
Corporation of Columbus
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/matrix/PrjHome.rd
m?prj=228
Per ANSI/ASME B31.8, pipeline designers
have the option of selecting materials with
adequate toughness to arrest a crack in the
pipe body or to use mechanical crack arrestor
devices to prevent this mode of failure. For
newer large diameter pipeline projects with
higher-grade steels (X-100) and rich natural
gases, it is increasingly more difficult to be
able to arrest an axial propagating crack by
pipe body toughness.

RESPONSE

49 CFR Part 192 - Subpart E - Welding of
Steel in Pipelines (two projects)
Project Title: Hybrid Laser/GMAW of High
Strength Steel Gas Transmission Pipelines Now underway.
Researcher: Edison Welding Institute (EWI)
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/matrix/PrjHome.rd
m?prj=219
Project Title: Hybrid Laser Arc Welding
(HLAW) System Development for Pipeline
Construction - Now underway.
Researchers: BMT Fleet Technology Limited &
Intelligent Optical Systems
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/matrix/PriHome.rd
m?prj=222
49 CFR Part 192 - Subpart G - General
Construction Requirements
Project Title: Integrity Management for
Wrinklebends and Buckles -Completed final
report now being reviewed by PHMSA
engineers.
Researcher: Battelle Corporation
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/matrix/PrjHome.rd
m?prj=164

Comment Noted
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2. Can PHMSA confirm that an Alaskan
pipeline will not be treated differently than
those in the lower-48 states with respect to
external pressures and loads (e.g., frost
heave, seismic activity, and permafrost
conditions) as provided in 49 CFR §192.103
and 192.317?
Response: Yes. PHMSA will hold an
Alaskan gas pipeline to the same
requirements, including the standards in 49
CFR §§192.103 and 192.317, applicable to
gas transmission pipelines in the Lower 48. In
all cases, the operator must demonstrate
through technical calculations and testing that
a proposed pipe can withstand all stresses
and loads imposed during transportation,
construction, and operation. This necessarily
means that differences in site conditions may
require different engineering solutions and
integrity management programs. The design of
pipelines in permafrost may be one such
condition. If any unique feature or technical
design in an Alaskan gas pipeline is required
to meet the forces imposed on it by the arctic
environment, PHMSA will work with the
pipeline operator and the State to evaluate
measures that maintain safety, operational
efficiency, and environmental protection.
TransCanada's proposal indicates it may
use strain-based design procedures for the
Alaskan gas pipeline. This approach would
require a change in PHMSA's 49 CFR Part
192 regulations (which require stress-based
design procedures) or approval of a Special
Permit. Strain-based design procedures are
accepted under Canadian pipeline safety
standards, and PHMSA has worked with the
Minerals Management Service (MMS) on a
joint study of strain-based design of pipelines.
The study report was completed in 2003 and is
available at
http://www.mms.gov/tarprojects/434/434AA.pd
f.

RESPONSE

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Keith Mason, Senior Regulatory Impact Analyst
and designated Alaska natural gas contact, Office of Policy Analysis and Review, Office
of Air and Radiation 3/05/08 (228K)
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Dear Commissioners Irwin and Galvin:
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) appreciates the opportunity to review
the TransCanada Alaska Company's
application for a license to construct a natural
gas pipeline. EPA will act as a cooperating
agency with the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) during the development
of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
associated with a permit application under
Section 7 of the Natural Gas Act for a natural
gas pipeline in Alaska. We believe the June,
2006 "Memorandum of Understanding Related
to an Alaska Natural Gas Transportation
Project" will provide for a coordinated federal
role when an application is submitted to FERC
pursuant to the Natural Gas Act.
EPA responsibilities relevant to the pipeline
permitting process include, but are not limited
to: reviewing and commenting, under Section
309 of the Clean Air Act (CAA), on the
environmental impacts of federal actions that
are subject to the National Environmental
Policy Act's requirement to prepare an EIS; the
authority to participate in the Section 404
Clean Water Act (CWA) permit process; the
authority to issue CWA Section 402 National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
permits; Oil Spill Prevention and Response
requirements under the CWA, the authority to
review state issued CAA Title V operating
permits; and Tribal consultation, as
appropriate.
EPA headquarters' Office of General
Counsel, Office of Federal Activities,
Office of Water, Office of Air and Radiation,
and Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response in Washington, our Pacific
Northwest Regional Office (Region 10) in
Seattle, and our Alaska Operations Office will
all be involved in the review. The Alaska Oil
and Gas Sector team will continue to facilitate
EPA Region 10 involvement in the Alaska
Natural Gas Pipeline project to ensure
integrated and collaborative actions spanning
all agency programs. We look forward to
working with the state of Alaska, its applicants,
and our federal partners.

RESPONSE
All environmental reviews from all federal
agencies involved with a proposed Alaska gas
pipeline project will be consolidated under one
EIS with FERC as the coordinating agency.
As part of the NEPA process, impacted
agencies will have the opportunity to take part
in the NEPA scoping process as well as
comment on a draft EIS.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the
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TransCanada application. Please feel free to
contact me if you have any questions or
concerns.
Sincerely yours, Keith Mason

RESPONSE
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RESPONSE

Alaska American Federation of Labor, Congress of Industrial Organizations- Vince
Beltrami, President 3/04/08 (171K)
Comments noted
On behalf of the Alaska AFL-CIO I would like
to take this opportunity to commend the
governor and her administration on engaging
in a process to build a framework to move a
gas line project concept forward which has
been refreshingly open, despite the several
and varied industry critics who have come out
of the woodwork in opposition.
Whether or not AGIA is the best process to
get a line built remains to be seen, but it is
without a doubt the greatest effort that has
ever existed in our state to move forward a
project that takes the concerns of all Alaskans
into consideration.
In light of last evening’s news where former
chief of staff to Governor Murkowski, Jim Clark
has admitted guilt in regards to circumstances
related to the former administration's efforts in
conjunction with a selfishly driven unethical
company, breeching the public trust, this
reinforces Governor Palin’s AGIA process as
being the right approach to prevent a similar
outcome.
After meeting with TransCanada, it is clear
that the TransCanada team made every effort
to meet the varied desires of a state desperate
to get its gas to market. The flexibility to alter
their project to meet the wishes of the state
are commendable and well thought out. The
risk to TransCanada’s financial exposure
should the three producers not commit gas in
an open season shows their commitment to
bear the brunt of $100 million, and certainly
justifies their willingness to accept the state’s
offer to provide $500 million in guarantees, on
a $600 million endeavor which does not
guarantee success or commencement of a
construction project.
The only weakness in their proposal, and of
course it is unavoidable, is that it relies on the
commitments of all three major producers in
order to be viable. Unfortunately, while I
believe one or more of the major producers
really do want to get our gas to market, we as
a state have been led down the path of
lackluster commitments in the past. And in fact
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the AGIA process did get one of the big three
to lay some of their cards on the table as well.
I commend Conoco-Phillips for making a
proposal. However, AGIA is the law that was
passed nearly unanimously, and accordingly a
process the legislature overwhelmingly
approved as the methodology to move a
project forward.
A criticism I have heard is that it is not a
competitive process when only one successful
applicant emerges. That is utter hogwash.
Every competitive bid process I have ever
witnessed results in only one successful
bidder. TransCanada met every must have the
AGIA process laid out, and built the flexibility
in their project to construct an LNG line if the
transcontinental approach is not viable for
whatever reason. Because the several other
applicants did not meet the minimum
requirements set forth in AGIA does not mean
the process was not competitive. Quite the
contrary, it means that TransCanada dotted all
their i’s and crossed all their t’s better than any
other applicant. Accordingly, as long as AGIA
is the law, the process should be honored and
allowed to run its course.
From the readings of legal opinions posted
on the AGIA website it is obvious that
TransCanada’s application is and has been
the only unconditional and fully compliant
application submitted within the requirements
of AGIA and should be thusly considered.
Thank you for consideration of my
comments

RESPONSE

Alaska Gasline Port Authority- Bert Cottle, Chairman 3/06/08 (280NK)
As a result of the AGIA process, Alaska now
has, for the first time, all the information
necessary to compare the viability and
benefits of the Trans-Canadian pipeline with
an All-Alaskan pipeline to Valdez for export of
gas not needed in Alaska. We thank you for all
your hard work in this process.
We bring to your attention the following
significant benefits of the All-Alaska line
supported in the application we submitted to
your Administration on December 18, 2007 in
response to their Request for Clarifying
Information:
1. Earliest gas to Alaskans;

Comments Noted
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2. Highest well head value for Alaska’s gas –
value added industries / jobs;
3. Project decisions made in Alaska;
4. Smaller size (2.7 bcf) project does not
require all three producers’ participation;
5. Senior project permits, ROW’s, and licenses
already in place;
6. Highest likelihood of being built because of:
(a) smallest volume of gas required; (b)
premium market for Alaska’s gas; (c) does not
require all three producers to participate.
7. All jobs (pre-construction, construction,
operation, maintenance) remain in Alaska;
Thank you again for your continued efforts to
commercialize Alaska’s gas to the maximum
benefit of Alaska.

RESPONSE

Anadarko- David Anderson, Manager, International Commercial Development 3/06/08
(252K)
COMMENTS OF ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION ON JOINT APPLICATION
OF TRANSCANADA ALASKA COMPANY
AND FOOTHILLS PIPE LINES LTD FOR
LICENSE UNDER THE ALASKA GASLINE
INDUCEMENT ACT On November 30, 2007,
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC (“TC
Alaska LLC”) and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
(“Foothills”) (hereinafter collectively referred to
as “TransCanada”) submitted a joint
application for a license (“Application”) to
construct an Alaska natural gas pipeline
project (“Project”) in accordance with the
Request for Applications (“RFA”) issued by the
Alaska Commissioner of Natural Resources
and the Alaska Commissioner of Revenue
(hereinafter jointly referred to as the
“Commissioners”) pursuant to the Alaska Gas
Inducement Act (“AGIA”). Notice of the
Application was issued by the Commissioners
on January 4, 2008. In accordance with the
Notice and AS 43.90.180, Anadarko
Petroleum Corporation (“Anadarko”) hereby
submits its Comments on the Application for
the Commissioners’ consideration.
COMMENTS
Anadarko is greatly encouraged by the
Application and considers both the AGIA and
TransCanada’s response to the AGIA to be
positive steps in the development of a Project.
Overall, Anadarko is pleased with the
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Application and believes that it reflects
TransCanada’s capability for the task at hand.
Anadarko is especially pleased with
TransCanada’s diligence in attempting to
accommodate not just the needs of the
established North Slope Producers, but the
explorers in Alaska as well. Indeed, the
proposed design of the pipeline and many of
the terms and conditions of the Application,
such as the bi-annual open season provisions
and the rolled-in rate treatment for expansion
projects, will encourage the exploration and
development of Alaska’s natural gas
resources. Given the length and complexity of
the Application, however, Anadarko has not
been able to come to a full understanding all of
its provisions during the comment period.
Moreover, while TransCanada arguably may
not need to justify all aspects of its proposed
pipeline at this stage, the lack of a full
explanation for many complex provisions and
other aspects of the proposal do not permit a
complete analysis of the Application at this
time without the need for substantial briefings
by TransCanada.

RESPONSE

As a result, Anadarko hereby seeks the
Commissioners’ understanding and
appreciation that Anadarko desires to reserve
the right to provide any further comments or
concerns on any issues arising out of the
Application when the appropriate filings are
made with FERC and the NEB. Anadarko
hopes that the State of Alaska and the
Commissioners would also reserve the State’s
rights to raise further issues and concerns as
they come to light in due process, or as they
are raised by other stakeholders. In these
comments, Anadarko identifies several issues
for the Commissioners’ consideration,
concentrating on those issues most significant
to explorers. Anadarko also identifies certain
provisions that FERC and/or the NEB may find
troublesome. Generally, however, Anadarko
wishes to express its support for
TransCanada’s Application.

By issuing a license to TC Alaska, the State
will not be endorsing or binding itself to any of
the proposed commercial terms for service.
The State reserves the right to represent itself
before the FERC and NEB, and any other
agency, and take positions in support of its
best interests.

1. Development of Precedent Agreement
As a part of the process toward developing the
Precedent Agreement that will be offered to

Comment Noted. The commitment to pipeline
access to explorers such as Anadarko is
evidenced in AGIA’s requirements that the
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bidders in the Open Season, the Application
states that TransCanada will meet with
“interested stakeholders” to “develop a
mutually acceptable Precedent Agreement.”
TransCanada does not state with whom it
intends to meet in the process of developing
the terms and conditions of the Precedent
Agreement but, undoubtedly, ConocoPhillips,
ExxonMobil, and BP Alaska will be among
those to be consulted. An obvious concern of
explorers is that the structure and terms of a
Precedent Agreement negotiated with these
three companies will not favor their
competitors, like Anadarko. Structuring a
Precedent Agreement with the North Slope
Producers that will be used for all bidders on
the Project could result in explorers being
disadvantaged. Therefore, Anadarko believes
that TransCanada should be encouraged to
develop the terms and conditions of its
Precedent Agreement through an open and
transparent process incorporating the
participation of all interested parties and
stakeholders and without prejudice in favor of
the major North Slope gas reserves holders.
This could actually expedite the process of
FERC approval – a required step before the
holding of an open season—because it will,
hopefully, result in an unbiased agreement
that meets the needs of all potential shippers.
To facilitate a level playing field,
TransCanada’s Precedent Agreement should
be developed without undue influence of any
particular prospective bidder, or class of
bidders in the Open Season.

RESPONSE
licensee perform biannual open seasons,
propose rolled-in rates, and commitment to
expand the pipeline in reasonable engineering
increments. The Commissioners take note of
Anadarko’s suggestion that explorers be
included in the development of precedent
agreements.

2. Bids Submitted After Close of the Open
Season
TransCanada’s Application appears to include
a pre-determination that it will not consider any
bid tendered after the close of the open
season. The Application states that
TransCanada will consider all bids “received
prior to the expiry date of the Open Season”
thereby precluding consideration of any bid
received after such date. TransCanada states
as the reason for this limitation its concern that
allowing later bids “might discourage
participation by potential shippers in the initial
Open Season and thereby … defer

Comment Noted. This matter was discussed in
some detail in the FERC Order 2005-A.
Because any open season procedures
proposed by TC Alaska will be subject to
review and approval by the FERC, that is the
most appropriate and effective forum for
raising this issue.
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development.” Actually, TransCanada’s
premature decision to preclude consideration
of late bids is more likely to defer development
of the Project than allowing such late bids to
be considered within the parameters of the
regulations governing the conduct of open
seasons. FERC rules require a project
sponsor to consider bids tendered after the
expiration of the open season and preclude
the rejection of such bids unless such bids
cannot be accommodated due to economic,
engineering, or operational constraints or
where accommodating such requests would
otherwise adversely impact the timely
development of the project. Under the FERC
rules, it is clear that this determination must be
made at the time that the late bid is submitted,
not before the open season is even held. As
FERC explained in its Order on Rehearing,
this provision was added to the regulations “in
recognition of the possibility that an
appreciable amount of time might pass
between the close of the open season and the
project sponsor’s finalizing the details of the
proposed pipeline design and associated
development costs, given the size and scope
of an Alaska natural gas project.” And, during
that time, FERC continued, “it is possible that
producers of Alaska natural gas who were not
in a position to commit to long-term capacity
commitments during the open season, might
then be in a position to request capacity
consistent with the open season notice
(except, of course, that the bid is tendered out
of time). We felt it proper to require the project
sponsor to consider such a request.”
TransCanada’s Application would truncate the
entire process by making that determination
before the open season is held. FERC is
clearly of the view, that to the extent that late
bids can be accommodated without adversely
impacting the project’s development, it is in the
project sponsor’s economic interest to do so. It
is important to recognize that when FERC
formulated this view, TransCanada’s position
on the issue had already been fully argued to
FERC in the course of the rulemaking
proceedings on the conduct of open seasons
for the Project. The North Slope Producers, in
particular, had argued strenuously against this
B-290
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regulation, arguing, among other things, that to
allow late bids will discourage participation by
potential shippers in the open season process.
Each of these arguments was considered by
FERC when it promulgated the final rule. The
relevant regulation, which is final and no
longer subject to judicial review, precludes the
project sponsor from predetermining that it will
not accept bids that are submitted after the
close of the open season. The reason was
clearly stated by FERC in its Order on
Rehearing: “Without the late bidder provisions
of section 157.34(d), late-developing
prospective shippers would have no formal
way of seeking capacity on the pipeline after
the open season ends. As revised herein, the
Commission believes that the late bidder
provision is a fair and necessary addition to
the open season process for an Alaska natural
gas transportation project.” Under the
Application’s aggressive timeline for an initial
open season, FERC’s view is all the more
reasonable; there may be a significant period
of time between the initial open season and
commencement of construction of the pipeline,
and many potential shippers may not be ready
to bid when TransCanada commences the
open season. There should be no reason to
establish a rule barring late bids if they can
reasonably be accommodated. The threat of
non-participation in the Open Season by the
North Slope Producers (as was clear from
their rehearing applications filed with FERC on
the open season regulations) should not be a
basis for disallowing late bids. To encourage
exploration and development, consistent with
the AGIA and ANGPA, and to better ensure
favorable review by FERC, TransCanada
should accept late bids if they can be
reasonably accommodated.

RESPONSE

3. Interruptible Transportation Service
TransCanada has clarified that no interruptible
transportation service will be offered on the
Project. Indeed, the Application seems to
commit all of the capacity on the system,
including any capacity beyond that bid on in
the open season, to the Initial Shippers as
authorized overrun service. If in fact it is
TransCanada’s intent to reserve all excess

The tariff and all services offered by TC Alaska
on this project will be subject to FERC and
NEB review and approval. Any requirement to
offer interruptible transportation service is best
addressed before these two regulatory
agencies after TransCanada actually proposes
its tariff, rate schedules, general terms and
conditions, etc.
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capacity to the Initial Shippers, Anadarko
objects to such an approach in that such Initial
Shippers would gain substantial economic
advantage over other firm shippers making
long-term commitments to the Project. In order
to satisfy the mandate set forth in the Alaska
Natural Gas Pipeline Act of 2004 and FERC’s
Order 2005 that the pipeline must be
structured to encourage the exploration and
development of new Alaskan natural gas
resources, Initial Shipper’s should not be
afforded reservation of excess capacity.
Excess pipeline capacity should be made
available to all firm shippers proportionally as
authorized overrun service. Furthermore, if it is
TransCanada’s intent that such authorized
overrun service be made available without any
incremental fees (e.g., such services are part
of the firm service tariff), the Initial Shippers
would be afforded a substantial economic
benefit advantaging them vis-à-vis other firm
shippers and explorers. TransCanada has
provided little explanation for the failure to
offer interruptible service, stating only that it
has determined that offering interruptible
service other than authorized overrun service
in the initial years could make it more difficult
to obtain financing. However, offering
interruptible service is a general pre-requisite
for a federally-certificated open access
interstate pipeline. The Commissioners should
encourage TransCanada to offer further
explanation for its decision not to offer
interruptible service, as well as further
clarification as to how the authorized overrun
service will be allocated; whether or not a
separate fee will be assessed for such service;
what the service fee will be (if applicable); and
how such revenues will be reconciled with
TransCanada’s 100% load factor tariffing
approach (if applicable).
4. Preferences To Negotiated Rate Shippers
Anadarko notes that it is possible to read
Section 2.2.3.7(7) of the Application to
propose valuing negotiated and recourse rates
differently for purposes of allocating capacity
in the event of over-subscription. Specifically,
Section 2.2.3.7(7) states that in the event of
over-subscription in the Open Season,

RESPONSE

Open season procedures proposed by TC
Alaska will be subject to review and approval
by the FERC, we believe this forum is the
most appropriate place to raise this issue.
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capacity will be allocated between Recourse
Rate Shippers and Negotiated Rate Shippers
on a present value ranking. To the extent that
Anadarko’s interpretation of this provision is
correct, the capacity allocation would run
counter to federal regulatory policy, which
requires a pipeline to give equal value to a
recourse rate bid and a negotiated rate bid,
whether or not the negotiated rate bid is higher
than the recourse rate bid. Term differentiation
is permissible, but not rate differentiation. To
prevent any delay at the federal level, it may
be advisable for TransCanada to clarify this
provision. TransCanada could restate Section
2.2.3.7(7) to provide that in determining the
present value of a recourse rate bid and a
negotiated rate bid, a negotiated rate bid will
be valued no higher than a maximum recourse
rate bid.

RESPONSE

5. Ownership Opportunity for Anchor Shippers
TransCanada proposes to offer an ownership
position to those shippers obtaining a
minimum threshold capacity level in the initial
Open Season and whose volume
commitments, in aggregate, meet the
minimum 3.5 Bcf/d firm shipping commitment.
However, TransCanada does not specify the
requirements for ownership or the related
terms and conditions. For example, it is
unclear what minimum individual threshold
capacity level will qualify the Shipper for an
ownership position. The timing of the election
for the ownership option is also not explained.
The ownership provision is a critical one and it
will have an impact on the manner in which
service is taken on the pipeline and may affect
financing arrangements. As a result, Anadarko
believes that TransCanada should be
encouraged to specify the criteria that will be
used to make decisions on the ownership.
6. Transportation Rates
TransCanada proposes a cost-based
Recourse Rate for the Alaska Section of the
Project of $1.06/mmBtu in constant 2007
dollars, exclusive of fuel and any allowance for
lost or unaccounted for gas. The rate is
calculated assuming 25-year service

It is encouraging that TC Alaska has proposed
to offer an ownership position to anchor
shippers. The terms of this participation are
best left to a negotiation between the
prospective shippers and TC Alaska. Although
the State will reserve its right to participate in
these discussions if and when appropriate.

The terms of the proposed Precedent
Agreements are as one commenter stated,
“… perhaps best viewed as an opening
offer…” The concerns referred to in this
comment will be subject to lengthy
negotiations by very sophisticated prospective
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agreements, a 100% load factor authorized
overrun rate and an initial rate base of
approximately $11.7 billion, exclusive of the
$500 million of State reimbursement dollars.
The capital structure, as required by the AGIA,
is proposed to be 70% debt and 30% equity.
Expansions are projected to be capitalized
with 60% debt and 40% equity. The cost of
debt is projected to be 4.70% for the portion of
the debt that is guaranteed by the federal loan
guarantee, and 6.20% for the balance of the
project debt. The rate of return on equity is
proposed to be set according to a formula
which will be reset each year to reflect the
then current yield of the U.S. 10-year Treasury
Note at the beginning of the calendar year plus
965 basis points. A key consideration is
whether the TransCanada-proposed rates are
consistent with the goals of the AGIA to
encourage the exploration and development of
North Slope natural gas resources and the
transportation of such resources to markets. A
number of aspects of TransCanada’s rate
proposal, such as the reasonableness of an
ROE that “floats” by annually tracking U.S.
Treasury Notes, are not fully explained and
Anadarko may not support them in the final
analysis. Another example is the treatment of
the State of Alaska’s contribution of $500
million in the rate base; TransCanada states
that this amount will be excluded from rate
base, but it is unclear if TransCanada means
that this amount will be used to reduce costs
included in rate base, as Anadarko believes it
should be. At this point in time it would be
premature for Anadarko to provide a detailed
critique of the rate proposal in the Application.
However, Anadarko does believe that the risk
premium proposed for this project is
unnecessarily high and will result in excessive
rates. Anadarko notes that U.S. Treasury
Notes are currently trading at historically low
levels. Under TransCanada’s floating ROE
approach, TransCanada’s ROE has little to no
downside. Even if U.S. Treasury Notes again
briefly touch all-time lows of one percent (1%),
TransCanada’s ROE would be a very
attractive 10.65%. However, in the converse, if
U.S. Treasury Notes revert to historical norms,
TransCanada could enjoy extraordinary

RESPONSE
shippers and review and approval by the
FERC. . The combination of these negotiations
and this regulatory oversight will in the
Commissioners’ opinion satisfactorily resolve
these types of issues.
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returns on equity well in excess of 15%. As
noted above, TransCanada proposed to base
its rates for service on an ROE that is equal to
the yield on the U.S. 10-year Treasury Note
plus 965 basis points. At the present time,
TransCanada estimates that this formula will
produce an ROE of approximately 14%.
Although the Application does not specifically
address the risk factors considered in arriving
at the ROE formula, it is clear that it is based
on the assumption that the Project faces
considerable risk and that the formulation uses
a risk premium approach rather than the
discounted cash flow analysis usually favored
by FERC. The risk faced by TransCanada will
be an issue in the FERC certificate proceeding
on any Alaska natural gas pipeline project, and
to justify its proposed rate premium,
TransCanada will have to specifically quantify
its risks. Under FERC policy, the business and
financial risks faced by a pipeline are
considered in comparison to other pipelines,
and a proposed ROE will be adjusted upward
and downward within a “zone of
reasonableness” as FERC considers
appropriate. With respect to pipelines in the
Lower 48 States, FERC generally employs a
starting presumption that all pipelines face
similar risks. When considering a pipeline’s
proposed ROE, FERC assumes that pipelines
generally fall into a broad range of average
risk, absent “highly unusual” circumstances
that indicate an “anomalously high or low risk”
as compared to other pipelines. Unless a party
makes a very persuasive case in support of
the need for an adjustment, FERC has stated
that it will set the pipeline’s ROE at the median
of the range of reasonable returns. Factors
bearing on the business and financial risk of a
pipeline can include the pipeline’s capital
structure, the pipeline’s competitive position,
the potential markets for the pipeline, the
amount of the pipeline’s capacity currently
subscribed under long-term contracts, the
volumes of interruptible transportation moving
on the pipeline, and the credit risk of the
pipeline’s customers. It is recognized that the
proposed Project will be one of the largest
project-financed pipelines in the world. It is
also recognized that the Project will have a
B-295
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long lead time and will face environmental
issues that are normally not faced by pipelines
in the Lower 48 States. At the same time,
certain risks commonly faced by pipelines in
the Lower 48 States will not be faced by the
Alaska pipeline project. For example, the
potential markets for Alaska natural gas are
well-documented. In addition, due to the
expected decline in indigenous gas production
in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin
and the growth of Albertan natural gas
demand, this project is of critical strategic
importance to TransCanada in terms of
offsetting declining throughput on its existing
transcontinental pipeline system. Other risks
commonly faced by a pipeline in the Lower 48
States will be significantly mitigated, if not
eliminated, under the proposals in the License
Application. For example:
• TransCanada will be reimbursed under its
proposal by the State for up to 50% of the
costs it incurs during the Open Season Period
and 90% of the costs it incurs during the
Certification Period.
• TransCanada may be eligible for federal loan
guarantees of up to $18 billion, as provided by
section 116 of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline
Act of 2004.
• TransCanada proposes to use loans secured
by these loan guarantees not only to reduce
the cost of debt but also, if permitted by the
Department of Energy, to pay for cost
overruns. The cost of debt and debt service
will be fully recovered from the Shippers on
the pipeline under TransCanada’s rate
proposal.
• With respect to the “incentive rates,” which
could increase or decrease its ROE by up to
2% depending upon capital cost performance,
TransCanada will require shippers to pay the
full, unadjusted ROE until the capital cost
overrun loan is serviced.
• Shippers’ rates will be designed using a
levelized rate methodology that recovers
100% of the capital costs;
• TransCanada does not propose to offer
interruptible transportation service on the
Alaska pipeline and, therefore, will not be at
risk for recovery of costs that are normally
allocated to interruptible transportation; nor will
B-296
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TransCanada be required to credit overrun
revenues to the firm shippers under its
proposal; • All the contracts for service on the
Alaska pipeline will be long-term contracts,
with terms of 25, 30, or 35 years, thus
mitigating the possibility that the costs of the
pipeline will not be recovered from the
Shippers; and
• TransCanada’s ROE would “float,” as it will
reset annually to track movements in the
current yield for the U.S. 10-year Treasury bill,
thereby mitigating the harm from guessing
wrong in its certificate application. In light of
the mitigating factors, the ROE included in the
TransCanada rates should be lowered, despite
the scope of the Project. This is particularly
true in light of TransCanada’s proposal to
require shippers to pay for cost overruns and
to pay the unadjusted ROE until loans
underpinning the overruns are serviced, which
will shift much of the risk it could otherwise
face to shippers on the pipeline. Moreover,
transportation rates founded on an excessive
ROE arguably contravene the goal of the
Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act to encourage
exploration and development. Finally, the high
level of the risk premium may delay
proceedings at FERC. Lastly, we question the
rationale for the proposed 60%/40% debtequity structure for pipeline expansions. It
would seem that there is less commercial risk
in pipeline expansions than would be the case
for initial construction of the pipeline. In
addition, we believe that expansions
supported by firm transportation agreements
should be able to attract private debt funding
at or above the 70%/30% debt-equity structure
proposed for the initial pipeline construction.
Inasmuch as the equity portion of capital will
be substantially more expensive than the
anticipated debt component, a 60%/40% debtequity structure for expansions seems
unnecessarily punitive. This point again goes
to the U.S. Congress’ mandate that the
pipeline be structured in such a manner as to
encourage the exploration and development of
Alaska’s natural gas resources.

RESPONSE

7. National Energy Board (NEB)
Although Anadarko’s comments above are
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somewhat FERC centric, we believe that many
of the concerns raised herein will also be
pertinent to the NEB’s review and approval of
this critically needed North American
infrastructure project.

RESPONSE

Comment Noted
CONCLUSION
Anadarko appreciates the work of the
Governor’s office, the Commissioners, and
TransCanada in developing a potentially viable
proposal for the Alaska natural gas pipeline
that will encourage exploration and
development of natural gas resources.
Although Anadarko has identified a few,
isolated issues in the Application that it
believes could be improved; Anadarko fully
supports TransCanada’s Application in
principle. Anadarko thanks the Commissioners
for the opportunity to comment on the
TransCanada Application and respectfully
requests that the Commissioners consider
these comments as it goes forward in its
review of the Application. Respectfully
submitted, ANADARKO PETROLEUM
CORPORATION David D. Anderson Manager,
International Commercial Development
BG North America- David Keane, Vice President, Policy & Corporate Affairs 3/05/08
(231K)
Response to TCPL Pipeline AGIA Application
1.0 Project description & Development Plan
(RFA Sections 2.1-2.2.1)
1.1 The TCPL application mentions that there
will be one custody transfer gas metering
station in Alaska; this will be located at the
outlet of the gas treatment plant (GTP) and at
the beginning of the people system. How will
TCPL ensure gas that is added along the
pipeline route (i.e., Foothills): a) processed or
treated correctly; and b) metered?

The proposed pipeline will be an open access
pipeline regulated by the FERC and subject to
the open season requirements of AGIA. The
combination of those requirements and the
expectation that TC Alaska will maximize the
value of its investment should ensure that new
suppliers are provided appropriate access to
the pipeline.

1.2 TCPL should provide more analysis to
support the claim in the application that “TCPL
expects there would be available capacity in
the existing gas infrastructure downstream of
Boundary Lake for the transportation of a
portion of the initial Alaska gas.” What is the
anticipated available capacity for different offtake points?

TC Alaska has proposed a plan (section
2.2.3.2 (2)) to expand its existing system as
necessary. Additionally, the commercial
negotiations between potential shippers and
TC Alaska will likely require that this capacity
is available at an acceptable rate.
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These costs will vary based on changing
supply and demand conditions and are best
provided by the individual pipelines providing
service to the specific markets.

1.3 What are the incremental costs (tariff &
fuel) to move the gas to each of the markets
reference in the application? (e.g., Pacific
Northwest & California, Midwest/Chicago,
Northeast/ New York and all Canadian
markets east of Alberta)?
1.4 How can TCPL include the GTP as part of
the binding open season based on a
“conceptual design” of the facility with most
assumptions remaining unknown?
1.5 If the GTP is undertaken by a third party,
and such notification is not given until 30 days
prior to issuing notice for the Open Season,
how will TCPL ensure that the schedule for the
GTP aligns with the November 2017 initial gas
date?

The details of the GTP will be an important
part of any discussions and negotiations
between the ANS producers and TC Alaska.
TC Alaska has stated (section 2.2.3.12) that it
believes that the ANS producers are the most
logical parties to construct and operate the
GTP. TC Alaska has proposed an approach
that provides the maximum opportunity for
those parties to design and construct the GTP
utilizing the existing Central Gas Facilities for
Prudhoe Bay. TransCanada Corporation has
further agreed that if this approach does not
work, it is prepared to construct the GTP itself.

1.6 If the Open Season volumes are not
sufficient for a large line through Canada, but
satisfies the LNG requirements, when would
TCPL expect to initiate the open season for
the pipeline to Valdez? Would TCPL also hold
an open season for the LNG facility?

These matters are best addressed by TC
Alaska as part of its responsibility to conduct
open seasons under AGIA. TC Alaska has
indicated a willingness (section 2.2.3.13) to
address requests for deliveries of gas to an
LNG facility at Valdez.

1.7 If a shipper requested pipeline
transportation services to Valdez during the
Open Season what in service date do TCPL
envisage for this service?

This will depend upon factors not currently
known and be subject to negotiations between
TC Alaska and shippers requesting such
service.

1.8 Why is most of the staff to be located in
Calgary after receipt of the license and the
Open Season? It seems like the project will
have deliverables, tasks and issues that would
be best managed and completed if there were
operations in Alaska, including the initiation of
hiring project team members and responding
to local government relation questions.

Under Section 2.2.5, TC Alaska commits to
establishing a local headquarters after a
successful Open Season with key project
management and commercial functions in
Alaska for the project pursuant to the
requirements of AGIA. It states that “details
regarding the final physical location, size and
specific staffing levels will be determined once
the AGIA license has been issued, and will be
commensurate with the level of work being
performed through each subphase. Functions
within the PMT would be managed in the
location where the majority of the work is
being executed.”

1.9 The Development Plan envisages that a
reconnaissance of the entire route will be

This is a matter that will be determined by TC
Alaska in its development plan. See comment
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undertaken prior to the Open Season, but it is
unclear if this is a physical examination of the
route or merely a desk top exercise. If an onsite reconnaissance is to be undertaken how
will the survey/ engineering teams be
supported in Alaska if there is no project office
established in Alaska for this phase of the
project?

RESPONSE
for 1.8 above regarding the project office.

1.10 How will TCPL fill the roles identified prior
to the Open Season? Will any of these be
Alaskans?

Under Section 2.3.4 TC Alaska has committed
to the Alaska Hire requirements of AGIA
including “…to the maximum extent permitted
by law to hire qualified residents from
throughout the State for management,
engineering, construction, maintenance, and
other positions on the Project.”

1.11 Only one operation and maintenance
center is noted for the Alaska section of the
pipeline. What emergency response
depots/facilities will be available along the
pipeline in addition to this operation and
maintenance center?

We expect TC Alaska to comply with all
regulatory requirements as well as its own
staffing policies for facilities along the pipeline
route.

1.12 Given the proposed pipeline maximum
allowable operation pressure (MAOP),
diameter, steel grade etc, does TCPL consider
that full scale pipe testing will be required to
satisfy local regulators?

TC Alaska will be required to meet all
applicable testing requirements of the
regulators/authorities having jurisdiction over
this project.

1.13 Given the risk and complexity of the
project how confident are TCPL that a fixed
price EPC contract can be obtained?

This is a matter that is best determined by
TransCanada Corporation as the project
progresses and outside the scope of the
commissioners’ analysis.

1.14 The Development section of the proposal
addresses separately the Environmental and
Engineering Activities. Please provide
additional information on how these two
disciplines are to be integrated during project
Development and Scope definition.

TC Alaska’s plans are discussed in sufficient
detail in Sections 2.2.1, Section 2.2.2, and
elsewhere in their application for the
commissioners and their independent experts
to make a reasonable judgment about TC
Alaska’s ability to develop and execute this
project. See discussion of this in Chapter 3 of
the Finding.

1.15 Project Management Directors are stated
as ‘being accountable for the project
management of all technical work, but the
Director of Project Services has significant
accountability for engineering on the Project.
Please clarify line responsibility for the

See response for 1.14
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technical aspects of the project.

RESPONSE

1.16 The class 4 cost estimate will be finalized
prior to the closure of the Open Season. Is it
also the intent to provide a more detailed
schedule based on an analysis of schedule
risk?

This is best addressed by TC Alaska in its
discussions with potential shippers prior to the
Open Season.

1.17 Significant areas of rock that will require
blasting can be anticipated on the project.
However, no mention of this blasting has been
included in the proposal. What assumptions
have been made with regard to the impact of
these blasting activities on cost, schedule and
the environment?

Our engineering experts have conducted an
independent analysis of cost estimates and
ranges which take into consideration these
types of contingencies. This information was
used in our deliberations and analysis of TC
Alaska’s application.

1.18 What will be the impact on your proposal
(e.g. schedule, design) if regulatory
acceptance of Legal Subdivision design
methodologies is not forth coming?

Our engineering experts have also conducted
an independent analysis of the proposed
design and schedule including a number of
contingencies and potential problems. This
was used as the basis for its deliberations and
analysis of the TC Alaska application.

2.0 Stakeholder Management Plan (RFA
Section 2.2.2)
2.1 Overall approach to the Stakeholder
Issues Management Plan
BG Group considers the issues associated
with a project of this scale, set in the
environmental, social, political, economic and
cultural context of Alaska, to be significant,
diverse and, in some cases, controversial. The
issues have the following characteristics:
• They are diverse, yet interlinked;
• They will play out at various levels:
local, state, regional, national and
global; and
• They will be perceived in different ways
by different stakeholder groups.
BG Group believes the only way to develop a
project of this type is to secure and maintain a
‘social license to operate’ from specific-issue
stakeholders, and from the people of Alaska
as a whole. This will require proactive, ‘best-inclass’ stakeholder engagement and an
approach to managing issues in a way that at
least addresses, if not answers, the concerns
of all stakeholder groups.

TC Alaska’s Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2 and
Appendices B-9 and G of its application. While
there are many different viable approaches to
accomplish the objectives of this section, TC
Alaska has provided sufficient detail in its
application for the commissioners to their
determinations.
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The approach outlined in the TCPL bid sets
out a communications program for the project,
rather than the kind of integrated stakeholder
issues management plan envisaged by BG
Group as necessary to secure broad support
amongst Alaskans for the project. The steps
set out relating to identification of
stakeholders, disclosure of information and
consultation have proven effective for less
high-profile oil and gas developments in the
region, as the bid points out with reference to
various TCPL experience.

RESPONSE

However, BG Group believes it will be
necessary to engage with stakeholders in a
more thorough manner from the outset of this
project to develop a robust understanding of
the issues involved and put on place policies
and management plans to address these
issues. Elements of such an approach are
discussed below. We are concerned that
“TCPL would initiate the implementation of the
Stakeholder Issues Management Plan within
six months of the completion of a successful
open season.” Furthermore, it is based on a
set of principles, around which specific actions
can be developed in consultation with
stakeholders. These principles may include,
for example, a commitment to consultation,
participation, partnership, transparency and
sustainability.
2.2 Stakeholders and issues of concern
During BG Group's consideration of an
application under AGIA, we conducted face-toface meetings with various key stakeholders,
including state and local government officials,
labor union representatives, environmental
activists and Alaska Native leaders, to identify
the groups that could be counted as Alaska
stakeholders and identify the issues related to
the proposed gas pipeline that were of most
interest to them. Strategies were mapped out
for engagement with every level of
government, landowners, Alaska Native
groups, directly affected communities, nongovernment organizations, contractors and
suppliers, universities and technical
organizations, organized labor, news media,
and resource developers. We are concerned

See response for 2.1 above.
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that the stakeholder identification for the TCPL
bid is narrow in scope and should be
broadened to be more inclusive.

RESPONSE

The issues of concern to the stakeholders fell
into the broad categories of environmental
issues, economic issues, social issues, and
safety and security issues (see appendix). BG
Group believes that categorizing issues in this
way provides a useful framework for an
appropriate assessment and understanding of
the issues, as well as consideration of
effective management planning. The issues
listed in section 8 of TCPL's Stakeholder
issues Management Plan, for example, require
further analysis and categorization to inform a
strategic approach to issues management. BG
Group would also advocate carrying out a
strategic impact assessment, alongside the
regulatory Environmental Impact Statement, to
provide the highest level of assurance possible
to stakeholders and build relationships
between the project and its stakeholders.
2.3 Issues Management
BG Group believes that addressing individual
issues in isolation is not an effective approach
to managing the range of issues associated
with a project of this type. Rather, the
management plan should be integrated,
consisting of various key components, all of
which should be underpinned by effective
stakeholder engagement. The key
components identified during preliminary
consultations by BG Group included:
• Environmental and social impact
management: based on the EIS and
strategic assessment, rigorous and
stringent plans for management and
mitigation of potential social and
environmental impacts, in consultation
and participation with stakeholders;
• Biodiversity and conservation: going
beyond impact management, a
biodiversity and conservation plan so
that the-project can contribute, as a
partner, to the conservation priorities
within it's area on influence;
• Alaska hire: of key concern to all
stakeholders BG Group- spoke to, this

See response for 2.1 above.
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would include an approach to
maximizing Alaska Native hire and instate training. Ref section 2,3.4;
• Directly affected communities: forging
long term relationships with local
communities, including developing
appropriate benefits-sharing packages
in partnership with communities and
their representative bodies;
• Economic diversification: looking
beyond the immediate supply needs of
the project to address broader
sustainable development priorities,
locally and nationally. A significant
aspect of this work would be focused
on Alaska Native development
Priorities.
Such an approach requires dedicating
adequate resources, including a manager to
lead each component, and an overall SIMP
manager to coordinate activities. The
investment costs should be at least
comparable to existing socio-economic and
environmental management initiatives of oil
and gas companies in Alaska.

RESPONSE

The commissioners welcomes BG’s offer to
share its work in this area and encourages it to
do so.
The open season procedures and
requirements will be subject to review and
approval by the FERC and will provide ample
opportunity to raise issues such as this for
ultimate disposition.

BG Group is prepared to share initial
stakeholder issues management planning
carried out in 4Q 2007 with TCPL / State of
Alaska with a view to contributing to the
successful realization of the gasline project.

3.0 Commercial Plan (RFA Section 2.2.3)
3.1 Why should a prospective shopper have to
demonstrate “access to gas” if the shipper
meets the credit tests? If a shipper can pay for
capacity, it should be of no concern to TCPL
that the shipper is taking utilization risk.

See response for 3.1 above.

3.2 Using volume to compute NVP
disadvantages small shippers. NVP should be
judged on the basis of NPV per unit of
throughput reserved. Maybe this is academic
since the pipeline will be sized to meet the
market, and capacity allocation is unlikely.
Nonetheless, smaller shippers should not be
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disadvantaged. It also appears that TCPL
does not intend to allow bidding on rates.
Shippers pay either the traditional cost of
service rate of the “negotiated” (really,
levelized) rate.

RESPONSE

3.3 Requiring a shipper to have a tangible net
worth that is equal to or greater than its
proportional share of the pipeline rate base is
unusual, as is TCPL’s ability to force a
creditworthy shipper to post collateral equal to
the difference between the shipper’s tangible
net worth and its proportional share of the rate
base. Requiring an uncreditworthy shipper to
post collateral equal to its proportional share of
rate base is aggressive but there is some
support for this position in FERC case law.
Typically, BBB-/Baa3 appear more reasonable
level of creditworthiness.

The terms of the proposed Precedent
Agreements are as one commenter stated,
“… perhaps best viewed as an opening
offer…” The concerns referred to in this
comment will be subject to lengthy
negotiations by very sophisticated prospective
shippers and review and approval by the
FERC. . The combination of these negotiations
and this regulatory oversight will in the
commissioners’ opinion satisfactorily resolve
these types of issues.

3.4 Continuing to invoice a shipper during a
suspension of service violates FERC policy.
3.5 Recomputation of rates following TCPL’s
decision to terminate a customer shifts credit
risk to shippers, when it is TCPL that made the
initial decision on creditworthiness, and the
decision to terminate. TCPL should bear the
risks associated with its own business
judgments. Plus, TCPL claims the right to seek
damages equal to all remaining payments.
Recomputation of rates is potentially a double
recovery for TCPL.
3.6 Shippers should not bear development
costs if precedent agreements are terminated
by TCPL due to their failure to satisfy its
conditions precedent.

See response at 3.3.

See response at 3.3.

See response at 3.3.

3.7 TCPL appears to have imposed undue
restrictions on capacity release.
Creditworthiness should not be a constraint on
the ability of a party to be a replacement
shipper; it should only be a condition to the
discharge of the obligations of the original
shipper in the case of permanent release.
TCPL’s consent should not be required for a
permanent release, and assignment prior to
the in-service date should be subject only to
customary industry conditions.

See response at 3.3.
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RESPONSE

3.8 An unqualified obligation to pay
reservation fees in the event of interruptions
violates FERC policy. Proving make-up rights
on an interruptible basis is not an adequate
substitute and may violate FERC policy (if
TCPL gives priority to these interruptible
volumes). Furthermore, suspension of
reservation fees should not be the exclusive
remedy in the event of an interruption that is
not excused by force majeure.

See response at 3.3.

3.9 The proposal on rate of return on equity is
not consistent with FERC policy for
development of recourse rates (i.e., an annual
adjustment based on movement in Treasury
notes).

See response at 3.3.

3.10 The proposal to “flow through” opex costs
and taxes is not consistent with FERC policy
for development of recourse rates.
See response at 3.3.
3.11 The proposal for cash working capital
element is not consistent with typical pipeline
experience.
See response at 3.3.
3.12 The offer for a rate of return ion equity
(ROE) adjustment if capital costs exceed Base
Capital Cost puts a lot of pressure on the
determination of a Base Capital Cost. This
would need to be subject to full open book
scrutiny by shippers. Also it is not clear what
the proposed treatment is of impudently
incurred capital costs. After five years would
TCPL get full ROE on these as well?
3.13 Although it appears under the
“Negotiated Rate” heading, the proposal for
and ROE that gets predetermined every year
is apparently an element of TCPL’s recourse
rate proposal as well (see cross reference on
page 65 to section 2.2.3.7(1)). This is
inconsistent with FERC ratemaking policy and
TCPL has not explained why, with the benefits
of a state subsidy and federal loan
guarantees, it also needs a preferential
approach to ROE.

See response at 3.3.

See response at 3.3.

3.14 How does the treatment of all of Alaska
as one zone meet the state’s requirement for
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distance sensitive rates for intrastate
deliveries?

RESPONSE
See response at 3.3.

3.15 It is not clear what TCPL means by a
“surcharge” to pay for capital cost overruns.
Like any other pipeline, if they want to reflect a
capital cost in rates other than the one
reflected in the initial rate, they should have to
file a rate case and open all elements of cost
up for review. What plan is there for rate
reductions in the event the ultimate costs are
less then the cost reflected in the initial rates?

See response at 3.3.

3.16 What are the potential tolls/tariffs,
revenues and benefits if 3.5 bcf/d is
subscribed during the open season?
See response at 3.3.
3.17 Is the incremental facility to be
constructed by Foothills Pipeline of $1.4 billion
included in the overall costs figures?
TC Alaska explains how the $1.4 billion of
incremental facilities downstream of Boundary
Lake will be handled in Section 2.2.3.2 (2) of
the application. In short, these costs will be
rolled into the Alberta System tolls which TC
Alaska estimates at $.12 - .17 per mmBtu.

3.18 What is the fuel cost percentage for the
line down to Boundary Lake?

3.19 How can TCPL expect to have a
successful open season from the ANS
producers when there is currently only 24 tfc of
proven natural gas reserves in Prudhoe Bay,
which is significantly less then what is required
to commit and finance over 30 year period
(e.g., minimum of 38 tcf for 3.5 bcf/d)?

3.20 What assumptions has TCPL made
regarding the Point Thomson reserves (e.g.,
timing, reserve volumes, quality)?

Estimated fuel cost percentages are provided
in Section 2.10.1. of the application. Chapter 3
of the Finding discusses gas reserves and
resource assumptions used in our analysis.

TC Alaska’s financial plan is discussed in
Section 2.8 of the application. The information
provided in TC Alaska’s economic model
assume a 4% depreciation rate or 25 year life.
Financing terms and conditions will likely be
negotiated at the appropriate time by TC
Alaska and the lenders based on factors
beyond the proven reserves at Prudhoe Bay.
See response for 3.19 above.

3.21 What is the minimum threshold volume
for a shipper to consider equity ownership in
the project?
This is a term that will likely be negotiated
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3.22 How much of the equity ownership of the
project will TCPL make available in total?

RESPONSE
between TC Alaska and potential shippers.

3.23 Describe the rates and financial
implications if shippers elect to deliver within
the State of Alaska (e.g., Fairbanks, Delta
Junction, Anchorage, Valdez)?

See response for 3.21 above.

TC Alaska’s commitment to in-state service is
described in Section 2.2.3.9 of the application.
The rates and financial implications of this
service will be reviewed and approved by the
FERC.

3.24 What happens if the project receives all
permits and authorizations on the US/Alaska
section but experiences delays in the receipt
of the Canadian authorizations?

The commissioners are advised by Canadian
legal counsel on potential delays and issues
requiring Canadian authorizations. This advice
was used in developing the schedule ranges
used in analysis of the TC Alaska proposal.

3.25 What is the likelihood that the regulations
will be changed by the Alaska Energy Utilities
Board for allocating the extraction rights to
receipt shippers rather than export delivery
shippers?

Assuming the question was intended to
address the Alberta Energy Utilities Board, see
the comment above for 3.24.

4.0 Regulatory Plan, Local Project HQ Plan,
Execution Plan (RFA Sections 2.2.4-2.3)
4.1 TCPL does not address whether the
Bureau of Land Management right of way
would be subject to the existing Yukon Pacific
Corporation right of way. How will this issue be
resolved?
4.2 What assumptions has the regulatory plan
made regarding the FERC pre-filing process?

4.3 Why complete the FERC per-filing
procedures by 10 June 2010? It would appear
that this could be achieved sometime in mid
2008 after receipt of the AGIA license and
initial consultation reviews with FERC.

TC Alaska describes its rights-of-way plan for
Alaska in Section 2.2.4.2 of its application. Any
prior grants of ROW should be identified and
handled by the granting agency; i.e., the BLM
in this case.
TC Alaska has committed to use the FERC
pre-filing process in Section 2.2.4.3 of the
application.
See response at 1.18.

4.4 What assumptions have been made with
regard to the permitting schedule outlined in
the application?
See response at 1.18.
4.5 The construction contract strategy section
of the Execution Plan states that local firms
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will be given preference were they can provide
services on a competitive basis- does this
statement imply that to achieve preference
local contractors will have to provide the
lowest cost for the scope of services
tendered?
4.6 The execution plan does not have a lot of
details on actual work to be performed,
resources required, work processes to be
followed and general interface management of
the various areas. Work described could be
done for “any” generic pipeline project
compared to a very challenging and complex
project in extreme conditions covering two
different countries. What is TCPL’s plan
regarding a more detailed execution plan to
provide assurances to shippers and investors
that the schedule and cost can be achieved for
such a challenging and complex project?
4.7 The detailed Engineering Plan includes
items within the scope activities that would
appear to be required to support the permitting
process – which of the activities described will
be undertaken during the Development
Phase?
4.8 The mobilization of equipment etc. for the
GTP is stated as using the existing dock at
Prudhoe Bay. What utilization window is
available for this and how will this impact
existing operations at Prudhoe Bay?

TC Alaska has committed to meet the all of the
Alaska hire requirements of AGIA. TC Alaska
is not required to hire local contractors that are
not qualified or competitive with Outside
contractors.

TC Alaska has provided its detailed execution
plan in Section 2.3 of the application. The
details that you are referring to are typically
developed during the FEED and detailed
engineering and design phases of the project.

TC Alaska has provided for detailed
engineering in both the Development and
Execution phases. It has indicated that it will
perform all of the necessary detailed
engineering necessary to support the
permitting process.
Our engineering experts have considered the
requisite sea lifts at the Prudhoe Bay dock in
developing the project’s schedule range which
was used in our analysis and the subsequent
deliberations.

4.9 The statistics indicated for use in
monitoring of Safety Performance are all
‘lagging’ indicators. What ‘leading’ indicators
would TCPL propose to use on the project?

4.10 Are TCPL’s tools to manage capital costs
and projects manual or automated? What time
lag would exist between execution and
expenditure of work and the availably of cost
and schedule reports to the Project and TC’s
Senior management?
5.0 Operations Plan, Project Cost Estimate,
Project Schedule (RFA sections 2.4-2.6)

RESPONSE

TransCanada Corporation’s submission of
historical safety performance is directly
responsive to 2.9.1 of the RFA which
specifically requested historical data. Leading
indicators were not requested.
Based on the information provided in the
application, our engineering experts believe
TC Alaska and its contractors will be utilizing
very high quality automated systems to plan
and manage costs and schedule for this
project.
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RESPONSE

5.1 Will the pipeline have a real time leak
detection system in the addition to Leak
Detection and Repair program described in the
Operational Plan?

5.2 Operations plan does not include how
audits and inspections will be handled. How
will this be addressed?
5.3 Operations plan does not describe the
overall operations maintenance organization,
indicate resources and operational service
requirements or provide details of
opportunities and training available to
Alaskans.

TransCanada Corporation has established
itself as a world class operator of natural gas
pipelines in North America. The
commissioners believe that it will continue its
record of outstanding performance in
addressing these types of issues. Information
on these types of issues was not specifically
requested in the RFA.
See response for 5.1 and 5.2 above.

See response for 5.1 and 5.2 above.

5.4 The Operations Plan states that
monitoring, operation and control of the project
will be with in TCPL’s Control Center –where
the control center is located and what
monitoring, operation and control will be
undertaken in Alaska?

See response for 5.1 and 5.2 above.

5.5 What is TCPL’s system for ‘Process Safety
Management’ during the life of the project and
during periods of expansion activity?
See response for 5.1 and 5.2 above.
5.6 The application provides 2007 cost
estimates that are based on a class 5
estimate. Class 5 costs estimates typically
reflect a project that is not very well defined or
understood (0 to 2 % of definition understood).
Given the amount of work that TCPL and
Foothills have done over the past 25 years in
Alaska, why was this class estimate used?
5.7 Does the cost estimate for the
Development Phase of the Alaska Section
include the cost of agency/regulatory fees to
support the permitting process?
5.8 For the cost estimate for the Execution
phase please indicate the split between the
Owners costs and those for the EPCM (EPC)
contracts. Projects Management costs etc are
stated as being based on project specific

We cannot address why TC Alaska
categorized its estimate as Class 5. Our
engineering experts did not use TC Alaska’s
estimated costs as the basis for the economic
evaluation of their Application. See Chapter 3
of the Findings for more discussion of this
area.

Our engineering experts did include these
costs in developing their own independent cost
estimate range for the Development Phase.

This information was provided by TC Alaska
on February 25, 2008, in response to a
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organizational charts—please provide these.

RESPONSE
request for additional information by the State
and was posted on the AGIA Web site.

5.9 Why was the Class 4 recommended for
the binding open season? Is this typical for
pipeline projects completed in challenging and
complex geography?

5.10 Why is the binding open season
happening prior to FEED?

5.11 The timeline is conditional on the license
being issued on 1st April 2008. What will be the
overall impact on the timeline if the License is
issued at a later date?

5.12 Procurement activities are shown as
continuing up to the completion date for
construction – please provide details of what
procurement activities are anticipated to take
place during the last year of this activity.
5.13 Commissioning activities are shown on
the overall project schedule as extending
beyond the proposed start up date for
commercial operations—what commissioning
activities are envisaged after commercial start
up and what system capacity will be available
at commercial start up?

Our commercial and technical experts believe
that TC Alaska will be required to address the
accuracy level of its cost estimates for the
Open Season with potential shippers during
that process. TC Alaska should be highly
motivated to provide the best available cost
estimates to secure credible commitments
from potential shippers.
In this type of project, FEED cannot progress
very far without the scope/size of the project
being defined. Page 2.6-3 of the application
indicates that Pre-FEED continues throughout
the Open Season process.

Our engineering experts have assumed in
their analysis that the timeline was delayed
day-for-day for each day the award of the
license was delayed. TC Alaska has indicated
the same in its application.
Our engineering experts have stated that it is
common for the procurement of minor
materials, commissioning materials and spare
parts to continue throughout the project.

Our engineering experts believe that the
commissioning of some of the GTP and
compressor stations will continue after the
initial APP startup. This has been considered
in their analysis.

5.14 If available capacity at commercial startup is less then bid for at Open Season how will
this be allocated until full capacity is available?
This type of question is typically addressed in
the negotiations between TC Alaska and
potential shippers in the open season process.
5.15 The proposal states that TCPL utilizes
risk acceptance standards of safety,
environmental and social risks—please
provide details of these acceptance standards.

TC Alaska has fully addressed these
standards in (confidential) Appendices B-11,
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5.16 Given the number of risk which have
been identified as having a cost and schedule
impact what is the assessed probability that
the project cost and schedule included in the
proposal can be achieved?
6.0 Technical Viability (RFA Section 2.10.2)
6.1 Please confirm that no redundancy of
equipment is envisaged to be installed at the
intermediate compressor and chilling station
other than upstream of Kluane Lake and at the
end of the Yukon—BC section.
6.2 Please confirm that the compressor station
at the head of the pipeline is included within
the GTP development cost and has been
budgeted as such.

Our engineering experts have independently
developed cost and schedule ranges that were
used in their analysis, not the specific
cost/schedule information supplied.

Our engineering experts have assumed no
redundancy of equipment, other than electric
power generation, in their analysis. This will
likely be an area of discussion between TC
Alaska and the potential shippers during the
open season process.
The initial 2500 psig into the pipeline at the
North Slope is provided by the GTP and was
included in the cost analysis.

6.3 Given the above assumptions what is the
target availability for the pipeline system at
design capacity?
Appendix: Summary of Stakeholder Issues
identified by BG Group during consideration of
submitting a bid under AGIA
Environmental IssuesPotential impacts on Alaska’s biodiversity,
including endangered/native species, as a
result of infrastructure development and
operations, including:
• Pipeline construction, including river
crossings
• Road construction/upgrades
• Marine terminal construction
• Emissions and discharges
• Materials consumption
• Introduction of non-native species

RESPONSE
B-12, and E of the application.

This is an area that will be addressed by TC
Alaska during the open season and in
negotiations with the shippers.
BG’s summary of Stakeholder Issues will be
provided to TC Alaska for future reference and
use as appropriate.

Potential indirect impacts associated with the
project’s environmental footprint, including
impacts on subsistence and other natural
resource use.
Potential impacts on climate change both
positive (accessing Alaska’s gas can deliver
beneficial impacts of improved air quality and
lower carbon emission where this supply
replaces the use of other fossil fuels) and
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negative (enabling further exploration and
production of Alaska’s hydrocarbons).

RESPONSE

Concern about encroachment into designated
wilderness areas as a result of the opening up
of Alaska for further gas-related development.
Potential opportunities for biodiversity and
conservation as a component of the project’s
issues management approach (see below).
Economic IssuesThe macro-economic impact on the State of
Alaska through the revenues that will flow from
the development of the State’s gas reserves
(the Alaska Permanent Fund will also be a
beneficiary of theses revenues).
The need for Alaska to diversify its economy
beyond sectors associated with the oil and gas
industry, to ensure the economy has a healthy,
sustainable future long after the development
of the State’s hydrocarbons.
Employment and other economic opportunities
for Alaskans as a result of the project’s labor
requirements, capital investment and
operational expenditure, including:
• A large construction workforce;
• Long-term employment directly
associated with the project;
• Opportunities for Alaska business to
supply goods and services to the
project; and
• Indirect employment and other
business opportunities throughout the
supply chain.
Issues associated with these opportunities
include:
• The need for BG and stakeholders to
maximize opportunities through
proactive management (see below);
• The potential for an influx of people
from outside Alaska seeking
employment, and associated ‘boom
and bust’ impacts;
• The potential for the project to affect
the supply and demand balance of the
existing labor market in Alaska; and
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The development of Alaska’s domestic
gas supply in association with the
project.

RESPONSE

Social IssuesPotential impacts on communities as a result
of the project’s infrastructure development and
operation, including:
• Impacts arising from land access and
rights of way;
• Construction workforce impacts;
• Potential community health and safety
issues associated with traffic, noise
and emissions;
• Potential impacts in the Port of Valdez
from LNG shipping access;
• Demands on local infrastructure and
public utilities; and
• Socio-economic impacts, for example
local inflationary pressures
Potential development benefits for the people
of Alaska, through the economic opportunities
created and project’s wider contribution to the
sustainable development priorities of
stakeholders.
Benefits to the Alaska Native community,
through the project’s commitment to
addressing the specific concerns of this
important and diverse constituency in
partnership with communities and Alaska
Native representative groups.
Security and SafetySafety and security issues regarding the
pipeline, natural gas liquefaction plant and the
marine transportation of LNG are important
and will be addressed in safety and security
plans that BG will prepare in conjunction with
State and Federal authorities. Most of the
pipeline will be buried and not subject to
deliberate acts or unintentional mishaps.
Specific issues to be addressed for the
remaining facilities are:
• Potential risk to the public due to
terrorists attacks on the LNG facility,
pipeline, and/or ship;
• Accidental incidents the facility,
pipeline and/or ship resulting in the
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release of natural gas, either as a
vapor or as a liquid;
Exclusion zones related to LNG ships
while in transit and how these zones
may impact commercial as will as sport
fishing;
Exclusion zones around the LNG plant
and how these zones might impact the
public;
Whether the local, municipal or state
authorities have the necessary
resources and equipment to insure
public safety; and
The risks to wildlife in the event of an
accidental or intentional release of
natural gas either as a vapor or as a
liquid.

RESPONSE

BG is committed to providing full assurance to
all stakeholders, particularly those located in
close proximity to the project infrastructure,
that the project is designed, developed and
operated to the highest standards on safety
and security to ensure that all potential risks to
community health and safety are sully
mitigated and appropriate emergency
response planning is in place.
BP- Angus Walker, Senior Vice President Gas & Midstream Alaska 3/06/08 (307K)
Comments on TransCanada's Application
BP has serious concerns with the potential
award of an AGIA license to TransCanada.
Award of an AGIA license to TransCanada
would expose the State of Alaska, potential
future shippers, and potential partners to
significant risks. BP also believes that
TransCanada's application violates a number
of the requirements of AGIA. Awarding a
license to TransCanada would delay, if not
prevent, the project. These concerns are
outlined further below.
ANNGTC Withdrawn Partner Liability.
Although not disclosed in TransCanada's
application, TransCanada potentially faces a
multi-billion dollar liability to withdrawn
partners associated with an earlier attempt to
advance an Alaska gas pipeline project. This
liability exposes shippers, including the State,

The commissioners have been advised on and
considered this issue. TC Alaska has
addressed this issue in supplemental answers
and filings (on the AGIA Web site) and in
recent testimony provided to the legislature.
This issue has been considered and is
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and those that might partner with
TransCanada to multibillion dollar claims.
TransCanada failed to adequately disclose this
liability in its application. The fact that
TransCanada has subsequently disclosed this
liability, along with its affiliate relationships and
its organizational structure, after its application
was found to be conforming does not resolve
this issue.

RESPONSE
addressed in Chapter 3 of the Finding. To the
extent that it is an issue, it is reasonable to
assume that it that it will be satisfactorily
resolved by the appropriate parties through
litigation, rulings by the appropriate regulatory
agencies, and negotiated agreements. It
should not prevent the project from moving
forward on the schedule developed by our
engineering experts.

Imposition of Requirements on State of
Alaska.
By imposing requirements on the State or
providing contingencies, TransCanada's
application conflicts with the AGIA Request for
Application's prohibition against such
conditions. Examples of those conditions
include, but are not limited to:
•
The State work jointly with
TransCanada to seek authorization to use the
federal loan guarantee to fund cost overruns;
•
The State work jointly with
TransCanada to establish a mechanism
through which the federal government would
assume some or all of the initial risk of the
project by acting as a bridge shipper; and
•
TransCanada will "rely" on the State to
negotiate upstream fiscal terms with potential
shippers.

TC Alaska did not condition its application. As
TC Alaska has explained in its testimony to the
legislature and subsequent filings to the state,
these are suggestions for dealing with some of
the expected challenges presented by this
project.

Not only do these conditions conflict with the
AGIA bid requirements, but if accepted by the
State, they could expose the State to claims
by TransCanada if the State does not perform.

The identified language from TC Alaska’s
Application merely contains suggestions, not
conditions or requirements. Thus, the premise
of BP’s comment is incorrect.

No Commitment to Build Line No License to
Review.
Contrary to popular belief, TransCanada has
not committed to build a pipeline. In fact,
TransCanada's application provides that its
Board of Directors retains sole discretion to
determine whether or not it will build a
pipeline. Additionally, the actual proposed
AGIA license is not included in any of the
public documents, so one cannot discern what
other conditions may be placed on any of
TransCanada's commitments.

The commissioners’ have found that TC
Alaska made the commitments required by
AGIA and has not conditioned those
commitments.
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Foothills Rights Under the Northern Pipeline
Act (NPA).
TransCanada's subsidiary, Foothills, would
have to expend significant work to bring their
certificates current as Canadian environmental
laws have evolved, aboriginal rights have been
established, and physical development along
the certificated route has occurred. These
developments suggest that Foothills rights
under the NPA are of little or no value to the
project, and may actually result in additional
cost and delay.
Dempster Lateral.
The possible imposition of additional cost
associated with the Dempster Lateral specified
in the NPA on Alaska shippers (including the
State) would reduce the netback realized for
Alaskan gas brought to market. The NPA
requires that Alaska shippers pay not less than
two-thirds of the cost of service for a pipeline
in Canada from Dawson to Whitehorse, if built,
for the benefit of Mackenzie Delta gas (NPA
Schedule 1 paragraph 6). The resulting
netback to shippers, including the State, will
be reduced by this additional cost, estimated
at over $1 billion.

Legal Entities Not Described.
TransCanada references their intent to use the
NPA in Canada by virtue of their ownership of
entities that hold rights under the NPA.
However, no detail is provided in the
application as to these affiliated entities.
Cost Estimate Quality at Open Season.
TransCanada will have at best a "Class 4" cost
estimate available at open season. This is a
cost estimate with significant uncertainty,
meaning that shippers will be asked to make
binding commitments to a service with a low
quality cost estimate. A "Class 3" cost estimate
would provide much greater assurances and
help minimize risks to shippers, including the
State.

RESPONSE
Canadian counsel advise that reliance by
Foothills on its NPA authorization is probably
valid. The issue of litigation and delay is
addressed in the schedule analysis.

The commissioners have been advised by
Canadian legal counsel regarding potential
issues associated with constructing the
proposed pipeline through Canada. Counsel
advised that the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline
(the proposed alternative to the Dempster
Lateral) has been subject to extensive
regulatory and environmental processes over
the past number of years and is currently
awaiting a decision with no reference to the
possible construction of a Dempster Line.

TC Alaska describes in sufficient detail in
Section 1.3 of the application the applicants
that are proposing to build this project.

Comment noted. It is consistent with the
normal commercial development of a project
of this type, to provide potential shippers with
the best cost information available at open
season. The uncertainties associated with the
actual volumes that may be committed and the
expected duration of this project will
necessarily limit the precision of any cost
estimate. Even with perfectly defined scope,
costs can change dramatically over the long
duration of this project and cannot be
predicted until real commitments are made by
the project sponsor.
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Changes in Project Scope and Schedule.
TransCanada's application envisions making
changes to their proposed project plan to
respond to events that they foresee, that are
not required by a regulatory agency, and that
may not increase value to the State. While
such changes might be commercially
reasonable, they are not permitted by AGIA.

As defined in Section 4.11 of the RFA, the
license provides for minor modifications to the
project by TC Alaska without approval by the
commissioners, while any changes to the
major components of the project plan will be
subject to approval by the commissioners and
may not diminish the value of the project to the
State.

In-State Service.
TransCanada offers a distance sensitive rate
for gas delivered in Alaska, but that service is
conditioned on shippers committing to firm
transportation for the service. While that
condition is commercially reasonable, it is
contrary to the requirements of AGIA.

TC Alaska has met the in-state delivery
requirements of AGIA. This is an issue that is
subject to the jurisdiction of the FERC and will
ultimately be decided in that forum.

Governance Terms.
TransCanada offers shippers (including the
State) an equity participation in its proposed
project, but TransCanada has provided no
governance agreement, proposed ownership
percentages, or terms for review. While we are
encouraged that TransCanada's application
appears to allow for the participation of
additional parties, no governance agreement
is provided for review by those prospective
parties or by the Alaska public.
Protect Termination during Post Certification
Period.
TransCanada provides a mechanism to allow
it to terminate its Precedent Agreements and
Transportation Service Agreements if any of
seven conditions precedent is not met. These
conditions precedent are within
TransCanada's sole authority to control. If this
termination occurs, the shippers whose
Precedent Agreements and Transportation
Service Agreements have terminated would be
liable to pay for the project development and
certification costs. This provision removes risk
from TransCanada, and places significant
additional risk on shippers, beyond what is
customary industry practice. This adds to the
risks that must be considered by shippers
when evaluating whether or not to participate
in a TransCanada open season.

These terms will be negotiated by TC Alaska
and prospective shippers at the appropriate
time. BP and the other major producers on the
North Slope are very sophisticated and
experienced parties to these types of
negotiations and will likely condition any
shipping commitments on what they believe
are acceptable terms for their equity
participation in the project.

The terms of the proposed precedent
agreement are what another commenter has
labeled as TC Alaska opening offer. BP and
the other potential shippers on this project are
very sophisticated and experienced parties to
these types of negotiations and will likely
condition any shipping commitments on what
they believe are acceptable overall terms and
conditions.
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Cost Overruns.
TransCanada offers two mitigations for cost
overruns, each of which exposes them to little
if any risk. One suggested mitigation would
have the US Federal government accept cost
overrun risk through modification to the US
Federal loan guarantees. The alternative
mitigation would adjust the ROE downward for
just the first five years following the in-service
date, up to a maximum of 2%.

See response above for Project Termination
During Post Certification Period

Neither of these mitigations provides real
incentive for TransCanada to manage costs. In
fact, TransCanada's positive cash flow
significantly increases with cost overruns at
the expense of the State and potential
shippers. TransCanada's proposed 2% ROE
reduction limited to the first five years of
service is an inconsequential incentive
compared to the uncertain cost estimate being
offered by TransCanada to shippers in their
open season.
Debt Structure.
TransCanada proposes a 60% debt structure
for expansions, resulting in higher tolls for
Shippers, and potentially an overall debt
structure of less than 70% for the total
pipeline. This debt structure fails to meet
AGIA's tariff rate-making requirements.

AGIA requires a 70% debt structure only for
the initial proposed project. The RFA in
Section 2.2.3.5 allows an applicant to propose
a capital structure of less than 70% debt for
expansion facilities.

Commitment to Expand.
TransCanada's application conditions future
expansions on firm transportation
commitments being acceptable to
TransCanada, and TransCanada being
assured of their ability to recover costs of
existing facilities. These conditions conflict
with the requirements of AGIA.

AGIA (§ 130(6)(A)) expressly allows for “no
impairment of the proposed project’s ability to
recover the costs of existing facilities” as an
allowed condition under “commercially
reasonable terms.”

Comments on AGIA
Fiscal framework.
We fully support AGIA's objective to advance a
gas pipeline project, but, it does not sufficiently
address the resource framework, the key
enabler for a project to be successfully
financed.

Article 3 of AGIA provides a fiscal framework
for shippers committing to the project. These
issues are further discussed in the findings.
The AGIA upstream inducements provide
clear and current value to potential shippers
who hold State of Alaska leases.
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Taxes.
AGIA provides no tax certainty. Given the
amendments to AGIA, which deleted the
language that would have offered a certain
measure of stability through contract, no tax
certainty is provided under AGIA. Even the ten
years of severance tax stability contemplated
under AGIA is substantially less than the
period that shippers will likely be required to
make their firm transportation commitments.
For example, under TransCanada's
application, shippers would be required to
make a 25-35 year shipping commitment. A
robust fiscal framework needs to be
established which appropriately addresses the
various taxes paid to the State, in a manner
that works for all parties.
Royalty.
AGIA seeks to address the issue of royalty
valuation, but its terms do not provide
sufficient clarity to justify making the firm
transportation commitments required to
underpin the project. The royalty valuation
provisions depend on future regulations;
neither the shippers nor the Legislature know
what those future regulations might
encompass. Under AGIA, the specific solution
to RIV/RIK switching is left to future regulation
that would allow for the lessee to bear
disproportionate costs and to interfere with
long-term marketing.
Stability.
It is the upstream resource that drives the
construction of a basin-opening pipeline like
this project, not the pipeline that drives the
resource. Therefore, solving the resource
fiscal issues with clarity is key to allowing a
project to move forward. Multi-billion dollar
commitments spanning decades are needed
to financially underpin this project. Just like
Wall Street needs to know the rules before
lending money, resource owners need to know
the fiscal rules that will govern the project
before making the long-term commitments that
will enable the pipeline to be financed.

RESPONSE
See response above.

See response above.

See response above.

The details of an upstream framework are
complex and will take time and effort by both
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the State and the producers to agree - but
unless they are addressed, a project will not
secure financing; it will not advance.
TransCanada has acknowledged this fact. The
provisions of AGIA do not adequately address
these upstream issues.

RESPONSE

AGIA conflicts with US Federal Law
BP believes that AGIA conflicts with federal
law. If indeed there is a conflict, a project could
not advance under AGIA. At a minimum,
resolving this issue would add delay and
uncertainty. We do not see how that is in any
of our interests. We next outline some of our
concerns regarding the potential conflicts with
federal law.
Expedited handling.
AGIA offers expedited regulatory handling only
to the licensed project, and exposes the State
to penalties for assisting another competing
project. This approach conflicts with Federal
law, including FERC regulation, which favors
competition among various project proposals
and market involvement in making the choice.
BP supports federal law in providing for open
competition in the marketplace, rather than the
State choosing a winner in advance of actual
performance or before the competition actually
starts. In fact, the FERC requires that the
market demonstrate that it wants and needs a
new pipeline before awarding a certificate to
an applicant. A successful open season
demonstrates the market's desire and need for
a new pipeline. The Alaska Natural Gas
Pipeline Act (ANGPA) offers a good model for
expedited regulatory handling by providing that
type of handling to any project, not just one
project.

Future Expansions.
AGIA can result in one party subsidizing
another. AGIA requires initial shippers to bear
the risk and additional cost of tariff increases
of 15% or more by subsidizing expansion
shippers. This subsidization is contrary to

The State also supports open competition in
the marketplace as evidenced by the open and
transparent process required by AGIA. While a
licensee may enjoy certain benefits under the
terms of AGIA, the State will also diligently
meet all of its obligations to competing
proposals.
AGIA does not impede market forces (as
evidenced by the emergence of the
BP/ConocoPhillips project proposal).
Congress has declared that an Alaskan
pipeline is in the national interest when it
enacted ANGPA in 2004. The FERC staff
testified to the Alaska Legislature that there is
nothing in AGIA that conflicts with FERC rules.
The award of an AGIA license to TC Alaska
moves the project forward because of the
binding, enforceable commitments that are
required by AGIA and that were made by TC
Alaska in its application, including the
commitment to conduct an open season by a
date certain, file for a FERC certificate by a
date certain and accept the certificate that the
FERC issues.

FERC has established a rebuttable
presumption in favor of rolled-in pricing for any
Alaska pipeline. The FERC does not specify
what, if any, limits would apply to that
presumption or dictate incremental pricing
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FERC policy under the Natural Gas Act,
Section 105(b) of ANGPA, and FERC Order
2005. A policy of subsidization places
additional risk on the initial shippers, making
the project less attractive, and therefore puts
the project at risk.

RESPONSE
above any specified threshold. FERC
specifically reserved for future determination
whether any roll-in would amount to a
“subsidy” and clearly indicated that a mere
rate increase due to roll-in would not
necessarily amount to a “subsidy.”
FERC also indicates that precedent in Lower48 under the Natural Gas Act is inapplicable to
the Alaskan project.
ANGPA Section 105 is not relevant inasmuch
as that section deals with expansions
mandated by FERC over the objection of the
pipeline owner whereas AGIA’s rules apply to
expansions initiated voluntarily by the owner.

In-State Capacity.
FERC Order 2005 requires the pipeline
owners to provide estimated distance sensitive
rates to in-state delivery points. What it does
not require, but AGIA does require, is that
pipeline owners set aside capacity for potential
in-state shippers even if none sign up for
capacity in an open season.
AGIA's language, however, requires the AGIA
licensee to offer in-state transportation service
to in-state delivery points, regardless of
whether any shippers bid successfully for instate commitments in an open season.
Potential capacity needs for in-state service
must be set aside and included in the initial
construction capacity, rather than ensuring
that such service be made available only if the
capacity is actually available as is provided in
Order 2005.
The difference is significant. Under FERC
Order 2005, the capacity would be constructed
only if in-state shippers committed to pay for
the costs. Under AGIA, the capacity would
have to be constructed regardless of whether
in-state shippers committed to pay for its
costs. If they did not, the costs of the
unsubscribed capacity would have to be
shifted elsewhere, possibly even to the other
shippers using the line that neither requested
nor need the capacity.
Negotiated Rates
The availability of firm, fixed rates that insulate
shippers against the potential of their

AGIA does not require capacity to be set-aside
for in-State deliveries. Consistent with FERC’s
Order No. 2005/2005-A requirements, AGIA
only requires that the project sponsor commit
to “offer firm transportation service to delivery
points in [Alaska] as part of its tariff regardless
of whether any shippers bid successfully in a
binding open season for firm transportation
service to delivery points in [Alaska]…”. The
obligation to offer to provide firm service
presumes that capacity is available to provide
such service. If insufficient capacity is
available, FERC contract carriage rules (first
come/first served) would apply. Note that the
North Slope Producers unsuccessfully
opposed FERC’s inclusion of a requirement to
offer a transportation service and distancesensitive rate for in-State deliveries if no one
sought such service in the initial open season.
(See, Order 2005-A at P 83, “If there are no
successful bids for in-state service, the
prospective applicant would nonetheless have
to include the in-state service as part of its
proposed initial tariff. An opportunity to have
in-state service might arise if the pipeline
voluntarily accepts a request for it at a later
time, or if the Commission acts under section
103(h) of ANGPA and Section 5 of the NGA to
require the pipeline to make such in-state
deliveries.”)

While AGIA does limit the ability of the
Licensee to enter into negotiated rate
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negotiated rates being increased during the
term of the agreement is a fundamental tenet
of FERC tariff policy. But, AGIA prohibits such
protections because AGIA undermines the
protections provided by negotiated rates.
Under AGIA, the State must favor one
proposal over another in obtaining State
permits, giving the AGIA licensee an effective
monopoly on State permitting. Therefore, the
AGIA licensee will have little incentive to
negotiate rates. Aside from federal preemption
concerns, this policy will increase tariffs,
thereby reducing State revenues from the
project.
Revisions to FERC Certificate Conditions.
Pipeline companies may seek and obtain
revisions to FERC certificates after they have
been awarded. Often this process requires
negotiations with the FERC on the certificate
terms and conditions before reaching its final
form. AGIA effectively prohibits that sort of
flexibility that pipelines depend on to enable
them to respond to changing conditions.

RESPONSE
agreements that would impair its ability to
collect higher rates as a result of the rolling-in
of the costs of pipeline expansion, it does not
prevent a licensee from providing protection
from other types of cost escalations through
negotiated rates. Further, there is no
requirement that the State must favor the
AGIA Licensee in obtaining State permits. TC
Alaska will have strong incentives to negotiate
rates in its efforts to secure the shipping
commitments needed to support this project.

Section 43.90.200 of AGIA requires the
Licensee to accept the certificate on or before
the date the order is no longer subject to
judicial review. This allows the licensee to
review all terms of the certificate as it is
ultimately issued.

Summary
BP believes that the award of an AGIA license
to TransCanada would significantly delay, and
possibly prevent, a successful gas pipeline
project from moving forward. For this reason,
we do not believe that the award of an AGIA
license to TransCanada is in the best interest
of the State or sufficiently maximizes the
benefits to the people of Alaska.

As discussed in the Findings, the
commissioners disagree with this conclusion.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these
comments and hope they will be useful in
guiding the Administration in establishing the
best way forward for the Alaska gas pipeline
project.
ConocoPhillips- Brian Wenzel, Vice President, ANS Gas Development 3/06/08 (342K)
As reflected in the attached correspondence,
ConocoPhillips is intent on making progress
on an Alaskan natural gas pipeline project
(“pipeline project”). As we testified when the
Comments Noted
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA) was
being considered, ConocoPhillips was not able
to submit an application under AGIA because
the AGIA process did not provide enough
flexibility to create a commercially viable
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pipeline project. AGIA specifically indicates
that pipeline projects may be advances
outside the AGIA process; that is what
ConocoPhillips is doing.

RESPONSE

As you know, under cover of a letter dated
November 30, 2007 (attached), ConocoPhillips
submitted a pipeline project development
proposal, which addressed the State of
Alaska’s primary objectives and offered some
additional innovative provisions designed to
enhance the attractiveness of the proposal to
the State. On January 24, 2008 (attached),
ConocoPhillips responded to the concerns
Governor Palin expressed in her January 9,
2008 letter.
Although ConocoPhillips is currently
reassessing how best to advance the pipeline
project, we remain dedicated to developing
Alaska’s North Slope gas resources. We
indicated on February 14, 2007 (attached) that
ConocoPhillips will continue our planning and
contracting efforts in preparation for route
reconnaissance and environmental studies
starting in June 2008. These studies will
mean jobs and work activities in Alaska and
will result in meaningful progress on the
pipeline project. It is important that we take
advantage of this summer field season and
keep this pipeline project moving ahead as we
re-evaluate the best path forward for
advancing this pipeline project.
It is appropriate for governments to provide
fiscal predictability that will foster economic
development. We believe fiscal predictability
is essential to the Alaska natural gas pipeline
project, which will be based on decades-long
shipping commitments. The Administration
included contractual fiscal predictability in the
original AGIA bill and has since indicated a
willingness to discuss fiscal terms and stability
after an updated cost estimate has been
obtained.
Before the Administration can adequately
assess the likelihood of success of the
remaining AGIA applicant or determine
whether its proposal sufficiently maximizes

Comments Noted.
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benefits to Alaskans and merits the issuance
of an AGIA license, we urge the Administration
to:
1. fully understand the risks and
impact of TransCanada’s
withdrawn partner liabilities,
including the effect on the ability to
successfully finance the project and
the willingness of possible coventurers to join with TransCanada
on the project, which would make it
highly unlikely that their project
could advance or conduct a
successful open season; and
2. fully understand the benefits of
ConocoPhillips’ pipeline project,
which is sponsored by a company
with the gas resources base,
financial and other capabilities
required for a project of this
magnitude, especially given we
have already committed to execute
field work this summer, which is
essential to expedite the project
schedule.

RESPONSE

Discussed in Chapter 3 of the Commissioners’
Finding.

See Chapter 5 of the Finding for a detailed
discussion of the pipeline project proposed by
ConocoPhillips and BP.

Attachments included:
• November 26, 2007 Cover Letter for
ConocoPhillips Gasline Proposal

Responded to by Governor Palin on Jan 9,
2008

• January 24, 2008 Letter in Response to
Governor’s January 9 letter

Copy of Jan. 24, 2008, letter to Governor Palin
is noted

• February 14, 2008 Press Release

Responded to by Governor Palin Press
Release Feb. 14, 2008.

Exxon Mobil- M.W. Massey, Joint Interest Manager U.S. 3/06/08 (269K)
Dear Sir or Madam:
Pursuant to AS43.90.160(a) and the Notice of
Complete Application Submitted Under AGIA
and Call for Public Comments, issued by the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources and
the Alaska Department of Revenue on
January 4, 2008. Exxon Mobil Corporation is
submitting the attached comments on the
AGIA license application submitted on
November 30, 2007, by TransCanada Alaska
Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide input
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infer the AGIA process.
Sincerely, MW Massey
Attachment:
Exxon Mobil Corporation Comments on
TransCanada AGIA License Application March
6, 2008
Executive Summary
In this submittal to the State of Alaska, Exxon
Mobil Corporation (“ExxonMobil") provides its
analysis of the AGIA Application for License
(the “Application") submitted on
November 30, 2007, by TransCanada Alaska
Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines
Ltd., (collectively referred to herein as
“TransCanada").

RESPONSE

The comments provided in the Executive
Summary are noted and will be addressed
further in the sections that follow.

An Alaska gas pipeline project is important to
Alaska, to our nation, and to ExxonMobil.
We hold the largest working interest at
Prudhoe Bay (36.4%), and as the largest
holder of discovered natural gas resources on
the Alaska North Slope ("ANS"), ExxonMobil
has a material interest in the AGIA license
award process. An appropriate fiscal regime
must be negotiated between the State and the
ANS producers. In addition, just and
reasonable commercial terms must be
established between the transporter and
prospective shippers. For that reason,
ExxonMobil's comments primarily focus on
TransCanada's proposed commercial terms.
ExxonMobil's analysis is divided into three
broad categories. First, TransCanada's
proposed commercial terms are addressed
from the viewpoint of a prospective "ownershipper” (i.e., a company that is a pipeline coowner as well as a shipper). This is consistent
with TransCanada's recognition that the ANS
producers should have aligned interests as coowners in whatever project is ultimately
constructed to commercialize ANS gas.
Second, the proposed commercial terms are
analyzed from the viewpoint of a shipper who
would hold no ownership interest in the
facilities. The third group of comments relates
to the Application's compliance with AGIA, and
other issues of importance to the State and
ExxonMobil.
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ExxonMobil is encouraged by TransCanada's
recognition that the potential shippers should
have aligned interests with the project
sponsors and the State. Those aligned
interests are best achieved if anchor shippers
hold ownership interests commensurate with
their prospective shipping commitments on a
successful ANS gas pipeline project.
TransCanada is offering initial ownership to
the ANS producers, so it is implied that
pipeline ownership is not available to the State
of Alaska. If the State does not participate as
an owner, it would forego a substantial
potential source of revenue. Also, we agree
with TransCanada that the State of Alaska
should undertake substantive fiscal
negotiations with the ANS producers prior to
an open season in which the shippers will be
asked to make firm financial commitments
totaling over one hundred billion dollars,
Further, TransCanada's proposal to construct
the terminus at Fort Nelson, B.C. might be
economically attractive.

RESPONSE

Based on ExxonMobil's expected involvement
as a co-owner, there are several terms and
conditions which would negatively impact an
owner-shipper. The first topic covers
TransCanada's contingent liabilities from
1970's-era agreements, which could have a
profound impact on prospective co-owners
and shippers. TransCanada will need to
provide appropriate indemnities to co-owners
and shippers to protect them from future legal
claims involving those contingent liabilities.
Next, TransCanada's proposal to tie gas
deliveries from the proposed Alaska gas
pipeline exclusively to its existing Alberta
pipeline system is not in the best interest of its
prospective co-owners or shippers, Finally, we
comment on TransCanada's proposed
precedent agreement termination terms and
on AGIA's rolled-in rate requirements, neither
of which seem equitable from either an owner
or shipper perspective.
Although it plans to be a co-owner,
ExxonMobil also analyzed TransCanada's
proposed commercial terms from the viewpoint
of prospective gas shippers. This group would
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include the gas shipper affiliates of the ANS
producers. Those shippers would, in
accordance with FERC rules, operate
separately from their affiliates that invest in the
gas transportation facilities. Gas shippers pay
for the transporter's cost of service, which
includes the transporter's profit. The FERC
and NEB ratemaking processes require the
transporter, the shippers, and the regulators to
determine whether the proposed commercial
terms are just and reasonable. This formal
ratemaking process has not yet begun, so
TransCanada's proposed terms are perhaps
best viewed as an 'opening offer' in that
process. We are confident that equitable
commercial terms will ultimately be developed
via the FERC and NEB processes, so long as
no undue regulatory deference is provided to
whatever terms are included in an AGIA
License,

RESPONSE

ExxonMobil's analysis of TransCanada's
proposed commercial terms includes
estimates of the financial impacts those
proposed terms would have on prospective
gas shippers, Given the State's role as royalty
and tax collector, the State should prefer
commercial terms which reduce the cost of
shipping gas to market. However,
TransCanada's proposed commercial terms
favor the transporter at the expense of its
potential shippers. For example, after shifting
risk to its customers through "negotiated rate"
terms, TransCanada proposes a return on
equity (ROE) at the high end of ROEs
previously approved by the FERC, and well
above ROEs typically approved by the NEB.
Also, TransCanada's proposed capital cost
overrun penalty requirement would actually
lead to increased TransCanada profits in the
event of capital cost overruns.
If approved by the FERC and NEB,
TransCanada's proposed commercial terms
would increase gas treating and transportation
costs versus more reasonable commercial
terms, thereby reducing the netback profits of
ANS gas producers. Given TransCanada's
assumption that the State takes approximately
one-third of those netback profits as royalty
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payments and production taxes, the State's
share under TransCanada's proposed terms
would also be reduced. Estimates of the
impacts on future State revenues resulting
from TransCanada's proposed commercial
terms and potential contingent liabilities are
tabulated on the following page. Supporting
information regarding these estimates is
contained in the body of ExxonMobil's
comments.

RESPONSE

Financial Impact on State of Alaska
(Table in original document)
For perspective, these revenue impacts are
more than ten times the State’s current annual
budget.
The following issues also deserve
consideration by the State.
• The Application contains a number of
conditions which do not comply with
AGIA and the Request for Applications
(“RFA”)
• The proposed per-open season and
pre-certification expenditures are very
low versus other recent regulated gas
pipeline projects. This may cause
prospective shippers to question the
reliability of TransCanada’s cost
estimates and proposed tariffs, which
could affect eh outcome of an open
season
• TransCanada provides no
commitments that a gas pipeline will be
built if it receives an AGIA license
We encourage the Palin Administration and
the Alaska Legislature to objectively weigh the
issues raised during the AGIA public comment
period to determine whether the Application
and AGIA will deliver a commercially viable
project.
I. Introduction
Pursuant to AS43.90.160(a), and the Notice of
Complete Application Submitted Under AGIA
and Call for Public Comments issued by the
Alaska Department of Natural Resources and
the Alaska Department of Revenue on
January 4, 2008, ExxonMobil hereby submits
its comments on TransCanada's Application.
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ExxonMobil has been in Alaska for over 50
years and has been a key player in Alaska's oil
industry development. We hold the largest
working interest at Prudhoe Bay (36.4%) and
our current net production in Alaska is
approximately 140,000 barrels per day. We
have benefited from our involvement in the
State of Alaska, and we believe that Alaska
has benefited from this long-term relationship
as well. Commercializing ANS gas will allow
us to continue this mutually beneficial
relationship for another 50 years or more.

RESPONSE

An Alaska gas pipeline project is important to
Alaska, to our nation, and to ExxonMobil.
The project has the potential to generate
billons of dollars in revenues for the State of
Alaska, the U.S. federal government and
Canada, and could provide a stable and
secure source of clean energy for Alaska and
North America for decades to come. For
ExxonMobil, the project is significant and has
the potential to add over one billion cubic feet
per day of gas sales, which would represent
more than a 10% increase to our current
worldwide daily gas production and would
nearly double our current U.S. gas production,
This project could also add over one billion oilequivalent barrels to our proved reserves,
nearly enough to replace a year of our current
global production. Given the significant impact
this project could have on our business, we
strongly support efforts to advance a
commercially viable gas pipeline project.
The goal of developing a commercially viable
gas pipeline from the ANS to North American
markets has been a priority for the State of
Alaska and the ANS leaseholders for several
decades. In that regard, and as the largest
holder of discovered natural gas resources on
the ANS, ExxonMobil has a material interest in
the AGIA license award process generally,
and more specifically, in the viability of
TransCanada as a potential transporter of
North Slope gas to North American markets.
An appropriate fiscal regime must be
established between the State and the ANS
producers. In addition, just and reasonable
commercial terms must be negotiated between
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the transporter and prospective shippers. For
that reason, ExxonMobil's comments primarily
focus on TransCanada's proposed commercial
terms.

RESPONSE

In addition to our general comments on
various aspects of TransCanada's proposal,
we also highlight specific terms proposed by
TransCanada that would likely lead to higher
costs for potential ANS gas shippers. For
several of those terms, we quantify how those
impacts would negatively impact the State of
Alaska in the form of reduced royalty and tax
revenues. We offer these comments with the
understanding that the State of Alaska will
decide the process it wishes to pursue to
progress development of an Alaska gas
pipeline project. We continue to believe it is
necessary to agree to fiscal terms with the
State of Alaska to ensure there can be a
commercially viable project. ExxonMobil
remains willing to work with the State to put in
place the necessary fiscal framework to allow
an Alaska gas pipeline project to move
forward.
II. Comments as a Prospective Pipeline Coowner and Shipper of Gas
ExxonMobil appreciates TransCanada's
suggestion that anchor shippers should be
involved as co-owners, so as to have better
alignment of interests. However, as explained
in ExxonMobil testimony to the Alaska
Legislature during April, 2007, because AGIA
disconnects the upstream and the midstream
aspects of the business, ExxonMobil's
participation in an AGIA-related project would
be difficult. Notwithstanding this situation,
ExxonMobil believes it is important to offer the
following comments on TransCanada's
Application from the perspective of a possible
"owner-shipper' that expects to have both
those roles in the project that is ultimately
constructed.
These comments assume ExxonMobil would
hold an equity interest in the project equivalent
to its portion of the gas being treated and
shipped via the prospective facilities, net of
gas associated with royalty and production
taxes. The subjects covered by these
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comments could affect the co-owners' return
on their investments as a transporter in
addition to the negative impacts on them as
shippers. Importantly, the State of Alaska, as
royalty and production tax collector, would also
be negatively impacted by TransCanada's
proposed tariff terms, which favor the
transporter and increase the shippers'
transportation costs, thus reducing the ANS
wellhead netback prices upon which the
State's royalties and taxes are calculated.
A. Contingent Liabilities to Prior ANNGTC CoVentures
The State should be concerned about the
potential liability that certain TransCanada
affiliates owe to various withdrawn partners
related to the Alaska Northwest Natural Gas
Transportation Company (ANNGTC) because
that liability could significantly increase the
pipeline's rate base.
As background, in an April 12, 2007, filing with
the FERC, TransCanada, through affiliates
that are the general partners in the ANNGTC,
reported that ANNGTC had assets of over
$10.6 billion as of year end 2006, made up of
Natural Gas Plant Under Construction
Partnership Costs and other charges. Included
within those amounts were over $8.9 billion of
obligations owed to withdrawn partners.
ANNGTC has been actively attempting to build
a pipeline from the Alaska North Slope to
Canada for years, most recently taking part in
the bidding under the Stranded Gas
Development Act in 2004 and 2005.
TransCanada's April 12, 2007, filing further
indicates that the $10.6 billion represents
incurred costs related to preliminary
construction activities. Under FERC rules,
those costs, including 14% interest per annum,
may be included in the pipeline's tariff rate
base for subsequent repayment by the
pipeline's shippers. According to the
TransCanada filing, the $8.9 billion of
withdrawn partner obligations has been
reclassified as subordinated debt, payable
after the pipeline becomes operational and
when the Partnership determines that
repayment can be made without undue
hardship. Extrapolating from TransCanada's

RESPONSE

Comment noted. See discussion in Chapter 3
of the Commissioners’ Finding.
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assessment of the interest charges on these
amounts through 2006, the $10.6 billion has
likely now increased to $12 billion or more, all
of which could potentially be included in
TransCanada's AGIA pipeline rate base.
Assuming the 2006 value of $10.6 billon will
continue to grow by 14% per year until the inservice date of the facilities, the value of these
contingent liabilities could grow beyond the
estimated cost of the entire project.
In its letter to the AGIA License Office dated
January 24, 2008, and in subsequent
testimony, TransCanada has asserted that the
TransCanada AGIA applicants have no liability
to the ANNGTC withdrawn members.
TransCanada also confirmed that neither
TransCanada nor the co-applicants would
include any payments to withdrawn partners in
the rates for their proposed project. In a
subsequent response to the State's February
13, 2008 questions, TransCanada stated that
in the event a withdrawn partner asserted a
claim, TransCanada is "confident that any
such claim could be dealt with expeditiously in
litigation."

RESPONSE

Notwithstanding TransCanada's statements,
due to the enormous potential impact of these
contingent liabilities, any prudent co-owner or
shipper will expect TransCanada to provide
adequate contractual assurances that no
amounts associated with ANNGTC, whether
representing withdrawn partner liabilities or
otherwise, will be included in the AGIA
pipeline's rate base or be borne by the pipeline
owners. These assurances can be either in the
form of waivers, releases and indemnities from
the withdrawn partners against asserting these
charges, or other adequate financial security in
the form of a letter of credit or otherwise.
Assuming a proportional relationship exists
between the projects estimated un-escalated
capital cost of $25.1 billion and associated
tolls of $2.43/mmBtu (Section 2.10.1, page
2.10-2 of the Application), we estimate each
$1.0 billion of additional capital cost would
increase the combined TransCanada tolls by
approximately 10¢/mmBtu, and the ANS gas
producers' lower resultant netback realizations
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would reduce the State's 25-year total royalty
and tax collections by $1.5 billion. Therefore,
for example, if TransCanada's contingent
liabilities were to add $12 billion to the
project's capital cost, the State's 25-year
royalty and tax revenue impact would be a
reduction of over $18 billion.

RESPONSE

B. Tying Arrangement with TransCanada's
existing Alberta System
The Application anticipates contemporaneous
open seasons covering the Alaska pipeline
segment, the Yukon-BC pipeline segment, and
TransCanada's existing Alberta System (See
Section 2.2.3.2(2) of the Application). The
practical impact of these concurrent events is
to require shippers on the AGIA project to
commit 100% of their Alaska gas to
TransCanada's existing Alberta System or risk
having their open season bid rejected as
nonconforming. By linking the timing of an
Alberta System open season to the AGIA
segments' open seasons, TransCanada is
requiring that gas be shipped exclusively on its
existing Alberta System, thereby denying
shippers the opportunity to avail themselves of
alternative market outlets, such as the Spectra
Energy BC System and the Alliance Pipeline.
From the owner-shipper perspective, this
restriction could place the success of an open
season in jeopardy. This sort of limitation on
shippers' options to market their ANS gas is
inconsistent with basic market principles, and
the State should insist on removal of this
concept if it intends to recommend
TransCanada as the prospective AGIA
licensee.
C. Precedent Agreement Termination Rights
Given its unique role as the prospective AGIA
licensee, TransCanada should not presume
prospective shippers will accept an obligation
to fully reimburse its development costs in the
event TransCanada unilaterally decides, for
whatever reason, not to proceed with
construction of the pipeline (See Section
2.2.3.3(5) of the Application). Some regulated
midstream projects have provided for
prospective shippers to share in such costs,
particularly in Canada. However, in such

It is the commissioners view that any
requirement to deliver gas and ship on
TransCanada Corporation’s existing Alberta
System will be a term subject to negotiation
between prospective shippers and TC Alaska
as well as regulatory review. By issuing a
license to TC Alaska, the State will not be
endorsing any of the proposed commercial
terms for service. The commissioners are
advised that prospective shippers will often
require new and specific delivery points for
negotiated transportation services. In view of
the experience and sophistication of the
prospective shippers, the commissioners
believe that this issue can be resolved.
Canadian legal counsel have also examined
this issue which is discussed in the Chapter 3
of the Finding.

The commissioners’ commercial consultants
have similarly advised that this requirement is
typically negotiated between prospective
shippers and the pipeline project sponsor.
Depending upon the circumstances, these
types of costs can be borne by one party or
the other or shared based on a predetermined
basis. In view of the experience and
sophistication of the prospective shippers, the
commissioners believe that this issue can be
satisfactorily resolved.
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cases, the reimbursement terms are subject to
a negotiation between the prospective
shippers and the project sponsor, usually
allowing audit rights and limits on the costs
that can be allocated to the shippers. A
regulator should be indifferent to whether or
not a reimbursement clause is included,
leaving the decision to the parties. ExxonMobil
is not aware of any market examples where
either the FERC or the NEB has approved
payment of full compensation costs by
shippers in the event the prospective
transporter unilaterally elects to terminate.
Therefore, as a prospective owner-shipper,
ExxonMobil believes TransCanada's proposed
termination terms are not appropriate.

RESPONSE

D. Rolled-in Expansion Rates
AGIA seeks to regulate the rate treatment of
expansion costs, an area within the FERC's
exclusive jurisdiction. AGIA mandates that a
licensee propose and support the recovery of
expansion costs using rolled-in rates up to
15% higher than initial shipping rates (AS
43.90.130(7)). The FERC, in its rulemaking
debates, has refused to adopt a firm pricing
policy for future expansions and instead has
concluded that there should be a rebuttable
presumption in favor of rolled-in pricing, but
only up to the point where a subsidy would
occur. The FERC specifically reserved for
future rate proceedings the question of
whether higher-than-original rates, like those
proposed in AGIA, constitute a subsidy, yet
AGIA attempts to impose these higher rates
without regard to the FERC's authority.
TransCanada's expansion economics (See
Section 2.10.1(2)(e) of the Application) show
their project could be expanded by 1.6 times
its original capacity to 7.2 BCFD for only 102%
of the original tariff, including fuel. Therefore, it
seems unnecessary to impose AGIA’s 115%
"built-in contingent rate increase" on
prospective shippers evaluating participation in
an open season. As a prospective co-owner,
this seems to be an unreasonable term to ask
future customers to accept.
The State should also consider the scenario
where federal leases, not State leases,
provide the gas that would underpin an

AGIA’s requirement that the licensee propose
and support the recovery of expansion costs
through rolled-in rates has from the beginning
been a “must have” to ensure that explorers
and future development of the State’s natural
gas resource base are encouraged. The
FERC will make the ultimate determination on
the use of the rolled-in rate methodology. The
commissioners believe that the long-term
overall benefits associated with full
development of the State’s gas resources
outweigh the potential costs from a higher
overall transportation rate that might be
attributable to the development of federal
leases. Even development on federal leases
contributes to development of a vibrant and
robust exploration and production industry
which results in jobs and benefits the State of
Alaska and its citizens.
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expansion leading to a 15% tariff increase. In
that case, the GTP and pipeline tolls would
increase from $2.72/mmBtu to $3.13/mmBtu,
which would reduce the ANS netback by
41¢/mmBtu, and the State would receive no
incremental royalty or tax revenue from the
incremental federal gas. Applying the rolled-in
toll increase of41¢/mmBtu to the first 4.5
BCFD of gas from State leases, this would
translate to $6.5 billion of lost State revenue
over twenty-five years, based on an assumed
State royalty and tax share of approximately
34¢ per dollar of netback profit on gas from its
leases.

RESPONSE

III. Comments as a Prospective Shipper of
Gas
As an ANS leaseholder, ExxonMobil is eager
to develop Alaska's gas resources via a
commercially viable project, and agrees with
TransCanada's suggestion that it would be
useful for the ANS producers to be involved as
co-owners in the project that is ultimately
constructed. However, in accordance with the
FERC requirements, ExxonMobil's gas
shipping affiliate will need to make its business
decisions based only on its perspective as a
customer. Similarly, in the event the State was
to be a shipper of gas-in-kind, it would also be
impacted as a TransCanada customer, in
addition to being a royalty and tax collector.
Therefore, the following comments are offered
from the perspective of a third party shipper
who might participate in open seasons and
undertake negotiations with TransCanada to
purchase gas treating and firm transportation
("FT") services on the proposed facilities.
Prior to having any binding effect,
TransCanada's proposed tariff terms would
need to be negotiated into precedent
agreements and transportation service
agreements. Those agreements, as well as
the transporter's general tariff terms and
conditions, would need to be approved by the
FERC and NEB. There should be no
expectation by any party that, simply because
TransCanada described its desired initial
commercial terms in its AGIA License
Application, those terms would be binding on

Comment Noted.
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prospective shippers or would preclude normal
review by the FERC or NEB.
A. TransCanada's Open Season
Preparation Plans
TransCanada's expenditure profile appears to
be driven more by the AGIA incentives than by
technical and regulatory requirements.
TransCanada proposes to spend only $41.5
million of its own money prior to conducting
the binding open season it proposes to hold in
late 2009 (See Section 2.11(a) of the
Application). One obvious driver for this is the
incentive system the State has set up in AGIA.
As provided in AS 43.90.110(a)(1), the State
only reimburses 50% of a licensee's costs
prior to the open season, then 90% of the
licensee's costs after the open season.
TransCanada, therefore, has an incentive to
spend less money prior to the open season, so
as to minimize its cost exposure and maximize
the State's contribution to its efforts. This
reimbursement structure also explains the total
investment TransCanada has proposed prior
to the certification stage. During that second
stage, TransCanada plans to spend $625
million, which exactly utilizes the State's AGIA
reimbursement of $500 million.
Regarding the proposed pre-open season
costs, based on analogous ExxonMobil
internal project development experience, $83
million is too small a sum to establish a sound
technical and execution basis, generate a
reliable cost and schedule estimate, and
narrow the uncertainties surrounding the
commercial viability of a project of this
magnitude. Based on its own processes,
ExxonMobil would expect the pre-open season
work for a project of this scale to cost several
hundred million dollars. This level of
expenditure is necessary so that prospective
shippers can be confident that estimated tolls
are based on adequate project definition and a
reliable cost estimator. Those estimates must
be sufficiently reliable to enable prospective
shippers to prudently make long-term shipping
commitments in excess of one hundred billion
dollars. Also, ExxonMobil's experience
indicates approximately 5-10% of the

RESPONSE

TC Alaska and its affiliates have studied and
evaluated this project for many years. A great
deal of that work can be used in moving this
project forward. Because of this, it is
reasonable to assume that TC Alaska would
have the ability to advance this project for a
lower cost than comparative projects. Because
of the long duration of this project and the
associated cost uncertainties, experts have
advised that TC Alaska and the prospective
shippers will likely negotiate a mutually
acceptable allocation of the risks and costs to
move this project forward. In that regard, it is
reasonable to assume that the binding nature
of any shipper commitments will likely increase
up to the point of the project sanction and TC
Alaska will be inclined to provide the best cost
and schedule information available.

Engineering experts have reviewed the
“spending plan” and have concluded that
based on the available information, it is
reasonable.
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estimated capital costs need to be spent prior
to certification by the FERC and NEB. Thus,
based on TransCanada's $25.1 billion unescalated capital costs for the GTP and the
Alaska and Yukon-BC pipeline segments, the
costs before certification would be on the order
of $1.5 billion to $2.5 billion. In contrast,
TransCanada's stated expenditure profile of
$625 million is probably inadequate to achieve
a certificate, creating uncertainty on the part of
potential shippers. If this is the case, it will be
difficult for shippers to make binding long term
shipping commitments for ANS gas to the
TransCanada project without including
substantial conditions to protect against the
significant commercial risks, including
substantial capital cost overruns.

RESPONSE

In addition, TransCanada has suggested the
Gas Treating Plant ("GTP"), which is required
for removal of carbon dioxide and other
impurities from the gas, be owned, developed,
and operated by another party. Having the
GTP project “disconnected" from the pipeline
project creates uncertainty for potential
shippers, including: (i) how the open seasons
for the GTP and the pipelines would be
coordinated, (ii) whether in-service dates
would occur simultaneously, (iii) how federal
loan guarantees would be allocated,
(iv)whether the TransCanada AGIA License
Application commitments bind the owner of the
GTP, and (v) how the GTP would interface
with other North Slope operations (e.g., waste
gas disposal). The State should be concerned
that these and other uncertainties are not
adequately addressed in the Application, and
may not be addressed prior to TransCanada's
pipeline open season. Without a full
understanding of the prospective costs and
complexities associated with what will likely be
one of the largest gas treating plants ever
constructed, it will be difficult for prospective
shippers to make binding commitments to
underpin the GTP and the pipelines.

Coordination of the design and construction of
the GTP with the pipeline project will be an
important requirement for this project. TC
Alaska has suggested in Section 2.2.3.12 of its
application that the owners of the Central Gas
Facility at Prudhoe Bay would be the most
logical parties to own, construct, and operate
the GTP. It is reasonable to assume that since
these same parties are also the most
significant prospective shippers, the
coordination issues raised by ExxonMobil
could be reasonably addressed as part of the
negotiations between those parties. If these
parties are not willing to go forward on this
basis, TC Alaska has further committed to
build, own, and operate the GTP itself as part
of the overall project.

B. Proposed Tariff Terms
1. Return on Equity (ROE) Expectations
TransCanada is proposing a return on equity
of 965 basis points above the U.S.

See Section A, Issue 6b. As indicated in the
Executive Summary portion of your comments,
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10-year Treasury Note, reset annually, for all
elements of the proposed project, in both the
U.S. and Canada. The Application economics
are, therefore, based on a 14% ROE (See
Section 2.2.3.7(1) of the Application), which is
at the high end of the market for equity returns
on regulated pipeline investments in the US,
and considerably above those in Canada.
Major NEB regulated pipeline rates today are
in the 9-11% range in Canada, and in the 1214% range in the US. Also, equity returns
approved by the FERC and NEB always
reflect an assessment of the risks being held
by the prospective transporter. When the ROE
is determined during the FERC and NEB
ratemaking processes, it should reflect the
level of risk TransCanada is proposing to
undertake on this project. Based on the
numerous protections reserved for
TransCanada in the Application (e.g., no
transporter risk due to early termination, low
exposure to capital overrun risk, negotiated
rate terms favorable to the transporter), the
proposed ROE in both the U.S. and Canada
seems excessive.

RESPONSE
TC Alaska’s “proposed terms are perhaps best
viewed as an 'opening offer.” Further, the
prospective shippers (e.g., ExxonMobil) are
very sophisticated and experienced parties to
these types of negotiations. Consequently, it is
the commissioners’ view that these issues will
be resolved through the negotiation process
between TC Alaska and the prospective
shippers along with the subsequent review
and approval by the FERC and NEB. More
specifically, the capital structure and
associated returns and/costs of capital must
be approved by the FERC and NEB as part of
the recourse rates proposed by TC Alaska.

For each percentage point of ROE reduction,
assuming the Alaska and Yukon to
British Columbia pipeline segments and the
GTP are built for the capital costs shown on
Page 2.10-2 of the Application (total $25.1
billion of un-escalated capital cost), the
levelized pipeline toll shown on that page
would drop by 10.5¢/mmBtu, thereby
improving ANS gas producer netbacks and
increasing State revenues by $1.7 billion over
twenty-five years. Further, if TransCanada's
ROE was actually negotiable and an average
12% project ROE was mutually agreed by
TransCanada and its shippers for a twenty-five
year term, the combined tariffs would drop by
21¢/mmBtu and the State would receive
additional revenue of $3.3 billion.
2. Limitations TransCanada Would Impose
on Negotiated Rate Shippers
TransCanada describes a "negotiated rate"
commercial offer (which is the only option
available for the Canadian portion of the
project) for shippers to consider (See Section

The commissioners fully expect that TC
Alaska and the North Slope Producers, as
very experienced and sophisticated
businesses will negotiate these issues
successfully. Further, recourse rates area
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2.2.3.7 of the Application). However, under
those negotiated rates, shippers must agree to
accept the following restrictions.

RESPONSE
always available in the U.S.

(a) Rather than negotiating the duration of the
agreement, TransCanada proposes providing
shippers with some alternative terms from
which to choose. For example, shippers can
only choose among 25, 30, or 35 year contract
terms. If shippers want to hold FT for any other
duration, they are forced to accept the use of
the more expensive Recourse Rate on the
Alaska pipeline segment.
(b) There is no negotiation of TransCanada's
return on equity, which shippers must accept
as being 965 basis points above the U.S.
Treasury ten-year rate (i.e., ~14%). Also,
TransCanada does not anticipate negotiating
its capital structure, nor it appears, other
general tariff terms.
(c) All shippers, when executing a precedent
agreement, must agree to support
TransCanada in all future regulatory
applications (apparently including rate cases),
and to provide written evidence and witnesses
in any proceeding, if requested by
TransCanada.
This proposed approach to negotiated rates is
unreasonably restrictive, shifts a
disproportionate amount of risk to prospective
shippers, and is inconsistent with
TransCanada's ROE expectations.
3. Authorized Overrun Service at Full Tariff
Rate and Other Revenues
In the event the pipeline has available capacity
on any given day, TransCanada proposes to
collect and keep the full tariff rate for any gas
tendered by individual FT shippers which
exceeds the base gas volume commitments
made by those shippers ("AOS").
TransCanada would also keep all the money it
collects from shippers related to gas balancing
services and administrative penalties (See
Section 2.2.3.7 of the Application). This
revenue would be in addition to the 14% return
on equity TransCanada has proposed. Many

This issue will be resolved by the NEB and
FERC.
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FERC-regulated pipelines offer AOS at
discounted rates to reflect its incremental
nature. Also, many FERC/NEB regulated
pipelines refund all or a portion of these
incremental revenues to the FT shippers. To
balance the prospect of overrun penalties,
TransCanada should consider requesting an
equitable corresponding incentive provision,
similar to the one the NEB granted to Alliance
Pipeline, which would provide higher
incremental profit to TransCanada if the
project is completed for a lower cost than
originally budgeted.

RESPONSE

C. Capital Cost Overruns – ROE Penalty
TransCanada’s proposed ROE penalty
mechanism (See Section 2.2.3.6(1) of the
Application) is a reasonable commercial
concept, but its duration seems inadequate.
An alternative would be for the ROE penalty
to remain in force during the full term of
negotatied agreements rather than for just
five years. The following table shows the
profit impacts on TransCanada under four
penalty scenarios.
[Table shown in original document]

See response above.

In the event of a 40% capital cost overrun,
the difference between Case (a), which
assumes the U.S. Government does not
guarantee 100% government-guaranteed
debt financing as proposed by
TransCanada, and Case (d), which assumes
TransCanada’s profit over 25 years by $6.7
billion ($21.4 billion - $14.7 billion). These
savings would translate to tariff reductions of
35¢/mmBtu, leading to additional State
royalty tax revenues of $5.6 billion.
[Graph shown in original document]
To balance the prospect of overrun penalties,
TransCanada should consider requesting an
equitable corresponding incentive provision,
similar to the one the NEB granted to Alliance
Pipeline, which would provide higher
incremental profit to TransCanada if the
project is completed for a lower cost than
originally budgeted.

The parties are free to negotiate this issue.
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IV. Additional Comments
A. Project Sanction - TransCanada
Conditions Precedent
TransCanada, in its Application, has reserved
for the owners of the project the decision of
whether to accept an authorizing certificate
from the FERC or NEB or to sanction the
project and construct the pipeline. Specifically,
in Section 2.2.3.3(4) of its Application,
TransCanada lists its conditions precedent to
proceeding with construction (See also,
Section 2.2.1(8)(d)(iii) of the TransCanada
Application).
These conditions precedent include (emphasis
added):
• receipt of final authorizations from the
appropriate regulatory authorities
(FERC in Alaska and Northern Pipeline
Agency in Canada) to proceed with
construction, and transportation terms
and conditions in such authorizations
that are acceptable to TransCanada;
• securing of all rights-of-way,
easements, accesses and major
permits that are in a form and
substance acceptable to TransCanada;
• receipt of financial commitments from
financial institutions on terms that are
acceptable to TransCanada for funding
the debt requirement of the Project;
• confirmation, to the satisfaction of
TransCanada, that all Shippers which
have executed Precedent Agreements
(PAs) with TransCanada and other
interconnected pipelines and facilities
are not in default of those PAs and
have either satisfied or have waived
the conditions precedent;
• confirmation that Shippers, which have
executed a PA with TransCanada have
executed a Transportation Service
Agreement (TSA), and in the opinion of
TransCanada that the aggregate
shipping commitments under all
executed TSAs are sufficient to meet
the minimum volume requirement for
the Project; and
• receipt of approval from TransCanada
Corporation's, TC Alaska LLC's and
Foothills' respective Board of Directors

RESPONSE

These terms are contained in TC Alaska’s
initial proposal for a Precedent Agreement with
prospective shippers. See response above.
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to proceed with construction,
In the event these conditions precedent are
not met, "TransCanada will have the option as
to whether to proceed with the project" (See
Section 2.2.3.3(5) of the Application). If
TransCanada elects not to proceed with
construction, any PAs and TSAs executed with
shippers will terminate and shippers who have
signed up for capacity will be obligated to
reimburse TransCanada for any costs it has
incurred in the project that have not already
been reimbursed by the State (See Section
2.2.3.3(5) of the Application). Thus, in the
event TransCanada, in its sole discretion,
elects not to proceed with construction, it is
able to walk away with no cost or liability risk.
It is important to realize that these provisions
are intended to apply whether or not
TransCanada has received adequate credit
support through shipper FT commitments.
However, it is only in the situation where
TransCanada has secured FT commitments
that there will be shippers who have executed
PAs and TSAs, and who are liable to
compensate TransCanada for any costs that
have not been reimbursed by the State.

RESPONSE

Although it takes exception to the foregoing
shipper reimbursement obligations set out in
the Application, ExxonMobil fully supports the
concept that project owners retain the right to
decide whether to accept the authorizing
certificates from the FERC and the NEB, and
whether to sanction the project and proceed
with construction. These same rights should
extend to any anchor shipper taking an
ownership interest in the TransCanada project
(See Section 2.2.3.8(2) of the Application).
Notwithstanding ExxonMobil's support,
however, these conditions precedent violate
various requirements of AGlA and the RFA
and effectively neutralize others, including:
• Under Section 1.14 of the RFA, the
State is required to reject any
application that "contains conditions
not authorized by AGlA or the RFA.
Nothing in AGlA or the RFA authorizes
the conditions precedent contained in
the TransCanada application. As set

These conditions are part of TC Alaska’s initial
proposal for a precedent agreement with
prospective shippers. They are not conditions
or modifications to TC Alaska’s commitments
to the terms of AGIA and the RFA.
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out below, these conditions precedent
are directly contrary to various sections
of AGIA.
AS 43.90.200(a) expressly requires
that the licensee accept a certificate of
public convenience and necessity on or
before the date the order granting the
certificate is no longer subject to
judicial review. AS 43.90.200(b)
expressly requires that a licensee with
credit support sufficient to finance
construction of the project (through FT
commitments or otherwise) sanction
the project within one year after the
effective date of the certificate.
Pursuant to AS 43.90.230(a)(4), failure
to accept a certificate under AS
43.90.200(a) or to sanction a project
under AS 43.90.200(b) is a license
violation and the State has the ability to
find the licensee in violation of the
license terms, to require the licensee to
reimburse the State for all State
monies received by the licensee, with
interest, and to impose, among other
things, remedies provided by law or in
equity, for the license violation. (Note
that these remedies are in addition to
the requirements related to the return
of project data set out in AS
43.90.200(d) and (e)). The
TransCanada conditions precedent,
however, absolve TransCanada of any
such license violation and permit
TransCanada to both refuse the
certificates and refuse to sanction the
project at TransCanada's sole option,
without cost or liability risk to
TransCanada.
By leaving the decision of whether to
accept the certificates or to sanction
the project within TransCanada's sole
discretion, the conditions precedent
violate the AGlA requirement that the
licensee reach agreement with the
State or prevail in arbitration in order to
be able to terminate a project that the
licensee considers to be uneconomic
(AS 43.90.240);
The ability of TransCanada to refuse to
B-344
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sanction the project at its sole
discretion effectively neutralizes both
the requirement that the State approve
any amendment of or modification to
the project plan (AS 43.90.210), and
the obligation of the licensee to comply
with the requirements set forth in AS
43.90.220 regarding the State's access
to records and reports, and the State's
participation in licensee governing
body meetings.

RESPONSE

Article 3 of AGIA provides a fiscal framework
for shippers committing to the project. The
upstream inducements of AGIA provide
assured value to producers versus highly
speculative value via new tax/royalty
concessions by the State. The need for
concessions is discussed in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 5.

B. State Actions to Ensure a Favorable
Economic Environment
In Section 2.2.3.1(3) of the Application,
TransCanada states it is relying on "the
State of Alaska to take ail feasible actions
exclusively within its authority as a sovereign
power to ensure a favorable economic
environment for potential Shippers on the
Project. Those actions include "engaging with
the ANS Producers to reach agreement on a
commercially reasonable and predictable
upstream fiscal regime that balances the
needs of the State and the ANS Producers."
ExxonMobil considers the foregoing to be a
fundamental condition to achieving a
commercially viable Alaska gas pipeline
project under any legislative regime.
Consistent with EM's testimony during the
AGIA hearings, EM reiterates its offer to
engage in substantive fiscal discussions with
the State with a goal of developing a fiscal
regime which can lead to a viable pipeline
project.
C. State Ownership in Project
TransCanada affords anchor shippers the
opportunity to participate as equity owners in
its project (See Section 2.2.3.8(2) of the
Application). That provision does not seem to
contemplate, nor has the State recently
evidenced any interest in, the State taking an
ownership share in the project equal to the
gas-equivalent value of its royalties and
production taxes. By failing to participate in a
project shipping ANS gas to market, the State
is foregoing a substantial revenue source.

The State does not plan to take any ownership
in the project.
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Consider, for example, a project with 20%
State equity participation. Assuming this joint
venture project would have similar terms to
those proposed by TransCanada, the State
would be required to invest $1.8 billion during
the construction period (20% of the 30% equity
portion of the project cash investments
described on Page 2.10-2 of the Application).
During the life of the pipeline, the State would
earn a 14% return on that equity investment,
totaling more than $3.4 billion (20% of
TransCanada's calculated equity return of
$17.1 billion). This approach should greatly
reduce the
State's concerns regarding tariffs, because as
a co-owner, the State would receive a portion
of those tariffs, regardless of whether they are
above or below the State's expectations.

RESPONSE

V. Concluding Comment
We encourage the Palin Administration and
the Alaska Legislature to objectively weigh the
issues raised during the AGIA public comment
period to determine whether the Application
and AGIA will deliver a commercially viable
project.
Exxon Mobil- Joseph Kalt, Senior Economist 3/06/08 (274K)
Dear Sir or Madam:
I have been asked by Exxon Mobil corporation
to formulate and submit comments to assist
the Commissioners in their determination of
whether the TransCanada Alaska Company,
LLC, and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. AGIA
application proposes a project that maximizes
the benefits to Alaskans. Accordingly,
pursuant to AS 43.90.160(a), and the Notice of
Complete Application Submitted Under AGIA
and Call for Public Comments issued by the
State of Alaska Department of Natural
Resources and the Alaska Depart of Revenue
on January 4, 2008, I am here submitting the
attached comments on TransCanada’s AGIA
application.
Sincerely, Joseph Kalt
Economic Assessment of TransCanada Pipe
Line's
AGIA License Application
Comments of
JOSEPH P. KALT, Ph.D.
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On behalf of Exxon Mobil Corporation
March 6, 2008
Introduction
My name is Joseph P. Kalt. I am the
Ford Foundation Professor of International
Political Economy at the John F. Kennedy
School of Government, Harvard University,
and a Visiting Professor at the Eller College or
Management at the University of Arizona. The
Kennedy School is Harvard's graduate school
for the study of public policy and public
administration. I also work as a senior
economist in the Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and Tucson, Arizona, offices of Compass
Lexecon, an economics consulting firm. I have
attached my biography as Attachment I.
I hold B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in
economics and am a specialist in the
economics of competition, antitrust, and
regulation. At Harvard, I served as an
instructor, Assistant Professor, and Associate
Professor in the Department of Economics
from 1978 to 1986; prior to joining the faculty
of the Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard as a Professor with tenure in 1986. In
the Department of Economics, I had primary
responsibility for teaching graduate and
undergraduate courses in the economics of
regulation and antitrust. At the Kennedy
School, my teaching responsibilities have
included the economics of regulation and
antitrust; the economics of public policy; the
economics of natural resource and
environmental policy; and economic
development. I have also taught the
economics of pricing, contracting, competition,
and regulation to mid-career professionals,
including federal administrative law judges,
working journalists, U.S. Congressional staff,
and public officials in the U.S.; Spain, Poland,
Moldova, Belarus, Thailand, and China.

RESPONSE

Throughout my career, I have specialized in
the economics of energy markets. I have
extensively studied the economics of the
natural gas marketplace and have testified as
an expert in numerous legal, regulatory, and
policy proceedings concerning issues of
competition, market valuation, mineral
royalties, industry structure, taxation,
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contracting, and regulation, particularly as
these arise in the energy industries. I have
also accepted invitations to serve as a
mediator and arbitrator in various matters
involving oil and gas valuation, natural
resource development and management, and
intergovernmental disputes.

RESPONSE

Of particular relevance, I have extensively
studied the production and pipeline
transportation of oil and gas resources
throughout North America and, in particular, in
Alaska. I have testified as an expert in various
state and federal proceedings concerning the
valuation of Alaskan North Slope crude oil and
natural gas for purposes of royalty and
taxation; and 1 have studied and testified as
an expert regarding the regulation of the Trans
Alaska Pipeline System.
I have now been asked by ExxonMobil
Corporation to review the AGIA license
application filed by TransCanada Alaska
Company, LLC, and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
("TransCanada"), to build and operate a
natural gas pipeline to transport Alaskan
natural gas resources to downstream pipeline
systems in Alberta for eventual delivery to
consuming areas in Canada and the United
States.
It is my understanding that pursuant to the
requirements set out in the AGlA legislation,
the State of Alaska (“Alaska” or "State") seeks
public commentary on the TransCanada
AGTA License Application ("TransCanada
application" or "application") related to the
question of whether the pipeline as it is
described in the application sufficiently
maximizes the benefits to Alaskans. This
question is one that economists, in particular,
are well positioned to comment on, as the
answers to this type of inquiry involve the
evaluation of how society's resources are
marshaled to meet the needs and wants of
communities both in Alaska and more broadly.
The decision as to whether to award a license
to TransCanada is a very important issue to
the State for a number of reasons. The State
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of Alaska is currently highly dependent on oil
revenues. These are forecast by the Alaska
Department of revenue to represent 87% of
Alaska's general purpose unrestricted revenue
through at least 2014. However, the existing
oil resource base in Alaska is in ongoing
production decline, with production in
FY 2007 down 67% from its peak in 1988.
This implies a future of lower revenues to the
State absent additional commercially
sustainable resource development and/or
additional increases in market prices for oil.

RESPONSE

A key component needed to tap Alaska's
extensive natural gas reserves is a system for
transporting produced natural gas to distant
points of consumption. The volumes at issue
are substantial. The U.S. Department of
Energy estimates that 35 tcf of discovered
recoverable volumes are located in Alaska and
forecasts 137 tcf in additional economically
recoverable volumes by 2050. Over the long
term, the ability of the State to meet its
citizens' needs will turn substantially on the
revenues implied by these resources.
The United States as a whole also has
significant interests in the commercial
development and transportation of Alaskan
natural gas. As a domestic source of energy,
Alaskan gas development for downstream use
portends less national reliance on imported
sources of energy.
Given the high importance of a successful
pipeline development to the State and the
nation, it is especially important that the State
closely examine proposals such as that put
forth by TransCanada. Issuance of an
exclusive license, as contemplated under
AGIA, cannot help but tend to put the entire
process of commercial development of the
State's gas resources on a particular path.
That path may well limit the State's options visa-vis the terms of the TransCanada project or
limit alternative proposals even if market
developments show that they are ultimately
more viable and more valuable to the State.

The issuance of a license does not foreclose
other options outside the AGIA process (which
itself was open to all interested parties.) What
the process does do is provide shared funding
to a licensee who has agreed to all of the
“must have” requirements of AGIA and in turn
provide Alaskans with very significant benefits.
The BP/ConocoPhillips proposal confirms that
AGIA did not preclude competition.

The Economics Governing the State of
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Alaska's interests
The prospective economic benefits to Alaska
from development of its natural gas resources
will be received in a number of different ways.
Beyond the investment and employment that
will attend construction and operation of a
natural gas pipeline and the related production
facilities, the State government stands to
realize royalties paid on production from Stateowned leases, severance taxes paid based on
the value of the resource produced and sold,
corporate income taxes on firms' earnings, and
property taxes paid by the oil and gas industry.

RESPONSE

To generate the benefits of oil- and gasrelated investment and employment, Alaska
must pursue public policies that ensure current
proven reserves are produced in a manner,
and under terms and conditions, that enable
the State to capture fair market value for its
claims on the resources at issue, that keep the
State competitive with the rest of the world,
and that promote sustained exploration and
development of undeveloped resources.
Achieving these ends will also ensure the
generation of the royalty and tax revenues that
the State requires to fulfill its governmental
roles in meeting citizens' needs.
The economics of oil and gas development
and transportation provide a number of key
criteria or guidelines to assessing the State's
interests when evaluating the merits of
projects such as the one proposed here by
TransCanada. These criteria include: (i)
ensuring that netback values received upon
production at the wellhead in Alaska represent
maximum fair market value; (ii) minimizing any
delay in constructing a natural gas
transportation system and bringing it into
operation; (iii) ensuring that the life-cycle
volume of gas production is maximized; and
(iv) avoiding the costs and disruption
associated with resolving any future disputes
related to a gas pipeline and its operations. Let
me briefly touch on each of these four criteria
in more detail.

The commissioners agree that these criteria
are important to and compatible with the
objectives of AGIA.

Maximize Fair Market Value of Netbacks:
Alaska's most important source of funds is
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associated with the sale of Alaskan oil and
gas. Since revenue is the product of both price
and volume, Alaska has an interest in ensuring
the price received at the wellhead by itself and
by other entities paying taxes and royalties is
as high as possible consistent with fair market
valuation and ensuring successful project
development.
Since there is not now or, in the future,
expected to be significant consumption of
natural gas on the North Slope, realization of
the value represented by the in-place natural
gas resource is dependent on the
transportation of that gas for delivery at
downstream points in Canada and, eventually,
in the lower 48 states. Given the market value
of natural gas at those points, as determined
by the forces of supply and demand, the price
actually earned at the wellhead in Alaska is
significantly determined by the cost of treating
and transporting gas to those locations.
Transportation costs (and costs such as
marketing gas and treating gas to manufacture
products such as natural gas liquids from the
raw material produced on the North Slope)
unavoidably lower the value of the gas netted
back to the wellhead (e.g.: for tax and royalty
purposes). The higher the cost of
transportation, the lower will be the realized
value at the wellhead. Hence, the State has a
clear interest in seeing that downstream, postproduction facilities and systems are efficiently
built, operated, and utilized.

RESPONSE

Insofar as the State of Alaska benefits from
higher netbacks produced sooner and subject
to fewer disputes, its interests are naturally
aligned with those of any other shipper on the
proposed pipeline. This is most obvious when
the State acquires gas as Royalty-In-Kind
("RIW), but applies, as well, when the State
lakes its royalty as Royalty-In-Value ("RIK").
Under the terms of the leases on State-owned
resources, Alaska is entitled to take on the
order of 12.5% of the production as RIK gas
that it can sell on its own behalf, or
alternatively it can take 12.5% of the value of
produced gas as RIV. In either case and as
with any shipper, the State's interests lie in
avoiding excessive costs of transportation.
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RESPONSE

Indeed, the State's interests in the eventual
development and costs of a natural gas
transportation system are aligned even more
generally with those of the producers of North
Slope gas. Whether producers ship
themselves or sell upstream to third parties
who then ship on the gas transportation
system, higher costs of transportation flow
through to producers as lower upstream
values at the wellhead. Lower upstream
values imply lower incomes for producers and,
for the State, lower royalties and lower
severance and income taxes. Again, the
construction of a viable pipeline at the lowest
possible cost yields the highest value for the
State.
Minimize Delay: Of course, no revenue at all
will be earned by the State or any other party
absent the ability of a pipeline proponent and
other potential participants in the downstream
development process to reach mutual
agreement on appropriate ways to move
forward to operation. Inability of the
stakeholders to reach binding commitments
and/or the possibility that certain aspects of a
proposed deal will lead to significant
disagreements and/or impasses between
parties for a protracted period promises to
delay project completion. Minimizing such
delays by addressing all stakeholders'
interests up front, lowering uncertainty by
clearly defining the nature of the necessary
ongoing relationships, and avoiding a deal that
unduly protects one party by shedding its
unwanted risks to others will tend to minimize
the extent to which delay defers the realization
of benefits to the State.
Ensure Production Is Maximized: The State
has a strong interest in ensuring that the
systems are built that will allow the realization
of revenues from discovered resources. A key
component of this turns on the volume of gas
that is drawn from Alaska. The availability of
higher-priced netbacks and the provision of a
transportation system that is operationally and
procedurally reliable to those needing to use it
will contribute to the optimization of production
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over time, arid perpetuate the economic life of
gas fields on the North Slope.

RESPONSE

Avoid Future Disputes and/or Impasses: The
State's interests are also adversely affected
over time by the potential that it and/or the
users of the gas transportation system will end
up involved in complex, time- and resourceconsuming disagreements with the pipeline
owner/operator(s) related to regulatory and/or
contract interpretation and enforcement.
Unfortunately, there is no way to write the
perfect contract since it is impossible to
anticipate all future events and or outcomes.
However, to the extent that contracts (or their
equivalent - an AGIA license) contain illdefined terms, provide for one-sided treatment
that benefits particular parties at the expense
of others, or provide no mechanism to resolve
disputes in an equitable manner, future
disputes and disagreements with the pipeline
owner will not be minimized. In short, lack of
flexibility and equitability in designing
contractual arrangements can lead to
excessive and onerous litigation and even
political fallout that are not in anyone's interest
to the extent that they tie up resources and
cause delay or distortions in otherwise
favorable outcomes.
The TransCanada License Application
With these key criteria in mind, let us look at
the some of the important attributes of
TransCanada's application to build a pipeline
from the Alaskan North Slope to an
interconnection with its downstream system in
Alberta, Canada, with an expected in-service
date of 2017. TransCanada has proposed to
build, own, and operate a new gas
transportation system that will initially be able
to transport 4.5 Bcf of natural gas per day over
1700 miles (750 miles in Alaska, 965 miles in
Canada) of 48-inch diameter pipe. This routing
of the pipeline system is similar to that initially
pursued, but ultimately not built, by
TransCanada and other partners almost three
decades ago.
The system, as proposed, would have 16
compressor stations and 14 delivery points,
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including five in Alaska, eight intermediate
points in the Yukon, and the principal delivery
point into TransCanada's downstream system
at the Alberta Hub. Operation of the system
will also require the construction of a. Gas
Treatment Plant ("GTP) that will process gas
prior to transportation to downstream points. In
its application, TransCanada states that it
"does not intend to develop, own, or operate
the gas treatment plant, but is prepared to do
so if it is not possible to contract with a third
party owner in a timely manner."
In total, TransCanada estimates that the cost
of building the proposed system will be
approximately $25 billion in 2007 dollars.
Clearly this is a significant sum of money for
any one individual firm, especially in the
context, of building a pipeline such as this one.
This project has a unique set of characteristics
that portend particularly high risks. These
include the fact that the construction of this
project would take place in an extremely harsh
arctic environment with unique requirements
and constraints on when and how actual
construction can occur. Also, the system is
very large and complex, with the proposed
GTP likely to be the largest such facility of its
kind in the world. Finally, unlike many other
systems built to serve in other locations, this
pipeline will be highly dedicated to serving one
upstream producing area.

RESPONSE

In its application, TransCanada seeks to shield
itself form these risks in a number of ways.
First, it requires that shippers sign contracts
committing them to pay for Firm
Transportation (“FT”) services on the pipeline
system for a period of at lease 25 years. In the
U.S. and exclusively in Canada, TransCanada
would offer potential shippers so-called
negotiated rates. Theses negotiated rates
would be offered only as 25-, 30-, or 35- year
commitments. They have been unilaterally
designed by TransCanada to contain
substantially all the requirements of FT
service, with the additional condition that the
shippers taking such services must support all
of TransCanada’s future rate filings and
cannot object to the economic factors
underlying the pipeline’s rates.
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RESPONSE

This FT and negotiated rate capacity would be
marketed to potential shippers in an “open
season” process. Through this process,
TransCanada would attempt to attract
sufficient interest to ensure the viability of the
pipeline. The estimated tariffs for such
transportation services are approximately
$2.42 per mmbtu on a levelized basis over the
first 25 years of pipeline operation. At this
level, the tariffs would fully reimburse
TransCanada for the expected costs of
building the pipeline and would provide
TransCanada with a guaranteed rate of return
that would float at 965 basis points above the
10-year U.S. Treasury bill. At the time of
TransCanada’s application, this guaranteed
rate of return sat at approximately 14%.
In addition to the foregoing, TransCanada
seeks to protect its interests by , among other
things, recovering most cost overruns from
shippers, retaining the right to unilaterally
terminate the project while receiving
reimbursement of its investments, requiring
rolled-in rate treatment for future expansions,
and selling additional services to shippers with
no credit back to the FT contract holders for
those revenues. TransCanada has clearly
though carefully about the risks attendant to its
proposal and has carefully designed its
application to insure itself from those risks. In
doing so, however, it has designed a proposal
that would shift risks overwhelmingly onto
those with a shipper’s interest in the pipelinei.e., the North Slope gas producers and the
State of Alaska.
Evaluation of the TransCanada Application's
Risk-Shedding Attributes
From an economic perspective, this
TransCanada application (i.e., one that
provides and multitude of protections and
benefits for TransCanada as the developer by
shedding risk to other parties) is exactly what
one would expect form a pipeline pursuing its
own interests. TransCanada is not to be
criticized for seeking to maximize and protect
its interests. But it is not in thee State’s interest
to leave TransCanada’s proposal

By issuing a license to TC Alaska, the State
does not intend to limit itself in any way in any
future regulatory proceedings or negotiations
from asserting positions that may enhance
netback prices, allocation of risks, or any other
issue affecting the State’s interests.
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unquestioned, unchallenged, or accepted
without countervailing assertion of the State’s
interest.

RESPONSE

It is vital to understand that TransCanada’s
proposed shedding of its risk is not costless
from the perspective of the State in the State’s
actual (RIK) or de facto (RIV) role as a shipper
on the pipeline and as a taxing entity. It is a
maxim of economics that one cannot get rid of
risk; risk can only be shifted among parties.
When TransCanada shed so many of its risks,
those risks are transferred to the State and
other with interest in gas development and
transportation. Such transfers of risk raise the
real costs to the State and others. This
reduces effective upstream netback values
and/or cut into the benefits derived from gas
development. In fact, the extremity of the
TransCanada application’s risk-shedding
provisions has the effect of raising concerns
about the very viability of the pipeline to the
extent that they give rise to potential shoppers’
expectations- including those of the State as
an actual or de facto shipper- of diminished
netback valuation, the possibility for failures in
the open season process, and the potential
that future relationships will be fraught with
disputes and disagreements between
TransCanada and other stakeholders
(including the State).
Consider some of the Key components of
TransCanada's application:
Historical Liabilities front ANGTS-Era
Agreements:
TransCanada’s participation decades ago in
the aforementioned prior attempt to develop a
natural gas pipeline to serve the North Slope
has potentially left TransCanada with very
large liabilities to its prior partners as a result
of prior agreements with those parties. Were
those liabilities to be recovered by
TransCanada by rolling them into the cost of
TransCanada’s current proposed pipeline, the
adverse effects on shippers would be
substantial. The potential size of these
liabilities is very large and is growing at a rate
of 14% per annum. According to the financial

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.
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statements of the original partnership (of which
affiliates of TransCanada are the sole
remaining partners), the potential payments
due to the withdrawn partners at the end of
2006 was $8.9 billion. At a rate of increase of
14% per annum, as reported by the
partnership, this would rise to approximately
$33 billion by the end of 2016. That amount is
significant in light of TransCanada’s estimate
that, excluding the partnership liabilities, the
sum of capital expenditures and accumulated
return on those expenditures as of the
pipeline’s in-service 2017 date, alone, would
be approximately $33 billion.

RESPONSE

If TransCanada did fold these amounts into
the rates to be paid by shippers on this
pipeline, the consequences would likely be
multifold. First, proposal of such rates would
likely give rise to significant disputes and
regulatory fights before the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission ("FERC"). Such
disputes would consume considerable
resources of both shippers and the pipeline
itself. Second, if approved as part or a
regulatory proceeding: these additional costs
would increase the transportation tariff, thus
reducing the State's and other shippers' value
from the downstream delivery of natural gas.
To the extent that these netbacks were
sufficiently reduced, the incentive to explore
for and produce incremental supplies would
also be diminished, leading to a decline in the
volume of natural gas eventually sold. By the
criteria of interest to the State, the possibility
that the costs will be incurred poses
considerable downside risk. Finally, the
subject rates would increase the likelihood of a
failed open season as a result of natural
shipper resistance to elevated rates or, if the
issue is unresolved at the time of the initial
open season, natural shipper resistance to the
uncertainty that such lack of resolution would
imply.
Exclusive Delivery to the Downstream
TransCanada System:
Another example of TransCanada looking out
for its own interests is the application's
proposed requirement that potential shippers

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.
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agree to purchase transportation all the way to
the interconnection of the proposed pipeline
with the downstream TransCanada system.
While it seems plausible that a significant
amount of the gas transported off of the North
Slope on the proposed pipeline would find its
way onto TransCanada's existing downstream
Alberta system, shippers' interests lie in
maintaining the option to seek out alternative
locations or pipelines into which to deliver their
product. This option is particularly valuable in
light of TransCanada’s proposed minimum of
25-year commitments by shippers. All of us
must recognize that a great deal of what may
occur over a quarter century is presently
unforeseen, and whatever we think we know
now is subject to tremendous uncertainty. The
option of delivery into alternative systems, for
example, could readily turn out to offer better
access sot higher-priced markets. Lock-in to a
potentially lower-valued delivery onto the
TransCanada system (even for a portion of the
pipeline life) or the requirement to pay the cost
for such delivery even if alternate
arrangements are made will lower netbacks on
production and discourage incremental
production.

RESPONSE

Open Season Commitments: Open seasons
are the process by which pipelines typically
seek to assess and sign up shipper interest in
transportation capacity on a pipeline system.
In general, a pipeline can hold open season to
sell capacity in a number of ways and for a
number of reasons: The pipeline could have
capacity available due to the ending of earlier
contracts on an already built system; an open
season may reflect the pipeline’s desire to
construct additional facilities to increase the
capacity of an existing system; or an open
season may arise upon the prospective
building of an entirely new system with not
existing transportation customers. In the last
case, the amount of information available to
potential shippers is generally most limited
since they have no direct experience with the
proposed new system by which to gauge the
attractiveness of the pipeline’s offerings.

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.

In part to reflect this fact, pipelines can design
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open season processes and requirements to
deal with the uncertainty. First, the pipeline
can do advance design arid planning work to
attempt to increase knowledge about factors
such as the pipeline's design, costs, potential
siting difficulties, scheduling coordination, etc.
The pipeline can also vary the extent to which
the open season is binding on potential
shippers. This can range from a
request that potential shippers express nonbinding desires for some amount of capacity in
the future to a binding open season in which
shippers contractually commit themselves to
paying for pipeline capacity they acquire in the
open season without further option to
negotiate terms or conditions. To the extent
that uncertainties exist, it is reasonable to
expect that potential shippers will be loss
willing to make binding long-term contractual
commitments.

RESPONSE

Particularly in the case of new and expensive
projects, the inability of a project developer to
bring actual commitments from shippers to the
financial markets is a common source of delay
and even project failure. Accordingly,
successful pipeline projects typically entail
flexible processes of negotiation between the
pipeline and its potential shippers in order to
arrive at a set of terms and conditions that
adequately represent the interests of all
parties. The Rockies Express Pipeline
provides one recent example of the issues at
hand. This $3 billion project to move gas out of
the Rocky Mountain region to markets further
east started as a joint venture between
Sempra and Kinder Morgan, and one year into
its development, ConocoPhillips- a prospective
shipper- purchased a 24% stake. Also, key to
the project development was an early
negotiated commitment to a large amount of
FT from EnCana marketing that was a key
factor in its successful development.
In fact, in the United States, the contractual
arrangements of most proposed new pipeline
systems are the product of negotiations and
are reviewed by the regulator on an integrated
basis when both sides express satisfaction
with the arrangement. Absent these
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agreements, unilateral imposition of terms and
conditions that are one-sided in nature ten to
lead to failure of open season processes.

RESPONSE

This calls into question the viability of the open
season process as proposed by TransCanada
under its application. The large amount of
uncertainty about future conditions and the
apparent relative paucity of adequate front-end
planning for a project of this size and
complexity suggest that rational shippers
would be extremely wary of entering into
agreements under the conditions
TransCanada currently proposed. The rational
shipper, including the State as actual and/or
de facto shipper, would reasonably be
expected only to be willing to participate in an
open season process with the addition of
multiple contingencies that protect the interest
of the shipper. Without contingencies and
protections, an open season for
TransCanada’s proposed system would not be
likely to succeed in proving the necessary
underpinnings of a customer base. This would
threaten the ability of the proposed system to
move forward.
Indeed, TransCanada’s application contains
several components that give rise to exactly
the type of uncertainly that would reasonably
be expected to raise substantial risks that its
proposed open season would fail. These
include:
Precedent Agreement Termination Rights:
Under the TransCanada application, the
pipeline can move past the open season
where it receives binding commitments, then
receive FERC and NEB certification for the
project, and then have the right to opt out of
the overall project based on its unilateral
determination that further pursuit of the project
is not in its interest. Critically, this termination
comes with the assurance that shippers will be
required to reimburse TransCanada for the
costs it has incurred in pursuit of the project.
Potential shippers would reasonably be
extremely apprehensive about making binding
commitments that obligate them to provide
considerable payments to the pipeline even

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.
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though they have not say in the pipeline’s
decision about whether to move forward with
the project.

RESPONSE

Negotiated Rates Provisions: As described
above, one element of Trans Canada’s
negotiated rate option (the only option
available in Canada) is that the shipper will
support all of TransCanada’s future rate filings
and will not contest the “economic parameters”
underlying the rates. The ambiguity of what
might be meant by the concept of “support”
and which “economic factors” are implied
could be problematic for potential shippers.
For example, prohibiting shippers from
contesting any particular investment as being
imprudent could have multiple negative
consequences from the State’s perspective.
The lack of control over costs, and the fact that
the pipeline’s financial incentives are to raise
cost since it is earning returns on the total
ratebase, can lead to lower netbacks and
possibly decreased production. Also, such
onerous terms could well lead potential
shoppers to insisting on conditioning their bids
during the open season, thus leading to
potential delay.

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.

Level of Preparation Planning: In the context
of trying to attract shippers to make binding
open season commitments, it is important that
the pipeline proponent sufficiently delineate
the scope of the project and push the planning
process to a point that significant uncertainties
are addressed. If these steps are not taken,
there will be substantial and material
uncertainty remaining about costs, and the
possibility for ineffective planning will lessen
the likelihood that shippers will be willing to
make non-contingent commitments in an open
season.

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.

In its application, TransCanada proposes to
spend approximately $83 million (as-spent) to
develop its plans prior to the open season and
approximately $625 million (as-spent) through
the FERC and NEB certification process. It
may be telling that the amount TransCanada
intends to invest up through the FERC and
NEB certification process is only marginally
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above the level of funding reimbursement that
the State has proposed to compensate a
pipeline developer under the AGIA process.
This suggests that the level of planning is at
least partially tied to the degree to which the
State is willing to protect TransCanada, not by
a wholly independent consideration of the
amount of work that would need to be done to
adequately scope out a project of this nature.
Consider, for example, the proposed GTP.
Despite the fact that this facility will be very
large, will need to be built under hostile
environmental conditions, and will need to be
highly integrated into the construction planning
process for the overall pipeline project
(indicating a particular need for clarity of
planning and cost-estimation), the
TransCanada application treats these
concerns by suggesting that they can be
handled by third parties. Without proper
planning, the coordination and execution risks
associated with this facility are significant.
Poor planning could result in higher costs, thus
lower netbacks. The construction by a nonTransCanada entity could give rise to higher
costs as returns to scale are lost, and physical
delay could occur if construction timetables
are not effectively managed. Imagine the
significant losses that would accrue if the
pipeline portion of the project were
successfully completed while the GTP fell
behind schedule for some period of time.
Ancillary Services such as Authorized Overrun
Service: TransCanada proposes to sell
additional services to shoppers, such as
authorized overrun service. The provision of
such services can result in additional returns
to the pipeline over those approved in the FT
tariff. Commonly in the pipeline industry, the
value of such additional services is shared
with or even returned completely to the firm
shippers of the pipeline in the form of reduced
rates. Under the current application, however,
TransCanada has reserved this additional
stream of revenue for itself and does not
propose to share with shippers on the pipeline.
This implies upward potential for the pipeline’s
return with no associated risk to the pipeline. It
also implies lower netbacks for producer-

RESPONSE

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.
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shoppers and the State.

RESPONSE

Rolled-in Expansion Rates: TransCanada’s
application mandates that expansions to the
proposed system use rolled-in rate treatment
up to 115% of the original tariff amount. As
such, the costs of the future are potentially
being borne by the pipeline’s initial shoppers,
including the State of Alaska given its interest
as a shipper. The prospective roll-in of
significantly higher rates is inconsistent with
established FERC policy and provides, in
effect, an economic cross-subsidy from the
initial shipper to new shippers (i.e., those using
the expansion capacity). Such cross-subsidies
are inconsistent with policies that should be
designed to encourage the use of society’s
scarce resources for economically viable
projects. These cross-subsidies harm the
State's interest, as well, to the extent that they
would undermine the potential development of
the pipeline, would be borne as reduced
netbacks of initial producer-shippers, and
would cross-subsidize development or nonState leases.

Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.

The State’s Commitment to Licensee: The
TransCanada application includes an AGIAspecified penalty that would effectively
preclude the State form negotiating fiscal
terms with any third party. By requiring that the
State pay TransCanada damages on the order
of three times its total costs incurred to date,
the proposed provision is a “poison pill” that
protects TransCanada by effectively tying the
State’s hands vis-à-vis alternative options.
Before engaging in such action that limit the
State’s options in this manner, the State has
an interest in ensuring that it has the right deal
in place for the State. Unfortunately, such lockin provisions could well result in unintended
consequences that adversely affect the State’s
interests. Foremost among these is the
prospect of a failed open season. Especially to
the extent that the proposed deal offers
inducements to the pipeline developer in the
form of significant one-sided risk-shedding
provisions, the State has a strong interest in
ensuring it has the right deal.

Section 43.90.440 of AGIA only triggers these
terms if “…the state extends to another person
preferential [emphasis added] royalty or tax
treatment or the grant of state money for the
purpose of facilitating the construction of a
competing natural gas pipeline in this state…”
AGIA also defines what would constitute a
competing project and limits what is included
as preferential tax or royalty treatment. AS
43.90.440(b) and (c).
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Return on Equity: The State’s interest lie in
making sure that the Return on Equity (“ROE”)
and Debt/Equity Structure of the proposed
pipeline are kept in line with the risks borne by
TransCanada. Given the range of other
protections sought by TransCanada, it is
reasonable to expect that the ROE that the
pipeline is allowed to earn be consistent with
that earned by other similarly low-risk
investments. Note that this is not to suggest
that the pipeline project itself is low-risk, but
only that, by the working of its contractual
provisions, TransCanada’s application has laid
off those risks to the shippers on its proposed
pipeline. Inconsistent with this risk-shedding,
TransCanada’s ROE proposal appears to put
its return at or above the high end of the range
or recently approved FERC rates of return.
While I have not sought to determine the
“correct” rate of return for the proposed
pipeline at this point, the magnitude of the
proposed ROE (965 basis points above 10year U.S. Treasury bills, or 14% at the point
that TransCanada filed its application)
suggests that TransCanada’s proposed rate is
too high.

RESPONSE
Refer to the response for the similar comment
provided by ExxonMobil.

TransCanada does provide for a reduction of
its ROE for a period of five years in the event
that it fails to fully control the costs of the
project. This mechanism allows for the
reduction of ROE by a maximum of 200 basis
points. It is notable that to the extent that the
pipeline, with all of its other protections, has an
actual cost of capital below this putatively
reduced ROE, the pipeline would not, in fact,
suffer economic “penalty.” Rather, it could still
make money on cost overruns- and would
have the incentive to do so.
Conclusion: Protecting the State's Interest
From the perspective of the interests of the
State of Alaska and the nation, development of
a viable natural gas transportation system for
moving Alaskan gas to large downstream
consumption markets is imperative. The State
has an abiding interest in seeing that such a
system is brought online expeditiously and
efficiently. Investment and employment in the
Alaskan economy will he spurred by the

The commissioners agree with the comment
regarding the need for a gas pipeline. Because
of the failure of past initiatives including direct
negotiations with the North Slope producers,
the State enacted AGIA and continues to
pursue the process set forth in that legislation.
The commissioners disagree, however, with
the comment that TC Alaska’s Application
does not satisfy the state’s criteria. The
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development of a natural gas transportation
system, and the State has a clear need for
alternatives to its declining ability to count on
royalty and tax revenues associated with North
Slope crude oil production revenues. Spurring
increases in the value and level of natural gas
production in Alaska is just such an
alternative.
If the State of Alaska is to maximize its
interests in natural gas development, it must
be diligent in ensuring that whatever gas
transportation system comes to fruition be able
to provide the State with maximum fair market
value for natural gas accessed by that system
and that delay and dispute that can
accompany pipeline development be
minimized. This means ensuring development
of an efficient system that supports maximum
fair market value netback values at upstream
points of valuation, and minimizing
uncertainties, inequitable risk allocations, and
ambiguous terms and conditions that will spell
contention and delay in getting a project off the
ground. As proposed, the TransCanada
application does not fully satisfy these criteria.
The interests of the State of Alaska lie very
much in seeing that these criteria are met by
TransCanada or any party that ultimately
develops a transportation system for Alaska's
natural gas.

RESPONSE
commissioners’ Findings fully explain the basis
for the determination that TC Alaska should
receive the AGIA license.

Attachments:
Joseph Kalt qualifications
Footnotes included with original copy
Little Susitna Construction Co - Dominic Lee, President 3/04/08 (190K)
My firm Little Susitna Construction Co. (LSCC)
with China Petroleum and Chemical Corp
(SINOPEC) submitted a proposal under AGIA
for an All-Alaska gas pipeline terminating at an
LNG plant in Valdez for shipment to China.
Sinopec proposed to purchase up to 4 bcf/d of
LNG. While the review team said this proposal
was incomplete, it is still the best deal for
Alaska and Alaskans. It was called the
"Alaskans First Gas Pipeline" project. Here is a
comparison of this proposal to the Canadian
Highway (TransCanada) proposal:
Comparison of Canadian Highway Pipeline to
All-Alaska Pipeline: Canadian Highway
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Pipeline:
1. A Canadian Highway plan provides little
work for Alaskan workers. Alaskan workers
are not allowed to work on the pipeline in
Canada. a) 10,000 workers during the 3-year
construction period; b) 100 permanent jobs
after construction is finished.

See Section A, Issues #3a,3b

2. The gas may be used to process sand oil
which causes the biggest pollution in North
Amreica. This dirty air will travel to the USA.
Nine out of ten sand oil factories in Canada
have been cited by Canada EPA getting a F
grade in their emmission the other one got a D
grade.

Comment noted. The ultimate market for this
gas cannot be determined at this time.

3. It will cost between $1.1 billion (current gas
price of $8) and $2.2 billion (future gas price at
$61) every year to move the gas through
Canada with an Alaska gas subsidy, because
a Canadian highway plan would use gas to
power the 34 compressor and chiller stations
(60,000 HP each station) along the pipeline to
Calgary . If the gas has to move to Chicago,
there will been total of 72 stations from Alaska
to Calgary to Chicago. It will cost Alaska $4.4
billion a year subsidy to move the gas without
compensation to Alaska.

The full costs (including fuel gas) of
transporting gas through the proposed TC
Alaska pipeline and the LNG alternatives were
analyzed and considered in the evaluation.
The fuel gas is not subsidy, but a normal cost
of transporting natural gas in a pipeline. See
Chapters 3 and 4 of the Finding for the results
of the analysis. Fuel use for an LNG project
dwarfs the fuel for an overland project (See
Chapter 4).

4. A Canadian highway plan will provide $52
billion to the USA, $131 billion to the State of
Alaska, $207 billion to the North Slope
producers, $9 billion to the Canadian
government, and $17 billion to a Canadian
pipeline company dirng the lifetime (25 years)
of the project.

Comment noted. See Chapter 3 for the results
of our analysis.

5. It is unlikely north Slope gas will go to the
Lower 48. a) It is economically unfeasible with
a price at Chicago $0.75 per 1,000 cubic feet
over the Calgery price of $6.50 per 1,000 CF,
plus $2 billion to $4 billion in fuel subsidies by
Alaska per year to move gas from Calgary to
Chicago; b) There is no shortage of gas or
LNG in the Lower 48 (a 50 TCF natural gas
discovery in Marcellus (Appalachian
Mountains)was recently announced -- this
discovery can be online within a couple of
years and can last over 100 years supply to

Comment noted. See Chapter 3 for our
analysis of the TC Alaska proposal.
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US need) if Alaska gas goes to Lower 48, this
will flood the market; c) The world's steel mills
cannot produce 1,700 miles nor 3,600 miles of
steel (over 4 millions tons and 10 million tons)
in less than 20 years, and the US steel mills
are largely no longer in operation due to
deindustrialization of the US (most steel made
in China and Japan).

RESPONSE

6. All the gas byproducts, such as butane,
propane, ethane, pentane, will be used in
Canada's petrochemical industry at Alberta
with no benefit to Alaska.

The application indicates that TC Alaska will
accommodate a proposal to add NGL
processing in Alaska. Gas Strategies notes
that an LNG project will not accommodate
NGL processing since the NGLs must remain
in the gas as it is liquefied to maintain BTU
content as required for Asian LNG markets.

7. TransCanada Alaska LLC is a new
company with no history whatsoever in Alaska
or anywhere else and fails to provide
documented commitment of their parent
company, TransCanada Corporation or any
other entity that has committed to proivde
engineering, construction, or financing of the
Alaska portion of the project. If things do not
work out, TransCanada Alaska LLC can file for
Bankrupcy in U.S. Bankrupcy Court and the
parent company TransCanada Corp. will have
no liability for this new company. Alaska will be
out of luck and loss time and all the money
that was put into this new company.

See Section A, Issues #7a,7b,7c

8. TransCanada has $7 billion in revenue per
year with $1 billion profit. It also has a libility of
$8.9 billions of debt to it's partners. Conoco
Phillip refused to give gas and build the
pipeline together with TransCanada Alaska,
LLC under their Corporate legal advise
because of the $8.9 billion debt TransCanada
has on their books, and it was filed by the
creditors with FERC.

See Section A, Issue #7c

All-Alaska "Alaskans First Gas Pipeline":
LSCC/Sinopec Plan. 1. The Alaskans First
Gas Pipeline plan will provide steady,
permanent jobs for Alaskans. a) 20,000 to
30,000 jobs for workers for 4 years during the
construction phase of the project will be
provided; b) 5,000 permanent jobs will be
available after construction in the areas of

Comments Noted
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pipeline oepration, LNG plant, NGL plant, and
marine terminal at Valdez; c) New
transportation jobs and gas distrubtion jobs
can be delveoped in 100 Alaskan
communities, estimated at 1,500 new jobs.; d)
The gas by-products from the natural gas
separation plant such as butane, propane,
ethane, and pentane, will be used in Fairbanks
or Mat-Su Valley for new Alaska petrochemcial
factories which will create a $5 billion new
industry for Alaska, estimated to produce
3,000 new permanent jobs.

RESPONSE

2. One hundred Alaskan communities will
receive gas to heat their homes and for cheap
electricity. Depending on how such a program
would be administered, the savings could
amount to a $400/month per family savings for
monthly heat and electricity bills, or a $5,000
benefit per year for every Alaskan family.
3. The Alaskans First Pipeline Service
Company will be owned and operated by
Alaskans. It will be a publically traded
company on the NY stock exchange.
4. All construction jobs will be for Alaskans
and US citizens; no Chinese laborers will be
used, and also no Canadian laborers will be
used.
5. Steel for gas pipeline will be available from
Chinese and Japanese steel mills for only 2.2
million tons.
6. China will buy all the LNG which is not used
by Alaska for the initital start up project (up to
4 bcf/d). There is no demand on the U.S. West
Coast. There are no LNG receiving terminals
located on the West Coast of the US. As gas
availabillity increases, other markets may be
able to be served as they develop (such as
West Coast USA).
7. China will pay a fair market price for the
LNG and will provide 20 to 24 LNG tankers to
pcik up the LNG from Valdez at their cost of $7
billion.
8. State and North Slope producers are not
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required to spend any money to build the
pipeline plant. It has no risk to the North Slope
Producers.

RESPONSE

9. Since the North Slope to Valdez is an
intrastate pipeline, the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has no
jurisdiction.
10. Since the Alaskans First Pipeline has a
buyer for 30 million tons of LNG per year
already, there is no need for an open season
search for a buyer.
11. This project can start engineering design
and construction once the North Slope
producers agree to sell gas at the well-head to
put gas on the pipeline and the Department of
Energy agrees to allow the LNG to be shipped
to China. The Department of Energy has
already given permission to sell Alaskan LNG
to Japan, Taiwan, and south Korea. There is
NO LAW against shipping Alaskan oil or gas to
foreign countries, providing a trade surplus to
the U.S.
12. LSCC is a 28-year old Alaskan company.
Sinopec is a $155 billion revenue/year with $9
billion profit/year and is 20 times bigger than
TransCanada.
13. The gas benefit of the Alaskans First
Pipeline is much larger than the Canadian
route. Total Revenue in 30 years $896 Billion
U.S. Share $219 Billion State of Alaska
(w/25% PPT) $314 Billion North Slope
Producers $204 Billion Canadian Government
$0 Pipeline LNG Operator $17 Billion What is
the difference between the All-Alaska and
Canadian Line? All-Alaska Route Canadian
Route Difference US Share $219 B $52 B
$167 B More All AK State of AK $314 B $131
B $183 B More All AK NS Producers $204 B
$207 B $3 B Less All AK Canadian Gov. $0
$17 B $9 B Less All AK Pipeline Opr. $17 B
$17 B No Difference The Governor and her
commissioners have the duty to uphold the
Alaska State Constitution -- which states that
they have the responsibility to obtain the best
value for Alaska's natural resources. For $183
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billion difference selling LNG to China over
selling it to Canada at Alberta Hub -- it's a nobrainer to make the decision to go with an AllAlaska pipeline to Valdez.
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Alliance-Pipeline - Murray Birch, President and Chief Executive Officer 3/06/08 (283K)
l.
Introduction and Synopsis
In response to your call notice of January 4,
2008, Alliance is taking this opportunity to
submit comments in relation to the application
which had been filed pursuant to the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA) by
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (collectively referred
to herein as TransCanada) on November 30,
2007.

The comments contained in this Introduction
and Synopsis will be addressed in the sections
that follow.

In Alliance's view, efficient market access and
take-away optionality are fundamental to the
success of any Alaska natural gas pipeline
project and the maximization of benefits to the
State. In this connection. Alliance is
exceptionally well positioned to provide
significant take-away capacity for any Alaska
pipeline project through a cost-effective
expansion of its existing state-of-the-art
pipeline system from Western Canada to the
United States Midwest.
Alliance considers that equal access and open
competition are fundamental to market
efficiency, and that no form of exclusivity
exists for the provision of take-away capacity
for an Alaska pipeline project or for the
construction of related pipeline facilities In
Canada or the Lower 48.
More pointedly, Alliance submits that any
residual certificate rights that may be held by
Foothills in Canada under the Northern
Pipeline Act of 1978 are non-exclusive and
limited by the outdated circumstances of the
1970s. Furthermore, Congress has made it
abundantly clear that the U.S. elements of the
project are open to competition. Within this
context, non-affiliated pipelines such as
Alliance can significantly and competitively
participate in any Alaska pipeline project.
While the AGIA licensing process is not
determinative of downstream matters, Alliance
would nevertheless ask that the State of
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Alaska recognize the role that competition will
play In driving the most optimal downstream
configuration (including appropriate take-away
arrangements within the Province of Alberta).

RESPONSE

Alliance looks forward to working with
whichever party ultimately constructs the
greenfield pipeline through the State of Alaska
and into northern Canada. Alliance will
continue to advance its expansion plans for
the carriage of Alaskan gas, and at the
appropriate time, will file the required
applications with the National Energy Board in
Canada and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission in the United States.
II. The Existing Alliance Pipeline System
The Alliance pipeline system came into
commercial service on December 1, 2000 as a
major new entrant in the natural gas
transmission pipeline sector.

The information provided on the existing
Alliance pipeline system is noted.

As shown by the system map comprising
Figure 1, the Alliance pipeline system extends
from points of receipt in Western Canada to
multiple delivery points which interconnect with
the United States pipeline grid in the area of
Chicago, Illinois. Natural gas delivered to the
Chicago market hub can be either consumed
in the Chicago region or transported onwards
to other market regions.
On the basis of subscriptions received during
its open season in 1996, the system was
designed for a contract capacity of 1.325
Bcf/d. Depending on the prevailing hydraulic
conditions, the actual flow capability of the
system can reach over 1.7 Bcf/d, and flows of
this magnitude are regularly maintained.
At the upstream end of the Alliance system,
natural gas is gathered through a network of
lateral pipelines having an aggregate length of
nearly 450 miles and diameters ranging up to
24 inches. There are currently 50 individual
receipt points. The commingled gas stream is
then transported through a single "bullet"
mainline that extends nearly 1,850 miles from
northwestern Alberta to the Chicago-area
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terminus of the system. The mainline pipeline
is primarily 36 inches in diameter, with
compressor stations spaced approximately
120 miles apart. At the Chicago end, there are
eight individual delivery points.

RESPONSE

Employing leading-edge technology, the
pipeline transports dense-phase gas at
pressures of up to 1,743 psi in Canada and
1,935 psi in the U.S. The carriage of liquidsrich gas at elevated pressures gives rise to
highly efficient flow.
The natural gas liquids (NGLs) that are carried
in the gas stream are presently extracted at
the downstream end of the pipeline at a plant
owned by Aux Sable Liquid Products near
Chicago. The option exists to construct a
second NGL extraction plant alongside the
Alliance pipeline in the Province of Alberta
(near Edmonton), and Aux Sable is presently
advancing that initiative.
For further information on the Alliance pipeline
system, please refer to the company's website
at
www.alliance-pipeline.com.
III. Exceptional Positioning by Alliance for
Delivery of Alaskan Natural Gas
Owing to the geographic setting, leading-edge
design, and expandability of its system,
Alliance is exceptionally well positioned to
deliver Alaskan-sourced natural gas to a prime
market hub in the Lower 48 States.

The expansion possibilities of the Alliance
pipeline system are noted.

As already noted, Alliance can provide
significant take-away capacity for any Alaska
natural gas pipeline project through a
competitive and cost-effective expansion, This
may be accomplished through a combination
of additional compression and looping, with
the precise expansion design tailored as
appropriate.
The hand-in-glove fit by Alliance for an Alaska
pipeline project is exemplified by the
composite map that has been attached as
Figure 2. Particularly considering the leading-
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edge design of the system and its direct
access to the prime Chicago market hub,
Alliance would submit that Its system
represents the best pre-build for a modern-day
Alaska pipeline project.

RESPONSE

IV. TransCanada's Proposed Downstream
Arrangements in Canada
Applications made under the AGIA were
required to include, among many other things,
information on take-away arrangements
downstream of Alaska.

Alliance’s description of TC Alaska’s proposed
downstream arrangements to its proposed
project are noted.

The proposal brought forward by
TransCanada involves the construction of a
greenfield pipeline that would continue in a
southeasterly direction from the Alaska/Yukon
border to the area of Boundary Lake on the
B.C./Alberta border (referred to as the YukonBC Section). From there, the pipeline is
proposed to connect into new-build and
existing pipeline infrastructure within Alberta,
extending from Boundary Lake to the so-called
Alberta Hub and providing connections to the
existing Foothills Pre-Build (referred to as the
Alberta Section).
TransCanada also indicates that it is exploring
options to move the Alberta Receipt Point
upstream of Boundary Lake to Fort Nelson,
British Columbia. The stated objective of this
Fort Nelson Option would be to "deliver toll
savings to the Alaska Shippers by providing
them an equivalent toll from Fort Nelson to the
Alberta Hub, as if the Pipeline System from
Fort Nelson to Boundary Lake were integrated
into the Alberta System".
TransCanada indicates that any new
Canadian-side facilities (including any new
pipeline facilities within the Province of
Alberta) would be built and owned by Foothills
under authority of the Northern Pipeline Act of
1978. In this respect, TransCanada currently
estimates that the cost of such incremental
facilities to be constructed by Foothills within
the Province of Alberta would be
approximately $1.4 billion in 2007 dollars.
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TransCanada also notes that the Alaska
project would be integrated with its Alberta
System, which in turn is connected at exAlberta border points to other pipeline systems
serving North American markets.
TransCanada controls the vast majority of
take-away capacity at those specific exAlberta receipt points through its Canadian
Mainline System and its various affiliates.

RESPONSE

V. TransCanada's Attempt to Restrict TakeAway Capacity
TransCanada has rolled out a scenario
whereby the flow from a dedicated Alaska
pipeline would disperse into an expanded
Alberta System once the gas stream reaches
the B.C./Alberta border. In so doing,
TransCanada implies that it has a monopoly
over the flow of Alaska natural gas within
Alberta because it would have the gas directed
to those specific ex-Alberta pipeline systems
that it also owns.

In essence, TransCanada is seeking the
flexibility to expand its Alberta System as it
sees fit with any new pipeline facilities bearing
the Foothills name plate under the auspices of
the Northern Pipeline Act. Under
TransCanada's proposed transportation-byothers scheme, the capital and operating costs
of any such facilities would be subsumed into
the cost of service for the Alberta System. By
Its own admission, TransCanada would
attempt to spread such costs across its entire
Alberta System shipper pool.

Comments noted. Issues that may arise in the
future related to downstream capacity, they
will be resolved by the appropriate regulatory
agency (FERC, NEB, NPAgency). By
providing a license to TC Alaska, the State is
not be endorsing any of TC Alaska’s proposed
commercial terms for service.
Further, the commissioners are advised that it
is reasonable to expect that prospective
shippers in the negotiation process may
require that the pipeline project sponsor
provide new and specific delivery points for
negotiated transportation services. In view of
the experience and sophistication of the
prospective shippers (e.g., ExxonMobil, BP,
and ConocoPhillips), the commissioners
believe that this issue will be resolved to
include alternative downstream transportation
options, if appropriate.

The project maps offered up by TransCanada
shows a dashed line from the B.C./Alberta
border to the existing and older-vintage
Foothills pre-build. While this might create an
illusion that the entire Alaskan gas stream will
flow down that pre-build, TransCanada's
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actual proposal is to spread the flow across an
expanded Alberta System.

RESPONSE

This all begs the question of meaningful
participation by pipeline systems that are not
affiliated with TransCanada. The State of
Alaska posed an information request to
TransCanada on this very point, asking if its
"reference to existing gas infrastructure in
Alberta includes direct deliveries from the
project into pipelines that are not affiliated with
TransCanada".
In its response, TransCanada pointed to its
perceived advantages of the "Alberta Hub",
with the following added commentary on
potential participation by non-affiliates:
Downstream of the Alberta Hub the Project will
allow Alaska gas to access multiple existing
pipelines, including TransCanada's Mainline,
Foothills-Northern Border, TransCanada Gas
Transmission Northwest, and either directly or
indirectly to other non-affiliated pipelines such
as Alliance, Spectra, ATCO or other North
American pipeline systems.”
Having been pressed on the matter,
TransCanada has acknowledged that Alaskan
gas can ultimately flow on non-affiliated
pipelines. However, TransCanada has not
gone so far as to concede that non-affiliated
pipelines can expand their own systems within
Alberta to accommodate the receipt and
onward carriage of Alaskan gas.
In Alliance's view, the Alaskan gas stream
should not be held captive to TransCanada's
pipeline network within Alberta. Rather, the
most efficient and cost-effective take-away
arrangement would logically include an
expanded Alliance system.
VI. Limitations on Foothills Certificates
As the State of Alaska is aware, the
appropriate regulatory context for the
Canadian portion of any Alaska natural gas
pipeline project is far from settled.

The commissioners are aware that the NPA
certificates may present issues that will be
addressed and resolved by Canadian
regulators or, if necessary, courts. This has
been taken into account in evaluating the
timing of TC Alaska’s project.
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TransCanada has continually claimed that it
has valid and primary rights to build the
Canadian portion of the project by virtue of
historical certificates held through its Foothills
subsidiary under the Northern Pipeline Act of
1978.

RESPONSE

In Alliance's respectful submission, any
residual certificate rights that may be held by
Foothills under the Northern Pipeline Act are
antiquated and limited by the outdated
circumstances of the 1970s. To clarify, those
historical certificate rights were strictly limited
to Foothills' participation in the specificallydefined Alaska Natural Gas Transportation
System (ANGTS) proposal. Alliance also
refutes any suggestion that any residual
certificate rights that may be held by Foothills
are to the exclusion of competitive alternatives
put forward 30 years following the passage of
the legislation.
In Alliance's view, any modern-day project
proposal should more appropriately be
addressed under the National Energy Board
Act and the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act using a current information
base and public consultation process.
For a more complete discourse on Alliance's
views on this crucial subject, please refer to
the linked submission that Alliance provided to
the Canadian federal cabinet in February
2005:
http://www.alliancepipeline.com/contentfiles/204_Alaska_Ottawa
Correspondence_andersk_20050413_v1.pdf
For broader reference purposes, Alliance is
also providing links to both the Alaska Pipeline
Project page that appears on Its external
website and the "Competitive Canada" website
that it has co-sponsored with Enbridge:
www.alliancepipeline.com/Inside.jsp?view=preview&cid=23
3
www.competitivecanada.com
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VII. Associated Canadian Regulatory Issues
The commissioners have been advised on
Canadian regulatory matters by Canadian
legal counsel. As appropriate, these matters
will be addressed and resolved by Canada
regulatory and governmental agencies. The
time frame of the Canadian regulatory process
has been considered.

As TransCanada acknowledges in its AGIA
application, the project gives rise to complex,
inter-jurisdictional legal and regulatory
requirements.
The appropriate regulatory context for the
Canadian portion of the project is a core legal
and regulatory issue, and the Government of
Canada has not yet made any final
determination in respect of the matter.
Other regulatory issues include: (i) the
appropriate jurisdictional character of
TransCanada's Alberta System, which is
currently regulated at the provincial level; (ii)
the proposed cross-subsidization of any new
facilities constructed within Alberta by
TransCanada and Foothills; (iii) the propriety
of TransCanada's Fort Nelson Option, and (iv)
the appropriate tolls to be charged by
TransCanada for the delivery of Alaskan gas
into any interconnecting pipelines such as
Alliance.
VIII. The U.S. Regulatory Context

Alliance’s explanation of its position regarding
the downstream transportation options allowed
under the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act of
2004 is noted.

In the context of the Canadian regulatory
debate, it is instructive to consider the
legislative action that has been taken by the
United States Congress in relation to the
American side of the project.
Congress has made it clear in the Alaska
Natural Gas Pipeline Act of 2004 that the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission may
consider and approve certificate proposals
other than the historical Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation System proposal of the 1970s.
For reference, the applicable section of the
Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act states as
follows:
Notwithstanding the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976, the [Federal
Energy Regulatory] Commission may, in
accordance with section 7(c) of the Natural
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Gas Act, consider and act one an application
for the issuance of a certificate of public
convenience and necessity authorizing the
construction and operation of an Alaska
natural gas transportation project other than
the Alaska natural gas transportation system.

RESPONSE

This legislative provision makes it clear that
Alliance may proceed with an expansion
application to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission for the carriage of Alaskan gas.
IX. The TransCanada Paradox
TransCanada has basically informed the State
of Alaska that it would proceed with a fresh
application to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission for a certificate of public
convenience and necessity in respect of the
Alaska Section of the project. In so doing,
TransCanada would not be leaning on any
certificate rights that might still exist under the
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of
1976.
This approach may be motivated by
TransCanada's desire to side-step the socalled Withdrawn Partners Issue. As
canvassed through the information request
process, the general partnership that holds
those historical certificates has downsized
over time, to the extent that only two of the
initial eleven partners remain. If those two
remaining partners (both wholly-owned
subsidiaries of TransCanada) were to
successfully complete the project using those
historical certificates, they would be exposed
to a repayment liability in respect of the past
capital contributions by the Withdrawn
Partners. Including interest, that liability is
estimated at approximately $8.9 billion to yearend 2008.

The commissioners have been advised on and
considered this issue. It is addressed in
Chapter 3 of the Finding. TC Alaska has also
addressed it in supplemental answers and
filings provided to the commissioners (on the
AGIA Web site) and in recent testimony
provided to the legislature. To the extent that
it is an issue, it is reasonable to assume that it
will be resolved by the appropriate parties
through litigation, rulings by the proper
regulatory agencies, and/or negotiated
agreements. Resolution of these issues
should not prevent the project from moving
forward on a reasonable schedule.

On the one hand, TransCanada is distancing
itself from any certificate rights that might still
exist in the U.S. under the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976. On the other hand,
TransCanada is holding up the Northern
Pipeline Act of 1978 as a franchise
mechanism for the Canadian side of an Alaska
pipeline project. TransCanada cannot have it
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both ways.
X. Competition and Market-Based Solutions
Refer to responses provided above.
In its call for public comments, the State of
Alaska specifically noted that the AGIA was
using competition to drive applicants to meet
the State's demands. In the same manner,
competitive forces will best drive and shape
the most optimal downstream configuration for
an Alaska natural gas pipeline project
(including appropriate take-away
arrangements within the Province of Alberta).
In Alliance's respectful submission, the
downstream arrangements that have been
described by TransCanada are unduly
restrictive. Non-affiliated pipelines like
Alliance can bring considerable added value to
an Alaska pipeline project, and free market
forces will appropriately surface that value
(thereby maximizing benefits to the State).
While the AGIA licensing program is not
determinative of downstream matters, Alliance
would nevertheless ask that the State of
Alaska recognize the role that competition will
play in driving the most optimal downstream
arrangements.
Xl. Recap and Conclusion
Refer to responses provided above.
In Alliance's view, efficient market access is
fundamental to the success of any Alaska
natural gas pipeline project and the
maximization of benefits to the State.
In this connection, Alliance is exceptionally
well positioned to provide significant takeaway capacity for any Alaska pipeline project
through a cost-effective expansion of it’s
existing pipeline system from Western Canada
to the United States Midwest. Alliance will
continue to advance this expansion Initiative
going forward.
Natural Resources Canada - Gary Lunn, Minister of Natural Resources 3/05/08 (241NK)
Dear Governor Palin:
I am writing to you in support of the bid by
TransCanada Alaska Company / Foothills Pipe

Comments Noted
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Lines for an Alaska Highway natural gas
pipeline project under the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act (AGIA) process.
A natural gas pipeline through Alaska and
Canada is the ideal method to commercialize
North Slope gas and will bring benefits to the
State of Alaska, Canada and the integrated
North American natural gas marketplace.
North Slope gas will increase domestic natural
gas supply and energy security, and moderate
natural gas prices.
The Government of Canada believes that
an Alaska Highway project will offer many
economic opportunities for Alaskans, northern
Canadians and the North American economy.
TransCanada's project has the advantage of
utilizing existing North American infrastructure
in delivering Alaska gas. This promises
economic benefits for Alaskan shippers as well
as for the existing producers in southern
supply basins.
For its part, the Government is continuing
with its preparations for an Alaska project. We
are cognizant of the need for an efficient and
effective review processes that can match the
time lines of a parallel process by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission and are doing
the design work to accomplish this.
A current government focus is on engaging
Aboriginal groups along the Alaska Highway
pipeline route. We have: for example,
participated with industry and the territorial
government in workshops The First Nations
hosted by the Aboriginal Pipeline Coalition in
the Yukon. The Government has also agreed
to take part in the gaps analysis and readiness
exercise being conducted by the U.S. Federal
Coordinator for Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Projects, Ms. Drue Pearce.
We are actively monitoring the AGIA
process and look forward to an outcome in the
near future. Our efforts to plan and prepare for
a pipeline project will grow as project
development and certainty increases.
I wish you success with the remainder of
the AGIA process and look forward to an
Alaska Highway pipeline project being
launched in the near future.
Yours sincerely,
The Honorable Gary Lunn, P.C., M.P
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RESPONSE

Government of Liard First Nation Office of the Chief and Council- Chief Liard McMilllan,
Chief of Liard First Nation 3/06/08 (299K)
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in
this very important process. We respect our
neighbors in the great State of Alaska and
their wishes to create a viable option to ensure
that North Slope Natural Gas finally flows to
the Lower 48 - bringing about greater energy
independence and security for North America.
Liard First Nation ("LFN") is an autonomous
Government, within the Kaska Nation - a body
of indigenous peoples whose homeland lies
within Canada. Our Traditional Territory
encompasses broad expanses of land in what
is now called Yukon, British Columbia and the
Northwest Territories. The maps attached
highlight areas of LFN Kaska Dena Aboriginal
rights and title.
Most germane to this process and for
consideration by the State of Alaska is the
reality that the Liard First Nation have
unsurrendered rights and title to hundreds of
miles of the proposed route for the Alaska
Highway Natural Gas Pipeline in Canada (the
"Project"). LFN has not signed any Land Claim
Settlement with the Government of Canada.
Furthermore, LFN has never ratified the Yukon
Umbrella Final Agreement with the
Government Canada and Yukon.

The commissioners recognize the obligations
that are imposed upon project proponents in
Canada and the duty to that is incumbent on
Canadian provincial, territorial and federal
governments to consult with First Nations
when the project undertakings could
potentially have a significant impact on First
Nations (Section A, Issue #5a).

In principle, LFN is supportive of the Project,
with appropriate conditions that ensure the
health of the land, the water, the wildlife, and
our culture and heritage. LFN wants to benefit
from this development for our people, so that
we are not left with only the negative impacts.
LFN will not allow a repeat of the process that
led to the creation of the Alaska Highway. LFN
wishes to be fully and meaningfully consulted
and accommodated in this process. LFN is
interested in working with Governments and
industry to ensure this Project, done
respectfully, becomes a reality.
LFN is the largest Kaska Government,
including over half the population of the Kaska
who live in areas such as Lower Post, RC and

See Section A, Issue #5a. The State
appreciates LFN’s general support.

The commissioners have been advised by
Canadian legal counsel that, consistent with
the statements in Section 2.2.3.13 (5) of the
application, TC Alaska will be required to, at a
minimum, “…consult with, provide
opportunities to and address barriers impeding
participation of First Nations. In addition, the
Crown (federal and provincial) has an
obligation to consult with and accommodate
the interests of First Nations before taking
further action to enable the [project] to
proceed.” The commissioners believe that
these requirements combined with
TransCanada and TC Alaska’s history of
working with the Aboriginal communities in
Canada will provide the basis for resolving the
issues set forth in your comments.

Comment noted.
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Watson Lake, Yukon as well as Upper Liard
and Two Mile. The LPN Government was
elected in November of 2007 for a three year
term. The current LPN Chief was just
reelected to a third consecutive term.
LFN feel compelled to speak to this process as
a Kaska voice. Many of our grassroots people
are concerned about the social and
environmental impacts of such a massive
undertaking running right through our
communities. To date, many feel uninvolved
and that they-have not been consulted on this
proposed development that could change our
way of life forever. The LPN Government
needs to respond to the concerns of our
grassroots citizens, as do Government and
industry. This needs to happen sooner rather
than later.

RESPONSE

We want to say that TransCanada is a
company with a solid reputation. LFN believes
that it will be possible to work with them in
good faith as a partner in this development.
LFN believes that it can aid in finding viable
means of ensuring the success of this Project
in Canada, and want to be a productive agent
in this regard; however, if LFN is disrespected
in the process, the force of our discontent will
be brought to bear on this process both legally
and publicly. We trust that the more
progressive and productive relationship will
prevail.
In reviewing the Application by TransCanada
Corporation to the State, it became apparent
to LFN that we needed to speak to the
relationship with TransCanada Corp. and the
LFN/ Kaska people.
We are often mentioned in the Application
by TransCanada and are held up as a
"template" of how relations with First Nations
would and should be undertaken by
TransCanada.
There are however some factual omissions
and some inferences by TransCanada that
LFN need to clarify.
It is true that TransCanada engaged in a
long negotiating process with certain
representatives of the Kaska people. For these

Comments noted.
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attempts and for some of the outcomes that
resulted, TransCanada should be
congratulated. However, in certain areas there
are issues with the relationship that must be
addressed.
LFN initially agreed to participate in these
processes with TransCanada. But for
considerable time, LFN had been expressing
areas where efforts were deficient and thus
creating a situation whereby the likelihood of
ever completing and ratifying agreements was
severely diminished. LFN can provide
evidence to support this if required. The
primary error in the process has been a lack of
involvement and consultation with duly elected
Kaska representatives and grassroots Kaska
people.
This process has yielded a number of
never ratified Agreements in Principle that are
referenced by TransCanada. Our message to
the State of Alaska is that while progress was
made there is a need to "read the fine print".
Clearly an impression has been created by
TransCanada in the Application that they have
accomplished a highly successful relationship
with the Kaska that will provide them with
certainty in moving forward with a pipeline.
Elements of this are indeed true, but there is
much more work to be done now with our
people.
LFN would like to highlight specific sections of
TransCanada's Application. Of particular
interest to LFN is the Performance History and
Project Capability - Section 2.09 pages 2.9-17
and 2.9-18. Of interest also is the
Development Plan 2.2.3 13 (5) on Page 2.276.
In LFN's view the Application fails to
present a complete picture in the following
areas:
1. At the time of submitting the
Application, TransCanada does not
disclose that they had suspended
all Negotiations with LFN and
Kaska in the spring/summer of
2007 in writing.

RESPONSE

Comments Noted

2. At the time of the Application,
TransCanada did not disclose that
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the Participation Agreement
process underway with the Kaska
had an Expiry date of January 14th,
2008. For the information of the
State of Alaska it is an important
consideration to know that the
Agreements have since expired
with no conclusion.

RESPONSE

3. The statement by TransCanada
that these Agreements are a
"participation agreement template"
is not one LFN fully agrees with.
The referenced Agreements are
expired and the work that was done
was not based firmly enough within
our grassroots, Governments and
communities. Some elements are
good, but there is much more to do.
4. TransCanada infers in their
Application that all Yukon First
Nations have signed the Umbrella
Filial Agreement; this is not
accurate. LFN has never ratified
the Umbrella Final Agreement.
5. TransCanada states in the
Application in Section 2.2.3.13 (5)
on Page 2.2 - 76 that they do not
require access agreements with
Liard First Nation in British
Columbia. As holders of recognized
Aboriginal rights and title of lands in
what is now British Columbia,
Canada LFN disagrees with this
assertion by TransCanada in the
Application. A review of the
common law of Aboriginal rights
and title in Canada should clarify
this to reviewers.
LFN has given notice to TransCanada that
LFN is the proper representative of the Kaska
people in terms of future discussions with
them or any other parties who may become
Project proponents. This is based on LFN
population and the location of our core
Traditional Territory; impacts of the Project will
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be greatest on our communities; recognized
title and electoral mandate of the LFN
Government Chief and Council. Nonetheless,
LFN remains committed to proportionate and
representative involvement and participation of
all Kaska people as well as to Accommodation
sharing.
LPN formally requested on Feb. 18th, 2008
that immediate negotiations begin between
TransCanada and LFN to ascertain the terms
of engagement. This was felt by LFN to be the
most reasonable course of action.
LFN informed TransCanada that it was not
reasonable for TransCanada to reference in its
Application a relationship with the Kaska that
at the time was expired and dormant. Further,
LFN takes the view that discussions need to
be reconstituted and discussions initiated
immediately. LFN proposed clear terms for this
engagement.
In fact, while relying on inferences in their
Application of a vibrant relationship with LFN
Kaska, TransCanada has declined to engage
with LFN until if and when they complete the
State of Alaska AGIA processes and are
awarded the seed money of $500 million in
Grants from the State of Alaska.

RESPONSE

LFN's view is:
1. Omissions or any errors regarding the LFN
and Kaska relationship with TransCanada
need to be clarified. The facts need to be
clear.
2. TransCanada should not be taking mutually
exclusive positions. On the one hand they are
introducing LPN Kaska relationships as a
positive in an Application process worth $500
million of State money, while at the same time
refusing to now bring vitality and reality to the
description of the relationship with LFN in the
Application.
LFN’s view is that TransCanada should be
completely transparent on the issue of LFN
Kaska relations in this process and that they
should be actively at the table with LFN now
working to bring accuracy to the
representations made in their Application.
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LFN can support moving ahead with this
Project. We do believe that LFN issues with
TransCanada can be worked out and LFN is
prepared to work together with all Kaska,
Governments and Industry to move the Project
ahead in a timely manner, and to create a
more prosperous future for us all.
LFN feels that it is important in this process
to ensure that “all the cards on the table” and
fully disclosed so that the people of Alaska
know that there is a realistic way that this
Project can occur in Canada. It is important to
know that support does exist from First Nation
Governments in Canada, although that
support is coupled with some reservation and
caution that things are to be done correctly.
We remain optimistic that TransCanada is a
company that can deliver to Kaska people as
well as all of the other people who have a
stake in this incredibly important undertaking
for all of North America.

RESPONSE

With Respect
Chief Liard McMillan
Liard First Nation
Inter Pipeline- David Fesyk, President & CEO 3/06/08 (360K)
Inter Pipeline Fund (“Inter Pipeline”) is a major
petroleum transportation, bulk liquid storage
and natural gas liquids extraction business
based in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Inter
Pipeline owns and operates one of the largest
natural gas liquids (NGL) extraction
businesses in North America, and processes
over 40% of natural gas exported from Alberta.
Inter Pipeline owns three large straddle plants
located at the border exports points on the
TransCanada Alberta System, that have a
combined natural gas processing capacity
over five billion cubic feet per day. Inter
Pipeline is therefore very interested in the
commercial opportunity that Alaska North
Slope gas represents and we hereby provide
the following comments in support of the
TransCanada AGIA application.
Regulatory and Application Advantages
Inter Pipeline believes that TransCanada has
a significant advantage over any other
potential applicant for obtaining the required

Comment Noted
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regulatory approvals to build a pipeline from
Alaska to markets in the lower 48 States.
TransCanada and its affiliates have
considerable North American pipeline
regulatory expertise obtained from
constructing, owning and operating pipelines
in both Canada and the United States.

RESPONSE

Specific to the Alaska portion of the pipeline
project, TransCanada has, in Inter Pipeline's
opinion, a demonstrated ability in preparing
and prosecuting applications for obtaining
rights-of-ways and other permits for Federal
and State lands. Inter Pipeline understands
that for the Canadian portion of the project
TransCanada, through various subsidiaries,
holds a Certificate of Public Convenience and
Necessity to own and construct the pipeline
project in each of the required zones. This
certificate was issued pursuant to the Northern
Pipeline Act which we believe provides for a
single window, expedited, regulatory approval
process. In Alberta, a portion of the pipeline
approved under this certificate has already
been constructed and is operating today.
Although there will, in our opinion, be a lengthy
compliance process under the Northern
Pipeline Agency to update the issued
certificate to reflect the standards and
requirements of today for the current proposed
pipeline project, we believe the approval under
the Northern Pipeline Act would be the most
advantageous Canadian legislative vehicle to
ensure a timely approval process.

Comment Noted

Equally important as the Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity are the
easements held by TransCanada affiliates
which provide access rights to the required
lands in the Yukon Territory. These easements
for the pipeline installation are a very valuable
asset that TransCanada brings to the
proposed pipeline project. In addition to
maintaining the access rights through
leasehold payments, Inter Pipeline
understands that TransCanada affiliates have
undertaken many studies, and evaluations of
the engineering, route alternatives, rights-ofway and other legal requirements applicable to
the construction of the Canadian section which

Comment Noted
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should be an advantage to completing the
Canadian regulatory requirements as
expeditiously as possible.

RESPONSE

Economic and Efficiency Advantages
The TransCanada proposed pipeline project is
comprised of new construction of facilities in
the State of Alaska, the Yukon Territory and
the province of British Columbia, and, for the
most part, the utilization of existing pipeline
infrastructure in Alberta. Inter Pipeline
understands that TransCanada's proposal
significantly reduces the amount of new
pipeline construction required to reach the
consuming markets across North America and
which should result in a reduction of costs,
time required for project execution and fewer
environmental impacts. The existing Alberta
infrastructure is fully interconnected into the
major gas pipeline grids that transport to
markets in the Pacific Northwest, California,
the U.S. Midwest, eastern Canada and the
U.S. Northeast. Current forecasts indicate that
there will be sufficient capacity available to
transport the Alaska production across Alberta
to these markets without significant
construction.

Comment Noted

The TransCanada Alberta system not only has
the advantage that the majority of the pipeline
transportation capacity required already exists,
there is also significant natural gas liquids
extraction capacity straddling the system. The
existing NGL extraction facilities can offer the
benefit of realizing additional value for any
NGL entrained in the gas stream as it transits
Alberta without requiring the construction of
new facilities. Inter Pipeline has, as previously
stated, over five billion cubic feet per day of
NGL extraction reprocessing capacity and is
highly motivated to enter into mutually
beneficial commercial arrangements with the
shippers of Alaska gas production. The current
contracting procedure allows the owners of the
extraction facilities or straddle plants, including
Inter Pipeline, to negotiate directly with
shippers and aggressively compete for the
opportunity to remove the liquids entrained in
the gas stream. These commercial

Comment Noted
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arrangements will provide incremental benefits
and revenues to the Alaska shippers and the
State of Alaska.

RESPONSE

Conclusion
In summary, Inter Pipeline submits that the
TransCanada AGIA application and their
proposal for the construction and operation of
a pipeline to bring Alaska gas production to
markets in the lower 48 States has substantial
advantages over other proponents or
proposals. Inter Pipeline believes that
TransCanada's extensive northern operating
experience, and their significant regulatory and
economic advantages discussed in this
submission increase the likelihood for a
successful Alaska gas pipeline project. Should
this application be approved Inter pipeline
commits to actively encourage Canadian
regulators to provide a timely and streamlined
approval process.
Inter Pipeline looks forward to Alaska gas
supply reaching markets across North America
and the opportunity to negotiate mutually
beneficial commercial arrangements with
Alaska gas shippers for the extraction of NGL
entrained in the gas stream.
Please direct any questions or concerns in
regards to this submission to Paul Murphy,
Vice President, NGL Extraction at (403) 2902645.
Yours Truly, INTER PIPELINE FUND, David
Fesyk, President & CEO
Brian Boyle, Canadian Public Radio Reporter 1/08/08 (17NK)
Public Comments were posted on the State of
Hi. I am a reporter with public radio in
Alaska AGIA Web site on 3/13/2008 at
Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada.
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agiacomments/Com
I am hoping to follow and report on the
comments received here. Are they public?
ments.aspx
Will they be made public at some point?
How could we access these submissions to
See Section A, Issue #1a
give our audience a sense of what you are
hearing in relation to this application?
thanks,
Teslin Tlingit Council- Eric Morris, Chief 3/06/08 (311NK)
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We are writing on behalf of Teslin Tlingit
Council (“TTC”), a self governing First Nation
based in Teslin Yukon. We wish to provide
some comments in respect of AGIA public
comment process respecting the Alaskan
Highway Gas Pipeline Project (the “Gas
Pipeline Project”). Recognizing that it is
economics which drive a project of this
magnitude and politics which guide it, we felt it
appropriate to participate within the public
comment period.
TTC represents the Teslin Tlingit people
whose traditional territory occupies portions of
the Yukon Territory and Northern British
Columbia. Effective February 14, 1995 TTC
entered into a Comprehensive Land Claims
Agreement and a Self Government Agreement
with Canada and the Yukon Territory
applicable within TTC’s Traditional Territory in
the Yukon (the “Yukon Settlement”).
Under the Yukon Settlement TTC is
recognized as the owner of specific land areas
described as “Settlement Lands” and is
recognized as a governing First Nation on
many matters within the Traditional Territory
outside of Settlement Land. In British
Columbia TTC also represents the Tlingit
People and their constitutional and aboriginal
rights, titles and interests have not as yet been
recognized through any treaty or other
process.
In both the Yukon and in British Columbia
TTC, as a self governing First Nation, has the
mandate and responsibility to ensure
protection of and accommodation Teslin Tlingit
aboriginal and constitutional rights, title and
interests, satisfy TTC principles for
environmental, economic, social and cultural
sustainability and provide social and economic
benefits for the TTC community and its
Citizens. Depending on the nature and
location of a land and resources use or
development, these responsibilities are often
shared among the governments of Canada,
Yukon and British Columbia. The interests of
First Nations are also specifically referenced in
the National Pipeline Act (“NPA”).
The Pipeline Right of Way in the Yukon
runs through TTC’s Traditional Territory in
both British Columbia and the Yukon Territory.

RESPONSE
The commissioners recognize the obligations
that are imposed upon project proponents in
Canada and the duty to that is incumbent on
Canadian provincial, territorial and federal
governments to consult with First Nations
when the project undertakings could
potentially have a significant impact on First
Nations (Section A, Issue #5a).
The commissioners have been advised by
Canadian legal counsel that, consistent with
the statements in Section 2.2.3.13 (5) of the
application, TC Alaska will be required to, at a
minimum, “consult with, provide opportunities
to and address barriers impeding participation
of First Nations. In addition, the Crown (federal
and provincial) has an obligation to consult
with and accommodate the interests of First
Nations before taking further action to enable
the [project] to proceed.” The commissioners
believe that these requirements and
TransCanada’s history of working with the
Aboriginal communities in Canada will provide
the basis for resolving the issues set forth in
your comments.

Comments noted.
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Further, in several locations the Pipeline Right
of Way runs through TTC Settlement Land and
is recognized as an encumbering right in the
Yukon Settlement.
It was the Gas Pipeline Project initiative in
the early 1970s which triggered a land claim
and self government process within the Yukon
Territory in which TTC was a full participant.
TTC’s expectations of the Gas Pipeline Project
is one of been a full participant based upon the
intent and recognition of our Yukon
Settlement, the NPA, the treaty between the
Government of Canada and the United States
Of America and continued constitutional and
aboriginal rights, titles and interests.

RESPONSE

First and foremost our intention is for the
environmental protection of our homelands
which has sustained us for countless
generations. It is our belief that our land will
continue to sustain us as a distinct nation for
generations to come. We must be satisfied
that the logistics and science of constructing a
pipeline of this magnitude will be proven. The
logistics as described within the NAP and
attached treaty is inadequate at this time and
need to be reexamined. Any such review of
the essentials of the Gas Pipeline Project must
take into account technological advances and
the evolution of environmental assessments in
the past 30 years.
Secondly TTC and its citizens must have a
clear understanding of the impacts the Gas
Pipeline Project and in the mitigation and
accommodation of those they must benefit in
an economic sense. We fully expect to be
engaged in a consultation process with the
proponent and government for the purpose
addressing our concerns at their earliest
convenience. Thank you for your
considerations in this matter.

Comment Noted

Chief Eric Morris
White River First Nation- Connie Larochelle and Chief David Johnny 3/05/08 (249K)
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On Behalf of White River First Nation:

RESPONSE

Dear Governor Palin:
As you are well aware, Aboriginal Rights, Title
and Interests in Canada have not been
extinguished. As a First Nation in the Yukon
who has not signed a Self-Government
Agreement, we are acutely aware of the
growing case law wins of our southern First
Nations which strengthen our position in the
Yukon. The 2007 victory of the Tsilhqot’in and
Xeni Gwet’in peoples in Tsilhqot’in Nation v.
BC. is yet another historic decision that we ask
your government to heed as White River First
Nation prepares to defend our Aboriginal
Rights, Titles and Interests.

The commissioners appreciate the concerns
regarding possible social and environmental
impacts to communities in Alaska and
Canada; please see Section A, Issue 5a for a
brief summarization .

As you know, 20% of the Yukon portion of
the proposed Alaska Highway Pipeline Project
runs through our unceded Traditional Territory
on a right-of-way that was granted with
DRAFT terms of reference and granted
without consulting WRFN. We would like to
remind you again as we did last Spring that oil
and gas exploration is prohibited in First
Nation Traditional Territory overlap areas and
in areas where land claims have not been
settled between Canada, YTG and the First
Nation.

Comment Noted

We note that Alaska has a strong interest in
converting your natural resources to revenue.
However, the application by TransCanada for
its subsidiary company, Foothills does not
accurately reflect the unfulfilled legal
obligations and fiduciary relationship that
Yukon and Canada have to WRFN. Continuing
to ignore these legal obligations is at a risk to
achieving your State’s objectives and to
establishing the economic relationship that the
Yukon wishes to forge with Alaska and the US.
We also note that the applicant does not have
a consultation protocol with WRFN and “giving
information” to WRFN is not the same as
meaningful consultation.

Comment Noted

Finally, we reject the notion that this
transboundary project falls under YESAA.
There are already a number of challenges to
the YESAA process that should be of

Please refer to Section A, Issue #5a
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considerable concern to Alaska should the
Yukon Government continue to maintain this
view. We ask you make it a condition that YTG
and Canada resolve WRFN outstanding
issues before you invest further time and
money into the process.

RESPONSE

Sincerely,
Chief David Johnny
On Behalf of White River First Nation
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SENATE CS FOR CS FOR HOUSE BILL NO. 177(FIN)
IN THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF ALASKA
TWENTY-FIFTH LEGISLATURE - FIRST SESSION
BY THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
Offered: 5/12/07
Referred: Today's Calendar
Sponsor(s): HOUSE RULES COMMITTEE BY REQUEST OF THE GOVERNOR

A BILL
FOR AN ACT ENTITLED
1

"An Act relating to the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act; providing inducements for the

2

construction of a natural gas pipeline and shippers that commit to use that pipeline;

3

establishing the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act reimbursement fund; providing for an

4

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator; making conforming amendments; and

5

providing for an effective date."

6

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF ALASKA:

7

* Section 1. AS 43 is amended by adding a new chapter to read:

8

Chapter 90. Alaska Gasline Inducement Act.

9

Article 1. Inducement to Construction of a Natural Gas Pipeline in this State.

10
11

Sec. 43.90.010. Purpose. The purpose of this chapter is to encourage
expedited construction of a natural gas pipeline that

12
13

(1) facilitates commercialization of North Slope gas resources in the
state;

HB0177F
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1
2

(2) promotes exploration and development of oil and gas resources on
the North Slope in the state;

3
4

(3) maximizes benefits to the people of the state from the development
of oil and gas resources in the state; and

5

(4) encourages oil and gas lessees and other persons to commit to ship

6

natural gas from the North Slope to a gas pipeline system for transportation to markets

7

in this state or elsewhere.

8

Article 2. Alaska Gasline Inducement Act License.

9

Sec. 43.90.100. Gas project. (a) The commissioners may award an Alaska

10

Gasline Inducement Act license as provided in this chapter. The person awarded a

11

license under this chapter is entitled to the inducement set out in AS 43.90.110.

12
13

(b) Nothing in this chapter precludes a person from pursuing a gas pipeline
independently from this chapter.

14

Sec. 43.90.110. Natural gas pipeline project construction inducement. (a)

15

Subject to the limitations of this chapter, a license issued under this chapter entitles the

16

licensee or its designated affiliate to receive

17

(1) subject to appropriation, state matching contributions in the form of

18

reimbursements in a total amount not to exceed $500,000,000, paid to the licensee

19

during the seven-year period immediately following the date the license is awarded;

20

the payment period may be extended by the commissioners under an amendment or

21

modification of the project plan under AS 43.90.210; a payment under this paragraph

22

shall be made according to the following:

23

(A) on or before the close of the first binding open season, the

24

state shall reimburse the licensee's qualified expenditures at the level specified

25

in the license; however, the state's reimbursements may not exceed 50 percent

26

of the qualified expenditures incurred before the close of the first binding open

27

season;

28

(B) after the close of the first binding open season, the state

29

shall reimburse the licensee's qualified expenditures at the level specified in

30

the license; however, the state's reimbursements may not exceed 90 percent of

31

the qualified expenditures incurred after the close of the first binding open
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season;

2

(C) a qualified expenditure is a cost that is incurred after the

3

license is issued under this chapter by the licensee or the licensee's designated

4

affiliate, and is directly and reasonably related to pursuing firm transportation

5

commitments in a binding open season, to securing financing for the project, or

6

to obtaining a certificate of public convenience and necessity from the Federal

7

Energy Regulatory Commission or the Regulatory Commission of Alaska, as

8

appropriate, or satisfying a requirement of an agency with jurisdiction over the

9

project; in this subparagraph, "qualified expenditures" does not include

10

overhead costs, lobbying costs, litigation costs, the cost of an asset or work

11

product acquired or developed by the licensee before the license is issued, or

12

civil or criminal penalties or fines; and

13
14

(2) the benefit of an Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator who
has the authority prescribed in AS 43.90.250.

15

(b) The commissioner of revenue in consultation with the commissioner of

16

natural resources shall adopt regulations for determining whether an expenditure is a

17

qualified expenditure for the purposes of (a) of this section.

18

Sec. 43.90.120. Request for applications for the license. (a) The

19

commissioners shall commence a public process to request applications for a license

20

under this chapter as soon as practicable after the effective date of this chapter.

21

(b) The commissioners may use independent contractors to assist them in

22

developing the request for applications and in evaluating applications received under

23

this chapter.

24
25

(c) The provisions of AS 36.30 do not apply to requests for applications under
this chapter.

26

Sec. 43.90.130. Application requirements. An application for a license must

27

be consistent with the terms of the request for applications under AS 43.90.120 and

28

must

29
30

(1) be filed by the deadline established by the commissioners in the
request for applications;

31

(2) provide a thorough description of a proposed natural gas pipeline
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project for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to market, which description

2

may include multiple design proposals, including different design proposals for pipe

3

diameter, wall thickness, and transportation capacity, and which description shall

4

include

5
6

(A) the route proposed for the natural gas pipeline, which may
not be the route described in AS 38.35.017(b);

7

(B) the location of receipt and delivery points and the size and

8

design capacity of the proposed natural gas pipeline at the proposed receipt and

9

delivery points, except that this information is not required for in-state delivery

10

points unless the application proposes specific in-state delivery points;

11

(C)

an analysis of the project's economic and technical

12

viability, including a description of all pipeline access and tariff terms the

13

applicant plans to offer;

14

(D) an economically and technically viable work plan, timeline,

15

and associated budget for developing and performing the proposed project,

16

including field work, environmental studies, design, and engineering,

17

implementing practices for controlling carbon emissions from natural gas

18

systems as established by the United States Environmental Protection Agency,

19

and complying with all applicable state, federal, and international regulatory

20

requirements that affect the proposed project; the applicant shall address the

21

following:

22

(i) if the proposed project involves a pipeline into or

23

through Canada, a thorough description of the applicant's plan to obtain

24

necessary rights-of-way and authorizations in Canada, a description of

25

the transportation services to be provided and a description of rate-

26

making methodologies the applicant will propose to the regulatory

27

agencies, and an estimate of rates and charges for all services;

28

(ii)

if

the

proposed

project

involves

marine

29

transportation of liquefied natural gas, a description of the marine

30

transportation services to be provided and a description of proposed

31

rate-making methodologies; an estimate of rates and charges for all
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services by third parties; a detailed description of all proposed access

2

and tariff terms for liquefaction services or, if third parties would

3

perform liquefaction services, identification of the third parties and the

4

terms applicable to the liquefaction services; a complete description of

5

the marine segment of the project including the proposed ownership,

6

control, and cost of liquefied natural gas tankers, the management of

7

shipping services, liquefied natural gas export, destination, re-

8

gasification facilities, and pipeline facilities needed for transport to

9

market destinations, and the entity or entities that would be required to

10

obtain necessary export permits and licenses or a certificate of public

11

convenience and necessity from the Federal Energy Regulatory

12

Commission for the transportation of liquefied natural gas in interstate

13

commerce if United States markets are proposed; and all rights-of-way

14

or authorizations required from a foreign country;

15

(3) commit that if the proposed project is within the jurisdiction of the

16

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the applicant will

17

(A) conclude, by a date certain that is not later than 36 months

18

after the date the license is issued, a binding open season that is consistent with

19

the requirements of 18 C.F.R. Part 157, Subpart B (Open Seasons for Alaska

20

Natural Gas Transportation Projects) and 18 C.F.R. 157.30 - 157.39;

21

(B) apply for Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approval

22

to use the pre-filing procedures set out in 18 C.F.R. 157.21 by a date certain,

23

and use those procedures before filing an application for a certificate of public

24

convenience and necessity, except where the procedures are not required as a

25

result of sec. 5 of the President's Decision issued under 15 U.S.C. 719 et seq.

26

(Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976); and

27

(C)

apply for a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

28

certificate of public convenience and necessity to authorize the construction

29

and operation of the proposed project described in this section by a date

30

certain;

31

(4) if the proposed project is within the jurisdiction of the Regulatory
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Commission of Alaska, commit to

2

(A) conclude, by a date certain that is not later than 36 months

3

after the date the license is issued, a binding open season that is consistent with

4

the requirements of AS 42.06; and

5

(B) apply for a certificate of public convenience and necessity

6

to authorize the construction and operation of the proposed project by a date

7

certain;

8

(5) commit that after the first binding open season, the applicant will

9

assess the market demand for additional pipeline capacity at least every two years

10

through public nonbinding solicitations or similar means;

11

(6) commit to expand the proposed project in reasonable engineering

12

increments and on commercially reasonable terms that encourage exploration and

13

development of gas resources in this state; in this paragraph,

14

(A) "commercially reasonable terms" means that, subject to the

15

provisions of (7) of this section, revenue from transportation contracts covers

16

the cost of the expansion, including increased fuel costs and a reasonable

17

return on capital as authorized by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

18

or the Regulatory Commission of Alaska, as applicable, and there is no

19

impairment of the proposed project's ability to recover the costs of existing

20

facilities;

21

(B) "reasonable engineering increments" means the amount of

22

additional capacity that could be added by compression or a pipe addition

23

using a compressor size or pipe size, as applicable, that is substantially similar

24

to the original compressor size and pipe size;

25

(7) commit that the applicant

26

(A) will propose and support the recovery of mainline capacity

27

expansion costs, including fuel costs, from all mainline system users through

28

rolled-in rates as provided in (B) and (C) of this paragraph or through a

29

combination of incremental and rolled-in rates as provided in (D) of this

30

paragraph;

31

(B) will propose and support the recovery of mainline capacity
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expansion costs, including fuel costs, from all mainline system users through

2

rolled-in rates; an applicant is obligated under this subparagraph only if the

3

rolled-in rates would increase the rates

4

(i) not described in (ii) of this subparagraph by not more

5

than 15 percent above the initial maximum recourse rates for capacity

6

acquired before commercial operations commence; in this sub-

7

subparagraph, "initial maximum recourse rates" means the highest cost-

8

based rates for any specific transportation service set by the Federal

9

Energy Regulatory Commission, the Regulatory Commission of

10

Alaska, or the National Energy Board of Canada, as appropriate, when

11

the pipeline commences commercial operations;

12

(ii) by not more than 15 percent above the negotiated

13

rate for pipeline capacity on the date of commencement of commercial

14

operations where the holder of the capacity is not an affiliate of the

15

owner of the pipeline project; for the purposes of this sub-

16

subparagraph, "negotiated rate" means the rate in a transportation

17

service agreement that provides for a rate that varies from the otherwise

18

applicable cost-based rate, or recourse rate, set out in a gas pipeline's

19

tariff approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the

20

Regulatory Commission of Alaska, or the National Energy Board of

21

Canada, as appropriate; or

22

(iii)

for capacity acquired in an expansion after

23

commercial operations commence, to a level that is not more than 115

24

percent of the volume-weighted average of all rates collected by the

25

project owner for pipeline capacity on the date commercial operations

26

commence;

27

(C)

will, if recovery of mainline capacity expansion costs,

28

including fuel costs, through rolled-in rate treatment would increase the rates

29

for capacity described in (B) of this paragraph, propose and support the partial

30

roll-in of mainline expansion costs, including fuel costs, to the extent that rates

31

acquired before commercial operations commence do not exceed the levels
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described in (B) of this paragraph;

2

(D) may, for the recovery of mainline capacity expansion costs,

3

including fuel costs, that, under rolled-in rate treatment, would result in rates

4

that exceed the level in (B) of this paragraph, propose and support the recovery

5

of those costs through any combination of incremental and rolled-in rates;

6

(E) will not enter into a negotiated rate agreement that would

7

preclude the applicant from collecting from any shipper, including a shipper

8

with a negotiated rate agreement, the rolled-in rates that are required to be

9

proposed and supported by the applicant under (B) of this paragraph or the

10

partial rolled-in rates that are required to be proposed and supported by the

11

applicant under (C) of this paragraph;

12

(8) state how the applicant proposes to deal with a North Slope gas

13

treatment plant, regardless of whether that plant is part of the applicant's proposal, and,

14

to the extent that the plant will be owned entirely or in part by the applicant, commit to

15

seek certificate authority from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission if the

16

proposed project is engaged in interstate commerce, or from the Regulatory

17

Commission of Alaska if the project is not engaged in interstate commerce; for a

18

North Slope gas treatment plant that will be owned entirely or in part by the applicant,

19

for rate-making purposes, commit to value previously used assets that are part of the

20

gas treatment plant at net book value; describe the gas treatment plant, including its

21

design, engineering, construction, ownership, and plan of operation; the identity of any

22

third party that will participate in the ownership or operation of the gas treatment

23

plant; and the means by which the applicant will work to minimize the effect of the

24

costs of the facility on the tariff;

25

(9)

26

propose a percentage and total dollar amount for the state's

reimbursement under AS 43.90.110(a)(1)(A) and (B) to be specified in the license;

27

(10) commit to propose and support rates for the proposed project and

28

for any North Slope gas treatment plant that the applicant may own, in whole or in

29

part, that are based on a capital structure for rate-making that consists of not less than

30

70 percent debt;

31

(11) describe the means for preventing and managing overruns in costs
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of the proposed project, and the measures for minimizing the effects on tariffs from

2

any overruns;

3
4

(12) commit to provide a minimum of five delivery points of natural
gas in this state;

5

(13) commit to

6

(A) offer firm transportation service to delivery points in this

7

state as part of the tariff regardless of whether any shippers bid successfully in

8

a binding open season for firm transportation service to delivery points in this

9

state, and commit to offer distance-sensitive rates to delivery points in this

10

state consistent with 18 C.F.R. 157.34(c)(8); and

11

(B) offer distance-sensitive rates to delivery points in the state

12

consistent with 18 C.F.R. 157.34(c)(8);

13
14

(14) commit to establish a local headquarters in this state for the
proposed project;

15

(15) to the maximum extent permitted by law, commit to

16

(A)

hire qualified residents from throughout the state for

17

management, engineering, construction, operations, maintenance, and other

18

positions on the proposed project;

19

(B) contract with businesses located in the state;

20

(C) establish hiring facilities or use existing hiring facilities in

21

the state; and

22

(D) use, as far as is practicable, the job centers and associated

23

services operated by the Department of Labor and Workforce Development

24

and an Internet-based labor exchange system operated by the state;

25

(16)

waive the right to appeal the rejection of the application as

26

incomplete, the issuance of a license to another applicant, or the determination under

27

AS 43.90.180(b) that no application merits the issuance of a license;

28

(17)

commit to negotiate, before construction, a project labor

29

agreement to the maximum extent permitted by law; in this paragraph, "project labor

30

agreement" means a comprehensive collective bargaining agreement between the

31

licensee or its agent and the appropriate labor representatives to ensure expedited
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construction with labor stability for the project by qualified residents of the state;

2

(18) commit that the state reimbursement received by a licensee may

3

not be included in the applicant's rate base, and shall be used as a credit against

4

licensee's cost of service;

5

(19)

provide a detailed description of the applicant, all entities

6

participating with the applicant in the application and the project proposed by the

7

applicant, and persons the applicant intends to involve in the construction and

8

operation of the proposed project; the description must include the nature of the

9

affiliation for each person, the commitments by the person to the applicant, and other

10

information relevant to the commissioners' evaluation of the readiness and ability of

11

the applicant to complete the project presented in the application;

12

(20)

demonstrate the readiness, financial resources, and technical

13

ability to perform the activities specified in the application by describing the

14

applicant's history of compliance with safety, health, and environmental requirements,

15

the ability to follow a detailed work plan and timeline, and the ability to operate within

16

an associated budget.

17

Sec. 43.90.140. Initial application review; additional information requests;

18

complete applications. (a) After the deadline established by the commissioners for

19

filing an application has passed, the commissioners shall open and review each

20

application to determine whether it is consistent with the terms of the request for

21

applications and meets the requirements of AS 43.90.130. The commissioners shall

22

reject as incomplete an application that does not meet the requirements of

23

AS 43.90.130.

24

(b) To evaluate whether an application should be rejected under (a) of this

25

section, the commissioners may request additional information relating to the

26

application.

27

(c) If, within the time specified by the commissioners, the applicant fails to

28

provide the additional information requested under (b) of this section, or submits

29

additional information that is not responsive, the application shall be rejected.

30

(d) For an application not rejected under this section, the commissioners shall

31

make a determination that the application, including any requested additional
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information, is complete.

2

(e) Except as provided under AS 43.90.150, and after determining which

3

applications are complete, the commissioners shall make all applications available to

4

the legislature.

5

Sec. 43.90.150. Proprietary information and trade secrets. (a) At the

6

request of the applicant, information submitted under this chapter that the applicant

7

identifies and demonstrates is proprietary or is a trade secret is confidential and not

8

subject to public disclosure under AS 40.25. After a license is awarded, all

9

information submitted by the licensee, retained under this chapter, and not determined

10

by the commissioners to be a proprietary or trade secret, shall be made public.

11

(b) If the commissioners determine that the information submitted by the

12

applicant is not proprietary or is not a trade secret, the commissioners shall notify the

13

applicant and return the information at the request of the applicant.

14

Sec. 43.90.160. Notice, review, and comment. (a) The commissioners shall

15

publish notice and provide a 60-day period for public review and comment on all

16

applications determined complete under AS 43.90.140. Except as provided under

17

AS 43.90.150, all applications filed under this chapter shall be made public, including

18

applications rejected as incomplete under AS 43.90.140.

19

(b)

Applications received under this chapter are not subject to public

20

disclosure under AS 40.25 until the commissioners publish notice under this section.

21

However, information that the commissioners have determined is proprietary or a

22

trade secret under AS 43.90.150 may not be made public even after the notice is

23

published under (a) of this section, except as otherwise provided in AS 43.90.150. If

24

information is proprietary or a trade secret and is held confidential under

25

AS 43.90.150, the applicant shall provide a summary of the confidential information

26

that is satisfactory to the commissioners, and the commissioners shall make the

27

summary of the information available to the public.

28

(c) After the commissioners determine that the applications are complete

29

under AS 43.90.140, information provided by an applicant to the commissioners under

30

this chapter, including information determined by the commissioners to be

31

confidential under AS 43.90.150, shall be disclosed to the legislative auditor, the fiscal
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analyst who serves as head of the legislative finance division, members of the

2

legislature, and their respective agents and contractors, on request and after the

3

individual making the request signs a confidentiality agreement prepared by the

4

commissioners.

5

Sec. 43.90.170. Application evaluation and ranking. (a) The commissioners

6

shall evaluate all applications determined to be complete under AS 43.90.140,

7

consider public comments received under AS 43.90.160(a), and rank each application

8

according to the net present value of the anticipated cash flow to the state from the

9

applicant's project proposal using the factors in (b) of this section and weighted by the

10

project's likelihood of success based on the commissioners' assessment of the factors

11

listed in (c) of this section.

12

(b) When evaluating the net present value of anticipated cash flow to the state

13

from the applicant's project proposal, the commissioners shall use an undiscounted

14

value and, at a minimum, discount rates of two, five, six, and eight percent, and

15

consider

16
17

(1) how quickly the applicant proposes to begin construction of the
proposed project and how quickly the project will commence commercial operation;

18
19

(2) the net back value of the gas determined by the destination market
value of the gas and estimated transportation and treatment costs;

20
21

(3)

overruns that would increase the tariff;

22
23

(4) the initial design capacity of the applicant's project and the extent
to which the design can accommodate low-cost expansion;

24
25

(5)

(6) economic value resulting from payments required to be made to the
state under the terms of the proposal; and

28
29
30
31

the amount of the reimbursement by the state under

AS 43.90.110(a)(1)(A) and (B) proposed by the applicant under AS 43.90.130(9);

26
27

the ability of the applicant to prevent or reduce project cost

(7) other factors found by the commissioners to be relevant to the
evaluation of the net present value of the anticipated cash flow to the state.
(c) When evaluating the project's likelihood of success, the commissioners
shall consider
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(1) the reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of the applicant's

2

work plan, timeline, and budget required to be submitted under AS 43.90.130,

3

including the applicant's plan to manage cost overruns, insulate shippers from the

4

effect of cost overruns, and encourage shippers to participate in the first binding open

5

season;

6

(2) the financial resources of the applicant;

7

(3)

8

the ability of the applicant to comply with the proposed

performance schedule;

9

(4) the applicant's organization, experience, accounting and operational

10

controls, technical skills or the ability to obtain them, and necessary equipment or the

11

ability to obtain the necessary equipment;

12

(5) the applicant's record of

13

(A) performance on projects not licensed under this chapter;

14

(B) integrity and good business ethics; and

15
16

(6)

other evidence and factors found by the commissioners to be

relevant to the evaluation of the project's likelihood of success.

17

Sec. 43.90.180. Notice to the legislature of intent to issue license; denial of

18

license. (a) If, after consideration of public comments received under AS 43.90.160(a)

19

and evaluation of complete applications under AS 43.90.170, the commissioners

20

determine that an application proposes a project that will sufficiently maximize the

21

benefits to the people of this state and merits issuance of a license under this chapter,

22

the commissioners shall

23

(1) issue a determination, with written findings addressing the basis for

24

the determination; the determination becomes a final agency action on the effective

25

date of a bill approving the issuance of the license under AS 43.90.190;

26
27

(2) publish notice of intent to issue a license under this chapter with
written findings addressing the basis for the determination; and

28

(3) forward the notice under (2) of this subsection, along with the

29

findings, supporting documentation, and determination under (1) of this subsection, to

30

the presiding officer of each house of the legislature for action as provided in

31

AS 43.90.190.
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(b)

If, after evaluation of complete applications under AS 43.90.170, the

2

commissioners determine that no application sufficiently maximizes the benefits to the

3

people of this state and merits issuance of a license under this chapter, the

4

commissioners shall issue a written finding that addresses the basis for that

5

determination.

6
7

(c) The commissioners' determination under (b) of this section is a final
agency action.

8

Sec. 43.90.190. Legislative approval; issuance of license. (a) After the

9

presiding officer of each house of the legislature receives a determination from the

10

commissioners under AS 43.90.180, the rules committee of each house of the

11

legislature shall introduce a bill in the committee's respective chamber that provides

12

for the approval of the license proposed to be issued by the commissioners.

13

(b) If a bill approving the issuance of the license passes the legislature within

14

60 days after the last date a presiding officer receives a determination by the

15

commissioners under AS 43.90.180, the commissioners shall issue the license as soon

16

as practicable after the effective date of the Act approving the issuance of the license.

17

(c) Notwithstanding a legislative rule that prohibits the carryover of a bill after

18

the end of a special session or after the end of a regular session of a legislature, a bill

19

introduced under (a) of this section that is not passed or not withdrawn, defeated,

20

vetoed, or indefinitely postponed shall be carried over to any subsequent regular or

21

special legislative session convened during the 60-day period described in (b) of this

22

section in the same reading or status it was in at the time of adjournment. However, a

23

bill introduced under (a) of this section may not be carried over to the first regular

24

session of a legislature.

25
26

(d)

If the legislature fails to approve the issuance of the license, the

commissioners

27

(1) may not issue the license that the legislature failed to approve; and

28

(2) may request new applications for a license under AS 43.90.120.

29

Sec. 43.90.200. Certification by regulatory authority and project sanction.

30

(a) A licensee that is awarded a certificate of public convenience and necessity from a

31

regulatory agency with jurisdiction over the project shall accept the certificate on or
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before the date the order granting the certificate is no longer subject to judicial review.

2

(b) If the licensee has credit support sufficient to finance construction of the

3

project through ownership of rights to produce and market gas resources, firm

4

transportation commitments, or government financing, the licensee shall sanction the

5

project within one year after the effective date of the certificate of public convenience

6

and necessity issued by the regulatory agency with jurisdiction over the project.

7

(c)

If the licensee does not have credit support sufficient to finance

8

construction of the project through ownership of rights to produce and market gas

9

resources, firm transportation commitments, or government financing, the licensee

10

shall sanction the project before the later of

11

(1)

two years after the effective date of the certificate of public

12

convenience and necessity issued by the regulatory agency with jurisdiction over the

13

project; or

14
15

(2) five years after the close of the first binding open season of the
project.

16
17

(d) If the licensee fails to sanction the project as required under this section,
the licensee shall, upon request by the state,

18

(1) seek approval from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission or

19

the Regulatory Commission of Alaska, as applicable, to abandon and transfer the

20

certificate to the state or the state's designee; and

21

(2) assign to the state or the state's designee all engineering designs,

22

contracts, permits, and other data related to the project that are acquired by the

23

licensee during the term of the license before the date of the abandonment or transfer.

24

(e) The transfer and assignments under (d) of this section as a result of failure

25

to comply with (a) or (b) of this section are at no cost to the state or the state's

26

designee. A transfer under (c) of this section shall be subject to the state's payment to

27

the licensee of the net amount of expenditures incurred and paid by the licensee that

28

are qualified expenditures for the purposes of AS 43.90.110.

29

(f) In this section, "effective date of the certificate of public convenience and

30

necessity" means the earlier of the date the order granting the certificate is no longer

31

subject to judicial review, or the date the licensee accepts the certificate.
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Sec. 43.90.210. Amendment of or modification to the project plan. Subject

2

to the approval of the commissioners, a licensee may amend or modify its project plan

3

if the amendments or modifications improve the net present value of the project to the

4

state, are necessary because of an order or requirement by a regulatory agency with

5

jurisdiction over the project or by the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission,

6

or the amendment or modification is necessary because of changed circumstances

7

outside the licensee's control and not reasonably foreseeable before the license was

8

issued. An amendment or modification approved under this section must be consistent

9

with the requirements of AS 43.90.130 and, except for an amendment or modification

10

required because of an order or requirement of a regulatory agency with jurisdiction

11

over the project or by the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, may not

12

substantially diminish the value of the project to the state or the project's likelihood of

13

success.

14

Sec. 43.90.220. Records, reports, conditions, and audit requirements. (a) A

15

licensee shall maintain complete and accurate records of all expenditures and

16

commitments of state money received under this chapter, including receipts and

17

records showing the payment or cost of purchased items and services, the names and

18

addresses of the sellers and service providers, and the dates of service or delivery.

19

(b) Upon reasonable notice, the commissioners may audit the records, books,

20

and files of the entity receiving the state money or making the expenditures and

21

commitments of money received from the state under this chapter.

22

(c) The commissioners may do the following with respect to information

23

relating to the project: conduct hearings or other investigative inquiries; compel the

24

attendance of witnesses and production of documents; and require the licensee to

25

furnish information in paper copy or electronic format.

26
27

(d) After a license has been issued and until commencement of commercial
operations of a natural gas pipeline, the licensee shall allow the commissioners to

28
29

(1)

governing body or bodies and equity holders that relate to the project;

30
31

have a representative present at all meetings of the licensee's

(2) receive all relevant notices and information when and as sent to the
governing body or bodies and equity holders;
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1
2

(3) enjoy the same access to information about the licensee as the
governing body members and equity owners receive; and

3
4

(4) receive relevant reports or information from the licensee that the
commissioners reasonably request.

5

(e)

All proprietary information, privileged information, and trade secrets

6

received by the commissioners or their representative under (d) of this section are not

7

subject to public disclosure under AS 40.25.

8
9
10

(f)

section for seven years from the date the licensee receives state money under this
chapter.

11
12

Sec. 43.90.230. License violations; damages. (a) A licensee is in violation of
the license if the commissioners determine that the licensee has

13
14

A licensee shall maintain the records and reports required under this

(1) requested and received money from the state under this chapter for
an expenditure that is not a qualified expenditure under AS 43.90.110;

15

(2) except as required to conform with a requirement of a regulatory

16

agency with jurisdiction over the project, substantially departed from the

17

specifications set out in the application without state approval of a project plan

18

amendment or modification under AS 43.90.210;

19
20

(3) violated any provision of this chapter or any other provision of
state or federal law material to the license;

21

(4) failed to accept a certificate as required under AS 43.90.200(a) or

22

failed to sanction the project as required under AS 43.90.200(b); or

23

(5) otherwise violated a material term of the license.

24

(b) The commissioners shall provide written notice to the licensee identifying

25

a license violation. The commissioners and the licensee have 90 days after the date the

26

notice is issued to resolve the violation informally.

27

(c) The commissioners may suspend disbursement of state reimbursements to

28

the licensee beginning on the date that the notice of violation issued under (b) of this

29

section is sent to the licensee. The commissioners may resume disbursement on the

30

date that the commissioners determine that the violation is cured.

31

(d) If the commissioners and the licensee are unable to resolve the violation
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1

within the period described in (b) of this section, the commissioners shall notify the

2

licensee that the violation has not been cured and provide the licensee with an

3

opportunity to be heard. If, after notice and hearing, the commissioners determine that

4

the violation has not been cured, the commissioners shall issue a written decision that

5

is a final administrative action for purposes of appeal to the superior court in the state.

6
7

(e) If the determination issued under (d) of this section finds an unresolved
violation, the commissioners may impose one or more of the following remedies:

8

(1) discontinuation of state reimbursements under this chapter;

9

(2) recoupment of state money that the licensee has received under this

10

chapter to date, with interest, regardless of whether the licensee has expended or

11

committed that money;

12

(3) license revocation;

13

(4) assignment to the state or the state's designee of all engineering

14

designs, contracts, permits, and other data related to the project that are acquired by

15

the licensee during the term of the license; and

16

(5) any other remedies provided by law or in equity.

17

Sec. 43.90.240. Abandonment of project. (a) If the commissioners and the

18

licensee agree that the project is uneconomic, the project shall be abandoned, the

19

inducement provided for in AS 43.90.110 terminated, and, except for requirements

20

imposed on the licensee under (e) of this section and AS 43.90.220, the state and the

21

licensee no longer have an obligation under this chapter with respect to the license.

22

(b)

If the commissioners or the licensee determine that the project is

23

uneconomic and the other party disagrees, the disagreement shall be settled by

24

arbitration administered by the American Arbitration Association under the

25

substantive and procedural laws of this state, and judgment on the award rendered by

26

the arbitrators may be entered in superior court in the state. In the event of arbitration,

27

each party shall select an arbitrator from the American Arbitration Association's

28

National Roster, and the two arbitrators shall appoint a third arbitrator from the

29

American Arbitration Association's National Roster who shall serve as the chair of the

30

three-member arbitration panel. If the arbitration panel determines that the project is

31

(1) uneconomic, the state and the licensee no longer have an obligation
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1

under this chapter with respect to the license, except for requirements imposed on the

2

licensee under (e) of this section and AS 43.90.220; or

3
4

(2)

not uneconomic, the obligations of the licensee and the state

continue as provided under this chapter and the license.

5

(c) The arbitration panel in (b) of this section shall make a determination that

6

the project is uneconomic only if the panel finds that the party claiming the project is

7

uneconomic has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the

8
9
10

(1)

project does not have credit support sufficient to finance

construction of the project through firm transportation commitments, government
assistance, or other external sources of financing; and

11

(2) predicted costs of transportation at a 100 percent load factor, when

12

deducted from predicted gas sales revenue using publicly available predictions of

13

future gas prices, would result in a producer rate of return that is below the rate

14

typically accepted by a prudent oil and gas exploration and production company for

15

incremental upstream investment that is required to produce and deliver gas to the

16

project.

17

(d) If the state makes a payment to the licensee under AS 43.90.440, the

18

license is considered abandoned, and the state and the licensee no longer have any

19

obligations under this chapter with respect to the license, except that the licensee must

20

comply with the

21

(1)

requirements imposed on the licensee under AS 43.90.220

22

regarding state money received by the licensee before the license was considered

23

abandoned; and

24

(2) requirements of AS 43.90.440.

25

(e) If the commissioners and the licensee agree that the project is uneconomic

26

or an arbitration panel makes a final determination that the project is uneconomic, the

27

licensee shall, upon the state's request, transfer to the state or the state's designee all

28

engineering designs, contracts, permits, and other data related to the project that are

29

acquired by the licensee during the term of the license upon reimbursement by the

30

state of the net amount of expenditures incurred and paid by the licensee that are

31

qualified expenditures for the purposes of AS 43.90.110.
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Sec. 43.90.250. Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator. (a) There is

2

created in the Office of the Governor the position of Alaska Gasline Inducement Act

3

coordinator. Administrative support for the position shall be provided by the Office of

4

the Governor. The position shall continue until one year after commencement of

5

commercial operations of the project.

6

(b) The governor shall appoint a person to the position of Alaska Gasline

7

Inducement Act coordinator. The individual serving as the Alaska Gasline Inducement

8

Act coordinator may be removed from the position at the discretion of the governor.

9

Sec. 43.90.260. Expedited review and action by state agencies. (a) A review

10

conducted and action taken by a state agency relating to the project shall be expedited

11

in a manner consistent with the completion of the necessary approvals in accordance

12

with this chapter.

13

(b) Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law, a state agency may not

14

include in any project certificate, right-of-way, permit, or other authorization issued to

15

the licensee a term or condition that is not required by law if the coordinator

16

determines that the term or condition would prevent or impair in any significant

17

respect the expeditious construction and operation or expansion of the project.

18

(c) Unless required by law, a state agency may not add to, amend, or abrogate

19

any certificate, right-of-way, permit, or other authorization issued to a licensee if the

20

coordinator determines that the action would prevent or impair in any significant

21

respect the expeditious construction, operation, or expansion of the project.

22

Article 3. Resource Inducements.

23

Sec. 43.90.300. Qualification for resource inducements. (a) Notwithstanding

24

any contrary provision of law, a lessee or other person that demonstrates to the

25

satisfaction of the commissioners that the person has committed to acquire firm

26

transportation capacity in the first binding open season of the project is qualified to

27

receive the resource inducement set out in AS 43.90.310 and 43.90.320 for gas

28

produced on the North Slope and shipped in firm transportation capacity acquired in

29

the first binding open season of the project. The inducement in AS 43.90.310 is

30

contractual.

31

(b) A gas producer receiving a voucher under AS 43.90.330 is qualified to
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receive the resource inducement in AS 43.90.310 and 43.90.320 for the gas shipped in

2

the firm transportation capacity described in the voucher for the period described in

3

AS 43.90.330.

4

Sec. 43.90.310. Royalty inducement. (a) Before the start of the first binding

5

open season to be conducted by the licensee, the commissioner of natural resources

6

shall adopt regulations that establish a method to determine the monthly value of the

7

state's royalty share of gas production and establish terms under which the state will

8

exercise its right to switch between taking its royalty in value or in kind for gas

9

committed for firm transportation in the first binding open season of the project or

10

shipped in the firm transportation capacity described in a voucher received by the gas

11

producer under AS 43.90.330. The regulations must

12
13

(1) minimize retroactive adjustments to the monthly value of the state's
royalty share of gas production;

14

(2) provide a method for establishing a fair market value for each

15

component of the state's royalty gas that is based on pricing data from reliable and

16

widely available industry trade publications and that uses appropriate adjustments to

17

reflect

18

(A) deductions for actual and reasonable transportation costs

19

for the state's royalty gas, including a reasonable share of the costs associated

20

with unused capacity commitments on gas pipelines from the North Slope to

21

the first destination market with reasonable market liquidity;

22

(B)

23

location differentials between the destination markets

where North Slope gas could be sold;

24

(C)

reasonable and actual costs for gas processing; in this

25

subparagraph, "gas processing" means post-production treatment of gas to

26

extract natural gas liquids; and

27

(D) deductions permitted under the 1980 Royalty Settlement

28

Agreement for Prudhoe Bay gas; and

29

(3) establish terms under which the state will exercise its authority to

30

switch between taking its royalty gas in value and in kind to ensure that the state's

31

actions do not unreasonably
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(A) cause the lessee or other person to bear disproportionate

2

transportation costs with respect to the state's royalty gas;

3

(B)

interfere with the lessee's or other person's long-term

4

marketing of its production.

5

(b)

If a lessee or other person qualified for resource inducement under

6

AS 43.90.300 agrees under (c) of this section, the lessee or other person is entitled to

7

elect

8

(1) to calculate its gas royalty obligation under the regulations adopted

9

under (a) of this section for natural gas transported on a firm contract executed during

10

the project's first binding open season or under the methodology set out in the existing

11

leases from which the gas is produced, and

12

(A) upon the request of the lessee, the commissioner of natural

13

resources shall contractually amend the existing lease to effect the election

14

under this paragraph and incorporate as fixed contract terms the relevant

15

regulatory provisions; and

16

(B) the election under this paragraph remains in effect until

17

new regulations are adopted as a result of a review under (d) of this section, at

18

which time, a lessee or other person qualified under AS 43.90.300 may change

19

its election under this paragraph; upon the request of the lessee, the

20

commissioner of natural resources shall contractually amend the lease to

21

incorporate as fixed contract terms the relevant revised regulatory provisions;

22

(2) to enter into a contract with the state that amends the existing lease

23

terms by providing a mechanism that ensures that, when the state exercises its right to

24

switch between taking its royalty in value or in kind for gas committed for firm

25

transportation in the first binding open season of the project, the lessee or other person

26

does not bear disproportionate transportation costs with respect to the state's royalty

27

gas; and by modifying the required period of notice that the state must provide before

28

exercising the state's right to switch between taking its royalty in value or in kind for

29

gas committed for firm transportation in the first binding open season of the project.

30

(c) To claim the inducement under (b) of this section, a lessee or other person

31

qualified under AS 43.90.300 shall agree, on an application form provided by the
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Department of Natural Resources, that the lessee or other person, and the lessee's or

2

other person's affiliates, successors, assigns, and agents will not protest or appeal a

3

filing by the licensee to roll in expansion costs of the mainline up to a level that is

4

required in AS 43.90.130(7) if the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission does not

5

have a rebuttable presumption in effect that rolled-in treatment applies to the cost of

6

the expansion of the project. The agreement not to protest may not preclude the lessee

7

or other person, or the lessee's or other person's affiliates, successors, assigns, and

8

agents from protesting a filing to roll in mainline expansion costs that licensee is not

9

required to propose and support under AS 43.90.130(7).

10

(d) The commissioner of natural resources shall provide for review of the

11

regulations adopted under (a) of this section at least every two years after the

12

commencement of commercial operations to determine whether the regulations

13

continue to meet the requirements of (a) of this section under current conditions, and

14

shall amend the regulations when the requirements are not being met.

15

(e) No provision of this chapter precludes the election set out in (b) of this

16

section, nor may the commissioner of natural resources assert any provision of any

17

existing lease or unit agreement as precluding the elections set out in (b) of this

18

section.

19

Sec. 43.90.320. Gas production tax exemption. (a) If a person qualified for

20

resource inducement under AS 43.90.300 agrees under (c) of this section, the person is

21

entitled to an annual exemption from the state's gas production tax in an amount equal

22

to the difference between the amount of the person's gas production tax obligation

23

calculated under the gas production tax in effect during that tax year and the amount of

24

the person's gas production tax obligation calculated under the gas production tax in

25

effect at the start of the first binding open season held under this chapter. If the

26

difference is less than zero, the gas production tax exemption is zero.

27

(b)

The exemption under this section may be applied within 10 years

28

immediately following commencement of commercial operations and only applied to

29

production taxes that are levied on North Slope gas shipped through firm

30

transportation capacity the person acquired during the first binding open season or

31

shipped in the firm transportation capacity described in a voucher received by the gas
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producer under AS 43.90.330.

2

(c) The person claiming the exemption under this section shall agree that the

3

person, and the person's affiliates, successors, assigns, and agents, will not protest or

4

appeal a filing by the licensee to roll in mainline expansion costs up to the level that

5

the licensee is required to propose and support under AS 43.90.130(7) if the Federal

6

Energy Regulatory Commission does not have a rebuttable presumption in effect that

7

rolled-in treatment applies to the cost of the expansion of the project. The agreement

8

required under this subsection may not preclude the person, or the person's affiliates,

9

successors, assigns, and agents, from protesting a filing to roll in mainline expansion

10
11
12

costs that the licensee is not required to propose and support under AS 43.90.130(7).
(d) In this section, "gas production tax" means the tax levied on the production
of gas under AS 43.55.

13

Sec. 43.90.330. Inducement vouchers. (a) A person that acquires firm

14

transportation capacity in the first binding open season of the project, that does not

15

hold an oil and gas lease on the North Slope, and that is not an affiliate of a person that

16

holds an oil and gas lease on the North Slope, may apply to the commissioners for a

17

voucher under this section. A voucher issued by the commissioners must describe the

18

firm transportation capacity in the project to which the voucher is applicable.

19

(b) A voucher issued by the commissioners under this section entitles the

20

holder of the voucher to the resource inducements in AS 43.90.310 and 43.90.320 for

21

gas shipped in the firm transportation capacity acquired by the person applying for the

22

voucher during the first binding open season of the project and described in the

23

voucher. The voucher may be transferred to a gas producer that has a binding

24

obligation to sell gas to the person transferring the voucher under a gas purchase

25

agreement.

26

(c) A gas producer holding a voucher may claim the resource inducements for

27

gas shipped through the firm transportation capacity described in the voucher and only

28

on gas that is produced and delivered to the purchaser on the North Slope. A gas

29

producer may claim the resource inducements under this subsection until the earlier of

30

the termination of the binding gas purchase agreement or the expiration of the

31

inducements by operation of law.
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(d) A person that receives a voucher under this section and a gas producer that

2

receives resource inducements under a voucher shall agree that the person and the gas

3

producer and their respective affiliates, successors, assigns, or agents will not protest

4

or appeal a filing by the licensee to roll-in mainline expansion costs up to the level that

5

the licensee is required to propose and support under AS 43.90.130(7) if the Federal

6

Energy Regulatory Commission does not have a rebuttable presumption in effect that

7

rolled-in treatment applies to the cost of the expansion of the project. The agreement

8

required under this subsection may not preclude the person or gas producer or their

9

respective affiliates, successors, assigns, or agents from protesting a filing to roll-in

10

mainline expansion costs that the licensee is not required to propose and support under

11

AS 43.90.130(7).

12

Article 4. Miscellaneous Provisions.

13

Sec. 43.90.400. Alaska Gasline Inducement Act reimbursement fund;

14

disbursements; audits. (a) There is established in the general fund an Alaska Gasline

15

Inducement Act reimbursement fund. The fund consists of money appropriated to it by

16

the legislature for disbursement to pay the state's reimbursements under AS 43.90.110.

17

Money appropriated to the fund may be spent for the purposes of the fund without

18

further appropriation. Appropriations to the fund do not lapse under AS 37.25.010, but

19

remain in the fund for future disbursements. Nothing in this subsection creates a

20

dedicated fund.

21

(b) The Department of Revenue shall manage the fund, and may invest money

22

in the fund so as to yield competitive market rates as provided in AS 37.10.071.

23

Income earned on the fund shall be accounted for separately and may be appropriated

24

annually to the fund.

25

(c) The commissioners shall adopt regulations that provide for application to

26

receive reimbursements for qualified expenditures as provided under AS 43.90.110,

27

and that provide for periodic audits of the use of money disbursed as reimbursements

28

under this chapter.

29

(d)

Within 10 days after the convening of each regular session of the

30

legislature, the commissioners shall submit to the legislature a report that lists all the

31

disbursements from the fund during the preceding fiscal year with a written
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justification for each disbursement and the projected amount of money that will be

2

required for reimbursements in each of the next three fiscal years.

3

Sec. 43.90.410. Regulations. The commissioners may jointly adopt or amend

4

regulations for the purpose of implementing the provisions of this chapter. The

5

commissioner of revenue and the commissioner of natural resources may adopt or

6

amend regulations adopted under authority outside of this chapter as necessary to

7

implement the provisions of this chapter.

8

Sec. 43.90.420. Statute of limitations. A person may not bring a judicial

9

action challenging the constitutionality of this chapter or the constitutionality of a

10

license issued under this chapter unless the action is commenced in a court of the state

11

of competent jurisdiction within 90 days after the date that a license is issued.

12

Sec. 43.90.430. Interest. When a payment due to the state under this chapter

13

becomes delinquent, the payment bears interest at the rate applicable to a delinquent

14

tax under AS 43.05.225.

15

Sec. 43.90.440. Licensed project assurances. (a) Except as otherwise

16

provided in this chapter, the state grants a licensee assurances that the licensee has

17

exclusive enjoyment of the inducements provided under this chapter before the

18

commencement of commercial operations. If, before the commencement of

19

commercial operations, the state extends to another person preferential royalty or tax

20

treatment or grant of state money for the purpose of facilitating the construction of a

21

competing natural gas pipeline project in this state, and if the licensee is in compliance

22

with the requirements of the license and with the requirements of state and federal

23

statutes and regulations relevant to the project, the licensee is entitled to payment from

24

the state of an amount equal to three times the total amount of the expenditures

25

incurred and paid by the licensee that are qualified expenditures for the purposes of

26

AS 43.90.110 that the licensee incurred in developing the licensee's project before the

27

date that the state first extended preferential treatment to another person. The payment

28

under this subsection is subject to appropriation. Upon payment by the state of the

29

amount owed under this section, the licensee shall, at no additional cost to the state,

30

assign to the state or the state's designee all engineering designs, contracts, permits,

31

and other data related to the project that were acquired by the licensee during the term
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of the license. The payment under this subsection is in full satisfaction of all claims

2

the licensee may bring in contract, tort, or other law related to the events that gave rise

3

to the payment.

4

(b)

The review, processing, or facilitation of a permit, right-of-way, or

5

authorization by a state agency in connection with a competing natural gas pipeline

6

project does not create an obligation on the part of the state under this section.

7

(c) In this section,

8

(1) "competing natural gas pipeline project" means a project designed

9

to accommodate throughput of more than 500,000,000 cubic feet a day of North Slope

10

gas to market;

11

(2) "preferential royalty or tax treatment" does not include

12

(A) the state's exercise of its right to resolve disputes involving

13

royalties and taxes; or

14

(B)

the state's exercise of its right to modify royalties as

15

authorized by law in effect on the effective date of this section.

16

Sec. 43.90.450. Assignments. (a) A licensee may transfer all or part of the

17

license, including the rights and obligations arising under the license, if, after

18

publishing notice of the proposed transfer, providing notice to the presiding officer of

19

each house of the legislature, and providing a period of not less than 30 days for public

20

review and comment,

21
22

(1)

the transfer is approved in writing in advance by the

commissioners; and

23

(2) the transfer does not increase or diminish the obligations created by

24

the license or diminish the likelihood of success of the project or the net present value

25

of the license to the state.

26

(b) Notwithstanding the commissioners' approval of a transfer of all or part of

27

a license under (a) of this section, the transferor of the license remains subject to the

28

requirements of AS 43.90.220 regarding all state money received by the licensee

29

before the effective date of the transfer.

30

(c) A person may transfer that person's rights to the royalty inducement under

31

AS 43.90.310 and the gas production tax exemption under AS 43.90.320 only in
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1

connection with a sale or merger that results in transfer of all the person's assets in the

2

North Slope along with the person's firm transportation capacity contracts in the

3

project.

4

(d) Except for the transfer of a voucher to a producer under AS 43.90.330(b),

5

a person receiving a voucher under AS 43.90.330 based on the person's acquisition of

6

firm transportation capacity in the first binding open season of the project may transfer

7

the voucher only if the transfer is in connection with the permanent assignment by the

8

person of 100 percent of the firm transportation capacity acquired in the first binding

9

open season of the project.

10

Sec. 43.90.460. Conflicting laws. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to

11

repeal or abrogate the administrative, regulatory, or statutory procedures and functions

12

of state and federal law governing the development and oversight of a project.

13

Sec. 43.90.470. State pipeline employment development. The commissioner

14

of labor and workforce development shall develop a job training program that will

15

provide training for Alaskans in gas pipeline project management, construction,

16

operations, maintenance, and other gas pipeline-related positions.

17
18
19

Article 5. General Provisions.
Sec. 43.90.900. Definitions. In this chapter, unless the context otherwise
requires,

20

(1) "affiliate" means another person that controls, is controlled by, or is

21

under common control with a person, and includes a division that operates as a

22

functional unit;

23
24

(2) "Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator" or "coordinator"
means the person appointed under AS 43.90.250;

25
26

(3)

"applicant" means a person or group of persons that files an

application for a license;

27

(4) "certificate of public convenience and necessity" and "certificate"

28

mean a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued by the Federal Energy

29

Regulatory Commission or the Regulatory Commission of Alaska and an amendment

30

to a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued by the Federal Energy

31

Regulatory Commission under 15 U.S.C. 719 et seq. (Alaska Natural Gas
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Transportation Act of 1976);

2
3

(5) "commencement of commercial operations" means the first flow of
gas in the project that generates revenue to the owners;

4
5

(6)

"commissioners" means the commissioner of revenue and the

commissioner of natural resources, acting jointly;

6

(7) "control" means the possession of ownership interest or authority

7

sufficient to, directly or indirectly, and whether acting alone or in conjunction with

8

others, direct or cause the direction of the management or policies of a company, and

9

is rebuttably presumed if the voting interest held is 10 percent or more;

10

(8) "equity holder" means the

11

(A) stockholders of a corporation;

12

(B) members of a limited liability company;

13

(C) partners of a partnership;

14

(D) joint venturers of a joint venture;

15

(E) members of a governmental authority and similar persons;

16

or

17

(F) holders of any other entity or person;

18

(9) "gas treatment plant" means a facility downstream of the point of

19

production that conditions gas and removes nonhydrocarbon substances from the gas

20

for the purpose of rendering the gas acceptable for tender and acceptance into a gas

21

pipeline system.

22

(10) "governing body" means a corporation's board of directors, a

23

limited liability company's managing members, a partnership's general partners, a joint

24

venturer's joint venturers, a governmental authority's board or council members, and

25

similar entities;

26

(11) "lease" means an oil and gas, or gas, lease issued by this state;

27

(12) "lessee" means a person that holds a working interest in an oil and

28

gas, or gas, lease issued by this state;

29

(13) "license" means a license issued under this chapter;

30

(14) "licensee" means the holder of a license issued under this chapter

31

and all affiliates, successors, assigns, and agents of the holder;
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2

(15) "net present value" means the discounted value of a future stream
of cash flow;

3
4

(16) "North Slope" means that part of the state that lies north of 68
degrees North latitude;

5

(17) "open season" means the process that complies with 18 C.F.R.

6

Part 157, Subpart B (Open Seasons for Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Projects) or

7

a similar process for soliciting commitments for pipeline capacity under the

8

regulations, policies, rules, or precedent of the Regulatory Commission of Alaska;

9

(18) "point of production" has the meaning given in AS 43.55.900;

10
11

(19) "project" means a natural gas pipeline project authorized under a
license issued under this chapter;

12

(20) "proprietary," when used to describe information, means that the

13

information is treated by an applicant as confidential and the public disclosure of that

14

information would adversely affect the competitive position of the applicant or

15

materially diminish the commercial value of the information to the applicant;

16

(21) "recourse rates" means cost-based rates with a minimum and

17

maximum range that are approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the

18

Regulatory Commission of Alaska, or the National Energy Board of Canada, as

19

appropriate, and set out in the pipeline's tariff; "recourse rates" includes only those

20

rates that the pipeline must make available to all shippers;

21

(22) "sanction" means to make financial commitments to go forward

22

with the project as evidenced by entering into financial commitments of at least

23

$1,000,000,000 with third parties;

24

(23) "trade secret" has the meaning given in AS 45.50.940;

25

(24) "under common control with" has the meaning given "control" in

26

this section;

27
28
29
30
31

(25) "unit agreement" means an agreement executed by the working
interest owners and royalty owners creating the unit.
Sec. 43.90.990. Short title. This chapter may be cited as the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act.
* Sec. 2. AS 36.30.850(b) is amended by adding a new paragraph to read:
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1

(45) contracts for an arbitration panel to determine whether a project is

2

uneconomic under AS 43.90.240, and contracts for the development of application

3

provisions for licensure and for the evaluation of those applications under AS 43.90.

4

* Sec. 3. AS 38.05.020(b) is amended to read:

5

(b) The commissioner may

6

(1) establish reasonable procedures and adopt reasonable regulations

7

necessary to carry out this chapter and, whenever necessary, issue directives or orders

8

to the director to carry out specific functions and duties; regulations adopted by the

9

commissioner shall be adopted under AS 44.62 (Administrative Procedure Act);

10

orders by the commissioner classifying land, issued after January 3, 1959, are not

11

required to be adopted under AS 44.62 (Administrative Procedure Act);

12
13

(2)

enter into agreements considered necessary to carry out the

purposes of this chapter, including agreements with federal and state agencies;

14

(3) review any order or action of the director;

15

(4) exercise the powers and do the acts necessary to carry out the

16

provisions and objectives of this chapter;

17

(5) notwithstanding the provisions of any other section of this chapter,

18

grant an extension of the time within which payments due on any exploration license,

19

lease, or sale of state land, minerals, or materials may be made, including payment of

20

rental and royalties, on a finding that compliance with the requirements is or was

21

prevented by reason of war, riots, or acts of God;

22

(6) classify tracts for agricultural uses;

23

(7) after consulting with the Board of Agriculture and Conservation

24

(AS 03.09.010), waive, postpone, or otherwise modify the development requirements

25

of a contract for the sale of agricultural land if

26

(A) the land is inaccessible by road; or

27

(B) transportation, marketing, and development costs render

28

the required development uneconomic;

29
30

(8) reconvey or relinquish land or an interest in land to the federal
government if

31

(A) the land is described in an amended application for an
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allotment under 43 U.S.C. 1617; and

2

(B) the reconveyance or relinquishment is

3

(i) for the purposes provided in 43 U.S.C. 1617; and

4

(ii) in the best interests of the state;

5
6

(9) lead and coordinate all matters relating to the state's review and
authorization of resource development projects;

7
8
9

(10) exercise the powers and do the acts necessary to carry out the
provisions and objectives of AS 43.90 that relate to this chapter.
* Sec. 4. AS 39.25.110 is amended by adding a new paragraph to read:

10
11
12

(41) the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator appointed under
AS 43.90.250.
* Sec. 5. AS 40.25.120(a) is amended to read:

13
14

(a) Every person has a right to inspect a public record in the state, including
public records in recorders' offices, except

15
16

(1) records of vital statistics and adoption proceedings, which shall be
treated in the manner required by AS 18.50;

17
18

(2) records pertaining to juveniles unless disclosure is authorized by
law;

19

(3) medical and related public health records;

20

(4)

21

records required to be kept confidential by a federal law or

regulation or by state law;

22

(5) to the extent the records are required to be kept confidential under

23

20 U.S.C. 1232g and the regulations adopted under 20 U.S.C. 1232g in order to secure

24

or retain federal assistance;

25
26

(6) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but
only to the extent that the production of the law enforcement records or information

27
28

(A) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement
proceedings;

29
30

(B) would deprive a person of a right to a fair trial or an
impartial adjudication;

31

(C) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted
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1

invasion of the personal privacy of a suspect, defendant, victim, or witness;

2

(D) could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of a

3

confidential source;

4

(E) would disclose confidential techniques and procedures for

5

law enforcement investigations or prosecutions;

6

(F)

would

disclose

guidelines

for

law

enforcement

7

investigations or prosecutions if the disclosure could reasonably be expected to

8

risk circumvention of the law; or

9

(G)

10

physical safety of an individual;

could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or

11

(7) names, addresses, and other information identifying a person as a

12

participant in the Alaska Higher Education Savings Trust under AS 14.40.802 or the

13

advance college tuition savings program under AS 14.40.803 - 14.40.817;

14

(8) public records containing information that would disclose or might

15

lead to the disclosure of a component in the process used to execute or adopt an

16

electronic signature if the disclosure would or might cause the electronic signature to

17

cease being under the sole control of the person using it;

18
19

(9)

reports submitted under AS 05.25.030 concerning certain

collisions, accidents, or other casualties involving boats;

20

(10)

records or information pertaining to a plan, program, or

21

procedures for establishing, maintaining, or restoring security in the state, or to a

22

detailed description or evaluation of systems, facilities, or infrastructure in the state,

23

but only to the extent that the production of the records or information

24

(A)

25

could reasonably be expected to interfere with the

implementation or enforcement of the security plan, program, or procedures;

26

(B) would disclose confidential guidelines for investigations or

27

enforcement and the disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk

28

circumvention of the law; or

29

(C)

could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or

30

physical safety of an individual or to present a real and substantial risk to the

31

public health and welfare;
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(11) the written notification regarding a proposed regulation provided

2

under AS 24.20.105 to the Department of Law and the affected state agency and

3

communications between the Legislative Affairs Agency, the Department of Law, and

4

the affected state agency under AS 24.20.105;
(12) records that are

5
6

(A) proprietary, privileged, or a trade secret in accordance

7

with AS 43.90.150 or 43.90.220(e);

8

(B)

9
10
11

applications that are received under AS 43.90 until

notice is published under AS 43.90.160.
* Sec. 6. The uncodified law of the State of Alaska is amended by adding a new section to
read:

12

FIRST REQUEST FOR APPLICATIONS FOR THE LICENSE. It is the intent of the

13

legislature that the first request for applications for the license by the commissioners under

14

AS 43.90.120, as enacted in sec. 1 of this Act, be issued within 90 days after the effective date

15

of this Act.

16
17

* Sec. 7. The uncodified law of the State of Alaska is amended by adding a new section to
read:

18

EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION OF COURT CASES. It is the intent of the

19

legislature that the courts of the state, when considering a case related to the development and

20

construction of a natural gas pipeline under this Act or to the commitment of a shipper to

21

acquire firm transportation capacity during the first binding open season for a project

22

developed under this Act, expedite the resolution of the case by giving the case priority over

23

all other civil cases to the extent permitted under the Alaska Rules of Court.

24
25

* Sec. 8. The uncodified law of the State of Alaska is amended by adding a new section to
read:

26

SEVERABILITY. Under AS 01.10.030, if any provision of this Act, or the application

27

of it to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of this Act and the

28

application to other persons or circumstances are not affected.

29

* Sec. 9. This Act takes effect immediately under AS 01.10.070(c).
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Alaska Gasline Inducement Act Overview
A. AGIA Provisions
The stated intent of the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act is to encourage expedited construction
of a natural gas pipeline that
•

facilitates commercialization of North Slope gas resources in the state;

•

promotes exploration and development of oil and gas resources on the North Slope in
the state;

•

maximizes benefits to the people of the state from the development of oil and gas
resources in the state; and

•

encourages oil and gas lessees and other persons to commit to ship natural gas from
the North Slope to a gas pipeline system for transportation to markets in this state or
elsewhere. AS 43.90.010.

The Act meets this intent through provisions establishing an Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
License and putting into law the state’s requirements for maximizing benefits to the people of
Alaska during and after pipeline construction. These terms include requiring that an AGIA
licensee commit to take specific actions to produce low tariffs (transportation rates) so that
tariffs are not a barrier to competition in the exploration, development and investment in
Alaska’s gas basins. Other required commitments include regular expansions of the pipeline,
local hire, instate delivery service at reasonable costs and a objective milestones.
In exchange for meeting the state’s requirements, the successful AGIA project applicant is
entitled to certain inducements that will facilitate project development. The state offers to match
up to $500 million of the costs that the licensee will incur to obtain a certificate from the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission or Regulatory Commission of Alaska. The state will appoint a
state pipeline coordinator who will be empowered to coordinate amongst the state regulatory
agencies with permitting responsibilities. The state will develop its qualified labor force to
support project construction and operations.
AGIA also addresses the “resource” needs of the project. The state will adopt regulations to
provide predictability in the determination of royalty value and its exercise of its right to take its
royalty share in kind as gas or in value as money. The state also offers a production tax
exemption for gas committed to the pipeline equal to the difference between the taxpayer’s tax

1

obligation defined in the tax law at “open season” (i.e., on the day the first solicitation of gas
commitments ends), and any higher obligation that becomes effective for ten years after
pipeline start-up.
Finally, to reward commitments made by gas purchasers, AGIA provides for “resource
inducement” vouchers that are transferrable to leaseholders.

1. State Requirements – Maximizing Benefits for Alaskans
Benefits for Alaskans from a natural gas pipeline include long-term instate jobs, opportunities for
the state’s energy needs, and financial security for Alaska’s citizens and the state. AGIA
establishes legally enforceable commitments by an AGIA licensee that will help ensure these
benefits are realized.

a. Firm Timeline for Project Development
AGIA requires the following licensee commitments for moving the gas line project forward in a
timely fashion:
•

For an interstate project, commit to conclude a binding open season within 36 months of
license issuance and use Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) application
procedures for a FERC certificate of public convenience and necessity. AS
43.90.130(3).

•

For an intrastate project, commit to conclude a binding open season within 36 months of
license issuance and use Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA) procedures for a
certificate of public convenience and necessity. AS 43.90.130(4).

b. Pipeline Access and Expansion
Competition in the exploration and development of North Slope natural gas is key to jobs and
long-term careers for Alaskans, long-term energy solutions and maximizing state revenues from
development of the Alaska’s natural gas resources. Exploration and development of the North
Slope basin requires ensuring that all gas producers, large and small, have effective access to
the pipeline and that transportation rates are not a barrier to new explorers and developers. To
that end, AGIA establishes the following licensee commitments:
•

Assess market demand for additional pipeline capacity at least every two years. AS
43.90.130(5).
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•

Expand the project in reasonable engineering increments and on commercially
reasonable terms that encourage exploration and development of gas resources in the
state. AS 43.90.130(6).

•

Propose and support rolled-in rates to cover expansion costs (up to 15% above the initial
rates).1 AS 43.90.130(7).

•

Propose and support rates for the proposed project and any North Slope gas treatment
plant that the licensee may own that are based on a capital-structure of not less than 70
percent debt. AS 43.90.130(10).

•

Manage and mitigate potential cost overruns. AS 43.90.130(11).

•

Not include in the licensee’s rate base the state reimbursement received, and that the
reimbursement shall be used as a credit against licensee's cost of service. AS
43.90.130(18).2

c. Meeting In-state Energy Needs
To help meet Alaska’s energy needs, AGIA establishes the following commitments:
•

Provide a minimum of five instate delivery points of natural gas in the state. AS
43.90.130(12).

•

Offer firm delivery service in the state as part of the tariff regardless of whether any
shippers bid successfully in a binding open season for firm transportation service to
delivery points in the state, and commit to offer distance-sensitive rates to delivery points
in this state consistent with federal regulation. AS 43.90.130(13).

d. Jobs for Alaskans
To ensure the most jobs for Alaskans during pipeline development, construction and operation,
AGIA requires the licensee commit to the following:
•

An Alaska headquarters for the project. AS 43.90.130(14).

1

“Rolled-in rates” pro-rate the costs of expansions among all shippers, both old and new. Rolled-in rates help
ensure reasonable transportation rates so that cost does not become a barrier to new explorers and developers.

2

AS 43.90.130(10), (11) and (18) also help ensure the state receives a fair and consistent return on its gas resources
through lower transportation costs (tariffs); transportation costs are deducted from the state’s royalty share of its gas
resource and the state’s production tax.
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•

Hire qualified residents from throughout the state for management, engineering,
construction, operations, maintenance, and other positions on the proposed project to
the maximum extent permitted by law; contract with businesses located in the state to
the maximum extent permitted by law; establish hiring facilities or use existing hiring
facilities in the state; use, as far as is practicable, the job centers and associated
services operated by the Department of Labor and Workforce Development and an
Internet-based labor exchange system operated by the state. AS 43.90.130(15).

•

Negotiate, before construction, a project labor agreement to the maximum extent
permitted by law. AS 43.90.130(17).

e. Other
Other commitments required of the licensee to protect the state’s interests are:
•

File an application by the established deadline. AS 43.90.130(1).

•

Provide a detailed description of the project, including the pipeline route, information
regarding receipt and delivery points, an economic and technical viability analysis, an
economically and technically viable work plan, timeline and budget. AS 43.90.130(2).

•

Explain how the applicant will deal with a North Slope gas treatment plant. AS
43.90.130(8).

•

Propose a percentage and total dollar amount for the state’s matching contribution. AS
43.90.130(9).

•

Waive the right to appeal the award of a license to another applicant. AS 43.90.130(16).

•

Describe the applicant and participating entities. AS 43.90.130(19).

•

Demonstrate that the applicant is ready and able to perform the project activities. AS
43.90.130(20).

2. Project Construction Inducements
AGIA recognizes the importance of protecting the state’s long-term interests in a natural gas
pipeline project. The Act protects those interests through terms established as commitments
made by an AGIA licensee. In exchange for making those commitments and to encourage
forward movement on development and construction of the pipeline, AGIA offers the following
inducements to the licensee:
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•

A $500 million financial inducement to offset some of the risk assumed by the developer
of a gas pipeline and to induce the construction of the pipeline. AS 43.90.110.

•

A regulatory inducement in the form of a pipeline coordinator and expedited permitting of
a natural gas pipeline, including limiting permit conditions to those required by law. AS
43.90.250 and .260.

$500 million financial inducement
AGIA provides for up to a $500 million financial inducement to a licensee. This inducement
levels the playing field among potential pipeline developers. The financial inducement is in the
form of reimbursements to the licensee from the state for “qualified expenditures” related to the
development and construction of a natural gas pipeline.
To ensure that the state’s financial inducement is spent appropriately, reimbursements are
made only for qualified expenditures. These qualified expenditures are costs incurred by the
licensee or the licensee's designated affiliate after an AGIA license is issued and that are
“directly and reasonably related” to:
•

pursuing firm transportation commitments in a binding open season;

•

securing financing for the project;

•

obtaining a certificate of public convenience and necessity from the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission or the Regulatory Commission of Alaska, as appropriate;

•

satisfying a requirement of an agency with jurisdiction over the project. AS
43.90.110(a)(1)(C).

Qualified expenditures do not include “overhead costs, lobbying costs, litigation costs, the cost
of an asset or work product acquired or developed by the licensee before the license is issued,
or civil or criminal penalties or fines.” AS 43.90.110(a)(1)(C).
The Commissioner of Revenue, in consultation with the Commissioner of Natural Resources,
will adopt regulations for determining a qualified expenditure.
Reimbursements of “qualified expenditures” are made subject to appropriation by the Alaska
State Legislature. Reimbursements are available to the licensee for a period of seven (7) years
following the date the AGIA license is awarded. The payment period, however, “may be
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extended by the commissioners under an amendment or modification of the project plan” as
provided for under AS 43.90.210.
Reimbursements are made on a sliding scale based on when the qualified expenditures are
incurred in relation to the close of the first binding open season. Prior to the close of the first
binding open season, the state will reimburse up to 50 percent of the licensee’s qualified
expenditures incurred before the close of the first binding open season; once the first binding
open season is closed, the state will reimburse up to 90 percent of the licensee’s qualified
expenditures. The sliding reimbursement scale contained in AGIA provides an incentive for an
AGIA licensee to move forward quickly with the binding open season.
Pipeline coordinator
AGIA creates a new position—the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act coordinator—within the
Office of the Governor. AS 43.90.250. The coordinator is responsible for ensuring that state
agencies do not include in “any project certificate, right-of-way, permit, or other authorization
issued to the licensee a term or condition that is not required by law if the coordinator
determines that the term or condition would prevent or impair in any significant respect the
expeditious construction and operation or expansion of the project.” AS 43.90.260(b). The
coordinator is also tasked with ensuring that, unless required by law, state agencies do not “add
to, amend, or abrogate any certificate, right-of-way, permit, or other authorization issued to a
licensee if the coordinator determines that the action would prevent or impair in any significant
respect the expeditious construction, operation, or expansion of the project.” AS 43.90.260(c).
AGIA also provides for the expedited review and action by state agencies “consistent with the
completion of the necessary approvals in accordance with this chapter.” AS 43.90.260(a).
Resource Inducements
A critical element to the success of a natural gas pipeline project is the commitment by
creditworthy shippers to take firm capacity contracts out on the pipeline. To encourage North
Slope natural gas leaseholders to make early commitments to ship gas in the pipeline, AGIA
offers the following resource inducements:
•

Favorable regulatory terms for calculating the value of the state’s royalty gas and limiting
the ability of the state to switch between taking its royalty gas in kind or in value. AS
43.90.310.
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•

A gas production tax exemption that may be applied within 10 years immediately
following commencement of commercial operations of the gas pipeline. AS 43.90.320.

To claim one of the above inducements, the lessee must agree to not protest or appeal the
rolled-in rates required to be filed by a licensee with FERC if the FERC does not have a
rebuttable presumption in effect that rolled-in treatment applies to the project’s expansion costs.
Royalty valuation inducement
To encourage gas producers to commit to shipping gas in the first binding open season, AGIA
provides for favorable changes to the state’s royalty valuation methods and the terms under
which the state exercises its right to switch between taking royalty gas in value or in kind. The
state will adopt regulations defining the method of valuing its royalty share at a fair value that is
based on reliable industry sources and minimizes retroactive adjustments. The regulations will
set a methodology the state will use to exercise its right to alternate between taking its royalty in
kind and in value in a way that will not cause the lessee to bear disproportionate transportation
costs or interfere with the lessee's long term marketing plans. A person who commits to ship
gas in the first binding open season and that is qualified for the resource inducement may elect
to calculate the royalty on gas transported in the first binding open season under the
regulations, or enter into a contract with the state that amends the existing lease terms to
incorporate the more favorable regulatory terms. AS 43.90.310.
Gas production tax exemption
To encourage oil and gas leaseholders to commit to gas production and transportation, AGIA
offers a gas production tax exemption that may be applied within 10 years immediately following
commencement of commercial operations of a natural gas pipeline. The exemption may be
applied to production taxes that are levied on North Slope gas shipped through firm
transportation capacity acquired during the first binding open season or shipped in the firm
transportation capacity described in a voucher received by the gas producer.
The producer is entitled to an annual exemption from the state's gas production tax in an
amount equal to the difference between the amount of the person's gas production tax
obligation calculated under the gas production tax in effect during that tax year and the amount
of the person's gas production tax obligation calculated under the gas production tax in effect at
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the start of the first binding open season held under this chapter. If the difference is less than
zero, the gas production tax exemption is zero. AS 43.90.320.
Inducement vouchers
To encourage the participation of third party purchasers of natural gas, AGIA offers inducement
vouchers. A person that acquires firm transportation capacity in the first binding open season of
the project that does not hold an oil and gas lease on the North Slope, and that is not an affiliate
of a person that holds an oil and gas lease on the North Slope, may apply to the commissioners
for a voucher.
A voucher issued by the commissioners under this section entitles the holder of the voucher to
the royalty and gas production tax inducements for gas shipped in the firm transportation
capacity acquired by the person applying for the voucher during the first binding open season of
the project and described in the voucher. The voucher may be transferred to a gas producer
that has a binding obligation to sell gas to the person transferring the voucher under a gas
purchase agreement.
A gas producer holding a voucher may claim the resource inducements for gas shipped through
the firm transportation capacity described in the voucher and only on gas that is produced and
delivered to the purchaser on the North Slope. A gas producer may claim the resource
inducements until the earlier of the termination of the binding gas purchase agreement or the
expiration of the inducements by operation of law. AS 43.90.330.

B. AGIA Process
The commissioners of the departments of revenue and natural resources, acting jointly, may
award an AGIA license. AS 32.90.100. AGIA sets out the following process for the
commissioners’ solicitation, evaluation and approval of an AGIA application and license:
•

Commence and conduct the public process to request applications for an AGIA license.
AS 43.90.120(a).

•

Review each license application to determine whether it is consistent with the terms of
the request for applications and meets requirements. AS 43.90.140(a).

•

Reject as incomplete any and all applications that do not meet the requirements of AS
43.90.130. AS 43.90.140(a).
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•

Request additional information from applicants for the purpose of evaluating whether an
application should be rejected. AS 43.90.140(b).

•

Make a determination that an application is complete. AS 43.90.140(d).

•

Publish notice and provide a 60-day period for public review and comment on all
applications determined to be complete. AS 43.90.160(a).

•

Evaluate complete applications and rank each application according to the net present
value of the anticipated cash flow to the state and weighted by the project’s likelihood of
success. AS 43.90.170(a).

•

When evaluating net present value, use an undiscounted value and, at a minimum,
discount rates of two, five, six, and eight percent, and consider

•

o

how quickly the applicant proposes to begin construction of the proposed
project and how quickly the project will commence commercial operation;

o

the net back value of the gas determined by the destination market value of
the gas and estimated transportation and treatment costs;

o

the ability of the applicant to prevent or reduce project cost overruns that
would increase the tariff

o

the initial design capacity of the applicant's project and the extent to which
the design can accommodate low-cost expansion;

o

the amount of the reimbursement by the state under AS 43.90.110(a)(1)(A)
and (B) proposed by the applicant under AS 43.90.130(9);

o

economic value resulting from payments required to be made to the state
under the terms of the proposal; and other factors found by the
commissioners to be relevant to the evaluation of the net present value of the
anticipated cash flow to the state. AS 43.90.170(b).

When evaluating the project’s likelihood of success, consider
o

the reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of the applicant's work plan,
timeline, and budget, including the applicant's plan to manage cost overruns,
insulate shippers from the effect of cost overruns, and encourage shippers to
participate in the first binding open season;

o

the financial resources of the applicant;

o

the ability of the applicant to comply with the proposed performance
schedule;

o

the applicant's organization, experience, accounting and operational controls,
technical skills or the ability to obtain them, and necessary equipment or the
ability to obtain the necessary equipment;
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•

o

the applicant's record of performance on projects not licensed under this
chapter; integrity and good business ethics

o

other evidence and factors found by the commissioners to be relevant to the
evaluation of the project's likelihood of success. AS 43.90.170(c).

o

Review and consider public comment. AS 43.90.180(a).

Issue a determination if an application proposes a project that will sufficiently maximize
the benefits to the people of this state and merits issuance of a license.

•

o

the commissioners shall support the determination with written findings
addressing the basis for the determination; the determination becomes a final
agency action on the effective date of a bill approving the issuance of the
license.

o

the commissioners shall publish notice of intent to issue a license and shall
forward the notice along with the findings, supporting documentation, and
determination to the presiding officer of each house of the legislature for
action. AS 43.90.180(a)(1)-(3).

Issue a written finding if the application does not sufficiently maximize the benefits to the
people of the state and thus does not merit issuance of a license under this chapter; the
written finding will address the basis for this determination. AS 43.90.180(b).

•

Upon receipt by the legislative presiding leaders of the determination to issue a license,
the legislature has 60 days to pass legislation approving issuance of the license as
proposed. AS 43.90.190(b).

•

Issue the AGIA license as soon as practicable after the effective date of the legislation
approving issuance of the license. AS 43.90.190(b).

•

May request new applications for a license under AS 43.90.120 if the legislature fails to
approve the issuance of the license put forward by the commissioners. AS
43.90.190(d)(2).

C. AGIA Implementation
1. Request for Applications (RFA)
On July 2, 2007 following enactment of AGIA, the commissioners of revenue and natural
resources published a Request for Applications (RFA). Through the RFA, the commissioners
set out the details that a potential project applicant would be required to provide to show that its
project is viable and merits issuance of the AGIA license.
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2. Completeness Review
AGIA requires that, before an application can be evaluated to determine whether the project
would sufficiently maximize the benefits to the people of Alaska to merit issuance of a license
under AGIA, the commissioners of revenue and natural must first review the application to
determine whether it is consistent with the terms of the RFA and meets the state’s requirements
listed under AS 43.90.130. AS 43.90.140. This is referred to as the “completeness review.”
Five applications were submitted by the November 30, 2007 deadline for receipt of applications.
Following an extensive review, the application submitted by the TransCanada Alaska Company,
LLC/Foothills Pipelines, Ltd. (“TC Alaska”) was the only one found to be complete and eligible
for further evaluation.

a. Completeness Review – Decision-making Process
To facilitate the review of the applications for completeness, a checklist of all the mandatory
aspects of AGIA and the RFA was compiled. The state’s advisors, consultants and employees
reviewed each application with specific attention to their individual areas of expertise. Review
teams were formed to focus on the legal, commercial, technical, and financial aspects of each
application. Each team reviewed each application with respect to specific requirements of AGIA
and the RFA. An evaluation of the technical merits of the applications was not conducted as
part of the completeness review.
The completeness review process included the following:
1. A preliminary review of the application documents against the twenty statutory
commitments of AS 43.90.130. After this review, deficiencies were noted and
clarification requests sent to the applicant.
2. A detailed evaluation of the remaining 187 commitments contained in the RFA. After
this review, deficiencies were noted and clarification requests sent to the applicant.
3. Finalization of the details required for a thorough evaluation of the proposed project.
Applicants were given five (5) days to respond to the request for clarification letters.
If an application was found to be deficient in presenting thorough discussions and sufficient data
for the twenty statutory requirements, the review was suspended until sufficient clarification was
provided by the applicant to justify continued analysis of application. Applications that
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addressed the statutory requirements were then evaluated for the commitments required under
AGIA and the RFA. Subsequent to the initial completeness review, all applicants were sent
letters requesting clarification or data to aid in determining if the applications were complete.
If a response to the statutory requirements provided sufficient clarification, additional review was
conducted to determine consistency with the RFA and AGIA requirements. A second letter for
clarification was submitted if the renewed evaluation did not result in a determination of
completeness. Failure to submit the necessary information at any point in the process resulted
in an incomplete application determination. AS 43.90.140(c).
Figure1-1:

Application Review Process
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b. Summary of applications received
The five companies that applied under AGIA to develop and build a natural gas pipeline to
transport North Slope gas to market were:
•

AEnergia, LCC

•

Alaska Gasline Port Authority (AGPA)

•

Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (ANGDA)

•

Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. (LSCC)

•

TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC/Foothills Pipelines, Ltd. (TC Alaska)

AEnergia
Project Summary
AEnergia LLC is a small company that proposed an overland pipeline into Canada. In their
application, AEnergia described how they would work to generate partners with the North Slope
producers and the state to move the pipeline ahead – that they would be a catalyst to drive the
consortium together. They proposed a pipeline to the Canadian border, intending to rely on
some other entity to construct the pipeline the rest of the way.
Completeness Determination
The commissioners’ initial completeness letter to AEnergia was dated December 12, 2007 and
included a detailed listing of requests for additional clarifying information as required by AGIA
(Rutherford, M., 2007). AEnergia responded to the commissioners’ letter December 19, 2007
(Burkhard, W. & Taber, A., 2007). On January 4, 2008 (Galvin & Irwin, 2008), the
commissioners rejected AEnergia’s application as incomplete because:
•

it failed to propose a project that transports gas to a “market” as required;

•

it lacked the required thorough description of the proposed route of the pipeline and also
failed to provide a description of the necessary facilities to transport gas to a concrete
market;

•

it lacked a description of the plan to obtain the necessary rights of way and
authorizations in Canada;
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•

the application failed to provide terms to encourage future exploration and development
of gas resources in the state;

•

if an application proposes construction of a gas treatment plant (GTP), it had to contain a
corresponding commitment to apply to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) – the AEnergia application did not; and

•

the commissioners found that the applicant failed to demonstrate the ability to financially
perform the activities required for a project the size and complexity as required by AGIA.

Alaska Gasline Port Authority
Project Summary
The Alaska Gasline Port Authority (AGPA) was formed by the municipalities of the North Slope
Borough, the Fairbanks North Star Borough and City of Valdez in 1999. The AGPA proposed a
liquefied natural gas (LNG) project that would transport gas to Valdez where it would be
processed and shipped to markets worldwide.
Completeness Determination
The commissioners’ initial completeness letter to AGPA was dated December 11, 2007 and
included a detailed listing of requests for additional clarifying information as required by AGIA
(Rutherford, M., 2007). AGPA submitted a response on December 21, 2007 (AGPA, 2007). On
January 4, 2008 (Galvin & Irwin, 2008), the commissioners rejected AGPA’s application as
incomplete because:
•

the new information submitted on December 18 contained information that would
materially change the conditions of the initial application;

•

the application failed to provide a thorough description of the proposed natural gas
pipeline project for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to market;

•

it failed to provide the required technical viability analysis, the Project Development Plan,
Project Execution Plan, and a comprehensive capital cost management plan;

•

it failed to provide pipeline tariff terms for proposed shippers; and
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•

the commissioners found that the application failed to demonstrate the readiness,
financial resources, and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the
application.

On January 10, 2008, AGPA requested reconsideration of the commissioners’ decision finding
their application incomplete. The request was carefully considered but was ultimately denied on
January 30, 2008.
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
Project Summary
The Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (ANGDA) is a public corporation of the State of
Alaska created by voter initiative in 2002. ANGDA proposed a spur-line to Southcentral Alaska
that would connect to an overland route to Canada at Delta; or, if there was an LNG project, it
would connect at Glennallen and bring gas into the Southcentral region.
Completeness Determination
The commissioners’ initial completeness letter to ANGDA was dated December 12, 2007
(Rutherford, M., 2007) and included a detailed listing of requests for additional clarifying
information as required by AGIA. ANGDA submitted a response on December 19, 2007
(Heinze, H., 2007). On January 4, 2008 (Galvin & Irwin, 2008), the commissioners rejected
ANGDA’s application as incomplete because:
•

it failed to provide a thorough description of the proposed natural gas pipeline project for
transporting natural gas from the North Slope to market; and

•

ANGDA’s proposed Gas Spur Line did not meet the AGIA requirements because it did
not propose a project that would receive gas from the North Slope and deliver it to
market; the Spur Line described in the application would only be an interconnection point
with a currently unspecified and non-existent pipeline that would be independently
developed by another company.

Little Susitna Construction Company
Project Summary
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The Little Susitna Construction Company (LSCC) is an Alaskan company that teamed up with
Chinese Sinopec, and various subsidiaries of Sinopec. Their application was for a large
capacity LNG project where most of the gas would be sold to China. The pipeline project would
be an integrated system where the gas would be purchased at the wellhead on the North Slope
and would be owned by Sinopec as it went through the pipeline and to China.
Completeness Determination
The commissioners’ initial completeness letter to LSCC was dated December 12, 2007 and
included a detailed listing of requests for additional clarifying information as required by AGIA
(Rutherford, M., 2007). LSCC submitted a response on December 18, 2007 (Lee, D., 2007). On
January 4, 2008 (Galvin & Irwin, 2008), the commissioners rejected LSCC’s application as
incomplete because:
•

the application unilaterally imposed numerous “Required Terms and Conditions” not
authorized by AGIA or the RFA;

•

it required final approval of the contract by the People’s Republic of China;

•

it failed to describe access to tariff terms;

•

it failed to commit to a capital structure for rate-making that consisted of not less than 70
percent debt;

•

it failed to demonstrate the readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to
perform the activities specified in the application; and

•

it failed to propose an open access pipeline.

On February 1, 2008, LSCC requested reconsideration of the commissioners’ decision finding
their application incomplete. Following careful consideration, the request was denied on
February 11, 2008.
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TransCanada Alaska
Project Summary
TransCanada Alaska Company, LCC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (TC Alaska) proposed
project is summarized in Section 3 of the findings.
Completeness Determination
The commissioners’ initial completeness letter to TC Alaska was dated December 11, 2007 and
included a detailed listing of requests for additional clarifying information as required by AGIA
(Rutherford, M. 2007). TC Alaska submitted a response on December 14, 2007 (Palmer, T.,
2007). DNR sent subsequent letters of clarification dated January 15, 2008 and January 16,
2008 (Rutz, C., 2007). The first letter requested additional information on the specific cost
differences for a number of proposed pipeline sections in the application. The second letter
required explanation of financial obligations with a previous partner (the Alaska Northwest
Natural Gas Transportation Company) of approximately $8.9 billion.
On January 4, 2008, the commissioners determined the TC Alaska application complete
pursuant to AGIA (Galvin & Irwin, 2008). Clarifying information submitted by TC Alaska
satisfied all the mandatory requirements in the statute and the application was eligible for
further evaluation to determine whether the project would sufficiently maximize the benefits to
the people of Alaska to merit issuance of a license under AGIA.

c. TC Alaska – Completeness Determination
Following issuance of the completeness determination for TC Alaska’s application, several
issues were raised regarding the determination. None of the issues warrant reconsideration of
or changes to the determination that TC Alaska’s application is complete. The following
describes the issues raised and the state’s response.
TC Alaska’s Application was not Conditional
Issue Raised: TC Alaska’s application was not complete because it asks for conditions,
including federal loan guarantees, government participation as a bridge shipper and fiscal
certainty.
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Response: While TC Alaska’s application presents different options, their application is not
conditioned on those options. The TC Alaska application does not place any conditions or
contingencies on their commitments.
Bridge Shipper. TC Alaska’s application suggested the “bridge shipper” concept as a means of
allowing the project to go forward even if the Major North Slope Producers refuse to participate
in an open season; TC Alaska did not make its commitments to fulfill any of AGIA’s
requirements conditional on either the state’s or U.S. Government’s agreement to or
participation in the bridge shipper concept. Rather, it suggests (but does not require) a bridge
shipper alternative as a means of obtaining financing for the gas pipeline project, and allowing
the project to go forward even if the Major North Slope Producers refuse to participate in an
open season for the project’s capacity. TC Alaska proposes to work with the state to persuade
the U.S. government to assume some or all of the project’s initial risk by acting as a bridge
shipper. According to TC Alaska, this would encourage explorers to develop new Alaska gas
supplies and commit those supplies to the project. This, in turn, would create momentum that
would encourage the Major North Slope Producers to commit to capacity in the pipeline. Once
the capacity of the pipeline is supported by commitments to capacity, the U.S. government’s
bridge shipper obligations would terminate.
For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see “Response to Mischaracterization of
TransCanada Application as Conditional” posted on the Governor’s AGIA Web site at
http://www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia
Federal Loan Guarantees. TC Alaska does not condition its commitments to go forward with
the project on the receipt of federal loan guarantees provided by the Alaska Natural Gas
Pipeline Act enacted by the U.S. Congress in 2004. TC Alaska proposes (but does not require)
that the state and TC Alaska work together to convince the federal government to allow TC
Alaska to use federal loan guarantees for capital cost overruns. TC Alaska's concept, as
described at Page 2.2-71 of the Application, is to fund cost overruns with debt that is subject to
the loan guarantees. TC Alaska would recover the debt costs associated with overruns via a
surcharge to otherwise applicable rates. TC Alaska would allow negotiated rate shippers to
elect a mechanism by which collection of the surcharge would be deferred during periods when
gas prices are inadequate to provide a pre-determined threshold netback (Application at §
2.2.3.11). While the state may ask TC Alaska to clarify its concept in the future, TC Alaska has
not conditioned its commitments under AGIA on obtaining the federal loan guarantees, or on
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either the state or U.S. government approving TC Alaska’s concept of how to use the loan
guarantees. TC Alaska describes its loan guarantee concept as an “option” (see Page 16 of the
Application Executive Summary), that it “proposes” but does not require as a condition to
fulfilling the commitments in its Application (see pages 2.2-53 and 2.2-71 of the Application).
TC Alaska does not make its commitments to file for a FERC certificate or fulfill any of AGIA’s
other requirements conditional on any condition or contingency, including the loan guarantee
concept. Instead, TC Alaska commits, repeatedly and unconditionally, to file for a FERC
certificate as required by AGIA.
Fiscal Certainty. TC Alaska’s application suggested that the state engage “with the ANS
Producers to reach agreement on … a predictable upstream fiscal regime.” This is a
suggestion, not a condition – that is, the upstream fiscal regime is an issue that TC Alaska
hopes the state will explore if necessary, but is not a condition to TC Alaska’s application or the
commitments made under AGIA.
Other “conditions:”
Credit support. TC Alaska has not agreed to proceed to the execution phase of the project if it
lacks credit support. This is consistent with AGIA, as AGIA does not require a licensee to
sanction or build the pipeline if it lacks credit support. AS 43.90.200(c) and (d). There are
provisions in AGIA to protect the state’s interest should the project not be sanctioned due to a
lack of credit support – the state could obtain all information acquired by the licensee during the
license term with the state’s payment to the licensee of the net amount of expenditures incurred
and paid by the licensee for qualified expenditures.
Actions by the state. TC Alaska’s application recommends the state take various actions, and
offers several suggestions of things the state could do to enhance the prospects that the open
season and the project will succeed. TC Alaska does not make its AGIA commitments
conditional or contingent on the state agreeing to these suggestions.
Prior engineering designs and permits. TC Alaska’s application states that assets developed by
TC Alaska prior to the date of the license award would remain the property of TC Alaska. This
is consistent with AGIA in that, if the project is abandoned, AGIA only requires the licensee to
transfer to the state all engineering designs, contracts, permits and other data related to the
project that are acquired by the licensee “during the term of the license.” AS 43.90.240(e).
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AGIA does not require the transfer of data acquired by the licensee prior to the date of the
license award.
“Catch-all contingency.” TC Alaska’s application says that obstacles could arise that would
require TC Alaska, the state and other others to explore alternative pathways to a successful
project. This language does not make any AGIA commitments contingent or conditional on
concessions or other actions by the state.
TC Alaska’s Debt/Equity Structure is Consistent with AGIA and the RFA
Issue Raised: TC Alaska’s application is not consistent with AGIA because, while it meets the
requirement to propose a 70/30 percent debt-to-equity ratio for the initial pipeline project, it
contemplates a 60/40 percent debt to equity ratio for late capacity expansions to the project.
Response: AGIA does not require a 70/30 percent debt-to-equity ratio for pipeline expansions;
the requirement only applies to the rates for the initial project.
AGIA requires, for ratemaking purposes, the use of a 70/30 debt-to-equity structure for the
project proposed in the application. (AS 43.90.130(10). However, for the required commitment
to expand the pipeline, AGIA requires the applicant to commit to “roll-in” the expansion costs to
existing rates, but does not require any particular debt-to-equity ratio for the expansions. AS
43.90.130(7).
In addition, the RFA provided that an “[a]pplicant may commit to propose and support a capital
structure for expansion facilities that consist of less than 70 percent debt.” RFA Sec. 2.2.3.5.
Consequently, TC Alaska’s plan to use a 60/40 debt-to-equity ratio for expansions was
permitted.
TC Alaska’s Application’s conditions precedent are consistent with AGIA
Issue Raised: Various “conditions precedent” in TC Alaska’s application violate requirements
of AGIA and the RFA.
Response: In its AGIA license application, TC Alaska states as part of their “Precedent
Agreements” subsection that commencement of construction is subject to certain conditions
precedent, including receipt of final authorizations to proceed with construction that contain
transportation terms and conditions that are acceptable to TC Alaska, and the securing of rights-
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of-way, easements, accesses and major permits that are “in form and substance” acceptable to
TC Alaska. TC Alaska also states that if these conditions are not met within six months after
FERC certificate issuance (or refusal to grant the certificate or the Leave to Proceed), TC
Alaska has the option as to whether to proceed with the project.
Under the RFA, applicants are directed to discuss the material terms of any “precedent
agreements” it plans to offer shippers, including “the terms and conditions upon which Applicant
will agree to construct facilities” and the applicant’s termination rights. TC Alaska fulfilled the
requirements of the RFA by specifying the conditions under which they will agree to construct
facilities and describing their termination rights (i.e., conditions for sanctioning or abandoning
the project). While TC Alaska may decide not to proceed with construction based on the
acceptability of the regulatory approvals as described under the Precedent Agreement
subsection, if they have sufficient credit support and fail to sanction, they may be found in
violation of the license and the state will be entitled to various remedies. Other than credit
support, AGIA does not specify or preclude the factors a licensee might consider in deciding
whether or not to sanction the project. AS 43.90.200.
Taken in context, the conditions precedent to commencement of construction are not factors
until after TC Alaska has met all AGIA requirements leading to project sanction, including
conducting a binding open season and applying for and accepting a FERC certificate of public
convenience and necessity to authorize the construction of the proposed project. As such, the
conditions do not violate any provisions of the law.

3. Public notice and review of completed applications
The commissioners provided notice and a 60-day public comment period for the complete
application as required by AGIA. Pursuant to AS 43.90.160, the Commissioners published
notice on January 4, 2008, inviting public comment on TC Alaska’s application to build a natural
gas pipeline under the terms of AGIA. The 60-day public comment period ended March 6,
2008. To facilitate the public comment process, notice was published in newspapers across the
state and posted on the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Public Information Center
Web site at www.dnr.state.ak.us/pic/pubnotfrm.htm and the AGIA Web site maintained by the
Division of Oil and Gas at www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/. More than 300 comments were
received.
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All five applications submitted under AGIA were available to the public at the online site
www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia. Hard copies of the five applications were made publically
available at all ADNR Public Information Centers. In addition, hard copies of the complete
application submitted by TC Alaska were made available to the public at each of the state’s 22
Legislative Information Offices.
The commissioners held 20 public “town hall” informational meetings in communities around the
state to explain the ongoing efforts to facilitate construction of a natural gas pipeline to transport
Alaska’s North Slope natural gas to market. The town hall meetings, announced in advance
through public notices published in local newspapers and posted on state Web sites, provided
informational presentations by members of the state’s AGIA gas pipeline team to update the
public on efforts to advance a gas pipeline project under AGIA. Town hall meetings were held
in Palmer, Anchorage, Sitka, Kotzebue, McGrath, Ketchikan, Nome, Bethel, Juneau, Delta
Junction, Kenai, Barrow, Dillingham, Fairbanks, Kodiak, Glennallen, Tok, and Valdez.
Throughout the AGIA application and evaluation process, beginning with the Request for
Applications, which was posted on July 2, 2007, the Governor’s Office and the Division of Oil
and Gas have posted information, announcements and information updates at two state Web
site locations: www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/ and www.gov.state.ak.us/agia/.
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COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST
DATE: 1/4/2008
APPLICANT: ÆNERGIA, LLC (ÆNERGIA)

Statute

Proposal
RFA Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

43.90.130 (1)

N/A

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130 (2)

Pg 14-16
(TEC) Pg
14 (LEG)

NO

NO (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*
YES

Fails to propose a project that
transports gas "to market".
Minimal clarification provided in
DR letter, at pp.2-4. Applicant
feels design information as
originally submitted is sufficient
until "partnering and Front End
Engineering Design (FEED) are
complete".

P.14 very general terms in initial
application.
Response to clarification request
answer 1(a) states it is
unwilling/unwise to provide more
detail at this time. Essentially
restates project summary in
original application.

• Minimal details
• No description of Canadian
facilities
• Clarification response
inadequate

NO

• One sentence description of
Canadian route
• Clarification response
inadequate

NO

Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(iii) states existing
application and description is
sufficient.
Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(iv) refers to answer in
1(a) – i.e. original application is
sufficient.
Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(v) based on Front End
Engineering Design (FEED) and
negotiations with partners. No
additional detail provided.

(A)

Pg 14-15
(TEC)
(LEG)

NO

NO (LEG)

Response to clarification request
does not clarify question/issue or
add additional information.
P.14; broad description only, does
commit to follow TAPS and Alcan
Highway; no detail of intermittent
delivery points.
Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(i) states that
ÆNERGIA does not have the
capability to deal with the Canadian
portion. Project is based on
bringing in a Canadian partner.

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for Ænergia on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Proposal
RFA Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Essentially restates route and
Canadian issues from original
application.

(B)

Pg 14-15
(TEC) Pg A
14 (LEG)

Maybe/No

MAYBE (LEG)

Defer to technical team.

Response does not clarify
question/issue or add additional
information.
P.14 receipt points refer to “North
Slope”; in-state and Canadian
delivery points are ambiguous.
Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(vi) defines receipt
point at Gas Treatment Plant
(GTP). Delivery points not
addressed.

• No details of delivery points
• Primary delivery point
appears to be the Canadian
border
• Clarification response
inadequate

NO

• The technical viability is
described in very general
terms. The applicant has
stated that until FEED is
completed details would be
inaccurate.
• 2.10.1 is not a technical
reference.
• Clarification response
inadequate.

NO

• The work plan and timeline
are very limited in content.
Carbon emissions are noted in
2.10.2 pg 34.

NO

Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(vii) no delivery points
defined other than communities in
Alaska and the Port Authority and
ANGDA projects.

(C)

Pg 33-34,
19-21
(TEC)
(LEG) plus
DR Pg 6

No/Maybe

MAYBE (LEG)

Defer to other teams for
economic and technical viability
analysis. No discussion of
pipeline access and tariff terms.
All to be determined at a later
date.

Response to clarification request
does not clarify question/issue or
add additional information.
P.20-21; insert p.37a,b; Very high
level, primarily qualitative.
Response to clarification request
answer 2(a) states application
sufficient for Alaska. Canadian – to
be defined based on partnership.
No detail provided.
Response to clarification request
answer 9 states that economic
analysis is “not knowable until…..”
Includes description of model
estimates and how calculated.

(D)

Pg 16-32
(TEC)
Pg 18-24
(COM) Pg

MAYBE

MAYBE (LEG)

Response to clarification request
does not clarify question/issue or
add additional information.
Page 18-24 very broad. Essentially
restates project summary in
original application.
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Statute

(D) (i)

Proposal
RFA Ref.
A 16,
28-29,
33-34
(LEG)
Pg 23-24
(TEC) DR
Pg 2-6; Pg
A 14, 23,
24 (LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

NO

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

NO (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Applicant does not have its own
plan to obtain necessary
Canadian authorizations, other
than to hope that someone else
does it.

Commissioner's
Decision*

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Response to clarification request
does not clarify question/issue or
add additional information.

• Clarification response
inadequate.

P.23, answer is superficial and
recognizes no details related to
Canadian segment

• The “thorough description” is
not provided for Canada.
There are no details about
their plan to obtain
rights-of-way in Canada.
• Clarification response
inadequate.

NO

LNG facilities not proposed.
Not Applicable

NA

Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(i) states that
ÆNERGIA does not have the
capability to deal with the Canadian
portion. Project is based on
bringing in a Canadian partner.
Essentially restates route and
Canadian issues from original
application.
Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(vii) no delivery points
defined other than communities in
Alaska and the Port Authority and
ANGDA projects.
Response to clarification request
answer 2(a) states application
sufficient for Alaska. Canadian – to
be defined based on partnership.
No detail provided.

(D) (ii)

N/A

N/A (LEG)

Not Applicable

Response to clarification request
does not clarify question/issue or
add additional information.
P.15 and 23; Expresses willingness
to accommodate interconnects for
spur line to Valdez or other for LNG
purposes.
Response to clarification request
includes discussion/willingness to
interconnect with the Port Authority
and ANGDA projects. Not
Applicable.

43.90.130 (3)
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Statute
(A)

Proposal
RFA Ref.
Pg 18-23,
24 (TEC) A
20, 24; DR
6 (LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

YES

MAYBE (LEG)

(B)

Pg 24
(TEC) plus
DR 6 (LEG)

YES/Clarify

YES (LEG)

(C)

Pg 24
(TEC) A24,
DR 6
(LEG)

YES/Clarify

YES (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Commissioner's
Decision*

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Date certain for conclusion of
open season is Jan. 1, 2011.
But unclear whether non-major
producers will have equal/open
access to capacity in
accordance with FERC rules
(see p. A-20).
No date certain provided
although p. 24 states that "the
dates certain are consistent
with the project schedules."
May need to seek further
clarification.
No date certain provided
although p. 24 states that "the
dates certain are consistent
with the project schedules."
May need to seek further
clarification.

P.24, agrees without elaboration

• Commits to language from
RFA.
• Indicates open season
consistent with 36 months in
2.6 Project Schedule pg 29.
• Provided date certain.

Unclear

• Commits to language from
RFA.
• Not specifically noted in
schedule.
• No description other than
RFA language.
• Commits to language from
RFA.
• Not specifically noted in
schedule.
• No description other than
RFA language.

YES

Response to clarification request
answer 3: Jan 1, 2011.
Additional information provided to
answer question.
P.24, agrees without elaboration

P.24, agrees without elaboration
Response to clarification request
answer to 2(b) and 2(c) provide
additional discussion and
recognition of FERC’s role to
regulate a pipeline into Canada.
Discusses potential inconsistency
with FERC policy for transfer of
pipeline capacity – leaves issue
open by stating that “must be
compliant with FERC regulation”.

YES

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue without additional
information.
43.90.130 (4)

(A)

(B)

43.90.130 (5)

Pg 24
(TEC) A 24,
DR 6 (LEG)

YES

Pg 24
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

Pg. 26
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

P.24, agrees without elaboration

YES (LEG)

In general, response to clarification
request focused on FERC
regulation.
P.24, agrees without elaboration

YES (LEG)

No date certain provided
although p. 24 states that "the
dates certain are consistent
with the project schedules."
May need to seek further
clarification.

• Commits to language from
RFA.
• No description other than
RFA language.

YES

• Commits to language from
RFA.

YES

In general, response to clarification
request focused on FERC’s
regulation.
P.26, agrees without elaboration

YES

In general, response to clarification
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Statute

43.90.130 (6)

43.90.130 (7)
(A)

(B)

Proposal
RFA Ref.

Pg 26-27
(TEC) A 27
(LEG)

Pg 27
(COM)
(LEG)

Pg 27
(COM)
(LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

YES

YES

YES/Clarify

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

MAYBE (LEG)

YES (LEG)

YES (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Issue of access to expansion.
See p. 21. Apparently, only
producers have rights, or
priority, to expansion capacity.

Commercial (COM)
request focused on FERC
regulation.
P.27; subject to definition of
reasonable.
No discussion/clarification provided
in Response to clarification
request.
P. 27; Response answer to 10
restates original application
discussion. Adds statement that
$0 net present value target. Final
results based on open season
outcomes.

Technical (TEC)

• Commits to language from
RFA.
• No description other than
RFA language.

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue without additional
information.
P.27; Applicant commits “to
support rates that will bear the
same percentage change to all
rates consistent with
AS43.90.130(7)”.

Commissioner's
Decision*

NO

YES

YES

Response to clarification request
answer to 10 restates original
application discussion. Adds
statement that $0 net present value
target. Final results based on open
season outcomes.

(C)

Pg 27
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue without additional
information.
P. 27 Applicant commits “to
support rates that will bear the
same percentage change to all
rates consistent with
AS43.90.130(7)”.

YES

Response to clarification request
answer to 10 restates original
application discussion. Adds
statement that $0 net present value
target. Final results based on open
season outcomes.
* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for Ænergia on December 31, 2007
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Statute

(D)

Proposal
RFA Ref.

Pg 27
(COM)
(LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

YES

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue without additional
information.
P.27; Applicant commits “to
support rates that will bear the
same percentage change to all
rates consistent with
AS43.90.130(7)”.

YES (LEG)

Commissioner's
Decision*

YES

Response to clarification request
answer to 10 restates original
application discussion. Adds
statement that $0 net present value
target. Final results based on open
season outcomes.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue without additional
information.
(E)

A 27 (LEG)

No Comments

YES (LEG)

43.90.130 (8)

Pg 23
(TEC)
Pg 15
(COM) 15,
23 (LEG)

NO

NO (LEG)

Pg. 34-35
(COM) A
34-35, DR
11 (LEG)

YES/Clarify

43.90.130 (9)

YES (LEG)

YES

Commits to construction and
inclusion in project but makes
no commitment for seeking
certification from any agency.

P.15; Response is very general;
answer is shorter than question.

• No description of units or
details of GTP.
• Clarification inadequate.

No discussion/clarification provided
in Response to clarification
request.
P.34 and 35; applicant seeks 50%
reimbursement of its estimated
$600,000,000 investment through
FERC certification; $100mm per
year, total $300mm

NO

YES

Response to clarification request
answer to question 11 clarifies %
reimbursement. Does not state
specifically the amount required.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue with additional
information.
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Statute
43.90.130
(10)

43.90.130
(11)

43.90.130
(12)

Proposal
RFA Ref.
Pg.
21(COM)
(LEG)

Pg 21, 23
(TEC) A 23
(LEG)

Pg 14-15,
22 (TEC) A
22 (LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

MAYBE

MAYBE (LEG)

YES

YES

YES (LEG)

YES (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Applicant committed to use
70/30 "in initial design". AGIA
intended this commitment to be
for the life of the project.

P.21 commits to 70% debt with no
specifics;
No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.23; through an alignment of
ownership and incentives (i.e.
nobody benefits or shoulders
undue risks of cost overruns).
No discussion/clarification provided
in response.
P.22, To be determined upon
completion of FEED
Response to clarification request
answer 1(b)(vii) no delivery points
defined other than communities in
Alaska and the Port Authority and
ANGDA projects.

43.90.130
(13) (A)

(B)

43.90.130
(14)

43.90.130
(15) (A)

(B)

(C)

Pg. 22
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

Pg. 22
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

Pg 25
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

Pg 25
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

Pg 25
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

Pg 25
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*
Unclear

• States all cost overruns to be
borne by Capital Partner.
• No details provided.

YES

• Commits to language from
RFA.
• No description other than
RFA language.

YES

YES (LEG)

Response to clarification request
does not clarify question/issue or
add additional information.
P.22, without specifics

YES

YES (LEG)

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.22, without specifics

YES

YES (LEG)

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.25 for all phases

Clear in Reference Document.

YES

YES (LEG)

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.25, commitment is without detail

Clear in Reference Document.

YES

YES (LEG)

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.25, commitment is without detail

Clear in Reference Document.

YES

YES (LEG)

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.25, commitment is without detail

Clear in Reference Document.

YES

No discussion/clarification provided
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Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Pg 25
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

43.90.130
(16)

A 46 (LEG)

43.90.130
(17)

Statute

(D)

43.90.130
(18)

43.90.130
(19)

43.90.130
(20)

43.90.130

Proposal
RFA Ref.

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

YES (LEG)

in response to clarification request.
P.25, commitment is without detail

Clear in Reference Document.

YES

YES (LEG)

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request
Legal Matter

Pg 25
(TEC)
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

P.25, commitment is without detail

Pg. 22
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

Pg 31
(TEC)
Pg 8-12
(COM) A
5-8, 31, 32;
DR 7 (LEG)

Pg 32
(TEC) A 7,
32, DR 7-8
(LEG)

MAYBE

NO

Legal (LEG)

MAYBE (LEG)

NO (LEG)

Applicant states it should be
"looked through" to capital
partners and as such provides
no data on itself. In its data
response, Applicant states it
has no written commitments
with any entities.

Applicant admits (at A-7) that
the producers will be the
"primary source of cash
investment". Highly
speculative.

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P. 8-12 Response to clarification
request 4 through 7 outlines that
ÆNERGIA does not have the
capability w/o partners. There are
no additional partners at this point
in the application process.
Response states that partnering
will occur after license issue to
ÆNERGIA.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification of
question/issue with additional
information.
No concrete information provided.
Response to clarification request 4
through 7 outlines that ÆNERGIA
does not have the capability w/o
partners. There are no additional
partners named at this point in the
application process. Response
states that partnering will occur
after license issue to ÆNERGIA.
Credibility to the ÆNERGIA team
occurs when a license is issued to
ÆNERGIA.

YES

YES

Clear in Reference Document.

No discussion/clarification provided
in response to clarification request.
P.22 pro-rata reduction in debt and
equity components

YES (LEG)

Commissioner's
Decision*

YES

YES

Proposed construction and
operation entity not clearly
identified.
• Clarification inadequate.

YES

• Applicant fails to demonstrate
any direct experience or
resources to execute a project
of this size and complexity.
• Clarification inadequate.

NO

Requirement at p. A-19 that
State limit its take to 25% may
violate RFA Section 1.14. See

NO
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Statute

Proposal
RFA Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

also DR p. 8
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 4, 2007
AENERGIA LLC
Mr. William J. Burkard
3911 West Capitol Avenue
West Sacramento, CA 95691
Subject: Receipt of AGIA Application
Dear Mr. Burkard:
We are pleased to receive your application under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA") Request for Proposals ("RFA"). The initial completeness review process established
in AS 43.90.140 has commenced and will be completed as soon as possible.
As stated more fully in AS 43.90.140, the purpose of initial review is to determine whether
the application meets the requirements of AS 43.90.130 and is consistent with the terms of
the RFA. If additional information relating to your application is required to complete the
review, state personnel will contact your designated agent by electronic mail, with a copy by
postal mail. Because of the highly expedited nature of this phase of the process, we request
that you respond to requests for additional information as rapidly as possible by electronic
mail, with a paper copy by hand-delivery or postal mail. The State also anticipates it will
need to receive responses to any such requests within one week after the request is made.
However, the specific response deadline will be provided in each request for additional
information.
Chris Rutz is the state's designated contact person for this phase of the project. Any
questions you may have regarding the process should be directed to him at crutz@aidea.org
or by phone at 907-771-3015.
Thank you for your application, and your interest in facilitating construction of an Alaska
natural gas pipeline.
Sincerely,

.- ~~
Deputy Commissioner

AGIA License Office 550 West

1" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907)

771-3930

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 12,2007
William J. Burkhard
Andrew L. Tabor
Principals
AENERGIA
3911 West Capitol Ave.
W. Sacramento, CA 95691
Dear Messrs. Burkhard and Tabor:
The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources of the State of Alaska have received the Application
filed on November 30,2007, by AENERGIA, LLC ("AENERGIA") in response to the Request for Applications
("RF A") for a license under the Alaska Gasline Inducements Act ("AGIA").
Under AS 43.90.140(b) and Section 1.13.10 of the RFA, the Commissioners request that AENERGIA provide
the additional clarifying information addressed in the attachment to this letter.

AENERGIA must submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind AENERGIA, at the address below by 5:00PM ASTon December 19,2007.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 71h Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage,AJC 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930
Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered to the
address above. We recommend that you contact Mr. Chris Rutz at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of
the information or if you have other questions concerning delivery of the requested information.

SiH, "'

-~
~~~-========~\

~ Marty Rutherford, Deputy Commissioner
Alaska Department of Natural Resources

AGIA License Office 550 West

ih Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Request for Additional Clarifying Information, AS 43.90.140(b)
Confidentiality:

Applicant may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in
response to this request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in
RFA Section 1.13.6, Applicant must mark each page containing information that it
requests to be kept confidential, include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade
Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential summary for each
section for which the Applicant seeks confidentiality (AS 43.90.160).
Requests:
1.

RF A Section 2 requires the Applicant to present its proposed natural gas

pipeline project and related facilities for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to
market. The Application appears to identify various alternative designs for the proposed
project, including different pipe diameters (4 foot and 4.5 foot) and different pipe
strengths (X-80 and X-100).
a.

Please clearly identify and provide a detailed description of the

primary design of the project proposed by the Application.
b.

Please identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the

Application that contain the following information regarding the primary project
described in (a) above, and provide a detailed explanation of how the data relates
to the primary project design.
1.

Pursuant to RF A Section 2.1.1, please provide a detailed

description of any new pipeline facilities in Canada that Applicant would

AGIA License Office 550 West

1" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

build or cause to have built in conjunction with the pipeline design
described in your response to No. 1(a) above.
n.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.1.1, please clarify Application

Section 2.1 by providing a detailed description of all existing Canadian
facilities with which Applicant plans to interconnect.
111.

As required by Section 2 of the RFA, please identify what

Section of the Application contains a description of a "natural gas pipeline
project and related facilities for transporting natural gas from the North
Slope to market."
IV.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.1.1, please clarify the diameter

and wall thickness of the Applicant's primary proposed pipeline design as
described in your response to No. 1(a) above.
v.

Consistent with RFA Section 2.1.1, please provide a

detailed description of the number, location, and fuel use of the pipeline
compressor stations anticipated by the primary proposed project described
in your response to No. l(a) above.
v1.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.1.1, please provide a detailed

description of all proposed locations of the project receipt points.
vu.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.1.1, please provide a detailed

description of the expected location and capacity of the final delivery
points for the proposed project as described in No. 1, above, including
major markets that would be served by Applicant's proposed project.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

vm.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.1.4, please provide a detailed

description of the location, capacity and capabilities of any NGL plant that
Applicant proposes to own or construct. Alternatively, please provide a
detailed description of the proposal for removal of NGLs, including an
estimate of the costs for NGL extraction, NGL values at the point or
extraction, and identify any third parties that you envision will provide
NGL processing services.
2.

RFA Sections 2.2.3.4, 2.2.3.5, 2.2.3.6 and 2.2.3.7, pursuant to AS

43.90.130(2)(C), require the Applicant to describe all proposed services and general tariff
terms, as well as a good faith estimate of recourse rates, that the applicant proposes to
offer, or anticipates that third parties will offer.
a.

Please identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the

Application containing the Applicant's proposed pipeline access and tariff terms,
and provide a detailed explanation of how the terms relate to the primary project
described in response to No. 1, above, for:

b.

1.

The Alaska portion of the project

n.

The Canadian portion of the project

m.

The gas treatment plant

tv.

NGL removal and processing

With regard to the statement in Application Section 2.2.3.6 that

"there should be no need for negotiated or recourse rates", please explain the
Applicant's plan to obtain FERC approval of that aspect of the proposal.

AGfA License Office 550 West 7'11 Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

c.

Please provide a detailed explanation of the Applicant's plan to

obtain FERC approval of tariff terms under which "capacity rights are not
transferable" (App. at 20), in light of long-standing FERC policies requiring
pipeline companies to offer capacity release programs.
3.

RFA Section 2.2.3.2 requires applicants to set forth a date by which the

applicant will commit to conclude a binding open season. Please clarify the date the
Applicant has proposed for concluding a binding open season.
4.

As required by the RFA, please clarify the project development,

execution, and operation activities that the Applicant itself is proposing to perform, and
identify the Sections and Appendices of the Application containing the documentation
responsive to the request.
5.

Pursuant to RFA Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2:
a.

Please identify the Sections and Appendices of the Application

containing documentation evidencing Applicant's financial resources and
capabilities to perform the Development and Execution phases of the proposed
project.
b.

Please clarify the entities the Applicant expects to participate in the

project with the Applicant, and what each of the entities is committing to provide
to the Applicant with regard to the financial, technical and other resources
necessary to fulfill the commitments made by the Applicant in the Application.
c.

Please provide a detailed description of each entity with whom the

Applicant has a currently effective written commitment to participate in the

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

project, including the entities identified in response to 5(b) above, and provide a
copy of the written commitments.
6.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.9.2, please identify the Sections and

Appendices of the Application containing the appropriate documentation evidencing that
Applicant has or will obtain the competencies and experience required to implement to
proposed project in accordance with its Development and Execution Plan and Schedule.
7.

Pursuant to RFA Section 2.9.3, please identify the Sections and

Appendices of the Application containing the appropriate documentation evidencing that
Applicant has or will obtain the competencies and experience required to develop and
execute the project in accordance with its proposed cost estimate.
8.

Please clarify the "OSTER" share ofthe State of Alaska (discussed at page

19 of the Application), including specifically what, if any, additional obligations would
be required of the State of Alaska in connection with the Applicant's OSTER concept.
9.

With regard to RFA Section 2.1 0.1, which requires the applicant to

provide an analysis of the project's economic viability, please clarify and explain the
results and sources of assumptions for the page labeled "Cash Flow Estimate for the First
20 Years".
10.

Consistent with AS 43.90.130(7)(B), RF A Section 2.4.1.3 requires that

Applicant "shall commit to propose and support the recovery of Mainline capacity
expansion costs ... ". In the Application, Applicant states that it"... commits to propose
and support the assignment of expansion costs to all firm billing determinants, including
those related to negotiated rate contracts, and commits to propose and support rates that
will bear the same percentage change to all rates ... ". Please clarify the process

111

AGIA License Office 550 West 7 Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

proposed by Applicant to meet the rolled-in rate requirements defined in AGIA, and
identify the Sections and Appendices of the Application containing documentation
responsive to the answer.
11.

RF A Section 2.11 requires the Applicant to propose a percentage and total

amount for the State's reimbursement. On pages 34 and 35 of the Application, the
Applicant states that it proposes "a 100 percent rate reimbursement, in a total amount not
to exceed $300,000,000." However, under AS 43.90.110(a)(l)(A) and (B), the State's
reimbursements may not exceed 50 percent of the qualified expenditures incurred before
the close of the first binding open season, and 90 percent thereafter. Please clarify what
reimbursement percentage the Applicant proposes to apply (a) prior to the close of the
first binding open season and (b) thereafter.
12.

RFA Section 2.10.2 requires the applicant to provide results of its system

simulation model to demonstrate and enable the state to verify technical viability. Please
identify the Sections and Appendices of the Application that provide this information.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i 11 Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501
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December 19, 2007
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Department of Revenue
550 West ih Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention: Mr. Chris Rutz, crutz@aidea.org, Fax: (907) 771-3930, Phone: (907) 771-3015
Subject: AGIA Application - • Additional Clarifying Information
.tENERGIA, LLC

Commissioners of Natural Resources and Revenue,
We are pleased to present the following "Clarifying Information" in accordance with the December 12,
2007, letter of request by ADNR Deputy Commissioner Rutherford.
tENERGIA welcomes the opportunity to provide these clarifications because. as indicated in our original

application, we based it on an aggressively creative ("outside the box") Project Plan and understand that
this will generate questions, especially from the perspective of a traditional pipeline viewpoint. Where
more detail has been requested, we have endeavored to provide it in a satisfactory form, with sufficient
completeness.
At the same time, our intent within the clarification process is to maintain the JENERGIA paradigms of
public-private partnership, project mission and revenue.
•

Working harder on "how'' technical project issues are processed rather than estimating economic
outcomes based on transitory initial design concepts . A corollary is respecting the uniquely
Alaskan circumstances where design led by ''earth sciences" is more prudent than by "steel".

•

Seeking whatever collaboration and inclusiveness among stakeholders, ancillary project
stakeholders, consultants and construction engineers that can provide the best choices to
complete the mission rather than being concerned about corporate profitability, competitive
advantage, the exclusiveness of assignments or who receives the prestige.

•

Creating a public-private partnership where the equity issues are settled first, as simply and
clearly as possible , so a public setYice system for natural gas processing, delivery, marketing and
transmission can be built by a group of stakeholders all working in unison. We visualize great
power being released to the selected licensee to energize this process.

Our commitment is to support the spirit of the AGIA process by reducing operational details to the most
basic and clear elements possible. Again , as stated in the application, we believe that a plan that is
"simple", "transparent" and "equitable" (and has a process in place for generating creative solutions to
emergent challenges) will provide the greatest opportunity for project success. Our duty is fulfilled by
recognizing the positional authority of the State and the other stakeholders.
Respectfully submitted,
JENERGIA,

LLC

3911 West Capitol Avenue, West Sacramento, CA 95691 (907) 770-5075
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December 19, 2007
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Department of Revenue
th
550 West 7 Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention: Mr. Chris Rutz, crutz@aidea.org, Fax: (907) 771-3930, Phone: (907) 771-3015
Subject: AGIA Application - - Additional Clarifying Information
ÆNERGIA, LLC

Commissioners of Natural Resources and Revenue,
!"#$%"#&'"$(")#*+#&%"(",*#*-"#.+''+/0,1#23'$%0.40,1#5,.+%6$*0+,7#0,#$88+%)$,8"#/0*-#*-" December 12,
2007, letter of request by ADNR Deputy Commissioner Rutherford.
ÆNERGIA welcomes the opportunity to provide these clarifications because, as indicated in our original
application, we based it on an aggressively creative 92+:*(0)"#*-"#;+<7=#>%+?"8*#>'$, and understand that
this will generate questions, especially from the perspective of a traditional pipeline viewpoint. Where
more detail has been requested, we have endeavored to provide it in a satisfactory form, with sufficient
completeness.
At the same time, our intent within the clarification process is to maintain the ÆNERGIA paradigms of
public-private partnership, project mission and revenue.
!

!+%@0,1#-$%)"%#+,#2!"#$%technical project issues are processed rather than estimating economic
outcomes based on transitory initial design concepts. A corollary is respecting the uniquely
A'$(@$,#80%8:6(*$,8"(#/-"%"#)"(01,#'")#;4#2"$%*-#(80",8"(7#0(#6+%"#&%:)",*#*-$,#;4#2(*""'7B

!

Seeking whatever collaboration and inclusiveness among stakeholders, ancillary project
stakeholders, consultants and construction engineers that can provide the best choices to
complete the mission rather than being concerned about corporate profitability, competitive
advantage, the exclusiveness of assignments or who receives the prestige.

!

Creating a public-private partnership where the equity issues are settled first, as simply and
clearly as possible, so a public service system for natural gas processing, delivery, marketing and
transmission can be built by a group of stakeholders all working in unison. We visualize great
power being released to the selected licensee to energize this process.

Our commitment is to support the spirit of the AGIA process by reducing operational details to the most
basic and clear elements possible. Again, as stated in the application, we believe that a plan that is
2(06&'"7C#2*%$,(&$%",*7#$,)#2"D:0*$;'"7#9$,)#-$(#$#&%+8"((#0,#&'$8"#.+%#1","%$*0,1#8%"$*0E"#(+':*0+,(#*+#
emergent challenges) will provide the greatest opportunity for project success. Our duty is fulfilled by
recognizing the positional authority of the State and the other stakeholders.
Respectfully submitted,
ÆNERGIA, LLC

_______________________________
William J. Burkhard, Principal Partner

_______________________________
Andrew L. Taber, Principal Partner

3911 West Capitol Avenue, West Sacramento, CA 95691 (907) 770-5075
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!

PREFACE
The request for clarifications suggests a brief overview of the ÆNERGIA approach to the application. In
clarifying the approach and reasoning, the individual responses are clarified to a much greater degree.
Further clarification to each question is added where needed.
Our application represents a fundamental shift in the following paradigms:
!

from the perception that pipeline &%+?"8*(#$%"#2(*""'7#)%0E",#*+#*-e perception that a project must
;"#2"$%*-#(80",8"7#)%0E",#&%+?"8* in the unique Alaskan environment;

!

.%+6#$#2&%+):8"%F&0&"'0,"%7#)%0E",#&%+?"8*#*+#$#2G*$*"#0,):8")7#&%+?"8*H

!

from a single entity builder to a collaborative team;

!

.%+6#$#2.+%-maximum-&%+.0*7 &%+?"8*#*+#$#2&:;'08#("%E08"7#&%+?"8*H

!

from a pipeline to a transportation, distribution, marketing system;

!

from the 0,-"%",*#2power7 of a large corporate to the 2power7 of being the licensee.

In our application process, our goal is to not just talk models and paradigm shifts, but to demonstrate how
they will work.
Prior to the application deadline we did not know who would commit to building a project so we were
purposely vague in reference to partnering. We referred to using a Canadian partner or agent directly in
the application and made a 8+660*6",*#*+#2&0114-;$8@#I#+,#"<0(*0,1#%"'$*0+,(-0&(7#0,#("8*0+,#JBJBKBLKB##
We deemed it infeasible to work internationally without an international partner and we were waiting to
see if there would be a Canadian commitment of facilities and the desire to build more. We also referred
*+# &+((0;'"# M",$0# $,)# N$')"O# '0,"(# $(# 2$,80''$%4# &%+?"8*(7# 0,# ("8*0+ns 2.1.3, 2.1.5, and 2.2.3.14. The
definition of the term ancillary means either supporting (subordinate) or assisting. We intended both
meaning. We saw the need but were unwilling to commit to building those segments ourselves on behalf
of the stakeholders. Since gas flows and telescoping of pipe diameters depended on the commitments of
others, our technical commitments needed to be flexible enough to include or not include the needs of
potential partners and at the same time not irreversibly commit to their projects.
We designed an extremely flexible and responsive project directorate in the complimentary system of the
2>%+?"8*# P"<:(7# $,)# *-"# 3QQ# *"$6B# # R-"# management design accommodates the diversity of the
potential stakeholder jurisdictions as well as the complexity of the jurisdictional interrelationships, and
these both national and international.
The vision of the ÆNERGIA application is to provide the maximum benefit to Alaskans through joint efforts
+.#2$,80''$%4#&%+?"8*7#(*$@"-+')"%(# by 8+''$;+%$*0,1#0,#$#2>%+?"8*#P"<:(7B##R-%+:1-#*-"#AS5A#&%+8"((C#*-"#
critical four groups we see necessary to make a complete gas system in Alaska have stepped forward:
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (ANGDA), the Alaska Gasline Port Authority (AGPA), and
TransCanada. Each of these entities brings components and vision needed for a complete system.
ÆNERGIAT(# E0(0+,# 0s to build the Alaskan portion of the mainline and to oversee the coordination and
building of the whole system under the direction of the Project Nexus and through CMM protocols.
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!

The project needs an ÆNERGIA-type partner as the visionary for guidance and coordination and
as the constructor of the mainline and plants from North Slope to the Canadian border.

!

The project needs a TransCanada-type partner to handle the Canadian segment. TransCanada
is the apparent best partner for the Canadian segment since they have control over much of the
Canadian facilities, are experienced in navigating the Canadian regulatory system, have the
experience to complete the Canadian segment, and have some control over Alaskan right-of-way
and, perhaps most importantly, have expressed high interest.

!

The project needs ANGDA as the leader for the gasline to the Kenai Peninsula. The Kenai is the
-"$%*# +.# A'$(@$T(# &+&:'$*0+,# $,)# 6$,:.$8*:%0,1# $,)# ,"")(# $,# ",*0*4# )")08$*")# *+# ("%E0,1# *-"0%#
needs.

!

The project needs AGPA as the leader to supply gas to locals and for LNG exported through
Valdez to:
!

!
!
!

Add the west coast market through existing LNG facilities in Coos Bay and Costa Azul.
(This is in addition to the central and eastern markets primarily served by the Canadian
segment of the pipeline);
Provide competition for the tariffs of the Canadian segment as a protection against
contention for the prime portion of the revenue stream;
Provide alternate routes to keep Alaska gas flowing in case of a failure along one leg or
the other;
Potentially provide an earlier shipping date for the Alaskan gas and a source of revenue
during a critical time.

Furthermore, the United States is in a period where services to the Oil and Gas industry are fully
employed and a project of this magnitude may likely require more than the resources currently available.
Availability of human and materials resources will be a design factor considered in the FEED.
With the above in mind, the reasons for our approach should be more clear.

REQUEST 1
a. Until the partnering and FEED are complete ÆNERGIATS commitment to the design details
outlined in Section 2.1 et.al. is considered sufficient. In the ÆNERGIA application, we mention the
approximate dimensions of the pipeline being in the 4 foot to 4.5 foot range and the steel being
either X-80 or X-100 strengths. The reason for the ranges of parameters is twofold. First, the
size and the telescoping of the pipeline are subject to the gas volume agreements between
project partners and will be determined as the outcome of the in-state needs assessment and the
various investigations in the FEED. Secondly, the use of X-100 steel would be desirable due to
possible lower costs and ease of handling but its availability is highly questionable. Committing
the project to exact pipeline dimensions and parameters before the FEED was deemed unwise.
b.
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!
i.

ÆNERGIA has committed to bringing 4+ BCF from the North Slope to the lower 48
States, in part or in whole, by a pipeline through Canada. ÆNERGIA does not
have authorities within a foreign country to obligate its facilities or its people as is
would in Alaska if the AGIA license were granted. ÆNERGIA can only commit to
negotiate for the passage of North Slope gas through Canada with people who
are willing to transport the g$(# $,)# -$E"# (*$*")# *-$*# *-"4# 2/0''# ,+*# (*$,)# 0,# *-"#
/$47B
Before the application, ÆNERGIA did not have the perceived strength to open
negotiations with a Canadian partner. Once the AGIA license is issued, we are
confident that we will be able to negotiate terms.
ÆNERGIA envisions the Canadian partner(s) to work with the governments, the
people groups, and the people of Canada to complete a pipeline from the
Alaskan/Canadian border to the pre-build facilities under the original AHPP. The
pre-build facilities would need expansion and would take the gas to the AECO
hub. From there, the Canadian partner would negotiate with ÆNERGIA as to
where it would enter the United States along with gas specifications. Once at the
United States border, ÆNERGIA would build or have built the facilities needed to
connect the pipeline to one or more suitable U.S. hubs. Details will be an
outcome of the FEED and negotiations with Canadian partner(s).

ii.

In accordance with (i) above, ÆNERGIA envisions the Canadian partner to build a
new pipeline from the Alaskan/Canadian border to the pre-build facilities
constructed under the original AHPP. The pre-build facilities would need
expansion and would take the gas to the AECO hub. From there, the Canadian
partner would negotiate with ÆNERGIA as to where it would enter the United
States along with gas specifications and build a pipeline to that location.
Until the partnering and FEED are complete ÆNERGIATS commitment to the
design details outlined in Section 2.1 et.al. is considered sufficient.

iii.

Sections 2.1 through 2.1.6 are considered sufficient to describe the project until
the partnering and FEED is complete.

iv.

Please see section 1(a) of Request 1 above.

v.

The application assumes the plants would burn the natural gas mix transported in
the pipeline. The size, number and location of the compressor stations and
electricity generation facilities would be determined during the FEED and the
negotiations of the project partners.

vi.

In section 2.1, the application calls for receipt points upstream from the Gas
Treatment Plant on the North Slope. The exact location of the receipt points will
be near the well heads of wells selected during the Open Season.
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vii.

In accordance with the opening discussion, all the markets of the lower 48 states
would be available to receive the gas. The pipeline would likely deliver gas to
hubs in the central and eastern United States and the LNG exports would deliver
gas to the west coast markets.
Gas would be available to communities in Alaska adjacent to the pipeline at the
locations of the delivery points.
Through AGPA and ANGDA, if approved and built, natural gas would be
available to the railroad corridor, (including the Kenai Peninsula), Fairbanks,
Valdez, and adjacent communities.
Exact volumes of gas delivered and exact locations are dependent mainly on the
negotiations of the project partners but also on the FEED.

viii.

The locations, capacity, and capabilities of NGL plants are determined in the
FEED. The guiding principles are as follows:
!

NGLs are highly valuable and can be marketed directly or used to modify the
wobbe index and the Btu content.

!

NGLs are subcritical at the proposed operating temperature and pressure
and can condense out and pool in the pipeline reducing its capacity and
efficiency.

!

Using the Project to move NGL in sufficient quantities could render the
contents unusable for consumer applications. In such case, at delivery
points, NGL plants may be necessary to meet consumer specifications
thereby increasing the cost. Furthermore, the fractions removed from the
stream may have to be re-injected into the pipeline at upstream locations
thereby causing increased downstream costs by the need to further mitigate
for the increased condensate.

!

The thermal regime of Alaska with its permafrost is varied along the
alignment. Some areas will most likely be operated below freezing and
others above. Each reach will have its own sensitivity and mitigation issues
with NGL condensate. The restrictions in one reach may be so severe that it
renders shipping NGL infeasible.

!

Canada has previously stated that they want the ethanes from the pipeline as
part of the tariff.

In conclusion, the cost-effectiveness of shipping NGL fractions is concentration
sensitive. The balance will be struck in negotiations and during the FEED. It is
possible that shipping NGL through the Project may not be as cost-effective as
other modes of transportation which we will investigate during FEED.
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REQUEST 2
As indicated in the application, all tariffs are the cumulative sum of capitalization and O&M costs of each
upstream reach and feature. The Project will be operated at as close to a neutral cash flow as possible
without profit or loss.
a.

b.

i.

The Alaskan Portion of the Project: Sections 2.2.3.4 through Sections 2.2.3.7 are
considered sufficient to address tariffs. Capacity access is granted during Open Season
in accordance with FERC regulations.

ii.

The Canadian Portion of the Project: ÆNERGIA does not have authorities within a foreign
country to obligate its facilities or its people. Tariffs would be determined during
negotiations.

iii.

The gas treatment plant: All tariffs are the sum of capitalization and O&M costs.

iv.

NGL removal and processing: All tariffs and fees are the sum of capitalization and O&M
costs.

!"#&"%8"0E"#UVW3#*+#;"#$,#$1",84#*-$*#0(#/0''0,1#*+#/+%@#/0*-#$#2&:;'08#("%E08"7#&0&"'0,"#&%+?"8*#
*+#@""&#*-"#0,*"1%0*4#+.#*-"#2;:(0,"((#6+)"'7B##!"#;"'0"E"#UVW3#as a public regulatory agency will
work with us to accomplish the goal of a cost neutral Project and tariffs being a sum total of all
upstream costs (O&M, capitalization, etc.) of each reach and feature.
FERC may insist that we fit into an existing structure or they may be willing to modify an existing
structure to accommodate our business model. Either way we are willing to work with FERC but
our intention was to communicate that we are pushing for the new paradigms and new business
model.

c.

X:%# "6&-$(0(# 0,# *-0(# $&&'08$*0+,# -$(# ;"",# 2X,"# G06&'"# R%$,(&$%",*# VD:0*4# W$*0+7# 9XGRVW=#
where all relationships, ownerships, etc. boil down to the OSTER. The key concept is the
concept of equity. All inequities are monetized to zero so all relationships are simplified and
*%$,(&$%",*'4#1+E"%,")#;4#*-"#XGRVWB##R-"#28$&$80*4#%01-*(#$%"#,+*#*%$,(."%$;'"7#8+66",*#0(#+:%#
attempt to develop language that thwarts circumventing the OSTER and obfuscating the
governance and benefits of the Project Y the very thing the OSTER was developed to prevent.
The language needs further refinement and it will obviously need to end up in compliance with
FERC regulation.

REQUEST 3
ÆNERGIA shall conclude a binding Open Season by January 1, 2011.

REQUEST 4
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A(#0)",*0.0")#0,#+:%#$&&'08$*0+,#2&%".$8"7C#+,"#+.#*-"#(*%",1*-(#ÆNERGIA brings to the AGIA process is its
experience with putting together teams, collecting human resources. Both Mr. Burkhard and Mr. Taber
have extensive networks of human assets to draw from. Mr. Burkhard has in particular re-assembled
many of the senior earth science professionals from the previous gas pipeline attempt. As a result,
ÆNERGIA will provide the earth science and engineering leadership as well as the environmental
components of this project.
After the licensing acceptance, ÆNERGIA will continue the search for teaming partners and begin
formalizing existing relationships to assure having the required core competencies and resources to
complete the project.

REQUEST 5
Request 5 requests information assuming a different financial paradigm than the one in which our
application was written. Consequently, a little more explanation is required.
We have considered the period prior to a license being issued as a speculative investment period where
equity participants rightfully can expect to receive a return on investment for the value brought to a
project. The risk is either 2all or nothing7 and because of this, the value is generally calculated
commensurate to risk and through a percentage of the project revenue. Any pre-license agreement is
therefore considered speculative and will result in higher tariffs.
We have considered the period after a license is issued as the work period where participants are
compensated in direct proportion to the value of the work they have contributed to the project. During this
period, bids for hourly or lump-sum payments are validated by reasonable equity.
The key thought is that until a license is issued, the equity partners are in a speculative mode. That type
of commitment will come at too great a cost to th"# &%+?"8*T(# ;+**+6# '0,"B# # R-"# &+/"%# *+# 1"*# 8+6&"*0*0E"#
costs comes from being the license holder. The attractiveness of the project opportunities in reality will
bring the vendors to us.
ÆNERGIA 2shopped around7 the pipeline world during the speculation period for those who would risk
bringing value to the project in return for knowledge and working relationships, which, in turn, would
produce a competitive edge in bringing further value to the project after the license is issued. Prior to the
application deadline, we found no one who wanted to participate on these terms.
a.

ÆNERGIA did not provide appendices or other documentation evidencing our financial resources
and capabilities to perform the Development and Execution phases of the proposed project. By
the very approach to the application outlined above, ÆNERGIA was limited in pursuit or
identification of partners in the application.

b.

Multiple financial institutions and energy and petro-chemical engineering firms have expressed
interest in becoming partners since the AGIA application has been made . . . from the publicly
available information . . . just because we are an applicant.
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The application names the resource owners as the first choice to fund the Project. Out of respect
for the AGIA review process and since one of the resource owners filed a non-conforming
application, ÆNERGIA has not contacted any of the resource owners to see if they are interested
in financing the Project.
Multiple Engineering and Construction firms have also expressed interest in assisting in the
Project.

c.

In accordance with 5(a) and 5(b) and in accordance with AS 43.90.130(19) ÆNERGIA has named
all the entities with whom we have currently effective written commitments; there are none.

REQUEST 6
In the preface, we indicate that the earth science and engineering as well as the environmental core
competencies are contained in ÆNERGIA. In the paradigm presented by our application, ÆNERGIA will
.+%6#*-"#%"'$*0+,(-0&(#/0*-#*-"#2(*""'7#8+%"#8+6&"*",80"(#$*#.$0%#6arket value. They will become available
at fair market value only after we are an applicant or after the license is issued. This is most clearly
"<&%"((")#0,#*-"#2>%".$8"7#0,#+:%#$&&'08$*0+,B
Per Section 2.9.2 and Section 2.9.3, the resources have not yet been lined up and since they will be lined
up under the ratification of the Project Nexus, the competency of the team to is fundamentally assured by
the stakeholders of Nexus.

REQUEST 7
Please see REQUEST 6 response since it applies to both sections.

REQUEST 8
The OSTER stands for One Simple Transparent Equity Ratio. In order for OSTER to remain equitable,
revenue flow and ownership must have: One path, Simple percentage Ratio calculation, and
Transparency. If you lose one of these items by having multiple revenue paths, complex calculations, or
-0))",#2)"$'(7C#4+:#'+("#*-"6#$''B##R-"#XGRVW#/$(#)"(01,")#*+#8+6;0,"#all income from natural gas and
related facilities into one simple transparent revenue stream.
R-"#XGRVW#)"8'$%"(#*-"#G*$*"T(#(-$%"#+. the income as equitable, gives the Producers fiscal certainty,
and builds trust because it is understandable by all.
All services are provided by Alaska Natural Gas Line, LLP and paid for through the cooperative sales of
gas by North Slope Gas Cooperative, with no additional obligations placed on anyone.
R-"#G*$*"#+.#A'$(@$T(#(-$%"#0,#*-"#XGRVW#0(#("*#$*#JZ[#$,)#0(#,+*#+;'01$*")#*+#,"1+*0$*"#$,4#*"%6(#*-$*#
would affect this percentage; however, in this spirit all State obligations to all its constituents should be
met from revenue within that 25%. It is the responsibility of the State to manage its stake and disburse
the funds as it chooses.
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REQUEST 9
The ÆNERGIA application was accompanied by separate files containing a steady-state or static model of
the project in both PDF and in EXCEL 2003 formats.
Since so much of the earth science parameters, partnerships, in-state needs, etc. were not knowable until
the completion of partnering, competitive bidding for materials, financing etc., and the outcome of the
UVV\C#*-"("#&$%$6"*"%(#$%"#0,&:*(#0,*+#*-"#$'1+%0*-6(#+.#*-"#(&%"$)(-""*B##R-"#XGRVW#$,)#*-"#2$*-8+(*7#
aspects of this project greatly simplify the financial portion of the model. In the following discussion, the
model is illustrative only and show estimations of the costs, locations, etc.
W"."%%0,1#*+#*-"#V]3V^#.0'"_#2R$%0..#G*%:8*:%"B<'(7H#*-"#:,@,+/$;'"#0,&:*(#$%"#*-"#2A((:6&*0+,(7#0,#*-"#.0%(*#
LZ#'0,"(#+,#*-"#&$1"#'$;"'")#2R$%0..#`%"$@)+/,7B
In column A are the approximate mileposts of possible locations of features.
Column B is the name or description of the reach or feature. Note here, that in this illustration, there are 6
delivery points to show the flexibility of the model.
Column C is the price or estimation of the price of the reach or feature based on the estimation work
performed in the feasibility study of 2001.
3+':6,#\#0(#*-"#&%08"#$(#"(8$'$*")#;4#*-"#2V(8$'$*0+,#U$8*+%7#0,#*-"#A((:6&*0+,(B
Column E and F is the price of O&M based on the O&M cost factors in the Assumptions.
3+':6,#S#0(#*-"#2W"*:%,#+,#3$&0*$'#5,E"(*")7#0.#,"")")#*+#$**%$8*#0,E"(*+%(B
Column H is the repayments on the reach or feature.
3+':6,#5#0(#*-"#``*:T(#(-0&&")#*-%+:1-#*-"#%"$8-#+%#."$*:%"B
Column J is the losses on the reach or feature.
Column K is the taxes if that should come into play (should be included in the OSTER).
Column L is the accumulation of the costs per Btu.
Column M is the gas usage or delivery. It should be noted here that natural gas used to power the
Project is taken out of the s4(*"6# $,)# 8+,(0)"%")# *-"# ($6"# $(# 2)"'0E"%")7B# # R-"# %"$(+,# *-$*# *-0(# 0(#
equitable is that the OSTER is ubiquitous in the Project in that all costs and revenue are distributed
identically at every point regardless of the accounting system. Counting that gas as delivered simplifies
the system.
Column N is the tariff/Btu.
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Column M is the total tariff.
st

X,# *-"# ,"<*# (-""*# *0*'")# 2L Ja# 4"$%(7C# *-"# *+*$'# *$%0..# 8$'8:'$*")# +,# *-"# 2R$%0..# `%"$@)+/,7# (-""*# 0(#
combined with the repayments and the yield (based on the OSTER) is calculated for each market price.
st
The 1 20 years assumes a level repayment schedule.
Tariffs are the sum total of the costs for upstream reach and features. Wellhead gas price is the free
market price minus the sum of the tariffs between the free market point of sale and the wellhead. Non
free market delivery point gas price is the wellhead gas price plus the upstream tariffs.

REQUEST 10
As required by AS 43.90.130(7) and RFA Section 2.1.1, ÆNERGIA 8+660**")#0,#0*(#$&&'08$*0+,#2*+#&%+&ose
$,)# (:&&+%*# *-"# %"8+E"%4# +.# Q$0,'0,"# 8$&$80*4# 8+(*(I7B# # 5,# G"8*0+,# JBLBL# +.# *-"# $&&'08$*0+,C# ÆNERGIA
stated:
ÆNERGIA commits to the design intent of gas transport facilities to include some pre-build of the
expansion capacity. The amount of pre-build will be determined as a balance between the:
!

Capitalization of the construction of the future expansions;

!

Limitations on raising the tariffs;

!

Location of and size of downstream markets (Alaska vs. lower 48)

!

Net present value of the expansion;

!

Timing of the expansion; and

!

Estimated remaining reserves needed to maintain pipeline capacity for duration of the life of the
Project.

!

Compliance with applicable State and Federal laws and regulations

The exact amount of the pre-built expansion capacity will be determined during the FEED and ratified by
the Project Nexus.
Since tariffs are simply a sum of all upstream costs and do not have discretionary elements, the process
for meeting the AGIA requirements is simply to balance the amount of pre-build with the above concerns
to achieve a Net Present Value of zero. If a range of values of pre-build/present-build options are
available, then the final determination (within the range) will be based on the outcome of the open season
process.
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REQUEST 11
ÆNERGIA proposes to request reimbursement at 50% of total qualified expenses incurred before the first
binding season and 90% thereafter. The answer in Section 2.11 was meant as an example of how the
reimbursement might flow, with 100% of the 50% share received as reimbursement by our equity partner.
At this point ÆNERGIA does not actually know how the equity partner is going to respond to this
reimbursement possibility. For example, if the equity partner is a participating producer, they may very
well choose to not take any reimbursement. If the equity partner is someone from Wall Street, they may
be interested in qualifying for the full $500,000,000 offered by the State.

REQUEST 12
The ÆNERGIA application was accompanied by separate files (Tariff Structure-Final.xls and Tariff
Structure-Final.pdf) containing a static model of the project. Please see our response to Request 9 for
further details of the model.
These files were provided on a CD and on a memory stick.
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 4, 2008

William J. Burkhard
Andrew L. Taber
Principals
AENERGIA, LLC
3911 West Capitol Avenue
West Sacramento, CA 95691
Re:

Completeness Determination Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act

Dear Messrs. Burkhard and Taber:
The Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Revenue and the Commissioner of the Alaska
Department ofNatural Resources ("Commissioners") appreciate the effort made by AENERGfA, LLC
("AENERGIA") to submit an Application in response to the Request for Applications ("RF A") issued
pursuant to the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act ("AGIA"), AS 43.90, et seq. However, as explained
below, the Commissioners reject AENERGIA's Application pursuant to AS 43.90.140 because it fails
to comply with the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130.
Discussion
AS 43.90.140(a) requires the Commissioners to "review each application to determine whether
it is consistent with the terms of the request for applications" and satisfies the mandatory requirements
contained in AS 43.90.130. Under AS 43.90.140(a), "[t]he commissioners shall reject as incomplete
an application that does not meet the requirements of AS 43.90.130." Thus, to be considered
"complete" under the statute, an application must, as a threshold matter, unconditionally satisfy the
mandatory requirements set forth in AS 43.90.130. The failure of an application to satisfy even one of
these requirements means the Commissioners must reject that application.
Based on a detailed review of AENERGIA's Application and the clarifying information
submitted by AENERGIA on December 19, 2007, in response to the Commissioners' December 12,
2007 Clarification Request, the Commissioners have determined that the Application fails to satisfy
the requirements of AS 43.90.130, as illustrated by the following examples.
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First, AS 43.90.130(2) of AGIA requires applicants to "provide a thorough description of a
proposed natural gas pipeline project for transporting natural gas (rom the North Slope to market". AS
43.90.130(2) (emphasis added). AENERGIA's Application, however, proposes to construct a pipeline
from the North Slope to the Alaska/Canada border. See Application at 14. The Application lacks any
proposal by AENERGIA, or any agreement between AENERGIA and any entity, to construct
necessary facilities to connect to existing Canadian infrastructure. In fact, AENERGIA acknowledges
that its "project needs a TransCanada-type partner to handle the Canadian segment." See Clarification
Response at page 3. Accordingly, the Commissioners conclude that AENERGIA has failed to propose
a project that transports gas to a "market", as required by AS 43.130(2).
Second, under AGIA each applicant must provide a "thorough description" of "the route
proposed for the natural gas pipeline". See AS 43.130(2)(A). AENERGIA states that it is proposing a
gas pipeline to move gas "on a route generally along the TAPS pipeline and the Alaska Canada
Highway''. See Application at 14. Other than that sentence, AENERGIA's Application fails to
provide sufficient details as to the Canadian portion of its proposed route. The Commissioners find
this isolated sentence does not provide the required "thorough description" of the proposed route of the
pipeline, which as discussed above must also include facilities to transport gas to a concrete market.
Third, AS 43.90.130(2)(D)(i) requires that if the proposed project would go through Canada,
each applicant must provide, among other things, "a thorough description of the applicant's plan to
obtain necessary rights-of-way and authorizations in Canada ...." AENERGIA's Application,
however, relies on an expectation that a Canadian entity will obtain the necessary rights-of-way and
authorizations in Canada. For example, in the clarifying letter submitted by AENERGIA on
December 19, 2007, AENERGIA states (Clarification Response at page 4) that it "envisions the
Canadian partner(s) to work with the governments, the people groups [sic], and the people of Canada
to complete a pipeline from the Alaskan/Canadian border.... " A statement that an applicant
"envisions" that some other entity will obtain the necessary Canadian authorizations is speculative and
does not fulfill the requirement set forth in AS 43.90.130(2)(D)(i).
Fourth, AS 43.90.130(6) requires each applicant to "commit to expand the proposed project in
reasonable engineering increments and on commercially reasonable terms that encourage exploration
and development of gas resources in this state". The Application provides that "to be considered for a
capacity right" in an expansion of the pipeline, "the Producer must demonstrate the capability to
deliver natural gas capacity." See Application at page 21. By requiring this demonstration as a
prerequisite for a shipper to obtain expansion capacity, AENERGIA has failed to commit
unconditionally to expand "on commercially reasonable terms that encourage exploration and
development of gas resources in this state", and has thus failed to satisfy AS 43.90.130(6).
Fifth, AS 43.90.130(8) provides that if an applicant proposes to own a North Slope gas
treatment plant ("GTP") as part of the project, it must, among other things, "commit to seek certificate
authority [for the GTP] from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ["FERC"] .... " AENERGIA
proposes to own the GTP, as set forth at page 23 of the Application (stating that its project "shall
include a North Slope Gas Treatment Plant"). See also Application at page 15 (stating "AENERGIA
commits to build and include [sic] a North Slope Gas Treatment Plant ..."). AENERGIA fails,
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however, to commit to seek certificate authority for the GTP from the FERC. This omission fails to
satisfy AS 43.90.130(8).
Sixth, AS 43.90.130(20) provides, among other things, that an applicant must "demonstrate the
readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the
application", by providing certain information. In its Application, AENERGIA's plan relies on the
North Slope producers as "the primary source of cash investment" for the project. Application at page
7. However, the Application fails to provide any evidence that the North Slope producers would agree
to become the primary source of cash investment for the project. Moreover, the Application fails to
demonstrate that AENERGIA has ever constructed a natural gas pipeline project, much less a massive
project like the Alaska pipeline project.
Based on this information, along with the fact that there is no evidence in the Application
showing AENERGIA has contracted or can contract with third-parties with the resources necessary to
construct a project of this magnitude, the Commissioners find AENERGIA has failed to "demonstrate
the readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the
application" as required by AS 43.90.130(20).
Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Commissioners find AENERGIA's Application fails to satisfy
the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130. Accordingly, pursuant to AS 43.90.140(a), the
Commissioners reject AENERGIA's Application as incomplete.
This is the Commissioners' final determination. 1 Upon request, the Commissioners will make
themselves available to discuss with AENERGIA the basis for their determination that this
Application is incomplete and must be rejected. In addition, pursuant to AS 43.90.160, all
applications, whether determined to be complete or incomplete, will be made public.
Again, we appreciate AENERGIA's interest in AGIA and the efforts expended on submitting
the Application.

s€1-_::::::=:::::::-::::::=f.trifaalvin
Commissioner
Alaska Department ofRevenue

Tom Irwin
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Natural Resources

By submitting an Application, AENERGIA has agreed to waive the right to appeal as provided in AS

43.90.130(16).
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COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST
DATE: 1/4/2008
APPLICANT: ALASKA GASLINE PORT AUTHORITY (Port Authority)

Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

43.90.130 (1)

N/A

43.90.130 (2)

DR 10 (LEG)
Sec. 2.1, 2.2
(COM)
3.1-3.6 Pg
8-16 (TEC)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

YES

YES (LEG)

MAYBE

MAYBE (COM)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 contain
sufficient description of the
GTP, pipeline, route, and LNG
facilities. Cost estimates to
Valdez LNG. Port Authority
proposes to either provide
tolling service or purchase gas.
Does not provide detail on LNG
shipping or specific market
prices. Expect to utilize 3rd
parties and lease ships. LNG
details to be developed with
MOL. Requires independent
estimate of market locations,
market prices and shipping
costs.

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision**

Not Applicable

YES

The document generally
describes the project but the
specifics of the current design
reference section 7.2 which
references another applicant
design prepared by Bechtel.
The other applicant’s design
done by Bechtel is an update
of a 2000 study included as a
reference of this applicant’s
project. Without access to the
referenced updated design it is
difficult to understand the
project’s description.
• Response sufficient.

NO***

Sufficient detail describing
facilities required to ship LNG
and LPGs. Rely on shipping
and Asian markets to purchase
LNG (or producers to toll and
find market themselves).
(A)

DR 10,11,17
(LEG)
Sec. 2.1 &
2.1.1.3
(COM)
3.2.1 Pg
9-10 (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Executive summary, Section
2.1, and Section 2.1.1.3 plus
appendices.

Clear in reference document.

YES

(B)

DR 18 (LEG)
Sec. 2.1.1.4,
2.1.3, 2.2.3
(COM)
1.2.1 Pg 2;
3.2.3 Pg

YES

YES (LEG)

Receipt - Section 2.1.1.4

Conflicting capacities in
application.
• Response sufficient.

YES

Delivery – Section 2.1.3 for
LNG plant, Section 2.2.3 for
in-state points and Executive
summary for Y line to Canada.

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

MAYBE

MAYBE (COM)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Regarding tariff terms very few
specifics but probably enough
to be considered "complete"

Technical viability and capability
based on Bechtel experience.
Not clear if there is a binding
commitment or current
relationship between the Port
Authority and Bechtel.
See Section 2.9

The document in section 13
provides no technical viability
except the reference to section
7.2.

Commissioner's
Decision**

10-12 (TEC)
(C)

DR 62-63
(LEG)
Sec. 2.9 &
2.10 (COM)
12.0-12.1 Pg
66-83; 13 Pg
85 (TEC)

NO***

• Response sufficient.

Economic – Discussion of
market price issues, project
costs and netbacks in Section
2.10. Revised Appendix NN
now shows positive netbacks.
Other partnerships – no one
specifically named (B&V cannot
view the new Mitsubishi letter of
interest)
(D)

YES (LEG)

DR
32,115,116,1
17,117
(LEG)
Sec. 2.2 &
2.8 (COM)
4.1-4.3 Pg
17-33; 4.9
Pg 45-50
(TEC)

NO

(D) (i)

Sec 2.2.3.13
(COM)

N/A

N/A (COM)

(D) (ii)

11/30 App.
K, DR
20-31,127,7
1-73,76,
11/30 App
G-11 (LEG)
Sec. 2.1.3,
2.1.3.14,
App. K,
2.2.3.4, App.
NN, 2.2.3.5

MAYBE

MAYBE (LEG)

Regarding carbon emissions:
11/30 57 and DR 9 of 17 refers
to air quality permit that the Port
Authority has in some context
and will update to comply with
current regulations. Ask tech
team if there is any emissions
plan in the project plan
appendices. See also App QQ

Regarding tariff terms very few
specifics but probably enough
to be considered "complete".
No discussion of cost/price for
liquefaction service.

Sections 2.2 to 2.8 plus
Appendix NN and supplemental
Appendices OO through QQ
provide the economic and
technical descriptions.

Except for a reference in 4.1 to
section 7.2 the document
provides no detailed technical
work plan.

NO***

• Response sufficient.

Willing to tie at Delta Junction to
a line into Canada. Section
2.2.3.13 summarizes Port
Authority project position.

No pipeline facilities proposed
in Canada.

NA

Section 2.1.3 discusses
transportation, LNG tolling and
purchases of nat gas by the
project.
Section 2.1.3.14 provides
discussion of the potential
commercial structures. Nothing
definitive on who is buying,
where purchase/sales occur,
etc.
Appendix K provides an

Applicant states in section 12.1
Target Markets for LNG and
NGL that they plan to sell the
LNG FOB Valdez.

NO***

• Response sufficient.

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

(COM)
4.5-4.6 Pg
35-42; App
E1, E2, E3,
& L (TEC)

estimate of transportation costs
– non binding.
B&V could not open additional
information provided by the Port
Authority associated with
Mitsubishi’s letter of interest (to
understand whether this
document addresses this
requirement).
In general the discussion of
LNG shipping is broad and not
specific. There is very little
discussion of gas facilities –
other than Pacific Basin pricing,
potential gas terminals/markets.
15). General description of
shipping issues.
Minimal, if any, discussion of
tariff terms. Section 2.2.3.4.
Transportation rates in
Appendix NN and 2.2.3.5

43.90.130 (3)

Sec. 2.2.4.3
(COM)

Section 2.2.4.3 discusses
FERC regulation and the Port
Authorities commitments

(A)

Sec. 2.2.4.3
(COM)
DR
91-92(LEG)

N/A

YES (LEG)

(B)

Sec. 2.2.4.3
(COM)
DR 92 (LEG)

N/A

YES (LEG)

(C)

Sec. 2.2.4.3
(COM)
DR 92 (LEG)

N/A

YES (LEG)

43.90.130 (4)

Sec. 2.2.4.4
(COM)

(A)

4.9.4 Pg
49-50; 6.1.1
Pg 54 (TEC)

awkward reference to "submit
pre filing application"

Not Applicable - May need to
ask clarification question since
pipeline is probably subject to
RCA, not FERC, jurisdiction.
YES

N/A (COM)

Not Applicable

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision**

Not FERC jurisdiction

Section 2.2.4.3 - restates
Statute.

NA

Section 2.2.4.3 - restates
Statute.

NA

Section 2.2.4.3 - restates
Statute.

NA

States that subject to FERC
jurisdiction in Section 2.2.4.4

• Commits to hold open season
not later than 36 months.
• Does not define the exact
date certain but can be implied
from schedule bar.

Unclear

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision**

(B)

4.9.4 Pg
49-50 (TEC)

YES

N/A (COM)

43.90.130 (5)

DR 95 (LEG)
Sec. 2.4.1
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.4.1 discussion
expansions. Discusses and
essentially restates the Statute.

43.90.130 (6)

DR 98 (LEG)
Sec. 2.4.1
(COM)
6.1.2 Pg 55;
6.1.4 Pg 56
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.4.1 discussion
expansions. Discusses and
essentially restates the Statute.

43.90.130 (7)
(A)

DR 98 (LEG)
Sec. 2.4.1.3
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.4.1.3 – restates
Statute. No additional
discussion.

YES

(B)

DR 98-99
(LEG)
Sec. 2.4.1.3
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.4.1.3 – restates
Statute. No additional
discussion.

YES

(C)

DR 99 (LEG)
Sec. 2.4.1.3
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.4.1.3 – restates
Statute. No additional
discussion.

YES

(D)

DR 99 (LEG)
Sec. 2.4.1.3
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.4.1.3 – restates
Statute. No additional
discussion.

YES

(E)

43.90.130 (8)

MAYBE

• Commits to hold open season
not later than 36 months.
• Does not define the exact
date certain but can be implied
from schedule bar.

YES (LEG)

Unclear

YES

Clear in reference document

YES

YES

Yes

Comments Rece

DR 19, 69
(LEG)
Sec. 2.1.2,
2.2.3.12
(COM)
3.3 Pg
12-13;
4.4.1-4.4.5
Pg 33-34
(TEC)

Not Applicable

Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.3.12
states that the Port Authority
expects others to build and
operate.
Discusses that project should
be built by native corporations.
No specific entities or
agreements included.

The document in section 3.3
proposes that the facility be
owned and operated by a
Regional Native Corporation
but does not identified the
entity and provides no
technical details except a
reference to section 7.2.

YES

• Response does not provide
adequate clarification.

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision**

43.90.130 (9)

DR 178
(LEG)
Sec. 11
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 11

Unclear

43.90.130
(10)

DR 63 (LEG)
Sec. 2.8.3,
App. NN
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Does not expect to own/operate
GTP.

YES

DR 68 (LEG)
Sec. 2.2.3.6,
2.2.3.11,
2.3.2 (COM)
4.3 Pg 24-33
(TEC)

YES

43.90.130
(11)

Very general discussion of cap
structure and how rates are
determined in section 2.8.3.
Appendix NN has estimate of
rates/costs.
YES (LEG)

Section 2.2.3.6 discusses some
general principals. No
specifics.

Reference document is sketchy
but adequate.

YES

Clear in reference document.

YES

Section 2.2.3.11 – general
discussion. No specifics.
Section 2.3.2 (and elsewhere)
references Bechtel capabilities.
However, no definitive
agreement stating that they are
partnering.

43.90.130
(12)

DR 64 (LEG)
Sec. 2.2.3.9
(COM)
4.3.9 Pg
29-32 (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.2.3.9 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements and lists potential
locations.

43.90.130
(13) (A)

DR 64 (LEG)
Sec. 2.2.3.9
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.2.3.9 – restates
Statute requirements.

YES

(B)

DR 64 (LEG)
Sec. 2.2.3.9
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.2.3.9 – restates
Statute requirements.

YES

43.90.130
(14)

DR 92 (LEG)
Sec. 2.2.5
(COM)
4.10 Pg 50
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.2.5 restates Statute
and comments that Port
Authority headquarters may be
Fairbanks.

Clear in reference document.

YES

43.90.130
(15) (A)

DR 94 (LEG)
Sec. 2.3.4
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.3.4 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements.

Clear in reference document.

YES

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision**

5.3.1 Pg
52-53 (TEC)
(B)

DR 94 (LEG)
Sec. 2.3.4
(COM)
5.2 Pg 51;
5.3.1 Pg
52-53 (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.3.4 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements.

Clear in reference document.

YES

(C)

DR 94 (LEG)
Sec. 2.3.4
(COM)
5.2 Pg 51;
5.3.1 Pg
52-53 (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.3.4 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements.

Clear in reference document.

YES

(D)

DR 94 (LEG)
Sec. 2.3.4
(COM)
5.2 Pg 51;
5.3.1 Pg
52-53 (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.3.4 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements.

Clear in reference document.

YES

43.90.130
(16)

DR 1 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

Legal review

43.90.130
(17)

DR 93 (LEG)
Sec.
2.2.3.10
(COM)
5.3 Pg
51-52; App
MM (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Section 2.3.3 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements and has a Project
Labor Agreement in place
(Appendix MM).

43.90.130
(18)

DR 68 (LEG)
Sec.2.2.3.10
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130
(19)

DR 129,
133-150
(LEG)
2.0-2.1 Pg 4;
3.3 Pg
12-13; 4.6
Pg 38-42;
5.3 Pg 51-53
(TEC)

YES

YES

Clear in reference document.

YES

YES
Section 2.2.3.10 states that Port
Authority will meet Statute
requirements.

YES (LEG)

Throughout the agreement, the
proposal does not name
specific partners where binding
agreements exist. Refers to
Bechtel relationship but does
not provide any documentation
that it exists. Refers to Mol
LNG shipping relationship but
agreement is non binding.

Proposed construction and
operation entity not clearly
identified.

YES

• No commitments from the
identified participants going
forward.

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)*
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision**

Application also contains letters
of interest from Kittimat LNG,
proposals in place to obtain
capacity at Sempra Costal
Azul…..however, no
agreements provided or non
binding agreements.
43.90.130
(20)

DR 132-150
(LEG)
Sec. 2.9
(COM)
11 Pg 65
(TEC)

NO

YES (LEG)

description focuses mostly on
Bechtel and not applicant's
history of compliance etc.

Refers to Section 2.9 which is a
description of Bechtel
capabilities. No documentation
stating that this relationship
exists or is binding.

In section 11 the applicant has
only made a forward statement
that they plan to build the
facilities described and in
section 5 pg 51 the only
reference to project execution
is to refer to section 7.2.

NO***

• Response does not clearly
identify participating entities or
their commitments.
Required
Documents :

YES

* This analysis is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application with consideration of the supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, which the
Commissioners have rejected.
** The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for the Port Authority on December 31, 2007.
*** This determination is based on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority’s November 30, 2007 Application. The Commissioners rejected the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December
18, 2007 and it was not considered.
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 4 , 2007
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
Mr. Jim Whitaker
411 4th Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 9970 1
Subject: Receipt of AGIA Application
Dear Mr. Whitaker:
We are pleased to receive your application under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA") Request for Proposals ("RFA"). The initial completeness review process established
in AS 43.90.140 has commenced and will be completed as soon as possible.
As stated more fully in AS 43.90.140, the purpose of initial review is to determine whether
the application meets the requirements of AS 43.90. 130 and is consistent with the terms of
the RFA. If additional information relating to your application is required to complete the
review, state personnel will contact your designated agent by electronic mail, with a copy by
postal mail. Because of the highly expedited nature of this phase of the process, we request
that you respond to requests for additional information as rapidly as possible by electronic
mail, with a paper copy by hand-delivery or postal mail. The State also anticipates it will
need to receive responses to any such requests within one week after the request is made.
However, the specific response deadline will be provided in each request for additional
information.
Chris Rutz is the state's designated contact person for this phase of the project. Any
questions you may have regarding the process should be directed to him at crutz@aidea.org
or by phone at 907-771-3015.
Thank you for your application, and your interest in facilitating construction of an Alaska
natural gas pipeline.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i hAvenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907) 771-3930

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 11, 2007
Mayor Jim Whitaker, Chairman
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
State of Alaska
411 41h Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Dear Mayor Whitaker:
The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources of the State of Alaska have received the
Application filed on November 30, 2007, by the Alaska Gasline Port Authority ("AGPA") in response
to the Request for Applications ("RF A") for a license under the Alaska Gasline Inducements Act
("AGIA").
Under AS 43.90.140(b) and Section 1.13.10 of the RFA, the Commissioners request that AGPA
provide the additional clarifying information addressed in the attachment to this letter.

AGPA must submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official
with authority to bind AGPA, at the address below by 2:00PM ASTon December 18,2007.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7th Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

AGIA License Office 550 West

ih Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered
to the address above. We recommend that you contact Mr. Chris Rutz at 907-771-3015, to confirm
timely receipt of the information or if you have other questions concerning delivery of the requested
information.
Sincerely,

~ ~- ~cA__
~ner
Marty Rut
j)epUtyComm
Alaska Department of Natural Resources

---- ---- -
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Request for Additional Clarifying Information, AS 43.90.140(b)
Confidentiality:
Applicant may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in
response to this request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in
RFA Section 1.13.6, Applicant must mark each page containing information that it
requests to be kept confidential, include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade
Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential summary for each
section for which the Applicant seeks confidentiality (AS 43.90.160).

Requests:
1.

RFA Section 2 requires the Applicant to present its proposed natural gas

pipeline project and related facilities for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to
market. AGPA's Application (including the Appendices) appears to describe both a 2.0
billion cubic feet per day ("Bcf/d") project with two liquefied natural gas ("LNG'') trains
and a 3.4-4.0 Bcf/d project with three LNG trains.
a.

Please clearly identify and provide a detailed description of the

primary design of the project proposed by the Application.
b.

Identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the Application that

contain the data required to support the project described in (a) above, and provide a
detailed explanation of how the data relates to the project.
2.

In responding to a number of the RF A requirements, the Application

cross-references Section 7.2 of the Application. For example, at page 59 the Application
states that "For a discussion of access to updated detailed technical information related to
the Port Authority's Application, please refer to Section 7.2." In turn, Section 7.2 of the

Application states that Bechtel performed updated work for another prospective
applicant, and that the AGP A "herein incorporates all cost estimates and other technical
work performed by Bechtel for the other prospective applicant by reference." However,
no cost estimates or other technical work performed by Bechtel have been submitted.
For each Application section listed below, please identify all of the Sections and
Appendices of the Application, other than Section 7.2, that contain the data that are
responsive to the respective RF A Sections.

In addition, please provide a detailed

explanation of how the data relates to the project described in response to l(a) above.
a.

For Application Sections 3.2.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 9.2, responding to the

requirement in RFA Section 2.1 to describe the Project components.
b.

For Application Sections 4.1, 4.3.1 and 8.1, responding to the

requirements in RFA Section 2 introduction and RFA Sections 2.2, and 2.2.3.13 to
describe a Project Development Plan.
c.

For Application Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 8.2, responding to the

requirements in RF A Section 2 introduction and RFA Section 2.3 .1 to provide a Project
Execution Plan.
d.

For Application Section 9.4, responding to requirement in RFA

Section 2.3.2 to provide a comprehensive capital cost management plan.
e.

For Application Section 13, responding to the requirement in RFA

Section 2.1 0.2 to provide sufficient information to demonstrate and enable the state to
verify technical viability.
3.

RFA Section 2.10.1 requires the Applicant to provide an analysis of the

Project's economic viability.

.. ·- - -
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Please identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the

Application that contain data and analysis of the economic viability of the project and
provide a detailed explanation of how the data and analysis relates to the project
described in response to l(a) above.
b.

In addition, please explain how Appendix NN explains the

economic viability of and otherwise supports the project described in response to l(a)
above.
4.

RFA Section 2.2.3.4 requires the Applicant to describe the proposed

services and general tariff terms it proposes to offer, in accordance with AS
43.90.130(2)(C), which requires "a description of all pipeline access and tariff terms the
applicant plans to offer."
a.

Please identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the

Application that contain the pipeline access and tariff terms the AGP A plans to offer and
provide a detailed explanation of how the terms relate to the project described in response
to l(a) above.
b.

Please clarify and explain the statement on page 28 of the

Application that the Applicant "plans to use existing interstate pipeline tariffs as a model
for its terms and conditions of service."
c.

Please identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the

Application that contain information responsive to the items listed below and provide a
detailed explanation of how the terms relate to the pipeline portion of the project
described in response to l(a) above:
1.

description of proposed ratemaking methodologies;

u.

estimate of rates and charges for all serv1ces by third

parties.
5.

RFA Section 2.2.3.14, quoting AS 43.90.130(2)(D)(ii), states that "if the

proposed project involves marine transportation of liquefied natural gas" then an
applicant must provide, among other things, "a description of the marine transportation
services to be provided and a description of proposed rate-making methodologies; an
estimate of rates and charges for all services by third parties; a detailed description of all
proposed access and tariff terms for liquefaction services or, if third parties would
perform liquefaction services, identification of the third parties and the terms applicable
to the liquefaction services .... " Please identify all of the Sections and Appendices of the
Application that contain information responsive to the items listed below and provide a
detailed explanation of how the terms relate to the liquefaction portion of the project
described in response to l(a) above:
a.

description of proposed ratemaking methodologies;

b.

estimate of rates and charges for all services by third parties;

c.

detailed description of all proposed access and tariff terms for

liquefaction services or, if third parties would perform liquefaction services,
identification of the third parties and the terms applicable to the liquefaction services.
6.

RF A Section 2.8.2 requires the Applicant to submit documentation

evidencing its financial resources and capabilities to perform Development and Execution
of the proposed project described in response to l(a) above. The Application Section
10.2 references the AGPA's confidential Financial Model, which appears to be at
Appendix NN. Please identify and explain where in the Financial Model, Appendix NN,

-
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the infom1ation evidencing Applicant's financial resources and capabilities to perform
Development and Execution of the proposed project appears. In addition, please provide
a detailed explanation of how the data relates to the project described in response to 1(a)
above.
7.

Application Section

10.1

refers to "various degrees of written

commitments to participate with the Port Authority." Consistent with RFA Section 2.8.1,
please provide a detailed description of each entity referenced in Application Section
10.1 with whom Applicant has a written commitment currently in effect and provide a
copy of the written commitments.
8.

RFA Section 2.9, quoting AS 43.90.130(20), requires the Applicant to

"demonstrate the readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to perform the
activities specified in the application by describing the applicant's history of compliance
with safety, health, and environmental requirements, the ability to follow a detailed work
plan and timeline, and the ability to operate within an associated budget." Please identify
all of the Sections and Appendices of the Application that contain the information
required by RFA Section 2.9 and provide a detailed explanation of how the information
relates to the project described in response to l(a) above.
9.

RF A Section 2.11 requires the Applicant to propose a percentage and total

amount for the State's reimbursement under AS 43.90.110(a)(l)(A) and (B). Under those
statutory subsections, the State's reimbursement may not exceed 50 percent of the
qualified expenditures incurred before the close of the first binding open season, and 90
percent thereafter. On page 86 of the Application, the AGPA states that it proposes "a

100 percent rate reimbursement, in a total amount not to exceed $500,000,000." Please
clarify the reimbursement percentage AGP A proposes:

10.

a.

prior to the close of the first binding open season; and

b.

after the close of the first binding open season.

Application Section 4.3, Commercial Plan for Pipeline, addresses third-

party Operation and Maintenance of the pipeline.
parties that AGPA proposes to operate the pipeline.

Please identify the third party or

The Alaska Gasline Port Authority
Submitted Pursuant to the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (12 43.90)
Executive Summary
The Port Authority was formed in 1999 by the municipalities of the North Slope Borough,
Fairbanks North Star Borough and the City of Valdez to develop, build or cause to be built,
finance, and operate or cause to be operated a project to monetize Alaska's North Slope natural
gas, which would include a trans-Alaska gas pipeline, liquefaction and gas processing facilities
and related infrastructure for the transportation of North Slope natural gas to Alaskans and the
market ("Project" or the "All-Alaska Gasline").
1.

Objectives of the Alaska Gas line Port Authority
Guided by tbe mandates ofthe Statehood Compact, the AIaska State Constitution, and
Alaska Statutes, the Port Authority has developed the All-Alaska Gasline Project not only
to fulfill the goals and requirements of AGIA, but to provide maximum benefits to
Alaska.
Perhaps the most important characteristic of the Project's structure is that, as a public
entity, the Port Authority is not driven by the need to maximize its profits, but to provide
"maximum benefit" to the people of the State of Alaska. In contrast to entities with
natural gas development projects elsewhere in the world that compete internally for
corporate investment funds, the Port Authority was formed to advance a single project
that is completely within Alaska.
Since its inception, the Port Authority has worked to apply the unique structure of a
public/private participation to a natural gas pipeline project with the aim of significantly
improving the economic viability and, thus, the likelihood of success of bringing ANS
natural gas to Alaskan consumers and the market. This structure enables the Port
Authority to have a singular focus on its mission to:
•

enable the development of ANS gas to the maximum benefit of all Alaskans,
including the distribution of net project revenues;

•

promote Alaska hire throughout construction and operation;

•

provide access to gas for existing and additional in state petrochemical industries;

•

provide for maximum distribution of Alaska's natural gas throughout the State;

•

bring ANS natural gas to markets at long-term competitive prices; and

•

bring the benefits of a tax-exempt structure to an ANS gas pipeline project.

Throughout the development of the Project, tbe Port Authority has enlisted the
participation of world leaders in the development of large-scale oil and gas projects for
expert advice in the areas of: engineering and design, cost estimation, economic
modeling, LNG shipping, and LNG and NGL marketing.
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2.

Over Thirty Years of Public Support for the All-Alaska Gasline Project
The All-Alaska Gas line has consistently been the preferred project of Alaskans statewide.
The overwhelmingly supportive votes that created the Port Authority in 1999 and the
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority (ANGDA) in 2002 (ballot language
specifically referring to a gas pipeline from the North Slope to Valdez) are only two
examples of Alaskans' strong preference for the All-Alaska Gasline.
Dating back as far as the mid 1970's, Alaskans have made it clear that they prefer an AllAlaska Gas line route over a trans-Canadian route:
Questionnaire Result:

"Dear Fellow Alaskans:
I want to thank all of you who responded to the questionnaire which appeared in the

December, 1975;·'issue of the newsletleL
I received approximately 45,000 responses as of the first of February. The following

are the results which are tabulated from the responses received.
Do you support a trans-Alaska gas pipeline as opposed to a trans-Canadian line?
Yes- 85% I No- 8% I Undecided- 9%"
-Senator Ted Stevens

There have been numerous ( 45) resolutions passed by individual communities and the
Alaska Municipal League ("AML") in support of the Port Authority's All Alaska Gasline
project.
As recently as November 25, 2007, former Governor Walter Hickel provided an
unsolicited endorsement of the All-Alaska Gasline and the Port Authority's Application:
"I am rooting for the Alaska Gasline Port Authority,a consortium of three communities

located along the oil pipeline route. I am not privy to their plans or their proposal, but
their leadership is outstanding, and they want to build an All-Alaska LNG system, the
concept •I believe in."
"I support an all-Alaska gas line from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez for the following
reasons: a much sooner start up time, more revenue for the state and municipalities,

guaranteed access to the gas by Alaskans, value-added jobs that will last generations
and flexible mankets for our LNG."
Governor Walter Hickel
"We Alaskans can build our own gas line"

Comment, Anchorage Daily News
November 25, 2007
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3.

The Project
The Port Authority's Project consists of the components described below.

Pipeline
The Project will include an 806-mile overland natural gas pipeline extending from
Prudhoe Bay to tidewater at Valdez ("Pipeline"), which will run parallel to the existing
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System ("TAPS"). This will be a dense-phase pipeline, designed
to transport Alaska North Slope ("ANS") natural gas, which contains a relatively high
amount of natural gas liquids ("NGLs"). The proposed initial capacity ofthe Pipeline is
approximately 2. 7 billion cubic feet per day ("bcfd") of natural gas at the Pipeline inlet in
Prudhoe Bay. The Pipeline will be capable of rapid capacity expansion through the
addition of compression facilities.
The Pipeline will transport ANS natural gas to (i) Valdez for liquids extraction and
liquefaction prior to shipping to export markets and (ii) maximum in-State delivery points
for meeting local Alaska consumer and commercial needs. The Port Authority
anticipates that a delivery point at Glennallen would provide natural gas for a spur line to
Palmer that would tie into the South Central gas grid as proposed by the Alaska Natural
Gas Development Authority ("ANGDA").
The Pipeline will be designed to allow a future tie-in at Delta Junction (550 miles south
of Prudhoe Bay) for a later spur line from Delta Junction to the Alaska/Canadian border,
following the Alaska-Canada "(Aican") Highway. Although the Port Authority is not
actively pursuing the development of such a project at this time, it is committed to
working cooperatively with the sponsor(s) of such a project to maximize the options for
monetizing ANS natural gas.
Liquefaction and Liquids Extraction Facilities
The Project will include an integrated liquefaction and fractionation facility in Valdez
which will: (a) extract the propane and butane (liquid petroleum gases or "LPGs"), from
the gas transported through the Pipeline; and (b) produce liquefied natural gas ("LNG")
using three process trains, each with nominal design capacity of approximately five
million metric tons per annum ("mmta"), for a total LNG production capacity of 15
mmta. The LNG will be exported to Asian markets in Japan, South Korea and Taiwan or
to North America. Also included are storage and vessel loading facilities for LNG and
LPGs (together with the liquefaction and fractionation facilities, the "LNG Facilities").
4.

Target Markets for Alaska's Gas
The principal target markets for the Project LNG and NGL are the Pacific Rim markets,
specifically the major LNG consuming countries of Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. It is
expected that the Project, as currently envisioned, would provide an attractive economic
proposition to ANS gas producers participating in the open season, due to the premium
pricing available in these markets.
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While East Asian constitutes the principal target gas market at this time, the Port
Authority has structured the Project in a manner to facilitate access to U.S. and other
North American gas markets in three distinct ways.

I.
The Project's increased pipeline diameter tram Prudhoe Bay to Delta
Junction is sufficient to be considered as the "pre-build" of the first 550 miles of
the proposed Alean Highway project to move gas into Canada to potentially
displace Canadian gas into the lower 48 market, once the myriad of issues in
Canada are resolve so an Alcan Highway pipeline can move forward .
2.
The Port Authority is a participant in the open season being held by
Sempra LNG for the expansion of the soon to be completed Energia Costa Azul
regasification terminal in Mexico, just south of San Diego, California. This
facility is at present the only receiving terminal on the West Coast of North
America. The Port Authority has also received a letter of support from the only
other fully permitted West Coast LNG receiving terminal, located in Kitimat,
British Columbia, which would provide access to gas markets on the West Coast
or in the Midwest via existing Canadian pipeline infrastructure.
Should a prospective shipper of Alaska gas be interested in accessing North
American gas markets through either of these West Coast terminals, the Port
Authority would work under its Teaming Agreement with BGT and its parent
company MOL, to provide a cost-effective marine transportation solution in
compliance with the Jones Act. BGT currently controls a fleet of eight U.S.-built
LNG tankers that, following reflagging, would be available to serve gas
transportation to domestic markets.
3.
LNG from Alaska to the Pacific Rim market will displace other LNG
previously bound for the Pacific rim market but closer to the U.S. market.
thereby making it available for U.S. East Coast markets, much like the proposed
gas line into Canada may displace Canadian gas into the Midwest.
5.

Significant Advantages of the All-Alaska Gasline Project
Superior Economics
5.1

Premium LNG Markets

The Project will allow the value of ANS natural gas to be maximized by providing access
to global LNG markets.
Historically, Asian markets have received their natural gas supplies in the form of LNG,
under long term supply contracts with LNG prices tied to the price of oiL Many of those
contracts are approaching the end of their initial terms and must be renewed. Current
market developments have put an upward pressure on the prices for LNG supplied to the
East Asian markets. Recently negotiated LNG supply contracts have included revised oil
price indexation provisions, resulting in LNG prices close to thermal parity with oil
prices.
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It is expected that future LNG supply contracts to the Asian markets will retain these
pricing features, resulting in prices significantly higher than forecast North American gas
prices. According to the Institute of Energy Economics, Japan ("IEEJ"), Asian LNG
prices are expected to be in the range of80 to 90 percent of the price of crude oil, which
would result in an average premium of approximately $3.00 per million British thermal
units ("mmBtu") over projected Henry Hub gas prices.

5.2

Higher Netback Value for Alaska and ANS Producers

Premium prices of LNG, coupled with competitive cost of transportation to the target
markets, result in projected superior netback values in comparison with alternative ANS
gas transportation proposals, such as a pipeline to Canada. The Project, therefore, would
achieve higher returns for the ANS producers of natural gas and higher revenue for
Alaska from royalties and production tax on gas.
With the All-Alaska Gasline Project, higher netback values are achieved even with
smaller gas volumes than those proposed for other ANS gas transportation projects. The
total reserve requirements for the Project are within the existing discovered resource
base, resulting in a high degree of confidence that sufficient gas supply commitments
would be obtained under the initial open season for the Project.
Project~~20~year .• AverageNetb. ~cJFI(ti~esfor·tll.,,Ali-AiaskaGa~llne
and Alcari'High>Vay Projeets ·
·
··· · ·
·
·····
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Average Netback Price at
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Alcan 3.0 bcfd
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3.42

4.33

•

5.43
········-····-·-""'"""

30-Year Reserve Requirements
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30

!

....

34

.

51

The All-Alaska Gas line Project enjoys a netback pricing advantage ranging from $1.10 to
$2.00 per $mmBtu, depending on the gas volume assumptions, resulting in a significant
competitive advantage over the proposed Alcan Highway line. Higher netback prices are
achieved on the basis of smaller volume and, therefore, smaller reserve requirements to
support the Project.

5.3

Market Optionality

Although at the present time it is assumed that LNG volumes will be marketed in East
Asia, the Project would allow Alaska and its gas producers to access gas markets
worldwide, including gas markets in the Lower 48 United States, and capture the highest
possible sales value for gas, including premiums associated with seasonal and other
natural gas market variations. Such alternative gas markets can be reached (a) directly
through the supply of the Project's own LNG, or (b) through swap or similar
arrangements, which are becoming increasingly common in the global LNG industry.
The All-Alaska Gasline provides the only way for Alaska to participate in the global gas
commodity market ofthe future.
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5.4

Maximum In State Distribution of Gas

The Pipeline will deliver ANS natural gas to Valdez for liquefaction and liquids
extraction at the LNG Facilities. The Pipeline will also deliver ANS gas to delivery
points along its route to serve in-State demand for natural gas. While AGIA required a
commitment of a minimum of 5 offtake points for gas, the Port Authority has identified
18 potential offtake locations.
6.

Importance of Gas Supply to South Central Alaska
Gas production in the Cook Inlet is forecasted to fall sharply over the next few years. In
June of2004, a U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE") study projected a 75% drop in
production from over 200 bcfper year in 2005 to less than 50 bcfper year by 2014 1 The
Alaska Department of Natural Resources ("DNR") most recent annual report was slightly
2
more optimistic, estimating Cook Inlet gas production to reach 52.7 bcfper year in 2017
The impact of this reduction will be dramatic. As supply constricts, medium-term South
Central Alaska gas prices will rise significantly, meaning Alaskan consumers can expect
increased gas and power utility rates. Reductions in base supply have already begun to
directly affect industrial users.
Agriurn, which consumes natural gas for the production of urea, was the first industry to
suffer from such reductions. Agrium shut down its Nikiski plant in the winter of2006·
2007 so gas could be made available for higher priority home heating. In September of
this year, Agrium closed its Kenai fertilizer facility, laying off more than I 00 employees.
The Tesoro petroleum refinery at Nikiski which began operations in 1969, processes oil
produced from Cook Inlet. It normally uses natural gas as fuel and feedstock for its
hydrocracker unit. In late 2006, due to a gas shortage estimated at 42% below the plant's
required volumes, it was forced to use its own high-value products, such as butane,
propane and ultra-low-sulfur diesel, to fuel the refmery.
It is expected that the Marathon/ConocoPhillips liquefaction facilities in Nikiski, which
have been shipping LNG to Japan since 1969, will also cease operation in the next few
years.

DOE predicts that around 2011, not only will there not be enough gas for heavy industrial
use, but Cook Inlet fas production will no longer be able to supply electric power
generation demand. Beyond 2015, consumer gas utility demand is expected to outstrip
local supply. 4
The consequences of not securing the supply of ANS natural gas to the South Central
region by 2015 could be severe. The curtailment of industrial consumption of natural gas
in Nikiski for the production of urea, refining, and LNG export would result in significant
1

Presentation of Tony Izzo, President'CEO ofENSTAR Natural Gas Company, Energy Supply in South Central
Alaska (2006).
2

State of Ala'lka Department of Natural Resources, 2007 Annual Report, p. 3-25 (July 2007).

'!d. at II.
4

Id.
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job losses in the Kenai area. Further, power generation along the Railbelt will have to
use more expensive fuel substitutes, which could mean not only significant increases in
electricity generation costs but could also incur high switchover costs. Alaska, which has
the largest undeveloped natural gas reserves in the United States, could become an
importer of LNG.
7.

Project Labor Agreement
The Port Authority is pleased to commit to a Project Labor Agreement. The Port
Authority and appropriate labor representatives have committed, by a signed Letter of
Intent, as follows:
•

Use of modernized technology with proven results of quality and integrity to increase
productivity and efficiency.

•

Incorporation of "pre-job" meetings where all aspects of a particular work process
are explained and jurisdictional assignments are made; thus lessening the opportunity
for workplace disruptions due to mis-assignments.

•

Bright lines established for work done under the auspices of the building trades and
work under the auspices of the pipeline crafts.

•

Use of composite crews where appropriate.

•

Development of a formula to assure that wage and benefits and other economic
factors are known for the duration of the project.

•

Incorporation of methods for complying with Sections 28 & 29 of the Right of Way
Statutes which govern the authority to operate within the

•

ROW. Including incorporation of language included in the current Labor Agreement
with the Alyeska Pipeline Service Company maintenance and construction
contractors which has been highly successful in providing career opportunities to
Alaskan Natives.

•

While the Letter of Intent identifies the intention of the parties to utilize the original
TAPS Project Labor Agreement as a template; the parties recognize that the
following areas either were originally not recognized or were recognized but not
deemed important. The Port Authority intends to craft language to:
"

allow pre-employment drug and alcohol testing;

"

treat safety as a number one priority;

"

allow for background checks;
deal with HIRD issues (harassment, intimidation, retaliation, and discrimination);
and
maximum use of hiring hall procedures to assure that qualified Alaska/local hire
is accomplished to the fullest extent possible under law.

8.

Alaska Hire
The Port Authority has committed to Alaska hire to the maximum extent permitted by
law for the:
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9.

(a)

Pre-Construction;

(b)

Construction;

(c)

Start-up;

(d)

Operation (30 years);

(e)

Maintenance (30 years).

Substantial Permitting Progress for the All-Alaska Gas Line
Over a period of sixteen years, the Yukon Pacific Corporation ("YPC") obtained required
permits for the All-Alaska Gasline. In 2005, the Port Authority acquired an option to
purchase YPC and its associated permits and rights-of-way for a gas pipeline from the
North Slope to Valdez and for an LNG plant in Valdez.
While some ofYPC's data, rights-of-way and permits may need to be updated, their
acquisition provides a time advantage associated with the Project. In a prior technical
study performed for the Port Authority by Bechtel, it was estimated that access to the
YPC permits could save a number of years in developing the Project.
It should be noted that the detailed development and regulatory plans for the Project

presented in this Application have been developed without taking into account the benefit
of utilizing the YPC option negotiated by the Port Authority. Any time savings
associated resulting from the utilization of existing YPC permits and data will provide an
improvement above the base timeline for the Project presented herein.
Among YPC documents are included:
1.

Presidential Finding: Exports of natural gas from Alaska to nations other than
Canada or Mexico require a Presidential finding under the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976, 15 U.S.C. § 719 et seq. ("ANGTA"). YPC applied
for and received in January 1988 an authorization to export LNG from Valdez.
Additionally, in 1988, the U.S. Department of Energy issued an order authorizing
the export of gas to Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. This export license is for a
period of25 years for a maximum of 14 mmta. The specified 25 year period
starts upon the first shipment of LNG from Valdez. The primary target markets
for the Project are currently expected to be these same three countries. The
period of time it took to secure this finding was 3 years and 8 months.

2.

State of Alaska Coastal Zone Consistency Determination (Tier 1): The original
Trans Alaska Gas System ("TAGS") project obtained in 1988 a favorable
determination that the general project scope was consistent with the standards of
the Alaska Coastal Management Program. The period of time it took to obtain
this permit was 10 months.

3.

Bureau of Land Management/U.S. Army Corps of Engineers TAGS FE!S: The
U.S. Bureau of Land Management ("BLM") and the Army Corps of Engineers
prepared a final environmental impact statement ("FEIS") for the TAGS pipeline
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project in 1988. The Port Authority plans to update this FEIS. The period of
time it took to obtain this permit was 4 years and 5 months.

10.

4.

Ahtna Corporation Right-of-Way Agreement: In 1988, the developer of the
TAGS project entered into a right-of-way agreement with the Ahtna tribe that
sets forth broad terms for the use of right-of-way across Ahtna tribal lands.

5.

BLM Right-of-Way Agreement: This right-of-way agreement was also entered
into in 1988 which runs parallel to TAPS for from the North Slope to Valdez.
The Port Authority intends to update this agreement. The period of time it took
to obtain this permit was 4 years and 5 months.

6.

State of Alaska Conditional Right-of-Way Lease: As with the BLM right-ot~way
agreement, the Port Authority intends to update this agreement. This ROW runs
parallel to TAPS from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez. The period of time it took to
obtain this permit was 2 years and 9 months.

7.

Department of Energy Export Authorization: In 1989, the U.S. Department of
Energy issued an order authorizing the export of gas to Japan, South Korea, and
Taiwan. The Port Authority intends to export gas from its project to these same
three countries. The period of time it took to obtain this authorization was 2
years and II months.

8.

FERC Authorization of Anderson Bay LNG Facilitv: In 1995, FERC authorized
the construction and operation of a LNG facility at Anderson Bay at Valdez. The
Port Authority intends to update environmental data for FERC. The period of
time it took to obtain this authorization was 7 years and 3 months.

9.

Air Quality Construction Permit: The Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation issued in 1997 a permit that allows for air pollutant discharges
during construction and operation of the LNG facility. The Port Authority
intends to supplement the penni! with current and additional data. The period of
time it took to obtain this permit was 8 years.

Marine Transportation for LNG and NGL

LNG Tanker Transportation
The Project will not own LNG tankers. LNG marine transportation services will be
obtained tram third parties, under long term time charter arrangements typical in the
LNG industry. The providers of marine transportation services will be selected under a
competitive tender process.
The Port Authority has developed a relationship with the MOL Companies. MOL is a
global leader in marine transportation and has the largest tanker fleet in the world,
including crude carriers, product carriers, LNG carriers, LPG carriers and methanol
carriers. MOL is a leader in LNG transportation for LNG projects worldwide. MOL and
its group of companies own and/or participate in 80 LNG vessels (including 2 I vessels
under construction), which represents approximately a quarter of the world's existing (or
under construction) LNG vessels.
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Pursuant to a Teaming Agreement between the Port Authority and the MOL Companies,
the Port Authority and the MOL Companies have agreed to work together to develop the
marine transportation elements of the Project, including the development of a plan for
procurement and implementation of LNG transportation services in structure that is most
suitable to the Project.
Pursuant to the Teaming Agreement with the Port Authority, the MOL Companies have
provided a cost estimate for marine transportation services based on several options for
new-building LNG vessels.
In addition to its relationship with the MOL companies, the Port Authority has also been
in discussions with a major Japanese industrial conglomerate, whose business activities
include the trading and marketing of LNG and the provision of LNG tanker services.
This company has provided to the Port Authority an additional confidential cost estimate
for LNG marine transportation for the Project.
The number of LNG tankers required to transport the LNG volumes is primarily a
function of: (a) tanker size; and (b) distance to the destination market. The precise fleet
configuration for the Project will be determined once the actual sales volumes of LNG to
each market in Japan, Korea and/or Taiwan has been finalized, and binding bids under a
competitive tender for the provision of marine transportation services have been obtained
by the Project. At this time, it is anticipated that the LNG tankers for the Project could
range between 147,000 cubic meters ("m3") and 177,000 m3 class. Vessels in this size
range are optimal for the Project in terms of cost and access to East Asian receiving
terminals.
Depending on the allocation of offtake LNG volume and the size of vessels selected by
the Project, it is anticipated that between 12 and 18 new building vessels would be
required to transport the volume of LNG produced.

11.

Plan for Canadian Segment
A pipeline to Canada is not proposed for the initial phase of the Project and, therefore, a
description of such a project segment is not provided in this Application. However, the
Port Authority anticipates that in the future an AlCan Highway pipeline may be
implemented and has designed its Project to facilitate and accommodate the development
of such a pipeline.
The Port Authority views the All-Alaska Gas line as an initial "enabler" project for ANS
natural gas development. The Project will take all available ANS gas not needed for oil
reservoir pressure maintenance and other existing uses, and transport it to market in the
form of LNG. It is anticipated that at some future point additional ANS gas will become
available when it is no longer needed for oil reservoir pressure maintenance and that there
will be additional commercial natural gas discoveries that will likely exceed the LNG
liquefaction and distribution capabilities of the initial Project.
At that point in time, a likely expansion method for monetizing the full amount of known
ANS gas resources and potential future gas discoveries, would be a "build-out" phase
which would involve constructing an additional "Y-leg" pipeline from around Delta
Junction to deliver these additional gas volumes into Canada along the Alcan Highway
for ultimate tie-in to existing pipeline distribution systems delivering gas into Canada and
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the U.S. Midwest and West Coast markets. The Port Authority is committed to working
cooperatively with the sponsor(s) of such a future Canadian pipeline project.
As there are many factors that determine the volume and timing needs for the Canadian
pipeline, the Port Authority is not prepared to speculate as to when it might be
constructed.
12.

Bechtel

Since its formation in 1999, the Port Authority has been working with Bechtel
Corporation on the All Alaska gasline project. Bechtel has been engaged in the planning,
management, engineering, procurement, and construction of petroleum refineries,

chemical and petrochemical plants, gas and liquids pipelines, oil and gas production
facilities, and LNG plants tor more than 60 years. During that period, Bechtel has
successfully completed more than:

•

375 major chemical and petrochemical projects;

•

265 refinery expansions and modernizations;

•

II 0 gas processing plants;

•

50 major oil and gas field developments (20 offshore, 30 onshore); and

•

85,000 km of pipelines, including oil, natural gas, slurry, multiphase, and refinedproduct systems in all types of environments.

Bechtel has also been responsible for more than 35 percent of the world's current LNG
capability, and is moving aggressively to expand our role in advanced energy
technologies and alternative fuels.
Bechtel-built facilities encompass virtually every process and material handling
technology available. This experience, coupled with long-standing relationships with
process licensors, equipment manufacturers, and potential subcontractors, makes Bechtel
uniquely qualified to deliver optimum performance, aggressive schedules, low installed
cost, and safe design, construction and operation on the largest and most challenging EPC
projects. Bechtel's reputation for quality performance and "making the impossible
possible" is recognized throughout the industry.
Over the past I 0 years, Bechtel has successfully completed more than 50 major projects
for customers in the oil, gas, chemical, and pipeline industries. Many of the projects have
involved work at remote locations characterized by harsh climatic or environmental
conditions. As a result, Bechtel has an in-depth understanding of key execution issues
such as provision of logistical support to remote project locations, movement of heavy
modules and construction materials, preservation of fragile ecosystems, and maintenance
of safe working environments under extremely adverse conditions.
Thirty of the most important projects that Bechtel has executed for customers in the oil,
gas, and pipeline industries over the past I 0 years are illustrated in Figure I below. Each
of them has involved the combination of innovative thinking, technical expertise, and
proven execution and management systems to meet our customers' cost and schedule
goals. Taken together, they demonstrate that Bechtel has the capability to successfully
execute major projects in the harshest and most challenging areas on the planet.
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13.

Project Cost Estimate
A summary of estimated Project capital costs, broken down into the principal areas of
expenditure, is provided in Table 2 below.
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'J'abte_2_

_Iitdic_ative Cost Estimate

Item

I

Development Phase:

Estimated Cost
~billions)

Program Management
0.070
.·- -.. ---·-·-·-·-·- ---··---------------- ··-- ------------ ---- --------------------- -------------------.. --~------ --------------------------------Pre-FEED and FEED
0.185

. - ---- --------- ........ ··-·· ...... -

"''""""''""

~~r;.;~¥~a~~~~-~;.ltlitti~~-~~P-~~~-----~-~----~----~~-~-~~~~-~-~~=~~~~~~~---~=~c~~~~~~~---_o:1-~--=~~~~~-----RE!!,JIJI<It()ry ~!je_"_c_'t_! ~e_~~i!t~".!J.~_()_!;~!;___ _ ________ ____________ ______; ____ ----~-~~--- _____ _
g~n_E!~'!i _l\ll<lll<I!!E!!'IE!".!_~()!I~-..... __

------ - ----- ------------------- --"--------------0._105-- ---------

___ ______________ _--~u_b~o~a!_[)e_lfei_C>_PI11E!".tP.~_<:l_s_e~ ________;_________ -~~~?_5_ _________ _

Execution Phase:

·-·-·-·-·----·······-·-·-·-····-··-····----- ------ -····-·--------------------------------------------~------------------1--------------- ----------------------

Pipeline and Compression Facilities
11.70
-..
--------LNG
Facilities
7 .DO
--'' -····-·-·-·-·----·-·---------- ,______________ ---------·----------·-·----------------------------------+---------·---·-----·----·----·------·--------------------·----------·-··--------,--.-~--------~------·-------- -~-------~~-

--~--------------------·-·--·-------

.g~!'ll!~~-~~~t!l:~!lll!!i!'ll!_and L~~-~"-~-~~~i_e_!l___________________-'- ________ J_2:~~L _____ __
Subtotal Execution Phase:

21.35
21.875

--- . . _______ -----------·-·-·- -------·---------------·------------·------~ -------------~------------·---~t-- ---------- _______________ ,. ____ _

TOTAL:

14.

Former Point Thomson Unit
The Port Authority views commitment of natural gas from the former Point Thomson
Unit ("Point Thomson") as critical to the success of any midstream project to monetize
ANS gas. The Port Authority is of the opinion that the current status of Point Thomson,
decreases, rather than increases, Project risks associated with securing firm transportation
commitments.

The Port Authority's long held belief that Point Thomson gas is critical to success of its
Project efforts has resulted in it being at the forefront of encouraging, and ultimately
demanding, development of the field's resources.
In 2004 and the first half of 2005, the Port Authority repeatedly approached the Point
Thomson working interest owners, seeking to discuss and negotiate transportation
arrangements for gas from the field. It eventually became clear that the former
leaseholders were not willing to discuss committing gas to an independent project.
In the fall of2005, the Port Authority filed extensive factual and legal briefing to DNR,
demanding that the State terminate the unit and reclaim the acreage for re-leasing to
upstream producers interested in bringing Point Thomson gas resources to market. Since
that time, the Port Authority has continued to assist DNR in its efforts to clear title on
Point Thomson, including actively participating in the administrate and superior court
unit termination proceedings.
The Port Authority's close association with the termination process has left it confident
that DNR's efforts will be successful, meaning the State could be in the position to begin
the re-leasing process as soon as 2009. Because the Point Thomson reservoirs are largely
delineated, and there is little exploration risk associated with the acreage, interest in releasing by upstream producers is expected to be strong. Consequently, DNR will be in a
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position to demand and receive bid terms more favorable than those traditionally received
by the State for exploration acreage.
To guarantee maximum ultimate hydrocarbon recovery from Point Thomson, the Port
Authority recognizes that gas cycling may be required for a number of years before
significant gas offtake from the field is appropriate. Thus the Port Authority commits to
immediately begin working with DNR and the AOGCC to establish rules for Point
Thomson gas offtake so that the timing of Point Thomson gas availability to the Project
can be determined before the Project's initial open season. The Port Authority will also
work with the State to embed express "date certain" development commitments into the
new leasing arrangements to ensure: (a) cycling, if required by the AOGCC, occurs
rapidly, possibly even before Project construction; and (b) Point Thomson gas shipments
through the Project are coordinated to maximize recovery in light of Point Thomson and
Prudhoe Bay reservoir needs (i.e., Point Thomson gas sales should occur such that total
recovery is maximized from both units).
Additionally, the Port Authority believes DNR should take this opportunity to seek a
substantially larger share of Point Thomson profits than it has received in the past under
its traditional exploration lease arrangements. Structuring the lease sales with royalty or
a net profit interest ("NP")' as one of the key bid variables can be expected to result in a
high level of State "take." The Port Authority believes the original Northstar lease sales
provide a good analogy for what the State might achieve with Point Thomson.
Northstar is a joint offshore State/federal oil and gas unit located to the north of the
Prudhoe Bay unit. In 1979, the Northstar prospect was first .put out for bid on a NP bid
basis. Four State leases were bid in 1979, and one in 1983, with Amerada Hess and
Shell as the primary leaseholders. The four 1979 leases gave the State a one-fifth royalty
share plus an 89% NP. The 1983 lease gave the State a one-eighth royalty share plus a
40% NPI, for an average NP on the State's share of the unit of roughly 80%.
Total State "take" can be viewed as the amount of profits on oil and gas the State gets
after it collects its royalty share, NP (if any), and severance, property, and state income
taxes. For the Northstar leases in the 1980s this can be conservatively estimated at over
90%, assuming: (a) nominal severance taxes because of the later adopted Economic Limit
Factor; (b) nominal property taxes (which are small in the total picture); (c) State income
taxes of about 9% with an effective rate about half that after deductions; (d) a blended
19% royalty; and (e) a blended 80% NP.
A re-leasing of Point Thomson acreage would share many characteristics with the State
Northstar lease sales, including a high oil price environment, but would be more
attractive to the lessee because of the lack of exploration risk. Consequently, it is
reasonable to assume the State will be able to achieve a similar 90% take for Point
Thomson. According to a recent 2007 DOE study this is more than triple the 26.1% take

5
A net profit interest can be simplistically represented as a share of total lease revenue minus the field development
cosls (including interest) and State royalty (Net Profit"'= Gross Revenue- Field Costs- State Royalty). Sec 11 AAC
83.200-.228.

'' ADL 312798, ADL 312799. ADL 312808. ADL 312809.
7

ADL 355001.
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(pre-PPT) Alaska would have historically expected ANS-wide after a major gas sale with
West Coast oil at $60 per barrel. 8
The same 2007 DOE study, assuming a flat price of $60 per barrel for ANS crude West
Coast prices and ultimate Point Thomson recovery of7.2 tcf of gas and 390 million
barrels of condensates and oil, estimated that the State's total nominal take over the life
of Point Thomson under the old lease terms would be approximately $24.3 billion, or a
26.9%? If on re-leasing the State can achieve take percentages comparable to the
Northstar leases, i.e., about 90%, the State would expect $81.0 billion over the life of the
field given the same pricing, cost and ultimate recovery assumptions.
It can thus be seen that the magnitude of potential economic rents from Point Thomson
are significant. If re-leased at anything approaching the NP shares originally received by
the State in the Northstar leases, and combined with fixed development timelines, such
terms will maximize the economic benefits to the State, while allowing Point Thomson
gas, along with Prudhoe Bay gas, to provide the shipping commitments that will anchor
the construction of an All-Alaska natural gas pipeline project.

15.

Benefits of State Participation in portion of Pipeline Financing
There would be significant financial advantages to both the State of Alaska as well as the
potential shippers on the pipeline for the State to participate in a portion of the financing
of the gas pipeline. This concept is not without precedent, particularly given the
Murkowski administration proposed a 20% minority ownership by the State with a
producer owned (Exxon, BP, ConocoPhillips) and controlled pipeline through Canada. A
similar proposal now whereby the State of Alaska would participate financially by
guaranteeing a portion of the debt (maximum of30%) of the pipeline would return
significant benefits to the State. Those benefits would be as follows:
1.

The lower the tariff on the pipeline, the higher the well head price of gas. The
State receives the majority of its income and benefit based upon the wellhead
value for the gas shipped by North Slope lease holders.

2.

The State of Alaska itself presently is the largest North Slope producer, currently
controlling 8+ tcf of gas at Point Thomson as well as the gas and royalty share in
Prudhoe Bay. A lower pipeline tariff on which the State would ship its own gas
would result in a higher well head net back directly to the State.

For years, Alaska has awaited someone to come forth and finance the building of the
Trans-Alaska gas pipeline. It is time for the State of Alaska to take a stronger role in the
future development of the vast resources of natural gas on the North Slope. The State's
participation in a portion of the financing would guarantee a project would be built.
Projects around the world incur different levels of risk. Those risks typically consist of
exploration risk and the risks inherent in developing the significant upstream
infrastructure required before gas can flow. Alaska is in a converse position. Rather than
United States Department of Energy. Alaska North Slope Oil and Gas~ A Promising Future or an Area in Decline?,
Full Report 3-127 (August 2007).

8

9

!d. at 3-139.
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exploration risk, gas is currently re-inject at a volume 2. 7 bcf/d in excess of that needed
to maintain the pressure on the Prudhoe Bay oil fields. Much of the needed infrastructure
is already in place on the North Slope.
State participation in Project financing could be viewed no differently than state
involvement in enumerable transportation development projects in our Nation's history
such as for canals, railroads, wharfs, airports, etc. For instance, California in the 1960's
created the State Water Project, including voters approving bonds in the amount of $1.75
billion (about $12 billion in today's dollars), to allow for the transportation of water in
northern California to concentrated population centers in the southern portion of the state.
That water aqueduct system consists of approximately 450 miles of concrete-lined canals,
underground pipelines, tunnels and channels, with 29 contractors that ship water in this
system providing water to approximately 25 million customers. Water is also delivered
for irrigation to approximately 75,000 acres of crops within California. However, it is
unlikely that the private sector would have been able or willinf, to provide California with
the water transportation infrastructure needed to make it the 71 ' largest economy
worldwide.
It is unlikely that the private sector would have stepped up to provide the California
infrastructure needed to move the direly needed water from northern California to the
concentration of its population farther south. Similarly, much of Alaska's natural gas
resources are located in the northernmost area of Alaska with the population
concentration in areas south. Given the price of gas now along with its projected
escalation into the future, Alaska can no longer take a back seat position. To continue to
wait for companies which are competing globally for investment dollars and access to
natural resources to make the commitments needed for Alaska to be able to take Alaska's
gas to the world market is foolhardy. It is time for Alaska to step to the plate, cause this
pipeline to be built across the state and make our gas available to Alaskans and to the
U.S. and global markets.

16.

Project Partners
To date, the Port Authority has a long-standing relationship with the Bechtel Corporation,
much of whose data is presented in the Port Authority's application. Bechtel is clearly a
world-renowned leader in projects of this magnitude given its 60-plus years of expertise
in this area. Additionally, the Port Authority has entered into a Teaming Agreement with
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines (MOL), one of the world's largest carriers of LNG to participate in
the shipping of LNG from Alaska. MOL, though an affiliate, has ownership of eight U.S.
built LNG tankers that upon reflagging, would be available for service from Alaska into
the Lower 48 market. The Port Authority has received letters of interest from two other
companies who are significant participants in the LNG business who have at this time
requested that their names remain confidential. As this process moves forward, we look
forward to presenting those companies to the public. The names and details of the
relationship with those entities have been made available on a confidential basis to the
State through the AGJA process.
Additionally, we have been in contact with a number of significant world-wide
participants in the LNG business who have expressed their support for our Project and
have requested further discussions with them following the public release of all
applications.
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The reception we have received to date from companies looking at this project has been
very positive based largely upon the economics of our Project, the proven reserves at the
North Slope and the stability of government that Alaska provides.
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APPENDIX A-1
ALASKA GASLINE PORT AUTHORITY
RESPONSE TO
REQUEST FOR CLARIFYING INFORMATION
CHECKLIST
(December 18, 2007)

Request
No.

December 11, 2007
Requests for Information
Request No. 1

RFA
Reference

1.a

Please clearly identify and provide a
detailed description of the primary
design of the project proposed by the
Application.

2

1.b

Identify all of the Sections and
Appendices of the Application that
contain the data required to support the
project described in (a) above, and
provide a detailed explanation of how
the data relates to the project.

2

2.

Request No. 2
For each Application section listed
below, please identify all of the Sections
and the Appendices of the Application,
other than Section 7.2 that contain the
data that are responsive to the
respective RFA Sections. In addition,
please provide a detailed explanation of
how the data relates to the project

AGP A Response to Request Additional Information Check List- Appendix A-1
Page 1

AGPA's
Reference

1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2
Appendix I
Appendix T
Appendix U
AppendixV
Appendix CC
Appendix EE
Appendix FF
Appendix GG
Appendix HH
Appendix JJ
Appendix KK
Appendix 00
Appendix PP
Appendix QQ

Request
No.

December 11, 2007
Requests for Information
described in response to 1(a) above.

2.a

For Application Sections 3.2.2, 3.3, 3.4
and 9.2 responding to the requirement
in RFA Section 2.1 to describe the
Project components.

2.1

2.b

For Application Sections 4.1, 4.3. 1 and
8.1 responding to the requirements in
RFA Section 2 introduction and RFA
Sections 2.2 and 2.2.3. 13 to describe a
Project Development Plan.

2 Introduction
2.2
2.2.3. 13

2.2
2.2.3.13

2.c

For Application Sections 5.1, 5.2 and
8.2 responding to the requirements in
RFA Section 2 introduction and RFA
Section 2.3. 1 to provide a Project
Execution Plan.

2 Introduction
2.3.1

2.3.1
Appendix PP

2.d

For Application Section 9.4, responding
to requirements in RFA Section 2.3.2 to
provide a comprehensive capital cost
management plan.

2.3.2

2.3.2
2.9
Appendix PP

2.e

For Application Section 13, responding
to the requirements in RFA Section
2.1 0.2 to provide sufficient information
to demonstrate and enable the state to
verify technical viability.

2.10.2

2.10.2

2.10.1

2.5
2. 10.1
Appendix NN

RFA
Reference

AGPA's
Reference

'1 .2. 1
1.2.2
1.2.3
2.1
2.4.2
2.7.2

Request No. 3
3.a

Please identify all of the Sections and
Appendices of the Application that
contain data and analysis of the
economic viability of the project and
provide a detailed explanation of how
the data and analysis relates to the
project described in response to 1(a)

AGP A Response to Request Additional Information Check List- Appendix A-1
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Request
No.

December 11, 2007
Requests for Information

RFA
Reference

AGPA's
Reference

above.

3.b

In addition, please explain how
Appendix NN explains the economic
viability of and otherwise supports the
project described in response to 1(a)
above.

2.10.1

2.1 0.1

Request No. 4
4.a

Please identify all of the Sections and
Appendices of the Application that
contain the pipeline access and tariff
terms the AGPA plans to offer and
provide a detailed explanation of how
the terms related to the project
described in response to 1(a) above.

2.2.3.4

2.2.3.4
2.10.1
Appendix NN

4.b

Please clarify and explain the statement
on page 28 of the Application that the
Applicant "plans to use existing
interstate pipeline tariffs as a model for
its terms and conditions of service."

2.2.3.4

Reworded in
2.2.3.4

4.c

Please identify all of the Sections and
Appendices of the Application that
contain information responsive to the
items listed below and provide a
detailed explanation of how the terms
relate to the pipeline portion of the
project described in response to 1(a)
above:

4.c.i

Description of proposed ratemaking
methodologies;

2.2.3.4

2.2.3.4
2.2.3.5
2.2.3.6
2.2.3.7
2.2.3.8

4.c.ii

Estimate of rates and charges for all
services by third parties.

2.2.3.4

2.2.3.5
2.10.1.3
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Request
No.

December 11, 2007
Requests for Information

RFA
Reference

AGPA's
Reference
Appendix NN

Request No. 5

5.a

5.b

5.c

6.

7.

8.

Description of proposed ratemaking
methodologies for liquefaction portion of
the Project;
Estimate of rates and charges for all
services by third parties for liquefaction
portion of the Project;
Detailed description of all proposed
access and tariff terms for liquefaction
services, or, if third parties would
perform liquefaction services,
identification of the third parties and the
terms applicable to the liquefaction
services.

Request No. 6
Please identify and explain where in the
Financial Model, Appendix NN, the
information evidencing Applicant's
financial resources and capabilities to
perform Development and Execution of
the proposed project appears. In
addition, please provide a detailed
explanation of how the data relates to
the project described in response to
1(a) above.
Request No. 7
Consistent with RFA Section 2.8.1,
please provide a detailed description of
each entity referenced in Application
Section 10.1 with whom Applicant has a
written commitment currently in effect
and provide a copy of the written
commitments.
Request No. 8
Please identify all of the Sections and

2.2.3.14

2.10.1.3
2.2.3.14(f)

2.2.3.14

2.10.1.3
Appendix K

2.2.3.14

2.2.3.14

2.8.2

2.8
2.9

2.8.1

2.8
2.9
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix
Appendix

2.9

AGPA Response to Request Additional Information Check List- Appendix A-1
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2.8

C
L
S
RR

Request
No.

9.

10.

December 11, 2007
Requests for Information
Appendices of the Applicant that contain
the information required by RFA Section
2.9 and provide a detailed explanation
of how the information relates to the
project described in response to 1(a)
above.

Request No. 9
Please clarify the reimbursement
percentage AGPA proposes prior to the
close of the first binding open season
and after the close of the first binding
open season.

RFA
Reference

2.11

Request No. 10
Application Section 4.3 Commercial
Plan for Pipeline, addresses third-party
Operation and Maintenance of the
pipeline. Please identify the third party
or parties that AGPA proposes to
operate the pipeline.

Applicant's Name

~~~~

William M. Walker, Project Manager
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
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AGPA's
Reference
2.9

2.11

2.2.3
2.4.2

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 3, 2008
Mayor Jim Whitaker, Chairman
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
State of Alaska
411 4th Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Dear Mayor Whitaker:
Enclosed is the envelope and documents that I received on December 21, 2007 regarding your AGIA
application. Because information was received after the deadline for the clarification request it is
being returned without consideration.

Sincerely,
Christopher Rutz C.P. M
Procurement Manager

AGIA License Office 550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501
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Alaska Gasline Indu(!ement Act License Application

From:

Alaska Gasline Port Authority
c/o 731 N Street
Anchorage, AK 99501

To:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska Department of Revenue
550 West 7fu Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Phone: (907) 269-0080
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 4, 2008
Mayor Jim Whitaker, Chairman
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
State of Alaska
411 41h Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701

Re:

Completeness Determination Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act

Dear Mayor Whitaker:
The Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Revenue and the Commissioner of the Alaska
Department ofNatural Resources ("Commissioners") appreciate the effort made by the Alaska Gasline
Port Authority ("Port Authority'') to submit an Application in response to the Request for Applications
("RFA") issued pursuant to the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act ("AGIA"), AS 43.90, et seq.
As explained below, however, the Commissioners reject the Port Authority's Application
pursuant to AS 43.90.140 because it fails to comply with the mandatory requirements of AS
43.90.130, and is inconsistent with the RFA. Additionally, the Commissioners have determined that
the supplemental information the Port Authority submitted on December 18, 2007, in reply to the
Commissioners' December 11, 2007 Clarification Request is not responsive to the Request and
contains significant new information that was not included in the Application the Port Authority
submitted on November 30, 2007 ("November 30 Application" or "Application"). Consequently, the
supplemental information submitted on December 18, 2007, will not be considered with the
Application.

I.

The Port Authority's December 18 Submittal Will Not Be Considered.

Upon review of the Port Authority's December 18, 2007 reply to the Commissioners'
December 11, 2007 Clarification Request, the Commissioners have determined that the submittal is
not responsive to the Request and contains new information that, if accepted, would materially change
the substance of the Application the Port Authority submitted on November 30, 2007, the RF A due
date. Consequently, the supplemental information will not be considered. This determination is
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consistent with the competitiveness goals of AGIA, the RFA, and the accepted practice of not
permitting material changes to an application after the application deadline has expired to protect the
fairness of the competitive process.
This determination is supported by the controlling legal requirements and the material
submitted by the Port Authority. The RF A provides, at Section 1.13.8, that an "Applicant may not
make any material change to the Application after the Application Deadline."
The Commissioners' December 11 Request was comprised of ten specific questions, some of
which contained several subparts, requesting clarification of specific portions of the Port Authority's
Application. In general, the Port Authority was asked to identify the Sections and Appendices in the
November 30 Application that contained certain information required to satisfy the requirements of
AS 43.90.130 and the RFA.
The Port Authority's reply did not directly answer the Commissioners' questions. Rather, the
Port Authority submitted a new proposal packet (backdated to November 30, 2007, the RFA deadline)
that described a materially-changed project different from that proposed in the November 30
Application.' Because the December 18 submittal essentially comprised a new application materially
and substantially different from the November 30 Application, the December 18 submittal is referred
to here as the "Revised Application."
Among other material changes, the Revised Application presented a new diameter for the
proposed pipeline, new technical viability data and analysis, and new economic data and analysis that
was not provided in the November 30 Application. Specifically:
•

The November 30 Application appeared to describe, or at least provide information for,
two different projects, both of which proposed a 48-inch diameter pipeline from the North
Slope to Valdez. Clarification Request No. 1(a) asked the Port Authority to identify which
of the two proposals constituted the primary design of the Port Authority's project. In
response, the Port Authority proposed a third materially different project with a 42-inch
diameter pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez. The Revised Application also references
LNG terminal proposals different from the November 30 Application.2

•

The Revised Application includes technical information that was not included in the
November 30 Application. The November 30 Application did not include a Front End
Engineering Design ("FEED") Plan, which is required by Section 2.2.1 of the RFA (see
page 85). Instead, it attempted to incorporate by reference (at page 17) information
developed by Bechtel that the Port Authority expected to be included in another
(unidentified) party's application under the RFA. No application filed under the RFA,

An indication of this is the fact that while the original Application was approximately 90 pages long,
the Revised Application submitted on December 18 is approximately 180 pages long, and contained four new
appendices.
2

Compare the November 30 Application at page 2 with the Revised Application at page 12. In addition,
Section 2.1 of the Revised Application contains a lengthy, 30-page description of the project, much of which
was not contained in the November 30 Application.
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however, provided the referenced Bechtel information. The missing Bechtel information
appears to be provided in the Revised Application (at pages 31-40), which includes a
detailed discussion of a FEED plan and other information relevant to the technical viability
of the proposed project. The FEED plan and other information contained in the Revised
Application is materially and substantially different from the information provided in the
November 30 Application. 3
•

The November 30 Application and the Revised Application provide different netback
conclusions for the proposed projects.4 Exhibit NN, included with the November 30
Application, showed negative netbacks for the project until the year 2029. The
Clarification Request asked how the original Exhibit NN explained the economic viability
of the project. The Revised Application included a new and materially different Exhibit
NN, that showed a positive netback for the project.

•

The November 30 Application stated that information about capital costs and revenue to
the State was "pending." However, the Revised Application provides information about
capital costs and an analysis of revenue to the State. (Compare the November 30
Application at page 84 to the Revised Application at pages 168-171.)

•

The November 30 Application proposed a project that would be subject to regulation by the
Regulatory Commission of Alaska ("RCA"), whereas the Revised Application proposed a
project that would be subject to regulation by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
("FERC"). (Compare the November 30 Application at page 49 - stating "the RCA has
primary jurisdiction" - with the Revised Application at page 92 - stating that "The Port
Authority anticipates that the Project will be a FERC-certificated Project.")

As these examples demonstrate, the Port Authority's submittal in response to the
Commissioners' December 11 Clarification Request presents a material and substantial revision to the
November 30 Application.
The Commissioners have determined that the Port Authority's attempt to supplement its
November 30 Application with a significant amount of new information 18 days after the Application
deadline is not permitted by AGIA and the RF A. Moreover, it would not be fair to other applicants,
who did not have that same opportunity, to allow the Port Authority to submit what is, in effect, a new
application after the deadline. Accordingly, pursuant to AS 43.90.140(c) and RFA Section 1.13.8, the
The
Commissioners reject the Port Authority's December 18 submittal as non-responsive.
Commissioners have not considered the information in the submittal in determining whether the
November 30 Application is complete under AS 43.90.140(a).
3

See, e.g., Revised Application at pages 173-177. Similarly, whereas the original Application failed to
include a Project Execution Plan or capital cost management plan, and merely cited to missing or outdated
Bechtel information (see Application at page 51), the Revised Application contains a new Appendix PP which
purports to provide a Project Execution Plan and information regarding capital cost management.
4

The "netback" price is the price the producer would receive at the wellhead after deducting the cost of
transporting the gas to market.
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II.

The Port Authority's November 30 Application

AS 43.90.140(a) requires the Commissioners to "review each application to determine whether
it is consistent with the terms of the request for applications" and satisfies the statutory requirements
contained in AS 43.90.130. Under AS 43.90.140(a), "[t]he commissioners shall reject as incomplete
an application that does not meet the requirements of[AS 43.90.130]." Thus, for an application to be
considered "complete" and thereby proceed to the evaluation process established by the statute, an
application must, as a threshold matter, unconditionally satisfy the requirements set forth in AS
43.90.130. The failure of an application to meet even one of these requirements means the
Commissioners must reject that application as incomplete.
Based on a detailed review of the Port Authority's Application, as filed on November 30, 2007,
the Commissioners have determined that the November 30 Application fails to satisfy the
requirements of AS 43.90.130, as illustrated by the following examples.

A.

The November 30 Application Fails To Provide a Thorough Description of a
Project From the North Slope to Market.

The Application fails to provide a clear description of "a proposed natural gas pipeline project
for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to market" as required by AS 43.90.130(2). The
Application proposes a 48-inch diameter pipeline from the North Slope to Valdez, but refers to both a
2.0 billion cubic feet per day ("Bcf/d") project with two liquefied natural gas ("LNG") trains, and a
larger 3.4-4.0 Bcfld project with three LNG trains without designating the primary project that is
proposed. 5 The State recognizes that applicants may submit multiple design proposals, but the
Application fails to identify whether the Port Authority's proposed project is the smaller 2 Bcf!d
project or a larger 3.4-4.0 Bcf!d project.
More importantly, the November 30 Application fails to provide a "thorough description" of
either of the two proposed projects referenced above, or any other project. Section 2.1 of the RF A
requires the applicant to describe its proposed project in terms of "discrete subprojects" and to clearly
specify what is included in each subproject and the relevant design assumptions. The Port Authority
responds to this requirement by referencing Section 7.2 of its Application. 6 Section 7.2, however,
contains no technical information, data or analysis of any kind.
Section 7.2 does provide some explanation of why the Port Authority's Application does not
contain the technical information. The Port Authority explains that since June 2007 it had worked
with two (unidentified) major energy companies and made available to them approximately $8 million
worth of work that Bechtel had performed for the Port Authority since 1999. According to the
5

An LNG plant is made up of one or more LNG "trains," each of which constitutes an independent gas
liquefaction unit.

6

For example, Section 3.4 of the Application states: "For a discussion of access to detailed technical
data related to the LNG Facilities proposed in the Application, including information related to storage tanks
and marine terminal facilities, please refer to Section 7.2 and Error! Reference source not found [sic)."
Application at page 13 (emphasis in original); see also Application at Section 13. The Port Authority did not
provide any explanation for the error message above.
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Application, one of the energy companies withdrew from the AGIA application process in midOctober, and the second energy company informed the Port Authority of its intention to continue with
the preparation of an application to be submitted under the AGIA process. Meanwhile, according to
the explanation, Bechtel entered into arrangements that precluded it from working with the Port
Authority while engaged by the second energy company. See Application at Section 7.2, page 57.
Apparently, the Port Authority anticipated that the technical work performed by Bechtel for the
second energy company was virtually identical to the work the Port Authority would have requested
Bechtel to perform. Based on the assumption that the second energy company actually filed an AGIA
application, the Port Authority's Application states that it "incorporates all cost estimates and other
technical work performed by Bechtel for the other prospective applicant by reference." Application at
Section 7.2, page 57.
Without deciding whether the Port Authority could comply with AGIA and the RFA by
''incorporating" information that is submitted in another party's application, no other applicant filed
an application containing any cost estimates, technical work, or any other work performed by Bechtel.
Thus, the sections of the Port Authority's Application that should provide the required thorough
description refer to information that is not available to the Commissioners under the RFA. 7
It appears that the Port Authority faced a difficult situation as a result of the circumstances
described above. Nevertheless, the Port Authority's Application fails to provide a thorough
description ofthe project, as required by AS 43.90.130(2) and RFA Section 2.1.

B.

The November 30 Application Fails To Provide The Required Technical Viability
Analysis.

For the same reasons that the Application fails to provide the required thorough description, it
also fails to comply with the requirement in AS 43.90.130(2)(C) to provide, among other things, an
"analysis" of the project's "technical viability". The November 30 Application states that the
technical viability analysis is contained in Section 13 of the Application See Appendix A at page 1.
But Section 13 directs the reader to Section 7.2 for "access to technical data." As discussed above,
Section 7.2 does not contain any actual data, technical or otherwise; it states that it "incorporates all
cost estimates and other technical work performed by Bechtel for the other prospective applicant by
reference." Application at page 58. As the Port Authority's Application lacks any analysis of the
project's technical viability, it fails to comply with AS 43.90.130(2)(C).

C.

The November 30 Application Fails To Provide Other Required Information.

In addition, several other sections ofthe Application rely on the missing Bechtel information to
fulfill other requirements. These include:

7

For example, Application Sections 3.2 (Pipeline), 3.3 (Gas Conditioning Plant), and 3.4 (LNG Facilities
in Valdez) rely on the unavailable information.
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•

Application Sections 4.1, 4.3.1, and 8.1, responding to the requirements in the
introduction of Section 2 of the RFA and RF A Sections 2.2 and 2.2.3.13 to provide a
Project Development Plan;

•

Application Sections 5.1, and 8.2, responding to the requirements in the introduction of
Section 2 of the RFA and RFA Section 2.3.1 to provide a Project Execution Plan; and

•

Application Section 5.2, responding to the requirement in RF A Section 2.3.2 to provide
a comprehensive capital cost management plan.

As a result of relying on information that was not submitted with its November 30 Application,
the Port Authority has failed to provide a Project Development Plan, a Project Execution Plan, and a
comprehensive capital cost management plan.
The Port Authority's Application also fails to meet the requirements of AS 43.90.130(2)(C) in
other respects, in addition to the missing Bechtel information. In this regard, AS 43.90.130(2)(C)
requires each applicant to provide an analysis of the project's economic viability. The Port
Authority's November 30 Application asserts that Section 12 of the Application contains the required
economic viability analysis. See Application at Appendix A, page 1. However, only some of the
requisite information is provided. In Section 12 the Application discusses the potential markets to be
served by the project, but it fails to provide information required for Section 12.2, ("Project Costs");
Section 12.3, (''Netback Prices and Revenue"); and Section 12.4, ("Cash Flows to the State of
Alaska"). Instead, the Port Authority acknowledges that no information is provided; the subsections
state only "[section pending]". (See Application at page 84 (emphasis in original).)
The information that should have been provided in these sections is necessary to enable the
Commissioners to analyze the project's economic viability, which is critical to assessing the project's
net present value (''NPV") and the anticipated cash flows to the State, as required by AS 43.90.170.
By failing to provide a discussion of the project's costs, the projected revenue, or projected cash flows
to the State, the Port Authority's Application has failed to provide the Commissioners with even the
minimum information necessary to evaluate a proposal's economic viability. 8

D.

The November 30 Application Does Not Contain Tariff Terms as Required.

The November 30 Application does not comply with AS 43.90.130(2)(C) or RFA Section
2.2.3.4, which require applicants to provide "a description of all pipeline access and tariff terms the
applicant plans to offer'' AS 43.90.130(2)(C). The Port Authority's Application states only that the
"Port Authority's terms and conditions of service are in development." Application at page 27. While
the Application does state that the Port Authority intends to provide firm and interruptible service, and
plans to use other existing pipeline tariffs as a model, with modifications to reflect the specific needs
of the project, the Port Authority also confirms that the tariff terms are not provided and that it
"intends to provide prospective shippers with a draft of its terms and conditions of service during the
open season." Application at page 28.
8

In addition, as noted earlier, Exhibit NN of the Application shows the project would produce a negative

netback price.
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E.

The November 30 Application Fails To Comply With AS 43.90.130(20).

Finally, under AS 43.90.130(20) an applicant must "demonstrate the readiness, financial
resources, and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the application". To make this
demonstration, the applicant must provide certain information, including a description of the
applicant's "ability to follow a detailed work plan and timeline, and the ability to operate within an
associated budget." Because, as discussed above, the Port Authority's Application does not provide
required and essential technical, cost, pricing and cash flow information, the Commissioners find the
Port Authority has failed to "demonstrate the readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to
perform the activities specified in the application" as required by AS 43.90.130(20).

III.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Commissioners reject the Port Authority's December 18, 2007
submittal because it contains information not responsive to the Commissioners' December 11, 2007
Request, and attempts to materially change the Port Authority's Application well after the November
30, 2007 application deadline.
In addition, the Commissioners find that the Port Authority's November 30 Application fails to
satisfy the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130, and the requirements of the RFA. Accordingly,
pursuant to AS 43.90.140(a), the Commissioners reject the Port Authority's Application as
incomplete.

This is the Commissioners' final determination. 9 Upon request, the Commissioners will make
themselves available to discuss with the Port Authority the basis for their determination that this
Application is incomplete and must be rejected. In addition pursuant to AS 43.90.160, all
Applications, whether determined to be complete or incomplete, will be made public. 10
Again, we appreciate the Port Authority's interest in AGIA and the efforts expended on
submitting its Application.

~n-::>
Commissioner
Alaska Department ofRevenue

Tom Irwin
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Natural Resources

9

By submitting an Application, the Port Authority has agreed to waive the right to appeal as provided in
AS 43.90.130(16).
10

The Commissioners determined, pursuant to AS 43.90.150 and RFA Section 1.13.6, that the documents
the Port Authority identified in the Application as proprietary and trade secrets are confidential and not subject
to public disclosure.
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January 10, 2008

SENT VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL

Tom Irwin, Commissioner
Department of Natural Resources
State of Alaska
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1400
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Email: tom.irwin@alaska.gov

Re:

Patrick Galvin, Commissioner
Department of Revenue
State of Alaska
550 West i'' Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Email: p atrick.galvin@alaska.gov

Request for Reconsideration
Alaska Gasline Port Authority I AG IA Application

Dear Commissioner Irwin and Commissioner Galvin :
Attached please find the Request for Recon sideration submitted on behalf
of the Alaska Gasline Port Authority. Th is is being provided to you under thr
confidentiality provisions set forth under the Alask.a Gasline Inducement Act and
AS43.90.150.
Thank you for you r consideration of this Request for Reconsideration.
Sincerely,
ALASKA GASLINE PORT A UTHORITY

LdA-#1'4~

William M. Walker, General Counsel

Board of D iredors:

Mayor Jim Whitaker, Chainnatl · Ma.yor lktt Cottle, Vice-Chair· Merrick Peirce, Treasurct •
Dave Cohb, Secretary· Luke l.l.opkios ·Dave Dengel · Rex Rock · Randy Hoffbeck · Harold Curran

411 4th Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Phone: (907) 474-2011
Fax: (907) 474-2001
www.allalaskagasline.com

January 10, 2008
SENT VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL

Tom Irwin, Commissioner
Department of Natural Resources
State of Alaska
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1400
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Email: tom.irwin@alaska.gov

Re:

Patrick Galvin, Commissioner
Department of Revenue
State of Alaska
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Email: patrick.galvin@alaska.gov

Request for Reconsideration
Alaska Gasline Port Authority / AGIA Application

Dear Commissioner Irwin and Commissioner Galvin:
The Alaska Gasline Port Authority (“Port Authority”) is in receipt of your
letter of January 4, 2008, regarding the rejection of the Port Authority’s
application under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (“AGIA”) (hereafter
“Completeness Determination”). The Port Authority requests reconsideration of
the Commissioners’ Completeness Determination.1

1

See AS 44.37.011(c); AS 44.62.330(b), .540 and AS 38.05.020(b); Alaska R. App. P. 602(a)(2).
Additionally, “[I]t is generally accepted that in the absence of a specific statutory limitation, an
administrative agency has the inherent authority to reconsider its decisions.” Macktal v. Chao,
286 F.3d 822, 825-26 (5th Cir. 2002) (citing Belville Mining Co. v. United States, 999 F.2d 989,
997 (6th Cir.1993); Dun & Bradstreet Corp. v. United States Postal Service, 946 F.2d 189, 193
(2d Cir.1991); Gun South, Inc. v. Brady, 877 F.2d 858, 862 (11th Cir.1989); Iowa Power & Light
Co. v. United States, 712 F.2d 1292, 1297 (8th Cir.1983); Trujillo v. General Electric Co., 621
F.2d 1084, 1086 (10th Cir.1980); United States v. Sioux Tribe, 222 Ct.Cl. 421, 616 F.2d 485, 493
(1980); Albertson v. FCC, 182 F.2d 397, 399 (D.C.Cir.1950)). See also Cinque v. Montgomery
County Planning Bd., 918 A.2d 1254, 1261 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 2007); In re Van Orden, 383 N.J.
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Based upon the facts and information set forth below it is in the best
interest of the people of the State of Alaska (“State”) that the Completeness
Determination rejecting the Port Authority’s application under AGIA be
reconsidered and reversed. The Port Authority requests that its November 30,
2007 application, along with its December 18, 2007 supplemental application
submitted in response to a request from the AGIA licensing office, be accepted
for further consideration under the AGIA process and that the Port Authority’s
project be presented for public review and comment. As requested, certain
documents are attached as factual evidence and background.
I.

The Port Authority’s Timely December 18 Submittal Should be
Considered.
A.

Extenuating Factors Designed to Thwart the AGIA Process
Impacted the Port Authority’s November 30 Application.

The Port Authority was formed by the North Slope Borough, Fairbanks
North Star Borough, and City of Valdez in 1999 for the purpose of “building or
causing to be built” an all-Alaska gas pipeline to move Alaska’s vast resource of
natural gas from Alaska’s North Slope to Alaskans and the global market.
Towards that end, the Port Authority has worked tirelessly under multiple State
administrations to bring its project to fruition.
Over the past 12 months, the Port Authority has met with numerous
pipeline and liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) companies in an effort to put together a
consortium of participants in the AGIA process. Some companies made it clear
that, given their present relationship with North Slope producers, they would not
be willing to participate in the AGIA process. The Port Authority has learned
there has been significant pressure applied to various companies to dissuade
them from submitting AGIA bids.
For instance, in an interview with Mid-America Energy Holding Company2
(“Mid-America”) CEO, David Sokol, on August 12, 2007, stated:
It has been startling . . . ‘there have been quite a number of people
trying to dissuade us from applying . . .' When asked if MidAmerica and Kern River would submit a gasline application with
Super. 410, 891 A.2d 1257, 1263 (App. Div. 2006); Moe v. Sex Offender Registry Bd., 444 Mass.
1009, 829 N.E.2d 1087, 1089 (2005).
2
The parent company of Mid-America is Kern River Gas Transmission Company, which has
served as Mid-America’s lead for the Alaska gasline project.
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partners, Sokol, said yes, but he would not reveal the identity of
those partners because he was concerned they would be subjected
to the same pressure Mid-America has been. 'In light of pressure
that has been put on us, we think we are doing our potential
partners a favor by not identifying them.' He said, noting MidAmerica would name its partners when it was necessary to do so
under the AGIA process.3
As is now known, and much to everyone’s surprise, Mid-America did not
submit an AGIA bid.
The Port Authority has experienced similar pressures and difficulties in its
efforts to submit an application under AGIA. In June of 2007, the Port Authority
entered into a relationship with a major U. S. pipeline company (the “Pipeline
Company”). The Pipeline Company is a large pipeline company that owns and
operates thousands of miles of pipelines in the United States. Early in the
relationship with the Port Authority, Pipeline Company representatives proposed
an arrangement with the Port Authority whereby it and the Port Authority would
create a consortium without an LNG partner.
The Port Authority, however, was interested in adding a company with
LNG expertise to the consortium. Accordingly, the Port Authority continued to
search for an LNG participant member to join with the pipeline consortium
member. This was accomplished in early August 2007, when the Port Authority
joined forces with a major LNG company (the “LNG Company”) and the Pipeline
Company, to form a Consortium (“Consortium” and together “Consortium
Companies”) to submit an AGIA application.
Shortly thereafter the two Consortium Companies insisted that for them to
move forward as an applicant under AGIA, the Port Authority could not be an
active participant. The Port Authority was required to make a monumentally
difficult decision. Since its enabling ordinances mandate that the Port Authority
“build, or cause to be built” a gas pipeline, the Port Authority decided to allow the
newly formed All Alaska gas line Consortium to prepare and submit an AGIA
application without its direct participation or involvement. The Port Authority
made its decision considering the best interest of the AGIA process and in order
to increase the likelihood of a successful application.
The Consortium requested immediate access to proprietary data prepared
for the Port Authority by the Bechtel Corporation (“Bechtel”). This data is the
3

Petroleum News, August 12, 2007.
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result of work performed for the Port Authority over many years and was valued
by Bechtel at over $8 million. The requested data consisted of project design,
execution planning, cost estimates and other preliminary technical work.
Allowing the Consortium access to this extensive and proprietary data not only
enabled the Consortium to save a significant amount of time and money but was
essential to their timely, conforming application.
Upon the Consortium’s request, the Port Authority immediately granted full
access to its Bechtel data for updating and inclusion in the AGIA application. An
agreement between the parties specified that in the event the Consortium
decided not to submit an application under AGIA, all of the project-related
Bechtel data, including any updated work performed and all other materials
connected with the application, would be immediately made available to the Port
Authority to enable it to conclude the bid work for its own submittal.
On October 17, 2007, the Port Authority was notified that the Pipeline
Company had elected not to move forward with an application under AGIA.
When asked for a reason, the Port Authority was told the decision to withdraw
from the application process had nothing to do with the economics of the project,
but rather was a company “business decision.”
It then became questionable whether the LNG member of the Consortium
would file an application without the Pipeline member. Upon withdrawal of the
Pipeline Company from the Consortium the LNG Company informed the Port
Authority that it would not submit an AGIA application. In fact, it stated on
November 2, 2007, that one option it was considering was to “allow AGIA to fail”
and then see what options are available from the State following that failure. The
Port Authority expressed strong disagreement with this approach. A few days
later, the Port Authority was informed by the LNG Company that it would submit
an AGIA application.
At this point the Port Authority decided to submit an application under
AGIA independently of the LNG Company to absolutely guarantee that an All
Alaska gasline project was represented. In order to prepare a conforming
application, the Port Authority immediately served written notice upon both
Consortium Companies requesting all of their bid data, as well as access to the
updated Bechtel data, as provided by the Consortium agreements.4
Unfortunately, the Consortium Companies refused to provide the requested
information to the Port Authority and data prior to the November 30, 2007
application due date.
4

See Exhibit A attached.
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Nevertheless, the Port Authority was informed by the LNG Company that it
would be submitting an application under AGIA. Since the Port Authority did not
have access to Bechtel’s updated analysis and it was not possible to convert the
original Bechtel work product to a usable form in the time available, in its
application submitted on November 30 the Port Authority, after consultation with
the Administration about the dilemma, had no other option but to incorporate by
reference the Bechtel data which was to be part of the LNG Company’s
application.
Concurrently, the Port Authority also began to assemble another
consortium for the application submission. While those efforts were quite
successful, given the proximity in time to the application due date, it soon
became apparent that there was insufficient time for the Port Authority to both
prepare its own AGIA application as well as negotiate and prepare consortium
agreements. Therefore, the Port Authority elected to spend the precious little
time left before the AGIA application due date to concentrate on the preparation
of its application, leaving finalizing a new consortium until after application
acceptance.
The Port Authority, in a two-week period, prepared and compiled its
application in reliance upon an application to be submitted by the LNG Company.
Its timely application was submitted to the AGIA Licensing Office on November
30, 2007.
B.

The Port Authority’s December 18 Submittal was Responsive
to the Commissioners’ December 11 Clarification Request.

The Port Authority was stunned to learn after the expiration of the
application due date on November 30, 2007 that the LNG Company had not
submitted an application,5 contrary to statements to the Port Authority that it
planned on doing so. The Port Authority immediately began a very aggressive
campaign to obtain release of the Bechtel data to which it was entitled and had
attempted to incorporate into its application by reference.6
After limited discussions with the Administration outlining some of the
problems the Port Authority had encountered in obtaining the technical
information, on December 11, 2007 the Port Authority received a letter
requesting additional specific information and clarification regarding the Port
5
6

See Exhibit B attached.
See Exhibits C, D and E attached.
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Authority’s application submitted on November 30th. The Port Authority’s
response was due on December 18, 2007.
Following days of strenuous negotiations with the now withdrawn
Consortium Companies, the Port Authority was required to execute an
unconscionable agreement made under duress whereby the updated Bechtel
data would be made available if the Port Authority waived its legal claims against
the Consortium Companies. The data was released immediately thereafter at
approximately 5 p.m. Texas time on Friday, December 14, 2007. Recognizing
the tight timeline, counsel for the Port Authority was on hand in Houston to pick
up the electronic CDs and fly them back on the last flight to Anchorage that night.
Later that same evening, Bechtel data began to arrive electronically by email.
The data was downloaded and printed and the process begun to incorporate the
data into a revised application.
Port Authority staff and consultants literally worked around the clock to
compile in approximately 72 hours the supplemental data that was requested as
missing from the Port Authority’s AGIA application. The Port Authority was still
receiving additional Bechtel data necessary to support its application as late as
Monday, December 17th, the day before the due date to provide the
supplemental information.
Much of the requested additional information was information that the Port
Authority believed it would have available to use by cross-reference to the LNG
Company’s application, but that it ultimately did not have access to until the
evening of December 14, 2007. Given the extensive scope and significant level
of detail in the Bechtel work performed for the AGIA application, a substantially
modified application was necessary in order to incorporate the new data. For
instance, the technical information obtained from Bechtel included changes in
design from the original Bechtel work that the Port Authority had not been made
aware of prior to receipt of the updated data (e.g., the size of the LNG facility and
the diameter of the pipe from Delta Junction south). The Port Authority believed
that it was critically important that the most current cost estimates, technical
description, as well as design and project development, execution and regulatory
plans, be provided as part of the submission under the AGIA process. The
limited original project data from Bechtel that the Port Authority had access to
was the foundation for all the project design and economic modeling for the
original November 30th AGIA application, and it would have been virtually
impossible to modify the assumptions in the original application on a line item
basis to account for the updated analysis. Thus the Port Authority made the only
practical decision available to it, which was to rework the original application to
allow for updated Bechtel analysis and data.
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C.

The Port Authority’s December 18 Submittal Cures the
Deficiencies Noted in the Completeness Determination.

The Completeness Determination in Section 2 sets forth several areas
where the Commissioners believes the Port Authority’s original November 30,
2007 application was deficient. Each of those areas of alleged deficiency have
been cured in the Port Authority’s response to your request for additional
clarifying information dated December 11, 2007. Those discrepancies, with the
cite to the cure referenced in parenthetical, are:
A.

The November 30th application fails to provide a thorough
description of a project from the North Slope to market (please see
Port Authority’s response to your request for additional clarifying
information: Application Section 2.1).

B.

The November 30th application fails to provide the required
technical viability analysis (please see Port Authority’s response to
your request for additional clarifying information: Application
Section 2.10.2).

C.

The November 30th application fails to provide other required
information (please see Port Authority’s response to your request
for additional clarifying information: (i) Development plan –
Application Section 2.2 and new Appendix OO; (ii) Project
Execution Plan – Application Section 2.3.1 and new Appendices PP
and QQ; (iii) Capital Cost Management Plan – Application Section
2.3.2 and new Appendix PP; (iv) Economic Viability Analysis –
Application Section 2.10.1).

D.

The November 30th application does not contain tariff terms as
required (please see Port Authority’s response to your request for
additional clarifying information: Application Sections 2.2.3.4 –
2.2.3.7).

E.

The November 30th application fails to comply with 43.90.130(20)
(Please see Port Authority’s response to your request for additional
clarifying information, Application Sections 2.8 and 2.9).

As can be seen from the Port Authority’s supplemental information
submitted on December 18, 2007, the wellhead net back price premium from the
LNG project proposed by the Port Authority is estimated to be between $1.10
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and $2.00 per million British thermal units (depending on volume configurations)
over other pipeline projections. The Port Authority’s supplemental information
significantly enhanced the net present value to the State for the project.
II.

Reconsideration Should be Granted and the Port Authority’s
Application Determined Conforming.

“[I]n exchange for a bidder's investment of the time and resources involved
in bid preparation, a government agency must be held to an implied promise to
consider bids honestly and fairly.”7 Under AGIA Request for Application (“RFA”)
§ 1.13.8 an application may not be “corrected, modified, or supplemented” except
to the extent requested by the Commissioners under RFA §§ 1.13.10 or 1.17.
However, pursuant to RFA § 1.13.10 the Commissioners may request additional
clarifying information, and after reviewing the responses if the application is
determined to be complete those responses will be considered in evaluation of
the application. Similarly, RFA § 1.17 allows the Commissioners to submit data
or clarification requests of an applicant, and the Commissioners at their
discretion may consider even non-responsive information. These provisions
reflect the broad grant of discretion and authority vested in the Commissioners to
“exercise the powers and do the other acts necessary to carry out the provisions
and objectives” of AGIA.8
The Commissioners are thus granted broad discretion to allow the
correction, modification, and supplementation of an application by initiating data
and information requests.9 Here, the Commissioners are uniquely suited to
understand how best to meet their objective needs.10 Since these requests
involve agency expertise in the contracting process the Administration need only
have had a reasonable basis for requesting and accepting the Port Authority’s
supplemental information, which means the Commissioners' decision must be
supportable by the facts and have a reasonable basis in the law.11
7

King v. Alaska State Housing Authority, 633 P.2d 256, 263 (Alaska 1981).
AS 38.05.020(b)(10). The overriding objective of AGIA is to fulfill the constitutional mandate to
“maximize benefits to the people of the state from the development of oil and gas resources in the
state.” AS 43.90.100. Exercising their broad grant of discretion to advance the objectives of
AGIA, the Commissioners should accept the December 18, 2007 submittal.
9
Accord Champion Oil Co., Inc. v. Herbert, 578 P.2d 961, 963 (Alaska 1978) (affirming the
legislature’s grant to the Department of Natural Resource Commissioner of “broad authority
concerning competitive bidding procedures” under AS 38.05.180(a).
10
Powercorp Alaska, LLC v. State, Alaska Indus. Development and Export Authority, Alaska
Energy Authority, 171 P.3d 159, 164 (Alaska 2007).
11
Id. (reasonable basis standard applies in review of agency's compliance with state procurement
codes) (citing in part Gunderson v. University of Alaska, Fairbanks, 922 P.2d 229, 233 (Alaska
1996)).
8
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Several factors weigh in favor of the Commissioners exercising their
discretion to accept the Port Authority’s December 18, 2007 supplemented
application. First, the above described factual circumstances resulted not only in
the Bechtel data being wrongfully withheld from the Port Authority by the
November 30 deadline, but also in the frustration of the Port Authority’s efforts to
incorporate the data by reference. Second, limited discussions and the broad
scope of the December 11, 2007 request for supplemental information led the
Port Authority to genuinely believe the Administration was giving the Port
Authority the opportunity to provide the updated, but previously withheld, Bechtel
data as part of the December 18, 2007 filing.
Third, the Port Authority did not have the advantage of knowing
information contained in other applications on or before December 18, 2007.
Thus since the Port Authority’s supplemented information was provided before
the bids were released publicly, the Commissioners exercising their lawful
discretionary authority to allow supplementation of the application would not
materially prejudice any other applicant.12
Finally, the primary policy goal of the AGIA process at this stage is to
receive as many qualifying bids as possible for analysis and consideration by the
Administration and legislature. Given that decisions involving disposition of the
State’s natural resources create for the Commissioners by express provision and
oath a unique constitutional obligation to consider the best interests of the State
and the maximum benefit to Alaskans,13 the State should err in favor of
broadening and not narrowing the competitive field. This is magnified by
consideration of the fact that the Commissioners’ decision to reject an application
as nonconforming (or the ultimate award of a license to another applicant) cannot
be appealed,14 meaning nothing less than the economic fate of Alaska for
generations will be determined based on the competitiveness of the AGIA
process going forward. Non-prejudicial, one time multi-billion dollar procurement
decisions should not be based on technical bid nonconformities where the law
grants the Commissioners power to remedy the deficiencies.
12

See Lakloey, Inc. v. University of Alaska, 157 P.3d 1041, 1049 (Alaska 2007) (in Alaska a
procurement bid nonconformity is materially nonresponsive only if it gives the bidder a substantial
advantage over conforming bidders). See also Hampton Roads Leasing, Inc. – Request for
Reconsideration, 90-1 CPD 357 (1990) (“Although a nonresponsive bid [under Federal
Acquisition Regulations] usually must be rejected, a nonresponsive bid may be accepted where
the awarded contract will serve the government’s actual needs and no bidder will be prejudiced
by the acceptance of the bid.”) (citing Motorola Communications & Elecs., Inc., 81-2 CPD 313
(1981)).
13
Alaska Const. art. XII, §§ 1,2 and 11.
14
AS 43.90.130(16).
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III.

Conclusion.

After nearly ten years of effort by the Port Authority, including carrying on
the work of predecessors dating back as far as the late 1970's, the people of
Alaska will suffer a grave injustice if the All-Alaska project is not included as an
option in the AGIA process. The Port Authority, in reliance upon that process as
well as promises and agreements made with Consortium Companies, provided
its foundational proprietary data to the Consortium Companies for use and
updating for an AGIA application. When the tables were turned, however, these
same Companies chose to withhold the critical application-related data to which
the Port Authority was entitled.
Decisions about what project options are available to monetize Alaska's
gas should not be made in corporate board rooms in the Lower 48 and other
countries. As demonstrated from the Port Authority’s supplemental data timely
submitted on December 18, 2007 that shows higher netbacks than will be
achieved by a pipeline through Canada, the Port Authority’s All Alaska Gasline
project represents a highly compelling economic proposition for the North Slope
producers and the State. It should be given the benefit of further review and
public comment through the AGIA process. Anything less will have the effect of
the sole source project consideration so soundly rejected by Alaskans and the
legislature through the Stranded Gas Act.
The Port Authority urges the Administration to not resort to a “form over
substance” determination relating to the most important issue facing Alaska in
the coming decades. Thank you in advance for your consideration of this
request, and we look forward to discussing it further at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,
ALASKA GASLINE PORT AUTHORITY

Jim Whitaker, Chairman
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 10, 2008
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
Mr. Bill Walker & Mr. Jim Whitaker
411 4th Ave
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Dear Mr. Walker:
The purpose of this letter is notify you of receipt of the Port Authority’s January 10, 2008 request for
reconsideration. Like the applications received under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act RFA, the
Port Authority’s request for reconsideration will be publicly posted on the AGIA website. In response
to your e-mail request, however, the Appendices will not be made public until the Commissioners
have determined whether they are confidential under AGIA.
Under AGIA and the RFA, the Port Authority must provide the following information before the
Commissioners will be able to determine if the Appendices are confidential.
1. An explanation why the documents should be kept confidential as proprietary or trade secret
information as provided in RFA Section 1.13.6 and AS. 43.90.150.
2. A non-confidential summary of the information requested to be kept confidential.
3. And each page you request to be kept confidential must be marked with the following
statement:
THIS PAGE CONTAINS PROPRIETARY OR TRADE SECRET INFORMATION THAT IS
CONFIDENTIAL TO [APPLICANT'S NAME], WHO REQUESTS THAT THE
INFORMATION BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
TO THE EXTENT PROVIDED IN AS 43.90.150 AND AS 43.90.160.

Please respond in writing by 2:00 PM on January 14, 2008. If, by this deadline, the State has not
received a written request for confidentiality or a request that the documents be returned accordance
with AS 43.90.150, the Appendices will be published on the AGIA website.
Your response may be submitted by e-mail to crutz@aidea.org or facsimile, to 907-771-3930, and
must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered to the address at the bottom of this letter. If
you have any questions regarding this letter contact me immediately at 907-771-3015.

Sincerely,
Christopher Rutz C.P. M.
Procurement Manager

AGIA License Office 550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

411 4t~ Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Phone: (907) 474-2011
Fax: (907) 474-2001
PORT AUTHORITY

www.allalaskagasline.com

January 11, 2008
SENT VIA HAND DELIVERY AND EMAIL

Christopher Rutz C.P.M.
Procurement Manager
AGIA License Office
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
Email: crutz@aidea.org

Re:

Request for Reconsideration
Alaska Gasline Port Authority I AGIA Application

Dear Christopher:
Pursuant to your letter of January 10, 2008, attached hereto are the
confidential exhibits to the Alaska Gasline Port Authority's Request for
Reconsideration.
Sincerely,
ALASKA GASLINE PORT AUTHORITY

$
J;p~/~

"William M. Walker. General Counsel
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Confidential Exhibits

A-E

To Request for Reconsideration
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Exhibit A- Demand Letter from AGPA Dated November 3, 2007
AGPA requests confidential treatment of information contained in Exhibit Awhich consists of a demand letter from AGPA to a withdrawn consortium
member.
The demand letter and the subject thereof in Exhibit A to AGPA's Request for
Reconsideration could be claimed by Williams in violation of the Confidentiality
Agreement entered into between the Port Authority and Williams. Therefore the
release of this document to the public could be deemed in violation of that
Confidentiality Agreement

Brief non-confidential summary pursuant to AS 43 .90.160:
The information contained in Exhibit A- demand letter dated November 3, 2007
from Alaska Gas line Port Authority to Withdrawn Consortium Member regarding
access to bid data. Please note that the information contained in Exhibit Ademand letter does not lend itself to being copied with a proprietary or trade
secret information redacted .

Exhibit 8- Email from AGPA Dated November 27, 2007
AGPA requests confidential treatment of information contained in Exhibit Bwhich consists of an email from AGPA to a withdrawn consortium member.
The demand letter and the subject thereof in Exhibit B to AGPA 's Request for
Reconsideration could be claimed by BG to be in violation of the Confidentiality
Agreement entered into between the Port Authority and BG . Therefore the
release of this document to the public could be deemed in violation of that
Confidentiality Agreement.

Brief non-confidential summary pursuant to AS 43.90.160 :
The information contained in Exhibit 8- email dated November 27, 2007 , from
Alaska Gasline Port Authority to Withdrawn Consortium Member regarding
access to bid data . Please note that the information contained in Exhibit Bdemand letter does not lend itself to being copied with a proprietary or trade
secret information redacted.

Exhibit C- Demand Letter from AGPA Dated December 5, 2007
AGPA requests confidential treatment of information contained in Exhibit Cwhich consists of a demand letter from AGPA to a withdrawn consortium
member.
The demand letter and the subject thereof in Exhibit C to AGPA's Request for
Reconsideration could be claimed by BG to be in violation of the Confidentiality
Agreement entered into between the Port Authority and BG . Therefore the
release of this document to the public could be deemed in violation of that
Confidentiality Agreement.

Brief non-confidential summary pursuant to AS 43.90.160:
The information contained in Exhibit C- demand letter dated December 5, 2007
from Alaska Gasline Port Authority to Withdrawn Consortium Member regarding
access to bid data. Please note that the information contained in Exhibit Cdemand letter does not lend itself to being copied with a proprietary or trade
secret information redacted.

Exhibit D- Demand Letter from AGPA Dated December 10, 2007
AGPA requests confidential treatment of information contained in Exhibit Dwhich consists of a demand letter from AGPA to a withdrawn consortium
member.
The demand letter and the subject thereof in Exhibit D to AGPA's Request for
Reconsideration could be claimed by BG to be in violation of the Confidentiality
Agreement entered into between the Port Authority and BG . Therefore the
release of this document to the public could be deemed in violation of that
Confidentiality Agreement.

Brief non-confidential summary pursuant to AS 43.90.160:
The information contained in Exhibit D- demand letter dated December 10,
2007, from Alaska Gasline Port Authority to Withdrawn Consortium Member
regarding access to bid data. Please note that the information contained in
Exhibit D- demand letter does not lend itself to being copied with a proprietary
or trade secret information redacted.

Exhibit E- proposed Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief
AGPA requests confidential treatment of information contained in Exhibit Ewhich consists of a proposed Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief.
The proposed Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and the subject
thereof in Exhibit E to AGPA's to the Request for Reconsideration could be
claimed by Williams in violation of the Confidentiality Agreement entered into
between the Port Authority and Williams. Therefore the release of this document
to the public could be deemed in violation of that Confidentiality Agreement.

Brief non-confidential summary pursuant to AS 43 .90 .160:
The information contained in Exhibit E- proposed Complaint for Declaratory and
Injunctive Relief. Please note that the information contained in Exhibit Edemand letter does not lend itself to being copied with a proprietary or trade
secret information redacted .

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 16, 2008
William M. Walker
Alaska Gas line Port Authority
414 4th Avenue
Farrbanks,AJC 99701
Re: Confidentiality Determination and Notice to Request Return of Documents.
Dear Mr. Walker:
This letter is to notify the Alaska Gasline Port Authority that its request of January 11, 2008, to keep Exhibits A- E of the
Request Reconsideration confidential under the Alaska Gasline Inducements Act, is denied. On review, the
Commissioners have determined that the documents at Exhibits A - E are not proprietary information or trade secrets and,
therefore, are not confidential under AS 43.90.150.
As provided in AS 43.90.150(b), you may request that the documents be returned to the Alaska Gasline Port Authority. If
the documents are returned, they will not be considered as part of the Request for Reconsideration. If you do not request
return of the documents, they will be made public after expiration of the reply deadline specified below.
Please reply in writing by 2:00PM ASTon January 18, 2008, to the address below.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7th Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AJ( 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930
Information submitted by e-mail or facsrrnile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered to the address above.
We recommend that you contact Mr. Chris Rutz at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the information or if you
have other questions concerning this notice.
Sincerely,

AGJA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

A/n)k__e.
rn>llt!er

4 1 I 4'" Avenue
Fa irbanks, AK 99 701
Phone : (907) 474-20 11
Fox: (907) 474-200 1
www.o llolo skogasline.com
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January 16, 2008

Mr. Ch.ris Rutz
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Department of Revenue
550 West 7 th Ave., Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Re:

Request for Reconsideration of Alaska Gasline Port Authority' s
All A Iaska Gas Pipeline Project
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act License Appl ication

Dear Chris,
·rhank you for your letter of January 16~' which I received electronically earlier
today. 1 understand the purpose of the letter and offer the following compromise.
Should the Commissioners ru le in favor of the Port Authority's Request for
Reconsideration and allow the Port Authority to participate in the AGIA process,
we have no objection with the Exhibits su bm itted with our Request for
Reconsideration to become public along with the Commissioner's decision.
However, should the Commissioners not grant the Port Authority ' s Request tor
Reconsideration and allow the Port Authority to participate in the AG1A process,
v..-e see no reason tor the exhibits to be made public. Please advise if this optio n. is
acceptable. Thank you.
Sincerely,

f~d
~~
William M . Walker
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVEN UE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 30, 2008
William M. Walker
General Counsel
Alaska Gasline Port Authority
411 4111 Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
Re:

Commissioners' Decision on Request for Reconsideration of Completeness Determination
Under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act

Dear Mr. Walker:
On January 10, 2008, the Alaska Gasline Port Authority ("Port Authority'') submitted a Request
for Reconsideration of the Commissioners' January 4, 2008 Completeness Determination issued under
the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act ("AGIA"). In the Completeness Determination, the Commissioners
found that the Application submitted by the Port Authority on November 30, 2007, was incomplete, and
that the Port Authority, after the application deadline, materially amended and supplemented the
Application on December 18, 2007. After carefully considering the Port Authority' s request, the
Commissioners deny the Request for Reconsideration. The Commissioners understand that the Port
Authority was in a very difficult position due to the alleged actions of its associates and former partners.
Nevertheless, the Commissioners' January 8, 2008 Completeness Determination Under the Request for
Applications Issued Under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act remains in effect unchanged.
The Commissioners recognize the importance to the State of undertaking a thorough evaluation
of liquefied natural gas ("LNG") project options, and arc committed to undertaking such an evaluation
before determining whether a pipeline that goes through Canada will sufficiently maximize the benefits
to the people of Alaska and merits issuance of a license. The information provided by the Port
Authority will be valuable components of that evaluation.

The ''Commissioners" are the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Revenue and the
Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, actingjointly under AS 43.90.

AGIA License Office 550 West 7111 Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

I.

Summary of the Request

In the Completeness Determination, the Commissioners determined that the Application
submitted by the Port Authority on November 30, 2007, failed to comply with the mandatory
requirements of AS 43.90.130 and was inconsistent with the Request for Applications ("RFA") issued
on July 2, 2007. The Commissioners also found that on December 18, 2007, the Port Authority
impermissibly, and untimely, amended and supplemented its Application with new information that, if
accepted, would have materially changed the substance ofthe Port Authority's original Application.
The Port Authority's reconsideration request does not challenge these findings. Rather, in
support of reconsideration, the Port Authority alleges that extenuating circumstances, including the
improper withholding by its third-party associates of material new data (which had been prepared by the
Bechtel firm), prevented it from filing a complete application by the November 30, 2007 Application
Deadline. The Port Authority concedes that when it finally obtained the new data from its associates on
December 14, 2007, it responded to the Commissioners' December II request for clarification by
submitting a "substantially modified application" on December 18. (See Reconsideration Request at 6)
The Port Authority contends that due to these extenuating factors, the Commissioners should reverse
their Completeness Determination and accept the Port Authority's substantially revised December 18
application.
II.

Reversal of Rejection Decision Is Not Warranted.

AGIA established an open, competitive process that is similar to a competitive bid process. In
such circumstances, the agency has an obligation to provide qualified applicants with a fair opportunity
to apply and to give all timely bids fair and honest consideration. Through the AGIA RFA, the
Commissioners provided an open process where all applications received by the Application Deadline
were fairly considered under the standards set out in AGIA and the RF A.
In order to ensure fairness to all applicants, the RF A, as amended on August 8, 2007, established
5:00p.m. on November 30, 2007 as the firm Application Deadline for all proposed projects. In order to
be considered, the RF A provided that "an Application must be received . . . not later than the
Application Deadline." (RF A section 1.6, emphasis in original.) The RF A directed each applicant to
"prepare and submit its Application as representing its best and final offer" by the Application
Deadline. (RF A section 1.13.8, emphasis in original). The RF A gave notice that Applicants could not
take it upon themselves to supplement or "make any material change to the Application after the
Application Deadline." (RFA section 1.13.8; see also id. at sections 1.13.10, 1.14 and 1.17) To further
ensure the integrity of the competitive RF A process, all applications remained sealed until after the
November 30, 2007 deadline expired, and were not made public until after the Commissioners issued
their completeness determinations.
After the applications were opened and reviewed, the Commissioners' sent written requests for
clarification to the Port Authority and the other applicants. Contrary to the Port Authority's inference,
the Commissioners' December II Clarification Request did not ask for new or supplemental
information and did not request modification of any sort to the November 30 Application. (See
Reconsideration Request at 9) The Clarification Request asked the Port Authority to address specific
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omissions and perceived ambiguities in the November 30 Application by identifying the sections of that
Application that might contain the apparently missing information.
The Commissioners acknowledge here, as they did in the Completeness Determination, that the
Port Authority was in a difficult position with its associates and former partners. While the Port
Authority apparently had some warning that its associates either would not, or might not, submit
applications under the RF A, it is unfortunate that the Bechtel data was withheld, either through
unresolved business issues or, as the Port Authority implies, bad faith. (Reconsideration Request at 5

n.6)
The Port Authority's allegations of bad faith actions by its associates and past partners in relation
to the AGIA process raise serious concerns. If one or both of the Port Authority's former partners
wrongfully withheld the data from the Port Authority - an issue which the Commissioners do not decide
here - the Port Authority may have legal remedies to pursue against those parties. But allegations of
misconduct by third-party companies in a business arrangement do not justify permitting one applicant,
the Port Authority. to submit a substantially modified, materially new application well after the
Application Deadline has expired for all applicants.
The Commissioners conclude it would be inconsistent with the provisions of AGIA, the RF i\,
and the critical considerations of fairness and equal opportunity in the competitive process established
under AGIA, to permit one applicant to materially supplement and amend its application and substitute a
"substantially modified application" 18 days after the Application Deadline. As discussed in the
January 4, 2008 Completeness Determination, the decision not to permit the December 18 supplement to
the Port Authority's original Application is consistent with the goals of AGIA, which provided for an
open, competitive process, without the delay of litigation resulting from an appeal. Extending the
application deadline for one applicant would undermine that process, and would be unfair to other
applicants that did not have that same opportunity.

III.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons the Commissioners deny the Port Authority' s Request of
Reconsideration under AS 43.90? The Commissioners' January 8, 2008 Completeness Determination
Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act remains in effect
unchanged.
Sincerely,

/Y-..::::::::::
· ~~

Patrick Galvin
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Revenue

2

Tom Irwin
Commissioner
Alaska Depa1tment of Natural Resources

-

By submitting an Application, the Port Authority has agreed to waive the right to appeal as provided in

AS 43.90.130( 16).
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COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST
DATE: 1/4/2008
APPLICANT: ALASKA NATURAL GAS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (ANGDA)

Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

43.90.130 (1)

N/A

Not Conducted

YES (COM)

43.90.130 (2)

Sec. 1.1.1
(p. 3) and
Sec. 1.8
(COM)
V1 -1.1 (p.
4-8)
V2-1.1.1 (p.
4) (TEC)

Not Conducted

NO (LEG)

Assumes unidentified 3-d
parties will build from ANS to
spur line as part of project to
Canada

(A)

Sec. 1.1.1
(p. 3) and
Sec. 1.8
(COM)
V 1-1.1 (p.
4-8) & 1.8
(p. 19-21)
V2 - 5.1 (p.
23-24)
(TEC)
Sec. 1.8.2
(pp 20-29)
(LEG)

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

But only for spur line

(B)

Sec. 1.1.1
(p. 3) and
Sec. 1.7
and 1.8
(COM)
V 1 - 1.1

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*
YES

Page 3 summary, Section 1.1.1
and Section 1.8 discusses a
pipeline originating from either
Glennallen or Delta Junction.
No b/c does not originate at
North Slope.
Response only clarifies that it is
a spur pipeline that is
dependent on other
projects/proposals to move gas
from the North Slope to the
ANGDA interconnect.
Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.
Page 3 summary, Section 1.1.1
and Section 1.8 discusses a
pipeline originating from either
Glennallen or Delta Junction.
No b/c does not originate at
North Slope.

• Does not address North
Slope to Delta Junction /
Glennallen except by reference
to other applicants.

NO

• Does not address North
Slope to Delta Junction /
Glennallen except by reference
to other applicants.

NO

• Addressed only spur route.

YES

Response only clarifies that it is
a spur pipeline that is
dependent on other
projects/proposals to move gas
from the North Slope to the
ANGDA interconnect.

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

But only for spur line

Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.
Page 3 summary, Section 1.1,
Section 1.7 and Section 1.8
discusses receipt and delivery
points.

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

(C)

(D)

V2 - 5.1 (p.
4-19)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg 4
(TEC)
Sec 1.1.1
(p4) (LEG)
Sec. 1
(COM)
V 1:
1.1-1.5, 1.7
(p. 4-19)
Note:
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg 4
(TEC)
Sec 1.1.3 p
5 vol 2, Sec
3.2.2 (table
3-1) p 14
vol 2, Sec
1.3.4 p 15
vol 1 (LEG)
Sec. 1.1 1.10 (COM)
V 1: 1.1 1.7
1.9 – 1.10
1.17
Section
1.17 is not
available in
the
application
Note:
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Not Conducted

MAYBE (COM)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Commissioner's
Decision*

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Defer to Technical and
Commercial teams on
economic/technical viability.
Tariff terms are broadly
described (for the spur line
only). Section 1.1.3 indicates
line will be a common carrier
pipeline. FT rates will be based
on demand and commodity
charges (Sec 3.2.2 (Table 3-1)
p 14 of volume 2) and will
provide for demand charge
credits (1.3.4 p 15, volume 1)

Section 1 discusses the
projects viability without
specifics on how the gas (and
expected costs) would be
delivered into the ANGDA
project.

• Addressed only spur route.

YES

• Addressed only spur route.

YES

Response to clarification
requestonly clarifies that it is a
spur pipeline that is dependent
on other projects/proposals to
move gas from the North Slope
to the ANGDA interconnect.
Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.

Not Conducted

MAYBE (COM)

Defer to Technical team

Sections 1.1 through 1.10
define project economic and
technical viability. Dependent
on a pipe from the North Slope
to obtain supply (and fully
understand the commercial
viability of project).
Response to clarification
request only clarifies that it is a
spur pipeline that is dependent
on other projects/proposals to
move gas from the North Slope
to the ANGDA interconnect.
Response to clarification
request provides some

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Application
Matrix Pg 5
(TEC)
Not Conducted

N/A (COM)

Not Applicable

(D) (ii)

Not Conducted

N/A (COM)

Not Applicable

N/A (COM)

Not Applicable

Not Conducted

N/A (TEC)

Not Conducted

Not Conducted

43.90.130 (3)

(B)

(C)

V1: 1.1 –
1.4 (p.
4-15)
V2: 1.1 (p.
4)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg 8
(TEC)
V1: 1.4 (p.
14-15)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
10 (TEC)
V1: 1.4, 1.6
(p. 14-15,
17)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
10 (TEC)

Technical (TEC)

clarification with no additional
information.

(D) (i)

(A)

Commercial (COM)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Not part of project description –
only intrastate Alaska project
depending on a 3rd party
pipeline to be constructed from
the North Slope.
Not part of project description –
only intrastate Alaska project
depending on a 3rd party
pipeline to be constructed from
the North Slope.
States that ANGDA project
regulated by the RCA.

• No LNG facilities proposed in
Canada

Not Applic

• No LNG facilities proposed

Not Applic

Not Applicable

• Addressed only spur route.

Not Applic

N/A (TEC)

Not Applicable

• Addressed only spur route.

Not Applic

N/A (TEC)

Not Applicable

• Addressed only spur route.

Not Applic

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute
43.90.130 (4)

(A)

(B)

43.90.130 (5)

V1 –
1.4,1.6 (p.
14-15,17)
V2 - 3.2 (p.
13-15)
Note:
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
10 (TEC)
Sec. 1.4.1
(COM)
V1: 1.1 1.2 (p.
4-11),1.4
(p. 14-15),
1.6
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
10 (TEC)
Matrix at 10
(LEG)
Sec. 1.4.1
(COM)
V1: 1.1 1.2 (p.
4-11),1.4
(p. 14-15),
1.6
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
10 (TEC)
Matrix at 10
(LEG)
P. 11, Sec.
1.4.1
(COM)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Not Conducted

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

YES (LEG)

2008 (Matrix page 10) (Spur
line only)

Section 1.4.1

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

With 12 months of issuance of
License (Matrix page 10) (Spur
Line only)

Section 1.4.1

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Spur Line only (Matrix page 11)

Summary on page 11 states
that will commit to open
seasons every 2 years. Section

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Matrix 11
(LEG)

43.90.130 (6)

p. 12, Sec.
1.3.3
(COM)
V1 – 1.1,
(p. 4-18)
1.3,1.4,1.7
(p. 11-15)
V2 – 3.3
(p. 16-17)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
12 (TEC)
Matrix at 12
(LEG)
p.14 (COM)
Matrix at 14
(LEG)

Not Conducted

MAYBE (LEG)

Not Conducted

NO (LEG)

(B)

p.14 (COM)
Matrix at 14
(LEG)

Not Conducted

NO (LEG)

(C)

p.14 (COM)
Matrix at 14
(LEG)

Not Conducted

NO (LEG)

43.90.130 (7)
(A)

Matrix page 12 (doesn't use
statutory language)

Matrix page 14: Assumes
suppliers will price mainline gas
to comply with this AGIUA
requirement. ANGDA will
assure that potential gas
shippers are aware of this
requirement during open
season requirements.
Matrix page 14: Assumes
suppliers will price mainline gas
to comply with this AGIUA
requirement. ANGDA will
assure that potential gas
shippers are aware of this
requirement during open
season requirements.
Matrix page 14: Assumes
suppliers will price mainline gas
to comply with this AGIUA
requirement. ANGDA will
assure that potential gas
shippers are aware of this
requirement during open
season requirements.

Commercial (COM)
1.4.1 requires clarification to
understand whether this
criterion has been met. No
other discussion in the proposal
concerning frequency of open
seasons.
Summary on page 12 and
Section 1.3.3 states ability to
expand.

Technical (TEC)

• Addressed only spur route.

Commissioner's
Decision*

Unclear

Clarification required.
Summary on page 14 states
that mainline shippers have this
requirement. Unclear whether a
commitment exists to expand
the spur line with rolled in rates.

NO

Clarification required.
Summary on page 14 states
that mainline shippers have this
requirement. Unclear whether a
commitment exists to expand
the spur line with rolled in rates.

NO

Clarification required.
Summary on page 14 states
that mainline shippers have this
requirement. Unclear whether a
commitment exists to expand
the spur line with rolled in rates.

NO

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

p.14 (COM)
Matrix at 14
(LEG)

Not Conducted

V2 3.4 (p.
17-19)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
15
p. 16
(COM)
Matrix at 16
(LEG)
p. 16
(COM)
Matrix at 17
(LEG)
p.18, Sec.
1.1 (COM)
V2 - 1.1 (p.
4-5)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
18 (TEC)
Matrix at 18
(LEG)
V1 1.1-1.2
(p. 4-11)
V2 5.1 (p.
23-24)
Note:
Additional

Applicant's
Ref.

Statute
(D)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

NO (LEG)

Matrix at 14: Assumes suppliers
will price mainline gas to
comply with this AGIUA
requirement. ANGDA will
assure that potential gas
shippers are aware of this
requirement during open
season requirements.

Clarification required.
Summary on page 14 states
that mainline shippers have this
requirement. Unclear whether a
commitment exists to expand
the spur line with rolled in rates.

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Won't own Gas Treatment Plant
(Matrix at 15)

Summary page 15. B/c not
receiving gas at North Slope,
application does not address
the Gas Treatment Plant.

Not Conducted

NO (LEG)

Matrix page 16

Summary page 16. States
AGSL requirements are minor
relative to the mainline costs.

NO

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Commits to debt structure not
less than 70% (Matrix at 17)

Summary page 17 and Section
3.4.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 18

Summary page 18 and Section
1.1 have limited discussion.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Section 1.1.1 p 4

Does not specifically address.

YES

NO

(E)

43.90.130 (8)

43.90.130 (9)

43.90.130
(10)

43.90.130
(11)

43.90.130
(12)

• Addressed only spur route

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

43.90.130
(13) (A)

(B)

43.90.130
(14)

43.90.130
(15) (A)

information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg 3
(TEC)
Section
1.1.1 p 4
(LEG)
p. 19, Sec.
1.4 (COM)
Based on
pg. 19 of
matrix
(LEG)
Based on
pg. 19 of
matrix
(COM)
(LEG)
p. 19, Sec.
1.10 (COM)
V1: 1.10.5
(p. 25)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
19 (TEC)
(LEG)
p. 20, Sec.
1.5 (COM)
V1 1.5 (p.
16-17)
V1 1.10.5
(p. 25)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
20 (TEC)
(LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Not Conducted

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

YES (LEG)

Based on pg. 19 of matrix

Summary page 19 and Section
1.4.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Based on pg. 19 of matrix

Summary page 19 states
ANGDA will offer distance
sensitive rates.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Based on pg. 19 of matrix

Summary page 19 and Section
1.10 states office in Anchorage.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 20

Summary page 20 and Section
1.5.

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Statute
(B)

(C)

(D)

43.90.130
(16)
43.90.130
(17)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

V1 1.10.5
(p. 25)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
21(TEC)
(COM)
(LEG)
V1 1.5 (p.
16-17)
V1 1.10.5
(p. 25)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
21 (TEC)
(COM)
(LEG)
V1 1.5 (p.
16-17)
V1 1.10.5
(p. 25)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
21 (TEC)
(COM)
(LEG)
Matrix page
22 (LEG)

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix at 21

Summary page 21.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 21

Summary page 21.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 21

Summary page 21.

YES

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 22

p. 20
(COM)
V1 1.5 (p.
16-17)
(TEC)
Matrix p. 20
(LEG)

Not Conducted

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 20

Applicant's
Ref.

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

YES

Summary page 20.

Additional information in
reference AGIA Application
Matrix Pg 17

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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Statute
43.90.130
(18)
43.90.130
(19)

43.90.130
(20)

Applicant's
Ref.
p. 23
(COM)
(LEG)
V1 1.3 (p.
11-13)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
25 (TEC)
(COM)
Sec. 1.1.3
Vol 1 p.
6-7, Sec
1.1.1 p. 4 of
Vol 2
Volumes 1
& 2 . (p.
4-10,
16-17)
Additional
information
in reference
AGIA
Application
Matrix Pg
25 (TEC)
(LEG)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Not Conducted

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

YES (LEG)

Matrix page 23

Not Conducted

NO (LEG)

Section 1.1.3 describes
potential un-named JV partners
(Volume 1 pages 6-7) likewise, participants are
undisclosed in 1.1.1 (page 4 of
Volume 2)

Summary page 23 – states that
ANGDA will not include AGIA
funding in the rate base.
Summary page 25

Not Conducted

MAYBE (LEG)

Matrix page 25

Capability dependent on 3rd
parties/joint venture.

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*
YES

• No specific information
offered for the spur route.
• No information offered for
North Slope to Delta Junction /
Glennallen.

YES

• No specific information
offered for the spur route.
• No information offered for
North Slope to Delta Junction /
Glennallen.

NO

43.90.130
43.90.130
(20)

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for ANGDA on December 31, 2007.
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 4, 2007
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
Mr. Harold Heinze
411 West 4th Avenue, First Floor
Anchorage, AK 99501
Subject: Receipt of AGIA Application
Dear Mr. Heinze:
We are pleased to receive your application under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA") Request for Proposals ("RFA"). The initial completeness review process established
in AS 43.90. 140 has commenced and will be completed as soon as possible.
As stated more fully in AS 43.90.140, the purpose of initial review is to determine whether
the application meets the requirements of AS 43.90.130 and is consistent with the terms of
the RFA. If additional information relating to your application is required to complete the
review, state personnel will contact your designated agent by electronic mail, with a copy by
postal mail. Because of the highly expedited nature of this phase of the process, we request
that you respond to requests for additional information as rapidly as possible by electronic
mail, with a paper copy by hand-delivery or postal mail. The State also anticipates it will
need to receive responses to any such requests within one week after the request is made.
However, the specific response deadline will be provided in each request for additional
information.
Chris Rutz is the state's designated contact person for this phase of the project. Any
questions you may have regarding the process should be directed to him at crutz@aidea.org
or by phone at 907-771-3015.
Thank you for your application, and your interest in facilitating construction of an Alaska
natural gas pipeline.

-

-

Sincerely,
.....

Marty ~I:J:U>...,.
Deputy Commissioner

AGIA License Office 550 West

ilr Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907) 771-3930

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 12, 2007
Harold C. Heinze
ANGDA
411 West 41b Avenue, First Floor
J\nchorage,AJaska 99501
Dear Mr. Heinze:

The Commissioners of Revenue and Natw'al Resources of the State of Alaska have received the Application
ftled on November 30, 2007, by the Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority ("ANGDA") in response to the
Request for Applications ("RFA") for a license under the Alaska Gasline Inducements Act ("AGIA'').
Under AS 43.90.140(b) and Section 1.13.10 of the RFA, the Commissioners request that ANGDA provide the
additional clarifying information addressed in the attachment to this letter.
ANGDA must submit the additional clarifying Information, ln writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind ANGDA, at the address below by 5:00PM ASTon December 19, 1007.

Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of AJaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7th Ave. Suite 1820
~chorage,AJC 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930
Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered to the
address above. We recommend that you contact Mr. Chris Rutz at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of
the infonnation or if you have other questions concerning delivery of the requested information.

~

smQLu

Commission~

Marty Rutherford, Deputy
AJaska Department of Natural Resources

AGIA License Office 550 West

7'h Avenue, Suite 1820Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Request for Additional Clarifying Information, AS 43.90.140(b)
Confidentiality:
Applicant may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in
response to this request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in
RFA Section 1.13.6, Applicant must mark each page containing information that it
requests to be kept confidential, include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Tmde
Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential summary for each
section for which the Applicant seeks confidentiality (AS 43.90.160).

Request:
1.

Please identify what Section of the Application contains a description of a

"natuml gas pipeline project and related facilities for tmnsporting natural gas from the
North Slope to market", as required by Section 2 of the RFA.

AGIA License Office 550 West

7"' Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

411 W. 41h Avenue, First Floor, Anchorage, AK 99501 907-257-1334
December 19, 2007
To:

Marty Rutherford, Deputy Commissioner
Alaska Department of Natural Resources

Dear Ms. Rutherford
Your letter of December 12, 2007, requested clarification of one aspect of
ANGDA's application under the AGIA RFA and this letter contains that
response.

Req•est:
I.

Please identify what Section of the Application contains a description of a

"natural. gas pipeHne project and related faciHties for transporting natural gas from the
North Slope to market", as required by Section 2 of the RFA.
lsectlon 2 of the RFA --- PLAN FOR PROPOSED PROJECT
An Application under AGIA will present Applicanfs natural gas pipeline project and
related facilities for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to market (proposed
project).

The language of this Section 2 closely tracks the statutory language of Sec.
43.90.130 Application Requirements.

The ANGDA transmittal letter of November 27,2007, referenced concisely
ANGDA's project and related facilities for transporting North Slope natural
gas to market.

ANGDA is a public corporation created by the citizens of Alaska.
Consistent with ANGDA 's statutory purpose and authorities (AS 41.41 ),
this AGIA Application "Addendum" is submitted with a sharp focus on
gas use in Alaska and a lateral "spur line" link to Southcentral Alaska.
This document is intended to be an "adjunct" to a large project
application filed under AGIA 's North Slope gas to market requirement.
The AGSL is compatible with the range of projects proposed to link
North Slope gas to markets. ANGDA's evaluation finds the lowest
transportation charge to the Alaskan consumer is achieved through an
in-state pipeline system maximizing shipments in the tariff-efficient large
diameter pipeline used to export North Slope gas.
AGSL is responsive to and consistent with the AGIA requirements. In
addition, the AGSL conforms to the Alaska Constitution requirement of
Article VIII for the development of natural resources for the maximum
benefit of Alaskans. AGSL includes connection of new gas discoveries
and physical access to gas throughout Alaskan communities.
This document may be physically included in other applications or an
applicant may wish to include it by reference to this filing.
The same theme is found in the Preamble of Volume 1 of the ANGDA Alaska
Gas Spur Line (AGSL) project description. Section 1.1.1 of the project
document provides a description of specific AGSL elements.

The AGSL links North Slope gas sources carried in a "mainline" pipeline
project to the dominant Alaska gas market in the Cook Inlet area.

Based on previous informal inquiries we understand that the DNA staff'
concerns are that the ANGDA submittal does not include detail of a project
physically starting at the North Slope. Several points you may wish to consider
are listed below.
1. The best interest of Alaskan gas users is to take off the small in-State
gas market volume (0.25 BCFPD) from a much larger gas pipeline
delivering North Slope gas to markets outside Alaska (2 BCFPD to over
4 BCFPD). Alaskan consumers might not be able to afford a gas
pipeline from the North Slope to only the residential I commercial gas
market in the Cook Inlet area.

2. ANGDA believes that the AGSL submittal is compatible with the range of
larger projects proposed under AGIA to service gas markets outside
Alaska. At the time of this response we have no information on the
detailed contents of the other applications to further develop this point.
But the AGIA review team has sufficient information to judge the
compatibility of the ANGDA proposal with the submittals and inclusion of
AGSL in the total considerations during public review.
3. ANGDA's application is responsive to transporting North Slope gas to
market, by inclusion and reference by other RFA responders. ANGDA
respectfully requests that the AGIA review team consider this inclusion
and reference by other responders as at least one way in which the
ANGDA application is responsive to Sec 43.90.130, and deserving of
further consideration.
4. A plain English reading of the statute indicates that AGIA's focus is on
getting North Slope gas to market (which AGSL clearly does). Since we
share a common attorney, we request a copy of an opinion by the
Attorney General's office which addresses this issue of whether Sec
43.90.130 includes the AGSL which certainly moves North Slope gas to
market, or in the alternative, more narrowly limits applications to those
pipelines which originate at Prudhoe Bay.
ANGDA recognizes the important, difficult, and complex analytical task the
AGIA review team faces. ANGDA understands that the team must quickly
resolve with certainty the status of our application to assure the State's
resources are most effectively utilized. Please be assured that ANGDA's other
plans for Interaction with potential Alaska gas project sponsors; an in-State
open season; summer field work in 2008; agency co-ordination meetings; and
public outreach will continue.

Harold Heinze
CEO of the Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
Full ANGDA AGIA Application Is available at: www.anqda.slate. ax.us

Spur pipeline would deliver gas to Alaskans
BID: State would like to siphon a little bit off any major
pipe project that moves forward.
By WESLEY LOY

Anchorage Daily News

November 26, 2007

The first outfit to send in a natural gas pipeline application likely won't be a
major energy company, but a tiny state agency.
The Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority is aiming to
submit its bid days before the Friday deadline, when Gov. Sarah
Palin hopes to see applications from several major oil and
pipeline companies.
Unlike the industry players, however, the authority won't be
proposing a multibillion-dollar pipeline across Alaska's Interior
and possibly Canada.
Instead, the authority's project is a smaller spur line that would
hook into the main pipe at either Delta Junction or Glennallen and
carry gas southwest to Cook Inlet to serve the state's main
population center.
The spur could be a lifeline for Southcentral, siphoning off some
of the enormous outbound gas shipments to heat and light local
homes and businesses, said Harold Heinze, the authority's chief
executive.
Voters frustrated with the lack of progress toward a North Slope
gas line voted to create the authority in 2002. The idea was for
the state to build a pipe if big oil companies wouldn't.
The authority's original mission never gained traction, so it
changed direction.
"We looked for where we could contribute," Heinze said. "The
spur line became a very logical focus."

The authority, housed in downtown Anchorage office, is
minuscule as government bureaucracy goes. It has only two
employees-- Heinze, a former Arco Alaska president, and
administrative officer Corrie Young.
But the agency has some contract helpers with deep energy
experience. They include Tony lzzo, former president of Enstar
Natural Gas Co., the state's main gas utility, and Joe Griffith,
former chief executive of Chugach Electric Association, the area's
top electric power provider.
Most of the known contenders for a package of financial and
other state incentives to build a mainline gas pipe have stayed
mum on whether they'll apply under Palin's AGIA, the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act.
Applicants could include BP, Conoco Phillips and Exxon Mobil-the oil companies that have held development rights for decades
on most of the Slope gas - and major pipeline companies such
as MidAmerican and TransCanada.
As for Heinze and the gas development authority, there's no
ambiguity-- they're in, likely some days before the deadline.
COST UP TO $1.25 BILLION
Palin's AGIA is aimed at landing a major pipeline from the North
Slope to supply markets outside the state, not the in-state project
that Heinze is promoting. The authority doesn't have to apply
under AGIA to pursue its project, Heinze said. And it won't seek
any of the gasline act's incentives.
Still, the authority wants to apply to get its project on the table
next to any other pipeline proposals that come in, he said.
The spur line will be offered as an add-on to whoever builds the
main line, Heinze said.
The authority will propose a pipeline of up to 370 miles with gas
flow coming as soon as 2014.
The starting point would depend on the path of the main pipeline.

If the main line veers east through Canada, the closest tie-in for
the spur line would be Delta Junction. If it goes south to Valdez,
spur builders could trim 150 miles off the length by tying in at
Glennallen.
The spur would end at either Palmer or on the west side of Cook
Inlet at the Beluga gas field, where piped gas could be stored.
The steel pipe would be buried, generally along the Richardson
and Glenn highways, and would be relatively small -- 20 inches in
diameter versus 48 inches or larger for the main line.
It would cost up to $1.25 billion-- a ton of money, but small
compared to a main line cost of $20 billion or more.
The Alaska market for gas is small, Heinze said, with the volume
needed for local consumption amounting only to about 5 percent
of the gas that would hiss through the main line.
For locals, getting that 5 percent would be huge because the
Cook Inlet gas fields that historically have supplied local needs
are nearly depleted, he said.
Tightening supply has been driving up Southcentral natural gas
prices in recent years. But some experts say Cook Inlet likely has
lots more gas yet to be discovered, which might lessen the need
for Heinze's spur line.
CONSUMERS PAY
Who would pay for the spur?
You and me, on our monthly gas and electric bills, over a period
of perhaps 30 years, Heinze said. Industrial gas users would pay
too.
Aside from drafting its AGIA application, Heinze and his helpers
have been planning for an "open season," a kind of auction where
companies -- local utilities or North Slope gas producers, for
example -- promise to ship gas through a pipe if somebody builds
it.

An open season is needed to assure bankers the pipeline is
viable, said Steve Pratt, an authority consultant.
The authority itself doesn't want to build or operate the spur line,
Heinze said. Rather, the project would be handed off to a private
company.
Although the governor has said she's holding a competition for
prospective gas line builders, Heinze said the spur is more
complementary than competitive.
"It basically can be stapled to anybody's work," he said. "We're
not competing with anybody."
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Gas line objectives make room for smaller players
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) November 26, 2007 --The deadline for applications
to build a natural gas pipeline in Alaska is Friday and so far two commitments
seem certain -but they aren't from North Slope leaseholders Exxon Mobil Corp.,
BP PLC and ConocoPhillips.
The Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority - or ANGDA - recently said it
plans to weigh in with its own proposal for a spur line to connect with a main line.
Unlike the major oil or pipeline companies, the authority won't be proposing a
multibillion-dollar pipeline across Alaska's Interior through Canada and into
Midwest markets.
This project would hook into the main pipe at either Delta Junction or Glennallen
and carry gas southwest to Cook Inlet to serve the state's main population center.
The spur could be a lifeline for Southcentral, siphoning off some of the enormous
outbound gas shipments to heat and light local homes and businesses, said
Harold Heinze, the authority's chief executive.
"We looked for where we could contribute," Heinze said. "The spur line became a
very logical focus."
Earlier this summer, pipeline company MidAmerican said it would submit an
application with two undisclosed partners.
The state has tried unsuccessfully for years to get a pipeline project going.
Last year, former Gov. Frank Murkowski struck a fiscal terms agreement with the
North Slope leaseholders, but that didn't guarantee a project; it simply established
tax terms and other incentives which the Legislature found too generous and
never voted on it.
This year, Gov. Sarah Palin made the gas line a priority and opted to make the
project more inclusive so smaller players, such as ANGDA, could bring a project
to the table.
ANGDA is the product of voters frustration over with the lack of progress toward a
North Slope gas line. The public voted to create the authority in 2002.
While Palin's approach was designed to stimulate competition among prospective
gas line builders, Heinze said the spur is more complementary than competitive.
"It basically can be stapled to anybody's work," he said. 'We're not competing with
anybody."

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 4, 2008

Harold C. Heinze
Alaska Natural Gas Development Authority
411 West 4th Avenue, First Floor
Anchorage, AK 99501

Re:

Completeness Determination Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act

Dear Mr. Heinze:
The Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Revenue and the Commissioner of the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources ("Commissioners") appreciate the effort made by the Alaska Natural Gas
Development Authority ("ANGDA") to submit an Application in response to the Request for Applications
("RF A") issued pursuant to the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act ("AGIA"), AS 43.90, et seq. However, as
explained below, the Commissioners reject ANGDA's Application pursuant to AS 43.90.140 because it fails to
comply with the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130.
Discussion
AS 43.90.140(a) requires the Commissioners to "review each application to determine whether it is
consistent with the terms of the request for applications" and satisfies the mandatory requirements contained in
AS 43.90.130. Under AS 43.90.140(a), "[t]he commissioners shall reject as incomplete an application that does
not meet the requirements of AS 43.90.130." Thus, to be considered "complete" under the statute, an
application must, as a threshold matter, unconditionally satisfy the mandatory requirements set forth in AS
43.90.130. The failure of an application to satisfy even one of these requirements means the Commissioners
must reject that application.
Based on a detailed review of ANGDA's Application and the clarifying information ANGDA
submitted on December 19, 2007, in response to the Commissioners' December 12, 2007 Clarification Request,
the Commissioners have determined that the Application fails to satisfy the requirements of AS 43.90.130, as
discussed below.
The purposes of AGIA, as stated in AS 43.90.010, are:
[T]o encourage expedited construction of a natural gas pipeline that
(1)

facilitates commercialization ofNorth Slope gas resources in the state;
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(2)
promotes exploration and development of oil and gas resources on the
North Slope in the state;
(3)
maximizes benefits to the people of the state from the development of
oil and gas resources in the state; and
(4)
encourages oil and gas lessees and other persons to commit to ship
natural gas from the North Slope to a gas pipeline system for transportation to
markets in this state or elsewhere.
To achieve these purposes, AS 43.90.130(2) requires that applicants for the AGIA License "provide a thorough
description of a proposed natural gas pipeline project for transporting natural gas from the North Slope to
market . .. .' (emphasis added).
ANGDA's proposed Alaska Gas Spur Line ("Spur Line") does not meet this requirement because it
does not propose a project that would receive gas at points located on the North Slope and deliver that gas to a
market. The Preamble of ANDGA's Application acknowledges that its Spur Line is proposed as an "adjunct to
any of several major gas pipeline proposals for getting North Slope gas to markets for use by Alaskans." See
ANGDA Application (Vol. 1) at page 3 (emphasis in original). ANGDA's proposed Spur Line would not
transport gas from the North Slope; it would transport gas only from its interconnection point with a currently
unspecified and non-existent pipeline that would be independently developed by another entity (not by
ANGDA) to transport gas from the North Slope to or through Interior Alaska.
Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Commissioners find ANDGA's Application fails to satisfy the mandatory
requirements of AS 43.90.130(2). Accordingly, pursuant to AS 43.90.140(a), the Commissioners reject
ANGDA's Application as incomplete.
This is the Commissioners' final determination. 1 Upon request, the Commissioners will make
themselves available to discuss with ANGDA the basis for their determination that this Application is
incomplete and must be rejected. In addition, pursuant to AS 43.90.160, all applications, whether determined to
be complete or incomplete, will be made public.
Again, we appreciate ANGDA's interest m AGIA and the efforts expended on submitting its
Application.

~------------::>--

Patrick Galvin
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Revenue

Tom Irwin
Commissioner
Alaska Department ofNatural Resources

By submitting an Application, ANGDA has agreed to waive the right to appeal as provided by AS
43.90.130(16).

AGIA License Office 550 West

111 Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST
DATE: 1/4/2008
APPLICANT: LITTLE SUSITNA CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LLC (LSCC)

Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

43.90.130 (1)

N/A

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

43.90.130 (2)

A at Sec.
2.1.1
(p-42), Sec.
2.1.2
(p-46), Sec.
2.1.3 (p-48,
and 2.1.4
(p-54)
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*
YES

Exec Summary p5-10; Sec 2
Plan 2.1 p25-31 basic
description; p41-48 additional
description; p27 "market" only
includes FOB ships, not
destination markets in China,
reference sales to China at
"acceptable price" (App C Letter
of Intent)

2.1(Page
42-54) Pipe
wall
thickness is
in 2.1.1 AK
Pipeline pg
42 (TEC)

Clear in reference document.

YES

Appropriate detail on routing.

YES

The preferred option proposed
by Little-Su is that the receipt
and delivery point will both be
at the exit of the Gas
Treatment Plant.

YES

Response to clarification
request question 3 re-states
intent is to purchase gas at the
North Slope at a price less
liquefaction and pipeline
transportation.
Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.

(A)

2.11 (Page
42-45)
(TEC)
A 42 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
MAYBE
(COM)
YES (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.1.1. (P.42)--follows
TAPS Corridor

Description of route is high
level; p6,7; Sec 2.1.1 p42-43;
p27-28;
No discussion/clarification
provided in response.

(B)

2.11 (Page
42-45)
(TEC)
A 42, 76
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.1.1. (P.42)--follows
TAPS Corridor

P6-7 receipt points at Anderson
Bay on North Slope; p26-27
general description; p42-43 Sec
2.1.1.Alaska delivery points and
end use China and US Jones
Act markets; p.75-76
Response to clarification
request question 3 re-states
intent is to purchase gas at the
North Slope at a price less
liquefaction and pipeline

There is an alternative which
defines other receipt and
delivery points and this
alternative is likely in
compliance.
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

transportation.
Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.
(C)

2.10. &
2.2.3.4.
(Page
142-158,
72) (TEC)
A 44, 47,
49-52, 72;
DR 10-11
A-at Sec.
2.10 (pp.
142-158)
(LEG)

YES/
MAYBE/
NO

MAYBE
(LEG)
YES/NO
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Applicant says it doesn't intend
to offer "Third-party tariffs"
(DR-10), but will if requested
(DR-11).

NO

Economic viability in Sec 2.1;
No tariff terms, limited
description in 2.2.3.4
Responseto clarification request
question 3 re-states intent is to
purchase gas at the North
Slope at a price less
liquefaction and pipeline
transportation. Open to
shippers at open season. No
additional tariff terms provided
Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.

(D)

2.2 to 2.8
(Page
61-135)
Note:
Numerous
details of
execution
work plan
in section
2.1.
Timeline
details in
2.6.2 pg
119 and
120.
Carbon
emissions
are
discussed
in section
2.10.2 pg
157. (TEC)
A 26-40,
61-135,
Appendix A

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.

• Combining all references on
document provides a good
technical description of work
plan.

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for LSCC on December 31, 2007
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

(LEG)
(D) (i)

N/A

N/A

N/A (LEG)
N/A (COM)
N/A (TEC)

(D) (ii)

2.1.3 (Page
48-54)
2.2.3.14
(Page
77-82)
(TEC)
A 48,
53-60, Sec.
2.2.3.5 (p.
72), and
2.2.3.14
(pp. 77-82)
(LEG)

MAYBE

YES (LEG)
MAYBE
(TEC)
MAYBE
(COM)

43.90.130 (3)

(A)

2.2.3.2 pg
68 to 69.
(TEC)
Pg. 88
(COM) A
87-88; and
DR (4) at p.
13 (no later
than
6-30-11).
(LEG)

No proposed facilities in
Canada.
• In summary terms; Sec 2.1.3
p48-60; marine service (yes);
• ratemaking methodologies
(maybe, only general terms);
• estimate of rates and charges
for all services by 3rd parties no, only for estimated charter
rates for ships; detail terms and
tariff for the LNG liquefaction,
no discussion of swaps at sea.
Only a summary description
(instead of "complete" as
required in RFA) terms for
usage; marine ownership,
FERC approvals, and costs.
See also Sec 2.2.3.14.
• Response to clarification
request question 3 re-states
intent is to purchase gas at the
North Slope at a price less
liquefaction and pipeline
transportation. Open to
shippers at open season.
• Restates intent to purchase
gas at an acceptable price.
Provides copy of the intent
letter from Sinopec.
• Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
N/A (TEC)

YES

Details not clear on Chinese
re-gas terminal.

As this project is conceived as
intrastate the applicant is likely
correct that FERC does not
apply. See section 2.2.3.2.

Applicant say it doesn't intend
to offer "Third-party tariffs"
(DR-10), but will if requested
(DR-11).
YES/CL
ARIFY

The preferred option proposed
by Little-Su is that the receipt
and delivery point will both be
at the exit of the Gas
Treatment Plant.

NA

p.88 2.2.4.3, per section 2.6
project schedule

YES

Response to clarification
request question 3 states that
will apply to RCA for certificate.
Response answer to question 4
states that it is committed to a
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

federal certificate process.
Response to clarification
request provides a date of June
30, 2011 for conclusion of the
binding open season (subject to
award date for the application).
Response to clarification
request provides clarification
with additional information.
(B)

Pg.88; Sec
2.2.4.1
Pg.84-86
(COM) DR
13; A 88,
119 (LEG)

YES/CL
ARIFY

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
N/A (TEC)

A at 2.2.4.3 (p. 88) and Sec. 2.6
(p.119) (although date for
pre-filing is not shown on chart).
Also, DR at 13 ("The date will
be 30 days minimum prior to
the open season date.").

YES

P. 88; Sec 2.2.4.1 p. 84-86
Response answer to
clarification question 3 states
that applicant will apply to RCA
for certificate. Response
answer to question 4 states that
it is committed to a federal
certificate process.
Response to clarification
request provides clarification
with additional information.

(C)

Pg.88; Sec
2.2.4.1
Pg.84-86
(COM) DR
13, A 88,
119 (LEG)

YES/CL
ARIFY

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
N/A (TEC)

YES

No specific date certain in
application nor in clarification.
A at 2.2.4.3 (p. 88) and Sec. 2.6
(p.119) (although date for
pre-filing is not shown on chart).
Also, DR at 13 ("The date will
be 30 days minimum prior to
the open season date.").

P.88; Sec 2.2.4.1 p.84-86

No specific date certain
provided. A at Sec. 2.2.4.4 (P.
88) (BUT commitment to file for
certificate is "with (Sic.) 6
years." )

P.88; Sec 2.2.4.1 p.84-86

Commits to hold open season
not later than 36 months.

Response to clarification
request question 4 states that it
will submit to FERC and/or RCA
based on regulatory
requirements.

Does not define exact the date
certain but can be implied from
schedule bar.

Response to clarification
request question 4 states that it
will submit FERC applications is
30 days prior to open season.
Response to clarification
request provides clarification
with additional information.

43.90.130 (4)

(A)

2.2
2.2.4.4 (Pg
88) (TEC)
Pg.88; Sec
2.2.4.1
Pg.84-86
(COM)
A 88, DR
13 (LEG)

YES/
CLARIF
Y

MAYBE
(LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

Unclear

Clarification sufficient.
Response to clarification
request provides clarification
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Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

2.2
2.2.4.4 (Pg
88) (TEC)
Pg.88; Sec
2.2.4.1
Pg.84-86
(COM)
A 88, DR
13 (LEG)

YES/
CLARIF
Y

MAYBE
(LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

Pg. 97
(COM)
A at Sec
2.4.1.1 (P.
97) (LEG)

YES

2.4
2.4.1.2
(Page 99)
Reference
to
additional
compressio
n is in
section
2.1.1 pg 30
and section
2.4.1.1.
(TEC)
A 97, 99
(LEG)

YES

Pg. 99
(COM)
(LEG)

YES/
CLARIF
Y

Pg. 99
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

Pg. 99
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

with no additional information.
(B)

43.90.130 (5)

43.90.130 (6)

43.90.130 (7)
(A)

(B)

(C)

No specific date certain
provided. A at Sec. 2.2.4.4 (P.
88) (BUT commitment to file for
certificate is "with (Sic.) 6
years." )

P.88; Sec 2.2.4.1 p.84-86
Response to clarification
request question 4 states that it
will submit to FERC and/or RCA
based on regulatory
requirements.

Commits to obtain certificate of
public convenience.

Unclear

Date certain must be implied
from schedule bar.
Clarification sufficient.

Response to clarification
request provides clarification
with no additional information.
YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
NT (TEC)

YES (TEC)
YES (COM)
YES (LEG)

YES

P. 97
No discussion/clarification
provided in response.
A at Sec. 2.4.1.1 (p. 97) fails to
state Applicant will develop gas
resources "in this State". Note:
Serious issue exists whether
Applicant's "Required Terms
and Conditions" undermine all
"commitments" made in the
Application by, for example,
conditionin

P.97-99, with condition that
capacity similar to original
compressor and pipe size,
projected revenues cover costs.

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
NT (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.4.1.3 (P. 99) Does
not use the statutory language
to make the commitment but
the intent seems clear.

P.99; without detail.

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
NT (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.4.1.3 (P. 99) Does
not use the statutory language
to make the commitment but
the intent seems clear.

P.99; without detail.

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
NT (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.4.1.3 (P. 99) Does
not use the statutory language
to make the commitment but
the intent seems clear.

P.99; without detail

No discussion/clarification
provided in response.

Provides for expansion in base
design.

YES

In section 2.4.1.1 pg 97-98 it
indicates expansion
compression to be installed in
initial phase of project.

YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.
YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.
YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

clarification request.
(D)

(E)

43.90.130 (8)

Pg. 99
(COM)
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
NT (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.4.1.3 (P. 99) Does
not use the statutory language
to make the commitment but
the intent seems clear.

A 99

No
Comme
nts
Receive
d

YES (LEG)

A at Sec. 2.4.1.3 (P. 99) Does
not use the statutory language
to make the commitment but
the intent seems clear. See
also A at Sec. 2.2.3.7 (p. 75)
("no plans" to offer negot. rates
for 43.90.130 7 (E)).

Pg, 77
(COM)
(Page 77,
15) (TEC)
A 46, 47,
77 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES(COM)
MAYBE
(TEC)

YES

P.99; without detail.
No discussion/clarification
provided in response.

YES

P. 77 Applicant believes
producers are responsible to
build, but Sinopec/LSCC will
ensure completion if producers
do not. Did expressly state that
they will pursue RCA approval
as may be required.

Applicant proposed that the
Gas Treatment Plant be
constructed, owned and
operated by North Slope
Producers.

YES

Does not include description of
Gas Treatment Plant.

Also see Sec 2.1.2 (p.46-47)
regarding costs.
Response answer to question 3
includes discussion concerning
the Gas Treatment Plant and
potential costs.
Response provides clarification
with no additional informationto
clarification request.
43.90.130 (9)

A159 (LEG)

YES/
CLARIF
Y

YES (LEG)
MAYBE
(COM)
NT (TEC)

More detail needed:
percentages, timing, total.
Places conditions on the state.

Unclear

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request to
clarification request.
43.90.130
(10)

Pg.
72-74(COM
)

NO/MA
YBE

NO (LEG)
MAYBE
(COM)
NT (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.2.3.5 (p. 72)--No
discussion of capital structure
other than for an expansion
which it states would be
between 70-30 and 80-20.

P.72-74, only specific with
regard to expansion, provides
no detail for base rates, may be
contained on referenced CD.

NO

Response to clarification
request question 3 includes
* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for LSCC on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

discussion concerning the Gas
Treatment Plant and potential
costs.
Response to clarification
request provides clarification
with no additional information
43.90.130
(11)

43.90.130
(12)

2.2.3.6
(Page 75)
2.2.3.11(Pa
ge 77)
Reference
in section
2.7.1 pg
121- 127
(TEC)
A 77 (LEG)

YES/
MAYBE

2.1.1 (Page
42-45)
2.2.3.9
(Page
75-76)

YES

YES (LEG)
NO (COM)
YES (TEC)

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

A At 2.2.3.11 (P. 77), But no
discussion of how overruns will
be minimized or managed.
Only that parties will be
"notified" if cost overruns occur.

“Any cost overruns will be
incorporated into the tariff”,
shippers “will be informed”

Cost prevention and
management plan detailed in
section 2.7.1 pg 121-127.

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.

Referenced sections did not
address issue.

A at Sec. 2.1.1. (p. 42)-Delivery points at Fairbanks,
Eielson-North Pole, Delta
Junction and spur line at
Glennallen for South Central,
Glennallen and Valdez and
Sec. 2.2.3.9 (p. 75)--Delivery
points at Fairbanks, North Pole,
Delta Junction, Glennallen,

p6-7 receipt points at Anderson
Bay on North Slope; p26-27
general description; p42-43 Sec
2.1.1.Alaska delivery points and
end use China and US Jones
Act markets; p.75-76 (with
limitations on use as noted in
requirements on the state.)

Clear in reference document

YES

YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.
43.90.130
(13) (A)

Pg.
75-76(COM
)
A 75 (LEG)

YES

MAYBE
(LEG)
YES (COM)
N/T (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.2.3.9 (p. 75)-Application states that it offers
distance sensitive rate but that
is not shown in illustrative rates
(p. 74). Limits capacity
available for in-State deliveries
to 0.5 Bcf/day initially.

P.75-76; Seek clarification of
conditions for expansion for
in-state demand.

Unclear

Response to clarification
request question 3 re-states
intent is to purchase gas at the
North Slope at a price less
liquefaction and pipeline
transportation. Expect to export
gas to China. Open to shippers
at open season.
Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with no additional
information.

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for LSCC on December 31, 2007
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Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Pg.
75(COM)
(LEG)

MAYBE

MAYBE
(LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2.5 (Page
88-89)
(TEC)
A 88 (LEG)

YES

Applicant's
Ref.

Statute
(B)

43.90.130
(14)

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

A at Sec. 2.2.3.9 (p. 75)-Application STATES that it
offers distance sensitive rate
but that is not shown in
illustrative rates (p. 74). Limits
capacity available for in-State
deliveries to 0.5 Bcf/day initially.

P. 75

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*
Unclear

No discussion/clarification
provided in response.

1200 sq. ft currently, plus more
as needed in downtown
Anchorage.

Clear in reference document

YES

Clear in reference document

YES

Clear in reference document

YES

Clear in reference document

YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.
43.90.130
(15) (A)

2.3.4 (Page
93-96)
(TEC)
(COM)
A 93 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

P.92-96; request more specifics
Response to clarification
request question 2 states that
“Sinopec ZPEB will hire
Alaska-qualified subcontractors
to do the actual construction….”
Does not specifically state that
they will be residents.
Response to clarification
request does not provide any
clarification to the issue.

(B)

2.3.4 (Page
93-96)
(TEC)
(COM)
A 93 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

P.92-96; request more specifics
Response to clarification
request question 1(a) states
that “Sinopec ZPEB will hire
Alaska-qualified subcontractors
to do the actual construction….”
Does not specifically state that
they will be residents.
Response to clarification
request does not provide any
clarification to the issue.

(C)

2.3.4 (Page
93-96)
(TEC)
(COM)
A 93 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

P.92-96; request more specifics
No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for LSCC on December 31, 2007
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Applicant's
Ref.

Statute
(D)

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

P.92-96; request more specifics

Clear in reference document

2.3.4 (Page
93-96)
(TEC)
(COM)
A 94 (LEG)

YES

43.90.130
(16)

certification
following A
162

YES

YES (LEG)
NT (TEC)

43.90.130
(17)

2.3.3 (Page
93)(TEC)
A 93 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

Not Commercial

43.90.130
(18)

Pg. 77
(COM)
(LEG)

YES/
CLARIF
Y

YES (LEG)
MAYBE
(COM)
NT (TEC)

P.77 clarify pro-ration plan
between debt and equity
reduction.

Commissioner's
Decision*
YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.
YES

Clear in reference document

YES

YES

No discussion/clarification
provided in response to
clarification request.
43.90.130
(19)

2.8 (Page
131-135)
(TEC)
See
Appendices
(COM)
A 131, DR
1-4 (LEG)

YES/
MAYBE

YES (LEG)
YES (COM)
YES (TEC)

A at Sec. 2.8.1 (p. 131) and DR
1(a)(b) and c at pp. 1-5).
However, Teaming Agreement
(Exhibit 2) only applies to
preparation of AGIA application,
not to construction/operation of
project. Also Letter of Intent
regarding purchase of LNG
(Exhibit 2) is s

See Appendices
Response to clarification
request question 2 provides
additional description of LSCC
and experience. Response
included appendices that
contained summaries of specific
projects and work plans.

Must clarify the relationship
between Sinopec and LSCC.

YES

Teaming agreement lacks
complete clarity beyond the
application process.

Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with additional
information.
43.90.130
(20)

All of
section 2 &
2.9 (Page
136-141)
(TEC)
DR 5-9, DR
E-4, A
136-140
(LEG)

YES/
NO

MAYBE
(LEG)
MAYBE
(COM)
MAYBE
(TEC)

Answer depends on whether
Sinopec will actually support
the Applicant or not. A at Sec.
2.9 (p. 136), Sec. 2.9.3 (p. 139),
Sec. 2.9.4 (p. 140, Sec. 2.9.5
(p. 140), Sec. 2.10.1 (p. 142)
and DR 2 (pp 5-9)

More clarification - Financing
requires Chinese government
commitment; additional analysis
regarding financial resources
and health/safety record.
-Response to clarification
request question 1 provides
additional description of
Sinopec. References teaming
agreement for the preparation
of the application (response
included a copy). LEGAL
ISSUE as to whether the
teaming agreement is a binding

Must clarify the relationship
between Sinopec and LSCC.

NO

The clarification response did
not clearly delineate the roles
of LSCC and Sinopec.

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for LSCC on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial
Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

commitment by the Sinopec
companies to manage and
construct the project. LSCC
and experience.
-Response to clarification
request question 2 provides
additional description of LSCC
and experience. Response
included appendices that
contained summaries of specific
projects and work plans.
-Response to clarification
request provides some
clarification with additional
information.
43.90.130

NO

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for the Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for LSCC on December 31, 2007
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 4, 2007
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc
Mr. Dominic S. F. Lee
821 N Street, Suite 207
Anchorage, AK 99501
Subject: Receipt of AGIA Application
Dear Mr. Lee:
We are pleased to receive your application under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA") Request for Proposals ("RFA"). The initial completeness review process established
in AS 43.90.140 has commenced and will be completed as soon as possible.
As stated more fully in AS 43.90.140, the purpose of initial review is to determine whether
the application meets the requirements of AS 43.90.130 and is consistent with the terms of
the RFA. If additional information relating to your application is required to complete the
review, state personnel will contact your designated agent by electronic mail, with a copy by
postal mail. Because of the highly expedited nature of this phase of the process, we request
that you respond to requests for additional information as rapidly as possible by electronic
mail, with a paper copy by hand-delivery or postal mail. The State also anticipates it will
need to receive responses to any such requests within one week after the request is made.
However, the specific response deadline will be provided in each request for additional
information.
Chris Rutz is the state's designated contact person for this phase of the project. Any
questions you may have regarding the process should be directed to him at crutz@aidea.org
or by phone at 907-771-3015.
Thank you for your application, and your interest in facilitating construction of an Alaska
natural gas pipeline.
Sincerely,

r ~~~
Deputy Commissioner

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907)

771-3930

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 12, 2007
Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
President
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc.
821 N Street, Suite 207
l\nchorage, AJC 99501
Dear Mr. Lee:
The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources of the State of Alaska have received the Application
filed on November 30, 2007, by the Little Susitna Construction Company ("LSCC") in response to the Request
for Applications ("RFA") for a license under the Alaska Gas line Inducements Act ("AGIA").
Under AS 43.90.140(b) and Section 1.13.10 of the RFA, the Commissioners request that LSCC provide the
additional clarifying information addressed in the attachment to this letter.

LSCC must submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind LSCC, at the address below by 5:00PM ASTon December 19, 2007.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept ofRevenue
550 West 7th Ave. Suite 1820
l\nchorage, AJC 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930
Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered to the
address above. We recommend that you contact Mr. Chris Rutz at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of
the information or if you have other questions concerning delivery of the requested information.

Siaa

~

'\,... Mart)!Ruerford, Deputy Commissioner
Alaska Department ofNatural Resources

AGIA License Office 550 West

7'" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Request for Additional Clarifying Information, AS 43.90.140(b)
Confidentiality:

Applicant may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in
response to this request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in
RFA Section 1.13 .6, Applicant must mark each page containing information that it
requests to be kept confidential, include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade
Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential summary for each
section for which the Applicant seeks confidentiality (AS 43.90.160).
Requests:

1.

RFA Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 require a detailed description of the

applicant and all entities participating with the applicant in the application and proposed
project, and require that applicant submit appropriate documentation evidencing its
fmancial resources and capabilities to develop and execute and proposed project. In
accordance with Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2:
a.

Please clarify the roles that each division of Sinopec (that

Applicant has identified on page 3 of the Application) and the People's Republic
of China have with respect to the project.
b.

Please clarify what each division of Sinopec and the People's

Republic of China are committing to provide to LSCC with regard to the
financial, technical and other resources necessary to fulfill the commitments made
by LSCC in the Application.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

c.

Please provide a detailed description of each entity referenced in

the Application with whom the Applicant has a written commitment currently in
effect and provide a copy of the written commitments.
2.

RFA Section 2.9, quoting AS 43.90.130(20), requires the Applicant to

"demonstrate the readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to perform the
activities specified in the application by describing the applicant's history of compliance
with safety, health, and environmental requirements, the ability to follow a detailed work
plan and timeline, and the ability to operate within an associated budget." Please identify
all of the Sections and Appendices of the Application that contain data or information
required by RFA Sections 2.9.1, 2.9.2 and 2.9.3, and provide a detailed explanation of
how the information relates to the project described in the Application.
3.

Application Section 2.2.4.4 indicates that Applicant will apply to the

Regulatory Commission of Alaska for a certificate of public convenience and necessity.
In that regard, RFA Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5 require Applicant to describe all services

it proposes to offer along with a description of the material terms of each service and a
good faith estimate of recourse rates that the Applicant proposes for each service.
Application Section 2.2.3.5 appears to suggest that no third-party tariffs will be offered
for gas that will be exported, but then lists a series of rates. Please identify all of the
Sections and Appendices of the Application that contain data or information required by
RFA Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5, and provide a detailed explanation of how the
information relates to the project described in the Application.
4.

RF A Sections 2.2.3.2 and 2.2.4.3 require an applicant to set forth dates by

which the applicant will commit to (a) conclude a binding open season, and (b) submit

AGIA License Office 550 West

7'11 Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

applications to FERC for pre-filing approval and certificate authorization. Please clarify
the date certain that LSCC has proposed for (a) concluding a binding open season and (b)
submitting applications to FERC for pre-filing approval and certificate authorization.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 17, 2007
Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
President
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc.
821 N Street, Suite 207
Anchorage, AK 99501
Dear Mr. Lee:
It not clear whether Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. (LSCC) intended that the documents at
Appendix D of its Alaska Gasline Inducement Act License Application be held confidential. The
documents are not marked for proprietary or trade secret confidentiality as required by RFA Section
1.13.6, but are referenced as proprietary in the application table of contents. It also appears that they
have been filed in public records.
Please respond in writing, by 2:00 PM on December 19, 2006, to whether LSCC is requesting that
the documents at Appendix D, listed below, be kept confidential as provided in RFA Section 1.13.6
and AS. 43.90.150. If LSCC doest not respond to this request by 2:00 pm December 19, the
documents at Appendix D will be made part of the public record when notice is published.
Corporate Certification (Dated 11/21/2007)
Alaska Business License 149429 -- Construction
Alaska Business License 127170 -- Technical Services
General Contractor Registration #8966
Articles of Incorporation of Little Susitna Construction Co. Inc. (Filed 1984)
If LSCC is requesting confidentiality for the documents, LSCC should explain why the documents,
which to have been filed in the public records, should be kept confidential as proprietary or trade
secret information as provided in RFA Section 1.13.6 and AS. 43.90.150. If LSCC requests
confidentiality and if the Commissioners determine that the documents are not confidential under AS
43.90.150, LSCC may request that the documents at be returned.
Responses may be submitted by e-mail to crutz@aidea.org or facsimile, to 907-771-3930 but must be
followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered to the address below. If you have any questions
regarding the letter contact me immediately at 907-771-3015.
Sincerely,
Christopher Rutz C.P. M
Procurement Manager

AGIA License Office 550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

LITTLE SUSITNA CONSTRUCTION
GENERAL CONTRACTOR AA8966
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR AA1155 (IBEW Members, Inside & Outside Work)
MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR AA0213
ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
An SBA SDB Firm
December 18, 2007

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGIA License Office
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
RE:

Letters of December 12, 2007 and December 17, 2007

Dear Mr. Rutz:
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. (LSCC) is pleased to respond to the request for additional
clarifying information requested in an attachment to your letter dated December 12, 2007 and your
letter dated December 17, 2007. It is our understanding this additional clarifying information is
being made under the authority of AS 43.90.140(b) and Section 1.13.10 of the RFA.
The answers and additional information is being provided by attachment to this letter.
Sincerely,

Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
President
Attachments

821 $N$ Street, Suite 207 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907) 274-7571 FAX (907)277-3300
Web Page: littlesu.com g E-Mail: littlesuJak.net
Architects & Civil - Structural - Mechanical - Electrical Engineers - Construction Management
Licensed in Alaska, Alabama,California, Hawaii, Idaho, Louisiana, , Mississippi, Missouri, Oregon, Texas, Washington

1.

RFA Sections 2.8.1 and 2.82. Require a detailed description of the applicant and all
entities participating with the applicant in the application and prop0osed project, and
require that applicant submit appropriate documentation evidencing its financial
resources and capabilities to develop and execute and proposed project. In accordance
with Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2:
a.

Please clarify the roles that each division of Sinoepc (that Applicant has

identified on page 3 of the Application) and the People’s Republic of China have
with respect to the project.
1a.

The three divisions of Sinopec that are submitting as a subcontractor to Little
Susitna Construction Company, Inc. (LSCC) are all located in Puyang City, Henan,
China. These three divisions are responsible for the following areas: 1) engineering
design; 2) oil and gas field exploration, construction of pipeline, LNG plants, service,
production and transportation; 3) the International division is responsible for any projects
outside of the boundaries of China.
The three divisions have over 100,000 employees and operate in China and ten
other countries, including the Sudan, where Sinopec has 10 explorational drilling rigs,
450 laborers in an oil field involving 20 major oil companies from many countries other
than the United States. Following is a more in-depth description of the capabilities and
responsibilities each of the three (3) divisions possess and will assume if selected as a
licensee for the Alaskans First Gas Pipeline project.
1) Sinopec ZYEC is the design institution of Sinopec Engineering Company.
ZYEC has all the government licenses and certifications to design oil and gas pipelines,

1

LNG plants, and major civil engineering projects. Sinopec ZYEC has over 400 licensed
engineers and many hundreds of technicians, and supporting staff to ensure a quality
engineering design. ZYEC has been responsible for the complete design of all of
Sinopec’s oil and gas projects since 1980 (please refer to the Sinopec ZYEC company
brochure provided in Appendix H of our proposal). The role of Sinopec ZYEC in the
“Alaskans First Gas Pipeline” project will be to provide the engineering design together
with Alaskan and U.S. engineering firms to be selected at a later date. Sinopec ZYEC
recent engineering experience includes the 2,200 kilometer 36" gas pipeline in China that
runs from Sichuan to Shanghai. See Exhibit No. 1 (excerpt of development plan
organization chart from pages 61 and 62 of the RFA).
2) Sinopec ZPEB is responsible for the construction and operation of Sinopec oil
and gas fields in China. It also builds gas pipelines, oil pipelines, LNG facilities for
Sinopec in China and overseas. Currently, Sinopec ZPEB operates in about ten
countries, including operating 10 exploratory drilling rigs in Sudan with about 450
Chinese laborers. Sinopec does not own any oil and gas leases in Sudan, their only role
in Sudan is to provide the equipment and laborers to drill exploratory wells under
contract for the 20 major oil companies from around the world (other than the U.S.).
These exploratory rigs could be relocated out of Sudan after the completion of those
contracts. The role of Sinopec ZPEB in the “Alaskans First Gas Pipeline” project will be
to serve as LSCC’s general contractor for the gas pipeline and LNG facilities. Sinopec
ZPEB will hire Alaska-qualified subcontractors to do the actual construction of the
pipeline project and they will purchase the steel pipes, LNG equipment for the project

2

and oversee the construction from beginning to finish. If there is a viable LNG market in
the USA for North Slope gas, they will share the LNG product with the USA market.
3) Sinopec ZPEB International Division is the division who has authority to
approve or disapprove any Sinopec ZPEB international activities. All overseas oil and
gas projects must be approved by this division. It is Sinopec’s own bureau that oversees
Sinopec International projects.
For financial resources and capabilities to develop and execute the proposed
project, Sinopec is a publically traded company on the New York Stock Exchange with a
Market Capitalization of U.S. $138 billion. 2006 revenues were $155 billion with a $9.2
billion profit. Crude oil production of 790,000 bpd and 767 MMCF/D refining
throughput is 3.1 MMBPD. Sinopec is comparable to Conoco Phillips in size. The
company is 76% owned by the People’s Republic of China, and the government has the
final say.
In my opinion, one of the reasons Sinopec wants to participate in this project is
because the U.S. has been buying billions of dollars of goods from China and China has
over $1.3 trillion of U.S. dollars in U.S. government bonds and treasury bills. The
Chinese government just wants to buy something significant back from the USA in order
to have robust two-way trading. Energy is what China needs -- besides airplanes from
Boeing. Sinopec purchasing LNG from Alaska will reduce the USA’s trade deficit with
China. At the current LNG price of $10 per 1,000,000 BTU, it is $15.29 billion in trade
per year. In the 30 year life of the project, this would bring a $458.9 billion trade surplus
to the USA.

3

I did not have any contact with the government of the People’s Republic of China.
I only went to China to look for a subconsultant and subcontractor who has the gas
pipeline experience and financial resources needed for a project of the magnitude of the
Alaskans First Gas Pipeline. I came home from China with a subcontractor with both the
experience and financial resources needed, plus I got Alaska and the U.S. a financially
strong buyer for the gas.
b.

Please clarify what each division of Sinopec and the People’s Republic of

China are committing to provide to LSCC with regard to the financial, technical and
other resources necessary to fulfill the commitments made by LSCC in the Application.
1b.

I met with each of the above-mentioned three divisions of Sinopec for five days at
their Puyang City headquarters and got their commitment in the form of a teaming
agreement and letter of intent to buy Alaska gas – this is much better than any verbal
promises from Wall Street Venture Capitalists or risk-adverse pension plans. These
documents were previously provided in Appendix C of the application and I am also
enclosing a copy of those documents for your review (see Exhibit No 2).
c.

Please provide a detailed description of each entity referenced in the

Application with whom the Applicant has a written commitment currently in effect and
provide a copy of the written commitments.
1c.

The teaming agreement was approved by Sinopec ZPEB International – a step
that is a must for Sinopec ZPEB to do any overseas project.
The letter of intent to buy 4 BCF/D of gas or LNG product was approved by
Sinopec ZPEB headquarters at Puyang City, Henan PRC. Copies of the teaming

4

agreement and letter of intent are enclosed and can also be found in Appendix C of our
proposal. The original documents with original signatures were submitted to the AGIA
licensing office in a manilla envelope along with our proposal application.
I did not have any contact officials with the government of the People’s Republic
of China; however, Sinopec has notified their board of directors (76% of the members of
this board are government officials) about this project and received permission execute
the teaming agreement and letter of intent.
2.

RFA Section 2.9, quoting AS 43.90.130(20), requires the Applicant to “demonstrate the
readiness, financial resources and technical ability to perform the activities specified in
the application by describing the applicant’s history of compliance with safety, health,
and environmental requirements, the ability to follow a detailed work plan and timeline,
and the ability to operate within an associated budget.” Please identify all of the
Sections and Appendices of the Application that contain data or information required by
RFA Sections 2.9.1, 2.9.2 and 2.9.3, and provide a detailed explanation of how the
information relates to the project described in the Application.

2.

LSCC has 28 years of construction and engineering experience. All of our
projects complied with safety, health and environmental regulations. For 28 years LSCC
has demonstrated our ability to follow a detailed work plan and timeline and the ability to
operate within a prescribed budget.
LSCC has performed environmental remediation work such as the PCB and Lead
Abatement project at the federal building in Juneau, Alaska. LSCC submitted various
types of plans for that project such as the Accident Prevention Plan, the PCB/Lead

5

Containing Paint Abatement & PCB/Lead Mitigation plans (consisting of a site-specific
Work Plan, Air Monitoring Plan, Respiratory Protection Program), Fugitive & Silica
Dust Control Procedures, and Asbestos Abatement Procedures. We followed these plans
for a successful completion of the project (copies of the plans are provided in Exhibits 3
thru 6). LSCC performed a soil remediation project at Fort Richardson for the Army
Corps of Engineers wherein we followed the government-approved Quality
Assurance/Quality Control plans submitted for safety, health, and environmental
regulations (copy provided as Exhibit 7). LSCC has also performed some roof
replacement work for the State of Alaska vocational and technical training facility in
Seward (AVTEC), Kivalina School Roof replacement and Bethel Fire Sation Roof
Damage Emergency Repair. LSCC had to follow stringent health, safety and
environmental protocols in order to comply with the strenuous OSHA rules for worker’s
safety and health for roof projects.
LSCC’s 28 years experience successfully designing, building, managing, adhering
to construction schedules and budgets, as well as following federal, state, and local
regulations applies directly to this project by virtue of our continued success. While
LSCC may be a small firm financially in terms of profit, our experience involves projects
with budgets ranging from thousands of dollars to tens of millions of dollars such as
during our project management contract to provide construction managers for $1.5 billion
in capital improvements projects for the U.S. Coast Guard, Facilities Design and
Construction Center (FD&CC) Pacific (located in Seattle, WA). This projects involved
all types of construction (architectural, mechanical, electrical, hydroelectric,
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environmental).
LSCC’s project management experience with the U.S. Coast Guard, FD&CC
Pacific, is a perfect example of how LSCC has demonstrated our ability to expand our
resources to fit the needs of a project. Our contract with the USCG spanned 10 years
wherein LSCC provided construction managers for multiple projects across the west
coast, Alaska and Hawaii, and eventually across the nation. As the number and different
types of projects grew, LSCC hired personnel who had the qualifications to manage the
next project. When the USCG decided to relocate their East Coast operations off
Governor’s Island in New York to several locations in New York, New Jersey and South
Carolina, FD&CC Atlantic called up FD&CC Pacific to handle this high profile
relocation project due to the high success rate LSCC had been providing to FD&CC
Pacific. The timing element of this project was extremely critical as any delay in the
relocation would cost the USCG tens of thousands of dollars per day. LSCC assembled a
team of project managers with expertise in each of type of facility being relocated and
coordinated through the project lead, Dennis Parker, AIA (his resume was provided in
Appendix F of the application). Although many construction challenges were
encountered, the project was kept on schedule and the relocation was accomplished on
time and under budget.
LSCC utilizes the same time sensitive and cost conscious management practices
on our small projects as our large projects, just on a different scale. The LSCC
management team is able to adapt to any size project and is prepared to obtain the needed
manpower with the expertise needed for this project. This ability was demonstrated
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beautifully in the fact that we obtained the expertise and financial resources of Sinopec to
join us on the Alaskans First Gas Pipeline project.
In addition to LSCC’s ability to successfully design, build or manage any size
project, our organization brings a unique experience that no other organization can offer
– and that is the depth and experience of having already spent 28 years working in the
harsh Alaskan arctic environment and interacting with the Alaskan people. LSCC
understands the dynamics of providing state-of-the art facilities to the varying
environments and communities Alaska has to offer between Prudhoe Bay and Valdez, as
well as across the rest of the state. To assist your understanding of this claim of our
unique experience, following is a listing of some of the projects LSCC has completed in
Alaska. LSCC’s North Slope engineering experience includes assisting ARCO Alaska
(now Conoco Phillips) to develop the Kuparuk Oil field, projects included the medical
and dental clinic, communications building and the 60 feet of microwave tower for oil
field control; Kuparuk administration building, warehouse, fire truck stations, a section of
the haul road inside Prudhoe Bay, Prudhoe Bay Main Construction Camp Upgrade
(MCC), electrical power plant upgrade, and four large warehouse foundation repair
projects. LSCC also did the mechanical and electrical engineering design for the $300
million City of Barrow underground utilidor project which provided all utilities for the
city. Other projects completed in the North Slope villages include Pt. Lay, Barrow, and
Kotzebue airport runway lighting; Point Hope School swimming pool renovation;
Kotzebue NAPA building; Barrow elementary school code upgrade; painting of
Anatuvuk Pass warehouse; Kaktovik electrical power plant study; and Barrow U.S. Post
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Office remodeling. LSCC has performed over 500 projects in over 100 Alaska
communities. Some of these same projects can be found in our application in Appendix
F where LSCC’s history and experience is located.
Finally, LSCC is prepared to take on the “Alaskans First Gas Pipeline” project.
Any company’s next project that is bigger than their last is a first for them. When
considering projects for the development of services for Alaska, if the villages or State of
Alaska had waited for a company came along that had the exact previous experience as
the project they were considering, Alaska would still be in the dark ages. Practically
every construction project in Alaska is unique. Successful companies do the research for
their next project, plan, assemble all the technical, financial, and manpower resources
needed, and work like crazy to bring the project to fruition. LSCC looks forward to
doing just that for Alaska and the United States.
3.

Application Section 2.2.4.4 indicates that Appliance will apply to the Regulatory
Commission of Alaska for a certificate of public convenience and necessity. In that
regard, RFA Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5 required Applicant to describe all services it
proposes to offer along with a description of the material terms of each service and a
good faith estimate of recourse rates that the Applicant proposes for each service.
Application Section 2.2.3.5 appears to suggest that no third-party tariffs will be offered
for gas that will be exported, but then lists a series of rates. Please identify all of the
Sections and appendices of the Application that contain data or information required by
RFA Sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.35, and provide a detailed explanation of how the
information relates to the project described in the Application.
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3.

In section 2.2.4.4 LSCC states we will apply to the Regulatory Commission of
Alaska for a certificate of public convenience and necessity. LSCC is committed to this
project. LSCC will receive clean pipeline quality gas from the producers on the North
Slope and elsewhere along the pipeline to feed the pipeline. LSCC will supply this gas to
its own NGL and LNG plants for making LNG products for shipment to China. LSCC
will design and build a marine terminal to unload the LNG into a LNG ship. The tariff
LSCC asked for are 1) Repaying the debt service of the gas pipeline, NGL and LNG
plants and the marine terminal; 2) Cost to operate the pipeline and facilities; 3) the fuel
cost to run the pipeline compressor stations and the refrigeration units in the LNG plants;
4) property tax costs; 5) other state and federal taxes; 6) a reasonable profit; and 7) the
cost of equipment repair and replacement. All these are legal tariff rates and fees LSCC
and the investors need to have to finance and operate this project. These are good faith
estimates based on today’s dollars, actual rates will be adjusted according to 1) the
dollar’s value vs. other world currencies; 2) the inflation of materials, labor and
transportation cost; 3) the interest rate that finances the project; 4) the future price of
LNG, the shipping costs, and final project scope; 5) taxes are unknown at this time.
In this project, the rate does not include any third party tariffs. However, LSCC
does not know exactly how much the North Slope producers will ask FERC, if at all, for
a tariff for a “gas treatment plant” (GTP) construction and operating cost, or if they will
just include the cost of GTP into their wellhead price. LSCC estimates that the GTP fee
will not exceed $0.50/MCF and it may be considerably less, based on the services
performed.
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LSCC’s proposal is to buy gas on the North Slope, transport it to Valdez, liquify
it and load it on to ships. LSCC will also offer to transport gas instate from identified
intake and delivery points if shippers come forward at the open season. If third parties
approach LSCC with a desire to transport gas to Valdez for export, LSCC will offer a
pipeline transportation and liquefaction service to those third parties. The good faith
estimates shown on page 74 of the application and discussed in Sections 2.2.3.4 and
2.2.3.5 and indicative estimated rates that could be offered to third parties for these
services if any third party “export-gas” services are desired. It is not LSCC’s intent to
intentionally exclude anyone from the project.
The rate structures and good-faith estimates of tariffs and fees were included in
the RFA for several reasons. First, sections 2.2.3.5 and 2.2.3.4 request specific
information. Second, these tariffs and fees are necessary for the state to evaluate LSCC’s
proposal, i.e., estimate the NPV of the project as described in the RFA. Third, these
tariffs and fees can be evaluated by third parties so that these third parties can evaluate
the proposal.
The tariff and fee structure is also provided so in-state shippers and end-users can
evaluate the proposal.
Users will only be charged for the services they use and the pipeline tariff is
mileage sensitive.
Our proposal deals with moving the gas to Valdez for processing and distribution
to Alaska communities and businesses.
The idea of transporting gas to the Mid-West via a pipeline makes little economic
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sense because Alaska would be subsidizing the movement of gas, because for every 100
miles of pipeline, you loose 15% of the gas pressure required. It takes another 4% to 5%
of the gas to restore the pressure for the next 100 miles. The estimated length of a
pipepline from Alaska to the Mid-West is 3,600 miles which would be a loss of 67% of
the gas to move the remaining 33% of the gas that distance. Based on the current cost of
gas in Chicago (Henry Hub selling price of $8.91 per MCF) it would cost Alaska $16.04
to get $8.91 worth of gas from Alaska to Chicago. It is unlikely that Alaska can regain
the cost of the lost gas in the tariff (final pricing).
4.

RFA Sections 2.2.3.2 and 2.2.4.3 require an applicant to set forth dates by which the
applicant will commit to (a) conclude a binding open season, and (b) submit applications
to FERC for pre-filing approval and certificate authorization. Please clarify the date
certain that LSCC has proposed for (a) concluding a binding open season and (b)
submitting applications to FERC for pre-filing approval and certificate authorization.

4.

Section 2.2.3.2 plan for RCA in-state open season and Section 2.2.4.3
Commitment for FERC certified project are two commitments LSCC has committed to.
LSCC is committed to seek a federal pipeline certificate even if the North Slope oil and
gas producers initially decline to use the pipeline. LSCC has no oil connections with the
current North Slope oil and gas producers, ExxonMobil, B.P. and Conoco Phillips.
In our plans for open season, LSCC will follow all the FERC and RCA
requirements, including 1) filing open season plans with FERC and RCA; 2) notifying all
North Slope gas producers and potential end users; 3) actively talking to producers and
end users to commit to put gas into and to buy gas from the pipeline. With our plan the
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gas producers can make billions by committing the gas on the pipeline (see page 143 of
LSCC’s proposal); (a) LSCC concluded the date of open season is likely less than 36
months, LSCC will conclude the binding open season by the end of 36 months or no later
than June 30, 2011; (b) LSCC will submit to FERC applications for pre-filing approval
and certification authorizations togther with a notification of intent to commence open
season and construction of an LNG export facility to FERC and RCA and the Federal
Gas Pipeline Coordinator, Ms. Drue Pearce. The date will be 30 days minimum prior to
the open season date.
If the AGIA license award is made after June 20, 2008 then the dates of the open
seasons and notices to FERC andthe RCA may be extended for the same time as the
delay of the license award beyond June 30, 2008.
LSCC commits to timely make the submittals required under Section 2.2.4.3 of
the RFA to the extent they are needed for the project outlined in LSCC’s proposal, as
determined by the FERC and the RCA.
LSCC also commits to timely make the necessary applications to the U.S.
Department of Energy for an export license. This application will be made no later than
June 30, 2011, and in all likelihood will be made much earlier. Again, this date is
conditioned on the award of the AGIA license on or before June 30, 2008.
The Commissioner and the Governor must recognize that commitments to dates
certain by LSCC are contingent on timely actions by the Administration, Governor, and
the Alaska Legislature.
LSCC’s proposal to export LNG to China does not diminish LSCC’s intent to
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serve local gas markets in Alaska. As called for in Section 2.2.3.9 of the RFA, LSCC is
committed to serve local Alaska markets, both at initial startup of the pipeline and in the
decades that follow. LSCC believes that the state can assist in serving Alaska’s local
needs through use of its royalty gas.
5.

Christopher Rutz of the AGIA office, via letter dated December 17, 2007, requested that
LSCC clarify the declaration of public documents as proprietary (Appendix D).
On the table of contents for the Alaskans First Gas Pipeline, LSCC inadvertently
left the designation (Proprietary Information) for Appendix D. LSCC does not wish to
declare our legal formation documentation proprietary (including Corporate Certification,
Alaska Business License 149429, Alaska Business License 127170, General Contractor
Registration #8966, and articles of Incorporation of Little Susitna Construction Company
filed in 1984), which is why Appendix D was not summarized and provided in a redacted
format. Please cross out the “(Proprietary Information)” on the Table of Contents page
for Appendix D on any copies to be made public information.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the questions asked by the Commissioners of
Revenue and Natural Resources of the State of Alaska. Please do not hesitate to contact us if
any additional information is required.
Respectfully submitted by,

Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
President & CEO
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc.
14
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2.2 DEVELOPMENT PLAN
2.2.1 Front End Engineering Design Plan
Front End Eneineering Design Plan
ORGANIZATION CHART FOR FEED
DUTIES AND TASKS
*LSCC = 1

Sinopec = 2

U.S. Design Firms= 3
*Design Firms

Overall Engineering Design Manager
A. Pipeline and Compressor Stations
Corridor Survey
Geotechnical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Petroleum Engineering
Structural Engineering
B. Gas Treatment Plant (GTP) by North Slope Shipper

Site Survey
Geotechnical Engineering
Plant Design
Petroleum Engineering
C. Natural Gas Liquids Plant (NGL)
Site Survey
Geotechnical Engineering
Plant Design
Petroleum Engineering
D. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Plant
Site Survey
Geotechnical Engineering
Plant Design
Petroleum Engineering
E. Marine Terminal and Storage
Site Survey
Geotechnical Engineering
Dock and Terminal Design

LSCC/Sinopec
1, 2

..,

.)

3
1' 2, 3
1, 2, 3
I , 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
..,
..,
.)
..,

.)

.)

..,

.)

..,

.)

3
1' 2
1, 2, 3

3
3
I, 2
1, 2, 3

..,

.)

3
1, 2, 3
61

Petrolewn Engineering
F. LNG Ships
Ship Builders from the U.S., China, Japan, Korea & Poland
G. Receiving station for LNG and Degasification Plants
Site Survey
Geotechnical Engineering
Receiving Station for LNG
LNG Degasification Plant
H. Construction Cost Estimate
I.

Field work, legal ownership investigation, environmental
studies archeological surveys right-of-way inquiries. and
other activities in support of all regulatory application
requirements.

1, 2, 3

1

3
3

1, 2, 3
1, 2, 3
1' 2, 3

1. 2. 3

Management of this entire project will be the responsibility of the General Engineering
Design Manager. Management of each item of engineering will have a Division General
Manager, and under him will be Engineering Managers. Engineers. Designers. and Technicians.
The Division General Manager will be responsible for the task items listed, and he. in tum.
reports to the overall General Engineering Design Manager for his day-to-day tasks, progress.
and schedules.
The resources of FEED will come from Sinopec General Engineering and Construction
Divisions, and will be partially reimbursed by the State of Alaska AG IA Inducement funds. The
total FEED and permit application, land leases, and land acquisition is estimated in sections 2.5.1.
and 2.5.2.
The governing model is a straight pyramid, top down organization chart. Every engineer
and technician will report to the division supervisor and they, in tum, report to the item general
engmeenng manager. The items such as '·Pipeline", "LNG," . "NGL Plant", " Marine Terminal"'.
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TEAMING AGREEMENT
The ZPEB International and the Little Susitna Construction Company of Alaska
hereby form a teaming agreement to produce an application for a license to build a
gas pipeline under the Alaska Gas line Inducement Act.

The ZPEB International

agrees to act as a sub-consultant of the Little Susitna Construction Company to
provide information and support for the application process, and the Little Susitna
Construction Company agrees to produce an appropriate application for the license to
build the AGIA pipeline.
This Agreement is valid for 2 years from the date of undersigning.
After getting the license, ZPEB International and Little Susitna Construction
Company of Alaska will sign a new agreement to perform the project.
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Engineering Construction General Company of ZPEB
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Add: No.122 Daqing Road Puyang City Henan Province China
Tel. No: 0393-4826413
Fax No: 0393-4492718
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To :

Little Susitna Construction
Company
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Attn:

Dominic Lee P .E.
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Ref.No:
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From:
BmJ:
Date:

ZECGC

2007.11.13

]Ji~:

Page No:

Subject : LETTER OF INTENT

Dear Sir(s),
Thank you for your letter dated Nov 8,2007.
We are hereby confirmed that we are intended to procure an estimated
4BCF/D natural gas from the pipeline project of Alaska state after it is
converted to liquid natural gas if the price can be worked out satisfactorily,

Sincerely yours

Hu PeiHai
Vice General Manager
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EXHIBIT 3
(13 Pages)

ACCIDENT PREVENTION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
General Contractor:
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. (LSCC)
Project name:
Phase II Remedial Design for Boiler Room PCB/Lead Paint Mitigation Federal Building, Juneau,
Alaska
PROJECT DESCRIPTION, DESCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED, AND LOCATION
Provide PCB Remediation and related Construction Services for the Juneau Federal Building Boiler room which has
approximately 4,000 square feet. The primary objective of this project is to prevent human exposure to PCB contamination.
This includes PCB impacted paint material and the potential for residual PCBs to migrate into the boiler room drainage
trench/sump system and from there into the environment. In short, the scope of work includes removal of the existing
topping slab, epoxy inject all existing cracks on the existing structural slab, install geocomposite drainage layer on the
structural slab and install a new 3-inch topping slab. For detail summary of Hazardous Materials Work, refer to Section
01011 - Summary of Hazardous Materials Work of the project specifications. Miscellaneous items attached to walls, floors
and loosely sitting on floors will need to be moved to allow for work. The contractor shall also provide a 100 hp 125 psi
boiler as a temporary heating source for the building.
RESPONSIBILITY AND LINES OF AUTHORITY
It is the policy of this company to insure that each and every employee is provided with safe working conditions, free from
recognized hazards. It is the policy of this company to comply with established provisions of the Occupational Safety and
Health Act and any other Federal, State, or Local Safety Codes that may apply.
Responsibility to management and supervision with the necessary service relating to safety activity and the required advice
for promotion of any effective Safety Program rests with the President of the Corporation.
Responsibility for implementation of the Safety Program cannot be delegated, but must be accepted and enforced by staff
management and line management at field level. The supervisor is the key to effective control of operation because he is
usually in the best position to detect and correct violations of the program.
All personnel involved in management are herewith delegated the authority and the responsibility for the implementation and
enforcement of the Safety Program, and will be held accountable for their job site safety record.
Further, we want to make clear our position with respect to control of losses resulting from accidents and illnesses occurring
in our business. These losses are of considerable concern to us because:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The primary concern is for the health and safety of our employees. An illness or injury that would cause temporary
or permanent disability to any employee must be avoided.
The substantial indirect costs associated with these losses are all borne by every one.
The insurance premium costs directly reflect these losses.
The basic conditions responsible for these losses are also causing, or can cause, other serious losses in our
operations. In other words, each of these losses is an indication of something wrong in our organization and its
practices.

The purpose of our Safety Program is to prevent accident, injury, and illness by locating and correcting the conditions
responsible and, as a result of this, the economic waste that occurs.
All employees, supervisory or otherwise, are herewith directed to do everything reasonable and necessary to conform to this
policy.
Safety Responsibilities
Management regards worker safety and health as a fundamental value of the organization and applies its commitment to
safety and health with as much vigor as to LSCC's other organization goals. Management will continue to conduct
comprehensive worksite surveys for health and safety. LSCC will analyze new facilities, procedures, materials, and
equipment and inform employees on the updated material. Supervisors will continue to support the program at a job site
level and should be consulted on any policy or procedural question.
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Each employee should be the person most concerned with his or her own safety. For this reason, each employee has an
important place in the safety program and is expected to cooperate fully in all activities and measure of safety for themselves,
fellow, workers, and their employer. Your safety and well being can be accomplished only through your constant, sincere
effort. Merely talking about safety will not make safety a fact.
The management of Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. will fully comply with and carry out safety requirements as
prescribed by state, federal, and local laws and regulations. Each employee has this same responsibility.
IT TAKES ACTION !!!
SAFETY -- IS PERFORMING YOUR DAILY TASKS IN THE SAFE MANNER YOU HAVE BEEN SHOWN.
SAFETY -- ON THIS JOB IS REQUIRED! SAFETY RULES MUST BE FOLLOWED!
SUBCONTRACTORS AND SUPPLIERS
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc. (ARSA) will be a major subcontractor on the site performing PCB and Lead
Paint abatement activities. ARSA and their air monitoring firm will be the only know subcontractors or suppliers on the site.
All subcontractors and suppliers shall be expected to follow the safety policies of LSCC. Due to the integrated nature of
work on this project, LSCC and ARSA have combined their accident/safety plans to meet the specific needs of this project
and agree to mutually administer the plan.
TRAINING PROGRAM
All employee s receive safety training during their initial asbestos abatement training. The very nature of asbestos abatement
requires the teaching of safety in the work place to prevent the contamination of the worker and public during the abatement
process. The entire course is geared to the safe removal of asbestos containing materials.
This safety training during the basic training however, does not train the employee of the specific safety risks during specific
abatement processes. These specific areas need to, and must, be addressed before each job begins. In other words each job
begins with a safety meeting with the topics discussed to include the risks of the specific job at hand.
In some cases certain chemicals or site-specific hazards will come up which are not covered by the standard safety rules of
the LSCC/ARSA program. If and when these specific items come up they will be addressed by outside experts in the fields
of concern. These specific items include, but are not limited to, work in petroleum refineries, oil field operations, severe
Arctic conditions, and work in and around electrical vaults, refrigeration systems, and other hazardous materials.
Employee training will be conducted in the classroom setting with persons qualified, and approved by the Owners or
Contractors, to train in the fields to be addressed. All persons shall receive and carry cards identifying the specific training
received.
All employees shall receive annual training in safety and the exposure to the different safety risks. This training shall
address the specific issues of the different chemicals present in the work place for all contracts, which LSCC/ARSA has
signed. If specific substances are to be present in jobs these shall be addressed at a specific safety meeting for the job and/or
training will be given if the employee has not received previous training.
All employees of the asbestos abatement industry have received training of protective equipment and decontamination
procedures. All employees are required to wear protective equipment and have proper personal grooming so the protective
equipment can function as designed. Specific procedures and equipment will be addressed in training sessions for hazards
not covered in the asbestos abatement course.
SAFETY AND HEALTH INSPECTIONS
The on-site superintendent/foreman shall be responsible for all safety and health inspections. Inspections shall be made at
the beginning of each shift and continued throughout each day and throughout the project. The inspections shall be recorded
in the project daily log. The daily log has a section which includes all phases of work which may be done each day. This list
is in the form of a check list with an area for notes on any discrepancies.
SAFETY AND HEALTH EXPECTATIONS AND COMPLIANCE
ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND LOSS CONTROL
Supervisors shall be responsible for all work site inspection and correction of hazardous procedures. The supervisor's
responsibilities shall include, but not be limited to:
1. Supervisors shall ensure that all operations, activities and work places under their supervision are in full compliance
with the requirements of laws regulating employees’ safety and health.
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2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Supervisors shall ensure that work places are free from recognized hazards, which are likely to cause death, injury or
illness.
Supervisors shall ensure that all people on the premises of projects under their supervision observe local safety and
health precautions.
Supervisors shall expressly design accident and loss prevention into work procedures. Supervisors shall educate and
train employees in the use of safe procedures and in the concepts and individual responsibilities for safety and health.
Supervisors are to assure the continuous observance of safety precautions.
Supervisors shall continually monitor and refine methods for reducing accidents and losses to take into account changes
in the work force and the evolution of operations and work place technology.
Supervisors shall consider employee compliance with safety procedures, laws and regulations in such deliberations as
job performance evaluation, suitability for promotion, and continuance of employment.

It is the goal of LSCC/ARSA to have no loss time or OSHA reportable accidents on any job. LSCC has an excellent record
for safety and a history of no loss time accidents within the last 5 years. ARSA has an excellent record for safety and a
history of no loss time accidents.
The supervisor shall reprimand any employee who violates the safety policies of the project and LSCC/ARSA. All safety
violations shall be recorded in the daily log. In addition any safety violations shall be recorded and a record placed in the
employees master employment file. If continued violations occur by the same employee the employee shall be dismissed
from the job.
All accidents shall be attended to at once. The safety and health of the employee are the most important aspect of any job.
Emergency medical attention shall be rendered on the site by First Aid trained personnel and fully trained professional
emergency personnel shall be called for all serious injuries.
All accidents shall be reported to management and the proper accident reports and forms shall be filled out as soon as
possible. Management and the safety officer for the company will investigate all accidents. All personnel of the Owner or
Contractor shall be notified at the earliest possible time.
ACCIDENT REPORTING
Exposure data:
The payroll department shall be responsible for this data.
Accident investigations, reports and logs:
a.
Investigations: All accidents shall be investigated by LSCC/ARSA office management. The President of the
company is the designated primary safety officer for the company and shall be in charge of all accident
investigations. In his/her absence the Contract Manager shall be the chief investigator.
b.
Reports: The project foreman shall be responsible for field reports of each accident. After field reports are filed
the office manager shall be responsible for checking accuracy of the reports, filing needed forms for workman’s
compensation reports and recording information in the OSHA 200 log.
c.
Immediate notification of major accidents: For all major (medical treatment required and/or loss time) accidents
the General Contractor shall be notified. As the ultimate responsible party for the project it shall be the General
Contractor’s responsibility to notify, as applicable, the Owner, Contracting Officer or Project Manager and, if
applicable OSHA, of the accident.
MEDICAL SUPPORT
On-site medical support shall be the Facility Emergency Medical Personal. For injuries requiring further medical treatment
the injured person shall be transported to the nearest civilian medical facility. Appropriate transportation to of site medical
facilities shall be determined by the first response medical personal.
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Personal protective equipment provided by LSCC and/or ARSA and to be used as needed includes:
3. Disposable clothing - Shall be worn at all times during asbestos removal operations. This clothing will be different for
each type of work performed. Workers shall be instructed as to the type of work and then shall select appropriate
clothing for the job.
4. Respirators - Shall be worn in compliance with the established company respirator program.
a.
Half-face negative pressure
b.
Full-face Positive Air Purifying Respirators
c.
Full-face supplied air
d.
Full-face self-contained breathing apparatus.
5. Hard hats - Shall comply with ANSI Standard No. A89 2 and be worn when an overhead hazard is present and/or when
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6.
7.
8.
9.

required by specifications of the contract.
Rubber boots - Shall be worn as needed in the abatement area. Boots will not be worn when a worker leaves the
containment area and must be decontaminated before removal from the containment area or sealed in plastic bags.
Eye protection - Contact lenses may not be worn on the job. This is for any type of work being done. Safety glasses
shall be worn at any time there is a chance of debris entering the eyes or when required by the contract specifications.
Gloves - Shall be worn as needed during the application of chemical agents.
Hearing Protection - Hearing protection shall be worn when the TWA is exceeded or expected to be exceeded.

It is ARSA's policy to provide MSDS fact sheets for each chemical agent brought on the job site. All ARSA employees shall
have received training on the hazards of chemical agents on the job site.
PLANS (PROGRAMS, PROCEDURES) REQUIRED BY THE SAFETY MANUAL (as applicable)
a. hazard communications program:
General Company Policy
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. (LSCC) and Asbestos Removal Specialists of AK, Inc. (ARSA) have developed a
Hazard Communication Program to enhance our employees' health and safety. LSCC and ARSA are complying with the
OSHA Hazard Communication Standard, Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations 1910.1200, by providing information about
chemical and physical agent hazards, by using MSDS's, by ensuring containers are labeled, and by providing training.
Under our program, our employees are informed of the hazardous properties of the chemicals they work with, safe handling
procedures, and the hazards of non-routine tasks. Mr. John Abrams, the Safety and Health Manager for this project, will
review and update the program as necessary to provide accurate information. Copies of the Hazardous Communication
Program may be obtained from Mr. Abrams at 1189 Van Horn Road Fairbanks, AK 99701 during the working hours of 8:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
List of Hazardous Chemicals and Physical Agents
The Safety and Health Manager will make a list of all hazardous chemicals and related work practices used at the job site and
will update the list as necessary. Our list of chemicals identifies all chemicals used in our work areas and the physical agent
data sheets that apply to each specific project. A master list of these chemicals and PADS will be maintained and available
from Mr. Abrams.
Material Safety Data Sheets
MSDS's provide you with specific information on the chemicals you use. A binder will be maintained in the office with an
MSDS on every substance on the hazardous chemical list. MSDS are available to all employees for review during each work
shift. A copy also will be on the job site location. If MSDS are not available or new chemicals in use do not have MSDS,
please immediately contact the Safety and Health Manager.
Container Labeling
It is the policy of LSCC/ARSA that no container of hazardous chemicals will be released for use unless it has a readable
label with the following information:
•
Containers are clearly labeled as to the contents
•
Appropriate hazard warnings
•
The name and address of the manufacturer
Containers that are transported to a job site will be checked by the supervisor to make sure all containers are properly
labeled. If chemicals from a labeled container are transferred to a portable container, the secondary container will be labeled.
It will be labeled with either an extra copy of the original manufacturer's label or with generic labels which have fill-in
blocks for the identity and hazard warning.
Hazardous Non-routine Tasks
On any occasion that employees are required to perform hazardous non-routine tasks, training will be provided. Prior to
starting work on such projects, each affected employee will be given information by the supervisor about hazards to which
they may be exposed to and the proper precautions to take. This information will include the following:
•
Specific chemical hazards
•
Protective/safety measures which will be utilized
•
LSCC/ARSA's steps to lessen the hazards
Training
At the time of our Asbestos Abatement Certification Course, all individuals are taught about various hazards they may
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encounter on the job. Our course is current with the new chemicals introduced to the asbestos abatement field.
It is our policy that all employees are required to receive initial training on the Hazard Communication Standard and the safe
use of those hazardous chemicals. It will include the following items:
•
An overview of the requirements contained in ARSA's Hazard Communication Standard Review of the chemicals
and physical properties of hazardous materials (e.g., flash point, reactivity) and methods that can be used to detect
the presence or release of chemicals
•
Physical hazards of chemicals (e.g., potential for fire, explosion)
•
Health effects of the hazardous chemicals and physical agents, including signs and symptoms of exposure
•
Location and availability of our written hazard program; how to read and interpret information on MSDS's and
labels.
•
Work procedures to lessen or prevent exposure to hazardous chemicals and physical agents through usage of
control/work practices (e.g., personal protective equipment required, proper use and maintenance, etc.)
•
Emergency procedures to follow if employees are exposed
•
Steps LSCC/ARSA has taken to lessen or prevent exposure to chemicals and physical agents
It is our policy that there be regularly held safety meetings on the worksite as the job is on-going. Any new chemical or
hazard will be made known. Employees are invited to add input on the training they have received and their suggestions for
improving it.
NOTE:

IT IS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT THAT ALL LSCC AND ARSA EMPLOYEES UNDERSTAND
THE TRAINING. IF ANY OF THEM HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, THEY ARE
ADVISED TO CONTACT A SUPERVISOR OR SAFETY AND HEALTH MANAGER.

MULTI-EMPLOYER WORKSITES
The Safety and Health Manager will contact any employee(s) of any other employer on the worksite that may be exposed to
any chemical hazards in the normal course of their work. Other items that will be supplied to the employer(s) are the
following:
•
Information on location of MSDS and PADS
•
Inform the employer (s) of precautionary measures necessary and emergency procedures
•
Inform the employer(s) of the labeling system used
The Safety and Health Manager will obtain MSDS or PADS for any hazardous chemicals or physical agents that other
employer (s) may bring onto the site.
Additional Information
All employees and/or their designated representatives, can obtain further information on this written program, the hazard
communication standard, applicable MSDS's, PAD's, and chemical information lists at the office located at:
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, AK 99709
Confined Space
This plan covers the basic requirements involved in entering areas or spaces. Confined space hazards are of great concern,
more so when hazardous materials are involved. The condition of confinement itself may be hazardous, but the potential for
disaster is always present when hazardous materials are involved.
Definition
Due to the risk involved in working in confined spaces there are several definitions of a confined space which must be
considered. Each of these definitions has been generated by Federal agencies or National Standards Organizations. These
definitions must be considered when defining a confined space entry program.
NIOSH defines a confined space as an area which has any one of the following:
• Limited area for entry and exit.
• Unfavorable natural ventilation.
• Is not designed for continuous worker occupancy.
ANSI A117.1-1989 state that confined spaces are enclosed areas that have the following characteristics:
• Its primary function is something other than human occupancy, and
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•
•

Has restricted entry and exit, and
May contain potential or unknown hazards.

OSHA 1910.146 states that permit (confined) spaces means an enclosure/space which:
• Is large enough and so configured that an employee can bodily enter and perform assigned work.
• Has limited or restricted means for entry or exit.
• Is not designed for continuous occupancy and:
• Contains or has known potential to contain a hazardous atmosphere, or
• Contains a material with the potential for engulfment of entrant, or
• Has an internal configuration such that an entrant could be trapped or asphyxiated by inwardly converging walls, or a
floor sloped downward and tapers to a smaller cross section, or
• Contains any other recognized serious safety or health hazard.
These definitions provide the basis for development of confined spaces entry programs.
Identification of Permit Required Confined Spaces
There are cases in which a space that is clearly confined in nature does NOT meet the definition of confined space identified
above. Care must be taken in any confined space however, of critical importance is the proper identification of confined
spaces which require permitted entry. LSCC/ARSA management/supervisors are responsible for reading and demonstrating
knowledge of the OSHA/NIOSH/ANSI confined space entry identification requirements.
LSCC/ARSA management and/or supervisors shall inspect any space that could be classified as a confined space to
determine entry requirements. If LSCC/ARSA on the job site owner/client has identified an area as a confined space
LSCC/ARSA management and/or supervisors shall tour the job site and identify any potential confined spaces and validate
confined spaces identified consistent with the criteria in the definitions provided in this document.
Typically the following areas or confines should be considered as confined spaces:
• Tanks
• Vessels
• Silos
• Storage bins
• Hoppers
• Vaults
• Pits
• Diked areas
In identifying confined spaces a complete assessment of all spaces confined in nature must be conducted. During this
assessment some specific information must be considered. In order to standardize this information a Confined Space
Evaluation Form has been developed. This form is intended to provide guidance in the assessment of confined spaces and
assist project personnel to determine specific hazards which must be addressed for both permit required and non-permit
required confined spaces.
If there is a potentially confined space, the status of which cannot be mutually agreed upon by LSCC/ARSA management
and Owner/Client representatives, the area shall be treated as a confined space. In every case of making the determination of
classification of a space as a confined space has be made by LSCC/ARSA management an/or supervisors in concurrence
with Owner/Client representatives.
General Rules for Confined Space Entry
1. Determine the EXACT number and names of person entering the confined space. This number should be limited to as
few as practical due to the inherent danger involved in working in confined spaces.
2. Identify the specific hazards which might be involved. Include the magnitude of the hazards, likelihood of hazards
occurrence, consequences of hazard occurrence, potential for changing conditions/activities, strategies for controlling
hazards and the impact or need for emergency response.
3. Conduct a through briefing on the work to be accomplished and the potential hazards which might be encountered.
4. Conduct atmospheric testing using a qualified technician, unless the confined space is no-permit type and adequately
ventilated. Test ventilation system both ON and OFF.
5. Initially test and periodically re-test the atmospheric environment within the confined space. This shall be done with the
ventilation system both On and OFF.
6. All moving equipment in the confined space must be locked-out. Ventilation must be either natural or mechanically
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provided into the confined space. All hazardous or corrosive substances that contain inert, toxic, flammable or corrosive
material must be valved off, blanked, disconnected and separated. Atmospheric tests must be performed on a regular
basis in a confined area where entry is required. The area must also be checked for decaying vegetation or animal matter
that could produce methane. Adequate lighting must be provided within the space. If the confined area is located below
the ground or near where motor vehicles are operating, care must be taken that vehicle exhaust of carbon monoxide does
not enter the space.
Permit Required Confined Space Entry General Rules
PERMIT REQUIRED CONFINED SPACE WILL NOT OCCUR ON THIS PROJECT
The confined space entry permit identifies the requirements of the OSHA code. Some more specific requirements are:
1. When personnel enter a confined area, safety standby employees must be assigned who are alert to the work being done.
2. They are to be able to sound an alarm in necessary and to render assistance.
3. These standby employees must be trained to assist in handling lifelines, respiratory equipment, CPR, first aid, and be
able to employee rescue equipment that will remove the individual from the confined area.
4. Standby personnel should be in teams of two during such an operation or else within the vicinity of working separately.
5. There must also be an effective communication system utilized while the operation is occurring.
6. When equipment which utilizes oxygen, such as a salamander, torches, or furnaces, are used in a confined space
adequate ventilation must be provided to guarantee oxygen content and combustion for the equipment.
7. When oxygen utilizing equipment issued, adequate measures must be taken to assure that exhaust gases are vented
outside the enclosure.
8. When gas welding or burning equipment is used, hoses must be checked for leaks, compressed bottled gas must be
outside the area and torches lit outside the area also. The atmosphere must be tested each time before lighting a torch.
9. Specific lockout tagout procedures must be implemented to ensure the isolation of electrical or other potential energy
sources. Isolation shall be double block in nature.
10. Specific safeguards, including entry and exit points, retrieval equipment (unless use of such equipment would hamper
rescue efforts), fall protection (as appropriate), properly grounded electrical equipment shall be in place.
11. Warning signs shall be posted on entrances.
12. An emergency response plan shall be developed including rescue methods, designated rescue personnel, equipment to be
used, communications methods, training required for rescue team members and special breathing equipment (SCBA’s,
etc.).
HAZARDS AND MITIGATING MEASURES
LSCC/ARSA’s work, like any construction-related job, has hazards associated with the work practices and tools.
Preventative measures and common sense can keep accidents from happening. The worker must be aware of the hazards
involved with the hazards of the job being performed, and any chemicals that may be used.
Electrical
Accidents involving electricity are very common in the United States. During asbestos abatement work, liquids such as
encapsulant and surfactant are sprayed. In addition to bad footing, these substances provide electricity with an excellent
path. There are many ways of reducing the chances of electrical accidents, among them are:
1. De-energize all electrical circuits into the work area, tag and lock the circuit breakers and electrical panel.
2. On all temporary power for lights and equipment, install ground fault circuit interrupters.
3. Consider dry removal in areas where electrical circuits and equipment must remain energized.
4. Supply worker with insulated rubber boots and/or gloves when working around energized equipment.
5. Use non-conductive (wood or plastic) scrapers, vacuum attachments, ladders and other equipment.
6. Avoid damaging insulation on wiring or electrical equipment.
7. Elevate electrical drop cords to keep them away from foot traffic, scaffolding, and liquids on floor.
8. Keep puddles (encapsulant, amended water etc.) from forming on the floor of the containment area.
9. Make sure that all electrical outlets are sealed.
10. Ensure that all workers know where electrical hazards are within the work area and outline specific countermeasures
before starting the job.
11. Daily visual inspections of extension cords and plugged connected equipment for defects.
12. Consider all electrical circuits and wiring to be live unless already shut down and tested.
13. If you are not an electrician, never try to make electrical repairs. Call a trained electrician.
14. Never operate electrical equipment bearing a red tag.
15. A red electrical lockout tag may not be removed by anyone except the electrician who put it there.
16. A live wire looks the same as a dead one; insulation on a wire is no guarantee against shock. Call an electrician to find
out if a wire is live or dead.
17. Never touch a person who is in contact with a live wire or cable with your bare hands. Turnoff the current if possible.
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18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Use a long, dry stick to lift the wires off the victim. If he is on top of the wire, use a dry blanket as a loop to drag him
off.
Never change fuses. Call an electrician to find out what caused the fuse to blow.
Never make adjustments on electrical equipment. Operate only the switches you are instructed to use. When in doubt,
call an electrician.
Always turn off the circuit before changing a burned out light bulb.
Never open explosion-proof fixtures. Have an electrician do it for you.
Never store brooms, tools, rags or anything else in switch gear enclosures.
Electrical substations are off limits for everyone except electrical personnel.
Prior to using any extension cord or plug connected appliances, inspect the apparatus, power cord, receptacle and plug
connected appliances, inspect the parts. Check for insulation that is frayed or deteriorated, and exposed conductors.
Return any defective equipment to your supervisor. Tag as defective and turn in for repair.
Portable electrical tools used in wet or conductive locations shall be double insulated or used with ground fault circuit
interrupters. Explosion proof lights are available for these applications.
Portable tools or appliances left unattended, should be unplugged (if not in use).
Always maintain 4 feet of clearance in front of all switch gear and motor control centers for emergency access. These
spaces must be kept free and clear and must not be used as a storage area.
Only authorized personnel shall be permitted in electrical power distribution switch gear rooms and enclosures.
Before any power distribution switch gear is energized, re-energized, or closed, or engaged, it must be inspected by an
electrician.
Breakers shall not be re-energized after tripping off. An electrician prior to energizing shall inspect them.

Slips and Falls
Chances of a slip or bad fall are greatly enhanced inside the containment area because of the extensive use of surfactant,
encapsulant, chemicals and water. Double layers of plastic sheeting on the floor, even when dry, are very slippery and can
shift underneath the feet without warning. When the abatement liquids and use of disposable boot covers is added, care must
be taken to prevent slipping. It is imperative that the clean up crew keep the work area free from debris and accumulated
liquids. Look over the area for obstacles and remove any tripping hazards.
Another area of concern are the ladders and scaffolding used during our work. These ladders and scaffolding must meet
OSHA requirements and be inspected each day for damage, wear, and unsafe conditions. No improvised repairs should be
made. Maintenance must be done correctly with proper parts. Ladders should never be used as walk boards or platforms.
Scaffolding should be assembled from the proper parts with no improvisation allowed. Guardrails must be installed and the
scaffolding must meet all OSHA requirements. Wheels should be locked down unless the scaffold is being moved.
Personnel are not allowed on the scaffolding while it is in motion unless it is a self powered unit made to be driven between
points.
Fire
IF FIRE OCCURS IN THE BUILDING GET OUT DO NOT STOP TO TURN OFF EQUIPMENT
During the set up phase of the job, workers must be made aware of the emergency and exiting procedures. In case of a fire,
decontamination is forgotten in the face of the immediate danger to life. Fire exits (outside the containment barriers) should
be identified, marked, and contingency plans made for emergency exits and lighting.
Prevention is always the best cure. Listed below are some tips that will decrease the chances of a fire.
1. Make sure that sources of ignition--pilot lights, equipment that makes sparks, etc. are removed or secured.
2. Fuel sources, such as gas or propane lines, should be shut down and secured.
3. Locate hot spots and potential fire hazards within the work area, correct, and make arrangements for periodic
inspections.
4. Do not allow matches or lighters inside the work area. Prohibitions against smoking inside the work area will be strictly
enforced.
5. When using cutting torches, open flames, or equipment that will emit sparks, a worker designated as the fire watch
should be standing by with fire extinguishing equipment. (Do not use Carbon Dioxide fire extinguisher in a confined or
enclosed space.)
6. When cutting into a wall make sure that you know what is in the wall and what is behind it.
7. Remove combustible materials from the work area before work starts.
8. Maintain the work area free of accumulated waste material.
9. Maintain fire extinguisher throughout the work area.
10. Clearly mark emergency exits. Post directional signs if necessary and provide emergency lighting.
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Maintain a designated area outside the work area with a telephone (post emergency numbers) to call for fire or emergency
equipment. The designated area should also have a fire alarm (a compressed air horn works well) that can be plainly heard
inside the containment area.
In case a fire starts within the work area the extinguisher can be used to control it. Unless it is immediately apparent that the
fire can be stopped with available extinguisher the workers should evacuate the area immediately (without decontamination).
Non-essential personnel should be immediately evacuated through the decontamination stations with stopping for the
decontamination procedures. Negative air systems should be shut down to minimize the amount of air available to feed a
fire. If the fire begins to grow or is uncontrollable the workers should proceed to the nearest emergency exit, cut through the
containment barrier and escape. At no time should a worker stay behind if ordered out of the containment area.
After the work area is evacuated all the workers should meet at the designated meeting area. Team leaders must account for
each person in their team and report to the job supervisor. If a worker is unaccounted for rescue should not be attempted by
the workers individually. Wait for the fire fighting personnel who have the proper equipment and training. It is important to
remember disposable clothing is flammable and can melt, the plastic containment barriers will emit a toxic gas when burned,
the fire will spread quickly, and abatement workers do not have the experience necessary for rescue without possible
becoming another victim.
The barrier covering a fire exit must be plainly labeled and a razor knife taped to the plastic. Exit lighting, in case of power
failure during a fire, should be operational and checked daily. In case of a fire in the work area workers would be able to cut
through the plastic and escape through the emergency exit. After the fire is put out the worker can worry about the materials
being removed again. The workers should also be aware that smoke kills more people that the fire, and while the respirator
might filter some of the smoke, it isn't an oxygen mask. If there is a fire, the best air will be near the floor.
Heat Stress & Dehydration
Heat stress and dehydration are two major dangers for all workers. The asbestos abatement work requires that workers wear
full-body disposable clothing and respirators. These are not comfortable under the best of conditions, but when combined
with a hot boiler room and hard labor can become extremely hot. It is important that each worker become acclimated to the
environment of the containment area gradually. Pushing too hard is the surest way to develop heat exhaustion or heat stroke.
The workers should police themselves and ensure that they drink adequate quantities of water to replace body fluids lost on
the job.
Heat Exhaustion
Symptoms:
Fatigue, weakness, profuse sweating, pale clammy skin, headache, cramps, vomiting, dizziness, fainting.
Treatment:
Remove worker from the hot area, lay them down and raise feet, apply cool wet cloths, loosen or remove
clothing, allow small sips of water if victim is conscious and not vomiting.
Prevention:
Frequent breaks, increased fluid intake, acclimatization to work area environment.
Causes:
High air temperature, high humidity, low air movement, hard work, not enough breaks, insufficient fluid
intake, full body clothing, workers not acclimated to heat.
Heat Stroke
Symptoms:
Dizziness, nausea, severe headache, hot dry skin, confusion, collapse, delirium, coma, death.
Treatment:
Medical emergency, remove worker from hot area, remove clothing, lay them down, cool the body, contact
emergency personnel.
Causes:
High air temperature, high humidity, low air movement, hard work, not enough breaks, insufficient fluid
intake, full body clothing, not acclimated to heat.
Dehydration is another problem associated with asbestos abatement work. It is caused by insufficient fluid intake, coupled
with the hot, sweaty work. Workers can guard against dehydration by drinking plenty of water every time they come out of
the containment area. Each worker should also keep track of the number of times that they urinate during the day. They
should urinate at least twice in a day, less than that means that they re not taking in enough liquid (alcohol does not count
and can actually contribute to the dehydration).
Cold Related Injuries
Although cold related injuries might be expected in an Arctic environment there is actually a low incidence of such injuries.
Proper clothing, knowledge of the effects of exposure and a self-protective attitude all contribute to prevention. There are
basically two types of acute cold injuries: Hypothermia and Frostbite. Hypothermia is the lowering of the body core
temperature to the point where it is no longer functioning properly. Symptoms include: Intense shivering, poor coordination,
stumbling, and loss of memory, thickness of speech and drowsiness. Hypothermia is insidious and, left untreated, may result
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in collapse and death.
Frostbite is the freezing of body tissue. It may range from minor injury ("frostnip") to complete freezing of an extremity.
Untreated frostbitten areas will first become reddened, then become gray or white, particularly on exposed ear lobes, cheeks,
or nose. Left untreated, the skin becomes numb and dead white.
For Hypothermia:
If victim is unconscious, maintain the airway.
10. Move the victim to shelter and warmth and remove victim's wet clothing. (Handle the victim very gently, as jerky
movements of a cold person can stimulate cardiac arrest.)
11. If the victim is more than 15 minutes from a hospital, begin to add heat in the following manner:
a. Wrap warm, moist towels around the head, neck, sides and groin.
b. If no other source of heat is available, rescuer should use is body heat for rewarming.
c. Do not warm the extremities, give the victim warm water, place victim in a shower or bath, or rub the extremities.
For Frostbite:
1. Treat minor cases of frostbite (such as a fingertip) by rapid rewarming in warm water (104 F) or with warm, wet towels.
Small particles of white, waxy-appearing skin are the first signs of frostbite. Only very small frostbitten areas should be
rethawed without professional assistance.
2. Do not rub with snow, defrost be placing body parts in an oven, car exhaust or other source of high heat, or defrost
slowly at room temperature.
3. Once defrosted, the affected part must be protected from refreezing.
Miscellaneous
Back and spine injuries are the most frequent ailments of workers. Many occur when one tries to lift too much by himself.
It's recommended using handcarts or the "buddy system" to move large objects or heavy bags of waste material.
Anyone entering confined or enclosed areas (pipes, boilers, manholes, etc.) should check with supervisor or foreman to
assess personal protection measures. Some examples are the following: lifelines, air movers, fans, breathing air masks, etc.
Storage of any material on the jobsite shall not obstruct exits and they will be stored with regards to their fire characteristics.
Employees will be familiar with LSCC/ARSA's Hazard Communication Program, knowing the chemical hazards, location of
MSDS, container labeling, and receive initial training and be updated on introduction of any new hazards.
CURRENT SAFETY PROGRAM
Safety Mission
To prevent the occurrence of unsafe acts, conditions, and accidents in the workplace.
No job is so important or so urgent that you cannot take time to do it safely.
Safety Philosophy
All injuries can be prevented.
Safety must be the first consideration in all actions.
Supervisors are responsible for ensuring properly trained employees.
Employees are responsible for their individual safety.
Each employee shall know and follow the safety rules and procedures.
Each employee is responsible for ensuring that contractors and visitors comply will all
Each contractor will comply with all laws and Company safety regulations.

Company safety regulations.

General Safety Rules
1. All injuries, no matter how slight, shall be reported as soon as possible to your supervisor and, if required, treated at a
medical facility.
2. Fighting and horseplay are strictly prohibited on the job.
3. No work shall be started on any project without the knowledge and consent of the Owner or Contractor of the project.
4. All employees shall immediately report any unsafe conditions or practices to his supervisor.
5. Running in work areas, except for emergency purposes, is prohibited.
6. When ascending or descending stairways, use the handrail and take one step at a time.
7. Compressed air shall not be applied to clothing or body of self or others.
8. Steel tapes or shoes with any metal exposed on the sole are prohibited.
9. Finger rings, ear rings, loose clothing, wrist watches, and other loose accessories shall not be worn.
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10. Hard hat protection and safety glasses are required in all designated areas.
11. When an employee is working in a location where they have the potential to fall more than 6 feet appropriate fall
protection equipment shall be worn.
12. Every floor hole into which one can fall shall be guarded by either (a) a standard railing with toe boards on all exposed
sides or (b) a floor hole cover of standard strength and secured so that it cannot be accidentally removed.
13. Before any non-routine work occurs, a supervisor will be designated. The supervisor will be responsible for conducting
a job orientation for all workers involved in completing the work.
Housekeeping
1. All passageways, entryways, aisles, and work areas shall be kept clean and in good repair with no obstruction, orderly
and sanitary and free of ice to prevent slipping and tripping injures.
2. Floors shall be kept clean, free from protruding nails, splinters, holes and loose boards.
3. All waste and debris shall be removed from the work area and placed in receptacles or piled safely.
4. Aisles and walkways shall be kept clear of abrasives, which may create a slipping hazard.
5. Aisles shall provide unobstructed movement and immediate access by fire protection equipment.
6. Ground area around buildings and work areas shall be kept clean and free of unnecessary combustible material.
7. Combustible waste material and residue in buildings or work areas shall be kept to a minimum and disposed of daily.
8. Rags or waste containing combustible or flammable materials shall be disposed of daily.
Smoking
Smoking or carrying "strike anywhere" matches around the facilities, inside the containment area is strictly prohibited.
Smoking is allowed only in designated "Smoking Areas”. Employees shall not carry or use any matches except those which
can be ignited only be friction on the container, or any lighters (Bic type) except those with a covered sparking mechanism.
Tools
Through the job, tools of all types and sizes are in use every day. Their purpose is to help you do a better job and to do it
quickly and safely. Kept in good condition and used properly, tools will accomplish this purpose. Using defective tools or
using tools improperly may result in an injury.
You are supplied with the tools you need to perform your work. Examine them before you use them. If they are defective or
if you lose one, ask your supervisor for a replacement.
Most accidents associated with tool use can be avoided if the following rules are observed.
1. Keep all cutting tools in good condition. A sharp tool is less likely to slip.
2. Disconnect electric and air tools from their power source when using the chuck key or when not in use. Always bleed
air from hoses before disconnecting them.
3. Light wrenches are for light work. Never use hammers on them.
4. Use the right tool for the job.
5. Use only tools that are in good condition.
Manual Handling of Materials
1. Do no lift any object that is difficult for you. Ask for help. Always recognize and know your lifting capacity. Both
muscular and skeletal injuries can result from improper handling of materials.
2. Inspect the area and route over which the object is to be carried. Make sure there is proper clearance and nothing that
may cause slipping and tripping.
3. Make sure the object is free of sharp edges, protruding nail points, slivers, or other hazards that may cause injury.
4. Apply basic principles of lifting and setting:
Use the muscles in the legs to lift rather than weaker back muscles.
a. Get a secure footing.
b. Bend at the knees and get close to the object.
c. Keep your back straight and bend slightly from the hips.
d. Take a firm, balanced grip.
e. Lift gradually by straightening the legs and keeping the back straight, not arched.
f. Do not twist your body while under strain. Shift your feet and turn your whole body.
5. Do not raise the object higher than your waist. Set it on a bench, then change grip and position for lifting higher.
6. Be sure that you can see over or around the object, particularly when going up or down stairs.
7. Do not let go before your partner has a firm grip on the object.
8. Gasp sacks or bags at opposite corners, lift to your waist, and rest momentarily on your hip and then swing up to your
shoulder.
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9.

Grasp flat sheets at the balance point on the bottom with one hand and lace the other hand on the top edge to hold and
steady it. Use gloves where there are sharp edges.
10. Use the proper two-wheeled handcart for transporting drums or large barrels.
11. Avoid confusion when two or more people move an object by having only one call the signals.
12. Wear the proper protection. At times, safety shoes and gloves are necessary. Hazardous material such as acids may
require additional protection.
Storage of Materials
1. Material shall be piled or stacked neatly to avoid toppling over.
2. Keep cartons dry to avoid collapsing.
3. Use blocks to prevent rolling. Use planks between stacked rows of drums and barrels.
4. Cross-tie bags and sacks and use step-back procedure when stacking.
5. Shield lower bags against ripping when stacked.
6. Store lumber on stable foundation and cross-tie at intervals.
7. Do not lean sheet metal against walls or columns, but store on edge or on sleepers.
8. Provide access to equipment parts and stored machinery and keep the storage area clean.
9. Scure all gas cylinders with a chain or clamp and store upright. Do not expose to equipment traffic or heat.
10. Keep all hazardous liquid chemicals in the shipping containers until dispensed. Never stack, overcrowd, or damage the
container.
Hazardous Materials
Respiratory protection shall be worn when working in areas of performing jobs which may result in exposure to hazardous
materials above the recognized permissible level (TLV). Selection of the appropriate respiratory protective equipment is
critical. Consult your supervisor for specific information.
Before working on projects make sure you know what gases or chemicals may be present at the job site. Your supervisor
should obtain this information before you are dispatched to the job. Make sure you have received training in recognition of
the gases present and the safety precautions to be taken before working at the job site.
An employee without appropriate respiratory equipment shall not attempt to rescue someone from a hazardous atmosphere.
Your work on the job site may bring you in contact with various chemicals. They exist in the form of liquids, solids, dust,
fumes and vapors. They can all be handled safely by using common sense and good judgment and by following these simple
rules:
1. When assigned to a particular job or work area, consult your supervisor regarding materials you may encounter.
2. Read and obey warning signs.
3. Read and follow printed instructions on containers. All materials should be marked with precautions for safe use and
handling. If in doubt, consult the Material Safety Data Sheet manual found at the shop.
4. Protective clothing and equipment are required and available for any employee exposed to handling chemicals.
5. Many chemicals cause burns when they touch the skin or eyes. The most effective treatment is to flood the burned area
with water for a minimum of 15 minutes. Before starting any work on chemical lines, pumps, etc., know the location of
safety showers and place a portable eye wash station nearby.
Chemicals can be handled safely when the instructions are followed and the necessary protective equipment is used. If you
are not sure what you are dealing with, or need more information, contact your supervisor.
Barricades
Barricades and guardrails are erected to protect you. Remember these points:
1. Always have barricades erected around hazardous areas. Be sure to have temporary lights installed when there is
darkness.
2. Never disregard barricades. Even though the danger may not be apparent to you, they are there for a reason.
3. Erect barricades in areas of overhead work, hazardous work and hazardous storage.
4. Mark open holes or excavations well to adequately warn personnel in the event the hazard should later be filled or
covered with snow.
Scaffold Safety
1. When you need scaffold for a job, ask to have it built. An accredited scaffolding person must erect all scaffolding.
2. Never use makeshift arrangements to reach high working areas.
3. Manufactured scaffolding shall be erected in accordance with the manufacturer's directions. At a minimum, scaffolds
12
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shall be complete with guardrails, toe boards, braces and ladders before using.
If for justifiable reasons, scaffolding cannot be erected according to regulations or manufacturer's directions, a red
hazard notification tag shall be attached.

Safe scaffolding has:
1. A sound footing capable of carrying the maximum intended load.
2. Guardrails on all sides; top rail 42" above work platform surface, mid-rail 21" above the work surface.
3. Toe-boards with a minimum height of 4" on all sides for scaffolding over 6 feet.
4. Side screens on side adjacent to passageways of thoroughfares to guard against falling materials or tools.
5. Scaffold decking which is in good condition and has a safety factor of four times the maximum load.
6. Scaffolding planking not extending less than 6" or more than 12" beyond their end supports, unless otherwise secured
from being dislodged.
7. An access ladder secured to the scaffold. The distance from the centerline of the rung to the nearest object in back of the
ladder shall not be less than 7".
8. Supports, poles, legs, or uprights that are plumb and securely braced.
9. Bracing at intervals of not more than 30' horizontally and 26' vertically, is secured and tied off.
10. A height not to exceed 3 times the shortest dimension of the base, without being secured to the adjacent structure or
having the base dimensions increased.
Ladders
1. Select the right ladder for the job.
a. Make sure the ladder is strong enough for its intended use.
b. Choose a ladder that is long enough so you can work comfortably.
c. Do not use metal ladders when there is a chance of contact with a source of electric current.
2. Inspect the ladder before you use it.
a. Look for loose or damaged rungs, steps, rails or braces.
b. Repair or replace loose or missing screws, hinges, bolts, nuts or other hardware.
c. Make certain spreaders can be locked in place.
d. Be sure straight ladders have safety feet.
e. Never use a defective ladder.
3. Set up your ladder with care.
a. If you must set up a ladder in a traffic area, use a barricade or guard to prevent unexpected collisions. Lock or
block any nearby door that opens toward you.
b. Keep the area around the ladder base uncluttered.
c. Avoid tilting by resting your ladder base on a solid, level surface.
d. When you use a stepladder, make sure it is fully open and its spreaders are locked.
e. Position a straight ladder at a four-to-one ratio. That means the base of your ladder is one foot away from the wall
or other vertical surface for every four feet of the ladder length to the upper support point.
f. When you use a ladder to climb onto a roof or platform, allow your ladder to extend at least three feet beyond the
roof edge or to the support point.
g. To avoid shifting, tie down straight ladders as close to the support point as possible.
h. Never lean a ladder against an unstable surface.
i. When working from a ladder, hold on with at least one hand. Never reach or lean too far to either side. To
maintain your balance, keep your belt buckle between the ladder rails.
4. Climb and descend ladders cautiously.
a. Face the ladder and use both hands.
b. If you need tools, carry them in a tool belt or raise and lower them with a hand line.
c. Do not take a chance on slipping, check ladder rungs and the bottoms of your shoes for slippery substances.
d. Do not climb higher than the second tread from the top on a stepladder of the third rung from the top on a straight
ladder.
EMERGENCY LIGHTING PLAN
The work area is located at the basement of the Federal Building, which has two water cooled 250 KW electrical generators.
In case the main electricity is lost due to unforseen problems such as an avalanche knocking down the power transmission
lines, these two electrical generators will come on line within 14 seconds, and the power is restored. When the main
electricity is restored by the Juneau Power and Electric Utility, these generators will stop. Because these two emergency
generators are on site, battery pack emergency lights are not planned for installation on this project.
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CONTRACTOR WORK PLAN
PCB/LEAD PAINT REMOVAL
ABATEMENT WORK TO BE PERFORMED
Abatement will include the removal paint on floors and housekeeping pads and removal
of the 3" concrete toping slab, removal of paint on a 3" strip on the exterior wall of the
mechanical room and the columns in the mechanical room. Also to be removed are
concrete housekeeping pads under mechanical equipment to be demolished within the
mechanical room.
Chemical hazards include exposure to lead paint, PCB additives to the paint, agents in the
paint remover and other chemicals, if used.
Physical hazards include heat, electricity and electrical equipment, lifting of heavy items,
and equipment left in the mechanical room. Some of the equipment will be lifted off of
the housekeeping pads and supported on struts off of the housekeeping pads. Care will
need to be taken around all remaining equipment around which paint must be removed.
Work will only be done around equipment which is securely stabilized.

•

PCB/LEAD SURVEY FOR LOCATIONS OF HAZARD
The survey indicates PCB/Lead paint on floor surfaces of the "topping slab" walls,
housekeeping pads and support columns .
The hazards will be controlled by using wet removal methods for the paint, cutting and
scraping of the paint. HEP A filtered exhaust machines will be used in the work area to
capture any dust which may be emitted into the air. All waste will be placed in
appropriate disposal containers (bags, drums or wrapped) upon removal.
Work areas within the mechanical room will be isolated using barrier tape during the
removal of the paint from surface areas. The work areas will be coordinated with the
Owners workers to provide the maximum access possible to equipment, which must be
serviced, throughout the project.
PERMITS AND NOTIFICATIONS
Permits from Federal and State agencies are not required to remove lead paint of PCB
materials. Permit and notification for movement of waste through Canadian waters is
attached.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ABATEMENT WORK TO BE PERFORMED
PCB work will be done in accordance with aapplicable local, state, federal and
applicable foreign regulations.

•

Paint containing PCB's and Lead will be removed using a commercial paint remover.
MSDS information is included in this submittal. Paint will be removed by demarcating a

•

section of the mechanical room. This section will be up to one quarter of the room at a
time. In necessary smaller areas may be done to accommodate the needs of the Owner.
Paint remover will be painted onto the surface of the floor, wall or column within the
demarcated area. The remover will be allowed to set on the covered area for several
hours until the paint is loose and can be wiped and scraped from the surface. In
necessary a second coating of remover may be applied and the process repeated.
The waste products of the paint removal operation will be placed in drums, suitable for
shipping to the waste facility, and stored in the mechanical room until moved to the
disposal container. This disposal container will be an enclosed trailer or van supplied by
Phillips Environmental. The storage unit will be locked at all times.
The concrete remaining shall be treated as containing PCB's. Tests taken indicate that
the concrete topping pad and the housekeeping pads have absorbed PCB' s into the
substrate. All topping pad and housekeeping pad concrete in assumed to contain levels of
PCB at levels which will require disposal in a regulated facility. The purposed of this
project is to remove the designated concrete and transport it to the regulated facility.

•

Once the paint is removed the concrete will be cut into blocks for removal from the
facility. Concrete cutting will be done using commercial concrete cutting equipment and
using wet methods. All cutting will be done using water to prevent the escapement of
silica dust. Residual water and concrete will be vacuumed up using HEPA filtered
vacuums and placed in drums in the work area. The slurry will be allowed to settle and
the water removed from the surface. Excess water will be pumped from the drums and
filtered to removed particulates. The filtering system will consist of a series of four sock
filters graduated down to 2 microns. After the particulates are removed the water will be
filtered through two activated charcoal filters to remove any remaining lead or PCB
particulates.
A test cutting will be done at the start of the project and samples of the waste water will
be taken and analyzed to certify that the waste water is free ofRCRA and TSCA wastes
and safe to be discharged into the building waste water stream. These tests will
specifically test for lead, PCB and other heavy metals which may be classified as RCRA
or TSCA wastes.
After the concrete is cut it will be placed on pallets and lifted out of the mechanical room
and placed in containers for shipping. The containers will be lined with two layers of 6
mil polyethylene and sealed when full. Waste shipment will be done by Phillips
Environmental Services.

•

QUALIFICATIONS/CERTIFICATION!fRAINING CERTIFICATES OF EACH
WORKER
As the hazard being abated is known the only special training need iso Hazard
Communication Training for Lead Paint and PCB's. All workers will have received this

•

training through White Environmental Consultants before the project begins. Certificates
of completion for this training will be presented to the Owner before the project starts.
Additionally all workers will receive 24 hour of training in Hazardous Waste Handling
and Management. A copy of the course outline is attached.
All ARSA workers have received respiratory protection training and have medical
clearance for the use of respirators.
The documentation for the Competent person is attached to this document.
SUBCONTRACTOR QUALIFICATIONS
Phillips Environmental Services will be the transporter of the regulated waste for this
project. A company profile for Phillips is attached to this document.
Voorhees Concrete Cutters will be doing any cutting of the toping slab as necessary. All
workers of Voorhees will have received Hazard Communication Training and 24 hours of
training in Hazardous Waste Handling and Management for this project.

•

•

AIR MONITORING PLAN
Air samples shall be collected and analyzed in accordance with the methods
specified by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) Method 5503 for airborne PCB concentrations and NIOSH Method
7105 for airborne concentrations of lead as required by DOLWD and OSHA.
It is expected that a small crew will be working on this project. The Contractor
will conduct full shift personal exposure monitoring on 25% of the workers or at
least two workers each day. Where multiple crews are working simultaneously
at different locations, or on different tasks, at least one representative person on
each crew will be monitored. Sampling will be conducted using personal sample
pumps and 37 mm mixed cellulose ester filter cassettes, closed face. One sample
will be taken for each sampled worker spanning the entire work shift. Work
shifts are expected to be eight hours long. Lunch periods in non-contaminated
areas will not be sampled, but break periods will be sampled. Pumps will be
pre- and post-calibrated to approximately 2.0 liters per minute using a primary
standard in accordance with good industrial hygiene practice. Sample cassettes
will be fastened in the worker's breathing zone. Each sample will be run for
approximately eight hours. Sample volumes will be approximately 1060 liters.
Because LBP will be removed using wet methods, lead dust is not expected to be
generated. Lead air sample cassettes are not likely to become overloaded during
the full shift sample. However, multiple consecutive samples may be taken if
there is any probiem.with filter loading.

Air monitoring for PCB's will be done using lead air filter cassettes. The
Contractor willconduct full shift personal exposure monitoring on 25% of the

•

workers or at least two workers each day. Where multiple crews are working
simultaneously at different locations, or on different tasks, at least one
representative person on each crew will be monitored. Sampling will be
conducted using personal sample pumps and 37 mm mixed cellulose ester filter
cassettes, closed face. One sample will be taken for each sampled worker
spanning the entire work shift. Work shifts are expected to be eight hours long.
Lunch periods in non-contaminated areas will not be sampled, but break periods
will be sampled. Pumps will be pre- and post-calibrated to approximately 2.0
liters per minute using a primary standard in accordance with good industrial
hygiene practice. Sample cassettes will be fastened in the worker's breathing
zone. Each sample will be run for approximately eight hours. Sample volumes
will be approximately 1060 liters.
Laboratory analysis will be completed by a facility accredited by the American
Industrial Hygiene Association. Upon receipt of analytical results the laboratory
will calculate eight hour TWA's for sampled workers. If work shifts exceed eight
hours, the total exposure will be compressed into eight hours for comparison
with the PEL. The Contractor will provide all results to site workers within five
days of receipt and will also submit copies to the Contracting Officer.

•

Airborne concentrations of lead shall be collected and analyzed in accordance
with 29 CPR Part 1926, Section 62. One sample shall be taken within the work
area and one sample shall be taken outside of the mechanical room near an
entrance to the room. In a similar fashion environmental air monitoring for
PCB's will be conducted.
The Contractor will follow the Air Monitoring Plan throughout the course of the
project. Any deviations from the plan will be submitted to the Contracting
Officer for approval in advance.
PCB/LBP WASTE TESTING

Lead-containing waste from the project will be sampled before shipment to the
waste disposal firm. Samples of the mixture of LBP and stripper will be spooned
from each disposal drum ii1to a glass screw top sample jar provided by the ·
laboratory. Laboratory analysis of the waste will be by the toxicity characteristic
leaching procedure in accordance with 40 CPR 261. Laboratory results will be
provided to the waste disposal firm in advance of shipment of the waste.

•

All PCB containing waste is assumed to be at levels in the contract documents.
All wastes will be treated. at the levels in the contract documents and disposed of
accordingly .
Testing Laboratory

•

•

•

Qualifications for testing laboratories for PCB' s and LBP are attached .

•

•

•
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PCBILBP SHEET NOTES
1. Mechanical room will be divided into four sections for
removal of paint
2. Access will be maintairied through at least one door at all

times for maintenance personnel

·

3. Negative exhaust machines will placed near the work area
during cutting of the topping slab. Exact location of the
machines will depend on the location of the cutting and
other non-movable equipment in the work area.
4. Paint will be remove using paint removers. MSDS
included in submittal.
5. Decontamination station will be located outside of each
work area. Decon station will be an area where workers
can wash hands and face when leaving work Bml Station
will consist of a wash basin, poly layer on floor for
changing clothing, diSJXlsal barrel for contaminated PPE.
6. Debris/waste will be stored at the roof access hatch until
moved to the containers for shipment. Shipping
containers will be located in the lay-down area (S) for the
project
7. AceeSs to the work area, for contractor workers, will be
through the two doors on the West side of the mechanical

room.
8. Warning signs will be placed on all doors to the
mechanical room during the paint and concrete removal.
9. All removal of paint and concrete, including concrete
cutting, will be done using wet methods.
10. Arrangements will be made on the job site for
ma.inteoance p~nnel to enter the mechanical room
during the project During paint removal, if maintenance
personnel must enter the work area, a polyethylene sheet
will be laid down for access to equipment.
11. Safety equipment will be placed in the work area during
the abatement process. Equipment will need to be moved
as the work is done to accommodate the work.
12. PCB work will be done in aceordanee with applicable
local, state, fedii!ral and applicable foreign regulations.
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Larry biter
· PbUip Services Cmp.
1813 E. !stAve~ Sumo 201
AIIcborage, Alaska
Ullited SbUes of America
99501
'17 Mardl2006117 mm 2006

TRANSIT PIRMIT FOR HAZARDOUS WASTEIJL\ZAJlDOUS REcYCLABLE
MATERIAL
·Issued Under Sullp&ragraph lBS(lXb)('li) of the Canadian ErrvtraiiiiiSI]Ial Protection Act, J!J99
PERMIS DE TRANSIT POUR DECHit1'S DANGEREUXIMA.TIERES RECYCLABLES
DANGEREUSES
.
Do!livnl en vertu du sous-alin6a .l8S(l)b)(ii) .de Ia Lol t:arlalii£111le '"' Ia protection tk
·
l'environnemenr (1999)
File NaJD.ber /No. de dosslu: 06/00017fl'RS

This TRANSIT PERMIT is lisucd to Pliillp
Services Corp. in~ with
Bllbparagraph 185(l)(b)(li) ofthe Canadian
.Eir,.lrrmm,mal Proru:ttankr, J!J!J9 (CEPA
1999) :fbr the trlluit of the Jmzardous wutcsl
hazardous :ecyclab!e materials de.scn'bed below
:from the United States of AmeriDa lhi'Ougb
Canada on route to the Ullited States of

•

America.

Le present PERMIS DE TRANSIT est dt!livr6
l Pbilip Servioes Corp. en venu du IIOUB-allnt!a
lBS(l)(b)fli) de iaLof canadienn~ sur la
protectfoll ds I 'environnement (1999)
(LCPE (1999)) pou1' lc tnmslt de.s ch!chets
dangereuxlmatimes recyclables dangeMUSCB
~19 cl-apzes des Stat.-Unis d'Am6rique p11r

le Canada l destination des Etats-UIIis
d'Ameriquo.

·

This tRANSIT PERMIT is valid for the period Ce PERMIS DE !R.ANSIT est valide d11
of17 March2006to 16Marcb.2007.
17mars 2006 au 16mars 2007.
Wute/Materlal Deser!Jitioa for 16 Hazardous Wule8/Hazardou& Recyclable Materials I
DoacriplioD d~ do!ebetlmatlm poor 16 dkhets dallgereulmatims neyclable dangereu.oes
· 1)
Ql41fROli/L4U/C42//H31/A9SO//Y42+46
PlN I NIP : UNI993
EIHWHRMR ID II :
Class I Cias&e : 3
No. d'ideotill! REIDDMlW : F003
Quantity I QU8Dii.!l! : 2,000,000 kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE: A4060
HS Code I Cede HS : 2707.50.00.10
PacldDg Group I Groupe d'omballage : I
·
Notice /Notification: 502310

Foa11 035 ·

,_

•

eanacm·

bl!p:/twww.oc.sc.ca/lmbl

Pago 1 ofldc S
flleNumbor/No.dollo"lco:: Oli/00017/I'RS

aS/17/2008 18:18 FAX
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•

2)

3)

4)

5)

•

6)

8)

Ql4/IR04//S'l5//Cl6ffH8J/A950//'{']g+%
PIN /NIP :UN2809
BIHWHRMR.ID #:
Class I Classe : 8
No. d'identiulliEIDDMRD : N.A.
_Quantity I Quantlt6: SOO,OOOkg
OECD Code/ Code OCDE: Al030
HS Code I Code HS : 2805.40.00.00
Packl!lg Group I Groupe d'emballage : In
Notice/ Notificllji.on : 502310
·
Q071/R041/S38J/C22+24//HB//A9SO/IY3S+46
PIN /NIP : UN302B
ElHWHRMR lD II :
Class I Classe : B
. No. d~dentib! IIEIDDMRD : N .A.
Quanlity I Qllalllite : 100,000 kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE : All70
HS Code I~ HS : 8506.10.10.00
Pocking Group I Groupe d'emballage :In
Notice I Notification: 502310
Q07/IR041/S3BI/Cl8+23/fHB//A9SO/!Y31+34
PIN I Nil' : UN2794
EIHWHRMRID ft.:
Class/ Classe : 8
. No. d'identiul REIDDMRD : N .A.
QIWitlty I Quentit6: 20,000 kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE: A1160
HS Code/CodeHS: 8507.10.00.10 . · Pacldng Group/ Oroupe d'emballage: m
Notice I Notification : 502310
·
Q07/IR04/II:37//C22+24/fHS//A9SO/IY35+46
PIN I NIP : UN2795
E!HWBRMR.lD ft. :
Class/ Clas1e: 8
No. d'identit6 REIDDMRD : N.A.
Quaolity I Quantiul : 20,000 kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE: All?Q
HS Code/ Code HS: 8507.80.!10.00
Pallking Group I Groupe d'om.bal.Lage: ni
Notice /Notifiwion : 502310
'
Q14/IR01/IL12J/C41//H3//A9SO/IY12+41+46
PIN /NIP : UN1263
EIHWllRMR.lD # :
Class/ Classe : 3
No. d'identlt6 RElDDMRD : N.A.
Quantity I Quantit6 ; 1,000,000 kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE : A4070
HS Code/ Code HS : 3209,90.00.20
P~~eking Oroup I Groupe d'emballage : ll
Notice /Notification: 502310 ·
Q04-+QS/ID13/IL41//C51 +16+1 S/IH13//A935//Y09+29+31
PIN /NIP :tlN30B2
. EIHWHRMR.ID#:
Class I Classc : 9
No. d'dentib! REIDDMRD : L036
Quantity I Quantit6: 20,000,000 kg
Basel Code I Code Bile : A4060
HS Code I COde HS : 2710.19.20.22
Packing Group I Groupe d'emballage: ni
Notice /Notifirnrtlon: 502310
Q071/D09/IL41/IC23/IH8//A935/!Y34+46
PIN /NIP: UNI760 ·
ElHWHRMRID#:
Class I Classe : 8
No. d'ideotlul REIDDMRD : N.A.
Quanlity I Quantilt: 1,000,000 kg
Basel Code I Code Bile: A4090
HS CClde I Code HS : Z806.1 0.00.90
Packing Oroup I Groupe d'em.ballage : I
· Notice /Notificatinn: 502310

Form035
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Q07/ID09/IS41/IC23/IHBI/~35/IY34+46

PIN/NIP :UN1759

Class I ClaSse : 8
Quantity I Quamib!: 100,000 kg
10)

11)

12)

•

13)

14)

. 15)

.

liJ 003/005

TMB-!MPORT-EXPGRT

. EIHWHRMRID#:

No. d'lden!M .RBIDDMRD : N.A.
l':lasel.Code/CodeBile: A4140
:Packing-Group I Groupe d'cm.ballage: I

HS Code/Code HS :28~0.00.00.20
Notice I Nolificali011 : 502310
·
Ql4+12//D05//S10/IC321/I:ll2//A936/IY10
PIN I NIP : UN2315
EIH'WliRMR 10 # : ·
Class I Classe: 9
No. d'idelltil~ RllJDDMRD: N.A.
Qoanlfty I Quantite : 100,000 kg .
Basel COde I Code B1J,e : A3180
HS Coda/Code HS: 2710.91.99.00
Pacldng-Group I Groupe d'emballage: n
Notice/Notification: 502310
,
Q14oi-12/IDI 0/{L W/C321/H121/A93l//Yl0
PIN /NIP :UN2315
.
EIHWHRMRIOI:
Class I Classe : 9
.
No. d'idemite ltEIDDMRD : N .A.
Quantity I Quantib!: 1,000,000 kg
Basel Code I Code Bile: A3180
HS Code I Code HS :2710.91.99,00
Pacldng Group I Groupe d'cmballage: n
Notice I Notification : 502310
Q14/IDI O//G36//C42+44//HO//A931JIY42o!-46
PlNINrP:UN19SO
BIHWHRMRID#:
Class I Classc : 2.1
No, d'identit6 REIDDMRD.: N.A.
Quantity I Quantit6 : 20,000 kg
Basel Code I Code Bile : A4140
HS 'Cod!</ Code HS': 2111.12.10.00 ·
Pacldni Group I Groupe cremballage : NA
Notiu /Notitie11tion: S02310
Q07/JD09//L41/!C24/fHS//A935/fY3S+46
PIN /NlP : UN1719
BIHWHRMR. ID # :
Class I Claese : 8
No. d'idenlite REIDDMlU> : N.A.
Q11antity I Quantile : 1,000,000 kg
Basel Code I Code BOle : A4090
HS Code I Code HS :2815.12.00.00
Paoldng 'Group I Ortrupe d'emballage t I
Notice I Notilicalion: 502310
Q!411D051trAli/C39!!fl6.1/IA93511Y03-I-39-+46
PIN /NIP-tUN2810
BIHWHRMRID#:
Class 1Classe : 6.1
No. d'ideotite REIDDMRD : N.A.
Quall1ity I QWIIIIite: 20,000 kg
B111el Code I Code Bile: A4140
HS Code/CodeHS 12918.90.10,00
l'acidng Group I Oro"!'• d'cmballage: l
Notice/ Notlficetion: 502310
Q14//D05//S41//C39/IH1i.li/A93S/IY03-t39+46
PIN I N1P : UN28ll
EIHWHRMR 10 II :
Class I Classe : 6.1 '
No, d1dcntitl! REIDDMRD : N.A.
QU8Dlity I Quantile; 20,000 kg
. ·Basel Code I Code B&J.e: A4140
HS Code I Code HS: 2918.90.10.00
Paddng Oroup I Groupe d'emball~ : l
No~We /Notifieation :, 502310
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.Q04+0SitD13/IS4li/C51+16+18//Hl3//A93SIIY29-r31+41
PIN I NIP : UN3077 .
BIHWHRMR ID # :
Class I Classe ; 9
No. d'~ RBIDDMRD : L036
Quantity I Qlllllli!A! : 2,000,000 kg
BB.IIIl Code I Code Bile : Al 020
HS Code I Code HS : 2805.40.00.00
Packing Group /Oroupe d'emballage: m·
Notice/Notification: 5013iO
'To/ A:
P!illiP Sorvio.. Corp.
20245-77 tb Ave. South
Kmlt,Wasbipgton
Uaited Sta~ of America
98032

From/De:
Pb.illp Services Cmp.
1813 .E. I stAve,, Suite 201
Anchorage, Alaska
United Statts of Alllerlca

9!1501

5 Authorized Carrlm I 5 Truspol1eora Agr6es
Alaslca Marine Lines
Alaska Railbclt Marine, L.t.C.
Northland Services Inc.
Pbilip Services Cotp.
Samson Tug &; Barge

4 Ports of Entry, Esit aad CustoJIUI omw/
4 Points d'entrie, de aartie et bunaJD de douaae
EN:Beaver Creek I Aleen
BN:Dixon Emmnce (Marine Movements)

EX:Abbotsford I Suxnas

•

EX:Exi.t from the S1mit or Jum de Fiwa .
{MarlDe Movameuts)

Pleate mb note ibat It Is }'Qar reapoulblllf:y
to 0111re that the requiremeots set out Ia
the Export and Import ofHaurduus li"111te
s11d Haw4ow Reqdsbk Material
.
Jlqulstionl (EIHWlmMR.) made panotmt
to CEl'A 1999 ar:e eompUcd with dnrlng the
time of the movOiellt of ftle buardns
wutealhazariou reeydallle materials
· clelerilred iD IIIII permit wltae It Is traarlliag
throqb CllllBola. 'l'hls ladudes, bat Is not
Umlted to, eunriag that the authorized
.oan:ien oCtile laQ8J'dou W.utetihllZIIrdous
recyclable materlala described Ia this pl!l'llllt
111'8lamred Ill aceordaaee with aeetfoa 37 ol
the :EIRW:BllMR.

It is your JeSpoosibillty to easure that you are
in oomp~ wi!b all o1ber applicable
Calladlan laws.
form DlS

•

Veulllez prendre note qll'U vous fueo~be de
vous aa&arer que vous reapec:tez, lon du
traaslt dot dicb.ets dugereuxlmatl6rea
recfclallles dangerenaes dtutb dans ce
permll tnuultallt le Canada, lea ulpees
etabllea daDs 1e Rqli!metlt ,,; l'l!lqlortlllum
et l'lmportlliton de dlcl!t!lt dtmgerswe et 1M

· mllitbes ;sqJdllbli!s dtmg,.,sUrtliS
'
(REWDMRD) prts ea vertu de Ia LCPE
(1999), Ces eqeaees eompreaneat
110tamment !'obligation de vous aaaurer que
lt.ll trallllporteara agrees des dEehets
dangerell~matimu rccydablea dugereasea
d&:rim dans ea permis, dilieaaent ue pollee
d'usarallce eoarormemeat lll'article 37 da
REIDDMRD.
VoiiS dc:vez vous asmrer de respecter ttrutes les .
autresloiJ c:anadleanes,app!Jcables.

bllp:/tWww.eo.gc.caltmbl

Pogo 4 of)'de 5 .
FllcNumbor/No. d•dOulor: 061000171TRS

li!I004/005

•

03/17/2008 18:13 FAX

•

B1B 958 0508

The 1ran:lit ofhazanlo~~S wastos or hazaidous
tceyclsb~m~als, in vi~tion ofCEPA
1999 orthcBIHWHRMR, lllll)'beproseclll8d
as an olfoDce 1IIUicr section 272 or 273 of

CEPA 1999.

TNB-IUPOHT-EXPOflT

Tout 1nD.Sit de ~ets dangcreux: ou de
matims zeoyclables dangereuses qui
CODirevlent aIa LCPE (1!19!1) ou au

REIDDMBD peut entm!ner lllte poursulte
p6nale en vertu.de !'article 272 ou 273 de 11!.
LCPB (1999).

S~d for an~ co hebalf of tho MiDlotor of thO Envlromnent I

Slf!llt IU nom du rninistrc de I'BIIYiroiiDCGI<Dt "

France Jacovella, ing. P.Eng.
Dlr111:10r f Diieo:lrice
W!Sie MaDagemont Division I Div.WOn do Ia pstion des d6cbots
Pollution l'm'ention ~I Dheelion g61Ji!rale de Ia prevention de Ia pollution
Jinvimnment Canada I ~l'froi!Demeot Canada

•
l'onn035

•

Pogo 5 of/do5
FlleNumbor/No.-dedonlor' 06/00017/IP.S

@I 005/005

•
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Bureaux de douane

.

Entry mto Ca!lada:
Entr{ie au canada:

Exit from Canada:
Sortie du Canada :
Others:
. Autres:

•

Diwon Entrance B.C., Beaver
Creel< V.. T. f . Pleasant Canp B. C.
Strait af San Juan De Fuca B.C.
Abbortsford B.C.,Beaver Ck. V.T.

•
CARRIER
TRANSPORTEUR
Registration Number:
AKD 070 973 300 and WAD 070 973 300
N' de licence ou de permls:
Name:
Nom:

Mode of Transport:
Mode de transport:
Alaska Marine Lines
0 Road f Route
0 Rail I Rail
a Marine I Mer
0 Air I Air

Address:
Adresse:
7100 Second Avenue South
PO Bel< 24248
Seattle, WA 98106

•

0
Tel. No.:
N' de tel.:

Attached I ci-joint

Fax No:
N' de telec.:
206-763-4244

E-mail address:
Addresse electronlque:
nalS@amlllmdeo com
Name of insurance Company:
Nom de l'assureur:
Marsh USA Inc.

•

If other carriers used, attach a list.
S'il y a d'autres transporteurs,
annexez une llste

206-764--5782
Contact Person:
Personne ressource:
Natalie Stephenson
Policy No:
N' Police:
HDOG2H~3703

•

TRAINING
TRAINING FOR HAZARDOUS WASTE OPERATIONS AND HANDLING WILL BE
GIVE IN THE WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 18,2006. CERTIFICATES FOR THIS
TRAINING WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE TO THE OWNER AT THE END OF THE
TRAINING.
ADDITIONAL HAZARD COMMUNICATIONS TRAINING MEETING THE
REQUIREMENTS OF 29 CFR 1910.1200 WILL BE GIVEN TO ALL WORKERS ON
THE PROJECT. TillS TRAINING WILL BE PROVIDED BY MATT WHITE (CIH)
OF WHITE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS. THIS TRAINING WILL BE JOB
SPECIFIC AND DONE AT THE OFFICES OF ASBESTOS REMOVAL
SPECIALISTS OF ALASKA .

•

•

•

•

•

24 HOUR EMERGENCY RESPONSE
TECHNICIAN

206 E. Fireweed Lane, Suite 201
Anchorage, Alaska 99503
907-272-885~907-272-0319(fax)

Course description:
This 24 hour seminar is designed to
meet the training requirements of
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120(q)(iii), and
includes pertinent information from
This course
the EPA 40 CFR.
ensures each student has a thorough
understanding of the potential hazards
to health and safety associated with
emergency. response and the halting
of the source oftlre release. The class
covers information through lectures,
films, and hands-on workshops.
Students also learn how to use
personal protective equipment and air
monitoring instruments, toxicology,
decontamination, emergency response
and spill containment.
When:
Where:

As Scheduled
EMI Facility or
Statewide, AK

Outline:
• Introduction
• Glossary and Acronyms
• Regulatory Overview
• Hazard Communication
• Hazard Evaluation
• Toxicology and Hazards
• Medical Surveillance Training
• Air Monitoring Requirements
• Hazard Control
• Personal Protective Equipment
• Respiratory Training and Fit Test
• Decontamination
• Site Characterization and Control
• Emergency Response Plans
• NIOSH Pocket Guide

Includes hands-on training.

Who should attend:
All site workers engaged in hazardous
substance release control or other
activities that expose them to
hazardous substances and health
hazards and their managers and
supervisors.
Cost: $390.00 in Town
Contract: Outside Anchorage
Environmental Management Inc. is
authorized to offer this training by the
Alaska
Commission
on PostSecondary Education.

•

Hazardous Waste Operations and
Emergency Response Training
Student Manual
Table of Contents
Unit-Section Title
1

Introduction and Requirements ......................................... 1 - 4

2

Regulations................................................................................ 1 - 1 2

.3
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4

•

Hazards and Toxicology
Types of Hazards ..................................................................... 1 - 8
Chemical Health Hazards ..................................................... 1 - 2 0
Chemical Physical Hazards ................................................. 1 - 9
Physical Agents and Other Physical Hazards .............. 1 -21

4

Publications and Source Documents ............................... 1 -2 3

5

191 0.120 Hazardous Waste Operations
and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) ........................... 1 - 1 2

6

Monitoring ................................................................................... 1 - 9

7
7-1
7-2

Personal Protective Equipment... ...................................... 1 - 3
Respiratory Protection ......................................................... 1 - 1 9
Chemical Protective Clothing ................................. ........... 1 - 1 0

8

Decontamination ...................................................................... 1 - 7

9

Safe Work Practices .............................................................. 1 - 7

10

Emergency Response ................. ;............................................ 1 - 6

11

Laws & Regulations ................................................................. 1
Agencies & Regulatory Authority .....................................2- 3
Acronyms & Abbreviations ................................................. .4 - 5
Units of Measurement... .........................................................6
Glossary.......................................................................................7-3 0

Class Evaluation

!:. -
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ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T • 9863 • 4393
Certificate Numb.,-

This is to certify that

Amor Diego
hns satisfactorily completed 24 /wurs
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120

· Class Start Date: 9/20/2006

~u
/
j::Jirlughe

9/22/2006
Exam Date

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Exp. Date

Stuart M Jacques
Director

Environmental Management

CIGOES 746

LITHO. IN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T • 9863 • 6990
Certi.ficare Number

This is to eertify that

Christopher J. Bodle
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120

Class Start Date: 9/20/2006

9/22/2006
Exam Date.

~GOES

746

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Ex;p. Date

Stuart M Jacques
Dir~ctor

LITf-IO.IN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T- 9863 - 10307
Certificate Number

This is to certify that

Barry W. Bodle
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours

of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with29 CFR 1910.120

Class Start Date: 9/20/2006

9122!2006
Exam Date

DGOES 748

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Exp. Date

Stuart M. Jacques
Director

LITHO. fN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T- 9863-10980
. Certificate Number

This is to certify that

Larry S. Gilbert
hns satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120

Class St_art Date: 9/20/2006

9/22/2006
Emm Daie

COOES746

ClassEndDate: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Exp. Date

Stuart M. Jacques
Director

LITHO. lH U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T - 9863 - 11198.2_
Certificate _Number

This is to certify that

Jon A. Gustafson
hns satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

. Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120

Cla5s start Date: 9!20/2006

9/22/2006
Exam Date

CGOES7.e

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007

Stuart M. Jacques

Cert. E.xp. Date ·

Director

lmiO. IN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T- 9863 -10983
Certificate Number

This is to certify that

John J. Middleton
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with29 CFR 1910.120

Class Start Date' 9/20/2006

9/22/2006
Exam Date

CIGOES74tl

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert Exp. Date

Stuart M Jacques
Director

LITHO. IN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
I - 986:1:- 10308
Certificate Number

This is to certify that

Josiah J. Thurneau
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours

of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120

Class Start Date: 9/20/2006

9/22/2006
Exam Date

CI()OES746

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert Exp. Date

Stuarl M. Jacques
Director

LITHO. IN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
__ INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T • 9863 -4394
c;::erttficate Number

This is to certify that

Erin J. Vincent
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with 29 CFR 1910.120

Class StartDatec 9!20/2006

~~

CGOES 7<\e

9/22/2006
ExamLJa!e

ClassEndDaiR: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Exp. Date

Stuart M. Jacques
Director

LITHO. JN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T. 9863 -10979
Certificate M.Lmber

This is to certify that

Robert F. Bostic
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In compliance with29. CFR 1910.120

Class Start Date: 9/20/2006

9/22/2006
Exam Date

CGOES746

Class End Date: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Exp. Date

Stuart M. Jacques
Director

LITHO. JN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T- 9863- 10978
Certificate Number

This is to certify that

Joe P. Voorhees
has satisfactorily completed 24 hours
of

Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response - 24 Hours
In comp1icmce with 29 CFR 191 0.120

Class Start Date: !J/20/2006

9/22/2006
Exam Date

OGOE.S 746

ClassEncJDate: 9/22/2006

9/22/2007
Cert. Exp. Date

Stuart M. Jacques
Director

LITHO. IN U.S.A.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
-1097~
Certi_fio:,.te Number

T -9912

This is to certify that

Robert F. Bostic
hns satisfactorily completed 2 hours

of

Lead Awareness
In compliance with 40 CFR 745 and 29 CFR 1926.62

Class Start Date; 9/21/2006

9/21/2006
Exam Date

.;>GOES 746

ClassEndDate: 9/21/!2006

9/21/2007
L·err. ..t!;xp.

lJare

Stuarl M Jacques
Director

LITHO. IN U.SA

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
INCORPORATED

Certificate of Training
T. 9912- 10976
Certificate Number

This is to certify that

Joe P. Voorhees
has satisfactorily completed 2 hours
of

Lead Awareness
In complinnce with 40 CFR 745 and 29 CFR 1926.62

Class Start Date: 9/21/2006

9/21/2006
Exam Date

CGO!;S 748

Class End Date: 9/21/2006

9/21/2007
Cert ExP. Date

Stuart M. Jacques
Director

LITH'O, IN U.SA

•

COMPETENT PERSON
AmorDiego
3045 lA Davis Road
Fairbanks AK 99709
907-530-0889
This is to certify that Amor Diego, an employee of Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc., is a
competent person designated for overseeing Asbestos Removal, Lead-Based Paint Abatement, and
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Responses.
Erin has completed Asbestos Abatement Course # 19991063, and Lead Abatement Course for Supervisors.
Amor has worker for Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska for since 1996. Amor's experience includes
many projects with asbestos removal, reinstallation, demolition, lead abatement and carpentry work. Am or
has worked on remote projects and understands the importance of logistical support and planning for these
projects.
Amor is experienced in all phases of Asbestos abatement, transportation of asbestos and hazardous
materials, air monitoring and quality control.
Amor is assigned the task of identifying existing asbestos hazards in the work place and given he authority
to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them. His duties shall include the following:
1.
Establishing the negative pressure enclosure, ensuring its integrity, and controlling entry to and

exit from the enclosure;

•

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

Supervising any employee exposure monitoring required by the regulations;
Ensuring that all employees working within such an enclosure wear the appropriate personal
protective equipment, are trained in the use of appropriate methods of exposure control, and use
the hygiene facilities and decontamination procedures specified in the regulations;
Ensuring that engineering controls in use are in proper operating conditions and are functioning
properly;
Supervising the removal of ACM from the project using methods specified in the specifications
and following Federal and State regulations;
Enforcing the Company Safety Policies and consistently monitoring safety practices on the job
site;
Keeping records of the project as needed to ensure quality control, and meet all Federal, State and

specifications requirements.
In Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response projects Amor is responsible for:
I.
Establishing the required control zones, ensuring their integrity and controlling entry to and exit

from the control zones;
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

•

7.
8.

Supervising any employee exposure monitoring required by the regulations;
Assessing the site. for hazardous materials and identifying potential hazardous materials on the site;
Initiating the appropriate response action to any identified hazardous materials found in the job
site. Initiating the appropriate response action to protect other trades working in the area prior to
the removal of hazardous materials from the job site;
Ensuring that all employees working within the control zones wear the appropriate personal
protective equipment, are trained in the use of appropriate methods of exposure control, and use
the hygiene facilities and decontaroination procedures specified in the regulations;
Ensuring that engineering controls in use are in proper operating condition and are functioning
properly;
Supervising theremoval of the Hazardous Materials from the project using methods specified in
the specifications and following Federal and State regulations .
Enforcing the Company Safety Policies, and the Job Site Specific Safety Policies, and following
Federal and State regulations.

•

•

9.

Keeping records of the project as needed to ensure quality control and meet all Federal, State, and
specification requirements.

In Lead-Based Paint Abatement operations Amor is responsible for:
I.
Recognizing the measures necessary to protect the building occupants. Establishing the required
control zones, ensuring their integrity and controlling entry to and exit from the control zones;
2.
Identifying and implementing the steps required in the abatement site preparation. This includes
establishing the proper engineering controls for worker, occupant and building protection.
Establishing all hygiene facilities and practices for the project;
3.
Understanding and working with the complexities of occupant relocation and the temporary
storage of occupant's fumiture and supplies;
4.
Implementing the proper containment techniques using the proper materials to construct the
containment area. Test containment areas for integrity and insure proper ventilation;
5.
Identifying the methods to minimize the debris to be disposed of which will contain lead dust;
6.
Recognizing the scope of the abatement project and select the proper procedures for the specific
project;
7.
Understanding and supervise the procedures for clearance testing;
8.
supervising any employee exposure monitoring required by the regulations;
9.
Enforcing the company safety Policies and consistently monitoring safety practices on the job site;
10.
Keeping all on-site abatement records.

PAST PROJECTS:
Kaltag School Renovations 2004
Liquidation Sales Building Demolition 2004
Consolidated Freight Fire Proofing Removal 2004
Golden Heart Utilities Lift Stations 2004
Nulato School Boiler Replacement 2004
Skip Johnson House Demolition 2004
Alcan Border Station Mechanical Repairs 2004
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital Tile Removal 2003
Wood Center Upgrades 2003
Denali Park Hotel Demolition 2003
Tanana Valley Clinic Remodel 2003
Ben Eielson High School Roof 2003
Assembly of God Church Reside 2003

•
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FROM:

T0:4526374

P.1

Voorhees Concrete Cutting Specialists
4601 TolovanaDrive
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
Asbestos Removal Specialists
Attn; John Abrams

Ref; Company Resume
1983 Voorh~es Construction began as a sub contractor on projects at Ft. Wainwright,
Alaska. We provide concrete, concrete cutting, carpentry and painting.
1990 Voorhees Concrete Cutting Specialists was formed and specialized in 1!11 types of
concrete cutting, wall sawing, core drilling, slab sawing and concrete demolition.
Employees. We utilize the Laborers and Concrete Finishers Unions. We use apprentices
to train as concrete cutters which lakes 2 seasons. Our main crew consists of 4
experienced cutters and 2 to 3 apprentices during the construction season.

•

•

Job History. Some of the most recent large contracts and contractors we have worked for.
NOTE; We have 2 trucks that do service work and each truck will average 18 different
small jobs per week.
Fairbanks, Alaska Memorial Hospital, Johnson River Enterprises.
Fairbanks, Alaska International Airport, Exclusive Landscaping and Paving.
Eielson A.F.B. Alaska Hush House, Exclusive Landscaping and Paving.
Fairbanks Alaska Airport Road Signalization, Great Northwest Inc.
Fairbanks Alaska College Road Lighting, H&H Contractors
North Pole Alaska Safeway, Roger Hickle Construction
Weather Shelters, Eielson AFB Alaska. Osborne Construction
Fairbanks Alaska SaillS Club, Catamount Constructers
Travis AFB California Hydrant Refueling, Napa Group
New York Air Guard Taxiway, Napa Group
Nome Alaska Regional Hospital, Alcan Builders.
Nome Alaska Regional Hospital, Western Mechanical.
Elmendorf A.F.B Alaska Weather Shelters, Kiewit Pacific
University of Alaska Fairbanks Bunnell Building, Osborne Construction ·
Fairbanks Alaska West Valley High School, Alcan General
Fairbanks Alaska Hutchison Career Center, Alcan General.
North Pole Alaska Refinery, Jaffa Construction.
North Pole Alaska Power Station, Golden Valley Electric.
Ft. Wainwright Alaska Power House, Jaffa Construction.
Eielson A.F.B Alaska Power House, Jaffa Construction.
Eielson A.F.B. Alaska Power House, HC Price Co .

RECEIVED 10-20-'06 07:49

FROM-

TO-

Asbestos Removal

P001/001

•
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES DIVISION
WASTE SERVICES- ALASKA
STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
" We partner with established Alaskan business leaders who strive for environmental excellence and
select PSC for our exceptional service reputation. We provide comprehensive waste management,
environmental and industrial maintenance solutions "

•

Submitted to:

Asbestos Removal Specialists ofAlaska
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709

Submitted by:

PSC

Industrial Services Division
Waste Services- Alaska
1813 East First Avenue, Suite 101
Anchorage, Alaska 99501-1833
Ph (907) 272-9007 Fax (907) 272-6805 AK (800) 478-9008

•

Burlington Envirorunental, lnc.
a wholly owned Sll.bsidiary of Philip Services Corporation
1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchornge, Alaska99501-1833
(907) 272-9007 F"' (907) 272-6805 A.K (800) 47&-900& US (800) 927-1258
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Scope of Services Overview

Burlington Environmental Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Philip Services Corporation (PSC)
was formed in 1970 under the name of Chemical Processors (CHEMPRO) and has maintained a
full time office within Alaska since 1988. PSC is the largest hazardous waste management
company in the Northwest, emphasizing proper and environmentally safe management of
resources and wastes. As a full service company, PSC is fully equipped to furnish all labor,
trained personnel, materials, tools, equipment, supplies, support services, management and
supervision necessary to provide hazardous waste management services.
With 18 Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities (TSDFs) as well as an extensive
transportation fleet, PSC has the expertise, experience and flexibility to handle large and small
generators of hazardous waste. We believe that our Alaskan and Pacific Northwest facilities,
staff, and equipment fleet offers the perfect combination to handle the various waste streams
generated in Alaska.

•

The Waste Services business unit of PSC's Industrial Services Division is responsible for our
TSDFs as well as the operation of our hazardous waste transport fleet. Our fleet typically logs
over one million miles per year and is licensed in all 50 states and Canada. The Alaska Division
of this business unit performs a full range of Industrial and Environmental services including
hazardous and non-hazardous waste handling, industrial cleaning, and spill clean up. No other
company operating in Alaska matches PSC' s experience in providing this service .
PSC's TSDFs offer a complementary range of services. All are equipped with in-house
laboratories for waste analysis and fingerprint services. As an overall support to our TSDFs, our
company operates a corporate laboratory that performs compliance quality control/quality
assurance (QA/QC) testing. PSC also maintains contracts with fully permitted hazardous waste
alternate fuel recovery facilities; RCRA and TSCA permitted landfills and destructive
incineration facilities.
Through its full service laboratory, PSC is constantly seeking new and innovative methods of
treating and managing wastes in an effort to stay in the forefront of waste treatment and
recycling technology.
At PSC, we pride ourselves not only on our technical services, but also on our professional
flexibility that enables us to tailor services to the unique needs of our customers. PSC also
remains constantly aware of new or anticipated legislation and administrative rulemakings, both
state and federal, which might affect our service to our customers. PSC has a good professional
working relationship with the staff of the U.S. EPA Region 10 field office and State of Alaska
DEC .

•

Burlington Environmental, Inc.
a wholly owned Sll.bsidiary ofPhilip Services Corporation

1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska 99501·1833
(907) 272-9007 Fax (907) 272·6805 AK (800) 478-9008 OS (800) 927-1258
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Company Commib• ~e.1t

PSC is committed to providing our customers with the utmost in Customer Service supplying
them with timely expert advice and opinions on waste issues as requested, via the telephone and
by e-mail. Each PSC employee will dutifully and professionally execute their respective duties to
best serve your needs and requirements.
At PSC we strive to service our customers in a cost effective and professional manner. Our staff
is available to respond to any inquiry 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. An important element
ofPSC's management philosophy is a commitment to regulatory compliance. Each employee,
from the top down, is dedicated to abiding by all applicable environmental regulations. PSC's
Regulatory Affairs Department and in-house legal counsel help to assure this corporate
commitment.
Standard Method of Operations

PSC's treatment facilities in Washington State operate under extensive sets of Part B plans and
procedures. These plans and procedures are under constant revision and review by the
Washington State Department of Ecology with oversight by EPA Region 10.

•

In addition to ongoing inspections and site audits by agencies and customers, PSC maintains an
in-house regulatory affairs staff under the direct supervision of management at the vice
presidential level. The regulatory staff is divided into two sections: Health & Safety and
Regulatory Compliance. The Regulatory Compliance staff is divided into in-plant compliance
personnel, with each facility having an assigned agent, and Agency Liaison and Plant Audit
teams. These teams audit our facilities as well as subcontracted disposal facilities. In addition to
internal audits, PSC also has an independent audit performed no less than once a year.
Each PSC treatment facility operates under a specific waste acceptance and analysis plan
(Subsection C of each plant's Permit B plans). This plan requires that the plant receiving the
waste has cqmplete and total knowledge of the waste and has approved the waste stream for
management prior to receiving that waste stream at a plant. We complete this requirement
through our computerized waste management system, PREVIEW. PSC will assist in profiling
any new wastes and will assist in the preparation ofland disposal restriction notifications.
PSC is knowledgeable in the minimization of all forms of waste and will actively assist in
developing and implementing waste minimization programs if requested. This will include
recommendations on product substitution and cost effective recycling alternatives to final
disposal .

•

Burlington F.Jlvironmental, Inc.
a wholly owned subsidiary of Philip Services CorporaJion
1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska 99501~1833
(907) 272-9007 Fax (907) 272·6805 AK (800) 478-9008 US (800) 927-1258
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•

PREVIEW

In the profile system the customer submits analytical or MSDS (Unused Product) to their

personal Customer Service Representative (CSR). The CSR enters the data provided for waste
characterization and completes the profiling and approval process. If a material/product is
unknown a sample will be required, the corporate laboratory will determine chemical
composition of the waste and complete the profile form for acceptance. The turn around for
Laboratcry services is not less than 20 days.
Labpack profile acceptance does not require a sample but may require MSDS sheets upon
request for proper classification. The Customer provides the CSR with a list of
products/chemicals .. The CSR assists customer in segregation by DOT classification. Once
appropriately segregated the CSR will assign a profile and submit to customer a packing list
approved for receiving at TSDF with all of the necessary markings and labels required for
shipment. Labpack profiles have a turnaround time of not less than 15 days. The use of
PhilipNow.com may greatly reduce turnaround time of all profiles.
Online waste management

•

PhilipNow.com is an online waste management network developed by PSC Pacific Northwest region
tc serve PSC customers in Alaska, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and California. This on-line
innovation provides customers with personalized, quick, easy and secure access tc their waste
resources from any computer 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. No other company operating in Alaska
offers this type of new groundbreaking service.

•

Profiles
Copy, Create, Manage, Print, Re-certify, Search by keyword, and View Profiles

•

Lab pack
Upload pre formatted Lab pack attachment sheets directly from excel, attach to existing
profiles and submit for approval. View past lab pack attachments as a tool to aid in
proper segregation.

•

Orders
Create a new order, Schedule Transportation, View and Print existing or past orders,
Track order values, create and print LDR notifications, Print Manifests and Labels onsite, PSC provides the materials .

•

Burlingto-n E.nviummenW, Inc.
a wholly owned subsidiary of Philip Services Co7p0ration

1813 E. FirSt Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska99501-1833
(907) 272-9007 Fox (907) 272-6805 AK (800) 478,9008 US (800) 927-1258
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•

•

Invoicing
View and print Invoices, Search Invoices by date, order, invoice or purchase order #,
Submit secure on-line payment by Credit Card

•

Reports
Current reports available are Washington State and Oregon State Hazardous Waste
Annual Reports, Proftle Listings, Wastes Shipped by Profile, Order Summaries, Order
Details, Manifest Summaries and Manifest Details.

•

Additional On-line Capabilities
PhilpNow.com provides a variety of links to other On-line Resources and provides an
area to submit feedback and/or suggestions. PhilipNow is still in the early stages of
development; there are plans for future expansion including the ability to print Federal
Annual reports, Certificates of Treatment, Recycling, and Disposal, just to name a few.

•

Customel Site SeMc:es

PSC's Customer Site Services Group (CSS) was developed to support the need for on-site
hazardous waste identification, inventories, categorization, sampling, labpacking, profiling,
labeling, manifesting, and on-site waste management. PSC personnel are well trained, organized,
supervised and fully versed in the peculiarities of working in Alaska. PSC's technically expert
on-site supervisors are routinely required to make rapid and accurate decisions concerning
hazardous waste.
All CSS personnel have a thorough working knowledge of federal and state regulations
governing hazardous waste handling, transportation and disposal procedures. All CSS personnel
have received and are current with the training requirements of RCRA/OSHA/DOT and other
training relevant to their worktasks. Annual training includes Hazardous Waste Refresher, First
Aid/CPR, Confined Space Entry, and Transportation of Hazardous Materials. This training
supplements PSC's regular safety training and safety meetings.
PSC can provide upon request two (2) RCRA trained personnel with a minimum of five (5) years
experience in hazardous waste handling who are competent at lab-packing, HAZCAT®, and
waste sampling.
PSC maintains detailed and accurate records of all aspects of work performed for our customers;
copies of these records are available upon request.

•

Burlington Environmental, Inc.
a wholly owned subsidiary ofPhilip Services Corpora1ion
1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska 99501-l 833
(907) 272-9007 Fax (907) 27H805 AK (800) 478-9008 US (800) 927-1258
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•
CSS groups work closely with on-site personnel and the TSDFs to insure that waste materials are
properly prepared and packaged on-site to minimize the customer's disposal costs at the facility.
This group provides on-site assistance in all aspects of the management phase. CSS routinely
provides technicians to perform on-site labpack operations as well as the following services:
Waste Identification Technicians document all waste containers by chemical or product name
and hazardous regulated constituents.
They perform on-site hazardous characterization
(HazCat®) and analysis through our in-house laboratory.
Waste Classification Technicians will evaluate each chemical in accordance with guidelines set
by EPA, DOT and WDOE. Each inventoried container will be given an identification number,
reference to Land Disposal Restriction notification requirements, DOT hazard class, DOT
identification numbers, and applicable state hazardous waste codes.

•

Segregation & Packing Technicians will package compatible materials into the same drums
with the most appropriate absorbent materials. Drums are labeled in compliance with DOT
regulations .

Characterizing UnknaiNns

PSC utilizes the following logic path for properly characterizing unknown waste streams:
1. Identify the source (department and/or process of generation)
2. Examine physical characteristics (packaging, labeling, color, physical state,
viscosity)
3. Conduct field testing using the HazCat® kit method
4. Material in bulk containers <5 gallons will be packaged according to DOT hazard
class. If Jnore information is deemed necessary during the profile review, analysis
will be performed at the receiving PSC TSDF.
5. Material in bulk containers >5 gallons will be sampled and tentatively identified
by PSC's CSS personnel. The sample will be forwarded to our corporate
laboratory for confirmation analysis and waste characterization.

•

Identification of unknowns for the purpose of transport and disposal can usually be accomplished
without laboratory analysis, and the cost is included in the disposal pricing. The characterization
of unknowns for the purpose of affixing USEPA waste codes requires definitive laboratory
analysis. Laboratory charges will vary according to the type of analysis.. ·

Burlington Environmental, Inc.
a wholly owned mb.ricbary of Phihp Services Corporation
1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska 99501·1833
(907) 272-9007 F"" (907) 272-6805 AK (800) 478·9008 US (800) 927·1258
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•

Transportation Capability

PSC owns and operates its own hazardous waste transportation truck fleet, Resource Recovery
Inc./Burlington Environmental Inc. This fleet includes tractors and a wide variety of trailers,
dumps, and vans for the transportation of all hazardous waste types. All equipment, vehicles,
and drivers are in full compliance with federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
PSC is a recognized expert in and is intimately familiar with shipping hazardous waste, both in
and out of Alaska. PSC is extremely knowledgeable in preparing shipments by truck, rail,
vessel, or air.
PSC is responsible for handling the transportation of hazardous and non-hazardous wastes from
various facilities. Including packaging, labeling, preparation of U.S. and Canadian manifests and
other required shipping documents.
Certificates

•

Certificates of Treatment, Recycling and/or Disposal are issued when all waste streams recorded
on the receiving manifest have been managed in accordance with facility permits. The
Certificate of Treatment, Recycling, and Disposal details treatment processes and fmal
disposition of the waste. The certification system provides generators confirmation that their
wastes have been properly managed and disposed. The issuance of these certiftcates complete
the RCRA "cradle to grave" philosophy and relieves the customer of future liabilities. The
certificates are computer-generated and are designed to match manifests exactly.
Tracking

To assist generators in the completion of the required Federal reports for hazardous waste
generation, PSC annually prepares a Waste Summary Report detailing the material received at
our Treatment Facilities from each facility. These reports are then sent for review to compare
tracking methods, disposal options, and to help improve waste minimization and recycling. This
summary report is formatted to make completion of the required State and/or Federal reports a
simple task. The waste report summaries include:

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Profile#
Total Weight
Recycling Percentages
Waste Codes
Source Code
Form Code

This report is also avaibble on-line at the PhilipNow.com website .

Burlington Environmental, Inc.
a wholly owned subsidiary of Philip Services. Corporation
1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska99501-1833
(907) 272-9007 Fax (907) 272-6805 AK {800) 478·9008 US (800) 927·1258
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•

Each PSC TSDF has a specific tracking system outlined in detail in each plant's Part A or Part B
plan. The following illustration of tracking one drum received on a single manifest summarizes
PSC's tracking methods:
1. Once the drum arrives at the plant, it is sampled and checked by the in-plant lab
for contents and verified as to the chemical match with a pre-approved profile.
2. The drum enters the tracking system on a provisional basis. If the contents of the
drum match the profile, the manifest is signed off and the receiving plant adds the
drum to the active tracking system.
3. The volume or weight of the drum is measured and a unique tracking number is
assigned. This number cross-references the manifest number the drum arrived on,
and the generator's EPA ID number.
4. From this point forward, every movement of the drum or any portion of its
contents is tracked through the plant's treatment processes. PSC tracks waste to
the nearest pound and/or the exact location in storage areas or bulk tanks. The
assigned tracking number remains constant as the drum/contents travel to other
plants in our system, and to final disposition.

•

5. The final disposal company provides the plant with disposal certificates that are
tracked to the original number assigned the drum when received at the plant.
The computer tracking system is the same for an assorted container load, bulk liquid, or solid
load as it is for a single drum.
All plant computerized systems have back-up procedures in place, including paper files,
computer tapes, and computer diskette back-ups. Records are archived on location in each plant
as well as in the corporate vault. Records are stored indefinitely.
In Conclusion, we believe that this summary provides adequate proof that PSC understands the
service requirements desired by your company. If you have any questions regarding this
document or require clarification on any item, please don't hesitate to call .

•

Burlington Environmental, Inc.
a wholly owned subsidiary of Philip Sr:rvices Corporation
1813 E. First Avenue, Suite 101 Anchorage, Alaska 99501-1833
(907) 272-9007 Fox (907) 272-6805 AK (800) 478·9008 US (800) 927·1258
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Listing of Facilities

Treatment, storage and Disposal Capability
PSC is the largest hazardous waste management company in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska,
emphasizing proper and environmentally safe management of hazardous waste. As a full service
company, PSC performs hazardous waste evaluation, lab analysis, pretreatment (volume
reduction), recovery, stabilization, transportation, neutralization, disposal and recycling services.
PSC currently operates 2 RCRA permitted facilities, located in the greater Seattle area of western
Washington State. An audit summary of the PSC facilities proposed for use by your company is
included for your review. All manifests shipped from Alaska will be terminated at one of these
facilities. Only in the rare case where such large volumes of hazardous waste or recyclable
materials are generated would shipping be made to another permitted facility. In these cases you
would be notified whenever a new site or different site is used by PSC. PSC will consult with
you in selecting disposal/recycling sites and will handle all permits and applications if required.

•

In addition, PSC has long-standing contracts with companies that provide EPA-approved
hazardous waste fuel blending, destructive incineration, landfill disposal, and specialized
reclamation or recycling activities. A summary of these facilities proposed for use by PSC for is
included for your review. PSC ensures that all contracted facilities used for hazardous waste fmal
disposal/recycling are fully permitted, EPA approved facilities as determined by PSC's
Regulatory Affairs Facility Audit staff.

Laboratory Services

Each of PSC's TSDFs is equipped with a laboratory to provide analytical services. Capabilities
for all laboratories include analysis of samples for metals, PCBs, volatile organic compounds,
inorganic ions, cyanide, sulfide, phenol, oil and grease, and physical characteristics.
The corporate laboratory is a Washington State Department of Ecology Accredited Laboratory
and continues to meet the analytical requirements of a rapidly expanding company.
Methodologies used in analysis are EPA approved and all quantitative analyses follow strict
quality assurance guidelines developed in accordance with EPA requirements .

•

Burlington Envi:r()nmental, Inc.
a wholly owned subsidiary ofPhilip Senices Corporation
1813 E. First Avenue, Strite 101 Anchorage, Alac;Ka99501-l833
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Regulatory Experience

The PSC Regulatory Affairs staff provides regulatory support to all divisions, including all
TSDFs, plant operations, transportation, sales, laboratory, and technical/engineering services.
Regulatory support includes monitoring and evaluating new federal and state regulations, and
providing updates on RCRA, TSCA, SARA Title III, CERCLA, air and water quality, OSHA,
and DOT regulations. All PSC personnel training is coordinated with the Regulatory Affairs
Department in compliance with RCRA and OSHA requirements.
This staff maintains a continual working relationship with the EPA Regional Office staff,
Washington Department of Ecology, Oregon Department of Environmental Quality, Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC), and Alaska Department of Labor (DOL),
and OSHA. We encourage inquiry with either the Washington Department of Ecology or EPA
Region 10, and ADEC regarding PSC's compliance with state and federal regulations.
Plant Emergency Spill Response

As part of their permit, each plant has in place an Emergency Spill Response Plan. These
permits are on file and may be reviewed by contacting our Regulatory Affairs Department.

•

•

Quality Assurance/Quality Control

In all of our laboratory, field and plant operations, we are committed to quality assurance/quality
control (QA/QC) procedures to assure superior workmanship and dependable data: Specific
QAIQC plans and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's) are written for each treatment facility,
laboratory and field operations. PSC's corporate laboratory operates under a formal QA program
written in accordance to EPA specifications. The plans and procedures are compiled from
management policies, data quality objectives, QA principles, and industry standards. PSC's
dedication to these values is designed to insure our customers with above average production of
quality defensible data .

Burlington Environmental, Inc.
a wholly owned SIJ.bsidia.ry of Philip Services Corporation.
1813 E FiiStAvenue, Sllite 101 Anchorage, Alaska 99501-1833
(907) 272-9007 Fox (907) 272-6805 AK (800) 478-9008 US (800) 927-1258
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wac
CONSULTING SERVICES
Hazardous Materials Consulting
WEC provides comprehensive inspection and design services for the identification and abatement of.
hazardous materials, to include the following services;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facility and site surveys
Hazardous material abatement work plans
Hazardous material design drawings and specifications
Abatement cost estimating
Compliance Monitoring
AHERA Abatement Project Design
AHERA Management Plans
AHERA Building Inspections

Industrial Hygiene
WEC provides worl<place monitoring for such potential hazards as:

I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airborne asbestos
Airborne metals
Airborne biological hazards
Dusts
Fumes
Gases
Heat and Cold Stress

Health and Safety Management
In addition to industrial hygiene, WEC's services Health and Safety (H&S) Management, ranging from
Company H&S Program Development, on-site consulting, to final submittals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site-Specific Safety Plans
Hazard Analyses for Worl< Plans
Corporate H&S Program development, management, audits, and reporting
General OSHA compliance consulting
Confined Space Monitoring
Ergomonics, Indoor Air Quality, office place hazards
Noise, Respiratory Protection, HAZCOM Programs
01/05

•

wac
LABORATORY SERVICES
Phase Contrast Microscopy
Phase contrast microscopy {PCM) is used to determine fiber concentrations in air. All asbestos analyses
are performed in strict compliance with the NIOSH 7400 Method, counting rules A The PCM laboratory
is a successful participant in the Proficiency Analytical Testing program and all analysts are enrolled in
the Asbestos Analyst Registry.

Polarized Light Microscopy
Polarized light microscopy (PLM) is used to determine asbestos fiber concentrations in bulk building
materials. PLM is applicable to the analysis of building survey submissions and other bulk materials.
The National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program accredits the laboratory.

Particle Identification Services

•

Particle identification and trace particle analysis projects are performed on an unlimited variety of
materials. Particle identification is useful for the comparison of specific particles, determination of
sources of particles, percent of respirable particle, product evaluations and forensic investigations.
Particles can be sized and characterized by elemental composition and the distribution of sizes
documented.

Gravimetry
Gravimetry, which quantitatively removes organic and acid soluble binder components (typically found in
building materials) by ashing or acid-washing samples, is an ideal preparation technique when low level
asbestos concentrations need to be determined. Once the gravimetric weight loss is established, the
sample residue can be analyzed by PLM (point counting recommended) or Transmission Electron
Microscopy.

Flame Atomic Absorption

•

Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AA) is used to accurately determine concentrations of specific
elements in a variety of sustrates, such as lead concentrations in paint, air or soil. AA Analysis for
environmental lead are conducted for air quality testing by NIOSH method 7082, and by EPA method
SW 846-6010/7 420 for bulk materials. The lead laboratory is an active participant in the AIHA ELPAT
proficiency testing program .

01/05

I
I
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•

wac·
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A comprehensive quality assurance program is implemented to monitor laboratory analyses, report ·
generation, sample custody, and storage. The program includes:
•
•
•
•

Documentation of the QA program in a series of quality assurance manuals.
Monitoring of the QA program by a designated quality control manager.
Documented calibration and preventive maintenance for microscopes and instrumentation.
Periodic contamination checks including personal and area monitoring.

Phase Contrast Microscopy
•
•
•
•
•

Successful completion of NIOSH 582 or equivalent training for all microscopists.
Participation in the Proficiency Analytical Testing program.
Participation in the Asbestos Analytical Registry program.
Participation in inter-laboratory round robin sample exchange programs.
QC charts maintained for each analyst.
Analysis of laboratory blanks.
Daily analysis of reference slides.

Polarized Light Microscopy
•
•
•
•
•

Training by McCrone Research Institute.
Participation in NVLAP proficiency testing.
Participation in inter-laboratory round robin sample exchange programs.
Analysis of NIST reference materials.
Duplicate and replicate analysis of 10% of the client-submitted samples.

Flame Atomic Absorption
•
•
•
•

Participation in the ELPAT Proficiency Program
Analysis of known standards with each sample set ( 20 samples or less).
Daily calibration to reference solutions from two independent sources.
Full process OAJQC in accordance to AIHA standardized laboratory procedures.

Sample Custody and Storage
•
•
•
•

Fully traceable, computerized sample log-in and throughput procedures.
Review of reports for technical accuracy.
Strict policies enforcing security and client confidentiality.
Routine sample storage for 120 days.
01/05
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John Cuzzocreo, Ill
Position:
Years of Professional Experience

Environmental Technician

3

Academic Qualifications (Education and Training):
EPA Model Asbestos Worker and Contractor/ Supervisor
EPA Lead Awareness Training
NIOSH 582 Sampling and Evaluation of Airborne Dust
Work Experience Summary:

Current
White Environmental Consultants, Inc.- Environmental Field Technician
o Responsible for the collection and analysis of airborne particulates both in the field and within a
laboratory setting.
o Responsible for the Interpretation of sample results to clients and project compliance.

•

2003
. Arrowhead Environmental Services, Inc. -Asbestos Abatement Worker
o Responsible for the removal of asbestos and lead containing materials in public and commercial
settings.
o Compliance with all applicable state and federal regulation regarding hazardous material
removal.
·
o Responsible for the collection of personal air samples for determination of worker exposure.

2002
Lowe's Home Improvement Stores- Customer Service Associate
o Responsible for the sales and upkeep of the home and garden center.
o Responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of over twenty different varieties of plants and
flowers.

Education:
Junior Year- University of Anchorage Alaska- Anchorage, Alaska
o Post secondary education studies
CJ 2.84 Cumulative Grade point Average

•
·'

!

urora Environn1ental & Safety, Inc
CONFIRMS THAT

-

Jolt\~

C.uzzocreo, rrr

completed the requisite training consistent with TSCA Title II, 40 CFR
part 763, subpart E (AHERA), and 8 AAC 61.600; has met the attendance
requirements and successfully covered the course materials entitled:
Asbestos Worker I Supervisor Renewal Course

Certified by

Suejoltl 111-.SOV\PRES•oe•rr

P.O. Box 211855
Anchorage, AK 99521-1855
7 -::I::!R-1 046

•

AK-OOLAPPROVED INSTRUCTOR
COURSE COMPLETION
ExPIRATION DATE

May 27, 2005
May 27,2006

s keJ oVlll'v.SOII\REGISTERED CERTIFICATE

STATIO OF AlASAA DOL TRAINING PROVIDER

No.

No.

05052711

030001

•

•

John Cuzzocreo III
Has successfully completed the following 40-hour course:

NIOSH 582 equivalent
Sampling and Evaluation of Airbon1e Dust

·Date ofClassmom Instruction:

Instructor:

\I:....._

dB+.!::-

J...J.0.;!,1 d-,OO~

Garret Slaugenhoup~

w:c

White Environmental Consultants, Inc. • 731 I. Street Suite 203 Anchorage AK 99501• (907) 258-8661

•

State of Alaska
Frank Murkowski, governor

Department of Environmental Conservation
CONTAMINATED SITES LAB APPROVAL
http:llwww.state.ak.usldeclehlfablcslcsapprovaf.htm

TELEPHONE: (907) 745-3236
FAX:
(907) 745-1825
550 S. ALASKA ST., Suite 6

PALMER, AK 99645

2 December 2005
Heather Hall
QA Manager
SGS Environmental Services, Inc.
200 W. Potter Dr.
Anchorage, AK 99518-1605
Re: 2006 ADEC Contaminated Sites Lab Approval UST-005
Dear Ms. Hall,

•

Thank you for your continued interest in the State of Alaska Contaminated Sites
Laboratory Approval. Based on a review of the materials received, and of those on file,
SGS Environmental Services, Inc. in Anchorage, AK (SGS-Anchorage) is approved as
detailed below to do work under the June 25, 1999 revision of AS 18 AAC 78.
SGS Environmental Services, Inc. in Anchorage, AK is granted Full Approval to
perform the following analyses for Alaska contaminated sites projects including
UST/LUST:

•

Be aware that you must.retain method detection limit (MDL) data on file for each
method and instrument for which you are seeking approval under the AK CS Program.
These may be kept in your in-house files. They need not be submitted to ADEC at this

•

MS Hall
Page 2
2 Dec. 05
time, however, they may be subject to inspection in the event of an on-site investigation
or ADEC may ask they be submitted as part of the approval process.
Please remember your expiration date is 12/18/2006.
Your window for renewal next year is 9/18/2006 to 11/18/2006.

We must receive your application. fees, acceptable performance evaluation results, and
the latest revision of your quality assurance manual during this window.
You may download a copy of the application from the following site:
http:llwww.state.ak.usldeclehllablcslcsapproval.htm
Your. laboratory identifying number remains UST -005. Please remember to include this
number in ALL correspondence concerning your Alaska CS approval and on all data
transmittals.

•

In order to assure timely handling please address all correspondence to the attention of
Shera Hickman, CS Lab Approval Officer.
If you have any questions, please contact the approval officer at the following email
address shera_hickman@dec.state.ak.us or at (907)375-821 0.
Respectfully,

Emanuel
Hignutt,
Jr ..

Dlql\a~y S!gne<i try Emanuel
H~utt,.JI.
DN: CN ~ En'llll"O.JBI ~lgnutt,

Jr.. c • Us. o ~State of
,..a$lr.a, OU ,. Etw~onmiNilal

Haaltt 4lbcd!Diy

Oat~: ~oo5.1~.05 H,:~e:37.

"'00"

for Shera Hickman
CS Lab Approval Officer

cc:

•

laboratory file

G:IEH\Eh·Lab\ACCREDICorr'espondenceiUST00512006\UST-005 2006 Approval.doc

State of Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency

Certificate No.:

001582

ewards the Certificate of Approval
SGS Environmental Services Inc.
200 W. Potter Drive
Anchorage, AK 99518-1605
According to the Illinois Administrative CC>de, Title 35, Subtitle A, Chapter II, Part 186, ACCREDJTATJON OF LABORATORIES FOR DRINKING
WATER, WASTEWA1ER AND HAZARDOUS WASTES ANALYSIS, the State of Illinois formally recognizes that this laboratory is technically
competent to perform the environmental analyses listed on the scope of accreditation detailed below.
The laboratory agrees to perform all analyses listed on this scope of accreditation according to the Part 186 requirements and acknowledges that
continued accreditation is dependent on successful ongoing compliance wi.th the appticabte requirements of Part 186. Please contact the tiUnols
EPA Environmental laboratory Accreditation Program {ll ELAP} to verify the laboratory's scope of accreditation and accreditation status.
Accreditation by the State of Illinois is not an endorsement or a guarantee of valicllly of the data generated by the laboratory.

Hazardous and Solid Waste, tnorganic
1010
lgnitability
1020A
lgnitabi!ity
1311
TCLP {Organic and Inorganic)
6010B
Aluminum

Antimony

Arsenic

Bariu~
admJum

Beryllium

Boron

Calcium

Chromium

Cobalt

Copper

!ron

Lead

Magnesium

Manganese

Molybdenum

Nickel

Selenium

Silver

Sodium

Strontium

Vanadium

Zinc

•

6020
Aluminum

Antimony

Arsenic

Barium

Beryllium

Boron

Cadmium

Calcium

Chromium

Cobalt

Copper

Iron

Lead

Magnesium

Manganese

Molybdenum

Nickel

Potassium

Selenium

Silver

Soc:Jium

Thallium

Vanadium

Zinc

Chloride

Fluoride

Nltrite

Phosphate

. 7470A
Mercury
7471A
Mercury
90408
Hy<lrogen ion (pH)

9045C
Hy<lrogen ion (pH)

•:mide
Nitrate
Sulfate

Page2 of4

State of l/linois

001582

Certificate No.:

~nvironmenta/ Protection Agency
.wards the Certificate of Approval
SGS Environmental Services Jnc.
200 W. Potter Drive
Anchorage, AK 99518-1605
Hazardous and Solid Waster Enorganic

9060

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
9065
Phenolics

Hazardous and Solid Waste, Organic
80158
Diesel range organics {ORO)

Gasoline

~ange

organics {GRO)

80218

Benzene

Ethylbenzene

m-Xylene

a-Xylene

p-Xylene

Toluene

8081A
4,4'-DDD

4,4'-DDE

4,4'-DDT

Aldrin

alpha-BHC

alpha-Chlordane

beta-BHC

delta-BHC

Dieldrin

Endosulfan I

Endosu\fan t1

En.dosulfan sulfate

Endrin

Endrin aldehyde

Endrin ketone

gamma-BHC (Lindane)

gamma-Chlordane

Heptachlor

Methoxychlor

Toxaphene

PCB-1016

PCB-1221

PCB-1232

PCB-1242

PCB-1248

PCB-1254

1,1, 1 ,2~Tetrachloroethane

1,1, 1-Trichloroethane

1.1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

1, 1,2-Trldl\oroethane

1 ,1-0ichloroethane

1,1-Dichloroethene

1, 1-Dichloropropene

1,2,3-Trichloropropane

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene

1,2,3- Trichlorobenzene
1 ,2,4- Trimethylbenzene

1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB)

1 ,2-Dichlorobenzene

1 ,2-Dichloroethane

1,2-Dichloropropane

1 ,3-Dicllloropropane

1 ,3,5-Trimethylbenzene
1 A-Dichlorobenzene

2,2-Dich\oropropane

2-Butanone (Methyl ethyl ketone, MEK)

2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether

2-Chlorotoluene

2-Hexanone

4-Chlorotoluene

4-Methyl-2-pentanone (Methyl isobutyl ketone

Acetone

Benzene

Bromobenzene

Bromochloromethane

Bromodichloromethane

Bromoform

Bromomethane

Carbon disu{fide

Carbon tetrachloride

Chlorobenzene

Chlorodibromomethane

Chloroform

Chloromethane

cis-1 ,2-Dlchloroe1.hene

cis-1, 3-Dichloropropene

Dibromomethane

Dichlorodifluoromethane

Dichloromethane (Methylene chloride)

Ethylbenzene

Hexachlorobutadiene

!sopropy!benzene

Methyl ethyl ketone

Methyl isobutyl ketone

Methyl-t-butyl ether

m-Xylene

n-Butylbenzene

n-Prop~benzene

o-Xy'iene

p-Xy\ene

Styrene

tert-Bu~benzene

eptachlor epoxide
•

082

PCB-1260

82608

~-Bu~benzene
etrac~loroethene

trans-1 ,3-0ichloropropene

1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP)

1,3-Dichlorobenzene

(Dibramochloromethar~~

Chloroethane

Toluene

trans-1,2-Dlchloroethene

T richloroethene

Trichlorofluoromethane

Page3 of4

State of Illinois
,.£nvironmental Protection Agency
~ards the Certificate of Approval

001582

Certificate No.:

SGS Environmental Services Inc.
200 W. Potter Drive
Anchorage, AK 99518-1605
Hazardous and Solid Waste, Organic
Vinylidene chloride

82608

Vinyl chloride

Xylenes (Total)

8270C

•

1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene

1,2-Dichlorobenzene

1 ,3-Dichlorobenzene

1,4-Dichlorobenzene

1-Chloronaphthalene

2,4 ,5-Trichlorophenol

2,4,6-Trlchlorophenol

2,4-Dichlorophenol

2,4-Dimethylphenol

2,4-Dlnitrophenol

2,4-Dinitroto/uene (2,4-DNn

2,6-Dichlorophenol

2,6-0initrota\uene (2,6-0NT)

2-Ch\oronaph1halene

2-Chloropheno\

2-Methylnaphthatene

2-Nrtroaniline

2-Nitrophenol

3,3'-0ichlorobenzidine

3-Nitroaniline

4,6-Dinitro-2-rnethylpheno/
4-Chloroaniline

4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether

4-Ch/oro-3-methylphenol

4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether

4-Nitroaniline

4-Nitrophenol

Acenaphthene

Acenaphthylene

Aniline

Anthracene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene

Benzo(a)anthracene

Benzo(a)pyrene

Benzo(g.h,i)per/yene

Benzo(k)fluoranthene

Benzoic acid

Benzyl alcohol

Bis(2·chloroethoxy) methane

Bis(2-chloroethy0 ether

Bis(2-ch\oroisopropy~ ether

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate

Butyl benzyl phthalate

Chrysene

Dibenz(a,h)anthracene

ibenzofuran

Diethyl phthalate

Dimethyl phthalate

i-n-butyl phthalate

Di-n-octyl phthalate

Fluoranthene
Hexachlorobutadiene

Fluorene

Hexachlorobenzene

Hexachlorocyclopentadiene

Hexachloroethane

lndeno(1 ,2,3-cd) pyrene

tsophorone

m-Cresol (3-Methylphenol)

Naphthalene

Nitrobenzene

N-~itrosodimethy!amine

N-Nilrosodi-~·propylamine

N-Nitrosodiphenylamine

a-Cresol (2-Methylphenol)

p-Cresol ( 4-Methylphenol)

Pentachlorophenol

Phenanthrene

Phenol

Pyrene

Pyridine

•
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•

AIR MONITORING PLAN .
Air samples shall be collected and analyzed in accordance with methods
specified by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) Method 5503 and for airborne PCB concentrations and NIOSH
Method 7105 for airborne concentrations of lead as required by DOLWD and
OSHA.
It is expected that a small crew will be working on this project. The Contractor

•

will conduct full shift personal exposure monitoring on 25% of the workers or at
least two workers each day. Where multiple crews are working simultaneously
at different locations, or on different tasks, at least one representative person on
each crew will be monitored. Sampling will be conducted using personal sample
pumps and 37 mm mixed cellulose ester filter cassettes, closed face. One sample
will be taken for each sampled worker spanning the entire work shift. Work
shifts are expected to be eight hours long. Lunch periods in non-contaminated
areas will not be sampled, but break periods will be sampled. Pumps will be
pre- and post-calibrated to approximately 2.0 liters per minute using a primary
standard in accordance with good industrial hygiene practice. Sample cassettes
will be fastened in the worker's breathing zone. Each sample will be run for
approximately eight hours. Sample volumes will be approximately 1060 liters .
Because LBP will be removed using wet methods, lead dust is not expected to be
generated. Lead air sample cassettes are not likely to become overloaded during
the full shift sample. However, multiple consecutive samples may be taken if
there is any problem with filter loading.
Air monitoring for PCB's will be done using lead air filter cassettes. The
Contractor will conduct full shift personal exposure monitoring on 25% of the
workers or at least two workers each day. Where multiple crews are working
simultaneously at different locations, or on different tasks, at least one
representative person on each crew will be monitored. Sampling will be
conducted using personal sample pumps and 37 mm mixed cellulose ester filter
cassettes, closed face. One sample will be taken for each sampled worker
spanning the entire work shift. Work shifts are expected to be eight hours long.
Lunch periods in non-contaminated areas will not be sampled, but break periods
will be sampled. Pumps will be pre- and post-calibrated to approximately 2.0
liters per minute using a primary standard in accordance with good industrial
hygiene practice. Sample cassettes will be fastened in the worker's breathing
zone. Each sample will be run for approximately eight hours. Sample volumes
will be approximately 1060 liters.

•

Laboratory analysis will be completed by a facility accredited by the American
Industrial Hygiene Association. Upon receipt of analytical results the laboratory

•

will calculate eight hour TWA's for sampled workers. If work shifts exceed eight
hours, the total exposure will be compressed into eight hours for comparison
with the PEL. The Contractor will provide all results to site workers within five
days of receipt and will also submit copies to the Contracting Officer.
Airborne concentrations of lead shall be collected and analyzed in accordance
with 29 CFR Part 1926, Section 62. One sample shall be taken within the work
area and one sample shall be taken outside of the mechanical room near an
entrance to the room. In a similar fashion environmental air monitoring for
PCB's will be conducted.
The Contractor will follow the Air Monitoring Plan throughout the course of the
project. Any deviations from the plan will be submitted to the Contracting
Officer for approval in advance .

•

•

•

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
In the control of those occupational diseases caused by breathing air contaminated with harmful dusts, fogs,
fumes, mists, gases, smokes, sprays, or vapors, the primary objective shall be to prevent atmospheric
contamination. This shall be accomplished, as far as feasible, by accepted engineering control measures
(for example, enclosure or confinement of the operation, general and local ventilation, and substitution of
less toxic materials). When effective engineering controls are not feasible, or while they are being
instituted, appropriate respirators shall be used.
In the hazardous materials abatement it is imperative that protective measures be taken. These measures
include worker protection (the most important of which is the respirator) and environmental quality. Even
though the best of environmental quality procedures are used, in hazardous materials abatement the danger
of exposure is great. For this reason the use of respirators during all hazardous materials abatement work is
required by Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska (ARSA).
Respirators shall be provided by ARSA when hazardous materials abatement work is being done. ARSA
shall provide the respirators which are applicable and suitable for the purpose intended. ARSA shall be
responsible for the establishment and maintenance of a respiratory protective program which shall include
those items listed in the program described herein. This program is in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134.
Employees of ARSA shall use the provided respiratory protection in accordance with instructions and
training received.

•

ADMINISTRATION
The administrator of this program shall be John Abrams. Mr. Abrams is experienced in the selection,

fitting, testing, cleaning, maintenance and instruction in the proper use of respirators and their limitations.

Mr. Abrams has been charged with the following responsibilities:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Supervision of respirator selection procedure.
Establishment and conduct of periodic training sessions for respirator users.
Establishment of conduct of a continuing program of cleaning, inspection, and maintenance of
respiratory equipment.
Designation of proper storage areas for respiratory equipment.
Assurance that the necessary medical approval has been received for each user of respiratory
equipment.
Continuing inspection and evaluation of all aspects of the respiratory protection program to assure their
continued functioning and effectiveness.
·

RESPIRATOR PROGRAM
Under a good respiratory program both the employer and the employee have certain responsibilities which
must be adhered to. These responsibilities, if diligently carried out, will serve as a check and balances
system for the program and give maximum protection and benefit for each party. With the diligent work
and monitoring by the administrator the respiratory program will be a success and serve employees and
employer within the general intent of Federal guidelines and regulations.

•

Employer Responsibility
1. Respirators shall be provided by the employer, at no charge to the employee, when they are necessary
to protect the health of the employee.
2. The employer shall provide the respirator which is applicable and suitable for the intended purpose.
3. The employer shall be responsible for the establishment and maintenance of a respiratory protection
program .
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4.

5.
6.

The employer shall be responsible for the execution of the respiratory program.
The employer shall be responsible for ensuring minimum health risks to the employees during
hazardous materials abatement work by requiring proper respiratory protection.
The employer shall be sure that each employee has read and understands the respiratory program.

Employee Responsibility
I. The employee shall use the respiratory protection in accordance with instructions and training received.
2. The employee shall be responsible for cleaning, inspecting, and making minor repairs on his/her
respirator, if necessary, in accordance with instruction and training received.
3. The employee shall report any trouble or malfunction of the respirator to his supervisor.
4. The employee shall cooperate with those doing daily air monitoring and check results of that air
monitoring. If the employee has any questions about protection in regards to air quality he/she shall
contact his/her supervisor and obtain an understanding of the respiratory protection needed.
5. The employee shall understand the level of respiratory protection required for each project and be
entitled to and given the highest degree of respiratory protection compatible with, and feasible for, the
job site if so desired.
6. The employee shall use all respiratory equipment and follow all respiratory programs and rules and
regulations of the Employer and Federal, State and Local regulatory agencies.
Each employee who uses a filter respirator shall be permitted to change the filter elements whenever an
increase in breathing resistance is detected, and an adequate supply of filters elements shall be maintained
for this purpose.
Employees who wear respirators shall be permitted to leave work areas to wash their faces and respirator

face pieces whenever necessary to prevent skin irritation associated with respirator use.

•

No employee shall be assigned to tasks requiring the use of respirators if, based upon his/her most recent
medical examination, an examining physician determines that the employee will be unable to function
normally wearing a respirator, or that the safety or health of the employee or other employees will be
impaired by the use of a respirator.
Eating, smoking, drinking, chewing tobacco or chewing gum shall not be permitted while wearing
respiratory protective equipment.
SELECTION OF RESPIRATOR
The respirator is the most important piece of personal protective equipment and is the critical line of
defense for hazardous materials abatement workers against the health effects of air contaminants.

OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1910.134 (Respiratory Protection Standard) is not specific to hazardous
materials, but pertains to respiratory protection from all airborne toxins and particles. This regulation
specifies requirements for a respiratory protection program, air quality, use and maintenance of respirators.
OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1910.134 outlines when respirators must be used, who must provide the, and
what types are safe and effective to use in a given situation. ARSA is responsible for providing respirators
when ever the Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) to airborne hazardous materials is at or exceeds these
levels. The respirator provided must be approved by both the Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).
Respirators are used at ARSA to protect employees exposed to hazardous materials air borne contaminants.

•

The types of respirators used by ARSA employees on these projects are:
I. Half mask air-purifYing respirators, also called Negative Pressure Respirators, other than a disposable
respirator, equipped with high efficiency filters.
2. Full facepiece air-purifYing respirators equipped with high efficiency filters .
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3.

Full facepiece supplied-air respirators operated in pressure demand mode .

Filter types used are high-efficiency particulate air filters for airborne particulate exposures, and organic
vapor absorbent cartridges for organic substances exposures. A high-efficiency filter means a filter that is at
least 99.97 percent efficient against mono-dispersed particles of0.3 micrometers in diameter.
Where respirators are used, ARSA shall select and provide, at no cost to the employee and shall ensure the
employee uses the respirator provided.
ARSA shall select respirators from among those jointly approved as being acceptable for protection by
NIOSH under the provisions of30 CFR Part II.
ARSA shall provide a powered air-purifYing respirator instead of any negative-pressure respirator for
hazardous materials exposure whenever:
1. An employee chooses to use this type of respirator, and
2. This respirator will provide adequate protection to the employee.
At no time shall a respirator be selected which offers less protection than required for the particular
conditions under which it is to be used. However, if desired, a respirator type offering a greater protection
factor than needed may be selected. Respirators assigned for higher environmental concentrations may be
used at lower concentrations.

TRAINING
Training must be provided before or at the time of initial assigrunent (unless the employee has received
equivalent training within the previous 12 months) and at least annually thereafter.

•

All ARSA employees working on hazardous materials abatement projects shall have received training in
hazardous materials abatement and awareness training for the substances being abated. Such training
includes the nature of hazards on the abatement projects including organic vapors and use and care of
respirators.
The training program will be conducted in a manner that the employee is able to understand. ARSA shall
ensure that each employee is informed of the following:
I. Methods of recognizing hazardous materials.
2. The health effects associated with hazardous materials and organic vapors to which the employee might
be exposed.
3. The relationship between smoking and hazardous materials in producing lung cancer.
4. The nature of operations that could result in exposure to hazardous materials and the importance of
necessary protective controls to minimize exposure including, as applicable, engineering controls, work
practices, respirators, housekeeping procedures, hygiene facilities, protective clothing, decontamination
procedures, emergency procedures, and any necessary instruction in the use of these controls and
procedures.
5. The purpose, proper use, fitting instructions, and limitations of respirators.
6. The appropriate work practices for performing the hazardous materials jobs.
7. Medical suryeillance program requirements.
ARSA will make readily available to all affected employees, without cost, all written materials and State of
Alaska Codes relating to the employee training program.

FIT TESTING
All tight-fitting respirators will be fit tested under this program.

•

Any employee required to wear a respirator shall be assured of having a proper fit. Respirators will be
selected which are comfortable to the wearer. This shall be achieved with (1) an initial and annual
qualitative fit test and (2) both a positive or negative pressure fit test each time the respirator is put on. The
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manufacturer's facepiece fitting instructions should be followed. The method used is the Irritant Fume
Protocol (smoke test) as described in the attached SOP for fit testing .
Any individual with facial hair (sideburns, bead, mustache) which protrudes into the sealing surface of the
masks will be refused fitting. Fitting and issue will be allowed on clean shaven faces only.
The medical status of all users will be determined prior to fitting.
The employee must be allowed to pick the most comfortable respirator from a selection including
respirators of various sizes from different manufacturers.
The selection process must be conducted in a room separate from the fit test chamber to prevent odor
fatigue. Prior to the selection process, the employee must be shown how to put on a respirator, how it
should be positioned on the face, how to set strap tension and how to determine a "comfortable" respirator.
A mirror must be available to assist the employee in evaluating the fit and positioning of the respirator.
This instruction may not constitute the employee's formal training on respirator use, as it is only a review.
The employee should understand that he/she is being asked to select the respirator which provides the most
comfortable fit. Each respirator represents a different size and shape and, if fit and used properly will
provide adequate protection.
The employee holds each facepiece up to the face and eliminates those which obviously do not five a
comfortable fit. Normally, selection will begin with a half-mask and if a good fit cannot be found the
employee will be asked to test the full facepiece respirators.

•

The more comfortable facepiece's are noted; the most comfortable mask is donned and worn at least five
minutes to assess comfort. All donning and adjustments of the facepiece must be performed by the
employee without assistance from the test conductor or other persons. Assistance in assessing comfort can
be given by discussing the points listed below. If the employee is not familiar with using a particular
respirator, the employee must be directed to don the mask several times and to adjust the straps each time to
become adept at setting proper tension on the straps.
Assessment of comfort must include reviewing the following points with the employee and allowing the
worker adequate time to determine the comfort of the respirator:
l. Positioning of mask on nose.
2. Room for eye protection.
3. Room to talk.
4. Positioning mask on face and cheeks.
The following criteria must be used to help determine the adequacy of the respirator fit:
l. Chin properly placed.
2. Strap tension
3. Fit across nose bridge.
4. Distance from nose to chin.
5. Tendency to slip.
6. Self-observation in mirror.
The employee must conduct the conventional negative and positive-pressure fit checks. Before conducting
the negative-pressure or positive-pressure test the employee must be told to "seat" the mask by rapidly
moving the head from side-to-side and up and down, while taking a few deep breaths.
The employee is now ready for fit testing.

•

After passing the fit test, the employee must be questioned again regarding the comfort of the respirator. If
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it has become uncomfortable, another model of respirator must be tried .
The employee shall be given the opportunity to select a different facepiece and be retested if the chosen
facepiece becomes increasingly uncomfortable at any time.

MAINTENANCE
Where practical each employee will be issued his/her own respirator and is responsible for cleaning and
maintenance, according to the SOP attached. All respirators shall be inspected routinely before and after
each use and durmg cleaning.
Each respirator user shall be thoroughly trained in the proper inspection procedures to insure that the
equipment is in good condition. Inspection shall include the following:
I. Check of head straps for breaks or tears, loss of elasticity, and missing or malfunctioning buckles.
2. Check of facepiece for dirt, cracks, tears, holes, distortion, or any other signs of deterioration.
3. Check of valves for dust, dirt, or detergent residue on the valves or valve seat, cracks, tears, or

distortion in the valve material, or missing or defective valve covers.
4.
5.

Check of filter elements for correct filter(s), missing or worn gaskets, worn threads, cracks or dents in
filter housing, service life indicator or end of service date.
Any other checks the user may deem important.

Cleaning and disinfecting shall be done daily by each worker. Workers will use respirator wipe pads to
clean their respirators. After cleaning the respirator shall be stored in a clean container until further use.
Respirators which are returned to the shop for future use by others shall be cleaned using a mild detergent
soap and water solution. After cleaning respirators shall be placed in containers for storage. All respirators
shall be inspected daily for proper function of all valves, filters and head straps. Respirators shall be
inspected for wear and cracks daily.

•

STORAGE
Respiratory equipment shall be stored so as to protect it from dust, sunlight, heat, extreme cold, excessive
moisture, and damaging chemicals.
Respirators shall be stored in respirator storage boxes where they are protected against damage or distortion
by overcrowding.
Routinely used respirators will be stored in a clean plastic bag.
Respirators shall be stored with facepiece and exhalation valve in near normal positions to prevent the
rubber or plastic parts from taking a permanent distorted set.

MEDICAL CLEARANCE AND APPROVAL
ARSA shall institute a medical surveillance program for all employees who are required by this section to
wear tight-fitting respirators.
ARSA shall ensure that all medical examinations and procedures are performed by or under the supervision
of a licensed physician, and are provided at no cost to the employee and at a reasonable tiroe and place.

•

ARSA shall make available medical examinations and consultations to each employee covered under
Federal, State and Local regulations on the following schedules:
I. Before assignment of the employee to an area where negative pressure respirators are worn.
2. At least annually thereafter.
3. If the examining physician determines that any of the examinations should be provided more frequently
than specified, the employer shall provide such examinations to affected employees at the frequencies
specified by the physician.
4. Exception: No medical examination is required of any employee if adequate records show that the
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employee has been examined in accordance with this paragraph with the past !-year period .
The content of the medical examination shall be in compliance with all Federal regulations.
ARSA will obtain a written opinion from the examining physician. This written opinion must contain the
results of the medical examination and must include:
I. The physician's opinion as to whether the employee has any detected medical conditions that would
place the employee at an increased risk of material health impairment from exposure to hazardous
materials.
2. Any recommended limitations on the employee or on the use of personal protective equipment such as
3.

respirators.
A statement that the employee has been informed by the physician of the results of the medical
examination, and of any medical conditions that may result from hazardous materials exposure.

ARSA shall make available a copy of the physician's written opinion to the affected employee within 30
days from its receipt.
SURVEILLANCE/INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE EVALUATION
Exposure monitoring shall be performed to determine accurately the airborne concentrations of hazardous
materials or other contaminants to which employees may be exposed. Determinations of employee
exposure must be made from breathing zone air samples that are representative of the 8-hour TWA of each
employee.

•

•

ARSA will conduct initial and periodic personal breathing zone sampling as necessary to calculate
representative 8 hour TWA exposures for all employees on each job. If initial or periodic monitoring
indicates that exposures are less than the OSHA action level for the contaminant, monitoring may be
discontinued .
All samples will be evaluated using the OSHA Reference Method by an independent testing laboratory.
This laboratory shall have instituted quality assurance programs as outlined in Federal regulations.
INSPECTION/AUDITING IN WORKPLACE
The supervisor (competent person) on each job is responsible for checking the use of respirators on the job.
The supervisor will inspect respirators to be sure they are clean, in good operating condition and that the
correct HEPA filters are in use.
The supervisor shall be responsible for checking that each employee is wearing respirator capable of
providing adequate protection to the employee.
·
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~PENDIX

A TO §1910.134---FI'l" TESTING
PROCED-URES (MANDATORY)

Part I. OSHA-Accepted Fit Test Protocols
A.. Fit Testing Procedures--Genera.l
Requirements
The employer shall conduct fit testing
using the following procedures. The requirementa. in this a.ppe.odix apply to all OSHA-ac-

cepted fit test methode, both QLFT and
QNFOc.

1. The teSt :subject. eha.ll be a.llowed to pick

the_ ntost acceptable respira.to·r from a. sufficient number of re-spirator models and sizes
~-..·:.

so-that the respira.t<Jr is acceptable to; e.nd
·'':;::: correctly fits, ~he user.
~·-· · · 2. .l>r:tor to the selection process, the teat
~(~-: ~ubject· slis..l~ be .shown· how to put on- a.· rei:I~-/:·Pira.tor, how 1t ·should be positioned on the
i';r.;-{!a~e, bow to set strap tension and how tQ dei5:~;;~; .~_l'mtne an a.ccepta.bJe fit. A mirror shall ·be
~\}~·ll,'f~ila.bla tQ assist the "Subject in evaluating
~~~e. f:l.t and pordtioning of the respirator. 'I'his

~:~·:'\:C.'

a.

29 CFR Ch. XVII (7-1-02 Edlllon)
inBtruction ma.y not constitut~ the subject's
formal tra.ining on respirator use, becaUse it.
is only a review.
3, The teet subject shall be informed that
he/she ts being asked to select the resPirator
that providss the most a.ccepta.ble fit. Each
respirator represents a different sUe and
shape, and if fitted and used properly, will
provide. adequate protection.
4. The test subject sha.ll be instructed tQ
hold each Cho::~en facepiece·up to the Ca.ce a.nd
eliminate those that obviously do not- give
a.n acceptable fit.
5. The more acceptable facepieces are
noted in ca.ae the one selected provea unac~
cepta.ble; the most comfortable mask is
donned and worn at least five minutes to assesS cOmfort. Msistance in assessing comfort
can be given by discussing the point3 in the
following 1teDl A.6. If the teat au.bject is not
familla.r with ustn~ a particular respirator,
the test su.bject shall be directed to don the
ma.<~k several times and to ·adjust· the straps
each. time tQ become a.dept at set.ting proper
tension on the straps.
6. Assessment of comfort shall include a. re~
view of the following points with the te::~t
subject and allowing the test subject ade~
qu.a.te time to determine the comfort of the
respirator:
(a.) Positlon.of the mask ·on the nose
(b) Room !or eye pi'Otection
·
(c) Room to talk
(d) Position of mask on face and cheeks
7. The following criteria shall -be used to
help determine the adequacy of the respirator fit:
(a.) Chin properly placed;
(b) Adequate strap tens.lon, not; overly
tightened;
(c) Fit across nose bridg-e;
(d) Respirator of proper size to spa.n di:;:~~
tance from nose to chin;
(e) Tendency of respirator tD slip;
"'(f) Self-observation in mirror to evaluate
fit and restJirator position,
8. The test subject Bhall conduct a. user
seal check, either the negative and lJOSitive
pr-essure seal checks described in ApPendix
B-1 of· this section or those recommended by
the r-espira.tor ma.nufa.ctUrer which provide
equi.va.lent protection 'to the procedures .in
Appendix :S...l. Be!orC ·conducting the. negative a.rid positive pressure checks, the· subject
shall be told to seat the ma.ek on the face by
moving the head from side-to-aide and up
and dOwn slowlY whiie ·taking in a. few Slow
'deep breaths. Another facepiece shalf be se~
J&cted &lid retested if· the test subject fails
the user ssa.l check te::~ts.
9..The. test shall not be· conducted if there
is any hair growth between the skin_ and the
!a.cepiece l!lea.ling surface, such as stubble
beard growth, bea.rd, mustache or sideburns
Which cross the respirator sealing- surf-a.ce.
Any· type . of appan)I which interferes. with a
~ sa.t.iafactory fit .shall be altered or removed.
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10.· It
test subject exhibits difficulty in
reathing· during the tests;· she OF. he sha.l,l bt
eferred to a. ph.ysicia..n or other licensed
health care professional, a.s appropriate, to
determine whether the test subject can wear
a respiratOr while per!orrilin8 her or his duties.
·
. 11. If the employee finds the fit of the ·respirator unacceptable, the test subject shall
be g;ivi:!.n the opportunity to select a different
resPirator and to be retested·.
12. ·EXercise .regiroeil. Prior to the commencement of the- fit test, the teet subject
shall be given a description of the fit teat
and the test subject's reapons_ibilities during
the test procedure. The description of the
procet:~s sha.~l include a. description of ths test
exercises that the subject will be performing.
The respirator to be tested shall be worn Cor
at lea.st 5 minutes before the sta.rt·ot the fit
test.
13. The fit test ·shall be performed while
the teat subject is we~ring any applicable
safety equipme.rit that may be worn during
actual respirator use which cou.id interfere
with respirator fit. ·
14. Test ·Exercises .. (a.) The following teat
ex.ercise19 are to be performed for all fit testing methods prescribed in this appendix, except far the CNP method. A Separate fit testing exe:rciae regimen is contained in the CNP
protocol.· The test subject eba.ll perform exercises, in the teat environment, in the· following ma.nner:
(1) Normal breath.tng. In a norma.l standing
position, without talking, the subject shall
breathe norma.lly. ·
(2) Deep breathing. In a. normal standing
position, the subject aha.ll breathe slowly
and deeply, taking caution so as not to
hyperventilate.
(3) Turn:ing head aide to aide. Standing in
place, the subject shall slOwly turn his/her:
head from ·side to side between the extreme
_posltions on each side. 'l'he head shall be held
at each extreme·momentarily so the subject
can inhale at each side.
(4) Moving head up and doWn. Standing in
place, the subject shall slowly move hiS/her
head up and down. The subject shall be instructed to inhale in the u.p position (i.e.,
when looking toward the ceiling),
(5) Talking, The subject shall talk out loud
slowly and loud enough so as to be he&rd
clearly by the test conductor. The subject
can read from a prepared text such as the
Rainbow Passage, count backward from 100,
or recite a. memorized poem or song.

.Rainbow Passage
When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the
air, ~ey act l1ke ·a. prism and form· a ra.inbow. The rainbow is a division of white light
into many beautiful colors, These· take the
shape of a. long round &reb, with its path
high above, and its two ends apparently beyond the horizon. There is, according to leg-

end; a- boiling pot of gold at one end. People
look, but no one ever
~en a ma.n
looks for something beY
rea.Ch, his
!ri e_nds sa.y he is looking fo
pot of gold
a.t the end of th-e rainbow.
·
(6) Grimace. Th6 'fest subje'ct sha.ll grimace
by smiling or fro wiring. (This applies onlY to
'QNFT testing; it is not performed foi-·QLFT)
(7) Bendi.ng over. The test· subje'ct shall
bend at the waist as if he/she were to toUch
his/her toea. Josirtng in place.'sha.ll·be s\ib~
stitu.ted for this exercise in those test envi~
ronmenta such a.s shroud type QNFT or
QLFT units that do not Permit bending Over
at the waist.
(8) Normal breathing. Same a:J exercise (1).
(b) Each teat exercise sha.ll be performed
for one m1nute except for the grimace exer~
cise which shall be pi:lrformed far 15 seconds.
The tea~ .subject shall be questioned· by_ the
teat conductor· regarding the c01·n!ort of the
respirator upon completion of the protocol.
l! it baa become unacceptable, another
model of respirator shall be tried. The respirator sha.ll not be a.djusted once the fit t6st
exercises begin .. AnY adjustment votds. ·the
test, and the fit test must be .tepea.ted,

finds·{·

5. Irrtta.nt Smoke (Stannic Chloride)
Protocol
This qualitative flt test UBea a. person's reSlJOnse tp the irritating chemica.ls released
in.the "smoke" produced by a. stannic chloride ventilation smoke tube to detect leak-a.ge into the respirator.
(a) General Requirements and Precautions
(1) The respirator to be tested sha.ll be
equipped With high efficiency particulate air
(liEPA) or PlOO ~eries Cilter(a).
(2) OnlY stannic chloride smoke tubes aha.ll
be used for this protocol.
(S) No torm of test enclosure or hood for
the teat subject shall be used.
(4) The 'Smoke can be irritating to the eyes,
lungs.- all.d na.aa.l pa.ssa.ges. The test conductor sha.ll take precautiOns tu m.in1miZe
the test subject's ex:posure to irritant smoke.
Sensitivity varies, a.nd certain individuals
may respond to a grea.ter degree to irritant
smoke. Care shall be ta.ken when performing
the. sensitivity screening checks that determine Whether the teat subject can detect irritant smoke to use only the minimum
a.mount of smoke- necessary to elicit a response from the test subject .
(5) The fit test sha.ll he performed in 8.II
area. with adequate vent1lat1on to prevent
exposure of the person conducting- the fit
test or the build-up of irritant smoke in tM
general atmosphere.

.to

(b' - 'Usitiyity Screening Check

The

-·

be teste·d must demonstrate

his or
bUit:v ·to detect a weak concentration of the irritant smoke.
(1) The test operator Shall hrea.k hath ends
of a. vent11a.tion snioke tube Contatning
sta.nnlc chloride, a.nd a.tta.ch one end of the
smoke tube to a low flow a.ir pump set to de~
liver 200 milliliters per mii:lute, or a.n aspiratOr squee7.e bulb. The test operator: sh.a.ll
cover·the other end of the smoke-tube with
a. shor.t piece of to. bing to prevent tJ6teri.tia.l
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injury from the. jagged end of the smoke
tube,

do

The test operator shall a.drtse the

test

suhje.ct th'Q.t. the smoke ca.n be irr1ta.ting to
the eyes; lunga, a.nd na.Sa.l pa.sss.ges a.nd in-

struct the subject to keep his/her eyes closecl
while the test is performed.
(3) The test subject ilhall be allowed to
smell a. wea.k concentration of the irritant
smoke before the respirator is donned to beCome fam1lia.r with its irritating properties
a.nd .to determine if he/she c&n detect the ir~
rita.t1ng properties of the smoke. The test
operator shall ca.refu.lly direct a. sma.ll
amount o! the irritant I'UDOke in the test sub~
ject'e direction 'to determine that he/she caJJ.
de~ct

1t.

(c) Irrlta.nt Smoktt Fit Test .Proqedure
(1) The p_erson being Ut tested shall don the
respirator without a.esista.nce, a.nd perform
the required user seal check(s).
(2) The test Subject -shall be 'instructed t.o
keep his/her eyes closed.
(3) The test operator sha.ll · d·irB,ct the
stream ot irrtta.nt smoke !rorn the sm.oke
tube toward the facesea.l area. of the teat subject, using the low flow pump or the squeeze
bulb. The test operator sba.ll begin a.t least 12
inches from the fa.cepiece and move the
smoke stream a.round the whole perimeter of
the mask. The opera. tor sb.a.ll gra.duaJly make
two more pa.saes around the perimeter of the
mask, moving- to·within slx inches of the respira.tor.
· ·
(4) If the _person being tested has not .bad
an involuntary response a.ndlor detected the
irritant smoke, proceed with the test exercises.
{5) The exercises identified in section l.A.
lf, ol. this appendix shall be performed _by the
test subjeot while the-respirator seal is beibg
c9ntinuaJ.ly challenged. by· the smoke. d.irected around the perlmeter of the reswa.tor
at a. distance of six inche::t.
(6) If the peroon being nt tested reports detecting r.b.e irritant smoke a.t any time,. the
te::~t is failed. The person being retestel:l must
repeat the entire sensitivity ch6ck and tit
test vroceduxe.
(7) Each test subject passing the irritant
smoke test without evidence of a respollSe
(involunt.a.ry cough, irrita.tion) -shall be given
& second sensitivtcy screening check, w:fth

so

the smoke.from tbe sa.tne smoke tube used
during the fit test, once the reeplra.tor has
been removed·, to ·determille whether he/she
still reacts to the smoke. Failure to evoke a.
response sha-D vOid- tl:le fi't test.
(B) If a. response is produced during this
second sensJtjvity check, then the ·at test is
pa.ss6d. :

'

APPE~ TO § 1910.134: RESPmATOR
CLEA~ROCEDURES (MANDATORY)

'l'hese procedures are provided for employer use when cleaning respira.torB. They
a.r~ genereJ 1n ne.ture, and the employer a.s
a.n alternative may use the cleaning recommenda.tions prOvided by the

•

•

ma.nu.f~cturer

o( the respil"a.tors used by the.lr employees.
pr()vided such procedures a.re as effeCtive a.s
th()se listed here 1.n Appendix B-2. Equiva.Jent
effectiveness simply meEL.Ds tha.t the procedures used must accomplish the objectives
set forth in Appendix B-2, i.e .. must ensure
th~t.t the respirator is properly cle&ned and
ctiainfected 1n a manner that prevents damage to the respirator a.nd does not cause
ha.tm to the ussr.

I. Procedures tor Cleaning Respirators
A. Remove tiltera, cartridges, or ca.nisters.
Diqa.ssemble fa.oepieces bY removing spea.kin!t dia.phragms, demand a.nd. pressure-de-

m!Uid valve assemblies, hoses, Or any-comPonents recommended by tb..el :ma.nufacturer.
D~ca.rd or repair any defective P~.
n. Wa.ah components in warm (43 ·oc (110 "F]
·ms.ximum) water with a. mild detergent or
with a··cleaner recommended by the manufacturer. A stlff bristle (not wire) brush· ma.y
be used to facilita-te the removaJ. of dirt.
C. Rinse components thoroughly in clean,
warm (43 "C (110 "F] maximum), preferablY
r\l.IJ.ni.ng _water. Drain.
D. When the cleaner used doe.s not _contain
a. <Usinfecting agent, respirator componenta
sh{)uld be immeC"Sed far two. minutes in- o'ne
Of the following:
1, Hypochlorite solution (50 ppm of chlorine) made by adding a.pproxim.ately one milliliter of la.undry bleach to one liter of water
e,.t 43 "C {110 "F)~ or,
2. Aqueous solution of iodine (50 ppm iod:irta) ma.de by adding a.pproxlma.tely-0.8 mil. liUters of tincture of iodine (6-8 grams ammc:mium a.ndlor potB.Ssium iodide/100 cc of
45% alcohol) to one liter. of water at 43 oc
(110 "F); or,
3. Other commercially available cleansers
of eqWvalent disinfectant qua.Iity when used
as directed, if their'- uee is recommended or
a.pJ;!roved bY ·the respirator ma.nufa.ctqrer.
E. Rinse components thoroughly in clea.n,
warm .·(43 "C [110 "Fl ma.ximum), preferably
I"Wlning water. Dra.i.n. The import&nce of
thC>rough rinsing ca.nnot be overemphasized.
Detergents or d.isinfsctante tha.t. dry on
face-pieces may result 1n dermatitis. ID addition, some disinfectELDts rna.y cause deterioration of rnbb"er or corrosion of meta.l parts
if not completely removed ..
II'. Components should be hand-dried with a.
clean lint-free cloth or a1r~dr1ed.
(>'

G. Reassemble facepiece. replacing filterB,
cartridges, a.nd canistere Where necessary ... ,.
H. Test -the respirator to ensure that a.ll
components work properly.

'
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
PPE will conform to MSDS sheets or other recommendations for specific chemicals or
hazardous materials.
Workers will be provided with personal protective clothing and equipment. All personal
protective equipment will be worn properly at all times, including set-up and until final
clearance is established. It will be the duty of the designated competent person
supervisor to select and approve all the required personal protective clothing and
equipment.
Respirators will be selected and used in accordance with manufacturers recommendations
and shall be approved by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health for
use in environments where hazardous materials are present. For air-purifying respirators,
the particulate filter portion of the cartridges or canister approved for use in airborne
asbestos environments shall be Type-H, High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA).

•

It is expected that the combination of engineering controls and work practices will be
sufficient to maintain worker full shift average exposures well below the Permissible
Exposure Limit and hence has selected personal protective equipment to be used by
abatement workers on this job as follows:

a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

•

Disposable, Tyvek type, suits with hoods and booties, taped sealed at wrists and
ankles.
Rubber boots
Half facemask air purifying negative pressure respirators with high efficiency
particulate filters. (Powered air purifying respirators with high efficiency
particulate filters will be available for any worker who prefers to use such in place
ofhalfface mask respirator.)
Eye protection, head protection, hearing projection and hand protection shall be
worn while at the work-site. This includes inside and outside of the hazardous
material work area..
Rubber gloves

•

PERSONAL HYGIENE PRACTICES
All workers shall enter and exit the work area through the decontamination station area.
When exiting the work area the workers shall remove their protective clothing and place
in a suitable disposal container. Workers shall then proceed through the decontamination
area and thoroughly wash their hands al1d face with soap and water.
Worker shall not eat, drink, chew gum oi: tobacco, smoke or apply cosmetics while in the
work area.
Workers shall not remove any part of their protective clothing in the work area.
Workers, at any time, shall be permitted to exit the work area for personal reasons or to
clean their face and respirator. Workers so doing this must exit through the
decontamination station area and follow decontamination procedures .

•

•

•

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS.
Administrative controls area used as a mean to meet the Permissible Exposure Limits
(PEL). The hazardous materials in this project are bound within the matrix of other
materials. It is not anticipated that there will be amounts of containments released to
trigger the need for Administrative Controls.
Typically employee rotation is the means of achieving preventing an employee from
reaching the PEL for any given project. If exposure monitoring shows that the PEL may
be reached workers would be rotated into the work area, as necessary, to prevent
exposure above the PEL.
It the Permissible Exposure Limit would be reached workers would be removed from the
project until such time risks caused be exposure are reduced and that worker is below the
PEL .

•

•

•

EMERGENCY PLAN
FIRE
During the pre-abatement phase of the job, workers must be made aware of the emergency and exiting
procedures. In the case of a fire, decontamination is forgotten in the face of the immediate danger to
life. Fire exits (outside the containment barriers) should be identified, marked, and contingency plans
made for emergency exits an lighting.
Prevention is always the best cure. Listed below are some tips that will decrease the chances of a fire.
~
Make sure that sources of ignition- pilot lights, equipment than makes sparks etc. are removed or
secured.
~
Fuel sources, such as gas or propane lines, should be shut down and secured.
~
Locate hot spots and potential fire hazards within the containment area, correct aod make
arrangements for periodic iospection.
~
Do not allow matches or lighters inside the contaioment area. Prohibitions against smoking inside
the containment area will be strictly enforced.
~
When using cutting torches, open flames or equipment that will emit sparks, a worker designated
as the frre watch should be standing by with frre extinguisher equipment. (Do not use Carbon
Dioxide extinguisher in a confmed or enclosed space.)
~
When cutting into a wall make sure that you know what is in the wall and what is behiod it.
~
Maintain fire extioguisher throughout the work area.
~
Clearly mark emergency exits. Post directional signs if necessary and provide emergency lighting.
~
Maintain a command post outside the contaioment area with a telephone (post emergency
numbers) to call for fire or emergency equipment. The command post should also have a frre
alarm (a compressed air hom works well) that cao be plainly heard ioside the contaioment area.

•

Unless it is immediately apparent that the fire can be stopped with available extinguisher, the
workers shall evacuate the area immediately (without decontamination). At no time should a worker
stay behind if ordered out of the containment are. IF IN DOUBT- GET OUT.
After the containment area is evacuated, all workers shall meet at the company trailer or vehicle outside of
the building. Tearn leaders must account for each person in their team and report to the job supervisor. If a
worker is unaccounted for rescue shonld not be attempted by the workers individually. Supervisory
personnel must make snap decisions. If the arrival of qualified frre-fighting personnel is inrrninent,
prudence would dictate that they will have the proper equipment and experience to safely attempt the
rescue. Disposable clothiog is flammable or cao melt. The plastic contaioment barriers will emit a toxic
gas when burned. The fire will pick up speed and spread faster the longer it burns and abatement workers
do not have the experience or equipment necessary for rescue without possibly becoming another victim.
The contaioment barrier covering a fire exit must be plainly labeled aod a razor knife attached to the plastic.
Exit lightiog, io case of power failure during, should be operational and checked daily. In case of a fire in
the containment area workers would be able to cut through the plastic and escape through the emergency
exit. After the fire is out, the workers can worry about the asbestos again. The workers should also be
aware that smoke kill more people than frre. While the respirators might filter some of the smoke, it is not a
oxygen mask. If there is a frre, the best air will be next to the floor.
ACCIDENTS AND EVACUATION
In case of an accident the first priority is the treatment of the injured party. Others in the containment area
should render assistance within their training and abilities. Emergency services an local clinics and other
medical personnel are available for first response care. These first response personoel have the ability and
authority to order further evacuation, if needed, to intensive>are units .

•

I

•

All workers who are injured in the containment area should be evacuated by other workers, if possible. In
some cases the injury may be such that a higher level of care may be needed to properly treat the injured
person. In this case the responding parties should follow the following procedures.
I.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

•

Don protective clothing provided by the contractor and your own portable self-contained breathing
apparatus. If it is felt necessary you may don your turn out gear in place of our protective clothing.
In many cases our protective clothing may work over your turnout gear.
Enter the containment area through the personnel decontamination station. You will be guided
through this area by workers on the site.
Treat the injured party as necessary to reverse life threatening conditions or ready the injured party
for transportation.
If the injured party must be evacuated by stretcher, or other means where the injured party cannot
be moved by his own power, attempt to remove through the personnel decontamination station.
The injured person need not be decontaminated and the emergency personnel need not
decontaminate. If the emergency requires evacuation through other areas this is to be done. The
care of the injured is the first consideration.
Once the injured person is outside of the containment area his contaminated clothing should, if
possible, be removed down to bare skin. Also emergency personnel should remove their
protective clothing or turn out gear at this time and leave with the abatement workers at the scene.
This includes self-contained breathing apparatus.
The injured party can now be transported to the clinic with a minimum of exposure danger to all
other parties.

Any cloths or towels used for the treatment of this patient should be bagged in plastic bags, sealed and
taped and disposed of as hazardous waste according to the facilities plan. These cloths or towels shall not
be burned or incinerated. After the patient has been wiped clean treatment can proceed under normal
conditions for the facility .
HEAT RELATED INJURY
Heat Stress & Dehydration
Heat stress and dehydration are two major dangers for all abatement workers. The asbestos abatement work
requires that workers wear full-body disposable clothing and respirators. These are not comfortable under
the best of conditions, but when combined with a hot boiler room and hard labor can become extremely hot.
It is important that each worker become acclimated tot he environment of the containment area gradually.
Pushing too hard is the surest way to develop heat exhaustion or heat stroke. The workers should police
themselves and ensure that they drink adequate quantities of water to replace body fluids lost on the job.
Heat Exhaustion
Causes: High air temperature, high humidity, low air movement, hard work, not enough breaks,
insufficient fluids intake, full body clothing, workers to acclimated to heat.
Symptoms: Fatigue, weakness, profuse sweating, pale calmly skin, headache, cramps, voruiting, dizziness,
fainting.

.

.

Treatment: Remove the worker from the hot area, lay them down and raise the feet, apply cool wet cloths,
loosen or remove clothing, allow small sips of water if victim is conscious and not vomiting.

Prevention: Frequent breaks, increased fluid intake, acclimatization to work area environment.

•

Heat Stroke
Causes: High air temperature, high humidity, low air movement, hard work, not enough breaks,
insufficient fluid intake, full body clothing, workers not acclimated to heat.
SyMptoms: Dizziness, nausea, sever headache, hot dry skin, confusiofl; collc~.pse, delirium, coma, death.
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Treatment: Medical emergency, remove worker from hot area, remove clothing, lay them down and cool
the body.
Dehydration is another problem associated with asbestos abatement work. It is caused by the insufficient
fluid intake, coupled with the hot, sweaty work. Workers can guard against dehydration by drinking plenty
of water every time they come out of the containment area. Each worker should also keep track of the
number of times that they urinate during the day. They should urinate at least twice in a day, less than that
means that they are not taking in enough liquid. Alcohol does not count and can actually contribute to
dehydration.

TOXIC ATMOSPHERE
Toxic atmospheres are to be treated like fire. Get out immediately. The standard HEPA filter will not
prevent the worker from breathing in toxic fumes.
lftoxic fumes should penetrate the containment area leave the area immediately. Do not stop to
decontaminate. Get to fresh clean air and lhen to lhe Contractor's designated area to account for all

workers.
If any worker should be overcome by lhe fumes get lhem to fresh air and call for emergency medical help.
Do not re-enter the containment area until it has been cleared of all toxic fumes and certified for entry by
the Contracting Officer.

•

POWER FAILURE
In the event of power failure all work will cease until power is restored. Power may be restored by an
auxiliary power uni~ if available. lfthe auxiliary unit will not provide sufficient power to run the required
number ofnegative air machines and other required equipment work will not restart until full power is
restored and all negative air units are brought back on line. It must also be remembered that many other
required pieces of equipment are run of electricity and these must also be in operation.
All equipment will be tested and the containment area integrity tested before work is restarted. Air testing
will be done outside the containment area to ensure that fibers were not leaked outside containment during
the power outage.

DECONTAMINATION OR WORK AREA ISOLATION
Where required by the type of abatement procedures decontamination stations will be provided. In all cases
access between any two rooms within the decontamination unit shall be through a plastic sheeting curtained
doorways. Separate personnel and equipment decontamination fucilities shall be provided. Emergency
exits shall be provided from the work area. The personnel decontamination area is the only official

entrance and exit, except for emergencies, from.the work area.
For hazardous materials control areas openings will be sealed where the release of airborne containments is
expected. The hazardous materials control area will be established with the used of curtains, portable
partitions, or other ~ystems in order to prevent the escape of contaminants from the CO(ltaminated hazardous
materials control area. All penetrations of the floor, walls, and ceiling shall be sealed with 6-mil
polyethylene plastic an duct tape.

CONTAINMENT AREA BREACHES

•

Major Breaches of Containment Barrier: In the event of a major breach of the containment area all work
will cease and repairs will be made to the breach, by the Contractor. Air sampling, by the Contractor, will
immediately begin in the areas adjacent to the breach. All non-hazardous materials workers will be
evacuated from the area until such time it is determined by the Contracting Officer that the Contractor has
cleaned the area;- repairs have been made, and there are no contaminants in the air outside of the
containment area. Written notification by the Contracting Officer will be required for resumption of work,
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both inside and outside of the containment area where the breach occurred. Other trades will be made
aware of the containment activities and cautioned of the consequences of a breach of the area .

DETECTION OF UNSUSPECTED AffiBORNE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CONTAMINATION
If unsuspected containments are detected outside of the work area, in excess of ambient, all work will stop
immediately and the source of the contaminant will be determined. All workers outside of the work area
will be evacuated from the area and the area secured until such time the source is found and corrected and
the contaminant concentrations are determined to be ambient or less and written permission, by the

Contracting Officer, is given to re-enter the area.
HANDLING OF PCB OR LEAD PAINT DEBRIS SPILLS

During the loading, unloading, or transportation of contaminant-containing waste, a 11 Spill 11 can occur. This
contingency is the reason that all workers handling the waste are required to wear respiratory protection and
disposable clothing, and the reason that all waste is to be kept wet until the disposal container is sealed.

ISOLATION & EVACUATION OF THE AREA
If au contarainaut container ruptures the first action is to isolate the area. This should be done by placing
barrier tape around the area, covering the spill, and if the spill is liquid prevent the spill from spreading
across the floor surface. The materials which would be in the spill, lead paint, paint remover or PCB debris,
are not a immediate hazard to life and health for this project.

•

All nonessential personnel should be evacuated from the area immediately. Project management should be
notified of the spill so that monitoring can be performed. Workers should gather necessary equipment to
clean up the spill and, if necessary, respiratory protection upgraded to meet contamination levels. (If the
contaminated waste was kept wet until sealed in the container, dust levels will be very low.) If possible, a
HEPA-fllter equipped negative air machine may be put into operation near the spill area to help capture any
possible dust which may enter the air.

DECONTAMINATION OF PERSONNEL EXPOSED
Any person rtot protected by disposable clothing and respirators should proceed to the personnel
decontamination station, remove all clothing and shower completely. The contaminated clothing can be
taken to au approved laundry inside a plastic bag with asbestos warning labeling affixed. The person
exposed can be given clean disposable clothing to wear until hisiher clothing is properly cleaned.
The person exposed must be made aware of the exposure, the amount of the exposure, and should be
offered a physical examination to document hisiher current health status.

In the case of personnel equipped with the proper personal protective equipment, immediate
decontamination is unnecessary. The contamination spill should be cleaned up immediately using all
necessary tools. If respirator protection can be immediately determined then appropriate respirators should
be used.
SELECTION OF PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
In no case should the delay of the spill cleanup be delayed while selecting respirators. Workers cleaning up
a contarainaut spill will be reqcired to wear respiratory protection. If the duration of the spill allo:.Vs
respirators adequate to reduce exposure levels within the 8 hour time weighted average and ceiling limits set
forth in the regulations the appropriate respirator should be used. The respirator used during the clean up
operation must fit the conditions present in the spill area. The selection of the respirator must be in
accordance with US OSHA Regulation and Alaska OSH regulations.

•

Other personal protective equipment will include, but not be limited to:
Disposable coveralls, boot cover, hoods
Hearing Protection.
Gloves
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Hard hats
Eye Protection

TOOL SELECTION
To perform clean up operations the proper tools and equipment must be utilized for a safe and efficient job.
It is also important to be familiar with cutting techniques. Always cut away from you, so if it slips, it goes
away from the body. The tools could include, but are not limited to:
HEPA-filter equipped vacuums
HEPA-filter equipped negative air equipment
Personal protective equipment (see above section)
Encapsulant and low pressure spray equipment
Sponges, mops, buckets

CLEAN UP & DISPOSAL
If the surface permits, a bag can be sealed in place around the spill area. It is a simple process for the
worker to further wet the hazardous materials with an encapsulant in a spray bottle and place it into the
bottom of the bag. A HEPA-filter equipped vacuum can be inserted in the port on the glove bag until all
visible debris has been picked up the surface should be sprayed liberally with an encapsulant. The REP Afilter equipped vacuum is used to collapse the bag.

•

•

If a bag cannot be sealed around the area of the spill, the plastic covering should be lifted at one corner and
an encapsulant spray wand inserted to soak the material. After complete saturation is achieved, the debris
can be picked up using shovels, dustpans or other suitable tools, If possible, the intake from a HEPA-filter
equipped negative air machine should be placed as close to the spill as possible to catch any dust that might
become airbome. The satur?.ted debri• i• double-bagged in dis?osa\ bag•, sealed, and ready for di•JlOsal at
an approved site .

AIR MONITORING
If a spill occurs it is crucial that environmental air monitoring be performed to determine how much, if any,
contamination occurred. It is also necessary that any person exposed to the debris be notified if the
exposure was in excess of OSHA limits. The air monitoring should be performed as soon as possible after
the spill, during clean up of the spill, and again after final clean up .
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SITE HOUSEKEEPING PROCEDURES
All waste and debris from the demolition of the concrete floor shall be continually picked
up and removed to the storage containers. Waste materials will not be left in the area,
unpackaged, over night.
Tools and equipment shall be kept off of the floor when not in use.
Cords, hoses and other lines shall be kept off of the floor where practical.
Water from the cutting process shall be continuously vacuumed up and placed in drums
until filtered. All water shall be kept off of the floor during the abatement process .

•

•

•

ENGINEERING CONTROLS AND EQUIPMENT
The floor surface will be kept misted (wet) during the removal process. HEPA filtered
vacuums will be used for and dust or debris pick up. The work are will be continuously
cleaned and debris from the cutting and breaking of the concrete will be picked up on a
continuous basis.
HEPA filtered exhaust machines will be used, as necessary, to reduce any dust in the air.
Care must be taken to keep water off of the equipment and machinery in the work area.
The mechanical room will be active during the removal of the cement and PCB/Lead
paint removal.
-

•

•

•

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE
All employees will have been tested for blood lead levels within six months before the
start of the project.
All employees will have a medical clearance for the use of respirators and received a
complete medical examination within the last 12 months .

•

•

•

MEDICAL REMOVAL PROTECTION
Workers will be continuously monitored during the work. This monitoring will be the
daily air monitoring previously referenced in the various plans for this project. If any
workers are exposed at or above the PEL they will be removed and have appropriate
further testing done. If further testing shows that blood lead levels or PCB exposures are ·
above the allowable limits the worker will be removed from the project and assigned
work in an area where there will be no exposure to lead .

•

•

•

EMPLOYEE TRAINING
All workers on the project shall have received hazard communication training for lead
and PCB contaminants. This training shall be conducted by a certified industrial
hygienist.
Further all workers required to wear respirators shall receive respirator training. All
training shall be current (in the last 12 months) for this project. This training shall not
expire during the project.

•

•

•

SIGNAGE
The work area shall be demarcated using a combination of polyethylene barriers, warning
and caution tape and signs, as appropriate. All signs will meet the requirements for
TSCA and RCRA and other applicable regulations. Warning signs shall be placed at such
places where the people will have a reasonable opportunity to avoid the work area. Such
locations would be the entrance to the work area Entrances to the floor level of the
mechanical room and the areas outside of the building where storage containers may be
placed. Signs and barriers outside of the building should be at least 10 feet from the
storage containers .

•

•
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DECONTAMINATION OF EQUIPMENT AND AREAS
All equipment will be decontaminated by wiping down with a detergent and water. After
decontamination equipment will be passed out of the work area. Equipment which
cannot be decontaminated will be wrapped in polyethylene and sealed before being wiped
down and passed out of the work area.
All items remaining in the work area will be wiped down with clean damp cloths. All
visible dust will be removed from the work area. Finished floors, the floor material under
the topping slab, will be washed with pressure water. The waste water will be filtered, as
described in the work plan, before being discharged into the drain system. The waste
water will contain the same waste stream as the water generated during the cutting of the
topping slab. New waste streams will not be created.

•

•
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RECORD KEEPING
Daily logs will be kept by the competent person/job foreman. These logs will document
the work done each day, workers on site, visitors and any extraordinary events for the
day.
Air monitoring records will be kept by the contractor.
All records, required by the specifications, will be submitted to the Owner weekly .

•
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Certification of Pit rfestino
")h6estos '}?§mova[ Specia[ists cif)tfask_a is pfeasetf to certifY tfzat

Jolin )f6rams
fzas participatedin
Quafitative Irritant Pume Protoco[ Pit 'Test
'Testing )Igent: Sensidjne qastec Smofis
'l?§spirator Vserf: Large fza[jface )Iir-PurifyiTlfJ ~spirator
'Jrfoc[e[; Jfortfz )Ipprova{ #024-00-02

-

in accorcfance witfz
'TSC)l 'Iit{e II, Part 763, Su6part P, )Ippencfi:{C of40 CPrJ?.,.antf
State cif)I[askfz.)tc£ministrative Cocfe 8 JI.)IC 61.600
'IFzis certificate e:r:pires on)1.pri[26, 2001
Jpri[ 26. 2006
'Test IJJate
.· . )Is6estos !J?!mova[Specia[ists of)Ifas{a, Inc.
3049 I]) avis !J?_oacf
Pair6ank.§,.Jifasksz 99709
(907) 451-8550
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Certification of Fit Testing
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska is pleased to certify that

Barry W Bodle
has participated in
Qualitative Irritant Fume Protocol Fit Test
Testing Agent: Sensidyne Gastec Smoke
Respirator Used:· Medium% Face Dual Cartridge Air-Purifying Respirator
Model: #7700 Approval: #TC-21C-152
in accordance with
TSCA Title II, Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C of 40 CFR, and
State of Alaska Administrative Code 8 AAC 61.600
June 24, 2006
Test Date

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907) 451-8550
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Certification of Fit Testing
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska is pleased to certify that

Christopher J Bodle
has participated in
Qualitative Irritant Fume Protocol Fit Test
Testing Agent: Sensidyne Gastec Smoke
Respirator Used: Large % Face Dual Cartridge Air-Purifying Respirator
Model: #7700 Approval: #TC-21C-152
in accordance with
TSCA Title II, Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C of 40 CFR, and
State of Alaska Administrative Code 8 AAC 61.600
May 19,2006
/

:John Abrams- Test Conductor

Test Date

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907) 451-8550

Certification of Pit Testing
)'<s6e.rtos 1?,Jmova{Speciafists ofY,fas{a is pf.easea to certify t!iat .

}fmor(J)iego
fias partietpateain
Q_ua{itative Irritant Pume Protoco[ Pit 'Test
'Testing Jlgent: Sensitfyne c;astec Smo~
.. 1?.Jspirator Vsetf: 'Medium !iaifface )'<ir-Purifying 1?,Jspirator
'Mode[ 'North Jlpprova[ #024-00-02
in accoraance wit!i
'ISC)'< 'Iitf.e II, Part 763, Su6part 'E, J'<ppentfix:. Cof 40 C'F.R., anti ·
State ofY,fas{a ;Aaministrative Calk 8 )'<;AC 61.600
'Iliis certificate expires on)'<pri[26, 2007
;Ipri{26, 2006
'Test !])ate
· J/_s6estos <R.!mOT!a{Specia{ists oj)lfas{a, Inc.
3o49 ([)avis <l(paa
Pair6ank,§, )'<fas{a 99 709
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Certification of Fit Testing
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska is pleased to certify that

Larry Gilbert
has participated in
Qualitative Irritant Fume Protocol Fit Test
Testing Agent Sensidyne Gastec Smoke
Respirator Used: Medium% Face Dual Cartridge Air-Purifying Respirator
Model: #7700 Approval: #TC-21C-152
in accordance with
TSCA Title II, Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C of 40 CFR, and
State of Alaska Administrative Code 8 AAC 61.600
July 18, 2006
Test Date

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907) 451-8550
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Certification of Fit Testing
Asbestos Removal Specialists ofAiaska is pleased to certify that

Jon Gustafson
has participated in
Qualitative Irritant Fume Protocol Fit Test
Testing Agent: Sensidyne Gastec Smoke
Respirator Used: Large % Face Dual Cartridge Air-Purifying Respirator
Model: #7700 Approval: #TC-21C-152
in accordance with
TSCATitle II, Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C of 40 CFR, and
State of Alaska Administrative Code 8 AAC 61.600

~JY~

July 18. 2006
Test Date

• John Abrams • Test Conductor

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907) 451-8550
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Certification of Fit Testing
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska is pleased to certify that

John J Middleton
has participated in
Qualitative Irritant Fume Protocol Fit Test
Testing Agent: Sensidyne Gastec Smoke
Respirator Used: Large Y:! Face Dual Cartridge Air-Purifying Respirator
Model: #7700 Approval: #TC-21C-152
in accordance with
TSCA Title II, Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C of 40 CFR, and
State of Alaska Administrative Code 8 AAC 61.600
July 18, 2006
Test Date

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907) 451-8550
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Certification of Fit Testing
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska is pleased to certify that

Josiah J Thurneau
has participated in
Qualitative Irritant Fume Protocol Fit Test
Testing Agent: Sensidyne Gastec Smoke
Respirator Used: Medium %Face Dual Cartridge Air-Purifying Respirator
Model: #7700 Approval: #TC-21C-152
in accordance with
TSCA Title II, Part 763, Subpart E, Appendix C of 40 CFR, and
State of Alaska Administrative Code 8 AAC 61.600
June 30, 2006
Test Date

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709
(907) 451-8550

Certification of Pit (resting
As6estos <J?,fmovafSpeci4E.sts ofAfas{a is pkasetf to certify tfiat

f£rin J o/incent
lias participate£in
Q!Jafitat1'rle Irritant 'Fume IJ'rotoco{ Pit 'Test
'TestilliJ Agent: SensUfyne l}astec SmoR.!
<R.fspirator Vsed: 7riedium fiafjface Air-PurifyilliJ <R.fspirator
7riocfef: :Nortfi Approvaf: #024-00-02
in accordance with
'ISCJI 'Iitfe II, Part 763, Su6part 'E, Append~ C of 40 CP!J?.. and
State ofJf_fasig)Uministrative Coae 8j{j{C 61.600
'IIiis certificate qpires on Aprif26, 2007
Jlpn[ 26, 2006

'Test ([)ate
As6estos <J?,fmovafSpeciafists ofAfas{a, Inc.
3049 ([)avis <R,pad
Pair6ankj, Afasli,sz 99709
(907)451-8550

Alaska Occupational Health
1919 Lathrop St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
456-2825 fax 451-07 42 www.akochelath.com

OR\G\NAL

Medical Evaluation Clearance
Date:

~ -I tJ ~

Employee:

--<'J

t'vf.P

Company: /4;;·~'".....,._
/-{,

(fqfU+..t.1k

SSN:

?y:ec:,..tL-.J3--

k.:--J-'r(VM

53/- 3& -7<-t,~

The above named employee was seen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
specific industry standards/recommendations. Based on these findings the employee is:

/_
"Vc!ear¢ for use of the following RESPIRATOR subject to fit testing:
Mll 0 dust mask 0 1/2 face 0 full face 0 supplied air 0 air purifying 0 SCBA

~eared for us~ PROTECTIVE CLOTHING without restriction.
o-4eared for work with ASBESTOS inducting using a respirator assuming all applicable .safety
precautions are taken. They have received material' explaining the risks of asbestos and have
· been reminded of the increased risk of lung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure and smoking.

•

0 in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has rio medical findings .

•

0 cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
0 able to meet the PRE-EMPLOYEMENT requirements you have set forth.

0 cleared for FIREFIGHTER duties in accordance with the NFPA Standards including approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or underwater worker activities.
0 cleared for CDL!ICC work.
0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE duties.

OOTHER:
0 The employees EXIT EXAM bas been accomplished
oidditional Comments or restrictions:

Ie-~ /-e».U hfflitvJ

.
C.'(~- -~ ~-~ ~

•

The results of the evaluation were explained to the employee at the tl.me of the exam A copy of
this clearance letter has been given to the emp ee to meet regulations .

.~

Elizabe

A. Kohnen, MD, MPH, DavidS. ~uman, MD, MRO,

Jeanne

arkG~~P~~P~c0

f\.~

•

~
.....

~

Alaska Occupational Health
1919 Lathrop St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
456-2825 fax 451-0742 www.akochelath.com

Medical Evaluation Clearance

(o· (p

Date

Crt ( ( (;

Employee:

~VY y\

.

I

.

B

Company:

o& /..e...--

A""> he..'7 k '2 ~

SSN: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The above named employee was seen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
specific industry standards/recommendations. Based on these findings the employee is:
Oil ear¢ for use of .the following RESPIRATOR subject to fit testing:
lld1i.11 0 dust mask 0 112 face 0 full face 0 supplied air 0 air purifying 0 SCBA

IO~ed for use PROTECTIVE CLOTHING without restriction.

@~d for work with ASBESTOS including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety

precautions are taken. They have received material explaining the risks of asbestos and have
been reminded of the increased risk of lung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure and smoking.

•

0 in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medical findings .
0 cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
0 able to meet the PRE-EMPLOYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
0 cleared for FIREFIGIDER duties in accordance with the NFPA Standards including approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or underwater worker activities.
0 cleared for CDUICC work.
0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE duties.

~~R-1~
~~- ~41"1 Gczj- C'!--!L (j ~ ~"'--'1 . ··
0 The employees EXIT EXAM has been accorilf'l.ished
0 Additional Comments or restrictions:

•
Jeanne Chapman, PA-C, Libby Silbe~ing, PA-C

•

~~

IIi

-

AlaSka Occupational Health
1919 Lathfbp St., #203, Fairbanks, Ak 99701
456-2825 fax 451-07 42 www.akochelath.com

.

MedJcal Evaluation Clearance

()~1~

D"'<
Employee:J'C

= _;:s,
.

Compmy

A~A

'bos.\t-sSN: f{\~ ~1~- 613-b

The above named employee was §ilen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and!or
specific industry standardslrecorrlfilendations. Based on these findings the employee is:
B"C!earpdfor use of the followiftg RESPIRATOR subject to fi~ testing:
B'All 0 dust mask 0 1!::! face 0 full face 0 supphed air 0

.
aiT

. ..
purifymg 0 SCBA

~ed for use PROTEC'TrYE CLOTHING without restriction.
~ed for work with ASBB§TOS including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety
precautions are taken. They have received material explaining the risks of asbestos and have
been reminded of the increwed risk of lung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure and smoking.

•

0 in compliance with BENZEN'E surveillance and has no medical findings .
0 cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
0 able to meet tlfe PRE-EMPLtlYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
0 cleared for FIREFIGHTER dlities in accordance with the NFPA Standards inclUding approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or underWater worker activities.
0 cleared for CDUICC work.
0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE duties.

~HER; j<!.Af){ I~ d~

s/17{o&

0 The employees EXIT EXAM has been accomplished.
13.MCctditional Comments orrestrlctions:

tt;/ VJ(ou, l~ I~ p.~u<QJ{

•

-cr-.

The results of the evaluation were explained to the employee at the time of the exam. A copy of
this clearance letter has been givetl to the employee to · eet regulations.
~

Jeanne Chapman, PA-C, Libby Silberling,

PA-C~-~

•

AI4Ska Occupational Health
1919 Latfifbp St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
' 451-0742 www"akochelath"com
fax

456-2825

Medical Evaluation Clearance
Date:

Lt I}I Cj I0 (o

Employe<":

-A (YL ().(

[)~g-'2,0

The above named employee was seen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
spt"Cific industry standards/recorr!fiiendations. Based on these findings the employee is:

~earesl-for use of the followirt.g RESPIRATOR subject to f1t testing:
Cli-A11

0 dust mask

0

i/2 face

0 full face

0 supplied air

·.
0 air purifying 0 SCBA

~ared for use PROTECTIVE CLOTI!ING ~ithout restriction.

~ared for work with ASBESTOS including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety

precautions are taken. They liilve received material explaining the risks of asbestos and have
been reminded of the increased risk of lung car1cer attributed to asbestos expostire and smoking.

•

0 in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medical findings .
0 cleared for HAZARDOUS .MATERIAL work.
0 able to meet the PRE-EMPLUYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
0 cleared for FIREFIGIITER allties in accordance with the NFPA Standards inciuding approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or under\Hter worker activities.

0 cleared for CDUICC work.
0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE duties.

~THER: .f.J ~~

Cj._((_____ -

h..~

0 The employees EXIT EXAM: has been accomplished.

CS!1\d~w c\~ :r~~-A::t)
~.\wd-~~
:

•

.

.

The results of the evaluation were hplained to the employee at the time of the exam. A copy of
this clearance letter has been given to the employee to meet
ulations.
'

['rY-tU
Elizabeth Kohn n MD, MPH, David Graumiln·.

D, Jeanne Chapman, PA-C, libby Silberling, PA-C

•

~

-~

Alij§ka Occupational Health
1919 Lathfop St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
456-2825 fax 451-0742 www.akochelath.com

Medical Evaluation Clearance

Date: _ _ _7"")"-f-=(S+/0::..._,lp"-'·--=;=-----·Company:
Employee:

LdvJ<i Co/ kv--1-

fu~JJ ~

SSN:

'CiAV\

~

'SJV\ V)c....e...-d

The above named employee was §een for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
specific industry standards/reconiliiendations. Based on these findings the employee is;
[ear;£for use of the followlilj; RESPIRATOR subject to fit testing:
crAll 0 dust mask 0 112 face 0 full face 0 supplied air 0 air purifying 0 SCBA

~ared for use PROTECTIVE CLOTHING without restriction.
~ared for work with ASBEfnos including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety
precautions are taken. They li.tve received material explaining the risks of asbestos and have
been reminded of the increased risk oflung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure and smoking.

•

0 in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medical findings .
0 cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
0 able to meet the PRB-EMPLtJYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
0 cleared for FIREFIGHTER ihities in accordance with the NFPA Standards including approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or underwater worker activities.
0 cleared for CDL/ICC work.
0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE tluties.

si5iiiBR:

!~

t-est

~~ ~

0 The employees EXIT EXAM has been accomplished.

~ditional Comments or restfictions:
~

•

fe'7'1- ve ~<!.; ~

~

\NM~

The results of the evaluation were explained to the employee at the time of the exani. A copy of
this clearance letter has been given to the employee to meet regulations .
'

•

Alaska Occupational Health
1919 Latflfop St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
456-2825 fax 451-0742 \NWW.akochelath.com.

Medical Evaluation Clearance
Date:
Employee:

'":>J?:¥ ~ "
___
Jn rJ 6 o..JI·¥J~S otJ

Company:

~

QR1Gj NAL

SSN: _ _ _ _ _ _~--

The above named employee was seen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
specific industry standards/reconiftl.endations. Based on these findings the employee is:
/

·13clear_.Ed for use of the followitlg RESPIRATOR subject to fit testing:
id'All

0 dust mask

0 iil. face 0 full face

0 supplied air

.
0 air purifying 0 SCBA

(!(cleared for use PROTECTrY~ CLOTHING without restriction.

~~ed for work with ASBESTOS including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety
precautions are taken. They liiive received material explaining the risks of asbeSto's and have
been reminded of the increa.Seil risk of lung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure ·and smoking.

•

0 in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medical findings .
0 cleared for HAZARDOUS NiATERIAL work.
0 able to meet the PRE-EMPLGlYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
0 cleared for FIREFIGHTER duties in accordance with the NFPA Standards including approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or underWilter worker activities.

~eared for CDU!CC work._ .--~

/

if- ~

0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE dunes. ·
0 OTHER:

l.u--/__luJ..tJ·r·v
/}7/A £11 ..__;

.

0 The employees EXIT EXAM has been accom lished.
0 Additional Comments or restfictions:

•

The results of the evaluation wert explained to the employee at the time of the exam. A copy of ·
this clearance letter has been givefi to the employee to meet regu tions.

·_______

__Cf~~lbJO~;;v

Kohnen, MD, MPH, David GrauUn; MD, Jeanne Chapman, PA-C, Libby Silberling, PA-C

Sent By; DGRAUMAN EKOHNEN;

Jun-1

9074510742;

-06

2:37PM;
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Alaska OccuPational Health ,
1919 Lathrop St., #203. Fairbanks. AK 9~701
456-2625 fax 451-0742 www.akochela1\h.com

''

OR\G\NAL

Medical Evaluation Clearance:

/;3/o ~

Dare:

'{

Employce-:'t.I. h a

J ·(Yitr:fdiefun

Compally;

SSN:

As £i_a.<~ tp.c;

/(af"!6Ut:<l Spt!c

~A k

('?0 I- ;30 - /•S.Su

The above lllllned employee was seen for a medical cvilluatio~ in cuniptianct:- with OSHA and/or
Spteific industry standards/recommendations. Based on these findin* the employee is:
0 cleared for use of the following RF.SPIRATOR subject to fit rcstiiip,;! '
U All U dust mask U 112 face U full face U supplie<i air ;o airpmifyiug
0 cl~d for use PROTECTIVE CLOTHING without restl'irtion.

a SCBA

;

~cared tor work with ASBESTOS including using a respirator a•suining all applicable safety

pr~utions ate take.n. They have rece.ived tllatcrlal explaining the ri~ks of asbestos au<l have
been reminded of the lttcrcast:J risk of lung cancer attributtXI tu asbe~tus exposure and smoking.

•

0 ill compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medlcal ftnd!ng< .

a cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
CJ able 10 meet tb" l'RE-EMPLOYEMENr rt<quiremenls you hav" set fonh.
0 cleared For FIREFIGHTER duties irl nccorda~c~: with the NR'A Stmiililrds includin~ approvul fur

alllypt:s of respir«turs.
0 cleared for DIVER or 1mdcrwatcr worker aclivilics. · ·

wc(~n;d for CDiflCC work.'-' -IJ0-- f tf'0 cleared for ANfMA 1. CA"RE duties.

a OTHER:
·0 The em-ployees liXIT £XA M has been accomplished.
ll Additional Comments or restrictions:

•

The results of the evnluation were explained to the employee at the tiJP,e of the exam. J\cdpyof
this clearance letter has been give11 to the employee to mcclrcg·uJatiods.
'"'·

~;;~~£~:-.!~,.~.-..1 .., m~~

•

Alaska Occupational Health
1919 Lathrop St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
456-2825 fax451-0742 www.akochelath.com

.....

Medical Evaluation Clearance
1~

Date:

U5} d h

. Employee:do?;ite.L,

Company:

~

{Lf!_.S /}

SSN: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:--

The above named employee was seen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
specific industry standards/recommendations. Based on these findings the employee is:
D cleared for use of the following RESPIRATOR subject to fit testing:
D All D dust mask D 1/2 face D full face D supplied air D air purifying D SCBA
D cleared for use PROTECriVE CLOTHING without restriction.
'=cleared for work with ASBESTOS including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety
precautions are taken. They have received material explaining the risks of asbestos and have
been reminded of the increased risk of lung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure and smoking.

•

D in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medical fmdings .
D cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
D able to meet the PRE-EMPLOYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
D cleared for FIREFIGHTER duties in accordance with the NFPA Standards including approval for
all types of respirators.
D cleared for DIVER or underwater worker activities.

y

cleared for CDUICC work.

· D cleared for ANIMAL CARE duties.
DOTHER:
D The employees EXIT EXAM has been accomplished.

•

· The results of the evaluation were explamed to the employee at the time of the exam. A copy of
this clearance letter has been given tO the employee to meet regulations.
17A _ .1

V/

9i&sJAM=t~-~~~ .
~th Kohne~. MD, MPH,

David Grauman, MD, Jeanne Chapman, PA-C, Libby Silberling, PA-C

OR\GlNAL

Jeu A}

/do.~
.
~saw-_Q_;.

~~~g?f'~r.
~o
.l~0\~,Z~l!J)

• ~

Alaska Occupational Health
1919 Lathrop St., #203, Fairbanks, AK 99701
www.akochelath.com
456-2825 fax 451-0742

....

Medical Evaluation Clearance

4

Date: _ _ _4/--'u::..t-(-=-.o....:::(p,___--='.=------Company: _
Employee: <{3,v·t V\

V\\1 ~

ORIGINAL

_:_ft1L-'-'--~~'-----

SSN: _ _ _ _ _ _ _~--

The above named employee was seen for a medical evaluation in compliance with OSHA and/or
specific industry standards/reconiffiendations. Based on these findings the employee is:
0 cleared for use of the followillg RESPIRATOR subject to fit testing:
0 All 0 dust mask 0 1/l face 0 full face· 0 supplied air 0 air purifying 0 SCBA
0 cl/ed for use PROTECTIV~ CLOTHING without restriction.

~eared for work with ASB§TOS including using a respirator assuming all applicable safety
precautions are taken. They lli!ve received material explaining the risks of asbestos and have
been reminded of the increa3€d risk of lung cancer attributed to asbestos exposure and smoking.
0 in compliance with BENZENE surveillance and has no medical findings.
•

0 cleared for HAZARDOUS MATERIAL work.
0 able to meet the PRE-EMPLGYEMENT requirements you have set forth.
0 cleared for FIREFIGHTER duties in accordance with the NFPA Standards inc! tiding approval for
all types of respirators.
0 cleared for DIVER or underWater worker activities.

~ed for CDUICC work.
0 cleared for ANIMAL CARE duties.

0 The employees EXIT EXAM has been accomplished.

•

The results of the evaluation were explained to the employee at the-time of the exam. A copy of
this clearance letter has been givilll to the employee to meet regulations .

•

PROCEDURES FOR DUST CONTROL
All work which might raise dust, cutting of cement, will be done under wet conditions.
Equipment used for cutting concrete is designed to wet the cutting blade while cutting.
Continuous wetting during any process which may raise dust will be done while cutting
and removing the topping slab.
Additionally HEPA filtered exhaust machines will be used during the project (see note on
drawing). The exhaust from these machines will be exhausted to the exterior of the
building. Machines will be located near the cutting operation in space available .

•

•

•

PROCEDURES FOR PREVENTION AND RESPONSE TO
UNANTICIPATED/UNAUTHORIZED RELEASES
The best prevention for unanticipated releases is worker training. All workers will be
trained in the handling of the waste from the project. Workers will carefully handle
waste taking care not to drop or cause damage to the waste. Materials will be kept wet
during the cutting and removal process.
CONTAINMENT AREA BREACHES
Major Breaches of Containment Barrier: In the event of a major breach of the
containment area all work will cease and repairs will be made to the breach.
Environmental air sampling, by the Contractor, will immediately begin in the areas
adjacent tc the breach. Air sampling will continue until such time the breach is repaired
and the Contracting Officer has given approval to restart work. All other workers will be
evacuated from the area until such time it is determined by the Contracting Officer that
there are no hazardous materials in the air outside of the regulated area. Written
notification by the Contracting Offtcer will be required for resumption of work, both
inside and outside of the containment area where the breach occurred. Other trades will
be made aware of the containment activities and cautioned of the consequences of a
breach of the area.

•

DETECTION OF UNSUSPECTED CONTAMINATION
If unsuspected waste dust is detected outside of the work area, in excess of ambient, all
work will stop immediately and the source of the contamination will be determined. All
workers outside of the work area will be evacuated from the area and the area secured
until such time the source is found and corrected and the contamination concentrations
are determined to be ambient or less and written permission, by the Contracting Officer,
is given to re-enter the area.
HANDLING OF RELEASES
During the cutting, handling, loading, unloading, or transportation of hazardous
materials, a "release" or "spill" may occur. This contingency is the reason that all
workers handling the hazardous materials waste are required to wear respiratory
protection and disposable clothing, and the reason that all PCB waste is to be kept wet
until the disposal container is sealed.
For this project all paint removed will be placed in drums with the lids securely fastened
and the rupture of the drum would require containment of the liquid. The concrete will
be in slabs with the PCB materials imbedded in the concrete. Sludge from the concrete
cutting will be placed in drums and the lids securely fastened.

•

If an hazardous materials container ruptures the first action is to isolate the materials.
Specific action will depend upon where the spill occurs. If the containers consist of
hazardous materials rupturing during loading, unloading, or transport, the spill should be
immediate! y contained. If the spill should be covered with polyethylene and prevented
from running on the ground if liquid.

•

All nonessential personnel should be evacuated from the area immediately. Project
management should be notified of the spill so that air monitoring can be performed.
Workers should gather necessary equipment to clean up the spill and, if necessary,
respiratory protection upgraded to meet elevated exposure levels. (If the hazardous
materials waste was kept wet until sealed in the disposal container, release levels will be
very low.) If possible, a HEP A-filter equipped negative air machine should be put into
operation.
Any person not protected by disposable clothing and respirators should proceed to the
personnel decontamination station, remove all clothing and shower completely. The
contaminated clothing can be taken to an approved laundry inside a plastic bag with
appropriate warning labeling affixed. The person exposed can be given clean disposable
clothing to wear until his/her clothing is properly cleaned.
In the case of personnel equipped with the proper personal protective equipment,
immediate decontamination is unnecessary. The hazardous materials spill should be
cleaned up immediately using all necessary tools. If respirator protection can be
immediately determined then appropriate respirators should be used.

•

If the surface permits, a glove bag can be sealed in place around the spill area. It is a
simple process for the worker to further wet the hazardous materials with an encapsulant
in a spray bottle and place it into the bottom of the glove bag. A HEPA-filter equipped
vacuum can be inserted in the port on the glove bag to all visible debris has been picked
up the surface should be sprayed liberally with an encapsulant. The HEPA-filter
equipped vacuum is used to collapse the glove bag. It is sealed and placed inside a
disposal bag for disposal.
If a glove bag cannot be sealed around the area of the spill, the plastic covering should be
lifted at one comer and an encapsulant spray wand inserted to soak the material. After
complete saturation is achieved, the debris can be picked up using shovels, dustpans or
other suitable tools, If possible, the intake from a HEPA-filter equipped negative air
machine should be placed as close to the spill as possible to catch any dust that might
. become airborne. The saturated debris is placed in the disposal drums, sealed, and ready
for disposal at an approved disposal site.
Environmental air monitoring should begin as soon as possible outside of the spill area.
The Contractor shall continue air monitoring until such time as the Contracting Offices
declares the spill cleaned up and the area safe for occupancy.

•

Emergency Numbers for this Project:
Juneau Fire and Ambulance 911
ARSA Office
451-8550
John Abrams
322-0709
Building Manager
Consultant (Matt White)
748-2730
Project Foreman
(Amor Diego) 890-0889

•

PROCEDURES FOR WATER CONTROL AS RELATED TO
RUNOFF GENERATED DURING ABATEMENT AND TIDE
INFLUENCES.
During abatement all drains will be temporarily plugged to prevent contaminated waste
from entering the drains. Waste waters, and tidal influence waters, will be filtered though
cloth filters graduated down to 5 microns and then be filtered though activated charcoal
to remove all PCB' s. All filters will be disposed as contaminated waste.
Waste from the cutting of the concrete will be vacuumed up as it is created and not left to
accumulate on the floor. All floors shall be cleaned of any cutting debris at the end of
each shift.
During certain tidal actions there are two 4" holes in the floor which have water come up
through them. These holes will be plugged with plumbing pressure test plugs through the
abatement process.
The building Owner's manager will be consulted to determine the level of tides which
may cause water problems in the area. Tides will be monitored, and if water appears
from the tidal influence work will be stopped until such time the possibility of such has
passed.

•

The reason the Owner will be consulted is that the Owner knows what tide levels will
cause the problems. The Contractor will monitor the tides to determine in there will be a
problem or not. It is practical for the Contractor to consult with the Owner to address this
problem.
It is known and understood that this water will be contaminated and will have to be dealt
with as contaminated waste. The water will be treated as described in other parts of this
submittal.
The specifications very clearly state that there may be a water incursion problem. The
Contractor has taken this into account in his bid. Why the question of who would pay for
work stoppage is addressed is not known.
It is necessary to monitor for potential water-incursion because it will effect the work.
The effect is that the water which may enter into the work area would have to be
considered contaminated thus would also need to be run through the decontamination
process. Water on the surface of the floors could also present a problem for workers in
slips and falls. Also water on the surface of the work area could present a problem with
electrical equipment being used in the area.

•

SITE INSPECTION PROCESS/LOGS/DOCUMENTS
Daily logs will be kept of the work progress. These logs will be kept by the competent
person and copies forwarded to the project manager weekly.
The Contractor shall inspect the work area daily to assure that all contaminated materials
are properly handled, stored, marked and readied for transportation.
The Contractor shall cooperate with the Owners representative on any inspections the
Owner wishes to accomplish.
All Contractor inspection reports, logs and other documentation shall be forwarded to the
Owners representative weekly .

•

•

•

PROCEDURES FOR PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT
CLEANUP/DECONTAMINATION
Personnel will remove protective clothing at the edge of the regulated area and wash
hands and face before leaving area. Workers shall not eat, drink, smoke or chew tobacco
or gum while in the work area. All protective clothing shall be disposed of as
contaminated waste and shall be properly placed in leak tight containers when disposed

of.
Equipment shall be wiped down when the work is done with damp cloths. All equipment
shall be passed out of the work area after it is cleaned. Cloths used for cleaning
equipment shall be disposed of as contaminated waste .

•

•

•

PCB/LEAD-CONTAINING WASTE CHARACTERIZATION MANAGEMENT
AND DISPOSAL PLAN

Waste streams will include:
1.
Solid concrete slabs.
2.
Slurry from cutting of slabs
3.
Water from pressure washing "finished slabs"
4.
Tidal incursion water
5.
Paint waste from paint removal
6.
Disposable clothing, rags and other cleaning equipment
7.
All filters from water purification process
Concrete slabs will be placed in a lined container provided by Phillips Services, the
company contracted to transport and dispose of all of the hazardous waste. As each
container is filled it will be moved to an accumulation site arranged by Phillips.
The slurry will be stored in drums. The excess water will be filtered through filtering
cloths and then through activated charcoal to remove all residual PCB or other
containments.

•

Paint residue will be stored in drums. Arrangements will be made with Phillips for
pick up and transportation .
PPE and all other item related to the removal of the paint will be placed in drums at
contaminated waste and disposed of by Phillips.
Any containers moved out of the work area will be stored in a locked container unit,
which will be used for transportation to the disposal site.
All waste will be place in UN/DOT approved containers and labeled appropriately
with labels provided by Phillips .

•

Page 1 of 1

•

John Abrams
Frorn:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Nielsen, Paul" <PNielsen@pscnow.com>
<arsa@acsalaska.net>
Monday, August07, 200611:31 AM
Disposal Cert wording

Certificates of Treatment, Recycling and/or Disposal are issued when all waste streams recorded on the
receiving manifest have been managed in accordance with facility permits. The Certificate of
Treatment, Recycling, and Disposal details treatment processes and final disposition of the waste. The
certification system provides generators confirmation that their wastes have been properly managed and
disposed. The issuance of these certificates complete the RCRA/TSCA "cradle to grave" philosophy
and relieves the customer of future liabilities. The certificates are computer-generated and are designed
to match manifests exactly.

W. Paul Nielsen Ill
Sales Manager· Alaska
PSC Environmental Services
1813 E. 1st Ave. Suite 101
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
(907) 272-9007 Phone
(907) 272-6805 FAX
pnielsen@pscnow.com

•

•
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John Abrams
From:

To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Nielsen, Paul" <PNielsen@pscnow.com>
<arsa@acsalaska.net>
Monday, August 07, 2006 11:28 AM
More words for PCB transportation

PSC will use Hazardous Waste Manifests for transportation of all material which is regulated by 40 CFR
261 (RCRA) or 40 CFR 761 (PCB). Manifests will be completed meeting all the requirements of 40 CFR
262 subpart B-Manifest, 49 CFR 172 subpart B-Table of Hazardous Materials and Provisions, subpart
C-Shipping Papers and subpart G-Emergency Response Information. A PCB Control sheet will be
attached to all PCB Manifests fulfilling the requirements of 40 CFR 761 .207-Manifest General
Requirements. Land Disposal Restriction Notifications (LDR's) and, if necessary, Canadian Manifests,
Canadian Transit Notices, and Canadian Written Confirmation will be completed by PSC personnel to
begin transportation materials from Alaska.

•

W. Paul Nielsen Ill
Sales Manager- Alaska
PSC Environmental Services
1813 E. 1st Ava. Suite 101
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
(907) 272-9007 Phone
(907) 272-6805 FAX
pnialsan@pscnow.com

•
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John Abrams
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Nielsen, Paul" <PNielsen@pscnow.com>
<arsa@acsalaska.net>
Monday, August 07, 2006 11:26 AM
PCB waste transporters and disposal Facility

LANDFILL for TSCA regulated waste
Chemical Waste Management
17629 Cedar Springs Lane
Arlington, OR 97812
ORP 089 452 353

WAD991281809

Barges

RCRA, TSCA, & Nonreg
waste

Union Pacific Railroad
1416 Dodge Street
Omaha, NE 68179
WAH 000 013 698 or NED 001 792 910

•

W. Paul Nielsen Ill
Sales Manager- Alaska
PSC Environmental Services
1813 E. 1st Ave. Suite 101
Anchorage, Alaska 99501
(907) 272-9007 Phone
(907) 272-6805 FAX
pnielsen@pscnow.com
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Larry Reiter
· Philip Services Corp.
1813 S. lilt Ave~ Suite 201
Anchorage, .Ahska
Unlted St.o.1es of America
99S01

l7 Msreh 2006/17 mars 2006

tRANSIT PERMIT FOR JlAZAliDOUS WASTE!IIAZARDOUS RECYCLABLE

MATEBIAL
·Issued Under Subparagraph 18S(IXb)(u") of1he Canadian EIMronmental Protection Act. 1.999
PERMIS DE TRANSIT POURDECBETS D.ANGEREUX!MATIERES RECYCLABl-E&
D.ANGEREUSES
.
OOim tn ver:tu dusous-aliu6a.18S(l)b)(ii) de iaLol canadie1111e $Ill' Ia protection de
I 'envlronnement (1999)
li'ile f'(wnber /No. de dossier: 06!00017fl'RS

•

Thia TRANSIT PERMIT is iisued to Pliillp
Servioes Corp. in aeeordauee with
.
subpansnlph 185(l)(b)(!J.) of1he Ctmatilan
Eir;lrP.nmfl!lal Protocrtonkt, 1999 (CEPA
1999) for the trwit crf the hamrdo... wasttsl
hazanious recyclable materials dercn"bed below
from tbe United Statl:s of America tbi'ougb
Ca!lada on route to tbe Ullited States of
Amedca.

Le pn!sen.t PI!RMIS DE TRANSIT est dl!livd

aPhilip Se!Vices Corp. en vertu du so\IHllnea

18~(1)(b)(ti) de ia.Lol canadienn~ sur la
protectlo1J th l'errvironnoment (1999)
(Lcl'E (1999)) pow lc tranSit des ~chets

dangemuxfmatimes ~yclabw dangereuses
d4crlts cl-~s des Etats-Unis <fAmerique p111:
·le Canada lllestination lies Eta~tJllis
·
d'~.

This 1RANSIT PERM!T is valid for tbc period Ce PERMIS DE TRANSiT est valide du
of17 Mudl20061o l6Mm:h2007.

17 man 2006 au Himaa2007.

WadrJMatuial Dl:lorlplio.a for 16 Buar4ou Wutes/Bazardous Rceyclablt Materiab I
Deacriptloa d~ dich~tiilre.pour 16 d'cheb daagereulmatihes reqrelahb dugereu.oer
· 1)
QI41/ROli/L411/C42/IH311A950//Y42-1'16
PIN I N1P: UN!993
·ETHWHRMR ID #:
Class I C!asse : 3 .
No. d'idcmtita lUl!DOMRD : F003
Quantity I Quanlitt: l,OOO,OOO kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE: A4060
·HS Code/ Code HS: 2707.50.00.10 .
Packing GroUp I Gfoupe demballagc: I
Notice /Notiflcati011.: 502310

Po&oloi76•S

Form 035 ·

Canad~'

•

tii•Nw>bo<INo.d• do"i"'; 06/000lTfrll.S

www.ec.go.ca

OS/17/2006 13:18 F~X. 9\S B53 0508

•

,-,

' 2)

3)

,4)

S)

•

6)

7) .

8)

Ql4/fR04//S2S//C16/IHBI/A950/fY29+46
PIN I NIP : UN281W
BIHWHRMR ID II :
CluJ I Classe : I
No, d'identld REIDDMRD : N.A.
Quaality I Quantlt6 : 500,000 kg
OECD Code I Code OCDE : AI 030
.HS Code I Code HS : 2805.40.00.00
PacJdns Group I Groupe d'emballage : m
Notice I Notlficll!ion : 502310
·
Q07/fR04//S38//C22+24/IHB//A950/N3S+46
PIN I NIP : UN302B
.
EIHWHRMR lD II :
Class I Classe : 8
. No. d1dentid REIDDMRD : N,A.
Quantity I Quantile: 100,000 kg
OBCD Code I Code OCDE: All70
HS Code I cooe HS: 8506.10.10.00
Packing Group I Groupe: d'omballage : m
Notice /Notification: 502310
Q07/fR04//S381/Cl8+23/IHB//A9501/Y31+34
PIN I Nil' : UN279'1
EIHWHRMR. ID # :
Class I Classe : 8
No. d~de!ltlt6 REIDDMRD : N.A.
Quantity I Qu.ntlte: 20,000 kg
OECO Code/ Code OCDE: A1160
HS Code/CodeHS: 8S07.10.00.l0 . · Packing Group/ Groupe d'cmballage: m
Notice /Notification: S02310
·
·
Q07//P.D4/fL37//C22+24//H8//A950/N35+46
PIN I Nil' : UN279S
E1HWlJRMR ID # :
· Class I Classc: 8
No, d'identit61UliDDMRD : N.A.
Quantity I Quantlt6 : 20,000 kg
OBCD Code I Code OCDE : Al170
HS Code I Co do HS : 8507.80.9().00
Palllting Group I Groupe d'emballage : lli
Notice /Notification : 502310
·
'
Ql41/ROl/fL 121/C4 1//ID//A950/IY12+41 +46
PIN /NIP : UN1263
EIHWHRMR lD # :
Class/ Classe : 3
No. d1dentit61UliDDMR.D : N.A.
Quantity I Qlllllllt6 : !,000,000 kll'
OECD Code I Code OCDE : A4(J70
HS Code I Code HS : 3209.110.0G.20
Packing Group I Groupe d'embellage: ll
Notice I Notification : 502310
Q04-K!SIIDI3//L41//C51+16+18//HI3//A93511Y09+29+31
PIN I NIP : IJN3082
. EIHWHRMRID # :
Class I Clanc : 9
No. d1de!l1ill! REIDDMRD : L036
Quantity I Quantile: 20,000,000 kg
Basel Code I Code BAle i A4060
HS Code I COde HS : 2710.19.20.22
Paoking Otoup I Groupe d'emballago: ill
N~ /Notification: 502310
Qrt7/ID09IIL4li/C23/IH8//A93~/IY34+46 ·
PIN I NIP : UN1760
EiHWHRMR lD # :
Class I Class&: 8
No, d'idontlte RElDDMRD : N.A.
Quantity I Quanti~ : 1,000.000 kg
Blisel Code I Code BAle: A41WO
HS Code I Code. HS : 2806.10.00.9()
Packing Group I Otoupe d'embelleg~ : I
Notice I Notilicotion : 502310

Fol'lll 035
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9)

ll)

12)

•

13)

14)

' !5)

. EIHWHRMR lD jl :

Class I Cla.Ue : 8
No. d'ldea!W REIDDMRD : N.A.
Qaalllity I Quantile: 100,000 kg
Basel Code/ Cod~ Bile: A414il
HS Code I Code HS : 2&10.00.00.20
Plll:king Oroup f Groupe d'em.ba!lage: I
Notice /Notification: .50i.31o ·
·
Ql4+12/IDOS//S10//C32//Hl2//A936//Yl0 .
PlN/NlP :IJN2315
EIHWHRMRIDII: ·
Clan I Cla$se: 9
No. d'iden~ REIDDMBD: N.A.
Quanlity/ Quantitt: 100,000 kg .
Basel COde/ Code ll4!e: A3180
HS Code I Code HS: 271Ml.99.00
Packing Group I Groupe d'emballage: tt
Notice I Notification : 502310
Ql4+121/PI 0/!LI O//C32/IH12//A931/!YI 0
PIN /NIP: UN23t5
EIHWHRMR ID#:
Clan I Claue: 9
No. d~dentite REIDDMRD: N.A.
Quantity I Quantit6: 1,000,000 kg
jlasel Code I Code Bile: A3180
HS Code I Code HS : :2710.91.99.00
Packing Group I Ornupe d'emballage: ll
N01lce t:NotificatiOJl: 502310
Ql4/ID10//G36/IC42+44/IHO//A93 U!Y42+46
PIN /NIP: UN1950
EIHWHRMR. ID #:
Closs/ Cla.no : 2.1
No. d'!den!ib! REIDDMP.I): N.A.
Quantity I Quantit6: 20,000 kg
Basel Code/ Code Bile: A4140
llSCode·J Co~HS: 2?ll.l2.10.00.
PaekiJli Gtoup I Gtouped'emba\laee :'NA
Not!oe /Notification: 502310
Q07//D09/!L41//C24/rH8//A9'JS/!YlS+45
PIN /NIP : UN1719
EniWHRMlUD II :
Class f daaae : 8
No. d'idtnlib! RE!DDMIU> : N.A.
Quantity I Quantib! : 1,000,000 kg
Basel Code I Code BAle : A4090
HS Code I Code HS :2815.12.00.00
Pacld:og 'Otoup I Groupe d'embellago: I
Notl~e/Notilication: 5023!0
QI4/ID05/IL41i/C39//H6.l/IA935/IY03+39+45
PIN/N!P-:UN2810
.
EIHWHRMRID#:
Clas•i Classo: 6.1
'
No. d'idec.titC REIDDMRD: N.A.
QuAntity I Quanti.te: 20,QOO kg
Ba.sel Code/ Code l!Alo : A4140
HS CodcfCodeHS: 2918.90.10,00
Packing Otoup I Groupe d'cmballago: I
Nctioe/ Notification : 502310
QI41!D05/IS411/C39f/H6.!1/A9351!Y03+39+<46

PIN I NIP : UN2.8ll

Class I CLa;.se: 6.1 .
Quanti13' I Quantile: 20,000 kg
HS 'code I Code HS: 2918.90.10.00
Notice I Noli&etion: 502310

.Fo!ID OJS

•

Ill 008/005 .

Q07/ID09//S4!//C23/IH8//A9351/Y34+46
PIN /NIP : UN1759

10)
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EIHWHRMR lD II :

. No. d'identit6 REIDDMRD: N.A.

. ·Basel Code I Code B!lo : A4140
Pacldng Group I Gzoupe d'emballage: I

.

btlp1/.......,.ec.se.caltrnb/

Pap 3 of/~ 5
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03/11/200S 13:19 FAX
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16)

. Q04+0SI/P13//S411/C5l+l6+1R//Hl3/IA935/rn9t-31+41
PIN /Nil' : UN3077 .
EIHWHRMR ID II :
CIIISS I Classe : 9
No. d'ldentiti RE!DDMRD : L036
Quantity I Qlllllllite: 2,000,000 kg
. Basel Code/ Coil8 Bile: Al020
HS Code I Code HS : 2805.40.00.00
PIICking Group f.GroUJle d'emballage : ID ·
Notice I Not!fioaticn; 5023 i 0

From/De:
Pbillp Strviocs Corp.
1113 E. !stAve,, Suite 201
Anchorage, Alaska
United States of America
99SOL

P!illlp Services Colp.
20245-77 th Ave. South
Kllll~Washipgtan
U~ States of Alnerioa

98032

5 Authorked Carriers I 5 Trusporitun Agrees
Alaska Marine Lines
Alaska Railbelt Marine, L.L.C.
Northland Scrviceo~ Inc.
Philip Services Corp.
Samson Tug&. Barge

•

4 Pom o!E11try, E:rit aad Customa omw 1
4l'olnC& tl'mtric1 de sortie et bareaax de douane
EN:Beavor Cteekl Ale«n
· EN:Dixon 'EDlrance (Marine Moven;ents)
EX:Abbotsford I Sumas
EX:Exit frolll the Sttait o£ Juan de Fuca.
(Marine Mov6111mts)
Please talU note fuatlt II yonr respolllllblllty Veallltz prt11dre note qu'll voaa blumba de
to auurc that the ttquii'CIIleats set oat Ill
"'ua uiUI'er que VOil8 respedeo:, ton d11
theE:.:portomdi,.or1 ofHtqt~.rdflus WrUte
traoslt deJ dichtts dallgereullillltl~ret
""d H~dov RIC)Id46k Mstulal
.
recYclablel dugereuae1 dfutts dllDB ce
· Jlt1ulati11trS (1'1HWBRMR) m.ule pan111111t p'J1Jii$ traosltallt le Cualla, lu e.d,ea•el
to CEPA 1999 are complied with dllrine the . etablles daiU! lell.fllkllll!lll surl'e~tpDrtatum
time of the movement of the huardou
et 1'1mpllr111iton de dlcl!etl datJgOUD: et IN.
waatealhazarioua reeydllble matmals
· mtdlbes reqidables danget,uses
·
· deecribed ill tbb permit willie it Is transltiag (REOlDMIW) prts eD. voi'IU de Ia LCJ'E
tlll'ouab CSiladL Tbil blcludes,.bat Is not
(19!"), Ca ulgenee1 compre1111mt
llmlted to, auwing that die aathoriud
aotammeD.tl'obligation de 'Yoaa asaurer que
camera o!the haurdous "utes/hazardou It~ II'UipDrtelln agriis des d6chets
rec!)lclablo materials de..ribed Ill tbil p•rmlt d1111gere11Jimatil:res reeytlablar dallgtrelllar
an iDIIIJ'ed Ill accord81lee with seetloa 37 ot dCcrlts d8DB eo permis, dl:tleaaent ue polite
the EIIlWBRMR.
d1aa&llrll1lt:e eonConnizaOD.t a l'articl& 37 du
'UIDDMRD.
It is your respcmibillty to ensure that you.ue
In oompl.iaDu wilb all other applicable
Canadian la>w.
Form 055

•

Vous d.vez vcus asourer do respecter toutes les
autres lois eanadleunes.I•PPlicables.

http:ifW..W,ec.gc.CI!tmbl

l'agH oD'd• S

.

l'DcNumber /Na. do d<irsior: 06!00011/TRS

'

oa/17/2000

•
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TWB-IYPORT-EXPDRT ·

Tho 1ransit ofhazardoll$ WJStes or hazardous

T<JUt tnnoit de clkhets dangmeux ou de

recyclable matCnals,ln. violation ofa!PA
1999 or tht: E.iHWHllMR, may be prosecuted
as an oftoncc under section 27.2 or 273 of
CBPAI999.

matih reayclahles dabgereusos qui
C0111revlent ala LCPE (1999) ou au
REIDDMBD peut e.attatner un~ poumdte
p6cale en venu de l'article272 ou273 de Ia
LCPE (1999).

Signed for ADP on bobalf of tho Milllltor of tbe &vlm=tl
St1111t au llOII\ du mlniatro de l'BovttoJ>DCment •

France Jaoovolla, ing. P.Ebg.
nireetor f Diiectrice
·
W.ute Meagom,;,t Division I DiviBioo do !a pstion des d&!itbeB
Pollution PJ~ventlon Diracmrate I Dltectloa. gtn&ale do lap<tvontlon deJa p.oUutlon
Envin>mnent Canada I ~vlronnoment Canada
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Customs Offices
Bureaux de douane

··

·Entry into Carrada;
Entr~e au Canada:

Exit from Canada:
Sortie du Canada :

Di ~on Entrance B. C. , . Seaver
Ct""eek Y. T. 1 . Pleasant Canp B. C.

Strait of San Juan De Fuca B. C..
AbboY.tsford B.C.,Beaver Ck. V. T..

Others:
. Autres:

•

.

. ,.

•
CARRIER
TRANSPORTEUR
Registration Number.
AKD 070 973 300 and WAD 070 973 300
N' de licence ou de permis:

Name:
Nom:

Mode of Transport:
Mode de transport:
Alaska Marine Lines

0 Road / Route
· D Rail/ Rail
D Marine ! Mer
0 Air I Air

Address:
Adresse:

•

7100 Second Avenue South
PO Box2424B
Seattle, WA 98106

S'il y a d'autres transporteurs,
annexez une 1\ste

0
Tel. No.: ·
N' de tel.:

206-764-5782
Contact Person:
Personna ressource:

E-mail address:
Addresse etectronlque:

nals@amllllodec oom
.

Name of Insurance Company:
Nom de l'assureur:
Marsh USA Inc•

Attached ! ci-joint

Fax No:
N' de telec.:

.206-763-4244

•

tf other canters used, attach a list.

.

Natalie Stephenson
Policy No:
N' Police:
HDOG21713703

..·

•

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION PHOTOGRAPHS, FORMS AND DAILY LOGS
TO BE USED
Photographs will be taken as necessary to document the project progress, problems areas,
work practices and completed work.
Daily logs are attached to this section.
Safety meetings will held at the start of the project and any time a change in procedures
of type of materials being removed is changed.
Alllo gs will be turned in week! y .

•

•

•

DAILY LOG
PROJECT

DATE _ _ _ __

Temperature
Exterior AM:
PM:
Interior: AM:
PM:

Number:
Name:

Location:

Day of Week
Weather
AM:
PM:

Is Abatement Underway?
No
______
se_:t_:-u::;p:..:A=cl!:.:.v:..:i:.:ti.:::e:::s.:.C.:ch:.:ec_:k_:h.:::.s'-'tF..:.o:..r_=_ _ _ _ _...J

Full Scale Removal Project

L

I. Pre-existing conditions:

Yes

I
.

Type of Removal Performed Today:

I. Is negative pressure sustained?
2. Methods used to identify negative air pressure and proper

air flow:

•

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Is HVAC System de-activated?
Is Electrical locked out?
Are respirators in use during set-up? _ _ Type? _ _
Is protective clothing in use?
Was area pre-cleaned?
Are critical barriers established?
Are Items in work area covered/sealed in 6 mil poly?_
Describe surfaces not covered with poly:

l 0. Is decon set-up?
11. Is decon equipped with clean-shower-equip. room? _ _
12. Number of air filtration units on site:
13. Number of negative air units needed:
I 22,500 ~
Length x width x height ~
Number of negative air units needed:
14. Are all penetrations sealed?
15. Are workers wearing: Hard Hats:
Safety Boots:
Safety Glasses:
16. Is poster board set-up displaying all required posters?~
VISITORS LOG
List visitors name - company - reason for visit

•

3. Critical barriers and containment area checked to insure
integrity?
Note Repairs
Are wet methods being used?
Are HEPA vacuums being used?
Is removed waste being promptly contained?
Are containers with name and location of project? _ _
Type of respirators used:
Are all workers wearing: Hard Hats
---··
Safety Boots
Safety Glasses
10. Type of protective clothing used:
11. Were the disposable suits examined for ripe and mended
or changed?
12. Are employees using proper decontamination
procedures?
13. Is the entrance to decon controlled?
14. Were any workers observed smoking, eating, drinking,
applying cosmetics or removing their respirators while in
containment?
If so; who?
15. Was work area cleaned up today?

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

~

. (answer 16-24 only if disposal was performed today)
16 Disposal method:
17. Was load-out decon used?
18. Was waste contained?
19. Were containers labeled?
20. Was all information on label?
21. Total amount of disposal:
22. Disposal manifest filled out? _ _ Manifest No. _ _
23. Was copy of manifest given to Office?
24. Number of pictures taken today?
25. Was unknown materials discovered today?
26. Was abatement completed today?
27. Was a fmal inspection performed?

•

•

DAY OF WEEK _ _ _ _ _ __
WORK PERFORMED TODAY: (describe removal procedures, amounts of area contained, type of removal, etc.)

Problems or Change Order Work Encountered Today:

Visits & Conversations
(Quote conversation as accurately as possible, list persons name and time of conversations)

•

•

DIAGRAM OF WORK AREA
Inld
cue Iocati onofD econ, Negative air uru s,

1r saJnpJes, Other saJnpJes

.

•
LEGEND

•

BE - Baseline Environmental Sample
BA- Baseline Work Area Sample
AM -Area Monitoring Sample (inside)
EM - Environmental Sample (outside)
CM - Clearance Monitoring Site
PM- Personal Sample
EX -Excursion Sample

Decon Unit
Negative Air Machine
Load Out Station
Air Sainp!e Location .

I lXI I

I

f--:1

I I I

s

~OJ

~·

~I

....

Comments:
Foreman Signature

Date

C' •

•

SUPERVISOR'S DAILY CHECK LIST
DAILY PRE-SIDFT CHECKS

YES

NO

I.

All personal & company vehicles in
assigned parking areas.

0

0

2.

All deliveries, equipment, supplies and
personal tools stored in assigned storage
areas.

0

0

3.

Emergency procedures, directions and
phone numbers posted and reviewed.

0

0

4.

First aid kits posted and reviewed.

0

0

5.

Safety meeting held- at least weekly.

0

0

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT AREA

•

1.

All warning signs posted, work area
barriers and isolation tape in place.

0

0

2.

All power locked out.

0

0

3.

Shut off all HVAC systems serving area.

0

0

4.

Other trades aware of work schedule for
dav .

0

0

WORK AREA ISOLATION
1.

Work area isolated?

0

0

2.

All openings sealed?

0

0

3.

Warning signs at all entrances?

0

0

4.

Employees working in the entrances?

0

0

5.

Name of procedure used.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

•

I.

NIOSH approved respirators?

0

0

2.

Disposable coveralls?

0

0

3.

Head covering?

0

0

4.

Foot/shoe covering?

0

0

COMMENTS

WORK PRACTICES

•

I

Are wet methods being used?·

0

0

2.

Are HEPA filtered vacuums being used?

0

0

3.

0

0

4.

Was the waste place in containers while
wet?
Are proper containers being used?

0

0

5.

Are waste all wastes placed in containers?

0

0

6.

Are containers properly labeled?

0

0

7.

Was anyone eating, drinking, smoking,
chewing gum/tobacco or using cosmetics
in work area?

0

0

8.

Were all surfaces adjacent to work area
encapsulated?

0

0

0

0

AIR MONITORING
1. Were workers monitored?

•

2.

Were excursion samples taken?

0

0

3.

Was monitoring done inside the work
area?

0

0

4.

Was monitoring done outside the work
area?

0

0

5.

Were any samples of other hazardous
materials taken?

0

0

0

0

CLEAN-UP
1. Was all waste picked up?

•

2.

Were respirators worn until
decontamination was completed?

0

0

3.

Were all containers removed from the
work area and sealed?

0

0

4.

Was all poly removed from the area?

0

0

5.

Were employees notified that the job was
completed?

0

0

I

DECONTAMINATION ROOM

•

L

Were proper exits used?

D

D

2.

Were respirators worn until
decontamination was complete?

D

D

3.

Were Respirators properly cleaned and
dried?

D

D

4.

Were PAPR Units re-charged?

D

D

5.

Were tools properly cleaned?

D

D

6.

Did all employees shower?

D

D

7.

Was all equipment properly cleaned and
stored?

D

D

8.

Was the decontamination room left in a
clean and orderly condition?

D

D

DISPOSAL

•

•

L

Was all waste taken to the proper storage
area?

D

D

2.

Was the area secured after the material
was stored?

D

D

3.

Square Feet of Materials Removed

4.

Cubic feet of Debris Picked Up

.

JOB SITE SAFETY MEETING

•

PROJECT: _____________________

DATE: ____________

PROJECT FOREMAN: ________________________

DISCUSS PERSONNEL SAFETY EQUIPMENT
HARD HATS
SAFETY GLASSES & GOGGLES
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
GLOVES -TYPE AND PURPOSE
SHOES- TYPE AND PURPOSE
RESPIRATORS (FIT & FILTER)

SAFETY HARNESS
HEARING PROTECTION

DISCUSS SPECIFIC JOB SITE SAFETY ITEMS

•

JOB PROCEDURES AND WORK PLAN
MATERIALS TO BE REMOVED
JOB SITE HAZARD ANALYSIS
EMPLOYEE PARKING
TRAFFIC HAZARDS AROUND JOB SITE
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
MEETING PLACE IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
SITE EVACUATION PLAN
HEAT RELATED DISORDERS
COLD RELATED DISORDERS
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
CHEMICALS USED ON JOB SITE
LOCATION OF MSDS INFORMATION
LOCATION OF FIRST AID KITS
LOCATION OF GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OFFICE
INSPECT ALL EQUIPMENT FOR SAFETY HAZARDS
SIGNS AND BARRIERS IN PLACE?
OCCUPIED BUILDING PROCEDURES

JOB SITE HAZARDS DURING JOB WALK

•

EMERGENCY EXITS
FIRE HAZARDS
ELECTRICAL HAZARDS
TRIP HAZARDS
OVERHEAD HAZARDS
LADDERS
SCAFFOLDING
HOT PIPES
PIPES WITH LIQUIDS OR STEAM ACTIVE
CHEMICALS STORED BY OWNER AT JOB SITE

•

ADDITIONAL JOB SPECIFIC SAFETY CONCERNS

SIGN IN SHEET FOR ALL WORKERS AT SAFETY MEETING

•

•
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l\ljulti.f:lurpose Remover
TYPES OF PAINT REMOVED: Back To
Nature VIII can remove most varieties of
paints & varnishes which are oil or waterbased including, latex., stains, lead-based
· paints, and polyurethanes. Unlike other paint
· ·• removers, it can remove more difficult
coatings such as two-part epoxy, most baked
on enamels, urethanes and marine antifouling paints.
SURFACES: BTN VIII works on a
multitude of surfaces including wood (will
not discolor or raise grain), metal, brick,
plaster, masonry, stone, concrete, and
fiberglass (will not damage the gel coat on
boats), etc. The paste will not damage any
substrate it is applied to. BTN VIII is not to
be used on sheetrock, plastic, rubber or
linoleum surfaces.
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INSTRUCTIONS:
A. Preparation -Mask any areas not being stripped with plastic and
masking tape.
B. Application
Test Patch - Since it is often hard to know the type or the amount of
paint on a surface, small test areas should be stripped to determine the
proper application and dwell time needed for paint removal to occur.
l. For stripping 3 to 4 layers of paint quickly - Apply Back To Nature
VIII to the surface at a total of approximately 1/64" thick (10 to 15 mils)
with a brush, roller, trowel, putty knife or sprayer. Can be sprayed
effectively using an airless sprayer Drill mix before spraying -Remove
filters from sprayer & spray gun- Submerge pump directly into remover,
Do not use suction hose- Use NEW 1/4" or 3/8" airless hose. Use at least
a 1 GPM piston sprayer, .019-.021 reversible spray tip; A wet mil gauge
should be used to measure thickness. Let the product dwell from 15
minutes to 4 hours. Follow Removal Techniques at Subdiv. C. Coverage
for Back To Nature VIII, when wied like this, will vary between 100 and
15 0 sq. ft. per gallon .
2. For removal of multiple layers or stubborn coatings- Two test
patches are suggested.
(i) First Test Patch - Apply the stripper approximately 1/32" thick (30
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mils) to the surface. The patch then should be checked for dwell time as
follows (only a portion at any one time): Check the patch first at 2- 4
hours, then periodically thereafter. As a rule of thumb, the greater the
layers of paint, the longer the product should be left on. The stripper will
usually remove 8 - 12 layers of paint in 24 hours. More layers of paint
(20+) may take longer (2 - 3+ days). Due to the nature of certain paints
such as two part epoxy and urethanes, Back To Nature VIII may need
more time to be effective. Average dwell time for these coatings may be
48 to 72 hours.
(ii) Second Test Patch - In some areas, some surface coatings (usually
latex) soften easily, causing puffing away from the surface. In these
cases, the stripper works differently so the patch should be done as
follows:

a). Apply a light coat of paint stripper (approximately 5- 10 mils) to the
surface. Wait 2- 6 hours. If the surface starts to pull away, the top layers
have lifted from the surface and can be easily removed with a scraper or
knocked off the surface with a broom or other device. The paint remover
has penetrated through these layers and begins to soften the remaining
layers.

•

b). While the undercoats are still soft, apply another coat of stripper at
approx. 1/32" thick (20-25 mils) to the surface. The patch then should be
checked for dwell time as follows (only a portion at any one time): Check
the patch first at 2 - 4 hours, then periodically thereafter. As a rule of
thumb, the greater the layers of paint, the longer the product should be
left on. The stripper will usually remove 8 - 12 layers of paint in 24
hours. More layers of paint (20+) or chemically resistant coatings may
take longer (2 - 3+ days).
c). This procedure usually applies to stripping ceilings as well.
Coverage for BTN VIII when used in this manner (i) and (ii) varies .
between 50 and 75+ sq. ft. per gal.
3. Back To Nature VIII will easily cling to vertical surfaces. Use your
tool to fill detailed surfaces. For best results apply at temperatures
between 60 and 80 degrees F. Product activity is reduced below a
temperature of 60 degrees F and may require additional dwell time before
all layers of paint are removed. If product freezes let thaw and stir
vigorously until product is consistent. No Neutralization required. Cleanup with water.

•

C. Suggested Removal Techniques
l. Plaster Surfaces
(i) Flat Plaster Surfaces- Easiest removal is achieved using a 4" or
wider razor blade scraper (commonly known as a wallpaper stripper) to
lift the remover/paint off the surface.
(ii) Decorative Plaster (or Wood)- Use a Back To Nature Slainte~~. Stec!

http://www.ibacktonature.com/Pages/btn8-TD.htrnl
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Scr;,;_p~: with 5 function detail blade to lift the remover/paint off the
surface. Use a stiff bristle brush with Re.<!dY.:Strip__Wash Paint Remover
Wash or light amounts of water to remove any residue.

2. Fiberglass Surfaces -Use a putty knife to lift the remover/paint from
the surface. Use a stiff bristle brush with R.~fl.9.Y.:SJrip.W<Jlih or light
amounts of water to remove any residue remaining.
3. Wood
(i) Flat Wood Surfaces - Easiest removal is achieved using a Back To
Nature stainless steel scraper to strip remover/paint from the surface. Use
a stiff bristle brush with R~Jl.Q.)':SJr:htY..'llsh or light amounts of water to
remove any residue remaining.

(ii) Decorative Wood- (see Decorative Plaster)

4. Masonry, Concrete Surfaces- Remove bulk of remover/paint with a
stiff putty knife or wire brush. Use a wire brush with R~i!d,Y_:Strip_Wnsh
or light amounts of water to remove any residue remaining. Residue can
also be removed with a high pressure washer where permitted.
5. Metal Surfaces - Agitate or rough up remover/paint on the surface
with a wire brush without attempting removal. This helps to lift bottom
layers from the surface. Use a 4" or wider razor blade scraper (wallpaper
stripper) or stiff putty knife (pipe railings or irregular surfaces should use
the putty knife) to lift remover/paint off the surface. Use a wire brush
with R~!l<;\y:Strj~ash or light amounts of water to remove any residue
remaining.

•

6. Note: Misting the applied area with R~_<\dy:SJrip__:W_,'lsb or water prior
to removal makes lifting of the paint or varnish easier. Misting with
Read)'.::SJrin_Wnsh or water also reactivates the product if it feels dry to
the touch. Any paint residue left on a surface should be removed within a
short period of time so that paint residue will not dry up & re-adhere. In
some circumstances, it may look like the last layer of paint is still on the
surface. This is not a dried layer of paint, but paint & stripper which has
been emulsified so that it can be removed.
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: Safety goggles are recommended for eye
protection. Protective gloves such as butyl rubber, neoprene gloves are
also recommended. Maintain adequate ventilation especially in confmed
areas. If spraying or misting is expected use NIOSH approved chemical
cartridge (organic vapor) respiratory equipment (full face respirator
recommended). In case of inhalation - remove victim to fresh air and
provide oxygen if breathing is difficult. In case of eye contact- flush
exposed areas with large quantities of water. In case· of skin contactwash skin with soap and water. Use emollient skin creams. In case of
ingestion - do not induce vomiting. Call physician immediately.

•
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Material Safety Data Sheet

U.S.

May be used to comply with
A 's Hazard Communication Standard,
FA 1910.1200. Standard must be
ulted IOf specific requirements.

(Non-Mandatory Form)
Form Approvad
OMB No. 1218-0072

Oe~rtment of Labor
Occupation•J Safety and Health Administration

l

IDENTITY JAs UI«J on Label and Usl)

BACK TO NATURE VIII
secUon 1

Emargency TelephOne Number

ManulaciUrer'a Name

<9o8)~ 303 - 6B3

DYNACRAFT INDUSTRIES INC.
Addres.s (Number, Stn!ot, City, Srato. and ZIP Code)

Telephone Number for Information

(908) 303 - 6333

17 SWEETMANS LANE
NE~/

MANALAPAN,

JERSEY

Date Prepared

07726

3/1/96

Section II - Hazardous lngredlen\8/ldenUty Information
Umils

H3Zardous Components (Spacil'oc Chemical Identity; Common Namo(o))

N. Methyl-2 Pyrrolidone (872 50-4)
Dimethyl Glutarate (1119-40 Q)
Dimethyl Adipate
(627-93-0)
Non ToKic/Non Hazardous Components

Section Ill -

ACGIH TLV

Recommended

% (opdonal)

30-60%
30-60%
10-20%
5-10%

Not Established
Not Established
Not Established
N/A

Phyalcei/Chemlcel CheracterlsUce

Boili,.. Point

Specll\c Gra~ (H,, • 1)

?OSee

1.1

Vapor Prossuto (min Hg.)

Melling Point

. 2 mm Ha -at 20cc (58" F)
VO{IO< Denally (AIR • 1)

..

OSHA PEL

Sol~bility '" Water

N/A

Evapotallon Rala

" "-"

(Silly\ Acelalo • \)

(\F;

55-65%
Appearance and Odor

Section IV -

Fire and Exploalon Hazard Data

I.

Over 200" F
EX\i...uishing Media

\~ater

UEL

8, 5

fog, spray, dry chemica 1 COz

e<posed surfaces and to protect personnel.
May react with strong oxidizing materials.
NA- Not ApplicaQle
!ReprOduce locally)

OSHA 174, Sept 1985

Section V - Reactivity Oata

•

S1abilily

Unstable

CondllionaiOAYOid Strong oxidizing agents, fire, flame

Stable

X

1ncompallblllty Watena/1 to AVOii:J\

Strong oxidizing agents
n i ely

Hazafdous
PoJymedzation

May Oc:cur

Condlliona 10 Avoid

Will Not Oc'iJt

I} I

NA

X

Section VI - Health Hazard Oatil
Inhalation?

A®lets) of Enl()l:

t4oderately hazardous, not established
Haalll\ rwarcfs (Aculll~111d Chtooic)
M,IOIJI to moverately irritating to eyes,
redness.
NTP~

Not lis ted
Signs and Symptoms of Exposure:
Chronic Overexposure:

~~00-6,000

I~?

eye
s~uoo mg/kg
mg/kg
Prolonged exposure to skin may cause irritation

. OSHA Rogulale<f?

Not regiJI~ted
Very slon evaporation unlikely to reach exposure limits.
u~l ikely due to very slo>1 ev.1por,.tion.
l:aJ cau"'

IJpper respiratory track irritation, lightheadedness.

in suitable containers
for disposal.

Remove any source of high heat, sparks, flame.

Recovered free liquid may

be re-used or reclaimed.
WaS\e Oi-' Melt'<ld

·

Dispose of in accordance with all Local, State and Federal regulations.

Precauliona Ia Bo Taken In Handling .,_, Slotlng

Store at room teMperatur'5 between 40°F - 110•r 1 keep container tight \y c1o5e<'
Do not mix with strong oxidants, acids or alkalies.
Otner Pracaulions

Do not reyse empty containers for other 1iguids.

boots,
Eye wash as needed.
N/A

= Not

applicable

•WIPE®
TOWELS

-Remove lead and
other heavy metals
from the skin
and washable surfaces

•

D-Wipe* Towels were specially developed for
immediate clean up of metal contamination
without available water. Soft towels are saturated with a unique antibacterial, moisturizing
cleaning formula. They clean a wide variety of
metal powders from surfaces. D-Wipe"' Towels
remove the widest possible range of hazardous
metals.
Convenient D- Wipe"' Towels pop up one by one.
D-Wipe"' Towels safely remove metal The rest stay in tbe container, clean and sterile.
contaminants with gentle cleaning agents and Inexpensive, portable and disposable.
deflocculants. Since the metals are not dissolved,
risk of migration through the skin is minimized.

Hands, Fact
anaull Exposed Skin

Blood Samples

cuaa111 lllespl~ators

Clean Tools and
lunstrumants

Gentle action cleans,
temoves metals and
protects the skin

Clean the skin and
remove contaminants
befote drawing blood

Fast, efficient, quick
drying, antibacterial
cleaning of facepieces

Alcohol based cleaning
solution cleans tools
safely and quickly

IC~ean

e Slkln Cawe:

D-Wipe* Towels are the most efficient waterless hand cleaning method available. Quickly remove
metal contaminants from the skin and other wipeable surfaces. Special alcohol based cleaning
formula with Aloe Vera Gel conditions the skin while reducing bacteria levels.

®Reg. U.S. Paton! Off.
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Material Safety Data Sheet
Issue Date: October 6, 1997

Rev~ions.

Rev 1: 0 1128/98; Rev 2: 03/25,01; Rev 3: 01/30/03
Page 1 of2

Product Name: D-Wipe® Towels

Product Code#: WT -001; WT -040; WT -220; WT-221
Product Information: (414) 962-5323
Transportation Emergency Phone:
ESCA Tech, Inc.
Manufacturer:
(414) 962-5323
3747 North Booth Street
(Monday - Friday Daytime)
Milwaukee, WI 53212
Fax: (414) 962-7003
email: eti@execpc.com

Section 1: Material Identification
Chemic;:tl Name:

•

Proper Shipping Name:
DOT. H~izard Name:
DOT 1D No.:
D.O.T. Hazard Class:
RCRA Ihzard Class:
E. P.A. [>riority Pollutants:
NFPA:
CAS No.:
Generic Description.
OSHA SubpartZ: No
ARA 1'itlell' Sec.313:No
tate U$ts. None
Carcinogen: No
Ex.tremely Hazardous Substances List:

Proprietary Mixture
(49 CFR 172.1 01) Cleaning Compound, N .O.S.
( 49 CFR 172.1 0 I) None
None
None

(40 CFR 261) (As Received): None
(40 CFR 401.15): None
Combustible Liquid
Mixture
Cleaning Towels
OSHA 1910.1200: Yes
TPQ: No
Proposition 6.5: No

Reportable Quantity: None
Reproductive Haz:ard: No

WHMIS (Canada): No
No

Section 2: Ingredients and Hazards
Hazardous lngredieniS as Identified by OSHA 1910.1200:5-20% SD Alcohol40, CAS No.64-l7 -5
OSHA PEL: 1000 ppm
ACGIHTLV:
1000 ppm
Other Recommended Limits: None
Contains: Antibacterial cleaning solution mixture. Antibacterial ingredie:nt; 0.45 %
Benzalkonium Chloride CAS# 68424,8:5· t. Ali ingredients are listr;d on EPA TSCA Inventory of Chemical Substances.

Sectioll J: Physical Data
Boiling Voint:

Flash Point:
Vapor Density (Air..,. 1 ):
Specific Gravity (H20 ~ I ):
Evaporation Ratc.(Butyl Acetate= l ):
SolubilitY in Water:
Appearance and Odor:
pH:

N/A
104° F
NIA

0.98
N/A
Complete
White applicator towel saturated with clear liquid with alcohol odor
5-6

Sectioll 4: Fire and Explosion Hazard Data
Flash Point (method u<>ed): 104° FTag closed cup
LEL N/A
UEL N/A
Extinguishing Media: Carbon Dio;-;ide or Alcohol
type IOaJ1\
Special Fire Procedures: Treat as combustible, self-extinguishing material
Unusual fire and explosion hllZHds: None

•

D·Wipe"' Towels
•

Code#: WT -001; WT -040; WT -220; WT-221

ESCA Tech, Inc •

Rev 3: 01130103

Page 2 of2

Section 5: Reactbity Data
Stable[lJns.table; Stable

Conditions to Avoid: None known.

Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur

lncompatibilit~.

Hazardous Dec:omposi.tion/Byproducts: None known

None known.

Section 6: Health Hatord Data
Routes of enlry:

Ingestion or Inhalation: not normal route of entry. Skin hazard: none known. Eye contact:

Acute/CI1ronlc Health Effects:
Carcino1enicity:

None- under normal usage.

may cause stinging.

Signs/SympiDms of Exposure:

EmergeJlCY and First Aid:

Medical Conditions Generally
Aggravated by Exposure:

None known.
NTP? No
!ARC Monographs?
No
OSHA
Regulatc:d? No
SKIN: Excessive skin exposure:- none when used in accordance with label directions. If skin
rasb or irritation occurs, discontinue use. EYES: May cause stinging. INHALATION: Not
normal route of entry. ORAL: Not normal route of entry.
SKIN. if rash or irritation occurs, discontinue use and use hand cream, EYES. Flush with
water for 15 minutes, lifting lids. If irritation persists., cont~t physician. INHALATION:
Move to fresh air. ORAL: Consult physician.
None known.

Sectioll 7: Spill, Leak, and Disposal Procedures
Pick up with absorbent media and treat as combustible waste until
federal regulations .

•

dr~

Waste~Disposal

Method: According. to aH local, state and

Section 8: Special Protection Information
Respiratory Protection; None required.
YenWation: Normal
Protective Gloves: Not required
Eye Protection: Use ifsplas.hing
is anticipated.
Other Protective Clothing or Equipment: Not needed
Work/Hygienic Practices: Follow good housek:eepirig practices.

Sectiolf 9: Special Precautions and Comments
Handling and storage requirement: Keep canister tiKhtly tlosed when not in use. Store away from heat and ignition sources. Store at
temperatures between 4 O<> and 90°Ft outofditect sunlight. Keep Dutofreach of children. A f'l:er use may contain su.spended heavy metaJs
Dispose in accordance with all applicable local, state and federal Wllste regulations.

ESCA Te-ch. IncDisc-laimcr 01 Thc infonnation and rccanmcndations prosc:nted. h~in are baS!d on sources bclicva:l to be-reliable as of the date hereofESCA Tech makes
no rcpn::scftation as to thccomplctcnl;lss or acc;uracy thereof It is the user's responsibility to determine the prOOuct's su illlbility for it:s intended u :se, the ptoduc t's s.afc usc,
and. the -p.rtlduct's. proper d\t.posal No Jepn:s.enll!.tiQ.ns Qr wa.mmtiC$ not ~press'y -set fcnb herein aTt ma~ ncreunder, whetherexpn:r.'!l. or impUed by opetat1on of law or
otherwise, including, but not limited. to any implied warranties of MERCHAN'T ABILITY OR FlWESS ESCA Tech neither assumes nOJ authorizes Wl)' othct pcroon ttl
usume fo(it~ any other or ADDiriONAL LlA.BILTrY OR RESPON'SlBIUTY reiulting frcm the usc o' or reliillce upon. this inimnation"

•~---------------------------------ESCA Tech, Inc.
3747 N. Booth Street
Milwaukee, WI 53212 U.S.A.
Phone (414) 962-5323

Fax (414) 962-7003

•

Shrouded Pneu
Needle Scalers
(Dustless Needle Guns)

These multi-pwpose toots can be used for remov·
ing thicl< mill scale or coolaminaled coatings from
hard-to-reach areas like comers and deep cavi·
lies. Scalers genet ale virtually zero dust when \he
substrate is steel, hard melals, etc. Miniscule par·
licles can be easily vacuumed away with appropri·
ate ~Jacuums .

•

eatures
Lightweight
• Adjustable front nose piece
with inter changeable clear "cuffs"
• Chisel tip needles
• Smaller diameter 2mm needles
for achieving SSPC-SP-11
• Ergonomic pistol grip design

Applications
• Spot removal of lead-based paints
·
from structural steel
• Removal of lead-based paints
from door frames and stair risers
• Removing old coatings plus con- ·
trolling dust on concrete floors or
block walls

atem 58300 Needle Scaler Kit {38
W"istol Grip) .......................$1,200.00
Item 58338 Needle Scaler Kit (28
Pistol Grip)...................... .1 ,000.00
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EXCLUSIVE INTAKE FUNNEL (optional)
provides maximum filter airtlow.

REMOVABlE INTAKE fiLTER DOOR
with slip hinges lor last Iiiier changes

EXClUSIVE TAPING MANIFOLD (optic
per mils taping to unit outside work a1

RED BARON ST2000 MEETS lARGE AIR CLEANING NEEDS
REMOVES DANGEROUS INDUSTRIAL DUST • FUMES • AND GASES
Formaldehyde • Ammonia • Solvents · and Chlorinated Hydrocartxms. Specific informa~on on special finer applications availat

SOLVES A VARIETY OF AIR POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN LARGE AREAS
®uses • Gymnasiums • Auditoriums • Banql!et Halls • Garages and Manufacturing Facilities .

I'

•
1.

BARON ST900 AIRMOP RECOMMENDED FOR SMALLER AREAS
Jlt yoor Red Baron Deater or Global Consl!mer Services lor information.

RED BARON ST2000 IS EQUIPPED WiTH
-.t.l Ul APPROVED COMPONENTS
tiREEN • A·OKAY LIGHT
I'ElLOW • EARLY WARNING LIGHT
~0 • EXCESSIVE BLOCKAGE LIGHT
'UDIBLE ALARM WlTH REO LIGHT

MINIHEUC W.C. GAGE
· ELAPSED TIME Mf1ER
FOUR-SPEED SWITCH
SLIP-DN CASTERS
CONTROL PANEL FUSE

RED BARON MODEL ST2000 SPECIFICATIONS

TIMED AUTOMATIC SHUT OFF
ENCLOSED CONTROL PANEL WIRING
HANDLES FOR liFTING LEVERAGE
SLIP HINGED REMOVABLE INTAKE DCX
THERMAL PROTECTED SLOWER
AIR DEUVERY (filTER lOADEOJ
Spted
o.t" SP
1.3" SP

t.OWER • IXred drive, high pressure dynaflically balanced wheel.

40l0R • 4-Speed, lA HP, 60HZ, t15V, 11.5 amps, Thermal Proteaioll Aui<>-Reset.
ONTROLS • 12 Houl Timer. ~·Speed Switch, Elapse<! Tune lrocf!Cator, Pressure Wamino W.C.
Gagefl..iQllts/Audible Narm.
tMENSIONS • leOQih 36" · Vlodth 28" • Height 29" (Mel 6" • Caster$).
UERS • 4 SIJges. 1st, 2nd. lid, 4th HEPROTECTOR. 99.97% or 9S.99%
HEPA at 0 3 Microns
IE~

3td

2300 CfM
2lXXI CfM
, 800 CfM

1800 CfM
1600 CFM
, 300 CfM

41h

1650 CfM

800 CfM

1st
~

• 279 tBS (fillers loaded).

EnviroTech Supply, Ltd.
•

Fafrb~mb,

I. I,

Al.. ka 99701

•

(907) f~S9JO

Middltroll

,l.lliOtliT

,.

•

GCS

GWBAL CONSUMER SERVICES9 INC.
1121 N. Highland Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90028 (213) 462·6910
14806 S. Oreul Avenue. Dolton, IL &0419 !3121 841-4240

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The Red Baron Air Filtration units have been tested and certified to:
(1) Environments using negative air pressure.

(2} Environments requiring the capture of micronic asbestos fibers.

•

(3) Work areas where cooling and ventilation is needed or environments
of general air purification of ambient air is required. The HEPAs
used in the Red Baron have been. tested and certified. ln addition
the filters are rated at not less than 99.97% atmospheric dust as
tested on {ASHRAE} American Society of Heating, Refrigeration ~
Air Conditioning Engineers standard 52 thru 76. All Red Baron
units are shipped with a 99.97% HEPA filter. HEPA filters rated
at 99.99% are available at the request of the customers. The
filters comply with Federal Standard 2096 for Class 100 air. Th~
Red Baron Air Cleaners are built in compliance with EPA Report
Number 1550-5-83-002 dated March 1983 section F. This section
outlines the recommended requirements in operating negative air
equipment in use with asbestos removal.
(4) Meets all requirements under standards set by fANS!) American
National Standards Institute Z9.2.
(S) All electrical components are UL listed .

•

Type 14
TYVEK:.. •
A Superior '

•

Barrier
to Asbestos
Fibers

•

Recognition of the ha.za.rds
resulLing from exposure to
asbestos fl. be r has
prompted the EnViron·
menta.! Protection Af,ency,
OSHA and other a&encles
tD enact regulations for iLS
safe h.a.nd.llng w protect
the public, the env"!ron·
ment and the worker.
The di.U'&llillty, flex:Jbillty
and st.rengt.h
ch.aracLeristlcs of asbesLos
make Jt well suJted for an
estimated :3000 separa.Le
commercl&l, public a.nd
industrial applications.
These include roormt and
flooring products;
ftreproofint LelCtll es;
friction products;
reinforcing mALarial in
cement, pipes a.nd coating
marer1a.ls; and therm&l
and aocoustic&l
inSulations.
In a. recent study,
conducLed by a ~or

independent research
1nSt1tuLe, TYVEK" l422A
was evaluated as a. barrier
to a.sbestos fibers.
"TYVBK 18 a

_..,~

&rodomo.rlr. Ql Du l"o.DD
(QOJerl

••

In the test, a. commerciAl grada or a.abestoe
ch&ra.ct.erl.zad as oont.&tn.1nl t.he hJghest
!'ract..lon of short. nllers we.s used, which
oonta1ned fibers down to < 1 .0 mJcro!18. An
alrst.rea.m cont.&ini.nS these fibers wa.e passed
through samples of TYVEK" t.h.a.t were baeluld
With high quallty membra.ne rut.ers.
The resu.lt.s obt.a.!ned by bot.h opUC&l a.nd
elect.ron m.1croaoopy showed TYVEK to be a.
supe rtor b&rrler to the sho rt.eat.
commerciAlly ~;va.il&ble grade of &ebestoa.
It was concluded properl,y d.eslbled
ga.rment.s of TYVEK 1422A can prevent
conts.minAtJons of the wearer's street
clothes 'W!t.h potential h&rrnful part.Jcula tes
that could be earned !rom the workplace
and Into t.he worker's home. Tods¥. TYVEK
1s the most widely \JSed protective ba.rr\er

\.

against asbestos.
For a copy of this study or additional
information on how protective clothing of
TYVEK can work. for you. call or write:
E. I. duPont de Nemours (:1 Co. (Inc.)
Spunboncled Products DiviSion
'I'YVEK · Industr\al Apparel

•

•

Centre Read Bui.l clJ.nt
WUffii.n€ton. DE 19898

(302) 999-3095

DUPONT Compe.ny.Spunbondel1 Products Divtsion.Centre RDad Build.ing.Wilm, DE 19810

Pnn""' 1n 0 S.A.

NORTH
7700 SERIES
• HALF MASK
AIR•

PURIFYING

RESPIRATORS
NIOSHIMSHA Certilied
The North 7700 Series is the most
comfortable respirator available today.
What makes it so comfortable? For
one thing, the facepiece is made of
soft, bypoallergenic silicone rubber.
Because silicone rubber's so much
more fleXIble than organic rubber. it
confonns to a worker's face, instead
of the other way around. And three
facepiece sizes make it much easier to
lit your workers v.ith NlOSI-I!MSHA
approved 7700 respirators.
'The North 1700's cradle suspension
s~m also adds to the comfort
'W respirator. Tile North 7700
··
;n't slip like respirators with con-•ttional strap systems. The cradle
suspension gives an even seal v.ithout
irritating pressure points.
The low profile of the North 7700
gives workers a wide field of 'ision
and room for protective eyewear. Its
low inhalation and exhalation resistance makes breathing easier, leaving
more energy for production.
The North 7700 doesn't stop at safety
and comfort. It's easy to maintain. Just
unscrew the cartridges. and drop the
facepiece into the wash. The direct
cartridge-to-facepiece seal means no
cartridge receptacles to clean and no
sealing gaskets to lose or replace. The
silicone rubber facepiece can take a lot
more cleanings and still come out soft
and flexible.

The North 7700 Series half mask has
a wide variety of appfications in these
•~Yother industries:
;icultural • Automotive • Battery
··,.1anufacturing • Chemical Processing •
Metal F'lllishing • Mining • Petroleum
Refining • Phannaceutical• Shipbuilding • Smelting • Steel• Textile

(
Features
S~ate-of-the-art design and

Benefits
materials

Pro,ides wearers with the best fitting, most
comfortable lacepiece. therebr impro,ing their health
and salety

Silicone fac~piece material

Wearer comfort. Readily conlonns to facial features and
doesn't harden \\ith age
Easy to clean. non-stick. non-slip surface
Duroble. Stands up to repeated cleanings better than
any other lacepiece material
Resists distonion, ensuring a better fi~ time alter time

Cootoured sealing flange

The most comfortable, best fitting hal{ mask lacepiece
a.-ailable

Eliminates discomfort caused by pressure poiniS on
facial nerves
Design of,_ area provides excellent fit and easy
breathing

Extended side flanges

Provide best possible seal during talking or other facial
motions

Low dead-U space

!mpro>·es worker comfort by limiting "re-breathh!i' of
exhaled air

Three overlapping lacepiece sizes

Comfortable fits lor largest number of respirator
wearers
Soft. comfortable ,'radJe straps provide a comforuble,
secure fit without slipping
Corwenient side adjusunent ol ~ straps
"One· Piece" suspension prevents loss or mis-assembly
ol indi>idual straps
Easily removed for cleaning

Cradle suspension s)·stem

Headband yoke

Allows canridges to be located lower and further back,
improving side vision

,.
'

Features

Benofits

£!<halation l'a/l'e assemblr

Exceptionally Jaw breathing re<isrmce
Positive pressure fit check 11ithout remO\ing cover

Plastic inhalation and exhalation

Resist corrosion. rusting
Allow <leaning at up tO 160'f' without distortion
Aerodrnami<'alll· designed for low breathing resisrmce
Allows workers to comlonably wear protectil'e eyewear
Facepiecescan be usedincombinationwilh N0\'1h.
faceshields. protecti•·e caps and hearing protectors
Eliminates the risk ot improper seal and reduced
protection due to lost or worn sealing gaskets
Minimizes replacement parts inventory
Ease of maintenance. no cartridge receptacles to clean
More comfort, greater worker acceptance
Employers will be in compliance with an important
OSHA requirement

val•·e ,·onnectors
Low profile desii!'l

Direct cartridge-to- farepiece seal

Fully certified by NIOSHIMSHA

Filters and Cartridges

~·

Domed fit check and filter cover

Ability to perfonn negative pressure fit check without
rem01ing filters or cartridges and disturbing facepiece seal

Completely color..:oded

Simplifies respil'atory program administration
RedllCes the possibility of using incorre<.1 filter or
cartridge

Durable sonic-sealed plastic
consuuction

Lightweight

Filters and cartridges have an inside
threaded section

No metal to corrode or dent if accidentaliy dropped
No cartridge "dusting"
Threads are protected -less apt to become damaged

. ~...-'JI~p:ll
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MODELS
7580S, 7580M, 7580L
7780S, 7780M, 7780L

~·

.'.

'

PERMISSIBLE

.

..
••

'• •.

RESPIRATOR
FOR
.
DUSTS, FUMES, MISTS AND RADIONUCLIDES
U S OII)Mtmenl ol IIUIIh and Hu~n SeMCU
Cen1ers tor Qlsuse ContrOl

..... ,..............--. ..............

NIOSH
NJIIOIIIIIRS!ttule

tor Oceu!IIIIOIIII S,lely JINI lleJIIII

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH

•

APPROVAL NO. TC·21C·152
ISSUED TO ·
'.'

NORTH SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Cranston, Rhode Island, U.S.A.

·,

..
·~ ~

..
..j

~.I

LIMITATIONS
Approved lor respiratory protection against dusts, fumes and mists having a
time-weighted average less than· 0.05 milligram per cubic meter, asbestos
containing dusts and mists and radionuclldes.
Not tor use in atmospheres containing len than 19.5 percent oxygen or In
atmospheres containing toxic: gases and vapors.
Not tor use In atmospheres Immediately 9angerous to life or health.
CAUTION
In making renewals or repairs, parts Identical with those furnished by the ·
manufacturer under the pertinent approval shall be maintained.
Follow manufacturer's instructions for changing filters •
This respirator shall be selected, fitted. used, and maintained In accordance
with Mine Safety and Health Administration, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, and other applicable regulations.

MSHA·NIOSH APPROVAL TC.21C·152

•

·''..

lssuQd to North Safely Equipment
July 11, 1986
THE APPROVED ASS EM BL Y CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING NOATH PARTS:
7500-30L, 7500-30M, 7500-30S, 77()().30L. 7700.30M or 7700.30S facepiece
assembly and N7500-8 or 75Q0.8(TC.2tC1521 filters.

•
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'
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•

•
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_:_

7780L TC-21C-152
7780M TC-21C-152
77805 TC-21C-152

7500-8
Highly ToXic Particulates
Fitter

Dusts, Fumes. Mists and Radlonuclides: Approved lor
resPiratory protecllQn aga1n'6t dus1s. fumes and m1sts
having a tlme-wAJl]hlP.i'i AVP':tf]A Jp~t:; fh.=in f) n.c:; mrllrQ'AAl
per cub•c meter and radrocuClldes

75BP80L TC-21C-168
75BP80M TC·21C-168

7680
TC-21C-171
76805 TC-21C-171
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REATIVE
INNOVATIONS

ASBESTOS FILTRATION
SYSTEMS

•

•

DUAL

QUAD

•

AF 2000 FAMILY
Now in addition to the AF 2000,
Creative Innovations has made available,
through selective distributors, a Dual
and Quad AF 2000 low Pressure
Asbestos Water Filtration System.
The entire A f 2000 lam ily have the
same features, advantages, and benefits;
they are constructed from high impact
polyvinyl chloride, feature the Direct
Flow Forcing Cone, and use the Multi·
Position Stand with spring tension
retaining clamps.
This design provides for a double or
a four stage filtration system, thus
allowing for a variety of grades of filter
bags to be utilized, depending upon
the desired filtration capacity.

DUAL& QUAD
AF 2000 SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions:
Dual-21 "X21"X33" ................ Weight: 20 lbs.
Quad-21 "X 14"X 33" ···············Weight: 3 5 lbs.
Diameter: Each vessel, 5'12"
Inlet & Outlet: 1'14''
Max. recommended pressure application:
10 lbs./sQ. inch
Max. recommended flow rate: 25 G.P.M.

Now the user has the option of
sequentially staging the filtration with
woven poly propylene bags which are
available in micron ratings of 100, 50,
25. 10. 5. J, & 1 microns, thus reducing
the frequency of bag changes.
All systems come complete with
plumbing. 1
fittings. 24' of 1 1/,'' flex
hose, garden hose adaptors. and hose
retaining clamps that prevent entangled
hoses.

v.-·

CREATIVE INNOVATIONS, INC.

P.O. BOX 3257
WEST CHESTER, PA.

19381
(215) 696·4952

Suggested Retail Price: (Units come complete
with: stand, plumbing, 24' of flex hose, 1114'' fittings,
and garden hose adaptors) .

•

Distributed By:

••
The AF 2000 Pump Pl LIS is the AF 2000 and more!
In addition
to the same features, advantages and benefits of the AF 2000 it
features the AF 200(1 JLtn i or pre-f i 1 ter, a thermal! y protected
flexible impeller pump, a Mercury float switch, a Diaphram
Actuated Pressure Guage, and a ground fault circuit interrupter
plug,
The AF 2000 Junior pre-filter catches sand and other large
abrasives in a. 400 micron nylon mesh bag.
This sa~ety ~eature
prevents gross contamination from burning out the impellers in
the pump.

•

The pump is a ~lexible impeller type having a 5 GPM and 15
capacity.
It is sel~ priming to seven feet and ~eatures
thermal protection which will automatically shut down in the
event of overheating, The pump is housed in a non-metallic water
resisting gasket sealed encl OSLtre featuring a 20 AMP toggle
switch, an indicating lamp that remains lit when the pump is in
LlSe and a cooling ~an which protects ~rom motor bLirnout.
PSI

The Mercury ~loat switch is placed in the shower basin.
When the shower basin begins to f i 11 , the water 1 Hts the ~loat
switch and activates the pump.
While the pLtmp drains the basin,
the water level
drops,
descendin~
the float switch which.
automat ica l I y turns of~ the PLtmp,
The
Diaphram Actuated Pressure Guage has a 0-~0
calibration range.
This guage will alert the user when
filter bags require changing.
An additional feature is an
pressure release valve that allows ~or the proper reading of
guages calibration.

•

PSI

the
air
the

A ground fault circuit interrLtptor plug is provided to
protect persons ~rom 1 ine-to-groLtnd shocl: hazards.
If
an
electrical surge due. to a short circuit, ie,
improper use .in an
unsafe condition or the like is detected, the ground fault
circuit interrupter plug shuts down the entire electrical system
from the plug back.
It does not prevent shock, but it does limit
the time of exposLtre to a period considered safe for normally
healthy persons, 1/30 o~ a. second.

CREATIVE INNOVATIONS, INC.

1'.0. IIOX 3257 WEST CHESTER, P/\ 19301

CALl (215) 69&-4952

•
The AF 2000 Pump Plus is available in six different models.
The 110 Volt series and the 12 Volt series.
Each of the two
series has 3 different units available.
The
advantage of using mLtltiple stage filtration
is
increased bag I i fe.
Theoretically the 1 arger particles of
asbestos are contained in the higher rated bags, rather than
clogging the 1 ower rated bags.
This increases bag 1 ife and
decreases the freqLtency of bag changes.
SPECIFICATIONS:
SINGLEDUALQUAD-

•

SIZE
X
17" X 30
17 11 " 24 11 ~{ 30"
17" ,," 24 >: 30
17"

11

11

PumpElectricalInletOutletMa:{ Fl o••Bag Ctlange-

11

WEIGHT
50 lbs. Single
55 lbs. Dual
65 lbs. Quad

brass w/stainless steel shaft/Buna-N-impeller
110V or 121/
1 1/4" or Garden Hose
1 1/4'' or Garden Hose
25 GPM , 1 0 PSI
Vari ent to Ltse.

All PLtmp Plus Ltnits come complete with:
24' of 1 1/4'' flex hose
Fl e:·: hose clamp
1 1/4" flex connector fitting (straight>
1 1/4" fle:: connector fitting (90:< Ell,
Male garden hose adapter
Female garden hose adapter
1 set of filter bags
PRICES:
SINGLE
DUAL
QUAD

•

110V
800.00
950.00
1200.00

12V
675.00
825.00
1050.00

Micron rated filter
$2.25 each
available in 400, 100, 50,
25. 10, 5, 3, to 1 microns

bags:

11111111111111~~~~~--------------~--~FLATSAWS--·

•

20·HP electric motor with on/off switch, electric hydraulic
raising and lowering mechanism, hydrostatic drive tor
forward and reverse. heavy-duty self-artgn-tng tapered roller bear"1ngs.
29x 1-7/16-inch spindle shaft. 18-inch bladeguard and shut- oft valve.
bladeguard mounts to either side of the saw. blade sp1ndle wrench
and hammer. six {3V) drive belts. 6x2-inch front wheels. 1Ox3-inch
rear wheels. folding front guide bar with pointer cable lor easy

access.
Net weight. 800 lbs.
Dimensions: 29''W x 40"H x 39"L

•001201

30" Blade Capacity

MECO M-20 Electric Flat Saw (sell-propelled)

14. 24 or 30-mch Bladeguard. Night Ligh1. Lifting Frame.
12-Volt Waler Pump. Jabsco Mechanic~! Sell-Pnmmg
Water Pump. Extended Sp1ndleshaf1. Upcut Oes1gn.
Wr~ter Pressure Sw1tch. 2·Soeed SpinrJln Shnl1 Genrbox

•

•

PARTNEH K2300 Electric Saw
This electric power cutter is efficient, convenient and safe to use.
The blade has a "pulling" rotation which means tess risk of kickback and jamming. The machine weights only 18.3 lbs and has
a power rating of 2300 watts. Voltages of 100, 110, 120, 220-240
volts. Blade dia. is 14", Shah speed 5300 rpm.
#004009

Partner K2300 Electric Saw

•

WATERFILTRATIONSYSTEM
Water will be filtered through attached filter system. This system will use a series of
filters with the final filter of 2 microns.
After the water is filtered through this system the water will then be filtered through a
second system to two filters with activated charcoal filters. A drawing of this system is
attached .

•

•

•

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL FILTERING SYSTEM LAYOUT

Waste Water In

Waste Water Out
Filter

•

•

Filter
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PHASE II REMEDIAL DESIGN FOR BOILER ROOM
PCB/LEAD PAINT MITIGATION
FEDERAL BUILDING- JUNEAU, ALASKA
SUBMITTAL COVER SHEET

Material Item:

02083 - Fugitive & Silica Dust Control Procedures

3rd Resubmittal Date: October 20, 2006 (General Statement Added)
Submittal Item No.:

5-02083- Fugitive & Silica Dust Control Procedures

Owner:

General Services Administration
Northwest/ Arctic Region
222 West 7lh Avenue, Box 5
Anchorage, AK 99518

Phone (907) 271-5085
Fax (907) 271-3086

Project Management: USKH
2515 A Street,
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Phone (907) 276-4245
Fax (907) 258-4653

Contractor:

Little Susitna Construction Company. Inc.
82 I "N" Street, Suite 207
Anchorage, Alaska 99 50 I

Phone (907) 274-7571
Fax (907) 277-3300

Subcontractor:..

Asbestos.Removal Specialists of Alaska
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks, AK 99709

__ Phone (907)45.1-8550_ ---·---------Fax (907) 452-6374

Certification: By signature below, LSCC states that the materials comply with the specifications
of subjec contract.

Architect/Engineer Review:
0
Approved - No Exception Taken
0
Approved As Corrected - (See comments below
and/or contained within submittal or shop drawings).
0
Revise and Resubmit (See comments below and/or
contained within submittal or shop drawings.)
Comments:

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Not Approved (See
comments below and/or
contained within submittal
or shop drawings.)

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SUBMITTAL
FUGITIVE AND SILICA DUST
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PCB/LEAD MITIGATION
FEDERAL BUILDING
JUNEAU AK
General Contractor:

Asbestos Abatement Contractor:

Little Susitna Construction Co, Inc.
821 N Street, Suite 207
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Phone 907-274-7571
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks AK 99709
Phone 907-451-8550
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Fugitive and Silica Dust Control Procedures
PCB/Lead Mitigation
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Juneau AK
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Control Procedures

FUGITIVE AND SILICA DUST CONTROL PROCEDURES
PROJECf NAME:

PCB/Lead Paint Mitigation

PROJECf LOCATION:

Federal Building
Juneau,AK

PLAN DATE:

August 7, 2006

ALL WORK WILL BE PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE LOCAL, STATE AND
FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
AT NO TIME IS TIDS DOCUMENT MEANT TO IMPLY THAT THE OWNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF ANY OF THE WORK TO BE ACCOMPLISHED. ALL OF THE WORK TO
BE ACCOMPLISHED SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACfOR THE OWNER'S
RESPONSIBILITY IS THE OVERSIGHT OF THE PROJECf.
SUMMARY OF WORK:
Cut concrete and remove from building.
WORK AREA SETUP AND PROTECTION PROCEDURES:
The mechanical room will be the regulated area. The entrances to the area will be sealed to prevent fugitive dust
from leaving the area.
WORKER PROTECTION PROCEDURES:
Workers will be provided with personal protective clothing and equipment. All personal protective equipment will
be worn properly at all times, including set-up and Wltil ftnal clearance is esuiblished. It will be the duty of the
designated competent person supervisor to select and approve all the required personal protective clothing and
equipment.
_.... _______ ""R.espii'ators Wiii be selected and uSed In accordancew{tli manu-facturers recormlleiidations and shall be approved by-the National institute for Occupational Safety and Health for use in environments containing airborne dusts. For airpurifying respirators, the particulate filter portion of the cartridges or canister approved for use in airborne dust
environments shall be Type-H, High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA).
It is expected that the combination of engineering controls and work practices will be sufficient to maintain worker
full shift average exposures well below the PEL and hence has selected personal protective equipment to be used by
workers on this job as follows:

a.
b.

c.

Disposable suits with hoods and booties, taped sealed at wrists and ankles.
Half facemask air purifying negative pressure respirators with high efficiency particulate filters. (Powered
air purifying respirators with high efficiency particulate filters will be available for any worker who prefers
to use such in place of half face mask respirator.)
Eye protection, head protection, hearing projection and hand protection shall be worn while at the worksite. This includes inside and outside of the work area.

If air monitoring results indicate that shift exposures are exceeding the PEL, all half face mask respirators will be
replaced with ?APR's and work practices and engineering controls will be re-evaluated:
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM
The respiratory protection program is attached .at the end of this plan. Fit testing records are included at the end of
the respiratory protection program.
INITIAL EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT:
The initial exposure assessment

will be done at the start of the project.
1
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SPECIFIC WORK PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES:
Cement materials will be cut and removed using wet methods. The materials will be wet before they area removed.
When materials are wet they will be removed using concrete cutters and hand tools. The concrete cutting machine
will have a steady flow of water to the cutting area to prevent dust and prolong the life of the blade. As materials are
removed they will be kept wet and placed in a disposal container which will be lined with two large leak proof
polyethylene bags.

If necessary, any chipping or jack hammering of the concrete will be done using wet methods. The area being jack
hammered will be continuously misted during the work.
HEPA filtered exhaust machines will be used near the work to further control any dust which may become airborne.
The machines will be exhausted to the exterior of the building.

ENGINEERING CONTROLS USED TO KEEP FUGITIVE DUST AND SILICA EXPOSURES BELOW
THE PEL INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF THE WORK AREA:
Wet cutting and handling of the concrete will be used as the primary means of controlling the levels of airborne
particulates. In addition HEPA filtered exhaust machines will be used to capture airborne particulates. All concrete
once cut will be placed in a designated area and covered until it is removed from the work area and placed in the
transportation containers. The transportation conrainers will be lined with two large polyethylene bags to prevent
fugitive dust and silica from becoming airborne during transportation.

SILICA AIR MONITORL"'G, PROCEDURES, LOCATIONS A.,"'D THE :-lUMBER OF DAILY SAMPLES
AND TARGET VOLUMES OF EACH SAMPLE TYPE:
Personal air monitoring: Personal breathing zone sampling will be conducted to estimate the exposures of workers
on the site for personal exposure limit (PEL) and excursion limit for silica. All sampling for reparable crystalline
silica will be in accordance with NIOSH Method 7500. The air monitoring technician and the Contractor's
supervisor will choose workers on each shift ( at least 2 5% of the crew) for full shift personal breathing zone air
monitoring. Workers will be chosen whose tasks represent the expected highest exposures on the work crew. All
phases of the project where workers may be exposed to airborne silica including initial set up, daily working
conditions and fmal clearring-will"be-mon:itored:· Tear down·activities after fmal clearance wilJ-not·be monitored, This sampling will be conducted using battery powered personal air sampling pumps operating at approximately 2.02.5 liters per minute. Sample volumes will be adequate to assure with 95% confidence that exposures are below the
PEL for silica. Personal pumps will be calibrated before and after use. Sample pumps will be attached to the
worker's waist and samplers will be fastened to the collar to draw air from the worker's breathing zone.
Representative workers will be sampled for full shift exposures. Multiple samples may be taken consecutively.
Sample periods will be not less than two hours, but this may be modified according to dust loading conditions. Time
weighted average (TWA) exposures and 95% upper confidence limits on the TWA will be calculated using standard
industrial hygiene statistical formulas in accordance with Federal regulations. Where a full shift can not be sampled,
an assumption about the unsampled time will be made and recorded for the sampled worker.

Baseline and Background Air Sampling One sample shall be taken for each 1000 square feet of floor space. Not
less than two samples shall be taken in each regulated area. Sampling locations shall be determined by the air
monitoring technician. All sampling for reparable crystalline silica will be in accordance with NIOSH Method 7500.
The minimum sample volumes will be governed by the level of filter loadiog. Sample pumps will be pre- and postcalibrated using a rotameter in current calibration.
Work Shift Sampling: The minimum of daily air samples per work will be as follows. Two (2) samples within the
work area. One (1) sample outside the entrance to the mechanical room. Two (2) environmental samples io the
mechanical room outside of the work area. All sampling for reparable crystallioe silica will be in accordance with
NlOSH Method 7500. The minimum san1ple volumes will be governed by the level of filter loading. Sample
pumps will be pre- and post-calibrated using a rotameter in current calibration.
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Clearance Sampling:

Clearance sampling will be done by the Owner

DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES:
All personnel will enter and exit through the decontamination station. Workers will thoroughly wash their bodies
and hair when exiting the work area.
Equipment shall be passed out through the decontamination area as needed or at the end of the project. Tools shall
be cleaned and wiped down and cleaned in the work area. All equipment which must not be exposed to water shall
be wiped down within the work area. After the area passes final clearance the equipment shall be removed during
the removal of the containment area.
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES:
FIRE
During the set up phase of the job, workers must be made aware of the emergency and exiting procedures. In the
case of a fire, decontamination is forgotten in the face of the immediate danger to life. Fire exits ( outside the
work area) should be identified, marked, and contingency plans made for emergency exits an lighting.
Prevention is always the best cure. Listed below are some tips that will decrease the chances of a fLre.
~
Make sure that sources of ignition - pilot lights, equipment than makes sparks etc. are removed or secured.
~
Fuel sources, such as gas or propane lines, should be shut down and secured.
~
Locate hot spots and potential fire hazards within the containment area, correct and make arrangements for
periodic inspection.
~
Do not allow matches or lighters inside the containment area. Prohibitions against smoking inside the
containment area will be strictly enforced.
~
When using cutting torches, open flames or equipment that will emit sparks, a worker designated as the frre
watch should be standing by with fire extinguisher equipment. (Do not use Carbon Dioxide extinguisher in
a confmed or enclosed space.)
~
When cutting into a wall make sure that you know what is in the wall and what is behind it.
~
Maintain fire extinguisher throughout the work area.
~
Clearly mark emergency exits. Post directional signs if necessary and provide emergency lighting.
~---~Maintain a command post·outside the containment area· with Helephone-(post·emergency numbers) to callfor fire or emergency equipment. The command post should also have a fire alarm (a compressed air hom
works well) that can be plainly heard inside the containment area.
Unless it is immediately apparent that the fire can be stopped with available extinguisher, the workers shall
evacuate the area immediately {without decontamination). At no time should a worker stay behind if ordered
out of the containment are. IF IN DOUBT- GET OUT.
After the work area is evacuated, all workers shall meet at the designated area outside of the building. Team leaders
must account for each person in their team and report to the job supervisor. If a worker is unaccounted for rescue
should not be attempted by the workers individually. Supervisory personnel must make snap decisions. If the arrival
of qualified fire-fighting personnel is imminent, prudence would dictate that they will have the proper equipment and
experience to safely attempt the rescue. Disposable clothing is flammable or can melt. The plastic containment
barriers will emit a toxic gas when burned. The fire will pick up speed and spread faster the longer it bums and
abatement workers do not have the experience or equipment necessary for rescue without possibly becoming another
victim.
The containment barrier covering a fLre exit must be plainly labeled and a razor knife attached to the plastic. Exit
lighting, in case of power failure during, should be operational and checked daily. In case of a fire in the work area
workers would be able to cut through the plastic and escape through the emergency exit. After the fire is out, the
workers can worry about the fugitive dust and silica again. The workers should also be aware that smoke kill more
people than fire. While the respirators might filter some of the smoke, it is not a oxygen mask. If there is a fire, the
best air will be next to the floor.
ACCIDENTS AND EVACUATION
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In case of an accident the first priority is the treatment of the injured party. Others in the work area should ·render
assistance within their training and abilities. Emergency services an local clinics and other medical personnel are
available for first response care. These first response personnel have the ability and authority to order further
evacuation, if Deeded, to intensive care units.
All workers who are injured in the work area should be evacuated by other workers, if possible. In some cases the
injury may be such that a higher level of care may be needed to properly treat the injured person. In this case the
responding parties should follow the following procedures, if applicable:
I.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Put on protective clothing provided by the contractor and your own portable self-contained breathing
apparatus. If it is felt necessary you may don your turn out gear in place of our protective clothing. In
many cases our protective clothing may work over your turnout gear.
Enter the containment area through the personnel decontamination station. You will be guided through this
area by workers on the site.
Treat the injured party as necessary to reverse life threatening conditions or ready the injured party for
transportation.·
If the injured party must be evacuated by stretcher, or other means where the injured party cannot be moved
by his own power, attempt to remove through the personnel decontamination station. The injured person
need not be decontatninated and the emergency personnel need not decontaminate. If the emergency
requires evacuation through other areas this is to be done. The care of the injured is the first
consideration.
Once the injured person is outside of the work area his contaminated clothing should, if possible, be
removed down to bare skin. Also emergency personnel should remove their protective clothing or turn out
gear at this time and leave with the workers at the scene. This includes self-contained breathing apparatus.
The injured party can now be transported to the clinic with a minimum of exposure danger to all other
parties.

Any cloths or towels used for the treatment of this patient should be bagged in plastic bags, sealed and taped and
disposed of as hazardous waste according to the facilities plan. These cloths or towels shall not be burned or
incinerated. After the patient has been wiped clean treatment can proceed under normal conditions for the facility.
HEAT RELATED INJURY
Heat Stress & Dehydration
Heat stress and dehydration are rwo major dangers for all workers. The work requires that workers wear full-body
disposable clothing and respirators. These are not comfortable under the best of conditions, but when combined with
a hot boiler room and hard labor can become extremely hot. It is important that each worker become acclimated tot
he environment of the containment area gradually. Pushing too hard is the surest way to develop heat exhaustion or
heat stroke. The workers should police themselves and ensure that they drink adequate quantities of water to replace
body fluids lost on the job.
Heat Exhaustion
Causes: High air temperature, high humidity, low air movement, hard work, not enough breaks, insufficient fluids
intake, full body clothing, workers to acclimated to heat.
Symptoms: Fatigue, weakness, profuse sweating, pale calmly skin, headache, cramps, vomiting, dizziness, fainting.
Treatment: Remove the worker from the hot area, lay them down and raise the feet, apply cool wet cloths, loosen

or remove clothing, aU ow small sips of water if victim is conscious and not vomiting.
Prevention: Frequent breaks, increased fluid intake, acclimatization to work area environment.
Heat Stroke ·
Causes: High air temperature, high humidity, low air movement, hard work, not enough breaks, insufficient fluid
intake, full body clothing, workers not acclimated to heat.
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Symptoms: Dizziness, nausea, sever headache, hot dry skin, confusion, collapse, delirium, coma, death.
Treatment: Medical emergency, remove worker from hot area, remove clothing, lay them down and cool the body.
Dehydration is another problem associated with hazardous materials abatement work. It is caused by the insufficient
fluid intake, coupled with the hot, sweaty work. Workers can guard against dehydration by drinking plenty ofwatei
every time they come out of the containment area. Each worker should also keep track of the number of times that
they urinate during the day. They should urinate at least twice in a day, less than that means that they are not taking
in enough liquid. Alcohol does not collllt and can actually contribute to dehydration.
POWER FAILURE

In the event of power failure all work will cease until power is restored. Power may be restored by an auxiliary
power unit, if available. If the auxiliary unit will not provide sufficient power to rllll the required number of exhaust
machines and other required equipment work will not restart until full power is restored and all exhaust air units are
brought back on line. It must also be remembered that many other required pieces of equipment are run of electricity
and these must also be in operation.
All equipment will be tested and the containment area integrity tested before work is restarted. Air testing will be
done outside the work area to ensure that airborne particulates were not leaked outside work during the power
outage.
DECONTAMINATION OR WORK AREA ISOLATION
Where required by the type of work procedures decontamination stations will be provided. In all cases, access
between contaminated and uncontaminated rooms or areas shall be through an airlock. In all cases access between
any two rooms within the decontamination unit shall be through a plastic sheeting curtained doorways. Separate
personnel and equipment decontamination facilities shall be provided. Emergency exits shall be provided from the

work area. The personnel decontamination area is the only official entrance and exil, except for emergencies, from
the work area.
For regulated areas openings will be sealed where the release of airborne particulates is expected. The regulated area
will·be established with·the·used ofcurtains;·portable partitions, or other systems in· order to·prevent·the·escape of--·-··
airborne particulates from the regulated control area. All penetrations of the floor, walls, and ceiling shall be sealed
with 6-mil polyethylene plastic an duct tape. Openings will be allowed in the barrier of work area for the supply and
exhaust of air for the negative air pressure system.
REGULATED AREA BREACHES
Major Breaches of Regulated Barrier: In the event of a major breach of the containment area all work will cease and
repairs will be made to the breach. Air sampling, by the Contractor, will immediately begin in the areas adjacent to
the breach. All workers will be evacuated from the area until such time it is determined by the Contracting Officer
that there are no airborne particulates in the air outside of !he containment area. Written notification by the
Contracting Officer will be required for resumption of work, both inside and outside of the containment area where
the breach occurred. Other trades will be made aware of the containment activities and cautioned of the
consequences of a breach of the area.
DETECTION OF UNSUSPECTED FUGITIVE DUST AND SILICA CONTAMINATION
If unsuspected airborne particulates are detected outside of !he work area, in excess of ambient, all work will stop
immediately and the source of the particulates will be determined. All workers outside of the work area will be
evacuated from the area and !he area secured until such time the source is found and corrected and the particulate

concentrations are determined to be ambient or less and written permission, by the Contracting Officer, is given to
re-enter the area.
INTERNAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND INSPECTION PROCEDURES
The Contractor shall continuously inspect the work area for settled dust. These inspections shall be recorded in the
daily logs of the Contractor. The inspection reports and daily logs will be' submitted to the Owner weekly.
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTION PROGRAM
INTRODUCfiON
In the control of those occupational diseases caused by breathing air contaminated with harmful dusts, fogs,
fumes, mists, gases, smokes, sprays, or vapors, the primary objective shall be to prevent atmospheric
contamination. This shall be accomplished, as far as feasible, by accepted engineering control measures
(for example, enclosure or confinement of the operation, general and local ventilation, and substitution of
less toxic materials). When effective engineering controls are not feasible, or while they are being
instituted, appropriate respirators shall be used.
In the hazardous materials abatement it is imperative that protective measures be taken. These measures
include worker protection (the most important of which is the respirator) and environmental quality. Even
though the best of environmental quality procedures are used, in hazardous materials abatement the danger
of exposure is great. For this reason the use of respirators during all hazardous materials abatement work is
required by Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska (ARSA).
Respirators shall be provided by ARSA when hazardous materials abatement work is being done. ARSA
shall provide the respirators which are applicable and suitable for the purpose intended. ARSA shall be
responsible for the establishment and maintenance of a respiratory protective program which shall include
those items listed in the program described herein. This program is in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134.
Employees of ARSA shall use the provided respiratory protection in accordance with instructions and
training received.

ADMINISTRATION
The administrator of this program shall be John Abrams. Mr. Abrams is experienced in the selection.
fitting, testing, cleaning, maintenance and instruction in the proper use of respirators and their limitations.
-

-----Mr~-Abrams-has

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

been charged-with the following-responsibilities;.__ _ _ _ _ -Supervision of respirator selection procedure.
Establishment and conduct of periodic training sessions for respirator users.
Establishment of conduct of a continuing program of cleaning, inspection, and maintenance of
respiratory equipment.
Designation of proper storage areas for respiratory equipment.
Assurance that the necessary medical approval has been received for each user of respiratory
equipment.
Continuing inspection and evaluation of all aspects of the respiratory protection program to assure their
continued functioning and effectiveness.

RESPIRATOR PROGRAM
Under a good respiratory program both the employer and the employee have certain responsibilities which
must be adhered to. These responsibilities, if diligently carried out, will serve as a check and baiances
system for the program and give maximum protection and benefit for each party. With the diligent work
and monitoring by the administtator the respiratory program will be a success and serve employees and
employer within the general intent of Federal guidelines and regulations.
Employer Responsibility
1. Respirators shall be provided by the employer, at no charge to the employee, when they are necessary
to protect the health of the employee.
2. The employer shall provide the respirator which is applicable and suitable for the intended purpose.
3. The employer shall be responsible for the establishment and maintenance of a respiratory protection
program.

4.
5.
6.

The employer shall be responsible for the execution of the respiratory program.
The employer shall be responsible for ensuring minimum health risks to the employees during
hazardous materials abatement work by requiring proper respiratory protection.
The employer shall be sure that each employee has read and understands the respiratory program.

Employee Responsibility
I. The employee shall use the respiratory protection in accordance with instructions and training received.
2. The employee shall be responsible for cleaning, inspecting, and making minor repairs on his/her
respirator, if necessary, in accordance with instruction and training received.
3. The employee shall report any trouble or malfunction of the respirator to his supervisor.
4. The employee shall cooperate with those doing daily air monitoring and check results of that air
monitoring. If the employee has any questions about protection in regards to air quality he/she shall
contact his/her supervisor and obtain an understanding of the respiratory protection needed.
5. The employee shall understand the level of respiratory protection required for each project and be
entitled to and given the highest degree of respiratory protection compatible with, and feasible for, the
job site if so desired.
6. The employee shall use all respiratory equipment and follow all respiratory programs and rules and
regulations of the Employer and Federal, State and Local regulatory agencies.
Each employee who uses a filter respirator shall be permitted to change the filter elements whenever an
increase in breathing resistance is detected, and an adequate supply of filters elements shall be maintained
for this purpose.
Employees who wear respirators shall be permitted to leave work areas to wash their faces and respirator
face pieces whenever necessary to prevent skin irritation associated with respirator use.
·
No employee shall be assigned to tasks requiring the use of respirators if, based upon his/her most recent
medical examination, an examining physician determines that the employee will be unable to function
normally wearing a respirator, or that the safety or health of the employee or other employees will be
impaired by the use of a respirator.
Eating, smoking, drinking, chewing tobacco or chewing gum shall not be permitted while wearing
respiratory protective equipment.

SELECTION OF RESPIRATOR
The respirator is the most important piece of personal protective equipment and is the critical line of
defense for hazardous materials abatement workers against the health effects of air contaminants.
OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1910.134 (Respiratory Protection Standard) is not specific to hazardous
materials, but pertains to respiratory protection from all airborne toxins and particle's. This regulation
specifies requirements for a respiratory protection program, air quality, use and maintenance of respirators.
OSHA regulation 29 CFR 1910.134 outlines when respirators must be used, who must provide the, and
what rypes are safe and effective to use iii. a given situation. ARSA is responsible for providing respirators ·
when ever the Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) to airborne hazardous materials is at or exceeds these
levels. The respirator provided must be approved by both the Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).
Respirators are used at ARSA to protect employees exposed to hazardous materials airborne contaminants.
The rypes of respirators used by ARSA employees on these projects are:
I. Half mask air-purifying respirators, also called Negative Pressure Respirators, other than a disposable
respirator, equipped with high efficiency filters.
2. Full facepiece air-purifying respirators equipped with high efficiency filters.
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3.

Full facepiece supplied-air respirators operated in pressure demand mode.

Filter types used are high-efficiency particulate air filters for airborne particulate exposures, and organic
vapor absorbent cartridges for organic substances exposures. A high-efficiency filter means a filter that is at
least 99.97 percent efficient against mono-dispersed particles of 0.3 micrometers in diameter.
Where respirators are used, ARSA shall select and provide, at no cost to the employee and shall ensure the
employee uses the respirator provided.
ARSA shall select respirators from among those jointly approved as being acceptable for protection by
NIOSH under the provisions of 30 CFR Part 11.
ARSA shall provide a powered air-purifying respirator instead of any negative-pressure respirator for
hazardous materials exposure whenever:
I. An employee chooses to use this type of respirator, and
2. This respirator will provide adequate protection to the employee.
At no time shall a respirator be selected which offers less protection than required for the particular
conditions under which it is to be used. However, if desired, a respirator type offering a greater protection
factor than needed may be selected. Respirators assigned for higher environmental concentrations may be
used at lower concentrations.
TRAINING
Training must be provided before or at the time of initial assignment (unless the employee has received
equivalent training within the previous 12 months) and at least annually thereafter.
All ARSA employees working on hazardous materials abatement projects shall have received training in
hazardous materials abatement and awareness training for the substances being abated. Such training
includes the nature of hazards on the abatement projects including organic vapors and use and care of
respirators .
.The training program_willhe_conducted in a.manner.that the employee is able t()_\J!l<!erstandc_ARSA_~hall __
ensure that each employee is informed of the following:
I. Methods of recognizing hazardous materials.
2. The health effects associated with hazardous materials and organic vapors to which the employee might
be exposed.
3. The relationship between smoking and hazardous materials in producing lung cancer.
4. The nature of operations that could result in exposure to hazardous materials and the importance of
necessary protective controls to minimize exposure including, as applicable, engineering controls, work
practices, respirators, housekeeping procedures, hygiene facilities, protective clothing, decontamination
procedures, emergency-procedures, and any necessary instruction in the use of these controls and
procedures.
5. The purpose, proper use, fitting instructions, and limitations of respirators.
6. · The appropriate work practices for performing the hazardous materials jobs.
7. Medical surveillance program requirements.
·
ARSA will make readily available to all affected employees, without cost, all written materials and State of
Alaska Codes relating to the employee training program.

FIT TESTING
All tight-fitting respirators will be fit tested under this program.
Any employee required to wear a respirator shall be assured of having a proper fit. Respirators will be
selected which are comfortable to the wearer. This shall be achieved with (I) an initial and annual
qualitative fit test and (2) both a positive or negative pressure fit test each time the respirator is put on. The
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manufacturer's facepiece fitting instructions should be followed. The method used is the Irritant Fume
Protocol (smoke test) as described in the attached SOP for fit testing.
Any individual with facial hair (sideburns, bead, mustache) which protrudes into the sealing surface of the
masks will be refused fitting. Fitting and issue will be allowed on clean shaven faces only.
The medical status of all users will be detennined prior to fitting.
The employee must be allowed to pick the most comfortable respirator from a selection including
respirators of various sizes from different manufacturers.
The selection process must be conducted in a room separate from the fit test chamber to prevent odor
fatigue. Prior to the selection process, the employee must be shown how to put on a respirator, how it
should be positioned on the face, how to set strap tension and how to detennine a "comfortable" respirator.
A mirror must be available to assist the employee in evaluating the fit and positioning of the respirator.
This instruction may not constitute the employee's formal training on respirator use, as it is only a review.
The employee should understand that he/she is being asked to select the respirator which provides the most
comfortable fit. Each respirator represents a different size and shape and, if fit and used properly will
provide adequate protection.
The employee holds each facepiece up to the face and eliminates those which obviously do not five a
comfortable fit. Normally, selection will begin with a half-mask and if a good fit cannot be found the
employee will be asked to test the full facepiece respirators.
The more comfortable facepiece's are noted; the most comfortable mask is donned and worn at least five
minutes to assess comfort. All donning and adjustments of the facepiece must be performed by the
employee without a!;sistance from the test conductor or other persons. Assistance in assessing comfort can
be given by discussing the points listed below. If the employee is not familiar with using a particular
respirator, the employee must be directed to don the mask several times and to adjust the straps each time to
-----berome.adept at setting proper tension on the straps.
. ....... ----------------- __
... - ..
Assessment of comfort must include reviewing the following points with the employee and allowing the
worker adequate time to detennine the comfort of the respirator:
l. Positioning of mask on nose.
2. Room for eye protection.
3. Room to talk
4. Positioning maok on face and cheeks.
The following criteria must be used to help determine the adequacy of the respirator fit:
I. Chin properly placed.
2. Strap tension
3. Fit across nose bridge.
4. Distance from nose to chin.
5. Tendency to sUp.
6. Self-observation in mirror.
The employee must conduct the conventional negative and positive-pressure fit checks. Before conducting
the negative-pressure or positive-pressure test the employee must be.told to''seat" the mask by rapidly ..
moving the head from side-to-side and up and down, while taking a few deep breaths.
The employee is now ready for fit testing.
After passing the fit test, the employee must be questioned again regarding the comfort of the respirator. If
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it has become uncomfortable, another model of respirator must be tried.
The employee shall be given the opportunity to select a different facepiece and be retested if the chosen
facepiece becomes increasingly uncomfortable at any time.
MAINTENANCE
Where practical each employee will be issued his/her own respirator and is responsible for cleaning and
maintenance, according to the SOP attached. All respirators shall be inspected routinely before and after
each use and during cleaning.

Each respirator user shall be thoroughly trained in the proper inspection procedures to insure that the
equipment is in good condition. Inspection shall include the following:
I. Check of head straps for breaks or tears, loss of elasticity, and missing or malfunctioning buckles.
2. Check of facepiece for dirt, cracks, tears, holes, distortion, or any other signs of deterioration.
3. Check of valves for dust, dirt, or detergent residue on the valves or valve seat, cracks, tears, or
distortion in the valve material, or missing or defective valve covers.
4. Check of filter elements for correct filter(s), missing or worn gaskets, worn threads, cracks or dents in
filter housing, service life indicator or end of service date.
5. Any other checks the user may deem important.
Cleaning and disinfecting shall be done daily by each worker. Workers will use respirator wipe pads to
clean their respirators. After cleaning the respirator shall be stored in a clean container until further use.
Respirators which are returned to the shop for future use by others shall be cleaned using a mild detergent
soap and water solution. After cleaning respirators shall be placed in containers for storage. AU respirators
shall be inspected daily for proper function of all valves, filters and head straps. Respirators shall be
inspected for wear and cracks daily.
STORAGE
Respiratory equipment shall be stored so as to protect it from dust, sunlight, heat, extreme cold, excessive
moisture, and damaging chemicals.

··--·· ·-···-····· ... -R.espharoiS shall be stored in respuitor.siorage.iloxeswhere th'ey are proieded ·agairist damage or distortion--····----·
by overcrowding.
Routinely used respirators will be stored in a clean plastic bag.
Respirators shall be stored with facepiece and exhalation valve in near normal positions to prevent the
rubber or plastic parts from taking a permanent distorted set.
Ml:DICAL CLEARANCE AND APPROVAL
ARsA shall institute a medical surveillance program for all employees who are required by this section to
wear tight-fitting respirators.

AR.sA shall ensure that all medical examinations and procedures are perforined by or under the supervision
of a licensed physician, and are provided at no cost to the employee and at a reasonable time and place.
'

ARsA shall make available medical examinations and consultations to each employee covered under
Federal, State and Local regulations on the following schedules:
I. Before assigrunent of the employee to an area where negative pressure respirators are worn.
2. At least annually thereafter.
3. If the examining physician determines that any of the examinations should be provided more frequently
than specified, the employer shall provide such examinations to affected employees at the frequencies
specified by the physician.
4. Exception: No medical examination is required of any employee if adequate records show that the
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employee has been examined in accordance with this paragraph with the past !-year period.
The content of the medical examination shall be in compliance with all Federal regulations.
ARSA will obtain a written opinion from the examining physician. This written opinion must contain the
results of the medical examination and must include:
1. The physician's opinion as to whether the employee has any detected medical conditions that would
place the employee at an increased risk of material health impairment from exposure to hazardous
materials.
2. Any recommended limitations on the employee or on the use of personal protective equipment such as

respirators.
3.

A statement that the employee has been informed by the physician of the results of the medical
examination, and of any medical conditions that may result from hazardous materials exposure.

ARSA shall make available a copy of the physician's written opinion to the affected employee within 30
days from its receipt.

SURVEILLANCE/INDUSTRJAL HYGIENE EVALUATION
Exposure monitoring shall be performed to determine accurately the airborne concentrations of hazardous
materials or other contaminants to which employees may be exposed. Determinations of employee
exposure must be made from breathing zone air samples that are representative of the 8-hourTWA of each
employee.
ARSA will conduct initial and periodic personal breathing zone sampling as necessary to calculate
representative 8 hour TWA exposures for all employees on each job. lfinitial or periodic monitoring
indicates that exposures are less than the OSHA action level for the contaminant, monitoring may be
discontinued.
All samples will be evaluated using the OSHA Reference Method by an independent testing laboratory.
This laboratory shall have instituted quality assurance programs as outlined in Federal regulations.
,.

---------

--------

... __________ _

INSPECfiON/AUDITING IN WORKPLACE
The supervisor (competent person) on each job is responsible for checking the use of respirators on the job.
The supervisor will inspect respirators to be sure they are clean, in good operating condition and that the
correct HEPA filters are in use.
The supervisor shall be responsible for checking that each employee is wearing respirator capable of
providing adequate protection to the employee.
Representative 8-hour TWA employee exposure must be determined on the basis of one or more samples
representing full-shift exposure for employees in each work area.
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EXHIBIT6
_____(2_6_F_ages) _

PHASE II REMEDIAL DESIGN FOR BOILER ROOM
PCB/LEAD PAINT MITIGATION
FEDERAL BUILDING- .JUNEAU, ALASKA
SUBMITTAL COVER SHEET
Material Item:

02084 - Asbestos Abatement Procedures

Resubmittal Dated:

September 18, 2006 (Revised Per Comments)

Submittal Item No.:

6 - Asbestos Abatement Plan
6a- 1.4.A- Training
6b - 1.4 B - Competent Person
6c- 1.4 C- Work Plan
6d - 1.4 D - Agency Notifications
6e - 1.4 E - Product Data

Owner:

General Services Administration
Northwest/Arctic Region
222 West 7'" Avenue, Box 5
Anchorage, AK 99518

Phone (907) 271-5085
Fax (907) 27\-3086

Project Management: USKH
2515 A Street,
Anchorage, Alaska 99503

Phone (907) 276-4245
Fax (907) 258-4653

Contractor:

Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc.
821 "N" Street, Suite 207
Anchorage, Alaska 9950 I

Phone (907) 274-7571
Fax (907) 277-3300

Subcontractor:

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks. AK 99709

Phone (907) 451-8550
Fax (907) 452-6374

Certification: By signature below, LSCC states that the safety plan complies with the
sp 1 I cations of subject contrac

Architect/Engineer Review:
D
Approved - No Exception Taken
D
Approved As Corrected - (See comments below
and/or contained within submittal or shop drawings).
D
Revise and Resubmit (See comments below and/or
contained within submittal or shop drawings.)
Comments:
Date: _ _ _--,-_ _ __

D Not Approved (See
comments below and/or
contained within submittal
or shop drawings.)

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ASBESTOS RESUBMITTAL
ITEM
NO.
l.!A
1.4C
1.4D

AIR MONITORING PLAN ADDED TO WORK PLAN
DIAGRAM OF ACM WORK ADDED. THIS WAS NOT SPELLED OUT
TO BE PART OF THE PLAN IN THE SPECIFICATIONS.
BECAUSE TIME FOR START OF THE ASBESTOS ABATEMENT HAS
NOT BEEN DETERMINED THIS ITEM WILL NOT BE UPDATED. THE
START OF ASBESTOS ABATEMENT FOR BOTH AKDOL AND EPA IS
TIME SENSITIVE. NOTIFICATIONS WILL BE SENT 10 WORKING
DAYS BEFORE WORK BEGINS AND FORWARDED TO THE OWNER
AT THAT TIME.

RESUBMITTAL
ASBESTOS ABATEMENT
PCB/LEAD MITIGATION
FEDERAL BUILDING
JUNEAU,AK
General Contractor:

Asbestos Abatement Contractor:

Little Susitna Construction Co, Inc.
821 N Street, Suite 207
Anchorage AK 99501
Phone 907-274-7571
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks AK 99709
Phone 907-451-8550

Submittal Index
Asbestos Abatement
PCB/Lead Mitigation
Federal Building
JuneauAK
I.

Training

2.

Competent Person

3.

Work Plan

4.

Copy of Notifications to EPA and AKDOL

5.

-Product Data!MSDS
a. Encapsulant
b. Spray glue
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AmorDiego
3045 lA Davis Road
Fairbanks AK 99709
907-530-0889
This is to certify that Amor Diego, an employee of Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc., is a
competent person designated for overseeing Asbestos Removal, Lead-Based Paint Abatement, and
Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Responses.
Erin has completed Asbestos Abatement Course #19991063, and Lead Abatement Course for Supervisors.
Amor has worker for Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska for since 1996. Amor's experience includes
many projects with asbestos removal, reinstallation, demolition, lead abatement and carpentry work. Amor
has worked on remote projects and understands the importance oflogistical support and planning for these
projects.
Amor is experienced in all phases of Asbestos abatement, transportation of asbestos and hazardous
materials, air monitoring and quality control.
Am or is assigned the task of identifying existing asbestos hazards in the work place and given he authority
to take prompt corrective measures to eliminate them. His duties shall include the following:
1.
Establishing the negative pressure enclosure, ensuring its integrity, and qmtrolling entry to and

exit from the enclosure;
2.
3.

Supervising any employee exposure monitoring required by the regulations;
Ensuring that all employees working within such an enclosure wear the appropriate personal
protective equipment, are trained in the use of appropriate methods of exposure control, and use
the hygiene facilities and decontamination procedures specified in the regulations;
4.
Ensuring that engineering controls in use are in proper operating conditions and are functioning
properly;
--- 5-.-·--supervising the removal'o'fACM from the project u5iiig!iiethoasspecifiea i.i1 the specifications--.
and following Federal and State regulations;
6.
Enforcing the Company Safety Policies and consistently monitoring safety practices on the job
7.

site;
Keeping records of the project as needed to ensure quality control, and meet all Federal, State and
specifications requirements.

In Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response projects Amor is responsible for:
I.
Establishing the required control zones, ensuring their integrity and controlling entry to and exit
from the control zones;
2.
Supervising any employee exposure monitoring required by the regulations;
3.
Assessing the site for hazardous materials and identifying potential hazardous materials on the site;
4.
Initiating the appropriate response action to any identified hazardous materials found in the job
site. Initiating the appropriate response action to protect other trades working in the area prior to
the removal of hazardous materials from the job site;
5.
Ensuring that all employees working within the control zones wear the appropriate personal
protective equipment, are trained in the use of appropriate methods of exposure control, and use
the hygiene facilities and decontamination procedures specified in the regulations;
6.
Ensuring that engineering controls in use are in proper operating condition and are functioning
properly;
7.
Supervising the removal of the Hazardous Materials from the project using methods specified in
the specifications and following Federal and State regulations.
8.
Enforcing the Company Safety Policies, and the Job Site Specific Safety Policies, and following
Federal and State regulations.
9.
Keeping records of the project as needed to ensure quality control and meet all Federal, State, and
specification requirements.

In Lead-Based Paint Abatement operations Amor is responsible for:
1.
Recognizing the measures necessary to protect the building occupants. Establishing the required
control zones, ensuring their integrity and controlling entry to and exit from the control zones;
2.
Identifying and implementing the steps required in the abatement site preparation. This includes
establishing the proper engineering controls for worker, occupant and building protection.
Establishing all hygiene facilities and practices for the project;
3.
Understanding and working with the complexities of occupant relocation and the temporary
storage of occupant's furniture and supplies;
4.
Implementing the proper containment techniques using the proper materials to construct the
contairunent area. Test containment areas for integrity and insure proper ventilation;
5.
IdentifYing the methods to minimize the debris to be disposed of which will contain lead dust;
6.
Recognizing the scope of the abatement project and select the proper procedures for the specific
project;
7.
Understanding and supervise the procedures for clearance testing;
8.
supervising any employee exposure monitoring required by the regulations;
9.
Enforcing the company safety Policies and consistently monitoring safety practices on the job site;
10.
Keeping all on-site abatement records.

PAST PROJECTS:
Kaltag School Renovations 2004
Liquidation Sales Building Demolition 2004
Consolidated Freight Fire Proofmg Removal 2004
Golden Heart Utilities Lift Stations 2004
Nulato School Boiler Replacement 2004
Skip Johnson House Demolition 2004
Alcan Border Station Mechanical Repairs 2004
---------

Fairbanks Memorial-Hospital Tile Removal-2003------Wood Center Upgrades 2003
Denali Park Hotel Demolition 2003
Tanana Valley Clinic Remodel 2003
Ben Eielson High School Roof 2003
Assembly of God Church Reside 2003

ASBESTOS ABATEMENT PLAN
PROJECT NAME:

.PCB/LEAD MITIGATION

PROJECT LOCATION:

Federal Building
Juneau, AK

PLAN DATE:

July 24, 2006
Revised September 12, 2006

SUMMARY OF WORK:
The work consists of removal of the following asbestos-containing building materials:
Removal of gaskets from boilers. Gasket is located at the base of the boiler jacket where it connects to the fire box.
The boiler has been rebuilt in the past and all other asbestos materials have been removed.
WORK AREA SETUP AND PROTECTION PROCEDURES:
A containment area will be set up around the boilers prior to abatement. Containment area will have a
decontamination unit at the entry, which workers will enter and exit through. The work area will be in the
mechanical room of the building and only maintenance workers should have access to this area. All ventilation
systems within the containment area will be shut down and sealed.
WORKER PROTECTION PROCEDURES:
Workers will be provided with personal protective clothing and equipment. All personal protective equipment will
be worn properly at all times, including set-up and until final clearance is established. It will be the duty of the
designated competent person supervisor to select and approve all the required personal protective clothing and
equipment
Respirators will be selected and used in accordance with manufacrurers recommendations and sha!l be approved by
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health for use in environments containing airborne asbestos fibers.
For air-purifying respirators, the particulate filter ponion of the cartridges or canister approved for use in airborne
asbestos environments shall·be-Type-H;·High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA),
---- ·--· -----·-··· ·

It is expected that the combination of engineering controls and work practices will be sufficient to maintain worker
full shift average exposures well below 1.0 fibers per cubic centimeter (flee) and hence has selected personal
protective equipment to be used by abatement workers on this job as follows:
a.
b.
c.

d.

Disposable asbestos abatement suits with hoods and booties, taped sealed at wrists and ankles.
Rubberboots
Half facemask air purifying negative pressure respirators with high efficiency particulate filters. (Powered
air purifying respirators with high efficiency particulate filters will be available for any abatement worker
who prefers to use such in place of half face mask respirator.)
Eye protection, head protection, hearing projection and hand protection shall be worn while at the worksite. This includes inside and outside of the asbestos work area.

If air monitoring results indicate that shift exposures are exceeding l .0 flee, all half face mask respirators will be
replaced with PAPR's and work practices and engineering controls will be re-evaluated.
INITIAL EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT:
The initial exposure assessment is attached to this work plan.
ASBESTOS REMOVAL PROCEDURES:
Asbestos materials will be removed using wet methods. The materials will be wet before they area removed. When
materials are wet they will be removed using hand tools. As materials are removed they will be placed in a properly
marked asbestos waste disposal bag. Bags will have air removed and be sealed. After bags are sealed they will then
be placed in a second bag which will have the air removed and the bag will also be sealed.

l

properly carried out.
AIR MONITORING, PROCEDURES, LOCATIONS AND THE NUMBER OF DAILY SAMPLES AND
TARGET VOLUMES OF EACH SAMPLE TYPE:
Personal air monitoring: Personal breathing zone sampling will be conducted to estimate the exposures of workers
on the site for comparison to ADOL personal exposure limit (PEL) and excursion limit for asbestos. The air
monitoring finn's air sampling technician and the Contractor's supervisor will choose at least rwo workers on each
shift (or at least 25% of the crew) for full shift personal breathing zone air monitoring. Workers will be chosen
whose tasks represent the expected highest exposures on the work crew. All phases of the project where workers
may be exposed to airborne asbestos fibers including initial set up, abatement and final cleaning will be monitored.
Tear down activities after final clearance will not be monitored.
This sampling will be conducted using battery powered personal air sampling pumps operating at approximately 2.02.5 liters per minute. Sample volumes will be adequate to assure with 95% confidence that exposures are below the
ADOL action level ofO.I fibers per cubic centimeter (flee). Personal pumps will be calibrated before and after use.
Samples will be collected in 25mm, long conductive cowl, cassettes, with 0.8 micron MCE filters for analysis by
phase contrast microscopy. Sample pumps will be attached to the worker's waist and samplers will be fastened to the
collar to draw air from the worker's breathing zone.
Representative workers will be sampled for full shift exposures. Multiple samples may be taken consecutively.
Sample periods will be not less than rwo hours, but this may be modified according to dust loading conditions. Time
weighted average (TWA) exposures and 95% upper confidence limits on the TWA will be calculated using standard
industrial hygiene statistical formulas in accordance with ADOL regulations. Where a full shift can not be sampled,
an assumption about the unsarnpled time will be made and recorded for the sampled worker. Thirty minute personal
samples will be taken during the most dusty operation to test for compliance with the ADOL excursion limit. These
excursion limit samples may be taken on a worker who is being sampled for full shift exposure or on another worker.
In the former case, excursion limit samples may be included among the consecutive samples taken on one of the

workers.
Baseline and Background Air Sampling One sample shall be taken for each 1000 square feet of floor space. Not
less ~-~o Slll)!!lles shall b_e_!al<en in each regulated lll'ea. Sampling locatiQns shall be detell!'.\ned]ly !}leair ________ _
monitoring technician. The samples will be collected in 25mm, long conductive cowl, cassettes, with 0.8 micron
MCE filters for analysis by phase contrast microscopy. The samples will be drawn at berween 2 and 10 lpm using
high speed AC powered pumps or battery powered personal air sampling pumps. The minimum sample volumes
will be governed by the level of filter loading. The lower limit of detection will not exceed 0.0 I flrx for these area
samples. Sample pumps will be pre- and post-calibrated using a rotameter in current calibration.
Work Shift Sampling: The minimum of daily air samples per work will be as follows. Two (2) samples within the
work area. One (I) sample outside the entrance to the work area. Two (2) environmental samples in the mechanical
room outside of the work area. The samples will be collected in 25mm, long conductive cowl, cassettes, with 0.8
micron MCE filters for analysis by phase contrast microscopy. The samples will be drawn at berween 2 and 10 lpm
using high speed AC powered pumps or battery powered personal air sampling pumps. The minimum sample
volumes will be governed by the level of filter loading. The lower limit of detection will not exceed 0.0 I flee for
these area samples. Sample pumps will be pre- and post-calibrated using a rotameter in current calibration.
Clearance Sampling:

Clearance sampling will be done by the Owner

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES:
FIRE
During the pre-abatement phase of the job, workers must be made aware of the emergency and exiting procedures.
In the case of a fire, decontamination for asbestos is forgotten in the face of the immediate danger to life. Fire
exits (outside the containment barriers) should be identified, marked, and contingency plans made for emergency
exits an lighting.
Prevention is always the best cure. Listed below are some tips that will decrease the chances of a fire.

3

The person exposed must be made aware of the exposure, the amount of the exposure, and should be offered a
physical examination to document his/her current health status. The records of exposure should be given to the
Alaska Department of Labor, Office of Occupational Safety & Health and Copies of the records should be retained
by the contractor for a minimum of30 years.
In the case of personnel equipped with the proper personal protective equipment, immediate decontamination is
unnecessary. The asbestos spill should be cleaned up immediately using all necessary tools. All ACM should be
immediately available. If respirator protection can be immediately determined then appropriate respirators should be
used.
If the surface permits, a glove bag can be sealed in place around the spill area. It is a simple process for the worker
to fwther wet the ACM with an encapsulant in a spray bottle and place it into the bottom of the glove bag. A HEPAfilter equipped vacuum can be inserted in the port on the glove bag to all visible ACM has been picked up the
surface should he sprayed Iiheral\y with an encapsulant. The HEPA-filter equipped vacuum is used to collapse the
glove bag. It is sealed and placed inside an asbestos disposal bag for disposal.
!fa glove bag cannot be sealed around the area of the spill, the plastic covering should be lifted a1 one comer and an
encapsulant spray wand inserted to soak the material. After complete saturation is achieved, the ACM can be picked
up using shovels, dustpans or other suitable tools, If possible, the intake from a HEPA-filter equipped negative air
machine should be placed as close to the spill as possible to catch any fibers that might become airborne. The
saturated ACM is double-bagged in asbestos disposal bags, sealed, and ready for disposal at an approved landfill.
Emergency Numbers for this Project:
Juneau Fire and Ambulance
911
ARSA Office
45 I -8550
John AbraJDS
322-0709
Building Manager
748-2730
Consultant (Matt White)
890-{)889
Project Foreman (Amor Diego)

ABATEMENT PLAN WRITTEN BY:

I have read this plan and it accurately describes abatement procedures, engineering controls and disposal procedures
appr · e fo is project.
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DRAWING NOTES:
I. CONTAINMENT AREA IS AS OUTLINED AROUND TilE BOILERS
l. NEGAnVE EXHAUST MACHINE SHALL BE LOCATED AS SHOWN. AIR
WILL BE EXHAUSTED OUT OF TilE ROOF ACCESS HATCH.
J DECON UNIT WIU. BE POSITIONED AS SHOWN. DECON UNIT WILL
BE AITACI!ED TO TilE WORK AREA. ALL WORJ(ERS SHALL ENTER
AND EXIT TilE WORK AREA TIIROUGH TilE DECON UNIT
4. ACM DEBRIS/WASTE WILL BE STORED IN AN ARSA VAN IN THE
EQUIPMENT STAGING AREA.
5. EQUIPMENT STAGING AREA WILL BE LOCATED IN THE LAY-DOWN
AREA FOR THE PROJECT. MAJOR EQUIPMENT WTLL BE TilE ARSA
TRUCK FOR STORAGE OF WASTE.
6. ACCESS TO THE WORK AREA WILL BE TIIROUGH TilE DECON
STATION. ACCESS TO TilE MECHANICAL ROOM SHALL BE THROUGH
DOOR EXITING INTO THE PARKING GARAGE.
7. SAFETY EQUIPMENT SHALL BE STORED AT TilE ENTRANCE TO TilE
DECONTAMINATION STAT!ON.
~ BOILER WILL BE DISASSEMBLED AND REMOVED TIIROUGH TilE
ROOF ACCESS.

THE

~EAO
. '----·-
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.

CONTAINING PAINT AND ASSciCIATEO CONCRETt TOPPING SU.9 ABAT[Ioi(NT PJ:..AN

~~

(907) 451-8550
FAX (907) 452-6374
Email: arsa@acsalaska.net
3049 Davis Road, Fairbanks, AK 99709
AK Business License # BL-090800
Contractor License# A-14675

ASBESTOS
REMOVAL
SPECIALISTS
OF

ALASKA, INC.
July 26, 2006

DATE:

STATE OF ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DIVISION OF LABOR STANDARDS AND SAFETY
3301 Eagle Street, Suite 305 ·
ANCHORAGE AK 99503

ATIN:
RE:

Lara Dtmham
This is notification of intent to perform asbestos abatement as required by 8 ACC 61.620

Project Name:
Project Location:
Project Start Date:
Project End Date:

PCB!Lead Paint Mitigation
Federal Building
Juneau AK
September I, 2006
October 31,2006

Employee
Abrams, John
------~---·----~()dle,Barry _ _
Bodle, Christopher
Diego, Amor
Gilbert, Larry
Gustafson, Jon
Middleton, John J
Thumeau, Josiah
Vincent, Erin
Sincerely,

L1:::~Contract Manager

Certificate No.
Expiration Date
02-20-07
4443
06-23-07
20060616
- -- -------------·
05-09-07
20030511
06-11-07
19991063
03-28-07
20030315
02-13-07
20040157
05-29-07
0336
06-26-07
20060615
. 06-29-07
19990544

NOTIFICATION OF DEMOLITION AND RENOVATION
Operator Project#

Postmark

Notification#

Date Received

06-31

I

L

Type ofNotification (O=Original R=Revised C=Cancelled) 0
II. FACILITY INFORMATION: (Identify owner, removal contractor, and other operator)
OWNER NAME: General Services Administration
Northwest/Arctic Region
Address: 222 West 7"' Avenue, Box 5
City: Anchorage
State: Alaska
Zip: 99513
Contact: Doug Brandon
Ph.one No.: 907-271-5085
REMOVAL CONTRACTOR: ASBESTOS REMOVAL SPECIALISTS OF ALASKA, INC.
Address: 3049 Davis Road
City: Fairbanks
State: Alaska
Zip: 99709
Contact: John Abrams
Phone No. 907-451-8550
.
OTHER OPERATOR:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Contact:
Phone No.:
III. TYPE OF OPERATION (0 =Demo 0 =Ordered Demo R =Renovation E =Emergency Renovation) R
IV. IS ASBESTOS PRESENT? (YES/NO) YES
V. FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Including Building name, number and floor or room number)
Building Name: Juneau Federal Building
Address: 709 W 9"' Street
City: Juneau
State: Alaska
I Zip: 99801
. VLSITE LOCATION:
-------.
..
------·---- - - Building Size: 464,160 sf
I NumberofFloors: 10
I Age in Years: 42
Present Use: Federal Office Building
I Prior Use: Same
VI. Procedure, including analytical method, if appropriate, used to detect the presence of asbestos materials: Survey
from Owner of Project.
Nonfriable
VII. Approximate Amount of Asbestos, Including:
l. Regulated ACM to be removed
Asbestos
RACM
2. Category I ACM not removed
Indicate Unit of
Material
Not
To Be
Measure Below
3. Category II ACM not removed
To Be Removed
Removed
UNIT
Category I Category II

I

I

I

·------~----

.

.

Boiler door seals
VIII. Scheduled Dates Asbestos Removal (MM!DD!YY)
IX. Scheduled Dates Demo/Renovation (MMIDD!YY)

.

.

If

90
Start:
Start:

9-1-06
8-15-06

.

..

Complete:
Complete

10-31-03
1-15-07

.

X. Description of Planned Demolition or renovation Work, and Mcthod(s) to be Used: Removal of door seals in
old boilers before they arc demolished and removed from the site.
XI. Description of Work Practices and Engineering Controls to be Used to Prevent Emissions of Asbestos at the
Demolition and Renovation Site: Removal will be done using wet methods and hand tool to _remove the seals.
Waste will be packaged for disposal at an approved landfill.
XII. WASTE TRANSPORTER# I
Name:
Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
Address: 3049 Davis Road
Zip: 99709
City:
Fairbanks
1 State: Alaska
Contact Person: John Abrams
Tel: 907-451-8550
WASTE TRANSPORTER #2
Name:
Address:
City:
Zip:
I State:
Contact:
Tel:
XIII. WASTE DISPOSAL SITE
Name: Fairbanks North Star Borough Landfill
Address: 455 Sanduri Road
City: Fairbanks
ZIP: 99701
I State: Alaska
Telephone No: 907-459-1482
XIV. If Demolition Ordered By A Government Agency, Please Identify Below
Name:
I Title:
Authority:
Date of Order:
1 Date Ordered to Begin:

I

Description of the Sudden, Unexpected Event:
Explanation of how the event caused unsafe conditions or would cause equipment damage or an unreasonable burden:
-

---

.

- ----- -··- .

----

-

.

XVI. DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE EVENT THAT UNEXPECTED
ASBESTOS IS FOUND OR PREVIOUSLY NON-FRIABLE ASBESTOS MATERIAL BECOMES CRUMBLED,
PULVERIZED, OR REDUCED TO POWDER: All work will stop and the area will be secured or covered with
plastic sheeting. After evaluation of the proper engineering controls to control the conditions(s) the engineering
controls will be implemented and the ACM will be removed, encapsulated or otherwise rendered non-friable.
XVII. I certifY that an individual trained in the provisions of this regulation ( 40CFR Part 61, Subpart M) will be onsite during the demolition or renovation and evidence that the required training has been accomplished by this person
will be available for inspection during normal business hours.
06-26-06
(Date)
(Signature FOR Owner)
XIII. 1 certify that the above information is correct.
06-26-06
(Date)
(Signature FOR Owner)

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska, Inc.
3049 Davis Road
Fairbanks Alaska 99709
Phone 907-451-8550

John J. Middleton, President
Fax 907-452-6374
e-mail arsa@acsalaska.net

Contractors License No. A-14675

Business License No. BL-090800

July 26, 2006
Department of Environmental Conservation
41 0 Willoughby Avenue
Juneau Alaska 99801
Reference:

PCB/Lead Paint Mitigation
Juneau Federal Building
Juneau AK

Pursuant to 18 AAC 75.130 this is a notification of asbestos-containing waste material
form the above referenced project.
The waste material will be double-bagged/sealed inside disposal bags with preprinted
warning labels or, other items which will be wrapped in two layers of 6 mil plastic with
___________.disposaLwarning labels attached. These items_wilLbe deposited in the_asbestos waste
section of the landfill named below. Transportation of bagged material will be via
covered trucks.
All waste will be transported to the Fairbanks North Star Borough Landfill for disposal.
If you have any questions, or if we can provide further information, please call me at
451 8550.

ohn Abrams
Contract Manager

Product Data
There will be no chemical removal agents used for the removal of the seals in the doors.
Household dish washer soap will be used for the surfactant in wetting the seals. Spray
glue may be used in setting up the regulated area for removal.
The boilers are being removed from the mechanical room and demolished. For this
reason there are no concerns about compatibility with new products to be used in new
construction.
MSDS information is attached in this section.

07/14/2805
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EXHIBIT 7
(21 Pages)

THE LITTLE SUSITNA
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PLAN

RESPONSIBILITY OUTLINE/WORK STATEMENT

SUMMARY
CM Responsibilities
The CM is directly contracted to the COE (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) to provide
business administration and management services related to project, time, cost, and quality
management for the design (optional) and construction phase services.
Procurement and post-construction phase services, which are not included in the solicitation
for this project, are also available. They are presented in this preliminary Management Plan
for information purposes only.
Of paramount importance is meeting the project objectives regarding schedule, budget,
scope, technical quality and regulatory requirements.
Little Susitna has established a team of in-house, technical specialists that will assist during
the various phases of the project. The team comprises:
General Construction Managers
Architects
Environmental Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Structural Engineers
Construction Claims Experts
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Responsibilities
The COE is the project manager, owner, developer and code authority for the project. The
Public Building Service (PBS) typically has primary responsibility; it is the point of control
for the client-agency. The PBS assigns a Project Director (PD), or more likely in this case a
COR from the Design and Construction Division. The PD heads a Project Team, which is
responsible for planning and managing the execution of the project. The PD has control of

and accountability for the project. The PD coordinates the resources of other PBS divisions,
including Contracts, Real Estate, Planning, Real Property Management and other services.
In addition, the PD coordinates directly with the client-agencies, state and local authorities
and central office. COE Project Team members select both the A/E and the CM.
The COE Contracting Officer has the authority to enter into, administer and terminate
contracts, and is responsible for doing so. A CO is assigned to each contract, with a
corresponding warrant defining that officer's authority and limitations.
The COE Contracting Officer Representative (COR) is the individual who administers each
contract. Generally, for design and construction work, personnel from the Design and
Construction Division fill this role. Each COR has a written description of authority, which
includes specific limitations.
As the principal technical authority for design and construction, the Design and
Construction Division provides technical support to the COR. The CM augments these
functions and provides technical support as needed.
The Real Estate Division assigns space to the COE and coordinates all tenant facility and
space requirements. This division is responsible for space planning, developing agency
requirements, and coordinating furnishing and telecommunications for tenant agencies. The
Realty Officer also identifies above-standard work and secures Reimbursable Work
Authorizations. The CM coordinates with the Real Property Management Division, usually
during the tenant improvement phase of design.
The Real Property Management and Safety Division operates, maintains and protects COE
buildings and facilities. The CM coordinates security, operational and startup requirements
with this division.
The Planning Staff plans long-range facility use. It is responsible for compliance with policy
regulations bearing on COE facilities. The CM coordinates with Planning for site historic
preservation clearance and Environmental Impact Statement compliance.
The CM, in concert with the COE PD, coordinates with regional counsel in the Office of
Acquisition Management concerning the review and clearance of procurement actions,
changes and claims litigation.
A/E Responsibilities
The A/E is responsible for designing a project consistent with the prospectus, design
program, site and EIS constraints, a fixed budget and the COE's standards and regulations.
Once the design is accepted, the A/E prepares comprehensive and coordinated construction
documents and provides ongoing administrative services throughout construction and
project closeout. The CM checks the quality of A/E documents and services during the
design phase as a quality check of the A/E's own quality control program.
Construction Contractor Responsibilities

The Contractor is responsible for the labor, equipment and materials required to construct
the project, as well as for the quality of construction. In addition, the Contractor must
comply with all contract requirements, including all social policy requirements.
DESIGN PHASE
General
The roles and responsibilities of the various participants in the design phase are focused on
developing a final design that is cost-effective and buildable, while meeting both the COE
budget contract documents that will guide the Contractor during construction to complete
the project with a minimum of changes.

CM Responsibilities.
Design Reviews
The responsibilities of the CM during the design phase vary according to the estimated value
of each project. For projects estimated at less than $1,500,000 a review of working drawings
for constructability will be performed. For projects with an estimated value of more than
$1,500,000 the CM will participate in the Project Directive Board review. A review of
working drawings for constructability will be performed for each work order as it is
required. For new construction the CM will review completed concept design, participate in
the Project Directive Board review, and review working drawings for constructability. The
lead in each of the above will be assumed by Streeter Dermanis (A/E), with engineering
support from Elcon Associates (Mechanical/Electrical), Anne Symonds (Structural), and
Thomas/Wright (Civil). Other team members will participate as the need arises.
Constructability Reviews
As the various work orders dictate, thorough constructability reviews will be performed.
The reviews will provide input to the COR on constructability, and address the ability to
maintain schedules and budget. Compliance with COE standards and with the scope of the
project will be a key component of the reviews. If defects, conflicts, ambiguities,
discrepancies, or lack of clarity in the contract documents are determined they will
immediately be brought to the attention of the COR.
For those projects requiring special planning because of tenant relocations the CM will
prepare detailed schedules, and conduct planning sessions with the appropriate
representatives to minimize the disruption. Close coordination with the A/E will be
maintained to allow the best possible input in dealing with these conditions.
Materials and labor availability will be considered by the CM, and if deficiencies exist the
COR will be advised. The CM will provide recommendations, as appropriate, to address
these perceived or known shortages or impacts. In addition the bid climate will be constantly
evaluated to allow the CO to take maximum advantage of the projects buying power.
Value Engineering will be performed when directed by the various work orders. As the

constructability review is being conducted value will be a constant concern, and items which
minimize value will be brought to the attention of the COR.
For all the tasks identified above the CM will be responsible to collect and properly
distribute data from all the reviewing parties. The COR and the A/E will be issued all
comments, and a recommendation will be provided regarding approval of the particular
design phase.
The CM has no contractual relation directly with the A, and vice versa. The CM does not
take any actions that are the responsibility of the A but makes recommendations to correct
constructability problems and/or noted A errors and omissions.
Cost Estimates
During the design phase the CM will be responsible to review all cost estimates prepared by
the A, and to advise the A and COR of the availability of the findings. A cost management
system will be used to monitor the submission date of the A estimate and to advise the COR
of any problems with the estimate. In addition, estimating, cost control, change control, and
value engineering procedures will be established and followed to assure proper reporting,
and compliance with COE standards.
Schedules
Within thirty (30) days after issuance of each work order the CM will submit to the CO a
system to effectively plan for and report on the status of the work area and ensure
completion, to the extent possible, of the work order project within the approved schedule. A
critical path method (CPM) milestone schedule of approximately 25 to 50 activities will be
provided. Working with the A, the design period will be clearly defined in the schedule, and
updates will be provided as necessary.
Cost Control and Reporting
Controlling costs during design involves estimating, value engineering and development of a
clear cost accounting system.
The CM will be responsible for cost management, and for reporting as appropriate to the
COR. Estimating will be a key element of the cost management program. A uniform
procedure for reviewing, analyzing and assessing each element with the A estimate in
accordance with COE handbook PBS P3440.5 will be established. At each phase of design
the CM will review unit costs, take-offs, inclusion of design elements and level of detail for
the stage of design. The CM verifies that the estimate is within the available budget and
funding. If requested, the CM will provide totally independent estimating services.
In addition to reviewing the A estimates, the CM prepares a cost reporting system that
monitors the status of the budget, appropriations, contract commitments, changes to
contracts and payments. The system will forecasts and give potential over-or-underruns of
the budget and appropriations. The budget and cost report includes design, construction,
COE support services, fixtures, furniture, equipment, other consulting services, site
acquisition if applicable, and miscellaneous costs. The CM will update the cost report on a

monthly basis as a subsection of the monthly report. The project budgets will be developed
so that cash flow projections can easily be prepared as required by the COE.

In addition to reporting general budget cost control, the CM maintains a detailed log of
requested, proposed and actual design modification costs. In this way, the CM can assist the
CO by preparing the amendment/modifications, negotiating the amendment with the A and
documenting the justification for the change, as well as preparing the independent
government estimate for the change and the final negotiation memorandum.
As required, the CM will conduct value management workshops in accordance with COE
handbook PBS P80000.1A to ascertain that the government has received its maximum value
per dollar for the effective life cycle of the project. The CM prepares a value engineering
report on each workshop and provides recommendations to the COE for acceptance. Value
engineering requirements are circulated to the A and the COE for review and final
acceptance. For those issues where the A may take exception, "A" and "B" lists should be
provided for primary and secondary elements, respectively, to potentially reduce cost and
gain value management savings. In some cases the CM may recommend that "B" list value
management recommendations be included as bid alternates to give COE the required
flexibility to meet value, budget and scope requirements.
Meetings
The CM is responsible for coordination, establishing procedures, defining agendas, and
chairing (as requested) and documenting meetings during the design phase. In addition to
the specific design submittal review meetings, Core Project Team meetings (including COE
Field Office Manager, Client Agencies, A, and other firms and individuals involved with the
project) should be held on a regular basis. The meeting minutes for the Core Project Team
meetings should indicate each issue and the responsible party to take the action, plus the
response due date. The action/meeting minutes form the basis of the follow-on meeting
agenda, which is to verify that all tasks are completed and issues are resolved. The CM can
either chair the meetings or support the COR in chairing the meetings.
Problems Identifying and resolving problems as soon as they appear is critical to avoiding
the compounding effect of problems building on each other.
The CM immediately advises the COE in writing of any problems with definitions of the
issue, alternative actions and recommendations for resolution. The CM establishes a
procedure for resolving problems. The problems are entered into an issues log, with
notations of responsibility and due date for resolution. Problems are referred to as issues
with respective actions within all levels of reporting. In all cases when reporting problems,
impact to schedule and budget will be properly addressed.
Changes
No construction project is void of changes. The successful project, however, is one in which
changes are carefully reviewed, tracked and documented. The CM is responsible to evaluate
changes, prepare technical analyses required by the CO, track modifications and their

time-plus-cost impact in the CMCS and provide modification reports. When changes
address constructability the CM will provide the appropriate recommendation to address
the reason for change.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
General The construction phase begins with the award of the contract and notice to proceed
by the COE. The CM is the primary point of contact with the construction contractors but
has no direct contractual relationship. The CM works with the COR and the PD to check
that the project is fully documented, the schedule is maintained, cost and quality are
controlled and processed in a timely manner and helps the COR modify the contract. The
CM performs all project management and administrative duties related to time, cost and
quality of construction administration plus inspection and testing services, in accordance
with the construction management contract PBS-P3420.2 and specific project procedures.
Project Management
Project Management during construction includes all the administrative and contractual
duties of the CM in addition to those covered under time, cost and quality management.
1. Documentation and Record Keeping. The project generates three types of files:
program files to cover the general program of the project, contract files to cover the specific
contracts for the A/E, CM, contractors and other consultants and administrative files to
cover the general administration of the CM's and the COE's job site office.
During construction, the CM is the point of control for all documents and records. The CM
develops procedures for the construction contract job site files for the COR and maintains
them. They include CMCS logs of incoming/outgoing correspondence and other logs for
submittals, clarification, requests for information, payment and changes. The CM
establishes document flow procedures and filing processing, which are diagrammed and
included in the Project Management Procedures Manual.
The COE COR has overall responsibility for documenting major project actions and
maintaining complete records of the construction contract, including correspondence,
modifications, claims, submittals, daily diaries and clarifications. The COE COR relies on
the CM to provide documentation and keep records. Complete files are turned over to the
COE upon project completion.
The A/E must document all responses concerning clarifications, requests for information,
submittals, verifications of payments, verifications of changes, claims and general
correspondence. The A/E's construction administration personnel must give copies of all
correspondence and documents to the CM if they do not follow the prescribed flow through
the CM.
The Contractor provides the documentation required by the contract and submits
documents as required for approval by the COE and/or the A/E. This documentation

includes submittals, requests for information, schedules, changes, claims and payments.
2. Project Management Plan. The updated PMP, on projects where the plan is required,
includes all detailed requirements for scheduling, submittals, payments, safety, inspection
testing, contract modifications, claims, labor provisions, occupancy, budget and cost
accounting. It also describes the duties and responsibilities of each party and diagrams the
flow of documentation.
The CM updates the PMP for construction during the procurement phase and implements
the CMCS module for construction.
The COR and/or PD review the PMP revisions and appraise, approve with comments or
reject the proposed PMP for construction.
As a team member, the A/E provides input to the PMP for construction and helps
implement its requirements. A meeting should be held before the Contractor begins any
work to review all aspects of the procedures, policies and regulations.
The Contractor follows the procedures defined in the contract by the COE, A/E and CM.
Detailed procedures should be developed by the CM in Division One of the specifications.
3. Utility Coordination. If the various projects are large enough so that it will affect
numerous private and public utilities. Close coordination with these utility owners is critical
to maintaining the schedule and managing the cost.
The CM assists in developing an as-built baseline survey and a master utility plan that
defines who will provide the construction, provide replacement of and pay for enhancements
to the system. A composite utility map should be developed during the design phase and a
detailed critical path utility relocation schedule should be prepared for each utility. The CM
should correlate the construction Contractor's schedule and the master schedule.
The CO reviews and has full contract authority over the master utility agreements. The
COE relies on the A/E and the CM to define the technical aspects of the agreements and
coordinate the requirements to manage schedule, cost and quality.
The A/E should have interfaced with the various municipalities the design phase of the
composite utility mapping.
The General Conditions should require the Contractor to become familiar with existing
utilities through a site investigation and coordinate all activities related to utilities.
4. Construction Management Control System (CMCS). The successful management of the
project requires a strong CMCS. Computer systems and programs must facilitate the
planning, scheduling, cost control and budget reporting and let the project team accurately
gauge progress and cost, anticipate difficulties, and maneuver resources to compensate for
delays or additional costs.

The CM provides, develops, installs and maintains a computerized data management,
communication and retrieval system using PC equipment linked to the A/E, COE and CM
offices. The CM analyzes, updates, tracks and develops CPM displays of the Contractor's
schedule as well as control logs, cost reports and quality control reports.
The COE reviews, approves or disapproves of the proposed CMCS. COE personnel provide
input to the system concerning their responsibilities and monitor their tasks accordingly.
The A/E provides data for entry to the CMCS and uses the system to track the areas within
its responsibility.
The Contractor inputs data in the form of schedules, logs and reports, which are
incorporated into the CMCS.
5. Progress Reporting. The monthly report describes and summarizes activities in
progress for the month, highlights the areas of concern and recommends corrective action.
The CM continues to provide the monthly report, which is divided into sections for executive
summary, time management, cost management, and issues and actions. It includes an
update of the master project schedule, status of milestones, discussion of any slippage and
work around recommendations, summarizes work-in-place and looks ahead to the next
month's activities. Monthly cost status is included, providing the total cost exposure for
contracts: change orders, rejected requests for change and potential claims. The monthly
report also gives information on quality in terms of deficiencies and corrective actions.
In addition, the CM prepares weekly reports based on the weekly action meeting minutes,
which specifically review all subjects including contractor issues, cost issues, schedule issues,
clarifications, submittals, payments and claims. The CM prepares an executive summary
and attaches it to the action meeting minutes attached. A synopsis of cost and schedule is a
standard attachment.
Daily reports are prepared by the full-time inspection and testing personnel to record job
site conditions, progress on activities, issues and communications. This information is
provided on COE Form 1524, which is used by the CM to identify specific CPM schedule
activity numbers for every element in the report. Video/audiotaping is performed daily to
augment the daily diaries. Noncompliance notices, safety notices, change order work and
PDL (price-to-be-determined-later) work are noted on the reports.
The COR and PD direct and contribute to the monthly report by the CM. They use this
report to inform upper management and project team members of any issues.
The A/E contributes to the monthly report and attends weekly meetings. In addition, the
A/E provides site reports weekly and consultant reports on specific issues.
The Contractor provides daily narrative reports and weekly summaries for review at the job

site meetings.
6. Photographic Reporting. The photographic record of the project keeps track of
progress, specifically of problem areas such as disputed, changed and deficient work, to help
construct a job site record to settle disputes.
The CM provides photographic records as requested by the COE, including periodic videos.
A video/audiotape record should also be kept daily by inspection personnel.
The COE reviews and approves photographs and video information each month. The COE
provides direction on COE requirements for photographs and/or videotaping.
The Contractor provides photographs per the contract requirements.
7. Meetings. Meetings during construction include a preconstruction conference, and
jobsite meetings.
The CM assists in preparing for attending or chairing the following meetings:
‚
Preconstruction Conference. The CM assists the COR and/or PD with the
preconstruction conference. The CM prepares an agenda and takes the minutes. The
meeting minutes should include the issues and actions to be taken, the responsible
party, and dates when issues are to be resolved. The CM provides copies of the
Contractor's procedures concerning requests for information, payments, changes
and submittals and presents them at the preconstruction conference.
‚

Other Job Site Meetings. The CM chairs construction job site meetings, including
weekly status meetings that cover all aspects of the project, schedules change order
meetings, quality control meetings and other meetings as required. The CM assists
the COR in negotiations with the Contractor at the weekly change order meetings. In
addition, a Core Team meeting should be held weekly with upper management, the
COE, A/E and CM. The CM provides the agenda and takes minutes.

The COE's COR and/or PD attend meetings and chair the preconstruction conference.
The A/E provides technical input to the preconstruction conference. The A/E also attends
the weekly job site meetings and provides technical backup for other meetings as required.
The A/E participates in the weekly Core Team meetings.
The Contractor and subcontractors attend the preconstruction conference and weekly
meetings.
8. Contract Administration of Shop Drawings & Submittals. Shop drawings and
submittals must be carefully tracked and reviewed to verify accuracy and completeness.
The CM develops the procedures and provides the scheduling and CMCS tracking system
for submittals. The CM establishes a numbering system to be used by the Contractor. The

Contractor provides a submittal schedule; CM independently develops a list of submittals to
double check that all have been included on time. For each submittal, the schedule should
include a date when the Contractor anticipates submission and the A/E's required due date.
The CM includes this information in the CMCS submittal control log, which tracks
submission dates, date to the A/E, due date, date returned from the A/E and date provided to
the Contractor.
The CM verifies that all submittals are submitted and approved in time to preclude delaying
the project. This is accomplished by cross-checking the submittal's schedule with the
construction CPM schedule.
The CM processes, coordinates, distributes and tracks all submittals through processing.
The submittal form should transmit not only technical information and approvals but also
processing time. The CM informs the A/E and/or Contractor of any lags in performance or
requirements. The CM immediately notifies the COR of any problems or delays caused by
the A/E.
The CM reviews all submittals to check contract compliance and completeness; ascertain
that they have been reviewed by the Contractor and stamped appropriately; and be sure
that the proper number of copies has been received before transmittal to the A/E. The CM
checks that the A/E's contract requirements are being met by verifying that they are making
a thorough review. The CM recommends approval or rejection by the COR.
The CMCS provides logs for managing the process. The CAM defines the authorities and
responsibilities; target time periods for review, approval or rejection; a tickler system; a
system for delivering, reviewing, approving or rejecting submittals; distribution of
submittals and resubmittals; and a mechanism to track progress.
The COR approves the submittals based on the A/E's recommendations. The COR monitors
the action of the Contractor, A/E and CM. The PD oversees and exercises all project control,
ensuring that submittals are received, processed and reviewed promptly.
The A/E has the traditional duties for design review of submittals and recommendation for
acceptance. The A/E reviews the submittals for conformance with the technical
requirements of the specifications. After review, the A/E recommends disposition by
stamping each sheet and returning it to the CM for processing using COE Form 2402. The
A/E must clearly mark "approved," "approved as noted," "revise and resubmit" or
"reject." The A/E must mark all copies so that the comments, modifications and rejections
are visible and clearly understood. The A/E must process submittals promptly.
The Contractor develops a submittal schedule and provides submittals for review well in
advance of construction so as not to delay the project. The Contractor must review and
coordinate all subcontractor submittals and so certify. The Contractor's General Conditions
should require them to meld the submittal schedule with the construction CPM schedule.
9. Contract Administration of Substitutions/Deviations. The CM reviews submittals to
check that the Contractor has not provided substitutions or deviations and that the A/E has

not initiated or approved modifications through the submittal process. Both the Contractor
and the A/E should initiate requests for information (RFIs) or clarifications for any
deviations from the original scope. The features and characteristics of the original item need
to be defined and compared to the proposed deviation or substitution.
The CM reviews all requests for substitution/deviation and initiates a modification
accordingly, if approved by the COR. The CM develops and implements procedures for and
incorporates tracking of the deviations/ substitutions into the CMCS.
Based on the recommendation of the CM and A/E, the CO either accepts the issue as equal
or disapproves of it as being a substitution or deviation. The COR issues a request for
modification if it is advantageous to the government and requests pricing.
The A/E is responsible for reviewing and approving submittals; however, the A/E cannot
make scope changes. If deviations and/or substitutions are requested, the A/E reviews the
salient characteristics and informs the CM if the product is an equal or a
deviation/substitution. The A/E should not make changes in the submittal that result in a
substitution/deviation and related change to the contract.
The Contractor must not include deviations or substitutions in submittals which must be
initiated by issuing a Request for Substitution. This request compares the salient
characteristics with the originally specified item. The Contractor must follow the value
engineering cost proposal (VECP) procedures for potential life cycle and cost savings.
Substitutions and deviations must be monitored and approved to maintain consistency
throughout the project.
10. Contract Administration Payments. The CM develops procedures for processing
payments and develops CMCS processing logs. The Contractor must use COE Form 3508.
The CM helps the COR and/or PD review the Contractor's payment and
payment-for-materials requests. Requests are reviewed in relation to the cost-loaded CPM.
The CM processes requests for payments in a timely manner to follow the Prompt Payment
Act and avoid assessment of interest for late payments. The CM verifies the value of work in
place and materials. The CM updates the construction progress chart accordingly.
Only the COR can actually approve the payment for the COE. Payment is be predicated on
the recommendation from the CM and the A/E. The COR assures that all rules and
regulations concerning payments are maintained.
The A/E should sign off on the construction Contractor's payment to document that the A/E
has reviewed the Contractor's progress.
The Contractor must request a payment based on the cost-loaded CPM. Backup for
material payment requests must include such items as bills of sale and certifications. The
Contractor provides a rough draft for review and agreement on percentages of completion.
Upon agreement, the Contractor submits the final request for payment on Form 3508.

11. Contract Administration of Requests for Information/Clarifications. Prompt
responses to requests for information or clarification help to keep projects on schedule and
minimize disruptions that lead to claims.
The CM establishes procedures for the issuance of RFIs by the Contractor and clarifications
by the A/E. A two-part form should be established for the Contractor: the question
requiring clarification, and the response by the A/E. It should also track the processing time.
A similar form is established by the CM for the A/E to issue their clarifications. In addition,
a numbering system is established, and blocks of numbers are assigned for tracking for the
clarifications/RFIs.
Upon receipt of the clarification from the A/E or the RFI from the Contractor, the CM logs
the document into the CMCS and monitors its processing to check that the A/E has
responded promptly. The CM reviews clarifications and RFI responses to ascertain whether
a contract modification is in order. All RFIs and/or clarifications that necessitate a
modification must be approved and processed by a formal contract change order approved
by the CO or COR. The CM coordinates this process among the A/E, COR, CO and, in some
cases, the various user groups (as requested by the COE).
The CM recommends to the CO or COR acceptance of a clarification and/or RFI response.
The reply is made to the Contractor through the COR/CO.
The contract documents are clarified directly by the A/E. The A/E answers all requests for
technical information from the Contractor in a timely manner. In addition, the A/E directly
issues technical clarifications if the A/E finds the documents need such clarification. The A/E
also identifies and informs the COR through the CM of any clarifications or RFI responses
that may result in modifying the contract. In addition to providing a written response, the
A/E must provide any amended specification and/or drawings required for the clarification
or RFI.
RFIs are submitted by the Contractor to the CM. RFIs should not be made orally. The
Contractor must make RFIs well in advance, of construction to not delay construction,
allowing for reasonable time for review by the A/E. The Contractor is required to proceed
and notify the COR if they consider a change to be in accordance with the contract. The
Contractor must follow the procedures established by the COE and CM.
12. Contract Administration of Claims. Quality management is the major focus of claim
avoidance. When claims do arise, careful evaluation and cooperative negotiation help to
avoid litigation.
A claim or written demand from the Contractor requesting payment or adjustment to the
contract terms is submitted through the CM for the CO's written decision. Claims are
processed under the disputes clause in accordance with the Contract Disputes Act. The CM
reviews claims and provides an analysis, findings, determination and recommendation to
the CO. The CM checks that the Contractor has provided the appropriate certification in

accordance with the Contracts Disputes Act. The CM develops procedures for the issuance,
receipt and processing of claims in accordance with the regulation time periods. The CM
implements control logs in the CMCS to track processing time and potential cost exposure.
The goal of the CM is claims avoidance and prevention. The CM needs to diffuse adversarial
situations; quickly resolve issues; provide clear communication; promptly resolve conflicts,
clarifications and RFIs; and provide timely administration. The CM anticipates claim
situations by monitoring the clarification RFIs and rejected requests for changes. In
addition, the CM is attuned to situations that may lead to claim allegations by the
Contractor. The CM informs the COR of any indicators that the Contractor might be
functioning in a claim environment.
The CM supports the COE in collecting all data required for claims, creating a document
claim file and analyzing the collected material. The CM analyzes claims in terms of the
construction CPM schedule, cost and drawings plus specifications. The analysis by the CM
includes the CM's interpretation of the documents and its schedule or cost impact. The CM
differentiates among claims concerning abnormally severe weather, delays to the
Contractor, suspensions of work, terminations, change order work, constructive changes,
cardinal changes, acceleration, conflicting documents, site conditions and the like. The CM
recommends entitlement and quantities for a related change in a finding and determination.
Based on the information provided by the CM and the A/E, the CO issues a final decision in
the time periods prescribed by the Contracts Disputes Act.
The A/E provides findings, facts and recommendations concerning all claims by the
Contractor.
The Contractor must provide notification, documentation and certification within the
prescribed times according to the contract. The Contractor must continue to proceed with
the contract pending final resolution of the claim or dispute.
13. Contract Administration of Labor Provisions and DBE. Public agency projects are
particularly sensitive to labor provisions mandated by law.
The CM assists in enforcing labor standards in accordance with the Davis/Bacon Act rate
decisions and the Department of Labor. The CM reviews the job classification and wage rate
submitted by the Contractor and interviews Contractor and subcontractor personnel as
required to check them. Such interviews are incorporated in the labor standards interview
form. The CM keeps a current list of all subcontractors and assesses the ratio of helpers,
laborers and trainees compared to journeymen, verifying that the ratio meets bona fide
apprentice program requirements. The CM checks certified payrolls. If violations are
found, the CM may help the COE prepare reports of violation of labor standards.
The CM checks the Contractor's Small Business and DBE plans against contract
requirements. The CM may help the Contractor calculate DBE interest. The CM interviews
subcontractors to determine that they are working as planned.

The COR and/or PD assure that labor provisions and standards are adhered to by the
Contractor. As outlined above, the CM helps the COE prepare the data necessary for the
Department of Labor. The COE submits reports of violation to the Department of Labor.
The COR and/or PD determines whether a good faith effort has been made to meet small
business and DBE requirements.
The Contractor has the primary responsibility for complying with labor standard
provisions, including its subcontractors, and for filing certified payrolls. The Contractor
must make a good faith effort to meet the small business and DBE subcontract
requirements.
14. Contract Administration of As-Built Drawings and Specifications. Correct as-built
documentation is a critical element in the completion of the project record.
The CM maintains a current set of marked-up working drawings and specifications,
including changes and deviations resulting from clarifications, requests for information,
changes and unforeseen conditions. As-built information should be directly entered on the
drawings. A copy of each change is provided to field personnel.
The COE distributes the final record drawings to the appropriate record files and
operational personnel.
The A/E provides CADD information to the CM. Once provided with a marked-up set of
as-built drawings and specifications, the A/E prepares the final record documents.
The Contractor provides a set of marked-up drawings to be compared to the CM's as-built
drawings.
Time Management
1. Master Schedule
As part of performing the CMCS activities, the CM updates and maintains the master
schedule for all activities during the construction phase. The CM incorporates the
Contractors schedules into the master schedule. The CM develops and implements
procedures for submission, updating and input to the master schedule and for updating the
contractors schedule.
COE provides information to the CM concerning related schedule activities.
The A/E provides input for the master schedule as requested by the CM and by its contract.
The Contractor does not have any master schedule responsibilities.
2. Contract CPM Schedule and Administration
At the job site, for large projects, the CM supplies equipment hardware, software, and

personnel for tracking and analyzing the contractor's schedule. Upon receipt of the
Contractor's cost-and staffloaded CPM schedule, the CM provides the COR with analysis
and recommendation for acceptance or rejection. The CM reviews the Contractor's
schedule to verify that the schedule logic is appropriate, that values assigned for labor and
cost are reasonable and that the Contractor has not front-end-loaded the schedule. The
schedule should, in fact, be "back-end-loaded" for performance testing, omissions and
defects, training, O&M manuals, cleanup and the like. The cost-loaded schedule also must
be tied to the payment process and to the schedule of estimates provided by the Contractor.
The CM continues to review and analyze updates provided by the Contractor. The CM
develops procedures for analysis and approval of the Contractor's schedule submissions.
The CM measures as planned versus actual performance throughout the project.
The CM provides a monthly summary report on the construction schedule, prepares the
original milestones and actual accomplishments to date; and, if a delay is identified, tests the
impact of the delay, determines whether the delay is excusable and recommends an
appropriate course of action. The CM immediately notifies the COE of any potential delays
to the contract schedule.
If the Contractor is responsible for the delay, the CM helps the COR provide
show-cause-or-cure notices; makes recommendations for withholding of payments or
retainage; assists in full or partial terminations, reviews and recommendations; and makes
recommendations on the assessment of liquidated damages.
The CM maintains a concurrent schedule, provides the tabular and graphic reports
necessary to analyze the Contractor's progress and provides 90-day look-ahead reports
covering not only the Contractor's work, but also major milestones for the program as a
whole, including the responsibilities of the COE, and A/E. Finally the CM provides an
analysis in the narrative monthly report and updates the construction CPM schedule to
match the as-built schedule.
The CO is responsible for approving the initial schedule and any modifications. The CO
relies on the CM for schedule analysis and recommendations. The CO is responsible for
issuing show-cause-or-cure notices, withholding payments, partial or full termination and
assessment of liquidated damages to the Contractor as recommended by the CM.
The A/E is responsible for providing input into the schedule and for any technical analysis
required by its contract documents.
The Contractor submits and updates a person and cost-loaded schedule as required by the
contract. The Contractor is primarily responsible for meeting the contract completion date.
The Contractor provides a schedule analysis for all requests of time.
Cost Management
1. Cost Control System

As part of the CMCS, the CM develops a cost control and financial system providing budget
analysis, forecasts and financial and cost accounting records for the projects and for the
program as a whole. The cost/financial report is updated and maintained during
construction. The system provides and maintains all costs for the program, including, but
not limited to, construction costs, fixtures, furniture, and equipment costs, report costs,
COE costs, A/E and other consultant costs and CM costs. The purpose of this system is to
track project expenditures and to maintain sufficient balances to see the project through
completion.
The CM provides monthly narrative and tabular reports that are part of the presentation to
the COE concerning cost status and projected final costs. The projections of exposure
include not only commitments but also requirements for change and the related costs,
rejected change requests, and contractor claims. The CM maintains logs of changes as
related to the originally established contingency. The CO has responsibility for specific
commitments.
The A/E contributes information on potential design and/or construction administration
costs related to the consultants.
The Contractor has no responsibility in this area.
2. Contract Administration of Changes and Modifications
The administration of contract changes and/or modifications poses one of the largest
potential cost risks to the projects. The CM establishes procedures to define responsibilities
and authorities for contract price and time modifications. The CM established, within the
CMCS and the cost accounting system, various logs that track requests for changes,
proposed contract modifications, requests for proposals, negotiations, change orders and
rejected changes. The logs include such features a cross-referencing with other contract
documents, including clarifications, RFI's and field instructions; the processing time for
submission of pricing information and for negotiation; establishing a government estimate;
and issuance of the contract modification. The logs also establish the potential exposure to
the COE, comparing the contractor's pricing to the official COE estimate prepared by the
CM and the final negotiated contract amount. Finally, the logs show the status of the
change as well as its potential justification such as differing site conditions, errors and
omissions, and COE requests.
Change order requests can be initiated by the COE, the A/E, the Contractor or the CM.
The CM provides a justification, including findings and determination;a recommendation to
the COR to initiate the proposed change; and the corresponding request for proposal from
the contractor. The CM coordinates with the A/E as necessary on technical issues.
The CM prepares an independent government estimate and analyzes the cost and time
impacts as well as overhead and profit. Upon acceptance of the estimate by the CO, it
becomes an official Government estimate for the changed work. The estimate is prepared
before receipt of the pricing from the Contractor. The CM verifies that the Contractor has
certified current cost and pricing data.

The CM assists in the negotiations with the COR and/or the CO as requested, including
analysis and negotiation of profit and overhead. Before negotiation ,the CM reviews all
change order proposals received and makes recommendations to the CO. Upon completion
of the negotiation the CM prepares a negotiation memorandum for approval by the CO.
The CM prepares all final change order documentation for the CO's signature for the
modification and initiates Standard Form 30.
If the change is recommended for rejection, the CM prepares the justification for the CO or
the COR. If this process results in dispute, the CM follows the procedures outlined for
disputes and claims.
In cases where change orders must be granted with price to be determined later (PDL), the
CM verifies that they are settled before 50 percent completion. If mutual agreement cannot
be reached on a PDL, the CM obtains all pertinent facts and makes a recommendation to the
CO as to what action should be taken. The CM keeps detailed records of the equipment,
materials and labor used and the impact of the change work.
The COR or CO is responsible for approving the initiation of the request for proposal,
issuing the contract modification, negotiating the contract modification, approving the
government estimate and obtaining the reviews and clearances. In addition, the CO
decides whether circumstances warrant PDL procedures and may make change orders.
The A/E is responsible for providing technical guidance for each change order. Each
change should be initiated by the A/E. In addition, the A/E provides any technical
documents and changes to the specifications and drawings as necessary throughout the
RFI/clarification process. In some cases, the A/E may also be required during the
negotiation for technical background and expertise.
The Contractor must provide timely notification of the change, provide detailed backup,
provide cost and pricing data, negotiate the change and install the change according to the
contract.
Quality Management
1. QC Inspection. The CM is responsible for developing and implementing a quality
assurance plan and quality control program. This process includes documenting all
inspections, as well as identifying items that have been satisfactorily inspected and those
requiring corrective action. Inspections conform with the Construction and Inspection
Guide, Volumes 1 through 4, PBS P3420.3, and PBS P3420.6.
The CM verifies that all work performed by the Contractor and the installed material and
equipment meet or exceed contract requirements. The CM promptly notifies the
Contractor of any nonconforming work and supplies a copy of the notice of noncompliance
to the COR. The CM established procedures for inspection and testing. The CM verifies
that, with minimal impact to the construction operations, confirmation is made for all
critical inspections.

The CM maintains a log of noncompliance notices for all omissions and defects and provides
a copy to the Contractor at each weekly meeting. The CM recommends to the COR
rejection of materials and workmanship not conforming to the requirements and notifies the
Contractor in writing, with a copy to the COR. If an impasse is reached between the
Contractor and the CM, the CO is promptly notified. The CO then issues a determination
based on the CM's findings, determinations and recommendations.
The CM maintains daily inspection logs and reports, including observations of the work
being accomplished, change or PDL work, verbal statements, actions taken, records of
defective work noted in the field and other site events. These reports are part of the project
management reporting system. In addition, the CM provides monthly quality reports to
the CO.
The COE has the right, but not the responsibility, to inspect. The CO is provided copies of
nonconforming items and makes the final determination concerning nonconforming
materials and workmanship if an impasse is reached between the CM and the Contractor.
The A/E should make weekly site visits and provide site observation reports. In addition,
the A/E provides technical assistance in inspections for unique requirements.
The Contractor is responsible for construction quality and must provide a control system.
The Contractor allows all access and provides facilities for COE inspection. The
Contractor provides inspection records as requested. The Contractor must promptly
replace or correct defective work. The Contractor provides timely notification of requests
for inspection.
2. Testing. The CM has the responsibility to test the material and workmanship provided
by the Contractor for conformity with contract requirements.
The CM subcontracts the work to a certified independent testing laboratory after
appropriate procurement practices have been followed. The CM prepares a testing
schedule to verify that all tests accord with the specifications and the contract schedule.
The CM verifies that the tests are being conducted as scheduled, monitors test results for
acceptability, establishes procedures for testing and notification, verifies that tests are
conducted according to COE requirements, witnesses selected tests to confirm that
procedures are proper, monitors test results for acceptability and recommends corrective
measures arising from test failures.
As with inspection, the CO assures that testing accords with the requirements in the
specifications for testing. The Contractor also assures that all tests occur as scheduled.
3. Safety and Environmental Management. The CM reviews safety programs, checking
that the Contractor and subcontractors have provided safety program sin accordance with
contract requirements. In addition, the CM monitors safety compliance by the Contractor
and reports deficiencies. The CM coordinates and cooperates with officials of other federal,

state and local agencies who have authority to enforce OSHA requirements.
The primary responsibility for site safety, the safety program plan and ensuring that all
safety and environmental requirements are followed rests with the Contractor. The CM
verifies that the detailed requirements in accordance with accident and safety reporting
procedures are discussed and followed.
The Safety and Environmental Management Branch (SEMB) is responsible for the overall
administration of safety and the environmental management program. The SEMB conducts
accident and safety investigations and reviews and comments on the Contractor's safety
plan, ensuring compliance with relevant COE, federal, state, and local requirements. The
plan is approved by the CO or the COR.
The A/E must notify the COE immediately of any safety issues noted.
The Contractor has the primary responsibility for site safety, the safety program plan and
ensuring that all safety and environmental requirements are followed.
Post-Construction Services
1. Closeout. The CM develops and implements procedures for closeout. A three-part
closeout process includes substantial completion, final completion, and final acceptance.
Substantial completion is defined as when the project can be used for its intended purpose.
Final completion is defined as when all physical work has been completed. Final
acceptance is defined as when all physical and administrative requirements have been
completed and all claims have been released.
The CM verifies that the Contractor has provided the required administrative and technical
functions for performing testing, operation and maintenance manuals, and training prior to
substantial completion.
The CM recommends to the CO both substantial and final completion based upon the
review and completion by the Contractor. Upon achieving final completion, the Contractor
must begin closeout and acceptance of the contract. The Contractor submits all remaining
administrative data required by the contract, such as descriptions of materials and parts,
record documents and warranties and guarantees. The CM assembles this data and
transmits them to the COE. Upon receipt of this data and release of claims, the CM
recommends to the CO/COR the final acceptance of the project.
The CO has the ultimate responsibility for establishing substantial completion, final
completion, and final acceptance based upon the CM's and A/E's recommendations.
The A/E provides substantial and final completion inspections with its subconsultants in
coordination with the CM's inspection team. The A/E and CM jointly recommend
substantial and final completion to the CO/COR.

The Contractor provides all performance testing, training, and operation and maintenance
manuals before substantial completion.
The Contractor must certify substantial and final completion, complete all omissions and
defects, provide all comments for acceptance and provide a release of claims.
2. Claims. The CM assists in the resolution of claims. This process includes findings,
determinations and recommendations for appeals before the COE Board of Contract
Appeals and/or the Court of Claims. In this regard, the CM provides technical analysis
and administrative support to the CO and legal counsel for the claims process.
The COE has the ultimate responsibility for determining claim issues and for issuing final
decisions establishing the process for the Board of Contract Appeals.
The A/E may be required to comment on interpretation and technical analysis made in the
course of defending the COE against claims.
The Contractor must file claims in accordance with the contract.

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 4, 2008

Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc.
821 N Street, Suite 207
Anchorage, AK. 99501

Re:

Completeness Determination Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act

Dear Mr. Lee:
The Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Revenue and the Commissioner of the Alaska
Department of Natural Resources ("Commissioners") appreciate the effort made by Little Susitna
Construction Company, Inc. ("LSCC") to submit an Application in response to the Request for
Applications ("RFA") issued pursuant to the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act ("AGIA"), AS 43.90, et
seq.
As explained below, however, the Commissioners reject LSCC's Application pursuant to AS
43.90.140 because it fails to comply with the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130, and is
inconsistent with the RFA. Among other things, LSCC's Application negates all of the commitments
made by LSCC as required under AS 43.90.130 by unilaterally imposing numerous "Required Terms
and Conditions" not authorized by AGIA or the RF A, and by requiring final approval ofthe "contract"
by the People's Republic of China. Accordingly, the Application must be rejected.
Discussion
AS 43.90.140(a) requires the Commissioners to "review each application to determine whether
it is consistent with the terms of the request for applications" and satisfies the mandatory requirements
contained in AS 43.90.130. Under AS 43.90.140(a), "[t]he commissioners shall reject as incomplete
an application that does not meet the requirements of AS 43.90.130." Thus, to be considered
"complete" under the statute, an application must, as a threshold matter, unconditionally satisfy the
mandatory requirements set forth in AS 43.90.130. The failure of an application to satisfy even one of
these requirements means the Commissioners must reject that application.
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Based on a detailed review of LSCC's Application (including appendices) and the clarifying
information submitted in LSCC's December 18, 2007 response to the Commissioners' December 12,
2007 Clarification Request, the Commissioners have determined that the Application fails to satisfy
the requirements of AS 43.90.130 and is inconsistent with the terms of the RFA, as illustrated by the
following examples.
1.

Failure To Describe Access and Tariff Terms

First, AS 43.90.130(2)(C) requires all applicants to provide "a description of all pipeline access
and tariff terms the applicant plans to offer". 1 The Application fails to provide the required
description. Section 2.2.3.4 of the Application, while entitled "Proposed Services and General Tariff
Terms", fails to describe any services or tariff terms. See LSCC Application at page 72. Instead, it
only provides a cursory discussion of gas quality issues.
Moreover, Section 2.2.3.5 of the Application asserts that no third-party or tariff services are
needed because LSCC plans to purchase gas at the wellhead and other points along the pipeline, and
then ship that gas on the pipeline. !d. The Application further states that a tariff "will be developed"
for in-state service that is acceptable to the Regulatory Commission of Alaska ("RCA."). !d. Thus, by
its own terms, the Application does not provide "a description of all pipeline access and tariff terms
the applicant plans to offer".

2.

Failure To Commit To Capital Structure For Rate-Making That Consists Of Not
Less Than 70 Percent Debt

Second, the Application fails to comply with the requirement of AS 43.90.130(10) that each
applicant "commit to propose and support rates for the proposed project and for any North Slope gas
treatment plant that the applicant may own, in whole or in part, that are based on a capital structure
for rate-making that consists of not less than 70 percent debf'. AS 43.90.130(10) (emphasis added).
This requirement applies to the project proposed by the applicant-- not to an expansion of that project.
LSCC's Application, however, states only that an expansion ''will be based on a 70/30 to 80/20
debt/equity ratio." Application at page 72. But the Application fails to commit to use a capital
structure for rate-making consisting of not less than 70 percent debt for the initial project proposed in
LSCC's Application. Accordingly, the Application fails to comply with AS 43.90.130(10).

3.

Failure To Demonstrate The Readiness, Financial Resources, And Technical
Ability To Perform The Activities Specified In The Application

Third, AS 43.90.130(20) provides, among other things, that an applicant must "demonstrate the
readiness, financial resources, and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the
application", by providing certain information. LSCC's Application and December 18 response
indicate, however, that while LSCC has 28 years of construction and engineering experience, LSCC is
This requirement is also reflected in Section 2.2.3.4 of the RFA, which requires that an Applicant
"describe all services" it proposes to offer. Applicants are also required by this section to describe "the material
terms of each service."
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a "small firm" which has never constructed a major natural gas pipeline project. LSCC December 18
response at page 6.
In its Application, LSCC depends heavily on the financial resources and technical ability of a
major Chinese energy company, China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation ("Sinopec"), and various
divisions of Sinopec (also referred to below as "Sinopec"). See Application at page 3. According to
the Application (at page 5), Sinopec's participation in the project "enables LSCC to apply for the
pipeline license with 100% financial, engineering, and any required resource backup from Sinopec".
Section 2.2.1 of the Application (at page 61) assumes Sinopec's involvement in a number of aspects of
the Front End Engineering Design Plan of the project. Additionally, Appendix C of the Application
contains a "Teaming Agreement" between Sinopec and LSCC, as well as a "Letter of Intent" sent to
LSCC by Sinopec relating to the purchase ofliquefied natural gas ("LNG") from the project.
By letter dated December 12, 2007, the Commissioners requested clarification of the role of
Sinopec in the project. In response, while LSCC explained in some additional detail the role of the
various Sinopec divisions, it resubmitted the Teaming Agreement and the Letter of Intent originally
filed as part of Appendix C to support the claim that Sinopec will be an active participant in the
project.
The Commissioners cannot fmd on the basis of the Teaming Agreement and the Letter of
Intent that Sinopec is committed to supporting the engineering, construction or financing of the
project. Importantly, there is no evidence in the Application that Sinopec has agreed to support LSCC
beyond the submission of the Application. The Teaming Agreement relates only to the production of
an application for an AGIA License and indicates only that Sinopec will provide "information and
support for the application process." This does not indicate that Sinopec is committed to assist in any
of the project work following the submission of LSCC's Application.
Consequently, the
Commissioners have no basis upon which to find that any entity other than LSCC has committed to
support the proposed project. The Commissioners therefore find LSCC has failed to demonstrate the
financial resources and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the Application, as
required by AS 43.90.130(20).
Furthermore, the Application requires the State of Alaska to agree "that the government of the
People's Republic of China has final approval" of the "contract" between LSCC and the State, which
presumably refers to the AGIA License. While this condition is unacceptable for numerous reasons, it
also shows LSCC has failed to comply with AS 43.90.130(20). An applicant whose ability to
construct the project is contingent on the approval of the People's Republic of China has failed to
demonstrate the "readiness" required by AS 43.90.130(20) to perform the activities specified in the
Application.

4.

The Application Attempts To Impose Impermissible "Required Terms And
Conditions" On The State.

Fourth, by conditioning its commitments on numerous "Required Terms and Conditions",
LSCC's Application fails to satisfy the mandatory requirements of AGIA and violates the RFA. For
example, LSCC's Required Term and Condition No.2 would require the State to negotiate "any terms
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and conditions" as part of a "new contract" with LSCC after the AGIA License is awarded. This
condition is fundamentally inconsistent with AS 43.90.130, which requires each applicant to make a
number of unconditional commitments as part of an open, competitive process that does not involve
any negotiations between the applicant and the State. Prior to the application deadline, the
Commissioners reminded LSCC and other potential applicants of this important principle by posting a
notice on the RF A internet site stating that applicants were not permitted to make any of their
commitments under AS 43.90.130 conditional or contingent.2 By conditioning its entire Application
on the requirement that the State negotiate "a new contract" with new "terms and conditions", LSCC
disregarded this instruction and obviated any "commitments" the Application otherwise made to
comply with the requirements of several provisions of AS 43.90.130, including AS 43.90.130(4)
through (8), (10), (12) through (15), (17) and (18).
LSCC's Required Term and Condition No. 2, along with the 28 other "Required Terms and
Conditions" contained in the Application, also violates the RFA. AS 43.90.130 states that "An
application for a license must be consistent with the terms of the request for applications ...." The
RFA does not permit an application to impose additional requirements on the State beyond the
requirements of AGIA or the RFA. Section 1.14 ofthe RFA states, in relevant part:
An Application shall be rejected if it requires additional actions by the
legislature or by the Commissioners beyond those actions identified by
AGIA, contains conditions not authorized by AGIA or the RFA, [or]
includes a reservation of the right to accept or reject the License award

The obligation to negotiate a new contract with unspecified terms and conditions following award of
an AGIA License would require "additional actions by the legislature or the Commissioners beyond
those actions identified by AGIA", and demonstrates that the Application "contains conditions not
authorized by AGIA or the RFA."
Moreover, LSCC's requirement that the State negotiate a "new contract" after the award of an
AGIA License is inconsistent with the RFA requirement that "each applicant should prepare and
submit its Application as representing its best and final offer." RF A Section 1.13.8 (emphasis in
original). LSCC's Application is not a fmal offer if the State is required to negotiate a "new contract"
with LSCC after the award of a License. Rather, the State would have to negotiate with LSCC to
obtain its "final offer" after a License is awarded. This requirement in LSCC's Application is
inconsistent with the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130 as well as the open and competitive
RFA process.
In addition, LSCC's Application violates Section 1.14 of the RFA by requiring the State to take
other actions which are unacceptable to the State and are not identified or authorized by AGIA or the
RFA. For example, the Application would require the State of Alaska to agree "that the government
of the People's Republic of China has final approval of this contract." See Application, Applicant
2

See Response to Question #88, posted on "AGIA: Posted Inquiries and Comments" website, available

at http://rfainguiries.com/FAQ.aspx?Page=6.
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Required Terms and Conditions, No. 29. This is unacceptable under Alaskan legal principles and is
inconsistent with numerous provisions of AGIA and the RFA, including AS 43.90.130, AS 43.90.180,
AS 43.90.190, and RFA Sections 1.12.5, 1.12.8, 1.18, and 1.19. The legislative acts of the State of
Alaska cannot be made subject to the final approval of a foreign government.
Several other of LSCC's "Required Terms and Conditions" also mandate rejection of the
Application. These include the following:
No. 1: that the State "prove that gas reserves on the North Slope must be
sufficient to support the project for a minimum of30 years with 4.5 BCFID";
No. 3: that the State ''will not charge any Right of Way ... lease fees, land use
fees, if the State owns the land";
No. 5: that the State "will give incentives in the form of a tax rate reduction on
applicant's corporation income tax";
No. 16: that the State "will not tax LNG and propane ships for production tax,
property tax, and any other taxes related to the fleets. Additionally, the State of
Alaska will not tax LNG and other natural gas byproducts any export tax,
inventory tax, etc.";
No. 17: that the State "will not impose any import tax for materials supplied by
local Alaska firms, Lower 48 firms, and overseas firms";
No. 22: that the State (and local communities) "must agree to not tax the LNG
and propane sales operations any property taxes .. .(sic)"; and
No. 28: that ''The State of Alaska agrees to deal with the North Slope
producers, the Applicant, and agrees to meet to resolve differences".
As with the other terms and conditions discussed above, these violate Section 1.14 of the RFA because
they require additional actions by the legislature or the Commissioners beyond those actions identified
by AGIA and constitute conditions not authorized by AGIA or the RFA.
S.

Failure To Propose An Open Access Pipeline

Under RFA Section 1.14, an application "shall be rejected if it ... fails to meet any other
material requirement of ... applicable law." The Application indicates that "Gas for LNG export will
be purchased by LSCC at the wellhead (GTP exit) and at other points along the pipeline, shipped on
the pipeline owned by LSCC and liquefied at the facility owned by LSCC, so no third party or tariff
services are needed for this class of gas." Application at page 72. Thus, LSCC is effectively
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proposing to have a priority right to the first 4 Bcf!d of capacity in the project. 3 This is not consistent
with Alaska law which requires that a pipeline owner offer non-discriminatory access to its facilities.
Under Alaska law any natural gas pipeline crossing state lands and receiving a right-of-way
AS
from the State must accept, convey and transport natural gas without discrimination.
38.35.120(a)(l). This obligation expressly applies to the intrastate transportation of natural gas from
the North Slope. AS 38.35.120(a)(1)(B).
Further, under AS 42.06.240(±), anyone applying for a certificate of public convenience and
necessity from the RCA for a North Slope natural gas pipeline (as defined in AS 42.06.630) must offer
firm transportation service to any qualified party requesting such transportation to in-State delivery
points. Only after satisfying all firm in-State demand can an RCA-certificated pipeline seek a
certificate to transport gas in excess of the in-State demand. AS 42.06.240 (f)(4). Accordingly,
LSCC's proposal that it have a priority right to the first 4 Bcf/day of capacity, with other potential
shippers taking whatever additional excess capacity might exist, is not consistent with Alaska law and
under RF A Section 1.14 is not acceptable.

In addition, LSCC's Required Terms and Conditions Nos. 9 and 10 appear to be inconsistent
with the requirements of Alaska law discussed above that require non-discriminatory access to any
North Slope gas pipeline. No. 9 provides, "Applicant will provide gas to the spur line ... to be used
for heating of houses and institutions, and commercial buildings, but not for industrial use to make
LNG, fertilizer, urea, ammonia, and other chemical products." (emphasis added). No. 10 provides,
"The gas can also be used for existing electricity power plants that are using natural gas, but not to an
existing coal-fired power plant." (emphasis added). These terms and conditions would require
rejection of LSCC's Application for failure to meet a material requirement of applicable law.

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the Commissioners fmd LSCC's Application fails to satisfy the
mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130, and the requirements of the RF A. Accordingly, pursuant to
AS 43.90.140(a), the Commissioners reject LSCC's Application as incomplete.
4

This is the Commissioners' fmal determination. Upon request, the Commissioners will make
themselves available to discuss with LSCC the basis for their determination that this Application is

3

This conclusion is underscored by other statements in the Application, including: "(t]here is no
minimum volume for the instate open season. However, LSCC does require the producers and the state to sell
at the wellhead (GTP exit) at least 4.0 BCF/D of gas for LNG export gas purposes. Instate shipper can
nominate whatever volumes they require." (Application at page 71) and, "[i]nstate nominations are not required
for this project. The 0.5 BCF/D of instate usage 'reserved' for planning purposes is not necessary for successful
project economics. This instate volume can be used as LNG export volume if it is not used in state. This gas
cannot be used in industrial hydrocarbon products such as fertilizer, urea, and ammonia." !d.
4

By submitting an Application, LSCC has agreed to waive the right to appeal as provided in AS
43.90.130(16).
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incomplete and must be rejected. In addition pursuant to AS 43.90.160, all applications, whether
determined to be complete or incomplete, will be made public.5
Again, we appreciate LSCC's interest in AGIA and the .efforts expended on submitting its
Application.

a,

sin

~-in--=====--..........:::s
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Revenue

Tom Irwin
Commissioner
Alaska Department ofNatural Resources

The Commissioners determined, pursuant to AS 43.90.150 and RFA Section 1.13.6, that the documents
LSCC identified in the Application as proprietary and trade secrets are confidential and not subject to public
disclosure.
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Governor Sarah Palin
Commissioners Patrick Galvin and Tom Irwin
AGIA License Office
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
RE:

February 1, 2008

Request for Reconsideration of Little Susitna Construction Company’s AGIA Application

Dear Honorable Governor Palin and Commissioners Galvin and Irwin:
This letter is a request for the State of Alaska to reconsider the Little Susitna Construction Company,
Inc. (LSCC) (with subcontractor Sinopec) application for license submitted under AGIA on
November 30, 2007. Under principles of law, I believe opening the process by reconsidering the
application of another requires the other applicants be given the right as well.
The AGIA review team stated five reasons LSCC’s application was not accepted. See below.
Failure to Describe Access and Tariff Terms.
LSCC did fully describe our access and tariff terms. Under the proposal headline 2.2.3.4 Proposed Services and General Tariff Terms on page 72 of the application, LSCC chose not
to fully reiterate the information previously provided. The access and tariff terms for the
Pipeline are fully described on page 44. The access and tariff terms for the North Slope Gas
Treatment plant is fully described on page 47. The access and tariff terms for the LNG plant
are fully described on page 52. The access and tariff terms for the Marine Terminal are fully
described on page 54. The access and tariff terms for the Natural Gas Liquid Plant are fully
described on page 56. The project’s economic and technical viability was provided in
section 2.10.1 and 2.10.2. LSCC’s proposed services have previously been described in the
Executive Summary and Section 2.1 - Project Description. Additionally, page 101 through
118 explains the entire cost estimate for the project, which is the basis of debt retirement.
Debt retirement is a factor in determining tariffs.
In the second paragraph of 1 - Failure to Describe Access and Tariff Terms - the review
committee singled out two separate sentences found within the application to construe that
the entire application did not address pipeline access and tariff terms. As stated above,
pipeline access and tariff terms were addressed in pages 44, 47, 52, 54, and 56, as well as on
pages 101 through 118, as well as provided in Appendix A of the application and on a CD
in Excel format for review.
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Failure to Commit To Capital Structure For Rate-Making That Consists Of Not Less
Than 70 Percent Debt.
The review team located a sentence on page 72 where LSCC stated a commitment to a
capital structure for rate-making that consists of not less than 70 percent debt for expansion.
While LSCC did not specifically state on page 72 of the application that the “initial project”
would utilize a capital structure for rate-making that consisted of not less than 70 percent
debt, it is clearly understood when one reads the entire application that LSCC was committed
to this capital structure. Under section 2.8.2 - Demonstration of Financial Resources, at page
134 of the application, LSCC states, “The majority of the project cost, 70% to 80% comes
from the U.S. Government guarantee. The rest of the 20% to 30% will be raised by Sinopec
issued Revenue Bonds to the public.” This is reiterated on page 135 of the application. It
is clear that the project will be based on a not less than 70 percent debt basis. The review
team was simply not able to find the specific words they were looking for. The review team
had the opportunity to request clarifying information or additional information regarding the
conditions of the Additional Commitments when they requested additional information on
December 12, 2008 and December 17, 2008; however, these requests for additional
information/clarifying information were extremely vague and did not request any additional
or clarifying information regarding our capital structure for rate making.
Additionally, in the cost estimates in section 2.5 - Project Cost Estimate - every cost estimate
gives a break down of the resources requirements. If one does the math, it is clear that the
project is based on a capital structure of not less than 70% debt.

3.

Failure To Demonstrate The Readiness, Financial Resources, and Technical Ability To
Perform the Activities Specified In The Application.
The review team’s conclusion that LSCC did not conform to AS 43.90.130(20) and RFA
sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 to demonstrate the financial resources and technical ability to
perform the activities specified in the application is based solely on their personal subjective
views and totally ignores the massive amounts of information LSCC and Sinopec provided.
Their subjective conclusion ignores several important facts, the most important of which is
the Teaming Agreement. The Teaming Agreement contains a “chop” over the signature of
the Acting General Manager of Sinopec ZPEB International. As explained in the application,
Sinopec ZPEB International has authority over projects conducted outside the boundaries of
China. The “chop” is the official mark that authorizes the backing of the 76% owner of
Sinopec, the People’s Republic of China. Therefore, not only is Sinopec committed to
support LSCC in this project, they have received authorization for that support from the
government of the People’s Republic of China. The review team also overlooked the fact
that Sinopec provided 80 resumes of engineers that would be assigned to the project upon
issuance of a license. Moreover, section 2.8.1 of the RFA does not require any ‘proof’ be
provided that any entity is committed to a certain level of support. The RFA and AGIA only
require that applicants “provide a detailed description of the applicant, all entities
participating with the applicant in the application and the project proposed by the applicant
. . .” LSCC complied with this provision and well as providing ‘proof’ in the form of the
“chop” on the Teaming Agreement. Additionally, LSCC complied with Section 2.8.2 of the
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RFA by providing Sinopec’s annual reports and 6Ks for the past five years (6Ks apply to
foreign entities rather than 10Ks). Sinopec provided this information to LSCC as an
indication of their support of this project. It appears that the review team was requiring a
different standard for the LSCC/Sinopec application than that of other applications.
To demonstrate the subjective views of the review team, the “complete” proposal submitted
by TransCanada Alaska Co., LLC has no history whatsoever in Alaska or anywhere else and
fails to provide documented commitments of their parent company TransCanada Corporation
or any other entity has committed to provide engineering, construction or financing of the
Alaska portion of the project. The ready acceptance of TransCanada Alaska Co. LLC by the
review team without any documentation or attestation of support, while rejecting the
substantial agreements signed by LSCC and Sinopec fully demonstrate the subjectivity of the
reviewers. While the relationship of LSCC and Sinopec is admittedly at an early stage, the
teaming agreement and signing of an intent to buy goes beyond the requirements of AGIA
at the proposal phase.
Regardless of the subjective views of the review team, they had the opportunity to request
clarifying information or additional information regarding the conditions of the Additional
Commitments in their requests for additional information dated December 12, 2008 and
December 17, 2008; however, these requests for additional information were extremely
vague and merely requested LSCC to “clarify the roles that each division of Sinopec (that
Applicant has identified on page 3 of the Application) and the People’s Republic of China
have with respect to the project.” If the review team required “evidence” of the participation
of Sinopec, then why didn’t they request “evidence” rather than ask us to merely clarify the
roles. LSCC explained the role of each division of Sinopec and the People’s Republic of
China in both the Application and our answer to the request for additional information. The
review team chose to dismiss and/or ignore our information.
4.

The Application Attempts To Impose Impermissible “Required Terms And
Conditions” On The State.
The LSCC proposal went beyond the required Commitments under AGIA by presenting
Additional Commitments. In the Request For Applications the Alaska Gasline Inducement
Act issued by the State of Alaska, Sarah Palin, Governor, July 2, 2007, REVISED October
26, 2007 on page 12, stating:
In this RFA, a commitment that is stated in terms that Applicant “shall” or
“will” or “must” commit, indicates that it is a Required Commitment. All
Required Commitments in the Application will be binding on Applicant if
applicant is awarded an AGIA License. To differentiate itself from other
applicants, Applicant may include other commitments in addition to the
Required Commitments (emphasis added). All Additional Commitments
in the Application will be binding on Applicant if applicant is awarded an
AGIA License.
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As noted above, the state expects that some commitments will be based on
contingencies or conditions (emphasis added). If a Required Commitment
or an Additional Commitment is contingent or conditional, Applicant should
set forth clearly and with specificity each contingency and condition that
applies to each commitment (emphasis added).
Applicant shall provide with its Application a list of each Required
Commitment and, separately, each Additional Commitment included
in the Application.
Thus, AGIA specifically provided that applicants may set themselves apart by adding “other
commitments in addition to the Required Commitments.” Further “the state expects that
some commitments will be based on contingencies or conditions.” Thus, the intent of this
provision was to induce applicants to make additional commitments that would “set them
apart” or make their application more appealing to the state. Furthermore, any additional
commitments by LSCC were clearly understood to be negotiable terms. There is nothing in
this provision stating that an application with proposed additional commitments (all
negotiable) would provide grounds for the review team to completely reject the application.
If LSCC met all of the Required Commitments, which it did, then LSCC should not have
been penalized for proposing additional commitments that made LSCC’s application more
worthwhile to Alaska compared to other applications.
LSCC provided two extremely valuable extra commitments to the State of Alaska. The first
extra commitment is Sinopec’s Letter of Intent to buy $15 to $18 billion worth of LNG per
year from the project (based on today’s LNG price of $10 to $12 per 1,000,000 BTU). Over
the next 30 years this would amount to $450 to $540 billion dollars, and more as LNG prices
increase in the future. The second extra commitment LSCC provided was Sinopec’s
commitment to help finance the $32 billion pipeline. According to AGIA, as listed above,
LSCC is required to “set forth clearly and with specificity each contingency and condition”
that applies to these Additional Commitments. LSCC, clearly and with specificity, outlined
29 contingencies and conditions that applied to our Additional Commitments of providing
a buyer and assistance with financing. LSCC positioned the list of contingencies and
conditions (as instructed in the RFA) after the 20 Required Commitments to the State of
Alaska .
Regardless of whether or not the review team agrees with any of the contingencies or
conditions submitted with our additional commitments, the fact they were proposed can not
be used as a reason to “mandate rejection of the Application.” Since the RFA requests that
contingencies and conditions for additional commitments be provided, LSCC assumed these
were items the State would review and take any number of actions, such as negotiation,
request modification or removal, etc. The review team had the opportunity to request
clarifying information or additional information regarding the conditions of the Additional
Commitments in their requests for additional information dated December 12, 2008 and
December 17, 2008; however, these requests for additional information were extremely
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vague and did not mention anything about the contingencies or conditions. Rather than use
the opportunity to gain more information and insight into our application as stated in Section
1.13.10 and 1.14, they used the list of conditions as an excuse to disqualify the application
stating conditions were not allowed – which is simply untrue, the RFA clearly requested
conditions and contingencies for additional commitments.
5.

Failure To Propose An Open Access Pipeline
In Note 3, the review committee refers to statements in LSCC’s application suggesting that
LSCC did not propose an open access pipeline. However, this interpretation of LSCC’s
application is clearly wrong. Numerous other statements and commitments in LSCC’s
application show that LSCC will proceed with an open season (to allow access to the
pipeline) subject to the requirements of the regulatory agencies having jurisdiction. In the
case of our proposal, this would be the Alaska RCA. LSCC also made numerous statements
stating we would not discriminate. Our comment for wanting 4 bcf/d available for LNG
export is the backbone to the success of this project. It may be that the review team did not
understand that intrastate LNG projects do not have FERC rate jurisdiction. The team may
also not have understood that all LNG projects are based on long term contracts that require
long term commitments, in this case 4 bcf per day.
Once again, the review team had the opportunity to request clarifying information or
additional information regarding our plan for open season and desire to purchase 4 bcf/d at
the wellhead for LNG export in their requests for additional information dated December 12,
2008 and December 17, 2008; however, these requests for additional information were
extremely vague and did not mention anything about LSCC’s proposal possibly being
discriminatory.

In conclusion, LSCC’s application met all of the AGIA requirements and created a great incentive
for Alaska. LSCC requests that its application be reconsidered for a license as LSCC is willing to
meet with the state and clarify any questions or negotiate any terms of its application.
Finally, if you reject this request, would you please clarify that you are not vetoing us from moving
forward to build this gas pipeline outside of AGIA. As noted, the opportunity presented by the letter
of intent from Sinopec is a unique one, and we believe you would be encouraged if we continued to
pursue the opportunity. Clarification would be helpful.
Sincerely yours,


Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
President
cc:

State of Alaska Senate
Alaska House of Representatives
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
February 11, 2008
Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
Little Susitna Construction Company., Inc.
821 N Street, Suite 207
~chorage.AJC 99501
Re:

Commissioners' Decision on Request for Reconsideration of Completeness Determination
Under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act

Dear Mr. Lee:
On February 1, 2008, the Little Susitna Construction Company, Inc. ("LSCC") submitted a
Request for Reconsideration of the Commissioners' January 4, 2008 Completeness Determination
issued under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act ("AGIA"). 1 In the Completeness Determination, the
Commissioners found that the Application submitted by LSCC on November 30, 2007, and clarified
on December 18, 2007, was incomplete. After carefully considering LSCC's Reconsideration
Request, the Commissioners deny the Request. The Commissioners' January 4, 2008 Completeness
Determination Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
remains in effect unchanged.
I.

Completeness Determination and Reconsideration Request

In the Completeness Determination, the Commissioners found that the Application submitted

by LSCC on November 30, 2007, failed to comply with the mandatory requirements of AS 43.90.130
and was inconsistent with the Request for Applications (''RFA") issued on July 2, 2007. The
Commissioners determined that: "LSCC's Application negates all of the commitments made by
LSCC as required under AS 43.90.130 by unilaterally imposing numerous 'Required Terms and
Conditions' not authorized by AGIA or the RF A, and by requiring final approval of the 'contract' by
the People's Republic of China." See January 4 Completeness Determination at 1. The
Commissioners also determined that the Application failed to "demonstrate the readiness, financial
resources, and technical ability to perform the activities specified in the application", as required by
AS 43.90.130(20). See id. at 2.
The "Commissioners" are the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Revenue and the
Commissioner of the Alaska Department ofNatural Resources, acting jointly under AS 43.90.

AGIA License Office 550 West

7'" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
2/ 11/2008
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In its Request for Reconsideration, LSCC reemphasizes factors previously considered by
the Commissioners.
In addition, LSCC asserts, among other things, that the
Commissioners misunderstood what LSCC proposed in its Application, including the
purpose of the "Required Terms and Conditions".
For the reasons discussed below, the Commissioners have determined that the
issues raised in the LSCC's Request do not warrant reconsideration of the January 4
Completeness Determination.

II.

Reversal of Completeness Determination Is Not Warranted

LSCC's Application contained 29 "Required Terms and Conditions". These
included a requirement that the State negotiate new terms and conditions with LSCC as
part of a "new contract" after the AGIA License is awarded (Condition No. 2), and a
condition that the People's Republic of China be allowed final approval of the negotiated
contract (Condition No. 29). See LSCC Application, Section entitled "Applicant
Required Terms and Conditions". The Commissioners determined in their Completeness
Determination that these, and LSCC's other terms and conditions, negated all of the
commitments made by LSCC as required under AS 43.90.130, and violated Section 1.14
of the RFA.
LSCC argues that the Commissioners misunderstood these conditions, and that
they were intended to apply only to LSCC's "additional commitments," such as the offer
by China Petroleum and Chemical Corporation ("Sinopec") to purchase natural gas for
use in the project if the terms met its approval. Reconsideration Request at 4. LSCC has
not, however, identified any provision of its Application that limits the conditions to its
"additional commitments." Nor have the Commissioners found language in LSCC 's
Application that would create such a limitation. A clear reading of LSCC's Application,
including the Required Terms and Conditions, results in the inescapable conclusion that
the Application would require the State to renegotiate a new contract with LSCC after
award of an AGIA License. LSCC's Application is, therefore, conditional and does not
meet the commitments required by AGIA and the RFA. Accordingly, the Commissioners
find LSCC's argument does not warrant reconsideration.
LSCC 's Reconsideration Request also challenges the Commissioners' finding that
the Application failed to "demonstrate readiness, financial resources, and technical ability
to perform the activities specified in the application" as required by AS 43.90.130(20).
In support, LSCC contends that the Teaming Agreement between it and Sinopec provides
proof of Sinopec's commitment to the project. Reconsideration Request at 2. However,
the Commissioners did consider the Teaming Agreement (and Letter of Intent), and
determined that it did not demonstrate an agreement by Sinopec to support LSCC beyond
the submission of its Application. See Completeness Determination at 3. According to
the Teaming Agreement, Sinopec agreed only for the limited term of two years "to
provide information and support for the application process". The application process
was completed on November 30, 2007 when LSCC filed it Application. The Teaming

Dominic S.F. Lee, P.E.
2/11/2008
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Agreement does not contain any terms for Sinopec to provide support for the project
beyond that date.
The Commissioners have considered the arguments discussed above, and LSCC's
additional arguments for reconsideration, and conclude that LSCC has failed to show
cause for the Commissioners to reconsider the January 4 Completeness Determination.

III.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons the Commissioners deny LSCC's Request for
Reconsideration under AS 43.90. 1 The Commissioners' January 4, 2008 Completeness
Determination Under the Request for Applications Issued Under the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act remains in effect unchanged.
Sincerely,

-~----=:. . .

Patrick Galvin
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Revenue
Resources

2

By submitting an Application, LSCC has agreed to waive the right to appeal as provided
in AS 43.90.130(6).

COMPLETENESS CHECKLIST
DATE: 1/4/2008
APPLICANT: TRANSCANADA PIPELINE COMPANY, INC. (TRANSCANADA)

Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

43.90.130 (1)

43.90.130 (2)

2.1 p. 1-14
(TEC)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

YES

YES (LEG)

YES

YES (COM)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

YES

Application timely filed Nov. 30,
2007
Exceptionally well identified.
Response to clarification request
question #2- Refers to Section
2.1.Pipeline ties into the
TransCanada Alberta system only.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with no
additional information

• Appropriate detail on concept
of transportation system from
Gas Treatment Plant to markets
Alaska, Western Canada,
Eastern Canada and US.
• Gas Treatment Plant indicates
units required and capacity
• Provided optional connection
concept for LNG project (2.1.3)
in Alaska
• Compression stations well
described
• TransCanada plans to use
existing LNG facility owned by
others in Alberta that
TransCanada indicates is
currently 13 bcf/d existing
capacity; current estimated
utilization is 8 – 9 bcf/d
• Limited detail description of
the proposed system south of
Boundary Lake in BC. General
description, but no pipe sizes or
routing

YES

(A)

2.1 p. 4-5
(TEC)
(COM)

YES

YES (COM)

Sec 2.1 clearly establishes the
route

• Reference document is only
map - Sections 2.1.1 (2) – 2.1.1
(5) provides adequate details

YES

(B)

2.1 p. 4-12
(TEC)
Sec. 2.1.1 3)
a)
(COM)

YES

YES (COM)

Sec. 2.1.1. 3) a) defines provision
for eight delivery points, as
previously identified in the Northern
Pipeline Act.

• TransCanada submits that
capacity in range of 4.5 bcf/d at
receipt point and delivery of 4.3
bcf/d can likely be delivered by
existing pipelines from Alberta
to markets in US and Eastern
Canada with some new facilities
likely required.
• Delivery points not detailed
downstream of Boundary Lake

YES

Response to clarification request
question #2- Refers to section 2.1.
Pipeline ties into the Transcanada
Alberta System only.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with no
additional information

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for TRANSCANADA on December 31, 2007
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Statute
(C)

Applicant's
Ref.

2.2.3.4 p.
61-64, 2.10
p. 1-24
(TEC)
Sec. 2.10.1
& 2.10.2
(COM)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

YES

YES (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Section 2.2.3.4

Sec. 2.10.1 economic viability
addresses cost risk items;
estimated all-in pipeline rates, plus
fuel; market destinations;
expansion considerations; and
stakeholder revenues based on
specific economic assumptions.
Sec. 2.10.2 provides a descriptive
summary of capacity and
hydraulics analyses.

• Provided hydraulic simulation
• Only provided simulation for
summer conditions
• Outlet gas temperature above
freezing after Yukon station 3,
effecting on discontinuous
permafrost, needs to be
reviewed in detailed analysis

YES

Response to clarification request
question #4 – further detail on AOS
service and confirmation that no IT
services will be offered.
Response to clarification request
question #5 – confirms that
TransCanada does not intend to
offer small customer service or
backhaul services.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with
additional information. Additional
information provided in the
response is consistent with
application.
(D)

Appendices
2.2 to 2.8
(TEC)
Sec. 2.3,
2.4, 2.5
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

In Sec 2.3, TransCanada provides
a comprehensive development
plan; Sec 2.4. provides an
Operations Plan; 2.5 provides and
Execution Plan.
Response to clarification request
question #7- additional detail and
cost breakdown provided.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with
additional information. Additional
information provided in the
response is consistent with
application.

• In general Development,
Execution and Operation
defined in sufficient detail for
clear understanding of viable
work plan with budgets and
schedules
• Carbon emissions addressed
in 2.10.7

YES

(D) (i)

2.2.3.5-8,
2.2.3.13,
2.2.4.1-2 p.
65-70, 73
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Pages. 2.1.8 to 2.1.10 discuss a
combination of new pipeline
capacity across BC from Alaska to
Boundary Lake, and
incremental/existing capacity in

• Clear in reference document

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for TRANSCANADA on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

p. 2.1.8,
2.1.10
(COM)
(D) (ii)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Alberta. Applicant provides a
range of estimated rates, including
intention to negotiate rates.

2.2.3.14
(LEG)
Sec. 2.1.3 &
Appendix N
(COM)

N/A

YES (LEG)

No LNG proposal but 2.2.3.14
discusses third-party LNG
alternative.

Sec. 2.1.3 and Appendix N offer
potential services to support a
potential LNG option. Applicant is
not pursuing marine facilities or
liquefaction facilities for an LNG
option, but would provide gas
treating and NGL facilities and
services.

2.2 p. 1-86;
2.2.3.2,
2.2.4.3 p.
53-58, 85
(TEC)
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Sept. 30, 2009

Sec 2.2.3.2 p. 53 provides a series
of plans and contingencies for
promoting and hosting an open
season for the US/Alaska
transportation components.

N/A

43.90.130 (3)

(A)

• Reference on Executive
Summary pg 10

YES

Sec 2.2.4.3 p. 85 stipulates a June
30, 2010 date for pre-filing.

• Reference on Executive
Summary pg 10

YES

Sec 2.2.4.3 p. 85 stipulates a
December 30, 2011 date for filing
for CPCN.

• Reference on Executive
Summary pg 10

YES

Binding Open Season by
9-30-2009
(B)

2.2 p. 1-86,
2.2.4.3 p. 85
(TEC)
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

(C)

2.2 p. 1-86,
2.2.4.3 p. 85
(TEC)
(COM)

YES/ MAYBE

YES (LEG)

(A)

N/A

N/A (LEG)

Per TransCanada, this section
does not apply to TransCanada.

NA

(B)

N/A

N/A (LEG)

Per TransCanada, this section
does not apply to TransCanada.

NA

P.2.4-6, TransCanada commits to
canvas market as required.

YES

Dec. 30, 2011

43.90.130 (4)

43.90.130 (5)

p. 2.4-6
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130 (6)

2.10-7 (LEG)
2.4.1.2 p. 7
(TEC)
p. 2.4-6

YES

YES (LEG)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

P.2.4-6, TransCanada commits to
canvas market as required.
Applicant also notes that the initial
design is intended provide

• Clearly defined expansion
capabilities by additional
compression stations and/or
pipeline looping

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for TRANSCANADA on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

(COM)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

expansion flexibility.

43.90.130 (7)
(A)

2.10-7 (LEG)
p. 2.4-7
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

(B)

2.10-7 (LEG)
p.2.10.7
(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

(C)

2.10-7 (LEG)
p. 2.4-7
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

(D)

2.10-7 (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

YES

(E)

p. 2.4-7

Received

YES (LEG)

Yes

YES

43.90.130 (8)

2.2 p. 1-86,
2.2.3.12 p.
72-73 (TEC)
(COM)(LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

Does not propose to own the
Gas Treatment Plant but will do
so if necessary. Pg. 2.2-73
states will seek FERC
certificate if Gas Treatment
Plant is owned by TransCanada
"if FERC certification is
required." Appears to be
compliant for RFA given
primary

43.90.130 (9)

Sec 2.11
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130
(10)

Sec 2.8
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130
(11)

2.2.3.11 p.
71-72 (TEC)
Sec 2.3.2
(COM)

YES

YES (TEC)

YES

P.2.4-7 Applicant commits to
pursue rolled-in rates for
expansions

YES

YES

P.2.4-7 Proposes to pursue rates
that would result equivalent
percentage increases for all
shippers.

P.2.2-64 Applicant does not
intend to own the NGL plant but will
build, own and operate if need be.
Section 2.2.3.12 sets forth rates for
usage.

• Gas Treatment Plant clearly
described in 2.1.2 as opposed
to reference
• While the units of the Gas
Treatment Plant are defined,
the estimate is for the total
facility not by the units
• The details of Engineering and
Construction are not defined as
TransCanada proposes that
the facility will be built and
owned by a third party

YES

YES

60/40 for expansion

YES

Per Sec 2.8 Financing Plan,
applicant will pursue initial project
with 70/30 capital structure.
Expansions would be built using
60/40
Sec 2.3.2 discusses extensive
Project Management procedures,
and US Federal Loan Guarantees

Clear in reference document

YES

Response to clarification question
#3-Refers to page 66 of the
application. Further details the
methodology to establish the
project capital costs.
* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for TRANSCANADA on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with
additional information. Additional
information provided in the
response is consistent with
application.
43.90.130
(12)

2.1.1 (2a) p.
6-7, 2.2.3.9
p. 70 (TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130
(13) (A)

p. 2.2-70
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

P. 2.2-70 commits, contingent on
execution of long term agreements

YES

(B)

p. 2.2-70
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

p.2.2-70 Proposes to have a
single in-state rate zone for cost of
service, with zonal in-state rates.

YES

43.90.130
(14)

2.2.5 p. 86
(TEC)
(COM)

YES

YES (LEG)

Clear in reference document

YES

43.90.130
(15) (A)

2.3.4 p. 19
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Clear in reference document

YES

(B)

2.3.4 p. 19
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Clear in reference document

YES

(C)

2.3.4 p. 19
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Clear in reference document

YES

(D)

2.3.4 p. 19
(TEC)

YES

YES (LEG)

Clear in reference document

YES

YES

YES (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

YES

YES (LEG)

43.90.130
(16)
43.90.130
(17)
43.90.130
(18)

2.3.3 p. 19
(TEC)

Section 2.2.3.9

Commits to eight as previously
discussed

Clear in reference document

YES

Not labeled as Appendix E

Clear in reference document

Further clarified in Dec. 14
response at page 8.

YES

Answer to clarification request
question #6- Confirms that the
reimbursement will not be included.

YES

YES

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with no
additional information.

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for TRANSCANADA on December 31, 2007
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Statute

Applicant's
Ref.

43.90.130
(19)

2.8 p. 1-3
(TEC)

Initial Team
Analysis
(12/4/07)

Team Analysis
(After
Clarification)

YES

YES (LEG)

Comments (Including Clarification Request)
Legal (LEG)

Commissioner's
Decision*

Commercial (COM)

Technical (TEC)

Response to clarification request
question #1- Refers to Sections
2.8.1 and 2.8.3 concerning the
commitment of TransCanada Corp
to the applicants.

Clear in reference document

YES

• TransCanada application
demonstrated the experience
necessary to design, construct
and operate this facility.

YES

Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with no
additional information.
43.90.130
(20)

2.9 p. 1-50
(TEC)

YES/ MAYBE

YES (LEG)

Response to clarification request
#1-Refers to Sections 2.8.1 and
2.8.3 concerning the commitment
of TransCanada Corp to the
applicants.
Response to clarification request
provides some clarification with no
additional information.

43.90.130
43.90.130
(20)

YES

* The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources completed review for teh Completeness Checklist that is compiled here for TRANSCANADA on December 31, 2007
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187 AGIA RFA REQUIEREMENT REVIEW CHECKLIST
DATE: 12/26/2007

Applicant must file in the
AGIA License Office one
hard copy of its
Application, with all
attachments and
appendices, and one copy
on a compact disk in PDF
print-ready format in
response to this RFA by
the Application Deadline
Applicant must file in the
AGIA License Office one
hard copy of its
Application, with all
attachments and
appendices, and one copy
on a compact disk in PDF
print-ready format in
response to this RFA by
the Application Deadline

Statutory
Req.

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

130 (1)

Technical
Review

RFA Provision

Commercial
Review

RFA
Section

PIPELINE COMPANY, INC. (TRANSCANADA)

Complete
Y/M/N

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

Application timely filed Nov. 30,
2007

N/A

N/A

Legal
Review

APPLICANT: TRANSCANADA

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

1.13.2

Applicant must commit in
writing, as part of the
Application that the
Application will remain
valid for nine (9) months
after the Application
Deadline, or until an AGIA
License is issued,
whichever is sooner.

1.11, page 1-3

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

*[ note: TransCanada utilizes
application sections that
correspond generally to the
RFA and then page numbers
within each section]

N/A

N/A

1.13.3

The Application shall be
signed in ink by a person
or persons with authority
to sign the Application
and bind the Applicant. If
the Application is
submitted by a
corporation, it must be
signed by a corporate
officer with authority to
bind the corporation. If
Applicant is a partnership,
a partner with authority to

Attachment 1-3

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

TransCanada signatories are
Anthony M. Palmer and Donald
R. Marchand. For Foothills
Pipe Lines LTD signatories are
Anthony Plamer and Dennis
McConaghy.

N/A

N/A

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

1

Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Complete
Y/M/N

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

Confirm

N/A

N/A

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

Appendices B1-13 marked
confidential/proprietary with
appropriate language.
Appendices C, E and F also
marked and summaries of all
confirmed.

N/A

N/A

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

bind the partnership must
sign. If the bidder is a joint
venture, each member
must sign. If Applicant is a
sole proprietorship, the
owner must sign.The
Application must be
accompanied by a
certification in the form
provided in Appendix E
signed by a person or
persons with authority to
commit and bind
Applicant, and Applicant’s
successors and assigns.
Nothing in the certification
is intended to create
personal liability on the
part of the person signing
the certification.
1.13.4

If any form of agreement
(e.g., joint venture,
partnership, etc.) is
formed between two or
more companies or
entities to respond to the
RFA, the Application must
include copies of the
joint-venture or partnering
agreements signed by
persons authorized to
bind the parties to the
terms of the joint venture
or partnering agreements.

1.13.6

Applicant must provide a
brief non-confidential
summary for each section
for which Applicant seeks
confidentiality (AS
43.90.160). In requesting
confidential treatment of
information, Applicant
must mark each page
containing information
that it requests to be kept
confidential with the
statement set out in the

Y

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Appendices C,
E and F

2

Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

-

-

YES (LEG)

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

Letter providing clarification as
requested by Commissioners
rec'd Dec. 14, 2007

N/A

N/A

box below. For each page
marked as confidential,
Applicant must include a
copy of the page with the
Trade Secret or
proprietary information
redacted.
THIS PAGE CONTAINS
PROPRIETARY OR
TRADE SECRET
INFORMATION THAT IS
CONFIDENTIAL TO
[APPLICANT'S NAME],
WHO REQUESTS THAT
THE INFORMATION BE
KEPT CONFIDENTIAL
AND EXEMPT FROM
PUBLIC DISCLOSURE
TO THE EXTENT
PROVIDED IN AS
43.90.1 50 AND AS
43.90.1 60.
1.13.10

In order to evaluate
whether an Application is
complete, the
Commissioners may
request, in writing, that
Applicant provide
additional clarifying
information. “Applications
received under this
chapter are not subject to
public disclosure under
AS 40.25 until
commissioners publish
notice under this section;”
(AS34.90.160(b)).
Applicant’s response
must be in writing. The
requested information
must be provided to the
Commissioners within the
time established in the
request for additional
information. If the
Application is determined
to be complete, written

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Yes*

3

Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada has provided
estimates of the NPV of the cash
streams to the State of Alaska,
shippers, and to itself. PENDING
DAN/JOE COMMENTS

See Sections 2.1 to 2.11 in this
document

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada has provided
sufficient rate and fuel retention
information

See Sections 2.1 to 2.11 in this
document

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Yes - met "must haves".
TransCanada's Regulatory Plan
sect 2.2.4.3-4 satisfies the
commitments required under
AS43.190.130 (3)(A,B&C)

See Section 2.2.3.1 para 3) and
2.2.3.2 para 2) Need to
discuss possible condition by
applicant

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

responses to requests for
additional information will
be considered in
evaluation of the
Application under AS
43.90.170 and this RFA.
1.21 a

Applications must contain
sufficient specific
information about the
proposed project to permit
an evaluation of the
economic benefit to the
state based on the Net
Present Value (NPV) of
the proposed project
weighted by the likelihood
of success of the
proposed project.

1.21 b

For the state to evaluate
an Application, Applicant
must provide details for all
facilities and costs
projected for movement of
gas from the inlet to any
North Slope Gas
Treatment Plant to the
points of delivery into
proposed destination
markets (whether in the
U.S., Canada, or
elsewhere) regardless of
whether facilities or
services will be provided
by Applicant or by third
parties.

1.22 a

Applicant must agree to
be bound by the Required
Commitments, which
include the requirements
of AS 43.90.130.
Required Commitments
also specifically include
the commitments listed
below:

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See application

Attachment 1-2;
section 1.10
page 1-3

4

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

1. Gas markets to be
served by the proposed
project. These must be
sufficiently defined to
allow a reasonalbe
estimate of future gas
prices.

-

Yes*

-

1.22 c

2. General route of the
proposed pipeline from
receipt points to all
delivery points.

-

Yes

1.22 d

3. General scope of the
pipeline design including
the pipe diameter, range
of operating pressures,
and associated design
capacities.

-

1.22 e

4. How the gas will be
treated to meet general
industry quality
specifications. If this
includes the construction
and operation of gas
treatment facilities, the
general scope of the plant
design including type of
process, design capacity,
and operating pressure.

1.22 f

5. How the gas will be
processed for the removal
of NGL’s. If this includes
the construction and
operation of a gas
processing plant, the
general scope of the plant
design including type of
process, design capacity,
and operating pressure.

1.22 g

6. The regulatory
authority (U.S., Canadian,
state, or other) under
which the proposed
project will be constructed
and operated.

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

pgs. 2.2-79 2.2-85

Legal
Review

1.22 b

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sec 2.1

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sec 2.1. Ft. Nelson
"upside" discussed in 2.10

See Section 2.1.1 pg 4 and 5
Applicant has more detail than
referenced, refer to 20 AGIA
Must Haves Checklist
43.90.130(2)(A)

-

Yes*

YES
(TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sec 2.01

See Section 2.1.1 2) and 2.1.1
3)
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable.

See TransCanada Project
Description 2.1.2, North Slope
Treatment Plant. TransCanada
Section 2.2.3.4(1)(d) sets forth Gas
Quality Requirements. Section
2.2.3.12 sets forth the Plan for
North Slope Treatment Plant

See Section 2.1 pg 12 and 13
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(8)
and (10)

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable.

See Project Description Sec 2.1.4.
Propose utilize surplus processing
capacity in Alberta. If new plant
required, technologies not defined TBD.

See Section 2.1 pg 13-14

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Sections 2.2.4.1 - 2.2.4.3

See TransCanada's Development
Plan Sec 2.2.4.

See Section 2.2.4 pg 2.2-79-86

5

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

-

Yes*

Yes

Yes

Yes*

Attachment 1-2;
see also attach.
1-3

Yes*

Each alternative project
design in the Application
must include the Required
Commitments.

n/a

If alternative designs are
part of the proposed
project, Applicant shall
state criteria or conditions
which will be used by
Applicant to select among
the alternatives. A
decision process for
selecting alternatives
must be fully described in
the development,
execution or operation
plan, as appropriate. The
impact of each alternative
design must be clearly
described in the Cost
Estimate, Schedule and
risk/contingency
components of Applicant’
s proposed project.

n/a

RFA Provision

1.22 h

7. If the gas is liquefied
before delivery to
markets, the general
scope of facilities used to
liquefy, transport (e.g.,
LNG tankers), store, and
re-gasify the gas before
ultimate delivery to the
markets.

1.22 i

8. The state's
reimbursement as
proposed under Section
2.11.

1.22 j

Applicant shall provide
with its Application a list
of each Required
Commitment and
separately each
Additional Commitment
included in the
Application.

1.23 a

1.23 b

Statutory
Req.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

YES
(TEC)

Not Applicable.

-

YES (LEG)

TransCanada submits its proposed
reimbursement percentages,
amounts, and timing in Section
2.11.

-

-

YES (LEG)

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable. Discuss LNG
Y-Line option with cost and rates in
Appendix N. Did not discuss
liquefaction facilities - just pipeline.

No alternatives

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable - TransCanada
specifically states not proposing an
LNG project.

No alternatives

TransCanada will comply with
Required Commitments as
defined in AS 43.90.130. There
are no Additional Commitments

6

Legal
Review

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada's Table of Contents
references a location for each of
the listed sub-topics.

Three Phases: Development Section 2.2 pg 1-86, Execution
- Section 2.3 pg 1-19,
Operations - Section 2.4 pg 1-8
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)

Project Description

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sec 2.1

See Section 2.1 pg 1-13

2c

Development Plan

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.2

See Section 2.2 pg 1-86

2d

Execution Plan

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.3

See Section 2.3 pg 1-19

2e

Operations Plan

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.4

See Section 2.4 pg 1-8

2f

Project Cost Estimate

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.5

See Section 2.5 pg 1-2

2g

Project Schedule

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.6

See Section 2.6 pg 1-4

2h

Risk Identification

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.7

See Section 2.7 pg 1-4

2i

Financial Plan

-

-

-

RFA
Section

RFA Provision

2a

An Application under
AGIA will present
Applicant’s natural gas
pipeline project and
related facilities for
transporting natural gas
from the North Slope to
market (proposed
project). The project has
been divided into the
Development, Execution
and Operations Phases.
Applicant’s proposal will
include:

2b

Statutory
Req.

130 (2)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.8 provides
a Financial Plan, including a brief
description of the Applicant, the
Capitalization Plan, TransCanada's
Financial Strength, Sources of debt
and equity, and Federal Loan
Guarantee and benefits to Alaska.

7

Performance History and
Project Capability

2k

Project Viability

2l

Proposed Reimbursement

The scope and technical
definition shall describe
the proposed project in
terms of proposed
discrete subprojects.

Technical
Review

2j

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Complete
Y/M/N

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

2.1-1 - 2.1-14

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.11-1

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada submits its proposed
reimbursement percentages,
amounts, and timing in Section
2.11.

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Sections 2.1
and 2.2.

Covered in 2.1.1 - 2.1.4
following

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Legal Comments (LEG)

Section 2.1

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.9

See Executive Summary pg
2(1) and Section 2.9 pg 1-39

See TransCanada Project Viability
Sec 2.10. Economic viability in in
Exhibit R.

See Section 2.10 pg 1-22

2.1.1

The Pipeline portion of the
project description must
include:

-

Yes

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Project
Description Sect 2.1.1

N/A

2.1.1 a

Scope and Technical
Definition

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.1,
Project Description

See Section 2.1 pg 1-14

2.1.1 b

Route

130 (2) A

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.1.1

See Section 2.1 pg 4-5
Applicant has more detail than
referenced, refer to 20 AGIA
Must Haves Checklist
43.90.130(2)(A)

2.1.1 c

Location of receipt and
delivery points, including
major markets served

130 (2) B

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.1.1
(5), Major Markets Served. Does
not specifically state where the
in-state points should be - see
Section 2.1 page 7.

See Section 2.1 pg 9-12
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)
(B)

2.1.1 d

Diameter, wall thickness,
and pipe yields

130 (2)

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.1.1(2)
(a) Alaskan pipeline

See Section 2.1 pg 5-9
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)

2.1.1 e

Initial design capacity and
the extent the design can
accommodate low cost
expansions

130 (2)

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Section 2.1.1(2)
(a) Alaskan pipeline

See Executive Summary pg 3
and Section 2.1.1 (2) pg 5-7
and 2.1.1 (3) pg 8-10
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(6)

2.1.2

North Slope gas treatment
plant applicant must
describe and commit to
their proposal to provide

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada Project
Description 2.1.2, North Slope
Treatment Plant. TransCanada
Section 2.2.3.4(1)(d) sets forth Gas

See Section 2.1.2 pg 12-13
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(8)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

gas treatment services
adequate to
accommodate the initial
pipeline design and future
expansions (north slope
gas treatment plan). If
applicant does not intend
to own these facilities, the
commercial terms for gas
treatment services must
be addressed, see
Section 2.2.3.12
2.1.3 a

LNG Project if the
proposed project involves
marine transportation of
LNG, Applicant must
comply with AS 43.90.130
(2) (D) (ii). In addition,
Applicant must describe
and commit to its
proposal for the treatment
of North Slope gas and
the pipeline system that
will deliver gas to the LNG
facility (to the extent not
otherwise covered by
commitments required
elsewhere in this RFA).
The Application must also
describe and commit to
the liquefaction facilities
that are proposed. This
must include:

2.13 b

2.13 c

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

Quality Requirements. Section
2.2.3.12 sets forth the Plan for
North Slope Treatment Plant

130 (2) D
ii

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

the proposed location for
liquefaction facilities;

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sect 2.1.3.
TransCanada is not proposing an
LNG project but may provide
transportation for such service.
Discuss LNG Y-Line option with
cost and rates in Appendix N. Did
not discuss liquefaction facilities just pi

the proposed inlet and
send-out volumes;

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sect 2.1.3.
TransCanada is not proposing an
LNG project but may provide

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

No LNG proposal but 2.2.3.14
discusses third-party LNG
alternative.

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sect 2.1.3.
TransCanada is not proposing an
LNG project but may provide
transportation for such service.
Discuss LNG Y-Line option with
cost and rates in Appendix N. Did
not discuss liquefaction facilities just pi

Did provide tariffs for LNG
option in Appendix N - Not a
proposal!

9

Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

transportation for such service.
Discuss LNG Y-Line option with
cost and rates in Appendix N. Did
not discuss liquefaction facilities just pi
2.13 d

the number of LNG
storage tanks to be
constructed at the
liquefaction location;

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sect 2.1.3.
TransCanada is not proposing an
LNG project but may provide
transportation for such service.
Discuss LNG Y-Line option with
cost and rates in Appendix N. Did
not discuss liquefaction facilities just pi

2.13 e

the marine terminal
facilities;

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sect 2.1.3.
TransCanada is not proposing an
LNG project but may provide
transportation for such service.
Discuss LNG Y-Line option with
cost and rates in Appendix N. Did
not discuss liquefaction facilities just pi

2.13 f

the number of marine
LNG tankers to be
associated with the
proposed project and the
capacities of such tankers
and shall also describe
the proposed ownership
of such tankers (for
example, whether
Applicant intends to own
the tankers, lease the
tankers, or contract with a
third party to provide the
tanker transportation).

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Description Sect 2.1.3.
TransCanada is not proposing an
LNG project but may provide
transportation for such service.
Discuss LNG Y-Line option with
cost and rates in Appendix N. Did
not discuss liquefaction facilities just pi

2.1.4

2.1.4. GAS
PROCESSING AND NGL
MARKETS Applicant
must describe and
commit to its proposal for
removal of and marketing
of natural gas liquids,
liquefiables and other
gaseous or non-gaseous

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See Project Description Sec 2.1.4.
Propose utilize surplus processing
capacity in Alberta. If new plant
required, technologies not defined TBD. Appendix O summarizes
plant economics.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See Section 2.1.4 pg 13-14
Assumes gas processing by
others
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Yes

Yes

Yes*

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

by-products of the natural
gas stream.
The Development Plan
topics shall include:

130 (2) D

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.1 sets
forth TransCanada's extensive
Front End Engineering Design Plan

2.2 a

Front End Engineering
Design Plan

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.1 sets
forth TransCanada's extensive
Front End Engineering Design Plan

See Section 2.2.1 (4) pg 9-13

2.2 b

Stakeholder Issues
Management Plan

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.2
Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan, pages 46-51 details
TransCanada's stakeholders
issues and communications plans.

See Section 2.2.2 pg 46-51

2.2 c

Commercial Plan

-

Yes*

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3, pages
52-79, sets forth TransCanada's
extensive Commercial Plan.

See Section 2.2.3 pg 52-79

2.2 d

Regulatory Plan

-

Yes*

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.4.1
Regulatory Plan, pages 79-84
details TransCanada's US and CN
regulatory plans.

See Section 2.2.4 pg 79-86

2.2 e

Local Project
Headquarters Plan

Yes

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.5 sets
forth TransCanada's commitment
to establish a local headquarters
for the Alaska pipeline project.

See Section 2.2.5 pg 86
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(14)

2.2.1

Applicant shall submit a
Front End Engineering
Design (FEED) Plan
describing the engineering
work required during the
Development Phase. The
FEED Plan shall describe
the work processes
required to manage this
work, the resources
required to complete the
engineering work, and the
governance model to be
employed to manage this
work.

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.1 sets
forth TransCanada's extensive
Front End Engineering Design Plan

Section 2.2.1 Work processes
pg 39-44, Resources pg 38,
Governance pg 5-9

2.2.2 a

Applicant shall submit a
Stakeholder Issues
Management Plan
addressing the primary

Yes

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.2
Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan, pages 46-51 details
TransCanada's stakeholders

See Section 2.2.2 pg 46-51

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.2-86

2.2-46

Section 2.2.5

Section 2.2.2
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

stakeholder issues
involved in the Project
Development Phase. A
primary stakeholder is an
individual or groups of
individuals with an interest
in the impacts of the gas
pipeline project. Primary
stakeholder interest
groups include:
2.2.2 b

Land owners,
communities, recreational
users and Native
Alaskans and other
aboriginal peoples
(land-based interests)
Utility suppliers and users,
road concerns, and
facilities associated with
this development
(infrastructure-based
interests)

2.2.2 c

Technical Comments (TEC)

issues and communications plans

Yes

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

Resource developers,
contractors, labor groups
materials and equipment
providers and other
simultaneous
developments
(development-based
interests)

Yes

-

Yes*

2.2.2 d

NGOs, industry groups,
education/training
providers and health and
social services (other
interests)

Yes

-

2.2.2 e

Government entities

Yes

2.2.3 a

Applicant shall submit a
Commercial Plan
describing how it intends
to manage commercial
associated work.

Yes

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Commercial Comments (COM)

Appendix G

Appendix G contains a
complete list of stakeholders

TransCanada Section 2.2.2
Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan, pages 46-51 details
TransCanada's stakeholders
issues and communications plans

See Section 2.2.2 pg 46-51

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.2
Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan, pages 46-51 details
TransCanada's stakeholders
issues and communications plans

See Section 2.2.2 pg 46-51

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.2
Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan, pages 46-51 details
TransCanada's stakeholders
issues and communications plans

See Section 2.2.2 pg 46-51 and
Appendix G

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.2.2
Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan, pages 46-51 details
TransCanada's stakeholders
issues and communications plans

See Section 2.2.2 pg 46-51

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Commercial
Plan, Section 2.2.3

See Section 2.6 pg 2-3 and
Section 2.2.3 pg 52-79
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

The commercial plan
shall: (1) address the
major project
development issues, (2)
assess shipper interest,
(3) develop project rates,
and (4) address how
Applicant will conduct a
viable open season,
obtain binding precedent
agreements, and obtain
the appropriate regulatory
approvals.

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.1 Plan
Prior to Open Season sets forth
TransCanada's plan to explore
potential shippers' interests in
capacity on the pipeline.
TransCanada Section 2.2.3.2 Plan
for Open Season sets forth
TransCanada's plan for conducting
both t

2.2.3 c

Applicant must commit to
actions it will propose and
support before regulatory
bodies, includingany
proposed rates, rate
structures, alternative
ratemaking methods,
incentive rates, negotiated
rates, and expansion
rates.

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.5 sets
forth TransCanada's various
proposed rate structures.
TransCanada proposes a recourse
rate for the Alaska portion of the
pipeline only, based on a 25-year
life and contract term.
TransCanada also proposes
levelized term-

2.2.3.2 a

Applications shall
describe Applicants’ plans
for conducting a binding
open season, and shall
set forth the date by which
Applicant commits to
conclude such a binding
open season (which may
not be more than thirty-six
(36) months following the
date the License is
issued).

2.2-53 and
2.2-85

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2.3.2 b

Applicant shall also
describe what it will do if it
does not secure adequate
bids from enough
Creditworthy shippers in
the initial binding open
season to support an
economic project or the
bids contain rates or
contract terms that are
unacceptable to

2.2-57

Yes

Yes*

-

YES
(LEG)YES
(COM)

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Legal
Review

2.2.3 b

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Dates certain are found on
page 2.2-85 and page 10 of the
Executive Summary

Commercial Comments (COM)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.2 TransCanada states that it will
conduct an Open Season within 18
months following the date the
License is issued. Stipulates
binding open season by 9/30/2009.

Technical Comments (TEC)

See Section 2.6.3 pg 3 Activity
"Binding Open Season"
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(3)
(A)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.2 (4)
(a) - TransCanada states that it
would continue to advance the
project in accordance with the
Development Plan. TransCanada
also states that it will re-visit the
design criteria if subscriptions are
less than 3.5 Bcf/d of f
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

2.2-67

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Section 2.2.3.4

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.4 sets
forth the proposed services and
general tariff terms for the Alaska
and the Yukon-BC sections of the
project. TransCanada proposes
25, 30, and 35-year Firm
Transportation Services on the
Alaska section. Fuel and L&U
woul

2.2-72; 2.2-76

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Sections 2.2.3.12 and 2.2.3.15

TransCanada is proposing that a
third party construct and operate a
gas processing plant, but it
provides an estimate of the cost of
such services

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

See Section 2.2.3.4 1) d) i) pg
63 and e) pg 64

Applicant. Such
description will include
Applicant’s schedule for
filing for any Certificates
of Public Convenience
and Necessity.
2.2.3.4 a

Applicant shall describe
all services, including any
pipeline, gas treatment,
liquefaction, marine
tanker, re-gasification,
and gas processing
services it proposes to
offer and that it
anticipates to be offered
by third parties in order to
move North Slope gas to
the destination markets.
Applicant’s description
shall include the material
terms of each service.
Terms should include gas
quality requirements,
receipt point pressure
requirements, and any
other requirements that
would significantly restrict
or limit potential shippers’
access to the proposed
project.

2.2.3.4 b

If Applicant is not
proposing to construct,
own, or operate a North
Slope Gas Treatment
Plant or an NGL
processing facility
(whether as part of an
LNG or pipeline project) it
shall provide a good faith
estimate of the rates that
it projects will be charged
by third parties for such
treating and processing
services and describe in
detail any commitments it
has made or intends to
make with third parties to

130 (2) C

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Legal
Review

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

2.2-76 Does not propose LNG
project but provides tariffs in
Appendix N

Not Applicable. Appendix N sets
forth transportation costs for an
LNG Y line to Valdez.

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

section 2.2.3.5

TransCanada has provided its
proposed Recourse Rates in
Section 2.2.3.5. Also lists tariffs in
Section 2.10.

Cost of service

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada has submitted an
Excel spreadsheet containing its
proposed cost of service.
Appendices I and J defines cost of
service.

2.2.3.5 c

Rate Base

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada has submitted an
Excel spreadsheet containing its
proposed rate base. Appendices I
and J defines rate base.

2.2.3.5 d

Capital Structure and
anticipated cost of debt
and projected return on
equity

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada has submitted an
Excel spreadsheet containing its
proposed capital structures, cost of
debt, and cost of equity. Section
2.2.3.7 outlines cap structure for
negotiated rates. Section 2.2.3.5
outlines cap structure for recourse

RFA
Section

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

provide these services.
2.2.3.4 c

If Applicant contemplates
a proposed project that
involves liquefaction of
natural gas, marine
transportation of LNG,
and re-gasification of
LNG, Applicant shall
provide a good faith
estimate of the rates that
it projects will be charged
by Applicant or by third
parties for such services
and describe in detail any
commitments it has made
or intends to make with
third parties to provide
each of these services. All
rates, costs, and
forecasts should be
provided assuming no
inflation; except for the
cost of capital which shall
be based on current
market conditions.

2.2.3.5 a

Applicant shall set forth a
good faith estimate of the
Recourse Rates for all
services to be provided
and shall provide the:

2.2.3.5 b

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.2-65

NA
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Cost allocation and
revenue responsibility

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

REVIEW SPREADSHEET. No
reference to cost allocation other
than FT services in Alaska and
Yukon segments. Cost allocation in
Alberta pursuant to TransCanada
system rates.

2.2.3.5 f

Rate design

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada has submitted an
Excel spreadsheet containing its
proposed rate design. Sections
2.2.3.5 through 2.2.3.8 define rate
design and as illustrated in
Appendices I and J.

2.2.3.5 g

These data shall be
provided in both hard
copy and electronic
format in MS Excel in a
level of detail consistent
with general industry
practice in Section 7
certificate proceedings at
FERC.

App. I1

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada submitted its cost of
service, rate base, capital
structure, and rate design
information in Excel spreadsheet
format.

2.2.3.5 h

All estimated projected
rates and charges shall
be provided on a 100
percent load factor basis
as well as on an
“as-billed” basis (e.g.,
reservation usage
charges for firm rates,
separately stated
interruptible and fuel
retention rates, and other
charges including for lost
and unaccounted-for gas).
All rates, costs, and
forecasts should be
provided assuming no
inflation for all cost
components except the
cost of capital, which shall
be based on current
market conditions.

2.2-65

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See also Appendix I1

TransCanada performed all
calculations in 2007 dollars. Rates
were provided on both an as-billed
basis and a 100% load factor
basis. Sections 2.2.3.5 through
2.2.3.8 review rates. ASK DAN
DIFFERENCE.

2.2.3.5 i

Applicant shall also set
forth and commit to the
capital structure it will

2.2-65

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

60/40 for expansion

TransCanada Sections 2.2.3.5,
2.2.3.7, and 2.2.3.8 proposes a
capital structure with 70% debt

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

2.2.3.5 e

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

rates.

130 (10)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

propose and support with
respect to setting
Recourse Rates for the
term of the proposed
project. Such capital
structure shall not be less
than 70 percent debt.

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

through the end of the construction
phase, and 75% debt thereafter.
Expansions at 60%

2.2.3.5 j

Applicant shall provide a
detailed discussion of how
it proposes to address
any revenues, net of
out-of-pocket processing
and extraction costs
received from the sale of
liquids,

2.2-78

2.2.3.6

Applicant shall describe
any alternative
ratemaking methods that
it commits to propose and
support. Such methods
could include, for
example, use of a capital
structure that is more than
70 percent debt, levelized
rates, a variable or
“incentive” rate of return
on equity based upon the
actual cost of the
proposed project, a cap
on return on equity,
term-differentiated rates,
extended depreciation
recovery periods,
commitments to exclude
from Recourse Rates
some or all of the cost
overruns that may be
incurred, or other
rate-making methods.

2.2.3.8 a

Applicant shall describe in
detail any incentive rates,
rights, or other incentives
that are proposed to be
offered to anchor shippers
prior to the conclusion of
a binding open season, to

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Legal Comments (LEG)

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.3.5(1)

2.2-66; 2.2-69

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada proposes a capital
structure with more than 70% debt
for certain services,
term-differentiated levelized rates,
and negotiated rates.
TransCanada also proposes a
return reduction in the event the
project involves cost overruns
(Section 2.2.3.

2.2-69

-

Yes*

-

YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.8
reflects TransCanada's proposal to
offer Shippers Incentive Rates and
an ownership opportunity for
Anchor Shippers.

See Appendix O
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Legal
Review

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2-70

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

130 (13)

2.2-70

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.9
provides for such service
regardless of Open Season bids.

(B) offer
distance-sensitive rates to
delivery points in the state
consistent with 18 C.F.R.
§ 157.34 (c)(8).”

130 (13)

2.2-70

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada in Section 2.2.3.9
proposes a distance-sensitive
zonal rate for in-state deliveries.

2.2.3.10 a

Per AS 43.90.130(18),
Applicant must “commit
that the state
reimbursement received
by a licensee may not be
included in the applicant's
rate base, and shall be
used as a credit against
licensee's cost of
service;”.

130 (18)

2.2-71

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.10
provides that the state
reimbursement will not be included
in rate base for the purpose of
determining rates.

2.2.3.10 b

Applicant must commit to
deduct the state
reimbursement from the
debt and equity base

130 (18)

2.2-71

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

RFA
Section

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

the extent known at the
time of the Application.
2.2.3.8 b

Such adjustments and
incentives shall not impair
the development or
offering of Rolled-in Rates
as set forth in AGIA

2.2-67/2.2-70

2.2.3.9 a

As per AS 43.90.130 (12)
and (13) Applicant must,

130 (12)

2.2.3.9 b

“(12) commit to provide a
minimum of five delivery
points of natural gas in
the state;

130 (12)

2.2.3.9 c

(13) commitment to (A)
offer firm transportation
service to delivery points
in this state as part of the
tariff regardless of
whether any shippers bid
successfully in a binding
open season for firm
transportation delivery
service to delivery points
in the state

2.2.3.9 d

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.3.8

NA

Section 2.2.3.9

Further clarified in Dec. 14
response at page 8.

TransCanada Section 2.2.3.9
provides that TransCanada
commits to provide a minimum of 5
in-State delivery points.

See Section 2.1.1 2) a) pg 7
and Section 2.2.3.9 pg 70
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(12)

TransCanada did not specify a pro
rata reduction of rate base
between debt and equity.
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Legal
Review

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

2.2.3.11

Per AS 43.90.130(11),
Applicant shall “describe
the means for preventing
and managing overruns in
costs of the proposed
project, and the measures
for minimizing the effects
on tariffs from any
overruns;”. Applicant shall
provide a description of
whether it proposes to
share or allocate the risk
of potential project cost
overruns such that the
effect on rates is
minimized, and if so, how.
This description shall
include a definition of cost
overruns.

130 (11)

2.2-71

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2.3.12

Under AS 43.90.130(8),
Applicant must, “state
how the applicant
proposes to deal with a
North Slope gas treatment
plant, regardless of
whether that plant is part
of the applicant's
proposal, and, to the
extent that the plant will
be owned entirely or in
part by the applicant,
commit to seek certificate
authority from the Federal
Energy Regulatory

130 (8)

2.2-72;
Appendices I2,
K3

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

RFA
Section

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

TransCanada in Section
2.2.3.11(1) discusses its proposed
Incentive Adjustment to Return on
Equity for Recourse and
Negotiated Rates for cost overrun
mitigation. In Section 2.2.3.11(2),
TransCanada proposes use of the
U.S. Loan Guarantee for Capital
Cost

See Section 2.2.3.11 pg 71-72 ;
Appendix B4
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(11)

TransCanada in Section 2.2.3.12
TransCanada states that it is
prepared to build, own and operate
a GTP if no other parties wish to
undertake the project.
TransCanada estimates the GTP
Recourse Rate to be $.66/MMBtu.

See Section 2.1.2 pg 12-13 and
Section 2.2.3.12 pg 73-74
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(8)

proportionately (i.e., pro
rata). Applicant may also,
in order to reduce the
tariff rates and improve
the NPV of the
Application, commit to
make a greater than pro
rata reduction of equity
rate base, including a
proposal to deduct the
entire state
reimbursement from its
equity rate base only.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Does not propose to own the
GTP but will do so if necessary.
Pg. 2.2-73 states will seek
FERC certificate if GTP is
owned by TransCanada "if
FERC certification is required."
Appears to be compliant for
RFA given primary plan is not to
own GTP.
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Yes

Yes*

Yes

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

TransCanada discusses its plan for
a pipeline through Canada in
Section 2.2.3.13 and Section
2.2.4.2. REQUEST LIST OF
ASSETS? THOSE THAT WILL BE
RETAINED BY TransCanada PER
2.11?

See Section 2.2 pg 73-85
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)
(D)(i)

Commission if the
proposed project is
engaged in interstate
commerce, or from the
Regulatory Commission
of Alaska if the project is
not engaged in interstate
commerce; for a North
Slope gas treatment plant
that will be owned entirely
or in part by the applicant,
for rate-making purposes,
commit to value
previously used assets
that are part of the gas
treatment plant at net
book value; describe the
gas treatment plant,
including its design,
engineering, construction,
ownership, and plan of
operation; the identity of
any third party that will
participate in the
ownership or operation of
the gas treatment plant;
and the means by which
the applicant will work to
minimize the effect of the
costs of the facility on the
tariff;”.
2.2.3.13 a

Under AS 43.90.130(2)(D)
(i), “…if the proposed
project involves a pipeline
into or through Canada, a
thorough description of
the applicant's plan to
obtain necessary
rights-of-way and
authorizations in Canada,
a description of the
transportation services to
be provided and a
description of rate making
methodologies the
applicant will propose to
the regulatory agencies,

130 (2) D
i

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.2-73

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable.

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable.

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

See Section 2.2 pg 73-85 and
46-51, Section 2.9 pg 17-22
and Section 2.7 pg 6-7

and an estimate of rates
and charges for all
services;".
2.2.3.13 b

Applicant shall include in
its response to the
requirements of Section 2
of this RFA (e.g., Project
Description, Development
Plan, Commercial Plan,
Execution Plan, etc.) all of
the necessary information
to comply the foregoing
section of AGIA. If
Applicant plans to
contract with a third party
for the Canadian portion
of its proposed project,
Applicant will disclose and
explain such plans.
Applicant shall specifically
address how it intends to
handle any pre-existing
rights or authority already
granted by the Canadian
government or agencies
having jurisdiction over
this proposed project.
Applicant shall also
describe how it intends to
secure the necessary
approvals from any
aboriginal peoples (e.g.,
First Nations).

130 (2) D
i

2.2.3.14 a

Per AS 43.90.130(2) (D)
(ii), “if the proposed
project involves marine
transportation of liquefied
natural gas, a description
of the marine
transportation services to
be provided and a
description of proposed
rate-making
methodologies; an
estimate of rates and
charges for all services by
third parties; a detailed

130 (2) D
ii

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.2-74 - 2.2-76
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Yes

Yes*

Yes

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

description of all proposed
access and tariff terms for
all services by third
parties; a detailed
description of all proposed
access and tariff terms for
liquefaction services or, if
third parties would
perform liquefaction
services, identification of
the third parties and the
terms applicable to the
liquefaction services; a
complete description of
the marine segment of the
project including the
proposed ownership,
control, and cost of
liquefied natural gas
tankers, the management
of shipping services,
liquefied natural gas
export, destination,
re-gasification facilities,
and pipeline facilities
needed for transport to
market destinations, and
the entity or entities that
would be required to
obtain necessary export
permits and licenses or a
certificate of public
convenience and
necessity from the
Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission
for the transportation of
liquefied natural gas in
interstate commerce if
United States markets are
proposed; and all
rights-of-way or
authorizations required
from a foreign country;”.
2.2.3.14 b

If the proposed project
includes an LNG plant the
Applicant shall provide a

130 (2) D
ii

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Not Applicable. But, TransCanada
in Section 2.2.3.14 states that it
would be willing to provide
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

good faith estimate of the
rates it proposes to
charge for: marine tanker
service; re-gasification
service; and any
additional transportation
service to the natural gas
pipeline infrastructure. To
the degree that an
Applicant proposes for
third-parties to provide
any of these services it
shall so state and
describe any contractual
arrangements that are in
place for such services or
that Applicant would
anticipate entering into for
such services and set
forth a good faith estimate
of the Recourse Rates it
projects for such services.
2.2.3.14 c

Applicant shall also
describe the basis for
selecting the proposed
destination markets and
commit to its proposed
destination markets for
LNG. This shall include
the location of
re-gasification terminals
and include a description
of any agreements
Applicant has to receive
and sell its LNG at such
destination terminals.
Applicant must also
describe the current
capacities and levels of
utilization of the
take-away pipeline
infrastructure or market
and demonstrate that
adequate capacity or
market exists to
accommodate the
proposed send-out

130 (2) D
ii

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Yes

Yes*

Yes

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

YES (TEC)

transportation services to an LNG
terminal should a shipper request
such service and there is sufficient
gas available to serve both the
Canadian demand and t

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada has included an LNG
Option in its modeling, providing
for 6.5 Bcf/day capacity to Delta
Junction such that 2.0 Bcf/day
could flow to the LNG terminal and
4.5 Bcf/day to Canada.

Technical Comments (TEC)
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Not Applicable.

2.2-73

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Section 2.2.3.15 outlines
processing and processing cost
issues in Alberta. Appendix O
outlines the NGL value
assessment (which provides a total
processing cost estimate).

See Appendix O

2.2-80/2.2-82

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.4.1 - Regulatory
Approvals, and Appendices P1 and
P2.

NA

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

volumes and include a
discussion of any major
facility expansions or
modifications that will be
required to accommodate
the proposed send-out
volumes.
2.2.3.14 d

If the proposed LNG
markets are not located in
the United States,
Applicant must discuss its
plans to obtain U.S.
export authorizations and
commit to the timing of
the filings to obtain such
authorizations.

2.2.3.15

Applicant must set forth a
good faith estimate of the
rates it expects to charge
for gas processing or
expects that third parties
will charge for such
services.

2.2.4.1 a

Applicant must provide a
list and explanation of all
major regulatory
approvals required for its
proposed project (e.g.,
certificates of public
convenience and
necessity), including
federal, state, Canadian
and any other required
approvals. For example, if
the project route will go
through Canada,
Applicant must give
appropriate attention to all
required U.S. and
Canadian approvals. If the
proposed project involves
the shipment of LNG, then
Applicant must provide a
list and explanation of all
regulatory approvals
which apply to that type of

130 (2) D
ii

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See also Appendices P1, P2

24

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

2.2.4.1 b

The explanation shall
include, among other
things, a description of
whether the project meets
the qualification criteria
specified under section
103 of the Alaska Natural
Gas Pipeline Act of 2004
(15 U.S.C. § 720) or
Section 9 of the Alaska
Natural Gas
Transportation Act of
1976 (15 U.S.C. § 719g),
or, if such statutes do not
apply to Applicant’s
proposed project, a
description of the
applicable statutes under
which Applicant would
construct its project. Any
claimed exemption from
the Natural Gas Act (15
U.S.C. § 717, et seq.)
should be fully
documented with an
opinion letter from
Applicant’s counsel or a
declaratory order from
FERC. (emphasis added)

2.2-79

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

See Regulatory Approvals Section
2.2.4.1. Project meets the
qualification criteria specified under
section 103 of ANGPA.

2.2.4.1 c

In addition, if Applicant
claims regulatory
approvals have already
been obtained for
Applicant’s proposed
project, Applicant must
explain the basis for that
conclusion.

2.2-82

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.4.1.
TransCanada does not claim that it
has obtained U.S. regulatory
approvals for its proposed project.

NA

2.2.4.3 a

Per AS 43.90.130(3), to
the extent the proposed
project will be subject to
the jurisdiction of the
Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission
(FERC):

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.4.3

NA

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

Complete
Y/M/N

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

project.

130 (3)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

1.
Applicant shall
commit to conclude a
binding open season that
is consistent with 18
C.F.R. Part 157,
Subchapter B and 18
C.F.R. Sections 157.30-1
57.39 by a date certain
which must be set forth in
the Application and must
be no later than 36
months after the date the
License is issued;

130 (3) A

2.2-85

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

2.2.4.3 c

2.
Applicant shall
commit to apply for FERC
approval to use the
pre-filing procedures set
out in 18 C.F.R. Section
157.21 by a date certain
which must be set forth in
the Application; and

130 (3) B

2.2-85

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2.4.3 d

3. Applicant shall
commit to apply for a
FERC Certificate of Public
Convenience and
Necessity to authorize the
construction and
operation of the proposed
project by a date certain
that must be set forth in
the Application.

130 (3) C

2.2-85

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2.4.3 e

The dates certain must be
consistent with the
Schedules submitted with
the proposed project.

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan Section 2.2.4.3 and Timeline
presented in Section 2.1.

2.2.4.4 a

Per AS 43.90.130(4), if
the proposed project is
within the jurisdiction of
the Regulatory
Commission of Alaska
(RCA) the Applicant must
commit to:

130 (4)

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Not Applicable - See Section
2.2.4.4

2.2.4.4 b

“(A) conclude, by a date
certain that is not later
than 36 months after the

130 (4) A

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Not Applicable - See Section
2.2.4.4

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.2-85

Legal
Review

2.2.4.3 b

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

Sept. 30, 2009

See TransCanada's Development
Plan 2.2.4.3. TransCanada states
that it will conduct a Binding Open
Season within 18 months of the
issuance of the AGIA License.

Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(3)
(A)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.4.3

Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(3)
(B)

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.4.3

Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(3)
(C)

See 2.2.4.3 b-d above

Dec. 30, 2011

26

Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Not Applicable - See Section
2.2.4.4

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Not Applicable - See Section
2.2.4.4

2.2-86

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.2-86

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

date the license is issued,
a binding open season
that is consistent with the
requirements of AS 42.06;
and
2.2.4.4 c

(B) apply for a certificate
of public convenience and
necessity to authorize the
construction and
operation of the proposed
project by a date certain;”.

2.2.4.4 d

The dates certain must be
set forth in the Application
and be consistent with the
Schedules submitted for
the proposed project.

2.2.4.5

Applicants who propose a
pipeline that enters
Canada must set forth
and commit to their plan
and timing for obtaining
any necessary Canadian
certificates of public
convenience and
necessity or other
comparable
authorizations.

2.2.5

Per AS 43.90.1 30(14),
Applicant shall “commit to
establish a local
headquarters in this state
for the proposed project;”.
Applicant should provide
details about the local
headquarters including a
general description of
location, functions,
staffing and space
requirements during the
different phases of the
proposed project.

2.3.1 a

Applicant shall submit a
Project Execution Plan
describing how it intends
to manage the work
during the Execution

130 (4) B

130 (14)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Canadian certificates of public
convenience and necessity are
held by Foothills

See TransCanada's Section
2.2.4.5. TransCanada states that
Foothills holds Canadian CPCNs
for the Canadian portion of the
pipeline.

See Section 2.2.4.5 pg 86 and
Executive Summary pg 12
Canadian regulatory approval
based on using NPA will likely
have schedule consequences if
NPA use not approved

See TransCanada's Development
Plan, Section 2.2.5

See Section 2.2.5 pg 86
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(14)

See Section 2.3 pg 1-19

27

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

2.3.1 b

The Project Execution
Plan shall describe how
critical engineering;
procurement and
construction functions will
be managed.

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3 pg 1-19;
Appendix B-7

2.3.2

Applicant shall provide a
comprehensive capital
cost management plan.
The capital cost
management plan shall
describe the resources,
work processes and
governance model to be
used for monitoring,
forecasting and controlling
project cost.

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See Section 2.2.3.11 pg 71 and
Appendix 4

2.3.3 a

Per AS 43.90.130(17),
Applications must
“commit to negotiate,
before construction, a
project labor agreement to
the maximum extent
permitted by law; in this
paragraph, ‘project labor
agreement’ means a
comprehensive collective
bargaining agreement
between the licensee or
its agent and the
appropriate labor
representatives to ensure
expedited construction
with labor stability for the
project by qualified
residents of the state;”

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3.3 pg 19
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(17)

2.3.3 b

The project labor
agreement may include
provisions requiring, to
the maximum extent
permitted by law,
contractors and
subcontractors, of all
tiers, to recruit and hire
qualified Alaska residents

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3.4 pg 19

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

Complete
Y/M/N

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

Phase.

130 (17)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.3-19

28

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Per AS 43.90.130(15),
Applications must,
commit, “to the maximum
extent permitted by law,
to:

130 (15)

Yes

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Summary below

2.3.4 b

(A) hire qualified residents
from throughout the state
for management,
engineering, construction,
operations, maintenance,
and other positions on the
proposed project;

130 (15)

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3.4 pg 19
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(15)
(A)

2.3.4 c

(B) contract with
businesses located in the
state;

130 (15)

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3.4 pg 19
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(15)
(B)

2.3.4 d

(C) establish hiring
facilities or use existing
hiring facilities in the
state; and

130 (15)

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3.4 pg 19
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(15)
(C)

2.3.4 e

(D) use, as far as is
practicable, the job
centers and associated
services operated by the
Department of Labor and
Workforce Development
and an Internet-based
labor exchange system
operated by the state;”.

130 (15)

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.3.4 pg 19
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(15)
(D)

2.4.1.1 a

Per AS 43.90.130(5),
Applications must
“commit that after the first
binding open season, the
applicant will assess the
market demand for
additional pipeline
capacity at least every
two years through public

130 (5)

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

2.3.4 a

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

from throughout Alaska,
including apprentices and
other persons that have
received or are receiving
training through state or
federally funded
programs.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.4-6

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1

29

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

(1) Applicant must commit
that all nonbinding
solicitations of interest
conducted pursuant to the
License and for purposes
of assessment of potential
market demand for
expansion capacity must:

2.4-6

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1

2.4.1.1 c

(a) Be conducted at least
every two years after the
conclusion of the first
binding open season

2.4-6

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1

2.4.1.1 d

(b) Be public and provide
at least 30 days’ prior
public notice of each
nonbinding solicitation of
interest through methods
reasonably calculated
simultaneously to notify all
interested parties,
including postings on
internet web sites, press
release and direct mail
notification and other
advertising.

2.4-6

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1

2.4.1.1 e

(c) Set forth the next
reasonable engineering
increment of capacity,
consistent with AS
43.90.130(6) (B)

2.4-7

Yes*

-

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.2

2.4.1.1 f

(d)
Contain Licensee’s
good faith estimate of
Recourse Rates for the
next reasonable
engineering increment of
expansion capacity as
well as a larger expansion
utilizing Rolled-in Rates to
the levels required by AS
43.90.130(7).

2.4-7

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1. Section 2.10
pages 7 - 9 outline rates with
expansion. Does not specify
whether the rates listed are
recourse rates.

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

2.4.1.1 b

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

nonbinding solicitations or
similar means;”.
Applications for a License
shall detail how Applicant
intends to comply with
these requirements.

130 (7)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See Executive Summary pg 3,
Section 2.1.1 2) pg 6, 2.1.1 3)
pg 8
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(6)

30

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

(e) Set forth a good faith
estimate of how long it will
take to place into service
the next reasonable
engineering increment of
capacity.

2.4-6

Yes

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1, Market
Assessment

2.4.1.1 h

(f) Contain provisions
that permit Creditworthy
prospective shippers to
make binding
commitments for
expansion capacity in a
binding open season to
be conducted promptly by
the Licensee subsequent
to the nonbinding
solicitation of interest.

2.4-6

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1. Section
2.2.3.3 outlines creditworthy
provisions.

2.4.1.1 i

(g) Commit the
Licensee to promptly and
diligently pursue a binding
open season for
expansion capacity,
conducted in a manner
consistent with the
requirements of 18 C.F.R.
§§ 157.30- 157.39, to the
extent that the
expressions of interest
demonstrate a market
demand on commercially
reasonable terms by
Creditworthy shippers that
equals or exceeds the
next reasonable
engineering increment of
capacity, as defined in AS
43.90.130 (6) (B)

2.4-6

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.1

2.4.1.1 j

Applicant must commit
that in a binding open
season conducted after
the nonbinding solicitation
of interest it will not:

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

2.4.1.1 k

(a) require a prospective
shipper to agree to any
particular rate (other than
the recourse rate), or

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

2.4-7

Legal
Review

2.4.1.1 g

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

See Section 2.4.1 pg 6-8, Did
not specify exact duration
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(6)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.

31

(b) require an existing
shipper to pay any rate for
a capacity expansion prior
to the date that new
expansion facilities go into
service.

2.4.1.2 a

Per AS 43.90.130(6),
Applications must,
“commit to expand the
proposed project in
reasonable engineering
increments and on
commercially reasonable
terms that encourage
exploration and
development of gas
resources in this state; in
this paragraph, (A)
"commercially reasonable
terms" means that,
subject to the provisions
of (7) of this section,
revenue from
transportation contracts
covers the cost of the
expansion, including
increased fuel costs and a
reasonable return on
capital as authorized by
the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission
or the Regulatory
Commission of Alaska, as
applicable, and there is no
impairment of the
proposed project's ability
to recover the costs of
existing facilities; (B)
"reasonable engineering
increments" means the
amount of additional
capacity that could be
added by compression or
a pipe addition using a
compressor size or pipe
size, as applicable, that is
substantially similar to the

130 (6)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Technical
Review

2.4.1.1 l

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

2.4-7

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

2.4-7

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.

See Section 2.4.1 pg 6-8
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(6)
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

RFA Provision

2.4-7

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

130 (7)
A,B,C,D

2.4-7

Yes*

Yes

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

TransCanada Section 2.4.1.3
proposes rolled-in rates consistent
with all of the provisions of AS
43.90.130(7).

130 (7)
A,B,C,D

2.4-7

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

TransCanada Section 2.4.1.3
proposes rolled-in rates consistent
with all of the provisions of AS

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

original compressor size
and pipe size;”.
2.4.1.2 b

Applicant shall commit to
Promptly and Diligently
pursue all regulatory
approvals upon the
receipt of acceptable
binding commitments for
expansion capacity, and
commit to Promptly and
Diligently proceed to
expand the Project at a
reasonable engineering
increment sufficient to
satisfy all demand for
expansion capacity so
long as (a) additional
revenue, if any, from
existing transportation
contracts on the Project,
plus the projected
revenue from binding
expansion capacity
commitments, cover the
costs of the expansion
(including fuel costs and a
reasonable return on
capital as authorized by
FERC, the NEB, or the
RCA, as applicable); and
(b) Applicant’s ability to
recover the costs of
existing facilities is not
impaired.

2.4.1.3 a

Applicant shall commit to
propose and support the
recovery of Mainline
capacity expansion costs,
including fuel costs,
through Rolled-in Rates
consistent with all of the
provisions of AS
43.90.130(7) of the Act.

2.4.1.3 b

To ensure that as many
expansion costs as
possible are recovered

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.4.1.2
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

through Rolled-in Rates,
Applicant must commit to
propose and support the
assignment of expansion
costs to all firm billing
determinants, including
those related to
negotiated rate contracts,
and commit to propose
and support rates that will
bear the same percentage
change to all rates
consistent with AS
43.90.130(7), including
any term-differentiated
rates that Applicant may
propose.
2.4.1.4 a

Applicant will commit to
file, as part of its tariff, its
determination of the
reasonable engineering
increment of capacity
based on the design of
the Project prior to project
Sanction and each time
the design capacity of the
Project changes due to
modifications of the
facilities or operation of
the pipeline (other than
normal day-to-day
changes in pipeline
operations).

2.4.1.4 b

For purposes of
determining the
reasonable engineering
increment of capacity that
can be added by the
addition of pipe
(commonly referred to as
“looping”) the Licensee
shall base its calculations
on: (1) the addition of a
full valve section based
on the original pipeline
Mainline valve locations;
and (2) pipe diameter that

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

43.90.130(7), and proposes
assignment of the expansion costs
to all firm billing determinants,
including those related to
negotiated rate contracts, and woul

2.4-7

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Yes

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

See also 2.10-7 on expansion
economics

TransCanada Section 2.4.1.2
provides that TransCanada will
expand its system in reasonable
engineering increments on
commercially reasonable terms.

See Section 2.4.1 pg 6-8
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(6)

TransCanada Section 2.4.1.4
provides that TransCanada will file
as part of its tariff its determination
of the reasonable engineering
increments of capacity.

See Section 2.4.1.4 pg 7

34

Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Applicant shall provide a
Cost Estimate for the
Development Phase and
for the Execution Phase
as defined above. The
organization of the Cost
Estimates shall be
consistent with Applicant’s
scope and technical
definition, showing the
estimated cost for each
major work breakdown
element in the Project
Description. All estimated
costs must be based on
2007 pricing and market
conditions. These Cost
Estimates must also be
expressed as unescalated
cash flow, showing the
estimated annual
expenditures.

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.5.1 and
2.5.2 provide project cost
estimates for the Development
Phase and for the Execution
Phase. TransCanada DOES NOT
PROVIDE THE REQUIRED
LEVEL OF DETAIL IN SUPPORT
OF ITS PROJECT COSTS.

See Section 2.5 pg 1

2.5.1 a

A Cost Estimate shall be
provided for each
subproject as defined in
the Project Description.

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

TransCanada's Section 2.5.1 and
2.5.2 provide the cost estimates for
the Development Phase and the
Execution Phase by subcomponent
(GTP, AK, Yukon-BC, Alberta,
NGL Extraction)

See Section 2.5 pg 2

2.5.1 b

Estimated costs for
Detailed Engineering and
Early Procurement
activities that occur before
the Execution Phase
begins will not be included
in the Project
Development Cost
Estimate.

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See Section 2.1 pg 3

2.5.2

Estimated costs for
Detailed Engineering and
Early Procurement
activities that occur before
the Execution Phase
begins will be included in

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See Section 2.1 pg 3

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

Complete
Y/M/N

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

would be required were a
full loop of the pipeline to
be undertaken.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.6 provides
project timeline information for both
the Development and Execution
phases of the project.

N/A

the Project Execution
Cost Estimate.
Applicant shall provide a
Schedule of activities and
milestones for the
Development Phase and
for the Execution Phase.
The Schedules shall
include the description
and duration of key
activities, the
dependencies between
those activities, and the
resources required to
perform them.

2.6-1, 2.6-2

2.6.1 a

The Schedule for the
Development Phase shall
include

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.6.1 b

Major milestones
including:

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.6.

N/A

2.6.1 c

AGIA License Issued

2.6-2

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.6.

See Section 2.6 Attachment
2.6.2 pg 3

2.6.1 d

Binding open season
conducted within thirty-six
(36) months of issuance
of AGIA License (if FERC
or RCA jurisdictional)

2.6-2

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada proposes to hold a
Binding Open Season within 18
months of issuance of the AGIA
License. See TransCanada's
Operations Plan, Section 2.6.

See Section 2.6 Attachment
2.6.2 pg 3

2.6.1 e

Filing for approval to use
FERC pre-filing processes
(if FERC jurisdictional)

2.6-2

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.6.

See Section 2.6 Attachment
2.6.2 pg 3

2.6.1 f

Filing for Certificate of
Public Convenience and
Necessity

2.6-2

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.6.

See Section 2.6 Attachment
2.6.2 pg 3

2.6.1 g

Description and duration
of key activities required
to achieve the above
major milestones, as well

2.6-3/2.6-4

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Operations
Plan, Section 2.6.

See Section 2.6 Attachment
2.6.2 pg 3

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

N/A
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Resource requirements to
manage and perform the
key activities

2.6-1

Yes

-

Yes*

Yes (Legal
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.2.1 7) pg 38

2.6.1 i

Scheduling Basis - Data
and methods used to
estimate durations

2.6-1

Yes

-

Yes*

Yes (Legal
YES (TEC)

See Section 2.2; Section 2.3;
Section 2.6; Appendix B-3

2.7 a

Applicant shall submit a
risk assessment of their
proposed base project. An
assessment of project
risks during the
Development and
Execution Phases shall
include the following:

2.7-1

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.7 provides
the Risk Assessment and
Mitigation information.

See Section 2.7 pg 1-8 and
Appendix B6

2.7 b

Identifying the key risk
factors

2.7-5 - 2.7-8

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.7 provides
the Risk Assessment and
Mitigation information.

See Section 2.7 pg 1-8 and
Appendix B6

2.7 c

Assessing the potential
impact of each key risk
factor on the proposed
project’s economic and
technical viability, plan,
Schedule, and Cost
Estimate

see above

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.7 provides
the Risk Assessment and
Mitigation information.

See Section 2.7 pg 1-8 and
Appendix B6

2.7 d

Describing the risk
mitigation strategies or
contingency plans to be
used and identifying which
of these (if any) have
been incorporated into the
proposed project
Development and
Execution Plans,
Schedule, and Cost
Estimate.

see above

Yes

Yes*

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.7 provides
the Risk Assessment and
Mitigation information.

See Section 2.7 pg 1-8 and
Appendix B6

2.8.1 a

Per AS 43.90.130(1 9),
Applications must,
“provide a detailed
description of the
applicant, all entities
participating with the
applicant in the

2.8-1

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.8.1
provides a description of the
Applicant and Participating
Entities. No information/detail on
TransCanada Alaska LLC.

See Executive Summary pg 1;
Assumes that TransCanada
Corp. and all of its subsidiaries
are legally TransCanada Corp.
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(19)

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

2.6.1 h

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

as the dependencies
between those activities

130 (19)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Applicant’s detailed
description of itself and
each of the other entities
that may be participating
with Applicant shall
include its legal structure
(e.g., corporation, LLC,
partnership, LLP, joint
venture), a description of
its formation, partnership
agreement, articles of
incorporation or bylaws (if
applicable), and a brief
summary of its history.

2.8-1

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

2.8.1 c

If joint ventures or
partnering agreements
are formed between two
or more companies as
one Application, that
Applicant shall include
original letters of
commitment or
joint-venture contracts
signed by individuals
authorized to bind the
parties to the terms of the
joint venture or partnering

2.8-1

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

2.8.1 b

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

TransCanada Alaska LLC,
Foothills and TransCanada
Corporation

TransCanada Section 2.8.1
provides a description of the
Applicant and Participating
Entities. No information/detail on
TransCanada Alaska LLC.

See Executive Summary pg 1;
Assumes that TransCanada
Corp. and all of its subsidiaries
are legally TransCanada Corp.
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(19)

application and the project
proposed by the
applicant, and persons
the applicant intends to
involve in the construction
and operation of the
proposed project; the
description must include
the nature of the affiliation
for each person, the
commitments by the
person to the applicant,
and other information
relevant to the
commissioners'
evaluation of the
readiness and ability of
the applicant to complete
the project presented in
the application”.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See Executive Summary pg 1;
Assumes that TransCanada
Corp. and all of its subsidiaries
are legally TransCanada Corp.
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(19)
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

-

-

-

Sec. 2.9 at
2.9-1

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Performance
History and Capability, Section 2.9.
Detail required on raising equity
and information concerning
guarantees of subsidiary.

Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(20)

In addition, per AS
43.90.170(c)(5), Applicant
shall discuss its “record of
(A) performance on
projects not licensed
under this chapter; [and]
(B) integrity and good
business ethics;”.

2.9-10/2.9-13

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Performance
History and Capability, Section 2.9

N/A

Applicant shall submit
appropriate
documentation describing

2.9-9

Yes

Yes

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Performance
History and Capability, Section
2.9.1

See Executive Summary pg 2;
Section 2.9 pg 1-50

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

commitments. Applicant
shall provide all relevant
joint ventures and
partnerships, and other
associations explaining
the various parties’ roles
and responsibilities.
2.8.2

Applicant shall submit
appropriate
documentation evidencing
its financial resources and
capabilities to perform
Development and
Execution of the proposed
project. Applicant should
include electronic copies
of the company’s annual
reports and 10Ks from the
past five years.

2.9 a

Per AS 43.90.130(20),
Applicant must
“demonstrate the
readiness, financial
resources, and technical
ability to perform the
activities specified in the
application by describing
the applicant’s history of
compliance with safety,
health, and environmental
requirements, the ability
to follow a detailed work
plan and timeline, and the
ability to operate within an
associated budget;”.

2.9 b

2.9.1

130 (20)

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

TransCanada Section 2.8.2
provides a discussion of
TransCanada's financial strength
and its investment-grade credit
rating.
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

its past performance on
executing projects,

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

YES (TEC)

2.9.2

Applicant shall submit
appropriate
documentation evidencing
that it has or will obtain
the competencies and
experience required to
implement the proposed
project in accordance with
its Development and
Execution Plan and
Schedule.

2.9-1 - 2.9-50

-

Yes

Yes*

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Performance
History and Capability, Section
2.9.2

See Executive Summary pg 2;
Section 2.9.3 pg 9-12

2.9.3

Applicant shall submit
appropriate
documentation evidencing
that it has or will obtain
the competencies and
experience required to
develop and execute a
project in accordance with
its proposed Cost
Estimate.

2.9-9

-

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Performance
History and Capability, Section
2.9.3

See Executive Summary pg 2;
Section 2.9.3 pg 9-12

2.9.4

Applicant shall submit
appropriate
documentation evidencing
integrity and good
business ethics required
to develop, execute and
operate the Project.

2.9-13

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Performance
History and Capability, Section
2.9.4

See Executive Summary pg 2;
Section 2.9.4 pg 13-16

2.10.1 a

Per AS 43.90.130(2)(C),
Applicant shall supply, “an
analysis of the project's
economic and technical
viability, including a
description of all pipeline
access and tariff terms
the applicant plans to
offer;”.

-

Yes*

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Section 2.2.3.4 outlines proposed
services and general tariff terms.
Pipeline access terms are not
clearly defined. Appendix R
outlines economic viability.

See Section 2.10.2 pg 13-22
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)
(C)

2.10.1 b

The project economic
viability analysis shall
provide expected
revenues, costs, taxes
and include a clear
statement of expected
cash flows to the State of

-

Yes*

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.10.
Appendix R outlines economic
viability.

NA

130 (2) C

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Yes

Yes*

2.10-2

-

Yes*

-

A good faith estimate of
any relevant third-party
fees for services such as
gas treatment, liquids
extraction or fractionation,
liquefaction, shipping,
re-gasification

2.10-4

-

Yes*

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.10.

2.10.1 f

Applicable taxes,
royalties, duties, and
import fees

2.10-6

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.10.

2.10.1 g

An electronic copy of the
analysis that includes all
inputs and results, in MS
Excel, or sufficient
information to enable to
enable the state to verify
Applicant’s analysis, shall
be filed with the
Application.

-

Yes*

Yes

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

See TransCanada's Project
Viability, Section 2.10.1

2.10.2 a

Applicant shall submit
sufficient information,
including inputs and
results, about its system
simulation model of the
proposed project to

-

Yes*

YES (TEC)

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

-

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

TransCanada Section 2.10.
TransCanada did provide analysis
of projected tolls and netbacks to
the State, producers, and
TransCanada's return on equity.

See Section 2.5 pg 1-2

YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.10.

Alaska, the United States
federal government, any
relevant foreign
governments, North Slope
producers, and the
Applicant. The analysis
must cover the proposed
project Development
Phase and the first twenty
(20) years of project
operation. The analysis
must include:
2.10.1 c

Project costs, as
described in the
Application

2.10.1 d

Applicant’s proposed
rates

2.10.1 e

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

See Section 2.2.3.12 pg 73,
Section 2.10.1 pg 4 and
Appendix 0

Defer to commercial team

See Section 2.10.2 pg 13-21
Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)
(C)
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Commercial
Review

Technical
Review

Per AS 43.90.1 30(2)(D),
Applicant shall commit to
a technical design that
incorporates “practices for
controlling carbon
emissions from natural
gas systems as
established by the United
States Environmental
Protection Agency;”.

130 (2) D

2.10-22

Yes

-

Yes*

YES (LEG)
YES (TEC)

2.11 a

Applicant shall describe
the percentage and
estimated amount of the
state’s matching
contribution
reimbursement for
“qualified expenditures”
that Applicant proposes
for each period including:

130 (9)

2.11-1

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.11 sets
forth TransCanada's proposed
reimbursement percentages and
the time periods over which the
state would reimburse
TransCanada.

2.11 b

the proposed percentage
of qualified expenditures
and total estimated
amount of reimbursement
to be paid to Applicant on
an annual basis after a
License is issued to
Applicant up to the date of
the close of the first
binding open season.

2.11-1

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.11 sets
forth TransCanada's proposed
reimbursement percentages and
the time periods over which the
state would reimburse
TransCanada.

2.11 c

the proposed percentage
of qualified expenditures
and total estimated
amount of reimbursement
to be paid to Applicant on
an annual basis after the
date of the close of the
first binding open season.

2.11-1

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

TransCanada Section 2.11 sets
forth TransCanada's proposed
reimbursement percentages and
the time periods over which the
state would reimburse
TransCanada.

3.2.3 a

AS 43.90.1 70(b)(6)
allows the Commissioners
to consider the “economic
value resulting from
payments required to be
made to the state under

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

See TransCanada's Economic
Viability, Section 2.10.1 for an
analysis of State Revenues from
royalties, production taxes,
property taxes, and income taxes.
No other payments are proposed

RFA Provision

Statutory
Req.

Legal
Review

2.10.2 b

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Technical Comments (TEC)

demonstrate and enable
the state to verify
technical viability.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team

Reference 20 AGIA Must
Haves Checklist 43.90.130(2)
(D)
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Technical
Review

Statutory
Req.

Commercial
Review

RFA Provision

Legal
Review

RFA
Section

Applicant’s
Ref.
(Page No#)

Complete
Y/M/N

Legal Comments (LEG)

the terms of the proposal.”
Proposals that involve
such payments must
detail the nature of and
reflect a good faith
estimate of the level of
such payments that
Applicant proposes.
3.2.3 b

Applicant shall file a list of
its Required and
Additional Commitments
with its application as
required in Appendix D.
Applicant must complete
the attached checklist and
submit the completed
document with its
Application.

5.5
(Appendix
E)

All Applications must
contain the following
certification which must
be notarized, and attested
by the Secretary or
Assistant Secretary in the
event Applicant is a
corporation:

Technical Comments (TEC)

to be made to the State. Section
2.11 sets forth TransCanada's prop

Applicant must set forth
the source of funds for
such payment, and
commit that it will not
include such payments in
the rates it charges
shippers.

5.4
(Appendix
D)

Commercial Comments (COM)

Attachment 1-2

130 (16)

Attachment 1-3

Yes

Yes*

-

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Yes*

Yes

Yes

YES (LEG)
YES
(COM)
YES (TEC)

Yes*

-

-

YES (LEG)

Not Applicable

Not labeled as Appendix D

No Required and Additional
Commitments listed.

See Section 2.2.3.1 para 3) and
2.2.3.2 para 2)

See Introduction Attachment 1
"Waive the rigtht to appeal" is in
1.13.7 Appendix D

Not labeled as Appendix E

[1] “Second tier”
requirement in event
additional data is
required.
[2] “Contingent”
requirement—in the event
Applicant proposed
alternative project
designs.

* = Lead Team for Question
" - = Not Applicable to team
Finance Review performed by Commercial Team
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 4 , 2007
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC & Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
Mr. Tony Palmer
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta,Canada T2P SHl
Subject: Receipt of AGIA Application
Dear Mr. Palmer:
We are pleased to receive your application under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA") Request for Proposals ("RFA"). The initial completeness review process established
in AS 43.90.140 has commenced and will be completed as soon as possible.
As stated more fully in AS 43.90.140, the purpose of initial review is to determine whether
the application meets the requirements of AS 43.90.130 and is consistent with the terms of
the RFA. If additional information relating to your application is required to complete the
review, state personnel will contact your designated agent by electronic mail, with a copy by
postal mail. Because of the highly expedited nature of this phase of the process, we request
that you respond to requests for additional information as rapidly as possible by electronic
mail, with a paper copy by hand-delivery or postal mail. The State also anticipates it will
need to receive responses to any such requests within one week after the request is made.
However, the specific response deadline will be provided in each request for additional
information.
Chris Rutz is the state's designated contact person for this phase of the project. Any
questions you may have regarding the process should be directed to him at crutz@aidea.org
or by phone at 907-771 -3015.
Thank you for your application, and your interest in facilitating construction of an Alaska
natural gas pipeline.
Sincerely,

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501 (907) 771-3930

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
December 11, 2007
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5Hl
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
The Commissioners of Revenue and Natural Resources of the State of Alaska have received the
Application filed on November 30, 2007, by the TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC ("TC Alaska")
and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (jointly, "Co-Applicants") in response to the Request for Applications
("RF A") for a license under the Alaska Gasline Inducements Act ("AGIA").
Under AS 43.90.140(b) and Section 1.13.10 of the RFA, the Commissioners request that CoApplicants provide the additional clarifying information addressed in the attachment to this letter.

Co-Applicants must submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an
official with authority to bind the Co-Applicants, at the address below by 2:00 PM AST on
December 18, 2007.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7th Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage,AJC 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered
to the address above. We recommend that you contact Mr. Chris Rutz at 907-771 -3015, to confirm
timely receipt of the information or if you have other questions concerning delivery of the requested
information.
Sincerely,

'4?~uty~
Alaska Department of Natural Resources

Request for Additional Clarifying Information AS 43.90.140(b)
Confidentiality:

Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in response
to this request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, CoApplicants must mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential,
include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a
brief non-confidential summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS
43.90.160).
Requests:

1.

In accordance with RF A Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2, please clarify what TransCanada

Corporation ("TransCanada") is committing to provide to the Co-Applicants with regard to the
financial, technical and other resources necessary to fulfill the commitments made by the CoApplicants in the Application.
2.

With regard to available downstream capacity, does your reference to "existing gas

infrastructure" in Alberta (p. 2.2-56) include direct deliveries from the project into pipelines that are
not affiliated with TransCanada?
3.

On pages 2.2-66 and 2.2-71 of the Application, with regard to the referenced 2 percent

downward adjustment to return on equity ("ROE") if costs exceed a particular level:

4.

a.

To what estimated cost level is the 2 percent adjustment tied?

b.

When will that cost level be finally determined?

With regard to interruptible transportation ("IT") and authorized overrun service

("AOS"), please clarify:

11

AGIA License Office 550 West 7' Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

a.

Whether the Co-Applicants intend to offer IT and AOS to delivery points in
Alaska, and to delivery points outside of Alaska,

b.

Whether the Co-Applicants will credit revenue from those services to firm
transportation shippers, and

c.
5.

What the rate design will be for those services.

With regard to other Alaska transportation services, and the commitment to in-state

services as discussed in Section 2.2.3.9 ofthe RFA:
a.

Will TC Alaska offer small customer rates, such as one-part volumetric
"demand" rates, for deliveries to customers in Alaska?

b.

Will TC Alaska offer requirements contracts for customers in Alaska, including
the ability to vary takes on an uneven hourly basis?

c.

If the answer to the question in subpart (b) is yes, how will TC Alaska structure
the rates for such service?

d.

What will be the daily volumetric limit, if any, for small customer services,
including volumetric rates and requirements contracts, for deliveries to
customers in Alaska?

e.

Will the Co-Applicants offer backhaul services from Canadian points to
Alaska?

f.

If so, how will Co-Applicants structure rates for backhaul services?

g.

Please clarify the terms and cost treatment for the initial five interconnections in
Alaska.

6.

On page 2.2-71, TransCanada commits that the state reimbursement will not be

included in the project rate base for the purpose of determining rates.

AGIA License Office 550 West

Please clarify whether

7'h Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

TransCanada intended to commit to a pro rata reduction between debt and equity rate base, or whether
TransCanada intends to deduct the state reimbursement from rate base in some other manner.
7.

With regard to RFA Section 2.5, please provide, if possible, a breakdown of the cost

estimate for each subproject in your proposal as fo llows:

a.

b.

Development Phase:
1.

Owner costs

11.

Regulatory/permitting - including legal

111.

FEED

IV.

Project management

v.

Other

Execution Phase (breakdown by pipeline, compression, gas cooling, GTP)
1.

Owner costs

u.

EPCM

111.

Major equipment and materials - line pipe, compression, gas cooling,
power generation, gas treatment, etc.

1v.

Other materials

v.

ROW/land acquisition

v1.

Other - survey, inspection, etc.

v11.

Installation- including installation-related environmental

vm.

Commissioning

A GIA License Office 55 0 West

1h A venue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

TransCanada
In business to deliver

December 14, 2007

AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
11
550 West 7' Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

Attention:

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5H 1

tel403.920.2035
fax 403.920.2318
emai I tony_pa lmer@t ranscanada .com
web www.transcanada.com

Marty Rutherford, Deputy Commissioner
Alaska Department of Natural Resources
Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGIA License Office

Subject:

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying Information

Dear Ms. Rutherford and Mr. Rutz:
Trans Canada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated December 11, 2007 in which TransCanada is
asked to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for License. In that
regard, please find attached our responses to the seven requests you forwarded.
As referenced in your correspondence and as set out in RF A Section 1.13.6, TransCanada requests that a portion
of the attached responses be kept confidential. More specifically, our response to your Request #7 is submitted
with the understanding that it be kept confidential and not be disclosed publicly. We have marked our response to
the State's Request #7 accordingly and as per the process stated in RFA Section 1.13.6.
We are submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
•
•

we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr. Chris Rutz at crutz@aidea.org; and
we are today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office, attention
Marty Rutherford.

Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may wish to initiate.

s;~;V
A. M. (Tony) Palmer
Vice President Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
DECEMBER 11, 2007

State of Alaska Request #1
In accordance with RFA Sections 2.8.1 and 2.8.2, please clarify what TransCanada
Corporation (“TransCanada”) is committing to provide to the Co-Applicants with regard to
the financial, technical and other resources necessary to fulfill the commitments made by the
Co-Applicants in the Application.
TransCanada Response
As discussed in Section 2.8.1 “Description of Applicant and Participating entities” on page
2.8-1 of TransCanada’s AGIA Application, the Co-Applicants (TC Alaska LLC and
Foothills) would call upon TransCanada Corporation for support to fulfill their commitments
under the AGIA License. TransCanada Corporation commits to make available the
necessary human resources, technical know-how and expertise, management information
systems, and procedures and policies to ensure the Co-Applicants can meet their AGIA
undertakings. TransCanada will ensure that the Co-Applicants have the financial resources
to meet their Development Phase undertakings.
Also as discussed in Section 2.8.2(3) “Sources of Debt and Equity Funds” on page 2.8-3 of
TransCanada’s AGIA Application, TransCanada Corporation will provide irrevocable
commitments to the Co-Applicants and Project lenders with respect to the total equity
commitment, consistent with the Negotiated Rate capitalization structure, for the Project to
secure financing once the Decision to Proceed conditions are met.

TransCanada
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ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
DECEMBER 11, 2007

State of Alaska Request #2
With regard to available downstream capacity, does your reference to “existing gas
infrastructure” in Alberta (p. 2.2-56) include direct deliveries from the project into pipelines
that are not affiliated with TransCanada?
TransCanada Response
TransCanada’s proposal is inclusive of the Alberta Section as described in Section 2.1(1)
“Project Components” on page 2.1-1 of TransCanada’s AGIA Application. It is
TransCanada’s opinion that connecting the Alaska gas to the Alberta Hub will result in the
highest netback and access to multiple market options and spare capacity on downstream
infrastructure. The Alberta Hub provides Alaska Shippers the first opportunity to monetize
their gas, and NGLs, at the most liquid gas market in North America. In order to access the
Alberta Hub, Shippers will pay a toll on the Alberta System downstream of Boundary Lake,
or downstream of Fort Nelson if the Fort Nelson Option is secured.
Downstream of the Alberta Hub the Project will allow Alaska gas to access multiple existing
pipelines, including TransCanada’s Mainline, Foothills - Northern Border, TransCanada Gas
Transmission Northwest, and either directly or indirectly, other non-affiliated pipelines such
as Alliance, Spectra, ATCO or other North American pipeline systems.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
DECEMBER 11, 2007

State of Alaska Request #3
On pages 2.2-66 and 2.2-71 of the Application, with regard to the referenced 2 percent
downward adjustment to return on equity (“ROE”) if costs exceed a particular level:
a.
b.

To what estimated cost level is the 2 percent adjustment tied?
When will that cost level be finally determined?

TransCanada Response
a) As described in Section 2.2.3.6(1) “Incentive Adjustments to Return on Equity for
Recourse and Negotiated Rates” on page 2.2-66 of TransCanada’s AGIA Application, the
rate of return on equity for Negotiated Rate Shippers and Recourse Rate Shippers
established by FERC for the Alaska Section and by the NEB for the Yukon-BC Section
would be adjusted downward for the first five years following the In-Service Date by 5
basis points for each 1% that the Actual Capital Cost of the Pipeline System exceeds the
Base Capital Cost up to a limit of 200 basis points (i.e. 2%).
The level of estimated Base Capital Cost that the ROE adjustment is tied to will be a
Class 3 estimate (as defined in Section 2.2.1(8)(d)(ii) “Cost Estimating”).
b) The Class 3 estimated Base Capital Cost will be finally determined at Decision to
Proceed.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
DECEMBER 11, 2007

State of Alaska Request #4
With regard to interruptible transportation (“IT”) and authorized overrun service (“AOS”),
please clarify:
a.
b.
c.

Whether the Co-Applicants intend to offer IT and AOS to delivery points in Alaska,
and to delivery points outside of Alaska,
Whether the Co-Applicants will credit revenue from those services to firm
transportation shippers, and
What the rate design will be for those services.

TransCanada Response
In developing its proposal and determining the types of service proposed to be offered,
TransCanada carefully considered the various relevant factors bearing on the likelihood of
successfully developing a Project that best serves the national interest and meets the State’s
goals as expressed in AGIA. In this regard, TransCanada thoroughly considered what types
of service could be offered consistent with the need to comply with the AGIA requirements,
the necessity of obtaining financing to enable the initial Project to proceed, encouraging all
available gas to commit to the initial Project, and the goal of facilitating expansions and the
interests of initial and future Shippers. After carefully considering all of these interests,
TransCanada determined that an equitable and balanced proposal would include firm service
for 25 or more years, authorized overrun service (“AOS”), but no other interruptible service
for the initial years. Although TransCanada recognizes the State’s interest in offering
interruptible service to delivery points in Alaska, TransCanada determined that offering
interruptible service other than AOS in the initial years could make it more difficult to obtain
financing for the initial Project.
a) TransCanada will offer AOS to firm Shippers, for deliveries on the Alaska and YukonBC Sections, that have committed to firm service under the terms of TransCanada’s
AGIA Application. One of TransCanada’s key objectives, consistent with the State’s
interest in maximizing the likelihood of Project success, as reflected in AGIA, is to
ensure that the Project can be successfully financed to allow the construction to
commence. In order to achieve this objective, it is important all available gas is
committed to the initial Project on a firm basis. Therefore, TransCanada does not intend
to offer interruptible transportation service other than AOS to delivery points on the
Alaska or Yukon-BC Sections during the initial years of the Project.
b) As described in Section 2.2.3.11(2) “U.S. Loan Guarantee for Capital Cost Overrun” on
pages 2.2-71 and 2.2-72 of TransCanada’s AGIA Application, TransCanada will utilize
all revenues collected from AOS to first service the Capital Cost Overrun Loan. Once the
Capital Cost Overrun Loan is repaid in full, TransCanada will credit all AOS revenues to
the account of the firm transportation shippers.
c) Recourse Rate Shippers that request AOS would be charged the 100% load factor
Recourse Rate for 25-year firm transportation services for the Alaska Section.
Negotiated Rate Shippers would be charged the 100% load factor Negotiated Rate for 25-

TransCanada
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REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
DECEMBER 11, 2007

year firm transportation services for the applicable Alaska and Yukon-BC Sections that
they utilize. AOS shippers would also be required to pay the commodity charge and their
share of the fuel gas, lost and unaccounted-for gas. For billing determinant purposes, no
fixed costs, such as capital recovery, return on equity and debt, operating and
maintenance costs, taxes, etc, would be allocated to the AOS. Each firm transportation
shipper would be entitled to its proportional share of the AOS capacity.

TransCanada
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ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
DECEMBER 11, 2007

State of Alaska Request #5
With regard to other Alaska transportation services, and the commitment to in-state services
as discussed in Section 2.2.3.9 of the RFA:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Will TC Alaska offer small customer rates, such as one-part volumetric “demand”
rates, for deliveries to customers in Alaska?
Will TC Alaska offer requirements contracts for customers in Alaska, including the
ability to vary takes on an uneven hourly basis?
If the answer to the question in subpart (b) is yes, how will TC Alaska structure the
rates for such service?
What will be the daily volumetric limit, if any, for small customer services, including
volumetric rates and requirements contracts, for deliveries to customers in Alaska?
Will the Co-Applicants offer backhaul services from Canadian points to Alaska?
If so, how will Co-Applicants structure rates for backhaul services?
Please clarify the terms and cost treatment for the initial five interconnections in
Alaska.

TransCanada Response
As noted in response to Request #4, in developing its proposal and determining the types of
service proposed to be offered, TransCanada carefully considered the various relevant factors
bearing on the likelihood of successfully developing a Project that best serves the national
interest and meets the State’s goals as expressed in AGIA. In this regard, TransCanada
thoroughly considered the nature of transportation services that could be offered consistent
with the AGIA requirements for in-State services, the necessity of obtaining financing to
enable the initial Project to proceed, encouraging all available gas to commit to the initial
Project, the goal of facilitating expansions, and the interests of initial and future in-State and
out-of-State Shippers. After carefully considering all these interests, TransCanada
determined that an equitable and balanced proposal would include firm service for 25 or
more years and authorized overrun service (“AOS”) within and downstream of Alaska for the
initial years of the Project, but not small customer rates or backhaul services from Canadian
points to Alaska.
TransCanada has assessed the potential impact of various in-State services on firm
transportation Shippers, both in-State and downstream of Alaska, in its Application. Firm
Shippers provide the financial underpinning to any large-scale greenfield project and are
required to maximize the probability of success of the initial Project. Although TransCanada
appreciates the State’s interest in offering small customer rates and requirements contracts
for certain in-State service, in order to ensure fair treatment for all Shippers, TransCanada
determined that it would be necessary to provide the same services to all Shippers regardless
of their geographic location.
a) For the initial years of the project, TransCanada does not intend to offer small customer
rates, such as one-part volumetric “Demand” rates, for deliveries to customers in Alaska.

TransCanada
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b) For the initial years of the project, TransCanada does not intend to offer requirements
contracts for customers in Alaska that would provide the ability to vary takes on an
uneven hourly basis.
c) Not applicable.
d) Not applicable.
e) For the initial years of the project, TransCanada does not intend to offer backhaul
services from Canadian points to Alaska.
f) Not applicable.
g) As described in Section 2.2.3.9 “Commitment to In-State Service” on page 2.2-70 of
TransCanada’s AGIA Application, TransCanada will offer firm transportation services to
those Shippers that have executed firm transportation contracts to delivery points in the
State as part of the tariff whether any such Shippers bid successfully in the Alaska Open
Season. The tariff design for all in-State deliveries will be distance-sensitive based. If
permitted by FERC, one single zone, consistent with a weighted-average volumetric-mile
cost allocation methodology, would be determined for all such in-State deliveries, e.g., an
in-State Shipper would pay the GTP toll plus the weighted-average percentage of the
Alaska Section toll.
TransCanada commits to provide a minimum of five in-State delivery points. In its
engineering plan, TransCanada has provided a valve at each of these delivery points for
future in-State delivery connections for downstream facilities that are to be built by third
parties. The cost of these valves is included in the overall capital cost of the Alaska
Section and will be recovered from all Shippers on the Alaska Section.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #6
On page 2.2-71, TransCanada commits that the state reimbursement will not be included in
the project rate base for the purpose of determining rates. Please clarify whether
TransCanada intends to deduct the state reimbursement from rate base in some other manner.
TransCanada Response
TransCanada’s AGIA Application has the State reimbursement deducted from the Project
rate base by reducing the debt and equity components of rate base on a pro-rata basis
consistent with the Negotiated Rate capitalization structure.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #7
With regard to RFA Section 2.5, please provide, if possible, a breakdown of the cost estimate
for each subproject in your proposal as follows:
a.

b.

Development Phase:
i.
Owner costs
ii. Regulatory/permitting – including legal
iii. FEED
iv. Project management
v.
Other
Execution Phase (breakdown by pipeline, compression, gas cooling, GTP)
i.
Owner costs
ii. EPCM
iii. Major equipment and materials – line pipe, compression, gas cooling, power
generation, gas treatment, etc.
iv. Other materials
v.
ROW/land acquisition
vi. Other – survey, inspection, etc.
vii. Installation – including installation-related environmental
viii. Commissioning

TransCanada Response
In Section 2.5 “Project Cost Estimate” of its Application, TransCanada submitted the
estimated costs for the Project as required by the RFA. In this response to the above State of
Alaska Request #7, TransCanada is willing to provide certain additional cost breakdowns for
the Development and Execution Phases, however this additional information is provided on a
confidential basis, as marked in accordance with the requirements of RFA Section 1.13.6.
The cost estimate detail that TransCanada is willing to release publicly is as submitted in the
Application on November 30, 2007 and as included on the CD marked “For Public
Disclosure” within that Application.
Following are tables that provide the additional, confidential cost breakdown information for
the State as well as the original cost estimate information intended for public disclosure.

TransCanada
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For Public Disclosure
Cost Estimate for Development Phase (2007 million $)
2008
$

2009
$

2010
$

2011
$

2012
$

2013
$

Phase
Total

GTP

8

14

25

25

25

12

109

Alaska Section

21

38

67

66

67

33

292

Yukon-BC Section

11

21

41

41

41

20

175

Alberta Section

2

2

6

6

6

6

28

NGL Extraction
Phase / Annual
Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

42

75

139

138

139

71

604

Note: State’s contribution has not been deducted. Development Phase costs are evenly distributed over the
FEED period. A conversion rate of 1$US = 1.2156 $Canadian has been used.

Cost Estimate for Execution Phase (2007 million $)
2013
$

2014
$

2015
$

2016
$

2017
$

2018
$

Phase
Total

GTP

62

985

1,208

2,153

1,268

15

5,691

Alaska Section

166

1,265

2,229

3,773

2,327

32

9,792

Yukon-BC Section

104

1,085

2,173

3,547

2,112

21

9,042

Alberta Section

10

167

327

533

318

3

1,358

NGL Extraction
Phase / Annual
Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

342

3,502

5,937

10,006

6,025

71

25,883

Note: State’s contribution has not been deducted. Development Phase costs are evenly distributed over the
FEED period. A conversion rate of 1$US = 1.2156 $Canadian has been used.

TransCanada
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SARAH PALIN, GOVll"RNOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 15, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450- Is! Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5Hl
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter is to request, in accordance with Section 1.17 of the RFA, that Co-Applicants (TransCanada
Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd., jointly) provide additional clarifying
information concerning their Alaska Gasline Inducements Act ("AGIA") Application to ensure that
the Commissioners have a clear and complete understanding of all aspects of the Application. This is
the first of what is anticipated to be several requests for additional data or clarification the CoApplicants can expect as the review process moves f01ward.
The Commissioners request that Co-Applicants provide the additional clarifying information
addressed in the attachment to this letter. We request that you provide the information within five
working days from the date of this letter. However, where possible, earlier responses to any of the
questions by e-mail will facilitate the review.
Please submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authodty to bind the Co-Applicants, at the add•·ess below by 5:00 PM AST on January 22,
2008.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7u' Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

AGIA License Of]ice 550 West

7'" Avenue. Suite 1820Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered
to the address above. Please contact me at907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the information
or if you have other questions concerning this request.

Sincerely,
-

s:.;:_~
--·-~--

.;:>

__ _.)

Christopl;. ~ ~
Procurement Manager
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WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RFA Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in response to this
request for additional infonnation be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, CoApplicants must mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential,
include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a
brief non-confidential summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS
43 90 160(b))
1. On a dollars per mile basis, there appears to be a significant difference in the cost you have
estimated for the installation of the proposed 48" pipeline in Alaska compared with Yukon-BC
section. This difference also appears to exist when comparing these section costs to the 48"
alternative listed in your North Central Corridor project. Would you please provide your
rationale/explanation for these cost differences?
2. 1n your December 14,2007 response to the initial request for clarifying questions, you
provided in response #7 a cost breakdown table for the Development phase and a separate table
for the Execution phase. Your response tables include a cost for the Yukon-Be/ Alberta
sections. Would you please separate these costs into two categories: I) the costs for the section
from the Alaska I Yukon Border to Boundary Lake and, 2) a separate categ01y for the costs
downstream of Boundary Lake.
3.

In Section 2.10 of your original application, you provided a Summmy of Simulation results
table for the 4.5 Bcfd case and the 5.9 Bcfd case for the July ambient conditions. Would you
please provide the following clarifications or additional data:
a. Provide simulation results also for winter ambient conditions.
b. You have identified two gas heat content options in Section 2.1 0. Please identify the
heat content option used in the filed July simulations. Also, please provide all
simulation results for both of the gas heat content options.
c. Provide the elevation of the proposed compressor stations.
d. Provide the total chiller horsepower required at the identified compressor stations with
chillers.
e. The filed simulation results assume no chillers downstream ofKluane Lake. Please
advise what type of gas cooling equipment is planned for these non chiller stations.
Please advice what effects are anticipated from the forecast gas discharge temperatures
on the discontinuous permafrost and how does TransCanada plan to mitigate these
effects.
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4. The economic viability of the project was identified in Section 10 of your proposal and
Appendices 0 & R appear to be based on gas heat content of the gas of I, 118. Would you
please provide versions of these documents based on a gas heat content of I ,067?
5. Please provide a response to the following questions relating to Appendix R of your
application:
a. You provided an estimate of"upstream cost". Please provide a description of the cost
categories included in this number as well as a description of what assumptions and
methods were used to estimate this number.
b. This appendix provides an estimate of "CPI" and "Inflation index". Please explain what
is included within each number, the methods and assumptions used in estimating these
numbers and how these factors are utilized in this Appendix. Also, Section 2.10 of
your original application includes a table that shows the capital cost of the project
expressed in 2007 dollars. It also shows a "Cost Escalation" estimate. Would you
please explain how the cost escalation estimate was determined and how this number
relates to the CPI and Inflation index numbers listed above?
6. In Section 2.3 of your original application, you state that your execution plan is based on the
assumption of75% winter construction work and 25% summer construction work in Alaska.
You also state you plan approximately equal summer construction work and winter
construction work in the Yukon-BC sections. Please explain why you think these assumptions
are reasonable and achievable given the terrain conditions along the project route.
7. In Section 2.5, page 2.5-1, it is stated that all costs are in 2"d qtr US dollars converted at $1
USD = $1.2156 CD (as required by the RF A). The current exchange rate is virtually I: I. Does
this imply that the costs in USD are now 21% too low? Would your estimates change if you
based them on the exchange rate for the 41h qtr of 2007 and the assumption that the exchange
rate remains at or near the current level of I: I? Is the conversion factor applied across the
board to all aspects of your costs, or is it in some way selectively applied? Please explain the
methodology you used in the original conversion.
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TransCanada
In business to dr:liver
January 22, 2008

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada TlP SH I

AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'" Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

Attention:

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGIA License Office

Subject:

Alnska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifving Information

tel403.920.2035

fax 403.920.2318
email tony _palmer@transcanada.com
web Vt/WW.transcanada.com

Dear Mr. Rutz:
TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated january 15,2008 in which TransCanada is asked
to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for License. In that regard,
please find attached our responses to the seven requests you forwarded.
As referenced in your correspondence and as set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, TransCanada requests that a portion
of the attached responses be kept confidentiaL More specifically, our response to your Request #2 is submitted
with the understanding that it be kept confidential and not be disclosed publicly. We have marked our response
to the State's Request #2 accordingly and as per the process stated in RFA Section 1.13.6.
We are submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
•
•

we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz at crutz@aidca.org; and
we are today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office, attention Chris
Rutz.

Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may wish to initiate.

A. M. (Tony) Palmer
Vice President, Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
JANUARY 15, 2008

State of Alaska Request #1
On a dollars per mile basis, there appears to be a significant difference in the cost you have
estimated for the installation of the proposed 48" pipeline in Alaska compared with YukonBC section. This difference also appears to exist when comparing these section costs to the
48" alternative listed in your North Central Corridor project. Would you please provide your
rationale/explanation for these cost differences?

TransCanada Response
There are a number of factors that contribute to the higher estimated installation cost per mile
for the Alaska Section relative to the Yukon-BC Section;
•

Geographic location: The Alaska Section lies to the north of the Yukon-BC Section
and consequently, temperatures are generally colder, there are fewer hours of daylight
and the logistics are considerably more difficult than those of the Yukon-BC Section.
These factors led to TransCanada assuming lower productivity of workers and
equipment, and increased logistics costs in the Alaska Section.

•

Jerrain: Preliminary studies suggest that the terrain in the Alaska Section is more
difficult for construction than in the Yukon-BC Section, for a number of reasons:
o

TI1ere is a greater requirement for rock and permafrost excavation, and
associated bedding and padding;

o

The need for snow/ice roads that will be required for tundra protection in
Alaska add to the cost.

As indicated in TransCanada's AGIA Application, these topics and more would be
studied during FEED to reduce the range of uncertainty in the cost estimate.
•

Construction Seasons and Logistics: As noted in question G, pipeline construction
work in the Yukon-BC Section is balanced between summer and winter work,
whereas lhe m~jority of the pipeline construction work in the Alaska Section is
expected to be completed in the winter. Seasonality of construction work contributes
to a higher cost estimate for Alaska because winter construction is generally more
costly, an impact that is accentuated by the winter versus summer work imbalance.
This imbalance would also result in a less efficient deployment of construction
equipment and labor, which is also expected to increase costs.

•

Availabilitv of Field Data: As indicated in our AGIA Application, TransCanada has
extensive field data for the Yukon-BC Section and as a result fewer conservative
assumptions have been made for Yukon-BC than for the Alaska Section. During
Front End Engineering Design (FEED), studies would be undertaken to increase the
level of certainty associated with the Alaska Section.

It is difficult to make a direct comparison between the Alaska Pipeline Project (APP) and the
North Central Corridor (NCC) project. However, outlined below are several of the m~jor
factors influencing the cost differential. The NCChas a design pressure just over half of that
of the APP which means that the pipe wall thickness and weight of each joint of pipe for the

TransCanada
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APP are proportionately greater than that of the NCC pipe for any given pipe grade. This
difference in weight is reflected in pipe purchase costs, transportation, pipe handling and
welding. Further, the NCC is in a non permafrost area where TransCanada has constructed
thousands of miles of pipeline since the 1950s. Construction contractors, pipe vendors and
other suppliers are all well accustomed to projects of similar scope, whereas the APP is quite
unique in terms of scope.
In summary, TransCanada believes that the assumptions made and the estimates provided as
part of its November 30 AGIA Application are consistent with the expectations of a Class 5
estimate in accordance with AACE International Recommended Practice No. 17R-97.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #2

In your December 14, 2007 response to the initial request for clarifying questions, you
provided in response #7 a cost breakdown table for the Development phase and a separate
table for the Execution phase. Your response tables include a cost for the Yukon-BC/Alberta
sections. Would you please separate these costs into two categories: 1) the costs for the
section from the Alaska I Yukon Border to Botmdmy Lake and, 2) a separate categ01y for the
costs downstream of Botmdary Lake.
TransCanada Response

This Request pertains to clarification of cost breakdown details previously classified as
"Confidential" to TransCanada. TransCanada has separately provided a response to the
State.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #3
In Section 2.10 of your original application, you provided a Summary of Simulation resulls
table for the 4.5 Bcfd case ar1d the 5.9 Bcfd case for the July ambient conditions. Would you
please provide the following clarifications or additional data:
a.

Provide simulation resulls also for winter ambient conditions.

b.

You have identified two gas heat content options in Section 2. I 0. Please identify the
heal content option used in the filed July simulations. Also, please provide all
simulation resulls for both of the gas heat content options.

c.

Provide the elevation of the proposed compressor stations.

d.

Provide the total chiller horsepower required at the identified compressor stations
with chillers.

e.

The filed simulation resulls assume no chillers downstream of Klua11e Lake. Please
advise what type of gas cooling equipment is planned for these non chiller stations.
Please advice what effects are anticipated from the forecast gas discharge
temperatures on the discontinuous permafrost and how does TransCar1ada plar1 to
mitigate these effects.

TransCanada Response
The attached tables (s·ee Atrachme/11 K) provide the requested clarifications and/or additional
data:
a.

Simulation results for average January ambient conditions.

b.

Simulation results for the high gas heat content options for both July and Ja11uary
average ambient conditions.

c.

Elevations for the proposed compressor stations used in the hydraulic simulations are
incorporated in the simulation tables. Note that the compressor locations and
associated elevations have been assumed for the purposes of preliminmy design a11d
will be confirmed during FEED as the system is optimized to the required
throughput.

d.

Chiller horsepower required at compressor stations with chillers is shown on Ihe
attached simulation tables.

c.

In its AGIA application, TransCanada's preliminary design adopted the conclusion
from previous route investigative assessments that Klua11e Lake would divide the
chilled and warm flow portions of the pipeline. There are no cooling facilities
located at stations immediately downstream of Klum1e Lake. However, further
downstream, where gas temperatures increase to where aerial cooling would be
effective, aerial gas coolers, similar to those in use on existing TransCanada
compressor stations, are included.

TransCanada
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The choice of operating temperature range for each segment is largely determined
based on the permafrost distribution along the route. Upstream of Kluane Lake the
route consists mainly of continuous and discontinuous permafrost, and the length of
frozen soil along the route generally exceeds the length of w1frozen soil. As a result,
chilled gas with a mean annual temperature below freezing is the preferred option to
avoid permafrost thawing and degradation. The pipeline design would mitigate the
potential threat of frost heave.
Downstream of Kluane Lake sporadic permafrost predominates and the percentage
of frozen soil along the route is relatively low. As a result, vvarm gas with a mean
annual temperature above freezing is the preferred option to avoid frost heave.
Aerial gas cooling would be used where needed, to control the discharge temperature
and minimize the occurrence of permafrost thawing and degradation. The pipeline
design would mitigate the potential threat ofthawing and differential settlement.
The preliminmy design indicates that both frost heave in the chilled segments and
thaw settlement in the warm segments can be adequately mitigated and pipeline
safety and integrity can be maintained with the design methodology described in
TransCanada's AGIA Application. While this design is preliminary, it provides a
reasonable representation of project scope for the purposes of developing a Class 5
cost estimate. With the advancements TransCanada has made in the area of strain
based design and the development of associated geothermal modeling tools, the
design along the route will become more flexible to accommodate the optimum
operating conditions for each particular segment. This preliminmy design will be
further explored and finalized during FEED.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #4

ll1e economic viability of the project was identified in Section 10 of your proposal and
Appendices 0 & R appear to be based on gas heat content of the gas of 1,118. Would you
please provide versions of these documents based on a gas heat content of 1,067?
TransCanada Response

TransCanada has completed the requested analysis based on a gas heat content of 1,067
Btu/cf. The results of this analysis can be found in the following attachments:
•
•
•

Attachment A: Section 2.1 0.1 "Economic Viability (1 ,067 Btu/cl)"
Attachment 13: Appendix 0 "NGL Value Assessment (!,067 Btu/cf)"
Attachment C: Appendix R "Economic Viability Analysis (1,067 Btu/cf)"

NOTE: Sec/ion 2.1 0. 1 above, as well as !he 2 Appendices referenced above. arefi.trlher
revised in !he re.sponse ro Srare of Alaska Requesr !!5, whichfiJ!lows.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #5
Please provide a response to the following questions relating to Appendix R of your
application:
a.

You provided an estimate of "upstream cost". Please provide a description of the cost
categories included in this number as well as a description of what assumptions and
methods were used to estimate this number.

b.

l11is appendix provides an estimate of "CPI" ru1d "Inflation index". Please explain
what is included within each number, the methods and assumptions used in
estimating these numbers and how these factors are utilized in this Appendix. Also,
Section 2.10 of your original application includes a table that shows the capital cost
of the project expressed in 2007 dollars. It also shows a "Cost Escalation" estimate.
Would you please explain how the cost escalation estimate was determined ru1d how
this number relates to the CPI and Inflation index numbers listed above?

TransCanada Response
a.

As described on page 2.1 0-5 of Trru1sCanada's AGIA Application under the sub-title
"Costs Upstream of GTP", TransCanada does not have direct knowledge regarding
Alaska producers' production cost for natural gas in their various reservoirs. The
AGIA RFA required an estimate of cash flows for all Project stakeholders. In order to
calculate these values, an estimate of upstream cost was necessary. The assumed
average upstream production cost of$1.50/mmBtu (in constant 2007 dollars) for
natural gas was not derived from a specific set of cost categories or methodologies; it
is the mid-point of a range from$ I. 00 to $2.00/mmBtu.

b. In the process of reviewing this request, TransCanada discovered two arithmetic errors
in its November 30, 2007 AGIA Application. These errors include an exchange rate
formula error in Appendix 0 "NGL Value Assessment" and the inadvertent
application of the U.S. EIA's All-Urban Consumer Price Indices as the annual
inflation rates, instead of calculating the annual rates from the indices.
Correcting the exchange rate formula error results in a reduction in the NGL uplift
value of approximately $0.06/mmBtu for the I, 118 Btu/cf gas. l11e revision reduces
the NGL uplift value to approximately $0.14/mmBtu from approximately
$0.20/mmBtu
Trans Canada used the State supplied U.S. EIA 's All-Urban Consumer Price Indices as
the annual inflation rates. This resulted in an over-estimation of inflation for all
aspects of the Project beyond 2007. Although the 2007 dollars capital costs remain
the same, the revised total as-spent Project costs, including AFUDC, is $33.2 billion, a
reduction of $1.6 billion from the amount shown on page 2.10-2 of the November 30,
2007 AGIA Application. The table below provides a comparison of the revised
tariffs/tolls for the various components of the Project 1vith that shown in the November
.
. .. 3i\2.M1AGIA Application

TransCanada
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NEGOTIATED TOLLS

NOVEMBER 30, 2007

REVISED JANUARY 15, 2008

25-YEAR LEVELIZED

$/MMBTU

$/MMBTU

GTP

$0.64

$0.59

Alaska Section

$0.99

$0.92

Yukon-Be Section

$0.80

$0.75

Alberta Section

$0.15

$0.15

$2.57

$2.41

TOTAL

.........

-

When fuel gas is taken into consideration, the total reduction in tariffs/tolls is
$0.19/mmBtu (reduces from $2.95/mmBtu to $2. 76/mmBtu). The Recourse Rates
will be unchanged since they were cited in 2007 dollars.
The revised inflation rates are lower than those Trans Canada used in its November 30,
2007 AGIA Application. l11erefore, the revised nominal Henry Hub spot gas prices
and resultant cash flows to Project stakeholders are lower than in Appendix R
"Economic Viability Analysis" of the November 30, 2007 AGIA Application. The
lower nominal gas prices reduce the expected cash flows to various Project
stakeholders, although the reduction on cash flow is partially offset by the positive
impact on cash flow that results from reduced tariffs/tolls. Below is a table comparing
the revised expected undiscounted cash flows to various Project stakeholders with that
shown in the November 30, 2007 AGIA Application.
~-~-=-·=---~----

Expected Cash Flows

NOVEMBER 30, 2007

REVISED JANUARY 15, 2008

$IN BiLLIONS

$ IN BILLIONS

Alaska Producers Netback
(after Taxes and Royalties)

$207

$183

State of Alaska

$131

---·-

U.S. Federal Government

$52

TransCanada

----

Canadian Governments

---·

-~

$115

-

·-·-

$46

$17

$16

$9

$8

-·

Under the following allachments, TransCanada bas included the appropriate revised
sections of the Application to correct these arithmetic errors and requests that the State
replace the corresponding sections in its November 30, 2007 AGIA Application with
these revised sections:
• Allachment D:
• Allacbment E:
• Allachment F:

TransCanada

Section 2. I 0.1 -"Economic Viability (1, 118 Btu/cJ)"
Section 2.11 - "Proposed Reimbursement (1 ,1 I 8 Btu/cJ)"
Appendix J 1 - "Negotiated Rate Model Output (1, 118 Btu/cf)Alaska Section"
Appendix J2- "Negotiated Rate Model Output (1,118 Btu/cf)Yukon-BC Section"
Appendix J3- "NegotiatedR,ate Mgde1 Output (1,1 I 8 Btu/cf)GTP"
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• Attachment G: Appendix Kl -"Annual Depreciation Rates (l, 118 Btu/d)Alaska Section"
Appendix K2- "Annual Depreciation Rates (l, I 18 Btu/cf)Yukon-BC Section"
Appendix K3 - "Annual Depreciation Rates (I, 118 Btulcf)- GTP"
• Attachment H: Appendix N- "Tariffs for LNG Option (I, 118 Btu/cf)"
• Attachment I: Appendix 0- "NGL Value Assessment (1,118 Btu/cf)"
• Attachment J: Appendix R- "Economic Viability Analysis (l, 118 Btu/cf)"
In addition to these revised sections, there are several sections, including the
Executive Summaty atld Section 2.2.3 "Commercial Plan", in the AGIA Application
that refer to this information. Readers of those Sections should be aware that the total
Project cost, negotiated tariffs/tolls for the Alaska Section, Yukon-BC Section and
GTP, and the expected cash flows to various Project stakeholders have been revised as
per revised Section 2. IO. I "Economic Viability" attached to this response as
Attachment D.
TransCanada has also revised Section 2. II "Proposed Reimbursement" to reflect a
slower reimbursement schedule given the annual inflation rates over the Development
Phase of the Project have been reduced.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #6
In Section 2.3 of your original application, you state that your execution plan is based on the
assumption of75% winter construction work and 25% summer construction work in Alaska.
You also state you plan approximately equal summer construction work and winter
construction work in the Yukon-BC sections. Please explain why you think these
assumptions are reasonable and achievable given the terrain conditions along the project
route.

TransCanada Response
Generally the determination of construction season was based on an assessment of the ability
of the terrain to suppmt construction loads in summer. Terrain that would not be able to
support construction equipment in summer without excessive gravel pad construction would
generally be designated as a winter construction area. For example, poorly-drained soils with
a high organic content would normally be designated as winter construction and well-drained
soils with a high sand or gravel content would typically be designated as summer
construction. Other constraints would also be considered such as environmental activity
timing windows and land use. As is often the case with summer pipeline construction,
localized soft, wet ground conditions may be encountered and would be mitigated with the
use of mats, pads and ramps. Ideally, it is desirable to have balanced summer and winter
construction where the terrain and environmental activity windows permit, in order to
maximize the efficiency of labor and equipment and to minimize potential environmental
impacts.
As explained in TransCanada's response to Request# I, TransCanada has extensive specifrc
information on the terrain for the Yukon-BC Sections. The pipeline construction season
determination for the Yukon-BC Section was based on a review of I: 10,000 scale
geotechnical drawings and associated environmental considerations. The determination for
Alaska was based on more general information that included detailed desktop studies that
included terrain typing and other environmental considerations. In Alaska certain
mountainous areas, such as those in the Brooks Range, and the agricultural area between
Delta Junction and Tok would be constructed in the summer.
While TransCanada believes its assumptions are reasonable at this stage in the project,
studies to be undertaken during FEED will support more detailed construction planning.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #7
In Section 2.5, page 2.5-l, it is stated that all costs are in 2"d qtr US dollars conver1ed at $1
USD=1.2l56 CD (as required by the RFA). The current exchange rate is virtually l:l. Does
this imply that the costs in USD are now 21% too low? Would your estimates change if you
based them on the exchange rate for the 4 1h qtr of 2007 and the assumption that the exchange
rate remains at or near the current level of I: l? Is the conversion factor applied across the
board to all aspects of your costs, or is it in some way selectively applied? Please explain the
methodology you used in the original conversion.

TransCanada Response
In preparing its AGIA Application, when it was necessary to convert from Canadian to US
dollars, TransCar1ada complied with Section 3.2. I of the AGJA RF A which specifies the
currency rate conversion methodology:

b)

Exchange rates: Applicants should use the most recent 3-yeH historical
average exchange rates between the U.S. dollar/Canadian dolla•·/euro/Ja1Janese
yen.

Costs of major international projects are influenced by currency exd1ar1ge rates and other
pricing uncertainties. Even in situations where all costs are derived from US sources, many
costs, such as those for materials and fuel, are based on world markets and are therefore
heavily influenced by currency exchange and commodity prices.
While it is impossible today to know what future exchange rates and commodity prices will
be at the time when major project commitments are made, TransCanada addresses such
uncertainties by using risk analysis techniques to establish contingency levels for projects.
Like many large corporations, TransCanada maintains market intelligence on those factors
that influence project costs, ru1d this intelligence is used as input to project risk analyses.
Specific answers to the questions:
Q.

Would using the current exchange rate (almost l: l) vs. the 1.2156 stipulated in the
RF A imply the costs in USD are now 21% too low?

A

No. The exchange rate only impacts porlions of the estimate priced in currencies
other than the US dollar. Approximately 2/3 of our eslimate was priced in US dollars
and would not be affected by the conversion rate.

Q.

Would our estimates change if we based them on the exchange rate for the 4th qtr of
2007'7

A

Yes, as per the previous answer.

Q.

Is the conversion factor applied across the board or selectively?

A

Thec6nversi6r1rate was used across the board on the portions ofihe·estimate priced
in currencies other thru1 US dollars.

TransCanada
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2.10

PROJECT ViABILITY

PROJECT VIABILITY

2.10.1

Economic Viability

In determining the Project's economic viability and its impacts during the development and
operations phases, TransCanada has relied on a number of assumptions. TransCanada has
ensured that these assumptions are consistent with those prescribed in Section 3.2.1 of the
RFA.
Macro-Economic Impact

1)

The potential macro-economic benefits during the development and operating phases of the
Project are allributable to the direct Project expenditures as well as indirect or induced
benefits resulting from the direct expenditures. These benefits can be estimated through
state, provincial/territorial and federal level Input-Output models.
While TransCanada has not yet estimated a dollar value for these aggregate impacts for the
entire Project, TransCanada has in the past completed such an analysis for the Canada
Section of the Project. Therefore, TransCanada is confident that the macro-economic
impacts of the entire Project will be very significant given:
•

the size of expenditures involved;

•

the duration and magnitude of construction labor employment, during initial build and
subsequent expansions;

•

the use of advanced technology in materials and construction techniques to suit the
adverse terrain and weather conditions;

•

the stimulation of incremental exploration and production activities for hydrocarbons
on the North Slope of Alaska and along the pipeline route: and

•

the number of communities that the pipeline will traverse.

2)

Project Economics
a)

Tolls

One of the key variables in determining the economic viability of the Project is the toll.
For the purposes of this Section 2.1 0.1, TransCanada has assumed that all Shippers would
elect the Negotiated Rate option. Refer to Section 2.2.3.7 ''Negotiated Rates" for the
structure of the Negotiated Rates. In the determination of these Negotiated Rates, cost
inflation has been incorporated using the U.S. EIA's annual Consumer All-Urban Price
Index.
The table below summarizes the key assumptions underlying the estimated tariffs/tolls
for the Alaskan Section, the Yukon-BC Section and the GTP based on receipt volumes
into the pipeline at Prudhoe Bay:

TransCanada
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ALASKA
SECTION

YUKON-BC
SECTION

4.5

4.5

Initial Volumes (Bcf/d)

GTP

-l

4.5

48"

48"

Gas Heat Content (Btu/cf)

1,067

1,067

Fuel

1.03%

1.30%

Pipe Diameter

TOTAL
PIPELINE

4.40%

Debt/Equity %
Pre start-up

70/30%

70/30%

70/30%

Post start-up

75/25%

75/25%

75/25%

Return on Equity

14.00%

14.00%

14.00%

Interest Rate (with U.S. Loan Guarantee)

4.70%

4.70%

4.70%

Interest Rate (without U.S. Loan Guarantee)

6.20%

6.20%

6.20%

Capital Cost (2007 US$ Million)

10,084

9,217

19,301

5,800

1,612

1,435

3,047

930

Cost Escalation
State Reimbursement

(253)

Property Tax During Construction
AFUDC
Total Project Cost (US$ Million)

(154)

312

0

(406)
312

(94)
190

1,650

1,488

3,138

989

13,405

11,987

25,392

7,815

Working Capital, incl. Line Pack

89

68

157

27

Initial Rate Base (US$ Million)

13,494

12,054

25,549

7,842

Opex (% of Capex)

0.67%

0.67%

2.00%

Property Tax(% of Net Book Value)

2.00%

1.15%

2.00%

Income Tax Rates

41.11%

33.50%

41.11%

···-

'

For the purposes of calculating the indicative tariffs/tolls for the Alaska Section, the
Yukon-Be Section and the GTP, 2018 is assumed as the first year of service.
Annual depreciation rates for the Alaska Section, the Yukon-Be Section and the GTP can
be found in Appendices Kl, K2 and K3 respectively.
Using these assumptions, Transeanada's estimate of the tariffs/tolls (excluding fuel) for
the Alaska Section, the Yukon-Be Section and the GTP components of the Project is
provided in the table below:
-

----•=---

NOMINAL, US$/MMBTU

ALASKA
SECTION

YUKON-BC
SECTION

GTP

Levelized Toil

0.96

0.79

0.62
-··--··

·---
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It is critical to understand that the tariffs/tolls in this Application are calculated based on
information provided by the State, orTranseanada's estimates, of initial volumes, gas
heat content, capital cost, financial parameters, tax rates, operating costs, inflation and
exchange rates, and In-Service Date. A change in one or more of these factors (most of
which me beyond the control ofTranseanada) will also result in a change in these
tariffs/tolls.
In order to illustrate how these tariffs/tolls could change, Transeanada has completed a
number of sensitivities on the above levelized tariffs/tolls. The following chart shows the
tariff/toll sensitivity for the combined Alaska Section and Yukon-Be Section by vmying
the shipping volume, capital cost, interest rate and operating cost.

Alaska Natura! Gas Apeline Project
Key
Vo!urres
(+11-1 Bcf/d)

Sens~W~ies

to Tarn

1.43 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.25

Capttal Cost
(-1/+1 $Billion)

1.85

1.66

Interest rate

1.84

(f\b chg/+100 bps)
Operating Cost
(0.50%/1% of cap~al cost}

1.30

1.50

1.70

1.90

2.10

2.30

Levelized Pipeline Tar~f (USS rmBI:u)

South of Boundary Lake, the Alaska Shippers would pay the Alberta System receipt toll
for access to the Alberta Hub. For the purposes of this economic viability analysis,
Transeanada has assumed the Alberta System toll, exclusive of fuel, would remain at
$0.15/mmBtu throughout the analysis period.
As shown in the chart below, the rates for the GTP, the Alaska Section and Yukon-Be
Section are designed to remain constant over the life of the contract term. However, as
described in Section 2.2.3. 7 "Negotiated Rates", certain toll components such as
operating and maintenance costs, income taxes, non-income related taxes, etc. are
structured as flow-through items, therefore rates that Shippers would pay may be
different than the above indicative rates to the extent that the actual amounts for one or
more of these components vmy from the estimate.
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I'Jaska Natural Gas Pipeline
Levelized Tolls Including Fuel
Nominal US$/MMBtu- Prudhoe Bay to I'Jberta Hub
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The table below summarizes the Year I tariffs/tolls for the various sections of the Project.
The total cost for shipping Alaskan gas from Prudhoe Bay to the Alberta Hub, inclusive of
GTP processing tariff and fuel charges, is estimated to be $2. 88/mmBtu in Year I and
gradually increases to $3.42/mmBtu by Year 25 as a result of the increase in fuel cost over
the years (fuel cost is a function of the underlying gas prices assumption) .
..

Year 1
Nominal,
US$/mmBtu
Levelized Toll
Fuel Cost
Toll including Fuel

b)

··~•==c~-

Alaska
Section

Yukon-Be
Section

GTP

Alberta
Section

0.96
0.04
1.00

0.79
0.05

0.62
0.18

0.15
0.08

0.84

0.80

0.23

-

Total

2.53
0.35
2.88

Expected Revenues for Various Project Stakeholders

Using the State's provided natural gas prices at the Hemy Hub, adjusted for the basis
differential to the Alberta Hub, TransCanada estimates that over the first 25-years of
operation, the aggregate netback to Alaska Producers, after royalties and taxes but before
assumed upstream costs (see discussion below on costs upstream of GTP), from the sale
of Alaskan natural gas and natural gas liquids will amount to $171 billion if the pipeline
operates at I 00% load factor.
Refer to Appendix R "Economic Viability Analysis" for Project stakeholders' revenue
assessment. This is also included in MS Excel formal on the COs enclosed with this
Application.
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This revenue figure is based on:
•

Natural gas volume at the outlet of the GTP of 4.5 bcf/d;

•

Heat content of I ,067 Btu/cf;

•

The Stale provided the U.S. EIA gas price forecast for all RF A applicants to
assess the project economic viability. The U.S. EIA forecasts for Henry Hub
natural gas spot prices (see Appendix L "EIA Forecasts") are in constant 2005
dollars per mmBiu. TransCanada has inflated these forecasted prices by the U.S.
EIA All-Urban Consumer Price Indices (see Appendix L "EIA Forecasts") to
nominal dollars. In addition, since the U.S. EIA's gas price forecasts only cover
up to year 2030, TransCanada has assumed the gas prices in constant 2005 dollars
remain unchanged after 2030, and the annual inflation rate from 2031 to 2042
continues to be the same as that in 2030;

•

A basis differential of US$0.75/mmBiu between the Hemy Hub and Albe1ia Hub
prices; and

•

NGL value of approximately $0.06/mmBiu in 2007 dollars as described in
Section 2.2.3.15(4) ''NGL Value Estimate" and Appendix 0 "NGL Value
Assessment".

U.S. EIA Henry Hub Spot Frices in Norrinal US$/rrrrBtu
18.00
16.00
14.00

"'
Cl>
0

·c

a.

"'"'

(.!)

-

-----1

12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0

(')

0
0J

"' .,.
0

(')

0

0J

0

0J

EIA forecast in 2005$ escalated with EIA's CF1

•

Costs Upstream of GTP
TransCanada does not have direct knowledge regarding Alaska producers'
production costs for natural gas in their various reservoirs. In order to comply
with the RF A requirements, it was necessary for TransCanada to make
assumptions relating to the upstream natural gas production costs in order to
calculate the Iota! revenues to governments. TransCanada has assumed that the
upstream production costs for natural gas would be in the range of $1.00 to
$2.00/mmBiu. For the purposes of calculating govemment revenues,
TransCanada has used the midpoint of thai range ($1.50/mrnBtu in 2007 dollars)
as the assumed upstream natural gas production costs.
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Royalty and Taxes
This analysis utilizes the Alaska royalty rates, prope11y tax and income ta"l: rates
as provided in the RF A document. Since the State did not provide a gas
production tax rate, and TransCanada does not know how that will be set by the
State in the future, TransCanada has used a simplified structure to complete this
analysis. Trans Canada has assumed a flat gas production tax rate of 25% for
calculating the production ta"l: revenues to the State. Also, given TransCanada
does not have knowledge regarding the field operating costs and future upstream
capital investments, TransCanada has taken a simple approach in estimating the
production tax revenues to the State by multiplying the flat 25% tax rate by the
netback value of the gas after subtracting the above assumed upstream production
costs at the wellhead.

Based on the above assumptions, Trans Canada has estimated the expected aggregate cash
flows for the various Project stakeholders. This is shown in the following chart:

Alaska North Slope Natural Gas
Expected Undiscounted Cash Flow Contribution
First 25 years of operations
In Billions of US$
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Netback Analysis

TransCanada has also completed a net back analysis using the assumptions mentioned
above. Given the increase in natural gas prices forecasted by the U.S. EIA and the
relatively flat nature of the tolls, TransCanada expects that the Alaska producers, the
State and the U.S. and Canadian federal governments will see increasing levels of cash
flow over the life of the project. The results of the analysis, which are captured in the
following chart, illustrate the economic viability of the Project.
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Fort Nelson Option Upside

In the event TransCanada is successful in commercially moving the receipt point that
provided access to the Alberta Hub/NIT for the Alaska gas upstream to Fort Nelson from
Boundary Lake, this would provide the Alaska Shippers a toll savings in the range of
$0. 13/mmBtu to $0. 18/mmBtu or approximately $240 million to $330 million per year.
This toll savings would produce a net increase in after-tax net back to the Alaska Shippers
of approximately $2.2 billion to $3. I billion, and an increase in Alaska's royalty and ta-.;
revenues of approximately $2.5 billion to $3.4 billion, over a 25-year contract term.
e)

Expansion Economics

TransCanada believes that it has chosen the optimal design for the initial phase of the
Project if 4.5 bcf/d of gas is committed in the initial Open Season. With the expected
availability of higher volumes of natural gas in the future, TransCanada's design would
permit inexpensive expansions of the Pipeline System. These inexpensive expansions,
primarily relying on the addition of compression, would allow TransCanada to apply
rolled-in toll treatment to the expansion costs, thereby fwther enhancing the long-term
economics of the Pipeline System
TransCanada's expansion case assumptions are based on the following capital cost (in
2007 dollars, net of state reimbursement, before cost escalation, prope1ty tax paid during
construction and AFUDC) and fuel for the Alaska and Yukon-BC Sections of the
Pipeline System:
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PiPELINE CAPACITY
SeFID

ALASKA
SECTION

YUKON-BC
SECTION

TOTAL US$
BILLION

FUEL

18.9
2.3%
4.50
9.8
9.1
5.10
10.6
9.8
20.4
3.0%
--·-·----------··--·----:-::-:-----=-c-:---------------.. ----5.90
11.4
10.4
21.9
3.7%
·---·-.. ·--··-·
6.50
12.6
11.8
24.3
4.6%
------::-c-c------ ------·-----·------·----·------------·------·-- ------=--=c:-:----7.20
13.9
13.1
27.0
5.6%

For the purposes of expansion tolling, TransCanada has assumed changes to the
following variables leaving all other parameters unchanged:

Expansion Assumptions

1

_Qebt/fO_g_tJii)l_!~

+-~Q/4QOj,_ _ No -~S. Loan Guarantee ________ _

~~::~:i~~~perating cost --·----- ~66~ ~{~~~~~~~~;~~i~}~~e~S!---As shown in the chart below, tariffs/tolls, including fuel, for expansions of up to 7.2 bcf!d
are expected to fall below 115% of the initial4.5 bcf!d tariff/toll. Since the timing of
expansions are unknown at this time, for simplification purposes, these expansion cases
assume the timing of these expansions are the same as the initial build.
Alaska Natural Gas Rpeline
Tariff!Tolls for Various Econonic Expansion Cases

2.50
2.00

ill

1.50

~

1.00

~

::J

0.50
0.00
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5.1
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Expansion Cases in Bcfld

IIE!!!ISI Vv'ithout Fuel
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TARIFFITOLL OF EXPANSION CASES As A PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL
4.5 BCF/D TARIFFITOLL
Pipeline Capacity
Without Fuel
With Fuel
4.5 bcf/d
100%
100%
5.1 bcf/d
96%
97%
5.9 bcf/d
91%
94%
93%
6.5 bcf/d
98%
7.2 bcf/d
95%
103%

State Revenues

f)

Based on a 4.5 bcf/d case. Trans Canada's analysis suggests that royalty and production
taxes would contribute over 70% of the expected cash flow of the State's revenues from
the Project:
Alaska Natural Gas Project
Expected Aggregate Cash Flow to State of Alaska
4 Years of Construction & 25 years of Operations
In Nominal US$ Billions

o Royalty
Production tax
o Income tax
o Property tax
l1il

•

Based on the above projection for a 4.5 bcf/d Project, the average annual revenue
that the State would receive from the Project is approximately $4.2 billion, in
nominal dollars. This is almost equivalent to the amount of oil and gas revenues
that the State collected in 2006. (Note: State of Alaska's Spring 2007 Revenue
Sources Book shows the total oil and gas revenues collected by the State in the
year of 2006 was $4,358.9 million )

•

Using the various discoWlt rates provided in AS 43.90.170, TransCanada has
calculated the present value of anticipated cash flows to the State of Alaska. TI1e
amounts presented in the table below confirm the significant direct economic
.. value of the Project to the State:
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DISCOUNT
RATE

•

If------------US$ BILLIONS
------DISCOUNTED

·-~·"

'""'

.....

~-··-

TO 1/1/2008

DISCOUNTED
TO 1/1/2018

$78

2%

$65

5%

$33

$53

6%

$27

$47

8%

$18

$38

-

Using the same assumptions as stated in Section 2.1 0.1 (2)(b) "Expected Revenues
for Various Project Stakeholders" and the timing of expansion the same as the
initial build, TransCanada has completed a sensitivity on the expected revenues for
various project stakeholders on the selected expansion cases, as tabled below:

·-·--·"

--~

VOLUME

ALASKA
PRODUCERS
NETBACK,
AFTER TAXES
& ROYALTIES

STATE OF

US FED

ALASKA

Gov'T

TRANSCANADA
(ROE)

CANADIAN
FEDERAL,
PROVINCIAL.
TERRITORIAL

Gov'T

US$ BILLIONS
4.5 bcf/d

171

105

5.9 bcf/d

227
274

7.2 bcf/d

g)

....

-

43

16

139

56

19

10

165

67

25

13

,,,···~·"

8

-

Netback Sensitivity Analysis

The U.S. EIA projects natural gas prices at Hemy hub in constant 2005 dollars. For its
base netback analysis, TransCanada applied the U.S. ElA's annual All-Urban Consumer
Price Index (the "CPI") to inflate the U.S. EIA's forecasted gas prices to nominal dollars
and then deducted pipeline and GTP tolls (also in nominal dollars) to calculate the
net back before royalty and taxes. Because natural gas prices are volatile and forecasts
could change, Trans Canada has completed a sensitivity 1malysis on the net back by
reducing the U.S. EIA forecasted 2005 constant dollars Hemy Hub natural gas spot prices
by one dollar across the entire forecast period. The adjusted gas prices were then inflated
with CPI to nominal dollars for netback sensitivity analysis. The charts below show the
natural gas prices that Trans Canada used for the net back sensitivity analysis and the
results of the sensitivity analysis with respect to expected undiscounted cash flows to
various Project stakeholders.
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Henry Hub Spot Prices in nominal US$/mmBtu
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Alaska North Slope Natural Gas
Expected Undiscounted Cash Flow Contribution
First 25 years of operations
In Billions of US$
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Selection of Destination Markets

TransCanada has selected the Alberta Hub as the gas market for the purposes of determining
the economics of the Project. TransCanada believes that connecting to the Alberta Hub
would provide the best economics for Alaska gas, from both a natural gas and natural gas
liquids perspective. The key advantages of integration with the Alberta System are both
economic and the ability to reduce risk. Given the long-lead time of the Project and the
uncertainties of market demand for natural gas over time, the flexibility of this integrated
solution offers many advantages:
•

Highest netback for Alaska gas;

•

lowest transportation toll to the Alberta Hub;

•

easy access to:
o the most liquid market for natural gas and one of the most liquid market for
NGLs; and
o multiple export pipelines from Alberta to North American markets;

•

the value of market-based NGLs through several options as described in Section
2.2.3.15 "Plan for Gas Processing and NGL Markets";

•

mitigates risk of capital overruns by:
o integration with existing facilities;
o staged construction, shorter lead-times; and
o taking advantage of existing spare capacity;

•

minimizes firm transpo1iation commitments by utilizing available capacity; and

• . provides integration benefits to all stakeholders, Alaska ShippersaJ1dWCSB
shippers.
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(Submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)
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AGIA- NGL Value Assessment
(Gas Heat Content at 1,067 Btu/cf)

Alberta Specification Product Reference Prices (Annual Average)

2005

2004
Propane- C3 {C$trn 3
Butane- IC4 & NC4 (C$/m 3 )
Pentane - C5+ (C$/rn 3)

2006

272.08
326.69
469.99

221.50
277.19
348.88

Average

277.64
366.23
491.77

257.07
323.37

436.88

AECO "C" Natural Gas Prices

2004

2005

Before NGLs
Extraction

Btu Content (btu/cO

1,067

Quan!l!ies of Gas (mmcf/d)

4,500

Gas

Average
6.98
7.37

2006
8.051
8.491

6.45
6.81

Natural Gas (C$/GJ
Natural Gas (C$/mmBtu)

6.45
6.81

After NGLs
Extraction

Volume
Shrinkage

Btu Shrinkage

-

67

1,000
4,220

280

Daily Liquids Rev< <Ue

'

_uq_~ds_

Liqu<as,,,
Product Prices

Mole!

I> UUUJ

(00"0)

C02 Cacbon Dioxide

1.5%

'

-Ethane

bbl)

12 '

$:'
$;'

I

I

'

•- Pen ane,
OTAL

bbl)
>5,51

ITOTAL

18 '

i 1 cost & Gas:

i
(>'000)

I
Gas
TOTAL

i

"

I"

'Cosls
C$i.

''

NET LIQUIDS UPLIFT( in~
I in 2007

$893
$4,284
$5,170
$34'
$0.06

' Publishecllly tile Government of Alberta. See attac11ec1 schedules
' 30-day spot prices. Sources: Gas Daily, Canadian Gas Price Re[Xlrter ami Natural Gas lntellrgence
3
Estimated IJyTranscanada
'· Provided in section 2 of the RFA
Based UflOn a 4.5 bclld daily gas volumes input to pipe at Prudhoe Bay.
' Assuming a 75% and 100% recovery ratio for et11ane and all other NGls, respectrvely
1
Assuming etllane attracts no premium beyond the assumed average gas price
·' TransCanada estimates, based on mformation preserlled by various part res in the cmrent AEUB NGLs mquiry
c, Exchange rate assl!med to be USS1 "'CS1.2156
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ECONOMIC VIABILITY ANALYSIS ( 1 ,067 8TU/CF)

(Submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)
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2.10 PROJECT VIABILITY
2.10.1 Economic Viability
In determining the Project's economic viability and its impacts during the development and
operations phases, TransCanada has relied on a number of assumptions. TransCanada has
ensured that these assumptions are consistent with those prescribed in Section 3.2.1 of the
RFA.
1)

Macro-Economic Impact

The potential macro-economic benefits during the development and operating phases of the
Project are aHributable to the direct Project expenditures as well as indirect or induced
benefits resulting from the direct expenditures. These benefits can be estimated through
state, provincial/territorial and federal level Input-Output models.
While Trans Canada has not yet estimated a dollar value for these aggregate impacts for the
entire Project, TransCanada has in the past completed such an analysis for the Canada
Section of the Project. Therefore, TransCanada is confident that the macro-economic
impacts of the entire Project will be very significant given:
•

the size of expenditures involved;

•

the duration and magnitude of construction labor employment, during initial build and
subsequent expansions;

•

the use of advanced technology in materials and construction techniques to suit the
adverse terrain and weather conditions;

•

the stimulation of incremental exploration and production activities for hydrocarbons
on the North Slope of Alaska and along the pipeline route; and

•

the number of communities that the pipeline will traverse.

2)

Project Economics
a)

Tolls

One of the key variables in determining the economic viability of the Project is the toll.
For the purposes of this Section 2. I 0.1, TransCanada has assumed that all Shippers would
elect the Negotiated Rate option. Refer to Section 2.2.3.7 ''Negotiated Rates" for the
structure of the Negotiated Rates. In the determination of these Negotiated Rates, cost
inflation has been incorporated using the U.S. EIA's annual Consumer All-Urban Price
Index.
The table below summarizes the key assumptions underlying the estimated tariffs/tolls
for the Alaskan Section, the Yukon-BC Section and the GTP based on receipt volumes
into the pipeline at Prudhoe Bay:
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TOTAL
PIPELINE

ALASKA
SECTION

YUKON-BC
SECTION

Initial Volumes (Sefid)

4.5

4.5

Pipe Diameter

48"

48"

1 '118
0.94%

1 '118
1.21%

Pre start-up

70/30%

70/30%

70/30%

Post start-up

75/25%

75/25%

75/25%

Return on Equity

14.00%

14.00%

14.00%

Interest Rate (with U.S. Loan Guarantee)

4.70%

4.70%

4.70%
6.20%

Gas Heat Content (Btu/cf)
Fuel

GTP
4.5

4.40%

Debt/Equity %

Interest Rate (without U.S Loan Guarantee)

6.20%

6.20%

Capital Cost (2007 US$ Million)

10,084

9,217

19,301

5,800

1,612

1,435

3,047

930

Cost Escalation
State Reimbursement
Property Tax During Construction
AFUDC
Total Project Cost (US$ Million)

(253)

(154)

(406)

(94)

312

190

312

0

1,650

1,488

3,138

989

13,405

11,987

25,392

7,815

Working Capital, incl. Line Pack

89

68

157

27

Initial Rate Base (US$ Million)

13,494

12,054

25,549

7,842

Opex (% of Capex)

0.67%

0.67%

2.00%

Property Tax(% of Net Book Value)

2.00%

1.15%

2.00%

Income Tax Rates

41.11%

33.50%

41.11%

For the purposes of calculating the indicative tariffs/tolls for the Alaska Section, the
Yukon-Be Section and the GTP, 201 8 is assumed as the first year of service.
Annual depreciation rates for the Alaska Section, the Yukon-Be Section and the GTP can
be found in Appendices Kl, K2 and K3 respectively.
Using these assumptions, Transeanada's estimate of the tariffs/tolls (excluding fuel) for
the Alaska Section, the Yukon-Be Section and the GTP components of the Project is
provided in the table below:
--
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NOMINAL, US$/MMBTU

ALASKA
SECTION

YUKON-BC
SECTION

GTP

Levelized Toll

0.92

0.75

0.59

.•. -·-··- .
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It is critical to understand that the tariffs/tolls in this Application are calculated based on
information provided by the State, or TransCanada's estimates, of initial volumes, gas
heat content, capital cost, financial parameters, tax rates, operating costs, inflation and
exchange rates, and In-Service Date. A change in one or more of these factors (most of
which are beyond the control of TransCanada) will also result in a change in these
tariffs/tolls.

In order to illustrate how these tariffs/tolls could change, Trans Canada has completed a
number of sensitivities on the above levelized tariffs/tolls. The following chart shows the
tariff/toll sensitivity for the combined Alaska Section and Yukon-BC Section by varying
the shipping volume, capital cost, interest rate and operating cost.

Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Project
Key Sensitivities to Tariff

"'!illl!ll!ll!ll!ll!l.l!ll!ll!ll!ll!ll!ll!llllll!

Volumes
(+1/*1
Sefid) 1·37 li

Capital O>st
(-1/+1 $Billion)

1.58 • • •i11.77

Interest rate
(No chg/+100 bps)

1.76

2.15

Operating Cost
(0.50%/1% of capital cost)
1.30

1.50

1.70

1.90

2.10

2.30

levelized Pipeline Tariff (US$ mnBtu)

South of Boundmy Lake, the Alaska Shippers would pay the Alberta System receipt toll
for access to the Alberta Hub. For the purposes of this economic viability analysis,
TransCanada has assumed the Alberta System toll, exclusive of fuel, would remain at
$0.15/mmBtu throughout the analysis period.
As shown in the chm·t below, the rates for the GTP, the Alaska Section m1d Yukon-BC
Section are designed to remain constant over the life of the contract term. However, as
described in Section 2.2.3.7 "Negotiated Rates", certain toll components such as
operating and maintenance costs, income taxes, non-income related taxes, etc. are
structured as flow-through items, therefore rates that Shippers would pay may be
different than the above indicative rates to the extent that the actual amounts for one or
more of these components vary from the estimate.
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Alaska Natural Gas Pieetine
Le,.,lized Tolls Including Fuel
Nominal US$/MMBtu- Prudhoe Bay to Alberta Hub
...................
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The table below summarizes the Year I tariffs/tolls for the various sections of the Project.
The total cost for shipping Alaskan gas from Prudhoe Bay to the Alberta Hub, inclusive of
GTP processing tariff and fuel charges, is estimated to be $2.76/mmBtu in Year I and
gradtwlly increases to $3.30/mmBtu by Yem 25 as a result of the increase in fuel cost over
the years (fuel cost is a function of the underlying gas prices assumption).

Year1
Nominal,
US$/mmBtu
Levelized Toll
Fuel Cost
Toll including Fuel

b)

Alaska
Section

Yukon-Be
Section

0.92

0.75

0.04
0.96

0.05
0.80

GTP

0.59
0.18
0.77

Alberta
Section

0.15
0.08
0.23

Total

2.41
0.35
2.76

Expected Revenues for Various Project Stakeholders

Using the State's provided natural gas prices at the Hemy Hub, adjusted for the basis
differential to the Alberta Hub, TransCanada estimates that over the first 25-years of
operation, the aggregate net back to Alaska Producers, after royalties and taxes but before
assumed upstream costs (see discussion below on costs upstream of GTP), from the sale
of Alaskan natural gas ru1d natural gas liquids will amount to $183 billion if the pipeline
operates at I 00% load factor.
Refer to Appendix R "Economic Viability Analysis" for Project stakeholders' revenue
assessment. This is also included in MS Excel format on the CDs enclosed with this
Application.
This revenue figure is based on:
•

Natural gas volume at the outlet of the GTP of 4.5 bcf/d;
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•

Heat content of 1,118 Btu/cf;

•

The State provided the U.S. EIA gas price forecast for all RFA applicants to
assess the project economic viability. The U.S. EIA forecasts for Henry Hub
natural gas spot prices (see Appendix L "EIA Forecasts") are in constant 2005
dollars per mmBtu. Trans Canada has inflated these forecasted prices by the U.S.
EIA All-Urban Consumer Price Indices (see Appendix L "EIA Forecasts") to
nominal dollars. In addition, since the U.S. EIA's gas price forecasts only cover
up to year 2030, Trans Canada has assumed the gas prices in constant 2005 dollars
remain unchanged after 2030, and the annual inflation rate from 2031 to 2042
continues to be the same as that in 2030;

•

A basis differential of US$0.75/mmBtu between the Hemy Hub and Alberta Hub
prices; and

•

NGL value of approximately $0.14/mmBtu in2007 dollars as described in
Section 2.2.3.15(4) "NGL Value Estimate" and Appendix 0 "NGL Value
Assessment".

Henry Hub Spot Prices in nominal US$/mmBtu
16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00

~~~

~~~~~~

4.00
2.00
"'

0

0J

0J

0

~

EIA forecast in 2005$ escalated

•

I

~-.-~,.~·-·~~-~~J
0

80J

0J

80J

"'

8

g0

g0J

0J

0J

0J

w rrh Ell\'s CA

Costs Upstream of GTP
TransCanada does not have direct knowledge regarding Alaska producers'
production costs for natural gas in their various reservoirs. In order to comply
with the RFA requirements, it was necessary for TransCanada to make
assumptions relating to the upstream natural gas production costs in order to
calculate the total revenues to governments. TransCanada has assumed that the
upstream production costs for natural gas would be in the nmge of$1.00 to
$2.00/mmBtu. For the purposes of calculating government revenues,
TransCanada has used the midpoint of that range ($1.50/mmBtu in2007 dollars)
as the assumed upstream natural gas production costs.
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Royalty and Taxes
This m1alysis utilizes the Alaska royalty rates, prope!iy tm.: and income ta>: rates
as provided in the RF A document. Since the State did not provide a gas
production tax rate, m1d TransCwada does not know how that will be set by the
State in the future, Trans Canada has used a simplified structure to complete this
m1alysis. Trans Canada has assumed a flat gas production tax rate of 25% for
calculating the production tax revenues to the State. Also, given TrwsCanada
does not have knowledge regarding the field operating costs m1d future upstream
capital investments, TransCanada has taken a simple approach in estimating the
production tax revenues to the State by multiplying the flat25% tax rate by the
net back value of the gas after subtracting the above assumed upstream production
costs at the wellhead.

Based on the above assumptions, TransCmmda has estimated the expected aggregate cash
flows for the various Project stakeholders. This is shown in the following chart:
Alaska North Slope Natural Gas
Expected Undiscounted Cash Flow Contribution
First 25 years of operations
In Billions of US$
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Netback Analysis

TransCm1ada has also completed a net back analysis using the assumptions mentioned
above. Given the increase in natural gas prices forecasted by the U.S. EIA and the
relatively flat nature of the tolls, TransCmwda expects that the Alaska producers, the
State and the U.S. and Canadian federal govemments will see increasing levels of cash
flow over the life of the project. The results of the analysis, which are captured in the
following chart, illustrate the economic viability of the Project.
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Alaska Producer Netback Profile

30
25

.g 20
c

ijj

""
::J
(f)

15
10
5

=Producer Netback, After Royalties & Taxes
=Government Revenues from Upstream Royalties & Taxes
-

GTP/Pipeline Cost including Fuel

--+-Total Revenue
d)

Fort Nelson Option Upside

In the event TransCanada is successful in commercially moving the receipt point that
provided access to the Alberta Hub/NIT for the Alaska gas upstream to Fort Nelson from
Boundmy Lake, this would provide the Alaska Shippers a toll savings in the range of
$0.13/mmBtu to $0.18/mmBtu or approximately $240 million to $330 million per year.
This toll savings would produce a net increase in after-tax netback to the Alaska Shippers
of approximately $2.2 billion to $3.1 billion, and an increase in Alaska's royalty m1d tax
revenues of approximately $2.5 billion to $3.4 billion, over a 25-year contract term.
e)

Expansion Economics

TransCm1ada believes that it has chosen the optimal design for the initial phase of the
Project if 4.5 bcf/d of gas is committed in the initial Open Season. With the expected
availability of higher volumes of natural gas in the future, Trm1sCanada's design would
permit inexpensive expm1sions of the Pipeline System. These inexpensive expm1sions,
primarily relying on the addition of compression, would allow TrMsCMada to apply
rolled-in toll treatment to the expMsion costs, thereby further enhancing the long-term
economics of the Pipeline System.
TransCanada's expansion case assumptions are based on the following capital cost (in
2007 dollars, net of state reimbursement, before cost escalation, property tax paid during
construction and AFUDC) and fuel for the Alaska Md Yukon-BC Sections of the
Pipeline System:

TransCanada
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ALASKA
SECTION

4.50
5.10
5.90
6.50
7.20

YUKON-BC
SECTION

TOTAL US$
BILLION

FUEL

9.8
9.1
18.9
2.2%
........... ----------------9.8
20.4
2.8%
10.6
21.9
11.4
10.4
3.4%
12.6
11.8
24.3
4.2%
.................... - - - - - - - - - · · - - ............
·---13.9
13.1
27.0
5.1%

---~-------------------------

_

......

For the purposes of expansion tolling, TransCanada has assumed changes to the
following variables leaving all other parameters unchanged:

I
[)~bt/Equity%

.........

Expansion Assumptions

---------"·-~-

60/40%
6.20%
1.00%

-----------

Cost of Debt
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Expansion Operating Cost

l

No U.S. Loan Guarantee
-------·------------------------No U.S. Loan Guarantee
of Incremental Capital Cost

As shown in the chart below, tariffs/tolls, including fuel, for expansions of up to 7.2 bcf/d
are expected to fall below 115% of the initial 4.5 bcf/d tariff/toll. Since the timing of
expru1sions are unknown at this time, for simplification purposes, these expansion cases
assume the timing of these expansions are the same as the initial build.
Alaska Natural Gas Rpeline
Tariff !Tolls for Various Econorric Expansion Cases

2.50
2.00
~

10 1.50
E

~

:::J

1.00
0.50
0.00
4.5

5.1

5.9

6.5

7.2

Expansion Gases in Bcf/d

llllllillll 'Mthout Fuel
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TARIFFfTOLL OF EXPANSION CASES AS A PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL
4.5 BCF/D TARIFFfTOLL
Pipeline Capacity
Without Fuel
With Fuel
4.5 bcf/d
100%
100%
5.1 bcf/d
96%
98%
5.9 bcf/d
94%
91%
6.5 bcf/d
93%
99%
7.2 bcf/d
95%
103%

State Revenues

f)

Based on a 4.5 bcf/d case, Trans Canada's analysis suggests that royalty and production
taxes would contribute over 70% of the expected cash flow of the State's revenues from
the Project:
Alaska Natural Gas Project
Expected Aggregate Cash Flow to State of Alaska
4 Years of Construction & 25 years of Operations
In Nominal US$ Billions

o Royalty
1111 Production tax

o Income tax
o Property tax

I_ --- --- ---- --- -------------- - ---------------------- ----------------------------------- ---

•

Based on the above projection for a 4.5 bcf/d Project, the average annual revenue
that the State would receive from the Project is approximately $4.6 billion, in
nominal dollars. This is equivalent to the amount of oil and gas revenues that the
State collected in 2006. (Note: State of Alaska's Spring 2007 Revenue Sources
Book shows the total oil and gas revenues collected by the State in the year of
2006 was $4,358.9 million.)

•

Using the various discount rates provided in AS 43.90.170, TransCanada has
calculated the present valueofanticipated_cash flows to the State of Alaska. The
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amounts presented in the table below confirm the significant direct economic
value of the Project to the Stale:
US$ BILLIONS
-~,~-~~----~---

DISCOUNT
RATE

•

---------

DISCOUNTED
TO 1/1/2008

·---·-·--

DISCOUNTED
TO 1/1/2018

2%

$71

$86

5%

$36

$58

6%

$29

$52

8%

$20

$42

-----

~-···-··-

Using the same assumptions as slated in Section 2.1 0.1 (2)(b) "Expected Revenues
for Various Project Stakeholders" and the liming of expansion the same as !he
initial build, TransCanada has completed a sensitivity on the expected revenues for
various project stakeholders on !he selected expansion cases, as tabled below:
..

"·-··-

VOLUME

ALASKA
PRODUCERS
NETBACK,
AFTER TAXES
& ROYALTIES

STATE OF
ALASKA

US FED
Gov'T

...

-~~

TRANSCANADA
(ROE)

CANADIAN
FEDERAL,
PROVINCIAL.
TERRITORIAL

Gov'r
US$ BILLIONS

4.5 bcf/d

183

115

46

16

8

5.9 bcf/d

243

152

62

19

10

7.2 bcf/d

294

180

73

25

g)

·-···

---------

13

Netback Sensitivity Analysis

The U.S. E!A projects natural gas prices a! Henry hub in constant 2005 dollars. For its
base net back analysis, TransCanada applied the U.S. EIA's annual All-Urban Consumer
Price Index (!he "CPI") to inf1ale the U.S. EJA's forecasted gas prices to nominal dollars
and then deducted pipeline and GTP lolls (also in nominal dollars) to calculate the
net back before royalty and !axes. Because natural gas prices are volatile and forecasts
could change, Trans Canada has completed a sensitivity analysis on the nelback by
reducing the U.S. EJA forecasted 2005 constant dollars Henry Hub natural gas spot prices
by one dollar across the entire forecast period. The adjusted gas prices were then inf1atecl
with CP! to nominal dollars for ne!back sensitivity analysis. The charts below show the
natural gas prices !hal TransCanada used for the net back sensitivity analysis and the
results of the sensitivity analysis with respect to expected undiscountecl cash f1ows lo
various Project stakeholders.
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Henry Hub Spot Prices in nominal US$/mmBtu
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Alaska A-oducer Netback A-ofile
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ii5
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=

A-oducer Netback, After Royalties & Taxes

=Government Revenues from Upstream Royalties & Taxes
-

GTP/Pipeline Cost including Fuel

-.-Total Revenue
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Alaska North Slope Natural Gas
Expected Undiscounted Cash Flow Contribution
First 25 years of operations
In Billions of US$
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Selection of Destination Markets

TransCanada has selected the Alberta Hub as the gas market for the purposes of determining
the economics of the Project. TransCanada believes that connecting to the Alberta Hub
would provide the best economics for Alaska gas, from both a natural gas and natural gas
liquids perspective_ The key advantages of integration with the Alberta System are both
economic and the ability to reduce risk. Given the long-lead time of the Project and the
uncertainties of market demand for natural gas over time, the flexibility of this integrated
solution offers many advantages:
•

Highest netback for Alaska gas;

•

lowest transportation toll to the Alberta Hub;

•

easy access to:
o the most liquid market for natural gas and one of the most liquid market for
NGLs; and
o multiple export pipelines from Alberta to North American markets;

•

the value of market-based NGLs through several options as described in Section
2_2_3_ 15 "Plan for Gas Processing and NGL Markets";

•

mitigates risk of capital overruns by:
o integration with existing facilities;
o staged construction, shorter lead-times; and
o taking advantage of existing spare capacity;

•

minimizes firm transportation commitments by utilizing available capacity; and

•

provides integration benefits to all stakeholders,i\laska Shippers and WCSB
shippers_
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2.11 PROPOSED REIMBURSEMENT
1)

Contribution by the State

After careful consideration of the requirements to prepare and cany out the initial binding
Open Season, and to prosecute certification with FERC, Trans Canada proposes the following
State reimbursement percentage and amount, covering the Development Phase's
expenditures for the Alaska Section and the Yukon-BC Section, for the period commencing
on the date the License is awarded and ending on the date the initial binding Open Season
closes ("Open Season Period"), and for the period that starts on the date following the close
of the initial binding Open Season and ending on the date that the FERC final certification
authorizing commencement of construction is granted ("Certification Period"). TransCanada
does not seek to share development expenditures with the State for the Alberta Section.
As the result of sharing qualified expenditures, TransCanada estimates that the total
reimbursement by the State during the Open Season Period and the Certification Period
combined would be $500.0 million. The following reimbursement schedules are provided in
compliance with the RFA requirements, they were developed assuming the development
costs would be spent evenly over the FEED period. As the Project plans would be refined
and updated over time, the actual amount and timing of State reimbursement could vary from
that shown below.
a)

State Reimbursement for Open Season Period

TransCanada anticipates that the Open Season Period would be 18 months from the date
that the License is granted (assumed to be April 1, 2008). Costs would be reimbursed
50% by the State. Estimated expenditure the Open Season Period is outlined below.
State reimbursement is estimated by applying the proposed reimbursement ratio (50%) to
the estimated budgeted expenditure in as-spent dollars for the Alaska Section and YukonBe Section. As-spent dollars are calculated by inOating the estimated budgeted
expenditure by the U.S. EIA All-Urban Consumer Price Index (see Appendix L "ElA
Forecasts"):
($'sin Million)

b)

BUDGETED EXPENDITURE
(CONSTANT 2007 $'s)

BUDGETED EXPENDITURE

STATE REIMBURSEMENT

(As-SPENT $'s)

(As-SPENT $'s)

2008

40.2

40.8

20.4

2009

40.3

41.5

20.8

TOTAL

80.5

82.3

. -

-··

41.2

State Reimbursement for Certification Period

TransCanada anticipates that the Certification Period will be 46 months from the date
following the initial binding Open Season (assumed to be September 30, 2009. Costs
would be reimbursed 90% by the State. State reimbursement is estimated by applying the
proposed reimbursement ratio (90%) to the estimated budgeted expenditure in as-spent
dollars for the Alaska Section and Yukon-BC Section. As-spent dollars are calculated by
inOating the estimated budgeted expenditure by the U.S. EIA All-Urban Consumer Price
Index (seeAppendixL''EIA Forecasts"):
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($'s in

Million)

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
TOTAL

2)

TRANSCANADA RESPONSES

BUDGETED EXPENDITURE
(CONSTANT 2007 $'s)

BUDGETED EXPENDITURE
(As-SPENT $'s)

STATE REIMBURSEMENT
(As-SPENT $'s)

33.0
132.2
132.2
132.2
66.1
495.7

34.0
138.3
140.6
143.0
72.8
528.7

30.6
124.4
126.5
128.7
48.6
458.8

Trans Canada's Existing Project Assets

TransCanada Corporation and its wholly-owned subsidiary, Foothills, have invested
approximately $1.7 billion and some 30 years in developing the Canada Section. Foothills
has developed and secured numerous valuable assets for the Project. These assets can
provide significant value to the Project, not only to expedite completion but also to minimile
overall Project costs.
AS 43.90.240 (e) and AS 43.90.440 specif)' that in the event of Project abandonment, or in
the event that the State extends to another person preferential tax treatment or grants any
State money for the purposes of facilitating the construction of a competing natural gas
pipeline, the Licensee is required to convey to the State or its designee all engineering
designs, contracts, permits, and other data related to the Project that are acquired by the
Licensee during the term of the License upon reimbursement by the State of the net amount
of expenditures incurred and paid by the Licensee. TransCanada will comply with these
provisions for new assets developed during the applicable timeframe. However,
TransCanada cannot risk losing its existing assets by participating in the AGIA process.
Therefore, TransCanada's AGJA participation is contingent upon the following condition: all
assets that TransCanada Corporation and its affiliates have developed and secured prior to
the date the Licence is awarded, with or without furlher improvements subsequent to the
Licence date of award, will not be subject to the requirement under AS 43.90.240 (e) or AS
43.90.440 and will remain the property of Trans Canada Corporation or its affiliates.
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Alaska Section
US$Millions

Rate Base Build-up During Development & Execution Phases
Opening

balance
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

9
21
29
38
48
238
1,645
4,360
9,337

Additions

9
11
6
6
6
163
1,189
2,156
3,757
2,529
9,831

Property
Taxes during
contruction

Escalation

Closing
balance

AFUDC

5
33
87
187

0
0
0
0
0
17
144
307
631
512

0
2
3
3
11
69
219
502
841

312

1,612

1,650

9
21
29
38
48
238
1,645
4,360
9,337
13,405
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Alaska Section
US$ Millions
Rate Base Changes During Operating Phase

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

Gas Plant in
Service

Depreciation

13,405
13,456
13,430
13,379
13,301
13,194
13,057
12,885
12,675
12,424
12,129
11,783
11 ,382
10,921
10,392
9,789
9,123
8,405
7,630
6,792
5,885
4,900
3,829
2,663
1,391

51
(26)
(51)
(78)
(107)
(138)
(172)
(210)
(251)
(295)
(346)
(401)
(461)
(529)
(603)
(666)
(718)
(775)
(838)
(907)
(985)
(1 ,071)
(1, 166)
(1,272)
(1,391)

Net Plant

13,456
13,430
13,379
13,301
13,194
13,057
12,885
12,675
12,424
12,129
11,783
11 ,382
10,921
10,392
9,789
9,123
8,405
7,630
6,792
5,885
4,900
3,829
2,663
1,391
0

Working
capital
89
90
90
91
92
92
93
93
93
94
94
94
93
93
92
92
91
89
88
86
84
81
78
75
71

Accumulated
Deferred

Rate Base

Income Tax
(357)
(675)
(986)
(1 ,287)
(1,580)
(1,863)
(2,137)
(2,399)
(2,651)
(2,891)
(3,118)
(3,331)
(3,530)
(3,713)
(3,867)
(3,609)
(3,330)
(3,027)
(2,698)
(2,341)
(1,952)
(1,527)
(1,063)
(556)
(0)

13,188
12,845
12,484
12,105
11,706
11,285
10,841
10,369
9,866
9,332
8,759
8,145
7,484
6,772
6,014
5,605
5,166
4,692
4,182
3,630
3,032
2,383
1,678
910
71

(13,405)
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Alaska Section
US$ Millions

Annual Revenue Requirement

Interest
Expense
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

Revenue

Equity return

Depreciation

466
472
459
446
432
417
401
385
367
348
328
307
283
259
232
211
195
179
161
142
121
98
74
47
18

512
456
443
430
417
402
387
371
354
336
317
296
274
249
224
203
188
173
155
137
117
95
71
45
17

(51)
26
51
78
107
138
172
210
251
295
346
401
461
529
603
666
718
775
838
907
985
1,071
1,166
1,272
1,391

6,846

6,669

13,405

O&M

Property tax Tax allowance requirement

80
81
83
85
87
88
90
92
94
96
98
101
103
105
107
110
112
115
117
120
122
125
128
131
134

324
333
339
344
350
354
358
361
362
364
362
360
355
348
339
326
311
293
272
247
219
186
149
106
56

355
319
312
304
287
278
268
258
247
236
223
210
197
182
170
162
153
144
134
123
111
99
85
71

1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687

2,605

7,417

5,223

42,165

295
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The mode! output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions {most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Alaska Section
US$ Millions

Tariff/Toll
Revenue
requirement

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

TransCanada
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1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687
1,687

MDQ
(MMcf/d)

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

Toll- $/Mcf

1 03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1 03
1 03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03

Toll$/MMBtu

0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Yukon - BC Section
US$Mi1Hons
Rate Base Build-up During Development & Execution Phases
Opening
balance

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

5
12
17
22
28
149
1,380
4,014
8,626

Additions

Escalation

AFUDC

5
6
4
4
4
104
1,049
2,138
3,564
2,187

0
0
0
0
0
11
127
299
585
412

0
1
1
1
2
7
56
196
463
762

9 063

1 435

1 488

Closing
balance

5
12
17
22
28
149
1,380
4,014
8,626
11 ,987
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Yukon - BC Section
US$ Millions

Rate Base Changes During Operating Phase

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

Gas Plant in
Service

Depreciation

11 ,987
11 ,673
11,316
10,936
10,532
10,103
9,647
9,220
8,827
8,429
8,025
7,611
7,187
6,751
6,302
5,838
5,357
4,858
4,338
3,798
3,234
2,645
2,029
1,385
709

(314)
(358)
(380)
(404)
(429)
(455)
(428)
(392)
(398)
(405)
(414)
(424)
(436)
(449)
(464)
(481)
(499)
(519)
(541)
(564)
(589)
(616)
(645)
(675)
(708)

Net Plant

11 ,673
11,316
10,936
10,532
10,103
9,647
9,220
8,827
8,429
8,025
7,611
7,187
6,751
6,302
5,838
5,357
4,858
4,338
3,798
3,234
2,645
2,029
1,385
709
1

Working

ca ita!
68
68
68
69
69
69
70
70
71
71
71
72
72
73
73
74
74
75
75
76
76
77
78
78
79

Rate Base

11,741
11 ,384
11 ,004
10,600
10,172
9,717
9,289
8,898
8,500
8,096
7,682
7,259
6,824
6,375
5,911
5,431
4,932
4,413
3,873
3,310
2,721
2,106
1,462
787
80

(11,986)
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Yukon - BC Section
US$ Millions

Annual Revenue Requirement
Interest
Expense

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

416
419
406
392
377
361
345
330
315
301
286
271
255
239
223
206
188
169
150
130
109
88
65
41
16
6,097

TransCanada
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Revenue
requirement

Tax
allowance

Equity return

Depreciation

457
405
392
378
364
348
333
318
304
290
276
261
246
231
198
181
164
145
126
106
84
62
39
15

314
358
380
404
429
455
428
392
398
405
414
424
436
449
464
481
499
519
541
564
589
616
645
675
708

73
75
77
78
80
82
83
85
87
89
91
93
95
97
99
101
103
106
108
110
113
115
118
121
123

126
129
131
134
137
140
143
146
149
153
156
159
163
166
170
174
178
181
185
190
194
198
202
207
212

54
114
132
148
164
178
191
203
215
226
236
246
256
266
275
284
294
303
312

1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386

5,940

11 ,986

2,401

4,122

4,097

34,643

215

O&M

Property tax

0
(0)
0
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.

Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

Yukon - BC Section
US$ Millions

Tariff/Toll
Revenue
requirement

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

TransCanada
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1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386
1,386

MDQ
(MMcf/d)

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

TollToll- $/Mel

0.84

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84

$/MMB!u

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.

Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

GTP
US$Mil!ions

Rate Base Build-up During Development & Execution Phases
Opening
balance

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

3
8
11
14
18
88
1,172
2,679
5,543

Additions

3
4
2
2
2
61
925
1,175
2,148
1,385
5,706

Property
Taxes during
contruction

Escalation

Closing
balance

AFUDC

0
0

2
23
54
111

0
0
0
0
0
6
112
168
362
282

4
46
140
302
494

190

930

989

3
8
11
14
18
88
1,172
2,679
5,543
7,815
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

GTP
US$ Millions

Rate Base Changes During Operating Phase

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

Gas Plant in
Service

Depreciation

7,815
7,829
7,797
7,751
7,690
7,611
7,516
7,400
7,264
7,104
6,919
6,706
6,462
6,184
5,869
5,515
5,128
4,714
4,270
3,793
3,279
2,725
2,125
1,474
768

14
(31)
(46)
(62)
(78)
(96)
(115)
(137)
(160)
(185)
(213)
(244)
(278)
(315)
(354)
(387)
(414)
(444)
(477)
(514)
(555)
(600)
(650)
(706)
(768)

Net Plant

7,829
7,797
7,751
7,690
7,611
7,516
7,400
7,264
7,104
6,919
6,706
6,462
6,184
5,869
5,515
5,128
4,714
4,270
3,793
3,279
2,725
2,125
1,474
768

Working
capital

27
28
28
29
29
30
30
31
31
31
31
32
32
32
31
31
31
30
30
29
28
27
25
24
22

Accumulated
Deferred
Income Tax
(208)
(393)
(572)
(747)
(915)
(1,078)
(1 ,235)
(1,385)
(1,529)
(1 ,665)
(1 ,794)
(1 ,915)
(2,027)
(2, 130)
(2, 173)
(2,023)
(1,863)
(1,690)
(1,503)
(1 ,301)
(1,082)
(845)
(587)
(306)
(0)

Rate Base

7,648
7,433
7,208
6,972
6,726
6,467
6,196
5,909
5,606
5,285
4,943
4,579
4,189
3,771
3,373
3,136
2,882
2,611
2,320
2,007
1,670
1,306
912
486
22

(7,815)
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The mode! output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

GTP
US$ Millions

Annual Revenue Requirement
Interest
Expense

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

Equity return

Depreciation

271
273
265
257
248
239
230
219
209
197
185
173
159
144
130
118
109
100
89
78
67
54
40
25
9

298
264
256
248
240
231
222
212
202
191
179
167
153
139
125
114
105
96
86
76
64
52
39
24
9

(14)
31
46
62
78
96
115
137
160
185
213
244
278
315
354
387
414
444
477
514
555
600
650
706
768

3,891

3,792

7,815

O&M

Property tax

Tax
allowance

Revenue
requirement

138
141
144
147
150
153
157
160
163
167
170
174
178
182
186
190
194
199
203
208
212
217
222
227
232

189
194
197
199
202
204
206
207
208
208
207
205
202
197
191
184
175
164
152
138
122
104
83
59
31

207
186
181
176
171
165
160
154
148
141
134
127
119
111
103
96
92
86
81
75
69
62
55
48
40

1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089

4,513

4,226

2,987

27,224
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Alaska Natural Gas Project
Negotiated Rate Model Output
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.
Numbers may not add up due to roundings.

GTP
US$ Millions

Tariff/Toll
Revenue
requirement

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089
1,089

MDQ
(MMcf/d)

4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

Toll~

Toll- $/Mcf

0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.66

$/MMBtu

0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
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ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES

(1, 118 8TU/CF)

ALASKA SECTION

(REVISED)

(Re-submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

Attachment G

Alaska Natural Gas Project
Annual Depreciation Rates for Negotiated Rates
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change to the output.

Alaska Section
Annual Depreciation Rate
Depreciation

Rate

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

(0.4%)

0.2%
0.4%
0.6%
0.8%

1.0%
1.3%

1.6%
1.9%

2.2%
2.6%
3.0%
3.4%
3.9%
4.5%

5.0%
5.4%
5.8%

6.2%
6.8%

7.3%
8.0%
8.7%
9.5%
10.4%

100.0%

TransCanada
January 15, 2008
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ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES

(1,118 BTU/CF)

YUKON-BC SECTION

(REVISED)

(Re-submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

Attachment G

Alaska Natural Gas Project
Annual Depreciation Rates for Negotiated Rates
The mode! output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.

Yukon - BC Section
Annual Depreciation Rate
Depreciation

Rate

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

2.6%
3.0%
3.2%
3.4%
3.6%

3.8%
3.6%
3.3%
3.3%
3.4%
3.5%
3.5%
3.6%

3.7%
3.9%
4.0%
42%
4.3%
4.5%

4.7%
4.9%
5.1%
5.4%

5.6%
5.9%

100.0%

TransCanada
January 15, 2008
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ANNUAL DEPRECIATION RATES

(1, 118 8TU/CF)

GTP
(REVISED)

(Re-submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

Attachment G

Alaska Natural Gas Project
Annual Depreciation Rates for Negotiated Rates
The model output shown below are the results of calculations that are based on a number of input
assumptions (most of which are beyond the control of TransCanada). A change in one or more
of these assumptions will result in a change in these output information.

GTP
Annual Depreciation Rate
Depreciation
Rate

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042

(0.2%)
0.4%
0.6%
0.8%
1.0%
12%
1.5%

1.7%
2.0%

2.4%
2.7%
3.1%
3.6%
4.0%
4.5%
4.9%
5.3%
5.7%
6.1%
6.6%
7.1%
7.7%
8.3%
9.0%
9.8%

100.0%

TransCanada
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TARIFFS FOR LNG OPTION (1, 118 8TU/CF)
(REVISED}

(Re-submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)

TransCanada
January 15, 2008
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

TRANSCANADA RESPONSES

Tariffs for LNG Option
(GTP and 11ipeline only- exclndes liquefaction, LNG shi11s and t·egasification costs)
G'as Processing and 1/'amportation Services for LN(i
As indicated in Section 2.1.3 "LNG Project" and Section 2.2.3.14 "Plan for LNG Project".
TransCanada is not proposing an LNG project and has not completed a generic viability
analysis for ru1 LNG project from Prudhoe Bay to market. However, Trru1sCanada would
consider offering gas treatment ru1d transportation services to a third party LNG terminal in
Alaska if sufficient interest is expressed by prospective Shippers in the initial binding Open
Season. Shippers for an LNG project would be required to meet the same creditworthiness
standards as described in Section 2.2.3.3(3) "Shippers' Creditworthiness Requirements" as
the APP's Shippers.
In order to provide a high-level understru1ding of an LNG option, Trans Canada has evaluated
two GTP ru1d pipeline options that are based on desktop engineering studies (i.e. these
numbers do not have the same degree of accuracy as those for our base Application). A
number of assumptions were made in developing these options, among which were the
volumes of natural gas to be shipped and the location of the LNG terminal. For the purposes
of this analysis, TnmsCanada has assumed that LNG Shippers would request 2.0 bcf/d
capacity for the transportation of natural gas from the outlet of the GTP to tidewater at
Valdez. Based on these assumptions, TransCanada has considered two possible engineering
options for the LNG.
•

In the event that insufficient volumes are committed to allow the pipeline through
Canada to proceed, Trru1sCanada has assumed construction of a standalone GTP that
is capable of processing sufficient gas for a 2.0 bcf/d output, ru1d a 30-inch diameter
pipeline (grade X-80 steel and MAOP of2,500 psig) that has a nominal capacity of
2.0 bcf/d from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez (the "LNG Dedicated Option"); and

•

If the pipeline to Canada is proceeding with 4.5 bcf/d commitments and in addition
2.0 bcf/d is committed to Valdez, TransCanadahas assumed an increase in the initial
Project capacity to 6.5 bcf/d. the GTP would have a daily capacity that can yield a
6.5 bcf/d output, and TransCanada would install additional compression on the
section of the Alaska Section from Prudhoe Bay to Delta Junction to allow for the
delivery of 6.5 bcf/d at Delta Junction where the APP would interconnect with a 30inch diameter pipeline, with the same design parameters as the Dedicated Option, for
the trru1sportation of 2. 0 bcf/d natural gas to Valdez. No changes would be made to
the section of the APP from Delta Junction to Boundary Lake (the "Y -Line Option")

Estimated Capital Cost for LNG Options
(GTP and pipeline only- excludes liquefaction, LNG ships and t·egasification costs)
TransCanada's estimation for the two LNG options is provided below. These estimations are
in 2007 dollars and excluding State reimbursement.

TransCanada
January 15, 2008

Attachment H

APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

TRANSCANADA RESPONSES

$'S BILLIONS

LNG DEDICATED OPTION
GTP- 2.0 bcf/d output volumes

$2.7

Pipeline- 2.0 bcf/d Prudhoe Bay to Valdez

$5.8

TOTAL

$8.5

Y -LINE OPTION

$'S BILLIONS

GTP- 6.5 bcf/d output volumes

$8.5

Pipeline- 2.0 bcf/d Delta Junction to Valdez

$1.9

Pipeline- 4.5 bcf/d Delta Junction to Alaska/Yukon Border

$2.5

Pipeline- 4.5 bcf/d Alaska/Yukon Border to Boundary Lake

$9.2

Pipeline- 6.5 bcf/d Prudhoe Bay to Delta Junction

$9.6
$31.7

-

Tariffs/Tolls for LNG Option
(GTP and Jlilleline only- excludes liquefaction, LNG ships and regasification costs)
Assuming the Negotiated Rates tariff structure as discussed in Section 2.2.3.7 ''Negotiated
Rates" would be applied to the LNG Dedicated Option and theY-Line Option, TransCanada
submits the following indicative levelized rates for LNG Shippers and Alberta Hub Shippers.
These rates exclude fuel and are calculated assuming a 100% load factor. TransCanada also
has assumed the In-Service Date of both LNG options would be the same as the base APP,
i.e. November 2017, as well as similar spending profiles during Development and Execution
Phases.
.

-~~---

----~-~-~.--

LNG DEDICATED OPTION

$/MMBTU
LNG SHIPPERS

25-YEAR LEVELIZED TOLLS
GTP- 2.0 bcf/d output volumes

$0.65

..

Pipeline- 2.0 bcf/d Prudhoe Bay to Valdez

$1.21

TOTAL

$1.86
-----

-- --

----"~-"'~-

$/MMBTU

$/MMBTU

LNG SHIPPERS

ALBERTA HUB
SHIPPERS

Y -LINE OPTION
25-YEAR LEVELIZED TOLLS
GTP- 6.5 bcf/d output volumes

$0.63

$0.63

Pipeline- 6.5 bcf/d Prudhoe Bay to Delta Junction

$0.61

$0.61

Pipeline- 2.0 bcf/d Delta Junction to Valdez

$0.41

-

Pipeline- 4.5 bcf/d Delta Junction to Alaska/Yukon Border

-

$0.26

Pipeline- 4.5 bcf/d Alaska/Yukon Border to Boundary Lake

-

$0.75

Pipeline- Alberta Section

-

$0.15

TOTAL
-·· -··

TransCanada
January 15,2008
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~
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.

-- $1.65

____ , .......

$2.40
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NGL VALUE ASSESSMENT (1, 118 8TU/CF)
(REVISED}
(Re-submitted in Response to the State's Request of January 15, 2008)
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ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

TRANS CANADA RESPONSES
AGIA- NGL Value Assessment
{Gas Heat Content at 1,118 Btu/cf)

Alberta Specification Product Reference Prices (Annual Average)'

Butane- IC4 & NC4 C$/m
Pentane - C5+ (C$/m )

3

2006

2005

2004

Propane- C3 (C$hn 3

Average

221.50

272.08

277.19
348.88

326.69

277.64
366.23

469.99

491.77

257.07

323.37
436.88

AECO "C" Natural Gas Prices

2005

2004
Natural Gas (C$/GJ
Natural Gas (C$/mmBtu)

6.45
6.81

Before NGLs
Extraction
Btu Content btu/c
Quantities of Gas (mrncf/d)

2006
8.05
8.49

Average

6.45
6.81

6.98
7.37

Volume

After NGLs

Extraction

1 '118

1,006

4,500

4,080

Btu Shrinkage

Shrinkage

-

112

420

Gas Compositions

Daily Liquids Revenue
Liquids

Mole Fraction 4

Recovery 5• 6

Liquids
Revenues

Product Prices

\> OvO)

(OOHOJ

N2 -Nitrogen
C02 - Carbon Dioxide
C1 ~Methane
C2" Ethane
C3 • Pro JOane
IC4 ~ lso~Butane
NC4 • n·Butane
C5+ • Pentane, Condensates
TOTAL BARRELS

0.6%
1.5%
86.4%
7 .1°/o
3.6%
0.3%
0.4%
0.1%

151,679
105,571
10,327
13,770
3,899
285,247

$3,280

21.62 ($/bbl) '
40.87 $/bbl)
51.41 $/bbl)
51.41 $/bbl)

$4,315

$531
$708
$271
$9,105

69.46 ($/bbl)
TOTAL REVENUE
Extraction Cost & Gas Shrinkage

\>VVVI
Extraction, Fractionation Costs
Gas Shrinkage
TOTAL COST/LOSS

8

C$5.00/bbl
C$7.37/mrnBtu

$1,435
$6,826

$8,261

NET LIQUIDS UPLIFT( in Canadian $'000)

$843

(expressed in 2007 Constant US$/mrnBtu)

$0.14

Published by the Government of Alberta. See attached schedules
i

1

30-(lay spot pr1ces. Sources: Gas Daily, Canadian Gas Price Reporter and Natural Gas lntell1ge1\Ce
Estimated llyTranscanada

·' Provided in Section2 of tile RFA
Based upon a 4.5 bcffd daily gas volumes input to pipe at Prudl1oe Bay
t·
7

Assuming a 75% and 100% recovery raUo lor ethane and all other NGLs. respectwely
Assuming ethane attracts no premium beyond U1e assumed average gas price

" TransCanada estimates. tJased on information presented by various parties in the current AEUB NGLs inquiry
'' Excllange rateasSlllne(l to be USS1 = C$1.2156
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ECONOMIC VIABILITY ANALYSIS

(1, 118
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(REVISED)
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Alaska Pipeline Project
Economic Viability- Base Case@ 1,118 Btu/cf
Nominal US$ Millions
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Alaska Pipeline Project
Economic Viability- Base Case@ 1,118 Btu/cf
Nominal USS Millions
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Attachment K

Summary of Simulation Results for 4.5 Bcfd Case
July Ambient Conditions with 1067 Btu/ft 3 Gas
Cumulative
Milepost
GTP Receipt
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6
Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10
Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13
Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3
Yukon Sta 38
Yukon Sta 4
Yukon Sta 5
Yukon Sta 6
Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
Yukon Sta 10
Yukon Sta 11

BC Sta 1
BC Sta 2
BC Sta 3
BC Sta 4
BC Sta 5
BC Sta 6
BC Sta 7
BC Sta 8
Delivery to
Alberta

0.00
53.84
101 .38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14
803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1709.11

Elevation
(ft)

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028
2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173
2470

Discharge
Flow
(mmcfd)

Station Pressure
(psig)
Inlet
Outlet

4500.000

2500

Unit Pressure
(psig)
Inlet
Outlet

Station Tem~erature (F~
Unit

Suction

Dischar~e

I Discharfi!e

Station Power
(HP)
Available
used

Chiller
Power
(HP)

Station Fuel
(mmcfd)
Mainline Chillers

30.0

4491.562

1948

2498

1942

2507

15.1

40.6

30.0

41330

38759

9786

6.215

2.223

4482.592

1993

2500

1987

2509

21.3

45.2

30.0

40789

36403

12879

5.907

3.064

4473.729

2030

2500

2025

2509

23.2

45.1

30.0

39282

33548

14532

5.559

3.304

4464.197

2024

2500

2019

2509

25.1

47.6

30.0

41315

34376

15886

5.668

3.864

4454.841

2010

2495

2004

2504

24.4

47.5

30.0

41662

34989

16880

5.743

3.613

4444.826

1987

2500

1982

2509

24.7

49.4

30.0

41396

37235

16565

6.038

3.977

4434.485

2049

2600

2044

2609

25.5

50.8

30.0

40975

38769

17340

6.240

4.100

4430.314
4426.501

1981
2300

2300
2592

1976
2295

2301
2594

20.6
36.0

36.0
48.6

36.0
48.5

38289
38297

22835
19863

4.171
3.813

4421.378

2180

2600

2175

2601

42.2

61.8

61.8

39104

30322

5.123

4416.449

2175

2550

2170

2559

49.4

68.1

68.1

38400

28803

4.929

4410.920

2129

2550

2124

2560

53.5

75.3

75.0

38154

33370

5.529

4405.235

2122

2550

2117

2560

57.5

80.1

75.4

37917

34537

5.685

4400.260

2144

2500

2139

2510

59.8

78.9

78.3

38255

29090

4.975

4395.172

2049

2400

2044

2410

59.3

79.3

79.2

37851

29932

5.089

4389.712

1937

2300

1932

2310

59.5

81.7

81.6

38051

32705

5.459

4384.429
4384.429

1790
1225

2117

1785

2119

58.8
39.0

80.5

80.5

38317

31444

5.284

Note·. Station Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or soda! suitability.

Summary of Simulation Results for 4.5 Bcfd Case
January Ambient Conditions with 1067 Btu/ft' Gas

GTP Receipt
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6
Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10
Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 1
Yukon Sta 1

Cumulative
Milepost

Elevation
(ft)

0.00
53.84
1 01.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028

Discharge
Flow
(mmcfd)

Station Pressure
(psig)
Inlet
Outlet

4500.000

2500

Unit Pressure

Station Temperature (F)

(psi g)

Unit
Discharge

Inlet

Outlet

Suction

I Discharge

Station Power
(HP)
Available
Used

Chiller
Power
(HP)

Station Fuel
(mmcfd)
Mainline Chillers

30.0

4494.330

1957

2498

1952

2507

5.7

28.8

28.8

43547

35851

0

5.670

0.000

4488.471

2017

2500

2012

2509

11.8

32.9

30.0

43066

32572

1938

5.235

0.624

4481.654

2037

2500

2031

2509

17.7

38.6

30.0

43380

32103

5795

5.187

1.630

4475.147

2035

2500

2030

2509

16.7

37.5

30.0

46055

32005

6268

5.170

1.337

4468.552

2020

2495

2014

2504

16.2

37.5

30.0

45990

32711

6229

5.262

1.332

4461.482

1998

2500

1993

2509

15.5

38.1

30.0

45391

34589

5471

5.495

1.575

4453.907

2056

2600

2051

2609

16.9

40.5

30.0

44485

36545

6767

5.743

1.832
Heaters

Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3
Yukon Sta 3a
Yukon Sta 4
Yukon Sta 5
Yukon Sta 6
Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
Yukon Sta 10
Yukon Sta 11
BC Sta 1
BC Sta 2
BC Sta 3
BC Sta 4
BC Sta 5
BC Sta 6
BC Sta 7
BC Sta 8
Heater Sta
Heater Sta
Delivery to
Alberta

803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1650.00
1680.00
1709.11

2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173

2470

1.655

4448.215
4444.534

1979
2300

2300
2592

1974
2295

2301
2594

23.3
18.7
34.0

34.0
46.4

30.0
34.0
46.4

41255
41263

22829
19736

4.041
3.681

4439.846

2192

2600

2187

2601

32.6

50.6

50.6

42238

28109

4.688

4435.516

2197

2550

2191

2559

34.3

50.5

50.4

41586

25192

4.330

4431.252

2161

2500

2156

2509

34.4

50.4

50.3

41318

24611

4.264

4426.507

21 08

2500

2103

2509

33.0

51.7

51.7

41111

28548

4.745

4422.456

2138

2450

2133

2459

34.7

49.8

49.7

42097

22982

4.051

4418.388

2044

2350

2039

2359

31.0

46.5

46.4

41776

23075

4.069

4414.526

1957

2225

1949

2234

28.8

43.4

43.4

42546

21291

3.861

4410.688

1780

2035

1775

2037

24.0
22.3
30.0
28.0

39.1

39.1
40.7
43.1

42225

21046

3.838

4403.412

1225

Note: Station Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or social suitability.

4.438
2.854

Summary of Simulation Results for 4.5 Bcfd Case
July Ambient Conditions with 1118 Btu/ft 3 Gas
Cumulative
Milepost
GTP Receipt
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6
Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10
Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13
Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3 '

Yukon Sta 3~
Yukon Sta 4\
Yukon Sta 5!

Yukon Sta 6
Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
Yukon Sta 10
Yukon Sta 11
BC Sta 1
BC Sta 2
BC Sta 3
BC Sta 4
BC Sta 5
BC Sta 6
BC Sta 7
BC Sta 8
Delivery to
Alberta

0.00
53.84
101.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14
803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1709.11

Elevation
(It)

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028
2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173
2470

Discharge
Flow
(mmcfd)

Station Pressure
(psig)
Inlet
Outlet

4500.000

Unit Pressure
(pSi£)
Inlet
Outlet

Station Tem!:?:erature
Suction

Unit
Discharge

2500

(Fl

I Discharge

Station Power
(HP)
Available
Used

Chiller
Power
(HP)

Station Fuel
(mmcfd)
Mainline Chillers

30.0

4492.221

1937

2497

1932

2507

15.8

39.4

30.0

41330

37472

8956

5.773

2.006

4483.988

1991

2500

1986

2509

21.9

43.7

30.0

40789

34625

12158

5.417

2.817

4475.865

2033

2500

2027

2509

23.8

43.6

30.0

39282

31695

13750

5.076

3.046

4467.273

2027

2500

2022

2509

25.5

46.0

30.0

41315

32418

16677

5.166

3.426

4458.676

2010

2493

2005

2503

24.8

45.8

30.0

41662

33111

16046

5.248

3.349

4449.392

1983

2500

1978

2509

25.0

47.7

30.0

41396

35612

16071

5.561

3.723

4439.810

2045

2600

2040

2609

25.8

49.0

30.0

40975

37131

16762

5.752

3.830

4435.900
4432.373

1974
2300

2300
2591

1968
2295

2301
2592

21.1
35.5

35.5
46.9

35.5
46.9

38289
38297

22196
18830

3.910
3.526

4427.706

2185

2600

2180

2601

41.4

59.2

59.2

39104

28498

4.667

4423.153

2173

2550

2167

2559

47.9

65.3

65.3

38400

27548

4.554

4418.083

2129

2550

2123

2560

52.0

72.1

72.1

38154

31693

5.070

4412.856

2122

2550

2116

2560

56.2

77.2

75.4

37917

32924

5.227

4408.236

2143

2500

2138

2510

60.3

78.2

78.2

38255

28031

4.621

4403.467

2044

2400

2039

2410

59.7

78.7

78.7

37851

29196

4.769

4398.422

1937

2300

1931

2310

59.6

80.5

80.4

38051

31356

5.044

4393.475
4393.475

1786
1225

2119

1780

2121

58.2

79.2

79.1

38317

30653

4.948

Note: Station Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or social suitability.

Summary of Simulation Results for 4.5 Bcfd Case
January Ambient Conditions with 1118 Btuift' Gas

GTP Receipt
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6
Alaska Sta 7

Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10
Alaska Sta 11

Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13
Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3
Yukon Sta 3a
Yukon Sta 4 :
Yukon Sta 5
Yukon Sta 6
Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
Yukon Sta 10
Yukon Sta 11
BC Sta 1
BC Sta 2
BC Sta 3
BC Sta 4
BC Sta 5
BC Sta 6
BC Sta 7
BC Sta 8
Heater Sta
Heater Sta
Delivery to
Alberta

Cumulative
Milepost

Elevation
(ft)

0.00
53.84
101.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028

803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1650.00
1680.00
1709.11

2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173

2470

Discharge
Flow

Station Pressure

(mmcfd)

(psi g)
Inlet
Outlet

4500.000

2500

Unit Pressure
(psig)

Inlet

Outlet

Station Temperature (F)
Unit
Suction
Discharge Discharge

I

Station Power
(HP)

Available

Used

Chiller
Power

Station Fuel
(mmcfd)
__i!:!!l_ Mainline Chillers

30.0

4494.714

1946

2497

1941

2507

5.7

28.8

28.8

43547

34808

0

5.285

0.000

4489.539

2017

2500

2011

2509

11.8

32.9

30.0

43066

30912

937

4.796

0.379

4483.338

2038

2500

2033

2509

17.7

38.6

30.0

43380

30380

5264

4.743

1.458

4477.454

2037

2500

2032

2509

16.7

37.5

30.0

46055

30268

5300

4.725

1.16

4471.481

2019

2493

2014

2503

16.2

37.5

30.0

45990

31034

5252

4.820

1.153

4465.157

1994

2500

1988

2509

15.5

38.1

30.0

45391

33167

5971

5.072

1.252

4458.198

2052

2600

2047

2609

16.9

40.5

30.0

44485

35079

6250

5.302

4452.854
4449.448

1972
2300

2300
2591

1967
2295

2301
2592

23.7
18.7
34.0

34.0
46.4

30.0
34.0
46.4

1.657
Heaters
1.563

41255
41263

22163
18706

3.784
3.406

4445.170

2196

2600

2191

2601

32.6

50.6

50.6

42238

26435

4.278

4441.156

2194

2550

2188

2559

34.3

50.5

50.4

41586

24147

4.014

4437.224

2160

2500

2155

2509

34.4

50.4

50.3

41318

23393

3.932

4432.872

2109

2500

2104

2509

33.0

51.7

51.7

41111

27046

4.352

4429.188

2144

2450

2140

2459

34.7

49.8

49.7

42097

21322

3.683

4425.451

2045

2350

2040

2359

31.0

46.5

46.4

41776

21758

3.738

4421 .960

1963

2225

1957

2234

28.8

43.4

43.4

42546

19479

3.491

4418.512

1784

2035

1779

2030

24.0
21.4
30.0
28.0

39.1

39.1
40.6
43.5

42225

19038

3.447

4410.451

1225

Note: Station, Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmentaL or social suitability.

4.936
3.144

Summary of Simulation Results for 5.9 Bcfd Case
July Ambient Conditions with 1067 Btuift" Gas
Cumulative
Milepost
GTP Receipt

Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4

Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6

Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10

Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13

Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3

Yukon Sta 3a:
Yukon Sta 4
Yukon Sta 5
Yukon Sta 6

Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
Yukon Sta 10

Yukon Sta 11

BC S1a 1
BC S1a 2
BC S1a 3
BC S1a 4
BC S1a 5
BC S1a 6
BC S1a 7
BC Sta 8
Heater Sta

Delivery to
Alberta

0.00
53.84
101.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14
803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1695.00
1709.11

Elevation

Discharge
Flow

(ft)

(mmcfd)

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028
2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173
2470

5900.000
5891.471
5883.220
5875.321
5866.471
5857.424
5848.471
5838.929
5829.758
5820.259
5811.130
5801.830
5792.599
5783.423
5774.046
5765.259
5760.932
5756.398
5750.609
5745.283
5739.374
5733.619
5727.842
5722.007
5716.344
5710.755
5705.113
5699.186
5693.202
5687.243
5681.277
5675.244
5669.798
5664.104
5663.847
5663.847

Station Pressure

Unit Pressure

(EsiE)

(EsiE)

Station Temeerature (F)

Inlet

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

Suction

2063
2073
2076
2112
2100
2095
2093
2088
2092
2083
2090
2091
2095
2179
2184
2035
2300
2217
2261
2190
2257
2255
2251
2261
2265
2265
2248
2244
2243
2246
2242
2240
2187

2500
2500
2498
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2499
2500
2500
2500
2600
2600
2300
2598
2600
2600
2550
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2550
2520

2057
2067
2070
2106
2094
2089
2087
2082
2086
2077
2084
2085
2089
2174
2178
2030
2294
2211
2255
2184
2251
2249
2245
2254
2259
2259
2242
2238
2237
2240
2236
2234
2180

2510
2509
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2610
2610
2302
2600
2610
2602
2561
2611
2611
2611
2610
2610
2611
2611
2611
2611
2611
2611
2561
2522

18.6
18.6
18.0
24.0
22.5
21.7
23.9
21.8
23.7
21.5
22.9
22.9
23.0
24.6
22.7
18.5
30.8
36.0
46.4
50.8
59.7
59.8
60.2
58.7
58.2
60.7
63.1
63.1
61.1
63.9
64.1
65.5
63.4
38.3
30.0

1225

Unit
Discharge \Discharge

38.1
37.5
36.8
41.6
40.6
39.9
42.5
40.4
42.3
40.3
41.6
41.5
41.4
42.7
40.4
30.8
43.2
53.5
62.1
68.9
77.0
77.2
77.8
75.7
74.9
77.6
81.2
81.3
79.3
82.1
82.5
81.9
80.9

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.8
43.2
53.4
62.0
68.8
70.0
71.3
70.0
68.0
70.3
74.1
73.3
73.3
74.3
75.8
77.0
75.4
80.8
39.3

Note: Station Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or social suitability.

Station Power

(HP)

Chiller
Power

Available

Used

(HP)

42665
41330
40148
40789
39871
39282
42178
41315
42229
41662
41615
41396
40941
40975
38820
38289
38297
38952
39104
38643
38400
38447
38154
37695
37917
38143
38255
39446
37851
38615
38051
38628
38317

39840
38657
38317
35803
36727
36984
37563
37557
37482
37815
37477
37290
36835
37068
36184
24088
25733
35380
31871
36264
35080
35231
35683
34404
33807
34150
36319
36777
36526
36567
37029
32654
34556

9449
8630
6845
12618
12971
12144
15666
13062
15426
12608
14038
13737
13761
14953
11813

Station Fuel
(mmcfd)
Mainline Chillers

6.356
6.201
6.139
5.827
5.977
6.015
6.088
6.092
6.078
6.120
6.072
6.046
5.988
6.014
5.899
4.327
4.533
5.789
5.326
5.910
5.754
5.777
5.835
5.663
5.588
5.642
5.927
5.984
5.959
5.966
6.032
5.446
5.695

2.172
2.050
1.760
3.023
3.069
2.938
3.453
3.079
3.421
3.010
3.228
3.185
3.188
3.363
2.889

Heater

0.257

Summary of Simulation Results for 5.9 Bcfd Case
January Ambient Conditions with 1067 Btu/ft3 Gas
Cumulative
MileE!ost
GTP Receipt

Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3

Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6

Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10

Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13

Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3

Yukon Sta 3a
Yukon Sta 4

Yukon Sta 5
Yukon Sta 6

Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
YukonSta 10

Yukon Sta 11

BC Sta
BC Sta
BC Sta
BC Sta
BC Sta
BC Sta
BC Sta
BC Sta

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Heater Sta
Heater Sta

Delivery to
Alberta

0.00
53.84
101.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14
803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1680.00
1695.00
1709.11

Elevation

(ft)
21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028
2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173

2470

Discharge
Flow
(mmcfd)

5900.000
5893.197
5886.619
5880.105
5873.160
5865.554
5858.117
5850.543
5843.132
5835.574
5828.126
5820.710
5813.337
5806.029
5798.292
5791.012
5786.753
5782.507
5777.096
5772.247
5766.585
5761.968
5756.807
5751.543
5746.364
5741.310
5736.370
5731.172
5726.046
5720.680
5715.550
5710.241
5705.553
5701.194

5694.827

Station Pressure

Unit Pressure

Station Temperature (F)

Station Power

lesisl

(esisl

Unit
Dischar9e

(HP)

Inlet

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

Suction

2067
2076
2077
2124
2102
2096
2098
2090
2096
2085
2092
2093
2097
2180
2185
2035
2310
2224
2273
2208
2312
2272
2264
2270
2279
2285
2266
2272
2253
2273
2260
2264
2204

2500
2500
2498
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2499
2500
2500
2500
2600
2600
2310
2597
2600
2600
2587
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2598
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2550
2463

2061
2070
2071
2118
2096
2090
2092
2084
2090
2079
2086
2087
2091
2174
2179
2029
2304
2219
2267
2202
2306
2266
2258
2264
2273
2279
2260
2266
2247
2267
2254
2258
2198

2510
2509
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2610
2610
2312
2599
2610
2602
2598
2610
2610
2610
2610
2610
2608
2610
2610
2610
2610
2610
2560
2465

14.5
14.4
14.1
19.7
20.4
19.2
20.0
18.6
19.8
18.3
18.8
18.8
18.9
21 .2
19.5
15.5
28.0
30.1
36.8
38.1
46.0
47.7
47.6
47.1
47.5
47.8
47.4
47.7
46.7
49.0
49.2
49.8
48.3
28.0
29.4
30.0

1225

33.3
32.6
32.4
36.2
38.2
37.0
37.8
36.7
37.8
36.6
36.9
36.8
36.7
38.9
36.8
28.0
39.7
46.5
51.1
55.6
59.3
63.2
63.6
62.7
62.7
62.7
63.2
63.3
63.2
64.6
65.5
63.7
61.1

J Dischar9_e

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
27.9
39.6
46.5
51.1
55.6
59.3
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
61.1
38.9
40.7

Note: Station Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or social suitability.

Chiller
Power

Station Fuel
~mmcfdl

Available

Used

(HP)

Mainline

Chillers

44932
43547
40737
43066
43878
43380
46816
46055
46956
45990
45739
45391
44931
44485
41974
41255
41263
42015
42238
41804
41586
41872
41318
40490
41111
42081
42097
43320
41776
42917
42546
42858
42225

38483
37418
37377
33884
36127
36399
36354
36780
36385
37113
36514
36366
35956
36520
35689
24637
24538
33748
29391
35626
27507
31772
32520
31809
30961
30202
32165
31618
33397
31602
32947
28085
25409

2764
2322
2059
5285
7216
6102
6908
5731
6801
5693
5943
5827
5778
7681
5760

6.011
5.876
5.862
5.405
5.709
5.748
5.734
5.793
5.740
5.839
5.754
5.728
5.669
5.740
5.647
4.259
4.247
5.411
4.850
5.661
4.617
5.161
5.264
5.179
5.053
4.941
5.198
5.126
5.365
5.131
5.309
4.688
4.359

0.792
0.702
0.652
1.540
1.896
1.689
1.840
1.618
1.818
1.610
1.662
1.645
1.640
1.997
1.633

Heaters

3.240
3.143

Summary of Simulation Results for 5.9 Bcfd Case
July Ambient Conditions with 1118 Btu/ft 3 Gas

GTP Receipt
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6
Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9
Alaska Sta 10
Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13
Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3
Yukon Sta 3a
Yukon Sta 4!
Yukon Sta 5
Yukon Sta 6
Yukon Sta 7
Yukon Sta 8
Yukon Sta 9
Yukon Sta 10
Yukon Sta 11

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Heater Sta
Delivery to
Alberta
Note: Statio

Cumulative

Elevation

Discharge
Flow

Mile~ost

(ft)

(mmcfd)

0.00
53.84
101.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14
803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1148.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1695.00
1709.11

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028
2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173
2470

5900.000
5892.170
5884.543
5877.151
5869.185
5860.930
5852.666
5843.961
5835.475
5826.787
5818.342
5809.737
5801.208
5792.725
5784.044
5775.882
5771.819
5767.642
5762.350
5757.480
5752.057
5746.792
5741.401
5735.913
5730.572
5725.377
5720.156
5714.577
5709.034
5703.377
5697.837
5692.160
5687.051
5681.561
5681.056
5681.056

Station Pressure

Unit Pressure

(esi9J

(esi9l

Inlet

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

2060
2065
2062
2125
2104
2092
2099
2084
2097
2078
2087
2088
2092
2177
2180
2029
2300
2219
2263
2188
2257
2252
2245
2253
2264
2265
2242
2244
2232
2245
2235
2235
2179

2500
2500
2498
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2498
2500
2500
2500
2600
2600
2300
2596
2600
2600
2550
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2599
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2550
2529

2054
2059
2056
2119
2098
2086
2093
2078
2091
2072
2081
2082
2086
2171
2174
2023
2294
2213
2257
2182
2251
2246
2239
2247
2258
2258
2236
2238
2226
2239
2229
2229
2172

2510
2508
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2509
2510
2510
2510
2610
2610
2302
2598
2610
2602
2560
2611
2611
2611
2611
2611
2609
2611
2611
2611
2611
2611
2561
2531

1225

Station Temperature (°F)
Unit
Suction
Discharee
Dischar9e

I

19.4
19.2
18.4
24.9
23.3
22.3
24.6
22.3
24.4
22.1
23.4
23.4
23.5
25.0
23.3
19.2
30.7
35.5
44.9
48.8
57.0
60.2
60.4
58.9
58.5
61.1
63.4
63.4
61.2
64.2
64.3
65.8
63.6
38.0
30.0

37.2
36.7
36.1
40.3
39.5
38.9
41.2
39.4
41.1
39.3
40.6
40.4
40.4
41.6
39.5
30.8
41.9
51.3
59.2
65.4
72.9
76.5
77.2
75.1
74.2
76.8
80.6
80.5
78.8
81.3
81.9
81.3
80.8

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.7
41.9
51.3
59.1
65.4
70.0
71.3
70.0
68.0
70.3
74.1
73.3
73.3
74.3
75.8
77.0
75.4
80.7
39.8

Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or social suitability.

Station Power

lHPJ
Available

Used

42665
41330
40148
40789
39871
39282
42178
41315
42229
41662
41615
41396
40941
40975
38820
38289
38297
38952
39104
38643
38400
38447
38154
37695
37917
38143
38255
39448
37851
38615
38051
38628
38317

38187
37404
37681
32954
34570
35456
35198
36122
35275
36396
35948
35739
35308
35640
34973
23498
24457
33499
30134
34512
33253
34220
35009
33866
32677
32817
35666
35419
36248
35314
36362
31923
34958

Chiller
Power

Station Fuel
~mmcfd~

__ii:l!l_ Mainline
8712
8003
6421
11798
12226
11539
14845
12453
14641
11984
13452
13119
13147
14263
11324

5.861
5.764
5.783
5.206
5.436
5.552
5.514
5.636
5.525
5.665
5.605
5.577
5.526
5.563
5.481
4.063
4.177
5.292
4.870
5.423
5.265
5.390
5.488
5.341
5.195
5.221
5.579
5.543
5.657
5.539
5.677
5.109
5.491

Chillers

1.969
1.863
1.609
2.761
2.819
2.712
3.191
2.850
3.163
2.780
3.000
2.952
2.956
3.118
2.682

Heater

0.509

Summary of Simulation Results for 5.9 Bcfd Case
January Ambient Conditions with 1118 Btu/ft 3 Gas
Cumulative
Mileeost

GTP Receipt
Alaska Sta 1
Alaska Sta 2
Alaska Sta 3
Alaska Sta 4
Alaska Sta 5
Alaska Sta 6
Alaska Sta 7
Alaska Sta 8
Alaska Sta 9

Alaska Sta 10
Alaska Sta 11
Alaska Sta 12
Alaska Sta 13
Yukon Sta 1
Yukon Sta 2
Yukon Sta 3

Yukon Sta 3a
Yukon
Yukon
Yukon
Yukon
Yukon
Yukon
Yukon
Yukon

Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta
Sta

BC Sta 1
BC Sta 2
BC Sta 3
BC Sta 4
BC Sta 5
BC Sta 6
BC Sta 7
BC Sta 8
Heater Sta
Heater Sta
Delivery to
Alberta

1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.00
53.84
101.38
140.67
207.00
266.57
317.78
380.67
431.57
493.01
543.32
597.95
651.48
704.77
747.14
803.53
877.18
877.22
934.24
979.99
1027.90
1062.66
1106.77
1146.47
1183.66
1229.91
1277.27
1320.03
1371.38
1406.86
1457.12
1499.14
1544.92
1584.44
1680.00
1695.00
1709.11

Station Pressure

Unit Pressure

IESi9)

IESi9)

Elevation

Discharge
Flow

(ft)

~mmcfdl

Inlet

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

5900.000
5893.756
5887.708
5881.629
5875.632
5868.731
5861.902
5855.057
5848.435
5841.582
5834.925
5828.108
5821.540
5815.025
5807.872
5801.141
5797.143
5793.225
5788.272
5783.825
5778.642
5774.369
5769.671
5764.736
5759.859
5755.171
5750.615
5745.736
5741.009
5735.938
5731.181
5726.204
5721.828
5717.666

2064
2068
2063
2136
2106
2093
2104
2086
2100
2079
2089
2090
2094
2177
2180
2028
2310
2226
2275
2206
2309
2275
2258
2263
2278
2276
2260
2273
2242
2273
2255
2261
2197

2500
2500
2498
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2498
2500
2500
2500
2600
2600
2310
2596
2600
2600
2585
2600
2600
2600
2600
2600
2596
2600
2600
2599
2600
2600
2550
2467

2058
2063
2057
2130
2100
2087
2098
2080
2094
2073
2083
2084
2088
2171
2174
2022
2304
2220
2269
2200
2303
2269
2252
2257
2272
2279
2254
2267
2236
2267
2249
2255
2191

2510
2508
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2510
2509
2510
2510
2510
2610
2610
2312
2598
2610
2602
2596
2610
2610
2610
2610
2610
2607
2610
2610
2609
2610
2610
2560
2470

21
456
1345
2930
1562
1085
1405
710
1171
629
1212
1357
1592
1807
2028
2289
2804
2799
2300
2155
2443
2589
2402
2774
3336
2900
2276
2300
1445
2457
1712
1957
1757
2173

2470

5710.935

1225

Station Temperature (F)
Unit
Suction
Dischars_e Dischars.e

I

15.5
15.3
14.9
20.8
21.3
19.9
20.9
19.3
20.7
19.0
19.6
19.6
19.7
21.8
20.3
16.4
28.0
29.9
36.0
36.9
44.0
45.8
47.9
47.6
48.1
48.5
47.9
48.4
47.1
49.6
49.6
50.2
48.7
28.8
29.3
30.0

32.6
32.1
31.9
35.2
37.2
36.2
36.9
35.9
36.8
35.8
36.1
36.0
36.0
38.0
36.1
28.1
38.6
44.8
48.9
52.9
56.3
59.8
63.0
62.4
62.2
62.2
62.9
62.8
62.8
64.1
65.0
63.3
61.1

30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
28.0
38.6
44.7
48.9
52.8
56.3
59.8
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
61.0
39.0
41.1

Note: Station Locations are theoretical only and have not been researched for geotechnical, environmental, or social suitability,

Station Power

(HPJ
Available

Used

44932
43547
40737
43066
43878
43380
46816
46055
46956
45990
45739
45391
44931
44485
41974
41255
41263
42015
42238
41804
41586
41872
41318
40490
41111
42081
42097
43320
41776
42917
42546
42858
42225

36954
36272
36810
31218
34029
34921
34107
35413
34285
35758
35072
34900
34512
35150
34529
24041
23334
32012
27861
33829
26358
29884
31763
31246
29833
28849
31472
30234
32965
30430
32187
27244
25389

Chil!er
Power

Station Fuel
~mmcfdl

___l.!:!£L Mainline
2444
1872
1712
5234
6634
5612
6299
6119
6215
6035
5479
6224
6170
7298
5347

5.548
5.469
5.528
4.834
5.191
5.305
5.195
5.362
5.220
5.406
5.315
5.288
5.234
5.311
5.249
3.999
3.917
4.953
4.448
5.183
4.273
4.698
4.934
4.878
4.689
4.555
4.879
4.727
5.071
4.757
4.977
4.377
4.161

Chillers

0.695
0.580
0.550
1.163
1.710
1.523
1.650
1.261
1.633
1.251
1.501
1.281
1.280
1.842
1.481

Heaters

3.236
3.510

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 16, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M . Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5H 1
Canada
Re: Request for information relating to ANNGTC agreements.
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarifying information related to the original partnership agreements of
Alaska Northwest Natural Gas Transp011ation Company ("ANNGTC") and the Co-Applicants' Alaska
Gasline Inducements Act (" AGIA") Application.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. , jointly) provide the information
addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commissioners in obtaining a clear and complete
understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants' Application. The Commissioners request that CoApplicants provide the requested information within .five working days from the date of this letter.
However, where possible, earlier responses to any of the questions by e-mail will facilitate the review.

Please submit the additional clarifying information, in wr·iting and signed by an official with
authority to bind the Co-Applicants, at the address below by 5:00 PM AST on Januar-y 24,
2008.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West ih Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to :
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-77 1-3930

Information submitted by e-mail or facsimile must be followed with a paper copy mailed or delivered
to the address above. Please contact me at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the information
or if you have other questions concerning this request.
Sincerely,

AGIA License Office 550 West

ih Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submilled in response to this
request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in RF A Section 1.13.6, CoApplicants must mark each page containing infonnation that they request to be kept confidential,
include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a
brief non-confidential summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS
43.90.1GO(b))
The State understands that the original partnership agreements of Alaska Northwest Natural Gas
Transportation Compar1y ("ANNGTC") contained provisions under which the capital account of a
withdrawing partner would be reclassified to ''subordinated debt" of the partnership and payable by
the partnership to the withdrawn partners after the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation System
became operational. The State further understands that such payments are required to be made when
the partnership determines that they can be made without undue hardship. According to the April 12,
2007 "Financial Report to the Board of Partners of the Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation
Compar1y, Year 2006" filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission "Obligations to
Withdrawn Partners" is approximately $8.9 billion.
1. Please provide copies of the ANNGTC partnership agreement ar1d ar1y ancillary agreement(s)

relating to the obligations of the partners of ANNGTC as the same have been amended or
modified, and please identify the ultimate parent company for each withdrawn partner from
that partnership.
2. Please provide an orgar1izational chart that shows the relationship between TransCanada
Corporation and the following entities: (I) TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC (one of the
Co-applicarlls for the AGIA license); (2) Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (the other Co-Applicant for
the AGIA license); (3) United Alaska Fuels Corporation (partner in) and (4) TransCanada
PipeLine USA Ltd. (partner in ANNGTC ).

3. Please identify the "applicable Canadian subsidiaries'' of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. that are,
''identified in the Northern Pipeline Act ('NPA') as having responsibility for the various zones
of the Project in Car1ada" (Application at Section 1.3, Page 1-1) and describe what
responsibilitv each entity has for each zone of the project in Canada.
4. Please state whether the ANNGTC holds any authorizations under the Northern Pipeline Act or
otherwise for any facilities in c~mada.
5. Please state whether Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. or any of its subsidiaries holds any
authorizations for facilities in the U.S. under the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act
("ANGT A")
G.

Please provide all documentation whereby any of the withdrawn partners of the ANNGTC
have acknmvledged or agreed:
(i) that there will be no obligation to withdrawn partners if the project proposed in the
November 30, 2007, AGIA application is placed into service; or
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(ii) that any partner withdrawing from that partnership forfeits all ownership rights, including
past capital contributions.
7. Please provide all memoranda (internal or otherwise) and opinion letters from inside or outside
counsel that TransCanada has received or commissioned evaluating TransCanada's obligations
to withdrawn partners of the ANNGTC if the project proposed in the November 30, 2007,
AGIA application is placed into service.
8. Please identify ru1y obligations that the Co-Applicants, and their successors ru1d assigns, would
have to the partners of ANNGTC with respect to the AGIA project
9. Assuming that the project proposed in the November 30 application is completed at the cost
and on the schedule contained in the application.
(i) Please state what the Co-Applicants would do with respect to rates for the project if either
of the Co-Applicants or affiliates or subsidiaries of the Co-Applicants are ultimately
required to pay any obligations to withdrawn partners of the ANNGTC. Would the CoApplicants commit not to include any such payments in the rates for their proposed
project'?

(ii) If the answer to (i) is yes, please confirm that such a commitment would be binding on the
Co-Applicants if awarded the AGIA License.
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TransCanada
fn twsiness ID deliver

january 24, 2008

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450- lstltreet S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P SHI

AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7"' Ave, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

tel 403.920.2035
fax 403,920.2318

Attention:

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGIA License Office

Subject:

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying Information

email tony_palmer@transcanada.com
web wvvw.transcanada.com

Dear Mr. Rutz:
TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated january !6, 2008 in which TransCanada is asked
to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for License, In that regard,
please find attached our responses to the nine requests you forwarded,
We are submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
• we are today e-rnailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz at crutz@aidca.org: and
• we are today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Oftice, attention Chris
Rutz,
Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may wish to initiate,
Sincerely,

~~d
A.M. (Tony) Palmer
Vice President, Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO JANUARY 16, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

This response to the State's January 16, 2008 letter asking for additional infonnation regarding
Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transpmiation Company ("ANNGTC" or "the Partnership") is
being submitted by TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (the
"TransCanada AGIA Applicants" or "we"). We do not request confidential treatment for any of
the information included in this response.
Before responding to the specific questions the State has asked, we believe that the following
background information regarding ANNGTC will be helpful.

Background Information Regarding ANNGTC
(Voluntarily Provided by the Trans Canada AGIA Applicants)
ANNGTC was formed as a New York general partnership in 1978 to construct and operate the
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System ("ANGTS") pursuant to the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976 ("ANGTA"). The ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement (a
copy of which is attached as Exhibit 1-A) anticipated that the pipeline would be built relatively
promptly; thus, Section 3.3 of the Partnership Agreement, which sets forth the purpose of the
Partnership, provides that the "Line" (defined in the Partnership Agreement as the "Gas pipeline
to be owned and operated by the Partnership," extending from Prudhoe Bay to an
interconnection with the Canadian pipeline) was to be put in operation by January I, 1983 or "as
soon thereafter as practicable." Each partner in ANNGTC was required to make an initial capital
contribution equal to its pro rata share of up to $24 million and then to make annual capital
contributions in the amount set by ANNGTC's Board of Partners each year. Partners who did
not wish to continue contributing had the option of withdrawing, subject to a continuing
obligation on the part of partners who joined later than others, to make equalizing payments to
true up their capital contributions to the amount of the original partners' contributions.
The Partnership Agreement significantly limits the rights of partners that withdraw from the
Partnership. Section 15.9 of the Partnership Agreement expressly provides that withdrawal
"terminates the Withdrawing Partner's status as a Partner" and that a Withdrawn Partner "shall
have those rights stated in Section 4.4.4 and no others." Section 4.4.4 provides that Withdrawn
Partners are not entitled to any return of their capital contributions, except that they "shall be
entitled to receive, after the Line becomes operational and at a time when the Executive
Committee determines payment may be made without undue hardship to the Patinership" an
amount equal to their respective capital contributions. If their right to payment is triggered, the
Withdrawn Partners are also entitled to a return on their capital contributions, from the date of
the withdrawal to the date of payment, "calculated at the rate permitted by the FERC to the
Partnership as the Partnership's allowance for such funds during construction." Section 4.4.4
provides that the amounts due to Withdrawn Partners "shall be recorded as a contingent liability
of the Partnership, and not as a Partner's Capital Account" and that their right to reimbursement
is subordinate to the rights of the Partnership's other creditors. In FERC Order No. 31, issued in
June 1979, the FERC preliminarily set the Partnership's AFUDC rate at 14% per annum.

TransCanada
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There were originally eleven partners in ANNGTC. Partners began withdrawing in 1981; the
last partner not affiliated with TransCanada withdrew more than a decade ago, in 1994. 1 The
only remaining ANNGTC partners are TransCanada PipeLine USA Ltd. and United Alaska
Fuels Corporation, both of which are indirect, wholly owned subsidiaries ofTransCanada
Corporation.
In accordance with the tcnns of the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement, ANNGTC has
recorded the amounts due to Withdrawn Partners under the Partnership Agreement as contingent
liabilities on its financial statements. Those liabilities had grown to approximately $8.9 billion
as of December 31, 2006.
Before the deadline for submitting applications under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA"), the Partnership considered whether it could or should submit an application for the
AGIA license. Ultimately, the Pminership concluded that the uncertainties created by
ANNGTC's historical contingent liabilities would preclude it from making a viable proposal to
be the AGIA licensee. Accordingly, ANNGTC has not made any application and has played no
role in the AGIA application filed by the TransCanada AGIA Applicants.
It should be emphasized that the TransCanada AGIA Applicants arc not, and have never been,
partners in ANNGTC. They arc entirely separate legal entities that have no obligations under the
Partnership Agreement. Furthennore, their AGIA application does not contemplate the use of
any assets owned by the Partnership (such as the ce1iificate ANNGTC obtained from FERC
under ANGTA or proprietary intellectual property licensed to or developed by the Partnership).

The State's January 16, 2008 request for information asks whether the TransCanada AGIA
Applicants would have any liability to ANNGTC's Withdrawn Partners if the TransCanada
AGIA Applicants were selected as the AGIA licensee and succeeded in constructing the pipeline.
The answer to that question is "no"; the TransCanada AGIA Applicants would have no such
liability. As noted above, the TransCanada AGIA Applicants are not, and have never been,
partners in ANNGTC, and, their November 30, 2007 AGIA application docs not contemplate the
usc of any Partnership assets. Moreover, they would have no liability for the same reasons that
no other TransCanada entity, including the remaining partners in the Partnership, would have no
such liability. Under the Partnership Agreement, contingent liabilities to Withdrawn Partners are
triggered only if(among other things) the Partnership itself builds the Line contemplated by the
Partnership Agreement--namely, the pipeline authorized under ANGTA. The remaining
partners in the Partnership have no obligation under the terms of the Partnership Agreement to
pursue that project (which, in any event, is no longer viable due to the contingent obligations of
the Partnership) and owe no duties to their former partners who have withdrawn from the
venture. Fmihermore, the Partnership Agreement does not contain any provision that purports to
limit the ability of a partner or fom1er partner--let alone their respective atliliates-to pursue a
1

The original partners in ANNGTC and their withdrawal dates are as follows: Texas Gas Alaska
Corporation (1981), American Natural Alaskan Company (I 982), Northern Arctic Gas Company (I 984), Columbia
Alaskan Gas Transmission Corporation (I 984), Pan Alaskan Gas Company (1984), Pacific Interstate Transmission
Company (Arctic) (1985), TETCO Four, Inc. (1989), Calaska Energy Company (I 993), and Northwest Alaskan
Pipeline Company (1994). Until its withdrawal in 1994, Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Company was the Operator of
the Partnership.

TransCanada
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separate pipeline project. Accordingly, neither the TransCanada AGIA Applicants nor any other
TransCanada entity will have any obligation to the Withdrawn Partners if the TC AGIA
Applicants succeed in building the pipeline proposed in their November 30, 2007 AGIA
application.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #1
Please provide copies of the ANNGTC partnership agreement and any ancillary agreement(s)
relating to the obligations of the partners of ANNGTC as the same have been amended or
modified, and please identify the ultimate parent company for each withdrawn partner from that
partnership.

Response
Exhibit 1-A to this response is a copy of the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement,
including all amendments to date. Exhibit 1-B includes copies of all withdrawal notices received
from the Withdrawn Partners of ANNGTC of which we are aware. We arc not aware of any
ancillary agreements that would affect the obligations of the ANNGTC partners to each other or
to the Withdrawn Partners.
Set forth below is a chart listing the name of each Withdrawn Partner of ANNGTC, the year such
Withdrawn Partner withdrew from the Partnership and the entity we believe is the current
ultimate parent of such Withdrawn Partner.
Name of Withdrawn Partner
(Year of Withdrawal from ANNGTC)

Current Ultimate Parent
of Withdrawn Partner*

Texas Gas Alaska Corporation (I 981)
.......................... .. Loews Corporation
American Natural Alaskan Company (I 982) ......................... .. TransCanada Corporation
Northern Arctic Gas Company (1984) ............................. ..
MidAmcrican Energy Holdings Company, a
consolidated subsidiaty of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
Columbia Alaskan Gas Transmission Corporation ( 1984)
NiSource Inc.
Pan Alaskan Gas Company (1984) .......... ............................
TransCanada Corporation
Pacific Interstate Transmission Company (Arctic) (1985)**
Sempra Energy
.. ...................... TransCanada Corporation
TETCO Four, Inc. (I 989) ...............
Ca1aska Energy Company (I 993) ............................................ PG&E Corporation
Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Company (1994)
The Williams Companies,1nc.

*

Infonnation regarding the Withdrawn Partners' ultimate parent (other than those that are currently
affiliates ofTransCanada Corporation) is given to the best of our information and belief. We make
no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of the infonnation provided.

**

We understand that Pacific Interstate Transmission Company (Arctic) has transferred its right to
any contingent payments under Section 4.4.4 of the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement to a
trust for the benefit of the California Public Utility Commission.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

State of Alaska Request #2
Please provide an organizational chart that shows the relationship between TransCanada
Corporation and the following entities: (I) TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC (one of the Coapplicants for the AGIA license); (2) Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (the other Co-Applicant for the
AGIA license); (3) United Alaska Fuels Corporation (partner in ANNGTC) and (4) TransCanada
PipeLine USA Ltd. (partner in ANNGTC).

Response
Set forth below is an organizational chart that graphically depicts the relationship between
TransCanada Corporation (the ultimate parent in the TransCanada corporate structure) and the
entities referenced in the State's request.

Company, I.I.C

(Nil:\ C'o·:\t>PILc;u\1)

-

TransCanada

Ahtslul~

United
Fuels Corpon~~~on

(l'~r\ncr m

A""'{iTC)
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State of Alaska Request #3
Please identify the "applicable Canadian subsidiaries" of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. that are
"identified in the Northern Pipeline Act ('NP A') as having responsibility for the various zones of
the Project in Canada" (Application at Section I .3, Page I- I) and describe what responsibility
each entity has for each zone of the project in Canada.

Response
The applicable Canadian subsidiaries of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. and the zones for which they
have responsibility to own, construct and operate the Project in Canada are as follows:
(Zones I through 5 form part ofthe Project as described in the TC AGIA Applicants' pending
application and have yet to be built.)

Zone
Zone I
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5

Subsidiary Name
Foothills Pipe Lines (South Yukon) Ltd.
Foothills Pipe Lines (South Yukon) Ltd.
Foothills Pipe Lines (North B.C.) Ltd.
Foothills Pipe Lines (North B.C.) Ltd.
Foothills Pipe Lines (Alta.) Ltd.

---------~-esponsible Area

Alaska Boundary to Whitehorse
Whitehorse to Watson Lake
Watson Lake to Fmi Nelson
Fmi Nelson to the Alberta-B.C. border
Alberta-B.C. border to Caroline, Alberta

(Zones 6 through 9 make up the portion ofthe Project described in the TC AGIA Applicants'
pending application as the "Pre-Build," which has already been constructed.)

Zone

Company Name

Zone 6

Foothills Pipe Lines (Alta.) Ltd.

Zone 7

Foothills Pipe Lines (Alta.) Ltd.

Zone 8

Foothills Pipe Lines (South B.C.) Ltd.

Zone 9

Foothills Pipe Lines (Sask.) Ltd.

TransCanada

Responsible Area
Caroline, Alberta to Alberta-Saskatchewan
border near Empress
Caroline, AlbCJia to Albetia-B.C. border ncar
Coleman
Alberta-B.C. border near Coleman to B.C.United States border near Kingsgate
Alberta-Saskatchewan border ncar Empress to
Saskatchewan-United States border ncar
Monchy
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State of Alaska Request #4
Please state whether ANNGTC holds any authorizations under the Northern Pipeline Act or
otherwise for any facilities in Canada.

Response
ANNGTC does not hold any authorizations under the Northern Pipeline Act or otherwise for any
facilities in Canada.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #5
Please state whether Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. or any of its subsidiaries holds any authorizations
for facilities in the U.S. under the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act ("ANGTA").

Response
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. and its subsidiaries do not hold any authorizations for facilities in the
United States under ANGTA.
United Alaska Fuels Corporation, an indirect, wholly owned subsidiary of Foothills Pipe Lines
Ltd., is one of two pminers in ANNGTC. As we explained in the "Background" section of this
response, the ANNGTC Partnership is a New York general partnership that was formed in 1978
to construct and operate the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System (ANGTS) pursuant to the
ANGTA. The Partnership currently holds a FERC certificate of public convenience and
necessity, a federal right-of-way and several permits with respect to the ANGTS. ANNGTC is
neither a co-applicant nor a participant for the November 30, 2007 AGIA application, and the
TransCanada AGIA Applicants have not used, and do not intend to use, any assets owned by the
Partnership.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #6
Please provide all documentation whereby any of the withdrawn partners of ANNGTC have
acknowledged or agreed:
(i)

that there will be no obligation to withdrawn patiners if the project proposed in the
November 30, 2007, AGIA application is placed into service; or

(ii)

that any partner withdrawing from that partnership forfeits all ownership rights, including
past capital contributions.

Response
(i)

As explained in the "Background" section of this response, no TransCanada entity,
including the TransCanada AGIA Applicants, will have any obligations to ANNGTC's
Withdrawn Partners if the project proposed in the November 30, 2007 AGJA application
is placed into service. The TransCanada AGIA Applicants arc not, and have never been,
partners in ANNGTC. They arc entirely separate legal entities that have no obligations
under the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement and owe no duties to the Withdrawn
Partners. As we have also explained above, neither ANNGTC nor its two remaining
partners will have any obligations to the Withdrawn Patiners in the event the
TransCanada AGlA Applicants put their proposed project into service.
These conclusions arc fully supported by the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement,
a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 1-A. We are not aware of any other
documentation with or from Withdrawn Partners responsive to this request.

(ii)

The ANNGTC General Pmincrship Agreement provides that each Withdrawn Partner
forfeited all ownership rights in ANNGTC, including any ownership rights it may have
had in ANNGTC's assets, upon withdrawal. Thus, Section 15.9 of the Partnership
Agreement provides that withdrawal "terminates the Withdrawing Partner's status as a
Partner" and that a Withdrawn Partner "shall have those rights stated in Section 4.4.4 and
no others." Section 4.4.4 provides that Withdrawn Partners arc not entitled to any return
of their capital contributions, except that they are entitled to receive a payment equal to
their forfeited capital contributions (plus a return at the FERC-approvcd AFUDC rate) if
the ANGTS/ ANGTA pipeline constructed by the Partnership ever becomes operational
and the Executive Committee of the Patinership determines payment may be made
without undue hardship to the Partnership. And Section 7.10 of the Partnership
Agreement expressly provides in several places that a Withdrawn Partner forfeits all
ownership rights, if any, that the Withdrawn Partner might have had in the Partnership's
proprietary intellectual property prior to withdrawal.
Apart from the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement itself and the withdrawal
letters from Withdrawn Partners, copies of which are attached as Exhibits 1-A and 1-B,
we are not aware of any other documentation responsive to this request.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #7
Please provide all memoranda (intemal or otherwise) and opinion letters from inside or outside
counsel that TransCanada has received or commissioned evaluating TransCanada's obligations
to withdrawn partners of ANNGTC if the project proposed in the November 30,2007, AGIA
application is placed into service.

Response
We have explained in the "Background" section of this response why we believe that no
TransCanada entity, including the Trans Canada AGIA Applicants, has any potential liability to
the Withdrawn Partners. The information the State has requested in question 7 seeks access to
privileged and/or confidential communications that cannot be shared with the State without the
risk that it could be deemed a waiver. Accordingly, we are unable to supply the State with the
documents requested.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #8
Please identify any obligations that the Co-Applicants, and their successors and assigns, would
have to the patiners of ANNGTC with respect to the AGJA project.

Response
None. The TransCanada AGIA Applicants and their respective successors and assigns do not
have any obligations to the Withdrawn Partners of ANNGTC or to the current partners of
ANNGTC (both of which are indirect, wholly owned subsidiaries ofTransCanada Corporation)
with respect to the AGIA project.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #9
Assuming that the project proposed in the November 30 application is completed at the cost and
on the schedule contained in the application.
(i)

Please state what the Co-Applicants would do with respect to rates for the project if either
of the Co-Applicants or affiliates or subsidiaries of the Co-Applicants are ultimately
required to pay any obligations to withdrawn partners of the ANNGTC. Would the CoApplicants commit not to include any such payments in the rates for their proposed
project?

(ii)

If the answer to (i) is yes, please confirm that such a commitment would be binding on
the Co-Applicants if awarded the AGIA License.

Response
(i)

The statement and commitment the State seems to be requesting in question 9 presumes
that the TransCanada AGIA Applicants would be required to pay, either directly or
indirectly, obligations owing to ANNGTC's Withdrawn Pminers. As we explained in the
"Background" section of this response and in our response to questions 6 and 8, that
presumption is incorrect; no TransCanada entity, including the TransCanada AGIA
Applicants, their successors and assigns, has any obligations that would require any such
payment. Nevetiheless, in the highly unlikely event that the TransCanada AGIA
Applicants or any of their affiliates or subsidiaries were to be somehow required to pay
an obligation to a Withdrawn Partner of ANNGTC, the TransCanada AGIA Applicants
hereby commit not to include such payment in the rates for the project proposed in their
AGIA application.

(ii)

We confim1 that this commitment will be binding on the TransCanada AGIA Applicants
if they are awarded the AGIA License.

TransCanada
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ALASKAN NORTil~~ST NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
GENERAL PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
(Effective as of Janua~y 31~]8)
The parties to this Agreement voluntarily associate themselves as general. partners and agree as follows:

1

Parties

The following are the parties to this Agree··

ment:
1.1 Northern Arctic Gas Company, a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal corporate offices at 2223 Dodge Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
Northern Arctic Gas Company represents that:
(a) all of its
capite:l. stock is owned by Northern Natural Gas Company, a Delaware
corpora.tion; and (b) Northern Natural Gas Company intends to
become a Shipper.
1.2 Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Company (previously
Alcan Pipeline Company, and hereinafter called "Northwest"), a
corpor·ation organized under the laws of the State of De lawai e,
with its principal corporate offices at 315 East 200 South
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Northwest represents that:
(a) as
of the Formation Date, all of its stock is owned by Northwest
Energy Corporation, a Delaware corporation; and (b) Northwest
Energy Corporation also owns all of the common stock of Nor·thwest
Pipeline Corporation, a Delaware corporation, which intends to
become a Shippe1:.
1.3 Pan Alaskan Gas Company, a corporation organized
under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its pr i.ncipal corporate offices at 3000 Bissonnet Avenue, Houston, Texas. Pan
Alaskan Gas Company represents that:
(a) all of its capital
stock is owned by Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company, a Delaware
corporation; and (b) Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Company intends
to become a Shi~per.
1 4 Natural Gas Corporation of California, a corpora-·
ti.on organized under t:he laws of the State of California, with
its principal corporate offices at 77 Beale Street, San Francisco,

O•

2 "

California.. Natuxal Gas Corporation of California represents
that:
(a) all 'of its capital stock is owned by Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, a California cor·poration; and (b) Natural Gas
Corporation of California intends to become a Shipper.

L5 Pacific Inter·state Tr·ansmission Company (Ar·ctic),
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of California,
with its principal cor~orate offices at 720 West Eighth Street,
Los Angeles, California.. Pacific Interstate Transmission Company
(Arctic) r·epresents that:
(a) all of its capital stock is owned
by Pacific Interstate Transmission Company, a California corporation; and (b) Pacific Interstate Transmission Company intends to
become a Shipper
·
l . 6 United Alaska Fuels Corporation, a corporation
organi.zed under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its
p!i.ncipal office at 700 Milam Street, Houston, Texas. United
Alaska Fuels Corporation represents that:
(a) as of the Formation Date, an of its capita1 stock is owned by United Gas Pi.pe
Line Company, a Delaware cor·poration; and (b) United Gas Pipe
Line Company intends to become a Shipper .
2.
Definitions
Unless otherwise required by the context,
the terms defined in this Section 2.shall, for all purposes of
this Agreement, have the respective meanings set for·th below:
2.1 Additional Partners: A general Partner under this
Agz eement admitted in accordance with the provisions of Section
11.
2 . 2 Affiliate: Any person which, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries controls or is controlled by or is under common control with another person.

2 3 Alaska Natur·al Gas Transportation __ _£ystem:

The
natural gas pipeline and related facilities t:o be constructed and
ope:rated to transport natural gas from AlasKa and Canada to the
lo~;•er Forty·- Eight States, as described in the Presidential Report
2.4 Board of Partners:
fo: in Section g:------------·

The Board of Partners provided

- 3 -

2 5 Canadi§:n Pipe1:_ine: The natural gas pipeline and
related facilities to be constructed and operated in Canada, as
described i.n ·the Presidential Report
2 . 6 Capital Account: The total Capital Investment
credited to the7ccount of a Partner i.n accordance with Sections
4, 11. Ll and 12, plus any undistributed profits of the Partner-·
ship and less any losses of the Partnership detennined in accordance with Required Accounting Practice and allocated to such
account in accordance with Section 5 and less also any capital
contribution returned to such Partner pursuant to Section 6. The
Ca?ital Accounts of the Partners established pursuant to this
Agreement shall not be deemed to be, or have the same meaning as,
the capital account of the Partnership under Section 12 of the
Natural Gas Act.
2.7 CaPital Investment: The sum of the capital contri.butions made by a Partner.pmsuant to Sections 4, lL 1 1 and

12.
2 . 8 Certified Pub lie Ac_£ountants: A firm of independent public accountants se·J.ected from time to time by the
Board of Partners
2.9 Commitment Date: The date as of which the Pa.rtnership Commitment Agreement shall have become effective by its
terms,.

2.10 CorPoration: Alaskan Northwest Gas Transmission
Corporation, a corporationorgani.zed or to be organized under the
laws of Delaware for the purpose, among others'· of succeeding to
the assets and business of the Partnership as provided in Section
14, if succession occurs, and which corporation shall have such
.classes of stock, common and preferred, voting and nonvoting, as
the Certificate of Incorporation and By-Laws of said corporation
may provide,
2.11 .Qost of_the Project' Qualified Expenditures and
all costs and expenses incurredj assumed or paid by the ·partne.r·ship for the acquisition, planning, design, engineering and
construction of the Project, and securing necessary governmental
authorizations and approvals therefor_

- 4 2.12 Estimated C~_~f the_J:roj~_!:: The Cost of the
Project as estimated by the Executive Committee and approved by
the Board of Partners
2.13 Executive Committee:
provided for in Section 8 - - - - -

The Executive Counn:i.ttee

2.14 Financing Commitment Agreement~: Arrangements
for the issuance of debt securities by the Partnership, debt and
other securities by the Corporation or the Financing Corpora):ion,
(or by any combination of them), the proceeds of which are suf·fici.ent, together with the capital cont:d.butions to be made by
the Partners pursuant to the Partnership Commitment Agreement, in
the op1.n1.on of the Board of Partners, to complete constr·ucti.on of
the Project based upon the then Estimated Cost of the Project.
2.15 f.inancing Corporation: A corporation organized
or to be organized for the purpose of issuing securities, the
proceeds of the sale of wh:i.ch are to be paid, directly or indirectly, to the Partnership to finance partially the Cost of the
Project; the Financing Corporation may be the same corporate
entity as the Corporation, and shall have such class or classes
of stock, cominon and preferred, voting andnonvoting, as the
Certificate of Incorporation and By·"Laws of the Financing Corporation may p:rovjde.
2 . 16 Formation Date: The date as of which the Pa-::tnership i.s formed, as provided in Section 3.1
2. 17 FERC: The Federal Energy Regulatory Colli!llission
or any commission, agency o:r othe:r gove=mental body succeeding
to the powers of such commission.
2. 18 Gas : Gas having the physical and chemical
qualities required for acceptahce by the Partnership for t:rans ··
portation under the Partnershlp' s tariffs at the time either
(i) in effect under an appropriate order of the FERC or (ii) on
file with the FERC pursuant to an application of the Partnership
that such tariff become effective
2.19 Initial_Capital .Investment: The initial capital
contribution to be made by those Partners contributing in accor ...
dance with Section 4.1.

- 5 2.20 Initial FERC Certificate: The ce:rtificate of
public convenience andnecessity-TSsued by the FERC under the
Natm:al Gas Act, pursuant to Section 9 of the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976, authoxizing the construction of the
Project and the operation of the Line, notwithstanding the fact
that such certificate is subject to the satisfaction of conditions which are materi.al.
2 21 In--Service Date: The date on which the Pr·oject
(other than extensionsorinmases in transmission capacity not
autho:rized by the Initial FERC Certificate) has been placed in
se:-v:i.ce from the Prudhoe Bay area to the interconnection on the
Alaska-Canada bo:rder with the Canadi.an Pipeli.ne (without regard
to whether deliver·ies of Gas ate then being made or capable of
being made at maxi.mum amounts authorized by the FERC by the
Initial FERC Certificate or whether the compression facili ti.es so
autbot ized have been placed in···service) pursuant to notice to the
FERC ..

2 . 22 Line: The Gas pipeline and related facilities to
be owned and operated by the Partnership, which shall initi.all y
ex!:end from the Prudhoe Bay area to an interconnection with the
Canadian Pipeline on the Alaska-Canada border, and any extensions,
ex?ansions, additions, betterments or xenewals thereof.
2.23

Ope:rator:

The Operato:r piovided for in Section 8.

2 24 Partner: Each of the Partnex·s executing this
Ag::·eement, and any Partner substituted for an or·igi.nal Partner
pursuant to Section 10; and any Additional Partner which is
admitted to the Partnership pursuant to Section 11; Erovided,
howeve:r, that the term Pa:rtne:r shall not include any Person which
has given a Withdrawal Notice (as defined in Section 15. 2) oto the
Partners and the Pattnership pursuant to Sections 15.2 and 16 2,
or any Pe:r·son which has been deemed to have wi.thdrawn from the
Partrte:rship pu:rsuant to Sections 4.4.5, 12 . 2 o:r 15.4 .

2 25 Pa:rtne;_sh~:
this Agreement.

The general Partnership created by

2 26 Partnershin Commitment Agreement: The~reement,
executed by all Partners, pursuant to which all Partners (other·
than those Pa:rtne:rs who have withd:rawn p:r:ior to the execution of

- 6 ·such agr·eement) agree to establish each Partner 1 s Percentage for
the period commencing with the Connnitrnent Date and agree to make
C/!.pital contributions to the Partnershi.p suffid enc, together·
with the proceeds of securities to be issued pursuant to the
Fi.nanci.ng Commitment Agreements, to finance the Estimated Cost of
the Project as of the Commitment Date.
2. 2 7 Partner 1 s Percentage: That percentage which is
determined by dividing a Partner's Capital Account by the total
of all Partner·s' Capital Accounts, rounded to the nearest ten ..
tho\,lsandth of one percent
2 28 Pei'SE?_!!: An individual, a corpore,tion, voluntary
association, joint stock company, business tnist or partnership
2 29 Pr~.:Conunitment Capital Investment: The capital
contributions to be made by each of the 'Partners in accordance
wi.th Section 4 2.
2 . .30 Presidential Reuor·t: The "Decision and Report to
Congress on the Alaska Natural Gas-Transportation System" i.ssued
by the President on Septembei 22, 1977 .
2. 31 Pr£j~ct: The Gas transmissi.on pipeli!le (together
with all related properties and facilities) to extend from the
Prudhoe Bay area of the North Slope of Alaska to an interconnection with the Canadian Pipeline on the Alaska-Canada border, as
described in the Presidential Report, and the planning, design
and construction of such pipeline and faci.liti.es.
2. 32 Qualified~~ndit~: Expendi t\,ltes to acquire
information, knowledge, studies, tests, computer programs or
governmental authorizations by any Partner or corporate Affiliate
of a Partner, in the course of activities r·e.asonably related to
the selection of a transportation system for the delivery of
Alaskan natural gas, i.f such expenditures were made by such
Partner or corporate Affiliate prior to the Formation Date .
2.33 Required Accounting Practice: The accounting
rules and regulations, if any, at the time pr·escribed by the
:regulatory body or bodies under· the jurisdiction of whi.ch the
Partnership i.s at the time operating and, to the extent of
matters not covered by such rules and regulations, generally

-· 7 accepted princi.pl es of accounting at the time prevailing, for
companies engaged in a business similar to that of the Partnership
2.34 SEC: The Securities and Exchange Commission or
any commission, agency or· other governmental body succeeding to
the powers of such commission,
2 . 35 Ship£§.!' Any Person which enters into a contract
Hi th the Partnership for the purpose of transpor·ting Gas through
all or any ·portion of the Line .
2.36 Shipper Commitment Agreements: Agreements pursuant
to which Shippers agree to transport Gas through the facilities
of the Line.
3.

Formatim~. and .l'.~:;:pose_of_!:!le General .Partner~hip

3. 1 Formation: The Partnership formed by this Agreement shall be a general partnership, to be effective as of
January 31, 1978, pursuant to the Uniform Partnership Act of the
State of New York.
·
3.2 ~~: The name of the Partnership shall be:
ALASKAN NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.
3 . .3 Purp~: The Partnership is the successor to all
of the rights, titles and :interests of Alcan Pipeline Company as
the Person designated by the Presidential Report and related
Federal Power Commi.ssion and FERC proceedings and orders to
construct and ope:rate a natural gas pipeline system in Alaska
pursuant to Section 7(a) (4)(B) of the Alaska Natural Gas Trans·.
portation Act s>f 1976. The Partnership shall plan, desigri,
obtain financing for and construct the Project, own and operate
the Line and place the Line in service on January l; 1983 or as
soon thereafter as practicable.
The Partnership proposes to
transport Gas owned by Shippers from points at which the Partner. :z..s
.
,_
• r1.... to, rece1.v:a
•
G;;;as to tuc
"
.
,
.
s h l.p
autuorLze
po:r.nt
o ...." l.nterconn.ectJ..Otl
with the Canadian Pipeline, and to any i nterinedi.ate points
authorized by appropriate governmental orders.
The Partners
agree to cooperate, and to cause their Affiliates to cooperate,
in obtaining all necessary authorizations hom governmental
authorities having jurisdiction as may be required to construct
the Project and operate the Line.

- 8 ..

3. 4 Use of the Line: It is the intention an.d. policy
of the Partnership that the Line shall be a <:<ontract carr·i.er of
Gas and be OU[ailable to Shippers (whether or not a Far·tner or its
AffiHate) on a fait 1md mm-·aTscriminatory basis. Nothing in
this Agreement shall {i) commi.t or entitle <J.I}.Y l'ru:tuer or any of
its Affiliates to transport Gas owned by·, or committed to be sold
to, such Partner or Affiliate through the I"ine or other facili.ties of the PartneTship regardless of the location of such
Partner's or Affil:i ate 1 s ow-ned or controlled Gas I eserves or the
1narkets to which such Gas is to be delivered of' (ii) limit the
availa.bili ty of Gas tr·;msportation service only to those wh9 'lJ:<;.
PartDers or Affiliates of 'fiRrtners.
3. 5 RegulatDJ:y_Stat~: The Partners acknowledge that
the Partnership will be a "natural gas company" under the Natural
Gas Act subject to the juri.sdi.cti.on of the FERC .
3. 6 Repr5:eentations andHarranties Concerning Formation of ·Partner shiu: Each Partner represents and warrants that,
subject to the receipt of all necessary :regulatory approvals relating to this Agreement and the investment of the Partners in
this Partnership, the execution and delivery of this Agreement,
the formation cif the Partnership and the. performance hereof will
not contr·avene any provision of, or constitute a default under,
any indenture, mortgage or other agreement of such Parcner or any
Affiliate of such Partner or any orde:r of any court, commission
or gove:rnmental agency having ju:r·i sd:i.ction, and this Agreement i.s
a valid and enforceable Agreement against such Partner ~xcept
insofar as enforcement hereof may be liinited by bankruptcy, i,n ..
solvency or other similar laws :r·elated to or affecting the
enfor·cement of creditors 1 rights. Each of the Parties to this
Agieement set forth in Sections 1.1 th:r·ough 1. 6 represents that
it is not subject to the jurisdiction of the SEC as a public
utili.ty holding company within the meaning of the Pub1ic Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935.
3.7 Offices: TI1e principal. offi.ces of the Partnership
shall be at such place as the Executive Committee may determine.
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4.

Capital
4. 1

Investment~.

I!!tti§:L Capital Investment:

4.1.1 The Qualified Expenditures of each Partnex
shall, as provided in Sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4 1.4, be
cx·edited to the respective Cap:i.tal Accounts of the contri···
buting Partners, and assets acquired by means of Qualified
Expenditures shall be and are hereby contributed to the
Partnership.

4.1.2 Subject to such change as may be necessary
by Secti.on 4.1..4, the value to the Project of North>vest's
Qualified Expenditures, and Northwest 1 s initial Capital
Account balance, is agreed to be $19,163,000 . 00, the amount
expended by N01:thwest and its Affiliates through Januazy 31,
1978. The Partner·s 1 other than Northwest, may have reasonable access to Northwest's books and recoxds to verify the
accuracy of such expenditures
4 . 1. 3 Subject to such change as may be necessary
by Section 4. l. 4, the identification and value to the
Project of the Qualified Expenditures of at1y Partner or ai1y
Affiliate of a Pax·tner (other than Northwest) shall be
determined by the Board of Partne:r s, Upon review and deter·minati.on of the value of the Qualified Expenditures of such
Partners or Affiliates (other than Northwest), as herein
provided (such x·eview and determination to be made as soon
as practicable after the Formation Date and, in any event,
pr·ior to Novembe:r· 30, 1978), the Capital Account of each
Pa:rtner (other than Northwest) shall be credited with the
amount so determined.. Each Partner claiming a Qualified
Expenditure shall permit the Partners reasonable access to
its books and records to verify such expenditure.
4.1, 4 Qualified Expenditu:r:es, and the value of
assets generated ther·eby, shall be subject to review and
ve:r:ification by the FERC, and only those expenditures, and
the values ascribed to such assets, found by the FERC to
reflect reasonable and necessary expenditures, prudent:ly
incuned, shall be retained in the Capital Acco1mts, and
then only to the extent that FERC authorizes the inclusion
thereof as a capital expenditu:r:·e app:r:op:d.etely made on

- 10 behalf of the Pax tnership for inclusion in r·ate base. Any
disallowance by the FERC of an amount included i.n any
Capital Account under Section 4 . 1 shall be reflected forth··
with in
retroactive adjustment of (i) the Capital Account
from whi.ch such amount was so disallowed and (ii) all other
Capital Accounts affected by such disallowance in accordance
with this Agreement.
·

a

4 2

Pxe··Cornmitment Date ...~ital Investment:

4 . 2 1 Each Partner· agrees to contxibute to the
Pax tnership, for the period cormnencing >d th the Fox·mation
Date and endi.ng July 31., 19 78, an amount equal to the anti.cipated cash requirements of the Partnershi.p during such
period divided by the number of Pa:r:tners.
4.2 2 The Pre-Commitment Date cash requi.xements
of the Partnenhip through July .31, 1978 ai:·e- not anticipated
to exceed $20 4 mi.lli.on in budgeted costs, and $3. 6 million
in contractual commitments which will acc:t:ue in the event of
Px·oject suspension as of July 31, 1978. Each Par·tner is
bound by its agreement in Section 4. 2.1 to contribute to the
Pax tnership:
..
(i)
Its per capita share of said
$20 4 million; and
(i:i.)
Its per capita share of said
$3. 6 million in contractual commitments, if
such cont:t:actual commitments accrue;

but no Pa:t:tner is obligated lmder Section 4 2 . 1 or this
Section 4 2 2 to contribute any amount in excess of its per
capita share of $24 million
4.2.3 On or before June 30, 1978, the Board of
Partners shall determine, taking into account budgeted costs
and contractual commitments ,.,.;rh:Lch v1i.ll acc:r ue if the P:r oj ect
is suspended, the anticipated cash requirements of the
Partnex-ship for the pe:r:iod fl:om August l, 1978 th:rough
December 31, 1978
Irmneciiate notice of such detei'llli.nation
shall be given in wri.ting to all Partners
Each Partner
shall elect, prior· to July 15, 1978, whether (a) it will
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contribute its per capita share or (b) it will withdraw as a
Partner on July 31, 19'78. Notice of withdr·awal, H that is
a Pa:z:·tner 's election, shall be given as provided in Section
15.2. Fai.lu:z:e to give notice of withdrawal shall obligate
such Partner to pay its pe:z: capita share; provided, that no
Partner will be obligated under Section 4.2.3 to contribute
any amount in excess of its per capita share
As used in
this Section 4. 2 . 3, the term "per capita share" as applied
to any Pa:z:tner shall mean the anticipated cash requi:z:ements
of the Partnership for the period from August 1, 1978
through Decembe:z: 31, 1978 as dete:z:mined by the Board of
Partne:z: s on or befo:z: e June 30, 19'78 divided by the number of
Partners at the time notice of such determination was given
pursuant to this Section 4 2.3.
4.2 . 4 On or before December 1, 1978, the Board of
Partners shall determine, taking into account budgeted costs
and contractual commit.ments which will accrue if the Project
is suspended, the anticipated cash requirements of the
Partnership for the pe:z: i od from January 1, 1979 thr·ough
December 31, 1979. Immediate notice of such determination
shall be given in writing to all Partners. Each Partner
sha.ll elect, prio:z: to December 15, 1978, whether (a) it will
contribute its per· capita share or (b) it will withdraw as a
Partner on Decembe::: 31, 1978
Notice of withdr·awal, if that
is a Partner's election, shall be given as provided in
Section 15.2. Failure to give notice of withdrawal shall
obligate such Partner to pay its per capita share; provided,
that no Partner will be obligated under this Section 4. 2 . 4
to contribute any amount in excess of its per capita shar·e .
A.s used in this Section 4.2.4, the term "per cap:i.ta sha-re"
as applied to any Partner shall mean the anticipated cash
requirements of the Partnership for the period from January 1,
1979 through December 31, 1979 as determined by the Board of
Partners on or before December 1, 1978 divided by the number
of Partners at the time notice of such determination was
given pursuant to thi.s Section 4.2 4
4.2.5 On or before Jlecembe:z: 1, 1979, and on or
before each succeeding December 1 in the event the Commit·-·
ment Date is estimated to occur after such succeeding
December 1, the Board of Partners shall determine, taking
into account budgeted costs and contractual commitments
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which will. accrue if the Project is suspended, the anti.ci-·
pated cash requirements of the Partnership for the period
from January l, 1980 (or from any succeeding Januar·y 1)
through the date then estimated to be the Corrnnitment Date.
Immediate notice of each such determination shall be given
to all Partner~
Each Partner agrees, subject to the
withdrawal rights specified in Section 4.4 3, to contribute
to the PaJ:tnership, for the period commencing January 1,
1980 and ending with the Commitment Date, an atnount equal to
the cash requirements of the Partnership during such period
divided by the number of Pa:ttners.
4. 3

!urther_Capital Investment:

4 .3. 1 Prior to the Commitment Dat.e, Nor_thwest
shall notify, in wn.tlng, the Board of Partners of the
ownershi.p interest which Northwest elects to hold, for
itself OJ: an Affiliate, in the Partneq_hip from and after
the Co=itment Date. The ownership interest i.n the Partnership remaining after Northwest's election shal.l be apportioned among the Partners other than Northwest, by mutual
agreement; provided, however, that if the ownership inteJ: ests
elected by the Partners, other than Northwest, exceeds the
total ov."!lership interest J: emaining after· Northwest's elec~
tion, then the ownership interest in the Partne:rship remaining
after Northwest's election shall be apportioned among the
Partne:rs (other than Northwest) in the ratio that each
Partner's Capital Account bears to the total of the Capital
Accounts of all Partners other than Northwest; provided,
further, however, that if the above apportionment would
cause an increase in any Partner's ownership interest above
that which that Partner· elects, then the increase above the
Pa:ttner's election shall be apportioned among the other
Partners (otheJ: than NorthY1est) in the same ratio as described
before.. For the purposes of calculating the apportionment
of interest to Partners· (other than Northwest) pursuant to
this Section if mutual agreement has not been reached, the
Capital Accounts of the Partners as of the end of the most
recent month next preceding the date when apportionment
occurs, shall be used
4 3 2 After NorthY1est's election of the ownership
interest in the Partnership to be held by :i.t on and after
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Partners of the r·emaining ownership interest in the Pa:r·tnership, each Partner shall, as pr·ovided in Section 4 . 3 3,
contribute the capital necessar-y to make the Par·tners'
Per·centages r·eflect the division of inter-est so elected and
apportioned.
4.3.3 Subject to the ter-ms of the Partnership
Co=itrnent Agreement, each Partner agrees to contribute to
the Pa:r·tnership, subsequent to the Conu11itment Date, an
amount in cash equal to such Partner's ownership pe:rcentage
(as dete:rmined under Sectio!l 4. 3 2) of the Estimated Cost of
the Project, as set forth in the Partnership Co=itment
Agreement; provided, that the amount to be so contributed
shall be r·educed by (a) such Partner-'s contributions pur·suant to Sections 4.1 and 4.2; and (b) such Partner's
ownership percentage (as determined under Secti.on 4. 3 . 2) o£
the amount of the Financing Commitment Agreements.
4 . 3. 4 Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections
4 .3 1, 4. 3 2 and 4 ..3. '3, however, if the Financing Co=.itment
Agreements pr·ovide for the Corporation or the Financi.ng
Corporation to issue mor·e than one class of equity securi.cy,
or more than one class of debt instrument, the Partners may
agree, in the Partnership Commitment Agreement, to such pLs.n
of capital investment in the Partnership as is reasonably
necessary to effectuate the financing plan set fm:th i.n the
Finq_ncing Commitment Agreements.
4 4

~ayment

of Capital Investment:

4.1 \Vi thin the budget.;J.ry limitations establi.shed
by the Board of Partners, the Executive Committee shall
issue a written request for payment of each capital contribution to be made in accordance with Sections 4 2 and 4.3 at
such times and in such amounts as the Executive CoiiUllittee
shall deem appropriate in light of the cash requir emeilts of
the Partnership
All amounts received by the Partnership
pursuant to this Section 4_4 on or before the date specified
in 4.4.2(iv) shall be credited to the respective Partner·'s
Capital Account as of such specified date and all amounts
received from a Partner after the date specified in Section
4.4 2(iv) by the Partnership pursuant to this Section 4 4
L;.
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sha1J be credited to such Par·tner 's Capital Account as of
the date of receipt thereof.
4.4.2 Each WTitten request issued pursuant to
Section 4 4 l shall contain the fol)owing information:
The total amount of capital
contributions requested from all Partners;
(i)

(ii) The amount of capital contribution requested from the Partner to
whom the request is addressed;
(iii) The purpose for ~"hich the
funds are to be applied in such reasonable
detai.l as the Executive Committee shall.
direct; and

(i.v) The date on which payments of
the capi.tal contribu t:i.on shall be made (which
date shall not be less than fifteen days
following the date the request is given [if
given under Secti.on 4. 2) and not less than
thirty days following the date the request
is given [i.f given under Section 4. 3] J and
the method of payment, provided that such
date and method shall be the same for each
of the Partners.
4.4.3 Each Partner agrees that it shall make
payments of i.ts respecti.ve capital contributions in accordance with requests· issued pursuant to Section 4.4 l;
provided that on"' and after January l, 1980 and prior to the
Commitment Date and after the sums specified in Sections
4. 2 2, 4. 2. 3 and 4. 2 4 have been contl•ibuted, a Partner
shall not be obligated by this Agreement to make capi.tal
contributions so requested if, withi.n five business days
after such notice is given, such Partner shall ha.ve given to
each other Partner and to the Partnership its Vi thdrawal
Notice as defined in Section 15.2.
4.4.4 Partners shall not be entitled to any
return of their contributions to the capital of the Partner
ship except that:

.. 15 (i) Upon withdrawal prior to the
Commitment Date, or upon automatic withdrawal
pursuant to Section 15.4, a Partner. shall be
enti t1 ed to receive, after· the Line has become
operational and at a time when the Executive
Committee determines payment may be made without undue hardship tq the Partnership (or if
transfer of the Partnership 1 s business a.nd
assets to the Corporation has occurred, then
at a time when a similar determination has
been made by the Board of Directors):
(a) an
amount equal to its Capital Account (as adjusted under Section 4.1.4) on the date of
withdrawal, and (b) return on such amount,
from date of withdrawal to aace of~~;
calculated a:c ~ I"<l:'Le :p-~llltr;t1!d hy tli:<? fJ;:RC
to the Partnership as the Partnership's
allowance tor sucf! fwuiJ; ll.S~d during .CQilstructiqn" The Capital Account balance of
a \<.'ithdraw.Lng Partner shall be recorded as a
contingent l:i.abi l i ty of the Partnership, and
not as a Partner's Capital Account, from and
after the Date of Withdrawal. This right of
reimbursement shall be subordinate to the
rights of any creditor (lf the Partnershi.p.
(i i) Subsequent to the Commitment
Date, a Partner may receive fQ~ds from the
Partnership only' i.n accordance with the provisions of Section 6 or Section 15.5.
Except as herein provided in Section 4.4.4, no return shall
be paid on any contribution to the capital of the Par·tnership to a withdrawing Partner; provided, that the fo:t·egoin~
~hall not prohibit the use of such ftmds i.n computations for
accounting purposes, including accounting for profits and
losses, and computations for ratemaking purposes, including
' '.. crwance _Ot'
f
r~
an a.tJ
runas
used dur~ng construc~.-l.on .
w

•

•

.....
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4. 4. 5 In the event a Partner shall default in the
per·formance of any of its obligations under Section 4. 2,
Sect :ion 4. 3 or Section 11.1.1 to make a contribution to the
Partnership in accordance with the terms of any request for
such contribution and such default shall continue unremedied
for a period of ten days after the giving of notice of such
default by the Executive Committee, such default shall be
deemed a withdrawal fiom the Partnership by such defaulting
Partnei
Such a wi thdiawal shall not (a) effect a di.ssolution of the Partnership or (b) affect obligations previously
assumed by such defaulti.ng Partner,
5.

Allocation _of_f!ofits and ..!:£~~

5 . 1 Contemporaneous Joinder of Partnership: In the
event all Partners execute this PartnersM.p Agreement on or
befm:·e March 17, 1978, and unless the Partnership Commitment
Agreement provides otherwise, all net piofits and net losses and
credits of the Partnership shall be allocated to the respective
Capital Accounts of the Partners in accoidance w:ith their respective Partner's Percentages. Such allocations shall be made
for each calendar month based upon the weighted average of each
Partner's Percentage during such month. These allocations axe
subject to retr·oactive adjustments resulting from any changes in
Capital Accounts pursuant to FERC or othet gove:r:nmental order .
5 . 2 Non-Contemporaneous .Joinder: In the event some
Partners execute this Agreement on··· or before March 17, 1.97 8, and
other Partners are admi.tted to the Partnership after March 17,
1978, and unless the Partnership Co=itment Agreement provides
otherwise, an unequal allocation of all net profits and net
losses artd credits of the Partne:r:shi.p shall be made in :recogni·
tion of the greate!· degree of financial risk, Partnership responsibility and commitment of personnel and capital assumed by those
Partners >ii'ho execute thi.s Agreement on or before March 17, 1978.
Allocations made i.mde:t this Section 5, 2 shall be made for each
calendar month based upon the weighted average of each Partner's
Per·centage during such month4 These al1.ocat:i.ons a:re subject to
+...
d .....
.t:.
,_
•
cap:L
_.,caJ..
___ .,
re ... roac .... l.Ve a Jus ~,..men L-S resu.1. ~..1.ng J..rom any cuanges 1.n
.j..

.,...,.

Accounts pursuant to FERC or other governmental ot·de:r:.
5.2 l The Capital Account of any Partner admitted
to the Partnership after March 17, 1978 shall be allocated
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that share of all net profits, net losses and c:z:edits of the
Partne:z:·ship accruing after such Partne1: 's admission (exclusive of losses allocated under Section 5.2.3) as such
Par.tneF's Percentage would entitle that Part:ner to :receive,
less a discoi.mt as set forth below:
AdmisSi£!l.. Date

Discount

Afte:z: Commitment Dace

15%

11··1··78 th:z:·u Commitment Date

107.

9·1··78 th:z:u 10·31-78

9%

8-1 .. 78 thru 8-.31-78

8%

7-1··'18 thru 7·-31-78

71.

6···1-78 th:z:u 6-30-78

6%

5·1·78 thru 5··31-78

5%

4.,;30~78

4%

4·1 .. 78 th:ru

3·18··'78 thru 3-31-78

21.

5.2 2 The net profits, net losses and c:z:edits of
the Partne:z:shi.p remaining after deducting the net profits,
net losses and credits determined under Section 5 . 2.1 (exclusive of losses allocated under Section 5.2. 3) shal.l
be allocated to the respective Capital Account of.each
Partner executing thi.s Agreement pr·ior to March 1.8, 1978, in
the proportion that each such Partne:z:'s Percentage bears to
the total of the Partners' Per·centages of all such Pa:z:·tne:z: s.
5 . 2 . .3 Losses realized f:t·om the sale, abandonment
or other disposition of Partne:r·ship assets (other than in
the ordinary course of business) prior to the In·Se:z:vice
Date shall be allocated among all Partners i.n accordance
with the Partners' Percentages as of the date of such disposition
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Distributions,

Distributions to the Partners shall be made only to all
Partne:r s simu1 taneous ly in such aggregate amounts and f:rom time
to time as dete:~:mined by the Board of Partners. Each distribution
shall be made:
(i) in the :ratio in o7hich as of the date
of such distribution the cumulative net profits have
been allocated and not previously distributed, but
only to the extent of the amount of such undistributed
cumulative net profits; and thereafter
(ii) in the :ratio of the Partners' Capital
Accounts, after giving effect to the distd.buti.ons
under (i) above.

7.1 Fiscal Year:
shall be the calendar year.

The fiscal year of the Par·tne:r:ship

7. 2 Location of Records: The books of account fo:r the
Partne:rship shall be kept and maintained at the principal office
of the Partnership o:r at such other place as the Executive Commi.ttee shall detemi.ne

7.3

Books of Account:
Partner ship shall be:

Tt1e books of account for the

7.3.1

maintained on an accrual basis in accordance with Required Accounting Practice; and

7, 3. 2 audited by the Certified Public Accountants
at the end of each fissai year of the Partnership.

7.4

Annual Financial Statements: As soon as practicable following the end of each fiscal year of the Pa.:rtnership,
the Executive Committee shall cause to be prepared and delivered
to each Pa:r·tne:c:

7.4.1 A profit and loss statement and a statement
of changes in fi.nanc.i.al position for such fiscal year·, a

. 19 balance sheet and a statement of each Partner's Capital
Account as of the end of such fiscal year, together with a
report thereon of the Certified Public Accountants.
7 . 4. 2 Such federal, state and local income tax
returns and such other· accounting and tax information and
schedules as shall be necessary for the preparation by each
Partner of its income tax returns for such fiscal year
7 . 5 Interim Financial Statements: As soon as p:r:ac~
ticable after the end of each calendar month, the Executive
Committee shall cause to be prepared and delivered to each
Partner, with an appropriate certificate of the person authorized
to prepare the same:
7 . 5 1 A profit and loss statement and a statement
of changes in financial position for such month (including
sufficient information to permit the Partners to calclllate
their tax accruals), for the portion of the fiscal year then
ended and for the 12 month period then ended;
7 5 2 A balance sheet and a statement of each
Partner's Capital Account as of the end of such month; and
7. 5. 3 A statement comparing the actual financial
status and results of the Partnership as of the end of or
for such month and the portion of the fiscal year then ended
with the budgeted or forecasted status and results as of the
end of or for such respective periods.
7 6 Taxation: The Parties intend that the Partnership
shall be taxed as a "partnership" for fedetal and state tax purposes and the Partners agree to take all action, including the
amendment of this Agreement and the execution of such other documents as may be required to qualify for and receive such tax
treatment.. The Partner ship's state and federal income tax r·eturns shall be approved by the Board of Partners and subject to
:review by Ce'.t'ti-fi.ed Public Accountants, coUt.Lsel ox other persOn
or persons designated by the Board of Partners tor such purpose.
All Partnership elections for state and federal income tax purposes shall be determined by the Board of Partners, except those
specifically :reserved by the lnten1al Revenue Code to be made by
the individual Partners
One such election which may be made by

.. 20 ·the individual Partners is the qualified progress expenditure
election related to the investment tax credit.. The allocation of
qualified p:togress expenditures for the purpose of such election
shall be in accord with the provisions of Section 5. The invest ..
ment tax c:r·edi t not available unde:r the qualified p:rogress
expenditure :rules shall be allocated in accordance wi.th the
provisions of Section 5, based 011 the Partners' Percentages in
effect at the ti.me of the :r·el.ated expenditures, or in accordance
with the p:rovisi.ons of Section 4.1, as applicable.
7 7 Governmental Reports: Subject to the provisions
of Section 8. 2 6, the Operator, on behalf of the Par tne:rship,
shall prepare and file all repo:rts prescribed by the FERC and any
other commis si.Otl o:r gove:rnmental agency having ju:risdiction
7 . 8 Inspection .£L~acilities_ and Records: Each Partner shall have the right at all reasonable times during usual
business hours to inspect the facilities of the Partnership and
to examine and make copies of the books of account and other
records of the Partne:rshi.p.
Such right may be exercised through
any agent or employee of such Pax·tner designated i.:h w:riting by it
or by an independent public accountant, petroleum engineer,
attorney or other consultant so designated. That Pa:rtnex shall
bear all costs and expenses incurred in any examination for such
Parti:J.er'f! account .
7. 9 Deposit of Funds: Funds of the Partnership shall
be deposited in such banks or-other depositories as shall be '
designated by the Board of Pa:rtners.
8,

Management of.. the Partners,!:lip
8 1

General Managemen!: Structure.:

8 1.1 The major oolicies of the Pa:r·tnership shall
be established by a B~axa of Partners which, except as
otherwise expressly prov{ded i"ri I: hi"s Agreement, shall have
exclusive authority with :respect to such affairs of the
Partnership as would (if the Partnership wexe a corporation)
be subject to control by a corporate board of dhectors.
8 .1. 2 The day-to ... day management of the affairs of
the Pa:rtnership, including supervision of the construction
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:reasonably related the:r:eto, shall be the r·esponsibi.lity of
the Ope:r: ato:r:·.
8 .1. 3 The Partne:r:ship shall engage a Project
Management Contractor. to assume responsibility, to the
maximum extent practicable, for Project design and engi-neering, scheduling and cost control, construction management and purchas i.ng, materials and logistics.
8. 2

Board of Partners:

8. 2. 1 The members of the Board of Partners shall
be t;>ne _representative of each Partner. Each Partner shall
designate, by nod.ce Eo e;icn other. Partner and the Partner·shi.p, its representative to serve on the Board of Partners
By like notice, each Partne:r: may designate an alteP'?tP. .
representative who shall have authority to act in lieu of
its representative. Any Par·tne:r: may at any time, by written
notice to all other Partners and to the Partnership, remove
its representative on the Board of Partners and desi.gnat.e a
new representa,tive .
8 . 2 . 2 The representative of Northwest shall be
the Chairman of the Board of Partners but if the total
interest which Northwest holds, after i.ts election under
Section 4 . 3.1, in the Partnership is less than 5 percent, o:r:
i.f a Northwest rep:r:·esentative i.s removed as Chairman as
below provided, the Chairman 9ha1l be elected by the Board
of Partners. If Northwest's representative is entitled to
the office of Chairman, and if for any reason John G.
McMillian i.s unavailable to serve, Northwest shall _designate
another !epresentative to serve as Chairman, with the advice
and consent of the Board of Partners. The Chairman may not
be removed from office except upon affi:r:mattve finding by
vote of Partners owning full right, title and interest to
not 1 es s ths,n two- thirds of the Par·tner· s t Pe-r:·centages, that
the Chaiman has th:rough mi.s feasance, nonfeasance or gross
negl:Lgence, acted in a manner contrary to the best interests
of the Pa!tnershi.p. A vote on removal of the Chairman may
be held only after the Chairman has been given reasonable
notice of, and an opportunity to be heard on, a call fo:r:
1·ernoval by one or more Partners
I
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8. 2. 3 The Chai:rman shall preside at: all meetings
of the Board of Partners, which Sfiall meec at least quan:e:rly.
Special meetings of the Board may be called at such 'fj.fueb
and pl.aces, and in such manner, as the Chairman deems neces·sary, and at such times as requested by written notice
concurred in by a majority of the Board. Wr·i.tten minutes of
all meetings shall be maintained.
8. 2 . 4 The Board of Partners shall designate, from
among i.ts membe:rs, members of the following committees:
Audit and Compensation.

8.2.5 Except as otherwise p:rovi.ded by this Agree·ment, the Board of Partners shall act upon the aff:i:nnative
vote of a majority of -(i) The r·epresentati ves on all
matters determined prior to the Commitment
Date; or·

(ii) The Partners' Percentages on
all matters determined on or after. the Commitment Date. For th.is purpose, each
Representative shall have a number of votes
equal to the Partners' Percentage of the
Partner he represents, at the time any such
matters are voted on; and the majority of
such votes shall be the vote of a majod.ty
of the Partners' P~rcentages .

8.2.6 Without modification of its general autho=ity 1mder Section 8 1. 1, the approval of the Board of Part-·
ners shall be necessary before any of the following actions
can be ):aken on behalf of the Partnership:
.
Establishment of the initial design of
the Line;
Estab1:isP..ment of the constru.ction and
operating bndg,ets for the Project;

Execution of interim and permanent
financing agrfOements and commitments;

- 23 Establishment of Partne:nhi.p tax policies;
Selection of depositories for Partnership
funds;
Selection and retention of the Project
Management Contractor;
Selection and retention of a Certified
Public Accountant;
Expansion of the Line;
Admission of Additi.onal. Partners;
Transfer of a Partner's interest in the
Partnership;
Filing of the Partnership's Tar i.ffs, or
any amendment thereof, with the FERC;
Any change in the authority and responsi·bili.ty delegated in this Agreement to any
Connnittee, to the Prcij ect Management Contractor or to the Operator;
Selection of a successor Oper·ator, if such
becomes necessary;
Establishment of the Estimated Cost of
the Project, pursuant to Section 2.12;
Identification and valuation of Qualified'
Expenditures, pursuant to Section 4.1..3;
Request for additi.onal capital contributions
pursuant to Section 12; and
Timing and ammm ts of dis t:r·ibuti.ons to
Partners pursuant to Section 6 .
In addition, the Board of Partners is hereby specifically
author i.zed to:
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If the Board of Partners, by unanimous vote,
deems i.t appropriate to create a Fi.nancing
Cor·poration, approve the fonn and content of
the Financing Corporation's charter and by-laws
and cause the Financing Corporation to be
organized under the laws of such state as the
Board of Partners shall select; and
Cause by tmanimous approval the organization
of and issue of stock by the Corporati.on under
the Jaws of Dela,;are or such other state as
the Board of Partners shall select
8 3

Executive Committee:
-------··--------

8.3 . 1 The Executive Conrrni.ttce shall consist of a
Chainnan and five members, Each .Partner named in Sections
1. l ·through 1.. 6 (or any substitute Partner succeeding to its
interest hereunder) shall designate a representative to
serve on the Executive Committee, and the Cha:i.man of the
Board of Partners shall also be the Chairman of the Executive
Committee.. Any vacancy on the Executive Committee
occasioned by the withdrawal of a Partne:r· named in Sections
l 1 through 1. 6 (or any substitute Pa:r tner succeeding to
its interest hereunde:r) shaJ.l be filled by the Board of
Partners,
8. 3 2 Neither the Chairman nor any member of the
Executive Conrrnittee may be removed from office by the Part ..
nershi.p, except i.n accordance with the procedures, and for
the cause stated, in Section 8.2.2, Any Partner may, at any
time, by wr·itten notice to all other Partne:r s and to the
Partnership, change its representati.ve on the Executive
Committee .
8.3 . 3 The Executive Co!lmlittee shall meet not le>ss
often than monthly, at times atld places and in a manner
designated by the Cha:i rmaJ.l.. Written minutes of all meetings
will be maintained, and copies thereof distributed to the
:()oard of Partners.. Decisions of the Executive Committee
shall be by maj ori.ty vote of the members, but if the Executi.ve Committee cannot reach agreement on any issue, such
shall be referred to the Board of Partners for decision.
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8 . .3 4
the Partnership

The Executive Committee shall, on behalf of

Negotiate and execute the contract provided for in Section 8,6.10;
Monitor· and review the performance of the
Oper·ator, the Project Management Contr·actor
and all execution contractors; and
Monitor the implementation of all directives
of the Board of Partners.
8.3 5 The Executive Committee shall report fully
to the Board of Partners at each meeting of the Board of
Partners and furnish special reports at such other times and
places as the Board of Partners deems advisable.

8 4.1 The Audit Committee shall consist of five
members selected to serve by the Board of Partners.. No
member· of the Audit Committee shall be affiliated in any
manner with Nor·thwest, and no Partner may have more than one
representative on the Audit Connnittee
The Board of Partners shall designate one member of the Audit Corrnn..ittee to
serve as Chairman of the Audit Committee
Decisions of the
Audit Committee shall be by majority vote of the members
The members shall serve on the Corrrrnittee at the will of
the Board of Partners.
8. 4. 2 Tne Audit Committee shall meet not less
often than quarterly, and at such other· times a.s called by
i.ts Chairinan. The Chairman shall designate the time and
place, and the manner, of all Audit Committee meetings
Written minutes of each meeting shall be maintained
8.4 .3
Partnership --

The Audit Committee shall, on behalf of the

Consult with internal and external
auditors;
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Review and monitor the internal audit
coverage and plans for coverage;
Analyze and approve internal audit
operating phi.losoph:i.es and strategies;
Review the results of all financial
audits ; and
Review the results of all recommendations
for corr·ecti.ve action .
8. 4 4 The Audit Committee shall report fully to the
Board of Partners at each meeting of the Board of Partners
and at such other times and places as the Board of Partners
deems advisable.
8.5

fompe!lsation Committee:

8. 5. 1 The Compensation Committee shall consist of
five members selected by the Board of Partners. No member
of the Compensation Committee shall be affil i.ated in any
manner with Northwest, and no Partner shall have more than
one re?resentative on the Compensation Committee.. The Board
of Partners shall designate one member to serve as Chairman
of the Compensation Committee. Decisions of the Compensation Corrrrnl.ttee shall be by majority vote of the members
The me;:ubers shall serve on the Committee at the will of the
Board of Partners
8. 5. 2 The Compensation Committee shall meet not
less o:':ten than annually and at such other times as called
by the Chairman. The Chai.man shall designate the time and
place, and the manner, of all Compensation Committee meet·
ings
Written minutes of each meeting shall be maintained.
8.5.3 The Compensation Committee shall, on behalf
of the Partnership, provide gui.dance on compensation policy
for the Project, and review the compensation of the
Operator's senior management.
8.5.4 The Compensation Commi.ttee shall :report
fully to the Board of Partne:cs at least annual1y and recommend
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any changes in Pa:r·tne:rship reimbursement of the Operator's
costs relating to personnel as may be necessa:r7.
8. 6

OperatoE,:

8. 6.1 Tile Operator shall be Northwest, subject to
the pr·ovisions of Section 8.6.2 and Section 8 . 6.10.
8. 6. 2 Northwest may not be J: amoved from the
office of Operator except in accordance with the procedures
in Section 8.2.2 fo:i: the case of the Chai.rman of the Board
of Partners, and then only if it has, through misfeasance,
nonfeasance or grass negl.igence, acted in a manner contrary
to the best interests of the Partnership.
Upon removal of
Northwest o:r its successor as Operator, a successor shall be
designated by the Board of J'art~ers.
8.6.3 The sale business of Northwest shall be the
discharge of i.i:s :responsibilities as set fa:r·th in this
Agn~ement.
No:rthwest' s personnel shall devote full time to
such responsibilities. The Board of Directa:r·s of Northwest
shall dh ect all Northwesj: personnel to pursue, at all times
and in all manners' the best interests of the :Partnership
and the fu:rtherance of the policies of the Partne:rship as
determined by the ·Board of Partners.
8.6.4 The Operator shall utilize, to the fullest
extent practicabl a, the services of unaffil:i.ated independent
cont:r acto:r·s to design and construct the Project. The
Operator shall negotiate contracts for such se:rvices and
execute the same (othe:r than the contract with the Project
!".anagement Contracta:r), and shall submit to the Boa:rd of
Partners at the earliest practicable date its reco=ended
contract •iith the company to serve as P:roj ect Management
Contractor·. Any functions which are not assigned to a
contractor shall be performed by Northwest.
8 . 6 5 T"he Operator shall, on behalf of the
Par·tnership, manage the design and construction of the
Project and the operation of the Line, and shall have all
po·wers and authorities reasonably necessary to the discharge
of these responsibi.liti.es subject, however, to the prior
approval of the Board of Pa:rtners with respect to those
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Section 8. 1.1. The Operator shall prepare and submit to the
Board of Partners the Operator's r·ecommendations with
respect to those matters requiring Board of Partners approval pursuant to Section 8.2.6
8. 6. 6 The Ope:rator shall, on behalf of the Partnership, establish and maintain liaison with all governmental agencies and authorities, in the United States and
Canada, having jurisdiction over permi.ts, authorizations or·
certificates necessary to construction of the Project and
operation of the Line, and shall be responsible for the
preparation and presentation to the appropriate agency or
office of all applications and z equests fox such permits,
author·izations and certifi.cates, and for the preparation and
filing of all required reports subject, however, to the
prioz .approval of the Board of Partners with respect to
those matters enumexated in Section 8.2.6, and the p:rovis·
iDns of Section 8.1.1.
8.6. 7 The Operator shall, on behalf of the Part·
nershi.p, supervise and audit the performance of the Project
Management Contractor and all other i.ndependen t contr·actors
involved in design and construction of the P:r"Oject, to
achieve, to the greatest extent practicable, contract com··
pliance, timely completion of the Project and acceptable
quali.ty and cost control.
8, 6 . 8 The Operator shall report fully to the
Board of Partners and to the Executive Committee at each
meeting of. such groups and shall repo:rt specially to either·
or both as necessary.
8. 6. 9 The Partnership shall reimburse the Ope:r·a··
tor for all reasonable costs, including overhead and administrative expense, incurred ir1 providing the services to the
Partnership as set forth in Section 8,6,
8 . 6 . 10 The Partnership shall contract with the
Operator for the rendi.ti.orl of services set forth in this
Section 8.6, upon the terms and conditions set forth in
Section 8. 6, such contract to be binding upon the Partner·ship, and the Corporation if the business and assets of the
Partne:r·ship are transferTed to the Corporation.
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the Executive, Audit and Compensati.on Conunittees and the Operator
shall not have authority to take any action inconsistent with the
terms of this Agreement.
8. 8 Indemnification: The Partnership shall i.ndemn:i. fy
and save ha:rmless the members of the Board of Partners, the
Executive Committee, the members of any committee appointed as
p!ovided in Section 8. 2, 4 ai1d the initial Operator (in its capac·:Lty as such) against all actions, claims, demands, costs and
li.abilities arising out of the acts (or failure to act) of such
Pe:r sons in good faith wi thi.n the scope of their authority i.n the
course of the Partnership 1 s business· and such Persons shall not
be liable for any obligations, liabilities or commitments incurred by or on behalf of the Pa:rtnersrd.p as a :result of any such
acts (or failure to act).
8.9 .Qther _!'.ositions o:r Representativ~: Any member of
the Board of Partners, the Executive Comrnittee'and the Committees
provided for in Section 8.2 4 may also be an officer, director or
ecployee of a Par·tner or one or more Affiliates of a Partner.

9.1 LimitatioEl on Liability of Partner·s: No Partne:r
sha.ll be li.able to third persons for Partne:rship losses, deficits,
liabiJ iti es or obligations, except as otherwise exp:res sly agreed
to in writing by such Partne:r, 1mless the assets of the Partner·
ship shall fi.:rst be exhausted.
9. 2 Contra£tS to Limit. Partner 1 s Liabili t,:y: Without
-w>:ritten consent of all Partners, no contract, lease, sublease,
note, deed of t.rust or other obligation on behalf of the Pil.rtner ··
ship shall be entered into unless the:re is contained theJ:ein an
appropriate provision limiting the claims of all parties to such
instruments and othe:r· beneficiaries thereunder to the assets of
the Partne:r·ship and expressly waiving any rights of such parties
and othe1:· beneficiaries to proceed agai.nst ·the Partners :i.ndividually.

1.0 .1 Limi£ation on Right to Transfer Partner 1 s
Inte:rest: Except with the consent of the Board of Partners or as
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pledge, hypothecate 01: othervise transfer in any manner all or
any part of its right, ti.tle or· interest in, or· any evidence of
indebtedness of, the Partnership or in thi.s Agreement.
~0

2 !:egend on Evidences of Indebtedness __Held_!y
As 1 ong as this Agreement shall remain in effect, all
evidences of indebtedness of the Pattner'shi.p to any of the Partneis or their Affiliates shall bear an appropriate legend to
indicate that it is held subject to, and may be assigned or
transferred only in accordance with, the terms and conditions of
this Agreement.

f.§.!~.~.:

10 3

f~pnit!:.~ Tr~~sf~;:_§_l::Y_ Partner.s:

Nothi.ng herein

shall prevent:

10.3.1

The tr·ansfei by any Par·tner of all of its
right, titl.e and interest in the Partnership (includi.ng
i.ndebtedness thereof) and in this Agreement if all of such
right, title and interest is transferred to another corporation which i.s an Aff:i.li.p_te of the transferor pursuant to
(i) a statutory merger or· consolidation or (ii.) a sale of
all, or substantially all, cif the assets of the transferor,
provided that such Affi 1 iate assumes by operation of law or
expr·ess agreement with the Paxtnership (in form and substance satisfactory to the Board of Partneis) all of the
obligations of the transferor under this Agr·eement and that
no such transfer (other· than pursuant to a statutory merger
or consolidation wher ei.n all obligations and liabilities of
the Partner are assumed by the successor corporation by
operation of law) shall relieve the transferor of its obligations \mder this Agreement without the approval of the
Board of Partners, and p1:·ovided, further, that upon any
trans fer permitted by this Section 10. 3 .1, the transferee
Affiliate shall be admi.tt:ed as a Partner in substitution of
the Partner whi.ch was the transferor; or

10 3. 2 An assigr1ment, pledge or other t:ransfer
creating a secur·i.ty interest (and any transfer made in
foreclosure or other enforcement of such security inter·est)
in al.l or any portion of a Partner's right, title or interest
in the profits and surplus of the Partnership, or :i.n any
indebtedness of the Partnership, under any mortgage,
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indenture or deed of trust created by any Partner, p:r:ovided
that the assignee, pledgee, mortgagee, trustee or secured
party shall hold the same subject to all of the terms of
this Agreement, and provided, further, that such assi.gn.ee,
pledgee, mortgagee, trustee or secured party shall not have
any voice :i.n the management of the Partnership as a result
of any such transfer.
10.4 Effect of Permitted !'ra~.f~: No assignment,
pledge or other transfer pux·suant to Section 10 shal 1 give rise
to a :right i.n any Partner or Partners to dissolve the Partnership.
Except as provided in Section 10.3.1, no assignment,
pledge or other t:ransfer shall give rise to a right in any trans·feree to become a Paxtner· in the Paxtnershl.p, unless admitted
pu: suant to Section ll or agreed to by all the Partners.

11.1 ~xecution of Agreement: Additional Persons may
become parties to this Agreement and general Partners of this
Partnership upon execution of a counterpart of this Agreement and
the satisfaction of the following conditions:
11. 1. l
Appx oval of such admi.s s ion by the Board of
Partnex·s upon such te~s., and the pavment of such amount to
the Partn~xship ana ~he credit ther:eof- to the c-a·puai
Account of the additional Paxtner, as the Boarq o~ P'lrtners
shall deterydne .
11 . 1.2 Compliance with any agreements with
security holders of the Partnership or others that may
reqni.re the approval of such security holders or· othe:r
parties to the admission of Addi.tiona1 Partners.:
ll.l. 3 Compliance with all applicable requiiements of law, including the -Natural Gas Act and the Public
Uti.1ity Holding Company Act of 1935, if applicable, and the
applicable rules and regulations of the FERC and SEC, respectively, thereunder.
·
ll 1.4 Such admission will not result in the
Partnership becoming subject to the jurisdiction of the SEC
under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 19:35.. This
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condition may be waived or modified on]y by unanimous consent of the Partners.
11.2 PoliS( Concerning Admission of .New ]:'ar_!_!!~~.' The
intent of the foregoing provisions is to permit the addition of
Additional Partners on a non-discriminatory basis, as freely as
possib 1 e, with only such restrictions on ad,missions and capital
contributions as· are necessary to maintain the financial and
operating integrity of the Partnership and to treat the existing
Partners as equitab1y as possible in view of their previous
capital contributions and their pa.rtici.pation in the preliminary
technical, engineering, environmental, feasibility, legal and
financial studies and planning necessar'Y to design, constr·uct and
finance the Project and operate the I,ine and to obtid.n regulatory
approval therefor

12 1 Prior to Janua:ry 1, 1980, the Board of Partners
may request addit:Lonal capital contributions to the Partnership
in excess of those required to be made pursuant to Sections
4 2.2, 4. 2. 3, 4 . 2.4 or 11. Ll (or i.n excess of those obtained
pursuant to such Sections if one or. more Partners should default
in making required contributions) and offer each of the Par·tners
the opportunity to make such contributions; provided that, each
Partner shall have the right, but not the obligation, to contribute an amount which is equal to the total amount of the addi ..
tional capital contributions divided by the number of Partners.
Additional contributions made here\mder shall be added to each
contribut:ing Pa:rtner's Capital Account.
12.2 In the event the Board of Partners, pursuant to
Section 12 . 1, makes one or more requests for additional CC\Sh contributions for any of the cash requiiement periods designated in
Sections 4. 2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 (any such request being herein
called a "Section 12.1 request") and all Partners do not contribute fully in response thereto, each PaTtner which did not contri.bute fully in te~ponse thereto shall, tt..."1.l~ss it E::l~cts ty withdraw from the PaTtnership at t.he end of such cash requi.rement
period, contri.bute to the Partnership, prior to the end of such
cash requirement period, that: amount which is necessary to bri.ng
the aggr·egate amount contributed by i.t to the Partnership during
such cash requirement period in response to Sect:ion 12.1 reque~ts
to a sum equal to the highest amount cont:ributed by any Partner
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to the Partner ship during such cash requix·ement peri.od in response to Section 12.1 requests.. Failure of any such Partner to
make such contribution shall be deemed a withdrawal from the
Partnership as of the end of such cash requirement period.

12 . 3 Subsequent to the Corrnni tment Date, the Board of
Partners may request additional capital. contributions to the
Partnership i.n excess of those required to be made pur·suant to
Sections 4, 3 and 11, 1. 1 and offer each of the Partner·s the oppo:r:··
tuni ty to rn<;J.ke suc,h contributions; provided that, each Partner
shall have the right, but not the obligation, to contribute an
amO\mt which is the same percentage of the total amount of the
c.dditional capital contributions as such Partner's Percentage;
and provided, further, that failure to make an additional capital
contribution hereunder shall not be deemed an act of withdr·awal
from the Partnership
12. 4 The Board of Partners shall is sue a WJ: itt en
request for payment of each capital contribution to be made in
accorda!Jce with Section 12, at such times and it1 such amounts as
the Board of Pa:::·tners shall deem appropriate in light of the
additional cash r equir·ements of the Partnership
12. 5 Each wr·itten request issued pursuant to Section
12.4 shall contain the foilowir1g informatioJ;l:
(i) The total amount of addi.tional
capital contributions requested fr·om all Partners;
(ii) The amount of additional capital
contribution requested fr·om the Par·tner to whom
the request is addresied;
(iii) The purpose for whi.ch the ftmds
are to be applied in such reasonable detail as
t:he Board of Part:ners shall direct; and

(i.v) The date on which payments of the
additional capital contribution shall be made
(which date shall not be less than five days
following the date the request is issued) and
the method of payment, pr·ovided that such date
and method shall be the same for each of the
Partners.
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ExPansion_of theLine.

The Boar·d of Partn.ers may, from time to time, authorize
the construction of facilities to expand the Line's capacity and
increase the Partnership's authority to transport Gas and may
authorize the filing of all necessary applications to the FERC
for a certificate of public convenience and necessity relating to
such facilities and transportation autho:dty and to such other
regulatory and governmental ager~ci es as may have juri sdicti.on
with :respect thereto; provided that, if such expansion of capac··
ity or increase in authority to t·ransport Gas requires additional
capital cont:dbutions to the Partnership, such capital shall be
obtained only i.n accordance with the provisions of Section 12:.3.
Decisions to· expand the Line's capacity shall be made in light of
the policy of the Partnership expressed in Section 3.4.
14.

Transfer of Partne:rshiE Assets to

t~e Cor..E.£~!:ion

14 . 1 Reouired Transfers' The business and assets of
the Partnership shall be-transferred to the Corporation and the
Corporation shalJ asstlllle all of the obligations (whether absolute
or contingent, known or unknown) of the Partnership:
14. L 1 At any time after the Colill!litment Date upon
the V."Titten request of Partners owning full right, title and
interest to not less than two-thirds of the Partners' Per ..
centages; or
14 1.2 At any time after· the end of the first
full fiscal year foLlowing tlH~ In-Service Date upon the
approval of the Board of Partners; or
14 1 . .3 At any time after the end of the fourth
full fiscal year fall owing the In- Se:rvi.ce Date upon the
written request of Partners owning full -right, ti.tle and
interest to not less than one-thi.rd of the Partners' Percentages; or
14.1. 4
In the event of a dissolution pursuant to
Sections 15, .3. 2 or 15.3 .3, i.f the Par·tner shi.p then holds au
effective certificate of public convenience and necessity
from the FERC under the Natural Gas Act
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14.2

Consideration for. Tr.e_nsfer:

14.2.1 Except as provided in Section 14.2.2, the
Corpo:ration shall issue a number of shares of its corrimon
stock to each Pa:n:ner in consideration fo:r the transfer of
the Pa:rtnership's business and assets which i.s the same
percentage of the total number of such shares so issued as
each such Pal:tner's :respective Partner's Percentage as of
the date of the t:ransfer, giving effect, however, to the
special allocation provisions of Section 5.2 in such a
manne:r as to prese:rve the discounts provided the:rei.n for·
Partners admitted to the Partnei'Ship after March 17, 1978.
14 .. 2. 2 If the Partners have agreed to modify the
capital structu:r e of trie Pa:rtnership as provided in Section
4.3;4, and such modification is effective on the date of
t:ransfer, the Corporation shall issue its stock, common o:r
preferred, voting or nonvoting, and other· of its securities,
to each Partner in the manner and to the degree speci.fi.ed in
the Pa:rtnershi.p Commitment Ag:reement.
14. 3 :fiming of Tr·ansf'er: Any t:r ans fer made pursuant
to this Section 14 shall be made as soon as possible after the
:tequest therefor, except that if the transfe:r is made pursuant to
Section 14.1 . 4, it shall be made at the time of the consummation
of the dissolution of the Partne:rshi.p; and each Pa:rtner ag:rees to
cooperate, and to cause each of its Affili.ates to cooperate, in
the consummation of such transfe:r and the assumption of all
liabilities and obligations of the Partnership· by the Corporation, including the obligations <mder all transpor·tation agreements
with Shippers.
14.4: Amendments of Charter and By-Law~
The Certificate of incorporation and By-Laws of the Corporation in the form
approved by each Partner are attached as Appemdix I and II
he:reto, and neithe:r shall be amended prior to any transfer of the
business and assets of the Partner·ship to the Corporation except
by consent of all Partners.

15,

!~rminatbQg_and

.. Rig\1t__£f_.Withdrawal .

15.1 Term of Partnenhip: The Partnership shall continue from the Formation Date until dissolved pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement.
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Right to Withdraw:

A Pa:r·tne:r (herein called a

"Withdra~-.,ing Partner") shall have· the right to withdraw from the

Partnership at any time p:tior to the Commitment Date upon written
notice pursuant to Section 16 . 2 to the othe:r Partners and to the
Pa.rtnership (the "Withdrawal Notice") so stating. A Withdrawing
Partner shall have those rights stated in Section 4. 4.4, but no
othe:rs. Withdrawal by one o:r· mo:re Partners shall not (a) effect
a dissolutiou of the Pa:rtnership; or (b) affect obligations
previously assumed by the Withdrawing Par tne:r. Wif:.hdraw~l shall ,
~ i.§.£!:2., terminate the Withdrawing Partner's E'C<ftus as a
Partner, forfei.t all voting rights in Partnership affai:r s and
terminate al1 i'ep-rlfsentadori on 'Partnership Committees aud the
Board of Pa:rtners.
Rights of withd:r·a,7al on and after the Commitment Date shall be as specified in the Partnership Commitment
At;:r eernen t .
15 3 Automatic Dissolution: The Partnership shall be
automatically andWitho;rt notice. dissolved upon the happening of
any of the following events:
15 .3.1 The transfer of the business and assets of
the Partne:rship to the Corpo:rati.on in accordance with the
provisions of Section 14;

15. 3. 2 The sale or abandonment of a 11 o:r substantially all of the Partnership's business and assets;
provided, however, that any such sale or· abandonment may be
made only pursuant to unanimous w-ritten consent of all
P a::r tners; or
15.3.3 Any event which shall make it unlawful for
the business of the Partnership to be carried on.
15.4 Automatic Withdrawal:
In addition to those
instances where withdrawal is-deemed to occur unde:r Section 4 4.5
and Section 12, a Partne:r shall be deemed to have withdr·awn f:rom
the Partnexship and be enti.t1.ed to Ieceive payment as specified
in Section 4 '". 4 upon the happeni.ng of any of the following
events:
15.4.1

Any of the following:

the entry by a cou:rt of competent
jurisdiction of a decree or order, unstayed on
(i)
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adjudicating the Partner a bankrupt or insolvent;
(ii) the entry by a court of competent
jurisdiction of a decree or order appointing a
receiver, assignee, ·trustee, liquidator, seques-·
tr·ator or other similar official of the Partner
or of any substantial part of the property of the
Partner, or ordering the winding up or liquidation
of its affairs, or approving as properly filed
a petition seeking reorganization, arrangement,
adjustment or composition of the Partner undei the
Bankruptcy Act or any similar statute; but
only if and when such decree or o:r·der shall
have continued unstayed on appeal or otherwise
and i.n effect for 90 days; or

(:i.i.i) the filing by the Partner of a
petiti.on in vo.lt.intary bankruptcy und-er any of
the provisions of any bank:ruptcy law; or the
consenting by the Pa:r·tner to the filing of any
bankruptcy or reorganization petition against
it under any such law; or (without limitation
of the generality of the foregoing) the fili.ng
by the Partner of a petition or answer· o:r
consent to reorganize the Pa:rtner pur·suant to
or seek relief undei the Bankruptcy Act or any
other similar statute; or the making by the
Par·tner of an assignment for the benefit of
creditors; or the admitting in writing by the
Partner of its inabi.lity to pay its debts
generally as they become due; or the consenting
by the Par·tner to the appointment of a receiver·,,
assignee, trustee, liquidato:r, sequestrator or
other simi.lar official of it or of any substantial
part of its property, or the taking of corporate
action by the Partner in furtherance of any such
action .
15.4.2 The filing of a certification of dissolution of that Partner under the laws of the state of its
incorporation or the entering of a final order dissolving
that Partner by any court of competent jur-:i.sdictiorl; or
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15.4.3 Any event which shall make it unlawful for
that Partner to cax·ry on such business in pa:r·tne:rship
15.5 ):!inding. up. and Liquidation: Afte:r the Paitner··
ship shall be dissolved pursuant to the provisions of Section
15 . 3. 3 or Section 15. 7, the Board of Partners and each of the
Connnittees and the Operator shall continue to exercise the powers
vested in each of them by this Agreement and continue to operate
in the normal course to the exterit appropriate for the purpose of
winding up any business of the Pa:r·tnershi.p and liquidating any
assets thereof (which have not been transferred to the Cotpora·
tion pursuant to the provisions of Section 14) in an orderly
manner and, subject to Section 6, distributing any net assets of
the Partnership not so transferred to the Partners i.n accordance
Y.'ith the it respective Partner's Pe:r·centages as of the date of
dis solution, except as pt·ovided in Section 15. 7. 1. The Partnership shall engage in no new business duri11g the period of such
'1-.'inding up; p:rovided that, no dissolution of the Partnership,
pursuant to this Section 15 or otherwise, shall telieve any
• Pa:rtner (or any Person which has withdrawn as a Partner) from any
obligation accruing or accrued to the date of such dissolution or
deprive any Partner not in default hereunder of any :remedy other,..;ise avail able to it .
15. 6 Termination Sub 'j ect to Natural Gas Act: The
tight and powe:r to dissolve the Partnership shall at all times be
subject: to the obligations and dut:l es of the Partnership as a
"natural gas company" under the Natural Gas Act and the juris-·
diction of the FERC under that Act, and no dissolution shall be
effected 1mless all provisions of that Act shall have been complied with and any transfer of the Partnership's business and
assets, including any certificate of public convenience and
necessity issued under that Act, shall have been validly cons1mnnated under the provisions of that Act and other applicable
law.
15. 7 lRS Ruling Letter: The Partner's agree to coop·
erate in the innnediate preparation, submission and prosecution of
a request for a ruling f:t·om the Internal Revenue Service to the
effect that: (i) the Partnership shall be treated as a partne! ship
for federal income tax purposes, (ii) any net losses of the
Partnership shall be deductible by the Partne:::·s, (iii) the basis
of the Partners for their interest in the Partnership includes
the i.ndebtedness of the Partne1:shi.p, and (iv) the investment tax
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ctedits of the Partnership shall be allowed to each Partner at
its election during the construction period. In the event the
Par·tnershi.p fails to receive a ruling from the Internal Revenue
Service to the effect stated above or which is otherwise in fom
a."Ld substance satisfactory to the Partnership as determined by
t:he Boa:rd of Pa:rtners, and no cor:rective amendments to this
Agreement or other documents can be executed sufficient to obtain
such sati.sfacto:ry ruling, the Partnership shall be forthwith
dissolved, subject to the provisions of Section 15 6

15 7.1 In the event: of dissolution, pursuant to
Section 15.7, without a transfer of assets to the Corpora··
tion, the assignment by Northwest to the Partnership of
No:rthwest' s rights under the Presi.denti.al Repo:r·t and related
FERC proceedings and order-s shall be without force and
effect, and Northwest shall have and hold such rights as
though this Agreement had never been executed.
15. 7. 2

If after di.s soluti.on pursuant to this
Section 15. 7 Northwest determines to proceed with the
Project, then those othe:r Pa:rtner·s at the time of dissolution shall be anti tled to join ;,Ti th No:r thwesi: in such other
entity OI entities as may be used to construct the .Project
and operate the Line, to the same extent and on a similar
besis as provided in this Ag:z:eement, taking full account of
the respective capital contributi.ons theretofore made by
such Partners to the Pa:rtnership and thei.:r :respective per·
centages as of the date of dissolution .

15 . 8

Continuan£_~

of Pa:rtnership:

Except as provided

i:r. Section 15 . 3, it is understood and agreed by each of the Part-

ners that the r·elationship of partne:z:ship among them as provided
in this Agreement is intended to continue without interruption
until such relationship is either specifically te:z:minated by
consent or by one of the events specified in Section 15.3 or
Section 15 . 7. If, notwithstanding such understanding and agreement, the Partnership may be deemed terminated or dissolved by
operation of law, each of the Partne:::s he:,eby ccvenants· and
ag:r ees that:

15 . 8. 1

The bus:i ness and affairs of the Partner··
ship shall continue without interruption and be carried out
by a new partne:rship (the "Successor Partnership");
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15.8.2 The Partners of the Successor Partnership
shall be the Persons who were Partners hereunder at the time
of such termination or dissolution, and the Success6r Part··
nershi.p and the Pa:z:·tners thereof shall be governed by the
terms of this Agreement as i.f the Successor Partnership wer·e
the Partner-ship;
15.8.3 Each of the Partners covenants and agrees
to execute such further agreements including notes, nova··
tions and accommodations as may be necessary to continue the
business of the Partnership and to protect and perfect any
lien or security interest granted by the Partnership; and
15.8. 4 Each of the Par·tners waives and releases
al.l rights to a winding up or liquidation of the business or
Pa:z:tnership.
16 .

)

General.

16 1 §_:ffes:.£._£f Agreement: From and after the Fomation Date of the Partnership as set forth in Section 3 .1, this
Agr·eement reflects the whole and entire agreement among the
Partr1ers, and this Agreement can be amended, restated, or: supple··
mented only by the written agreement of all Partners; provided,
however, that this Agreement shall become effective only if all
pa:ties named in Section 1.1 through Secti.on 1 . 6 execute the same
on or before March 17, 1978 .

16 2

J:iQ_Eices: Any written notice or other communica··
tion shall be suffici.en tly given or shall be deemed given on the
third busl.ness day following the date on which the same is mailed
by register·ed or certifi.ed mail., postage prepaid, addressed:

16.2.1 to each of the Partners at the address set
forth in Section 1 of this Agreement o:r at such other address
as may be designated f:z:·om ti.me to time by any Pa:rtner by
w:ritten noti.ce to each othe:r Partner and th~ Partnership;
and

16 . 2.2 to the Partne:rship at its p:r·incipal office
specified by the Executive Committee in accordance with
Section 3 7 or such other add:r~ss as may be designated from
time to time by written notice to each of the Partne:rs. Any
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Partner may request that copies of notices be given to any
Affiliate at such address desi.gnated by such Partner by
written notice to each other Par·tner and to the Partnership
provided that any failUl:e to give such notice shall not
affect the validi.ty of any notice given to· any Partner or
the Pax·tner·sh:ip in accordance with this Section 16. 2.. Each
of the Partners agrees to give such notice to any such
Affiliate.
16. 3 :fur·ther. AsstiJ:·ances
Each of the Partners agJ:ees
to execute and deliver all such other and additional instruments
and documents and to do such other acts and things as may be
reasonably necessary moJ:·e fully to effectuate this Partnership
and carry on the PartneJ:·ship bus:i.ness :in accordance with this
Agreement.
16 . 4 Anplicable Law: This Agreement shall be governed
by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of New York.
16.5 CounteE£at!.£,: This Agreement may be executed in
counterparts (including counterpar·ts providing for the execution
by an Additional Partner), each of which shall be deemed an
o:-iginal, but all of which together shall constitute one and the
sa:ne i.nstrunent
16 6 Headings: The headings co:ntained i.ti. this Agree·ment are for reference purposes onJy and shall not affect the
meaning or i.nteJ:'pr etation of this Agreement
16 7 Waiver: No waivet by any Partner of any defaul.t
by any other Partner OI Partners in the performance of any provision, condition or requirement herein shal~ be deemed tci be a
wai.ver of, or in any manner release the othei: Partner or Partners
from performance of any other provision, condition or requirement
herein; nor deemed to be a waivei of, or in any manner a release
of the other Partner or Partne1:s hom future performance of the
same p-rov·ision, condition or requi.rernent. Any delay or omission
of any Patt:ner to exercise any right hereunder shall not impair
the exerci.se of any such r·ight, or any like right, accruing to it
thereafter. No waiver of a I·ight created by this Agreement by
one or more Pa:rtne:rs shall constitute a waiver of such right by
the other Partners except as may otherwise be required by law
with respect to persons not parties hereto. The failuJ:e of one
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or moi e Partners to perfonn its or thei.I obligations her eunde1:·
shall not Ielease the other Partners from the performance of such
obligations.
16.8 Par!__!_Eion: The Partneis expressly waive and
release any right to have their interest, individually or col .
lectively, in the Project and the Line pai·titioned or sold for
the purpose of dividi.ng the proceeds of such sale foi· the pel;iod
during which the Partnership or any Successor Partnership shall
remain in existence.
16 9 App1:_icabl!: Laws: This Agreement and the obJ.igations of the Partners hereunder are subject to all applicable
laws, rules, orders and Iegulations of governmental. author·iti.es
having juris diction and. in the event of conflict, such laws,
I·ules, orders and 1:·egulations of governmental authorities having
jurisdiction shall control
16 1.0 YoluntaEY Contiibutions: No Partnei shall make
any capital contri.buti.ons to the Partnership except pursuant to
Sections 4, 11 and/or 12 of this Agreement
16. l1.
voting rights in
Percentages, the
deliver·ed to the

~J;l.ng Rights:

Fo1:· puiposes of determining
any instance where voting is based on Partners
latest monthly statement of Capital Accounts
Partners sP,al1. be controlling.

1

16 12 Section Numbei·s: Unless otherwise indicated,
reference to section numbers are to sections of this Agreement
16 1.3 FERC_Q~de!_: The Partners agree to cooperate in
the immediate preparation, submission and prosecution of an appropriate filing seeking an ordet from the FERC to the effect that
the Paitne:t·ship 1 s succession to the rights, titles and :i.nterests
of Northwest, as provided :in Sections 3 . 3 and 4.Ll, has been
validly consummated undei the Natural Gas Act and other applicable
law pursuant to whi.ch the FERC has jurisd:i ction,
In the event
the FERC fails to issue an oxder or o:rde:ts to the effect stated
above or which is otherwise in form and substance satisfactory to
the Partnership as determined by the Board of PartneJ:'s, and no
cor:t ecti.ve amendments to this Agreement or other documents sa tis·
factory to the Partrleiship as determined by the Board of Partners
can be executed sufficient to obtain such satisfactory order, the
event specified i.n Section 15. 3 . .3 shall forthwith be deemed to
have OCCUITed.

- 43 IN HITNESS HREREOF, the Parties have caused this
Agreement to be executed by the:ir respective duly authorized
officers.
GENERAl, PARTNERS:

NORTHERN ARCTIC

ATTEST: '

' ~ j

;

/z:L_ f_/?zc:~:-#:!1£.-..-~
.

NORTHWEST ALASKAN PIPELINE COHPANY

ATTEST:

C\1 1, ',

.: Jr.,

~M,;..• /

•

Secretary

Bye

title

PAN ALASKAN GAS COMPANY

NATURAL GAS CORPORATION OF

ATTEST:

CALlFORJ.'H A

j' .

J

::>I: .[;

:

Jt;~: _,_ ----·········-··--

Secx·etary

AiTEST:

' I

\

IiI

ATTEST:

,~ ~

UNITED ALASKA FUELS COR1'0RATION

!~
~
~067

Q

/0,-~ ·£7/M:a. ._.__
•

'

:

.Assistant Secreta{;zT

.hMENDME:NT NO. 1
(Effective Hay 19 1 .19 7 8)

TO
ALASKAN NORT!HIEST NATIJRI\1, GAS

TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
GENERAL

197 8)

P~~TNERSBIP

AGREEMENT

The General Partnershi.p Agreement· (effective as of Januacy 31 1
is hereby ~mended in the following respect.s:

5.

l.

Section

2.

In lieu thereof 1 the foUowing shall be inserted:

51

Allocction of__?.fofi ts and Losses 1 is del!Oted.

A!le~Eion ~2'f~S

and Losses.

5 ..l ContemPoraneous JoindeJ:· of Partnershi:>: ln the event
all Partners execute t.'lis Part.."lership Agree:nent on--or before Hare:. 17 I
19 7 8 1 and unless the Partnership Commitment Ag:r·eement provides other-·
•ise 1 all net profits and net Josses and creC.its of t.l:!e Partnership
);hall be allocated to ·:the :!:·especti.ve·-Capi.l;cJ. Accounts of the 'Part:ners
i.n accordance with their r·es;:>ective Pa:r:tner' s Percentages. Such
a11ocations shall be mace for each calendaz month based \lpon the
vei.ght.ed average of each Partner's Percentage during such month.
These alloca.tions. axe subject to ret:roactive adjustments !·esulti."1<;
from any changes in Capi:::al -Accounts ·I'w: suant ···to- rtRc- or ot.her go·v-e=menta.1 order.
5. 2 Non·-Conte.mno:r aneous Joinde:r·: In the event some ?artne:t:·s
execute this Agree.!nent on· or before Mard117 1 19 7 8 1 and other Part:1er s
aze aC..'nitted to the Part.'lership after Maxch 11 1 1978, a.nd unless t::.e
Partne:t:ship Cornmit.'llent Agreement •prevides othetw±:se;--and -uneq-ua:l-a:=-ro--cation of all net ?rofits.and.·net·losses aneiit:redits·of.the·Pa:::·tne::sni?
shall be made in recognition of the greater: degree of- fina:.cial risk,
Partnership responsibility and commitmenf of pez·sonnel and capital
assumed by those Partnezs who execute this Agreement on o:r befoze
March 17, 1978. Alloc<=l.tions made under this Section S.2 shall be oade
fc:r:· each· calendar month ·based upon.: the weighted averag<r of each ·Part
ner' s Percentage duzing such month. 'l'hese a1J.ocations a.re subjec'.:
to retxoactive adjustments resulti.ng from any changes in Capital Accounts pursuant to FERC or other governmental order·.
5. 2. l The Capit;o,l:Jiccount: of: a.ny:1'artner: atimitte~--·::o··· ·
Pa::tne;o:ship after March 17 i ~.97 8 1 : shall be· alice a ted that sha::·e
of al.l net profits, net los·ses and· credits c:rf the·i"artner·shi?

accruing afte~· such Partner's aC..1nission {exclusive of losses
allocated under Section 5.2.3) as such Partner's Percentage
would entitle that Partne:: to r·eceive, less a discowlt as set
forth be.low:
Admission Date

Discount
------

After Commitment Date

15%

1··1.-80 thru Commitment Date

10%

7-1-79 thru 12··31-'7 9

6%

1-1-·79 thru 6-30-79

4%

7-1.-·78 th.I'U 12··:31··78

2%

6-·3 0"·7 8

1%

3-18··78 th:::u

5.2.2 The net profits, net losses and c::edits of the
Partnership remaining afte;,: deducting the net profits, net losses
and credits dete=ined unce:r: Section 5.2.1 (exclusive of losses
a.llocatec under Section S • .2. 3) shal.l be alloc2.ted to the res~ec· ..
tive Capital Account of each Partner executing· thi.s Agree..'!lent
nri.cr to M.a::: ch 18, 19 7 8, i..;. the oronortion that eac:-, such Part··
ner 's Percentage bears to the tota.l- of the Partners I Percentages
of all such Partners.
·
5.2.3 Losses realized from the sale, abando~uent or
other disposi.t.i on of Partnership as sets (ot.!Jez· tha:1 i.n the
ordinazy course of business) prior to the ln-Service Date shell
be allocated among al.l PaJ::t."lers in accordance with the Pa:rt.;.e:r.s'
Percentages as of the ·date:· of such··d±:sposi."::±on; ... _ .... ···
This Amendment No. 1 shall be effective as of May 19, 1978,

~.nd

is consented to a.nd agr·eed upon by a.l.1. l?art."lers.
!N WITNESS w"'EEREOF, the Parties ·named l:>elow (be.i.ns aJl, of the
Partners as··of May .1:9/ 1979) have caused··th.ts·;;mendme.::rt:·t.n·.be exec-.rte~·
by thei.r respective ·duly aut.horized 'Officers ·an ·me ·1:1.~-:::e ""Sham:..- .... ~.-·
GENE:RAL PARTNERS:

ATTEST:
/s/ Dan B. O'Brien, Jr.
By
/s/ Gordon L. Severa
C-eneril"co..m5ei-.--=----:-:------o--··---TJ.t:.le '"""Presl.dent: Kay 19, 1978

....

___._...

ATTEST:

NORTHWEST ALASKAN PI?ELINE CO~I?ANY

. Is/ Barbara Moxeno

l. fi_sst. secretary

---·-~----·-

'E:.f_ __js/ John G .. McMil.lian
T.itle
Chairman of the Board
May 19, 1978

ATTEST:

(s/ Wendell Doggett
Secretary

~-_Is/ l\. E. ~~len··--·-·--Title
President
May 19, 1.978

ATTEST:

NATURAL GAS CORPORATION OF
CALIFO&'l!A

(sf D. E. Gibson
Counsel

By
/s/ John A. Snroul
Title
Cna.lm..J oz: t:....'1e Jjoa_z:,d
May 19, 1978

).ATTEST.:

PACifiC INTERS~ATE
COHPAL'IT (ARCTIC)

Xffi:

(s I Eel en !'l. Farneman_ ___ : ___ __:._
Ass1:. Secreta-=y

By

Title

TRk~SMISSION

l_sl Ea£EY Le-cc:::re · :_-_-=?resident

Hay 19, 1978

ATl'EST~

ONITED AlASKA •FUELS COR?ORA.TlGN .. -

/s/ W. 0. Crain, Jr.
Asst. Secretary - - - · - - - - - ·

By

/s/ D. L~ar Smith
Vice President
May 19, 1978
Ti~le"

NIENLlMENT NO, 2
AGREEHENT DATED AS Of JAllUARY 1, 1980
BET>IEEIJ
ALASKAN NORTHWEST ~A'I'URAL GAS TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
AND
A11ERICAN NATURAL Al.ASKAN COMPANY

THIS AGREEMENT dated
(1>..-:\endment

No .

2)

as of January 1, 1980

by and arnon9 I>.I.ASKAN NORTHYlEST 11ATiJRJ-.L

GAS TRANSPORTATION CCY.1PANY, a New York gene tal partnership,

("Partnership") fo!T.leo pursuant to the Alaskan North\.Jest
Nat<Jral Gas Transpor·tation Company General Partnership
i

A3reement effective as of January 31, f978 ("Partnership
Ayree~ent"),

and American Natural Alaskan Company, a

Dela•·are corporation ("American Natural Alaskan") and"
a wholly O\.Jned subsidiary of American Natural Resources
Co~pany,

a Michigan corporation,

1->ITNESSETH THAT:
WHEaEAS, American Natural Alasl:an ha~ requested

Partnership to admit American Naturcl Alaskan as a

the

Pa>:tn~r

on the terms and conoitions set forth in this Ar.lend;oent !Jo.
2, ano the Partnership is '.lilling to admit American Naturol
Alaskan as a Par·tner on such terms and conditions; and
liHEREAS,

the terr:.s of the i!dr.>ission of l>netican N<>tural

Alaskan to the Partnership, as set forth in Amendrnent No. 2,
reguire the amend~ent or· waiver of certain terms, cOnditions,

ot provisions in the P<>rtnership Agreement, and the Partnership

-·2is willing t6

~gree

to such amend1nents or waivers:

and
WHEREAS, American Natural Alaskan is ready,
and able to abide by and comply
ditions, and

~revisions

~>~ith

~>~illbg

all the terms, con-

of the Partnership Agreecent, as

amended hereby; and
WHE~EAS~

the Partnership and American Natural Alaskan

agree that Amendment No. 2

~>~ill

be sut>ject to the a;>pro-;2d

of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission;
NOW,

THEREFORE,

the Par·tnership and A.:nerican Natu:·al

Alaskan, intendin':l to be legaJ.ly bound hereby, ayret' as
follo'.ls:

I

In accordance with the provisions of this

Anendmen~

No.

2, and the Partnership Agreement as amendeJ hereby, American

Natural Alasxan shall become a Partner in the Partnership as
of January 1, 1980 (hereinafter called the "Admi~sion D~:e").
In consider·ation of oeco::1ing a Partner-, Amer-ican i<at.uial
Alaskan shall make capital contributions to the

Pa~fners~ip

on the terms ancl subject to the conditions of Section 4 of
the Partnership Agreement, .as amended by this Amendment !'o.
2.
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Section l of the Partnership Agreement is

~mended,

effective as of the Admission Date, to add a new section 1. 7
to read as follows:
"l. 7 AMER1CAI'< llATURAL ALASKAN COMPAilY,
{hereinafter called 1 Ar.lerican Natural Alaskan'),
a corporation or~anizecl under the laws of t!Hi
State of Dela\.lare, ;;ith its princiiJa.l corpor-ate
offices at One Wood;;ard Avenue,Detr·oit, Michigan
48226.
A.-ner·ican Natural. Alaskan re;.>resents
that:
(a) all of it~ capital stock is owned
by American Natural Resources Conpany, a
Michi.,an corporation; and (b) Amer·ican l<atura.l
Alask~n or an Affiliate intends to become a S~i??er.•
!II

Section 3.

~

of tile Parr.ner·ship A<Jreenent is a!:lended, effec-

tive as of the AdQission Date, to read as follows:
"3.6 Representations. and l-larE_.§:.!:.!i~....f~
cerning Formation of Partnershi£: ·Each Parrner
represents and ;;arrants that, subject to the
receipt of all necessa2y regulatory approvals
relating to this Agreement and the inv~st·- ·
ment of the Partriers in this Partnership,
the execution and delivery of ihi~ Ayreernent, the formation of the Par·tnership and'
the performance hereof will not contraven~
any provision of, or constitute a def~ult
under, any indenture, mortgage or othei
agreement of such Partner or any Affiliate
of such PaJCtner or any or·der· of any court,
coJrullission or· governmental agency having
jurisdiction, and this Agreement is a
valid and enforceable Agreement against
such Partner except insofar as enforcement
hereof may be limited by bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar laws i:elated t.o
or affecting the enforcement of credit.ors'
rights. Each of t.he Parties t0 this Agreement set forth in Sections 1.1 through 1.7
represents that it is not subject to or is

-·4exe~pt from the jurisdiction of the SEC as
a public utility holdiny company within the
meaning of the of the Public Utility Holding
Company Act of 1935."

IV
Section 4.1.3 of the Partnership

Agree~ent

is anended,

effective as of the Admission Date, to read as follows:
"4.1.3 Sub)ect to such change as mMy be
necessary by Section 4.1.4, the.identifica~
tion and value to the Pr~ject of the Qualified
Expenditures of any Partner or any Affiliate
of a Partner (other than Northwest) shall oe
determined by the Board of Part~ers. Upon
review and deterDination of the value of the
Qualified Expenditures of such Partners or
Affiliates (other than Nort.hwest), as herein
provided (such review and deter~ination to be
made as soon as practicable after the Fornation Date and, in any event, prior to November
30, l97B), the Capital Account of each Par·tner
(other than Northwest) shall be credited vi~h
the amount so determirled. Each Partner claiming a Qualified Eip~ndituie shall permit the
Partners reasonable access to it cooks and
records to verify such expenditure~
A Partner adcitted to the Partnership after November 30, 1978, hereinafter
referred to as an Additional Partner, shall
have a ~easonable time after the date of admission to submit to the Partnership the amount
of Qualified Expenditures that the Additional
Partner pr·oposes to have included in i-t.s Capital
Account. The Boar·d of Partners shall review
and determine the value of ~uch Qualified
Expenditures to the Project on the same ~asis
the Qualified Expenditures of other Partners
(other than Nort.hwest) and the Capital Account
of such Ad<lition"l Pat tner shall be credit.ed ··
with the amount so determined, subject to such
change as may be necessary by Section •. 1.4.
A Partner claiming Qualified Expenditures
uncler this parayraph shall permit the Partners
re11sonable access to its books and records
to verify such expenditure."

as
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v
Section 4.1.4 of the Partnership Agreement is amended,
effective as of the Admission Date, to

re~d

as fellows:

"4.1.4 Qualified Expenditures, anc the
value of assets generated thereby, shall be
subject to review and verification by tne
f'ERC, and only those exp€nclitures, and the
values ascribed to such assets, found by tne
FERC to reflect reasonable and necessary
expenditures, prudently incuned, shall be
retained in the Capit~l Accounts, and then
unly to the extent that FERC authorizes the
inclusion thereof as a capital expenditure
appropriately made on behalf of the Partnership for inclusion in rate base. Any cis:·
allo~ance by the FERC of an amount included
in any Capital Account under Section ~-1
shall be reflected forthwith in a retroactive
adJustment of (i) the Capital Account ~rom
which such amount was so disallowed anc (ii)
all other Capital Accounts affected by such
disallowance in accordance with this A;reer.tent..

In the event such disallowance occ~rs ~fter
the o~nership interest of each Pa~tner has
been detetQined in accorddnce with Sec:ion
4.3.1, the retroactive adjustment required
by this Section 4.1.4 shall not affect the
division of interests determined in accordance with Section 4.3.1, but shall ins:ead
be reflected in the amount of capital :e-·
guired to be contributed by the Partne:s
pursuant to Section 4.3.2."

VI
Section 4,2 of_the Partnership Agreement is amenjed by changing
Section 4.2.5 and by including a new section 4.2.6, effective as of
t.he Adoission Date, to r·ead as follol.'s:

-6"4.2.5 On or before December 1, l979, and
on or· before each succeeding December J in the
event tne Cot:llTlitment Date is estimated to occur
after sucll succeeding Decer.~oer· l, tne Board of
Partners shall determine, taking into account
budgeted costs and contractulil commitments which
will accrue if the Project is suspend~d 1 the
anticipated cash requirements of the Paitnership
for the period from January 1, 1980 (or from any
succeeding January ll thr·ough the date then estimated to be the Co=itment Date. Immediate
notice of each such detennination shal.l be given
to all Partners. Each Partner agrees, subject to
the withdrawal tights specified in Section 4.4.3,
to contribute to the Partnership, for the period
commencing January l, 1980 and endin" 'olith the
Com."'litrnent Date, an ar.lount egua1 to { i) the a;:,ount
by which the anticipated cash requirements of the
Partners6ip durin~ such period exceeds the amount
contr·ibut.ed by American Natura.l Alaskan pursuant
to Section 4.2.6, divided by (ii) the nugGer ~f
Partners.
4.2.6 Alnerican Natural Alaskan agrees, not·-·
withstanding anything to the contrary in Section
4.4.3, which Section shall not be •??lica~le to
this Section 4.2.6, to contribut~ to the Partnersnip that a~ount which is equal to the accent contributed by any Partner pursuant to Section 4.2
from the Formation Date through January 7, 1980.
Unti.l American Natural Alaskan shall have contr ibute::i
to the Partnership the entire amount required to
be contributed by it pursuant to this Section 4.2.6,
it shall, notwithstanding anythiny to the contrary
in Section 4.4 1 contribute to the Partnership pursuant
to this Section 4.2.6, on each date on wl1ich d capita!
contribution pu~:suant to Section 4.2.5 shall l>eco~\e
due and payable, an amount equal to the lesser of
(i) the highest amount contributed by any Partner
pursuant to Section 4.2.5 on such date or (ii) the
balance remaining to be contributed by Anerican
Natural Alaskan pursuant to this Section 4.2.6. •
The cant! ibuti:ons made by Anerican Natural Alaskan
pursuant to this Section 4.2.6 shall be in addition
t.o American Nat.ural Alaskan's cont!'ibutions pursuant
to Section 4.2.5."
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VII
Notwithstanding anything in Amendment No. 2 to the contrary,
e~ch

Partner agrees that solely for purposes of Section 5 of the

Partnership Agreement; Anerican Natural Alaskan shall be treated
~s

if it had executed the Partnership Agreement on or before Karch

17, 1978.
VII!

Section 8.3.1 of the Partnership Agreement is aMended,
effective as of the Admission Date, to read as follows:
"8.3.1 The Executive Committee shell
consist of a Chairman and six members.
Each Partner named in Sections l.l through
1.7 (or any substitute Partner succeeding
to its interest hereunder} shall designate
a representative to serve on the Executive
Committee, and the Chairman of the Board of
Partners shall also b~ the Chairman of the
Executive Co=ittee. Any vacancy on the
Exectltive Committee occasioned by the withdrawal of a Partner named in Sections 1.1
through 1.7 (or any substitute Partner sue·
ceeding to it~ interest her~tinder) shall be
filled by the Board of Partners.''

IX
Section 8.4.1 of the Partnership Agreement is anended,
effective as of the Admission Date, to r:ead as follows:
"8.4.1. The Audit Cornmittee shall consist
of six :members selecteo to serve by the Board
of Partners. No member· of the Audit Committee
shall be affiliated in any manner with Northwest,
and no Partner may have :more than one'representative on the Audit Committee. The Board of Partners shall designate one member of the .l.udit Comnit···
tee to serve as Chair:rnan of the Audit Committee.
Decisions of the Audit Committee shall be by a
majority vote of the members. The members shall
ser·ve on the Committee at t.he will of the Board
of Par-tner·s,"

·-8·X

Section 8.5.1 of the Partnership Agreement is amended,
effective

a~

of the Admission Date, to read as follows:

"8.5.1 'l'he Compensation Conmiittee shal.l
consist of six members selected cy the Board
of Partners. No member of the Cor.~pensation
Committee shall be affiliated in any manner
with Northwest, and no Partner shall have
more than one representative on the Compensation Comr.littee. 'l'he Board of Par·tners shall
designate one member to serve as Cnainnn of
the Compensation Comnittee. Dec.isions of the
Compensation Committee shall be by majority
vote of tne r.~ernber·s. The meC~bers shall serve
on the Cor.unittee at the will of the Boa:·d of
Par' tner s."

XI

For the purposes of Section 11.1 of the Partnership Agree·
ment, execution of this Amendment No.2 shall (a) satisfy the
requirer.~ent

that a new Partner execute a counteEpart of the

Par·tnership Agreel:\ent, and (b) constitute American Natural
Alaskan's

~arranty

and representation that it has satisfied

the conditions fat admission to the Partnership set forth
in Sections 11.1.2 through 11.1.4.

Xll
Section 14.2.1 of the

Partne~·ship

Agreement is amended,

effective as of the Admission Date, to read as

follo~s:
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"14.2.1
Except as provided in Section14.2.2, the Corporation shall issue a number
of shares of its cor.~mon stock to each Partner
in consideration for the transfer of the
Partnership's business and assets which is
the same percent.aye of the total number of
such sl1ares so issued as each such pjrtner's
respective Partner's Percentage as of the date
of the transfer, giving effect, however, to
the special allocation provisions of Section
5.2, to the extent such provisions are appli·caDle, in sucn a manner as to preserVe the
discounts provided therein fot Partners adcitted
to the Partnership after Hatch 17,· 1978."

XIll

Sections 15.2 and 15.8 of the Partnership Agreement are

a~ended,

and a new Section 15.9 is added, effective as of the Admission Date,
to read a5 follows:
"15.2 Riqht. to Withdraw:
Any Partner shall
have the r iyht to wit.hdr:'aw fro/01 the Par:t.nership
at any time prior to the Conrnitment Date upon
written notice pursuant to Section 16.2 to the
other Partners and to the Partnetship (the '\lithdrawal Notice') so stating. Rights of Withdn>'al
on and after the Conrnitment Date shall be as
specified in the Par·tnership Cornmitment A;Jnerne:ot . "
"15.8
Continuation of Partnersh~: Except
as provided rr;-·sec'tions 15.3 and 15. i, itc lS
understood and ayreed by each of the Partners
that the relationship of partnership among then
is iritended to continu~ without interruption
until such relationship is either specifically
dissolved by unanimous consent of all the Partners
or· by t~e o~currence of one of the even£s specified
in Sections 15.3 and 15.7 as an event of dissolu··
tion, ~nd each Partner waives and releases its
riaht to dissolve or o~tain dissolution of the
Pa~tnership in any other manner or for ~ny other
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reason. ln this connection, the Partner·s
agree and intend that the Par·tnership shall
not be dissolved by the admission of a new
Partner pursuant to Section 11.1.1 or by the
withdrawal of a Partner from the Partnership.
lf, notwithstanding the foregoing understanding,
agreements and intentions of the Partners, the
Partnership may at any time or from time to
time be cleemed by operation of la'-' and other··
wise than pursuant to Section 15.3 or 15.7 to
be dissolved and subject to winding up, each
of the Partners hereby covenants and agre~s
with the other Partners as follows:
"15.8.1 The business affairs of the
Partnership shall continue without interruption
and be carried out by a new partnership [the
'Successor Partnership');
"15.8.2 The Partners of the Successor
Partnership shall be the Persons who were
Partner·s hereunder at the time of such dissolution, and the Successor Partnership and
the Partners thereof shall be governed by the
terms of this Agreement as if the Successor
Partnership were (he Partnership;
"15.8.3 Each of the Partners covehants
and agrees to execute such further agreements,
including (without limitation) notes, novations
and accommodations as may be necessary to continue the business of the Partnership by the
Successor Partnership and to protect and perfect
any lien or security interest granted by the
Partner·shipr
"15.8.4 Each Partner waives and releases, to
the full ~xtent it may lawfully do so, all rights
to a winding up or liquidation of the business of
the Partnership, notwithstanding that the dissolution of the Partnership may be caused wrongfully
or otherwise in contravention of this Agreement
by such Partner or· any other Partner and f urth~_r
notwithstanding that, at the time of such Hissolution such Partner shall be, or be deemed to be or
thereby become, a Wit.hdrawing Par·tner· pursuant to
this Agreement; and

-11"15.8.5 As used in this Section 15.8, the
term 'Partnership,' at any point in time, sH•ll
mean the Partnership originally formed pursuant
to this Agreement or the S~ccessor Partnership
whicl, at such time is continuing the business
and affairs of the Partnership originally so
formed."
"15.9 Effect of Withdrawal: ~ny Partner
which shall ixercise it~ right to withdra~ fro~
the Par·tnership prior to the Cor;l!ni tr.len t. Date pur·suant to Section 15,2 or shall be deemed to
have withdra\in from the Partnership by operation of Section 4.4,5 or 15.4 {herein called
a '~ithdrawing Partner') shall have those
rights stated in Section 4.4.4 and no others.
Withdrawal by one or more Partners pursuant tu
Section 15.2 or by operation of.Sections 4.4
or 15.4 shall not (i) effect a dissolution of
the Partnership or (iii affect obligations
previously incurred by the Withdrawing Partner.
Withdraw•l pursuant to Section 4.4.5, 15.2 or
15.4 shall, i.E~ ~E.'i:£• tetr.~inate the Withcira;.··ina Partner's status as a Partner, forfeit all
vo~ing rights in Partnersl1ip affairs and tercinate all representation on Par·tnersbip comcittees
and the Boar~ of Partners."

XIV
Section 16.13 of the Partnership Agreement is
amended to add a new section 16.13.1, effective as of the
Admission Date, to read as follows:
"16.13.1 Upon the admission of an Additional
Partner subsequent to the issuance by the FERC
of the order in responsE: to the filing required
by section 16.13, the Partners agree to cooperHte
in the i~w.~ediate preparation, subroission .and
pr·osecut.ioh of a filing seeking ~n order fr·o~
FERC approving the admission of the Additional
Partner under the terms and conditions agreed
to for admission, In the event the FERC fails
to issue an order or orders to the effect st~ted
~>bove or which is other~o~ise in form or substance
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satisfactory to the Partnership, a~ determined
by the Board of Partners, and no correctiv~
amendments to this Amendment or other documents
satisfactory to the Partnership, as cleter·mined
by the Board of Partners, can be executed suf~
ficient. to obtain such satisfactory order, the
agreement to admit the Additional Partner shall be
null ar1cl void, and the Additional P~rtner shall
promptly receive a full refund of its cash contributions, and all capit.al contributions pursuan~
to Section 4.1 shall be rescinded in full, wi~h
any tangible assets represented thereby which
have been previously deliv~red by such hdclitional
Partner to the Partnership returned to such Additiona.l Partner.

XV
This A.mendment No. 2 shal.l be governed by ancl interpr·eted in
accordance with the laws of New York.

Terms used in this

No. 2 which are defined in the Partnership

hgreemen~

are,

A~end~e~t

u~less

the cor1text otherwise requires, used herein as therein defined.

XVI
This

.•.r:~endment

No. 2 may b" executed in counter·po.r·ts,

which shall be deemed an

o~iginal,

eac~,

o£

but all of which together sha!l

constitute one and the same instrument.

XVII
This A.mendnent No. 2 emboclies the entire

agreer.~ent

ana undet-

s;:t~>Ticling between the Partnership and Ar.lerican Natural Xlaska·n a;,d

s;:upersedes all prior agreements and understandings relating

~o

the

terl!ls and conditions of the admission of American Natutal Alaskcn

-·I:l-

as a Partner and any other

natte~s

which are the subject of this

Amendment No. 2.

XVIII
'rhis Anendment No. 2 and the ooligations of the Partnershi?
and

A~erican

ca:,le laws

1

Natural Alaskan hereunder are subJect to all ap?lirules, on:ler·s and regulations of United States feder~"J.,

state or local governmental authorities haviny jurisdiction and,
in the event of conflict, such laws, rules, orders and regulations
of governmental authorities having jurisdiction

sh~ll

control.
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IN

~!TNESS

WHEREOF, the parties have executed this

Amendment No. 2 as of the day and year first written.

ATTEST:

AHERlCI\N NATURAL ALASKAN COHP.;Ny

l\.LJ\SKAN NORTHWEST NATURhL GAS

TRANSPORTATION COHPANY

By each of its Partners:
ATIEST:

NORTHWEST ALASKAN PlPELINE COK?ANY

By

hTTEST:

... -··-------· .. --··--·

NORTHERN 1\RTIC GAS COK?ANY

---·-------

ATTEST;

By

PAN ALASKAN GI\S COHPA~~

---·..·----·---------·--·····------·----A '!'TEST:

~.~.I--· .

-----·~---~----·~··-·-

CI\LI\SKA ENERGY

--

COHPA~~

Q.a_
~-·
--··---·.!.·----------------

C~Irman

gf t.h{

a.o..a_

IN WITNESS \/HEREOF,
;r..mendl>\ent No.

the parties have executed this

2 as of the day and year first >Jt itt.,n.

AMERICAN NATURAL Al.J..SKAN CO~.?ANY

ATTEST:

-··---·..·-·-·---·----·--···----·-··----··--·-·-·-ALASKAN NORTffi1EST NA7URAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION CO.'\PANY

By each
ATTEST:

of its Partners:

NORTHWEST ALASKAN P1?E:LINE CO:l?.:..NY

By

----· ..

·~----·--------

.. ----·-·--.-·-- ...

ATTES'I:

N.:IRTHERN ARTIC GAS COMP;..Jly

ATTEST:

PAll ALASKAN GAS CO!\?ANY

•---------•--w---··-------•'"

By -·--·---··-· ..- · - - .. ·-·--·-·-----·---

1\TTEST:

CAL.>.SKA ENERGY CC<-IP.l.NY

·--·-..-... -

....

_. _________ _

By

--·---··-----·- ·- __ ...___ ...

~-

---- ---··-··

!N WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties heve

~xecuted

thia

Amendment No. 2 as of the day and year first written.

7-.TTEST:

AHERICAN

NATURAL ALASKAN CO!-IPANY

--..,.--· -·-------·-----. --- ..-----·-·
ALASKAN NDRThr;EST NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

By each of its Partners:

ATTEST:

NORTHHEST ALASKAN PI

?ELINE

COO: ?AS!

By ··-···---·------·--.. - · · - - - - - - -

ATTEST:

NORTHERN ARTIC GAS CO!',P!-.NY

··---·-·-·--·-·---·---·

By - - - .. ·--·..- - --··--·---·-·· .. -··--·-·-·

ATT£S7:

PAN ALASKAN GAS COMPANY

By •..

f&:Z::dn

X. E. Kalen, President

CALASY~

ENERGY COMPANY

By----·--·---··---

"---··--·----

-15ATTESr:

·---·?"~~·-·--Assistant

cretary

ATTEST:

By -···---·········---·--·- ·---···· ···--

AMENDMENT NO. 3
AGREEMENT DATED AS OF AUGUST l, 1980
BETWEEN
ALASKAN NORTHWEST NATIJRAL GAS TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
AND
COLUMBIA ALASKAN GAS TRANSMISSION CORPORATION,
TETCO FOUR, INC., TEXAS GAS ALASKA CORPORATION,
AND TRANSCANADA PIPELINE ALASKA LTD,
THIS AGREEMENT dated as of August 1, 1980 (AmendmentNo. 3)
by and among ALASKAN NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION CO~WANY,
a New York general partnership, ("Partnership") formed pursuant to
the Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Company General
Partnership Agreement effective as of Janua:ry 31, 1978 ("Partnership
Agr·eement"), and Columbia Alaskan Gas Transmission Corporation, a
Delaware corporation ("Columbia Alaska") and a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Columbia Gas System, Inc., a Delaware cor·porati.on; Tetco Four,
Inc., a Delaware corpor·ation ( "Tetco Four") the capital stock of
which is owned fifty per·cent by Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation
and fi.fty pez:cent by Trimswestern Pipeline Company, Delaware coz:porations; Texas Gas Alaska Corpor·ation, a Delaware corporation
("Texas Gas Alaska") and a wholly owned subsidiary of Texp.s Gas
Transmi.ssi.on Corpor-ation, a Delaware coz:poration; and TransCanada
PipeLine Alaska Ltd., a Nevada corporation { "TransCanada-·Alaska")
all of whose capital stock is owned indirect.ly by TransCanada PipeLine:
Limited, a Canadian corpor·ation.
"
WITNESSETH THAT:
WHEREAS, on February 6, 1980 by a filing in Docket No.
CP78··123, rt ~·, the Partnership gave notice to the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission ("Commission") of Amendment No.
2 to the Partnership Agreement, which set forth the terms and
conditions agreed to for the admission into the Partnershi,p of
Amez:·ican Natural Alaskan Company ("American Natural Alaskan") 1
and the Partnership further notified the Commission that for a
period of thiz:ty days ("grace period") following the issuance
by the Corrurii9sioh of a not.ice of the :!;ili.ng of Amendment No.
2 that membei:·ship i.n the Partnership would be available to other
eligible, interested persons on the same te::::ms and conditions
ag~eed to with Ame~i.can Natural AlaskanJ and
WHEREAS, on August .1, 1980 the Commission issued its
Notice Of The Filing Of A Notice Of Amendment To Paz:tnership
Agreement, And Order Inviting Comments setting forth the terms
of Amendment No. 2 and the offer of a grace period for additional
membership, and r·equesting comments; and

APR 1 7 1989
TETCO Four 1 Inc.
P.O. Eox 2521
Houston, Texas 77252

l\.p:til 12, 198;:)

Alaskan Northwest. Natural Gas
Transpo:.:tation Company
P .. o .. Bo:<: 1526

Salt Lake

Attention:

City 1

U'"T 341.1.0-·1526

Mr. Vernon T. Jones

Re:

Withdrawa1 Notice

Gent} ec'tlen:
TETCO Four, Inc. ("Tetco") hereby gives notice,
pursuant to Sections 15.2 and 16. 2 of the Alaskan Northwest
Natural Gas Transportation Company Geworal Part-nership
Agree~ent, as amended, of Tatoo's withdrawal fro:m the
Partnership effective as of the close of business on April 1.3,
1989.

We under·stand that the partnership has rece1ved
payment from the united stat<>s pursuant to the settlement of
the partnexship's fees paid to by it to the Federal Po';Ter
Commissi.on and its successor, the J:'ederal Energy Regulatory
conunission. As tlie partne:rship is aware, Tetco fully
partidpated in the :filing, pr·osecution, and settlement of.
this action and it l.s ·Tetoo's positi()Il that, regardless of its
withdrawal :(':rom the par·tnexship, it :is ent:itlad to receive :Lts
p:rorata shate of the settlement.
Sincerely,

Copy sem: ny ce:~;t:i fied Mail this
day to ea.ch of th<> followjng:
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

James M. cameron - Trans canada Pi.peLine A1 aska, Ltd.
Ve:rnon T. Jones - Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Company
James R. Templeton - United Alaska Fuels Corporation
J·ohn A. Sproul .. Calaska Energy Company

Pacific Gas and <lectrlc Domp•ny

. :.

~-

c.~~;

Januar.-y 1l, 1993
VIA FACSIMILE._FED~L EXPRE~AND .. CFJITIJ'.:l~Q.lfuUJ~

( 403

M:r. Robert Pierce
united Alask-a, Fuels Corporation
3100·-707 8th Avenue s.w .
.Calga:cy,

A:i:l.;·~i

J

290-6739

tO:, Canada

T2P 3W8
(403)

M:r. George Hugh

26 7-8502

Transcanada Pineline Alaska, Ltd.

p; o.

Box 1000 -

station

Calga~y,

M

Alberta, Canada

T2P 4K5

111 5th Avenue, s.w,
Calgary, Alberta, Callada

T2P 3Y6

Randy Randolph
No:rthvJest Alaskan Pipeline CcJD.pany
P.O. Box 310'2
One Williams center
TUlsa, OK 74101

Hr.

(918) 588-4512
i

l

i
L'

Alas)<an Northwest Natural
(918) 588 4512
Gas Transportation COlllpany
One Williams Center, Maildrop 46-5, P.O. Box 3102
Tul~a,

OK 74101

TO THE ANNGTC PARTNERSHIP:

Effective immediately, pur~uant to sections 15.2, 16.2, and
4. 4. 3 of the Gene:tal Partner. ship Agreement, Calaska Energy
Company hereby gives its Withdrawal Notice from Ala~kan
Noxthwest 1tatural Gas
<:< ,...· • .........
A
it
-:;. -~
...,e...,.l:-l..,;
... ~ ..,
........
.., ..... o~.

E:ne:t~-

..,..,,...

._...,~.v

T::(ans~:~o:etation
,.,..,. ........ _...:. .. _._

n.';:S.J..<=-.;::::rue..u.~o.. 1

....... .:

"-l.~o..LS

l.~<../'-".4~,..-.;;

Pursuant to

~~ • ...
.... ~
r"a'a~-J·~
,.L.;:.ll.
VwS ..,...
-'- "" ... ..,..

....

Company of;;?t;t obligation to make furthe:t capital

buti11ns. ,. ,...- r /
. / /. . / "5~ L-:' /

con.

comoa:ny.

"\.T ...... :~~

~i. G~soiW~-

i?res:i.dent and Chief Executive Office:r
Calaska Energy

Co~pany
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WHEREAS, in ~esponse to the Pa~tnership offer of a
grace period, Columbia Alaskan, Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska,
and TransCanada-Alaska have separately requested to be admitted
as a Partner on the terms and conditions jet forth in this Amendment
No. 3, and the Partnership is willing to ad~it each one as a Partner
on such terms and conditions; and
WHEREAS, the terms of the admission of Columbia Alaskan,
Tetco Four·, Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanada..·Alaska to the
Partnership, as set forth in-Amendment No. 3, require the amendment or waiver of certain terms·, conditions, or provisions in the
Partnership Agreement, and the Partnershi.p is willing to agree
to such amendments or waivers;
WHEREAS, Columbia Alaskan, Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska,
and TransCanada:--Alaska are ready, willing and able to abide by
and comply with all the terms, conditions, and provisions of
the Partnership Agreement, as amended hereby; and
NOW, THEREFORE, the Partnership and Columbia Alaskan,
Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanada···A.laska, intending
to be legally bound hereby, agree as follows:
I

In acco~·dance with the pr·ov1s1.ons of this Amendment No.
3, and the Pa~tne~ship Ag~eement as amended hereby, Columbia
Alaskan, Tetco Four·, Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanada·-Al.aska
shall. each become a Partner in the Partnership as of August 1,
1980 (hereinafter called the "Admission Date"). In consideration
of becoming a Partner, Columbia Alaskan, Tetco Four, Texas Gas
Alaska, and TransCanada-·Al.aska shall each make capital contribu·tions to the Pa~tner·shi.p on the terms and subject to the conditions of Section 4 of the Partnership Agreement., as amended by
Amendment No. 2, and as further amended by this Amendment No. 3.
II

Section 1 of the Partnership Agreement is amended,
effective as of the Admission Data, to add new sections 1.8
through 1.11 to read as fol.lows:
"1. 8 COLUMBIA ALASKAN GAS TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION, (her·einafter· cal.1ed 'Columbia
Alaskan' ) , a corporation organized unde:t: the
laws of the State of Del.aware, with its principal.
corporate offices at 20 Montchanin Road,
Wilmington, Delaware
1980'7. Coluinbia Alaskan
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represents that: (a) all of its capital stock is
owned by Columbia Gas System, Inc., a Delaware
corporation; and (b) Columbia Alaskan or an
Affiliate intends to become a Shipper."
"1.9 TETCO FOUR, INC. (hereinafter called
('Tetco Four'), a corporation organi:z;ed under
the laws of the State of Delaware with its
principal corporate offices at One Houston center
Houston, Texas
77002. Tetco Four represents
that: (a) fifty percent of its capital stock is
owned by Texas Eastern Transmission Cor·poration
and fifty percent by Transwestern Pipeline Company, Delaware corpOJ:ations; and (b) Tetco Four
or its Affiliates intend to become Shippers."
"1.10 TEXAS GAS ALASKA CORPORATION, (hereinafter called 'Texas Gas Alaska'), a corporation
oi:gani:z;ed under the laws of the State of Delaware,
with its princi.pal corporate offices at 3800
Fteded.ca Street, Owensboro, Kentucky 42301. Texas
Gas Alaska represents that: (a) all of its capital
stock is owned by Texas Gas Transmission Corporation,
a Delaware corporation; and (b) Texas Gas Alaska or
an Affiliate intends to become a Shipper."
"1.11 TRANS CANADA PIP£I,INE ALASKA LTD. , (here-:
i.nafter called 'Tr·ansCanada-Alaska'), a corporation
organized under the laws of Nevada, with its principal
corpor·ate.offices at 54 Commerce Court, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada
MSL 1C2. TransCanada-Alaska
represents that: (a) all of its capital stock is
owned indirectly by TransCanada PipeLines Limited,
a Canadian corporation; and (b) TI:ansCanada··Alaska
or an Affiliate may become a Shipper."
IIl

Section 3.6 of the Partnership Agreement is amended, effective as of the Admission Date, to read as follows:
"3.6 Representati~and Wan·anties Con-.
s:erni,!l9_Formation .. of Partnersl!ie.= Each Partner
represents and warrants that, subject to the
receipt of all necessary regulatory approvals
relating to thi.s Agreement and the investment of the Partners in this Partnership,
the execution and delivery'of this Agreement, the formation of the Partnership and
the performance hereof will not contravene
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any provision of, or constitute a default.
urider, any indenture, mortgage or other
agreement of such Partner. or any Affiliate
of such Pa:rtner· or any order of any cou:r·t,
c.ommission or governmental. agency having
jbrisdiction, and this Agreement is a
valid and enforceable Agreement against
such Partner except insofar as enforcement
hereof may be limited by bankruptcy, in-·
solvency or other similar laws related to
or affecting the enforcement' of creditors'
rights. Each of the Parties to this Agreement, other· than Columbia Alaskan, represents
that it is not subject to or is exempt from
the jurisdiction of the SEC as a public utility
holding company within the meaning of the Public
Utility Bolding Company Act of '1935. •

IV
Section 4.2 of the Par·tnership Agreement is amended by chang-·
ing Section 4.2.5 and by including new sections 4.2.7 and 4.2.8, effective as of the Admission Date, to read as fol.l~ws:

"4.2.5 On or before December 1, 1979,
and on or before each succeeding December 1
in the event the Commitment Date is estimated
to occur after· such succeeding Decembe:r 1,
the Board of Partners shall determine, taking
into account budgeted costs and contractual
commitments which will accrue if the Project
is suspended, the ant~cipated cash require-·
ments of the Partner·ship for· the period fr·orn
January 1, 1980 (or from any succeeding Jan"'
uary 1) through the date then estimated to be
the Commitment Date. Immediate notice of each
such determination shall be given to all Pa:r·tners. Each Pattne:r agrees, subject to the
withdrawal rights specified in Section 4.4.3,
to contribute to the Partnership, fo:r the
period con-...'i'..cncing January 1, 198 0 and ending
"n'ith the Commitment Date, an amount equal to
(i) the amount by which the anticipated cash
requirements of the Partner·ship during such
period e:xceeds the total of the amount contributed by American Natural Alaskan putsuant
to Section 4.2.6, Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska,
and TransCanada,··Alaska pursuant to Section 4.2.7,
and Columbia Alaskan pursuant to Section 4.2.8,
diyided by {ii) the number of :Partne:r·s.
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4.2.7 Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and
TransCanada-Alaska several.ly agree, notwithstanding
anything to the conttary in Section 4.4.3, which
Section shall not be applicable to this Section
4.2.7, to contribute to the Partnership that amount
which is equa;J. to the amount contributed by any
Partner named in Sections 1.1 through 1.6 pursuant
to Section 4.2 from the Formation Date through ·
August 12, 1980. Until Tetco Four, Texas Gas
Alaska, and TransCanada-..Alaska shall have each
contributed to the Partnership the entire amount
required to be contributed by it pursuant to
this Section 4.2.7, each shall, notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in Section 4.4, contribute
to the Partnership pursuant to this Section 4.2.7,
on each date on which a capital contribution
pursuant to Section 4.2.5 shall become due and
payable, an amount equal to the lesser of (i)
the highest amount contributed by any Partner
named in Sections 1.1 through l. 6 pursuant to
Section 4.2.5 on such date or (ii) the balance
remaining to be contributed separately by Tetco
Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanad a···Alaska
pursuant to this Section 4.2.7. The contributions
made by Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanada-Alaska pursuant to this Section 4.2.7 shall be
in addition to the contributions of Tetco Four,
Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanada-Alaska pursuant
to Section 4.2.5.
4. 2. B Upon the r·eceipt by Columbia Alaskan
of authorization from the SEC to participate in
the Par·tnership pursuant to the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935, which shall occur
after the Admission Date and subsequent to one
or more requests for cash contributions pursuant
to Section 4.2.5, as of the next such request
for a cash contribution, Columbia Alaskan
shall contr·ibute an amount equal to the sum
of (i) the amount previously paid by a Partner
subject to both Sebtions 4.2.5 and 4,2.7 plus
( ii) the cash contribution then t·equested, com...
puted as if Columbia Alaskan were subject to
the ptovisions of Section 4.2.7. Thereafter,
for the putposes of cash contributions under
Section 4.2.5, the contribution of Columbia
Alaskan shall be calculated accor·ding to the
provisions of Section 4.2.7 as if Columbia
Alaskan we~:e included therein on an equal basis
with Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and TransCanada-·
A.l aska."

I

v
Notwithstanding anything in the Partnership Agreement,
as amended, that may be to the contrary, the Partnership and Collll:\bia
Alaskan, Tetco Four·, Texas Gas Alaska, and Tr·ansCanada··Alaska agree
that Section 4,3.1 of the Partnership Agreement is not intended
to require, and will not be construed to require, any Par·tiH!r
to assume a Partnership inteiest greater than that interest which
such Partner has elected purBuant to Section 4.3.1.
VI

Notwithstanding anything in the Partnership Agreement,
as amended, to the contrary, each Partner agrees that solely.
for pU!:·poses of Section 5 of the Partnership Agreement, Columbia
Alaskan, Tetco Four·, Texas Gas Alaska, and TrcinsCanada-Alaska
shall be tr·eated as if they had executed the Partners!1ip Agreement
on or before March 17, 1978.

Section 8.3.1 of the Partnership Agreement is amended,
effective as of the Admission Date, to read as follows:
"8.3.1 The Executive Committee shall
consist of a Chairman and ten membeJ:s.
Each Partner named in Sections 1.1 through
1.11. (or any su~stitute Partner succeeding
to its interest hereunder) shall designate
a representat.ive to serve on the Executive
Col:lffiittee, and the Chairman of the Board of
Partners shall also be the Chairman of the
Executive Committee. Any vacancy on the
Executive Committee occasioned by the with-·
drawal of a Partner named in Sections 1.1
throu.gh 1.11 (or any substitute Partner sue···
ceeding.to its i.nterest hereunder) shall be
filled by the Board of Partners."
VIII

Section 8.4.1 of the Partnership Agreement i.s amended,
effecti.ve as of the Admission Date, to read as follows:

.

The Audit Committee shall consist
of ten members. No mer.lbe1: of the Audit Committee
shall be affiliated in any manner with Northwest,
and each Partner (other than Northwest) admitted
"8.4.1

to the PartnershiP. prior to September 1., 1980
shal.l have one representative on the Audit
Committee. The Board of. Partners shall 'designate
one mer.~ber of the Audit Committee to ser·ve as
Chairman of the Audit Committee. Decisions of
t,he Audit Committee shall be by a majority vote
of the members. The members shall ser·ve on the
Committee at the will of the Board of Partners."
IX
Section 8.5.1 of the Partnership Agreement is amended,
effective as of the Admission Date, to :t:ead as follows:
"8.5.1 The Compensation Committee shall
consist of ten members. No member of the Compensation Committee· shall be affiliated in any manner
with Northwest, and each Partner (other than North·west) admitted td the Partnership prior to
Septembe:r 1, 1980 shall have one 1:epresentative
on the Compensation Committee. The Boar·d of
Partners shall designate one member to serve
as Chairman of the ·compensation Committee. Decisions
of the Compensation Committee shall be by majority
vote of the members. The members shall serve
on the Committee at the will of the Board of
Partners."
X

For the putposes of Section 11.1 of the Partnership
Agreement, execution of this Amendment No. 3 shall {a) satisfy
the requirement that a new Partner execute a counterpart of
the Partnership Ag:t:eement, and (b) except fo1: Columbia Al.askan
with respect to Section 11.1.4, constitute a warranty and :t:epresentation by Columbia Alaskan, Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and
TransCanada··Alaska that eacti has satisfied the conditions for ad-·
mission to the Partnership set forth i~ Sections 11.1.2 through
11.1.4, and (c) constitute satisfaction of the requirements of

s ecti.orl

l.l ~ l .. 1 ..

XI
This Amendment No. 3 shall be governed by an~ interpreted
in accordance with the laws of New York. Terms used in this Amend-·
ment No. 3 w~ich are defined in the Partnership Agreement are, unl
less the context othe:z:-wise r·equires, used her·ein as therein defined.
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Xli
(

This Amendment No. 3 may be executed in counterparts, each
of which shall be deemed an ori.ginal, but all of which" together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.
XIII

This Amendment No. :3 _embodies the entire agreement and
understanding between the Partnership and Columbia Alaskan, Tetco
Four, Texas Gat Alaska, and TransCanada--Alaska and supersedes all
pr·i.ot· agreements and understandings relating to the terms and
conditions of the admission of Columbia Alaskan, Tetco foui·, Texas
Gas Alaska, and TransCanada-Alaska as Partners and any other
matters which are the subject of this Amendment No. 3.
·

XIV
This Amendment No. 3 and the obligations of the Partnership' and Columbi.a Alaskan, Tetco Four, Texas Gas Alaska, and Trans\anada-Alaska hereunder are subject to all applicable laws, rules,
jrders and regulations of United States federal, state or local
g~vernmental authorities having jurisdiction and, in the event
6f conflict, such laws, rules, orders and regulations of governmental authorities having jurisdiction shall control.
The Partnership and Columbia Alaskan, Tetco Four, Texas
Gas Alaska, and TransCanada-Alaska agree that admission to the
Partnership is subject to a condition subsequent of Conunission
appi:oval of the thirty-day grace period as tender'ed in the
February 6, 1980 Partnership filing and Commission approval of
this Amendment No. 3.
'
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Amend·men!: No. 3 as of the day and year first writt.en.
A'J:TEST:

COLUMBIA ALASKAN GAS TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION

~~~ 1 /

----~~-------. ····-.
Assistant Secretary

By~Ltl ~_:___ _
\)

President

.

'

•
- 9 ATTE3T:

TETCO FOUR, INC,

ATTEST:

TEXAS GAS ALASKA CORPORATION

-------------·-··--·-,---ATTEST:

By:
TRANSCANADA PIPELINE ALASKA LTD.

________ __, --·-·-·
~

.,.

;

....-~ ·-·::..:" --·

~ ..:~::: ··--·

ALASKAN NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

By each of its

Partne~s:

ATTEST:

NORTHWEST ALASKAN PIPELINE COMPANY

ATTEST:

NORTHERN ARCTIC GAS COMPANY. ,; ·•
..
'::. , .
-

By:
ATTEST:

.'

PAN ALASKAN GAS COMPANY

By:
AT':rEST:

CALASKA ENERqY COMPANY

By:

- 9 -

ATTEST:

TETCO FOOR, INC,
'

~

:

.• : ·!' ..

:

~

'

__ ,........ -.----:--·-·MOO_O .... ______ .

By: --·-..- - · - - - · - - - · · - - - - - - -

ATTEST:

TEXAS GAS ALASKA CORPORATION

-----··-·---

By: - · - -..----·-...- -..·-··---.. ·--····

ATTEST:

TRANSCANADA PIPELINE ALASKA LTD.

..........

_________,_

By:

.., .

.......-.-.----·---·

,<· _ __

ALASK.~N

NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION COMPA~
ea~h

By

ATTEST:

Partne~s:

of its

NORTHWEST ALASKAN PIPELINE COMPANY

..

-~

By: · - · - · - - ·

:

~: } ~

ATTEST~

NORTHERN ARCTIC GAS COMPANY

: '

By:

. '

.

___

~

......

_..___..___

PAN ALZ..SF_:!>.N G.!I.S

CO!-'.PA.."lY

'~

..

.
By:
.

•.

--··-··--·-··-----·--·········--·----·

'

CALASKA ENERGY COMPANY

l ATTEST:
:

~

.'

.

- -..."·---·-----··-·--·"---·-

.·'

. .;:

By:

~

.•·.

.
_ __________
..

: !:-.

. "' .•
.- .: ..

...

·~-····-·

....

~

::

- --- - ·

' -~·

.....

- 9 TETCO FOUR, INC,

ATTEST:

_.._....... ______ __
__...

~·-·--···~~-·----

By: ·--··--··---~--TEXAS GAS ALASKA CORPORATION

·-"--··--·-·-----

By: --------··--······-·------··--·-··

ATTEST:

TRANSCANADA PIPELINE ALASKA LTD.

------·-·----·-·-··-·-----·--·-----

By:

ALASKAN NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

By each of its Partners:
NORTHWEST ALASKAN PIPELINE COMPANY

ATTEST:

-------·-·-·-···--·-···ATTEST:

;,

sy: -·---..... -- ..--·--------·---'
'.

.;

'

'•

NORTHERN ARCTIC GAS COMPANY

---------·-·-·--··-------

By:

_.,,

......

_.-·-------·---·------

·,

ATTEST:

~-:;

·-----·-·-·- 'r·
ATTEST:

.

,_

•

. . : ______

.?C!~·--·

By:
·.:

..

:·

''

CALASKA ENERGY COMPANY.

~-----:,-~:--~ ,:_.~~-- r;,:'~:~: ~::___-_____.:_______ . _-

- 9 ATTEST:

TETCO FOUR, INC.

-·--~-·------·-······-···"";"-------~---""'

. __

ATTEST:

By:

-·"--·~-----------------·--··-·--

TEXAS GAS ALASKA CORPORATION

· ..
By: __ .. ______ ,_____________________ _

TRANSCANADA PIPELINE ALASKA LTD.

ATTEST:

-·--···---·- ..·---·--·------·

By: ___________ ..____, ________ ..,_...

ALASKAN NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

)

By each of its Partners:
NORTHWEST ALASKAN PIPELINE COMPANY

ATTEST:

__ ____
,

-::: -;-;.- ..
ATTEST:' ·:.·-

......

By:
.. '

;

. ~ORTHERN ARCTIC GAS C0~1PANY
.•
..,
. ·:
·~ '' ;

___________ _________. _
\

,:..,,,

.·-;_

,

- - - - - - ·..·-·---..·----·

By:

ATTEST:

PAN ALASKAN GAS COMPANY .
: '~
_,

________

. By:
': ! -

':::

ATTEST:
:

l

.

;

:'1

'

-----~-- #~:~:. /_! :;=;:'~'':.
~-·

;'.

..•. .

'-'

; \. .

- 1

i

.
.
--------·------------·--·

- 10 ATTEST:

?ACIFIC INTERSTATE _TRANS11ISSION
COMPANY (ARCTIC)

· - - - -.. ---Assistant

SeCretary·-·

ATTEST:

By:

____

ATTEST:

...

_~

President
UNITED

---··-·-·--·

:_::_:.~-

ALASKA

.........._ .....

~.-----

..

FUELS CORPORATION

By: - - · _, _________ .. _______________________ .,___
AMERICAJ.'l NATURAL ALASKAN COMPANY

___________ _______
,_,

By:

_________.._____

,.,

___ _

.-

'.}

. •..-

..

:.: < ·::

:'·•.

..

..

. .;

.

'•;

.

'

•

.
- 10 -

ATTEST:

PACIFIC INTERSTATE
COMEANY (ARCTIC)

By:
ATTEST:

•

.

.~RANSMISSION

-

··----·--·~--------....----:---··----~------

UNITED ALASKA FUELS CORPORATION

'·

' \
By: -\--···---·-··.:.

> ,_

-----·--·--------·----~·-.----------

A1'TEST:

__:..__;.,___________._. __ __
- ,.

AMERICAN NATURAL ALASKAN COMPANY
,-

---~-_..:.,_.~.::.

__

....

~l -~; •·

··"'!': ..

··~:-· ---~-----------·-

..
!, .

f=i

.., .

,._
:

:

·-;

:-·

:
~:
~:.·

'

... :
. .'

~: :

..

::
--~

;

:•
';

. ~;'

~

" :

.;\

.

.

'

..

.:

~:

'

~ : ; -~
!

:

~

.. . -. '
~

r_ ~: •

;,;;

:: ~
·'
.:

.

'~-

.~ " : ~~

·.

:

' :~
·;

-;:'

.

.'

AMENDMXNT NO • 4

(EP?ECTIVE JANUARY 1, 1995)
TO
ALA.SllN NORTHWEST NAT'UlU.L GA.S

TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
GXNE:R.AL P AR'l'NERSHI P AGRE:!l:M!Ol'I'

miER.E:AS, No.:-chwes::. Alaskan ?!.oelin.e Comoanv ( nNor:t:~wesc

Alaskan'') has noci.fied Alaskan Norchwes:: Nat:urai Gas
T!."'a::.spoz::·cat:ion Company {the 11 ?a:c ~nership n) of ir:s withdrawal f:·om
the ?arcnership effective Decerr.be::: 31, 1994;
WHEREAS, the Partners to the Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas
Transportation Company General Par·tnership Agx·eement
( '?artnership Agr·eement: • J , as the term Partner is defined in the
Part:nership Agreement, hereby amend the Par·t:nership Agreement:
wit:h the int:ent: of continuing the Partnership and with the
Amendment:s being made only to the extent: necessary to effectuate
the withdr·awal of Not·t:hwest Alaskan from the Partnershio and the
t:erminati.on of the Operat:i.ng Agreement.
Therefore, t:he Partnership Agr·eement (effective as of
January 31, 1978) is hereby amended in the following :respects:
•

Section 4 3 1 is amended to state as follows:

"4 .3 . l.
Pd.or to the Commitment Date, the ownership
inte:r·esc in t:he Partnership shall be apportioned among the
i?a:r.tners by mutual agreement; provided, howeve:r, chat if the
ownership interests elected by the l?artners exceeds the total
ownership interest, then the ownez·ship intez:·est in the
Partnez·ship shall be apportioned among the Partners in the ratio
that each Partner's Capital Account beaz:·s to the total of the
Capital Accounts of all Pa:::tners; provided, furthe:::·, however,
that if the above appo:::tionment would cause an increase in any
Partner's ownership interest above that which that Pa~tner
elects, then the increase above the Partner's election shall be
apJ?o:rtioned among the other Partners in the same ratio as
described before. Fez the p~~oses of calculat:ing the
apJ?ortionment of interest to Partnez·s pu:rsuant to this Section if
mutual agreement has not been reached, the Capital Accounts of
the Part:ners as of the end of che most :::ecent month nex~
preceding the date ':~hen appc:·1:icnment occurs, shall be used.
If

•

Section 4 3 2 is amended co scate as follows:

"4.3.2 After the Commitment Date, and after
apportionment: among the Partne:rs oE the ownership interest in ~he
Partnership, each Paztner shall, as provided in Section 4 J 3,
concribuce the capit:al necessary to make the Pa:::"tne:rs'

.

?~::cen.cages
apEJc:-:i.or"~.ed.

•

A

~sw

2 .,

re:lecc che di.visicr! of :.n':e::es:: so elec:ed anc
11

Seccion 7 10 i.s incl!Jded to state as follows:

"Sec::ion 7 10
7. 10 1
Tecl:Lryical In format: ion and Copvoiqhc~: our·ing the
te::m of t:hi.s Agreement:, each Part:ner shall have access to all
prop:ietary technical informacion and copyrightable mat:erial
gener·ated or received by the Oper-ator· under this Agreement: or by
any Part:ner·, Pe:::·son, cont:ract:or· or agent: performing work under
this Agr·eement. Prop:tietary technical informacion and
copyrightable mat:erial relat:ing to the Pr·oject: shall be owned by
t:he Partner·s in undivided interest: equivalent t:o such Partner's
percentage int.erest in t:he Partnership. A Pa:tt:ner· shall have the
z:·ight: to use and dispose of said pr·oprieta:ty t:echnical
information and copyrightable mat:erial in any marmer, it, in it:s
sole discretion, deems appropriat:e, provided however, that each
Partner agz·ees as follows:

(i) to maintain said proprietary technical information and
copy::: ightable material i.n confidence so long as it is not: part of
t:he public knowledge or not ot:hen~ise available to a Par·tner and
t:o exercise the same degree of care regar·ding said p:::·oprietary
technical information and copyrightable mat:erial as such Par·tner·
exercises with regard to its own p:::·opriet:ary technical
informat:ion and copyrightable material;
(ii) to disclose said proprietary technical information and
copyrightable material r·eferred to ht!!rein only to those
Affiliates which are obl.igt!!d to exercise the afor·t!!said degree of
car·e;
(iii) to disclose said proprietary technical info:t;nati.on
and copyrightable material referred to herein only t:o those third
Persons who ar·e participants in a joint oper·ation (which is
di:::ectl.y related to the Proj t!!Ct:) with said l?a:::tner·s or their
Affilia~es and who ar·e obligaced t:o exercist!! the aforesaid degree
of ca::e; and
(iv) t:o disclose said proprietary technical informat:ion and
copyr·ight:able material. to a represent.at:ive of the government, as
:equired by st:atute, regulae ion, rule or or·der.
Not:hing in t:his Sect: ion 7. 10 1 shall grant: or convey or be
deemed t:o granc or convey any right: ~o~hatsoever under any patent:
Any ?art:ner t:hac int:ends to use the Par·tner·ship' s
propr iet:ary c.echnical i.nformadon and copyright: able mat: erial, as

.

3 .

described above, shall bea::: all cases and expenses i.ncu~~ed co
access such pr·op:-iecary c:ecb,....-.:.i.caJ. in.fo:mat: ion and copy~i.ghcabJ.~
ma:e::ial ft·om t:h.e Pal:-t:ne!."sh.i.p en a ::ime a:1d ma1:e::ial basis
A Par::te=· fo:::·feit:s it.s un.divi.:ied owne~·shio i:!.ce:::·est; in such
p:rcp::·iet:ary cecf'..nical info:ma: ion and cooyrigh'Ca.bl.e mate=ial u-con
wi.chdz·awal f::om che Pa.r;·cne::shio ot.11:·suant. .. co Section 15 of the ~
Pa~~~~rship Agreemenc
~ ·

Seccion 7.10.2 Patents: Each Paz~nez agrees chat: any
pacenc or pacenc application covering an invention, discovery o:::·
impz·ovement which arises cue of any research or development:
program ca:n·ied out: for the Pa:::cne:·shi.p and paid for· by the
Part:nezship by any contractoz· or ocher agent: for the Proj ecc
shall belong joincly co che Part:ners, and each Parcner· shall have
an undivided int:er·est: in eil,ch such pacent: and patent: application
equivalent: co such Partner's pez·centage in the Partnership
Agreement. The Pa:::·cners agree chat cicle co any such pacent or·
pacent: appli.cat:iou may be held in t.he name of one l?a:r:·cner for che
benefic of all Paz·cne:ts and che Part:nership
A Par1:ner forfeits
its u.11di vided ownership inter·es t in any patent oz· patent
application upon withdrawal from t:he Pu·t:nership •
o

Section

a .1. 2

i.s amended co Stil.t:.e as follows:

"8 .1.2 The day-eo-day management of t:.he affairs of the
?art:.nership, including supezvision of the const:.zuct:ion of t:.he
Project and the oper·ation of the Line, and act:ivit:.ies reasonably
:::elated theret:.o, shall be t:.he z:esponsibilit:.y of the Operat:.or, as
the cerm Operat:.or is defined in Seccion 8 6 1."

•

Section 8 . 2 . 2 is amended by delet:ing t:he first:. eleven lines
of chat: Section that: st:at:e:
"The represent:at:ive of
Norchwest: shall be the Chairman of t:he Board of ?art:ners but
if t:he t:otal interest: which Northwest holds, after it:s
elect:ion under Sect:ion 4 . 3 1, in the !?art:nership is less
than 5 percent:, or if a Northwest: r·epresent:ative is removed
as Chairman as below pr·ovided, che Chairman shall be elecced
by t:he Boa.i:·d of Part:ners. !f Noz·chwest' s representative is
entit:led to t:he office of Chairman, and if for any reason
John G . McMillian is unavailable co serve, Northwest shall
designate another representative t:o serve as Chairman, with
t: he advice and consent:. of the Boa:r:'d of Parcne:z:·s, " and
subst:itucing t:he following:

e. 2

2
The Chairman of che Boa:r:d of Partners shall
be elected by t:he Board of Pa:z:·cnez·s f:r:om it:s membe:r:shic. The
(che r·esc of the Section rem~insl •
Chaizman may not:
n

•

Sect ion 8 3 1 is ame:1ded cc

~·ead

as :allows:

~·a .3 .1
The E:xecucive Comrnit::ee shall ccnsi.sc of a
and Pa:!:'~!"~e:= membe:cs
Subjecc co A.:t:icle 15 r·ega.r·ding
w:. t:hd!: awing Pa:c c.nez:·s. each Pa::c:ter shall des ignae:~ a
:: ep:= ese~. ::.ac ive t.o se:t;"""--e on the Execut:. ive C:ommic~ee, exceo c: c. hac
,i:'.. che case oE the .9a:tcne:· whose member representacive iS the
·chai=man of the Board of Pa:t tners such Paz:t:nez:·' s ::: ep:::·esentac:i ve
C~ai.:-;nan

shall also be the Chai=an of the Executive Committee

Arw

vacancy on the Execut:ive Cammi.t:::ee occasioned by the withd=awal

o: a i?artner may be filled by the 3oa:d of Partner·s •
•

Section 8.4.1 is amended co state as follows:

•a 4.l
The Audit Committee shall consist of Partner
No member of the Audit Committee shall be affHiated in
'any manner with the Operator, if the Operator is a Pa:z:tner
company oz an Affiliate thereof.. Each Partne~· (othez than a
Par·tner· t:hat: is also t:he Operator) shall have on!! repres!!ntative
on the Audit Committee
The Boar·d of Partn!!:r:s shall designate
one member of the Audi.c Committee to serve as Chairman of the
Audit Committee. Decisions of the Audit Committee shall be by a
majo::icy vote of the m!!mb!!t·s
The members shall serv!! on th"'
Committe"' at the will of the Board of Part:n.,rs •
membe~s.

•

Sect:i.on 8. 5 . 1 is amended to stat!! as follows:

•a 5.1 The Compensation Committee shall consist: of
i?a:r:tn!!:: m!!mbers
No member of th"' Compensation Committ!!e shall
be affiliated :i.n any manner with the Operator, if the Oper·ator i.s
a Partner company or an Affiliate th!!r.,of.. Each Partner (other·
than a Partner that is also th"' Ooerator·J shall have on"
repres!!ntativ" on th!! comp!!nsation Committe"'. The Board of
Partn!!rs shall designate one member of the Compensation Committee
to serve as Chairman of the Comtl.,nsation Committee. Decisions of
th!! Compensation Committee shall be by majority vote of the
m!!mbers.. The memb<!rs shall serve on th!! Committee at th!! will of
th!! Board of Partners '
•

Section 8.6 lis amended to state as follows:

'8 .. 6.l Th!! term Op.,rato:: shall mean a Partner member
designat:ed by the Board of Partners as the Operator·, or a third·
party ent:ity designat!!d by the Boaxd of Partners, or authorized
:r:"'or·esentatives of th!! Board of Part:n!!rs acting as its own
Operat:or·, or· any other op.,rat ing structu:re deemed appr·opriat:e ancl
approved by the Board of Partnets "

. 5 ..

•

Section 8 6 2 i.s amended co s:ace as follows:

r•a 6 2 the Operacor may be removed by a t:wo ··Chi.rds
majc::i.:y voc.e o: t:he Boaz:d of Paz·tners
Uoon removal cf cb.e
Ope::·aco::, a successor shall be designaced by the Board of
Pa:::-~::e~

•

s ''

Secc.!.on 8 . 5. 3 is amended co state as fol.lows:

"8. 5 . 3 The Opez·ator shall direct Operator· per sormel to
pursue, at all ti.mes and in all mann-.rs, the best interests of
the Partnership and the furtherance of the policies of the
Partnership as determined by the Board of Par·tners. •
•

Section 8.5 4 is amended by deleting the word 'Northwest" at
the end of the provision, line 10, and replacing it with the
wo::d "Operator·" so that thO! provision now states as follows:

"8. 6. 4 The Op-.rator shall utili:;:e, to th-. fullest
extent practicable, the services of u.naffiliated independent
concract:o::s to design and construct the P:t:·oj ecc.,
The Oper·ator
shall negotiate contracts foz· such services and execute the same
(other than the contract with the Proj-.ct Management Contractor),
and shall submit to the Eoa:td of Par·tne:ts at the earliest
p:tacticable date its r·ecommended contract with the company to
se:tve as Project Management Contractor. Any functions which are
not assigned to a cont:tactor· shall be performed by Operato:r: "
•

Section a 8 is amended to delete the word •initial• in f::onc
of the wo:.:·d "Operator·• i.n the fourth line, so that the
pr·ovision now states as follows:

•a.a Indemnification: The Partnership shall indemnify
and save harmless the members of the Board of Partners, the
Executive Committee, the members of any committee appointed as
pr·ovided in Section 8. 2. 4 and the Operator (in i.ts capacity as
suchl against all actions, claims, dema.nds, costs and liabilic.ies
az·ising out of the acts· (or failure to act) of such Persons in
good faith within the scope of their authority in the course of
the Partnership's business and such Persons shall not be liable
for any obligations, liabilities o:r ccm:nitm.~nt:s incu::·red by or on
behalf of the Partnership as a z:e.sult of any such aces (O:t:'
failure to act)-"
•

Section 15 S is amended to state as follows:
"15. s Winding .J.m. and t.iguida; ion: Af::ez· the Partnership
shall be dissolved pursuant eo the provisions of Section
15 3 3 oz secci.on lS 7, the Soard of Patt:ners and each oE
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che Committees and :~e Cpe:acor shall con:in~e co exe:c~se
t~e pawe~s vested in eac~ of chem by c~is Agreement and
·~cnc:i:tue t:o ocerat:e i!1 che nonnal cau:::se co ~he excenc
a;:op:::opri.ace for the purpose of winding up any bt:siness of
::he ?a:::::nershi;;> and liquidat:ing any asset:s t:hereof (whi.ch
have not: been cransfe:::·red co t:he Co:rporac.i.on pu:::·suanc co c:he
p:::ovi.sions of Sect:ion 14) i::1 an orderly manner and, subject:
co Sect: ion 6, dist:ribuc:ing any nee asset.s of the Pa:t·tnershi.p
not so transfe:z:red to the Pa:tt:ners in accordance with t:heir
respective Partner's Percentages as of the date of
di.ssolution
The Parcnership shall engage in no new
bus i.ness dur i.ng t:he period of such winding up; provided
that:, no dissolution of the Part:ner·ship, pursuant to this
Section 15 o:r otherwise, shall r·elieve any Part:ner (or any
Person which has wit:hdrawn as a Partner) from any obligat:ion
accruing or· accrued to the date of such dissolution or
dep:rive any Partner not in default her!'!under of any r·emedy
ot:herw:i.se available to it "

Sect:ions 15 7 1 and 15 7.~ are hereby delet:ed in ther!'!
ent:iret:y .
This Amendment No 4 shall be effeccive as of January 1,
1995, and i.s consented to and agreed upon by all Part:ners
This Amendment: No . 4 shall be governed by and int:erpr!'!ted in
accor·dance with the laws of New York. Terms used in this
Amendment No. 4 which are defined in t:he Partnership Agreement
are, unless che cont!'!Xt othet'Wise r!'!quir·es, used her·ein as
cherein defined
This Amendment: No. 4 may be executed in councerpar·ts, each
of which shall be deemed an or·iginal, b11t all of which togethe:::
shall constitute one and the same instrument.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties named below (being all of
the Partners as of Januaiy l, 1995) have caused this Amendment ~o
be executed by their respective duly-auchorized officers on t:.he
date shown.

•
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GE..'l'ERAL PARTNERS:

DATED:

..,._.

__... _, _____________ _

UNITED ALASKA FUELS CORPORATION

-·-··-··--·-----·-·---

ATTEST:

DATED:
-

~r.

TRANS CANADA PIPELINE USA LTD.

2.'1

jc,~·---····

ATTEST:

-·---·-·------·

- 7

__
·---------

..........._.

DAr.:D:

----··-··---Arn;ST:

EXHIBIT

1-B

WITHDRAWAL NOTICES RECEIVED
FROM WITHDRAWN PARTNERS OF ANNGTC

R.ECEIVE.O
TEXAS GAS lHANSMISS!Off. CORi'Ofl.<mO!f
G~<& Til!ln.~m!~er~" SITrvlefi Dld!l'f~l'l

JUN l 91981·
;JQf:lN MA~N

,)110:0. fllfd'tl{t:a ~t"C'"t

P.:0.12oz:n!!t).

6

o-~m:.t:a~n) K-lnct~t.kf ~ru
l"h.O"vc...~/sa.s!!t.

RECE1y
JUN 2 4 1981
NWA lEGAl

No~rllwe~>t Alask:>.n Pipdlne
315 Eut 2:M Saufh $t:"Ce.t
s-Je L..ke City, ~ B4Ul

C<nn~

!I

''!

!,_
I

:Fle:uo rde:r to tbe Geh$nl Pa.xfne;rchil!:> ~ment- e!fedive •• of ,T;on=.ry $l, 1'97!);
pur><uant fo 'Which Alaskan Wortnwest Ndllw Gu Tr·~~'i'o:ttAticm ~ny (the IIPa~~·
. sl>ip") woo:" £onned and ..n ;on,omdm=a tlie=!::> f<:.ol~eth-elor, the. "~'fn<:Tshi~ ~reement") and to the Ccope:ratl'le Agn;emem f.Or .t:J.,,.)~ -.M E!n:>i""e:rmji; <>! ,ll,l""'\;:e. ou
Pipcline .and Collolifl<>ning Pbtut wh~ be:~,_ efl¢ctl.'ve qn .Tww zo. 1'980 "nd <all arn=d·
menU tneH•to (colh>ctively.., tfuo "Cortp~ti-te ~~entn}•

i

1,,

l

!

1,,

"
;

E:ff.,.;.tlve "" <>filie date h~>:teof. ~ Oa.•Aluk& Cor9ondion (''TG .AlaJJka")l!e:rceby
witj;dnw$ 11nm (5} the Parlner•lli? p~ni>Ant to file ~wlieable t~ravl•iMIIi o1 Ut"' ~et•
~hlp Ag.t-.oement a.ntl {fi) the Coopen'U= .Agr-.mem ?Ur•=nt to U.e ~1011.ble t>rO'd;,;'.on
ther!>n!, :tnd hereby give~ a>ie 1'-I.ithd:ra.vnl Nc5oce tc> tb;, P!>rln"':r"l'ti;> and eacll c!the
P<trfnerJ' t<>ez·<=f "-<1d w t!ie p;trtieo: tt. the: Owpe:nttive A~em<mt.

TG Al:t1<k:l. X<~:cogni,...s :!t.: ohl!pti<>nJ' to :ma.ka 1J&yti\enU: put·;<t<J,nt to Secl'ion o{. 2. 7 0!
the Part.he~ship Ag;re.,.,=f. ~%t< n<>t •fteaed br it.. wlthdx,..wal from tl!e P<u-tne""~hi9:
b~r, a.ll .cuch y..ym~,. :made lhl:rewfor-e tnd ~ftel:' 'l"ere ,.,..,. •b~tll be mllrle O>t
u,_, nndentantlin~ and cQ:Jditia:r tli.a.t aU >JUc:h ?a:in>ent., by m Al"'-"'!R!.• wh=""'-" ;;.;;d...
wfJ.l ba de~::n-u:d {~'!:t-he. 'P~::-pe::cr.;: :;( .Se~~Jn 4~4 .. ~ et. ~~ ~ ..rtnc;n~fd~ A;'~!!..~ent io h.a:v*'
be:~, lrHiicl~ pr.lo.!"· iQ witniirawal o£ TG Ab.•)t;:;l lr>.Zm tt..~ ~rf:.:i:ie.i"~hiJ? ii.ttd~ the:r'ftf(;Lre, wlli
b1< included :in TG ~slt.:>. •,. C..pifod A=oux.t u <>!and ""' -the <!&!;, c£ t;uch wifliO.,.·,.w..J,

·r.,,.,. fttily your;,

Nmtnenl An:tfc C..... C=•»••>tl'
ZZ23 D<:>d£oe St.r·ee£

AMI!!R!CA.N NATUFIA!. AI..ACKAN COM<='ANY
"fMB!I'l OP 7HE AM~RICAH H4TURAL R!SOURCE9 SYSTEM

ON!! WCOCWARO AVENUE OETROI'r. MIOHIC3AN 48ll:>s
JAM!S

-!- 1"P..U:ItCOT1'

PPi~iiO~NT

tiay

S, lSSZ

Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas
~ransportation Company
P.

o.

Sox 1526

Salt Lake City, Utah

B4UO-l526

._A,ttentionr

Jo~Jn...E.:_~ll~

Mr.

G<!ntlemon:
American Natural Alaakan Com~~y wishes to notify ita partners in
Alaakan Northwest Natural Cas ~ranaportation company that it will not m~ke
further equity investment• in the PartnetahiP in response to Requeota for
Capital. Contribution!!.
.
.

· ·,':

Aa you know, o..::r r(;;lUi!!'C...'"'O:o~i:.o Ccz Moo!;an. qtll! h11vo b=on ..,·o:;;-; c:~~nnti
reduced, and. O\ll:' &o~rt!o.iv.:xl::l.c::l !tl <:!-:::. G;-oat Plain a coal qaaificw~:'.cl r::;;;·!C't:
; h.W p1aec:l r.:l.oi(!ioont ccttilml C~ooon on our Syatem. These and oi:::::J~· ··:. :_
'l!•otor::~ b:rc-o ~sed prl!.ct:ieal limitation• on our participation in tllS n:t::n
9::;i:; pi;:oline projeot.
·
·
· ··.

ln our letter of J~nuory 21, 1982, ~e indicl!.ted the limits of our tota
of debt and eQui~y to t4o project. Our financial contributions ·

commitrn~nt

to date a;>i?ro:d=tc· tM gquil:y F"::M~n of tllt~t commitment. Since tb6t is.,,- l
the caoa, and t~a ho.ve ne~ rooollo:l l:ln lovol we ~o'Ould no:;1inote on t:~::J
t;~et I
Commitment D:1te, it io o'-lr J:;:>Cil:ioll tllat 'We •ho~tld be pGIT.Jitted to :o:==::J:l.~·J; r
in tho Partne:;-ahip without l!lootinq f\.l%'thar Rsquuts for Capitl:\1 Con~:;.t~~··:t\i I
. I f this position is agrooob1e to the Partnership, it maY be desircbl~:
to modify the Pl!lrtnerilhiP Agroernent to cover the aituation outlined abovo.
we would IUlticipete, end ag:rae, that Allledaan Natural' a votinq rights would
be limitel;l.
.,

I

lf o~r pooition ia nat accoptabl~ to th~ PQrtnerohip, thia letter
ahould be aonai<lored to I;Q ki:~r.ican Natu=ol Jllackrln cc:;;;ony' a formal notice
of withdt·awol frcm thl) r>o::tm:;,zat}:!.\?, o2~c;~~:l.•o lla of tllO fifth buaina:Hl day
followinq the delivery o~ ~~~col! r~~ c~~~ibutions baaed on tho t~~o~'''
!!.pproved c.t th.a ffitnS:o;C.~"'!IGTit C~i~-:;co l~..J-:::i.ng gn MY 4: l~a~~
.:.e~rec.i~ta·v.·oln·
~ar.tv
... ...

..

advice :a!! -to

~~~

vary

JJT:j;O

cc1

Meftsra. John H. Croom
H. Wayne Hodge
xenneth E. Xclen
R. a. Latimer
Harry L. Lepapa

wo \::-:::~.2.!:.1

P:::::tnarahi?'a position en tilio:

Chcrlel P, Moreton
Gordon L. Sever~
c.. LamAr Sl!li th
JClhn A• Sproul

ii'.3.tta~
:
~

1.

NORTHWEST ALASKAN PIPELiNE COMPANY
.JOHN G.MC:Mll\IAN

o-,o. •ox

ll1:1!ei

S"ALT t.AKf:" (;IT\", U'rAH

6~110--15215

CIO!~t~e-.o·?~OO

May 12, 1982

Mr. James J. Trebilcott
President
American Natural Alaskan Company
One Woodward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226
Dear Jim:
1hank you for your letter of May 5th. Representatives of the Partnership
discussed your request in a conference call held on May 11, 1982.
He all deeply regret your decision, but understand fully the circumstances which led your Company to give its notice of withdrar1al from the
Partnership.
·
The Partners have asked me to advise you of their decision that the
Partnership Agreement should not be amended.
We will look to an 0rderly wind down of our mutual affairs, in accordance
with the provisions of the Partnership Agreement.
I want you to kno~1 how much all of us apprec-iate American Natural's
support of the project, and how indebted we are for your personal
contributions to our deliberations.
I wi11 call personally to visit with you and Art Seder.
Best regards,

4J-. C--

/)1 (1/J;

!

John G. McMillian

bee:

Harry L. Lepape
John H. Croom
Robert P. Raasch
John A.. Sproul
H Wayne Hodge
D.. Lamar Smith
R. R. fatimer
Kenneth E. Kalen
A

E. M. Benson, Jr.
S. J. Reso
F. E. MosierRush Moody
Darre 11 MacKay

T. W. diZerega
A. N. Porter
Howard Butner
RDM-WDC

SUSSJOIAAY Of'

NOh:'T'tiWE:S'I'

E:NE:RC.Y COMPANY

j t:.~... .

AMERfCAN NATUI'IAL. AL.A5KAN OOMI"ANY
ME:MBER OF THE AMERICAN NATURAL ReSOURCES SYSTEM

~·
~

ONe WDOWWARCJ AVENUE 05TROI1; MICHIGAN ~82a5
~-JAMES

,s. TREEllCCTi

PR?;;$\C-EI'n

Hay 19, 1982

lli • John G. McMillian

Cot-HROLlER

Chairman
Nor·thwest AJ.askan Pipeline Company
P. 0. Box 1526
Salt Lake City, Utah B4J:!.0-1.526
Dear John:
Your lett.er of May 12, 1982 advising us of the action taken by
the Partnership with respect to our letter of May 5, 1982 has been
received. I'll!! are sorry to learn that the Partnership representati-ves
decided not to.app:rove the amendment that would have permitted
l'.merican Natural to remain in the Partnership.
This matter was again considered by ANR's Board of Directors
in light of this action by the Partnership. We have concluded that
there is no alternative othar than to reaffirm our· intent:ion to
withdraw as set forth in our letter of May 5, 1982 •

• and the other part;·1er
The relationships developed tdth you
representat5,-ves have been most enjoyable and we sincerely hope that
the project wi.ll e-ventually be successfully completed.
Very truly yours,

JJ'J.':js

cc:

Messrs~

John Be Croom
Ho Wavne Hodqe
Kenneth E. K~len

R. R. Latimer

Harry L. Lepape
Charles P. Moreton
Gordon L. Severe:
D. Lamar Smith
John A. Sproul
R. Moody, Jr.

RlECEf!/Efl
MAY 2 41982
J. G. f>JlcMIL!fliM

NORTHERN ARCT'IC GAS COMPANY

Retyped fo>' 1egi bi1 ity
May 3, 1981·

Alaskan Northwest Natura'! Gas liansportation Company
P. 0. Box 1526

-.

Salt lake City, U1

84110d5Z6

Attention:

Mr. Vernon 1. Jones

Gentl-emen:
. .
This is to inform you that Northert\ .Arctic Gas COOlpany (Northern
Arctic) hereby withdraws from Alaskan North1;est Natural Gas Transportation
c'orripitny (ANNGlC). In so doing, Northern Arctic' is· also abandoning all of
its rights and interest, of whatsoever nature, in the ANNGTC Genera I
Partner·ship..
..
·

. . Northern Arctic recogniz~s that under Section 15,9 of the ANNGlC
General .Partnersh·ip 'Agreement, as amended, its withdrawal and abandonment
does not affect 'its obligations as a partner for those obligatio~ts incurred
by the· partnership prior to the withdrawal date,
A representative of
Northem Arctic will soon be in touch with you to begin determining the
nature and extent of such previously incur·red obligations.
Very truly yours,
/S/ R P. Raasch
en

cc:

Messrs:

John M. Croom
H. Wayne Hodge
Vernon L Jones

Mosier

Frank E~
Stuart C. rout
Sidney J, Reso

Kenneth r. Kalen
lepape
11. Lamar Smith

H. L

John A, Sproul
George E. >loads
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John H Croom
Chairman and President

REGISTERED JIA;LL

December L,, 1984

Al~skan

Northwest Natural Gas
Tx ansportation Cempany

P 0

Box: 1526

Salt I,ake City, Utah

Sl!llO ·1526

Ge:;;t:lemen:
Pm: suant t:o Sections 15 2 and 16 2 of the Alaskan
Natural Gas Transportation Company General Partnership
Ag::eement, as amended, Columbia A.laskan Gas Transmission
Cc:::poration hereby gives notice of its wi thchawal from the
Pe.r.tne1:ship a-ffectiVe irmnediately
Northv~est

Co9y by Reg:i.steJ: ed Mai 1:

Tnfoxmat:i on Copy:

H.. Wayne Hodge
Vernon T Jones
Kenneth E Kalen
H L Le.papa

James R

Frank E

Sidney J

Mosier

Templeton

John A Sp:roul
George \? Woods

Raso

Stuart C Mut

(';olmnblH Gas Svsiem Service Corooraifon 20 Montchanin Road1 WilinTnQton. Delaware 19807

PAN ALASKAN GAS COMPANY

Oscember 14 1 1984

Northwest Natural Gas
Trans):lortation Company

ll.la:>k<~n

Ji>, 0, BO~ 1526
Salt: !,ake Cl.ty;·

g~~n :.

Re;

tft~h

e4110· 1526

Mr •. ~'!2-il-!!......'!:on~.

Ni~hdtawal

Notice

Gentlemen:
l?an Alaskan Gas company hereby gives not! t!a, pur»liant
to Sections 15.2 and 16.2 of the ll.laskan No•~hwest Natural Gas
Transportation Company Gane•al Partnership ~gresment, as
amended, of Pan Alaskan's withdrawal from the Parfnarship
effective ina,ediately.

Very truly

you~a,

;!!?-~
K. J:l. Kalen
l?tesident

Copy by Certified Mail mall eel this day to each of. t.he following:
~.

wayne Hodge

Vernon 'i!. Jones

a. L. Lepape

James ~.

Templeton
·
John Sproul
Geor~e H. Hoods

PACIFIC INIERSIAI:E COMPANY
no 'iVt5T DGHni :srrm
LOS ANt1EL.£S (Al.!Fffi'-M. 9COH

February 15, 1985

H.A.l'U\Y L l.EPAFE
Fl"e'Jde'lr cx':od
CffiefExoeo.r.~~

Alaskan Nort!iwest Natural Gas
Transportation Company
J?ost Office Box 1526 ·
Salt LakE! City,- . Utah 84110-1526
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Vernon

T.

Jones

Withdrawal Notice

Gentlement

Pacific Interstate Transmission Company (Arctic) hereby gives
notice, pu~suant to Sections 15 2 and 1.6 2 of the Alaskan
Northwest Natura}. Gas Transportation Company General Partnership
Agreementr as amended, of Arct.ic's withdrawal from the Partnership effective as of the close of business on February 26, 1985

Concurrent with Arctic's withdrawal, I will be resigning as
chairman of thd Compensation Co:mrnitte~;: and as a membel; of~ ..the
Audit Committee~
-~

Si .10ere y,

2~~~--~.

.~··".//

...

H.~-

_

Prcslden;:.....·-~··,_.-

Copy sent by Certified Mail this
day to each of the following:
E

Wayne Hodge

James R. Templeto:a
John Sproul
George H. 11oods

_e

- !.3..~)
\)
.
.. _..... · ..

~

NORTHWESTALASKAN PlfJllrff££51Jff:flfiJ'I~

December· 20, 1994

Mr. Michael Durnin
~r<:tnsaanada

PipeLine TJSA Ltd.
s. W,
Calgary, A1~rta, canada T2P 3?7
S01,··7th Avenue·,

Mr. R. L.

Pi~ce

United Alaska ,Fuels COn>oration
lll-Fifth Avenue, s,w,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada ~2P 3~6
.RE:

Withdr.,.wal Notice

N"arthwest Alaskan Pipeline Colnp=y {NWA) hereby withdravs; pursuant
to So>ction 15,2 a£ the Al.a!U;;an Northwest Natuxal. Gas TranspoztatJ on
Company ("ANNGTC'''l General Partn10rshi.p Ag:reement, as aln""ld,~:1 fl om
the ANNGTO Partnership affective. as of the close of bus~ ~ss on
Oecsmber jJ, 1~94,
Inasmuch as the ANNGTC PartnBrship beli.eves that NWA, as !\n
original member and operator of the Part.n~ship, has acquired
extensive knowledge of the Partnar$hip, including knowledge of i;ne
assets and docUments that hi!ve bean created durin.;:~ the
Partnership's e:dst<mce, N"ox·tbwest Alaskan hereby agrees to
coopere.te in good fai.tn to attemnt to provide, when re.quested by
the Partno>rship, any inforlllat.ion it may have conce:rning <;he
documents, assets, or othe:r· relevant matters whicll relate to ;he
Partnership. ~he Pa~tn~rship agrees to reimburse NWA tot any and
all. reasonable adl:dnistrative. costs jt: incurs in p:rovid.ing ~;Jl;!h
c:coperaticn-.
Additionally, to the extent. any information about the Partnership
is needed by NWA sUbsequent to its withdrawal, the Part.n~>>:slrlp
agrees to provide s\loh ini'ormation in sood faith ~cept to the
ext,;,nt such tnfornation (a)
is confidential or other>lise
coll1l!!e:t·cially eenaitive and (b) had not been previously made
available to 1 or known by 1 h"Wl>.
1-''ilA agrees; to rei:ml>urse the

OneWllliamsCerrter • P.O.Box3102 • Tulsa,Oklahoma74101
(918)588-4592

RCV

OY~XERoX TELEC::Of' l~...R 71310 ; i2-·2S--··94

l2/28/S4

14:19

~403

3:18PM 1

291 4177

412)~

294 4i777

f'l'!iLS EXECUl'IVE

8019A2l0?6;tt 3
@] 0 03 <006

Partnership fa~ any and all reasonal:ll e administratl.ve costs it
.inouzs in pt:oviding such assistance to NWA.

si.nce:~J

~t~~i~~~
Title: {'/'.6$tf)oJ(

Aco.epted am\ agreed tbis

day of !J<laenber 1 :1994

by TransCanada Pi.peLine USA Ltd.

B'.(____ .•.• _. _ _ .. ,

Tltle:

u.

ll.coepted and a~ead this
day of December, :1994 by United Ala~Ka
Fu~ls
corp
ticn.
--

B'.(:
~-~Tl .....e:

TransCanada
In bu:siness to deffver

FebJ:Uary-8, 2008

TransCanada ?JpeUnes Um~ed
~so .. lttltreetSW

Calgary. Albena, canada TlP 5H1

AG!A L!cense Office
State ofAlaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7"' Ave. Suite. 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attmtion:

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGIA Liceru;e Office

Subject:

Ahsh Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Applica1ion for License
Additiona!Clari(ving [nfonnatiog

td 40),920.2035
fax 403 920 2318
~ mo ir tony_palme~ran.s:ci3 nada . com
web W\'t"-'' tfanSQOilda com

Deat Mr. Rutz:

TrausCauarla llcknowledges receipt of yow correspondence dated Janu;uy 29, 2008 mwhich

Trans Canada is fl1lkvd to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application
for License. In that regard, please find attached our responses to the fourtee.n requests you forwrude<l
We are submitting this reply docuwent to the State by two means:

• we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to t)J.c attyD!:ion of Mr. Cluis Rutz aJ: crutz@ai_~ and
• we are today foxwarding the originally signed document by co1Uietto the AGIA Licerule Office,
attention Chris Rutz

Thank you for your ongoing C<Jnsideration of our Application, and l remain available ta provide futther
infor:o:tation or participate in disCUNsions that the Staie may wish to i.Di.l\<!tc.

SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 24, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5Hl
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarifying information related to your response to the States question # 7
in your January 22. 2008.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. , jointly) provide the information
addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commi ssioners in obtaining a clear and complete
understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants' Application.

Please submit the additional clal'ifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind the Co-Applicants, at the address below by 5:00 PM AST on Januar-y 28,
2008. An earlier reply would be appreciated.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Al aska, Dept of Revenue
550 West ih Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to :
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

Please submit your response by e-mail or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to the
address above. Please contact me at 907-771 -3015, to confirm timely receipt of the information or if
you have other questions concerning this request.

AGIA License O.f}ice 550 West

i" A venue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietmy or Trade Secret information submilled in response to this
request for additional information be kepi confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, CoApplicants must mark each page containing infonnalion that they request to be kepi confidential,
include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a
brief non-confidential summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS
43.90.160(b))
I.

In your Jan 22, 2008 response to SOA Request #7 Page II, you indicate that 1/3 of the project
costs were estimated in Canadian dollars and that the estimates would change at the current
exclumge rate. Please identi(y the specific facilities that were estimated in Canadian dollars by
subproject and subproject component.

Page 2 o/2

TransCanada
In business to deliver

January 28, 2008

AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'" Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention:

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGlA License Office

Subject:

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying Information

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450 · 1st Street S.W.
Calgary. Alberta, Canada T2P SH 1
tel 403.920.2035

fax 403.920.23 18
email tony_palmer@transcanada.com

web www.transcanada.com

Dear Mr. Rutz:
TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated January 24,2008 in which TransCanada is asked
to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for License. In that regard,
please find attached our response.
We are submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
• we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz at crutz@aidea.org; and
• we are today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office, attention Chris
Rutz.
Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may wish to initiate.

A.M. (Tony) Palmer
Vice President, Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR /NFORMA TION
JANUARY 24, 2008

State of Alaska Request #1

In your Jan 22, 2008 response to SOA Request #7 Page I I, you indicate that 1/3 of the
project costs were estimated in Canadian dollars and that the estimates would change at the
current exchange rate. Please identify the specific facilities that were estimated in Canadian
dollars by subproject and subproject component.
TransCanada Response (For Public Disclosure)

This Response incorporates information previously classified as "Confidential" to
TransCanada in accordance with the requirements of RFA Section 1.13 .6. TransCanada has
separately provided a response to the State.

TransCanada
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
January 29, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5H 1
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarifying information related to a number of Canadian issues related to
your application.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. , jointly) provide the information
addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commissioners in obtaining a clear and complete
understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants' Application.
Please submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind the Co-Applicants, at the addr·ess below by 5:00 PM AST on Februar-y 8,
2008.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West ih Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

E-mails or Fa.."< copies must be submitted to :
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

Please submit your response by e-mail or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to the
address above. Please contact me at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the information or if
you have other questions concerning this request.
Sincerely,

AGJA License Office 550 West i 11 Avenue, Suite 1820Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RFA Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicru1ts may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submilled in response to this
request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, CoApplicants must mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential,
include a copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a
brief non-confidential summmy for each section for which the Co-Applicru1ts seek confidentiality (AS
43.90.1 GO(b))

I. TransCru1ada acknowledges that there remains a significant compliance process to be
conducted through the Northern Pipeline Agency that will ensure the Alaska Pipeline Project
("APP") meets all current environmental ru1d regulatmy standards.
(A) Please state whether, in order to ensure such compliru1ce, TransCanada will have to
satisfy all relevant, current environmental requirements.
(B) Does TransCanada agree that it and the relevru1t Governmental authorities will have
to satisfv the current "duty to consult" First Nations that are potentially affected by the
Project?
2. TransCanada states (Executive Summary at2) that it has already met with and provided Project
information presentations to ITm First Nation in the Yukon and British Columbia whose
territmy will be traversed by the pipeline's route.
(A) Please identify all First Nations referred to ru1d provide a summary of the status of
these discussions and the positions, if any, taken by the subject First Nations regarding
the Project.
(B) Does TransCanada consider that these contacts constitute formal "consultations"
with First Nations potentially impacted by the Project or will additional formal
consultation be necessmy'?
(C) Please confirm that TransCanada has not commenced contact with First Nations
groups in Alberta. Please explain why this has not yet occurred m1d when TransCru1ada
plans to commence contact
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3. TransCanada indicates (Executive Summary at 2) that Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. ("Foothills")
has undertaken studies and evaluation of route alternatives. Please confirm if any of the route
alternatives examined contain sections or portions that ar·e outside the right-of-way specified in
the CPCN currently held by Foothills.

4. Trar1sCar1ada states (Executive Summary at 4 ar1d Development Plan 2-2- 56) that, in Alberta,
it will construct the necessary facilities to permit Alaskan gas to reach the Alberta Hub, by
integrating with TransCar1ada's existing pipeline system and the Foothills Pre-build. Further,
TransCanada discusses the benefits of using Transportation by Others ("TBO") on its existing
Alberta System.
(A) Has Trar1sCanada limited its examination of Alberta infrastructure options to its
existing Alberta System ar1d the Foothills Pre-Build?
(B) Has TransCanada examined the use ofTBO on third party pipelines? If so, please
provide details of the options examined') If not, please explain why no('?
(C) TransCanada describes the Fort Nelson option as an alternative it is examining. In
TransCanada's view, would this option be covered by the Foothills CPCN? If so,
explain why. If not, explain what other approvals would be required to implement this
option.
(D) Is it TransCar1ada's intention to rely on the Foothills existing CPCN for facilities
from the British Columbia/Alberta border point to Caroline, Alberta? Does
TransCanada still plan to interconnect with the Foothills Pre-Build at, or near,
Caroline')
5. TransCar1ada indicates (Executive Summary at 2, 12, and 23) that the APP will meet all current
standards. As welL when discussing Car1aclian Approvals, Trar1sCanada references Other
Federal approvals, such as under the Fisheries Act, the Navigable Waters Protection Act and
the Species at Risk Act.
(A) Does TransCanada consider that under the current environmental legislation these
approvals would act as "triggers" under the Canadiar1 Environmental Assessment Act
("CEAA")? If so, explain why. If not, explain why not.
(B) Does TransCanada consider that it will have to meet current CEAA requirements
in the context of obtaining these necessary Federal approvals') If so, explain why. If
not, explain why not
(C) When referring to required Territorial approvals, does TransCanada consider that it
must satisfy the requirements of the Yukon Jci?vironmenlal and Socio-Fconomic
Assessment Act in the Yukon Territory? If so, explain why. If not, why not?
6. TransCar1ada discusses land rights held in Canada (Application, Section 2.1, p. 2.1 - 9):
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(A) Please confirm that the "numerous reservations by notation" that are referenced by
TransCanada do not provide it with any legal rights to a pipeline right-of-way in British
Columbia or Alberta.
(B) Please confirm that TransCanada would still have to acquire any required right-ofway in British Columbia and Alberta.
(C) Please explain the process TransCanada expects to use for such right-of-way
acquisition and the time required to complete this exercise in its Project Schedule.
7. TransCanada indicates (Application, Section 2.1, p. 2.1- II) that the Alberta system currently
has a TBO arrangement in place for Foothills Pre-Build facilities.
(A) Please confirm that the Foothills Pre-Build is currently fully integrated with
TransCanada's AI bert a System.
(B) Please confirm that the Foothills Pre-Build facilities are currently used to transport
non-Alaskan natural gas to markets.
(C) Given the integrated nature of the Foothills Pre-Build facilities and their current
use, what portion, if any, of the Foothills Pre-Build facilities does TransCanada
consider would be available to transport Alaskan sourced natural gas.
8. In its application (Section 2.2, p. 2.2- 45 and 46, 75) TransCanada lists a series of
Environmental Field Studies that are relevant to the Canadian Section. TransCanada indicates
that information, including environmental information, will be evaluated through a transparent
and public process.
(A) Does TransCanada propose to conduct a detailed environmental assessment 11·ith
respect to each of the subject areas identified?
(B) Does TransCanada intend to rely, to any material degree, upon the environmental
assessment conducted prior to the granting of the CPCN with respect to the Foothills
Pre-Build?
(C) Please provide details of the transparent and public process TransCanada
contemplates will be used to examine and assess this information. Will the results of
these studies by submitted to the NPA'I The NEB? The CEA Agency? The
YESEAA'I Please explain each answer.
(D) Will the relevant authority or authorities identified in 9.3 above be expected to
assess the potential environmental impacts of the project and determine if any
potentially adverse impacts are acceptable or can be adequately mitigated'? If not, why
not?
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(E) Please explain what TransCanada's views as the consequences of a relevant
authority determining that a component of the project could have significant, adverse
environmental impacts.
9. In its Application (Section 2.2, p. 2.2- 46) TransCanada makes reference to its Stakeholder
Issues Management Plan.
(A) What portion, if any, of the consultation that has been undertaken since 1977 does
TransCanada consider relevant to the new pipeline project it is proposing under the
current filing?
(B) Please confirm that all of the items listed on TransCanada's Preliminmy Issues List
(p. 2.2-50 to 2.2- 51) remain outstanding and will need to be addressed as part of
TransCanada's subsequent facilities application.
10. TransCanada indicates (Application, Section 2.3, p. 2.3- 11) that its Project Schedule is based
on detailed work that was completed by TransCanada in recent years.
(A) Please provide a detailed description, including project schedule charts, of all past
projects relied upon by TransCanada to support the Prqject Schedule it has developed.
(B) Please indicate if the Project Schedule contemplates any challenges in the form of
review requests before relevant authorities, Judicial Review or Appeals of any
approval, environmental assessment or fulfillment of applicable conditions, etc. If not,
why not'l
11. Please provide a written statement regarding the ability ofTransCanada to carrv out its
proposed Alaskan pipeline project while TransCanada is also taking control of the Mackenzie
Pipeline project. In this regard:

(A) Please indicate how potential conf1icts of interest between the two projects will be
resolved by TransCanada with respect to Tra11sCanada's ability to finance both projects
and TransCru1ada's resources and ability to manage both projects: and
(B) Please describe whether Trru1sCru1ada has a mitigation strategy to deal with
potential conf1icts of interest between the two projects.

12. The State understands that recent litigation in the Yukon (currently under appeal) holds that
despite agreements and easements regarding land claims there remains an overarching
constitutional duty to consult and accommodate Aboriginal interests. What is TransCanada's
position on that determination ru1d how does that determination affect Trru1sCru1ada's plru1s to
acquire right of way through areas claimed by aboriginal peoples'!
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13. The State understands that in 2005 TransCanada signed a Traditional Knowledge Protocol
with the Kaska Nation. Has TransCanada entered into a Participation Agreement with the
Kaska Kena Council or other Yukon first Nations since then? Please detail meetings that
TransCanada has had with other affected Yukon First Nations that do not have land claims
agreements and with British Columbia First Nations.
14. Does TransCanada contemplate being able to receive gas into its proposed pipeline system in
the Yukon'' If so, in what volumes and how are such receipt volumes shown in the pipeline
design'!
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO JANUARY 29, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

State of Alaska Request #1
Trans Canada acknowledges that there remains a significant compliance process to be
conducted through the Northern Pipeline Agency that will ensure the Alaska Pipeline Project
("APP'') meets all current environmental and regulatmy standards.
(A)

Please state whether, in order to ensure such compliance, TransCanada will have to
satisfy all relevant, current environmental requirements.

(B)

Does TransCanada agree that it and the relevant Governmental authorities will have
to satisfy the current "duty to consult" First Nations that are potentially affected by
the Project'i

TransCanada Response
(A) Yes, TransCanada expects and is prepared to comply with all applicable current
environmental standards as well as future environmental standards which may
become applicable through regulatory requirements and as identified through
TransC:anada's environmental management system
(B)

The current duty to consult First Nations applies to the Crown, represented in
Canada by the relevant Governmental authorities, and does not extend to third
parties such as Trans Canada. (Haida Nalion v. Hrilish Columbia (Minis fer ol
Fores1.1), 1200413 S.C.R. 511, 2004 SCC 73). For its project, TransCanada has had
long standing engagement with First Nations and intends to continue that
engagement as the Project evolves. This engagement will build long-term
relationships in accordance with TransCanada's Aboriginal Policy to satisfy the
requirements of the Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions,
applicable to Foothills, developed in accordance with the Nor1hern Pipeline Acl,
respecting "information, consultation and liaison'' with First Nations.

TransCanada
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RESPONSE TO JANUARY 29, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

State of Alaska Request #2
Trans Canada states (Executive Summary at 2) that it has already met with and provided
Project information presentations to every First Nation in the Yukon and British Columbia
whose territory will be traversed by the pipeline's route.
(A)

Please identify all First Nations referred to and provide a summary of the status of
these discussions and the positions, if any, taken by the subject First Nations
regarding the Project.

(B)

Does TransCanada consider that these contacts constitute formal "consultations"
with First Nations potentially impacted by the Project or will additional formal
consultation be necessary'!

(C)

Please confirm that TransCanada has not commenced contact with First Nations
groups in AI bert a. Please explain why this has not yet occurred and when
Trans Canada plans to commence contact.

TransCanada Response
(A)

The First Nation Traditional Territories crossed by the pipeline alignment in Yukon
and British Columbia are as follows:
White River First Nation
Kluane First Nation
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
Ta·an Kwach'an Council
K wan lin Dun First Nation
Carcross Tagish First Nation
Teslin Tl ingi t C ounci I
Kaska First Nation
Liard First Nation
Ross River First Nation
Daylu Dena Council
Dease River First Nation
Kwadacha First Nation
BC Treaty 8
Fort Nelson First Nation
Prophet River First Nation
Halfway River First Nation
Blueberry River First Nations
Doig River First Nation
West Moberly First Nations
Saulteau First Nations
McLeod Lake First Nation
For over thirty years, the Foothills approach to community engagement, including
the affected First Nations communities, has been to establish an on-going dialogue
to: facilitate the provision of project related information; provide these communities

TransCanada
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and individuals the opportunity to identify to the proponent issues and concerns
regarding the proposed development: and to cooperatively address these issues and
concerns throughout project planning and execution.
Foothills appointed its first northern Community Relations Officer in 1977 in
support of the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline Project. Foothills opened an office in
Whitehorse Yukon the following year. A primmy function of the Whitehorse office
was to facilitate the Foothills Information Consultation and Liaison Program
throughout the Yukon Territoty and the Mackenzie District of the Northwest
Territories.
During 1977 and 1978, Foothills representatives mel with identified community
leaders and established Community Pipeline Committees in each of the Yukon
communities located along the Alaska Highway corridor. These Committees
provided a local point of contact for project information dissemination, and ongoing community level consultation to effectively address public issues and
concerns. These Community Pipeline Committees operated for approximately five
years.

During this period community engagement focused on developing an understanding
regarding the possible impacts of pipeline development, the effective delivery of
local socio-economic benefits such as employment, training and business
opportunities and gas to communities, as well as the management of potential
adverse environmental effects of the project.
Foothills initiated formal dialogue 1vith Yukon First Nations during this period as
well. In August of 1978, the Council for Yukon Indim1s ("CYI") requested a
suspension of formal pipeline related discussions in order to concentrate on the
Yukon land claims. Foothills representatives continued to maintain routine contact
with Yukon First Nation peoples at the band level including project information
meetings in each of the First Nation communities affected by the proposed project.
Foothills personnel were also diligent in maintaining a dialogue and positive
rapport with the First Nation administrative and political leaders of the day.
In 1982, following the completion of the Pre-Build, the northern portion of the
pipeline project was put in abeyance although the Whitehorse office remained open
for two more vears.

It should also be noted that during this early period of project advancement
Foothills Pipe Lines (North B.C.) Ltd. operated a dedicated community information
office in Fort Nelson B.C. This office performed similar functions as the
Whitehorse office within northeast B. C.
Between 1984 m1d 2000, Foothills' level of community engagement activity
diminished reflecting the suspension of completing the northern segment of the
Canadian section of the API'. Nevertheless, Foothills representatives routinely
traveled to the north m1d engaged with Yukon communities and individuals in an
effort to maintain established positive relationships.
In 2000, with the-re-emergence of the prospect of project advm1cement, a
Whitehorse office was re-established. The primary purpose of the Whitehorse

TransCanada
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office is to once again facilitate dialogue with all Northemers including First
Nations peoples.
Five personnel were engaged in community consultation activities in the Yukon.
As had been the case in earlier years, Foothills personnel were very active in
traveling to each community located along the pipeline alignment to provide
information about the proposed development and to facilitate commw1ity level
dialogue.
During this latter period, Foothills re-established formal communication with the
Council for Yukon First Nations ("CYFN"; successor to the CYI). Foothills
representatives also re-established contact with each First Nation located along the
pipeline corridor. The staff was ve1y active in traveling to communities throughout
the Yukon and British Columbia to hold public information meetings regarding the
pipeline project, associated emp!O)'ment, training and business opportunities and to
receive feedback regarding local issues and concerns. In addition, printed
information materials such as pamphlets and newsletters were widely distributed
throughout the north.
During this latter period, Foothills held project information meetings with the chiefs
and councils, and in many instances the community at large of each of the First
Nations of Yukon and BC w·hose Traditional Territory is traversed by the pipeline
alignment.
Further, Foothills has been an active supporter of the Alaska Highway Aboriginal
Pipeline Coalition ("AHAPC") and has been an integral participant in pipeline
related workshops convened by the AHAPC.
At present the Foothills Whitehorse office remains open and Foothills personnel

are active in

on~going

engagement with northern communities, organizations and

First Nations.
Throughout the over thirty years of project involvement TransCanada/Foothills has
diligently strived to establish and maintain interactions with affected communities
and individuals at a level appropriate to the status of project advancement and to
satisfy or exceed the consultation and liaison compliance obligations as set out in
the Norrhern Pipeline Acr Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions.
Trans Canada notes that the Commissioners request that the Co-Applicants '·prov·ide
a summmy of discussions and the positions, if any, taken by the subject First
Nations regarding the Project". TransCanada respectfully submits that it is
inappropriate for the company to unilaterally comment on such matters and that the
views of First Nations are appropriately expressed by the First Nations themselv·es.
(B)

These contacts were all part ofTransCanada's engagement plan discussed above.
Trans Canada will continue to engage First Nations as this Project progresses and
will continue to do so throughout the life of the Project.

(C)

T!'imsCanada has an established community engagementpi'ogtam that includes all
the First Nations of Alberta potentially affected by company activity. Accordingly,

TransCanada
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community level engagement with Alberta First Nations affected by the proposed
Project will be coordinated through that program for the Alberla Section, when
there is sufficient definition of the incremental facilities required to transpOii APP
gas within Alberta.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #3
Trans Canada indicates (Executive Summary at 2) that Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. ("Foothills")
has undertaken studies and evaluation of route alternatives. Please confirm if any of the
route alternatives examined contain sections or portions that are outside the right-of-way
specified in the CPCN currently held by Foothills.

TransCanada Response
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. evaluated various route alternatives as part of its application to the
National Energy Board for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity ("CPCN") for
a natural gas transmission pipeline to transport Alaskan gas through Canada. The National
Energy Board (the "NEB") !hen held a competitive hearing in which it considered both the
Foothills application, and the application of a consortium of parties proposing a different
route alternative. The Foothills project was selected by the NEB. Subsequent to the issuance
by the NEB of its Reasons for Decision in favor of Foothills, the Agreemenr Herween Ccmada
and rhe Unired Srares o(America on Principles Applicable 'liJ A Norrhern Narura/ Gas
Pipeline (the "Canada-US Agreement") in which Foothills was specificall)• identified, was
executed by the two countries. The Norrhern Pipeline Acr ("NPA") was then enacted by the
Government of Canada as the legislation uniquely applicable to the development of a
pipeline project for the transportation of Alaskan natural gas through Canada. Section 21 of
the NPA deems a C:PCN to be issued to each of the subsidiaries of Foothills Pipe Lines listed
in Schedule II to the NPA, for their respective zones of the prqject.
Neither the Canada-US Agreement, the NP A nor the various C:erlifrcates establish a specillc
pipeline right-of way. Instead, a general route is established within the NP A. The general
routing for the project set out in the NPA provides the basis for the easement created through
Yukon, Reservations by Notation for other land required in Yukon, Map Reservations in
British Columbia ;md Consultative Notations in Alberta.
As a condition of the CPCNs issued to the Foothills subsidiaries referenced above, the
Environmental Assessment and Review Panel requested that Foothills evaluate route
alternatives in the Yukon. The following documents were issued outlining those alternatives:
•

Addendum to the Environmental Impact Statement for the Yukon Section of the
Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline with Respect to Alternative Routes, Submission 3-1
Examination of routing alternatives for the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline in the
Whitehorse/] bex Region, February, 1981.

•

Addendum to the Environmental Impact Statement for the Yukon Section of the
Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline with Respect to Alternative Routes, Submission 3-2
mapped information requested by the Federal Environmental Assessment and Revie11
Office related to the Whitehorse/Ibex Pass Region, February, 1981.

•

Examination of Routing Alternatives for the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline in the
Marsh Lake/ Squanga Lake Region, Submission 3-3, August 1981.

•

Examination of Routing Alternatiyes for the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline in the
Swift River/ Rancheria Valley Region, Submission 3-4, November, 1981.

TransCanada
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Examination of Routing Altematives for the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline in the
Kluane Lake Region Submission 3-5, November, 1981.

l11e current alignment of the pipeline is within the easement and the Reservations by
Notation in Yukon, the Map Reserves in B.C. and Consultative Notations in Alberta.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #4
Trans Canada states (Executive Summary at 4 and Development Plan 2-2- 56) that, in
Alberta, it will construct the necessary facilities to permit Alaskan gas to reach the Alberta
Hub, by integrating with TransCanada's existing pipeline system and the Foothills Pre-build.
Further, TransCanada discusses the benefits of using Transportation by Others ("TBO") on
its existing Alberta System
(A)

Has Trans Canada limited its examination of Alberta infrastructure options to its
existing Alberta System and the Foothills Pre-Build?

(B)

Has TransCanada examined the use ofTBO on third party pipelines? If so, please
provide details of the options examined? If not, please explain why not?

(C)

TransCanada describes the Fort Nelson option as an alternative it is examining. In
TransCanada's view, would this option be covered by the Foothills CPCN'I If so,
explain why. If not, explain what other approvals would be required to implement
this option.

(D)

Is it TransCanada's intention to rely on the Foothills existing CPCN for facilities
from the British Columbia/Alberta border point to Caroline, Alberta') Does
Trans Canada still plan to interconnect with the Foothills Pre-Build at, or near,
Caroline?

TransCanada Response
(A)

In addition to the Alberta System and Foothills Pre-Build, TransCanada has
examined other Alberta infrastructure options for the Alaskan gas. However, none
of these options provides the value and Jlexibilit)' that TransCanada believes the
Alberta System or Foothills Pre-Build could prov·ide for Alasbm gas.
The most significant benefit of integration into the Alberta Svstem is the ability for
Alaskan gas to access the Alberta Hub, the most liquid gas market in North
America. No other options could provide such access. Other benefits Alaska
Shippers would enjoy from integrating the Alaskan gas with the Alberta System
have been described in Section 2. l O.l (3) "Selection of Destination Markets" on
page 2.10-12 ofTransCanada's AGIA Application
A recent study by Canadian Energy Research Institute ("CERI") dated July 2007
entitled "Capacity of the Western Canada Natural Gas Pipeline System (Volume
2)" has confirmed TransCanada's conclusion that the best option for Alaskan gas is
to integrate with the Alberta System once it arrives at the British Columbia/ Alberta
border at Boundary Lake.

(B)

As discussed in 4(A) above, TransCanada's analysis indicates that integration of the
Alaskan gas with the Alberta System will provide the greatest benefit to Alaskan
shippers. An independent study completed by CERI has reached the same
conclusion. Since integration with the Alberta System has been shown to be the
optimun1 solution for the Alaskan gas to access the Alberta Hub and further

TransCanada
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delivery to markets in the Lower 48, Trans Canada has not examined the use of
TBO on any third party pipelines.
(C)

The Fort Nelson Option would be covered by the Foothills CPCN. As described in
Section 2.2.3.2(3) "For! Nelson Option" on page 2.2-57 ofTransCanada's AGIA
Application, the Fort Nelson Option is a contractual arrangement between Foothills
and the Alberta System whereby the Alberta System would seek approval from the
regulator to include the annual revenue requirement of the Foothills' owned
pipeline from Fort Nelson to Boundmy Lake in its cost-of-service requirement
Since Foothills would still be the owner of the pipeline from Fort Nelson to
Boundmy Lake, it would build this section of the pipeline utilizing its CPCN.

(D)

Any new facilities that may be required between the British Columbia/ Alberta
border point and Caroline, Alberta will be constructed by Foothills Pipe Lines
(Alberta) L!d. pursuant to the CPCN issued for that zone. As described in Section
2. 1. 1(4) '·Canada (Downstream of Boundary Lake)" on page 2.1-10 of
TransCanada's AGlA Application, it is TransCmada's plan to connect the Foothills
Pre-Build at, or near, Caroline through incremental new build that integrates with
the Alberta System.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #5
Trans Canada indicates (Executive Summary at 2, 12, and 23) that the APP will meet all
current standards. As well, when discussing Canadian Approvals, TransCanada references
Other Federal approvals, such as under the Fisheries Act, the Navigable Waters Protection
Act and the Species at Risk Act.
(A)

Does TransCanada consider that under the current environmental legislation these
approvals would act as "triggers" under the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act ("CEAA")? lfso, explain why. lfnot, explain why not.

(B)

Does TransCanada consider that it will have to meet current CEAA requirements in
the context of obtaining these necessary Federal approvals') If so, explain why. If
not, explain why not.

(C)

When referring to required Territorial approvals, does TransCanada consider that it
must satisfy the requirements of the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic
Assessment Act in the Yukon Territory? If so, explain why. If not, why not?

TransCanada Response
(A), (B) and (C)

The Northern Pipeline Act is specific legislation that creates a comprehensive regulatory
regime for the development ru1d construction of the APP. It includes a process for
consideration and mitigation of environmental effects. As project specific legislation, it
"occupies the field".
We refer you to TransCru1ada's response to Question 8, for a summary description of the
environmental processes that have already taken place and those that will be followed
pursuant to the NP A.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #6
TransCanada discusses land rights held in Canada (Application, Section 2. 1, p. 2.1- 9):
(A)

Please confirm that the "numerous reservations by notation" that are referenced by
TransCanada do not provide it with any legal rights to a pipeline right-of-way in
British Columbia or Alberta.

(B)

Please confirm that TransCanada would still have to acquire any required right-ofway in British Columbia and Alberta.

(C)

Please explain the process TransCanada expects to use for such right-of-way
acquisition and the time required to complete this exercise in its Project Schedule.

TransCanada Response
(A), (B) and (C)
ln clarification, the term "Reservation by Notation" refers to parcels of land within
Yukon held in reserve in the name of the Northern Pipeline Agency on behalf of
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. These reservations include land parcels set aside for work
camps, stockpile sites, borrow sites (gravel), compressor station sites and access
roads. The purpose of these reservations is to set aside lands to facilitate the
expeditious advancement of the project.
In British Columbia, Foothills requires both Provincial Crown and a small
percentage of privately held lands to construct and operate the pipeline. At present,
all Provincial Crown land required for the pipeline in British Columbia is subject to
Mineral Reserves under the provincial Mineral Acl and the Mining (Piace1) Acl,
and Map Reserves under the Iand A cr. As a result of the issuance of the Map
Reserve, Foothills is entitled to notice of intended use by all others. The Map
Reserve effectively removes Provincial Crown Land from settlement discussions
with First Nations.
In Alberta, Foothills requires both Provincial Crown and privately held lands to
construct and operate the pipeline. Foothills holds a Consultative Notation 11·ith
respect to required Provincial Crown Lands. This Consultative Notation creates a
pipeline corridor and provides Foothills with the opportunity to review and
comment upon any conOicting proposed development near the corridor.
The conversion of the Map Reserve in British Columbia to an interest in Provincial
Crown Land will require a Licence of Occupation under the Land Acl. The
acquisition of the Licence of Occupation is administered by the Government of
British Columbia.
The conversion of the Consultative Notation to an interest in Provincial Crown land
in Alberta, will require Foothills to enter into a Pipeline Agreement (right-of-way)
or a Pipeline Installation Lease (other pipeline facilities) under the Public Land1·
A cr.

TransCanada
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The acquisition of right of way across remaining land held privately in both British
Columbia and Alberta will be the subject of commercial negotiations between
Foothills and the individual land holders.
The work described above is a routine practice in these jurisdictions and will be
completed during the Definition Sub-Phase.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #7
Trans Canada indicates (Application, Section 2.1, p. 2. I - II) that the Alberta system
currently has a TBO arrangement in place for Foothills Pre-Build facilities.
(A)

Please confirm that the Foothills Pre-Build is currently fully integrated with
TransCanada's Alberta System.

(B)

Please confirm that the Foothills Pre-Build facilities are currently used to transport
non-Alaskan natural gas to markets.

(C)

Given the integrated nature of the Foothills Pre-Build facilities and their current
use, what portion, if any, of the Foothills Pre-Build facilities does TransCanada
consider would be available to transport Alaskan sourced natural gas.

TransCanada Response
(A) Trans Canada confirms that the Alberta section of Foothills Pre-Build is currently
fully integrated with TransCanada's Alberta System
(B)

TransCanada confirms that the Foothills Pre-Build facilities are currently used to
transport non-Alaskan natural gas to markets.

(C)

As described in Section 2.2 3.2(2) ''Downstream of Boundary Lake" on page 2.2-56
ofTransCanada's AGIA Application, TransCanada expects there would be
significant available capacity for Alaskan gas in the existing gas infrastructure
downstream of Boundary Lake by the time the Project is scheduled to be in-service.
To the extent incremental facilities are needed to accommodate the full volumes of
Alaskan gas, Foothills would build such facilities under the NPA By integrating
the Foothills facilities with the Alberta System, Alaska Shippers are assured
sufficient capacity would be available to accommodate the full contracted volumes
of Alaskan gas through Alberta.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #8
In its application (Section 2.2, p. 2.2- 45 and 46, 75) TransCanada lists a series of
Environmental Field Studies that are relevant to the Canadian Section. TransCanada
indicates that information, including environmental information, will be evaluated through a
transparent and public process.
(A) Does TransCanada propose to conduct a detailed environmental assessment with
respect to each of the subject areas identified?
(B)

Does TransCanada intend to rely, to any material degree, upon the environmental
assessment conducted prior to the granting of the CPCN with respect to the
Foothills Pre-Build'!

(C)

Please provide details of the tnmsparent and public process TransCanada
contemplates will be used to examine and assess this information. Will the results
of these studies by submitted to the NPA? The NEB'I The CEA Agency'! The
YESEAA? Please explain each answer.

(D)

Will the relevant authority or authorities identified in 9.3 above be expected to
assess the potential environmental impacts of the project and determine if any
potentially adverse impacts are acceptable or can be adequately mitigated? lfnot,
why not?

(E)

Please explain what Trans Canada's views as the consequences of a relevant
authority determining that a component of the project could have significant
adverse environmental impacts.

TransCanada Response
(A)

Subsequent to Foothills making application to the National Energy Board for the
Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline in Canada in August 1976, the Minister of Indian and
Northern Affairs appointed an Environmental Assessment and Review Panel
("EARP") in March 1977, tasked with considering the environmental impacts of the
proposed Foothills project, as well as a Socio-Economic Panel of inquiry to
examine the socio-economic impacts of the proposal. In fulfilling
recommendations of the EARP Report, a detailed Environmental1mpact Statement
was submitted and reviewed by the Panel in 1979 and a Panel report was issued.
The final EARP Report concluded that the proposed pipeline could be constructed
and operated in an environmentally acceptable manner. The environmental
assessment process provided information that was taken into account by the various
terms and conditions forming part of the Certificates issued with respect to the
Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline in Canada.
In completing the northern Canadian portion of the API', Trans Canada intends to
carry out an environmental program focussed on developing an updated validation
of the environmental issues, collecting current field data, and mitigating adverse
environmental impacts at a standard that reOects pipeline industry best practice for
environmental protection and in accordance with requirements of the NPA. The
Environmental Field Studies listed in the AGIA application represent a preliminary
list of the studies for planning purposes. Further details of the environmental
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program will be developed pursuant to continued FEED acli vi lies and regulalOf)'
discussions.
(B)

A comprehensive environmental assessment was previously carried out as
described above in Response 8(A). The resulting Environmental and SocioEconomic Terms and Conditions will form a framework for the update process.
The previous environmental assessment data will serve as supporting baseline
information upon which TransCanada would overlay currenllupdated environment
data to formulate a solid understanding of the current environmental conditions for
protection planning purposes. The update process will include a comprehensive
field program supported by consullalion with affected parties.

(C)

Trans Canada anticipates the need for and is prepared to provide updated
environmental and socio-economic information to enable the Designated Of11cer
under the NP A to assess the sufficiency of required plans and programs and to
otherwise become satisfied that leave to proceed to construction should be granted.
TransCanada further expects thatlhe review of information to be provided will
occur through a process in which members of the public can participate. Processes
previously conducted under the NPA in relation to the construction and then
expansion of the Pre-Build have included public hearings and meetings; public
notice and other forms of engagement The Na!ional FneJXY Hoard Acl does not
applv to the construction of the APP and accordingly there is no requirement for
information lo be provided to the National Energy Board.
The NPA provides that the Minister responsible for the NPA may enter into ru1
agreement with any member, department or agency of the Government of Canada
lo exercise the povv·ers and carf)' out of the duties of such entity. As well, the
Governor in Council may, on the request of the Minister responsible for the NPA,
second to the Northern Pipeline Agency, officers ru1d employees necessary for the
proper conduct of the work of the Agency. The Agency is also entitled to obtain
the advice and assistance of any department or agency of the Government of
Canada. All of these powers should ensure that the functions and duties ofru1y
existing Federal department or agency are exercised through the processes outlined
in the NPA and that the Northern Pipeline Agency will have access to sufficient
resources to cany out those functions and duties.
Trans Canada intends lo consult with stakeholders, including the Govemment of
Canada, on the specifics oflhe environmental review process that will be conducted
under the NP A

(D) No, for the reasons provided in response to question 5, and instead will be
considered as set out through the process described in 8(C) abov·e.
(E)

Any significant adverse environmental impacts would be addressed by the
imposition of terms and conditions to avoid or mitigate potential significant adverse
effects relating to !hal component of the Project.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #9
In its Application (Section 2.2, p. 2.2- 4G) TransCanada makes reference to its Stakeholder
Issues Management Plan.
(A)

What portion, if any, of the consultation that has been undertaken since 1977 does
TransCanada consider relevant to the new pipeline project it is proposing under the
current filing?

(B)

Please confirm that all of the items listed on TransCanada's Preliminmy Issues List
(p. 2.2- 50 to 2.2 - 5 I) remain outstanding and will need to be addressed as part of
Trans Canada's subsequent facilities application.

TransCanada Response
(A) TransCanada respectfully submits that the Canadian portion of the Project is not a
"new pipeline project". The extensive consultations carried out by Foothills and
relevant government authorities in Canada since I 977 are fundamental to
TransCanada's formal undertakings m1d to the establishment of Terms and
Conditions on the Project pursuant to the Norrhern Pipeline A cr.
Further as stated in Section 2.2.2 "Stakeholder Issues Management Plan" the
experience gained through these and other stakeholder consultation initiatives
provide the basis for the design ofTransCanada 's Stakeholder Issues Management
Plan.
(B)

The Preliminary Issues List of Section 2.2.2(8) (p2.2-50 to 2.2-51) provides a
listing of stakeholder Project related issues and concerns among others that are
anticipated by TransCanada to be addressed through the Stakeholder Issues

Management Plan.
The issues and concerns included in the listing as provided are intended to be
representative and cannot be deemed as definitive at this stage of Project
development.
TransCanada submits that in many instances issues and concerns identified through
stakeholder engagement can be effectively addressed through Project planning,
mitigative design and Trans Canada policy.
Unresolved issues and concerns relevant to Alaska will be addressed as part of
TransCanada's subsequent facilities filings for the Alaska portion of the Pr(lject.
In Canada, Foothills will address Project related issues and concerns through the
environmental and socio-economic action plans submitted by Foothills pursuant to

theNPA Terms and Condirions.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #1 0
Trans Canada indicates (Application, Section 2.3, p. 2.3- II) that its Project Schedule is
based on detailed work that was completed by Trans Canada in recent years.
(A) Please provide a detailed description, including project schedule charts, of all past
projects relied upon by Trans Canada to support the Project Schedule it has
developed.
(B) Please indicate if the Project Schedule contemplates any challenges in the form of
review requests before relevant authorities, Judicial Review or Appeals of any
approval, environmental assessment or fulfillment of applicable conditions, etc. If
not, why not?

TransCanada Response
(A) Trans Canada is a leading developer of major, capital intensive, energy infrastructure
projects. We have a solid record of completing our projects on-budget and onschedule.
In the course of planning and executing projects, and preparing proposals,
TransCanada develops cost estimates, schedules and risk analyses. Learnings and
data from each venture are utilized to continuously update TransCruurda's
proprietmy databases, processes and corporate knowledge of construction costs and
schedules. TransCanada is also involved with many research and development
initiatives that impact construction productivity and regularly has discussions with
contractors and vendors within the pipeline industry that provide information
relevant to construction productivity and scheduling.
While looking a! schedule charts from past projects may be useful in preparing
schedules for similar projects, there has been no other pipeline project in Norlh
America quite like the Alaska Pipeline Project 11 is unique in many respects. To
prepare a schedule for such a project requires a broad base of industry knowledge to
draw from No other pipeline builder-owner-operator in North America has more
expertise and relevant experience than does Trans Canada.
TransCanada has completed hundreds of pipeline projects over the years, each of
which in its own way, has contributed to the knowledge base necessary to support
the planning of a project such as the APP. Many factors of pipeline project
plruming are dependent on the limelines, processes and abilities of parties other thru1
the pipeline developer, Both offsetting and complementing these factors is the
ability of the pipeline developer, proven through successful project execution, to
manage critical activities effectively. TransCanada's record is proof of its ability to
execute projects successfully.
Every project that TransCanada has completed, since the early projects of the
1950s, represents valuable learnings that have benefited subsequent projects. While
it would be difficult to list all of the projects that have influenced TransCanada's
planning and scheduling assumptions with regard to the APP, the projects
mentioned below- completed collectivelywith excellent performance in the areas
of schedule, cost ru1d safety- are representative.

TransCanada
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•

The 2,148 mile Keystone oil pipeline project, which will transport crude oil
from Hardisty, Alberta, Canada to the U.S. Midwest, is currently in the fmal
definition and regulatory approval stage. This project has provided valuable
knowledge and insight related to the timelines in both Canada and the U.S.
associated with major open season activities and the time required to complete
numerous environmental studies, organize large numbers of public
consultation events and acquire thousands of required permits and
authorizations. Keystone received its Final Environmental Impact Statement
from the United States Department of State in January 2008 and in 2007
received National Energy Board approval for its two major regulatory
applications to construct and operate the Canadian portion of the project. The
Final Environmental Impact Statement, a requirement for the Presidential
Permit process, was the result of nearly two years of detailed analysis of the
Keystone Pipeline project proposal by more than a dozen U.S. federal
agencies and other interested stakeholders. The project is being executed at a
time of unprecedented levels of industry activity that has resulted in a heated
market for materials and services that has made careful project planning and
scheduling more important than ever. Managing a multi-billion dollar crossborder project in such a market has provided timely experience to
TransCanada that is applicable to the development of execution strategies,
plans and schedules for the APP.

•

During the largest growth period of our history, the decade of the 90s,
TransCanada's project teams directly managed large-scale Canadian pipeline
and facility expansion programs with costs totaling approximately Cdn$14
billion. These capital programs included approximately 6,700 miles of largediameter pipe (30 to 48 inch OD), almost 3.2 million hp of compression
power and 376 custody transfer measurement stations. The work stretched
across the continent and confirmed our abilities related to the management of
large numbers of resources and activities simultaneously. It also validated
assumptions of productivity in heated market conditions, timelines for
prov·ision of major materials and equipment in a heated market and timelines
for major water crossings. This program demonstrated our ability to
successfully expand our operations infrastructure at rapid rates without
compromising the safety and reliability of the ongoing operation.

•

Numerous projects have been undertaken by Trans Canada in northern Alberta
over the past I 0 years. These projects, from the Northwest Mainline
expansions in the late 1990s to the ongoing Fort McMurray and North Central
Corridor prqjects validated our data for extreme winter productivity of
manpower and equipment. pipeline construction in permafrost and the
implementation of new industry-leading technology (high strength steel pipe,
field-application of specialized coatings, severalty pes of high productivity
welding) under adverse conditions. These projects were being implemented
as the heated market began to impact the resourcing of everv project in the
energy industry- ru1 important consideration when developing a schedule for
the APP.
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•

The Tamazanchale Project in Mexico, which went into commercial service on
schedule on December I, 2006 provided information and knowledge related to
the timelines required for managing significant landowner/community issues,
weather issues that impacted materials supply, and equipment availability and
reliability issues. TransCanada was awarded the contract to build, own <Uld
operate the 80 mile natural gas pipeline in east-central Mexico in June 2005.
In less than 18 months, TransCanada took the project from award to
completion, including routing, contract preparations and awards, land
acquisition, permits, design, procurement, construction and commissioning.

•

The GasAndes Project, a 300 mile I US$325 million project completed in
I 997, provided TransCanada with validation of construction productivity
through some of the most difficult terrain in the industry (elevations greater
than 12,000 feet above sea level, rock tunnels, challenging seismic and
geotechnical issues, etc.). GasAndes was the first pipeline to link the
Argentine gas resources with markets in Chile, across the Andes Mountains.
Despite an untested regulatory environment, challenging inter-country
coordination, difficult terrain and challenging logistics, the project was
completed on schedule and on budget.

•

The Foothills Pre-Build was constructed in 1981-82 as the southern
component of the Canadian porlion of the Alaskan project. While the PreBuild was constructed some time ago, it provides information that is
particularly relevant to construction scheduling for the northern Canadian
section of the APP because it was built by Foothills under certificates issued
pursuant to the Northern l'ipeline Act. This is the same regulatory regime that
TransCanada will use to complete the balance of the Canadian section of the
APP. The Pre-Build included 4 compression stations, and 580 miles of large
diameter pipeline through Alberta, Saskatchewan and the rugged terrain of
south-east British Columbia. Since the original Pre-Build was completed in
1982, it has been expru1ded by the addition of looping and additional
compressor stations five times, with each expansion being authorized by the
Northern Pipeline Agency.

•

Foothills' 1998 expansion included 70 miles of 42 inch mainline, a
compressor unit replacement and compressor station modifications. This
work provided TransCanada with recent experience of the regulatory process
and the timelines imolved in executing projects under NPA regulations.

In a world where major project overruns and schedule delays are not uncommon,
TransCanada is proud of its track record of tightly controlling schedules, budgets
and risk on all of its nu\jor projects. TransCanada's success can be attributed to its
extensive project management experience, its ability to develop effective
relationships with key stakeholders and its implementation of leading edge pipeline
technologies such as high strength steels and the latest welding technologies.
(B) TransCanada is a large company with a long history of developing complex pipeline
projects. We have built a risk contingency into both the schedule and the cost
estimate that represents our assessment of the risks of the overall Project. Please
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refer to TransCanada's Application, Section 2.7 "Risk Assessment and Mitigation"
for a detailed discussion of our risk assessment process.
The single window regulatory process provided by the NP A is specifically designed
to provide for the expeditious development of the Project. One of the objects of the
NPA is "to facilitate the efficient and expeditious planning and construction of the
pipeline ... ".
The NPA includes the following provisions that further this objective:
•

The NPA provides time limits for challenges of decisions made and actions
taken pursuant to the NP A (Section 30( 6)).

•

The NPA allows for delegation of authority of any department or agency of
the Government of Canada to the Minister responsible for the NPA (Section
15). It also provides for secondment of employees to the NP A from other
Federal Agencies like the NEB in order to ensure sufflcient resources are
available to the NPA (Section 12(5)).

•

The NPA provides a process for obtaining land in Yukon (Section 37).

•

The NPA provides for the creation of Federal-Provincial consultation
councils to facilitate the development of the Project (Section 18).

These provisions and others will ensure expedited development of the Project.
The NPA has a history of implementation that will provide the precedents required
to move forward. The NP A has been the regulatory vehicle for the construction <md
expansion of the Pre-Build and for 5 expansions since the Pre-Build. During such
expansions, there were no successful litigation challenges or delavs to project
execution.
Based on our risk assessment, knowledge of the NPA processes and past experience
with the NPA, Trans Canada is of the view that the risk contingencv that we have
built into our proposal is sufficient.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #11
Please provide a written statement regarding the ability of Trans Canada to cany out its
proposed Alaskru1 pipeline project while TransCanada is also taking control of the Mackenzie
Pipeline project. In this regard:
(A) Please indicate how potential conflicts of interest between the two projects will be
resolved by TransCruwda with respect to Trru1sCanada's ability to finance both
projects and TransCanada's resources ru1d ability to manage both projects: and
(B) Please describe whether TransCru1ada has a mitigation strategy to deal with
potential conflicts of interest between the two projects.

TransCanada Response
(A) There has not been any role change in the Mackenzie Pipeline project. The
Mackenzie Pipeline project is being developed by the Mackenzie co-venturers
(Imperial Oil Resources, ConocoPhillips Canada, Shell Canada and ExxonMobil
Canada) and the Aboriginal Pipeline Group ("APG"), with Imperial Oil Resources
as the lead partner TransCanada's role in the Mackenzie Pipeline project is small at
present, primarily to finance the APG for its share of the project pre-development
expenses. Trru1sCanada also holds an option to acquire up to 5% of the project at
time of the decision to construct, as well as certain priority rights of first refusal to
acquire 50% of lllly divestitures by existing project partners.
Since TransCanada does not play a lead role in the Mackenzie Pipeline project and
its financial commitment is rather modest, TransCanada trusts there is no conflict of
interest between its involvement in the Mackenzie Pipeline project and the
commitments it makes in its AGIA Application.
(B) As discussed in (A) above, TransC:ru1ada does not believe there is any conflict of
interest in its involvement in both the Mackenzie Pipeline project and the Alaska
Pipeline Project.
Not only does TransCanada believe there would be no such conflict of interest, on
the contrary, it believes the Mackenzie Pipeline project can be complementmy to
the Alaska Pipeline Project. The Mackenzie Pipeline project is scheduled to be inservice by 2014 just as the pre-construction work on the Alaska Pipeline Project is
scheduled to commence. This timing, if achieved, would provide unique
opportunity for the Alaska Pipeline Project to secure valuable labor and equipment
for the Proj eel's Canada Section.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #12
The Stale understands that recent litigation in the Yukon (currently under appeal) holds that
despite agreements and easements regarding land claims there remains an overarching
constitutional duly to consult and accommodate Aboriginal interests. What is TransCanada's
position on that determination and how does that determination affect TransCanada's plans to
acquire right of way through areas claimed by aboriginal peoples'!

TransCanada Response
The Stale is referring to the Jjtt/e Salmon/Car macks First Nation v. '!11e Government of'
Yukon (Minister of' Energy, Mines and Resource.s), 2007 YKSC 2X. This decision applied the
Crown's duly to consult First Nations to circumstances in which (a) a disposition of land has
the polenliallo affect the exercise of treaty protected rights, in that inSUmce, hunting
activities, and (b) the treaty is silent on the process for disposition. The Court applied the
Mikisew test to a modern land claim agreement. In Mikisew Cree Hrst Nation v. Canada
(Minister of'Canadian Heritage), 12005/3 S.C.R. 388, 2005 SCC G9the Supreme Court of
Canada said:"(. .. ) the Crown's right to lake up lands under the treaty,( ... ) is subject to its
duty to consult, and if appropriate, accommodate First Nation's interests before reducing the
area over which their members may continue to pursue their hunting, trapping and fishing
rights".
TransCanada does not believe that this decision will affect TransCanada's plan to acquire
rights of way through areas claimed by First Nations. TransCanada will engage First Nations
along the pipeline route according to its engagement plan and expects the Crown to fulfill its
duty to consult First Nations as required by legal precedents.
Before this decision, the Supreme Court of Canada found that the Crown's duty to consult
could be triggered in areas claimed by First Nations (a) where there was no treaty (Haida
Nation v. British Co!umhia (Minister oj'N1rests, see answer I (B) above) and (b) where a
numbered treaty was in place (Mikisew Cree /<irst Nation v. Canada (Minisrer of' Canadian
Heritage, above) when asserted aboriginal rights could be affected. TransCanada
acknowledges that in areas other than the Yukon, where easements have not been granted,
prior Crown consultation will be required.
TransCanada understands that following this decision, there might also be a requirement for
the Crown to consult prior to disposition of Crown land subject to areas seuled by modern
land claim agreements in theY ukon.
TransCanada believes the easements already granted in the Yukon and elsewhere will
continue to be valid although Crown consul! at ion may be required before acti vi lies occur on
the land.
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State of Alaska Request #13
l11e State understands that in 2005 TransCanada signed a Traditional Knowledge Protocol
with the Kaska Nation. Has TransCanada entered into a Participation Agreement with the
Kaska Kena Council or other Yukon first Nations since then? Please detail meetings that
Trans Canada has had with other affected Yukon First Nations that do not have land claims
agreements and with British Columbia First Nations.

TransCanada Response
Foothills has an established relationship with the Kaska Nation due to Foothills' community
engagement process carried out for over thirty years, as described in detail in Response 2(A).
However, Foothills is subject to a confidentiality agreement with the Kaska Nation which
requires that Foothills keep confidential any agreements or initiatives arising from such
agreements.
Attached for the State's reference are the two joint press releases that have been made by
Foothills and the Kaska Nation. The press releases, dated November 9, 200 I and March I 5,
2005, address the execution of the Cooperation Agreement and the execution of the
Traditional Knowledge ProtocoL respectively.
The Yukon and British Columbia First Nations that do not have land claim agreements are
the Kaska Nation, consisting of five Nations (Liard First Nation, Ross River First Nation,
Daylu Dena Council, Dease River First Nation and Kwadacha First Nation) and the White
River First Nation.
The request of the State for details of meetings with the Kaska Nation seeks access to
confidential information that cannot be shared with the State without the risk that it could be
deemed a waiver or breach of agreement.
To this point, Trans Canada has not finalized participation agreements with any First Nations
in Yukon and British Columbia. TransCanada intends to seek such agreements in due
course.
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State of Alaska Request #14
Does TransCanada contemplate being able to receive gas into its proposed pipeline system in
the Yukon? If so, in what volumes and how are such receipt volumes shown in the pipeline
design?

TransCanada Response
The pipeline design in our application does not ref1ect any gas received onto the system in
Yukon initially. The need for a receipt point in Yukon would become known through the
Open Season process, and ref1ected in the final design for the pipeline Project, as appropriate.
As described in Section 2.2.3. 1 "Commercial Plan", TransCanada will monitor exploration
activities along the vicinity of the pipeline to identify potential shippers in the Open Season.
TransCanada also commits in the application to assess market demand for additional pipeline
capacity every two years through public non-binding solicitations or similar means. These
mechanics would allow potential shippers to register their demand for capacity on the system
in Yukon after the initial open season, as appropriate.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

November 9, 2001

KASKA NATION AND FOOTIULLS PIPE l.JNES
SIGN COOPERATION AGREEMENT
VANCOUVER-- The Kaska Nation and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd today announced the
signing of a cooperation agreement for the Kaska's potential involvement in the Alaska
Highway Pipeline Project (AHPP).

The agreement completes the first phase of a three-phase process between the
Kaska Nation and Foothills Pipe Lines The second and third phases of the process are
structured with a view to concluding a participation agreement by March 31, 2002.

"March 31 is significant because concluding our land claims, self-government and
trans-boundary agreements is our highest priority," said Peter Stone, CEO of Kayeh Nan
Petroleum Inc, who signed on behalf of the Kaska Nation. "The cooperation agreement
with Foothills signals the Kaska's optimism about achieving those agreements and paves
the way for our potential participation in the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project."

John Ellwood, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of Foothills Pipe
Lines, said the cooperation agreement is an example of how industry and First Nations can
work together to maximize the benefits of a major construction project

"Foothills is pleased to have reached this important milestone in our relationship with the
Kaska people, and we look forward to working closely together on pipeline development in
Kaska territory," said Ellwood.

. ...12
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• 2.

The Kaska Nation is composed of five First Nations: the Liard First Nation and the Ross
River Dena Council, both in the southeastern Yukon; and in northern British Columbia the
First Nations of Lower Post, Dease River, and Kwadacha. T'he Kaska traditional territory
stretches from the MacMillan Pass at the Yukon/NWT border to Williston Lake in British
Columbia

Foothills Pipe Lines, jointly owned by TransCanada Pipelines Limited and Westooast
Energy Inc., is the Canadian sponsor of the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project (AHPP) and
is also a partner in the Alaska Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Company (ANNGTC)
in the State of Alaska Foothills and ANNGTC hold a number of significant certificates,
rights of way, and regulatory permits to build and operate the Alaska Highway natural gas
pipeline, which is designed to transport Alaskan gas from Prudhoe Bay to southern
markets.
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For more information contact:
Rocco Ciancio
Communications Manager
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.
403-294-4196 (Direct)
403-510-4418 {Cell)
rocco.ciancio@foothillspipe.com

Peter Stone
Kayeh Nan Petroleum

604-230-2349

F<>o:Cnims Pipe Um>s:o Ltd.
3100-707 EIGHTH AV2NUE S.W. CALGARY ALBERTA T2P 3W8 (403) 294-<111
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Kaska Nation ;:!nd TrnnsCanadn Sign Pwtocol

Kaska Nation and 1"1 ansC<>nad;;> Sign Protocol
Traditional

~ncvviedge

Protocol i!:! first of its kind in Canada

WHITEHORSe, Yukon - March 15, 2005- The Kaska Nation and
TransCanada Corporation's vvho!ly owned subsidiary 1 foothills Pipe Lines
Ltd 1 announced today that they have slgned a Traditional Knowledge
Protocol. lhe Protoco1 sets out hov..• Kaska Traditional Knowledge V•/lll be
integrated into planning, construction and opetatlons of tt1e Alaska Hig!lway
Pipeiine Project.
"TransCanac!a is proud to sfgn this important agreement with tf11-~ l<aska/'
said Hal Kvlsle, TransCanada's Chlef Executive Officer "Our relationship with
the Kaska spans mor-e than 25 years, this Protocol is another way for us to
demonstrate our commitment to find practical and definit!ve solutions that
address the needs of communities along the pipeline route while meeting
our corporate objectives "

"We believe this is the rnost comprehensive agreement of its kind in
Canada/' said Kaska Tribal Council Chief Hcmmond Dick. "TransCanada
engaged in an open consultation process and together1 we produced an
agreement that w!ll address needs of both organizations ove1 the long
term "
"This Protocol sr::t:s a hi9l1 v.raterma! k both domestically and int0.rnat!ona!ly
with respect to Abotig"1nal pcoples 1 ownersh";p and control over thelr
tt adiUonal knowledge," says f\'!erle A!exander 1 who serJes as Kaska legal
counsel and reqularly

co~chairs

United Nations' traditional knowledge-·

related working woup "The agreement has set a new standard and may
serve as a better pradice example fm other First Nations."

Highlights of the Protocol include:
clecis!on~making

e

Recognition of the role Kaska Elders play in

c;.

to gathering, use and management of traditional knowledge;
Affirmation of Kaska ownership r-ights over !:heir tl"adiUom:d

reiCJted

ktlowledge, including inte!lectua! pmperty rigt1ts;
l'l> Specific provisions addressing the appropritltc prcse,vation of 1<ask.3
sacred sites; and
e. Acknowledgment that the prior inforrned consent of tt1e Kaska must
be obtcdned prior to access to traditional knowledge
"This agreement offers vaiue, not just for the l<aska but for ail First
Nations," said Kaska Dena Council Chief Negotiator Dave Porter "It confirms

our mvnership and control over our tl"aditiona! knowtedge and enables our
Elders to lead our effotts."

http://www ltanscanada com/news/2005 _ news/2005 _ 03 _15 _ 2. htm
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The Traditional Knowledge Protocol Is a component of the Kaska"Foothii!s
Agreement in P1inciple signed in January 2004. It lf.ri!l also be a componc:nt
of the

Particip£~tion

Agreement H1at \'Viii supersede tile Agreernent in

Principle
The Palticipation Agreement: will specify benefits and opportunities K.aska
communities would receive through the advancement of tl1e /daskn Highway
Pipeline Project.
The Kaska Nation inc:ludes fiw~ First Natlo~1s i11 the southeast Yukon and
northern Br!t!sh Columbia Their traditionol territory covers about 25 per
cent of the Yukon, adjacent areas of Northwest Tc.rrltodes and about 10 per
cent of Brlttsh Columbia. The Kaska land claims are part of tile first
comprehensive claim accepted by Canada under its 1973 land claims po!icy
Footh!Hs Pipe Unes Ltd is a wholly~owned subsidiary of TransCanada
Corporation. The current Foothills system extends more than 1 1 000
kilometres across Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchevvan Foothills and
its subsidiaries hold the certificates to build tile Canadian portion of the
Alaska Highway Pipeline Proj8ct The Alaska Highway Pipeline Project wHI
bring Prudlioe Bay natural gas rr om ,i!..Jaska to markets in Canadu and tht:!
United Stotes

- 30For further information, pleC-lse contact:

Media Inquiries:
TransCanada
Kurt Kadatz I Hejdi Feick
(403) 920-7859 or Toll Free (BOO) 608-7859

Kaska Tribal Council:
Celia Sollows
(780) 903-8577

http://www .t:ransca:nada eorn/ncws/2005 ncws/2005 _03 _1 5_2 . htm
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SARAH PALIN, GOVl!.JmOR

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
February 6, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5Hl
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarify ing information related to your January 24 response to the State's
Data Request dated January 16.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd., jointly) provide the information
addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commissioners in obtaining a clear and complete
understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants' Application.

Please submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind the Co-Applicants, at the addr·ess below by 5:00 PM AST on February 13,
2008.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West i" Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 9950 1

E-mails or Fa;x copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

Please submit your response by e-mail or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to the
address above. Please contact me at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the information or if
you have other questions concerning this request.

S~incere
ly, ~~-·
__::;,

.

C
utz- P.
Procurement Manager

AGIA License Office 550 West

.

;;,

i" Avenue, Suite 1820 Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietaty or Trade Secret information submiHed in response to this
request for additional information be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, CoApplicants must mark each page containing infonnation that they request to be kept confidential,
include a copy of the page with the Proprietaty or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a
brief non-confidential summaty for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS
43.90.160(b))
In the January 24 response to the State's Data Request dated January 16 TransCanada slates that its
"AGIA application does not contemplate the use of any assets owned by the Partnership (such as the
certificate ANNGTC obtained from FERC under ANGTA or proprielaty intellectual property licensed
to or developed by the Partnership)." In addition, TransCanada's AGIA application (at 2-2-84) states
that:
The acquisition of ROW crossing lands under federal authority will be the subject of an
application for a Federal ROW Grant by TransCanada to the Bureau of Lru1d Management.
The acquisition of ROW crossing land under Stale authority will be the suqject of a ROW
application by TransCanada to the Stale of Alaska.
Inasmuch as Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Company ("ANNGTC") presently holds
a Federal ROW Grru1t C'e:-;isting federal right-of-way") and inasmuch as ANNGTC and Trru1sCanada
Alaska Compru1y, LLC (one of the AGlA Co-Applicants) have made application for a ROW lease
across State lands (which application is still pending) ("pending State right-of-way application"):
l. What plans do the Co-Applicants have with respect to the existing federal right-of-way?
(a) Do the Co-Applicants intend to utili;,e the existing federal right-of-way grant that is held
bv ANNGTC'I
(b) Is it intended to let that right-of-way expire or in some other manner abandon that e:-;isting
federal right-of-way authori;,ation?
(c) lf"abru1doning" the existing federal right-of-way authori;,ation by some means is planned,
please provide a discussion of those plans, including the timing for any such actions.
(d) Do the Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application for a right-of-wav grant from the
Bureau of Land Management?
(e) Do the Co-Applicants plan to acquire the e:-;isting federal right-of-way from ANNGTC'I
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(i) If so, please state the means by which that transfer will be made, the legal authority
under which such transfer will be made, and what rights, if any, ANNGTC will
have to such right-of-way following such transfer.
(ii) What obligations (if any) will ANNGTC have if the existing federal right-of-way is
transferred to the Co-Applicants?
(iii) What guanmtees, bonding and/or insurance, if any, will be provided by the CoApplicants in the event that the existing federal right-of-way is transferred to the
Co-Applicants?

2. Please state whether the Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application for a right-of-way lease
across State lands or intend to utilize the pending State right-of-way application.
(a) If the Co-Applicants plan to acquire any State right-of-way that may result from the pending
State right-of-way application please state the means by which that transfer will be made, the
planned timing of such transfer, and the legal authority tmder which such transfer will be
proposed.
(b) If the Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application for a right-of-way across State lands
please indicate when it is planned that such application will be filed.
(c) Please state how the Co-Applicants intend to deal with the intellectual properly and data
acquired or prepared by ANNGTC that forms part of the basis for the pending State right-ofway application (e.g .. alignment sheets, engineering work, geotechnical work, etc.).
(i) If the Co-Applicants intent to purchase the intellectual property and data, please state
whether the costs of acquisition are included in the AGIA application and specifi· where
that cost is identified in the application.
(ii) Do any withdrawn ANNGTC partners have any rights that could delay acquisition of
intellectual property and data from the partnership'!
(iii) Will the acquisition of anv intellectual property or data from the partnership trigger
any potentialliabilitv to withdrawn ANNGTC partners'!
3. To the extent not otherwise provided, please state what role, if any, ANNGTC will have with
respect to the existing federal right-of-way and any State right-of-way that may be granted based
on the pending application.
4. Please set forth the Co-Applicants' view as to whether, assuming new Federal ru1d State rights-ofway are obtained, any crossing of or use of the route covered by the existing Federal right-of-way
or any State right-of-way granted based on the pending State right-of-way application will trigger
ru1y rights by the withdrawn partners in ANNGTC following the actions that are planned by the
Co-Applicants
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5. The ANNGTC Partnership Agreement refers to a "Partnership Commitment Agreement." Please
provide a copy of that Agreement and all amendments thereto.
6. There has been public discussion of the risk of potential liabilities to withdrawn partners on: (A)
Potential shippers on a Trans Canada project: (B) Potential new associates advancing a project with
TransCanada; (C) Potential financiers of a Trans Canada project: and (D) The State of Alaska.
(a) Please reply to and comment on these issues and specify how the Co-Applicants will
assure that there are no risks of exposure to liability from withdrawn pat1ners of ANNGTC
with respect to potential shippers, potential new associates, potential financiers m1d the
State of Alaska.
(b) What guarantees, indemnifications or other assurances can TransCanada PipeLines
Limited, TransCanada Corporation or the Co-Applicrulls provide that the potential liability
of ANNGTC to withdrawn partners:
(i) Will not impact rates for service on any AGIA Licensed pipeline project;
(ii) Will not affect potential new associates advancing an AGIA Licensed project;
(iii) Will not affect the finm1cing of any project that TransCanada may pursue pursuant to
any AGIA License that might be issued bv the State; and
(iv) Will not otherwise affect the State of Alaska.
(c) Assuming TransCmwda PipeLines Limited, TransCanada Corporation, or the Co-Applicants
has or have any liabilities to withdrawn partners: would those liabilities extend to companies
that co-venture with any of the Trans Canada entities in ru1 Alaska gas pipeline project'! Please
explain your answer in detail, and identify all of the withdrawn partner liability risks that exist,
if any.
(d) To the e,;tent not otherwise provided, what guarantees, indemnifications or commitments will
Trans Canada PipeLines Limited, TransCanada Corporation and/or the Co-Applicants make to
assure potential co-venturers that potential co-venturers will not be exposed to liability to
withdrawn partners of ANNGTCI
(e) To the extent not otherwise provided, please specify the assurm1ces that TransCanada
PipeLines Limited, TransCanada Corporation and/or the Co-Applicants are willing to provide
to the State and to potential co-venturers to assure that Trans Canada will be a viable coventurer notwithstanding the potential liability to withdrawn partners.
(i) What, if any, steps will the TransCanada-owned partners in ANNGTC take to remove or
settle the claims of withdrawn partners; ru1d
(ii) When will such steps be undertaken.
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(f) To the extent that any potential liability to withdrawn ANNGTC partners exists, do the CoApplicants commit that there will be no impact on rates to potential shippers from such
liability in the event that an AGIA-Licensed project is buill by the Co-Applicants?

(g) To the extent not otherwise provided, please describe the extent, if any, ofTransCanada's
liabilities to withdrawn partners as well as the liabilities (if any) of the Co-Applicants to the
withdrawn partners.
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TransCanada
In business to deliver

February 13, 2008

AGIA License Office
State of AJaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West i h Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 9950 1
Attention:

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGTA License Office

Subject:

AJaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additio nal Clarifying Information

TransCanada Pipelines limited
450- lst Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P SH 1
tel 403.920.2035

fax 403 .920.2318
email tony_palmer@transcanada.com
web ww\v.transcanada.com

Dear Mr. Rutz:

TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated February 6, 2008 in which
TransCanada is asked to provide additional clarifying infonnation to its November 30, 2007 Application
for License. In that regard, please find attached our responses to the six requests you forwarded.
We are submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
• we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention ofMr Chris Rutz at crutz@aidea.org; and
• we are today forwardi ng the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office,
attention Chris Rutz.

Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may w ish to initiate.

J\ . M. (Tony) Palmer

Vice President, Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY6, 2008
REQUEST FOR IN FORMAT/ON

State of Alaska Preface
In the January 24 response to the State's Data Request dated Janumy 16 TransCanada states
that its "AGIA application does not contemplate the use of m1y assets owned by the
Partnership (such as the certificate ANNGTC obtained from FERC under ANGTA or
proprietary intellectual property licensed to or developed by the Partnership)." In addition,
TransCanada's AGIA application (at 2-2-84) states that:
The acquisition of ROW crossing lands under federal authority will be the subject of
an application for a Federal ROW Grant by Trm1sCanada to the Bureau ofLm1d
Mmwgement.
TI1e acquisition of ROW crossing lm1d under State authority will be the subject of a
ROW application by Trans Canada to the State of Alaska.
Inasmuch as Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Compm1y ("ANNGTC")
presently holds a Federal ROW Grant ("existing federal right-of-way") and inasmuch as
ANNGTC and TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC (one of the AGIA Co-Applicm1ts) have
made application for a ROW lease across State lands (which application is still pending)
("pending State right-of-way application"):

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMA T/ON

State of Alaska Request #1
What plans do the Co-Applicants have with respect to the existing federal right-of-way?
(a)

Do the Co-Applicants intend to utilize the existing federal right-of-way grant that is
held by ANNGTC?

(b)

Is it intended to let that right-of-way expire or in some other manner abandon that
existing federal right-of-way authorization')

(c)

lf"abandoning" the existing federal right-of-way authorization by some means is
planned, please provide a discussion of those plans, including the timing for any
such actions.

(d)

Do the Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application for a right-of-way grant
from the Bureau of Land Management')

(e)

Do the Co-Applicants plan to acquire the existing federal right-of-way from
ANNGTC?
(i)

If so, please state the means by which that transfer will be made, the legal
authority under which such transfer will be made, and what rights, if any,
ANNGTC will have to such right-of-way following such transfer.

(ii)

What obligations (if any) will ANNGTC: have if the existing federal rightof-way is transferred to the Co-Applicants'?

(iii) What guarantees, bonding and/or insurance, if any, will be provided by the
Co-Applicants in the event that the existing federal right-of-way is
transferred to the Co-Applicants')

TransCanada Response
(a)

No. The Co-Applicants do not intend to utilize the existing Federal right-of-way
grrull that is held by ANNGTC (In fact, as we explained in our response to the
State's January I G, 2008 request for information, ANNGTC is not a participant in
our AGIA application and none of its assets have been, or will be, used in bidding
for, designing or constructing the pipeline project that the Co-Applicants are
pursuing.) The existing Federal right-of-way grant is an asset of ANNGTC, and it
does not belong to either of the C:o-Applicru1ts. ANNGTC is an entirely separate
and distinct legal entitv. Accordingly, the Co-Applicants have no rights in or to the
existing Federal right-of-way grant.

(b)

ANNGTC's Federal right-of-way grant expires, by its terms, in December 20 I 0.
ANNGTC: has not yet decided what other action, if any, it might take with respect
to the grant.

(c)

As explained in our response to question !(b), no decision has been made at this
time as to what action, ifru1)·, ANNGTC will take with respect to its existing
Federal right-of-way grant.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

(d)

Yes. The Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application at the appropriate time
to the Bureau of Land Management to obtain their own Federal right-of-way grant
for the pipeline project proposed in their AGIA application.

(e)

No. The Co-Applicants do not plan to acquire the existing Federal right-of-way
grant from ANNGTC.
(i)

Not applicable.

(ii)

Not applicable.

(iii) Not applicable.

......
TransCanada

_ ________________
..
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMA T/ON

State of Alaska Request #2
Please state whether the Co-Applicru1ts intend to submit a new application for a right-of-way
lease across State lands or intend to utilize the pending State right-of-way application.
(a)

If the Co-Applicru1ts plru1 to acquire any State right-of-way that may result from the
pending State right-of-way application please state the means by which that transfer
will be made, the plrumed timing of such transfer, and the legal authority under
which such trru1sfer will be proposed.

(b)

If the Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application for a right-of-way across
State lands please indicate when it is planned that such application will be filed.

(c)

Please state how the Co-Applicants intend to deal with the intellectual property and
data acquired or prepared by ANNGTC that forms part of the basis for the pending
State right-of-way application (e.g, alignment sheets, engineering work,
geotechnical work, etc.).
(i)

If the Co-Applicants intent to purchase the intellectual property ru1d data,
please state whether the costs of acquisition are included in the AGJA
application and specify where that cost is identified in the application.

(ii)

Do any withdrawn ANNGTC partners have ru1y rights that could delay
acquisition of intellectual property and data from the partnership'/

(iii) Will the acquisition of any intellectual property or data from the partnership
trigger any potential liability to withdrawn ANNGTC partners?

TransCanada Response
The Co-Applicants intend to submit a new application to obtain their own right-of-way lease
across State lands for the project that the Co-Applicants are pursuing. In light of ANNGTC's
determination that its contingent liabilities to Withdrawn Partners make it impossible for it to
complete the pipeline project it was formed to pursue, and the fact that the existing State
right-of-way lease application has been pending since 2004, the pending application will be
withdrawn.
(a)

Not applicable.

(b)

The Co-Applicants intend to file a new application for a State right-of-way lease for
the project proposed in their AGJA application. The AGJA application we
submitted in November 2007 anticipates that the new application will be flied in
late 2011, during the project phase described in the AGJA application as the
''Defmition Sub-Phase''

(c)

The Co-Applicants do not intend to utilize any confidential intellectual property or
data owned by ANNGTC (such as alignment sheets, engineering work or
geotechnical work) that was used in generating the pending State right-of-way lease
application. ANNGTC's confidential intellectual property ru1d data are assets
o1mcd by the Pru·(Jwrship, and they do not belong to either of the Co-Applicants.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

(i)

The Co-Applicants do not intend to purchase any of ANNGTC's intellectual
property or data. The estimated costs to the Co-Applicants of developing
their own intellectual property and data to support their proposed pipeline
project are included in the Co-Applicants' pending AGIA application.

(ii)

Not applicable. But we believe that if (hypothetically) the Co-Applicants
had elected to acquire m1y of ANNGTC's intellectual property or data from
the Partnership after it concluded that it could not build the pipeline it was
formed to pursue, ANNGTC's Withdrawn Partners would not have had any
right to object to that acquisition. Section 7.10 of the ANNGTC Parlnership
Agreement expressly provides in several places that, upon withdrawal, a
Withdrawn Partner forfeits any ownership rights the Withdrawn Parlner
might have had in the Partnership's proprietary intellectual property prior to
withdrawal.

(iii) Not applicable.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

State of Alaska Request #3
To the extent not otherwise provided, please state what role, if any, ANNGTC will have with
respect to the existing federal right-of-way and any State right-of-way that may be granted
based on the pending application.

TransCanada Response
The Co-Applicants do not intend to utilize either the existing Federal right-of-way grant held
by ANNGTC or any State right-of-way that may be granted based on the pending State rightof-way lease application. The existing Federal right-of-way grant is ru1 asset of the
Partnership, ru1d neither of the Co-Applicants has ru1y rights in or to it. For the reasons
outlined above, the pending State right-of-way lease application is being withdrawn.
As \Ye have explained, the Co-Applicants intend to submit new applications to obtain their
own Federal and State rights-of-way for the project proposed in their AGIA application.
ANNGTC will not be involved in any way in pursuing the new right-of-way applications that
will be filed by the Co-Applicants, and it will haYe no rights in or to any rights-of-way that
may be granted to the Co-Applicants based on those applications.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GASUNE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

State of Alaska Request #4
Please set forth the Co-Applicants' view as to whether, assuming new Federal and State
rights-of-way are obtained, any crossing of or use of the route covered by the existing
Federal right-of-way or any State right-of-way granted based on the pending State right-ofway application will trigger any rights by the withdrawn partners in ANNGTC following the
actions that are planned by the Co-Applicants.

TransCanada Response
The fact that the Co-Applicants obtain new Federal and State rights-of-way will not trigger
any obligations to, or rights of, ANNGTC's Withdrawn Partners. The Withdrawn Partners
have no rights with respect to the project being proposed by the Co-Applicants.
Request #4 also seems to seek our view as to whether there is any potential "overlap"
between the new Federal and State rights-of-way that the Co-Applicants intend to apply for
and either the existing Federal right-of-way grant held by ANNGTC or the pending State
right-of-way lease application that could conceivably trigger a claim by the Withdrawn
Partners. The answer to that question is also "no."
As explained above, there is no possibility of any "overlap" with any State right-of-way that
may be granted based on the pending State right-of-way lease application because the
pending application is being withdrawn. There is also not likely to be any overlap with the
existing Federal right-of-way grant held by ANNGTC. By its terms, that right-of-way grant
is scheduled to expire in December 2010, which is before the Co-Applicants expect even to
file an application seeking their own Federal right-of-way grant.
For argument's sake, if (hypothetically) the existing Federal right-of-way grant were still in
effect at the time a new Federal right-of-way were granted to the Co-Applicants, there would
be an overlap. But that overlap would not trigger any obligations to the Withdrawn Partners.
ANNGTC's Federal right-of-wav· grant is not exclusive; by its terms, it grants ANNGTC a
"nonpossessoty, nonexclusive right" to use certain Federal lands for ANNGTC's pipeline
project. If both Federal right-of-way grants were to be in existence at the same time, the CoApplicants might be required to make ceiiain accommodations to ensure that ANNGTC's
right to use its Federal right-of-way grant was not adversely affected. But the issuance of a
subsequent Federal right-of-way grant would not give ANNGTC any right to preclude the
Co-Applicants from proceeding or give the Partnership the right to seek damages from the
Co-Applicants.
In mw event, even if ANNGTC somehow had some rights against the Co-Applicants as a
result of an '·overlap'· in Federal right-of-way grants, that would not proYide the Withdrawn
Partners with any claims against the Co-Applicrurts or against ANNGTC. As we explained
in our response to the State's January 16 request for information, each Withdrawn Partner
forfeited all rights (if any) it may have had in any of ANNGTC's assets when the Withdrawn
Partner chose to withdraw from the Partnership. The Withdrawn Partners' onlv remaining
right vis-t'1-vis ANNGTC isacontingent pa)•ment obligation that cannot be triggered unless
(among other things) ANNGTC itself builds the pipeline it was formed to pursue.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

State of Alaska Request #5
The ANNGTC Partnership Agreement refers to a "Partnership Commitment Agreement."
Please provide a copy of that Agreement and all amendments thereto.

TransCanada Response
The "Partnership Commitment Agreement" referred to in the ANNGTC Partnership
Agreement does not exist. It was an agreement that the original Partners in ANNGTC
intended to enter into subsequent to the formation of the Partnership to memorialize their
understanding as to each "Partner's Percentage" for the period commencing on the
"Commitment Date" and to document their commitment after such Commitment Date to
make additional equity infusions into the Partnership sufficient to fund estimated costs of
completing the Partnership's pipeline project. (See Section 2.26 of the ANNGTC
Partnership Agreement)
In effect. the Partnership Commitment Agreement represented a "third step" in the
development phase of ANNGTC's pipeline project that the Partners who formed ANNGTC
thought would occur within a few years (late '70s to early '80s) of forming the Partnership.
TI1e first step was forming the Partnership; the second step was for ANNGTC to issue debt
pursuant to ''Financing Commitment Agreements'' (a term that is defrned in Section 2.14 of
the Partnership Agreement and used in the definition of"Partnership Commitment
Agreement"): and the third step was for the Partners to confirm their commitment to fund
ANNGTC with whatever additional capital the Partnership would need (in excess of the debt
financing) to complete its pipeline project.
But ANNGTC never got to the second or third steps of its evolution. The Partnership's
project never adnmced to the stage of entering into Financing Commitment Agreements and,
accordingly, the circumstances that would have warranted the ANNGTC Partners taking the
next step and entering into a Partnership Commitment Agreement never occurred. The
Partnership Commitment Agreement (like the Financing Commitment Agreements) became
irrelevant and was never executed.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #6
There has been public discussion of the risk of potential liabilities to withdrawn partners on:
(A) Potential shippers on a TransCanada project; (B) Potential new associates advancing a
project with TransCanada: (C) Potential financiers of a TransCanada project and (D) The
State of Alaska.
(a)

Please reply to and comment on these issues and specif)' how the Co-Applicants
will assure that there are no risks of exposure to liability from withdrawn partners
of ANNGTC with respect to potential shippers, potential new associates, potential
financiers and the State of Alaska.

(b)

What guarantees, indemnifications or other assurances can TransCanada PipeLines
Limited, TransCanada Corporation or the Co-Applicants provide that the potential
liability of ANNGTC to withdrawn partners:
(i)

Will not impact rates for service on any AGJA Licensed pipeline project;

(ii)

Will not affect potential new associates advancing an AGJA Licensed
project;

(iii) Will not affect the fimmcing of any project that Trans Canada may pursue
pursuant to any AGJ A License that might be issued by the State: and
(iv) Will not otherwise affect the State of Alaska.
(c)

Assuming TransCanada PipeLines Limited, TransCanada Corporation, or the CoApplicnnts has or have any liabilities to withdrawn partners: would those liabilities
extend to companies that co-venture with any of the Trans Canada entities in an
Alaska gas pipeline project? Please explain your answer in detail, and identify all of
the withdrawn partner liability risks that exist, if any.

(d)

To the extent not otherwise provided, what guarantees, indemnifications or
commitments will TransCanada PipeLines Limited, TransCanada Corporation
and/or the Co-Applicants make to assure potential co-venturers that potential coventurers will not be exposed to liability to withdrawn partners of ANNGTC'I

(e)

To the extent not otherwise provided, please specifY the assurances that
Trans Canada PipeLines Limited, TransCanada Corporation and/or the CoApplicants are willing to provide to the State and to potential co-venturers to assure
that TransCanada will be a viable coventurer notwithstanding the potential liability
to withdrawn partners.

(f)

(i)

What, if any, steps will the TransCanada-owned partners in ANNGTC take
to remove or settle the claims of1vithdrawn partners: and

(ii)

When will such steps be undertaken.

To the extent that any potential liability to withdrawn ANNGTC partners exists, do
the Co-Applicants commit that there will be no impact on rates to potential shippers
from such liability in the event that an AGIA-Licensed project is built by the CoApplicants?

TransCanada
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(g)

RESPONSE TO FEBRUARY 6, 2008
REQUEST FOR INFORMA T/ON

To the extent not otherwise provided, please describe the extent, if any, of
TransCanada's liabilities to withdrawn partners as well as the liabilities (if any) of
the Co-Applicants to the withdrawn partners.

TransCanada Response
(a)

We acknowledge that there has been some public discussion of ANNGTC's
contingent obligations to Withdrawn Partners, including vague references by third
parties to "risks'' that those contingent obligations supposedly pose to the success of
the Co-Applicants' proposed project. Given that public discourse, we understand
the State's desire to seek clarification and further comment from the Co-Applicants
on the subject, and we welcome this opportunity to publicly dispel a few myths and
correct some inaccurate statements ru1d half-truths that unfortunately seem to have
surfaced.
The fact is that the AGlA license application submitted by the Co-Applicants on
November 30, 2007 has absolutely nothing to do with ANNGTC, its long history or
its contingent obligations to Withdrawn Partners of the Partnership. ANNGTC is
neither an applicant for the AGlA license nor in any way involved in the CoApplicants' bid. We do not want simply to repeat in this response what we said in
our response to the State's January 16 request for information, but we do think that
several points are worth repeating and expanding on in this response:

TransCanada

•

The Co-Applicants are not now, and never have been, partners in ANNGTC.
They are entirely separate and distinct legal entities, ru1d their AGlA
application does not contemplate the use of any assets owned by the
Partnership.

•

The notion that ANNGTC's contingent obligations will result in any liability
to the Co-Applicants- let alone any other TransCanada entity- is simply not
supported by the facts or the law. We certainly are not aware of any
Withdrawn Partner who has expressed that view. And we know of no one
else who has even attempted to explain why or how the contingent obligations
of a Partnership that has no future and will never be able to build the ANGT A
pipeline it was created 30 years ago to pursue is in any wa)· relevant to the
pipeline project that the Co-Applicants are pursuing.

•

Under the terms of the ANNGTC Partnership Agreement, contingent
obligations to Withdrawn Partners are only triggered if (among other things)
the Partnership itself builds the pipeline it was created to pursue-namely, the
pipeline authorized under the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976.
There is no plausible explruwtion as to why or how ANNGTC's contingent
obligations could somehow attach to a pipeline project being pursued decades
later, under an entirely different statutory regime, by ru1 entirely separate and
distinct project proponent that is not in any way using the Partnership or any
of the Partnership's assets to advance its project.
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•

The notion that ANNGTC's contingent obligations represent some sort of
''risk" to the State of Alaska, potential shippers on the Co-Applicants' project,
potential new associates advancing the project with the Co-Applicants or
potential financiers of the project is even more perplexing. As a preliminary
matter, if there is no liability to the Co-Applicants or any other TransCanada
entity, then it logically (and legally) follows that there cannot possibly be any
liability to the State or to a completely unrelated third party who might
hereafter join the Co-Applicants' efforts to pursue an AGJA-licensed project.

•

Even assuming for argument's sake that there were a "risk" to the CoApplicants or another TransCanada entity, we do not know of any credible
theo1y under which the State or any third pm1y could be held liable for the
contingent obligations of ANNGTC to the Withdrawn Partners.

We do not dispute that the potential amount of ANNGTC's contingent obligations
to Withdrawn Partners is staggering at first blush; as we stated in our response to
the State's January I G request for information, the Partnership's contingent
obligations had grown to approximately $8.9 billion as of December 31, 2006. But
the potential size of ANNGTC's contingent obligations is just a red herring that
detractors seem to be using to obfuscate a very important question-under what
circumstances could ANNGTC's contingent obligations be triggered') We believe
that there is absolutely no credible contractual or other basis to support a claim that
the Co-Applicants-or any other TransCanada entity, the State of Alaska or any
potential shipper, co-venturer or financier, for that matter-should be required to
pay ANNGTC's contingent obligations if the pipeline project proposed in our
AGIA application is placed into service.
(b)

(i)

The Co-Applic<mts have already unconditionally and unequivocally
committed (in our response to the State's January 16 request for
information) not to include in the rates for an AGJA-licensed project any
amounts that the Co-Applicants or any other TransCanada entity might
somehow be required to pay as a result of ANNGTC's contingent
obligations to Withdrawn Partners. We believe that commitment is full
assurance that any such payment (however unlikely) will not impact rates to
potential shippers for services on an AGJA-licensed project.

(ii)(iii)

We are fullv committed to advancing the project contemplated by the CoApplicants' pending AGJA application, and we are prepared to use all
commercially reasonable efforts to obtain any debt or equity financing
required to complete that project. However, at this point we do not know
whether ru1y concerns relating to the Withdrawn Partners will be raised by
potential sources of financing or equity capital or, if so, what those concerns
might be. Trans Canada cannot answer this question with ru1y greater degree
of specificity in the abstract.

(iv) As we have explained, it is not clear to us how the State of Alaska could
ever be affected by the contingent obligations ANNGTC has to Withdrawn
Pmtners. Even assuming for argument's sake that the Withdrawn Partners

TransCanada
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were to make a claim against the State, we believe that the State has
sovereign immunity in this context.
(c)

Please see our response to question 6(a).

(d)

Please see our response to questions 6(b)(ii) and (iii).

(e)

(i)(ii)

As we have explained, we do not believe that there is any credible
contractual or other basis to support a claim that the Co-Applicants or any
other TransCanada entity would be required to pay ANNGTC's contingent
obligations to Withdrawn Partners if the pipeline project proposed in the
Co-Applicants' AGIA application is placed into service.
To the best of our knowledge, no such claim has ever been made or even
threatened by a Withdrawn Partner. For that reason, the TransCanada
entities that are the two remaining Partners in ANNGTC have no intention
of taking any action to "remove" or "settle" ANNGTC's contingent
obligations. But we can assure the State that, in the unlikely event a
Withdrawn Partner ever did assert a claim against the Co-Applicants, we
would defend ourselves vigorously. We are confident that any such claim
could be dealt with ee\peditiously in litigation-in the unlikely event it ever
came to that-and that our position would prevail.

(f)

Please see our response to question 6(b)(i).

(g)

Please see our response to question 6(a) and our response to the State's January 16
request for information regarding ANNGTC.

TransCanada
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
February 22, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5Hl
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarifying information related to the treatment of confidential
information in your previous clarification responses.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request clarification of the
application submitted by Co-Applicants (TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe
Lines Ltd., jointly). Specifically, the Commissioners request that the Co-Applicants remove the
request for confidentiality regarding the information addressed in the attachment to this letter, to assist
the Commissioners in obtaining a clear and complete understanding of all aspects of the CoApplicants' Application.

Please submit the additional cladfying infot·mation, in writing and signed by an official with
authority to bind the Co-Applicants, at the address below by 5:00 PM AST on February 27,
2008. An earlier reply would be appt·eciated.
Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West i 11 Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

E-mails or Fa'< copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz@aidea.org
Facsimile: 907-77 1-3930

Please submi t your response by e-mai l or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to the
address above. Please contact me at 907-771-30 15, to confirm timely receipt of the information or if
you have other questions concerning this request.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue,

Suite 1820Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.1 7
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in response to this
request for clarification be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section I .13.6, Co-Applicants must
mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential, include a copy of the
page with the Proprietmy or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential
summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS 43.90.160(b)).
I.

In response to certain of the State of Alaska's information requests identified below,
TransCanada requested confidentiality. The State hereby requests that TransCanada reconsider
and remove its request for confidential treatment of the pages of the responses identified
below. If you agree, please submit the pages previously provided to the State on a confidential
basis with pages that do not request confidential treatment.
The responses and pages as to which the State requests reconsideration of the confidentiality
request are:
Response to December I I, 2007, Request for Information, pages 10 and I 1 (of 12):
Response to January 15,2008, Request for Information, page 3 (of 1 I); and
Response to January 24,2008, Request for Information, page I (of!)."
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In bvsmess to del1ver

February 25, 2008

TransCanada Pipelines limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P SH 1

AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'h Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 9950 1

tel 403.920.2035
fax 403.920.2318
email tony_palmer@transcanada.com
web www.transc<~nada.com

Attent ion:

Mr. Christopher Rutz
AGIA License Office

Subject:

AJaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying lnformntion

Dear Mr. Rutz:
TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated February 22,2008 in which
TransCanada is asked to reconsider our request for confidentiality of the following responses, previously
submitted as confidential infonnation:
• Request for infonnation; December 11 , 2007; pages 9, 10 and 11 of 12
• Request for in fonnation: January 15, 2008: page 3 of 12
• Request for infonnation; January 24, 2008; Page I of 1
After careful consideration of thi s request TransCanada has agreed to resubmit these responses without
the request for confidentiality. In that regard, please find attached the referenced responses for public
disclosure. We are submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
• we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz at cn.ttz@a idca.org; and
• we arc today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office,
attention Chris Rutz.
Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Applicatio n and I remain ava ilable to provide further
infonnation or participate in d iscussions that the State may wish to initiate.
Sincerely,

A. M. (Tony) Palmer
Vice President, AJaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

FEBRUARY22,2008

This is a reissue of TransCanada's response to request #7, dated December
11, 2007. This version removes the request to keep the response confidential.
State of Alaska Request #7
With regard to RFA Section 2.5, please provide, if possible, a breakdown of the cost estimate
for each subproject in your proposal as follows:
a.

Development Phase:
1.
Owner costs
II.
Regulatory/permitting- including legal
III.
FEED
1v.

b.

Project management

v.
Other
Execution Phase (breakdown bv pipeline, compression, gas cooling, GTP)
1.
Owner costs
II.
EPCM
III.
M[\jor equipment and materials -line pipe, compression, gas cooling, power
generation, gas treatment, etc.
IV.

v.
VI.

vu.
VIII.

Other materials
ROW/land acquisition
Other- survey, inspection, etc.
Installation- including installation-related environmental
Commissioning

TransCanada Response
In Section 2.5 '·Prqject Cost Estimate" of its Application, Trans Canada submitted the
estimated costs for the Project as required by the RFA In this response to the above State of
Alaska Request #7, TransCanada is willing to provide certain additional cost breakdowns for
the Development and Execution Phases.
Following are tables that provide the additional cost breakdown information for the State.

TransCanada
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Development Phase Cost Breakdown Summary ($US, 2007, Millions)
--~-~r-·

REQUESTED CATEGORY

GTP

ALASKA
SECTION

YUKON-BC
SECTION

ALBERTA
SECTION

TOTAL

Owner Costs
Regulatory/permittingincluding legal

5

15

11

2

33

6

51

35

6

98

162
62
2
292

65
62
2
175

10
10
0
28

316
150
7
604

FEED
Project Management
-----Other

79

16
3
109

.. ·-

Total
··-·

TransCanada

----

~·

.

-

-

-- -
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Execution Phase Cost Breakdown Summary ($US, 2007, Millions)
ALASKA SECTION
REQUESTED CATEGORY
Owner Costs

--------

Other Materials
5

Installation'

-·-·

-----

Commissioning
Subtotal
Total

CoMPRESSION

PiPELINE

COMPRESSION

708
390

100

717
459

147

2,529

606

3,523

427

507
11
65
4,340

238

533
20
--- ···-··-···
130
298
3,559

581

-

Major Equ\P,ment and
Materials'· A

'

PIPELINE
1

EPCM

ROW/Land
,_Other'

YUKON-BC/ALBERTA SECTIONS
GTP'

304

8

--

-

8,550

1,242
9,792
''

8,941
----

1,459
10,400
'

-

5,691
_,

1
0\\'llCr costs !'or compression arc included in the Pipeline owner costs.
2
Thc Alaska compression major materials category includes costs for the compressor packages and the chilling
trains required to rcJ'rigcratc the gas.
3
Thc Yukon-BC//dbcrta compression major materials category includes costs for the compressor packages and
the aerial coolers required to cool the gas.
"'The disproportional split of' compression major equipment/materials and other materials in comparing the
Alaska and the Yukon-13C/Alberta Sections is due to the higl1 cost of chillers required in the Alaska Scctitm.
5
Land costs for compression arc included in the pipeline land costs.
6
Thc Pipeline "Other'' category include:; co:;ts for meter stations, operations and maintenance capital and
eommtmications. Construction inspection adivitie:; arc included in the EPCM category.
7
Pipeline installation costs include survey and inspection (non-destruction weld examination).
8
Commissioning costs nrc included in the EPCM category.
9

As stated in Section 2.5 of the application, the costs for the CiTP have been estimated by consultants using a
cost J'nctoring methodology. While this approach gives reliable estimates of overall project costs and is
consistent with the requirements of Class 5 cost estimates as dell ned in Section 2.2. 1(8)(d)(ii ) ·'cost
1~sti1nating,'' it does not result in detailed build-ups of project nwnagemcnt, engineering and other subcategories or cost. ]:or this reason, TnmsCanada is not providing further dctnil J'or the 1~xecution Phase of the
Project at this time.

TransCanada
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This is a reissue of TransCanada's response to request #2, dated January 15,
2008. This version removes the request to keep the response confidential.
State of Alaska Request #2

In your December I 4, 2007 response to the initial request for clarifying questions, you
provided in response #7 a cost breakdown table for the Development phase and a separate
table for the Execution phase. Your response tables include a cost for the Yukon-BC/Alberta
sections. Would you please separate these costs into two categories: I) the costs for the
section from the Alaska I Yukon Border to Boundary Lake and, 2) a separate category for the
costs downstream of Boundmy Lake.
TransCanada Response

The following table represents the breakd0\\11 of Execution Phase costs between Yukon-BC
and Alberta, correlating to Canadian costs upstream and dmv11stream of Boundary Lake.
·n,e scope and costs of facilities required do11'11Stream of Boundary Lake are built on broad
assumptions, and the final costs will be subject to the actual available spare capacity on
TransCanada's pipeline system and related system utilization when Alaska gas comes on
line.
Execution Phase Cost Breakdown Summary ($US, 2007, Millions)

..•.•.-.........

·.········~

REQUESTED CATEGORY

Owner Costs 1
----EPCM
Major Equipment and
Materials'
Other Materials
ROW/Land 3
Other4
Installation'

YUKON-BC SECTION
·····
I
i·
COMPRESSION
PIPELINE
628
412

Subtotal
Total

466
··-------17
114
-----3,109

COMPRESSION

89
47

36·-

360

445

67

490

67
3
16
450

91--

111

3,078

0
257

··------

6

PIPELINE

----·

---··---~---.------

Commissioning

ALBERTA SECTION

.......

,

---

0
0
47

- - --------------·········-

7,824

..

. -------- .. ----·-·- .. --

_____ __1,218
······--···- -9,042
,.

----

-

-<.~,-----

241

1,117
..

...

1,358

. ····---·

1
Om1cr costs for compression arc included in the Pipeline owner costs.
2
The Canadian compression nu~jor materials category includes costs J'or the compressor packages and the aerial
coolers required to coo! the gas.
3
I ,and costs f'or compression are included in the pipeline land costs.
-1 The Pipeline ·'Other" category includes costs J'or meter stations, operations and maintenance capital und
communications. Construction inspection activities arc included in the EPCM category.
5
Pipeline installation costs include smvcy and inspection (non-destructive \\'cld e:-;mnination).
6
Commissioning costs arc included in the FPCM category".

TransCanada
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This is a reissue of TransCanada's response to request #1, dated January 24,
2008. This version removes the request to keep the response confidential.
State of Alaska Request #1
In your Jan 22,2008 response to SOA Request #7 Page 1 I, you indicate that 1/3 of the
project costs were estimated in Canadian dollars and that the estimates would change at the
current exchange rate. Please identif)' the specific facilities that were estimated in Canadian
dollars by subproject and subproject component.

TransCanada Response
In context of developing the Class 5 estimate for the APP, lhe following componenls, or
specified porlions thereof, were estimated in Canadian dolbrs and conver!ed to U.S. dollars,
using the RF A specified exchange rate:
Costs Estimated in Canadian Dollars Converted to U.S. Dollars
--~-~_.~,~------~-'-·-~-----''"-'"""·'--~---=-~~---

PROJECT
COMPONENT

SUBPROJECT ($US, 2007, MILLIONS)

I

I
I

ALASKA SECTION
PIPELINE

Owner Costs

I

COMPRESSION

717

:

:

EPCM

CANADA SECTION
PIPELINE

.......

GTP

COMMENTS

- -----------

-----------

COMPRESSION
:

459

147

--

•

Major Equipment &
Materials

--

·-

Other Materials

Primarily compression
materials

581

--

···--······-·-.

ROW/Land

20

:

Other

--- ·------·-·

·:-

Metering, O&M Capital,
Communications

130
:

·---

-·

Installation

3,559

~-----·--------

Development Phase
Costs

-·.

:

------

304

------

--·--

Subproject Total

4,885

1,032

3,130

··-·-

Subtotal

···--

9,047

-

%of Total Project

-

55% of GTP estimated in
Canadian dollars

... ---··-·-·

--

34
'·

··-··

.

~-----·--------------~--------

TransCanada
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
February 29, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, TIP 5H 1
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarifying information related to the 2001 Memorandum of
Understanding between TransCanada partners of ANNGTC and withdrawn partners of ANNGTC.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd., jointly) provide the
information addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commissioners in obtaining a
clear and complete understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants ' Application.

Please submit the additional clarifying information, in wr-iting and signed by an official with
author·ity to bind the Co-Applicants, at the addr·ess below by 5:00 PM AST on March 5,
2008.

Paper copies must be submit1ed to :
AGIA License Offi ce
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 1'11 Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 9950 l

E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz({l;aidea.org and
Jana.steinertra ,alaska.gov
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

Please submit your response by e-mail or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to
the address above. Please e-mail me or contact me at 907-771 -301 5, to confirm timely receipt of
the information or if you have other questi ons concerning this request.
Sincerely,

----c9sta

~~ ,

Procureme

Manag

cc: Donna Friesen, VP, Law, Gas Development

AGIA License Office 550 West 1 11 Avenue, Suite 1820Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.17
Con Iiden tiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in response to
this request for clarification be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, Co-Applicants
must mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential, include a
copy of the page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a brief
non-confidential summmy for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS
43.90.1GO(b))
Please direct this request to the appropriate persons at Trans Canada or the appropriate entity that is
in a position to respond to this request and who is authorized to provide the requested document.
I.

Please provide a copy of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") between the
TransCanada partners of ANNGTC and withdrawn partners of ANNGTC.
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March 5, 2008
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West?'" Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention: Mr. Christopher Rutz
Ms. Lana Steinert
AGIA License Office
Subject:

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5H1

tel 403.920.2035
fax 403.920.2318
email tony_palmer@transcanada.com
web '.Wffl.transcanada.com

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying Information

Dear Mr. Rutz and Ms. Steinert:
Trans Canada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated February 29, 2008 (two separate letters) in
which TransCanada is asked to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for
License. In that regard, please llnd attached our response to the tlrst of these letters (topic: ANNGTC withdrawn
partners).
We are submitting this reply document to the State by tv..ro means:
•
•

we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz and Ms. Lana Steinert at
_G~J)t?.0\tids:.~~--~grg and hn_0_ ,_~Igj_r;_~_r_t~1?abskc1.gQY; and
we are today fcnwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Otllce, attention Chris
Rutz.

Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide fiuther
information or participate in discussions that the State rnay wish to initiate.
Sincerely,

Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice President Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR /NFORMA TION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008

(A)

State of Alaska Request #1
Please provide a copy of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") between the
TransCanada partners of ANNGTC and withdrawn partners of ANNGTC.

TransCanada Response
Stmiing in late 2001, TransCanada attempted to resolve ANNGTC's contingent liabilities to
Withdrawn Partners by reconstituting the ANNGTC partnership. The Memorandum of
Understanding (the "2001 MOU") that the State has requested was a confidential document
that was exchanged between the parties early in the process of those negotiations (October
2001) to lay out the framework for continued discussions among the parties. By its express
terms, the 2001 MOU was not a binding agreement or even a commitment to continue
negotiations, but rather an expression of each party's willingness to proceed with
negotiations in good faith. The ultimate goal set forth in the 2001 MOU was to sign a
definitive, binding agreement by March 31, 2002, if a mutually acceptable agreement could
be reached. It never was.
The negotiations that began in late 2001 lasted for about five months, after which time the
parties continued periodically until March 2003 (long before either AGIA or the Alaska
Natural Gas Pipeline Act were enacted) to explore on a confidential basis possible ways to
reach an agreement that would be mutually acceptable and would resolve ANNGTC's
contingent liabilities to Withdrawn Partners. During the course of those discussions, the
matters addressed by the 2001 MOU were re1·isited and further developed by the parties, and
a variety of alternative proposals were discussed and considered by the parties (as is the case
in the course of all commercial negotiations), but ultimately a mutually acceptable agreement
never emerged. Given that fact, and the fact that the 2001 MOU was simply a preliminary
non-binding proposal exchanged on a conlidential basis by the parties to the discussions, we
respectfully decline to provide the State with a copy of the 2001 MOU as requested.

It is worth emphasi;jng that none of the discussions with the Withdrawn Partners from 2001
to 2003, nor the 200 I MOU itself, related in any way to the project proposed in the
TransCanada AG1A Co-Applicants' AGIA application

TransCanada
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TransCanada
In business to deliver

March 5, 2008
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'" Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention: Mr. Christopher Rutz
Ms. Lana Steinert
AGIA License Office
Subject:

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5H1

tel 403.920.2035
fax 403.920.2318
email tony__palmer@transcanada.com
web www.transcanada.com

Alaska Gaslinc Inducement Act
TransCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying Information

Dear Mr. Rutz and Ms. Steinert:
TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your correspondence dated February 29,2008 (two separate letters) in
which TransCanada is asked to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for
License. In that regard, please find attached our response to the first of these letters (topic: ANNGTC withdrawn
partners).
We arc submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
•
•

we are today e~mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz and Ms. Lana Steinert at
crutz@aidea.org and lana.stcincrt@alask~!gQY; and
we arc today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office, attention Chris
Rutz.

Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may wish to initiate.
Sincerely,

Anthony ('Iony) M. Palmer
Vice President Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008 (A)

State of Alaska Request #1
Please provide a copy of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") between the
TransCanada partners of ANNGTC and withdrawn partners of ANNGTC.

TransCanada Response
Starting in late 2001, TransCanada attempted to resolve ANNGTC's contingent liabilities to
Withdrawn Partners by reconstituting the ANNGTC partnership. The Memorandum of
Understanding (the "2001 MOU") that the State has requested was a confidential document
that was exchanged between the parties early in the process of those negotiations (October
2001) to lay out the framework for continued discussions among the parties. By its express
terms, the 200 I MOU was not a binding agreement or even a commitment to continue
negotiations, but rather an expression of each party's willingness to proceed with
negotiations in good faith. The ultimate goal set forth in the 2001 MOU was to sign a
definitive, binding agreement by March 31, 2002, if a mutually acceptable agreement could
be reached. 11 never was.
The negotiations that began in late 200 I lasted for about five months, after which time the
parties continued periodically until March 2003 (long before either AGIA or the Alaska
Natural Gas Pipeline Act were enacted) to explore on a confidential basis possible ways to
reach an agreement that would be mutually acceptable and would resolve ANNGTC's
contingent liabilities to Withdrawn Partners. During the course of those discussions, the
matters addressed by the 2001 MOU were revisited and further developed by the parties, and
a variety of alternative proposals were discussed and considered by the parties (as is the case
in the course of all commercial negotiations), but ultimately a mutually acceptable agreement
never emerged. Given that fact, and the fact that the 2001 MOU was simply a preliminary
non-binding proposal exchanged on a confidential basis by the parties to the discussions, we
respectfully decline to provide the State with a copy of the 2001 MOU as requested.
It is worth emphasizing that none of the discussions with the Withdrawn Partners from200l

to 2003, nor the 2001 MOU itself, related in any way to the project proposed in the
TransCanada AGIA Co-Applicants' AGIA application.

TransCanada
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SARAH PALIN, GOVERNOR

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
February 29, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450- 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5Hl
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarify ing information related to your February 8 response to the State's
Data Request dated January 29.
In accordance with Section 1. 17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd., jointly) provide the information
addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commissioners in obtaining a clear and complete
understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants' Application.

Please submit the additional clal'ifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
author·ity to bind the Co-Applicants, at the addr·ess below by 5:00PM ASTon Mar·ch 12, 2008.

Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'h Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutl/cO,aidea.org and
lana.steinert@alaska.gov
Facsimile: 907-771-3 930

Please submit your response by e-mail or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to the
address above. Please e-mail or contact me at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the
information or if you have other questions concerning this request.
Sincerely,
-· -

Procure~~
Christo

AGIA License Office 550 West

~

.
anager

i" Avenue, Suite 1820Anchorage, Alaska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in response to this
request for clarification be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, Co-Applicants must
mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential, include a copy of the
page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential
summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS 43.90.160(b)).
In the February 8 response to the State's Data Request dated January 29 TransCanada explains how it
contemplates addressing various environmental, First Nations and pipeline routing and infrastructure
rssues.
1.

TransCanada has stated (February 8 Response at I) that it is prepared to comply with all
applicable current and future environmental and regulatory standards in its compliance with the
Northern Pipeline Agency requirements.
(a) Please confirm ifTransCanada plans to fulfill the requirements of the CEAA and the
YES A A. If it does not, please explain why the CEAA and YES AA would not apply to the
Project
(b) TransCanada states (February 8 Response at 10) that the NPA '·creates a comprehensive
regulatory regime for the development and construction of the APP'' Is it TransCanada's
view that the CEAA and YESAA requirements are incorporated within the NPA? lfnot,
is it TransCanada's view that these requirements are in conflict with the requirements of
the NPA'I
(b) With regard to the ''duty to consult" First Nations, please describe the work that
TransCanada contemplates the relevant Governmental authorities will need to undertake to
fulfill this dutv in the context of the APP.
(c) Has TransC~mada had any discussions \lith ru1y Governmental authorities regarding ho\\·
the duty to consult will be fulfilled'! If so, please provide a sununmy of these discussions.

2.

Please provide anv records Co-Applicants may possess that document communications with the
First Nations groups identified by Co-Applicants (either in its Application or in the Februmy 8
Response) that have occurred since 2000.
(a) Do Co-Applicants possess a documented list of the concerns raised by the identified First
Nations groups? If so, please provide. If not is it the Co-Applicants' intention to create
and maintain such a documen('i
(b) Please clari(y whether TransCanada has initiated ru1y consultations with First Nations
groups in Alberta specifically related to the APP? If so, please provide a summary of all
such consultations.
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3.

Inasmuch as TransCanada intends to use permits and easements granted to Foothills Pipe Lines
Ltd. ("Foothills") for Canadian portions of the API':
(a) Please confirm that the Yukon route proposed by TransCanada in its Application is entirely
within the easement granted to Foothills and that the route proposed is the same as that
described in the plans, profiles and books as certified by the Designated Officer of the
Northem Pipeline Agency.

4.

The NPA and the Canada-US Agreement show a pipeline route through Boundaty, Yukon and
Border City, Alask.a. TransCanada's Application (Executive Summary at 4) proposes a route that
crosses into Canada at Beaver Creek.. In TransCanada's view, is this difference inconsistent with
the route as set forth in the NPA') Please explain why or why not.

5.

TransCanada has stated (Februmy 8 Response at 12) that the work to acquire a legal interest in
Provincial Crown and privately held lands will tak.e place during Definition Sub-Phase.
(a) Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule accounts for
the time required to obtain a legal interest in Provincial Crown lands required for the
portion of the route in British Columbia.
(b) Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule accounts for
the time required to obtain a legal interest in privately held lands required for the portion of
the route in British Columbia.
(c) Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule accounts for
the time required to obtain a legal interest in Provincial Crown lru1ds required for the
portion of the route in Alberta.
(d) Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule accounts for
the time required to obtain a legal interest in privately held lands required for the portion of
the route in AI berta.
(e) Please explain the process that TransCanada intends to utilize to acquire land rights across
anv privately held lands in British Columbia and Alberta.

6.

With regard to Co-Applicants' Mineral Reserves and Map Reserves, TransCanada refers (AGIA
Application at 2.2-85) to Order in Council 922 and Order in Council 923. Please confirm that
B.C. Regulation 101/81 repealed Order in Council923. Please also clarifv if it is TransCanada·s
view that the lands described in B.C. Regulation I 0 I /8 I conform to the route of the APP as
proposed in TransCanada·s Application.

7.

Co-Applicants have proposed to use existing pipeline infrastructure (Foothills Pre-Build and
Alberta System) for certain Canadian portions of the APP. Have Co-Applicants completed any
study or assessment of the existing pipeline infrastructure that Co-Applicants intend to use to
transport Alask.an sourced gas? If so, please provide.
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8.

Please clarify whether TransCanada's views regarding the Alberta System are based on the
facilities in place today or are based on the facilities it foresees will be available at the time North
Slope gas is estimated to arrive? Please identify all new facilities that TransCanada estimates will
be required for the Alberta System.

9.

TransCanada has stated (February 8 Response at 9) that the construction of facilities for the Fort
Nelson Option would be ovvned by Foothills and covered by its CPCN. Please confirm that the
incremental new build required for the F011 Nelson option would be covered by Foothills
"existing" CPCN. Please also explain why the new build for the Fort Nelson Option would be
authorized by the Foothills CPCN.

10. TransCanada indicates in the February 8 response at 15 that public processes previously
conducted for the Pre-Build were conducted under the NPA. Please confirm that the public
hearings previously held regarding the Pre-Build were conducted by the NEB, and related to the
NEB's approval of certain facilities under its jurisdiction and not the facilities approved under the
NPA.
II. Please describe the processes under the NPA that TransCanada intends to utilize to ensure that a
transparent and public environmental review takes place.
12. Please confirm whether or not Co-Applicants' Project Schedule contemplates and incorporates
any time for a challenge in the form of a review request before the relevant Canadian authorities,
Judicial Review or Appeals, of any approval, environmental assessment or fulfillment of
applicable conditions, etc., applicable to the Canadian portions ofthe APP. If so, please identi(v
where the Project Schedule allows time for such an event. If not, please explain why not.
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TransCanada
In business to deliver
lmnsCanada Pipelines Limited
450 • 1st Street S.W

March 12, 2008

Calgary, Alberta, Csnada T2P 5H1

AGlA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'11 Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention:

Mr Clu istopher Rutz
Ms. Lana Steinert
AGIA License Of11ce

Subject:

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
TtansCanada Application for License
Additional Clarifying Information

tel 403 920 2035
fax 403.920 2318
email tony___ palmer@transcanada .com
web www transcanada com

Dear Mr Rutz and Ms Steinert:
TransCanada acknowkdgcs receipt of your concspondence elated February 29, 2008 in which
TransCanacla is asked to pwvide additional clariiying information to its November 30, 2007 Application
for License In that regard, please find attached our response to the twelve questions ..
As referenced in your correspondence and as set out in Rr A Section I 13 6, TransCanada requests that a
portion of the attached responses be kept coniidenlial. More specifically, our response to your Request
# 8 is submitted with the understanding that it be kept confidential and not be disclosed publicly. We
have marked our response to the State's Request# 8 accordingly and as per the process stated in RFA
Section Ll3 .6
We arc submitting this reply document to the State by two means:
• we arc today c-mailing an electwnic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz and Ms Lana Steinert at
crutzC<i'aiclea.org and lana.steine!l(al,alaska.gov; and
• we are today forwarding the originally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office,
attention Chris Rutz.
Thank you for your ongoing consideration of om Application and I remain available to provide further
information or participate in discussions that the State may wish to initiate
Sincerely,

fivr/0/

Anthony (Tony) M Pahner
Vice President Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008 (B)

State of Alaska Request #1
TransCanada has stated (February 8 Response at I) that it is prepared to comply with all
applicable current and future environmental and regulatmy standards in its compliance with
the Northern Pipeline Agency requirements.
(a)

Please confirm ifTransCanada plans to fulfill the requirements of the CEAA and
the YESAA If it does not, please explain why the CEAA and YESAA would not
apply to the Project.

(b)

TransCanada stntes (Februmy 8 Response at I 0) that the NP A "creates a
comprehensive regulatory regime for the development and construction of the
APP'' Is it TransCanada's view that the CEAA ~md YESAA requirements are
incorporated within the NPA? If not, is it TransCanada's view that these
requirements are in conf1ict with the requirements of the NPA?

(c)

With regard to the "duty to consult" First Nations, please describe the work that
TransCanada contemplates the relevant Governmental authorities will need to
undertake to fulfill this duty in the context of the APP.

(d)

Has TransCanada had any discussions with any Governmental authorities regarding
how the duty to consult will be fulfilled'! If so, please provide a summruy of these
discussions.

TransCanada Response #1(a)
Summar·y Response
i)

In passing the Nonhern Pipeline Acr, the Canadian Parliament made fundamental
decisions: that the APP was in the public interest and that the environmental ru1d socioeconomic impacts of the APP would be acceptable with appropriate mitigation.
Parliament also created the Northern Pipeline Agency ("NP Agency") to identify
appropriate mitigation measures and ensure these are applied before each section of the
APP is completed. Based on Parliament's fundamental decisions about the API', and
Parliament's mandate that the NP Agency ensure mitigation occurs, there is no
rationale to apply processes such as CEAA or YESAA so as to revisit the need for,
altematives to, or the public interest in completing, the API'.

ii)

However, there is clearly both a rationale and requirement for updating environmental
and socio-economic information to ensure, as the final phases of the APP are designed
and approved, that adverse environmental and social impacts are minimized and that
the social and economic benefits of the project for the people of the area are
maximized. Parliament established these as objectives of the NP Agency. The NPA is
the legally prescribed process for this to occur and there has been substantial
experience in the use of the NPA for this purpose.

Detailed Response
i)

There is no rationale to revisit, under environmental assessment processes such as
CEAA or YESAA, the need for, alternatives to, or the public interest in completing, the
API', for several fw1damental reasons:

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

A

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008

(8)

In passing the Northern Pipeline Acr 1 in 1978, Parliament made irrevocable
judgements and decisions with respect to the APP:
•

the APP is in the public interest; Parliament declared in the NP A that
Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) were issued for all
Canadian sections of the APP (Yukon, Alberta, B.C. and Saskatchewan) 2 and
that these were deemed to be certificates issued under s. 52 the Nariona/
Jc)?ergy Board Acr';

•

Parliament determined that the APP would have acceptable environmental and
social impacts, provided appropriate mitigation measures were applied, and
Parliament also directed that these mitigation measures were to be determined
by the new Northern Pipeline Agency established under the NPA:
o

Schedule lJI to the NPA contains the following specific Terms and
Conditions dictated by Parliament regarding "Social, Economic and
Environmental Matters" that are part of each CPCN for the APP:
7. 'The Company (Foothills) shalL in respect of social and economic
mat1ers and environmental, fisheries and agricultural concerns, comply
with the undertakings given by (Foothills) to the (National Energy) Board
(at its 1976-77 hearings) as amended during the Hearing or such orders or
directions as may be given by the Designated Officer (of the Northern
Pipeline Agency established under the NPA); and
8. "Prior to the approval of the final detailed design of each section of part
of the pipeline, (Foothills) shall submit to the Designated Officer
(a) the results of such further studies in respect of social and economic
mallers, e1wironmental, fisheries, and agricultural concerns as may be
ordered by the Designated Officer: and
(b) the recommendations of its environmental consultants for the
protection of fisheries, farm lands and the environment."

1

•

Foothills' route for the APP through southern Yukon, B.C., Alberta and
Saskatchewan, was acceptable and was approved:

•

that Canada would provide an easement to Foothills over federal lands in
Yukon for the construction of the pipeline, upon Foothills providing a copy of
certified plans, profiles and books of reference showing the lands required for
construction:

•

that the new, project-specific Northern Pipeline Agency, would have authority
to issue all required federal approvals for final planning and construction of
the APP, including requirements to provide updated environmental and socioeconomic analyses and apply necessmy mitigation measures.

NorthemPipefineAct, S.C.\977-78

2

NP/\,s.21(1).
·'Section 52 of the NEB Act requires that any federally regulated pipeline must rccci\·c a CPCN from the National Encrg~
Board, and that prior to issuing such a certificate the NEB must finJ that "the pipeline is and will be required by the present
and future public convenience and ncccssit:/' and that in making such a finding the NEB may haYc regard to "any public
interest that in the Boanl's opinion may be affected by the granting or the refusing of the application".

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE

ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

B.

REQUEST FOR /NFORMA TION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008

(8)

Environmental and Sociallmpact Assessment Preceded Parliament's 1978
Approval of the APP.
Prior to Parliament's 1978 enactment of the NP A in which Parliament approved
the APP, there had been extensive public hearings including environmental
assessment regarding the Foothills proposal as well as alternative proposals to
bring Alaska gas to the U.S. through Yukon, B.C and Alberta.
I977 Federal Ioi1vironmenral Assessme111 and Review Panel Review
In I 977, a six-member Review Panel chaired by H.M. Hill, appointed under the
Federal Environmental Assessment and Review Panel ("EARP") process, a
precursor of CEAA, convened public meetings in nine Yukon communities ru1d
held formal public hearings as well as three technical hearings in Whitehorse, and
issued a reporl which concluded that a southern Yukon route was environmentally
preferable to a Mackenzie Valley route to move Alaska natural gas: that a detailed
Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS") should be completed for southern
Yukon: and a mechanism to coordinate the multitude of design approvals and
requirements for environmental protection should be found.
I 977 Iy1yk Socio-Fconomic/A Iaska Highway Pipeline Inquiry
Also in I 977, the Lysyk Socio-Economic Panel appointed by the Minister of
Indian and Northern Affairs to examine the socio-economic impacts of the APP
visited seventeen Yukon communities and issued a reporl which concluded that
the social impacts of the APP could be kept within acceptable limits provided
cerlain financial, mitigative and scheduling recommendations were met. One of
the recommendations was that a single agency be given responsibility for
engineering, social, economic and environmental aspects of the pipeline.
I976-77 National Hnergy Hoard Hearing
In I 976-77, the National Energy Board held 214 days of public hearings
regarding competing applications to build a northern gas pipeline. The Foothills
(Yukon) Project was one of these proposals, for a pipeline to move Alaskan gas
through Yukon, B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan to United States markets. The
NEB hearings included sittings in autumn of I 976 in Whitehorse, Yukon, to
permit local residents and organizations to present their views, and a second
Whitehorse sitting in March, 1977, specifically on socio-economic and
environmental aspects of the Foothills (Yukon) Project. In total, the NEB
received 1,200 exhibits, plus 900 public documents, ru1d transcripts of the
hearings ran to over 37,000 pages. Intervening parties to the NEB hearing
included The Council for Yukon Indians, the Yukon Conservation Society, the
Cruwdiru1 Wildlife Federation, the public interest Canadian Arctic Resources
Committee, ru1d Yukon Territorial Government. The NEB hearings vvere wideranging, with issues including the need for a pipeline, alternative proposals and
routes, and socio-economic and environmental impacts.

-----------------------------------------------------------TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

FEBRUARY 29, 2008

(B)

The NEB issued its lengthy report in June, 1977 that contains finding on all
issues. With respect to socio-economic impacts, highlights include the following:
"the potential adverse socio-economic impacts (of a northern gas pipeline) are
less in Yukon than in the Mackenzie Valley .... The Board concludes that the
social and economic impact of the Foothills (Yukon) project could be held to
tolerable levels ... The Board's assessment. .. is predicated on conditions to be
incorporated into a cenificale of public convenience and necessity, on
undertakings given bv the Applicant and its apparent willingness to translate
socio-economic principles enunciated in the hearing into specific programs by the
time of final design, on these programs being developed in cooperation with both
the federal and territorial governments and local communities and organizations,
and is influenced by the likely creation by the government of a new monitoring
agency for socio-economic matters."
With respect to environmental impacts, the Board recognized that projects of the
scope being proposed would affect the environment.
"Some effects may be acceptable; those which are not may be broadly divided
into two categories for the purpose of making enYironmental assessments. ln the
first categmy would be those impacts which could not be avoided, which could
not be accepted, and for which mitigative measures are unknown or uncertain of
development.
ln the second calegmy would be those impacts which, though unacceptable or
undesirable in the early stage of a project, could be avoided by reasonable
changes in routes, plru1s and designs or mitigated by known or clearly developable

measures.
Having established these categories of unacceptable and acceptable (with
mitigation) categories, the NEB concluded that, in respect of the Yukon
component of the Foothills proposal, generally along the Alaska Highway route,
''the enYironmental concerns associated with this route relate to impacts which
fall into the second calegmy, that is, they can be overcome by avoidru1ce or
mitigatiye measures. The Board would condition any certificate which it might
issue for a pipeline along this route to assure such avoidance and mitigation .... the
proposed pipeline of the Foothills (Yukon) group along the Alaska Highway
would be environmentally acceptable."
The NEB also made environmental impact finding with respect to sections of the
proposed pipeline to be located in B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan:
"Based on the evidence, the conclusion of the Board is that any and all proposed
routes south of the 60 1h parallel, while featuring advantages and disadvantages in
various respects, are environmentally acceptable; any certificate the Board might
issue would be fully conditioned to safeguard the environment. " 4

.J

Nl~l3, Northern Pipelines, Reasons Cor Decision, June 1977, Voll, pp l-1 LJ7- 1-155.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

C.

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008 (8)

Following Parliament's Approval of the APP, Further Environmental Assessment
Was Carried Out: A Detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was
Prepared and Reviewed at further EARP Hearings.
In late 1978, Foothills responded to the EARP's 1977 recommendations and filed
a detailed ElS for the Project in southern Yukon. This was reviewed by three
Review Panels appointed under the federal EARP.

1979 EARl' Review
The detailed Yukon EIS was reviewed by a new EARP Chaired by F. G.
Hurtubuise and the public at hearings throughout Yukon in 1979. In a report
issued in August 1979, the Panel concluded insufficient information had been
brought forward for them to complete their review and recommended the
submission of additional information. Foothills commissioned further studies and
submitled the first of a series of EA Addenda, related to alternative routing in the
Whitehorse/Ibex Pass area.

191!1 FAR!' Review
In 1981, another EARP public hearing was chaired by E. Cotlerill dealing with
routing in the Whitehorse ru1d Ibex Pass area. The hearings took place from June
16-18 in Whitehorse. This Review Panel released a report in July 1981
recommending against a route through the Ibex Valley ru1d favouring a route more
closely following the Alaska Highway.

191!2 FAR!' Review
In March, 1982 Foothills submitled additional addenda to the environmental
impact statement dealing with alternative routes outside the Whitehorse area, as
well as reports on geotechnical and various environmental and engineering issues.
For the southern Yukon portion of the pipeline alone, Foothills commissioned
approximately 70 environmental studies. The topics included woodland caribou
distribution and movement studies, cataloguing nest sites of golden eagles, bald
eagles, ospreys ru1d gyrfalcons along the Alaska Highway, mammal studies,
waterfowl migration studies carried out at various seasons, a land use study,
fisheries resources and water quality studies for water bodies crossed by the
proposed pipeline and within the influence of the proposed pipeline, hydrological
assessments, and re-vegetation research.
Similarly, Foothills Pipe Lines and its subsidiaries constructed ru1d operated or
participated in a number of field test site programs and conducted an extensi1·e
program of information gathering along the Canadian section of the pipeline
route.
In June 1982, the Final EARP Review took place to receive briefs and comments
on Foothills' technical documents, constituting 1982 addenda to its earlier EIS
which had been reviewed by EARP in 1979. Five days of public hearings were
held in Whitehorse. Participants included representatives from the federal and
Yukon governments, as well as three members of the Northern Pipeline Agency.

TransCanada
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ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
FEBRUARY 29, 2008

(B)

Ten written briefs were received, including one from the Council for Yukon
Indians entitled ''Yukon Indian Heritage Resources and Preservation in the
Context of the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline Project". The Federal Department
of Fisheries and Oceans and Department of Environment both provided written
submissions. Both the National Museums of Canada and Government of Yukon
presented submissions on heritage issues.
The six member 1982 EARP was chaired by Ray Robinson, who was Executive
Chairman of the Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office. Mr.
Robinson came to the position after eight years with Environment Canada, the last
three as Assistant Deputy Minister, Environmental Protection. The Panel also had
a team of technical advisors.
The Final EARP Report was released in September, 1982.
The executive summmy states, in part:
'The Panel has concluded that the preliminary environmental planning on the
project is adequate. Foothills, the Northern Pipeline Agency and government
review agencies now have a good grasp of the main physical and biological
problems and the options for solutions to those problems. However, there are
several recommendations aimed at mitigation of potential negative impacts."
ln the covering letter transmitting this report to the Federal Environment Minister,
Panel Chair Ray Robinson stated "Most of these recommendations are directed to
the Northern Pipeline Agency which has the primmy responsibility for project
regulation and sun·eillance. •·
In the body of the Review Panel report, the following conclusion is made:
'The panel concludes that the preliminarv environmental planning of the project
is adequate and that the proposed pipeline cm1 be constructed and operated in an
environmentally acceptable manner, that the information for project plruming is
largely available and that Foothills and technical agencies of government are
aware of the problems and options for solutions.
By following the recommendations given in this report and listed below, the
Northern Pipeline Agency, other gO\·ernment agencies and Foothills will
effectively minimize the detrimental effects. " 5
The review panel made 26 recommendations, ru1d reference to some of these
illustrates that while the EA process had identified and considered the macro
environmental issues, there was a clear expectation that the Northern Pipeline
Agency would follow up to require other studies and dictate required
implementation/mitigation and construction measures.
For example, Recommendation No.I:
'The Northern Pipeline Agency should ensure that Foothills actively pursues
engineering and environmental information on new and existing large diameter
5

Federal Environmenial 1\sscssmcn( Review Process, Final Report for the Alaska Ilighway Gas Pipeline,

September, 1982, p.l8.
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pipelines in permafrost areas and incorporales the results into the pipeline design
in critical areas."
Recommendation No.l7:
"Foothills should prepare a well-documented report on the subject of sensmy
disturbance zones for water fowl. The report should be submilled to the Northern
Pipeline Agency for technical review with the Canadian Wildlife Service."
Recommendation 23, respecting route alternatives:
''When the final modes and their extent are known, it is essential thai the Northern
Pipeline Agency undertake a review of the proposals and establish a meclumism
for a monitoring programme to examine the performance of the modes over
lime."
In 1983, following the Final EARP Report, the Federal government granted an
easement over Federal lands in Yukon to Foothills for construction of the APP.
At the lime of the EARP assessments, the pipeline corridor considered was eight
miles wide. As a result of the EIS and hearings, the easement granted was
generally limited to a width of no more than 240 metres.
D.

Based on Parliament's 1978 approval, Foolhills/TransCmwda made irrevocable
commitments in respect of the APP. The NPA has been used to approve Leave to
Open for 25% of the APP in Canada (the Pre-Build), which is currently in
operation.
During 1979-1982, the Northern Pipeline Agency participated in the EARP
proceedings and consulted with provincial governments, communities and interest
groups towards the establishment of environmental and socio-economic terms and
conditions for construction and operation of the project. Agreement was reached
on the terms and conditions thai would apply in each provincial jurisdiction and
these terms and conditions were approved by the Designated Officer.
During 1981-1982, initial construction of the Pre-Build portion of the APP look
place using the detailed environmental and socio-economic terms and conditions
pre1·iously developed by the NP Agency during consultations with interested
parties and governments.
From 1989-1998, mqjor extensions of the Pre-Build facilities occurred and again
the NPA authorized these facilities, using the previously developed terms <md
conditions.
Based on Parliament's 1978 decision approving the APP, Foothills made
irrevocable commitments, which include investing well over $1.5 billion in
constructing, between 1981-1998, over 500 miles of the APP in B.C., Alberta, and
Saskatchewm1 (the Pre-Build). The existing operating Pre-Build component of
the APP constitutes approximately 25% of the total Canadian length of the APP
approved by Parliament.
The Pre-Build is not a stand alone project but is part of an integrated project, the
APP.
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The following relevant comment was made by the National Energy Board in one
decision concerning the APP:
"The Northern Pipeline Acr, in the opinion of the Board, requires the building of
the whole of the pipeline in Canada; in other words, it is an integrated project. In
the Board's view, the Act does not prohibit the building of the pipeline in two
stages; for example, the southern part first and the northern part later. It does
require that there must be a commitment to the whole of the pipeline in Canada
before construction could start on Pre-Build facilities. This in term means a
commitment to the whole of the pipeline in both Canada and the United States.
The realities of the financial community are such that it is unlikely the financing
will be in place for the second stage before the construction of the first stage has
begun. In the Board's view, this does not negate the fact that the construction of
the Foothills (Yukon) Pipeline is a fully-integrated two-stage project. The
integrated nature of the project depends on the adequate assurance of commitment
to the proj eel. " 6
Another National Energy Board ruling is also to the same effect. In a decision on
an objection by Altamont Gas to Foothills' application for approval of its
proposed southern Pre-Build expansion facilities, the NEB again found that the
pipeline is one project that may be built in stages:
'The Facility additions that are the subject of the Foothills' applications
essentially complete the pipeline portion of the Foothills (South B.C.) segment of
the pipeline .... There can be no doubt that the facilities that are the subject of the
Foothills Applications are part of the AHGP IAlaska Highway Gas Project[, since
they complete the pipeline segments and are along the route for which the
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity was issued to Foothills (South
B.C.) pursuant toss. 2I(l) ofthe Northern Pipeline Act."
'The Board accepts the position put forward by Foothills that the proposed
facilities for the Western Leg form part of the AI-IGP as originally contemplated
under the NP Act and the Canada/U.S. Agreement. The Board also agrees with
the statement by Altamont that the NP Act does not prohibit the building of the
pipeline in stages."
ii)

There is clearly both a rationale and requirement for updating emironmental and socioeconomic information to ensure, as the final phases of the API' are designed and
approved, that adverse environmental and social impacts are minimized and that the
social and economic benefits of the project for the people of the area are maximiz.ed.
Parliament established these as objectives of the NP Agency. The NPA is the legally
prescribed process for this to occur and there has been substantial experience in the use
of the NPA for this purpose.
As indicated above, the federal EARPs, the National Energy Board, as well as
Pru·liament, in the Terms and Conditions Parliament dictated for the APP, all

0

NEB Decision regarding an application by Foothills Pipelines Ltd. for an amendment to Condition 12 or the
Northern P1jJeline ,'let conccming NEJ3 Order NPOw I w9! .

___ ________________________
,
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anticipated that the NP Agency, established under the NPA, would have the
responsibility, in approving Leave to Open for each section of the APP, to require
updated environmental and socio-economic information, impose measures to ensure
appropriate mitigation of environmental and socio-economic effects and maximize
social and economic benefits.
In completing the APP, Trans Canada fully expects to provide such updated information
and that it will be publicly reviewed. As stated in TransCanada's AGIA application at
pg 2.2-75:
"The Foothills Subsidiaries will provide updated, project, geophysical,
environmental, social and economic information as part of its re-engagement of
the NP A process (Intent to Proceed) and fully expects that such information and
the sufficiency of plans and programs will be evaluated through a transparent and
public process under the NPA and any other applicable federal legislation before
receiving approval from the DO."
Objectives of the NP Agencv Mandated bv Parliament
Parliament provided clear objectives to be used by the NP Agency to minimiz.e
environmental and social effects in authoriz.ing completion of each section of the
project. These include:
(c)

(d)
(e)

"to facilitate the efficient and expeditious planning and construction of the
pipeline, taking into account local and regional interests, the interests of the
residents, particularly native people and recognizing the responsibilities of
the Government of Canada and other governments, as appropriate, to ensure
that any natiYe claim related to the land on which the pipeline is to be
situated is dealt with in a just and equitable manner;
to facilitate, in relation to the pipeline, consultation and coordination with
the governments of the provinces, the Yukon and the Northwest Territories;
to maximize the social and economic benefits from the construction and
operation of the pipeline including the maximizing of the opportunities for
employment of Canadians while at the same time minimizing any adverse
effect on the social and environmental conditions of the areas most directlv
•
affected by the pipeline;.. " 7

These objectives are of great importance because of their specificity in guiding
the NP Agency's exercise of its regulatory authority so as to ensure not only that
the APP construction gets completed, but that in the final planning and
construction details the Agency "parlicularly" take into account the interests of
natiYe people and that the methods and designs for construction and operation of
the APP minimize ''any adverse effect on the social and environmental conditions
of the areas most directly affected".
These Parliamentary objectives are to be taken into account when the Designated
Officer exercises the authority provided by s. 8 of the Terms and Conditions
7

NPAs.4.
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which are part of each CPCN for the APP, which requires that Foothills "shall
submit to the Designated Officer:
(a)

(b)

the results of such further studies in respect of social <md economic matters,
environmentaL fisheries, and agricultural concerns as may be ordered by the
Designated Officer; and
the recommendations of its environmental consultants for the protection of
fisheries, farm lands and the environment"

Under the NPA, the Federal Minister responsible for the NPA and the NP Agency
can require or order (and have done so in the case of sections of the APP that
were built in the period 1981-1998):
o

specific types of public consultation, including meetings and hearings:

o
o

further studies of environmentaL socio-economic and engineering matters;
further erwironmental and socio-economic terms <md conditions, including
mitigation measures, that must be met by Foothills before or during
construction and operation of the pipeline;
directions requiring Foothills to abide by and implement these environmental,
socio-economic and engineering requirements.

o

An example of public hearings carried out under the NPA occurred with the I ~79
appointment by the Commissioner of the NP Agency (the Hon. Mitchell Sharp), of
W. W. Mair to be the presiding officer and hold public hearings in B.C. in order to
consult residents for the purpose of developing terms and conditions to be imposed on
Foothills in constructing the APP in B.C.
In the letter of appointment from the Agency Commissioner, Mr. Sharp stateds:
'·Under the Northern Pipeline Act, the Agency is required to take into account the
local and regional interests and the interests of the residents, particularly the native
people, in developing terms and conditions to be imposed on the company
constructing the pipeline. Therefore, the Agency places great importance on
receiving the views of the broad cross-section of the residents along the pipeline route
in northern British Columbia. as well as various interest groups .
. .. Although Agency officials will closely review the transcript of the hearings in their
final preparation of the terms and conditions, I would hope you would submit a report
to the Agency outlining the m'\jor concerns expressed by the public as you see them,
and forward any recommendations that you choose to make. You may also wish to
assist in the re-drafting of the terms and conditions after the hearings. I intend to
make such a report public."
There were 18 days of B.C. hearings in 15 different communities, including in several
First Nation communities. In his report, Mr. Mair observed that "the several detailed
interventions that dealt with terms and conditions were significant. ... Agency staff
were present throughout the hearings, answering questions and making copious notes.
8

Agency Commissioner letter dated November 1, J 979_
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There should be no concern that the aim of the hearings, which is to sharpen and
refine the terms and conditions, has not been met." 9
Subsequently, in February, 1981, 71 pages of detailed "Socio-Economic and
Environmental Terms and Conditions" as well as Environmental Guidelines were
finalized and issued by the NP Agency and formally attached by Order-in-Council as
conditions to the CPCN issued to Foothills for Northern B.C.
The Introduction to these Terms and Conditions state:
"T11ese terms and conditions reflect several objects of the Act, including:
(a)

facilitating the efficient and expeditious planning and construction of the
pipeline;

(b)

minimizing any adverse social and environmental impacts on the areas most
directly affected by the pipeline; and

(c)

maximizing the social and economic benefits of this project for the people
of the area."

The Introduction notes that these new Terms and Conditions, will ''with one
exception ... replace the environmental and socio-economic undertakings made by
Foothills before the National Energy Board hearings ... as they apply to North B.C.".
It further states that the new Terms and Conditions and environmental guidelines
were prepared "as a result of discussions between representatives of the Province of
B.C. and officials of the NP Agency. Comments and advice were also received from
Foothills, federal government agencies, and from the public at hearings held by the
NP Agency (the Mair hearings) at 15 selected communities in northern B.C."
The Introduction also notes "Under the Terms and Conditions the company is
required to submit a series of plans for the approval of the designated officer
indicating how it intends to proceed. These plans are available to the public in the
offices of the NP Agency."
Examples_ofNgrthern B~C._sgcio_-Economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions Developed bv the NP Agsm<;y_
The following are excerpts from Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions developed by the NP Agency and approved by the Federal Cabinet in
1981 to govern procedures for completing the planning and construction of the API'
in Northern B.C., in particular to the portion of the APP that extends from Watson
Lake, Yukon in a south-easterly direction across the northeastern part of B.C. to a
point on the boundarv between B.C. and Alberta near Boundaty Lake. (A separate
and similar document set out Socio-Economic at1d Environmental Terms and
Conditions for the Swift River portion of the pipeline in B.C. was also issued and
approved at the same time).
These excerpts demonstrate that the NP Agency was indeed sensitive to fulfilling its
mandate to take into account the interests of local people and communities,
particularly native people, to ensure true consultation and not just one-way
9

A Report on the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline Hearings in B.C., W. Winston Mair (undated) p. 8.
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communication occurred in completing the planning of the pipeline in this area, and
to ensure that environmental and socio-economic impacts were minimized and
community benefits maximized.
To view a complete copy of the promulgated Terms and Conditions, please see the
following website:
.b.t112./!.\\~~~~-w~b,_g£:£ilts:l! '-11 illrvJ) l.:lnL~J~.n~lrg.lJ1.V.m.l.\.D5!JsJg~I111.B2L'itH!HlL~JLnr\hnm.nJ.n£.ttmHlinrmJmJ~

9.1Kh1ml
Excerpts from the Northern B.C. Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions
The following are excerpted from 183 Northern B.C. Terms and Conditions.
!nforn1ation. Consultation and Liaison
18. (I) Foothills shall provide information in respect of the planning and
construction of the pipeline to:
(a)
(b)

the Government of Canada;
the government of the Province;

(c)

the Peace River-Liard Regional District;

(d)
(e)

the Northern British Columbia Advisory Council;
comnnmities situated in the vicinity of the pipeline;

(f)

Indian, Metis and non-status Indiru1 orgru1izations in the Province; and

(g)

ru1y special interest group in the Province requesting such information except
a special interest group that does not have, in the opinion of Foothills or the
designated officer, a bona fide need for the information.

(2) The information referred to in subsection (1) shall be provided in a
form and manner satisfactory to the designated officer and shall include
information in respect of
(a)

the route alignment and construction schedules of the pipeline;

(b)

the anticipated impact of the pipeline on the communities situated in the
vicinity of the pipeline;

(c)

the potential opportunities resulting from the construction of the pipeline for
the residents in the vicinity of the pipeline;
the proposed use of ru1y lru1d or waterbody;

(d)
(e)

ru1y significru1t adverse environmental impact resulting from the construction
of the pipeline;

(f)

the opportunities for businesses in the Province to participate in the supply of
goods ru1d services for the pipeline;
the opportunities referred to in sections 33 and 34;

(g)
(h)

TransCanada
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any other matter specified by the designated officer.

19. Foothills shall liaise and consult with the Govemment of Canada, the
government of the Province, the Peace River-Lim·d Regional District, the Northern
British Columbia Advisory Council, communities in the vicinity of the pipeline,
Indian, Metis and non-status Indim1 organizations in the Province m1d any special
interest group in the Province, on the request of that group, to facilitate the
objects of the Act.

20. Foothills shall facilitate public access to the information referred to in section
18 and shall ensure that those communities situated in the vicinity of the pipeline
have access to the information.
21. Foothills shall consult with the government of the Province, the Board of the
Peace River-Liard Regional District, communities situated in the vicinity of the
pipeline, Indian, Metis and non-status Indian organizations in the Province and
any special interest group in the Province, on the request of that group, to
ascertain their requirement for information.
22. Where a public meeting, workshop or seminar is convened in a community in
the vicinity of the pipeline for the purpose of disseminating information in respect
of the pipeline, Foothills shall, when directed by the designated officer, make
available informed persons to assist in the dissemination of such information.
23. Foothills shall, in the planning and construction of the pipeline, consult with
the government of the Province to ensure that the concerns of the Province are
taken into account.
24(1) Where Foothills receives a direction from the designated officer to consult
with the government of the Province, the Municipal Council of Fort Nelson, the
Municipal Council of Fort St. John, the Board of the Peace River-Liard Regional
District, Indim1, Metis and non-status Indim1 organizations in the Province or with
any community situated in the vicinity of the pipeline in respect of any matter in
connection with the construction or operation of the pipeline, Foothills shall,
within thirty days of receiving such direction, consult with that government,

Council, Board, organization or community.
(2) Foothills shall report to the designated officer the significmll results of m1y
consultation pursuant to subsection (I).
25. Where Foothills, at any time, consults with any contractor or labour
orgm1ization in respect of any matter critical to construction progress, Foothills
shall report the significant results of such consultation to the designated officer.
26. Where Foothills proposes to consult with m1y Municipal or Regional District
government in the Province in respect of any matter critical to construction
progress, Foothills shall inform the Agency of the proposed consultation.
27. Foothills shall identify and make available, for each community situated in the
vicinity of the pipeline, a person to assist Foothills in
(a)

TransCanada
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(b)

arranging consultations with the community; and

(c)

performing any liaison function with that community.

(B)

28. Foothills shall, following consultation with the government of the Province, the
Municipal Council of Fort Nelson, the Municipal Council of Fort St. John, the
Board of the Peace River-Liard Regional District and Indian, Metis and non-status
Indian org<mizations in the Province, submit to the designated officer for his
approval a plan, to be known as the information, consultation and liaison plan, that
sets out the manner in which Foothills intends to cany out the provisions in sections
18 to 21,23 and 25 to 27.

*****************************
Protection of Native Harvesting and Cultural Areas
65. (I) Foothills shall, following consultation with the government of the
Province, and Indian, Metis and non-status Indian org<mizations in the Province,
submit to the designated officer, in a manner and form satisfactoty to him, an
inventmy that sets out:
(a)

the hunting, trapping and fishing areas used by Indian, Metis or non-status
Indian people in the vicinity of the pipeline, and

(b)

any area of cultural importance to Indian, Metis or non-status Indian people
in the vicinity of the pipeline, and

a resource use analysis of the hunting, trapping <md fishing areas.
(2) The resource use analysis referred to in subsection (1) shall consist of
information in respect of the seasonal use of hunting, trapping and fishing areas
and statistics as to the number and types of species hunted, trapped or fished.
66. In locating the pipeline or any portion thereof, Foothills shall, following
consultation with the government of the Province and Indian, Metis and nonstatus Indian organizations in the Province, locate the pipeline in a manner that
minimi;.es, to the satisfaction of the designated officer, interference with the
hunting, trapping and fishing areas and areas of cultural importance set out in the
inventory referred to in section 65.
67. In proposing the construction schedule in respect of the pipeline or any
portion thereof, Foothills shalL following consultation with the government of the
Province and Indian, Metis and non-status Indian organizations in the Province,
propose a schedule that minimizes to the satisfaction of the designated officer,
(a)

any conOict with the seasonal use of hunting, trapping and fishing areas, and

(b)

the disturbance of areas of cultural importance

set out in the inventmy referred to in section 65.
68. Foothills shall, following consultation with the government of the Province,
submit to the designated officer for his approval a plan, to be known as the
traditional resource protection plan, that sets out the manner in which Foothills
intends to carry out the provisions of sections 66 and 67.
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Interest Areas
I 09 (I) Foothills shall, in consultation with the government of the Province,
identify each area of natural or cultural significance in the vicinity of the proposed
route of the pipeline and shall propose a location of the pipeline that, insofar as
possible, does not pass through that area.
(2) Where the location referred to in subsection (I) of the pipeline is in an area
identified under that subsection and the location of the pipeline has been approved
by the designated officer, Foothills shall take such measures as are satisfactOiy to
the designated officer to protect the natural and cultural values of that area.
110. Foothills shall take such measures as are satisfactory to the designated
officer to minimi1.e the adverse impact of the construction of the pipeline within 2
km of the limits of any park, wildlife or game sanctuary, ecological reserve,
International Biological Program site, historical or archaeological site or research,
conservation or recreation site proposed or established under any law of Canada
or of the Province.
11 I. Foothills slwll obtain the approval of the designated officer before
commencing the construction of any portion of the pipeline within 30 m of a
monument, archaeological site or burial ground.

I 12. Foothills shall establish and conduct an archaeological program satisfactory
to the designated officer to
(a)

identify, investigate and protect or excavate archaeological sites; and

(b)

analyze archaeological and associated palaeoecological materials

on land used for or disturbed by the construction of the pipeline.
113. Foothills shall, at any time at the request of the designated officer and at the
termination of the archaeological program referred to in section 112, submit to the
designated officer a report satisfactorv to the designated officer of the results of
that program.

I 14. Foothills shall provide, when requested by the designated officer, evidence
satisfactory to the designated officer that ru1)· archaeological and related materials,
field notes, plans and maps, photographs, analyses ru1d other relevant documents
collected during the archaeological program referred to in section 112 are retained
at a place and under such arrangements as are approved by the government of the
Province.
115. Foothills shall immediately report anv discovery of a historical or
archaeological site to the designated officer and shall not disturb the site without
his prior approval.

TransCanada Response #1(b)
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The NP A neither incorporates nor duplicates the provisions of EA statutes such as CEAA
andYESAA.
T11e APP, as a certificated project, has moved beyond the early planning stage; has been
found to be in the public interest and, more particularly, is the subject of specific legislation,
the NPA, intended to facilitate regulatory decision-making leading up to construction.
CEAA and YESAA provide for impact assessment to determine if a project is in the public
interest and should be allowed to proceed having regard to those impacts. As elaborated in
the answer to Question I (a), in respect of the APP those processes occurred and those issues
were considered and decided by the Canadian Parliament in passing the NP A. Application of
CEAA and YESAA in the circumstances of the APP is both inconsistent with and contrary to
Parliament's decisions in the NP A.
T11e need to provide updated environmental and socio-economic information is apparent.
Such information can be and is expected to be required and considered under the NPA for the
purpose of allowing the NPA Designated Officer to approve final design and construction
plans, including environmental and socio-economic mitigation measures, as a precondition to
Leave to Open.

TransCanada Response #1(c)
TransCanada is aware of' the common law duty of the Crown, both provincial and federal, to
consul! with, and where required, to accommodate the interests of' First Nations before taking
any action or making decisions which might impact First Nation rights, titles or interests.
TransCanada is further aware of instances in which such an obligation has arisen in the
context of regulatory approval of proposed pipeline construction. Whether this obligation
exists in the context of the API' and, if it does, what would fulfil it are matters to be
determined by the respective governments and relevant First Nations. Assuming that the
obligation arises in the circumstances of the APP, TransCanada is not in a position to
speculate about the work governments will take to fulfill it.

TransCanada Response #1(d)
TransCanada representatives hm·e had numerous discussions with federaL provincial and
territorial government officials with respect to the Crown's duty to consul! First Nations.
These discussions have focused on the need for Crown consultation rather than how the
Crown intends to fulfill its duty to consul!.
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State of Alaska Request #2
Please provide any records Co-Applicants may possess that document commw1ications with
the First Nations groups identified by Co-Applicants (eilher in its Application or in the
February 8 Response) that have occurred since 2000.
(a)

Do Co-Applicants possess a documented list of the concems raised by the identified
First Nations groups? lfso, please provide. If not, is it the Co-Applicants'
intention to create and maintain such a document'l

(b)

Please clarify whether TransCanada has initiated any consultations with First
Nations groups in Alberta specifically related to the APP? If so, please provide a
summary of all such consultations.

TransCanada Response
(a)

As stated in Section 2.2.2 Stakeholder Issues Management Plan ,TransCanada plans
to initiate the implemenlation of the Stakeholder Issues Management Plan within
six months of the completion of a successful Open Season. T11e Stakeholder Issues
Management Plan sels out the commitments of TransCanada with respect to the
documentation of stakeholder issues.
The following is a summary level itemization of issues raised by First Nation
individuals at community level meetings with TransCanada since 2000.
Discussion items common to all First Nalions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Availability of project employment
Availability of skill development training
Availability of local contracting opporlunities
Protection of traditional harvesting sites and activities
Protection of wildlife and wildlife habitat
Project activity schedule
Proposed location of project f~1cilities

Additional items raised by individual members of specific First Nations:
White River First Nation
• Installation and operation techniques in permafrost areas
• Effects of in-migrant workforce on wildlife harvesting (i.e. increased
hunting pressure due to workers hunting for recreation)
• Control of potential drug ru1d alcohol abuse
• Protection of sacred areas
Kluane First Nation
• Seismic design
• Planned design and installation technique of the Kluane Lak.e pipeline
crossmg
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•

Protection offish and fish habitat in rivers to be crossed and Kluane Lake

•

Visual aesthetics

•
•
•

Project effects on tourism
Gravel sourcing and gravel pit restoration techniques
Enhanced community policing requirements

•

Coordination with local emergency measures organizations

Champagne/Aishihik First Nations
•

Planned camp locations

•
•

Opportunity to provide project with timber products
Operations and maintenance jobs

•

Opportunities to lease local lands for project requirements

•

Availability of gas to the community (Haines Junction)

Kwanlin Dun First Nation
• Opportunities to provide project with office and warehouse space
•

Equity participation opportunity

•

Availability of gas to the community (Whitehorse)

•
•

Opportunity for the establishment of a local gas distribution business
Integration of traditional knowledge in project planning

Ta'an Kwach'an Council
•

Tender package si;,ing for local contracts

•

Assistance in acquisition of venture capital

Carcross/Tagish First Nations
• Protection of caribou and caribou habitat
•

Installation and operating techniques in areas of discontinuous permafrost

•

Project effects on tourism

Teslin Tlingit Council
• Planned camp locations
•

Control of fraternization of in-mignmt workforce with community members

•

Control of potential drug and alcohol abuse

•
•

Disposition of cleared timber
Planned design and installation technique for Nisutlin River crossing

•

Protection of fish and fish habitat in Teslin Lake as well as area ri1·ers and
streams

Kaska First Nations

TransCanada

•

Planned camp locations

•
•

Opportunities to lease local lands for project requirements
Opportunities to provide the project with office and warehouse space
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•

Integration of traditional knowledge in project planning

•

Disposition of cleared timber

•

Availability of gas to community (Watson Lake)

•
•

Opportunity for the establishment of a local gas distribution business
Equity participation opportunity

•

Control of potential alcohol and drug abuse

Treatv 8 First Nations
•

Integration of traditional knowledge in project planning

•
•

Equity participation opportunity
Anticipated project review process

•

Planned camp locations

•

Control of potential alcohol and drug abuse

•

Effects of in-migrant workforce on wildlife harvesting (i.e. increased
hunting pressure due to workers hunting for recreation)

•

Project effects on tourism

Please note the response to Question# 2(C) in the request for clarification dated
January 29, 2008, as follows:

(b)

'TransCanada has an established community engagement program that includes all
the First Nations of Alberta potentially affected by company activity. Accordingly,
community level engagement with Alberta First Nations affected by the proposed
Prqject will be coordinated through that program for the Alberta Section, when
there is sufficient defmition of the incremental facilities required to transport API'
gas within Alberta".

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #3
Inasmuch as TransCanada intends to use permits and easements granted to Foothills Pipe
Lines Ltd. ("Foothills") for Canadian portions of the APP:
(a)

Please confirm that the Yukon route proposed by TransCanada in its Application is
entirely within the easement granted to Foothills and that the route proposed is the
same as that described in the plans, profiles and books as certified by the
Designated Officer of the Northern Pipeline Agency.

TransCanada Response
TransCanada confirms that Yukon route proposed in its Application is entirely within the
easement granted to Foothills and that the route proposed is the same as that described in the
plans, profiles and books of reference as certified by the Designated Officer of the Northern
Pipeline Agency.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #4

·nw NPA and the Canada-US Agreement show a pipeline route through Bow1dary, Yukon
and Border City, Alaska. TransCanada's Application (Executive Summruy at4) proposes a
route that crosses into Canada at Beaver Creek. In TransCru1ada's view, is this difference
inconsistent with the route as set forth in the NPA? Please explain why or why not.

TransCanada Response
TransCanada's Application (Executive Summmy at4) proposes a route that crosses into
Canada near Beaver Creek, Yukon. In TransCanada's view, the proposed route is consistent
with the route described in the NP A.
Annex I of the NPA indicates that: ''In Canada, the Pipeline will commence at the Boundmy
of the State of Alaska and the Yukon Territo1y in the vicinity of the towns of Border City,
Alaska and Boundary, Yukon." It goes on to describe the general routing of the APP in
Canada from the Alaska/Yukon border as proceeding "in a southerly direction generally
along the Alaska Highway to a point near Whitehorse, Yukon ..
Border City, Alaska is approximately 4 miles from the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Port of Entry on the Alaska/Yukon border along the Alaska Highway. Beaver Creek, Yukon
is located along the Alaska Highway approximately 20 miles south of the same U.S. Port of
Ent1y. The reference to Beaver Creek is used because it is the closest Canadian community
to the Alaska/Yukon border that appems on most maps along the route of the APP set forth in
the NPA. Additionally, the Canada Border Services Agency Land Border Office is located at
Beaver Creek, Yukon.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #5
TransCanada has stated (Februaty 8 Response at 12) that the work. to acquire a legal interest
in Provincial Crown and privately held lands will tak.e place during Definition Sub-Phase.
(a)

Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule
accounts for the time required to obtain a legal interest in Provincial Crown lands
required for the portion of the route in British Columbia.

(b)

Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule
accounts for the time required to obtain a legal interest in pri,·ately held lands
required for the portion of the route in British Columbia.

(c)

Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule
accounts for the time required to obtain a legal interest in Provincial Crown lands
required for the portion of the route in Alberta.

(d)

Please provide a full description of how the Co-Applicant's Project Schedule
accounts for the time required to obtain a legal interest in privately held lands
required for the portion of the route in Alberta.

(e)

Please explain the process that TnmsCanada intends to utilize to acquire land rights
across any privately held lands in British Columbia and Alberta.

TransCanada Response
As stated in TransCanada's AGIA application, the work to acquire a legal interest in
Provincial Crown and privately held lands will take place during the Definition Sub-Phase
and prior to the issuance of the FERC CPCN. This phase is scheduled to be 47 months in
duration. Based on TransCanada's extensive mqjor project experience and our ownership of
approximately 24,000 miles of natural gas transmission pipelines in Canada, described in
more detail in TransCanada 's February 8, 2008 response at request #I 0, TransCanada is
confident that 47 months is an adequate amount of time to acquire legal interest in Provincial
Crown land and privately held lands in British Columbia and Alberta.
Please refer to the discussion below for description of what steps are required to obtain a
legal interest in Provincial Crown lands and privately held lands in British Columbia and
Alberta and a description of the process to acquire land rights across privately held lands in
Alberta and British Columbia. Once the prqject enters into the Development Phase, the
specific timing of such steps will be refined.
Of relevance is section 7 of the NPA which authorizes the Designated Ol1lcer to exercise
certain powers under the NEB Act, including the authority to grant a right-of entry order
(s.l 04), to facilitate negotiation or, where necessary, the resolution of land related issues.
Section 7 of the NPA prm ides:
''Powers of designated officer
7. (I) The designated officer may, in respect of the pipeline. exercise at1d perform
such of the powers, duties and functions of the Board under the Narionallci?ergy Board

TransCanada
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Act, except those under Part II, sections 47 to 52, subsection 54(1), sections 56 and 58,
Part IV, section 74, and Parts VI and VIII of that Act, as may be delegated to him by
order of the Bom·d."
Process to Acquire Crown Lands in BC
l11e right to occupy Crown land for the pipeline is obtained by application Lmder the British
Columbia Land Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 245 (the "Land Act") The Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands through the Crown Lm1d Administration Division ("CLAD") and the Integrated
Land Management Bureau (the "ILMB") are responsible for managing Crown lm1d
disposition proposals under the Land Act. This process is guided by the CLAD Utilities
Land Use Operational Policy dated Augus!l6, 2004, as amended on July 19,2007.
Utilities on Crown Land are normally authorized by statutOiy rights-of-way. An interim
Licence of Occupation may be initially issued to allow construction of the pipeline to
proceed while awaiting completion of the land survey requirements necessmy for a right-of
'vay.
The Project Schedule will be shaped by the current CLAD seven-step Crown land application
process for applying for a Crown Land tenure. Steps 1-3 relate to the requirements for the
submission of m1 application. Steps 4 and 5 relate to the referral process, which is the
mechanism by which CLAD solicits wril!en comments on an application from other
recognized agencies and groups. Referrals are initiated as per legislated responsibilities atld
formal agreements developed with other provincial and federal government agencies.
Referrals are also used to address the interests of local governments m1d First Nations.
Referral agencies, organizations and identified special interest groups provide their responses
to the authorizing agency. Step 6 relates to the application adjudication process whereby the
relevant information is reviewed and if concerns are identified, further information or
discussion will ensue. In Step 7, if CLAD decides to allow the application, an offer of tenure
will be made to the applicant, specil)•ing terms and conditions of approval.
Proce~_to

Acg!)ire Crown Lands in Alberta

In Alberta, the right to use Crown lands for a pipeline right-of-way is secured through a
Pipeline Agreement issued by Sustainable Resource Development under the l'ub/ic Lands
Act, R.S.A. c. P-40. Pipeline Installation Leases, issued by the same department under the
same provincial legislation, will be required for surface facilities including compressor and
meter stations. Specified Environmental Field Reports are required in support of the
applications for a pipeline right-of-way or an installation lease.

TransCanada
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Process to Acquire Private Lands in B.C. and Alberta
Whether in B.C. or in Alberta, where TransCanada requires private lands for its pipeline
purposes, it is a matter of commercial negotiations. TransCanada will contact the landowner
to discuss the right-of-way and related requirements.

J'emporary Work ,)jJace
To the extent that the land requirements concern a temporary work space to be used only
during the construction period, a shorl-tenn contract between Trans Canada and the
landowner will be negotiated. The negotiation of temporary work space is not normally
considered a land acquisition and does not require a formal Section 87 notice or an easement
agreement.

Section 87 Notices
Where TransCanada determines that private lands may be required for the pipeline project on
a more permanent basis, the National Energy Board requires that Trans Canada serve notice
under Section 87 of the Nalionallinergy Board Acl (the ''NEB Act") on affected landowners
and tenants. The purpose of the notice is to ensure that potentially affected landowners and
tenants are informed of the proposed pipeline activity in advance of an offer to acquire land
rights, and that they are in possession of infonnation necessary to properly exercise their
rights.

l11e Acquisilion Agreemenl
Having served a Section 87 Notice, a company is free to acquire land rights through a land
acquisition agreement. lfTransCanada is unable to conclude an agreement to acquire rights
on private lands, an application for a right of entry may be brought under Section 104 of the
NEB Act (see below for explrumtion).

J.Jispule Reso/ulion Procedures
Landowners and/or tenants have the right to apply to the Minister of Natural Resources (the
"Minister") for negotiation and/or binding arbitration to resolve disagreements or disputes
related to compensation for the acquisition of lands or damage suffered.

Resolu!ion Procedure Under !he Negolia!Or Oplion
In the event that a settlement cannot be reached, either TnmsCru1ada, or the landowner and/or
tenant may apply to the Minister for the appointment of a negotiator to assist in the
settlement of the disagreement. Within GO days of the start of the process, the negotiator
must issue a report on the outcome of negotiations to the Minister, with a copy to each party.
The negotiator cannot issue binding decisions. Parties may choose to bypass the negotiation
option ru1d go directly to arbitration.

Rcsolulionl'rocedure under !he ArbiJralion Oplion
Under the arbitration process, the compensation matter is referred to an Arbitration
Committee of not less than three members appointed bv the Minister. The Arbitration
Committee's decisions are binding and legally enforceable.

TransCanada
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Provincial Crown Lands or Private Lands

IfTransCanada is unable to conclude an agreement to acquire rights on private lands, an
application for right of enl!y may be brought under Section I 04 of the NEB Act. The grant
of a right of entry order has the effect of providing interests in land necessary for the
construction and operation of pipeline facilities on such terms and conditions as the Board
may rmpose.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #6
With regard to Co-Applicants' Mineral Reserves and Map Reserves, TransCanada refers
(AG1A Application at 22-85) to Order in Council 922 and Order in Council 923. Please
confirm that B.C Regulation I Ol/81 repealed Order in Council 923. Please also clmify if it
is TransCanada's view that the lands described in B.C Regulation 101/81 conform to the
route of the APP as proposed in TransCanada's Application.

TransCanada Response
We confirm that B.C Regulation 101/81, filed March 2, 1981, repealed B.C Regulation
JOJ/77 (Order in Council No. 923 of 1977). Pursuant to section 22(3)(c) of the Mineral
Tenure Act, if a regulation establishing a mineral reserve under the former Mineral Act,
R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 244, or the !'Iacer Mining Act, S.B.C 1974, c. 63, is in effect on July 14,
I '!98, the reserve continues in effect until the earlier of:
•
•

the date of expiry provided for in the Regulation: or
the date the reserve is cancelled by regulation of the Chief Gold Commissioner.

B.C. Regulation I 01/81, effective July 14, 1998, does not hm e an expiry date and the reserve
it creates has not been cancelled. Accordingly, the effect and purpose of the reserve remains
intact with respect to the APP. The creation of a mineral reserve operates as a notice
mechanism to prohibit the registration of a mineral title or prohibit the construction of any
improvements that would interfere with the operation or maintenance of a pipeline.
It is TransCanada' s view that the lands described in B.C. Regulation I 01/81 conform to the
route of the APP as proposed in Trans Canada's Application.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #7
Co-Applicants have proposed to use existing pipeline infrastructure (Foothills Pre-Build and
Alberta System) for cer1ain Canadian portions of the APP. Have Co-Applicants completed
any study or assessment of the existing pipeline infrastructure that Co-Applicants intend to
use to transport Alaskan sourced gas? If so, please provide.

TransCanada Response
Refer to Response# 8.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #8
Please clarify whether TransCanada's views regarding the Alberta System are based on the
facilities in place today or are based on the facilities it foresees will be available at the time
North Slope gas is estimated to arrive? Please identify all new facilities that TransCanada
estimates will be required for the Alberta System,

TransCanada Response
TransCanada's views regarding the Alberta System are based on facilities that it foresees will
be available at the time North Slope gas is estimated to arrive. The supply and demand
dynamics within the Alberta System are continuously changing and, as a result, actual
facilities requirements to accommodate Alaskan gas cannot be accurately determined today.
Although TransCanada's Alberta System will provide much flexibility and efficiency in
moving Alaskan gas to market, planning and design of expansion to the system is more
complex than for the case of an express pipeline. Alberta System design methodology is
outlined in the company's NGTL Annual Plan which is prepared and submitted each year to
the Alberta regulator. The most recent copy of this plan can be viewed at
bJtp//''''" JimJ~c:mJ,Lda c:onl!;\,llJ "'•t,til£g]Jl aj<1I2.__,,,,l,/[<Lc.ililies/Ilgtlp_IQI1/I'.PJ'20ll7/IJ.l.cl.e;:;.JJ\Il11As the Alaska Pipeline Project and its schedule become more certain, the specific Alberta
System pipeline and facility expansion needs will be appropriately incorporated into this
Annual Plan process.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #9
TransCanada has stated (Februmy 8 Response at 9) that the construction of facilities for the
Fort Nelson Option would be owned by Foothills and covered by its CPCN. Please confirm
that the incremental new build required for the Fort Nelson option would be covered by
Foothills "existing" CPCN. Please also explain why the new build for the Fort Nelson
Option would be authorized by the Foothills CPCN.

TransCanada Response
The physical ne1v build facilities from Fort Nelson to Boundary Lake will be constructed and
owned by Foothills and would be covered by the existing CPCN, granted pursuant to section
21(1) of the Norrhern Pipeline Acr. These facilities would be built and owned by Foothills,
as part of the APP Canadian Section whether or not the Fort Nelson Option is realized.
If the Fori Nelson Option is reali;,ed the revenue requirement for the facilities from Fort
Nelson to Boundary Lake would be rolled in to the AI berta cost of service through a
Transportation By Others ("TBO'') arrangement. This arrangement is commercial in nature,
and would be exercised after the facilities are built.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #1 0
TransCanada indicates in the February 8 response at 15 that public processes previously
conducted for the Pre-Build were conducted under the NP A. Please confirm that the public
hearings previously held regarding the Pre-Build were conducted by the NEB, and related to
the NEB's approval of certain facilities under its jurisdiction and not the facilities approved
under the NP A.

TransCanada Response
As set forth in TransCanada's Response #I of this document ("Response# I"), prior to
Parliament's enactment of the NP A in 1978 in which Parliament approved the APP, there
had been extensive environmental assessment <md associated public hearings of Foothills'
proposal to bring Alaska gas to the U.S. through Yukon, B.C. and Alberta. As indicated in
Response# I, the hearings, conducted by the NEB over a 214 day period, considered
competing applications to build a northern gas pipeline. The Foothills (Yukon) project was
one of these proposals. The Foothills project proposed a pipeline, which included the
southern section now referred to as the Pre-Build, to move Alaskan gas through Yukon, B.C.,
Alberta and Saskatchewan to United States markets. The NEB process was a competitive
process at the end of which the NEB recommended the Foothills project over the other
competing application. However, the NEB did not issue the approval. Approval for the APP
occurred under the NPA.
Through the enactment of the NPA by Parliament in 1978, the Certificates of Public
Cml\'enience and Necessity ("CPCN") were issued for all Canadian sections of the APP
(Yukon, B. C., AI berta and Saskatchewan). As stated previously in Response #I, enactment
of the NP A also created a new, project-specific federal regulato1y body, the Northern
Pipeline Agency (the ''NP Agency"), that would have authority to issue all required federal
approvals for the project, including requirements for specific environmental and social

impact analyses and

necessar~:

mitigation measures.

During the period from 1979-1982, the NP Agency either established hearings under the
NPA or participated in further EARP hearings as set forth in greater detail in Response# I.
An example of pub! ic hearings carried out under the NP A occurred with the 1979
appointment b)• the Commissioner of the NP Agency (the Hon. Mitchell Sharp), ofW. W.
Mair to be the presiding officer and hold public hearings in B.C. in order to consult residents
for the purpose of developing terms and conditions to be imposed on Foothills in
constructing the APP in B.C, including the Pre-Build. There was also a public consultation
process in Saskatchewan in connection with the Pre-Build.
As explained in Response #I, agreement was reached on the terms and conditions that would
apply in each provincial jurisdiction and these terms and conditions \\ere approved by the
Designated Officer under the NPA as the Northern Pipeline Socio-Economic and
Emironmental Terms and Conditions (the 'Terms and Conditions") which were formally
attached as conditions to the certificate issued to Foothills for the Canadian portion of the
APP.

____ ____________________________
,

TransCanada
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During 1981-1982, initial construction of the Pre-Build portion of the APP took place using
the detailed Terms and Conditions previously developed by the NP Agency during
consultations with interested parties and govemments.
During 1989-1998, major extensions of the Pre-Build facilities occurred and again the NPA
authorized these facilities, using the previously developed Terms and Conditions.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #11
Please describe the processes under the NPA that TransCanada intends to utilize to ensure
that a transparent and public environmental review takes place.

TransCanada Response
As described in the TransCanada Response to State of Alaska Request #8(A) (JatlUaiJ' 29,
2008), TransCanada intends to provide updated environmental socio-economic information
to the Designated Officer in support of its request for Leave to Proceed. This information
will confirm existing and identify any new issues; update and provide additional baseline
data: indicate the potential for adverse effects and specify mitigation measures to avoid,
lessen or otherwise compensate such impacts. This information will be used to prepare a
number of plans required under the NPA itself, or under the terms and conditions specific to
zones in Yukon, British Columbia and Alberta.
1l1e legislatil·e frame-work through which this environmental and socio-economic
information will be collected, reviewed and utilized for decision making is the NP A. The
NPA provides the Designated Officer, the Commissioner and the responsible Minister with a
number of tools with which to engage with other governments, First Nations and other
stakeholders including the public. These tools include:
•

the exercise of powers set out in the Nmional D1ergy Hoard Act (R.S.C. 1985, c. N7), in particular:
o

the making of rules respecting procedure for making applications, the conduct
of hearings or conducting any business ( s.8(b));

the power to compel witnesses atld the production of documents (s.ll(3)); and
to inquire into, hear and determine any matter required to be done under the
terms of any certificate, regulation licence or permit or which ought to be
done in the public interests (s.l2(1)):
consultation and entering into agreements with provincial and territorial governments
to coordinate and review activities in relation to the APP (s I O(a) (b) NPA);
o
o

•
•

the exercise of delegated federal powers, duties and functions (s. I 5 NPA);

•

the establishment of a federal-pro,·incial consultative council (s. 18 NP A);

•

the establishment and setting the terms of reference for advis01v councils, in
particular the Yukon Advis01y Council which is to include members representative of
native interests;

•
•

the ability to rescind, amend or add to terms and conditions, and
the ability to issue orders and directions and grant approvals as necessmy to carry out
the terms and conditions.

The NP A itself does not prescribe a set process for environmental review. Instead it enables
the exercise of powers sufficiently broad to establish an appropriate process for the exercise
of authority in relation to the APP. TransCanada cannot unilaterallv .describe nor can it
determine the precise nature of any such process. This prerogative resides with the federal

TransCanada
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government in consultation with others. Trans Canada submits, however, that the powers
granted to decision makers under the NPA enable the establishment of an environmental
review having the elements common to processes w1der current environmental assessment
legislation like CEAA and YES A A. These elements include:
•
•
•
•

public notice of applications and decisions;
public access to inlonnation and decisions;
opportunities for the public to review and provide comment on information, findings
and determinations, and
opportunities for the public to provide inlonnation and to challenge information
provided by others in person or in writing.

Trans Canada lully expects and is prepared lor the sulficiency and accuracy or in!ormation it
provides or plans and programs it submits for approval to be reviewed through a tnmsparent
and public NPA process characterized, as appropriate, by the elements described above.

TransCanada
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State of Alaska Request #12
Please confirm whether or not Co-Applicants' Project Schedule contemplates and
incorporates any time for a challenge in the form of a review request before the relevant
Canadian authorities, Judicial Review or Appeals, of any approval, environmental
assessment or fulfillment of applicable conditions, etc., applicable to the Canadian portions
of the APP. If so, please identify where the Project Schedule allows time for such an event.
If not, please explain why not.

TransCanada Response
Please note our response to Question# 10 (B) in the request for clarifications dated January
29, 2008, as follows:
'TransCanada is a large company with a long history of developing complex pipeline
projects. We have built a risk contingency into both the schedule and the cost estimate
that represents our assessment of the risks of the overall Project. Please refer to
TransCanada 's Application, Section 2. 7 "Risk Assessment and Mitigation" for a detailed
discussion of our risk assessment process.
The single window regulatory process provided by the NPA is specifically designed to
provide for the expeditious development of the Project. One of the objects of the NPA is
''to facilitate the efficient and expeditious planning and construction of the pipeline .. "
The NPA includes the following provisions that further this objective:
•

The NPA provides time limits for challenges of decisions made and actions taken
pursuant to the NP A (Section 30(6))

•

The NPA allows for delegation of authority of any department or agency of the
Government of Canada to the Minister responsible for the NPA (Section 15). It
also provides for secondment of employees to the NPA from other Federal
Agencies like the NEB in order to ensure sufficient resources are available to the
NPA (Section 12(5))

•

The NPA provides a process for obtaining land in Yukon (Section 37).

•

The NPA provides for the creation of Federal-Provincial consultation councils to
facilitate the development of the Project (Section 18)

These provisions and others will ensure expedited development of the Project.
The NPA has a history of implementation that will provide the precedents required to
mm·e forward. The NPA has been the regulatory vehicle for the construction and
expansion of the Pre-Build and for 5 expansions since the Pre-Build. During such
expansions, there were no successful litigation challenges or delavs to project execution.
Based on our risk assessment, knowledge of the NPA processes ru1d past experience with
the NPA, TransCanada is of the view that the risk contingency that we have built into our
proposal is sufficient''.

TransCanada
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES & DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
March 5, 2008
Anthony (Tony) M. Palmer
Vice-President Alaska Development
TransCanada PipeLines Limited
450 - 1st Street S.W.
Calgary, AB, T2P 5H1
Canada
Dear Mr. Palmer:
This letter requests additional clarifying information related to TransCanada' s Capitalization Plan and
financial resources.
In accordance with Section 1.17 of the RF A, the Commissioners request that Co-Applicants
(TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd., jointly) provide the information
addressed in the attachment to this letter to assist the Commissioners in obtaining a clear and complete
understanding of all aspects of the Co-Applicants' Application.

Please submit the additional clarifying information, in writing and signed by an official with
authol'ity to bind the Co-Applicants, at the add•·ess below by 5:00 PM AST on Ma•·ch 12, 2008.

Paper copies must be submitted to:
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7' 11 Ave. Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501

E-mails or Fax copies must be submitted to:
Mr. Chris Rutz
E-mail: crutz(c~aidea. org and
lana.steinerl'r(alaska.gov
Facsimile: 907-771-3930

Please submit your response by e-mail or facsimile and mail or deliver the original paper copy to the
address above. Please e-mail or contact me at 907-771-3015, to confirm timely receipt of the
information or if you have other questions concerning this request.

AGIA License Office 550 West

i" Avenue, Suite 18 20Anchorage, A laska 99501

WRITTEN REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL DATA OR FOR CLARIFICATION
RF A Section 1.17
Confidentiality:
Co-Applicants may request that Proprietary or Trade Secret information submitted in response to this
request for clarification be kept confidential. As set out in RFA Section 1.13.6, Co-Applicants must
mark each page containing information that they request to be kept confidential, include a copv of the
page with the Proprietary or Trade Secret information redacted, and provide a brief non-confidential
summary for each section for which the Co-Applicants seek confidentiality (AS 43.90.160(b)).
In Section 2.8.2 of your original application, you provide a description ofTransCanada's
Capitaliz.ation Plan and financial resources. Please provide the following clarifications or additional
explanation:
I. What do Co-Applicants anticipate is the schedule for equity funding as compared to debt funding?
2. TransCanada states in its Application at 2.8-3 that it would provide "irrevocable" commitments to
the project companies with respect to its total equity commitment to the project. How does
TransCanada plan to finance its portion of the equity commitment?
3. With regard to the federal loan guarantee Trans Canada proposes to use for capital cost overruns
(Application at 2.2-71), please explain any assumptions TransCanada is making as to the structure
of the federal loan guarantee.
4. Co-Applicants have proposed 1·arying term lengths for transportation contracts underlying each
specific rate structure, i.e. recourse, negotiated or ru1 incentive rate. Please explain TransCanada's
assumptions with regard to the length of the project debt as compared to the firm transportation
agreements Co-Applicants hope to obtain.
5. Section 2.2.3.4 of your Application (at 2.2-61) describes Co-Applicants' proposed services and
general tarifftenns. Please provide thefbrce majeure events and other excuses to performance,
either for shippers or Co-Applicants, that will be included as part of the profimna tariff general
terms and conditions.
6. To the extent not otherwise provided, please clarifY how, ru1d under what circumstances the federal
government would act as a "bridge shipper".
7. Table 2.5.2 outlines capital costs for the project. Do the estimates labeled as 'Alberta Section'
fully capture required capital investments for the Company's existing system which are required to
support the APP'? Please provide a complete description ofTransCanada's assumptions with
regard to the cost and timing of completing any improvements that will be required on the
Canadian system. How does the Project Schedule account for the time required for completing
these improvements'!

TransCanada
In business to deliver
T1·ansCanada PipeLines Limited
450 · 1st Street S.W
Calgary, Alberta Canada T2P 5H1

March I 2, 2008
AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Dept of Revenue
550 West 7'h Ave Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 9950 I
Attention:

Mr, Christopher Rutz
Ms Lana Steinert
AGIA License Office

Subject:

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
TransCanada Applic<ttion for License
Additional Clarifying Information

tel 403.920 2000
fax 403 920 2200
email iirst_last@transcanada com

web www.transcanc1d01 corn

Dear Mr Rutz and Ms. Steinert:
TransCanada acknowledges receipt of your COITespondence dated March 5, 2008 in which T!ansCanada
is asked to provide additional clarifying information to its November 30, 2007 Application for License
In that regard, please find attached our response to the seven questions
As referenced in your concspondcncc and as set out in RF A Section I 13 6, TransCanada requests that a
portion of the attached responses be kept confidentiaL More specifically, our response to your Request
tl 7 is submitted with the understanding that it be kept confidential and not be disclosed publicly. We
have marked om response to the State's Request# 7 accordingly and as per the process stated in RFA
Section Ll3 .6
We are submitting tllis reply document to the State by two means:
•

we are today e-mailing an electronic copy to the attention of Mr Chris Rutz and Ms Lana Steinert at
crut7-fa)aidea.mg and Jana.steiner(((i)alaska.~ov; and
• we arc today forwarding the 01 iginally signed document by courier to the AGIA License Office,
attention Chris Rutz
Thank you for your ongoing consideration of our Application and I remain available to provide fi.uther
information or participate in discussions that U1e State may wish to initiate.
Sincerely,

;1-v;/i/
Anthony (Tony) M Palmer
Vice President Alaska Development

APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR /NFORMA TION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Preface

In Section 2.8.2 of your original application, you provide a description ofTransCanada's
Capitalization Plan and financial resources. Please provide the following clarifications or
additional explanation:

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Request #1
What do Co-Applicants anticipate is the schedule for equity ftmding as compared to debt
funding?

TransCanada Response
TransCanada anticipates all Project expenditures prior to Decision to Construct ("DTC")
would be funded with equity since TransCanada expects Project lenders would condition any
disbursement of Project debt contingent upon the Project achieving DTC. Note that for the
purposes of calculating the Project economics for the AGIA Application, TransCanada has
taken the simple approach assuming that Project expenditures were funded with debt and
equity consistent with the proposed debt to equity ratio regardless of the DTC date.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE

ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR /NFORMA T/ON
MARCH 5,

2008

State of Alaska Request #2
TransCanada states in its Application at 2. 8-3 that it would provide "irrevocable"
commitments to the project companies with respect to its total equity commitment to the
project. How does Trans Canada plan to finance its portion of the equity commitment?
TransCanada Response
TransCanada anticipates that its equity commitments would be financed through reinvestment of funds generated from existing TransCanada Corporation operations, issuance
of new equity, issuance of corporate debt or a combination of these options.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LiCENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Request #3
With regard to the federal loan guarantee TransCanada proposes to use for capital cost
overruns (Application at 2.2-71), please explain any assumptions TransCanada is making as
to the structure of the federal loan guarantee.

TransCanada Response
TransCanada's proposal to use a portion of the U.S. Loan Guarantee for Capital Cost
Overrun is not a condition of its AGIA Application.

It is important to understand that the structure of the U.S. Loan Guarantee to cover any
capital cost overruns will be finalized through discussions with the U.S. Government.
Outlined below are the concepts that Trans Canada expects the Capital Cost Overrun Loan
would contain:

o

An interest rate that ref1ects the credit rating of the U.S. Government:
A weighted average term that matches or is slightly shorter than the weighted average
term of the firm shipping commitments:

o

To be serviced through:

o

o
o

o
o

a toll surcharge from those Negotiated Rate Shippers that have elected the
Surcharge option,
regular revenues collected for servicing the Capital Cost Overrun Loan from
Recourse Rate Shippers, and Negotiated Rate Shippers that have not elected the
Surcharge option,
revenues collected from selling non-firm based transportation services, and
assignment of revenues from the ROE reduction.

Should these sources of funds not be sufficient to service the Capital Cost Overrun
Loan in any year, the shortfall would be carried-forward and would accrue compound
interest until it is fully recovered;
o

o

o

The projected allocation of U.S. Loan Guarantee to Capital Cost Overrun versus Base
Capital Cost would be determined prior to DTC;
Any U.S. Loan Guarantee originally allocated to Capital Cost Overrun but not
required for that purpose would be re-assigned to the Base Capital Cost: and
There would be no cross-default to the Project loans and equity that would be raised
to fund the Base Capital Cost.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Request #4
Co-Applicants have proposed varying term lengths for transportation contracts underlying
each specific rate structure, i.e. recourse, negotiated or an incentive rate. Please explain
TnmsCanada's assumptions with regard to the length of the project debt as compared to the
firm transportation agreements Co-Applicants hope to obtain.

TransCanada Response
TransCanada has assumed the term of Project debt would match the term of the firm
transportation agreements for both recourse ~md negotiated rates that TransCanada secures
with creditworthy Shippers. TransCanada anticipates the Project debt would be structured in
multiple !ranches with the term of each tranche designed to match the term of the
underpinning firm shipping agreements.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR {NFORMA TION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Request #5
Section 2.2.3.4 of your Application (at 2.2-Gl) describes Co-Applicants' proposed services
and general tariff terms. Please provide the force majeure events and other excuses to
performance, either for shippers or Co-Applicants, that will be included as part of the pro
forma tariff general terms and conditions.

TransCanada Response
As described in Section 2.2.3.3 "Precedent Agreements" on page 2.2-58 ofTransCanada's
AGlA Application, it is TransCanada's intention to work with interested stakeholders prior to
the initial Open Season to develop a mutually acceptable Precedent Agreement. Such
Precedent Agreement will include terms and conditions that defme what would constitute a
force majeure even! and the consequences for each party as a result of the occurrence of a
force majeure.
Since TransCanada intends to work with interested stakeholders, including the State and
prospective Shippers, to fmalize the terms and conditions to be included in the Precedent
Agreement, TransCanada believes it would be premature to attempt to identify all the force
111(\jeure tenns and conditions until the pre-Open Season engagement process with
prospective Shippers and other stakeholders commences. Without pre-determining the final
terms for force m(\jeure, TransCanada expects eyents that giYe rise to force majeure would
include those customary events such as Acts of God, fire, ci Yil disturbance, etc.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GAS LINE INDUCEMENT AcT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Request #6
To the extent not otherwise provided, please clarify how, and tmder what circumstances the
federal government would act as a "bridge shipper".

TransCanada Response
The proposed "bridge shipper" concept is not a condition ofTransCanada's AGIA
Application.
It is important to understand that the structure of the "bridge shipper" will be finalized
through discussions with the U.S. Government and will require an Act of Congress to
establish. Subject to those requirements, outlined below are the concepts that TransCanada
expects the "bridge shipper" would contain:
•

•
•

•

•

The U.S. Government would become the contractual Shipper from Prudhoe Bay to
the Alberta Hub for any volume shortfall that would allow the proposed pipeline to
reach the minimum volume requirement (i.e. 3.5 bcf/d as discussed in Section 2.2.3.2
"Plan for Open Season" on page 2.2-54 ofTransCanada's AGIA Application);
In the event of a successful initial Open Season, there would be no need for the U.S.
Government to play the bridge shipper role;
The shipping volumes committed by the U.S. Government would be reduced on a I to
I ratio as firm shipping commitments are secured from traditional Shippers in
subsequent Open Seasons;
Unless the U.S. Government agrees to the otherwise, no pipeline expansion would
proceed until all U.S. Government committed bridge shipper volumes have been
replaced by traditional Shippers on a firm basis; and
To the extent the U.S. Government still holds any bridge shipper volumes by the time
the Project commences commercial operations, the U.S. Government would be
required to pay full tariffs as would any other Shippers on the pipeline. Such
payment obligations would remain until the U.S. Government bridge shipper volumes
are displaced by firm transportation commitments made by traditional Shippers.

TransCanada
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APPLICATION FOR LICENSE
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

MARCH 5, 2008

State of Alaska Request #7
Table 2.5.2 outlines capital costs for the project. Do the estimates labeled as 'Alberta
Section' fully capture required capital investments for the Company's existing system which
are required to support the APP? Please provide a complete description ofTransCanada's
assumptions with regard to the cost and timing of completing any improvements that will be
required on the Canadian system. How does the Project Schedule account for the time
required for completing these improvements?
TransCanada Response
The estimates labeled "Alberta Section" fully capture the required capital investments for all
new facilities required to transport Alaskan gas to the Alberta hub.
Our response to Question# 8 in the Request for Clarifications, dated Februmy 29, 2008,
address the assumptions used to identify required facilities, and is repeated as follows:
7)·ansCanada 's views regarding the Alberta ,<,)!stem are based on facilities that it.fi!resees
will be available at the time North Slope gas is estimated to arrive. The supply and demand
c6mamics within the Alberta .'>)!stem are continuously changing and, as a result, actual
facilities requiremenrs to accommodate Alaskan gas cannot be accurately determined today.
Although T)·ansCanada 's Alberta ,<,)!stem will provide muchflexibi/ity and efJiciency in
moving Alaskan gas to market, planning and design of' expansion to the system is more
complex thanji!r the case of an express pipeline. Alberta .S)wtem design methodology is
outlined in the company's NG71, Annual Plan which is prepared and submitted each year to
the A/berra regulator. The mosr recent copy oj'rhis plan can be viewed at
h.!.U!. ~.-..:__!.1.:::x..u:_JLt!L?.:iJ' ant rt lo. c QJJl.!Jl./.?.(tl.Q:J.~!(S.Ul.rJ!t:!.l:l.~Juii!_./(:u;_.U.U.Li!:.-:i:J?R!.!JJ.k'n j)D I· 2 00 7- .Ln_d~~;s.,_blL!11- As

rhe Alaska Pipeline Projecr and its schedule become more certain, rhe specific A/berra
,',)1slem pipeline andfaciliry expansion needs will be appropriare!y incorporared info rhis
Annual Plan process.

TransCanada
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March 2 7, 2008

TransCanada Pipelines Limited
450 ·1st Street S.W
Colgary, Albcrca, Canada Ti.P 511 I
tei40J 920 2035
fax !;03 920 2318
email tony_pa!mer@transcanClda com

web wv. w transcanada com

AGIA License Office
State of Alaska, Department of Revenue
550 West 7'" Avenue, Suite 1820
Anchorage, AK 99501
Attention:

Mr. Christopher Rutz,
AGIA License Office

Subject:

Alaska Gasline Inducement Act TransCanada Application for License Additional
Clarifying Information

Dear Mr Ru tz,
The purpose of llus letter is to provide certain additional clarifying information related to the prior
response by TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd (the "TransCanada
AGIA Applicants" or "we") to the AGIA License Office's January 16, 2008 request for certain
additional information relating to the IransCanada AGIA Applicant's November 30, 200 7 Application
for License In our prior response, dated January 24, 2008, we provided a chart identifying the entities
that we believed to be the ultimate parent companies for the various withdrawn partners from the
Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Company (ANNGTC) partnership. At the time, we
believed that Midl\.merican Energy Holdings Company (MEHC), a consolidated subsidiary of Berkshire
Hathaway Inc was the current ultimate parent of Northern Arctic Gas Company (NAGC), which
withdrew from the partnership nearly 25 years ago in 1984. Subsequent to our response, it has been
brought to om attention that NAGC is not, and never has been, a subsidimy or aiTI!iate of MEHC, and
thus that MEHC is not the holder of NAGC's withd1awn partner interest. Based upon our further
investigation, the TransCanada AGIA Applicants believe, but cannot be certain, that, as a result of a
series of transactions between 1984 and 2006, Southern Union Company is the current parent company
holding the NAGC withdrawn partner interest.
Like several of the other withdrawn partner interests, tracing the holder of NAGC's withdrawn partner
interest over the last quarter-century is a difficult task. Regulatory and energy market developments
over this period, along with other factors, have led to significant changes in the ownership of interstate
natural gas pipelines and related assets, including these withdrawn partner interests In NAGC's case,
the effort is further complicated by the fact tlmt the interest was, for a time, held by Enron Corp.
As of 2001, when negotiations took place with the withdrawn partners in an effort to reconstitute the
ANNGTC partnership, it was understood that Enron Corp. held the NAGC withdrawn partner interest
through Northern Natural Gas Company. With no reason to believe otherwise, we believed that when

Dynegy took ownership of Northern Natural Gas Company after a failed merger with Enron in February
2002, and MEHC subsequently purchased Northern Natural Gas Company in August 2002, the
ownership of the NAGC withdrawn partner interest was transferred as well. As noted above, it has been
brought to our attention that this was not the case
To the best ofthe TransCanada AGIA Applicant's information and belief; the NAGC withdrawn partner
interest currently is held through a series ot subsidiaries by Southern Union Company, as a result of the
following events:

•

1976- NAGC formed by Northern Natural Gas Company (Northern)

•

1980 ·-Northern changes its name to InterNorth, Inc .

•

1984- NAGC withdraws from the ANNGTC partnership .

•

1986

lnterNorth, Inc changes its name to Enron Cmp .

• 2001 - En ron declares bankruptcy

•

September 2003 - Emon forms CrossCountry Alaska, LLC under the limited liability
company laws of the State of Delaware, to "hold rights associated with a natural gas pipeline
t!om AK to NW Alberta" We assume that this includes the NAGC withdrawn partner
interest, as we are unaware of any other "tights" that Enron might have held with respect to
an Alaska natural gas pipeline.

•

March 2004- Em on transfers its pipeline interesls, including CrossCountry Alaska, LLC, to
CrossCountry Energy, LLC.

•

May 2004 - CCE Holdings, LLC, a joint venture owned by subsidiaries of Soutlrem Union
Company (Southern Union) (50 percent), GE Connnercial Finance Energy Finarreial Services
(GE) (approximately 30 percent), and four minority interest owners (approximately 20
percent in the aggregate), is formed under the laws of Delaware to purchase CrossCountry
Energy, LLC

•

Tune 2004- CCE Holdings, LLC enters into a purchase a1,rreement to acquire l 00 percent of
the equity interests of CrossCountry Energy, LLC from Emon and its afliliates

• September 2004- CCE Holdings, LLC and Em on reach an amended agreement for the sale
of CrossCountry Energy, LLC to CCE Holdings, subsequently app10vcd by the bankruptcy
court
•

November 2004- CCE Holdings, LLC completes ils acquisition of 100 percent oflhe equity
interests ofCrossCountry Energy, LLC for S2.45 billion.

•

September 14, 2006 - Energy Transfer Partners, LP. enters into a definitive purchase
agreement to acquire the 50 percent interest in CCE Holdings, LLC held by GE and the other
minmity investors. At the same time, Energy Transfer Partners, L P and CCE Holdings,
LLC enter into a Redemption Agreement, pursuant to which Energy Transfer Partners, LP 's
50 percent ownership interest in CCE Holdings, LLC would be redeemed in exchange for
l 00 percent ownership of the Transwcstcrn Pipeline, an open-access natural gas interstate
pipeline extending approximately 2,500 miles with a capacity of 2 .I Bcfld from the gas
producing lCf,rions of west Texas, Oklahoma, eastem and northwest New Mexico and
southem Colorado primarily to pipeline interconnects offthc cast end of its system and to the
California matket

•

December 2006 - Upon closing of the Redemption Agreement, Southem Union becomes
sole owner of CCE Holdings, LLC, whose principal remaining asset, according to Southern
Union's 2007 annual report, was its 50 percent interest in Citrus Corp., which, in tmn, owns
100 percent of Florida Gas Transmission Company, LLC, an open-access interstate pipeline
system with a mainline capacity of 2 l Bcf/d extending approximately 5,000 miles from
south Texas through the Gulf Coast region of the United States to south Flmida. The closing
of the Redemption Agreement also had the apparent effect of making Southern Union the
sole owner of CrossCountry Alaska, LLC, although we are unable to lind specific reference
to such ownership ofCrossCountry Alaska, LLC in any of Southern Union's annual reports
or other material.

Pkasc let us know if you have any further questions

~/J

AM (Tony) Palmer

Vice President, Alaska Development
cc:

Representative Ralph Samuels, (JHl.irman
Legislative Bt1dget an<.l Audit Committee

Consultant Qualifications

The following table lists the Contractors and Primary Assistance for each of the AGIA teams. Specific contractor qualifications are provided after this table in alphabetical order by contractor name.
Technical

Legal

AGIA Team
Financial

Commercial

Finding/Other

Contractor
• Black and Veatch Corp.*
• Energy Project Consultants,
LLC*
• Energy Operations Consulting
• Gas Strategies Consulting
• PetroTel, Inc.
• Pingo International
• Westney Consulting Group,
Inc.*
• AMEC Paragon
• Mustang Management
• Merlin Associates

• Bennett Jones
• Greenberg
Traurig*
• Heenan Blaikie
• Hosie Rice and
MacArthur

• Goldman Sachs
• Alaska Housing
Finance Corp

• Black & Veatch Corp.*
• Brown, Williams, Moorhead and
Quinn
• Energy Capital Advisors*
• Gaffney, Cline and Associates
• Gas Strategies Consulting
• KMJ Consulting
• Wood Mackenzie

• ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
• Black & Veatch Corp*
• Energy Capital Advisors*
• Energy Project Consultants,
LLC*
• Greenberg Traurig*
• Westney Consulting Group,
Inc.*

• General legal
expertise
• FERC regulatory
expertise
• Canadian
regulatory expertise
• First Nations
issues

• Financing
feasibility
• Cost of debt
• TransCanada's
ability to raise credit
• Financial LOS
analysis

• NPV modeling
• Gas price modeling
• Commercial LOS analysis (including
LNG)
• Cost and schedule risk assessment
• FERC regulatory expertise
• Asian market for LNG
• Modeling of oil losses associated
with major gas sale
• Pt. Thomson reservoir modeling
• State's fiscal system and alternatives
analysis
• State's share of economic rent
compared to other fiscal regimes

• Project management
• Project organization
• Finding preparation

Primary Assistance
• Project LOS analysis
(including LNG)
• Engineering LOS analysis
(incl. LNG)
• Project and engineering
schedule-estimation
• Pipeline hydraulic modeling
• LNG modeling
• Canadian cost and
scheduling LOS
• GTP cost and scheduling
• Shipping costs

*Principle AGIA Contractor/Team Lead
1

Consultant Qualifications

Alaska Housing Finance Corporation
Scope of Work Performed
•
•

Dan Fauske and Bryan Butcher serve on the Evaluation Team with a focus on the
financing aspect of it.
They are also on the Outreach Team working with the legislature and the public,
including radio shows.

Company Biography
The Alaska Housing Finance Corporation (AHFC) is a self-supporting, $5 billion public
corporation with offices in 16 communities statewide. It provides statewide financing for multifamily complexes, congregate facilities, and single family homes with special loans for first-time
homebuyers, low- and moderate-income borrowers, veterans, teachers, health care
professionals, public safety officers and those living in the rural areas of the state. AHFC also
provides energy and weatherization programs, low-income rental assistance in 17 communities,
and special programs for the homeless. Since 1986, AHFC has contributed more than $1.5
billion to Alaska’s state budget revenues through cash transfers, capital projects and debt
service payments.

Key Project Personnel
Daniel R. Fauske, Chief Executive Officer/Executive Director, joined AHFC on March 1, 1995.
Prior to joining the Corporation, Mr. Fauske worked for the North Slope Borough in Barrow,
Alaska from 1985 to 1993. During this time, Mr. Fauske served as Budget Director, Chief Fiscal
Officer, and Chief Administrative Officer and managed a $1.2 billion capital improvement
program while at the Borough. Mr. Fauske holds a master’s degree in business administration
from Gonzaga University.
Bryan D. Butcher, Director, Governmental Relations and Public Affairs, joined AHFC in
January, 2003 and previously served as Legislative Liaison/Special Assistant. Prior to joining
the Corporation, Mr. Butcher worked for the Alaska State Legislature as Finance Aide for the
House and Senate Finance Committees from 1989 until 2002. Mr. Butcher holds of a Bachelor
of Science degree in Speech: Rhetoric and Communications from the University of Oregon.
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Consultant Qualifications

AMEC Paragon
Scope of Work Performed
•
•
•

Cost and scheduling – pipeline
Hydraulic modeling – pipeline
Capital cost escalation study

Company Biography
AMEC Paragon has over 30 years extensive experience in natural gas pipeline engineering and
has provided services to major oil and gas pipeline and production companies with respect to
both on-shore and off-shore projects. Based on that experience, AMEC Paragon has developed
an extensive, proprietary data base on natural gas pipeline project costs, including costs for
steel and other key materials, and labor costs. For purposes of analyzing the TransCanada
application, AMEC Paragon also contacted a number of vendors in the natural gas pipeline
construction industry to help provide a cost estimate for various components of the proposed
Project.
AMEC Paragon provides engineering, design/drafting, project management, procurement,
construction management, inspection, completions/ hookup/ commissioning, operations (asset
support), and training services to the oil and gas pipeline industries. Facility types include:
onshore and offshore oil and gas production and treating facilities; gas compression
installations; midstream projects; and onshore and offshore pipelines.
AMEC Paragon employs about 650 people in its Houston, Texas office and has worked on more
than 4,000 projects in North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East.

Key Project Personnel:
Gregory Kreider
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Consultant Qualifications

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
Scope of Services Performed
•
•

Finding document preparation
Employment forecast

Company Biography
ARCADIS is a global network of business professionals that provides project management,
consultancy and engineering. ARCADIS develops, designs, implements, maintains and
operates projects for companies and governments. With 13,000 employees and $1.9 billion in
gross revenue the company is multi-nationally present with a close-knit local network. Expertise
and experience are of international significance.

Key Project Personnel
Glenn Ruckhaus has more than 20 years of professional experience in managing and
authoring various types of environmental, risk, and economic evaluations documents for various
resource development projects throughout the western U.S. and Alaska. This experience
includes pipelines, exploration, development, economic analysis, NEPA planning and process,
regulatory, health risk, and community relations.
Conrad Mulligan has more than 14 years experience as a strategic planner, and issues
analyst. Mr. Mulligan has developed an expertise in communicating technical and scientific
information; he is adept at working with decisionmakers, engineers, and researchers to craft
compelling, focused documents that are accessible, accurate, correct, and that meet their
intended audiences’ needs. He is skilled at ‘translating’ complex information for non-technical
readers and discerning and packaging the key points and messages from large studies or
bodies of knowledge.
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Consultant Qualifications

Bennett Jones
Scope of Work Performed
•

Canadian regulatory expertise (relevant to the rate model and overall LOS regulatory
issues)

Company Biography
Internationally recognized Canadian law firm with long-standing practice in oil and gas industry,
mergers and acquisitions, foreign exploration and international investment coupled with evolving
regulatory legislation, stakeholder community, commercial matters, and strategic advice on
export and commodity tax compliance matters. Bennett Jones has extensive experience
negotiating joint ventures and resource development agreements for native reserve and treaty
lands, counseling governments and proponents on engineering, procurement and construction
contracts, and representing industry participants on surface rights acquisition matters for wells,
facilities and pipelines.

Key Project Personnel
Marie Buchinski represents a diverse group of clients providing counsel on matters related to
oil and gas developments, including pipelines and facilities, rates, tolls and tariffs, common
carrier matters, land acquisition, cost of capital, and energy imports and exports. She assists
her clients with Aboriginal rights issues and has also been involved with environmental matters,
with experience in provincial and federal environmental assessment processes. She has
participated in energy proceedings before the National Energy Board, the Alberta Energy and
Utilities Board, the Surface Rights Board, and the Environmental Appeal Board, and related
appeals to the Court of Queen's Bench and Alberta Court of Appeal, and has experience with
regulatory and environmental matters as they relate to acquisitions and divestitures of oil and
gas assets. Marie has assisted in the preparation of papers and publications relating to the
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, exports of oil and gas, and regulatory developments.
She is currently a director of TXU Energy Trading Company Limited.
Karen Illsey acts on energy transactions and matters involving the regulation of the oil and gas,
electricity and telecommunications industries. She advises on regulatory matters before various
regulatory agencies, including the National Energy Board, Alberta Energy and Utilities Board,
Ontario Energy Board, and Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board. Karen has
appeared before the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board on matters such as facility applications,
gas deregulation hearings, and utility rate proceedings. Karen, with experience gained in-house
as a member of the government and regulatory affairs department of a leading energy retailer,
advises market participants on affiliate code of conduct, consumer protection and privacy
matters. She assists in the preparation and publication of articles on issues relating oil and gas
regulation, environmental impact assessment, and telecommunications law. Prior to entering
legal practice, Karen worked for a geotechnical engineering and environmental consulting firm.
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Consultant Qualifications

(Bennett Jones continued)

Loyola Keough, chair of the firm's regulatory department and a member of the firm's
Partnership Board, acts for utility companies, pipelines and project developers, industry
associations, gas buyers, producers and banks. He has particular experience in oil, gas,
electricity, liquefied natural gas (LNG) and compressed natural gas (CNG) matters. He appears
before the National Energy Board (NEB), the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board as well as the
British Columbia Utilities Commission and the public utilities boards of the Yukon and Northwest
Territories. Loyola also represents clients before a variety of other government bodies and
agencies as part of project development work. Prior to entering private practice, Loyola acted as
counsel to the NEB and also spent several years with the Federal Department of Energy, Mines
and Resources. To complement his practice, Loyola speaks on the subject of procedures,
approvals and necessary applications involved in exporting gas to the U.S. and on recent
legislative and regulatory developments in the oil, gas and electricity fields. Additionally, Loyola
has co-authored a chapter on the National Energy Board for a multi-volume publication by
Matthew Bender entitled Energy Law and Transactions. Loyola is an appointed director of WBI
Canadian Pipeline, Ltd., Interenergy Sheffield, Pipeline Ltd. and Nytis Exploration.
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Consultant Qualifications

Black and Veatch Corporation
Scope of Work Performed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Modeling – overall, price
FERC regulatory expertise (relevant to the rate model and overall LOS regulatory
issues)
Commercial LOS analysis
Net Present Value analysis model development including Monte Carlo Simulation
Upstream cash flows (expenses and revenues) and production analysis and module for
the NPV model jointly developed with the State of Alaska
Pipeline tariff and cost-of-service analysis and module for the NPV model
Price forecasts for Henry Hub, AECO and NGL prices
Statistical and uncertainty analysis of costs, schedules and projected cash flows
FERC regulatory expertise (relevant to the rate model and overall Likelihood of Success
regulatory issues)
Commercial Likelihood of Success Analysis

Company Biography
Black & Veatch Corporation is a leading global engineering, consulting and construction
company. Founded in 1915, Black & Veatch specializes in infrastructure development in energy,
water, telecommunications, federal management consulting, and environmental markets. Black
and Veatch is an employee-owned company with more than 100 offices worldwide. Among
other rankings and awards, Black & Veatch is ranked on the Forbes "500 Largest Private
Companies in the United States" listing.

Key Project Personnel
Greg Hopper is vice president and a founding member of Lukens Energy Group and brings
nearly twenty years of energy industry experience to the company. At LEG he works with clients
in the natural gas and electric generation industries, focusing on strategic and analytic services
regarding capital asset investments and optimization. As part of this work he led due diligence
valuations supporting three interstate pipeline acquisitions and a large LNG import terminal. Mr.
Hopper leads the firm's market analysis practice and has consulted to numerous clients on
regional needs for new pipeline capacity; work which ultimately led to the development of LEG's
Gas Market Advisor.
M.B.A., Finance, Rice University (1988)
B.B.A., Accounting, University of Texas (1982)
Scott R. Smith is a Senior Vice President with Black & Veatch Corporation (B&V) and leads
Lukens Energy Group for B&V's Enterprise Management Solutions division. He has over twenty
years of energy industry experience with the majority of his efforts focused on natural gas
marketing, power marketing and natural gas processing. Mr. Smith leads the asset valuation,
asset optimization, enterprise risk management and risk software development activities at B&V
Lukens Energy Group. Mr. Smith’s specific areas of expertise include energy asset optimization,
risk management, business strategy development, natural gas and power project development,
trading and marketing strategy development, energy decision analysis and contract
negotiations.
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(Black and Veatch continued)

M.B.A., Southern Methodist University (1990)
B.S., Chemical Engineering, University of Texas (1982)
H. Edwin Overcast brings over thirty years of energy industry experience to the project. He is
a specialist in the practice areas of regulatory policy and economics, energy pricing and rate
design, economic analysis, strategic planning, legislative analysis, industry restructuring
analysis, competitive analysis and open access and unbundling implementation.
Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (1972)
B.A., Economics, (1969)
Dr. Hua Fang is a Senior Economist at Black & Veatch. She provides expertise in derivative
asset pricing, econometrics modeling, stochastic processes and fundamental market analysis.
Dr. Fang is responsible for fundamental market analysis, stochastic price modeling, energy
asset valuation, econometrics modeling and forecasting. Dr. Fang applies the most recent
developments in financial theory to the real world energy context and to provide better methods
of asset evaluation and risk management for the energy industry.
Ph.D., Economics, University of Virginia (2001)
M.A. Economics, University of Virginia (1998)
M.A. International Finance, People’s University of China (1996)
B.A. International Finance, People’s University of China (1993)
Dr. Jeff Dykstra’s modeling and oversight is in the area of financial assessments, risk
assessments/prioritization, forecasting, optimization, statistical evaluations, and reliability
assessment. He brings 15 years of experience in the area of Monte Carlo simulation and
statistical characterization.
Ph.D., Mechanical Engineering, Iowa State University (1993)
M.S., Mechanical Engineering, Iowa State University (1990)
B.S., Mechanical Engineering, Dordt College (1988)
Joe Trainor is an electrical engineer with specialties in the areas of class cost of service
analyses and modeling, statistical and comparative cost and operating analysis, load and sales
forecasting, demand-side management and financial modeling. Mr. Trainor is the architect and
implementer of Black & Veatch’s Demand-Side Management and Cost of Service models. He
has performed electric and gas cost of service and marginal cost of service projects for a variety
of clients. In addition to his utility and energy industry analytical skills, Mr. Trainor’s broader IT
expertise includes, application programming and database management.
M.B.A., Long Island University (2003)
B.S., Electrical Engineering, Manhattan College (1993)
Deepa Poduval is a Principal with Black & Veatch and is responsible for business strategy and
project management. Ms. Poduval’s client engagements focus on strategic analytical services
supporting portfolio optimization, asset acquisition, risk management, and business strategy
development. Her expertise includes the valuation of energy industry assets, analysis of oil &
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(Black and Veatch continued)
gas marketing strategies and commercial agreements, performance and risk measurement, and
analysis & utilization of natural gas industry structural models.
M.S., Engineering Management, Dartmouth College (2000)
M.S., Economics, B.I.T.S. (1999)
B.E. Mechanical Engineering (1999)
Mike Elenbaas leads financial analysis, risk management, market analysis and asset
management studies for energy and water utilities. He also specializes in strategic planning and
risk management for the energy and water industries. Mr. Elenbaas has played a significant
role in his career with Black & Veatch developing strategic planning and risk analysis solutions.
His responsibilities have included creation of a capital project prioritization process and tool for
both energy and water utilities, and several innovative and complex risk analysis models.
B.S., Mechanical Engineering, Dordt College (2000)
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Brown, Williams, Moorhead & Quinn
Energy Consultants
Scope of Work Performed
BWMQ has provided assistance and analysis to the Alaskan Department of Natural Resources
concerning the analysis and evaluation of TransCanada’s AGIA application to build an Alaskan
natural gas pipeline system. In particular, BWMQ has addressed four distinct regulatory issues:
an evaluation of the negotiated rate practices employed by Lower 48 pipeline projects compared
to TransCanada’s proposed negotiated rate structure; an evaluation of the rate of return on
equity mechanism proposed by TransCanada compared to the incentive rate of return on equity
mechanism authorized by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for the original
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System; an evaluation of the natural gas supply support for
shipper contracts on Lower 48 pipeline projects as compared to the known and expected
Alaskan natural gas supplies; and finally, an evaluation of relevant regulatory practices
TransCanada has employed for its Lower 48 natural gas pipeline investments. BWMQ
specializes in regulatory matters and issues as instituted and practiced at FERC.

Company Biography
Brown, Williams, Moorhead & Quinn, Inc. (BWMQ) is a leading energy consulting firm that has
been providing advice and assistance to clients for more than twenty two years. BWMQ
provides comprehensive energy related services to hundreds of clients, including electric,
natural gas and oil pipeline companies, local distribution companies, energy producers, trade
associations, shippers and federal and state agencies. BWMQ provides advice on how to
properly interpret and account for FERC precedents and current policies in the electric, natural
gas and oil pipeline industries. BWMQ prepares complete regulatory filings for clients on a wide
variety of regulatory matters and offers insights into the regulatory issues that arise in the
evolving world of FERC regulation.

Key Project Personnel
Barry Sullivan,President, joined BWMQ in September 2005 after a long career in the Office of
Litigation at FERC. Mr. Sullivan has filed expert witness testimony on a wide range of
regulatory issues over the years, including all phases of natural gas pipeline regulation, market
power, and oil pipeline ratemaking testimony. Mr. Sullivan has over 29 years of experience in
litigated formal rate proceedings before FERC.
Bruce Warner, Vice-president, has over 34 years of experience as a consultant, CPA, Certified
Depreciation Professional (CDP), accountant, strategic planner and regulatory executive. Mr.
Warner served in regulatory, strategic planning and accounting management capacities for
Williams Gas Pipelines-West and Kern River Gas Transmission Company for 25 years. His
management experience and testimony experience includes: FERC regulation, rates and
governmental affairs, property and inventory accounting, financial reporting, regulatory
research, tariffs, nominations and strategic planning.
Edward H. Feinstein, Vice-president, has over 45 years of rate and regulatory experience in
natural gas and oil pipeline issues at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Mr. Feinstein
has applied his expertise in a wide range or formal rate case proceedings before FERC
concerning natural gas supply, depreciation, and storage and rate design issues. Mr. Feinstein
filed testimony at FERC concerning depreciation in the original ANGTS proceeding.
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Energy Capital Advisors, LLC
Scope of Work Performed
•

General advisor for the Technical, Commercial, and Financial Analysis Teams

Company Biography
Energy Capital Advisors is an energy consulting firm with Scott Hobbs as its managing member
and principal consultant.

Key Project Personnel
Scott Hobbs has been in the natural gas industry for over 30 years with experience in all facets
of the business. Over the last six years, Mr. Hobbs has provided consulting services to state
government, investment bankers, private equity firms, and other investors evaluating major
projects, acquisitions, and divestitures principally involving oil and gas pipelines, processing
plants, power plants, and gas distribution assets. During that period, he also served as
Executive Chairman of Optigas, Inc., a private midstream (gathering and processing) natural
gas company which was sold in March, 2006 to Energy Spectrum, a private equity firm in
Dallas, TX. He is presently on the Board of Directors of Buckeye GP LLC, the general partner of
Buckeye Partners, L.P., a publicly traded master limited partnership.
From 1977 through 2001, Mr. Hobbs worked for the Coastal Corporation where he last served
as Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer for its regulated gas pipeline
operations (CIG and WIC) in the Rocky Mountain region. As President of CIG Resources, he
was also responsible for certain non-regulated business activities in the Rocky Mountain area.
Prior to that, he was Senior Vice President of Gas Supply for all of Coastal’s interstate gas
pipelines. In 2000 CIG was named the #1 interstate gas pipeline company in the U.S. in a study
by Fosters and Co., a Washington, D.C.-based consulting firm. He left Coastal in April 2001
shortly after its merger with El Paso.
In his different positions at Coastal’s pipeline subsidiaries, Mr. Hobbs was responsible for
operations, engineering, regulatory compliance, and all commercial activities including gas
transportation and storage, gathering and processing, gas production and development, and
merchant and trading activities. He began his career at Coastal providing audit and consulting
services for its accounting and finance group as well as its different operating divisions.
Prior to joining the Coastal Corporation, Mr. Hobbs also worked as an auditor with Price
Waterhouse and Co. in New Orleans, LA. He received a Bachelor of Science degree in
Accounting from Louisiana State University and holds a CPA license in inactive status. Mr.
Hobbs has been active in civic affairs and trade associations holding multiple directorships and
memberships.
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Energy Operations Consulting, LLC
Scope of Work Performed
•
•

Technical analysis of AGIA applications
Operation and maintenance expense analysis

Company Biography
Energy Operations consulting, LLC was formed in 2005 to provide operations cost expertise and
consulting services to Pipeline and Gas Processing Owner/Operating Companies, and Investors
in those facilities.
Services provided by Energy Operations Consulting, LLC include the following:
•
•
•
•

Operating cost analysis of new and new and existing facilities
Advice on best operating and maintenance practices
Trouble shooting of operating and maintenance problems
Staffing level analysis

Key Project Personnel
Jimmy (Jim) F. Vaughan has 40 years experience in the operations and maintenance of
natural gas pipelines, gas treating and processing facilities. He has extensive managerial
experience and has been involved in due diligence studies of seven major gas transmission
companies and dozens of gas processing facilities. He recently worked for Entrega Gas Pipeline
Company (Encana) developing best operating practices and then contracting an operating
company to operate a large diameter gas pipeline.
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Energy Project Consultants, LLC
Scope of Work Performed
•
•
•

Technical analysis of AGIA applications
Cost and schedule duration analysis
Technical likelihood of suceess (LOS) analysis

Company Biography
Energy Project Consultants, LLC (EPC) was formed in 2001 to provide high level project
management expertise and consulting services to Pipeline Owner/Operating Companies,
Pipeline Investors, Law Firms, Government Agencies, Engineering Service Firms and
Construction Contractors.
Services provided by Energy Project Consultants, LLC include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall Project Management
Management of Engineering and Construction Contractors
Engineering, Construction and Material Procurement Strategies
Engineering/Construction Proposal Evaluations
Project Feasibility Studies
Acquisition Due Diligence Investigations
Strategic Project Planning
Cost/Schedule Risk Analysis and Management
Evaluation and Negotiation of Construction Claims
Permitting Strategies

Key Project Personnel
William H. (Bill) Sparger has more than 35 years experience in project management, design
and construction of natural gas pipelines, compressor stations, and gas processing facilities.
He has extensive and proven managerial experience, with the ability to handle large and
diversified engineering programs. He has a proven track record of “on time” and “on budget”
project execution on all sizes and scopes of projects. He recently worked for Entrega Gas
Pipeline Company (EnCana) on a large diameter natural gas pipeline project in the Rocky
Mountains. He also provided EnCana initial project management oversight for a proposed 1300
mile 42” pipeline from the Cheyenne Hub to eastern Ohio. That project is moving forward today
with BP and ConocoPhillips participation.
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Gaffney, Cline and Associates
Scope of Work Performed
•
•

Provided cost information of the GTP and other economic aspects of the proposed TC
Alaska Project.
Provided economic and fiscal system expertise for the analysis.

Company Biography
Gaffney, Cline and Associates (GCA) is an independent, international advisory firm focused on
the provision of integrated technical and managerial advisory services to all sectors of the oil
and gas industry. For over forty years, GCA has provided across the board expertise upstream, mid-stream and downstream - combined with the use of multidisciplinary teams.
GCA’s assignments range from differentiated studies such as exploration program assessment,
reserves definition, field development planning or rehabilitation assistance, asset valuation, LNG
chain evaluation through to integrated techno-commercial evaluations to support corporate
development, asset enhancement, acquisition or divestment.

Key Project Personnel
Robert George
Richard Ruggiero
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Gas Strategies Consulting
Scope of Work Performed
•
•

Price modeling
Commercial LOS analysis

Company Biography
Gas Strategies Consulting is the consulting arm of Gas Strategies Group Ltd. The group also
includes Alphatania, which provides specialist training courses on the gas industry and Gas
Matters which provides news, analysis and comment on the gas industry through its
publications Gas Matters, Gas Matters Today and LNG Focus.
Gas Strategies was formed in 1989 by Economatters Ltd and Trichem Consultants with
Economatters acquiring the whole business in 2001. In 2003, Economatters Limited was
purchased by CRISIL, India’s leading ratings, financial news, risk and policy advisory company.
In 2006 Economatters became Gas Strategies Group Ltd.
Gas Strategies Consulting provides advice and data on strategic energy matters for commercial
and governmental clients around the globe from their London base and also has a presence
through consultants, associates and joint venture partners around the globe in Spain, France,
Italy, Germany, Australia, Singapore, Brunei, Korea, South Africa and the US.
Gas Strategies Consulting operates across natural gas and LNG chains from markets to supply
source specializing in the following key areas: gas market supply, demand and pricing analysis;
commercial due diligence for project sponsors and lenders; project structuring, evaluation and
feasibility; business strategy development and implementation; competitor analysis and
benchmarking; monetization strategy for gas exploration and production; contract advice,
negotiation, valuation and arbitration; and market regulation, restructuring, liberalization and
competition.

Key Project Personnel
Salman Wasti is a Manager in Gas Strategies, based in London. He has over 10 years
experience in the energy industry, with 7.5 years as an energy analyst with Datamonitor focused
on retail power and gas markets, followed by over 2 years with Gas Strategies. His principal
areas of expertise are market analysis, company Strategy, supply/demand analysis, midstream
and downstream / retail market analysis, due diligence and strategy advisory work.
His experience includes:
•
•
•
•

North West European Regasification due diligence, evaluating the risks to secure cash flow
and long term revenue to finance the terminal in capital markets
Advising an upstream supplier on the cost competitiveness of its gas production for LNG
and pipeline gas into Atlantic Basin markets
Supporting a chemical company with gas-fired power plants to understand future fuel price
movements to develop their fuel procurement strategy
Assisting a government energy ministry to evaluate the preferred commercial option
between LNG and pipeline supply to maximize its rent – where his role was to determine
Asian demand out to 2050 in the key Asian markets including India and China.
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(Gas Strategies Consulting continued)
•
•

Assessing the seasonal and longer term supply and demand balances in Europe and the
likely future outlook for prices and availability of gas
Supporting a major Atlantic Basin LNG supplier in analyzing the Iberian fuels markets to
prepare for future LNG contract price reviews.

Rob Fenton is a Managing Consultant at Gas Strategies. He has conducted a wide range of
consulting and training assignments for leading companies, many dealing with LNG ranging
across market and opportunity evaluation, due diligence of investment proposals, advice on
competitor activities and organizations, evaluation of business risks, assessment of strategies
and development of commercial processes and competencies. Prior to joining Gas Strategies,
Rob spent many years with Shell where he was particularly involved in commercial
management and strategy development in the gas business. He led the development and
delivery of a review of Shell’s global LNG strategy and worked on Shell’s gas business in UK,
USA, Mexico, Turkey and Central Asia.
His experience includes:
•
•
•
•

Providing advice to a client on the evaluation of potential routes to wholesale gas markets in
USA and possible participation of the Government in shipping, regasification and wholesale
marketing
Providing initial analysis of the scope for development of gas resources in a west African
country with options of how an integrated project might be structured for companies and the
state and a proposed schedule for engagement to develop that structure.
Participating in several studies evaluating gas market supply and demand and pricing to
underpin strategies for gas monetization
Providing analysis to leading oil and gas companies on the strategies and business models
of companies participating in the LNG value chain.

Rob Sheperd is a Senior Consultant with Gas Strategies. His interests include the commercial
and strategic aspects of LNG projects, industry and regulatory structures across the world, and
the future of liberalized gas markets. Before joining Gas Strategies, Rob spent many years with
BP, managing BP’s share of the North West Shelf LNG project in Australia and of Qatargas. He
played a leading role in BP’s UK gas business, selling to British Gas and starting BP’s move into
direct gas marketing.
His experience includes:
•
•
•
•

Advising on the development of Atlantic LNG in Trinidad
Due diligence on many recent LNG export and receiving terminal projects from RasGas to
Yemen LNG.
Advice on development of commercial operational procedures for two LNG projects.
Assistance in developing institutional structures for South Africa and the West African Gas
Pipeline with the World Bank.
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Goldman Sachs
Scope of Work Performed
•

Financial analysis relating to financing feasibility cost of debt, credit capacity, and other
financial aspects of the project.

Company Biography
Goldman Sachs is a leading global investment banking, securities and investment management
firm that provides a wide range of services worldwide to a substantial and diversified client base
that includes corporations, financial institutions, governments and high net worth individuals.
Founded in 1869, it is one of the oldest and largest investment banking firms. The firm is
headquartered in New York and maintains offices in London, Frankfurt, Tokyo, Hong Kong and
other major financial centers around the world.

Key Project Personnel
Paul Bloom, Vice President of Public Sector and Infrastructure Banking, grew up in Anchorage
and began his career in 1986 working in government finance for the Portland Development
Commission, the City of New York and the Port of Seattle, where he managed all aspects of the
Port’s capital planning and financing program. Mr. Bloom received a BS from Willamette
University and an MBA from Columbia University.
Since his investment banking career began in 1994, Mr. Bloom has focused on the Northwest
region and served as lead banker to a variety of Alaska clients, including the State of Alaska,
the Municipality of Anchorage, Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority and the
Alaska Energy Authority. Other notable Pacific Northwest clients include the Port of Portland,
Port of Seattle, the City of Portland, TriMet, Energy Northwest, and the Bonneville Power
Administration. Mr. Bloom’s financing experience with these clients includes a variety of
structures and forms of debt including project financings in the energy, port and airport sectors.
Ray Strong is a Managing Director in the Global Natural Resources Group at Goldman Sachs,
based in New York. With over seventeen years of investment banking experience, Ray has
executed mergers and acquisitions transactions and equity and debt offerings for companies in
the energy sector, including downstream, midstream, upstream, and oilfield services
companies. Ray’s primary focus is on downstream, midstream and master limited partnership
clients within the Natural Resources Group. Ray joined Goldman Sachs, Energy & Power Group
from CSFB’s Natural Resources Group as a Vice President in 1999 and was promoted to
Managing Director in 2001.
Selected relevant transactions include advising Barrett Resources on the sale to Williams
Companies, advising Chevron on its restructuring of its Dynegy investment, advising Texaco on
the formation of Equilon and Motiva, advising Texaco on the acquisition of Monterey Resources,
advising Goldman Sachs and Kelso on the acquisition of Coffeyville Resources, numerous
financings for Tesoro, the IPO and subsequent high yield offerings for Holly Energy Partners,
the acquisition and IPO of CVR Energy, GE on its acquisition of the GP of Regency Energy
Partners, advising Kinder Morgan management and a consortium of financial sponsors on
taking the company private, Union Pacific Resources on its sale to Anadarko, and Crystal Gas
Storage on its sale to El Paso. Ray is an active participant in the Middlebury Alumni Association
as well as Mystic Seaport, a leading maritime museum. Ray earned a BA in Economics from
Middlebury College in 1991.
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(Goldman Sachs continued)

Tim Romer is Managing Director and Co-head of the Public Sector Banking at Goldman Sachs.
Mr. Romer joined Goldman Sachs in July 2003 in the firm’s Los Angeles office. He offers over
20 years of experience in infrastructure finance, having been Co-Head and Managing Director
of Merrill Lynch’s western region public finance group until February 2000 and more recently,
Managing Director in Bank of America Securities’ Real Estate Secured Finance Group.
Mr. Romer provides a deep and diverse background in government, energy and project finance,
completing large and small real estate, housing, infrastructure, general municipal and specialty
credit financings throughout most of the western region of the United States. His experience
includes all types of financings including fixed rate, variable rate, swaptions, senior/subordinate
liens, asset-backed securities, refundings, lease/lease back and cash flow financings. He has
led the firm’s efforts with over $50 billion in financing and derivative transactions for many major
state and local governments. He has been involved in a wide range of large infrastructure
projects and public private ventures.
Tim received a BS in Industrial Engineering from Stanford University and a MBA, with honors,
from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania.
Bruce Schwartz is a Vice President in the Credit Risk Management & Advisory Group at
Goldman, Sachs, based in New York. Bruce’s primary focus is managing Goldman’s credit risk
to the energy sector, including upstream, downstream, midstream, oilfield services, and utility
companies across debt and derivative products. In addition, Bruce advises companies on the
credit aspects of merger and acquisition transactions and corporate finance strategies.
Prior to joining Goldman Sachs in 2005, Bruce worked at Standard & Poor’s Corporate Ratings,
where he served as one of two global coordinators for their oil and gas ratings practice. During
his nine year tenor at Standard & Poor’s, Bruce was on the coverage teams of more than 70
energy companies and project finance and structured finance transactions.
Bruce earned a BA in international relations from Tufts University and a Master of Science of
Foreign Service degree from Georgetown University.
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Greenberg Traurig
Scope of Work Performed
•
•
•
•

General legal expertise
FERC regulatory expertise (relevant to the rate model and overall LOS regulatory
issues)
Commercial LOS analysis
Finding preparation

Company Biography
With 1,750 lawyers and 29 offices, Greenberg Traurig is one of the largest law firms in the U.S.
Among other things, its Energy and Natural Resources practice group represents electric power
generators, natural gas pipeline companies and other industry participants before the FERC,
SEC and other federal agencies, as well as state agencies, in a wide range of regulatory
matters, including: complex ratemaking proceedings; certificate and licensing proceedings;
investigations by FERC and other agencies; and rulemaking proceedings.
Among other honors, Greenberg Traurig was named Chambers and Partners’ USA Law Firm of
the Year 2007.

Key Project Personnel
Kenneth M. Minesinger is co-chair of the firm's Energy & Natural Resources practice group.
He represents various clients in the energy industry, focusing his practice on energy regulatory
proceedings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and on related antitrust,
litigation and transactional matters. He has represented energy clients in a wide range of
regulatory matters, including complex ratemaking, restructuring, and licensing proceedings, and
complaints and investigations into allegations of market manipulation and the exercise of market
power. As the competitive issues in energy regulatory proceedings often intersect with the
application of the antitrust laws, Ken has also represented energy and non-energy clients on
numerous antitrust matters, including mergers and acquisitions, counseling, and litigation. He is
also a former Chairman of the Antitrust Committee of the Energy Bar Association.
Donald Shepler has more than 30 years of experience in the natural gas pipeline industry
representing major interstate natural gas pipelines before the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. His experience has included representing pipeline companies in complex rate and
restructuring proceedings, numerous certificate proceedings with respect to new facilities and
services, and transactional activities regarding sales of capacity on interstate gas pipelines. Don
has briefed and argued cases before the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit and the Tenth Circuit.
Allan Van Fleet has 30 years of litigation, arbitration and antitrust victories, pro bono work, and
service to the bar and community. Allan has represented large and small companies in a variety
of industries, including computers and components, telecommunications, biotechnology, health
care, foods and beverages, energy, oilfield services, pipelines, railroads, airlines, steel,
glassmaking, concrete and cement, accounting, financial services, insurance, legal services,
collegiate merchandise, and entertainment, and religious education. He has tried cases for
plaintiffs and defendants across the country and internationally. His antitrust practice includes,
in addition to litigation, developing compliance programs; providing advice on transactions;
structuring mergers and acquisitions; and representing clients before federal, state, and
international agencies.
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Heenan Blaikie
Scope of Work Performed
•

Consultation on Canadian federal, provincial and First-Nation issues.

Company Biography
Internationally recognized Canadian law firm provides a full range of legal services to some of
Canada’s largest oil and gas producers and emerging companies, its regulatory lawyers have
acted for both government and industry in numerous applications before the National Energy
Board and provincial regulatory bodies and the courts; extensive experience in major interprovincial and international pipeline and power line facilities, tolls and tariff applications,
representing power producers, marketers and consumer groups on jurisdictional, commercial,
environmental and First-Nations issues.

Key Project Personnel
Samuel Slutsky joined Heenan Blaikie's Tax Group in 2004 as a partner. Early in his career, he
spent eight years in Calgary, practicing predominantly as in-house tax counsel to international
accounting firms. After moving to Toronto in 1989 he was a tax partner with two major law firms.
In 1995 he co-founded a tax-based merchant banking group which was involved in a broad
range of M&A and international corporate financing matters, both as principal and as an advisor.
A prolific author, Mr. Slutsky developed a number of loose-leaf services that became broadly
subscribed to in the tax community. For 15 years, he was a columnist and contributing editor
with The Financial Post, writing a regular column on tax policy and technical matters.
Mr. Slutsky has written extensively for tax trade publications and spoken on a wide range of
income and commodity taxation matters for numerous industry organizations. The publications
include the Canadian Tax Journal, the Canadian Encyclopaedic Digest and various publications
for the Canadian Tax Foundation. Speaking engagements have included the Canadian Tax
Foundation, the Canadian Bar Association, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants,
the Financial Post, the Universities of Calgary, Manitoba and Toronto, the Fraser Institute, the
Canadian Petroleum Tax Society, the Conference Board of Canada, the Canada Customs and
Revenue Agency, the Tax Executives Institute and the Canadian-American Committee.
Mr. Slutsky has been an advisor on tax administration and tax policy matters to a number of
senior Cabinet Ministers and Prime Ministers, as well as being an advisor to both the
Departments of Finance and Revenue. He has testified before successive Parliamentary
Finance Committees on tax policy issues and been a member of advisory groups established by
several Ministers and Deputy Ministers of National Revenue. In addition, Mr. Slutsky was
involved in the implementation of the Goods and Services Tax regime and the conversion of
Revenue Canada into the CCRA.
Mr. Slutsky was appointed a Queen's Counsel by the federal government in 1992.
LL.B., University of Manitoba, 1979
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Hosie, Rice and MacArthur
Scope of Work Performed
•

General legal expertise

Company Biography
Hosie McArthur LLP specializes in trying complex commercial cases and obtaining exceptional
results. Because of the quality of our legal skills, our innovative approach to the law and our
record of success, we have been chosen by colleagues, entrepreneurs, CEOs, and state
attorneys general for some of the country's most demanding civil litigation. Our lawyers'
reputations are based on their records of trying and winning cases over twenty years. The
cumulative dollar amount of the successes of our lawyers exceeds $2 billion. Spencer Hosie,
our founding partner, started his own firm in 1985. Ultimately named Hosie, Wes, Sacks &
Brelsford, the firm established three offices and a leading Silicon Valley technology practice.
After this firm merged into the Seattle-based Perkins, Coie law firm, in 1999 Mr. Hosie founded
what became Hosie McArthur LLP. The new firm drew in highly-experienced attorneys from
other nationally-known litigation Firms: Susman Godfrey (Messrs. McArthur and McCartt) and
Furth, Fahrner & Mason (Messrs. Bishop and Wecker). Hosie McArthur LLP offers clients a
sophisticated legal team that balances broad legal experience with specialized practice skills.
We have deep experience in antitrust, intellectual property, energy and natural resources law,
fraud, business torts, media law and class actions. In recent years, we have combined our
experience in several areas to bring successful suits for high-technology clients who are
pressing both intellectual property and antitrust claims. We also have pioneered the use of
electronic discovery, obtaining access to opponents' email and electronically stored data to
prove malfeasance. In litigation today, email discovery is critical and something we well
understand.

Key Project Personnel:
Spencer Hosie is a nationally recognized top-ranked trial lawyer for complex commercial
cases. In his over 20 year career, he has won or settled cases worth almost $2 billion for his
clients. In June 2005, the National Law Journal profiled Mr. Hosie as one of the 10 most
successful trial lawyers in the country. Mr. Hosie's practice covers the spectrum of complex
commercial cases, with particular focus on antitrust, energy, and intellectual property litigation.
He currently is an advisor to the Alaska, Louisiana, and Hawaii state governments.
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KMJ Consulting
Scope of Work Performed
•

NGL pricing

Company Biography
Kevin Johnston of KMC Consulting has 30 years experience in the energy industry, much of it
as an economist. During his 24-year tenure at the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board(EUB), he
was engaged in economic analysis and consideration of public policy issues surrounding major
oil sands developments. As principal of KMJ Consulting, Kevin currently provides services in
economic analysis, strategic planning, regulatory issues, and policy development. He has been
teaching courses in petroleum economics as well as oil and gas regulation at the University of
Calgary for a number of years.

Key Project Personnel:
Kevin Johnston is a Canadian economist with over 30 years of experience in petroleum
economics. He has provided decision analysis and economic analysis of energy projects related
to all aspects of oil and gas activity; and analysis of industry initiatives to ensure that economic,
environmental, resource conservation and other public interest issues are adequately
addressed.
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Merlin Associates
Scope of Work Performed
•
•

Potential LNG plant assumptions review
Cost and scheduling

Company Biography:
Merlin Associates is an engineering consulting organization offering specialized expertise in oil
and gas production and development to energy companies worldwide. The company was
formed in 1985 and the principals and key personnel have a combined total of more than 150
years’ experience as process engineers. Merlin Associates’ publication "LNG: Cost and
Competition" (co-authored with Poten and Partners, Inc.) is the standard reference used by
many of the leading LNG project participants, consulting and engineering firms, and financial
institutions of the world. Merlin Associates is the leading technical consulting company providing
third party, independent engineering services to the international project finance community –
serving both the financial institutions and the borrowers.

Key Project Personnel
Charles Yost, III has a BSChE from Iowa State University (1965) and an MBA with highest
honors from the University of Wyoming (1978). He has worked for Phillips Petroleum Co.,
Wycon Chemical Co., and several engineering design companies. His experience has included
design, construction, and operation of oil and natural gas production facilities onshore and
offshore, natural gasoline plants, natural gas based fertilizer plants, cryogenic gaseous and
liquid helium plants, alternate fuels and feedstock projects, and liquefied natural gas plants
during his professional experience at locations all over the world. Mr. Yost is also author and
teacher of several offshore facility engineering design schools and is based in Houston, Texas.
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Consultant Qualifications

Mustang Management “Mustang”
Scope of Work Performed
•
•
•
•

Assessment of basic pipeline construction execution plans
Review of high level pipeline construction schedules
Analysis of winter and arctic pipeline construction costs
Assessment of current North American pipeline construction services capacity

Company Biography
Mustang Management Ltd. (Mustang) was formed in 1977 to provide a wide variety of
consulting services to oil and gas operating companies, construction contractors, venture
capitalists, energy industry service companies, and the legal community.
Services provided by Mustang include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall project management
Management of pipeline engineering and construction contractors
Pipeline engineering and construction proposal preparation and evaluation
Preparation of and assessment of pipeline project feasibility studies
Mergers and acquisitions in the pipeline engineering and construction sectors
Pipeline project cost and schedule risk analysis and management
Preparation, evaluation and negotiation of construction contract claims
Negotiation of labor agreements in the pipeline construction sector

Key Project Personnel:
Michael Wagner is a Senior Engineering and Construction Executive with more than thirty-nine
years of experience in the oil and gas industry. He has been involved in the successful start-up
and expansion of major pipeline construction companies throughout North America and in
selected international markets, serving on corporate executive staffs in charge of business
development, administration, and operations. Mr. Wagner also has successfully concluded
mergers and acquisitions of engineering and construction companies serving the domestic and
international resource sectors. He has particular expertise in the successful completion of largediameter (24-thru 48-inch) pipeline projects in locations such as Malaysia, Brazil, Bolivia,
Trinidad & Tobago, Canada, and the United States. Much of his large diameter pipeline
experience in Canada and Alaska has been with winter and arctic pipeline projects.
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Consultant Qualifications

PetroTel, Inc.
Scope of Work Performed
•

Upstream modeling

Company Biography
PetroTel is a recognized worldwide industry leader in enhanced oil recovery, reservoir
characterization and simulation, coalbed methane, production, and exploration technologies.
They provide professional consulting and advisory services along with integrated project
management support to domestic and international petroleum companies. Activities span the
entire spectrum of technical, project, and commercial functions along with all facets of the
hydrocarbon exploitation cycle.
PetroTel team members represent a diverse set of disciplines: reservoir engineering, reservoir
simulation, reservoir characterization, enhanced oil recovery technologies, development
geology and geophysics, exploration geology and geophysics, and petrophysics. They also
have experts in economics and integrated project management and planning, including
production, drilling, and facility engineering support.
Together, PetroTel represents over 1100 years of combined experience working with major oil
companies in North and South America, South Asia, Russia, the Far East, Europe, and the
Middle East.
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Consultant Qualifications

Pingo International
Scope of Work Performed
For the pipeline component of the project, analyzed the pipeline system hydraulic capabilities,
pipeline and compressor station basic design, construction execution plans, operations plans as
well as cost and schedule ranges and Likelihood of Success (LOS).

Company Biography
Incorporated in 2000, Pingo International Inc. has been active in the assessment of a variety of
potential pipeline projects, primarily in the arctic regions of Canada and United States.

Key Project Personnel:
Patrick Anderson has provided project management and technical support to a number of
major pipeline projects. Some of the largest projects Mr. Anderson has worked on prior to his
current assignment working with the State of Alaska are:
Mackenzie Gas Project—2002-2007- Provided project management and technical support to
this major pipeline project planned to transport 1.2 bcf/d of natural gas from the Mackenzie
Delta in the Canadian arctic to Alberta. Early in the project, Mr. Anderson was Engineering
Manager for the engineering contractor and subsequently was Technical and Project
Management Advisor to the sponsors of the project (Imperial Oil, Shell, ConocoPhillips and
ExxonMobil)
Alaska Gas Pipeline Update- 2001-2002- Engineering Manager for the engineering contractor
providing the design, construction execution plan, schedule and cost estimate for the southern
portion of the pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to Chicago. Project Sponsors were Phillips, BP and
ExxonMobil.
Prior to this, Mr. Anderson held various positions within Nova Corporation and its affiliates for
about 30 years (the last 2 years were with TransCanada Corporation after it merged with NOVA
Corporation). Mr. Anderson was President of TransCanada Pipelines Services between 1999
and 2000 and Executive Vice-President and General Manager of ARCAN Engineering &
Construction (Argentina) from 1997 to 1999. Mr. Anderson was Vice President of Engineering
and Operations of Foothills Pipe Lines from 1989 to 1997. Prior to this, Mr. Anderson held
various leadership positions within NOVA Corporation’s engineering and operations groups
including extensive experience providing consulting services in many international countries.
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Consultant Qualifications

Westney Consulting Group, Inc.
Scope of Work Performed
•
•
•

Completion Review
Analysis, Finding
Cost and scheduling, LOS analysis

Company Biography
Westney has over thirty years of experience in providing risk assessment advice related to
major construction projects involving energy and other companies around the world. Westney’s
representative clients on major projects in the past have included each of the Major NS
Producers. Since 1978, Westney Consulting Group has been providing owners and contractors
with methodologies and services to reduce the cost and risk of capital projects. The company’s
business focus is the energy industry, and its services are based on its differentiated
approaches to strategic risk management, strategic project planning, as well as the evaluation
and improvement of the effectiveness of project organizations. Westney’s services are based on
its proprietary Risk Resolution™ concepts and processes that allow Strategic Project Risks to
be framed very early in project development.

Key Project Personnel:
Eric Briel serves as Westney’s Chief Operating Officer and supports and leads large team
facilitation events, including Project Execution Planning and Project Delivery System
Assessment, as well other best practices including VE, Constructability, Risk Analysis and
Lessons Learned. Eric has a total of 25 years of professional experience and expertise including
six years as an officer in the US Army, Corps of Engineers involved with all phases of
operational planning and project execution, coupled with 18 years of progressive PM
responsibilities on international projects for BP (formally Amoco).His knowledge and
professional skills in project management span all project phases from initial development of a
business opportunity through detailed design, fabrication, installation, start-up and initial facility
operation. He holds a BS in Civil Engineering from the Virginia Military Institute and an MBA
from Regis University
John Coppens’ has extensive experience in the natural gas pipeline industry. His focus is on
strategic planning and risk management. Prior to joining Westney, John held executive and
project management positions with various Interstate pipelines and energy companies, including
VP for Risk Management for Duke Energy. He holds a BS in Civil Engineering from Michigan
Technological University, and an MBA from the University of Houston.
Keith Dodson has extensive experience in the natural gas and LNG industries. Mr. Dodson’s
focus is on Strategic Risk Management and Risk-Driven Contract Strategy. Keith is the
developer of the Risk Resolution™ process. Keith joined Westney in 2003, after holding
executive positions with international engineering & construction contractors, such as Vice
Chairman and CEO of MW Kellogg Ltd., President and CEO of Stone & Webster, and Executive
VP of Brown & Root. He was also Senior VP with a major energy company. He holds a BS in
Engineering from the University of Texas, and was Chairman of the Engineering Foundation.
He was also Chairman of the Construction Industry Institute. He is a graduate of the Advanced
Management Program at Rice University.
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Consultant Qualifications

(Westney Consulting Group, Inc. continued)

Pete Oppenheim brings decades of mega-project planning and execution experience to his
work leading Strategic Risk Management teams. As an executive with leading engineering and
construction firms such as KBR, Stone & Webster and MW Kellogg, he served as Executive
Sponsor/Project Director for large and complex international projects such as LNG plants, major
upstream developments, and infrastructure. Pete’s earlier background in managing cost
estimating and project controls provides a deep understanding of cost and schedule
management and risk analysis. Prior to beginning his career with engineering and construction
firms, he served in the US Army Corps of Engineers, engaged in major projects in the Middle
East and USA, retiring as a Colonel. He holds BS and MS degrees in Engineering from North
Carolina State University, and is a licensed professional engineer in Texas.
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Consultant Qualifications

Wood Mackenzie
Scope of Work Performed
•

Price modeling

Company Biography
Wood Mackenzie's reputation as one of the leading providers of high quality research to the
Energy industry dates back to May 1973 when its very first North Sea Report was published. Its
energy coverage now extends across 93 countries covering upstream oil and gas, oil refining
and marketing, downstream gas and power generation. Ninety-six percent (96%) of the world’s
top 25 energy companies are clients of Wood Mackenzie.
Clients throughout the world subscribe to Wood Mackenzie's research retainer services on an
annual basis and can choose to have analysis delivered to their desktops via a number of
media, including the Internet and CD-ROM. Wood Mackenzie's knowledge-based consulting
expertise include strategy development, market analysis, corporate and competitor analysis,
public policy and regulation, valuations, benchmarking and project analysis. The company’s
clients include virtually every major company in the global Energy industry, as well as
governments and government agencies across the globe.
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Technical Team Analysis of TransCanada AGIA Application

This report contains forward-looking information and statements concerning a range of
future capital project costs and durations. This information is based on the Technical Team’s
experience, knowledge, proprietary data, and independent research and is the result of
careful professional consideration. These ranges are indicative of likely costs and durations
and should not be considered absolute. Accordingly, we do not accept any liability as a
consequence of actual outcomes or for the use of the information by our clients.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The document describes the methodology, approach, and process by which the application of
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC, and Foothills Pipe Lines LTD (“TransCanada”) for the
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (“AGIA”) was analyzed by the Technical Team engaged by
the Commissioners of the Department of Revenue (DOR) and the Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) of the State of Alaska (State) for this purpose. The Technical Team
provided input on costs and schedule durations for purposes of the net present value (“NPV”)
analysis of the TransCanada application and similar analyses of alternate base case,
expansion cases, and potential LNG project scenarios in addition to or in lieu of the
TransCanada overland proposal.

1.2 Organization of Report
Section 1 is the introduction to this report and includes the purpose, introduction of the
Technical Team, and a general discussion of the analysis approach utilized by the Technical
Team.
Section 2 of this report presents the approach used by the Technical Team to analyze the
TransCanada application. The technical evaluation process for Cost and Schedule Ranging is
described for the Gas Treatment Plant (GTP) and pipeline segments of the project. In
addition, the methodology for the likelihood of success (LOS) process set out in the AGIA is
provided.
Section 3 describes the subprojects set forth in the TransCanada application and the specific
analyses taken, including any assumptions made by the Technical Team. Overviews of the
cost adjustment range analysis and the time-risk adjustment range analysis generated by the
Monte Carlo simulations are presented for both the GTP and the pipeline segments. LOS
assessment considerations are also provided.
Section 4 presents an analysis for alternate base cases and a number of expansion alternatives
to the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case configuration. A discussion of cost and schedule ranging for each
is followed by estimates of miscellaneous cost components not included in the cost and
schedule ranging data for the alternate base case and the expansion alternatives.
The Exhibit section of the report contains a number of items, including the Technical Team’s
results for cost and duration ranging and distribution curves for the subprojects’ development
and execution phases, and LOS assessments for the GTP and pipelines. Also included are the
miscellaneous cost components identified by the Commercial Team that were estimated by
the Technical Team, as well as cost, time-risk, and cash flow curves.
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1.3 Technical Team
At the outset, the State retained Mr. William H. Sparger (Energy Project Consultants, LLC)
to direct the Technical Team and to serve as the State’s subject matter expert (SME) for the
U.S. pipeline segment. As shown in Mr. Sparger’s resume (attached in Exhibit I), he has
over 40 years of pipeline design and construction experience in the U.S. (involving both
offshore and onshore facilities).
Working through Westney Consulting Group (Westney), the State obtained the services of
Mr. Patrick Anderson (Pingo International, Inc.). As shown in Mr. Anderson’s resume
(attached in Exhibit I), he has over 30 years of experience in the design and construction of
natural gas pipelines in Canada, including design work on the Mackenzie Gas Project. Mr.
Anderson functioned as the SME for the Canadian pipeline segment. From Westney, Mr.
Keith Dodson served as SME for the GTP, and Mr. Pete Oppenheim functioned as SME for
the LNG plant. Westney is a Houston-based consulting group with 30 years of experience
advising firms primarily in the energy industry with respect to risk and capital expenditure
management for large capital projects. Westney’s business resume and the resumes of key
Westney employees are attached in Exhibit I.
Working through Westney, the State also obtained the services of AMEC-Paragon, Inc.
(AMEC). AMEC is a Houston-based engineering consulting firm with substantial
experience in pipeline design and construction management in the U.S. and elsewhere.
AMEC’s business resume showing major pipeline projects on which they have worked is
attached in Exhibit I. AMEC assisted the pipeline SMEs in a number of areas, but was
primarily involved in cost estimating for the pipeline portions of the project in both Alaska
and Canada. AMEC also did the hydraulic flow modeling of the proposed facilities and
prepared an historical analysis of capital cost escalation for pipeline projects. AMEC also
provided the hydraulic modeling and some engineering support for the GTP and LNG Plant,
in developing the base, alternate, and expansion cases evaluated by the Technical Team.
Working through AMEC and Westney, the State also obtained the expertise of Mustang
Management Ltd. (Mustang) and H.C. Price Co. (Price). Mustang, through its principal, Mr.
M.J. Wagner, has over 30 years experience in arctic and near-arctic pipeline construction in
Canada and the U.S., including substantial experience on the Mackenzie Gas Project.
Mustang provided substantial advice to the team on pipeline installation costs in the arctic
environment. Mustang’s business resume is attached in Exhibit I. Price provided comments
and recommended approaches to be used in the development of a construction cost estimate
for the pipelines in Alaska. The business resume of Price is attached in Exhibit I.
Working through Westney, the State also obtained the expertise of Black & Veatch Oil, Gas
and Chemicals (B&V), a company that has over 80 years experience in
designing/constructing plants for gas processing, petroleum refining, sulfur recovery,
petrochemical, and chemical complexes. B&V assisted by preparing a basic design and
running simulations for the GTP analysis. B&V qualifications are attached in Exhibit I.
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The cost ranges generated by the SMEs and engineering firms identified above were
provided to Westney (along with schedule duration ranges discussed in the “Schedule Range
Analysis” that accompanies this report) for use in Monte Carlo simulations to determine the
probabilities of ultimate costs and schedule durations for use in the NPV analysis conducted
by the Commercial Team.

1.4 Analysis
The overall approach for analyzing the application submitted under AGIA involved a twostep evaluation process.
Step 1 consisted of an evaluation of TransCanada’s estimated costs and schedule (timeline) at
the subproject level (i.e., GTP, Alaskan pipeline segment, and the Yukon-BC pipeline
segment). This evaluation addressed cost and schedule estimates for both the development
phase and the execution phase. The cost and schedule ranges were run through Monte Carlo
simulations, and the resulting curves were provided to the Commercial Team retained by the
State of Alaska for purposes of determining the NPV of the TransCanada proposal to the
State.
Step 2 of the process involved an analysis of the project’s LOS as required by AGIA. In this
step, the analysis involved formulating and then answering a number of questions that would
tend to address the LOS factors set forth in AGIA. These two steps will be discussed in
detail in this document.
Figure 1 illustrates this two-step process.
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Figure 1: Analysis included a two-step evaluation process by the Technical Team
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2. Technical Team Analysis Methodology
2.1 Cost and Schedule Ranging – Step 1
The Technical Team undertook a multi-layered analysis of the TransCanada application with
the assistance of three engineering firms (AMEC, Mustang, and B&V), and three highly
experienced technical advisors—one for the GTP (Mr. Keith Dodson of Westney), one for
the Alaskan pipeline segment (Mr. William Sparger of Energy Project Consultants), and one
for the Canadian pipeline segment (Mr. Patrick Anderson of Pingo International), referred to
as Subject Matter Experts (SMEs).
The TransCanada application proposed a 1,715 mile 48” diameter pipeline project from the
North Slope of Alaska to Alberta, Canada. The proposed project duration was approximately
10 years from award of the AGIA license to ready for service.
The Technical Team determined that in evaluating a project of this size to be constructed so
far in the future, it was appropriate to establish ranges for each cost and schedule component,
and utilize those ranges to evaluate the NPV of the project. These ranges were established
based on the application “as submitted,” or as adjusted by the Technical Team, and were not
necessarily weighted by the more qualitative LOS analysis.
The ranges developed in this manner establish a “Best Case” and a “Worst Case.” The Best
Case is defined as the lowest value that each category could reasonably be expected to attain.
About a 5% probability exists that the actual value (i.e., cost or duration) would be even
lower than the Best Case. The Worst Case is defined as the highest value each category could
reasonably be expected to incur. About a 5% probability exists that the actual cost or duration
value would be higher than the Worst Case.
In the absence of design data from TransCanada (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and
2.2.3.12 of the TransCanada application) for a GTP, the GTP SME, working with B&V,
prepared a basic process design and ran a simulation. Based on this design, AMEC prepared
an analysis of the modularization for fabrication and installation of the plant on the North
Slope. Using this approach, the SME developed a range for the capital cost and durations for
the construction of the plant.
Separately, a range of potential costs for major components of the pipeline elements of the
project was developed by the SMEs in conjunction with pipeline engineering firms retained
for this purpose. The firms included AMEC and Mustang, with assistance from H. C. Price,
a construction firm. Separately a schedule range for certain critical activities related to the
pipeline elements of the project was developed by the SMEs.
The cost ranges and the schedule ranges were then used as input to a series of Monte Carlo
simulations run by Westney to provide a statistical probability for all possible cost and
schedule outcomes. The results of the Monte Carlo simulations were, in turn, provided to the
Commercial Team for their use in estimating the NPV to the State as required by AGIA.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 2 illustrates the multi-layered analysis applied in Step 1 of the Technical Evaluation
Process.
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Figure 2: Step 1 of the Technical Evaluation Process

2.1.1 Cost Ranging Model
Cost Ranging – GTP
The TransCanada application fully complied with the requirements of the RFA concerning
the GTP, but offered limited details (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of the
TransCanada application), basically proposing that it be supplied by third parties. It was
noted by TransCanada and the GTP SME that the gas treatment process might change with
additional information and study, but for the purpose of the estimate, conventional gas
treatment was used by the SME and TransCanada.
Gas treatment plants are designed around the composition of the gas stream and, while
similar in function, the size of the units is entirely dependent on the gas component volumes.
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Additionally no gas treating plants of this size (6 bcf/d) and complexity have been
modularized or even built as a part of a single project.
The data was obtained from a recently completed, three-train, 3-bcf/d Amine facility of 1bcf/d inlet for each train. The source gas for this plant had a little less CO2, but required
dehydration, and had similar pipeline compression requirements per train. The plant was
designed for significantly warmer ambient conditions, but the equipment was similarly sized
to the equipment in the B&V and AMEC study. The cost of the plant, completed in 2006 and
prorated over the three trains, was roughly $700 million per 1-bcf/d train. While translating
this plant to the North Slope has some difficulties, the SME’s analysis indicated roughly $1.2
billion per train or $7.2 billion for 6 trains installed on the North Slope in 2007 dollars.
Based on this plant cost and historical data from other studies of a North Slope GTP, the GTP
SME was able to provide an estimate for the range of the capital cost to build the GTP. A
detailed description of all the historical data that was used to develop the estimated range is
presented in Section 3.2.1.
Cost Ranging – Pipeline Segments
AMEC was requested to provide its estimate of project costs using the same cost categories
as were provided by TransCanada in response to data requests from the State (see page 11 of
12 of TransCanada’s response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007 information request and page 4 of
5 of their response to the State’s Feb 28, 2008 information request). AMEC’s estimate was
compared by the pipeline SMEs to TransCanada’s estimate in order to establish a “Base
Cost” for analysis purposes. It should be noted that the “Base Cost” was used to assist in
establishing the cost ranges that were ultimately used in the Monte Carlo analysis and
ultimately the NPV analysis.
As a general matter, the TransCanada estimates were used to set the Base Cost for the simple
reason that the SMEs believed that TransCanada’s estimates, if generally validated by the
AMEC estimates, reflected TransCanada’s years of experience studying this project and
years of experience dealing with large diameter, high-pressure gas pipelines in near-arctic
conditions. However, where the AMEC and TransCanada estimates were materially
different, the pipeline SMEs evaluated both estimates for the purposes of selecting one to be
used as the Base Cost.
To generate the range to be used for each cost component, the Technical Team had AMEC
and Mustang each provide a range of costs for each component. These estimates reflect the
experience and professional expertise of each firm in pipeline project design and construction
management.
Separately, the two pipeline SMEs collaboratively created an estimate of a range for each
cost component. Once the pipeline SMEs developed their range estimates, they met with
representatives of AMEC and Mustang to develop a consensus estimate of cost ranges for
each component. The Base Cost was merely used for purposes of establishing the cost range
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which, in turn, was used in the Westney Monte Carlo analysis and ultimately the NPV
analysis.
The cost ranges for the various cost components used in the analysis are shown in Table 1,
labeled Cost Ranging. A detailed description of the generation of each Base Cost and cost
range is set forth in Section 3.2.

Sample Template

Table 1: Cost Ranging
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2.1.2 Time-Risk Ranging Model
A schedule range was also developed for each subproject. The process for developing the
schedule model is identical to that used to develop the cost ranges. The SMEs, working with
the engineering firms retained for this purpose, evaluated the major activities that were
determined to have a critical impact on the project schedule starting from the durations that
were estimated by TransCanada (section 2.6 of TransCanada’s application). From the Base
Duration, a Best Duration and a Worst Duration range were established for each identified
critical-path activity through the same consensus process described in Section 2.1 with
respect to cost ranges.
For example, the duration ranges for the various activities used in the Alaska pipeline
segment analysis are shown in Table 2, labeled Time Ranging. The schedule range for the
activities deemed critical to the timing of the overall project is shown in Section 3.3.
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Sample Template

Table 2: Time Ranging
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2.1.3 Monte Carlo Simulations
AGIA requires that the net present value to the State of each application be predicted—this,
of course, requires estimating how long it is likely to take to design and construct the GTP
and pipelines, and how much the project is likely to cost. Developing such estimates requires
a combination of expert judgment and probabilistic analysis.
Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above describe the structured approach taken to apply expert
judgment in order to define ranges for key cost and schedule elements. This section
describes the approach taken for applying these ranges to the probabilistic analysis, i.e.,
Monte Carlo simulations.
Monte Carlo simulation is a well proven and long-accepted method for probabilistic analysis,
and the most widely-used technique for predicting the likely range of outcomes for the cost
and schedule of a construction project. Westney Consulting Group has developed and used
variations of this technique for the past 30 years and designed an approach for the Alaska
Pipeline Project (APP) evaluation consistent with the requirements of the Technical
Evaluation Process.
An important first principle in predicting future outcomes is recognizing that any forecast of
a single value is virtually certain to be wrong. A Wall Street analyst may predict that the cost
of a share of a given stock will be a certain value in 12 months, but we all know that the
likelihood the stock will cost exactly that amount in exactly 12 months is so low as to be
insignificant. A more useful way for the expert to help us make a decision to invest in that
stock is for him or her to predict a range within which the stock price is likely to be in 12
months. The likelihood that the stock will actually be within this range is apt to be quite
good.
The same principle applies to predicting the future cost of a project (as well as the time it will
take to complete it). Understanding the range within which the actual, final cost of the APP
is likely to fall, and the probability that the actual cost will be within this range, is the most
useful way to evaluate the proposed project. Developing the total cost and schedule ranges
and associated probabilities requires probabilistic analysis.
Probabilistic analysis is a mathematical operation in which a large number of data points are
developed, each of which represents one possible future outcome of the project. If one can
generate hundreds (or even thousands) of possible cost outcomes, one can see how frequently
a given cost outcome is expected to occur and draw conclusions about the likely range of
outcomes.
There are two ways to do probabilistic analysis of a project’s cost (or schedule):
•

Gather and analyze data for past similar projects and use this historical data to predict
the range of likely outcomes.
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For example: If we wanted to predict the likely range of costs for a 10-mile extension
to an existing interstate highway, we might analyze the cost of the previous sections
of the highway and use these results to predict the range of possible cost outcomes for
the proposed project.
For this method to be effective:
o There must be enough data from past projects to provide sufficient confidence
in using that data to make predictions.
o The proposed project must be similar to these past projects both in its
technology as well as its execution plan.
•

Build a probabilistic model reflecting the specific risks for the project at hand and use
Monte Carlo simulations to predict the range of likely cost outcomes.
For example: If, years ago, we had wanted to predict the likely range of cost for the
tunnel under the English Channel, we might conclude that the “Chunnel” was
sufficiently different from past projects that historical data, while interesting, would
not provide a credible basis for predicting cost and schedule. We would, therefore,
build models of the cost and schedule and use Monte Carlo simulations to develop a
probabilistic analysis of the cost and schedule outcomes.
For this method to be effective:
o A mathematical model for the cost estimate and schedule must be developed
to serve as a basis for the Monte Carlo simulations. Consulting expertise is
required to ensure that these models represent the key cost and schedule
variables and provide a reasonable reflection of how they respond to the
project’s risks.
o Ranges must be established for each cost and schedule variable. Consulting
experience is required to determine the potential impact of the project’s risks.
o An appropriate probability distribution must be used to drive the simulation of
each cost and schedule variable in the simulation. Proven methodology is
required to ensure that these distributions reflect the way various risks cause
each of the cost and schedule variables to behave.

In this case, the first method is not reasonable inasmuch as few projects of this magnitude in
the Arctic have been built, and there is limited cost and schedule information to be used as a
basis for estimating the costs and schedule for this project. Thus, the second method
involving probabilistic modeling was used. This case involved the use of the so-called
“Monte Carlo” process.
Monte Carlo simulation operates as follows: the software selects at random a number within
each range established by the experts for the first variable in the cost or schedule model. The
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same process is repeated for the next variable and so on for each variable. In this case, each
cost component and schedule component constitute the variables, and the software selects at
random a value within each range for purposes of the simulation. Once the simulation has
selected a value for every variable in the model, these values are added to calculate the total
cost (or duration). This is the first iteration of the calculation, which is then repeated
thousands of times (10,000 iterations being standard practice) to produce the probability
distribution for total cost and/or schedule. The probability distribution defining the likely
range of cost (or schedule) for the overall project is determined in this manner and referred to
as the “Cost Curve” or “Time-Risk Curve.”

2.1.4 Application of the Westney Risk ResolutionTM Process
The Westney Risk Resolution™ process was utilized in the analysis by the Technical Team
for the cost and schedule ranging for the TransCanada proposal and for the alternate and
expansion cases analyzed.
Experience suggests that estimates for project cost and duration tend to be optimistic,
particularly when a project is in the early stages. There are numerous reasons for this,
including:
•

Project participants and stakeholders often have a significant motivation to make a
project look attractive; optimistic estimating and analyses often represent rational
economic behavior. (So common is this bias that the World Bank has a term for it:
“appraisal optimism.”)

•

Those close to the project tend to focus on the risks they can readily identify and
manage, and ignore or “assume away” the more strategic risks over which they have
little control – even if the potential impact of those risks is great. This behavior is
often the result of many years of management pressure to minimize the estimated
value of project costs and durations.

•

Traditional project risk analysis methods tend to be anchored about the base estimate
and consider only minor variations to the basis on which the estimate of time or cost
was prepared.

In order for the technical analysis of AGIA applications to be both realistic and fair, a means
for countering “appraisal optimism” and other sources of estimating bias was required.
Toward that end, the Technical Team applied Westney’s proprietary process for assessing
project risks, including both project level (i.e., tactical) risks, as well as broader strategic
risks. This proprietary process, known as Risk Resolution™ was developed precisely for this
purpose and has been proven on many international mega-projects.
The Project Risk Indicative Modeling System (PRIMS™)
Westney’s Risk Resolution™ process relies on the development of best and worst-case
scenarios as well as estimation of the impacts associated with each scenario. Development of
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these scenarios and impacts requires a deep understanding of all project risks. Therefore, this
is done by technical or subject matter experts (SME’s) using a facilitated consensus process
to remove any bias. Consensus is achieved by facilitating a group review of the input ranges
and output results. During the facilitated review, each technical expert is given the
opportunity to express their opinion on the validity of the input ranges and output results
based upon their experience. The model will be rerun and reviewed again until all
participants agree on the models indicative portrayal of the possible range of outcomes.
Westney Risk Resolution™ uses these scenarios and risks as input to an analysis
methodology known as PRIMS™ (Project Risk Indicative Modeling System). The
PRIMS™ probabilistic analysis model uses a purpose-built application of Monte Carlo
simulation to calculate the probabilities associated with various levels of project cost and
schedule. These are referred to as the Cost-Risk and Schedule-Risk Probability Distributions,
respectively.
Developing the Cost-Risk Probability Distribution
Step 1: Define the Cost-Risk Model
The Cost-Risk Model consists of the cost elements that are used by PRIMS™ for the Monte
Carlo simulation. In this case, the model was based on the cost estimate from the
TransCanada application.
Step 2: Develop Best Case and Worst-Case Scenarios and Impacts
Using a facilitated process, the SMEs developed the Best Case and Worst-Case scenarios for
each cost element as previously described, as well as the associated impacts on each cost
element. Table 3 below illustrates an example of this process.
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Table 3 Process for developing Best Case and Worst-Case Scenarios for Cost Elements

Cost Ranging

AGIA Technical Analysis

Work-in-Progress

Applicant: TransCanada
Subproject: Pipeline Example
2007 MILLION $US

Description

Best Case

Comments

Worst Case

Pipeline
Owner Cost

600

1,100

EPCM

300

900

1,800

3,600

350

800

ROW/Land

10

20

Other

60

150

2,600

5,000

Major Equipment and Materials
Other Materials

Installation

Included in EPCM

Commissioning

Step 3: Calculate the Cost-Risk Probability Distribution
The information developed in Step 2 becomes the input to PRIMS™. Monte Carlo
simulation requires that a probability distribution be selected for each element of the risk
model. The selection of a particular distribution was based on the expertise of the SMEs and
how the SMEs expect that cost element to behave in response to the risks that drive the best
case and worst-case scenarios. There are a number of possible distributions that could have
been used, but the three that were selected are as follows:

(2)

(1)

0

1

2

3

4

5

Maximum Extreme Distribution

(3)

(2)

(1)

0

1

Normal Distribution

2

3

(5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

(1)

0

1

2

Minimum Extreme Distribution

A Minimum Extreme Distribution (right skewed) was used for the GTP because the GTP will
be the largest gas treatment plant ever built and there are larger than normal risks associated
with installation on the North Slope.
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A Maximum Extreme Distribution (left skewed) was used for the pipelines because it better
matches historical estimates when a project is well defined by significant study and years of
preliminary design.
The normal “bell shaped” curve was used for the LNG Plant study because the costs used in
the LNG study were based on historical projects with very wide cost ranges that were built
over the past several years and were geographically spread around the world. None of them
truly replicated what would be built at Valdez.
With the input process now complete, PRIMS™ uses Monte Carlo simulation as described in
section 2.1.3 to select a cost for each element in the model, consistent with the best case and
worst-case impacts, and the selected probability distribution. The same process is used to
select a value for the second cost element, and so on until a value for all cost elements has
been selected. The simulation then sums these values to get a single value for total project
cost. This value is entered into a database, representing iteration number 1. The process is
repeated 10,000 times (i.e., 10,000 iterations) to generate a probability distribution of
potential cost outcomes.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are generally presented as a cumulative probability
curve as illustrated in Figure 3 below. For a given value of project cost, the curve shows the
probability that the actual, final cost will not exceed that value (e.g., there is a 60%
probability that the actual, final cost of the pipeline will not exceed $10.7 billion).
AGIA Example
Cost-Risk Profile
Pipeline Example

DRAFT: Work-in-Progress

100%
90%
80%
70%

Probability

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
7,000

8,000

9,000

10,000

11,000

12,000

13,000

Potential Outcome $Millions

Figure 3: Cumulative probability curve presenting the results of the Monte Carlo simulation
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The results of this analysis were provided to the Commercial Team for use in the
probabilistic analysis of NPV.
Developing the Time-Risk Probability Distribution
Although the basic process for developing time-risk probability distribution is essentially the
same as that for cost, there are important differences between cost and schedule risk analysis.
This is because, while the total project cost is the sum of all individual costs, the total time it
takes to complete a project is not the sum of the duration of all activities. A project’s total
duration is the sum of only a portion of the activities, since many activities proceed in
parallel and not all activities are critical.
Step 1: Define the Time-Risk Model
The Time-Risk Model consists of durations that are used by PRIMS™ for the Monte Carlo
simulation. It looks similar to a project schedule, but represents a different type of thinking.
The Time-Risk Model is designed for probabilistic analysis, not for schedule management
and, therefore, typically excludes activities that, while they may be critical to project success,
are not required for time-risk analysis. It does this by focusing on the “hard logic”
dependencies between activities for which no work-around is possible. These are the
activities and dependencies for which risk-driven delays will have a direct impact on the
project completion date.
The TransCanada schedule (see section 2.6 of their application) was the basis for the
development of the Time-Risk Models. The SMEs, after verifying the feasibility of the
proposed schedule, developed a Time-Risk Model for each subproject and category,
determining the activities, durations, and dependencies between activities, as appropriate, for
Monte Carlo simulation. Once these models had been completed and validated to ensure
consistency with industry experience and best practice, they were combined into an
Integrated Time-Risk Model for use in the time-risk analysis.
Step 2: Develop Best Case and Worst-Case Scenarios and Impacts
Using a facilitated process, the SMEs developed the Best Case and Worst-Case scenarios for
each activity in the Time-Risk Model as previously described, as well as the associated
impacts on that activity’s duration. Table 4 below illustrates the results of this process.
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Table 4 Process for developing Best Case and Worst-Case Scenarios for each Activity

Task Name
Detailed Engineering/Design
Detailed Engineering/Design Phase 1
Detailed Engineering/Design Phase 2
Other Permits and ROW
Permits/ROW required for Pre-Const Yr 1
Other Permits and ROW

Start
06/01/08
06/01/08
03/01/09
06/01/08
06/01/08
06/01/08

Duration
919 d
273 d
646 d
920 d
273 d
920 d

Finish
12/06/10
02/28/09
12/06/10
12/07/10
02/28/09
12/07/10

Best
6
18
6
20

Dur
30
9
21
30
9
30

Worst
12
22
15
31

Best and Worst
in Months
Note there are some differences from how the cost model was analyzed. While the Cost-Risk
Model required only a Best Case and Worst-Case scenario and impact, the Time-Risk Model
uses three durations: Best Case, Most-Likely Case, and Worst Case.
Step 3: Calculate the Time-Risk Probability Distribution
The information developed in Step 2 becomes the input to PRIMS™. Monte Carlo
simulation requires that a probability distribution be selected for each activity in the TimeRisk Model. As with the Cost-Risk analysis described above, the selection of a particular
distribution is based on how the SMEs expect that activity to behave in response to the risks
that drive the best case and worst-case scenarios.
The simple Triangular distribution is normally used when three points are used to represent
the range of the duration element (Best Case, Most-Likely Case, and Worst Case). In this
analysis, the Trigen distribution was selected and is very similar to Triangular distribution
but spreads out the area under the distribution curve to better reflect the increased range of
these durations as shown below:
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Best

Worst

Most Likely

With the input process now complete, PRIMS™ uses Monte Carlo simulation as described in
section 2.1.3 to select duration for each activity in the model, consistent with the best case
and worst-case impacts, and the selected probability distribution. The same process is used
to select a value for the second activity, and so on until a value for all activities has been
selected. The simulation then follows the logic path, reflecting the dependencies between
activities to determine the start and finish dates of each one to calculate the total duration of
all activities and the project completion date. This value is entered into a database,
representing iteration number 1. The process is repeated 10,000 times (i.e., 10,000 iterations)
to generate a probability distribution of potential schedule outcomes.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are generally presented as a cumulative probability
curve as illustrated in Figure 4 below. For a given value of project completion date, the
curve shows the probability that the actual project completion date will not be later than that
value (e.g., there is a 40% probability that the actual, final completion of the pipeline will not
be later than 06/01/19).
DRAFT: Work-in-Progess

AGIA Example
Time-Risk Model ProfileExample Pipeline
Integrated Project

100%
90%

Project
Start

Binding Open
Season Finish
GTP Second Gas &
Proj. Second Gas
(4.5 bcfd)

80%
70%

Probability

60%
50%

Development
Phase Finish

AK Pipeline &
Yukon-BC Pipeline
Finish (4.5 bcfd)

40%
30%
20%

GTP First Gas &
Project First Gas
(2.25 bcfd)

CPCN Issuance
Start of
AK Pipeline, YukonBC Pipeline & GTP

10%
0%
01/02/08 01/01/09 01/01/10 01/01/11 01/02/12 01/01/13 01/01/14 01/01/15 01/02/16 01/01/17 01/01/18 01/01/19 01/02/20 01/01/21 01/01/22 01/01/23

PRIMSSM

Dates

Figure 4: Cumulative probability curve presenting the results of the Monte Carlo simulation
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As with the Cost-Risk Probability Distribution, these results were provided to the
Commercial Team for use in the probabilistic analysis of NPV.

2.1.5 Miscellaneous Inputs
Miscellaneous inputs are those inputs that are necessary for the Commercial Team’s NPV
analysis that are not included in the cost and schedule ranging described in Sections 2.1.1
through 2.1.4 above.
A number of miscellaneous costs impact the NPV calculation that was performed by the
Commercial Team. These include the volume for gas line pack in the pipelines, the
calculated compressor fuel to operate the pipeline compressor units and the GTP, operation
and maintenance expenses (OPEX) to run the pipeline and operate the GTP, and escalation
factors to be applied to capital expenditures and operating and maintenance expenses in the
future.
Escalation of capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operating expenditures (OPEX), especially
for a project with an execution duration of 10+ years and an operating duration modeled for
25+ years, is an extremely important component of the NPV analysis. The ability to
accurately estimate these escalation factors, particularly CAPEX, is difficult for normal
project timeframes of 2-4 years and virtually impossible for timeframes beyond that. OPEX,
being more closely linked to general domestic labor cost and employee benefits escalation, is
more simple to escalate, and the Technical Team is recommending a per annum escalation
factor of 3% for these costs on all midstream elements of the project.
CAPEX cost is much more related to supply and demand for materials and labor on a
worldwide basis, with general inflation having less influence on its escalation. Further
complicating the issue is the fact that a project of this magnitude will be a market driver
itself. Worldwide cost escalation could be impacted upward by this fact alone. The
magnitude of this impact will depend on the number of other worldwide projects competing
for the same resources at the same time.
In an attempt to frame the historical CAPEX escalation for similar large projects, the
Technical Team had AMEC conduct a study of historical pipeline projects in North America
over the past 25 years. The historical data was screened to exclude projects not generally
representative of the scope of the APP. Only pipelines 30” diameter and larger, 30 miles and
longer, and in certain geographic regions were included in the analysis. The specific
methodology and results of that study are presented in the AMEC report in Exhibit J. On
average, the study indicated a 3.6% per annum CAPEX escalation over the 25 year period of
the historical data. Because of the supply/demand nature of the costs of these types of
projects, the escalation varied significantly on a year-over-year basis. An analogy to this is
the U.S. stock market, which had an escalating annual growth of approximately 10% over the
past 25 years. But, we all know that this varies wildly from year to year and is difficult to
accurately predict for specific periods of time.
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The CAPEX costs are currently above the historical trend line, which could suggest that a
flattening or downturn might take place in the near to midterm future. However, this is not
highly likely due to increasing global demand for energy resources and the scale of this
project. Based on historic escalation, the Technical Team’s recommended range of CAPEX
escalation for this project is 2% to 6% per annum. The upper end of this range roughly
reflects the most recent 10-year average contained in the data. The lower end of the range
roughly reflects historical periods of low escalation, adjusted upward in the interest of using
a more conservative value.
It should be noted that all of the values above are total escalation, including general inflation.
The Technical Team employed two experienced operations consultants to evaluate
TransCanada’s OPEX. Mr. Jim Vaughn of Energy Operations Consulting, LLC, and Mr.
Darrell Bender (an independent consultant) were engaged to perform an analysis of the
TransCanada’s estimate for OPEX (See Pipeline Operation and Maintenance Expense
Estimate dated January 25, 2008 in Exhibit J).1 The operating expenses were estimated
based on the professional experience and judgment of these consultants.
These costs components were estimated by the Technical Team based on input from AMEC,
TransCanada (from their application data), and/or the experience of the SMEs mentioned
above and other consultants as noted. The costs for all the cases (base, alternate, and
expansion cases) are shown in the tables in Exhibit G.

2.2 Likelihood of Success (LOS) – Step 2
2.2.1 Analysis
The Step 2 analysis identifies major strengths and weaknesses of TransCanada and the
impact of those attributes on the LOS of the proposed project. The end product is a narrative
that addresses the “technical” LOS factors specifically addressed in AS 43.90.170(c)(1), (3),
(4) and (5). For convenience, these are referred to in this report as LOS-1, LOS-3, LOS-4,
and LOS-5. LOS-1 and LOS-3 were combined for the purpose of this analysis, as they
addressed similar areas. Other evaluation teams addressed the “non-technical” LOS factors
set out in the AGIA.
The four LOS factors evaluated by the Technical Team are as follows:
(c)(1) The reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of the applicant's work plan, timeline,
and budget required to be submitted under AS 43.90.130, including the applicant's plan to

1

The resumes of these individuals are provided in Exhibit I.
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manage cost overruns, insulate shippers from the effect of cost overruns, and encourage
shippers to participate in the first binding open season2
(c)(3) The ability of the applicant to comply with the proposed performance schedule
(c)(4) The applicant's organization, experience, accounting, and operational controls,
technical skills, or the ability to obtain them, and necessary equipment or the ability to obtain
the necessary equipment
(c)(5) The applicant's record of:
(A) Performance on projects not licensed under this chapter
(B) Integrity and good business ethics.
The Technical Team then developed a total of 17 main questions, addressing the LOS issues
for the GTP and pipeline included in TransCanada’s application. The answers to those
questions provided a basis upon which the Technical Team could evaluate the LOS of
TransCanada’s proposal. Based upon the answers to the questions, the Technical Team
assessed whether TransCanada’s proposal had a positive impact, no impact, or negative
impact on the likelihood of success with respect to each group of questions. These terms
relate to the ability of the applicant to execute the project and the impact of that resulting
LOS on the ultimate cost and duration of the project. A positive impact rating would tend to
result in lower cost and/or shorter duration, a negative impact rating in higher cost and/or
longer schedule, and a no impact rating will add little to no impact to the base cost/duration
ranges.
A sample of the evaluation is shown in Section 2.2.2. The full LOS report of the Technical
Team is provided in Exhibit F of this report.

2

Note that the Technical Team did not evaluate TransCanada’s plan, “to insulate shippers from the effect of
cost overruns, and encourage shippers to participate in the first binding open season.” Those success factors
were addressed by the Commercial Team. The Commercial Team also addressed, “other evidence and factors
found by the commissioners to be relevant to the project’s likelihood of success” which is an LOS factor set out
in AS43.90.170(c)(6). The Finance Team addressed the financial resources of the applicant which is an LOS
factor set forth in AS 43.90.170(c) (2).
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2.2.2 Likelihood of Success (LOS) – Sample Template
LOS-1

LOS-3

The reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of the applicant's work plan, timeline, and
budget required to be submitted under AS 43.90.130, including the applicant's plan to
manage cost overruns, insulate shippers from the effect of cost overruns, and encourage
shippers to participate in the first binding open season. AGIA 43.90.170(c)(1)
The ability of the applicant to comply with the proposed performance schedule. AGIA
43.90.170(c)(3)
GTP

1. Is the subproject design complete?

Positive Impact
No Impact

a. Are key components and assumptions well
defined?

X
X

Negative Impact

b. Has the applicant defined the subproject scope
and capabilities in sufficient detail to allow
analysis?
GTP
Pipeline
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3. TransCanada Application
This section is the Technical Team’s analysis of the TransCanada project, as proposed in
their application or clarified in subsequent State data requests.

3.1 Base Project Description
The base project description is required to establish the scope of the project being analyzed
as proposed by TransCanada.

3.1.1 Gas Treatment Plant
A gas treatment plant that will process residue gas from the existing Central Gas Facility at
Prudhoe Bay is required to remove carbon dioxide, meet the pipeline specifications, and
make the gas suitable for transportation. TransCanada stated that they did not want to
develop, own, or operate the GTP (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, 2.2.3.12), but would do
so if necessary. They did propose a conceptual design/description of the plant and a cost
estimate. The GTP SME reviewed their design and concluded that the design appeared to be
feasible. As described in Section 3.2.1, the Technical Team developed an independent
estimate of the process required to make the gas pipeline quality and the size of the project
that would be required in order to accommodate seasonal maximum pipeline capacities.
The SME also evaluated the complexity of fabricating the GTP and transporting it to the
North Slope. He also evaluated the complexity of designing ships and barges necessary for
this purpose and the lead time necessary to construct these vessels.

3.1.2 Alaska/Yukon-BC Pipeline
The pipeline aspect of the project was broken into two segments for purposes of analysis:
The Alaska pipeline section and the Yukon-British Columbia pipeline section. The pipeline
SMEs provided cost ranges and schedule ranges for both of these pipelines as described in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1.3 New Build and/or Utilization of TransCanada Alberta’s
System in Alberta
TransCanada currently has an extensive pipeline system in Alberta, and it is their stated
intention to use the existing facilities as much as possible and only build new facilities as
required. TransCanada referred to current Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB)
natural gas supply and intra-Alberta forecasts to support their contention that there would be
available capacity in the existing Alberta gas infrastructure. Thus, the specific facilities that
will be required at the time that Alaskan gas will flow (if any) are not known and were not
included in the cost and schedule analysis part of the Monte Carlo simulations for the NPV
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calculation. South of Boundary Lake, the APP shippers would pay the Alberta System receipt
toll for access to the Alberta Hub. For the purpose of this economic viability analysis,
TransCanada has assumed the Alberta System toll, exclusive of fuel, would remain at
$0.15/mmBtu throughout the analysis period [see section 2.10.1.2 (a)].

3.1.4 Natural Gas Liquids
TransCanada’s Alberta System has three (3) natural gas liquids processing straddle plants on
its system that are owned by third parties (see section 2.1.4). TransCanada expects that there
will be excess capacity at these plants sufficient to process Alaskan gas. The SMEs
concurred with this assumption and will only review the processing fee provided by
TransCanada for these plants in the economic viability calculation.
The Technical Team was asked, by the Commercial Team, to prepare a cost and schedule
estimate range for a theoretical NGL extraction and fractionation facility to be located in
Alberta. The cost and schedule data would be utilized for input to an economic model to
verify the Extraction, Fractionation Costs of C$5.00 per barrel provided by TransCanada in
their application (refer to the study in Exhibit O of TransCanada’s application).

3.2 Cost Ranges and Spend Curve
3.2.1 GTP
The Technical Team analysis on the GTP assumed the gas for the pipeline would be the
residue gas from the existing Central Gas Facility as clearly stated in the RFA. The actual
gas composition could differ from the RFA, but there is no way to know the exact
composition at this time. While excluded in this analysis, a different gas composition would
have an effect on the GTP cost and design.
The TransCanada application offered limited details on the GTP (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4,
2.2.3.4, 2.2.3.12), basically proposing that it be supplied by third parties. It was noted that the
gas treatment process might change with additional study but, for the purpose of the estimate,
conventional gas treatment was used. A list of likely units, including the use of MDEA
(Amine) for acid gas (CO2) removal, was provided, along with a single number cost estimate
($5.8 billion). TransCanada did state that this estimate was on a standalone basis (see section
2.2.3 of their application).
The development phase activity for the GTP has a high degree of difficulty and additionally
is a critical activity for the entire project schedule. The GTP required for the project is a very
large and logistically difficult facility even in the lower potential volumes of gas. This is
significantly complicated by the numerous interfaces required. TransCanada clearly indicated
recognition of the size of the issue by dedicating almost 20% of the development cost to the
GTP. During the development phase, the concept for the GTP must be agreed to by the
Producers and TransCanada, with some possible need to involve other potential shippers. An
agreement on concept and an extended Front End Engineering Development (FEED)
(extended to include mechanical definition of some critical equipment) are required by the
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“Decision to Proceed” to meet the proposed schedule. If not complete, the entire project will
slip day-for-day and possibly in one year increments due to the extremely tight timing for the
sealifts of GTP component modules into the Beaufort Sea and Prudhoe Bay. Additionally
predicting cost and schedule for the facility is highly problematic due to the varying duration
of the sealift window, the size of the components, and the limited availability of those
components.
The sealift (delivery) window to the Beaufort Sea and Prudhoe Bay is roughly 30 days, but
has been as small as 15 days. This only occurs once a year when the dock facilities are icefree. The window generally falls in the July-September time frame.
A 1.1-bcf/d train was chosen for the study because it was thought that the Amine contact
vessel for a unit of that size would be at the limits of size for transport, wall thickness and
ability to roll the plate and fabricate the vessel, and economies of scale. While lower-capacity
units would have smaller vessels that would be easier to procure and transport, the number of
modules that can be sea lifted and transported to the North Slope in one season is limited. To
limit the number of modules, a plan involving the fewest number of trains and the largest
modules possible would be preferred. Additionally, it was assumed by the Technical Team
that the actual capacity of the GTP needed to be roughly 6 bcf/d to accommodate the added
winter capacity such that the pipeline capacity would not be limited due to the GTP. The cost
and schedule analysis was based on 6 trains of 1.1 bcf/d each. It was assumed that one train
would be switched off during the summer and that the non-operating train could be rotated to
allow maintenance.
The AMEC analysis of 6 trains of 1.1 bcf/d indicated that the facility could be modularized
and transported to the North Slope in two sealifts without significant overextension of the
resources available in the world for such an undertaking. The results of the study indicated
that the number of modules would be roughly 80 process modules plus interconnect and
infrastructure modules. The Amine absorber vessel would be stainless steel and roughly 90feet long and 23-feet inside diameter, with a wall thickness of approximately 4.5 inches. The
estimated weight of the vessel is approximately 1,000 tons with skirt and packing. The train
size and process require several other large vessels, but of lower pressure and thinner wall
thickness. With significant engineering, some optimization might be achieved and the
logistics refined. It is most likely these optimizations will translate to less compression and
better integration, but not significantly reduce the size of the vessels or the number of
modules. It was noted that trains of 1.1 bcf/d might be a better fit for the expansion cases.
The 1.1-bcf/d case is within the bounds of the analysis.
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Costs for the components of the GTP have experienced hyper-inflation in the last three years.
This makes reliable cost data difficult. Recent cost information has a mixture of pre-inflation
and inflation costs in the results. Contractor and vendor predictions are heavily influenced by
negative experience and uncertainty about the future. Figure 5 is a curve published by
Cambridge Energy Research Associates (CERA) that illustrates the problem. In the analysis
of costs for the GTP, specific components that mirror the overall CERA curve (augmented by
private databases) were used.

Figure 5: CERA curve was used in the analysis of costs for the GTP.
A major cost issue facing the GTP is the amount of existing infrastructure that the North
Slope producers would allow to be used in supporting the construction and operation of the
GTP. Such costs would include transportation and camps, utilities and facilities to support
the operation, and administration and maintenance of the operation. If these facilities and
services have to be supplied independently of existing operations on the North Slope, the cost
could range up to $2 billion and is considered in the upper range.
With the possible and limited exception of the recently completed Snohvit or Hammerfest
NGL/LNG plant in northern Norway, there are no recent projects to directly compare to the
magnitude and location of the proposed North Slope GTP as described above. Previous North
Slope sealifts, including the existing gas conditioning plant, were smaller in scale of
equipment or scope. The gas processing capability of Snohvit is roughly only 1 bcf/d and,
while the CO2 content of the Snohvit gas is similar requiring vertical vessels of dimensions
and weights similar to the GTP and was compressed and reinjected, the gas treatment plant
was integrated into the LNG plant and the entire processing facility. The combined facility
was built on two extremely large barges in southern Spain that were transported to site and
sunk. The Snohvit facility experienced massive cost overruns. Limited details have been
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given, but an overrun of 100% has been described in the press and discussed in the
Norwegian parliament. The experience from the Snohvit project demonstrates that large
modular projects for arctic conditions are problematic. Historic projects on the North Slope
offer similar lessons and many required extensive additional work once they arrived on site.
While Snohvit combined NGL/LNG modular construction was roughly half the physical size
of the North Slope GTP, it taxed the resources of Southern Europe where it was built, and the
repairs at site exceeded the support facilities capacity.
Additional concerns about large module projects arise from the Woodside Petroleum LNG
train (5) on the Northwest Shelf of Australia. This plant was modularized and fabricated in
Indonesia. According to industry sources, this plant is also experiencing significant cost
overruns. The issues seem to be work that was or could not be completed in the fabrication
yard prior to shipment, leading to significant unanticipated work on site. Extremely
expensive unanticipated work on site has been typical of large modular projects.
The same issues will be present in fabricating and installing the North Slope GTP. The
economies of scale in gas treatment are achieved by the largest trains and equipment
available. Designing this equipment with efficient process flow into modules with weight and
center of gravity considerations is complex, leading to delays in engineering deliverables.
Building the modules on the U.S. Gulf Coast in a built-for-purpose yard, which has been the
recent practice for previous large North Slope expansions, would probably require
transporting the major vessels from an international location such as Southeast Asia, which
would probably make this approach impractical. The sources of the heavy-wall vessels,
lifting equipment, and the resources required will likely push economic fabrication to the
Southeast Asia fabrication yards or shipyards. The Southeast Asia fabrication yards have
limitations with available crafts for process-type work because Southeast Asia topsides
design tends to be simple. Work-hours required for process-type fabrication work are around
8 million for the first sealift. While having some experience on floating production facilities
and drilling rigs, the Southeast Asia shipyards are geared to ship production of a standard
design. Building modules requires a redesign of shipyard process and, hence, a history of
cost overruns and/or delays. The shipyards also have resource issues for process-type work
similar to the fabrication facilities. Considerable cost risk is present in the GTP and is
considered in the range of the potential costs.

3.2.2 Pipeline
The Technical Team undertook a multi-layered analysis of the cost estimates provided in the
TransCanada application (see page 11 of 12 of TransCanada’s response to the State’s Dec 11,
2007 information request and page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 28, 2008
information request). First, AMEC was requested to provide its estimate of project costs
using the same cost categories as was provided by TransCanada in response to data requests
from the State (see Exhibit J). AMEC’s estimate was compared to TransCanada’s estimate in
order to establish a “Base Cost” for analysis purposes.
As a general matter, the TransCanada estimates were used to set the Base Cost for the simple
reason that the SMEs believed that TransCanada’s estimates, if generally validated by the
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AMEC estimates, reflected TransCanada’s years of experience studying this project and
years of experience dealing with large diameter, high-pressure gas pipelines in near-arctic
conditions. However, where the AMEC and TransCanada estimates were materially
different, the pipeline SMEs evaluated both estimates for the purposes of selecting one to be
used as the Base Cost.
Importantly, establishing the Base Cost was only the first step in the process of evaluating the
TransCanada proposal. The Technical Team determined that in evaluating a project of this
size to be constructed so far in the future, it was appropriate to establish cost ranges for each
cost component, and utilize those ranges to evaluate the net present value of the project.
Indeed, the Westney Monte Carlo model requires cost and schedule ranges to be used rather
than single cost or schedule duration estimates. Thus, the Base Cost estimates merely
established a reference point in determining the appropriate cost range to be used for each
component in the NPV analysis.
For purposes of estimating a range for each cost component when the TransCanada cost was
accepted as the Base Cost for a particular category, the estimate prepared by AMEC
influenced the determination of the range. Conversely, where the AMEC cost was accepted
as the Base Cost for a particular category, the estimate of TransCanada influenced the
determination of the Best Cost and Worst Cost.
The ranges developed in this manner establish a “Best Cost” and a “Worst Cost.” The Best
Cost is defined as the lowest cost that this cost category could reasonably be expected to
attain. There is only about a 5% probability the actual cost would be even lower than the Best
Cost. The Worst Cost is defined as the highest cost this cost category could reasonably be
expected to incur. There is only about a 5% probability that the actual cost would be higher
than the Worst Cost.
To generate the range to be used for each cost component, the Technical Team had AMEC
and Mustang each provide a range of costs for each component. These estimates reflect the
industry experience of each firm in pipeline project design and construction.
Separately, the pipeline SMEs collaboratively created an estimate of a range for each cost
component. Once the pipeline SMEs developed their range estimates, they met with
representatives of AMEC and Mustang to develop a consensus estimate of cost ranges for
each component. As noted above, for purposes of calculating the NPV of the proposed
project, only the ranges were used. The Base Cost was merely used for purposes of
establishing the cost range which, in turn, was fed into the NPV process through Westney’s
process. See Figure 6 for the flowchart that describes the process for developing the Base
Cost and Cost Ranging described above.
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Figure 6: Process established for developing the Base Cost and Cost Ranging

The level of analysis was influenced by the magnitude of the costs being considered. If there
were large costs associated with a particular category, it was evaluated to a much greater
extent than a cost category with a relatively small cost. This approach was validated by a
sensitivity analysis of the impact on the NPV to the State of a $1 billion increase in capital
cost that was conducted by the Commercial Team. The result of that sensitivity analysis
indicated that a $1 billion capital cost increase would only reduce the NPV by approximately
0.5%.
The resulting best and worst ranges are shown in Exhibit B.

3.2.3 Spend Curve
A “spend curve” is representation of how the cost of a given project is actually spent over
time. Another common term for this is “cash flow.” This information is required by the
Commercial Team for the NPV analysis.
TransCanada provided an estimate of spending by year for the project in response to a
December 11, 2007 data request from the State. Such data was important for purposes of
estimating the NPV for the project since it showed when, during both the development phase
and the execution phase, funds would be spent for each subproject.
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The data submitted by TransCanada were reviewed by the SMEs. Based on their collective
experience, the SMEs concluded that the TransCanada spend curves were reasonable and
representative for a project of this scope and magnitude. In particular, the development
phase was deemed reasonable due to the significant amount of past development work done
by TransCanada, and others, for the proposed project. Utilizing the TransCanada data, the
spend curves were established for both the development and execution phases of the project
(see Figure 7 on the next page). The data were converted from a “dollar-per-year” basis to a
“% cost-per-% duration” basis. Those data were provided as a spend curve to the
Commercial Team for use in the NPV analysis.
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Spend Curve for Development
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Spend Curve for Execution
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Figure 7: Spend curves were established for the project’s development and execution phases.
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3.3 Duration Ranges
3.3.1 GTP
The TransCanada Application had a development phase completion date and a “Decision to
Proceed” date of September 30, 2013. This was based on an AGIA License award date of
April 1, 2008. The actual award date is projected to be June 1, 2008 or later. Accordingly, the
GTP Execution Start Date was moved to a “Decision to Proceed” date of November 30,
2013. Further adjustments will be required to the extent that the award date is later than June
1, 2008.
The GTP schedule is set by the time from order placement to delivery of the large vessels
and the two windows for the sealifts. In 2007 the duration from purchase order issue to
delivery for large, heavy-wall vessels was 24 months. The fabrication of the modules is a
factor of deliveries and the work hours required restrained by the physical access to perform
the work. The Time-Risk Model is based on two sealifts, with one-half of the facility
capacity on each sealift. The infrastructure required to operate the plant at one-half capacity
will make up a part of the first sealift.
The fabrication work for the plant itself, outside the structural frames or barges to which the
processing facility is attached, is in the range of 8 million work hours for the first sealift.
Fabrication history indicates that a minimum of 18-months fabrication on a seven-day work
week with multiple shifts would be required for this amount of work hours. The large vessel
would need to be at the shipyard at least 3 months to 4 months prior to sail due to the areas
around those modules that must be sterilized for the installation of the vessel and internals
and the external trim-out of the vessels. The loading, tie down, sea voyage, unloading,
marshalling, and the final voyage to Prudhoe Bay would require roughly 3 months.
TransCanada stipulated that no materials would be procured until the FERC permit and a
Decision to Proceed was final (see section 2.3.1 of their application). This would set the
ordering of the vessels no earlier than the end of November 2013 with the sealift and offload
at the site September 2016. The second sealift would be landed in September the following
year, or 2017. This would allow for first gas or one-half capacity (2.25 bcf/d) to the pipeline
inlet in November 2017 and the final full volume (4.5 bcf/d) to the pipeline inlet in June
2018. The GTP capacity is 6.6 bcf/d to allow for additional volumes at the pipeline inlet
consistent with winter pipeline capacity.
The Time-Risk Model constructed around these dates was risked based on historic
performance for equipment deliveries, fabrication, and work to be completed on the North
Slope. This risked time model was then simulated using @Risk and a Trigen distribution to
develop the time-risk distribution for the project.

3.3.2 Pipeline
The Technical Team established schedule duration ranges for critical path elements of the
project. The process was similar to that used to establish cost ranges (described in the Cost
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Ranging Report) and is not detailed here. As in the cost ranging, the Best and Worst case
outcomes reflected a 5% chance that a better outcome could be achieved for the Best case
and a 95% chance that no worse outcome could be achieved for the Worst case.
After a thorough review, the Technical Team adopted the TransCanada schedule filed with
their application as a base schedule for the determination of the schedule ranges. Some of
TransCanada’s schedule categories did not have sufficient detail to fully describe the project
schedule logic. In these cases, the Technical Team created additional schedule categories and
logic. The TransCanada schedule was based on the assumption that the AGIA license would
be awarded on April 1, 2008 and that the pipeline would be ready to receive initial gas on
Nov 1, 2017. The Technical Team delayed the assumed award of the AGIA license by two
months to June 1, 2008, which delayed the initial gas date by two months to Jan 1, 2018.
Exhibit C provides a list of the major schedule activities for each subproject whose schedule
duration ranges it was determined could materially impact the date of project completion.
Schedule activities not on the “critical path” were not ranged.

3.4 Miscellaneous Inputs
See Section 2.1.5 and tables in Exhibit G.

3.5 Likelihood of Success (LOS)
The Technical Team assessed the technical aspects of the LOS factors required by AGIA to
be considered by the Commissioners. Other teams (commercial, legal, and finance) also
addressed LOS factors in their areas of expertise, and they are discussed in the reports from
those teams.
Exhibit F presents the report from the Technical Team that captures most, but not all, of the
LOS analysis that was undertaken in the overall evaluation. Specific issues related to the
reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of TransCanada’s projected costs and project
schedule were addressed by implication through the process of the Technical Team in
establishing ranges for costs and schedule (discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
Exhibit F also addresses the Technical Team’s assessment of TransCanada’s proposal in
terms of specific LOS factors set forth in AGIA. To do this, the team undertook to develop a
number of questions that would probe the issues identified in AGIA. The team developed
and addressed a total of 17 questions, including 29 sub-questions that allowed it to assess the
reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of TransCanada’s work plan, timeline, and budget,
including its plan to manage cost overruns. Based largely on the answers to those questions,
the team ranked TransCanada’s likelihood of success as “positive impact,” “no impact,” or
“negative impact” with respect to each LOS aspect covered by the questions. The same
process was followed for the other LOS factors evaluated by the Technical Team.
The overall assessment by the Technical Team of the project’s likelihood of success based on
the foregoing methodology was 14 positive impact ratings and three (3) no impact ratings for
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the pipeline segments and one (1) positive impact rating and 16 no impact ratings for the
GTP for a total of 15 positive impact ratings, 19 no impact ratings, and no negative impact
ratings. The overall assessment of the Technical Team is that TransCanada has a
“reasonable” to “high” likelihood of success in the execution of the APP in accordance
with their application.
Where other evaluation teams were responsible for evaluating an element of the TransCanada
proposal also evaluated by the Technical Team that fact is noted in this report. Please refer
to the reports of the other evaluation teams for discussion of such analyses.
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4. TransCanada Alternate and Expansion Cases
The State requested that alternate base cases and expansion cases to the Base Case be
analyzed to support a complete evaluation of the TransCanada proposal.
Alternate Cases
All alternate cases are based on the same routing, technical assumptions, and flow simulation
models as the original 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
Expansion Cases
The AGIA required that the applicant should “commit to expand the proposed project in
reasonable engineering increments and on commercially reasonable terms that encourage
exploration and development of gas resources in this state”, further in “reasonable
engineering increments” means that could be added by compression or a pipe addition using
a compressor or pipe size, as applicable, that is substantially similar to the original
compressor size and pipe size.
For the pipeline, initial capacity and low-cost expansion are determined through standard
flow-simulation models to confirm the initial design capacity as well as the additional
compression required to reach maximum throughput. Updated cost and schedule ranges for
the expansion cases are developed, and then new cost and schedule distribution curves are
generated using Monte Carlo simulation. This process is similar to the methods described
above for the Base Case and adjustment for commitments analyses.
For the GTP, initial capacity and low-cost expansion through debottlenecking and the
addition of process trains are determined through standard simulation models. Updated cost
and schedule ranges for the expansion cases are developed, and then new cost and schedule
distribution curves are generated using Monte Carlo simulation. This process is similar to
the methods described above for the Base Case and adjustment for commitments analyses.
All of the alternative or expansion cases are similar in some way to the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
All cases have a common pipeline component, which is a 48-inch diameter pipeline designed
for 2,500-psig maximum pressure in Alaska and 2,600-psig maximum pressure in the YukonBC sections. These cases also use the same technical assumptions and criteria as the 4.5bcf/d Base Case.
The 4.5-bcf/d Base Case has six (6) single-unit compressor stations in Alaska, all having gas
chillers. In the Yukon-BC section, the system configuration includes one (1) single-unit
compressor station with chillers, one double-unit compressor station with no chillers, and
eight (8) single-unit compressor stations with no chillers.
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4.1 Scenario Descriptions and Analysis Description
TransCanada Application Volume Scenarios
Alternate base case volume scenarios are:
•

3.50 bcf/d – Stand-alone alternate base case.

•

3.75 bcf/d – Stand-alone alternate base case.

•

4.0 bcf/d – Stand-alone alternate base case.

•

4.25 bcf/d – Stand-alone alternate base case.

Expansion case volume scenarios are:
•

4.50 bcf/d − 1.0-bcf/d expansion of the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case.

•

4.70 bcf/d − TransCanada Base Case; utilizing compression horsepower to maximum
extent possible.

•

4.80 bcf/d − Base Case plus one compressor station with "standard" unit.

•

5.10 bcf/d − An expansion case reflected in the TransCanada application.

•

5.90 bcf/d − An expansion case reflected in the TransCanada application.

•

6.50 bcf/d − An expansion case reflected in the TransCanada application.

Considerations include:
•

All of the above volumes are nominal summer pipeline inlet volumes.

•

Any case above the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case is to be analyzed as an expansion to the 4.5bcf/d Base Case.

•

All case cost estimates will be in 2007 dollars.

•

All cases will require corresponding GTP expansion.

•

All cases will require fuel, line pack, and O&M costs as appropriate.
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Analysis
GTP
A 1-bcf/d train was utilized by Black and Veatch Energy and AMEC as a base standard train
for the GTP in the engineering studies and process simulation. Due to the large size of the
facility, small sealift window and limited dockage, operations, and standard parts and
supplies, the use of a largest possible standard GTP train would gain multiple efficiencies for
the project. The analysis of the 1-bcf/d train was initiated as it represented a likely size based
on the total volume and the size of the Amine absorber. The 1-bcf/d case was proven to be a
reasonable fit given the preliminary stage of the analysis, but no optimization was done.
When the analysis of the alternate and expansion cases was initiated, it was determined that a
1.1-bcf/d train would fit all cases best. The 1-bcf/d train was forcing a full extra train in a
couple of cases causing a material cost handicap. For the purpose of the analysis, a 1.1-bcf/d
train was assumed for all cases, including the Base Case. The cost and schedule
considerations for the 1.1-bcf/d are within the ranging utilized for the 1-bcf/d train. The 1.1bcf/d (6.6 bcf/d for 6 trains) is oversized for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case, but not a material cost
factor. Significant additional engineering and operation decisions will be required to
determine the optimal solution to the train size to fit the initial and expansion sizes.
Pipeline
The compression horsepower requirements of the pipeline system are established by the
summer conditions (July case) when the gas temperatures are the highest. The gas turbines
that power the gas compressors produce less power in the summer due to higher ambient
temperatures. Of the two gas composition cases assumed for analysis (rich and lean), the
lean-gas case requires the most compression horsepower. For these reasons, the hydraulic
analysis results were limited by the summer horsepower requirements for a lean-gas
composition. The compressor station locations utilized in the analysis were the locations
selected by TransCanada, as presented in their application. These locations were determined
to be reasonable from an engineering standpoint.
The item that significantly varies in the following alternate and expansion cases is the
number and horsepower requirements of the compressor stations. TransCanada has assumed
that the compression unit for the single-unit compressor stations would be Rolls Royce
RB221 gas turbines (see section 2.1.1 of their application). This is a reasonable unit choice
for this application. The actual horsepower available from the RB211 at each compressor
station site will vary depending on the elevation of these sites and the ambient temperatures,
but the available site-rated horsepower is in the range of 38,000 horsepower to 46,000
horsepower. Sometimes the compression horsepower requirements at a compressor station
can be met with a single gas turbine/compressor package (a unit) and, in other cases, two (2)
units are required. When a second unit is added to a compressor station, sometimes it is
assumed to be the large RB211 and other times it is assumed to be one of three smaller Solar
units.
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All the compressor stations in Alaska and the first station in the Yukon (also the second
compressor station in the Yukon for the 5.1-bcf/d case and above) use chillers to cool the gas
to 30°F for permafrost stability reasons. This introduces another variable in the expansion
cases as the horsepower requirement of the gas chillers increases as the volume of gas
increases. At compressor station Yukon (YU) #3 and all stations downstream, chillers are not
utilized.
The ranges used for the cost and schedule duration for the alternate and expansion cases were
based on the ranges determined for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. The cost ranges in Alaska were
based on the cumulative Best Cost and Worst Cost for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case compressor
stations in Alaska. The same process was used for the compressor stations in the Yukon-BC
section. The schedule duration ranges in Alaska were based on the cumulative Best Duration
and Worst Duration determined for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case compressor stations in Alaska.
The same process was used for the compressor stations in the Yukon-BC section.

4.2 Cost Ranging
GTP
The cost ranging for the expansion cases was by adjustment to the Base Case values. The
cost for single-train additions were escalated due to the loss of economies of scale of multiple
trains.
In the case of trains delayed by five-year increments, some re-engineering was considered in
the ranges. True duplicates are impossible if the equipment and materials are not ordered
simultaneously.
Pipeline
The cost ranges for the compressor stations required to accommodate the alternate and
expansion cases are based on the average of the cost range categories established for the 4.5bcf/d Base Case. For the compressor stations in Alaska required for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case,
the average Best Cost is 82% of the average Base Cost, while the average Worst Cost is
139% of the average Base Cost. Similarly, for the compressor stations in the Yukon-BC
section required for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case, the average Best Cost is 72% of the average
Base Cost, while the average Worst Cost is 143% of the average Base Cost.
These percentages were applied to all compressor stations required for the alternate and
expansion cases. As an example, the 4.8-bcf/d expansion case requires an additional
investment of $207 million for one compressor station in Alaska. The Best Cost was
established by multiplying $207 million by 82% yielding $171 million. The Worst Cost was
established by multiplying $207 million by 139% yielding $288 million.
Subsequent to the completion of the cost ranging required for the cost-risk model, there were
some minor scope and cost changes. The Base Costs were adjusted to reflect these changes,
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but as the changes were minor in nature, it was concluded that there was no need to change
the original ranges and modify the cost-range results.

4.3 Duration Ranging
4.3.1 Alternate Base Case
The schedule and associated schedule ranging for the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case was the
same schedule and ranges used for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.

4.3.2 Expansion Cases
General and Pipeline
In the initial expansion cases, the regulatory process for the additional compressor stations is
assumed to start prior to the in-service date of the Base Case, but would not be completed
until after the base project is in service. The expansion cases have a much shorter schedule
than the schedule assumed for the original APP. However, the expansion schedules use many
of the same assumptions used for the base project. However, some key differences in the
expansion cases’ assumed work plan compared to the original APP include:
•

The original APP will have already been approved by the regulators and is either in
construction or has been constructed. It is assumed that the expansion cases would go
into service after the original pipeline has been placed in service.

•

It is assumed that an expansion case will not proceed without full shipper support and
executed transportation agreements.

•

It is assumed that when the original APP was constructed, the necessary mainline
valves for the expansion compressor stations were installed to eliminate the need to
take the pipeline out of service for the installation of the additional compressor
stations. In addition, it is assumed that the land required for the compressor station
sites was acquired with the original APP and that the required environmental studies
and regulatory clearances for the sites have been obtained.

•

It is assumed that detailed engineering and major equipment/material procurement
will take place prior to regulatory approvals. The capital cost of expansions are
relatively small and, should an expansion project involving only compressor stations
be cancelled or significantly delayed, there is a reasonable market for the resale of the
compression equipment.

As all of these expansion cases are additional compression only, the regulatory process is
assumed to be significantly reduced from that required for the original APP. Also, as the
probability of the project not proceeding once full shipper approval is received and given the
relatively low cost risk, it is assumed that the long-delivery compression equipment will be
ordered before the receipt of the regulatory approvals.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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The schedule ranging process used for the expansion cases used similar logic as that required
for the original APP, but the extent of the ranges was materially reduced. The Technical
Team did not forecast the magnitude of potential delays in the expansion case to be as large
as those forecast in the original APP due to the fact that all of the expansion cases were
compression additions only.
See Exhibit E for specific schedule and schedule-ranging details for each expansion case.
GTP
The schedule ranging was consistent with the Base Case first gas except:
9 Engineering duration risk removed
9 Fabrication drawings risk removed
9 Install and interconnect reduced from 12 months to 6 months and
risk ranging changed from -3 mo + 6 mo to -1 mo and +4 mo
9 Commissioning risk changed from -0 mo + 3 mo to -1 mo + 1
In the case of the 7.2-bcf/d pipeline inlet case, a third sealift was required. This was risked
consistently with the second sealift in the Base Case.
See Exhibit E for specific schedule and schedule-ranging details for each expansion case.

4.4 Miscellaneous Inputs
See Section 2.1.5 and tables in Exhibit G.
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Exhibits
Exhibit A: Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym or Abbreviation
AFUDC
AGIA
AK
AMEC

Definition
allowance for funds used during construction
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act, AS 43.90 et seq.
Alaska
AMEC-Paragon, Inc.

APP

Alaska Pipeline Project

AS

Alaska Statute

B

billion

bbl

barrel

B&V
BC
bcf/d
Btu
BLM

Black and Veatch Oil, Gas and Chemicals
British Colombia
billion cubic feet per day
British thermal unit
Bureau of Land Management

C1

methane

C2

ethane

C3

propane

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Acronym or Abbreviation

Definition

C4

butane

C5

pentane

C$

Canadian dollars

CAPEX
CERA

Capital expenditures
Cambridge Energy Research Associates

CGF

Central Gas Facility

CO2

carbon dioxide

CPCN

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

DNR

Department of Natural Resources

DOR

Department of Revenue

EIS

environmental impact statement

EPC

engineering, procurement, construction

EPCM
°F

engineering, procurement, construction management
degrees Fahrenheit

FEED

front-end engineering design

FERC

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

GTP

Gas Treatment Plant

H2S

hydrogen sulfide
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Acronym or Abbreviation
hp

Definition
horsepower

LNG

liquefied natural gas

LOS

likelihood of success

MAOP

maximum allowable operating pressure

mcf

thousand cubic feet

mcfd

thousand cubic feet per day

MDEA

methyldiethanolamine

mmBtu

million British thermal unit

mmcfd

million cubic feet per day

mmtpa

million metric tones per annum (LNG)

MP
Mustang
NEPA

milepost
Mustang Management LTD
National Environmental Policy Act

NEB

National Energy Board

NGL

natural gas liquid

NPA

Northern Pipeline Act, 1977-78, c. 20, R.S., 1985, c. N26

NPV

net present value

O&M

operations and maintenance
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Acronym or Abbreviation
OPEX
ppm
PRIMS™

Definition
operating expenditures
parts per million
Project Risk Indicative Modeling System

psig

pounds per square inch gauge

RFA

Request for Applications

RFSU

ready for startup

ROW

right-of-way

SME

subject matter expert

SMYS

specified minimum yield strength

SOF

start of foundations

State

State of Alaska

t
TAPS
TC Alaska LLC
TCPL
TransCanada

Westney
WCSB

tonne
Trans Alaska Pipeline System
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC
TransCanada Pipelines Limited
TC Alaska LLC and Foothills, collectively or separately
as appropriate.
Westney Consulting Group
Western Canada Sedimentary Basin

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Acronym or Abbreviation
YU

Definition
Yukon

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

Exhibit C: Duration Ranges
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Exhibit E: TransCanada Expansion Cases
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Development Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP and Alaska and Yukon-BC Pipelines
Description
Development
Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

500

800

Comments

Base Cost − $576 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$576 (see section 2.5.1 of the TransCanada application). AMEC
estimates this cost to be $788 (see Exhibit J). TransCanada’s projected
cost was used for the Base Cost, but AMEC’s estimate was considered in
setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $500 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility for a reduction to TransCanada’s estimated
development cost to the extent that TransCanada could materially shorten
the schedule by doing more development phase activities in parallel or if
there was a less difficult and time-consuming regulatory process than is
currently assumed.
Worst Cost − $800 — The Technical Team also concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a significant
delay in schedule due to the regulatory process, most likely in Canada.
The time and cost required to qualify pipe manufacturing mills and
construction contractors, as well as the time to obtain competitive tenders
for the supply of major materials and construction contractors, could also
be much more extensive than currently contemplated.
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs
4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP

Description
Execution
Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst

Following are the data points used in developing the range for input into
the Monte Carlo simulations:

SMEs estimate based on similar plants
•

$2007 CAPEX $1.20 per inlet cfd

In 2006 the Alaska Department of Revenue contracted with the
Petroleum Finance Corporation (PFC Energy) to analyze the proposal of
the Port Authority (AGPA) for a 3.8-bcf/d outlet or estimated 4.3-bcf/d
inlet volume GTP to feed an LNG project. (See the PFC Energy report
dated March 17, 2006.)
Bechtel performed over 50,000 hours of engineering for the Port
Authority on the project, and they developed a good view of the GTP and
its costs. PFC routinely uses curve data from historic projects. The cost
of the GTP was estimated by Bechtel to be $5.1 billion and by PFC to be
$5.165 billion. These values were converted into 2007 dollars, using the
published CERA escalation curve in this section net of normal escalation
for the procurement and construction period. The resulting values were:
•

$6.5 billion or $2007 CAPEX $1.51 per inlet cfd for Bechtel

•

$6.6 billion or $2007 CAPEX $1.53 per inlet cfd for PFC

As previously mentioned, ConocoPhillips (COP) chose to present a
proposal for a pipeline to the State of Alaska outside AGIA (see
“PROPOSAL TO THE STATE OF ALASKA” dated November 30,
2007). The public proposal indicated that COP had done significant work
on the design of the GTP, providing details of the GTP that included a
layout and number and size of modules. The cost provided by COP for
the GTP was in current dollars $4 billion to $6 billion (see table III.6 –
estimated Project Cost) for an outlet of 4 bcf/d and estimated 4.5-bcf/d
inlet. These values translate to:
•

$2007 CAPEX $ 0.89 per inlet cfd on the low end of the range
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs
4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP

Description
Execution
Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
•

$2007 CAPEX $1.33 per inlet cfd on the high end of the range

TransCanada’s $5.8 billion (see tables 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 in TransCanada’s
application) for an estimated 5-bcf/d inlet and 4.5-bcf/d outlet translates
to:
•

$2007 CAPEX $1.16 per inlet cfd (on a standalone basis)

North Slope infrastructure issues on a facility of 6 bcf/d could translate to
an additional cost per cfd at $2 billion of:
•

$2007 CAPEX additional up to $0.33 per cfd

The background risk related to the impact of such a project on the world
market for such services is sizable. It is not likely the project would
experience a 100% cost overrun, such as Snohvit due to repeating of
identical units, but a cost overrun of 50% is possible. A 50% cost overrun
on a plant initially estimated at $7.5 billion would be the equivalent of:
•
5,000

10,000

$2007 CAPEX additional of roughly $0.60 per cfd

Using the data outlined in Section 3.2.1 and based on the 6.0-bcf/d inlet
and 5.2-bcf/d outlet, the SME has selected the following:
Best Cost − P5 $2007 CAPEX $5 billion or $2007 CAPEX $0.83 per
inlet cfd.
Worst Cost − P95 $2007 CAPEX $10 billion or $2007 CAPEX $1.67
per inlet cfd.
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

$650

$1,000

Comments

Pipeline
Owners Cost

Base Cost − $708 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$708 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007 data
request). AMEC did not estimate this component. This cost was not
adjusted because the Technical Team forecast this number was
reasonable.
Best Cost − $650 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the Base Costs could be reduced somewhat if
the project experienced a schedule reduction or if the Owner’s direct
involvement in the project was less than is currently forecast.
Worst Cost − $1,000 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a delay in the
execution schedule. Further, the Technical Team concluded that there
was a possibility that a larger than anticipated direct involvement of
TransCanada’s staff in resolving regulatory and contractual problems
would be encountered.

Engineering,
Procurement, and
Construction
Management
(EPCM)

$250

$800

Base Cost − $390 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$390 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate for this cost category is $254
(see Exhibit J). The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada
cost would be used as the Base Cost, but the AMEC estimate would
influence the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $250 — The Technical Team concluded there was a
reasonable possibility that the Base Cost could be reduced if the project
experienced a shortened schedule as a result of generally more favorable
conditions than expected and there are no significant scope changes.
Worst Cost − $800 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a delay in the
project schedule plus a requirement for a greater EPCM involvement in
resolving detailed design challenges, more onerous regulatory conditions,
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
or construction challenges than anticipated.

Major Equipment
and Materials

$2,000

$3,500

Base Cost − $2,529 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$2529 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate is $2465 (see Exhibit J). The
Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used as
the Base Cost.
Best Cost − $2,000 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the Base Cost could be reduced by about 20%.
TransCanada may have an option of using the same design factor (0.80
vs. 0.72) for the pipeline in Alaska as is currently planned to be used for
the Yukon-BC section. This is discussed in detail in section 2.2.1 of the
TransCanada application. Changing to the design factor planned for the
Canadian segment would be generally consistent with authorizations
recently obtained by several U.S. pipeline companies for construction in
sparsely populated or unpopulated areas. This change would reduce the
tons of pipe steel required in this section by about 10% since the pipe
wall thickness would be reduced. Further, if the worldwide capacity to
produce pipeline steel and other pipeline materials increases, or if the
worldwide demand decreases, there may be an additional opportunity to
lower this cost.
Worst Cost − $3,500 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could have larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of pipeline steel, pipeline valves, and other
pipeline equipment. Also, there could be further increases in material
cost once the full arctic metallurgical requirements for pipeline materials
are fully factored into the prices. The implications of arctic metallurgy
are discussed in TransCanada’s application in section 2.2 and, depending
on the final specifications, the ultimate cost of pipeline and other steel
components could be well above that projected by both TransCanada and
AMEC.

Other Materials

$400

$750

Base Cost − $507 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$507 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate is $632 (see Exhibit J). The
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used as
the Base Cost, but AMEC’s estimate was considered in setting the cost
ranges.
Best Cost − $400 — As with the major equipment and materials
category above, the Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility of reducing this cost category if the world capacity to produce
pipeline steels and other pipeline materials increases, or if the worldwide
demand decreases,. Further, it is not entirely clear what costs
TransCanada included in this category.
Worst Cost − $750 — Similar to the major equipment and material
category above, the Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility that the project could experience larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of miscellaneous pipe steel, valves, and
other pipeline equipment due to arctic metallurgy requirements that are
not yet developed. Further, it is not entirely clear what costs TransCanada
included in this category.

Right of Way/Land

$8

$16

Base Cost − $11 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is $11
(see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC estimate is $37 (see Exhibit J). As this cost
category has a relatively low cost, the degree of analysis was limited. The
Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used as
the Base Cost.
Best Cost − $8 — The Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility of the Base Cost being reduced, depending on the demands of
landowners.
Worst Cost − $16 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of the Base Cost being increased if compensation
requirements of the land owners are higher than the initial estimates.

Other

$50

$130

Base Cost − $65 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is $65
(see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). The AMEC cost estimate is $72 (see Exhibit J). As
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
this cost category has a relatively low cost, the degree of analysis was
limited. The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would
be used as the Base Cost, but the AMEC estimate was considered in
setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $50 — The Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility of the Base Cost being reduced by some amount due in part to
the fact that it is not entirely clear exactly what costs TransCanada
included in their estimate. However, the degree of analysis of this
relatively low-cost category was somewhat limited.
Worst Cost − $130 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of the Base Cost being increased. However, the
degree of analysis of this relatively low-cost category was relatively
limited. The Worst Cost determined by the Technical Team was also
impacted by the uncertainty as to the precise cost components included in
the “other” category by TransCanada.

Installation

$2,900

$4,700

Base Cost − $3,100 — TransCanada estimated that the installation cost for
the pipelines in Alaska will be $4,340 (see page 11 of 12 of their response
to the State’s Dec 11, 2007 information request). The average of the
independent cost estimates performed by AMEC and Mustang is $3,100 for
the Alaska section (see Exhibit J). TransCanada appears to have a relatively
high installation cost in Alaska and a relatively low installation cost for the
Yukon-BC section. The Technical Team concluded that the average
independent cost estimate would be used as a Base Cost, but the
TransCanada estimate was considered in setting the cost ranges.
The Base Cost assumes that there is a Project Labor Agreement (PLA) in
place for the Alaska section of the APP. It is assumed this PLA will include a
no strike provision as well as other factors to enhance labor stability.
Best Cost − $2,900 — There are a number of likely opportunities to reduce
the installation cost, but given the requirement to have at least two summer
and two winter seasons of construction, the magnitude of cost-reduction
opportunities is modest. TransCanada discussed some emerging technologies
in section 2.2.1 of their application, including high-productivity welding
processes that could reduce the installation cost of the project if pursued by
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
TransCanada and approved by regulators.
Worst Cost − $4,700 — There are many uncertainties with respect to factors
that impact constructability that must be considered when estimating the
installation cost in remote arctic regions. In addition to the obvious climatic
and terrain uncertainties, there is a significant potential for the average daily
production rate of the pipeline construction operation being lower than
expected due to problems dealing with the very heavy 48” pipe in difficult
terrain along with the unique arctic design requirements. Arctic design
requirements that could negatively affect installation costs are discussed
generally in TransCanada’s application in section 2.2, including a
requirement for a reduction in the maximum weld defect size and a
requirement for the strength of the weld area to be greater than the
surrounding pipe (weld overmatch). Further, there could be a fundamental
imbalance between the overall supply and demand for large-diameter
construction contractors. These and other potential challenges could add an
additional year to the construction schedule with an associated increase in
installation cost.

Compression
Engineering,
Procurement, and
Construction
Management
(EPCM)

$75

$150

Base Cost − $100 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$100 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate for this cost category is $71 (see
Exhibit J). The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost
would be used as the Base Cost, but the AMEC estimate was considered
in setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $75 — The Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility of reducing the Base Cost to approximately the level
estimated by AMEC.
Worst Cost − $150 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a delay in
schedule, plus a requirement for a much greater project management
involvement to resolve detailed design challenges, more onerous
regulatory conditions, or construction challenges.
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

Major Equipment
and Materials

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

$500

$800

Comments

Base Cost − $606 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$606 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate for this cost category is $542
(see Exhibit J). The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost
would be used as the Base Cost, but the AMEC estimate was considered
in setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $500 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of reducing this cost if the world capacity to
produce compression equipment and gas turbines and other compressor
station materials increases or if the worldwide demand decreases.
Worst Cost − $800 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could have larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of compression equipment and gas turbines
and other compressor station equipment simply as a function of
worldwide supply and demand. Also, there could be further increases in
cost once the arctic requirements for compressor equipment and materials
are fully factored into the prices.

Other Materials

$200

$375

Base Cost − $238 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$238 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate for this cost category is $293
(see Exhibit J). The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost
would be used as the Base Cost, but the AMEC estimate was considered
in setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $200 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of reducing this cost category depending on the
world-wide supply/demand for compression equipment.
Worst Cost − $375 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could face a materially higher cost
for such materials due to the world-wide supply/demand tightening for
compression equipment.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

Installation

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

$250

$400

Comments

Base Cost − $298 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$298 (see page 11 of 12 of their response to the State’s Dec 11, 2007
information request). AMEC’s estimate for this cost category is $358
(see Exhibit J). The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost
would be used as the Base Cost, but the AMEC estimate was considered
in setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $250 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of reducing the Base Cost if the project
experiences abnormally favorable weather during the installation phase
or if construction productivity is better than expected.
Worst Cost − $400 — There are many uncertainties with respect to
factors that impact constructability that must be considered when
estimating the installation cost in Alaska. In addition to the obvious
climatic and terrain uncertainties, there is a reasonable possibility that the
schedule will experience a delay that would impact installation costs.
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges

AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

$600

$900

Comments

Pipeline
Owners Cost

Base Cost − $628 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$628 (see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008
information request). AMEC did not estimate this component. This cost
was not adjusted because the Technical Team concluded TransCanada’s
estimate was reasonable.
Best Cost − $600 — The Technical Team concluded that there was only
a limited possibility of reducing the Base Cost. This would occur
primarily if the project experienced a schedule reduction or if the
Owner’s direct involvement in the project was less than is currently
forecast.
Worst Cost − $900 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a delay in the
schedule or that the project would require more than the anticipated
direct involvement of the Owner’s staff in resolving regulatory and
contractual problems. Such developments, it was felt, would materially
increase this cost component.

Engineering,
Procurement, and
Construction
Management
(EPCM)

$300

$900

Base Cost − $412 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$412 (see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008
information request). The AMEC cost estimate is $313 (see Exhibit J).
The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used
as the Base Cost, but AMEC’s estimate was considered in setting the cost
ranges.
Best Cost − $300 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of reducing this cost category primarily through
the schedule being shortened as a result of more favorable conditions.
Worst Cost − $900 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a delay in
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
schedule plus a requirement for a greater EPCM involvement in
resolving detailed design challenges. In addition, there is the chance that
more onerous regulatory conditions will be applied to the project than are
forecast and the obvious risk that the project will face unanticipated
construction challenges.

Major Equipment
and Materials

$2,500

$4,300

Base Cost − $3,078 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$3,078 (see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008
information request). The AMEC cost estimate is $2,989 (see Exhibit J).
The Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used
as the Base Cost.
Best Cost − $2,500 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of reducing this cost category by about 20%. If the
world capacity to produce pipeline steels and other pipeline materials
increases or, if the worldwide demand decreases, there may be an
opportunity to lower this cost.
Worst Cost − $4,300 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could have larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of pipeline steel, pipeline valves. Also, there
could be further increases in cost once the arctic metallurgical
specification requirements for pipeline materials are fully factored into
the prices. As noted with this cost component on the Alaska segment,
arctic metallurgical specifications may materially affect costs and are not
yet fully known.

Other Materials

$370

$700

Base Cost − $466 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$466 (see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008
information request). The AMEC cost estimate is $773 (see Exhibit J).
Part of the difference between the AMEC cost estimate and the
TransCanada estimate is the two groups may have used different
assumptions about which materials are part of the Major Equipment and
Materials category and the Other Materials category. The Technical
Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used as the Base
Cost because the combined cost of Major Materials and Equipment cost
category and Other Materials category for TransCanada and AMEC are
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
very similar.
Best Cost − $370 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of reducing this cost category by about 20%. If the
world capacity to produce pipeline steels and other pipeline materials
increases or, if the worldwide demand decreases, there may be an
opportunity to lower this cost.
Worst Cost − $700 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could have larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of pipeline materials and equipment. Also,
there could be further increases in cost once the full arctic metallurgical
specification requirements for pipeline materials are factored into the
price. Once the detailed design of the project is complete, there is a
reasonable possibility that additional materials and equipment will be
required to deal with issues, such as slope instability concerns and
enhanced system monitoring.

Right-ofWay/Land

$12

$25

Base Cost − $17 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is $17
(see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information
request). The AMEC cost estimate is $48 (see Exhibit J). As this cost
category has a relatively low cost, the degree of analysis was limited. The
Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost would be used as
the Base Cost.
Best Cost − $12 — The Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility of the Base Cost being reduced depending on the demands of
landowners.
Worst Cost − $25 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility of the Base Cost being increased if compensation
requirements of the land owners are higher than the initial estimates.

Other

$90

$230

Base Cost − $114 — TransCanada’s estimate for this cost category is
$114 (see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 28, 2008
information request). The AMEC cost estimate is $87 (see Exhibit J).
Due in part to the uncertainty as to what costs TransCanada included in
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Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
its estimate, the Technical Team concluded that the TransCanada cost
would be used as the Base Cost, but AMEC’s estimate was considered in
setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $90 — The Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable
possibility of reducing this cost category somewhat.
Worst Cost − $230 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the cost category may increase significantly.
However, due to the uncertainty as to what costs TransCanada included
in the “other” category and due to the minor cost level associated with
this cost category, the Technical Team’s analysis of this item was
limited.

Installation

$3,400

$5,500

Base Cost − $4,250 — TransCanada estimates that the installation cost for
the pipeline segments in Yukon-BC will be $3,109 (see page 4 of 5 of their
response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information request). The average of
the independent cost estimates prepared by AMEC and Mustang was $4,250
(see Exhibit J). TransCanada appears to have a relatively low installation cost
in Yukon-BC and a relatively high installation cost for the Alaska section.
Part of the reason for this difference in estimates may be the fact that
TransCanada assumed the exchange rate for the CN$/US$ exchange rate was
1.2156 (as dictated by the RFA). The current exchange rate is closer to 1:1. If
the exchange rate used in the estimate was based on the 1:1 exchange rate,
the effect would be to resolve about 60% of the difference in estimates (see
page 5 of 5 of the response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information request).
The Technical Team used the average of the independent cost estimates as a
Base Cost, but the TransCanada estimate was considered in setting the cost
ranges.
Best Cost − $3,400 — The Best Cost was determined primarily based on the
independent AMEC and Mustang assessments, but was influenced by the
cost estimate prepared by TransCanada. The cost could be reduced if the
construction work is less costly than currently forecast, or the construction
productivity in one or both seasons is greater than currently assumed. Also, if
the weather is better than forecast, fewer days could be lost due to weather
disruptions or there could be a longer winter construction season than is
currently forecast. TransCanada discussed some emerging technologies in
section 2.2.1 of their application, which could reduce the installation cost of
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
the project if pursued by TransCanada and approved by the regulators.
Worst Cost − $5,500 — The Worst Cost was determined primarily based on
the independent AMEC and Mustang assessments, but was also influenced
by the cost estimate prepared by TransCanada. There are many uncertainties
with respect to factors that impact constructability that must be considered
when estimating pipeline installation cost in remote Arctic regions. In
addition to the obvious climatic and terrain uncertainties, there is a
reasonable possibility that the project will experience average daily
production rates for the pipeline construction operation that are slower than
expected due to problems dealing with the very heavy 48” pipe in a difficult
terrain along with the unique arctic design requirements. A fundamental
imbalance could exist between the overall supply and demand for largediameter construction teams. There is a significant possibility for the above
challenges and other issues to add an additional year to the construction
schedule with an associated increase in installation cost.

Compression
Engineering,
Procurement, and
Construction
Management
(EPCM)

$80

$170

Base Cost − $94 — TransCanada estimates that the EPCM cost for the
Yukon-BC compressor stations will be $111 (see page 4 of 5 of their
response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information request). AMEC
estimate was $94 (see Exhibit J). The Technical Team concluded that the
cost estimated by AMEC would be used as the Base Cost, but the
TransCanada estimate was considered in setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $80 — The Best Cost reflects the fact that there is a
potential that few schedule delays will be encountered and that less
EPCM will be involved in detailed design changes, fewer regulatory
conditions are imposed than are estimated, or construction challenges
will be less than anticipated.
Worst Cost − $170 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could experience a delay in
schedule plus a requirement for a much greater EPCM involvement in
resolving detailed design challenges, more onerous than anticipated
regulatory conditions, or construction challenges.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

Major Equipment
and Materials

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

$400

$800

Comments

Base Cost − $678 — TransCanada estimates that the Major Equipment
and Materials Cost for the Yukon-BC compressor stations to be $360
(see page 4 of 5 of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information
request). The cost estimated by AMEC is $678 (see Exhibit J). The
Technical Team concluded that the cost estimated by AMEC would be
used as the Base Cost since it is not clear what costs TransCanada
included in this category versus the “other materials” category. The
TransCanada estimate was considered when setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $400 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility to reduce this cost category if the worldwide
capacity to produce compression equipment and gas turbines and other
compressor station materials increases or, if the worldwide demand
decreases, there may be an opportunity to lower this cost.
Worst Cost − $800 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility that the project could have larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of compression equipment and other
compressor station equipment due to worldwide supply and demand.
Also, there could be further increases in cost once the arctic requirements
for compression equipment and materials are fully factored into the
prices.

Other Materials

$410

$700

Base Cost − $421 — TransCanada estimates that the Other Materials
Cost for the Yukon-BC compressor stations will be $490 (see page 4 of 5
of their response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information request). The
cost estimated by AMEC is $421 (see Exhibit J). As with “Major
Equipment and Materials” there is uncertainty as to what costs
TransCanada included in this category. The Technical Team concluded
that the cost estimated by AMEC would be used as the Base Cost, but the
TransCanada estimate was considered in setting the cost ranges.
Best Cost − $410 — The Best Cost was determined primarily based on
AMEC’s assessment and the assumption that there would be some
possibility to reduce the cost of “other” materials.
Worst Cost − $700 — The Technical Team concluded there is a
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Execution Costs

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
reasonable possibility that the project could face larger than anticipated
general increases in the cost of compressor station materials and
equipment due to worldwide supply and demand and for other reasons.

Installation

$300

$700

Base Cost − $466 — TransCanada estimates that the Installation cost for
the Yukon-BC compressor stations will be $257 (see page 4 of 5 of their
response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information request). The cost
estimated by AMEC is $466 (see Exhibit J). Part of the reason for this
difference in estimates is TransCanada assumed the exchange rate for the
CN$/US$ exchange rate was 1.2156 (as dictated by the RFA). The
current exchange rate is closer to 1:1. If the exchange rate used in the
estimate was based on the 1:1 exchange rate, the effect would be to
resolve about 30% of the difference in estimates (see page 5 of 5 of their
response to the State’s Feb 22, 2008 information request). The Technical
Team concluded that the cost estimated by AMEC would be used as the
Base Cost, but the TransCanada estimate was considered in setting the
cost ranges.
Best Cost − $300 — Based on TransCanada’s estimate, the Technical
Team concluded there is a reasonable possibility for the Base Costs to be
reduced if the project experiences abnormally favorable weather during
the installation phase or, if construction productivity is better than
expected, there could be a reduction in installation cost.
Worst Cost − $700 — There are many uncertainties with respect to
factors that impact constructability that must be considered when
estimating the installation cost in remote Arctic regions. In addition to
the obvious climatic and terrain uncertainties, there is a reasonable
possibility that the schedule will be delayed and that would impact
installation costs.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Alternate Base Case 3.5 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst

500

800

GTP

3,800

7,600

The GTP was sized for four (4) trains which provided for 4.4-bcf/d
capacity in the winter. The range of cost was from $3.8B to $7.6B.
The unit cost for these four (4) trains was somewhat higher than the
Base Case due to lost economies of scale. The schedule was similar
to the Base Case because of the need for two sea lifts.

Pipeline

13,530

23,451

This alternate case was analyzed as TransCanada has stated in section
2.2.3 of their application that they require a minimum of 3.5 bcf/d of
firm capacity commitments for the APP, as proposed, to be
economically feasible. This evaluation assumes that the same pipeline
would be constructed as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case, but the number
of compression stations in Alaska and the Yukon-BC sections would
be reduced. The assumption is that the development and execution
phases contemplated for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case would be followed
for this alternate case, the only difference being a reduced number of
compressor stations would be included in the application to the
regulators.

Compression

1,066

1,964

The results of this analysis are there would be requirements in the
Alaska section for three (3) single-unit compressor stations with
chillers. The Yukon-BC sections would require one (1) single-unit
compressor station with chillers plus an additional four (4) single-unit
compressor stations without chillers. The 3.5-bcf/d alternate case has
eight (8) fewer compressor stations than the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case and
has approximately $1,472 million less capital cost than the 4.5-bcf/d
case.

Development Costs

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Alternate 3.75-bcf/d Base Case

Description

2007 Million $US
Best
Worst

Comments

500

800

GTP

4,400

8,800

Added one (1) train to the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case. The GTP was
sized for five (5) trains which provided for 5.5-bcf/d capacity in the
winter. The range of cost was from $4.4B to $8.8B. The unit cost for
these five (5) trains was somewhat higher than the Base Case due to
lost economies of scale. The schedule was similar to the Base Case
because of the need for two sea lifts.

Pipeline

13,530

23,451

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.

Compression

1,321

2,473

From the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case, added two compressor stations
in Yukon-BC segment.

Development Costs

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Alternate 4.0-bcf/d Base Case

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst

500

800

GTP

4,400

8,800

Added one (1) train to the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case. The GTP was
sized for five (5) trains which provided for 5.5-bcf/d capacity in the
winter. The range of cost was from $4.4B to $8.8B. The unit cost for
these five (5) trains was somewhat higher than the Base Case due to
lost economies of scale. The schedule was similar to the Base Case
because of the need for two sea lifts.

Pipeline

13,530

23,451

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.

Compression

1,593

2,961

From the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case, added one compressor station in
Alaska segment and three compressor stations in Yukon-BC segment.

Development Costs

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Alternate 4.25-bcf/d Base Case

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst

500

800

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.

GTP

5,000

10,000

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.

Pipeline

13,530

23,451

Same as 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.

Compression

1,942

3,605

From the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case, added two compressor stations
in Alaska segment and five compressor stations in Yukon-BC segment.

Development Costs
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Expansion Case 3.5 bcf/d to 4.5 bcf/d

Description

Development Costs

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

N/A

N/A

Comments

This case does not require any new pipeline facilities.
Only
compression and additions to the GTP are required. These costs were
included in the execution phase due to their relatively small magnitude.

GTP

1,600

3,200

The 4.5-bcf/d expansion case required two additional trains, which
brought the capacity up to 6.6 bcf/d. The unit cost for these two
additional trains was somewhat higher than the Base Case due to the
loss of economies of scale. The schedule was similar to the Base Case
except for the need for only one sea lift.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

The pipeline requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
No new facilities are required.

Compression

1,150

2,132

One of the alternate expansion options being considered is to initially
construct the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case, then expand this base system
after a number of years to a system with a capacity of 4.5 bcf/d. When
compared to the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case, the system would require
three (3) additional single-unit compressor stations with chillers in
Alaska. The system would also require four (4) additional single-unit
compressor stations and one compressor station with 2 RB211 units, all
without chillers in the Yukon-BC sections to transport 4.5 bcf/d. In
addition, the expansion would require two (2) additional heater stations.
This alternate expansion case requires $1,471 million more capital cost
than the 3.5-bcf/d alternate base case and incremental fuel.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Expansion Case 4.70 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million
$US

Comments

Best

Worst

Development Costs

N/A

N/A

These costs were included in the execution phase due to their relatively
small magnitude.

GTP

N/A

N/A

The GTP requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. No
new facilities are required.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

The pipeline requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
No new facilities are required.

Compression

N/A

N/A

The hydraulic analysis results performed by AMEC indicate that the
compression horsepower requirements for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case are
lower than the maximum capability of the gas turbines assumed to have
been installed at each compressor station. In this 4.7-bcf/d case, it is
assumed that to the extent possible, all of the available compression power
installed for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case is fully utilized. While there are no
more facilities added beyond those installed for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case,
this configuration is capable of transporting 4.7 bcf/d. This expansion case
requires no additional capital investment, but incremental fuel would be
required.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Expansion Case 4.80 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million
$US

Comments

Best

Worst

Development Costs

N/A

N/A

This case does not require any new pipeline facilities. Only compression
is required. These costs were included in the execution phase due to their
relatively small magnitude.

GTP

N/A

N/A

The GTP requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. No
new facilities are required.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

The pipeline requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
No new facilities are required.

Compression

171

288

The State of Alaska RFA discusses the need to be able to expand the Base
Case by “reasonable engineering increments.” This expansion case defines
the amount of increase in pipeline flow that would be provided as a result
of the addition of one compressor station with a single unit to the system
configuration related to the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. It was determined that
the optimum location to install this single incremental compressor station
was approximately 141 miles south of Prudhoe Bay (Station AK #3). This
compressor station would require gas chillers.
The capacity of the pipeline with the addition of this compressor station
increases to 4.8 bcf/d. This assumes the 4.5-bcf/d units are being fully
utilized. This expansion case requires $207 million more capital cost than
the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case and incremental fuel.
This expansion case established that the initial lowest “reasonable
engineering incremental” of expansion was about 100 MMCFD. This
should only be considered as a “representative” value, as the actual
increase in capacity is dependent on the system configuration at the time
of expansion and the location of the additional compression.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Expansion Case 5.1 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million
$US

Comments

Best

Worst

Development Costs

N/A

N/A

This case does not require any new pipeline facilities. Only compression is
required. These costs were included in the execution phase due to their
relatively small magnitude.

GTP

N/A

N/A

The GTP requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d case. No new
facilities are required.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

The pipeline requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
No new facilities are required.

Compression

691

1,269

A hydraulic analysis was completed for this expansion option. The
conclusion was that, when compared to the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case, the system
would require three (3) additional single-unit compressor stations with
chillers in Alaska. The system would also require three (3) additional
single-unit compressor stations, two (2) without chillers, in the Yukon-BC
sections to transport 5.1 bcf/d. This expansion case requires $846 million
more capital cost than the 4.8-bcf/d expansion case and incremental fuel.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
Expansion Case 5.9 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

Development Costs

N/A

N/A

This case does not require any new pipeline facilities. Only compression
and additions to the GTP are required. These costs were included in the
execution phase due to their relatively small magnitude.

GTP

1,100

1,900

The 5.9-bcf/d expansion case required an additional train for the GTP that
brought the capacity up to 7.7 bcf/d, which was more than enough for the
7.3-bcf/d winter requirement. The range of capital costs was from $1.1 B
to $1.9 B. The schedule duration ranges were based on one sea lift.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

The pipeline requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
No new facilities are required.

Compression

1,291

2,360

A hydraulic analysis was completed for this expansion option. The
conclusion was that, when compared to the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case, the
system would require an additional seven (7) single-unit compressor
stations with chillers in Alaska. The system in Yukon-BC would also
require nine (9) additional single-unit compressor stations, eight (8)
without chillers, in the Yukon-BC section in order to transport 5.9 bcf/d.
This expansion case requires $1,730 million more capital cost than the
5.1-bcf/d expansion case and incremental fuel.
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Cost Ranging
Expansion Case 6.5 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

Development Costs

N/A

N/A

This case does not require any new pipeline facilities. Only compression
and additions to the GTP are required. These costs were included in the
execution phase due to their relatively small magnitude.

GTP

1,100

1,900

The 6.5-bcf/d expansion case required an additional train that brought the
capacity up to 8.8 bcf/d, which was more than enough for the 8-bcf/d
winter requirement. The range of capital costs was from $1.1 B to $1.9 B.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

The pipeline requirements were the same as for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case.
No new facilities are required.

Compression

657

1,218

To verify that the 48” pipeline could accommodate even more flow above
the 5.9 bcf/d by adding additional compression, a hydraulic analysis was
completed. This analysis confirmed that 0.6 bcf/d more flow could be
transported by adding additional compression power over what was
required for the 5.9-bcf/d case. Further analysis would be required to
establish if the capital and operating cost of the incremental compression
power is more or less economical than looping portions of the pipeline.
In order to add this much compression power, compared to the operating
compressor stations in the 5.9-bcf/d case, it is necessary to add additional
smaller units at all the compressor stations in Alaska and at 15 of the 19
compressor stations in the Yukon-BC sections. In addition, it was
necessary to add an additional compressor station in the BC section. This
expansion case requires $820 million more capital cost than the 5.9-bcf/d
expansion case and incremental fuel.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
Development Duration

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP and Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Development
Duration
Binding Open Season

Months
Best

6

Comments

Worst

15

Base Duration – 9 months — TransCanada estimated the duration of
this activity to be 9 months (see section 2.6 of the TransCanada
application). The Technical Team concluded this is a reasonable base
estimate of the duration for this activity.
Best Duration – 6 months — As the concept of moving Alaskan gas to
Alberta and beyond has been under review in varying intensity for
decades, most of the issues are well understood by a wide variety of
project stakeholders and other interested parties. This is also the
minimum time required under FERC’s Order Nos. 2005 and 2005-A for
conducting an Open Season for an Alaskan Pipeline Project (APP).
Worst Duration – 15 months — Because of the magnitude and
complexity of this project, there is a reasonable possibility that there will
be complications that require further analysis before the shippers can
make the decision to commit to ship gas on the pipeline which brings
with it huge financial commitments. This Worst Duration does not
consider a totally failed Open Season. It assumes that these scenarios will
be addressed by the Commercial Team in their LOS assessment.
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Duration Ranging
Development Duration

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP and Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Development
Duration
FEED Phase 1

Months
Best

8

Comments

Worst

12

Base Duration – 9 months — FEED Phase 1 is the time required after
the Binding Open Season to adjust the system design and other project
documentation to align with the Open Season transportation volume
agreements and other project variables so that the FERC Pre-Filing can
be made. TransCanada did not identify this activity duration in their
scheduled FEED plan. The Technical Team concluded that 9 months is a
reasonable estimate of the time required to adjust the project design to
the Open Season requirements, assuming the changes resulting from the
Open Season are not extensive. This time duration also includes the time
required to develop the other Pre-Filing documents for the FERC
application.
Best Duration – 8 months — If there are no material changes to the
transportation volumes or other conditions arising from the Open Season,
the Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable possibility that this
activity can be completed in 1-month less time than the Base Duration.
Worst Duration – 12 months — If there are material changes arising
from the Open Season that require major changes to the pipeline
transportation volumes or other unforeseen operating criteria are
imposed on the system design, there could be an extension to the
duration required to develop the FERC Pre-Filing documents.
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Duration Ranging
Development Duration

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP and Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Development
Duration
U.S. Regulatory
Review

Months
Best

30

Comments

Worst

48

Base Duration – 36 months — This duration is for the time period from
when the FERC Pre-Filing documents are filed until the regulatory
review is complete. This period would also include the 20-month period
following receipt of a complete certificate application during which the
FERC is required to complete its review and issue its certificate under the
Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act of 2004 (ANGPA). TransCanada
estimated the duration of this activity to be 36 months. The Technical
Team accepted this as a reasonable base estimate of the duration of this
activity.
Best Duration – 30 months — Given the requirements of ANGPA that
FERC and other U.S. government agencies expedite the review of this
important project, and assuming there is no major opposition to the
project, completing this activity in 6-months less time is possible.
Worst Duration – 48 months — If there is major opposition to the
project requiring an unusually extensive review by FERC and other
federal or state government agencies, the time required for this activity
could increase by one year.
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Duration Ranging
Development Duration

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP and Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Development
Duration
Canadian Regulatory
Review

Months
Best

30

Comments

Worst

60

Base Duration – 36 months — TransCanada has stated their target is for
the Canadian regulatory review to be completed at the same time
estimated for the FERC process (see page 12 of TransCanada’s
application, Executive Summary). TransCanada did not provide a
schedule based on the Canadian regulatory process except for this
statement of intent. The Canadian regulatory review duration is based on
the time from when the FERC Pre-Filing documents are filed until the
regulatory review is complete.
Best Duration − 30 months — Given the stated desire of the NPA and
other Canadian government officials to expedite the review of this
important project, and assuming there is no major opposition to the
project, it is feasible that this activity could be completed in 6-months
less than the Base Duration.
Worst Duration − 60 months — If there is major opposition to the
project, including legal challenges, the regulatory review process could
be extended. Also if the Canadian government made a decision not to use
the NPA regulatory review process as TransCanada has assumed, and
started over with the NEB process, there could be an extension to the
schedule. The Technical Team believes this could add 2 years to the Base
Duration.
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Duration Ranging
Execution Duration
4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP

Description
Execution Duration

Months
Best

Comments

Worst
Initial Gas Flow

Detailed Design

8

12

Base Duration – 8 months — Needed to complete enough design from
the FEED to order major vessels (December 1, 2013) and provide
enough detailed design to allow the fabricator to prepare enough
fabrication/shop detailed design (July 5, 2014) to effectively begin
fabrication.
Best Duration – 8 months — Risked at no improvement.
Worst Duration – 12 months — Due to delays in critical owner
decisions. This type of delay is very common in projects due to the
difficulty of stakeholder alignment.

Fabrication Drawings

4

8

Base Duration – 4 months — Needed after receipt of initial
deliverables from detailed design contractor to prepare enough
fabrication/shop details to effectively begin a sustained fabrication
activity.
Best Duration – 4 months — Risked at no improvement.
Worst Duration – 8 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables.

Long-Lead
Procurement

18

36

Base Duration – 24 months — 24 months assuming a vessel order per
detailed design above. Fewer than five shops are likely to be available
in the world that can make the large stainless steel Amine contact
vessel, and it is unlikely that any are in the U.S. Current quotes,
according to industry sources, are 24 months from order to FOB shop,
and late deliveries are common.
Best Duration – 18 months — In normal times, the order to FOB shop
for such vessels would be 18 months.
Worst Duration – 36 months
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Duration Ranging
Execution Duration
4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP

Description
Execution Duration

Fabrication

Months
Best
18

Comments

Worst
24

Base Duration – 18 months — Based on historic performance data for
an estimated roughly 7 million to 8 million hours of fabrication for this
sealift. Even with a 24/7 work week, this will be a challenge and test the
world’s capability. Dividing the work among several yards will provide
more craftspeople, but may add to the hours required due to the loss of
repetitive work. The history of the North Slope shows that modules are
shipped on schedule even if not complete.
Best Duration − 18 months — Risked ranged at no improvement.
Worst Duration − 24 months — Based on the number of work hours
required.

Sealift

N/A

N/A

Base Duration – 3 months — Not risk ranged; should be adequate.
Best Duration – N/A
Worst Duration – N/A

Installation and
Interconnect

12

18

Base Duration – 12 months — Gas treatment facilities have few pieces
of major equipment, but they are very large. The major risk will be in
the interconnects and support systems.
Best Duration – 12 months — Risk ranged at no improvement.
Worst Duration – 18 months — Based on work possibly transferred
from the fabrication yards to the North Slope.

Commissioning

3

6

Base Duration – 3 months — Generally gas treatment facilities start up
smoothly, but can have problems.
Best Duration – 3 months — Risk ranged at no improvement.
Worst Duration – 6 months — Based on a problematic sort of startup
where a contaminated system can lead to issues with large rotating
equipment or the quality of the gas out.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
Execution Duration
4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: GTP

Description
Execution Duration

Months
Best

Comments

Worst
Final Gas Flows

Fabrication

12

15

Base Duration – 12 months — Based on historic performance data for
an estimated 5 million to 6 million hours of fabrication for this sealift.
This fabrication should greatly benefit by the learning curve and longer
lead time.
Best Duration – 12 months — Risk ranged at no improvement.
Worst Duration – 15 months

Sealift

N/A

N/A

Base Duration – 3 months — Not risk ranged; should be adequate.
Best Duration – N/A
Worst Duration – N/A

Installation and
Interconnect

4

9

Base Duration – 6 months — Interconnects should be in place, and the
learning curve should benefit this installation.
Best Duration – 4 months.
Worst Duration – 9 months.

Commissioning

2

4

Base Duration – 3 months — Systems should be free of contaminants,
and the learning curve benefits this activity.
Best Duration – 2 months.
Worst Duration – 4 months.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
Execution Range

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Duration

Permits/Right-of-Way
required for PreConstruction Year 1

Months
Best
6

Comments

Worst
15

Base Duration – 9 months — TransCanada did not identify this activity
in the schedule included with their application. TransCanada appears to
have an easement in the Yukon (see section 2.1.1 of TransCanada’s
application). This Year 1 permitting and right-of-way acquisition
activity duration is the time required to obtain all the approvals
necessary to allow the start of the Pre-Construction work on the rightof-way and other infrastructure sites that are necessary to support the
first year of pipe installation activities scheduled to commence one year
later. The Pre-Construction work generally includes activities such as
establishing stockpile sites and man-camps; borrow pit operations; and
the clearing of any trees along portions of the right-of-way. Access to
federal, state, provincial, territorial, and private lands will be required
along with permits required to allow for the opening of borrow sites,
crossing of streams, establishment of access roads, etc. These permitting
and right-of-way acquisition activities will be started during the
development phase, but would likely not be finalized until after the final
Federal approvals are received and a Decision to Proceed has been
made.
Best Duration – 6 months — Given that a major amount of preliminary
work has been completed during the development phase, there may be
an opportunity to obtain a quicker approval of the necessary documents
so that the Pre-Construction work can commence more quickly.
Worst Duration – 15 months — There is a reasonable possibility that
the issuance of land-use permits (particularly in Canada) could be
delayed as multiple jurisdictions, including First Nations, are involved.
Further, since there are seasonality limitations for some of the
construction work, a minor delay in getting access to the pipeline route
or infrastructure sites may lead to a major delay in construction (next
winter season).
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
Execution Range

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Duration

Procurement-PipelineLong Delivery

Months
Best
24

Comments

Worst
36

Base Duration – 31 months — The duration of this procurement
activity is the time required to produce and coat the project line pipe
plus the time to ship it to the project’s stockpile sites located along the
pipeline route. The assumption is that during the development phase
TransCanada will have completed the bid process, qualified and
selected pipe vendors, and conditionally awarded the pipe supply
contracts (see section 2.3.1 of TransCanada’s application). TransCanada
has not identified this specific activity in their schedule as their schedule
only shows an overall procurement activity period. The Technical Team
concluded that a reasonable estimate of the time required for this
activity is 31 months.
Best Duration – 24 months — If multiple worldwide pipe mills can be
retained to produce the project’s line pipe, there is a reasonable
possibility the duration could be reduced.
Worst Duration – 36 months — If there are only a small number of
pipe mills that are qualified or available to produce the project’s line
pipe, there could be an extension of the time required for this activity.

Pre-Construction
Pipeline

24

36

Base Duration – 27 months — This activity includes the development
of stockpile sites, borrow pits, camp sites, and the clearing of portions
of the right-of-way for the total project. The critical portion of the
activity’s duration is the time (assumed to be 40%) required to ensure
there is sufficient work completed to allow the start of the initial pipe
installation activities, which are planned to start approximately one year
after the start of the initial Pre-Construction activity.
Best Duration – 24 months — As a portion of the Pre-Construction
activity takes place during the winter and summer seasons, the best
duration that is reasonably possible is to restrict this activity to only two
winter seasons and two summer seasons.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Given the uncertainties in weather
along the pipeline route, as well as the potential for discovering routing
issues that must be resolved once the trees are cleared, there is a
reasonable possibility that the Pre-Construction activities could be
delayed to the extent that three winter and three summer seasons are
required.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
Execution Range

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Duration

Pipeline Construction
– Year 1/Year 2

Year 3

Months
Best
12

Comments

Worst
12

12

Base Duration – 12 months (Year 1) plus 12 months (Year 2) — The basic
plan for the project is to retain a sufficient number of qualified pipeline
construction contractors to be able to complete the installation of the pipe in
all segments of the APP during two winter and two summer seasons.
TransCanada has assumed that in Alaska only 25% of the pipeline can be
installed in the summer while in the Yukon-BC section, their assumption is
50% can be installed in the summer (see section 2.3.1 of TransCanada’s
application). The Technical Team has concluded this Alaska assumption is
reasonable, but considers the assumption for the Yukon-BC section may be
somewhat optimistic. The amount of winter work in each pipeline section,
plus other terrain and access considerations, will dictate the number of
construction contractor spreads necessary to complete the installation phase
in the two winter and two summer seasons timeframe. After further analysis
should it be determined more work must be completed in the winter,
potentially additional construction spreads will be required. TransCanada
has proposed this basic plan for the installation phase, and the Technical
Team considers this plan to be reasonable.
Best Duration − 12 months (Year 1) plus 12 months (Year 2) — Given the
requirement for winter construction, the terrain and right-of-way access
issues, plus the overall magnitude of this project, the Technical Team
concluded there is virtually no opportunity to reduce the Base Duration.
Worst Duration − 12 months (Year 1) plus 12 months (Year 2) plus 12
months (Year 3) — A critical component of the project installation schedule
is the requirement to complete at least 50% to 75% of the pipeline
installation during winter construction seasons. If it only becomes evident
during construction that some of the planned summer work must be
completed during a winter season, this could result in a schedule extension
as there will potentially be insufficient time to mobilize additional pipeline
construction resources for the required incremental winter construction
season work. If the productivity in the winter season is materially less than
forecast due to such things as abnormally difficult weather conditions, early
spring thaw, welding problems, difficulty handling the heavy pipe, labor
unrest, etc., there would likely be a schedule extension. Because the winter
work must be completed in specific months of the year, a schedule
extension of any material duration would likely result in the work being
extended into the winter season of the following year. For these reasons, the
Technical Team concluded there is a reasonable possibility that the second
season’s winter work may not be completed, requiring the addition of an
additional year (a third winter season) to the installation duration.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
Execution Range

4.5-bcf/d Base Case − Subproject: Alaska Pipeline and Yukon-BC Pipeline
Description
Execution Duration

Pipeline System
Commissioning

Months
Best
4

Comments

Worst
6

Base Duration – 5 months — TransCanada’s basic plan is to use the
gas from the GTP to purge and pressure the pipeline. Once the system is
pressurized, the commissioning of the compressor stations can be
finalized. TransCanada’s basic plan is to flow initial gas in November,
2017 and would increase to full production by early 2018 (see section
2.3.1 of TransCanada’s application). TransCanada said it might be
necessary to also bring gas from Alberta for the commissioning phase
(see section 2.3.1). The Technical Team concluded this basic plan was
reasonable but, due to the assumed delay in the award of the AGIA
license, the in-service date is also delayed.
Best Duration – 4 months — If TransCanada plans from the start to
bring additional gas from Alberta for the commissioning phase, it would
speed up the purging and pressurizing process. Also, if gas was
available from other sources part way between the GTP and Alberta,
such as the Liard area, it would also help considerably. The Technical
Team concluded there is a reasonable possibility of this duration being
reduced by one month.
Worst Duration – 6 months — Commissioning a system as large and
complicated as APP can run into complications. If there is only gas
from one source, it will take considerable time to push the air out of the
pipeline and pressurize the pipeline system. There could be
complications in starting up the compressor station turbines. There is a
potential for problems dealing with any water that is left in the pipelines
following the hydrotest. The Technical Team concluded there is a
reasonable possibility this duration could be extended one month longer
than the Base Duration.
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LOS-1

The reasonableness, specificity, and feasibility of the applicant's work plan, timeline, and budget required
to be submitted under AS 43.90.130, including the applicant's plan to manage cost overruns, insulate
shippers from the effect of cost overruns, and encourage shippers to participate in the first binding open
season. AGIA 43.90.170(c)(1)1

LOS-3

The ability of the applicant to comply with the proposed performance schedule. AGIA 43.90.170(c)(3)
GTP

1.

Pipeline

X

Positive Impact

Is the subproject design complete?
a.

Are key components and assumptions well defined?

b.

Has the applicant defined the subproject scope and capabilities
in sufficient detail to allow analysis?

No Impact

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers. (See sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4 xv, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did
state that if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did
not require the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a
North Slope gas treatment plant.
TransCanada provided an outline of the units for the GTP with an MDEA (Amine) process for CO2 removal, and they did
not specify the number of trains or train size. Evaluation by the SME confirmed that this process is feasible as discussed in
Sections 3.1.1 and 3.2.1 of this report.
Pipeline
TransCanada has identified all the key components of the Alaska and Yukon-BC pipeline portions of their application.
They have defined in sufficient detail the pipeline specifications, the general compressor station design, the general chiller
design and the philosophy for the location of pipeline block valves within these sections. Because of the uncertainty of
facility requirements in Alberta, TransCanada did not define in any detail the specifications of any required pipelines or
compressor stations in Alberta. Instead, TransCanada has stated in section 2.2.3 of their application that they will first use
available spare pipeline capacity in their Alberta system. Only if there is insufficient spare pipeline capacity in the Alberta
system to accommodate the Alaska gas volumes would they add facilities. As it will not be known where the spare capacity
is located until closer to the time of operation, it is impossible at this time to define the location or specifications of the
additional facilities in Alberta.
TransCanada has defined in general terms within sections 2.2 and 2.10 of their application the permafrost types within the
terrain that the pipeline will traverse in Alaska, Yukon, and BC and has defined the design approaches planned for these
various permafrost types. TransCanada has stated in section 2.3.1 of their application that they plan to construct
1

The Commercial Team has evaluated TransCanada’s plans to insulate shippers from the effect of cost overruns and
its plans to encourage shippers to participate in the first binding Open Season. The Technical Team did not address
these aspects of the proposal.
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(LOS-1/3: question 1 response continued for the Pipeline)
approximately 25% of the pipeline in Alaska and 50% of the Yukon-BC section during the summer. Based on publicly
available information in documents, such as the National Resources Canada Permafrost maps, the Technical Team is
concerned that the 50% summer assumption for the Yukon-BC section may be somewhat optimistic. Summer construction
may not be feasible to the extent assumed due to the potential for extensive areas along the pipeline route that do not have
sufficient strength in the summer to support the heavy construction equipment. TransCanada has stated in section 2.3 that
this assumption will be further evaluated during the development phase of TransCanada’s proposed Alaska Pipeline Project
(APP).
In summary, the key components and assumptions are well defined and TransCanada has provided sufficient detail in their
application to allow the Technical Team to analyze their application.
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(LOS-1/3: continued)
GTP

Pipeline

X

X

Positive Impact

2.

No Impact

GTP

Negative Impact

Is the subproject design realistic and achievable?
Pipeline
Is the subproject design realistic and achievable?
a.

Does the project proposed by the applicant include a pipeline
diameter and maximum operating pressure that is feasible to design
and construct?

b.

Is the subproject design optimized for the specified initial design
capacity and does it support low cost expandability?

c.

Does the subproject include operating temperatures and design
limitations that reasonably account for the challenges associated
with pipelines/facilities constructed in the Arctic?

d.

Is the proposed pipeline route reasonable for a very high-pressure,
large-diameter pipeline?

e.

Is the design of the compressor stations reasonably achievable, and
are the stations capable of operating reliably in an Arctic
environment?

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North
Slope gas treatment plant.
While only a general concept was provided by TransCanada, a more definitive analysis of the concept for the design,
fabrication, and installation developed by the Technical Team indicates the GTP can meet the volumes and gas
composition requirements at the pipeline inlet. The schedule for the GTP is very tight but, with proper management, should
not restrain the overall project schedule.
Since TransCanada provided limited design details, simulation and design was done at the SMEs direction by B&V and
AMEC (see Exhibit J − Analysis of Gas Treatment Plant by AMEC) to examine the potential size of the major
components, the size of modules for fabrication and transport to North Slope, and the compression and gas cooling
requirements for the concept proposed by TransCanada. The study matched the TransCanada proposed Amine CO2
removal and other gas-treating processes to meet the gas specification provided in the RFA. The engineering study work
done by B&V and AMEC indicate to avoid more than two sealifts, the number of trains needed to be minimized. The train
sizes that match both the 4.5-bcf/d outlet and two sealift windows were determined to be a nominal 1-bcf/d train. Six trains
would be installed to meet the winter higher-volume opportunity such that the pipeline would not be restrained by the GTP.
The 1-bcf/d train would require the primary Amine contact vessel to be approximately 80-feet high and 23.5 feet in
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(LOS-1/3: question 2 response continued for the GTP)
diameter, with a wall thickness of 4 inches to 5 inches.
This vessel at 1,000 tons plus is close to the limits of what could be included in a large module to allow a modular concept.
With respect to the size and weight of the vessel itself, in the world there are a very limited number of fabricators that can
make this vessel. Vessels of this type in a 2007 environment require 24 months from order to delivery. The TransCanada
application setting the requirements for the Decision to Proceed before any procurement takes place, would not allow the
24 months to start prior to November 30, 2013.
The 24 months for the procurement and fabrication of this vessel along with the desired two sealift window becomes
controlling in the schedule not only for the GTP, but for the entire project. In the absence of a definitive GTP completion
concept from TransCanada, the GTP SME and the pipeline SMEs developed a concept of a two-phased start of the GTP to
coincide with a two-sealift requirement. Each phase would be 3 bcf/d. This concept is viewed as both workable and
allowing flow down the pipe roughly eight months earlier to allow line pack and some sales. The first phase will match the
pipeline schedule. Missing a sealift requires a year’s schedule extension. Early procurement commitments significantly
assure that no more than two sealift seasons are required.
Another viable method of CO2 extraction involves the Ryan Holmes cryogenic process. B&V performed a process
simulation to determine the size of the stainless steel demethanizer, which would be the largest vessel in a 1.5-bcf/d Ryan
Holmes process train. (See B&V report in Exhibit J.) The study indicated a stainless steel vessel, 115 feet high, 23 feet in
diameter and a wall thickness roughly 4.5 inches. Reducing the train throughput and using more trains to obtain the volume
would limit the vessel size, but increasing the number of modules might require more than two sealifts delaying final gas
another year. The size of this vessel might force shipping the vessel separately in a horizontal position and erecting it in the
vertical at the North Slope. This would require installing the packing at the North Slope in the winter. Installing packing in
the winter at the North Slope is highly problematic. The preferred route would be shipping in the vertical with the packing
installed. Possible mitigation for consideration would be to fabricate the trains on barges and sink the barges on the North
Slope. This technique has been used previously on the North Slope and was just used on the Snohvit project under similar
conditions in Norway (http://www.hydrocarbons-technology.com/projects/snohvit/). The number of equipment items is
also similar to Amine technology, and with larger trains and less modules overall.
Pipeline
TransCanada has used a conventional approach for determining the basic system design of a high volume, long distance,
and high-pressure pipeline system. They have developed “Normalized Cost of Service (COS) Comparison” curves (J
curves) that analyze a series of potential pipeline diameters and maximum operating pressure ranges for the pipelines.
These curves have identified a 48” 2,500 psig pipeline as the optimum diameter and pressure for a pipeline that is designed
to transport 4.5 bcf/d initially with a significant amount of low cost (compression only) expandability.
There may be other options that utilize even larger diameter pipelines, but there is a question of the practicality of
manufacturing the line pipe and the installation of these unusually large diameter pipelines in the Arctic.
Pipeline Design Issue
Conventional pipeline design limits the stress level in the pipe steel to a given percentage of its maximum capability. This
design factor (safety factor) varies depending on the population density along the pipeline route as well as the design codes
being utilized in Canada or the U.S. TransCanada has selected a 48” diameter pipeline with a maximum operating pressure
(MOP) of 2,500 psig for the Alaska section and 48” diameter with a 2,600 psig MOP for the Yukon and BC sections. This
diameter and these design pressures, along with the conventional design factors, yield a pipe wall thickness of 1.042 inch in
Alaska and 0.975 inch in Yukon and BC, assuming the pipe steel has yield strength of 80,000 psi (X80). TransCanada has
indicated in section 2.2.1 of their application that, during the development phase, they will consider using a design factor in
Alaska that is the same as that planned for the Yukon and BC section which, if TransCanada is authorized to do so by
regulators and elects to use the same design factor in both countries, would reduce the total number of tons of steel as
discussed in the Alaskan Section-Major Equipment and Materials portion of the Cost Ranging Report. Using a revised
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(LOS-1/3: question 2 response continued for the Pipeline)
design factor of 0.8 (vs. 0.72 in the U.S. code) for Alaska would not be a precedent-setting change as several pipelines in
the lower-48 states have already received waivers from regulators to use a 0.8 design factor in sparsely populated or
unpopulated areas.
On March 12, 2008, the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA) issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register that would effectively allow higher design
factors (up to 0.80) for certain pipelines. This would presumably include the Alaska segment of the APP.
Pipe Yield Strength Issue
TransCanada has also said in section 2.2.1 of their application that during the preliminary design phase they will consider
using a pipe steel with yield strengths higher than X80, but has based their application on using X80 steels. The Technical
Team acknowledges that there will likely be increases in the yield strength of pipeline steels over time. However, given the
degree of uncertainty associated with this timing and the technical ramifications of utilizing higher-strength steels, the
Technical Team has not considered this potential enhancement in its evaluation.
Strain-Based Pipeline Design Issue
TransCanada has identified the need for supplemental design requirements to accommodate the stresses and strains induced
on the pipeline due to many operating situations, especially those that are unique to Arctic pipelines. One situation
deserving special attention is that of frost heave. Frost heave can occur when a pipeline is transporting gas that has a
temperature below freezing and the pipeline transits unfrozen wet terrain. The cold pipe will tend to freeze the unfrozen
saturated soil that surrounds the pipe resulting in the formation of an ice ball (frost bulb) around the pipe. This frost bulb
can grow to the extent that it forces the pipe upwards (frost heave).
Another situation deserving special attention is that of thaw settlement. Thaw settlement occurs when the pipeline is
transporting gas that has a temperature above the melting point of ice and the pipeline transits terrain that is frozen at
pipeline depth in soils with high ice content. The warm gas inside the pipe will tend to melt the ice in the soil, and the pipe
could settle as it loses support from the underlying frozen soil.
Both of these unique Arctic events can induce stresses and strains on the pipe that must be accommodated in the pipeline
design and during operation. TransCanada has proposed to utilize a design approach called “strain based” design
methodology. They have identified the issues that are important considerations in strain-based design methodology in
sections 2.2.1, 2.4.8, and 2.9.5 of their application.
The Canadian National Energy Board (NEB) requires that pipelines under its jurisdiction be designed, constructed, and
operated in accordance with the provisions of the applicable Canadian Standards Association (CSA) standards. The CSA
standard for gas pipelines is Z662. CSA Z662 states that it is permissible under certain conditions to design gas pipelines to
the requirements of their Limit States Design Annex (Annex C). Strain-based design is a subset of the Limit States Design
methodology. The Mackenzie Gas Project’s proposed design is based on the strain-based design methodology. While there
has been no decision rendered yet, the NEB has held extensive hearings into the technical (and other) aspects of the
projects and has asked several questions about technical elements of the strain-based design approach proposed there.
Based on the tone of the questions, it did does not appear that there was extensive opposition to the use of the strain-based
design methodology. Based on the above, the Technical Team does not expect significant opposition to the use of strainbased design in Canada so long as the design limitations embodied in the CSA Annex C (examples are maximum flaw size,
weld overmatch requirements) are respected. Based on the TransCanada application, they understand the requirements of
Annex C and have discussed a plan to deal with these design limitations.
TransCanada stated in their application: “For the Alaska Section, the design methodology would be based on the
requirements of 49 CFR 192 and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) B31.8 for normal operating loads
and on Limit State Design principles, in particular strain-based design, for supplemental design criteria covering loads
related to frost heave, thaw settlement, seismic hazards, and slope instability.” TransCanada did not make reference in the
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above statement to any provisions in the U.S. regulations allowing for the use of Limit State Design. The Technical Team
is not aware of any provisions in the U.S. regulations that contemplate the use of Limit State Design for onshore gas
pipelines. TransCanada stated in their application: “Regulatory liaison efforts would be initiated early in the project to preposition regulators to receive and support new design methodologies. This work would involve a series of
workshops/meetings with industrial/standards/regulatory organizations facilitated by experts/consultants.” The Technical
Team agrees that TransCanada would need to embark on this liaison process early in the project, but it is not clear how
successful TransCanada will be in obtaining the necessary approvals from U.S. regulators to allow the use of a strain-based
design methodology.
Strain-based design methodology is regularly utilized for offshore pipelines. The only project in North America that the
Technical Team is aware of that has claimed to have utilized strain-based design was the Enbridge Norman Wells oil
pipeline. This pipeline was constructed in the mid 80s. The pipeline starts at Norman Wells in the Canadian Northwest
Territories and proceeds generally south for 540 miles. This pipeline transits large areas of discontinuous permafrost. The
strain-based design used at the time this pipeline was constructed did not contain the detailed approach embodied in the
current CSA Z662 Annex C, but it used the basic concepts of limiting loading based on associated strain rather than the
conventional stress limitations. However, the strain limits used at that time were much lower than those contemplated at
this time.
If TransCanada was not permitted to use the strain-based design methodology in Alaska, the impact on project costs and
schedule could be impacted to an unknown extent.
The U.S. Department of Transportation’s Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) is currently
working with the NEB on a “Transborder Study” of pipeline safety standards used in both countries. This study has not yet
been published. PHMSA has also completed (in 2003) a joint study with the Minerals Management Service (MMS) on
strain-based design of pipelines. It is apparent that although strain-based design is not allowed under the current U.S.
pipeline safety regulations, that PHMSA is beginning to move in that direction.
The fact that the Technical Team is unaware of any approval in the U.S. to use strain-based design in any onshore, largediameter pipeline is largely the reason that the Technical Team has evaluated TransCanada’s likelihood of success for
designing and building this project using strain-based design factors as “no impact” rather than “positive.”
Gas Temperature Issue
TransCanada is planning to limit the discharge temperature of the gas coming out of the compressor stations located in
Alaska and the first compressor station in the Yukon (second if the pipeline is expanded to 5.1 bcf/d or above) to just
below freezing, but they state in section 2.10 of their application that they plan to allow the gas temperatures in the
remaining Yukon and BC sections to rise to high levels (over 70° F). TransCanada has stated that during the development
phase they will revisit the maximum temperature requirements for the Yukon-BC section.
The Technical Team supports this review as there is concern that these currently planned high gas temperatures might melt
any sections of high-ice content soils located at pipe depth. This could potentially cause excessive pipe strains due to thaw
settlement. Based on the limited information on the ice content of soils in the Yukon-BC section that is publicly available,
there could be many short sections along the pipeline route containing high-ice content soils. Pipe strains induced by thaw
settlement can be mitigated, but such mitigation would likely result in higher capital costs or operational challenges. It is
expected that this issue will be resolved by TransCanada during the development phase as more site-specific soil data
becomes available.
Pipeline Routing Issue
The route proposed for the APP has been publicly discussed for almost three decades and appears to be a logical and
practical route for a large-diameter pipeline through a region of low population density. The pipeline generally parallels the
Dalton Highway to Delta Junction, then generally parallels the Alaska Highway through the Yukon, then transits northern
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British Columbia to Boundary Lake, Alberta. TransCanada states in section 2.1.1 of their application that they have a 262yard-wide easement in the Yukon for the complete route through that territory.
TransCanada has identified the need to deviate from close proximity to the Alaska Highway’s alignment in some locations
to achieve a shorter pipeline length or to avoid problematic terrain features. In British Columbia, TransCanada states in
section 2.1.1 of their application that there are only 60 miles of the total 448-mile route that parallel the Alaska Highway.
There may be some small local roads available to the approximate 390 miles of pipeline in BC that is not parallel to a
highway, but these deviations from major roads could create logistical challenges for TransCanada. Generally paralleling
highways is a major advantage to a project because the improved access to the project work sites makes logistics much
easier, as compared to a “greenfield” project where miles of virgin territory in the Arctic must be crossed by the project in
order to gain access to the work sites. Access to highways is a positive factor for TransCanada’s project.
Labor/Equipment Issues
The design proposed by TransCanada will be a challenge for the U.S. and Canadian pipeline construction industry. The
project will cross some of the most inhospitable terrain in each country and has pipe that is at the upper range of
conventional pipe diameters and is unusually thick and heavy. The construction contractors will be required to adhere to
construction specifications that will likely require closer tolerances than what is normal for the industry (examples are flaw
size limitations and weld overmatch). In addition, the APP will require a large number of pipeline construction spreads,
including a requirement for large-capacity construction equipment and a requirement for a large amount of construction
manpower. The U.S. and Canadian pipeline contractors are expected to be able to meet these challenges by upgrading and
expanding equipment fleets and training more field supervisory staff and trades people, along with adapting their
construction methodologies to accommodate the unique construction challenges of the APP. However, the process will be
challenging for all concerned.
Compressor Station Issues
The compressor stations proposed by TransCanada are of two basic designs. Those proposed for Alaska and the first
(second if flowing at 5.1 bcf/d or higher) compressor station in the Yukon have a large turbine-driven gas compressor
along with turbine-driven gas chillers. The remaining compressor stations located in the Yukon and BC will have the same
turbine-driven gas compressors, but will not have the gas chillers (see section 2.10.2 of TransCanada’s application). The
compressor station designs are standard in the industry, but the design volumes and maximum operating pressure of the
station will require design enhancements that are not normally required. The Arctic conditions associated with the pipeline
portion of the APP will also pose challenges but, as these conditions have been overcome by existing Arctic turbine-driven
stations, all of these challenges are expected to be overcome by TransCanada.
In summary, the TransCanada design is realistic and achievable for the assumed initial and ultimate gas flow volumes.
Even if the strain-based design is ultimately approved by the regulators, the design, construction, and operating
requirements will challenge TransCanada and the pipeline construction industry. The Technical Team believes that these
challenges can be overcome.
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GTP

3.

Does the risk management plan list the major risks and an assessment of
their impact on the subproject, as well as an appropriate mitigation plan?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North
Slope gas treatment plant.
No details on risk management on the GTP were provided, but the TransCanada general concepts on risk management
processes would be equally applicable and sufficient for the GTP.
Pipeline
TransCanada’s application outlines a well thought-out risk management process. TransCanada has included in their
application their Project Management Office (PMO) Risk Management Guide within Appendix B6 of their application.
This guide provides the risk management principles and approaches used by TransCanada. While this general process may
have to be modified to accommodate some of the unique challenges of the pipeline portion of the APP, the basic risk
management framework has been used by TransCanada for many years.
TransCanada has identified (see section 2.7.2 of TransCanada’s application) most of the major risks facing the pipeline
portion of the APP, plus they have identified the potential resulting consequences (impacts). This section also identified a
broad assessment of the types of mitigation measures that might be implemented to deal with the various identified risks.
TransCanada has not quantified the probability of the identified risks arising, but such level of detail is not to be expected
at this stage of project development.
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4.

Is the technical design for the subproject realistic based on existing
technology and has it been utilized on previous projects and, if not, has
an achievable plan to develop the technology been provided?

Positive Impact

GTP

Pipeline

X

X

No Impact
Negative Impact

a.

Does the design of the subproject require material capabilities
that can readily be provided by material suppliers (e.g., X80
steel with specified longitudinal strength)?

b.

Does the design of the subproject require construction
specifications that are within the capabilities of the construction
industry (e.g., weld overmatch)?

c.

Does the design of the subproject yield a project that can be
reliably and efficiently operated in an Arctic environment?

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal design details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built
and owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state
that if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not
require the applicant to provide design details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal
with a North Slope gas treatment plant.
While there are some special conditions posed by the North Slope and the relative size of the equipment and trains, the
technology proposed by TransCanada is well proven, as are potential alternative technologies that might be utilized for a
project similar to the GTP.
Pipeline
The basic design proposed by TransCanada utilizes existing technology and components that have been applied numerous
times in pipelines in Canada and the U.S. However, some elements of the proposed design are not common for the
pipeline industry.
The 48” diameter pipeline has been often used in North America and other areas of the world. TransCanada alone has over
1,700 miles of 48” pipeline installed in North America. The non-standard aspect of the design is the requirements for pipe
with approximately 1” wall thickness utilizing grade X80 steel. This combination exceeds the capability of many of the
world’s pipe mills and is at or near the limit for most of the remainder. There are a number of pipe mills in the world that
can make this pipe, and the pipeline construction industry has been able to install this weight of pipe in the past.
Attempting to utilize an even larger-diameter pipe, higher-strength steels, or increased pipe wall thickness could have a
negative impact on the project by further limiting the number of qualified pipe mills.
It is an advantage to the project to maximize the number of steel mills that can manufacture the project line pipe so as to
maximize competition, minimize the manufacturing time, and minimize the impact of one mill having production
problems. The challenge will be manufacturing such a large quantity of the pipe, transporting it from various locations
around the world to an Arctic terrain, and installing a significant portion of it during the winter in an Arctic terrain.
Another non-standard element of the TransCanada design is they plan to use a “strain based” design methodology for the
pipeline. This proposed approach is not unique as strain-based design methodology is frequently used in the design of
offshore pipelines. Recent Arctic gas pipeline proposals, such as the Mackenzie Gas Project, have planned to use strainbased design methodology to accommodate the uncertainties of frost heave and thaw settlement along the pipeline route as
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discussed in question 3 above. TransCanada discussed, in general, in section 2.2.1 of their application the requirements of
strain-based design and some of the challenges introduced to the project if this concept is accepted by the regulators.
TransCanada discussed, in general (in section 2.2.1 of their application), the need for enhanced metallurgy in the pipe steel,
reduced weld defect sizes that can be tolerated, enhanced welding requirements such as weld overmatch, etc. It is expected
that TransCanada will deal with these requirements and define these non-standard requirements in the development phase.
It is also reasonable to expect that TransCanada will work with the steel mills and pipeline contractors to establish
approaches to deal with these challenges.
Another non-standard aspect of the TransCanada proposed gas pipeline design is the enhanced requirement for pipeline
surveillance during the operations phase. It is generally recognized that it is impossible to identify all the locations along
the pipeline route where the pipe could be subject to frost heave or thaw settlements. TransCanada discussed the need to
closely monitor and react to changes in pipeline loading conditions due to these mechanisms (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.4.8
of TransCanada’s application), but did not detail the methods to be used. It is expected that TransCanada plans to run
electronic in-line inspection tools within the pipeline during the operations phase to identify any movement of the pipe.
These electronic tools have been used by the pipeline industry for many years and have been found capable of detecting
relatively small movements of the pipelines. This is the type of movement that could be caused by frost heave, thaw
settlement, seismic activity, or other reasons such as slope instability. If there is movement that is causing, or projected to
cause, strain on the pipeline that is beyond the design limits, intervention would be required to deal with the situation.
Fortunately, typically frost heave and thaw settlement occur fairly slowly so there is normally ample time to schedule the
necessary intervention to relieve the strain on the pipeline. The method used would likely be site specific and vary by the
cause of the strain, but the intervention could include exposing or reducing the cover over the pipeline to relieve the strain
or injecting support material under the pipeline to provide additional support.
It is possible there will be occasions when the pipeline will have to be taken out of service or the pressure in the pipe
lowered to accommodate the intervention activities, but the frequency and duration of these events are expected to be low.
Further, such events can typically be scheduled so as to minimize the degree of upset to shippers and their downstream
business arrangements.
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GTP

5.

Is the subproject scheduling methodology appropriate for the subproject
such that the estimated cost is realistic and achievable?
a.

Is the subproject scope well enough defined to enable the
establishment of a feasible subproject schedule?

b.

Does the schedule establishment process have a methodology that
will identify all the major schedule components required to
design, construct, and commission the subproject?

c.

Does the schedule establishment process have a methodology to
obtain realistic estimates of the time required to complete these
major schedule components?

d.

Does the schedule establishment process provide a means to
identify and include in the schedule the requirements of the nonmajor schedule components of the subproject?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

e. Does the schedule development process have a means to establish
the risk of schedule deviations and apply reasonable schedule
contingencies to the overall subproject schedule?
GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project.
The RFA did not require the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans
to deal with a North Slope gas treatment plant.
In the absence of a definitive GTP completion schedule from TransCanada, the GTP SME and the pipeline SMEs
developed a concept of a two-phased start of the GTP to coincide with a two-sealift requirement. Each phase would be 3
bcf/d.
This concept is viewed as both workable and allowing flow down the pipe roughly eight months earlier to allow line pack
and some sales. The first phase will match the pipeline schedule. Missing a sealift requires a year’s schedule extension. An
early procurement commitment significantly assures that no more than two sealift seasons are required.
Pipeline
TransCanada clearly has a good understanding of the critical activities that must be scheduled for a large international
Arctic pipeline. This understanding of Arctic pipelining, plus their use of their Project Management Office (PMO)
Schedule Management Guide (located in Appendix B3 of their application), aids in the establishment of a schedule that is
realistic for the pipeline portion of the APP. TransCanada has identified in section 2.6 of their application all the major
activities involved in the development and execution of the pipeline portion of the APP including activities such as the
Open Season, FEED, Regulatory Review, Procurement, Construction, and Commissioning. They have, sequenced these
activities in a realistic manner, and have assumed durations that appear to be reasonable as discussed in the Duration
Ranging Tables (Exhibit C).
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TransCanada appears to have adopted a conservative project scheduling approach. As an example, they do not plan to
award contracts to the EPCM contractors or the environmental contractors until after the Open Season is complete. Another
example is that their schedule indicates that they will not unconditionally award any contracts to major material suppliers
or construction contractors until after the CPCN is received and a Decision to Proceed has been made. TransCanada has
indicated in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 of their application, that if equipment lead times remain long or construction
contractors are in short supply, they might deviate from this conservative approach, if necessary, probably conditional on
obtaining firm shipping agreements. This approach is reasonable, but as evidenced in the Technical Team’s Duration
Ranging Tables (Exhibit C), TransCanada has an opportunity to advance the project on a faster schedule if they are
prepared to assume additional risk by doing certain tasks earlier, such as awarding the EPCM contract before the Open
Season and completing portions of the following activities during the development phase (detailed design and
unconditionally awarding material and equipment orders and construction contractors).
TransCanada has indicated in sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.1 plus in Appendix B3 of their application the need for their Project
Management Team (PMT) to closely monitor the APP’s schedule and proactively deal with schedule risks. TransCanada
has developed the necessary tools for schedule monitoring and control and has handled projects of similar complexity to
the pipeline portion of the APP. TransCanada has discussed, in general, in section 2.9.3 of their application the type and
number of projects completed by the company and has provided data to substantiate their claim they have generally
completed the projects on schedule and on budget. Based on this data plus their reputation in the industry, they appear to
have been able to deal successfully with schedule challenges and have generally completed their projects on schedule and
on budget.
The APP schedule is similar to many other pipeline projects completed by TransCanada, but the consequence of schedule
disruptions is much larger than the typical pipeline projects that they manage. Based on performance history, TransCanada
is expected to be able to upgrade their schedule monitoring processes if required and be able to react to schedule challenges
posed by this project.
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6.

Does the applicant have the work processes, governance, and staff
competencies to manage the subproject to a schedule?

a. Does the applicant have a schedule monitoring process available

GTP

Pipeline

X

X

Positive Impact
No Impact
Negative Impact

along with mechanisms to proactively react to forecast schedule
deviations?
GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North
Slope gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application
the necessary experience, staff, process, and governance necessary to manage the building and operation of such a project
safely and with due care in respect to the stakeholders and the environment. Conditions in Northern Canada where the
applicant has built and operated gas processing facilities for many years are similar.
Pipeline
TransCanada appears to have the work processes and governance standards (oversight) in place to deal with the pipeline
portion of the APP. In their application, they described the elements of their Governance Model (primarily Project
Management Offices (PMO) processes and best practices) for both the development phase and the execution phase (see
sections 2.2.1, 2.3.1, and 2.9.4 of TransCanada’s application). Within this Governance Model is a description of the
Corporate Management Systems that will be used to provide the degree of oversight a project of this magnitude requires. In
section 2.2.1 of their application, TransCanada has committed to put in place a Management Committee that would include
key TransCanada executives who would ensure that a strong link exists between the APP and TransCanada’s Leadership
Team. In their Dec 14, 2007 response to a State data request, TransCanada has also committed to make available the
necessary human resources, technical know-how and expertise, management information systems, procedures, and policies
to ensure they meet the commitments made by TransCanada in its AGIA application.
TransCanada has indicated in section 2.2.1 of their application that they will designate a Project Management Team (PMT)
staffed primarily with TransCanada core staff for the duration of the APP. The PMT will be led by a TransCanada Vice
President. The PMT will oversee all aspects of the pipeline and facility works in Alaska and Canada.
They also included in their application a copy of their PMO Schedule Management Guide (Appendix B3) which illustrates
the depth of their control systems that are in place and being used for existing projects. Based on their history to date, they
historically have had sufficient number of qualified staff to handle complex pipeline projects.
TransCanada said in section 2.9.2 of their application that one of the indicators of their competence in schedule estimating
and schedule management is their track record on past projects. As an example, in the period from 1990 to 2000, they
added 6,683 miles of pipe and over 3 million compression horsepower to their existing systems. TransCanada reported that
these additions were generally ready for service on or before the originally scheduled dates and that, in no case, were
substantial schedule setbacks experienced. These data plus their reputation in the industry indicates that TransCanada has
the systems and people in place to develop schedules and monitor and react to schedule challenges.
The Technical Team is concerned that if TransCanada assumes a leadership role in the Mackenzie Gas Project, and with
their ongoing role in the Keystone Pipeline Project, there might be a reduced involvement by TransCanada Corporate
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Management in the APP and/or a lack of experienced staff available to meet the staffing requirements for the pipeline
portion of the APP. TransCanada has stated that they believe their involvement in the Mackenzie Gas Project (MGP) could
be complementary to the APP as the MGP is currently scheduled to be in service just as the pre-construction work on the
APP is scheduled to commence. In their response to question 11 of the State’s January 29, 2008 information request,
TransCanada stated that they believe this situation would create a unique opportunity for the labor and equipment working
on MGP to transition to the APP. The Technical Team notes, however, that schedule slippage on either project could
reduce or eliminate the benefit expected by TransCanada. There is no basis to tell at this point whether TransCanada’s
expectation will be achieved. Thus, TransCanada’s optimism on this aspect of their proposal cannot necessarily be taken at
face value. This concern for the availability of TransCanada management and key technical staff is largely the reason the
Technical Team has evaluated the TransCanada likelihood of success for this LOS category as no impact rather than
positive.
It is expected that TransCanada will augment its staff levels with contractor staff, but such contractors may not be familiar
with TransCanada tested schedule management techniques. However, given the potentially severe consequence of schedule
slippage, it is expected that TransCanada will do whatever is necessary to ensure they have sufficient Corporate
Governance and numbers of experienced staff available to monitor and control the schedule on the pipeline portion of the
APP.
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GTP

7.

Is the cost estimate methodology appropriate for the subproject such
that the estimated cost is realistic and achievable?

Positive Impact

a.

Is the subproject scope sufficiently defined to allow for a
reasonable estimate of cost?

Negative Impact

b.

Does the cost estimate process have a methodology that will
identify all the major components required to construct the
subproject?

c.

Does the cost estimate process have a methodology to obtain
realistic estimates of the cost of these major components?

d.

Does the cost estimating process provide a means to identify and
include in the cost estimate non-major components of the
subproject?

e.

Does the cost estimating process have a means to establish the risk
of cost overruns and applies a reasonable contingency level to the
overall cost estimate?

No Impact

Pipeline

X
X

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North
Slope gas treatment plant.
TransCanada included in Appendix B4 of their application a copy of their PMO Cost Management Guide which could be
used with a project similar to GTP. This guide illustrates the depth of control systems in place within TransCanada.
Pipeline
TransCanada appears to have applied a cost estimating methodology that has been used successfully many times on other
pipeline projects. TransCanada included in Appendix B4 of their application a copy of their PMO Cost Management
Guide. This guide illustrates the depth of control systems in place within TransCanada.
The cost categories selected by TransCanada for their cost estimates appear to be the appropriate ones for the pipeline
portion of the APP and TransCanada appears to understand the variables that influence these costs.
TransCanada or their affiliates have been studying variations of the pipeline portion of the APP for decades, including the
collection of relevant estimating input information and doing site work along portions of the route in Canada. TransCanada
stated that they have updated the detailed cost estimate that was previously prepared for the Yukon-BC section.
In section 2.5 of their application, TransCanada stated that the Yukon-BC installation costs were used as a base for
estimating the costs for the Alaska pipeline section of the APP.
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GTP

8.

Does the applicant have the work processes, governance, and staff
competencies to manage the subproject to a cost estimate?

a. Does the applicant have a cost monitoring process available

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

along with mechanisms to proactively react to forecast cost overruns?
GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North
Slope gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application
the necessary experience, staff, process, and governance necessary to manage the building of a project similar to GTP.
Pipeline
TransCanada appears to have the work processes and governance standards in place to manage the pipeline components of
APP to a cost estimate. In section 2.2.1 of their application, they described the elements of their Governance Model for
both the development phase and the execution phase. Within this Governance Model is a description of the Corporate
Management Systems that will be used to provide the degree of oversight a project of this magnitude requires. Also, in
section 2.2.1 of their application, they have committed to put in place a Management Committee that would include key
TransCanada executives who would ensure that a strong link exists between the APP and TransCanada’s existing
leadership team. In their response to question 1 of the Dec 11, 2007 information request from the State, TransCanada has
committed to make available the necessary human resources, technical know-how and expertise, management information
systems, procedures, and policies to ensure they meet the AGIA undertakings. They also indicated they will designate a
Project Management Team (PMT) staffed primarily with TransCanada core staff for the duration of the APP. The PMT
will be led by a TransCanada Vice President. The PMT will oversee all aspects of the pipeline and facility works in Alaska
and Canada.
TransCanada included in Appendix B4 of their application a copy of their PMO Cost Management Guide. This guide
illustrates the depth of control systems in place within TransCanada. Also, based on their history of projects completed to
date, they seemed to have had sufficient number of qualified staff to handle complex pipeline projects.
As discussed above in Question 6, TransCanada said in section 2.9.2 of their application that one of the indicators of their
competence in cost estimating and cost management is their track record on past projects. As an example, in the period
from 1990 to 2000, they added 6,683 miles of pipe and added over 3 million more compression horsepower to their
existing systems. TransCanada reported that in aggregate these additions were completed within 0.6% of the budgeted
amounts. This data plus their reputation in the industry indicates that TransCanada has the systems and people in place to
develop sound cost estimates and monitor and react to cost challenges. The Technical Team has a concern that
TransCanada’s role in the Keystone project and possible role in the Mackenzie Gas project could reduce the involvement
by TransCanada Corporate Management in the APP, plus there could be a lack of experienced staff available to meet the
staffing requirements for the APP. (This is discussed in response to Question 6 above.)
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The applicant's organization, experience, accounting and operational controls, technical skills or the ability
to obtain them, and necessary equipment or the ability to obtain the necessary equipment. AGIA
43.90.170(c)(4)

GTP

1.

Does the subproject development plan reflect a complete and realistic
FEED plan with a scope of work, resource plan, governance model, and
schedule necessary to support project execution?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to develop and complete a realistic FEED plan.
Pipeline
TransCanada has incorporated within their schedule two levels of FEED prior to project execution. The Pre-FEED
component includes the preliminary work necessary to define the pipeline portion of the APP in sufficient detail to allow for
an Open Season with sufficient information to allow potential shippers to make informed decisions (see section 2.2.1 of
TransCanada’s application).
After the Open Season, TransCanada identified a FEED that lasts several years. Within this FEED are two phases. One
phase is the FEED work necessary to prepare the various regulatory filings. The second phase of the FEED includes the
work necessary to support the regulatory process plus complete the planning necessary to implement the execution phase
(see section 2.2.1 of TransCanada’s application).
Included in this second phase will be the work necessary to complete a sufficient amount of detailed design work to provide
the material specifications to the pipe mills plus validate the mills’ manufacturing processes. Sufficient detailed work must
be completed to develop the specifications of the compressor station equipment and materials. Also, sufficient detailed work
must be completed to allow the pipeline and compressor station contractors to have a full understanding of the scope of the
work so they can provide comprehensive proposals. TransCanada has stated in their application (see section 2.3.1 of
TransCanada’s application) that they plan to be in a position to award the long-lead material supply contracts and
construction contracts immediately following the Decision to Proceed.
TransCanada has provided a resourcing plan that involves a combination of TransCanada core staff and outside contractors.
These contractors will be located in Canada and the U.S. It is expected that TransCanada will be able to obtain the numbers
of contract staff contemplated and will be able to provide the core TransCanada staff required by the pipeline portion of the
APP.
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(LOS-4: question 1 response continued for the Pipeline )
The concern exists that given all the other work TransCanada could be potentially completing, there could be a competition
for staff with extensive Arctic experience and TransCanada Corporate attention. This is discussed in LOS-1/3, question 6
above.
Overall, the TransCanada approach appears to be reasonable and deals with the challenges in the pipeline portion of the
APP.
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(LOS-4: continued)
GTP

2.

Does the stakeholder management plan address the key stakeholders, key
issues to be addressed, and a viable plan to address their needs within the
context of the subproject?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to develop and complete a successful stakeholder management plan.
Pipeline
A project of the magnitude of the APP has a large number of stakeholders. These stakeholders include federal, state,
provincial, territorial, and local governments; regulators at all these levels; aboriginal communities; the general public;
NGOs; labor unions; and pipeline shippers. TransCanada has provided a 13 page list of the stakeholders they have identified
to date located in Appendix G of their application. TransCanada has also provided their PMO Communications
Management Guide in Appendix B9 of their application. Within this Management Guide are the elements of a Stakeholder
Management Plan. TransCanada has significant experience in dealing with the multitude of stakeholders involved in an
international project [examples are the Keystone project (Canada and U.S.), Gas Pacifico (Argentina and Chile), and
Tamazunchale, Mexico] and the unique elements of a near- arctic pipeline in large areas with aboriginal populations.
TransCanada appears to understand the importance of maintaining a positive working relationship with all the APP
stakeholders. TransCanada has provided, starting on page 2.9-17 (section 2.9.5) of their application, a description for the
approach they use within their company for aboriginal relations. TransCanada clearly recognizes the importance of
obtaining acceptance of the APP by the aboriginal communities and has developed systems and approaches that appear to be
reasonable.
TransCanada has been maintaining a dialogue with the aboriginal communities in the Yukon and Northern BC for many
years, and this degree of familiarity is likely to be an advantage should they advance the APP. TransCanada identified the
Aboriginal Community as one of the key risk factors for the APP and specifically mentioned First Nations relations as key
to dealing with these risks.
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(LOS-4: continued)
GTP

3.

Does the applicant have the organizational structure, work processes,
resources, and governance structure to integrate all of the subproject
components to meet the subproject objectives?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary organizational structure, work processes, resources, and governance model to handle a project similar to the GTP.
Pipeline
TransCanada appears to have the work processes and governance standards in place to successfully handle a project like the
pipeline portion of the APP. In their application, they described the elements of their Governance Model for both the
development phase and the execution phase (see sections 2.2.1, 2.3.1, and 2.9.4 of TransCanada’s application). Within this
Governance Model is a description of the Corporate Management Systems that will be used to provide the degree of
oversight a project of this magnitude requires. TransCanada has committed in section 2.2.1 of their application to put in
place a Management Committee that would include key TransCanada executives who would ensure that a strong link exists
between the APP and TransCanada’s Leadership Team. TransCanada has also committed to make available the necessary
human resources, technical know-how and expertise, management information systems, procedures, and policies to ensure
they meet the AGIA undertakings. TransCanada has indicated that they will designate a Project Management Team (PMT)
staffed primarily with TransCanada core staff for the duration of the APP. The PMT will be led by a TransCanada Vice
President. The PMT will oversee all aspects of the pipeline and facility works in Alaska and Canada. The PMT will be led
by a TransCanada Vice President.
TransCanada recognizes the need for project integration and has provided in their application, within Appendix B13, a copy
of their PMO Integration Management Guide. This guide describes the processes used by TransCanada for integrating all
elements of the APP so that proper communication and controls are maintained.
Based on this information, TransCanada recognizes the need for proper integration of all the project elements and appears to
have the tools and experience necessary to achieve this integration.
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(LOS-4: continued)
GTP

4.

Is the applicant's project execution plan realistic and achievable in light
of the subproject challenges?
a.

Does the plan include work processes to be used, resources, and a
governance model?

b.

Does the applicant's organizational structure adequately deal
with the requirement to manage key subproject activities?

c.

Does the applicant appear to have a sufficient number of internal
staff with the skills required to manage the subproject?

d.

Does the applicant have a realistic plan to hire, when required,
the subproject design and construction contractors necessary to
successfully complete the subproject?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to develop a realistic execution plan for a project similar to the GTP.
Pipeline
TransCanada’s application includes a proposed execution plan that is consistent with the challenges faced by a large
international Arctic pipeline project. Their execution plan identifies the requirements for the detailed engineering,
construction contracting, quality control, and environmental management, as well as the processes for managing schedule
and cost. Their execution plan contemplates unconditionally awarding the contracts for long lead-time equipment and
material plus construction contracts at the time of Decision to Proceed, but they acknowledge it may be necessary to
conditionally award some of these contracts up to two years earlier than the Decision to Proceed (see section 2.3.2 of
TransCanada’s application).
TransCanada’s execution plan includes discussion of all the key issues that must be dealt with in a project of this magnitude
and complexity (see section 2.3 of TransCanada’s application). They have used the experiences gained on similar projects,
including the currently being constructed Keystone Pipeline Project, which is an oil pipeline that involves the conversion of
existing gas pipelines to oil service, plus the construction of over 1,600 miles of 30” and 36” in Canada and the U.S. ( see
section 2.3.1 of TransCanada’s application and their response to question 10 of the State’s January 29, 2008 information
request).
Their execution plan acknowledges the need for central control of certain key activities, yet recognizes the need for some of
the project control to be located in Alaska and the Yukon. This seems to be a good balance between the various objectives
inherent in a project like APP.
TransCanada has provided a resourcing plan that involves a combination of TransCanada core staff and outside contractors.
These contractors will be located in Canada and the U.S. While it may not be easy or inexpensive in a competitive
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(LOS-4: question 4 response continued for the Pipeline)
environment, it is expected that TransCanada will be able to obtain the numbers of contract staff contemplated and will be
able to provide the core TransCanada staff required by the APP. The Technical Team considered these issues when
establishing the ranges included in the Cost Ranging Tables (Exhibit B). It is not expected that TransCanada will have
difficulty hiring the necessary contractors, but the concern exists that given all the other work TransCanada could be
potentially completing, there could be a competition for the attention of TransCanada Corporate management and the
necessary internal staff with extensive Arctic experience.
TransCanada clearly has a good understanding of the issues facing a project of this magnitude and complexity and has
proposed an execution strategy that deals with these challenges.
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(LOS-4: continued)
GTP

5.

Does the construction management plan address the challenges
associated with the project location as well as the potential project
resources environment?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to develop a construction plan to meet the challenges of North Slope construction.
Pipeline
In general, TransCanada’s preliminary construction execution plans have been tailored to meet the challenges associated
with the APP’s diverse route attributes and length. The APP’s route traverses areas with continuous permafrost, areas with
discontinuous permafrost, and areas with sporadic to no permafrost. These preliminary construction plans will be upgraded
to a construction execution plan during the development phase. The route traverses mountainous terrain, flat wetlands, and
agricultural areas. The pipeline route crosses an international border which can influence the flow of manpower and
equipment and influence contracting and labor union strategies. Developing a construction plan that deals with these unique
aspects of the route, as well as the extreme weather conditions associated with an Arctic pipeline, requires flexibility and
creativity.
TransCanada has significant experience constructing pipelines in the winter in northern Alberta and other regions of
Canada. TransCanada also has the experience of completing U.S. and international projects (see TransCanada’s response to
question 10 of the State’s January 29, 2008 information request). Depending on the basis of measurement, it is one of the
largest, if not the largest, gas pipeline company in North America. TransCanada wholly owns or operates over 40,000 miles
of pipeline in Canada and the United States. (See the TransCanada website:
www.transcanada.com/gas_transmission/index.html).
The TransCanada construction execution plan included in their application seems to have given due regard to the unique
challenges discussed above. TransCanada proposes to construct about 75% of the pipeline in Alaska in the winter, with the
remainder being completed in the summer. In the Yukon-BC section, they propose to construct an equal amount in the
summer and the winter (see section 2.3.1 of TransCanada’s application). This issue is discussed in Question 1 under LOS1/LOS-3.
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(LOS-4: continued)
GTP

6.

Does the applicant have the organization, work processes, personnel, and
experience necessary to operate the subproject (e.g., Arctic high-pressure
gas pipeline, GTP, etc.)?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to develop an operating plan to reflect the harsh conditions in the Arctic.
Pipeline
TransCanada has extensive experience in the operation of high-pressure gas pipelines, particularly those located in remote
regions, including regions subject to seasonal weather extremes (see TransCanada’s response to question 10 of the State’s
January 29, 2008 information request and Section 2.4 of TransCanada’s application). Depending on the basis of
measurement, it is one of the largest, if not the largest, gas pipeline company in North America. TransCanada’s systems
currently generally have the ability to remotely control the compressor stations along the various pipelines they operate as
well as provide the required operational maintenance in regions that are not always readily accessible (see TransCanada’s
response to question 10 of the State’s January 29, 2008 information request and Section 2.4 of TransCanada’s application).
The APP has the advantage of having an all-weather road relatively close to the pipeline for the majority of the route, but
there will still be locations along the route where it will be difficult to access the pipeline, particularly at certain times of the
year. Also, given the extensive areas of continuous and discontinuous permafrost along the pipeline route, the SMEs expect
that, during the operations phase of the project, extensive maintenance of the right-of-way could be required due to soil
erosion, sunken ditch, thaw subsidence, or frost heave.
TransCanada has the experience with their northern Alberta pipeline operations of maintaining the pipeline even when
access is limited during certain times of the year (see TransCanada’s response to question 10 of the State’s January 29, 2008
information request and Section 2.4 of TransCanada’s application).
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The applicant's record of (A) performance on projects not licensed under this chapter; (B) integrity and good
business ethics. 43.90.170(c)(5)2
GTP

1.

Does the applicant have a history of compliance with safety, health, and
environmental requirements?

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application a
history of a good health and safety record.
Pipeline
TransCanada’s application devotes a significant amount of attention to the issues of safety, health, and environmental
requirements. In their staffing requirements for the APP, they have identified the requirement for a Manager of Environment
for both Alaska and Canada plus a centralized Manager of Health and Safety who would respond to the requirements of the
APP in both countries. All these managers would be supported by their respective corporate departments who would define
company requirements and assistance as required (see section 2.2.1 of TransCanada’s application).
The HSE Committee of the TransCanada Corporation’s Board of Directors monitors conformance with TransCanada HSE
corporate policy (see section 2.2.1 of TransCanada’s application). In addition, these management positions would rely upon
the PMO guidelines applicable to their areas. TransCanada provided copies of PMO Safety Management Guide in Appendix
B11 of their application as well as PMO Environmental Management Guide in Appendix B12.
As shown in section 2.9.1 of their application, TransCanada annually compares its safety performance against the average of
peer companies in various industry groups and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration as well. These
groups include the Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA), American Gas Association’s transmission group (AGA),
the Canadian Gas Association (CGA), and the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). In the period
1996 to 2006, TransCanada has equaled or exceeded the safety performance record of all of the above organizations (see
section 2.4 and 2.9.1 of TransCanada’s application and their response to question 10 of the State’s January 29, 2008
information request).
TransCanada is known as an active participant in environmental management issues within the industry and, based on
publicly available data, the Technical Team has the expectation that TransCanada’s environmental management plans will
2

The Commercial Team’s Report also addresses subpart (A). The Legal Team’s Report addresses subpart (B).
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(LOS-5: question 1 response continued for Pipeline)
be of a high caliber and they would be executed so that TransCanada would remain a leader in the industry for
environmental compliance (see AMEC Paragon report in Exhibit J).
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(LOS-5: continued)

2.

Does the applicant have a history of successfully planning and executing
projects of this scale under similar conditions?
a.

Has the applicant previously designed, constructed, and operated
large-diameter gas pipelines in northern terrain?

GTP

Pipeline

X

X

Positive Impact
No Impact
Negative Impact

b. Have the pipeline projects designed and constructed in northern
terrain operated successfully?
GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to plan and execute a project similar to the GTP in the severe conditions on the North
Slope.
Pipeline
TransCanada stated in their application that one of the indicators of their competence in planning and executing projects is
their success in completing the projects on schedule and within the cost estimates. In the period from 1990 to 2000,
TransCanada said that they added 6,683 miles of pipe and over 3 million more compression horsepower to their existing
systems. TransCanada reported that these additions were completed within 0.6% of the budgeted amounts. TransCanada
also reported that these additions were generally ready for service on or before the originally scheduled dates and, in no
case, were substantial schedule setbacks experienced. These pipeline projects included pipelines of the same diameter of
APP (48”) and compression units of the same horsepower as the turbines planned to be installed on the pipeline portion of
the APP. Several of the pipelines within this group of pipelines were installed in the winter in areas with sporadic
permafrost (see section 2.9.2 of TransCanada’s application).
TransCanada is currently constructing the Keystone Pipeline Project. It is an oil pipeline that involves the conversion of
existing gas pipelines to oil service plus the construction of over 1600 miles of 30” and 36” in Canada and the U.S. Because
this project is under construction and has obtained the necessary shipper support and the necessary permits in Canada and
the U.S., TransCanada has demonstrated the ability to manage these elements of the project. It is too early to determine if
they will complete the work on schedule or on budget.
The Technical Team is not aware of any company, including TransCanada, which has direct experience dealing with the
unique attributes of the APP. This reality is largely the reason the Technical Team has evaluated TransCanada’s likelihood
of success for this category as “no impact” rather than “positive.” While the APP will be a challenge for TransCanada (as it
would be for any company), the Technical Team has concluded that the unique technical elements of the pipeline portion of
the APP can be addressed adequately by TransCanada as the areas where TransCanada lacks experience are generally areas
where TransCanada’s technical and management capabilities can be adapted to these challenges and the TransCanada staff
can be supplemented with contract staff with the necessary experience.
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(LOS-5: continued)
GTP

3.

Does the applicant have a history and capability of following a detailed
work plan and schedule and operating within a cost estimate?

a. Has the applicant been able to complete the vast majority of the

X

Positive Impact
No Impact

Pipeline

X

Negative Impact

large scale projects (e.g., pipeline) on schedule and on or under
budget?
GTP
TransCanada offered minimal details for the gas treatment plant as their Base Case proposed that the plant be built and
owned by the producers (see sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1.4, 2.2.3.4, and 2.2.3.12 of TransCanada’s application). They did state that
if the producers did not want to construct the plant, they would provide it as a part of the project. The RFA did not require
the applicant to provide details for the GTP, but requires that the applicant must state how it plans to deal with a North Slope
gas treatment plant.
While TransCanada proposes that the producers build the GTP, they have demonstrated in the details of their application the
necessary experience and knowledge to follow a detailed work plan and schedule within a cost estimate for a project similar
to the GTP.
Pipeline
In order for a company to consistently complete projects on schedule and at, or below, the cost budget, they generally must
have the ability to prepare and adhere to detailed work plans. While there is no direct evidence that TransCanada prepared
and adhered to detailed work plans for these historic projects, TransCanada stated in their application that one of the
indicators of their competence in cost and schedule estimating and management is their track record on historic projects. As
an example, in the period from 1990 to 2000, they added 6,683 miles of pipe and over 3 million more compression
horsepower to their existing systems (see section 2.9.2 of TransCanada’s application). TransCanada reported that these
additions were completed within 0.6% of the budgeted amounts. TransCanada also reported that these additions were
generally ready for service on, or before, the originally scheduled dates and, in no case, were substantial schedule setbacks
experienced (see section 2.9.2 of TransCanada’s application). Based on these historic results, it can be concluded that they
prepare and adhere to detailed work plans and schedules and generally operate within these cost estimates and schedules.
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Base Case – 4.5 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

23,682 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

116 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − TC estimate

GTP

240 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation5/6 trains running

PL-AK

$66 million/yr

2007 $ − TC estimate – confirmed by AMEC

PL-Can

$85 million/yr

2007 $ − TC estimate (after adjustment by pipeline
SMEs)

GTP

$130 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate (TC
estimate was $114 MM/yr)

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 4.5-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume − Base Case
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Alternate Base Case − 3.5 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

23,682 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

69 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

190 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 4 trains

PL-AK

$46 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$64 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$116 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 3.5-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume − alternate base case.
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Alternate Base Case – 3.75 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

23,682 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

80 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

205 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 5 trains

PL-AK

$50 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$69 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$130 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 3.75-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume – alternate base case.
All data in this case was factored from the 3.5-bcf/d and 4.5-bcf/d cases.
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Alternate Base Case – 4.0 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

23,682 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

90 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

218 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 5 trains

PL-AK

$54 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$74 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$130 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 4.0-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume – alternate base case.
All data in this case was factored from the 3.5-bcf/d and 4.5-bcf/d cases.
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Alternate Base Case – 4.25 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

23,682 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

110 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

230 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 5/6 trains running

PL-AK

$60 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$81 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$130 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 4.25-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume – alternate base case.
All data in this case was factored from the 3.5-bcf/d and 4.5-bcf/d cases.
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Expansion Case – 1.0-bcf/d expansion of the 3.5-bcf/d case
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

N/A

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

47 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

55 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
– 1/2 trains running

PL-AK

$20 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$21 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$14 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on a 1.0-bcf/d expansion of the 3.5-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume – alternate
base case. All expansion case data is incremental to the previous case.
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Expansion Case − 4.7 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

NA

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

22 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

11 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- no additional trains

O&M
PL-AK

NA

PL-Can

NA

GTP

NA

Escalation/yr

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

Note: All based on 4.7-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume.
All expansion case data is incremental to the previous case.
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Expansion Case − 4.8 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

NA

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

3 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

6 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- no additional trains

PL-AK

$6 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

NA

GTP

NA

O&M

Escalation/yr

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

Note: All based on 4.8-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume.
All expansion case data is incremental to the previous case.
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Expansion Case − 5.1 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

NA

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

24 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

16 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 6/6 trains running

PL-AK

$11 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$16 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$13 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 5.1-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume.
All expansion case data is incremental to the previous case.
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Expansion Case − 5.9 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

NA

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

71 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

43 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 1 additional train

PL-AK

$23 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$23 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$13 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 5.9-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume.
All expansion case data is incremental to the previous case.
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Expansion Case − 6.5 bcf/d
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

NA

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

86 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC estimate

GTP

32 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation
- 1 additional train

PL-AK

$7 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

PL-Can

$11 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

GTP

$14 million/yr

2007 $ − used operations consultant estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: All based on 6.5-bcf/d nominal pipeline volume.
All expansion case data is incremental to the previous case.
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NGL Plant
The GTP SME has significant experience with such NGL facilities and an extensive data base on
cost and schedule performance for such facilities. The technical support specialist, Mr.
Strickland, of B&V has many years experience in the process design of such facilities. This
evaluation was a combination of the SME’s data and Mr. Strickland’s analysis of yields.
Basis
1.

The gas liquids extraction and fractionation process concept was matched with
TransCanada’s application. Appendix O, NGL Value Assessment, in TransCanada’s
application provided details of the Alberta NGL extraction and fractionation by others
(Ethane recovery at 75% and Other NGLs at 100%). The gas composition and heat values
matched that provided in the RFA and were re-stated by TransCanada in their
application.

2.

TransCanada used a volume of 4.5 bcf/d delivered to the NGL facilities in Alberta for the
NGL Value Assessments. The actual volume due to fuel consumption noted in the
hydraulics TransCanada provided in the application indicates availability in summer
ambient is only 4.384 bcf/d. For comparative purposes, the 4.5 bcf/d was assumed in the
Technical Team analysis.

NGL Technical Team’s Gas Liquids 4.5-bcf/d inlet
Gas
Comp

Lean Case

Rich Case

Barrels / Day

Barrels / Day

C2

124,277

152,132

C3

50,032

105,950

C4
C5
Total

10,236
3,892
188,436

23,969
3,892
285,942

TransCanada’s Application Gas Liquids 4.5-bcf/d inlet
Appendix O and January 22 Clarifying Information
Gas
Comp
C2

Lean Case

Rich Case

Barrels / Day

Barrels / Day

123,907

151,697
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C3

49,853

105,571

C4
C5
Total

10,327
3,899
187,986

24,097
3,899
285,247

3. Volume Shrinkage:
Lean

Rich

NGL Technical Team

290 mmcfd

438 mmcfd

TransCanada

280 mmcfd

420 mmcfd

4. The plant would be a typical Alberta “Pipeline Straddle Plant” design. For the purpose of
this analysis, the design utilized for a capacity of 4.5 bcf/d was three 1.5-bcf/d trains.
Each train at volume except for two trains in the expander section. Recompression is
electrically driven which is typical Alberta. All support facilities would be common to the
three trains.
5. No provision for sale/storage of Ethane (C2) except to the Alberta Ethane Gathering
System (AGES). It was assumed for the purpose of this analysis that AGES connection is
at the plant boundary. Minimal storage for other gas liquids and transport by rail or road.
6. The outlet gas would be approximately 1006 btu/scf at 1500 PSIG consistent with current
Alberta pressures and specifications for gas.
7. Plant designed to natural gas industry standards.
8. Design for 25 year life.
Cost Ranging (see notes)
In the SME’s view, the predictive cost range for the facility is:


P25 US$2007 $1.2 billion



P75 US$2007 $1.8 billion

Costs for large gas liquids extraction and fractionation facilities have experienced step changes.
The rampant inflation in capital costs in the last three years seems to have affected these midstream facilities more than the upstream. Additionally for several reasons, the costs of these
facilities have experienced steady creep upward since the late 1980s. For a couple of decades
prior to about 1990, these plants Total Installed Costs were multipliers of 3 or less on the cost of
major equipment. This multiplier or “Lang” factor began to creep up to closer to 4 by the end of
the 1990s. In the 2000s, there have been numerous plants with multipliers of above 4 and
recently the SME consulted on one above 5. Storage and offsites are a factor, but the multiplier
above 5 had no storage and was in an existing facility.
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Notes to Cost
1. OPEX inclusive of property taxes, but excluding power and income taxes at
approximately 2% of CAPEX.
2. Power requirements of roughly 200MW assuming a connection to the grid within 2
kilometers of the site.
3. Common facilities for all three trains.
4. No costs included for purchase of site or access.
5. No provision in cost for IDC or AFUDC.
6. Annual operations at 330 days at 24 hours.
Schedule Ranging to Full Production


P25 40 months



P75 48 months

The schedule for this facility is heavily dependent on the timing of production for the very large
vessels required for the process. Due to the size of the vessels, the shop space requirements for
rolling and fabricating will have a major impact on production time and will need careful
sequencing. Placing these vessels in multiple shops or outside Alberta has other issues that tend
to offset the problems of producing duplicates in one shop. Timing the deliveries in a sequence
can be an advantage by allowing the construction and startup crews to move from train to train.
Planning will be the key to the shorter range of the schedule. The largest vessels, the
demethanizers, will be in the range of 1000 tons. None of the large vessels can likely be
transported during the spring thaw road ban (May – June).
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Westney Consulting Group, Inc.
Houston, Texas
March, 2008
A. History & Business Focus
The mission of Westney Consulting Group is to enable project predictability by providing
owner/operators, investors and contractors with an independent perspective, proven processes,
and expert advisory services. The company’s business focus is the energy industry, and its
services are based on its differentiated approaches to strategic risk management, strategic project
planning, as well as the evaluation and improvement of the effectiveness of project
organizations.
Westney Consulting Group Inc. was founded in 1978 by Richard Westney, an internationally
recognized authority in project and construction management. Author of 5 books on the subject,
Mr. Westney has served as visiting faculty at leading universities such as Texas A&M, Stanford,
and the Norwegian University of Science & Technology. A graduate of the City College of New
York, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and Harvard Business School, Mr. Westney formed the
company after 8 years with Exxon Research and Engineering Company during which he
performed project engineering, project – and risk-management for major domestic and
international upstream and downstream projects.
Based in Houston, Texas, the company services are provided by a team of approximately 25
consultants virtually all of whom have 25 or more years of relevant engineering, project
management and executive management experience. Westney Consulting Group Canada ULC
provides services to Canadian clients.
B. Service Overview
Very large (i.e., “mega”) projects present challenges that go beyond the conventional project
management “body of knowledge”. The nature and magnitude of the business and project risks
such projects present require executive – level attention due both to their strategic significance to
the enterprise and the degree of influence required to mitigate them. Westney’s services are
therefore based on its proprietary Risk Resolution™ concepts and processes that allow Strategic
Project Risks to be framed very early in project development.
Westney’s ability to understand, assess and communicate the strategic risks of mega-projects, as
well as to develop and implement planning strategies and support services to mitigate those risks,
has made the company a provider of choice for the risk assessment and strategic planning of
major oil & gas projects worldwide. Examples include:
•

Kashagan (approx $45 billion upstream development offshore Kazakhstan)
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•

BP Deepwater Gulf of Mexico Development program (Holstein, Thunder Horse, Mad
Dog, Atlantis, Mardi Gras – total investment approx. $15 billion)

•

Shell & ConocoPhillips Alberta oilsands developments (total investment approx. $5
billion)

•

ConocoPhillips QatarGas LNG development (total investment approx. $15 billion)

•

Newfoundland Labrador Hydro power generation (approx. $5 billion)

•

Boardwalk Pipeline Partners expansion program (approx. $4 billion)

The company’s services that are relevant to the Alaska Gasline Proposal Evaluation Process are
based on the company’s project- and risk-management expertise, mega-project experience, and
proprietary methodologies as summarized below.
•

Risk Resolution™ Services
Westney Consulting Group’s Strategic Risk Framing process and expertise allows
developers, owner/operators and other stakeholders to gain important insights into a
project’s Risk Exposure very early in the project lifecycle. The Strategic Risk Discovery
and Assessment steps combine the company’s experienced consultants with a proprietary
process for probabilistic analysis in order to reflect the behavior and potential impact of
strategic risks.
Examples:
o Coal-to-Liquids Project: Westney’s Risk Framing process allowed the developer,
lenders, independent engineer, and engineering contractors to gain a deep
understanding of the strategic risks facing the project, the associated financial risk
exposure, and the alternative strategies that could be employed to address these
risks. As a result, strategic changes were made before the risk impacts were felt,
greatly improving the project’s ability to achieve financial close.
o Major pipeline project: Westney’s Risk Framing process allowed the CEO and
Board of Directors of a major pipeline company to gain a realistic assessment of
the likely time and cost required to complete the project and meet contract
obligations for gas delivery. This allowed timely reflection of the project’s status
in the company’s financial reports as well as the time needed to arrange the
financing of the increased costs.

•

Strategic Project Planning
Westney Consulting Group’s Strategic Project Planning process and expertise are used on
mega-projects worldwide to ensure that the
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CAPEX Management Consulting

C. Relevant Experience on Alaska Projects
Westney Consulting Group has considerable experience with Alaska oil & gas construction
projects dating back to 1996. These various assignments include:
•

Strategic Planning and Risk Assessment for Alaska Gas Pipeline Project Team (AGPPT)
In 2002 the Alaska Gasline was planned to run from the North Slope to Chicago and
estimated to cost $20 billion. This assignment involved development of a Project
Execution Plan with particular focus on Procurement & Contract Strategy, Organization
Planning (for the “Define” and ‘Execution” stages), Lessons Learned (from TAPS and
other mega-projects) and Risk Management Planning.

•

Strategic Planning for ConocoPhillips’ program of North Slope Development Projects.
This assignment involved facilitation and support of strategic program planning to
achieve synergies across the North Slope project portfolio.

•

Expert Witness for the Prudhoe Bay Operators in an IRS dispute regarding the tax
implications of the operator’s liability for compliance with State regulations regarding the
“Dismantling, Removal and Restoration” (DR&R) of North Slope production facilities.
This assignment involved comprehensive analysis and validation of the detailed
construction cost estimates and project execution plans that had been prepared by a
variety of contractors addressing this huge, complex, and unprecedented undertaking. A
critical aspect was an assessment of the accuracy with which such costs could be and had
been estimated, and related testimony in federal court.

D. Client Base
Since its founding 30 years ago, Westney Consulting Group’s client base includes:
•

Major international oil companies such as BP, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Eni,
ExxonMobil, and Shell

•

Second-tier and independent companies such as Anadarko, BHP Billiton, Devon, Husky,
Marathon, Nexen and Talisman

•

National oil companies such as Petrobras, Saudi Aramco and StatoilHydro

•

Pipelines and Utilities such as Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, Enterprise Product Partners,
Newfoundland Labrador Hydro and Spectra
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•

Developers & investors such as DKRW, 4Gas and First Reserve

•

Engineered Equipment and Service Providers such as Cameron, FMC, GlobalSantaFe,
Mustang Engineering, Natco and Noble Corp.

E. Bios of Consulting Staff Used For This Assignment
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Energy Project Consultants, LLC/William H. Sparger
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Pingo International, Inc./Patrick Anderson
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AMEC Paragon/Individual Resumes
AMEC Paragon provides engineering, design/drafting, project management, procurement,
construction management, inspection, completions/hookup/commissioning, operations (asset
support), and training services to the oil and gas and pipeline industries. Facility types include:
•

Oil and gas production and treating facilities – onshore and offshore

•

Onshore and offshore pipelines, including related pumping, compression, and metering
facilities

•

Midstream projects – including gas-to-liquids (GTL), coal-to-liquids (CTL), liquefied
natural gas (LNG), and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)

AMEC Paragon employs about 650 people at its Houston headquarters. In total, AMEC Paragon
has worked on more than 4,000 projects in North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa
and the Middle East.
Industry Leadership

AMEC Paragon’s personnel are industry leaders in the following disciplines and areas of
specialty:
•

Project management

•

Process and mechanical engineering

•

Civil and structural engineering

•

Electrical and instrument engineering

•

Safety engineering

•

Pipeline engineering and database-driven mapping

•

Flow assurance

•

Human Factors Engineering

•

3D and 2D drafting and modeling

•

Environmental and regulatory compliance

•

Construction management, completions, and hookup and commissioning

•

Asset support (operations and maintenance)
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Operating Experience

Many on our staff worked for oil or gas operating companies before joining AMEC Paragon. We
are thus uniquely qualified to maximize constructability and operability at the outset of design.
Office Location

AMEC Paragon’s Houston headquarters and engineering offices are located at the following
address:
AMEC Paragon
10777 Clay Road
Houston, Texas 77041-5497
Built in late 1998 specifically for AMEC Paragon and greatly expanded in 2003, the company’s
headquarters was designed specifically to accommodate AMEC Paragon’s engineering,
design/drafting, procurement, inspection, and construction management activities as well as the
needs of client personnel stationed at AMEC Paragon. Ample office space for up to 900 persons
is available, depending on the configuration of groups. AMEC Paragon and client personnel are
typically assigned offices in proximity to each other to facilitate communications and
productivity.
Why AMEC Paragon?

•

AMEC Paragon has successfully undertaken more than 4,000 projects covering a full
range of developments from wellhead to consumer. Projects have included onshore
developments and offshore shallow and deepwater efforts in more than 30 countries for
more than 260 clients.

•

AMEC Paragon’s culture is strongly based on doing the right thing for the project, even
when this reduces the required engineering hours.

•

We are an ISO 9001:2000-certified organization, and we continually strive to improve
our services and procedures to meet our clients’ changing needs in the continually
evolving oil and gas and pipeline industries.

•

Our comprehensive range of services covers design work as well as management of
fabrication, transportation, and installation, allowing for a seamless extended-scope effort
or any other combination of services to cost-effectively meet clients’ specific needs.

•

We have a proven track record in technical innovation and creative thinking.

•

AMEC Paragon’s employees, procedures, and systems are extremely flexible, enabling
us to respond to clients’ needs on assignments of any size.
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•

We have a strong, highly experienced engineering team that covers the full range of
engineering disciplines.

•

Wide-ranging capabilities, encompassing subsea production, marine pipelines and
flowlines, and floating production systems as well as conventional platforms and
facilities. This range of capabilities allows us to envision your complete project, not just
a few components.

•

Our project execution work provides important data to confirm concept selection and
cost.

Onshore Pipelines:

•

We employ an experienced professional staff that quickly and cost-effectively provides
project management, engineering, design, corrosion engineering, pipeline integrity
management, mapping and hydraulic design services.

•

Our state-of-the-art database-driven mapping system allows us to produce drawings in a
fraction of the time achieved by our competitors.

•

Our hydraulic modeling group chooses among a variety of cutting-edge software
programs to meet the client's project-specific requirements.

Marine Pipelines:

•

AMEC Paragon’s project managers and engineers have extensive marine pipeline
experience in all phases of design and construction.

•

Our set of proprietary marine pipeline design software speeds marine pipeline design and
generates clear, concise documentation to ease communication with the client.

•

In-house capabilities minimize interfaces:
o Flow assurance
o Offshore pipelines, facilities and platforms
o Floating and subsea production systems
o Mapping, environmental and permitting
o Onshore pipelines and facilities
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Environmental Services:

•

Our environmental team’s senior members have more than 25 years of industry
experience each.

•

Our in-house environmental capability enables customers to minimize external interface
requirements throughout the project life cycle.

•

We work collaboratively with government agencies and other authorities to arrive at
“win-win” situations that minimize impacts to the environment while minimizing total
installed cost.

Flow Assurance and Hydraulic Modeling:

•

AMEC Paragon offers fully integrated flow assurance efforts for all phases of onshore
and offshore development. Specific areas of expertise include:
o Field optimization
o Hydrate and wax management
o Liquid slugging
o Surge analysis

We are well-versed in applying the industry’s latest hydraulic modeling software systems to
provide targeted, dependable results for our customers.
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Project

Enbridge Energy Company, Inc. - Southern Access Project

Location

Wisconsin and Illinois

Description

AMEC Paragon is providing program and project management,
engineering, and procurement services for expansion of a pipeline
system to export additional supplies of crude oil from the Rockies and
Alberta, Canada’s oil sands region, to refineries in the Midwestern U.S.
and beyond. Also included are pipelines to transport diluents back to
Alberta, needed for blending with heavy crude prior to export to the US.
Specific components include:
•

•
•

New-build pump stations (ranging from 15,000 to 18,000 hp) with
electric-motor-driven pumps, along with modifications to two existing
pump stations.
An expansion to an existing pipeline system consisting of 454 miles
of 42-inch pipeline and 170-miles of 36-inch pipeline.
465 miles of 20-inch pipelines to transport diluents from the US
Midwest to Alberta.

Scope of Work

Program and project management, engineering, and procurement
services

Duration

2006 - ongoing

Project

Kinder Morgan - South Louisiana Pipeline

Location

Southwest Louisiana

Scope

•

Evaluated existing Kinder Morgan pipeline system; determined that the
system would not be used and that a new system would be sought.

•

Conceptual design of the new system and developed the cost estimate
used to justify the system within Kinder Morgan.

•

Provided overall project management, environmental services, and
engineering and design support for the FERC filing, Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources permit, and U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers permit.

•

Detailed engineering for the pipeline and 16 interconnects

Project Description

This new natural gas pipeline project consists of approximately 130 miles
of 42-inch diameter pipeline, 1 mile of 36-inch diameter pipeline, and 2
miles of 24-inch pipeline, originating in southwestern Louisiana at the
Sabine Pass LNG Terminal and traversing northeasterly to a point near
Eunice, Louisiana.
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Project

Kinder Morgan - South Louisiana Pipeline

Route selection

At the outset of the project, Kinder Morgan was invited to submit a
competitive proposal to Chevron and Total for a new pipeline to connect the
approved Sabine Pass LNG Terminal with several existing interstate
pipelines in south-central Louisiana. Most competitors selected an obvious
route directly east from the terminal, along the coast, then northeastward.
With AMEC Paragon’s assistance, Kinder Morgan consulted with the state
and federal agencies, learning that most had significant concerns about
impacts to the coastal marsh along this southernmost route and about
pipeline construction on the sole remaining chenier (ridge) that protects the
marsh from storm surge and that forms the base for coastal highway LA 82.
In further consultation with the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development, AMEC Paragon learned that no plans or budget were in
place to repair or replace the highway and the chenier in the event of
severe tropical storm damage. This could leave the marsh and the pipeline
exposed following a major storm (evidenced by the damage to Highway 82
from Hurricane Rita in September 2005).
Other bidders rejected a more inland route because of perceived difficulties
associated with crossing a stretch of sensitive brackish marsh along the
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. Working directly with the agencies, AMEC
Paragon was able to develop an acceptable route with minimal impacts to
the marsh using a combination of minor route adjustments to utilize higher
channel banks and special construction methods (including horizontal
directional drills and marsh buggy excavation).
Kinder Morgan was awarded the project because they proposed the only
route that followed a more protected inland track that was pre-approved by
all of the agencies with jurisdiction in the area.

AMEC Paragon value

$10 million

Duration

2005 - ongoing

Project

The Golden Pass Pipeline

Locations

Southeast Texas and western Louisiana
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The Golden Pass Pipeline

Scope

AMEC Paragon provided preliminary engineering and is now performing
detailed engineering for the project, which includes approximately 70 miles
of 42-inch gas pipeline about two miles of 24-inch line and 11 interconnect
facilities. The system is designed to convey 2.5 Bscfd at peak capacity.
AMEC Paragon’s initial work included extensive support of permit filings
with the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) for Golden Pass as well as other pipeline
routes for ExxonMobil. Working with previous contractors’ data, AMEC
Paragon employed its proprietary database-driven mapping system to
improve the schedule for development of permitting deliverables.

Description

Designed to deliver gas to market from onshore liquefied natural gas (LNG)
facilities.
AMEC Paragon used its routing expertise to shorten the original 80-mile route to
the current 70-mile configuration.
The planned pipeline route traverses a variety of challenging areas, distributed
approximately as follows:
•
•
•
•

48% wetlands
22% horizontal directional drills (in 19 locations)
23% upland areas
7% lakes

Duration

2004 - ongoing

Project

BP - Mardi Gras Transportation System

Location

Onshore: Louisiana
Offshore: Gulf of Mexico

Total Project Cost

Approximately $1 billion

Contract Value

Confidential

Brief description

The Mardi Gras Transportation System serves the development of five
deepwater fields in the southern Green Canyon and Mississippi Canyon Areas,
with an expected peak flow rate of 1.25 million barrels of oil per day and 1.5
billion standard cubic feet of gas per day by about 2012. This project is made up
of pipeline segments extending from deepwater fields (including the Thunder
Horse Field located in 6,000 feet of water as well as Na Kika, Mad Dog, Holstein,
and Atlantis) to shelf facilities and to shore.
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BP - Mardi Gras Transportation System

AMEC Paragon scope
summary

Conceptual design, FEED, project management, detailed engineering,
procurement, inspection, and construction management for offshore shelf
and onshore pipelines, booster pump facilities, and tie-ins to existing
onshore and offshore facilities
System-wide (including deepwater) procurement, cost control, schedule
control, HSE action tracking, quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC),
flow assurance/hydraulic modeling, and human factors engineering
(HFE) services

Shelf and onshore scope
details

AMEC Paragon’s contributions to the project focused primarily on
engineering the shelf and onshore pipelines associated with the Mississippi
Canyon Area development as well as the shelf facilities and tie-ins to
support the deepwater developments that the Mardi Gras Transportation
System will serve.
This scope included the following system components:
The new South Pass 89E platform, designed to accommodate a future
pump station
Proteus tie-in at the South Pass 89E platform
The 55-mile Endymion offshore pipeline from South Pass 89E to a shore
crossing at Grand Isle, Louisiana.
The 35-mi. Endymion onshore pipeline from Grand Isle to Clovelly
Onshore facilities at Grand Isle and Clovelly, including a 500-ton pipeline
terminal facilities module
Caesar and Cleopatra tie-ins at the Ship Shoal 332A platform
Okeanos tie-in at the Main Pass 260P (Destin) platform
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BP - Mardi Gras Transportation System

Main Pass 260P
expansion details

Expansion of the Main Pass 260P platform was a significant element of the
project. AMEC Paragon performed the design, procurement, project
management and construction management for the addition of receiving
facilities for the Okeanos pipeline on the platform. The platform is a major
pipeline hub platform for the BP Destin Pipeline System, with a throughput of 1
Bscfd of high-pressure gas.
The facilities were designed to ANSI 1500 class. As a result, they were
relatively large and heavy. The design was challenging because of the very
limited vacant space on the platform and the large components to install. In
addition, the components were relatively heavy compared to the allowable
design loading for the platform deck. More than 100 installation and local beam
reinforcement drawings were produced.
The components were prefabricated onshore. A crew of 30 construction
personnel and an AMEC Paragon construction manager were mobilized to the
site. The receiving facilities were installed and hooked up without requiring a
platform shutdown.
To aid in ensuring safety, AMEC Paragon minimized hot work by using bolted
structural and piping components wherever possible. The required hot work was
isolated from the fuel sources by enclosures and other physical barriers. Water
sprays and electronic gas detection devices were used extensively. A two-person
safety team served on the installation group, and the work was completed
without any safety incidents.

Endymion pipeline
details, including
horizontal directional
drills (HDDs)

The 30-inch, 90-mile Endymion Pipeline was a key element of AMEC
Paragon’s scope of work. The route included 35 miles of inland waterways
and wetlands, with water depths ranging from 0 to 30 feet. Environmentally
sensitive areas included oyster beds and seed grounds as well as inland
swamps.
The route also included five 80-foot-deep horizontal directional drills (HDDs)
in Louisiana:
•
•
•
•

Two 4,800-foot shore crossings (land-water) at Grand Isle
A 4,800-foot island/fairway crossing (water-water) in Barataria Bay
A 3,700-foot pipelines/waterway crossing (water-water) at Bayou St.
Denis
A 4,500-foot pipeline/canal/island crossing (water-water) at Superior
Canal
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BP - Mardi Gras Transportation System

Agency-collaborative
pipeline routing

AMEC Paragon applied a unique approach in determining the optimum route for
the Mardi Gras Transportation System.
Louisiana loses an estimated 24 square miles of coastal wetlands per year due to
erosion and subsidence. In addition to maintaining the important biodiversity of
the area, these coastal wetlands provide critical protection for the communities
along the coast from tropical storms. The historical wetland losses can be
attributed to many causes, both natural and manmade. Losses due to man’s
activities include surface and subsurface disturbances from oil and gas
operations as well as the channeling of the Mississippi River, which prevents
replenishment of the marsh with sediments. Further direct disturbance of the
marsh habitat from pipeline installations could be expected to exacerbate the
loss.
Before a possible route was drawn for BP, AMEC Paragon met with key state
and federal agencies, inviting each agency to sketch possible routes that they felt
might offer the best protection for their respective environmental resources.
AMEC Paragon then applied a comparative analytical model to the alternative
routes, weighting the various affected resources according to a set of factors
developed in joint consultation with the agencies. With the participation of the
agencies, the model was run several times, varying the factors to identify key
resources and to test the sensitivity of the results to the range of weighting
factors. While the model was not intended to be a “black box” that would
blindly yield the correct answer, it did allow for the organization of the available
data, and it provided a clear view and record of the decision process.
The end result was a pipeline route that the agencies could accept, confident that
the route provided the least overall environmental impacts. This result was
confirmed during a final multi-agency meeting, where all stakeholder agencies
were allowed to comment on the results of the model and to witness the effects
of adjustments to the weighting factors.
The pipeline was routed through mostly open water to minimize wetland impacts.
While the final route was longer than a more direct route through the marsh, the
additional costs were more than offset by avoiding the costs that would have been
associated with restoration and compensatory mitigation for impacts to the
wetlands. A number of agencies in Louisiana praised BP for its selection process
for the Mardi Gras route.

Subcontractors managed

The following companies (among others) worked as subcontractors to AMEC
Paragon:
•
Det Norske Veritas – quantitative risk analysis (QRA)
•
Alan Snider and Associates – horizontal directional drilling (HDD)
consultants
•
T Baker Smith – survey consultants
AMEC Paragon also managed the work of the following companies (among
others), who contracted directly with BP:
•
Heerema for a platform installation
•
Dolphin Services for offshore hookup work
•
Sunland for marsh pipeline installation
•
Allseas for offshore pipeline installation
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BP - Mardi Gras Transportation System

Key achievements

Success in multifaceted project controls efforts, including robust management of
change implementation.
Management of numerous survey crews and subcontractors throughout the
project effort.
Implementation of AMEC Paragon’s proprietary web-based GIS pipeline data
system to effectively track the numerous foreign pipeline crossings, right-of-way
agreements and oyster lease agreements.
Development and implementation an industry-first web-based HSE Management
System specifically for the Mardi Gras project. This process facilitates the
proper and timely resolution of all HSE action items generated during HAZOPs
(hazard and operability studies), HAZIDs (hazard identification studies) and
other design reviews.
Onshore route selection that minimizes impacts to sensitive wetlands. Efforts
included extensive work with 10 regulatory agencies, numerous Louisiana
wildlife and fisheries associations and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to
develop the onshore pipeline route from the Grand Isle shore landing site to
Clovelly.

Duration

2000 - 2007

Project:

Texas Gas Transmission - Texarkoma

Location

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Kentucky

Scope of Work

Define the scope of work necessary to design, develop and provide all necessary
documentation to meet FERC Filing. Desktop Route Analysis, Field Surveys,
Design Engineering and Mapping

Description of Project

Pre-filing and final FERC filing requirements for pipeline projects covering more
than 800 miles. The projects currently consist of various diameter pipelines and
seven compressor sites. Specifics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract Value

318 miles of 42" diameter line generally in north central AR and W TN,
including a 42" horizontal directional drill crossing of the Mississippi River
267 miles of 30-Inch diameter line in TX and OK
56 miles of 36-Inch diameter line in OK
7 Greenfield compressor stations with various horsepower
90 miles of 36-Inch diameter pipeline in MS
85 miles of 30-Inch pipeline in KY
15 large interconnects(200 feet by 200 feet)
Access roads, pipe storage yards, staging areas, pig trap sites and block valve
sites
Open houses and FERC Scoping meetings

$2 million
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Texas Gas Transmission - Texarkoma

Duration

2006 - ongoing (Start Const 03/01/08 - In-service 12/31/08)

Project:

Williams- Sundance Expansion Project

Locations

Mississippi, Alabama, N.Carolina, Georgia

Scope

Engineering support and creation of all necessary drawings for the FERC
certificate application and other permit applications for 166 mi. of 42" and 48" gas
pipeline loops. The scope of work included field reconnaissance for the pipeline
loops; delineation of extra construction workspace; evaluation of construction
options; creation of alignment sheets and typical and site-specific drawings;
incorporation of environmental data and adjustment of the construction
methodology, accordingly; generation of tax maps to identify and notify
landowners; and other related tasks.

Description

Mapping services and preparation of site-specific drawings and construction
methodology for FERC filing. Project includes 267 km of 42-inch and 48-inch
expansion loops. Work also included assessment of additional compressor needs
to transport the estimated capacity increases of 674 MMscfd.
•

An existing station in Coosa County, AL, with the installation of mainline tieins; and yard piping additions and modifications for increasing the station
capacity to 4,200 million standard cubic feet/day.

•

An existing station in Coweta County, GA., with installation of a new
25,000-horsepower electric motor-driven centrifugal compression train and
associated equipment and systems for increased gas compression capacity.
Actual operating capacity of the new compression train is expected to be at
19,735 horsepower, with the additional capacity available for future
expansion. The station capacity will increase to 4,100 million standard cubic
feet/day of gas from a current capacity of 2,443 million standard cubic
feet/day of gas.

•

An existing station in Walton County, GA, with installation of a new 15,000
HP combustion turbine-driven centrifugal compression train and associated
equipment and systems for increasing gas compression capacity by 1,667million cubic feet/day up to 3,600-M standard cubic feet/day.

•

An existing station in Iredell County, NC, with installation of seven new gas
coolers to handle a total design flow of 3,200 MM standard cubic feet/day of
gas. The design calls for a cool down from 157° to 130° to improve pipeline
efficiency. Modifications include a new MCC building for cooler control and
operation and associated equipment and systems required for additional gas
cooling at the station.
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Williams-Longhorn Partners Pipeline Longhorn Pipeline - 19-Mile
Replacement

Location

Texas

Scope

Project management, engineering, design/drafting, alignment sheet
preparation, survey coordination, construction management, and
inspection for the replacement of 19 miles of 18-inch liquid pipeline.

Key achievements

•

Design and implementation of a unique secondary containment
system for the length of the replacement due to the project’s
location within an environmentally sensitive area.

•

Successful project management and execution on behalf of a
customer with limited personnel resources

Project:

ExxonMobil - Pearl Crossing

Location

Gulf of Mexico / Louisiana

Scope

Engineering and design for permit applications for a 117-mile natural gas
pipeline from the West Cameron area of the U S Gulf of Mexico to southwest
Louisiana to deliver gas from an offshore liquefied natural gas (LNG)
regasification facility, along with five associated onshore metering stations
connecting to ten carriers from the shore to west central Louisiana.
Provided preliminary engineering and design for concept, pipeline routing and
permit filing for United States Coast Guard (USCG) and United States Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE) permit and support agency questions and
communication

USCG achievement

The permits were filed with the target agencies in July 2004, ten months after
AMEC Paragon was engaged, and were stated to be technically complete on
August 3, 2004, by public announcement.

Value

$1,666,000

Duration

2003

Project

Meridian Resource - Biloxi Marsh Lands 18 No. 1 to Tennessee Gas Pipeline

Location

Lake Borgne, LA
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Meridian Resource - Biloxi Marsh Lands 18 No. 1 to Tennessee Gas Pipeline

Scope / Description

Laid 5.3 Miles of 12-inch, .500 w.t., X52 pipe in Lake Borgne in south Louisiana.
Line started at Meridian’s well and tied in 36-inch Tennessee Gas Pipeline.
The line had to be raised to the barges and a joint removed and replaced due to a
factory seam leak while under hydrostatic test. The contractor had to de-water the
pipeline and bring in nitrogen trucks on barges to find the leak. The factory
defected seam would not leak until the pressure reach around 1150 PSI. Once the
nitrogen was put into the line and pressure maintained over 1200 PSI the pilot
flying the line found the leak and repair was made.

Dimensions

5.3 Miles of 12-inch

Duration

2003

Project:

BP – Ostrica Station, Post-Katrina refurbishment and repair

Location

near Venice, Louisiana

Scope

Engineering and procurement for repair and refurbishment of crude oil pump
station, including new power system, new instrumentation, new electric motors,
meter refurbishment, and pump and valve refurbishment
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Michael J. Wagner
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Energy Operations Consulting, LLC/Jimmy F. Vaughan
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Merlin Associates
MERLIN ASSOCIATES − WHO WE ARE
Scope of Services
•

Technology Evaluation

•

Project Risk Assessment

•

Techno-Economic Studies

•

Process Design Services

•

Design/Engineering Assistance

•

Project Management Services

•

Technical Education/Training Programs

Areas of Expertise
•

Offshore/Onshore Oil & Gas Production

•

Offshore/Onshore Gas and Liquid Pipelining

•

Natural Gas Processing

•

Base Load LNG Technology & Production, Shipping, and Import Terminals

•

Independent Power Production

•

Synthetic Fuels Production

•

Fertilizer Manufacture

•

Cryogenic Process Engineering

•

Computerized Capital and Operating Cost Modeling
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MERLIN ASSOCIATES – TECHNICAL CONSULTANT SERVICES AND
INDEPENDENT ENGINEERING SERVICES
Merlin Associates is a process engineering consulting company with extensive experience in the
gas production and LNG industries. We have been in business since June 1985. Approximately
45% of our work effort is as third party technical advisors to commercial banks and multi-lateral
funding agencies providing project financing to LNG and gas production projects. The remaining
55% is to the major international energy companies, state energy companies, and larger
independent energy companies providing consulting services in support of pre-feasibility,
feasibility, and conceptual studies evaluating participation in large gas production, pipeline,
natural gas liquefaction and re-gasification projects, and independent power production projects.
We provide consulting services to our clients from the wellhead to the burner-tip/buss bar
covering all aspects of design engineering, cost estimating, project management, scheduling, and
construction monitoring for these projects. LNG chain projects are often broken into the
segments of production, liquefaction, shipping, import terminal, and end-user (power generation
and/or gas distribution). We have extensive detailed experience in all these segments. Merlin
Associates has proprietary cost estimating models that provide high accuracy capital and
operating cost estimates for each of these segments.
Merlin Associates are specialists in consulting engineering for offshore production facilities and
pipelines, onshore gas processing plants of various types, and project risk analysis for feasibility
and conceptual design evaluation. Our personnel have worked as major participants on offshore
production projects in Malaysia, Indonesia, South Africa, U.K. and Norwegian North Sea,
Arabian Gulf, Australia, and the Gulf of Mexico. We teach courses in offshore facility design,
LNG technology, and project risk analysis. Our services are entirely computer based working
primarily from our U.S. offices for world wide locations.
In addition to pure consulting engineering, we offer technical education in several areas. We
have developed and taught an LNG Technology course at several client locations and the
Topsides Facilities Design Module for the Tension Leg Platform Design course sponsored by the
ASME Offshore Mechanics & Arctic Engineering Division as part of the Offshore Technology
Conference held annually in Houston. We have an intensive Offshore Process Facility Design
Course presented over a 2 week period that we have taught in numerous locations world wide.
We have taught the “Fundamentals of Base-Load LNG” for Gas Technology Institute numerous
times using our own course materials.
Merlin Associates has participated in numerous projects supporting project financing by
commercial and multi-lateral financing agencies. Many of these assignments have included all
the segments of the LNG chain while some have involved only a single segment such as the
liquefaction facilities.
With this broad experience resource, Merlin Associates is capable of providing technical
consulting services across the full spectrum of energy production, transmission, and end-user
industries. This is demonstrated by the variety of projects listed in our personnel resumes.
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MERLIN’S UNIQUE QUALIFICATIONS
LNG chain projects involve feedgas, pipelines, liquefaction, shipping, re-gasification, and enduser facilities and are typically extremely capital intensive (US$ 2-15 billion). LNG chain
projects require a very long period of capital expenditure during the design, procurement, and
construction phases (3-5 years) before there is any income and, due to their large size and
complexity, are nearly always multi-participant projects. It has become very common to use
project financing for these projects since their large required investment exceeds the available
internal financing of all but the very largest international energy companies. Securities issues are
also available as an alternative financing facility for many LNG projects.
Most large energy projects have a loan collateral basis that can be evaluated – the recoverable
hydrocarbon reserves that will be produced by the project. Due to the very large investment and
the large volume of energy reserves that will be processed by the typical LNG project, the
project’s recoverable hydrocarbon reserve collateral cannot be considered liquid in the normal
sense. This leads to a project without a prime source of loan collateral for project financing.
The only source of collateral to the investing or financing participant is the firm long term LNG
or power sales contract between sellers and buyers although the sales contract must be to buyers
that are regarded as very financially sound companies. This type of exposure for both the equity
participants and the international financing community traditionally requires conservative project
evaluation and risk analysis.
A LNG chain project that is not complete (including all the segments) and capable of meeting its
sales contract requirements has essentially no value as an asset against the loan. The salvage
value of even the best available gas processing/shipping/re-gasification technology is very low
without something to process. The only loan value is essentially the sales revenue generated after
the chain begins operation.
Although historically this has always been a problem for LNG projects, the problem has become
critical since about 1980 for several reasons.
The size (and cost) of a world class base-load LNG plant has dramatically increased since the
industry began in the late 1960’s. This is largely a result of utilizing economies of scale through
ever larger facilities in order to obtain minimum unit costs.
The LNG facility is built of high cost critical new technology components that have tended to
have the highest inflation rates although overall inflation rates have been very low since 1988.
The facilities are constructed using mostly the highest skill level construction workers that are in
short supply the world over; their wage rates have tended to increase with the greatest rate of
acceleration.
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The onstream time for all the facilities in the chain is critical to project economic return. All the
chain components tend to be extremely conservative in providing redundant backup equipment
and this philosophy became extreme during the 1980’s.
Newest proven technology and increased automation have been steadily implemented in LNG
projects to reduce operating and maintenance costs as well as to improve onstream operating
factors. This has tended to increase initial capital investment.
For all these reasons, the LNG project participants have increasingly used outside third party
technical consultants to evaluate project costs, technical risks, project schedule, and efficiency of
design. Merlin Associates was in fact started to fulfill this demand. Merlin has been the technical
consultant to the financing community on nearly all LNG base load, grass-roots installations and
LNG expansions built since 1983. We have also provided similar services to several of the equity
participants on the same projects during this same period. Merlin has also provided consulting
services for preliminary feasibility studies for many operating companies considering entry into
the LNG business and to several LNG buyers during this period.
Merlin is in the unique position of having a very detailed and inclusive LNG capital cost
database as a result of providing consulting services to nearly all the existing LNG projects in the
areas of efficiency improvement and debottlenecking combined with our work in support of
LNG project financing. Most companies who would have this information are either the major
energy companies operating the facilities or the very large engineering companies who have
provided the detailed engineering for the LNG projects. Neither of these parties is an easy source
of cost data. The operating companies must protect their competitive positions and will not
willingly share expensive information. The engineering companies will provide the services but
at a very high price – their equivalently experienced personnel are most efficiently used in
directing and managing detailed design of very large projects, not providing consulting services
where the major charge is only for their own time.
Merlin has detailed cost breakdowns for nearly all the LNG projects installed. We do not provide
the actual data from our database but do use it to provide our consulting services to our clients.
We carefully and rigorously protect our clients’ confidential information but our able to provide
a valuable service in a timely manner due to being a small and specialized consulting
engineering company. We pride ourselves on being very efficient through the use of leading
edge computer technology and have the most current process engineering, CAD, mathematical
and statistical analysis software programs, and a very large library of standard business software
packages.
Merlin Associates have equivalent experience and expertise in the areas of offshore and onshore
oil and gas production facilities, pipelines, and natural gas processing.
Merlin has used imaginative and innovative methods of adapting standard software packages to
quickly provide capital cost estimating that is fully backed up and supported down to actual bills
of material for our highest quality cost estimates.
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Merlin has been a leader in developing a consistent methodology for project technical, capital,
and schedule risk analysis for LNG projects. This developing methodology has been utilized to
develop our proprietary cost estimating models.
Merlin has provided benchmark analysis for several clients. In some cases, they wished to
compare existing projects against each other; in other cases, we have developed benchmark
studies for a single project using alternative liquefaction technologies.
For more complete information on Merlin Associates Qualifications, please use the link provided
below:

MA Qualifications
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Pipeline O&M Expense Estimate

Alaska Gas Pipeline Project

Pipeline
Operation and Maintenance
Expense Estimate

Prepared by:

Jim Vaughan, President, Energy Operations Consulting, LLC

Darrel Bender, Independent Consultant

January 25, 2008
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Preface
On November 30, 2007, TransCanada Corporation submitted an Application to the State of
Alaska under the terms of the Alaska Gas-line Inducement Act. TransCanada’s application
proposed a natural gas pipeline from Prudhoe Bay Alaska to Boundry Lake near the Alberta /
British Columbia (BC) border. This document compares the authors’ estimate of annual
Operating and Maintenance expenses for the project proposed by TransCanada in their
application for the Alaska Gas Pipeline Project. The Alaska section facilities include
approximately 745 miles of 48” pipe, 6 compressor stations, complete with propane gas chillers
and electrical power generators. The Yukon- BC section includes approximately 965 miles of
48”pipe, 10 compressor stations, of which one is equipped with propane gas chilling and all 10
with electric power generation. A detailed description of facilities can be found in the documents
called Project Description and Project Viability which are part of the TransCanada’s application.

Estimate Basis
This estimate was prepared by comparing the Operation and Maintenance expense models of
five Interstate Gas Transmission Companies that are located within the United States. This
comparison demonstrated a consistent relationship of expenses that can be expressed in the
following formula:
Field Payroll x 1.3, adjusts for Benefit loading x 2, adds the cost of non payroll expenses, x
1.79, which adds the cost of General and Administrative expenses. See Exhibit “A”
Field Payroll was calculated by multiplying the estimated number of field workers required
times the State of Alaska median salary of oil and gas workers which we assume to be the same
median salary for NW Canada.
The resulting amount from the above calculation was then adjusted by adding costs that are
unique to operations in Alaska and NW Canada. These costs are listed on exhibit “A” of this
document
The last adjustment is to add cost of typical expenses not captured in the above formula. These
costs are called Major Maintenance and are also listed in exhibit “A”.

NOTE: This estimate does not include the cost of fuel gas or taxes.
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Exhibit “A”
(2007 - USD x 1000)

Alaska Section
Payroll $ 8,964 x 1.3 = $ 11,653 x 2 = $23,306 x 1.79 = a total of $41,718

Added Cost due to cold remote conditions in Alaska
•

Aircraft support for patrols, employee transport, and movement of materials and supplies:
$5,951

Major Maintenance Expense
•
•
•
•
•

Compressor Driver and Power Turbine Replacements - $4,205
Chiller Driver and Power Turbine Replacements - $2,943
Generator Driver and Power Turbine Replacements - $841
Inline Inspections - $3,250
Right of Way Repair - $4,350

Sub -Total = $63,258

Yukon – BC Section
Payroll $12,400 x 1.3 = $16,120 x 2 =$32,240 x 1.79 = a total of $57,710

Added Cost due to cold remote conditions in NW Canada
• Aircraft Support - $6,802

Major Maintenance Expense
•
•
•
•
•

Compressor Driver and Power Turbine Replacement - $7,709
Chiller Driver and Power Turbine Replacement - $491
Generator Driver and Power Turbine Replacement - $1,402
Inline Inspections - $5,250
Right of Way Repairs - $5,650

Sub – Total = $85,014
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ESTIMATE COMPARISON TO TRANSCANADA O&M (2007
– USD x 1000)
ALASKA SECTION
TC O&M Recourse rate model
$66,000

LOWER
Reasonable

CONSULTANT’S

UPPER

ESTIMATE OF O&M $63,258

Reasonable Cost $80,000

(No inflation correction)

YUKON-BC SECTION

TC O&M Negotiated Rate Model
(Corrected: See note below)

LOWER

CONSULTANT’S

UPPER

Reasonable

ESTIMATE OF O&M $85,014

Reasonable
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TC’s O&M cost for the Yukon / BC section has been adjusted for this comparison. O&M
cost for the Yukon / BC section was adjusted using the same cost per mile as the TC O&M
costs per mile of the Alaska Section.

Information Sources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compressor, Chiller, and Generator Driver Manufacturers
State of Alaska Demographics Web Sites
Aviation Companies in Alaska and Canada
Shipping Companies in Alaska and Canada
Pipeline Maintenance Contractors In Alaska and Canada
Inline Inspection Tool Companies
Darrel Bender and Jim Vaughan have combined industry experience of 65
years. (See Resumes in Exhibit I.)
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Gas Treatment Plant O&M Expense Estimate

Alaska Gas Pipeline Project
Gas Treatment Plant
Operation & Maintenance
Expense Estimate

Prepared by:
Darrel Bender – Independent Consultant
Jim Vaughan – President, Energy Operations Consulting, LLC
January 25, 2008
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Introduction
On November 30, 2007, TransCanada Corporation (TC) presented an Application for License to
the State of Alaska under the terms of the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act. Within TC’s
application, a Gas Treatment Plant (GTP) located at Prudhoe Bay is described. The purpose of
this document is to provide an annual cost estimate for Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
expense for the proposed GTP.

Assumptions
•

The plant is designed for an input of 6.0 bcf/d and an output of 4.5 bcf/d.

•

Inlet pressure is 650 psi and discharge is 2500 psi at a maximum temperature of 28°F.

•

600 MMcfd of CO2 is compressed from 20 psi to 650 psi for re-injection.

•

Five process trains would dehydrate and remove acid gas from the gas stream. Acid gas
would be removed with MDEA absorbers and dehydration with tri-ethylene glycol
absorbers.

•

There are multiple stages of compression with inter-cooling and after-cooling.

•

Gas compression would require about 440,000 HP. If 44000 HP units are used, it would
require10 units.

•

CO2 compression would require about 175,000 HP. If 35,000 HP units are used, it would
require 5 units.

•

On-site power generation capable of producing 40MW. If 20MW units are used, it
requires 2 units.

•

Chiller trains total of 50,000 HP requires 10 units.

•

Lean Amine Pumps total of 30,000 HP requires 10 units.

•

Plant staff would work two weeks in and two weeks out. Staff would be flown in from
Anchorage.

•

Plant camp facilities would be designed for 120 residents.

•

Camps costs are $75 per day per resident.
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•

The average salary is $110,000 per staff member per year.

•

The plant would operate with 94 staff on the 12-hour day shift and 12 staff on the 12hour night shift which totals 106 staff on site and 106 staff on days off for a total of 212
staff.

•

The plant process basic functions are:
o Intake from field gathering system, scrubbing, and filtration
o Acid gas removal and dehydration
o CO2 and natural gas compression with inter-cooling and after-cooling
o Chilling equipment
o Discharge into gas pipeline and CO2 pipeline
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Typical Plant Staff Numbers and Types for Each Two-Week
Rotation

•

1 Plant Superintendent

•

5 Supervisors ( 4 day and 1 night)

•

19 Operators
•

2 on each process train on day shift for a total of 10

•

2 for all process trains on night shift

•

6 for compression, cooling, chilling, and power generation on day shift

•

1 for compression, cooling, chilling, and power generation on night shift

•

19 Controls/Electrical Technicians – same breakdown as operations

•

19 Mechanical Technicians – same breakdown as operators

•

16 General Maintenance Workers
•

2 on each process train on day shift for a total of 10

•

6 for compression, cooling, chilling, and power generation on day shift

•

5 Plant Control Room Operators (3 day and 2 night)

•

1 Environmental Specialist

•

2 Safety Specialists

•

1 Medical/Health Specialist

•

2 Maintenance Planners/Outage Coordinators

•

1 Computer/IT Specialist

•

4 Administrative Personnel
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•

2 Warehouse/Materials-Handling Personnel

•

8 Camp Staff (Cooks, Cleaners, Laundry, etc.)

•

1 Water/Sewage Treatment Plant Operator
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GTP O&M Annual Expense Estimate
2007 – USD X 1000
Staff – 212 x 110,000 + 30% benefits

30,316

Plant Upkeep, Repairs, and Maintenance

26,500

Gas and CO2 Compressor Main – 8760 hrs @ $80 ph x 15 units

10,512

Chiller Compressor Main – 8760 hrs @ $27 x10 units

2,365

Lean Amine Pump Driver Main – 8760 hrs @ $15 x 2 units

1,314

Electric Generating Unit Main – 8760 hrs @ $75 ph x 2 units

1,314

Chemical Costs – MDEA, TEG, glycol, methanol, etc.

6,665

Airline cost to rotate staff every 2 weeks from Anchorage

832

Specialized aerial support

1,100

Ground Transportation to Move Equipment and Supplies

2,000

Camp Costs – 106 staff + 10 guests x $75 x 365 days

3,176

Total Plant O&M Cost

84,780

G&A (Head Office Costs Assigned to the GTP)

45,467

Total

130,247
The total cost noted does not include fuel gas and taxes.
TransCanada Recourse Rate
$114,000

_________________________________________________________________

$100,000
Lower Reasonable Cost

$130,247
Consultants Estimate
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Various Flow Cases O&M Expense Estimates

Alaska Gas Pipeline Project

Various Flow Cases
Operation and Maintenance
Expense Estimates

Prepared by:
Jim Vaughan, President, Energy Operations Consulting, LLC
Darrel Bender, Independent Consultant
2/19/2008
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PREFACE

On 2/14/2008 Darrel Bender and Jim Vaughan were asked to provide estimates for the Operation
and Maintenance expense for a number pipeline design cases. These “Flow Cases” are outlined
in exhibit “A” of this report. In order to provide these estimates we have used the same
information sources and basis formula used to develop our original reports of Pipeline and Gas
Treatment Plant O&M estimates for the Alaska Gas Pipeline Project, dated 1/25/2008.
The attached spreadsheet, exhibit “B”, shows for each case, the cost variation from the original
report’s 4.5 bcf/d case and total O&M costs for each Pipeline Section and Gas Treatment Plant.
For information on the basis for our calculations refer to our original document referenced
above.
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LNG Options Case 1c

LNG Option
From 2.70 bcfd (48" & 42")
To 4.50 bcfd (48" & 42")

(Expand Case 1a to
Case 1b)

GTP

bcfd

bcfd

GTP

(Cap)
(Out)

6.60
4.50

3.30
2.70

PL: GTP-DJ

(In)
(Out)

4.50
4.45

2.70
2.69

PL: DJ-Valdez

(In)
(Out)

4.45
4.42

2.69
2.68

4.42
3.98
31.5

2.68
2.41
19.0

48”
Delta

Before Expansion

Case 1c (4.50)

After Expansion

1c

Junction

42”

LNG

LNG
(In)
(Out)
(1,133 btu per cf)
Shipped: mmtpa (344 d)
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LNG Option

2a

(Expand Base Case to
Case 2)

bcfd

bcfd

GTP

(Cap)
(Out)

8.80
6.50

6.60
4.50

PL: GTP-DJ

(In)
(Out)

6.50
6.38

4.50
4.45

PL: DJ-Border

(In)
(Out)

4.42
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4.45
4.43

PL: Border-BL

(In)
(Out)

4.40
4.36

4.43
4.38

PL: DJ-Valdez

(In)
(Out)

1.96
1.95

GTP

48”

Before Expansion

From 4.50 bcfd (48") to CN
To
6.50 bcfd (48" & 30")
4.50 bcfd to CN
2.00 bcfd to Valdez
New P/L and LNG

After Expansion

Case 2a (6.50)

Delta
Junction

48”

30”

LNG

48”
Boundary
Lake

LEGEND
Addition

LNG
(In)
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(1,133 btu per cf)
Shipped: mmtpa (344 d)
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The Technical Team was tasked with analyzing LNG options consisting of four (4)
different cases of gas volumes and configurations provided by the State for the purpose of
developing cost and schedule data. This data was processed by the Monte Carlo Model
and provided to the Commercial Team as input to their economic analysis. This analysis
was used by the State to compare the NPV and LOS of these options to the Base Case
proposed in the TransCanada AGIA application.

1.2 Organization of Addendum
Section 1 is the introduction of this Addendum to the Technical Team TransCanada
report. This Addendum is meant to be considered in conjunction with the Technical
Team’s TransCanada report; particularly with respect to Sections 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, and 2.1
and Exhibit I of that report.
Section 2 presents the Technical Team’s analysis for the various LNG option cases
considered.
The Exhibit section of the report contains a number of items, including the Technical
Team’s results for cost and duration ranging for the development and execution phases.
Also included are the miscellaneous cost components identified by the Commercial Team
that were estimated by the Technical Team, as well as cost, time-risk, and cash flow
curves.

2. LNG Options Analysis
2.1 Overview and Scenarios
TransCanada has submitted an application to construct the Alaska Pipeline Project (APP)
that will transport an estimated 4.5 bcf/d of natural gas from the Gas Treatment Plant
(GTP) to Alberta (Base Case). The Technical Team evaluated that case in a rigorous
analysis described in detail elsewhere in the main report. In addition to analyzing the
Base Case, as well as a number of alternate and expansions to the Base Case, the
Technical Team completed an analysis of four alternative designs that incorporate
varying quantities of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) exported from Alaska. The general
scope of the alternative LNG cases was provided to the Technical Team by the State of
Alaska. From these general scopes, the Technical Team developed the details required to
estimate cost and schedule ranges for the different LNG alternative cases. The results of
the analysis of these alternative designs will aid in the State’s determination of the
relative value of the TransCanada base application versus an LNG export project option.
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Based on the State’s direction, the following LNG export project cases were analyzed:
•

Case 1a − 2.7 bcf/d to Valdez - 48”/42” pipeline

•

Case 1b − 4.5 bcf/d to Valdez - 48/42” pipeline

•

Case 1c – a 1.8 bcf/d expansion of Case 1a (to a total 4.5 bcf/d) after 5 years

•

Case 2 − TransCanada’s Y line - 6.5 bcf/d to Delta Junction, 4.5 bcf/d to Alberta
and 2.0 bcf/d to Valdez - 48” pipeline to Alberta and 30” pipeline to Valdez

•

Case 2a – Same as Case 2, but the pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez and
the LNG plant are delayed 5 years

•

Case 3 − 4.5 bcf/d to Valdez - 48” pipeline

The cost and duration of the development phase of each case were adjusted for the
facilities required and for the location of those facilities. The LNG facility development
phase cost was assumed to be the same as the GTP. Case 2 was the only case that
considered Canadian regulatory process in the cost and duration ranging. The
development costs for Case 1c were included in the execution phase, as this was just a
compression expansion case. The assumed start date for the LNG cases was one year
later then the TransCanada project start date to provide sufficient time for (i.) a project
sponsor to prepare and submit a new application under AGIA or its successor authority
and (ii.) the Administration and Legislature to review, analyze, and approve the new
application. Based on our experience with the current AGIA process, we believed this
process would realistically take at least 12 months.
The cost and duration of the execution phase of each subproject are addressed in the
GTP, Pipeline, and LNG discussions below.
During the analysis process for the LNG alternative cases, a review of the applications
received under the AGIA process that had proposed an LNG project was completed. The
information from this review was considered in our analysis, but no data was directly
utilized.

2.2 GTP Analysis
The GTP facilities in the LNG Options Analysis utilized the same technology, general
train size, and cost/schedule assumptions as the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case. The
number of trains was simply adjusted for the given volume for a specific case. The
design of the GTP was revised to reduce the CO2 content in the outlet gas stream from
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the 1.5% CO2 required in the Base Case to less than 50 ppm CO2 required for the LNG
cases. This revision resulted in only minimal changes to the cost and schedule used in the
analysis. The cost and schedule impact of this revision was within the range of the values
utilized in the Base Case, adjusted for the number of trains and sealifts, and thus does not
materially affect cost or timing.
The number of process trains required in each case is:
TransCanada Base Case

6 trains

Case 1a

3 trains

Case 1b

6 trains

Case 1c

3 additional trains from Case 1a

Case 2

8 trains

Case 2a

2 additional trains from the TransCanada Base Case

Case 3

6 trains

The cost and duration ranging was based on the same assumptions and methodology as
used in the Base Case and the alternate and expansion cases to the Base Case. The costs
were adjusted for the number of trains required, and the durations were adjusted for the
number of sealifts required.

2.3 Pipeline

Base Case
4.5-bcf/d Base Case
The 4.5-bcf/d Base Case has six (6) single-unit compressor stations in Alaska, all having
gas chillers. In the Yukon-BC section, the system configuration includes one single-unit
compressor station with chillers, one double-unit compressor station with no chillers, and
eight (8) single-unit compressor stations with no chillers.
All of the following LNG alternative cases are similar in some way to this 4.5-bcf/d Base
Case. All cases have a common pipeline component from the GTP on the North Slope to
Delta Junction, which is a 48” diameter pipeline designed for 2,500 psi maximum
pressure.
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Analysis
The estimated cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction assumed for all
LNG alternative cases was the same as what was used for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. The
pipeline diameter in the section from Delta Junction to Valdez varies depending on the
LNG alternative case being evaluated. The cost basis established for the 4.5-bcf/d Base
Case in Alaska was utilized to the extent possible in establishing the costs of the pipeline
from Delta Junction to Valdez, so that there was an accurate comparison between the
cases.
As the pipeline section from Delta Junction to Valdez has much more difficult terrain and
construction conditions compared with the average for the Base Case pipelines south of
the Brooks range in Alaska, adjustments were made to the costing basis to accommodate
these conditions. In addition, there are three (3) different diameters of pipeline being
considered for the Delta Junction to Valdez section. The cost estimate for these various
diameters was developed based on an assessment of how the various diameters of pipe
affect the cost of each construction activity and the cost of the major material.
The compression horsepower requirements of the pipeline system are established by the
summer conditions (July case) when the gas temperatures are the highest. The gas
turbines that power the gas compressors produce less power in the summer due to higher
ambient temperatures. For this reason, the hydraulic analyses were based on the summer
horsepower requirements.
The compressor station locations utilized in the LNG analysis were assumed to be at the
same locations in the section from the GTP to Delta Junction as was selected by
TransCanada and presented in their application. The locations of the compressor stations
in the Delta Junction to Valdez were selected based on the hydraulic profile and a
preliminary review of suitability of the location for construction and operations.
The compressor stations in Alaska north of a point about 150 miles south of Delta
Junction were assumed to require chillers to cool the gas to 30°F for permafrost stability
reasons. The compressor stations south of a point approximately 150 miles south of Delta
Junction were assumed to not require chillers.
The cost ranges for the LNG alternatives were based on the cumulative Best Cost and
Worst Cost for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case pipeline and compressor stations in Alaska. The
schedule duration ranges were likewise based on the cumulative Best Duration and Worst
Duration determined for the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case pipeline and compressor stations in
Alaska.
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Alternative LNG Cases: Pipeline and Compression Facilities
LNG Alternative Case 1a
Case 1a includes the design and construction of the pipelines and facilities necessary to
transport 2.7 bcf/d of natural gas from the GTP to a LNG liquefaction and export facility
in Valdez. The assumption for this case was that a 48” pipeline would be constructed
from the GTP to Delta Junction (about 543 miles south of the GTP). A 42” pipeline
would be constructed from Delta Junction to Valdez.
The estimated development phase cost for this alternative case is $317 million.
The 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction would require one compressor station
located about 381 miles south of the GTP. The assumption was that a RB211 compressor
unit (as in the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case) would be used at this compressor station. In addition,
to maintain the gas temperature at a temperature generally below freezing, two chiller
units would be required about 493 miles and 543 miles south of the GTP. The estimated
cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction for this alternative case is $5.3
billion. The estimated cost of the compressor station and chillers in this section is $339
million.
The 42” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez will require one compressor station with
chillers about 104 miles south of Delta Junction. The compressor station is assumed to
use a RB211 compressor unit. The estimated cost of the 42” pipeline from Delta Junction
to Valdez for this alternative case is $3.0 billion. The estimated cost of the compressor
station is $207 million.
LNG Alternative Case 1b
Case 1b includes the design and construction of the pipelines and facilities necessary to
transport 4.5 bcf/d of natural gas from the GTP to a LNG liquefaction and export facility
in Valdez. The assumption for this case was that a 48” pipeline would be constructed
from the GTP to Delta Junction (about 543 miles south of the GTP). A 42” pipeline
would be constructed from Delta Junction to Valdez.
The estimated development phase cost for this alternative case is $317 million.
The 48” pipeline would require five (5) compressor stations located about 141 miles, 207
miles, 381 miles, 432 miles, and 543 miles south of the GTP. The assumption was that a
RB211 compressor unit with chiller(s) would be used at these compressor stations. The
estimated cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction for this alternative case
is $5.3 billion. The estimated cost of the compressor stations in this section is $1.0
billion.
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The 42” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez will require three (3) compressor stations
(one with chillers) and one new heater station. The compressor stations are located about
52 miles, 156 miles, and 208 miles south of Delta Junction. As in the previous section,
the compressor stations are assumed to use a RB211 compressor unit. The estimated cost
of the 42” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez for this alternative case is $3.0 billion.
The estimated cost of the compressor stations and heater in this section is $526 million.
LNG Alternative Case 1c
Case 1c includes the design and construction of the compression facilities necessary to
expand the Case 1a capability (2.7 bcf/d) to 4.5 bcf/d. It is assumed that LNG Alternative
Case 1a facilities are in place and operational and that the 1.8-bcf/d expansion takes place
five years after the 2.7-bcf/d case has been placed in service.
The only additional facilities required to accommodate this increase in transportation
capacity is the addition of six (6) new compressor stations [four (4) with chillers] and one
new heater station. In addition, it is necessary to retire two (2) chiller stations used in the
LNG Alternative Case 1a. The estimated cost of the additional compressor stations,
heater station, and the retirement of the chiller stations is $1.2 billion.
LNG Alternative Case 2
LNG Alternative Case 2, which is also referred to as the “Y line,” consists of a 48”
pipeline that would be constructed from the GTP to Delta Junction and a 30” pipeline
from Delta Junction to a LNG liquefaction and export facility at Valdez. The 48” pipeline
from the GTP to Delta Junction would continue to Alberta and would transport 4.5 bcf/d.
The 30” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez would transport 2.0 bcf/d to the LNG
facility.
The estimated development phase cost for this alternative case is $571 million (including
the costs in Canada).
The 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction would require 10 compressor stations
with chiller(s) located about 54 miles, 101 miles, 141 miles, 207 miles, 267 miles, 318
miles, 381 miles, 432 miles, 493 miles, and 543 miles south of the GTP. The assumption
is that a RB211 compressor unit along with a smaller Solar turbine would be used at these
compressor stations. The estimated cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta
Junction for this alternative case is $5.3 billion. The estimated cost of the compressor
stations in this section is $2.3 billion.
The 48” pipeline from Delta Junction to Alberta will require 11 compressor stations [one
station has two (2) units] and three (3) heaters (same as the TransCanada Base Case). The
compressor stations are located about 108 miles, 204 miles, 334 miles, 437 miles, 520
miles, 603 miles, 687 miles, 777 miles, 864 miles, 956 miles, and 1,041 miles
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downstream of Delta Junction. As in the previous case, the compressor station is assumed
to use a RB211 compressor unit. The estimated cost of the 48” pipeline from Delta
Junction to Alberta for this alternative case is $10.9 billion. The estimated cost of the
compressor stations and the three (3) heater stations in this section is $1.9 billion.
The 30” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez will require four (4) compressor stations
[two (2) with chillers]. The compressor stations are located about 52 miles, 104 miles,
156 miles, and 208 miles south of Delta Junction. The compressor stations for this
smaller pipeline volume are assumed to use Solar compressor units which are smaller
than the RB211 units discussed above. Because of the smaller volume of gas in the
pipeline and the lower horsepower compression units, the cost of these compressor
stations is materially lower than the larger RB211 compressor stations. The estimated
cost of the 30” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez for this alternative case is $2.4
billion. The estimated cost of the compressor stations in this section is $425 million.
LNG Alternative Case 2a
Case 2a assumes that the TransCanada proposed 4.5-bcf/d Base Case project is fully
operational. This case involves expansion of the Base Case north of Delta Junction and
construction of additional pipeline and compression facilities necessary to deliver 2.0
bcf/d to Valdez for liquefaction. This case assumes that the 2.0-bcf/d expansion takes
place five years after the 4.5-bcf/d Base Case has been placed in service.
The estimated development phase cost for this alternative case is $200 million.
The pipeline system between the GTP and Delta Junction must be expanded so it is
capable of transporting 6.5 bcf/d. This expansion would be accomplished through the
addition of five (5) additional compressor stations with chillers and the addition of a
smaller Solar unit to all 10 compressor stations (new and old). The estimated cost of the
additional compressor stations and heater is $1.3 billion.
In addition, this expansion requires the construction of a 30” pipeline from Delta Junction
to the liquefaction and export facility at Valdez. This new pipeline requires four (4)
compressor stations [two (2) with chillers] powered by the smaller Solar units. The
estimated cost of the 30” pipeline is $2.4 billion, and the estimated cost of the compressor
stations is $425 million.
LNG Alternative Case 3
Case 3 includes the design and construction of the pipelines and facilities necessary to
transport 4.5 bcf/d of natural gas from the GTP to a LNG liquefaction and export facility
in Valdez. The assumption for this case was that a 48” pipeline would be constructed
from the GTP to Valdez (about 808 miles south of the GTP).
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The estimated development phase cost for this alternative case is $317 million.
The conclusion of the analysis was that the 48” pipeline would require six (6) compressor
stations [five (5) with chillers] located about 141 miles, 207 miles, 381 miles, 432 miles,
595 miles, and 699 miles south of the GTP. The assumption was that a RB211
compressor unit would be used at these compressor stations. The estimated cost of the
48” pipeline from the GTP to an LNG liquefaction and export facility in Valdez for this
alternative case is $8.6 billion. The estimated cost of the compressor stations in this
section is $1.2 billion.

2.4 LNG Plant Analysis
Cost and Schedule Analysis of the LNG Scenarios
Overview
The Technical Team’s task was to develop a high-level capital and operating cost
estimate for each case and the quantity of LNG produced so an economic model could be
run to determine NPV to the State. The NPV analysis was conducted by the Commercial
Team based on the cost estimate ranges discussed here and in the pipeline and GTP
reports accompanying this report.

Cost Analysis
Because the objective was to provide input to the economic model and the fact that there
were no applications to directly evaluate, the approach adopted was to use the costs of
LNG projects contained in the Westney proprietary data base. These projects vary in size
from about 3.25 mmtpa to 8.9 mmtpa. They went into service between 2003 and 2007 or
are currently under construction and are generally located in developing countries and in
tropical climates. Notably, no LNG liquefaction plants have been built in North America
since the Kenai facility in Alaska.
The cost per tonne for these plants ranges from a low of less than $350 to over $1,300 for
the Snohvit project in Norway. It should be noted that Snohvit was the only plant in the
data base constructed in Arctic conditions. The highest and lowest cost plants were
excluded as unrepresentative, and then the remaining data was confirmed with the global
data base of Merlin Associates.
The costs for each project in the database were then escalated by commodity (e.g.,
compressors, vessels, pipe, electrical, etc.) to a 2007 basis. Each project was then
adjusted to an Alaska basis for the construction.
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From this adjusted data, dollars/tonne for LNG were derived for the purpose of
developing a predictive cost range. A range of potential outcomes from the Best Cost
case and Worst Cost case was simulated using the Westney Risk Resolution™ PRIMS™
model. The pipeline analysis had a Base Case that was submitted by a qualified applicant
and was the output of extensive engineering. The LNG option did not have a Base Case
because there were no qualified applicants, so the Technical Team adopted the process
described above. Also, described above is the wide range in costs for the LNG facilities
in the database. This wide range is a reflection of both location and unusual market
conditions at the time of the project. Because of the wide range, the Technical Team
believes that focusing on the predictive probability range of P25 to P75 gives a more
meaningful set of numbers for examination. Consequently, the representative ranges P25
and P75 and the dollars/tonne are shown on the following table. However, it should be
noted that the P5 to P95 data was used in the Monte Carlo analysis.

Likely Plant Costs

Cases

LNG Volume

P25 Value (75%
probability of
exceeding value)

P75 Value (75%
probability of not
exceeding value)

19 mmtpa

$10.8B

$17.6B

(2.45 bcf/d)

568 $/T

926 $/T

31.5

$17.4B

$27.9B

(4.06 bcf/d)

552 $/T

885 $/T

31.5

$18.4B

$28.6T

(4.06 bcf/d)

584 $/T

907 $/T

13.9

$8.1B

$13.7B

(1.79 bcf/d)

582 $/T

985 $/T

1a

1b

1c

2
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LNG Volume

P25 Value (75%
probability of
exceeding value)

P75 Value (75%
probability of not
exceeding value)

13.9

$8.1B

$13.7B

(1.79 bcf/d)

582 $/T

985 $/T

31.5

$17.4B

$27.9B

(4.06 bcf/d)

552 $/T

885 $/T

2a

3

It should be noted that the Technical Team did not attempt to design a LNG plant for
each case. Other than the lack of time to do so, it would represent a significant investment
by the State which would be unnecessary for the objective of doing a comparative
economic analysis, therefore, the methodology described above was used.
Because of the methodology used, the LNG facilities include any necessary gas treatment
beyond what occurs at the North Slope CGF and GTP, all plant infrastructure and
utilities, the necessary number of LNG trains based on gas volumes, and LNG storage,
export facilities, and jetties. The cost analysis also included any support facilities needed
during construction.
The number of trains was determined based on using the largest trains currently
commercially available (approximately 8 mmtpa) and having all of the trains in each case
the same size. The number of trains are not optimized because the gas volumes into the
plant were preset plant capacities. This approach resulted in three (3) trains at 6.3
mmtpa for Case 1a, four (4) trains at 7.9 mmtpa for Case 1b, an additional two (2) trains
at 6.3 mmpta for Case 1c, two (2) trains at 7.0 mmtpa for Cases 2 and 2a, and four (4)
trains at 7.9 mmpta for Case 3.
The volumes of each of these cases assume no NGL extraction, which is consistent with
the market analysis of Gas Strategies. It should be noted that propane in the quantity
required to supply the current and near-term future market in Alaska can be extracted
without significant reduction of either the volumes or heating value of LNG. The cost
and/or schedule impact to adding these propane extraction facilities would be minimal
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and are within the ranges assumed in this analysis. The heating-value reduction
anticipated for various volumes is shown on the following two graphs.
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Because Valdez weather allows construction essentially year-round, the plant was
assumed to be constructed on site (“stick-built”) rather than modularized in a remote
marine yard and shipped to Valdez and assembled. Consideration of a modular approach,
and the resultant size limitation on the trains (modules get too big to move), was, thus,
not examined in determining the number of trains. It should be noted that the number of
trains is not relevant to the cost analysis because of the methodology used, but the
number of trains does have schedule implications for the timing of product delivery.
Those implications are reflected in the duration ranges used in the analysis.
Gas composition analysis was based on the same composition that was used in the
analysis of the TransCanada submission going into the GTP. However, to get to the
composition needed for input to the LNG plant, the CO2 into the pipeline had to be
reduced to a maximum of 50 ppm. Because there is no facility for handling the CO2 at
Valdez, the removal must occur at the North Slope in the GTP so it can be re-injected
into the existing gas field. Consequently, the gas out of the GTP into the pipeline for the
rich case contains 1,133 btu/cf rather than the 1,118 btu/cf for the 1.5% CO2 gas used in
the TransCanada case. The comparison figures into the pipeline for the lean gas case are
1,087 btu/cf vs. 1,067 btu/cf.
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Train Sizes and Numbers
Gas Volume
into Plant

LNG
Produced

bcfd

mmtpa

5T nominal

Max

Case 1a

2.915

19.0

4 @ 4.8

3 @ 6.3

3

Case 1b

4.84

31.5

6 @ 5.3

4 @ 7.9

4

Case 1c (add)

1.925

12.5

3 @ 4.2

2 @ 6.3

2

Case 2

2.145

13.9

3 @ 4.6

2 @ 7.0

2

Case 2a

2.145

13.9

3 @ 4.6

2 @ 7.0

2

Case 3

4.84

31.5

6 @ 5.3

4 @ 7.9

4

Cases

Train size
Trains for
Analysis

Note: Rich gas at 1,133 btu/cf

Estimates of maximum gas volumes delivered to the LNG facility were provided by the
pipeline SMEs and were determined by calculating both the fuel consumed by
compression and potential pipeline capacity increases in the winter. Because the winter
volume is expected to be available approximately nine (9) months of the year, plant input
was based on the winter volumes. The table above provides gas volumes, including the
amount of LNG produced, and the number of trains required. Note that for general
information, the table also has the number of trains required if the plant was designed
around a nominal 5 mmtpa trains.
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To determine the LNG produced, the LNG plant shrinkage (gas consumed in the plant)
was estimated to be approximately 10%. This is based on observed fuel use in other
plants and is believed to be generally representative of what might be expected based
upon plant design and operations. Plant availability was based on 344 days per year
(industry average). The LNG volumes are slightly overstated because of the reduced gas
volumes in the summer, but most plant outages would be planned for the summer months
so the days not in production would be at the lower volumes reducing the
“overstatement.”

Schedule Analysis
The start of detailed engineering is ranged based on input from the State and is shown in
the time-risk curves. Detailed engineering is expected to have started in advance of the
“Decision to Proceed” date so that procurement of long-lead items and the award of
construction contracts can be accomplished immediately after the Decision to Proceed.
The schedule was constructed based on durations from other projects as reflected in the
proprietary Westney data base and adjusted for expected conditions at Valdez. A site
visit was not conducted so a number of assumptions had to be made.
It is expected that significant site work would be required, including the development of a
construction camp housing 2,500-3,000 personnel. The “Base Duration” construction
schedule for each train was 42 months from start of foundations (SOF) to ready for
startup (RFSU). Actual durations from other projects have been as low as less than 30
months for a train from SOF to RFSU, but the longer duration is considered reasonable
for construction in Valdez. The schedule was built on the basis that there would be a
three (3) month gap between the start of construction of each train. This is to allow the
construction contractor the ability to sequence work and, in particular, allow the proper
focus of plant management and commissioning and startup specialists on each train
during startup. Each activity was then ranged in duration for input to @Risk.
A detailed construction execution plan was not written. Areas of uncertainty were
covered in the ranging technique, such as abnormal weather for Valdez and labor issues.
The most significant is the programmed three months between the start of construction of
each train and the three months between RFSU of the trains. While the three months is
normally achievable, there may be constraints on the total labor supportable by the camp
or the Valdez environment that would require longer durations between RFSUs. To
determine the start of product availability, a high-level schedule for a LNG facility,
adjusted for remote construction, was developed. A time-risk model was constructed,
ranged in a similar manner as the cost and then simulated using @Risk to provide a
predictive probability on product availability dates.
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The annualized product volumes are shown in the following table. The decision to
extract the NGL’s rather than leaving them in the LNG for shipment is dependent on the
market analysis, but the table below reflects volumes based on no NGL extraction at
Valdez.
Product Volumes

2.5 Miscellaneous Inputs
A number of miscellaneous costs impact the NPV calculation that was performed by the
Commercial Team. These include the volume for gas line pack in the pipelines; the
calculated compressor fuel to operate the pipeline compressor units; the GTP and the
LNG plant; operation and maintenance expenses (OPEX) to operate the pipeline, the
GTP, and the LNG plant; and escalation factors to be applied to capital expenditures and
operating and maintenance expenses in the future.
The Technical Team employed two experienced operations consultants to evaluate
TransCanada’s OPEX for the LNG options. Mr. Jim Vaughn of Energy Operations
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Consulting, LLC, and Mr. Darrell Bender (an independent consultant) were engaged to
perform this analysis (Refer to Exhibit J). The operating expenses were estimated based
on the professional experience and judgment of these consultants.
The other cost components were estimated by the Technical Team based on input from
AMEC and/or the experience of the SMEs mentioned above and other consultants as
noted. These costs for all of the LNG cases are shown in the tables in Exhibit G.
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3. Exhibits
Exhibit A: Acronyms and Abbreviations
Acronym or Abbreviation
AFUDC
AGIA
AK
AMEC

Definition
allowance for funds used during construction
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act, AS 43.90 et seq.
Alaska
AMEC-Paragon, Inc.

APP

Alaska Pipeline Project

AS

Alaska Statute

B

billion

bbl

barrel

B&V
BC
bcf/d
Btu
BLM
C1

Black and Veatch Oil, Gas and Chemicals
British Colombia
billion cubic feet per day
British thermal unit
Bureau of Land Management
methane
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Definition

C2

ethane

C3

propane

C4

butane

C5

pentane

C$

Canadian dollars

CAPEX
CERA

LNG Options

Capital expenditures
Cambridge Energy Research Associates

CGF

Central Gas Facility

CO2

carbon dioxide

CPCN

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

DNR

Department of Natural Resources

DOR

Department of Revenue

EIS

environmental impact statement

EPC

engineering, procurement, construction

EPCM
°F
FEED

engineering, procurement, construction management
degrees Fahrenheit
front-end engineering design
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FERC

Definition
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

GTP

Gas Treatment Plant

H2S

hydrogen sulfide

hp

horsepower

LNG

liquefied natural gas

LOS

likelihood of success

MAOP

maximum allowable operating pressure

mcf

thousand cubic feet

mcfd

thousand cubic feet per day

MDEA

methyldiethanolamine

mmBtu

million British thermal unit

mmcfd

million cubic feet per day

mmtpa

million metric tones per annum (LNG)

MP
Mustang
NEPA
NEB

milepost
Mustang Management LTD
National Environmental Policy Act
National Energy Board
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Definition

NGL

natural gas liquid

NPA

Northern Pipeline Act, 1977-78, c. 20, R.S., 1985, c.
N-26

NPV

net present value

O&M

operations and maintenance

OPEX

operating expenditures

ppm
PRIMS™

parts per million
Project Risk Indicative Modeling System

psig

pounds per square inch gauge

RFA

Request for Applications

RFSU

ready for startup

ROW

right-of-way

SME

subject matter expert

SMYS

specified minimum yield strength

SOF

start of foundations

State

State of Alaska

t

tonne
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TAPS
TC Alaska LLC
TCPL
TransCanada

Westney
WCSB
YU

LNG Options

Definition
Trans Alaska Pipeline System
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC
TransCanada Pipelines Limited
TC Alaska LLC and Foothills, collectively or
separately as appropriate.
Westney Consulting Group
Western Canada Sedimentary Basin
Yukon
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Exhibit B: Cost Ranges
AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 1a: 2.70 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

466

745

The GTP base cost and ranging were assumed to be the same as used
for the TransCanada 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. The pipeline development
phase cost and ranging were prorated on a mileage basis from the
TransCanada 4.5-bcf/d Base Case, and the LNG plant was assumed to
be the same as the GTP.

GTP

3,000

6,000

GTP cost ranging represents three (3) trains done stand-alone. The
three (3) trains would require full project overhead allocation both in
fabrication yard and North Slope. Three units would share the same
engineering, but economies of learning curve and volume limited in
procurement and fabrication as compared to larger number of trains.

Pipeline

7,055

12,284

Pipeline: The cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction
is the same cost estimated for the 48” pipeline in this segment of the
TransCanada Base Case. The cost of the 42” pipeline from Delta
Junction to Valdez is based on the costing methodology established for
the TransCanada Base Case, but was adjusted to reflect more difficult
terrain and construction conditions in this section and a reduced
diameter of pipeline. The cost ranges for this LNG case are based on
the average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in
Alaska.

464

808

Compression: The cost of the compressor stations, with and without
chillers, is based on the cost estimated for the TransCanada Base Case
facilities. The ranges for this LNG case are based on the average cost
ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in Alaska.

5,900

22,500

Best Cost – 5,900 — The winter volume into the LNG plant is
calculated to be 2.915 bcf/d, which gives the potential of producing 19
Million Metric Tonnes per Annum (mmtpa) of LNG. This will require
three (3) trains sized at 6.3 mmpta or, if a 5-Tonne nominal size is
selected, four (4) trains at 4.7 mmpta. All of the plant infrastructure,
including storage tanks and load-out facilities, are included.
Significant site work and construction infrastructure, such as a camp to
house 2,500-3,000 people, will also be required. The costs shown
represent the Technical Team’s analysis of the Best Case at P5 and are

Development

Compression

LNG
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 1a: 2.70 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
based on the lowest cost per ton (escalated to $2007) in the Westney
proprietary data base of LNG plant costs (after eliminating one project
as unrepresentatively low). This means that there is a 95% chance of
this case costing more than the Best Cost number.
Worst Cost – 22,500 — The Technical Team has identified a number
of uncertainties that may cause a significant cost increase. Plant costs
have increased dramatically in the last 2 years driven by commodity
prices, shop availability, and construction labor. If the current rate of
increase continues, the costs of the plants will exceed historical norms
by significant amounts. Project cost risks in the Valdez area have
additional upward pressure due to site conditions, including weather,
and the requirement to import a lot of the labor. The worst case
estimate at P95 is grounded on the highest cost per ton (escalated to
$2007) in the Westney proprietary data base of LNG plant costs [after
eliminating the Snohvit project in Norway where the cost per ton
(based on publicly available information) is $1,333 which was
determined to be unrepresentatively high]. This means that there is a
5% chance of this case exceeding the Worst Cost number.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 1b: 4.50 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

466

745

GTP

5,000

10,000

GTP cost ranging same as Base Case.

Pipeline

7,055

12,284

Pipeline: The cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction
is the same cost estimated for the 48” pipeline in this segment of the
TransCanada Base Case. The cost of the 42” pipeline from Delta
Junction to Valdez is based on the costing methodology established for
the TransCanada Base Case, but was adjusted to reflect more difficult
terrain and construction conditions in this section and a reduced
diameter of pipeline. The cost ranges for this LNG case are based on
the average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in
Alaska.

Compression

1,327

2,310

Compression: The cost of the compressor stations, with and without
chillers, and heaters is based on the cost estimated for the TransCanada
Base Case facilities. The cost ranges for this LNG case are based on
the average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in
Alaska.

LNG

9,800

35,400

Best Cost – 9,800 — The winter volume into the plant is calculated to
be 4.84 bcf/d, which gives the potential of producing 31.5 mmtpa of
LNG. This will require four (4) trains sized at 7.9 mmpta or, if a 5Tonne nominal size is selected, six (6) trains at 5.2 mmpta. All of the
plant infrastructure, including storage tanks and load-out facilities, are
included. Significant site work and construction infrastructure, such as
a camp to house 2,500-3,000 people, will also be required. The costs
shown represent the Technical Team’s analysis of the Best Costs at P5
and are based on the lowest cost per ton (escalated to $2007) in the
Westney proprietary data base of LNG plant costs (after eliminating
one project as unrepresentatively low).

Development

The GTP base cost and ranging were assumed to be the same as used
for the TransCanada 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. The pipeline cost and
ranging were prorated on a mileage basis from the TransCanada 4.5bcf/d Base Case, and the LNG plant was assumed to be the same as the
GTP.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 1b: 4.50 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
Worst Cost – 35,400 — The Technical Team has identified a number
of uncertainties that may cause a significant cost increase. Plant costs
have increased dramatically in the last 2 years driven by commodity
prices, shop availability, and construction labor. If the current rate of
increase continues, the costs of the plants will exceed historical norms
by significant amounts. Project cost risks in the Valdez area have
additional upward pressure due to site conditions, including weather
and the requirement to import most of the labor. Additionally, this
represents the largest single LNG construction project to be
undertaken. The huge size of the plant adds additional cost risks. The
Worst Cost estimate at P95 is grounded on the highest cost per ton
(escalated to $2007) in the Westney proprietary data base of LNG
plant costs [after eliminating the Snohvit project in Norway where the
cost per ton (based on publicly available information) is $1,333 which
was determined to be unrepresentatively high].
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 1c: 2.70 to 4.50 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

Development

N/A

N/A

This case does not require any new pipeline facilities. Only
compression and additions to the GTP and LNG plant are required.
These costs were included in the execution phase due to their relatively
small magnitude.

GTP

1,600

3,200

GTP cost ranging represents a three (3) train addition to Case 1a. The
three (3) trains would require full project overhead allocation both in
fabrication yard and North Slope. Three units would share the same
engineering, but economies of learning curve and volume limited in
procurement and fabrication as compared to larger number of trains.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Pipeline: No additional pipelines required.

Compression

1,031

1,795

Compression: The cost of the additional compressor stations, with and
without chillers, and heaters is based on the cost estimated for the
TransCanada Base Case facilities. The cost ranges for this LNG case
are based on the average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada
Base Case in Alaska.

LNG

3,900

12,600

Best Cost – 3,900 — This case has additional gas being supplied 5
years after the initial supply. The additional winter volume into the
plant is calculated to be 1.925 bcf/d, which gives the potential of
producing an additional 12.5 mmtpa of LNG. This will require two (2)
trains sized at 6.3 mmpta or, if a 5-Tonne nominal size is selected,
three (3) additional trains at 4.2 mmpta. All of the plant infrastructure,
including storage tanks and load-out facilities, are included.
Significant site work and construction infrastructure, such as a camp to
house 2,500-3,000 people, will also be required. The Best Cost number
is based on reusing the construction infrastructure (camp, office
facilities, etc). The costs shown represent the Technical Team’s
analysis of the Best Case.
Worst Cost – 12,600 — The Technical Team has identified a number
of uncertainties that may cause a significant cost increase. Plant costs
have increased dramatically in the last 2 years driven by commodity
prices, shop availability, and construction labor. If the current rate of
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 1c: 2.70 to 4.50 bcf/d

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
increase continues, the costs of the plants will exceed historical norms
by significant amounts. Project cost risks in the Valdez area have
additional upward pressure due to site conditions, including weather
and the requirement to import most of the labor. The Worst Cost also
assumes that the construction infrastructure may have to be rebuilt
after a 5 year period.
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 2: 6.50 bcf/d (48” & 30”)

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

686

1,097

The GTP base cost and ranging were assumed to be the same as used
for the TransCanada 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. The pipeline cost and
ranging were prorated on a mileage basis from the TransCanada 4.5bcf/d Base Case (included an additional 265 miles of pipeline in
Alaska), and the LNG plant was assumed to be the same as the GTP.

GTP

7,500

14,000

GTP cost ranging same as Base Case with an additional two (2) trains
for a total of eight (8) trains.

Pipeline

15,913

27,707

Pipeline: The cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Alberta in this
case is the same cost estimated for this pipeline segment in the
TransCanada Base Case. The cost of the 30” pipeline from Delta
Junction to Valdez is based on the costing methodology established for
the TransCanada Base Case, but was adjusted to reflect more difficult
terrain and construction conditions in this section and a reduced
diameter of pipeline. The cost ranges for this LNG case are based on
the average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in
Alaska.

Compression

3,936

6,854

Compression: It is necessary to have two compression units in the
compressor stations between the GTP and Delta Junction. One unit is
the standard RB211 assumed for the TransCanada Base Case. The
second unit is a smaller horsepower unit. The compression facilities in
the Delta Junction to Alberta section are the same as the TransCanada
Base Case. The cost of the compressor stations, with and without
chillers, in the Delta Junction to Valdez section is lower than the
TransCanada Base Case compressor station cost because the
compression unit sizes are smaller and the station piping is smaller.
The cost ranges for this LNG case are based on the average cost ranges
determined for the TransCanada Base Case in Alaska.

LNG

4,300

17,430

Best Cost – 4,300 — The winter volume into the plant is calculated to
be 2.145 bcf/d, which gives the potential of producing 13.9 mmtpa of
LNG. This will require two (2) trains sized at 7.0 mmpta or, if a 5Tonne nominal size is selected, three (3) trains at 4.6 mmpta. All of
the plant infrastructure, including storage tanks and load-out facilities,

Development
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 2: 6.50 bcf/d (48” & 30”)

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
are included. Significant site work and construction infrastructure,
such as a camp to house 2,500-3,000 people, will also be required.
The costs shown represent the Technical Team’s analysis of the Best
Cost at P5 and are based on the lowest cost per ton (escalated to
$2007) in the Westney proprietary data base of LNG plant costs (after
eliminating one project as unrepresentatively low).
Worst Cost – 17,430 — The Technical Team has identified a number
of uncertainties that may cause a significant cost increase. Plant costs
have increased dramatically in the last 2 years driven by commodity
prices, shop availability, and construction labor. If the current rate of
increase continues, the costs of the plants will exceed historical norms
by significant amounts. Project cost risks in the Valdez area have
additional upward pressure due to site conditions, including weather
and the requirement to import most of the labor. The Worst Cost
estimate at P95 is grounded on the highest cost per ton (escalated to
$2007) in the Westney proprietary data base of LNG plant costs [after
eliminating the Snohvit project in Norway where the cost per ton
(based on publicly available information) is $1,333 which was
determined to be unrepresentatively high].
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Cost Ranging
LNG 2a: 6.50 bcf/d (48” & 30”)
“Y Line” (5 year delay on LNG)

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

174

278

This case required 265 miles of new pipeline and additional
compression north of Delta Junction (all in Alaska) and additions to the
GTP and LNG plant. The development phase was estimated to cost
$200 million and ranged similar to the TransCanada 4.5-bcf/dBase Case.

GTP

1,600

3,200

Requires two (2) additional trains. GTP ranging increased from Base
Case due to 5 year delay. Capacity for GTP fabrication might require remobilization or possibly total new facility. Assumed that engineering
remains mostly valid and significant benefit from learning curve from
first six (6) units. Full project organization in fabrication yard and North
Slope would be allocated to only two (2) units.

Pipeline

2,079

3,620

Pipeline: The cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction
has already been incurred. The only additional pipeline cost is the cost
to construct a 30” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez. The costing
of the 30” pipeline is based on the costing methodology established for
the TransCanada Base Case, but was adjusted to reflect more difficult
terrain and construction conditions in this section and a reduced
diameter of pipeline. The cost ranges for this LNG case are based on the
average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in
Alaska.

Compression

1,471

2,443

Compression: It is necessary to construct additional compressor stations
as well as add an additional smaller compression unit to all the
compressor stations on the section of pipeline from the GTP to Delta
Junction. The addition of a smaller unit to an existing compressor
station is much less costly than the Base Case compressor stations. The
cost of the compressor stations, with and without chillers, in the Delta
Junction to Valdez section is lower than the TransCanada Base Case
compressor station cost because the compression unit sizes are smaller
and the station piping is smaller. The cost ranges for this LNG case are
based on the average cost ranges determined for the TransCanada Base
Case in Alaska.

Development
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Cost Ranging
LNG 2a: 6.50 bcf/d (48” & 30”)
“Y Line” (5 year delay on LNG)

Description

LNG

2007 Million $US
Best

Worst

4,300

17,430

Comments

Best Cost – 4,300 — The winter volume into the plant is calculated to
be 2.145 bcf/d, which gives the potential of producing 13.9 mmtpa of
LNG. This will require seven (7) trains sized at 7.0 mmpta or, if a 5Tonne nominal size is selected, three (3) trains at 4.6 mmpta. All of the
plant infrastructure, including storage tanks and load-out facilities, are
included. Significant site work and construction infrastructure, such as a
camp to house 2,500-3,000 people, will also be required. The costs
shown represent the Technical Team’s analysis of the Best Cost.
Worst Cost – 17,430 — The Technical Team has identified a number of
uncertainties that may cause a significant cost increase. Plant costs have
increased dramatically in the last 2 years driven by commodity prices,
shop availability, and construction labor. If the current rate of increase
continues, the costs of the plants will exceed historical norms by
significant amounts. Project cost risks in the Valdez area have
additional upward pressure due to site conditions, including weather and
the requirement to import most of the labor.
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Cost Ranging
LNG 3: 4.50 bcf/d (48”)

Description

2007 Million $US

Comments

Best

Worst

466

745

GTP

5,000

10,000

GTP cost ranging same as Base Case.

Pipeline

7,283

12,681

Pipeline: The cost of the 48” pipeline from the GTP to Delta Junction
is the same cost estimated for this pipeline segment in the TransCanada
Base Case. The cost of the 48” pipeline from Delta Junction to Valdez
is based on the costing methodology established for the TransCanada
Base Case, but was adjusted to reflect more difficult terrain and
construction conditions in this section The cost ranges for this LNG
case are based on the average cost ranges determined for the
TransCanada Base Case in Alaska.

Compression

1,000

1,740

Compression: The cost of the compressor stations, with and without
chillers, is based on the cost estimated for the TransCanada Base Case
facilities. The ranges for this LNG case are based on the average cost
ranges determined for the TransCanada Base Case in Alaska.

LNG

9,800

35,400

Best Cost – 9,800 — The winter volume into the plant is calculated to
be 4.84 bcf/d, which gives the potential of producing 31.5 mmtpa of
LNG. This will require four (4) trains sized at 7.9 mmpta or, if a 5Tonne nominal size is selected, six (6) trains at 5.2 mmpta. All of the
plant infrastructure, including storage tanks and load-out facilities, are
included. Significant site work and construction infrastructure, such as
a camp to house 2,500-3,000 people, will also be required. The costs
shown represent the Technical Team’s analysis of the Best Cost at P5
and are based on the lowest cost per ton (escalated to $2007) in the
Westney proprietary data base of LNG plant costs (after eliminating
one project as unrepresentatively low).

Development

The GTP base cost and ranging were assumed to be the same as used
for the TransCanada 4.5-bcf/d Base Case. The pipeline cost and
ranging were prorated on a mileage basis from the TransCanada 4.5bcf/d Base Case, and the LNG plant was assumed to be the same as the
GTP.

Worst Cost – 35,400 — The Technical Team has identified a number
of uncertainties that may cause a significant cost increase. Plant costs
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Cost Ranging
LNG 3: 4.50 bcf/d (48”)

Description

2007 Million $US
Best

Comments

Worst
have increased dramatically in the last 2 years driven by commodity
prices, shop availability, and construction labor. If the current rate of
increase continues, the costs of the plants will exceed historical norms
by significant amounts. Project cost risks in the Valdez area have
additional upward pressure due to site conditions, including weather
and the requirement to import most of the labor. Additionally, this
represents the largest single LNG construction project to be
undertaken. The huge size of the plant adds additional cost risks. The
Worst Cost estimate at P95 is grounded on the highest cost per ton
(escalated to $2007) in the Westney proprietary data base of LNG
plant costs [after eliminating the Snohvit project in Norway where the
cost per ton (based on publicly available information) is $1,333 which
was determined to be unrepresentatively high].
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Exhibit C: Duration Ranges
AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging
LNG 1a: 2.70 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

Months

Comments

Best

Worst

55

94

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case, but
no Canadian regulatory was factored into the ranging. Start of this
phase lags the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case start by 12
months.

GTP

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; start
lags 12 months and there is only one sealift. See Exhibit D for
schedule and schedule-ranging details.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; start
lags 12 months. See Exhibit D for schedule and schedule-ranging
details.

Development

Initial Gas Flow

LNG
Home Office
Activities

28

36

Base Duration – 30 months — This activity starts at the Decision to
Proceed. During the development phase, enough engineering and
procurement activity was accomplished so orders for long-lead items
can be placed immediately at Decision to Proceed. This activity
includes the actual placement of the orders and all necessary followup to insure delivery. Long-lead items are expected to require 26-28
months. This activity also covers the completion of all detailed
engineering and the issuing for construction of all drawings needed
in the field. The home office activities continue after the issuing of
drawings and placement of all purchase orders with continued
technical support to the field/construction activities. Critical
activities impacting the schedule are the issuing of foundation
drawings.
Best Duration – 28 months — Little improvement possible because
of the engineering work volume and procurement durations.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Continued support to the field
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1a: 2.70 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

Months

Best

Comments

Worst

beyond normal due to either problems with issued engineered
drawings, delivery of procurement items, or problems arising in the
field.
Camp, Site
Preparation, and
Infrastructure

38

52

Base Duration – 42 months — Site preparation to begin
immediately after the Decision to Proceed. Access roads have to be
constructed and site leveled. Construction infrastructure to begin
immediately to include temporary power, camp, and
storage/laydown facilities. Storage tanks and load-out facilities,
including jetties, also to begin as soon as engineering documents are
issued.
Best Duration – 38 months — Little improvement is possible. Early
material deliveries and better than average weather could shorten the
overall duration.
Worst Duration – 52 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.

Train 1 Construction

39

50

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration – 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration – 50 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather or shortage of available labor.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1a: 2.70 bcf/d (48” & 42”)

Description

Months

Best

Worst

Final Gas Flows

LNG
Train 2 Construction

Comments

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.

Train 3 Construction

39

44

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 44 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1b: 4.5 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Months

Comments

Best

Worst

55

94

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case, but
no Canadian regulatory was factored into the ranging. Start of this
phase lags the 4.50-bcf/d Base Case start by 12 months.

GTP

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; start
lags 12 months. See Exhibit D for schedule and schedule-ranging
details.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; start
lags 12 months. See Exhibit D for schedule and schedule-ranging
details.

Development

Initial Gas Flow

LNG
Home Office
Activities

28

36

Base Duration – 30 months — This activity starts at the Decision to
Proceed. During the development phase enough engineering and
procurement activity was accomplished so orders for long-lead items
can be placed immediately at Decision to Proceed. This activity
includes the actual placement of the orders and all necessary followup to insure delivery. Long-lead items are expected to require 26-28
months. This also covers the completion of all detailed engineering
and the issuing for construction of all drawings needed in the field.
The home office activities continue after the issuing of drawings and
placement of all purchase orders with continued technical support to
the field/construction activities. Critical activities impacting the
schedule are the issuing of foundation drawings.
Best Duration – 28 months — Little improvement possible because
of the engineering work volume and procurement durations.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Continued support to the field
beyond normal due to either problems with issued engineered
drawings, delivery of procurement items, or problems arising in the
field.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1b: 4.5 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Camp, Site
Preparation, and
Infrastructure

Months

Best

Worst

38

52

Comments

Base Duration – 42 months — Site preparation to begin
immediately after the Decision to Proceed. Access roads have to be
constructed and site leveled. Construction infrastructure to begin
immediately to include temporary power, camp, and
storage/laydown facilities. Storage tanks and load-out facilities,
including jetties, also to begin as soon as engineering documents are
issued.
Best Duration – 38 months — Duration driven by storage tanks and
jetty construction.
Worst Duration – 52 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.

Train 1 Construction

39

50

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration – 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration
Worst Duration – 50 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1b: 4.5 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Months

Best

Worst

Final Gas Flows

LNG
Train 2 Construction

Comments

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.

Train 3 Construction

39

44

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 44 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1b: 4.5 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Train 4 Construction

Months

Best

Worst

39

44

Comments

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 44 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1c: 1.8 bcf/d Expansion

Description

Months

Comments

Best

Worst

Development

N/A

N/A

This case is an expansion of Case 1a. The case does not require any
new pipeline facilities. Only compression and additions to the GTP
and LNG plant are required. The development phase schedule
ranges were included in the execution phase due to their relatively
small magnitude and the assumed overlapping with the execution
phase.

GTP

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; there
is only one sealift. Also the basic GTP infrastructure was already
installed in Case 1a. See Exhibit E for schedule and scheduleranging details.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the compression-only expansion cases to the
4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case. See Exhibit E for schedule and
schedule-ranging details.
Initial Gas Flow

LNG
Home Office
Activities

28

36

Base Duration – 30 months — This activity starts at the Decision to
Proceed with the expansion of the LNG plant. The trains will be the
same design as the three already built so engineering and
procurement documentation is available. Orders for long-lead items
can be placed early and foundation drawing issued. This activity
includes the actual placement of the orders and all necessary followup to insure delivery. Long-lead items are expected to require 26-28
months. This activity also covers the completion of all detailed
engineering and the issuing for construction of all drawings needed
in the field. The home office activities continue after the issuing of
drawings and placement of all purchase orders with continued
technical support to the field/construction activities. Critical
activities impacting the schedule are the issuing of foundation
drawings.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1c: 1.8 bcf/d Expansion

Description

Months

Best

Comments

Worst

Best Duration – 28 months — Little improvement possible because
of the engineering work volume and procurement durations.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Continued support to the field
beyond normal due to either problems with issued engineered
drawings, delivery of procurement items, or problems arising in the
field.
Camp, Site
Preparation, and
Infrastructure

38

52

Base Duration – 42 months — It is anticipated that the condition of
the site is such that significantly less preparation is needed before
the start of construction on the train. Site preparation to begin
immediately after the issuing of the CPCN.
Construction
infrastructure from the initial construction should be available, but
may need refurbishment. Storage/laydown facilities may need to be
built since the original areas most likely will be utilized by the
operating plant. Additional storage tankage and load-out facilities,
including another jetty if needed, also to begin as soon as
engineering documents are issued.
Best Duration – 38 months — Duration driven by storage tanks and
jetty construction.
Worst Duration – 52 months — Unusual site conditions for any
additional tankage or the third jetty, if needed, late procurement, or
unusually bad weather are the drivers for the duration of this
activity. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will also
contribute to delays.

Train 1 Construction

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration – 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
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Duration Ranging
LNG 1c: 1.8 bcf/d Expansion

Description

Months

Best

Comments

Worst

labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration – 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1,
Train 2, and Train 3 so the most likely source of delays will be
unusual weather or labor shortage.
Final Gas Flows

LNG
Train 2 Construction

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1-4
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 2: 6.50bcf/d ( 4.5 & 2.0)

Description

Months

Comments

Best

Worst

55

106

Ranging was the same as the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case;
includes Canadian regulatory duration ranging.

GTP

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case, but
there are three sealifts required. See Exhibit D for schedule and
schedule-ranging details.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Ranging was the same as the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case.
See Exhibit D for schedule and schedule-ranging details.

Development

Initial Gas Flow

LNG
Home Office
Activities

28

36

Base Duration – 30 months — This activity starts at the Decision to
Proceed. During the development phase, enough engineering and
procurement activity was accomplished so orders for long-lead items
can be placed immediately at Decision to Proceed. This activity
includes the actual placement of the orders and all necessary followup to insure delivery. Long-lead items are expected to require 26-28
months. This also covers the completion of all detailed engineering
and the issuing for construction of all drawings needed in the field.
The home office activities continue after the issuing of drawings and
placement of all purchase orders with continued technical support to
the field/construction activities. Critical activities impacting the
schedule are the issuing of foundation drawings.
Best Duration – 28 months — Little improvement possible because
of the engineering work volume and procurement durations.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Continued support to the field
beyond normal due to either problems with issued engineered
drawings, delivery of procurement items, or problems arising in the
field.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 2: 6.50bcf/d ( 4.5 & 2.0)

Description

Camp, Site
Preparation, and
Infrastructure

Months

Best

Worst

38

52

Comments

Base Duration – 42 months — Site preparation to begin
immediately after the Decision to Proceed. Access roads have to be
constructed and site leveled. Construction infrastructure to begin
immediately to include temporary power, camp, and
storage/laydown facilities. Storage tanks and load-out facilities,
including jetties, also to begin as soon as engineering documents are
issued.
Best Duration – 38 months — Duration driven by storage tanks and
jetty construction
Worst Duration – 52 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.

Train 1 Construction

39

50

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration – 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration
Worst Duration – 50 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.
Final Gas Flows

LNG
Train 2 Construction

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
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Duration Ranging
LNG 2: 6.50bcf/d ( 4.5 & 2.0)

Description

Months

Best

Comments

Worst

a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging

LNG 2a: 2.0-bcf/d Expansion to 4.5-bcf/d Base Case

Description

Months

Comments

Best

Worst

26

44

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case, but
no Canadian regulatory was factored into the ranging. The base
durations were shortened because this is an expansion of an existing
project (the TransCanada Base Case), and it was felt that the
development phase for this expansion would not start without fairly
firm expressions of shipper interest. See Exhibit E for schedule and
schedule-ranging details.

GTP

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; there
is only one sealift. Also, the basic GTP infrastructure was already
installed in Case 2. See Exhibit E for schedule and schedule-ranging
details.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case. The
base durations were shortened because the shorter pipeline length
(265 miles) required only one year of field installation versus two
years for the TransCanada Base Case. See Exhibit E for schedule
and schedule-ranging details.

Development

Initial Gas Flow

LNG
Home Office
Activities

28

36

Base Duration – 30 months — This activity starts at the Decision to
Proceed. During the development phase, enough engineering and
procurement activity was accomplished so orders for long-lead items
can be placed immediately at Decision to Proceed. This activity
includes the actual placement of the orders and all necessary followup to insure delivery. Long-lead items are expected to require 26-28
months. This also covers the completion of all detailed engineering
and the issuing for construction of all drawings needed in the field.
The home office activities continue after the issuing of drawings and
placement of all purchase orders with continued technical support to
the field/construction activities. Critical activities impacting the
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Duration Ranging

LNG 2a: 2.0-bcf/d Expansion to 4.5-bcf/d Base Case

Description

Months

Best

Comments

Worst

schedule are the issuing of foundation drawings.
Best Duration – 28 months — Little improvement possible because
of the engineering work volume and procurement durations.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Continued support to the field
beyond normal due to either problems with issued engineered
drawings, delivery of procurement items, or problems arising in the
field.
Camp, Site
Preparation, and
Infrastructure

38

52

Base Duration – 42 months — Site preparation to begin
immediately after the Decision to Proceed. Access roads have to be
constructed and site leveled. Construction infrastructure to begin
immediately to include temporary power, camp, and
storage/laydown facilities. Storage tanks and load-out facilities,
including jetties, also to begin as soon as engineering documents are
issued.
Best Duration – 38 months — Duration driven by storage tanks and
jetty construction
Worst Duration – 52 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.

Train 1 Construction

39

50

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration – 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration
Worst Duration – 50 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
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AGIA Technical Analysis

Duration Ranging

LNG 2a: 2.0-bcf/d Expansion to 4.5-bcf/d Base Case

Description

Months

Best

Comments

Worst

required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually
bad weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will
also contribute to delays.
Final Gas Flows

LNG
Train 2 Construction

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from
SOF to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been
achieved. Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues,
a base schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead
items will take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to
Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and
labor availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1
so the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 3: 4.50 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Months

Comments

Best

Worst

55

94

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case, but no
Canadian regulatory was factored into the ranging. Start of this phase
lags the 4.50-bcf/d Base Case start by 12 months.

GTP

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50-bcf/d TransCanada Base Case; start
lags 12 months. See Exhibit D for schedule and schedule-ranging
details.

Pipeline

N/A

N/A

Ranging was similar to the 4.50 TransCanada Base case; start lags 12
months. See Exhibit D for schedule and schedule-ranging details.

Development

Initial Gas Flow

LNG
Home Office
Activities

28

36

Base Duration – 30 months — This activity starts at the Decision to
Proceed. During the development phase enough engineering and
procurement activity was accomplished so orders for long-lead items
can be placed immediately at Decision to Proceed. This activity
includes the actual placement of the orders and all necessary follow-up
to insure delivery. Long-lead items are expected to require 26-28
months. This also covers the completion of all detailed engineering and
the issuing for construction of all drawings needed in the field. The
home office activities continue after the issuing of drawings and
placement of all purchase orders with continued technical support to the
field/construction activities. Critical activities impacting the schedule
are the issuing of foundation drawings.
Best Duration – 28 months — Little improvement possible because of
the engineering work volume and procurement durations.
Worst Duration – 36 months — Continued support to the field beyond
normal due to either problems with issued engineered drawings,
delivery of procurement items, or problems arising in the field.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 3: 4.50 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Camp, Site
Preparation, and
Infrastructure

Months

Best

Worst

38

52

Comments

Base Duration – 42 months — Site preparation to begin immediately
after the Decision to Proceed. Access roads have to be constructed and
site leveled. Construction infrastructure to begin immediately to include
temporary power, camp, and storage/laydown facilities. Storage tanks
and load-out facilities, including jetties, also to begin as soon as
engineering documents are issued.
Best Duration – 38 months — Duration driven by storage tanks and
jetty construction.
Worst Duration – 52 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually bad
weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will also
contribute to delays.

Train 1 Construction

39

50

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from SOF
to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been achieved.
Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues, a base
schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead items will
take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to Proceed.
Best Duration – 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and labor
availability limit best duration
Worst Duration – 50 months — Due to delays in the receipt of the
required engineering deliverables, late procurement, or unusually bad
weather. Problems in mobilizing the necessary work force will also
contribute to delays.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 3: 4.50 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Months

Best

Worst

Final Gas Flows

LNG
Train 2 Construction

Comments

39

45

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from SOF
to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been achieved.
Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues, a base
schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead items will
take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and labor
availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 45 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1 so
the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.

Train 3 Construction

39

44

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from SOF
to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been achieved.
Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues, a base
schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead items will
take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and labor
availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 44 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1 so
the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Duration Ranging
LNG 3: 4.50 bcf/d (48”)

Description

Train 4 Construction

Months

Best

Worst

39

44

Comments

Base Duration – 42 months — The 42 months is measured from SOF
to RFSU. Train construction in less than 30 months has been achieved.
Due to the location with the weather and logistics issues, a base
schedule of 42 months was considered reasonable. Long-lead items will
take 26-30 months for delivery to site after Decision to Proceed.
Best Duration − 39 months — Logistics issues, site location, and labor
availability limit best duration.
Worst Duration − 44 months — Problems with engineering or
procurement will have been resolved in the construction of Train 1 so
the most likely source of delays will be unusual weather or labor
shortage.
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Exhibit D: LNG Options Cases

Exhibit E: LNG Options Expansion Cases

Exhibit F: LOS Tables (Not Applicable)
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Exhibit G: Miscellaneous Inputs
LNG Option Analysis – Case 1a
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

9,686 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

18 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC calculation

GTP

144 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation-4 trains
running

LNGP

265 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the LNGP − w/o NGL extraction

PL-AK

$43 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

PL-Can

N/A

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

GTP

$117 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

LNGP

$197 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME estimate
- historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: 2.7 bcf/d to Valdez
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LNG Option Analysis – Case 1b
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

9,686 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

79 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC calculation

GTP

240 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation5/6 trains running

LNGP

442 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the LNGP − w/o NGL
extraction

PL-AK

$75 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

PL-Can

N/A

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

GTP

$130 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

LNGP

$388 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: 4.5 bcf/d to Valdez.
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LNG Option Analysis – Case 1c
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

N/A

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

61 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC calculation

GTP

96 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation5/6 trains running

LNGP

177 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the LNGP − w/o NGL
extraction

PL-AK

$32 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

PL-Can

N/A

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

GTP

$13 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

LNGP

$191 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: 1.8-bcf/d expansion of 1a case to 1b case – 2.7 bcf/d to 4.5 bcf/d.
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LNG Option Analysis – Case 2
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

25,025 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

202 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC calculation

GTP

384 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation8 trains running

LNGP

195 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the LNGP − w/o NGL
extraction

PL-AK

$128 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

PL-Can

$85 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

GTP

$198 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

LNGP

$146 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: 6.5 bcf/d total – 4.5 bcf/d to Alberta and 2.0 bcf/d to Valdez.
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LNG Option Analysis – Case 2a
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

1,343 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

86 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC calculation

GTP

144 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation8 trains running

LNGP

195 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the LNGP − w/o NGL
extraction

PL-AK

$62 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

PL-Can

N/A

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

GTP

$68 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

LNGP

$146 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: 2.0-bcf/d expansion of the TransCanada 4.5-bcf/d Base Case – all going to Valdez for
LNG export.
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LNG Option Analysis – Case 3
Category

Value

Comments

Line pack

11,197 mmcf

one time cost at start of operation − AMEC
calculation

Fuel

assumes 100% load factor

Pipeline

61 mmcfd

summer lean gas case − AMEC calculation

GTP

240 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the GTP − AMEC calculation5/6 trains running

LNGP

442 mmcfd

fuel used internally in the LNGP − w/o NGL
extraction

PL-AK

$68 million/yr

2007 $ − TC estimate factored

PL-Can

N/A

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

GTP

$130 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

LNGP

$388 million/yr

2007 $ − O&M consultants estimate

O&M

3.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − TC
estimate

CAPEX

4.0%/yr

escalation to be applied from 2007 forward − SME
estimate - historical data

O&M

Escalation/yr

Note: 4.5 bcf/d to Valdez.
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Exhibit H: NGL Plant Special Study (Not Applicable)

Exhibit I: Company Qualifications/Resumes (Refer to TransCanada Main
Report)
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Exhibit J: Contractor Reports

AMEC Report
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Merlin Associates
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Alaska Gas Pipeline Project
LNG Plant Scenarios
Operation and Maintenance
Expense Estimates

Prepared by:
Jim Vaughan, President, Energy Operations Consulting, LLC
Darrel Bender, Independent Consultant
2/26/2008
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PREFACE
On 2/212008 Darrel Bender and Jim Vaughan were asked to provide estimates of Operation and
Maintenance (O&M) expenses for an LNG Plant to be located at Valdez Alaska. The LNG Plant
design and cost varies with associated Pipeline designs that are shown in the attached Line
Drawings and Facility List.
The estimates for O&M expenses of the associated Pipeline and Gas Treatment facilities were
based on our reports titled Alaska Gas Pipeline Project, Pipeline and Gas Treatment Plant O&M
expenses dated 1/25/2008. Refer to these reports for the basis of our assumptions
This report shows the expenses for each of the four scenarios provided. Under the first column is
the combined cost of the Pipeline and Station O&M. Under that heading in Case 2, note that the
cost of the Alaska Section and the cost of the Yukon/ C Section are shown separately. Costs of
the Gas Treatment Plant and LNG Plant are shown under their respective headings.

ESTIMATE BASIS
Given that there are limited examples of LNG plants of this magnitude operating in such a
remote and extreme climate, on which to obtain operating cost, we used the following approach
to estimate this plant’s costs.
By comparing the operating costs of several continental US Natural Gas Processing Plants
(which use cryogenic processes to remove C2+ or C3+ elements from natural gas), a cost model
was developed. This model is expressed as: Plant Payroll x 1.3 to adjust for Benefit Loading x 2
to account for Non Payroll Expense x 1.79 to add the cost of Administrative and General
Expense. Realizing that this model does not include cost of operating a deep sea port or the cost
of operating such large equipment in extreme cold and in a remote location, a cost factor of x 2
was added to the formula. Added to the resulting amount is the cost of Major Maintenance of the
equipment drivers which is not included in the above formula. See Exhibit “A”
NOTE: This estimate does not include the cost of fuel gas or taxes. Nor does it include the
financial impact of any extraordinary natural disasters, such as earthquakes or tsunamis.
A major event like the 1964 Alaska earthquake could cause extensive damage to a LNG
facility that might take many months to repair. Except for Case 2, major facility damage
would cause a total shutdown of the gas flow.
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EXHIBIT “A”
(2007 – USD x 1000)

LNG Plant 4.5 Case Example
Payroll = $33,000 x 1.3 = $42,900 x 2 = $85,800 x 1.79 = $153,582 x 2 = $307,164
Major Maintenance Expense
Compressor Driver, Power Turbine and Expander replacements = $70,200
Generator Driver and Power Turbine replacements = $11,136
Total expense = $388,500
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Exhibit D: LNG Options Cases

LNG Options Case 1a (2.70 bcd/f)

LNG Option

LNG
1a

Case 1a (2.70)
2.70 bcfd (48" & 42")

bcfd

GTP
GTP

(Cap)
(Out)

3.30
2.70

PL: GTP-DJ

(In)
(Out)

2.70
2.69

PL: DJ-Valdez

(In)
(Out)

2.69
2.68

48”
Delta
Junction

42”

LNG

LNG
(In)
(Out)
(1,133 btu per cf)
Shipped: mmtpa (344 d)
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2.68
2.41
19.0
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1.0
1.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Project Scope
Black & Veatch was asked by the State of Alaska (“State”) to complete a net present value
(“NPV”) analysis of the proposals accepted by the State following the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act (“AGIA”) framework. Black & Veatch’s role was to model development,
NPV analysis and market analysis associated with the TransCanada Pipelines Limited
(“TransCanada”) application under AGIA. In addition, alternative pipeline configurations
assuming lower pipeline capacity than that proposed in TransCanada’s application were
also analyzed as part of the scope of the NPV analysis.
At the State’s direction, Black & Veatch also extended its analysis to evaluate liquefied
natural gas (“LNG”) options. The AGIA application process produced two LNG project
proposals. In addition, TransCanada discussed the concept of expanding its base proposal
with a Y-Line to an LNG facility in Valdez. Black & Veatch considered alternative LNG
project configurations to understand whether a LNG project is, or can be, economically
superior. In addition, we completed an “apples to apples” comparison of the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case to a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG case to understand the relative differences in NPV
to the stakeholders.
In an effort to estimate and understand the various components of the future cash flows
associated with a natural gas pipeline project, consultants with recognized expertise
contributed information that assisted in the estimation of the various cash flow components
and parameters for the projects being analyzed. Black & Veatch’s role was to estimate and
integrate the various project components and parameters into a cohesive model of the
future cash flows associated with the project for 25 years following the completion of first
flow of natural gas into a pipeline project. Black & Veatch’s analysis is based on inputs from
multiple sources and consultants and required several assumptions given the various
uncertainties inherent in the analysis of a highly complex project and the lack of information
when looking out over 35 years in the future. It represents a best efforts analysis of the
estimated NPVs to the various stakeholders from the projects considered given the
information available at the time of the analysis.
The NPV model structure is such that “what if” scenarios can be structured based on
commissioner direction to explore what project elements are most critical to the possible
variability of future cash flows. The NPV model, cash flow analysis, market price analysis
and the NPV analysis results are summarized in detail in subsequent sections of this report.

1.2

Overview of Valuation Methodology
The purpose of the NPV model is to analyze the pipeline project proposed by TransCanada
under the AGIA, alternative pipeline configurations and LNG options, with a consistent
method to determine the NPV and ranges of NPV using consistent and transparent
assumptions.
A major assumption made to determine the NPV to project stakeholders is to frame the
analysis as the difference between the cash flows associated with a gas sale (both oil and
gas cash flows), and the cash flow associated with the Alaska North Slope (“ANS”)
operations in the event there is no gas sale. This results in the determination of an
incremental NPV to the State, producers and the United States Federal Government (“U.S.
Government”) due to gas sale made possible by a pipeline project.

Black & Veatch Corporation
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The model structure was developed based on discussion and input received from the State
and the State’s consultants. The model developed to complete the NPV analysis integrates
several calculation modules that together are used to calculate forecasted revenues and
expenses and develop a projected NPV. The NPV model structure includes a midstream
rate module, an upstream module, and various price forecasts. The midstream rate module
determines a cost-of-service based tariff for the separate components of a project. The
upstream module determines producer netbacks, all taxes, and state royalties. These
modules are integrated and drive the State NPV model.
The input assumptions are managed in one central database and all module calculations
link to the same input assumptions. Similarly, all output assumptions are located and
calculated in a structured output database. Outputs from the NPV model include a
combination of graphical and statistical output reports.
The purpose of calculating an NPV is to weight costs and benefits that occur at different
points in time to make them comparable in terms of economic value. The “weighing” is
based on the discount rate. The following discount rates were used to determine
stakeholder NPV: State – 0%, 2%, 5%, 6%, and 8%; Producers – 10% and 15%;
TransCanada – 8.8% based on its weighted cost of capital; and other governmental
stakeholders – 5%.

1.3

Main Assumptions
Production Assumptions
The general tenets followed by the State and Black & Veatch, partially based on the report
generated by PetroTel, to define the production scenario for the TransCanada 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case and the alternative project configurations are summarized below.
Prudhoe Bay Unit (“PBU”) gas production is assumed to be the first to enter the pipeline.
This assumption is driven by the fact that there is very little incremental cost associated with
producing gas from the PBU reservoir. Although some loss in oil production is anticipated
when the gas is transported to market rather than re-injected, the overall economics of gas
production at PBU are very favorable and support gas from PBU entering the Alaska Gas
Pipeline. The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case assumes that 3.0 Bcf/d of PBU production will
flow when the pipeline is placed in operation.
Gas from other fields on State leases (“State Existing”) that currently produce crude oil is
assumed to be produced next and transported on the gas pipeline. The rationale for
production from these fields being available to flow through the gas line to market is similar
to that for PBU as this gas is expected to become available with negligible incremental
costs. The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case assumes that 0.6 Bcf/d of State Existing lease
production will flow when the pipeline is placed into operation.
Point Thomson (“PT”) is assumed to start production at the start of the Alaska Gas Pipeline
in a Blowdown scenario. The production profiles used for the analysis were provided by
PetroTel. The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case assumes that 0.9 Bcf/d of PT production will
flow when the pipeline is placed in operation.
Gas from Yet-to-Find (“YTF”) fields forms the last tranche of gas that is assumed to enter
the Alaska Gas Pipeline. The underlying assumptions supporting production from the YTF
fields is based on the State’s review and analysis of a study by the National Energy
Technology Laboratory (“NETL Study”). The State’s review indicates that State onshore
reserves such as the Foothills reserves and Federal Onshore reserves such as National

Black & Veatch Corporation
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Petroleum Reserve Alaska (“NPRA”) are likely to be developed before Federal Offshore
reserves such as those in Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Sea are developed. This analysis
assumes that both State YTF and Federal Onshore YTF reserves will be developed and
start producing at the same time, when pipeline capacity is available due to declines in PBU,
State Existing or PT, rather than making assumptions on relative development plans for
these two groups of reserves.
Price Assumptions
Forecasts of natural gas, crude oil, natural gas liquids (“NGLs”) and Asian LNG, twelve
different forecasts in total, were utilized to analyze the NPV to the project stakeholders.
Wood Mackenzie’s forecast for natural gas and crude oil were used as the base case
forecast for the NPV analysis. Alternative price forecasts were considered to understand
the NPV sensitivity of the various stakeholders to alternative price assumptions.
Descriptions of the forecasts are summarized below.
North American Natural Gas
1) U.S. Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) Annual Energy Outlook (“AEO”)

projection of natural gas prices in Louisiana, as required by the Request for
Applications (“RFA”), with an adjustment estimate for an Alberta Canada market
location.
2) Wood Mackenzie North American Gas Service Long Term View, purchased by the

State from Wood Mackenzie, that provides a 20-year projection of natural gas prices
in North America.
3) Black & Veatch fundamental analysis of the North American natural gas market that

provides a projection of natural gas prices to 2045.
4) Black & Veatch sensitivity analysis of the North American natural gas market that

provides an estimate of potential distribution for future natural gas prices based on
changes to the fundamental factors that affect North American natural gas prices.
5) Current forward price of natural gas at Henry Hub, Louisiana and AECO, Alberta.

Global Crude Oil
6) U.S. EIA AEO projection of natural import oil prices in North America to 2030 as

required by the RFA.
7) Wood Mackenzie North American Gas Service Long Term View, purchased by the

State from Wood Mackenzie, that provides an 18-year projection of global oil prices.
8) Current forward price of West Texas Intermediate (“WTI”) crude oil.

Pacific Basin LNG
9) Gas Strategies Consulting projections of the relationship of future LNG prices in the

Pacific Basin relative to global crude oil prices.
a. High Case LNG Price for deliveries into Asian markets based on Brent Crude Oil.
b. Base Case LNG Price for deliveries into Asian markets based on Brent Crude Oil.
c. Low Case LNG Price for deliveries into Asian markets based on Henry Hub,
Louisiana natural gas prices.
North American NGL
10) Black & Veatch developed objective guidance of North American NGL prices based

on historical relationships to natural gas and crude oil prices
Black & Veatch Corporation
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1.3.1

Costs/Schedule
The Technical Team reviewed the cost and schedule estimates for developing, constructing
and operating a pipeline from the ANS to Canada as proposed by TransCanada. The
details of this analysis and the subsequent estimate of costs and schedules are reviewed in
detail in the Technical Team’s report. Black & Veatch utilized this information as a basis to
complete the NPV analysis for the Proposal Base Case. The Technical Team’s expected
cost, in 2008 $’s, for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case is $31.3 billion. The expected start
date is 2020.

1.3.2

NGL Extraction
The high BTU content natural gas production stream was assumed to be processed at the
terminus of the pipeline at Boundary Lake using the existing processing infrastructure on the
TransCanada pipeline system. The base case analysis assumes that the current
processing convention in Alberta, that allows the exporting shippers from Alberta to retain
processing rights, will change such that the Alaska pipeline shippers will receive full value of
the entrained NGLs.
Based on the opinion of Gas Strategies Consulting, the high BTU content in natural gas is
required in order for LNG to be marketable into the Asian markets. Therefore, the entrained
NGLs are assumed to be sold in gaseous form on a $/MMBtu basis for the LNG projects
considered.

1.4

Summary of Results
Outlined below is a summary of the main conclusions associated with the NPV analysis of
TransCanada’s proposal, the alternate pipeline configurations and the LNG projects to
understand the risks, benefits and comparative economics of the project configurations.
ANALYSIS OF TRANSCANADA’S APPLICATION
A TransCanada 4.5 Bcf/d Project is expected to Generate High Netbacks
The estimated pipeline tariff for the GTP, Alaska pipeline, Canadian pipeline, and NOVA
system access is $4.73/MMBtu based on the Technical Team estimates for project costs
and schedule and TransCanada’s proposal terms. The Wood Mackenzie base case price
forecast for AECO during the year the pipeline starts up is $9.65/MMBtu and is forecasted to
increase to over $30.00/MMBtu by 2044 (in Nominal dollars). The positive netback implied
by this price forecast relative to the pipeline tariff creates substantial cash flow and NPV
benefits for the project stakeholders.
4.5 Bcf/d TransCanada Proposal has Positive NPV Benefits to All Stakeholders
The proposed project is expected to generate positive cash flows and NPV for all
stakeholders. The State would expect to generate $66.1 billion in NPV5 value should the
TransCanada proposal be placed into operation with the base case assumptions utilized to
complete the NPV analysis. Similarly, the Aggregate Producer group is also estimated to
generate positive NPVs which are $13.5 billion, at a 10% discount rate, and $5.2 billion at a
15% discount rate. The U.S. and Canadian Government’s expected NPV5 are $30.5 billion
and $2.8 billion, respectively. These NPV results are incremental to status quo oil
production and operations. Finally TransCanada’s expected NPV8.8 is $4.5 billion for the
Proposal Base Case.
Estimated Returns for the Producers are Significant
With minimal expected capital required to bring the Proven Reserves fields into natural gas
production, the estimated IRRs for the Aggregate Producers are in excess of 50%. The
estimated IRR for YTF producers is 25% under the base case analysis assumptions.
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NPV Results are Sensitive to Many Factors with Commodity Prices being the Most
Significant
An analysis of the stakeholder’s NPV sensitivity shows that potential variations in natural
gas market prices create the greatest amount of NPV uncertainty. Commodity price
uncertainty has a significantly greater influence on State and Producer NPV than pipeline
cost and schedule uncertainty. As expected, cost escalation of the project is also a
significant contributor to variations in NPV. Finally, upstream capital costs have a significant
impact to producer NPV for the YTF resources.
Producer NPV Remains Positive with Low Market Price Assumptions
The NPV analysis considers not only the base case price forecast from Wood Mackenzie
but also forecasts from EIA, Black & Veatch and the current forward market. The most
conservative, or lowest price forecast, is the Black & Veatch P10 forecast which represents
a price at AECO that has a 10% or less chance of occurrence. The Aggregate Producer
NPVs, as well as those of the other stakeholders, remain positive under this scenario with
an expected NPV10 of $2.0 billion and NPV15 of $0.6 billion. Using current costs and market
prices, the project generates margins that exceed $5.00/MMBtu. Assuming the base line
Wood Mackenzie price forecast for AECO, these prices would have to decrease by 60% to
64% before the NPV for the producers turns negative.
Production from Proven Reserves Drive Positive Stakeholder NPVs
With a large portion of the pipeline’s production coming from proven reserves, reserve risk
for the Proposal Base Case is not extremely high. 75% of the gas needed to fill the pipeline
for 25 years can be supplied by the Proven Reserves fields. For a 20 year contract, this
percentage increases to 85%, implying that production from unproven YTF reserves is only
required to fill 15% of the contracted volume on the pipeline. Even if no YTF production is
discovered or shipped down the 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline, the project generates a positive NPV to
the producers of $11.3 billion at a 10% discount rate and $4.8 billion at a 15% discount rate.
The State’s NPV5 benefits remain strong even with no YTF gas being produced and are
estimated to be $40.4 billion.
TransCanada’s Tariff Proposal improves NPVs to the Producer and State if a Cost
Overrun Occurs
TransCanada’s proposal to use the U.S. Federal Loan guarantee to backstop any cost
overruns provides other stakeholders with some risk mitigation in the event of increasing
costs. In the event of a 20% increase in costs, the overrun loan structure results in a lower
tariff of $0.18/MMBtu compared to not having the overrun loan structure. The NPV benefit
to the producers from this proposed provision ranges between $0.2 billion to $0.6 billion
while the State benefit ranges from $1.4 billion to $2.5 billion depending on the amount of
cost overrun and the NPV discount rate used.
The reduction in TransCanada’s ROE should a cost overrun occur also provides the
stakeholders with some risk mitigation in the event of increasing costs. The ROE reduction
provision proposed by TransCanada produces a reduction in the tariff of between
$0.04/MMBtu and $0.09/MMBtu when compared to the tariff impact of increased costs
without a provision to reduce TransCanada’s ROE. The lower ROE drives an NPV
reduction for TransCanada of $0.3 billion and $0.5 billion at a 20% and 40% cost overrun,
respectively.
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All Stakeholders Benefit from the $500 Million AGIA Matching Contribution
The $500 Million matching contribution helps shield risks to TransCanada during the riskiest
portion of the project development. Once the pipeline becomes operational, the estimated
tariff is $0.06/MMBtu lower due to the State’s $500 Million match. In addition, the NPV to
the State is actually $0.2 billion higher with the $500 million matching contribution than
without it. This is driven by the fact that increased producer profit throughout the study
period due to the lower tariff more than outweighs the costs of the match.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE PIPELINE CONFIGURATIONS – CONSERVATIVE BASE
CASE & LOW VOLUME SENSITIVITY CASE
In addition to a 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline project from the ANS to Boundary Lake, Alberta, as
proposed by TransCanada, Black & Veatch evaluated the NPV of two additional smaller
pipeline cases. These cases were analyzed by Black & Veatch to understand if an
economically favorable project exists for the stakeholders should TransCanada be
unsuccessful in obtaining 4.5 Bcf/d of shipper commitments during open season. A pipeline
configuration capable of transporting 4.0 Bcf/d of natural gas has been considered in this
analysis as a Conservative Base Case that excludes supply from PT. In addition, a smaller
pipeline configuration of 3.5 Bcf/d has also been considered in this analysis, which also
excludes PT production, in order to examine a Low Volume Sensitivity case. These lower
volume cases were selected based on the joint recommendations of the State, the State’s
Technical Team, Goldman Sachs and Black & Veatch.
Tariffs for Smaller Pipeline Configurations Increase by 13% to 21% Relative to the 4.5
Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
The tariff impact from the decrease in size of the pipeline from the Proposal Base Case to
the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case is $0.60/MMBtu or 13% of the tariff. The 3.5 Bcf/d
low volume sensitivity case indicates an increase in tariff of $0.98/MMBtu or 21% relative to
the Proposal Base Case.
NPV for Key Stakeholders Indicates Positive NPVs for the Conservative Base Case
The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case indicates an NPV of $60.7 billion for the State, only
8% lower than the NPV of the Proposal Base Case. The NPV to the Producers is $12.3
billion when discounted at 10% and $4.7 billion when discounted at 15% in the Conservative
Base Case, only 9% lower than the NPVs for the Proposal Base Case. TransCanada’s NPV
from the project is $3.8 billion, 15% lower than the Proposal Base Case driven by the lower
rate base associated with a smaller pipeline project. The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case
indicates a viable project with attractive NPVs for the State and Producers if lower volumes
are available for the pipeline project.
NPV Decrease for the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case is Steeper
The drop in the NPV to the State while going from a 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case to a
3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case is about 15% (or a net drop from the 4.5 Bcf/d to a
3.5 Bcf/d pipeline of 22%). This impact on NPV can be observed for the Producers as well
with the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case driving a 15% decrease in NPV relative to
the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case.
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Smaller Initial Pipeline Capacity and Contract Period for Smaller Pipeline
Configurations Reduce Reserve Risk Relative to the Proposal Base Case
A potential concern for initial shippers on the pipeline is the reserve risk associated with YTF
gas. A commitment to ship on the pipeline places the initial shippers at risk for not finding
sufficient reserves to fill the pipeline once decline sets in at the fields with “Proven
Reserves”. The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case with a 20 year contract period only
depends on finding YTF gas to fill 15% of the contracted volumes during the life of the
contract. This represents a reduction in reserve risk relative to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base
Case that would depend on finding YTF gas to fill 26% of its initially contracted volumes
over the 25 year contract period.
The 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case configuration has the lowest reserve risk of 10%
with a 20 year contract period.
Low Negative Netback Risk Remains for Both Smaller Pipeline Projects
Analysis of netback risk shows that all three pipeline configurations have a low netback risk
for producers with Proven Reserves. A price drop of between 54% to 66% relative to the
Base Case prices would be needed to drive the project NPV for these producers to $0 for
the 4 Bcf/d and 3.5 Bcf/d pipelines depending on the contract length and discount rate
considered.
For the YTF producers, netback risk is higher and a price drop of between 24% and 52%
could drive producer NPV to $0 for the 4 Bcf/d and 3.5 Bcf/d pipelines depending on the
contract length and discount rate considered.
ANALYSIS OF LNG PROJECTS
The AGIA application process produced two LNG project proposals.
In addition,
TransCanada discussed the concept of expanding its base proposal with a Y-Line to a LNG
facility in Valdez. The NPV report considered alternative scenarios to understand whether a
LNG project is, or can be, economically superior. An “apples to apples” comparison of the
4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG case was performed to understand the
relative differences.
LNG Projects Have Higher Capital Costs and Therefore Greater Risk than a Pipeline
Project
The capital cost required to construct an LNG project was estimated by the Technical Team
to be 38% greater than an equivalently sized pipeline project. This results in a tariff that is
also larger than a pipeline alternative to Canada. LNG tariffs were estimated to range from
$9.40to $10.33/MMBtu depending on the scenario considered.
Additional Fuel Shrinkage Compounds the Risk for a LNG Project
The fuel retained (shrinkage) associated with an LNG project is 8% higher than an
equivalent sized pipeline project to Canada. This difference in fuel must be compensated by
a higher LNG price in order for a LNG project to generate comparable or superior NPV for
the shippers. Depending on the price scenario assumed, the cost of the additional fuel
shrinkage in the LNG project is approximately $0.40/MMBtu in the early years of the project.
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Price Remains the Primary Risk to a LNG Project
Various LNG price scenarios were developed by Gas Strategies Consulting, based on either
the Brent Crude Oil price or the natural gas price at Henry Hub. Price variation has a
substantial impact on project NPV. The assumed Asian LNG prices are based on the
relationship of crude oil prices to natural gas which exhibits very wide variations in price
spreads. This compounds the price risk for a LNG project relative to that of an overland
project.
LNG Projects Have Positive NPVs with Base and High LNG Price Assumptions
When the Base Case and High Case LNG price scenarios are assumed, the four LNG
project configurations evaluated produce positive NPVs for the LNG Developer, the State
and the Producers. However if the Low Case LNG price scenario is assumed, the LNG
projects considered can produce negative NPVs for the Producer.
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case Project Produces a Higher NPV than a 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG Project
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to construct a pipeline to Canada was compared to a 4.5
Bcf/d LNG project. The Project Developer (LNG or Pipeline) receives an NPV that is $5
billion larger from a LNG project due to the higher capital costs and return on invested
equity. NPV5 to the State from the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project with Base Case LNG prices is $48
billion lower than the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. NPV5 to the State from the 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG project with Low Case LNG prices is $13.2 billion lower than the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Case.. The NPV for the Aggregate Producers from the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
pipeline project to Canada is higher than that from a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project under all LNG
price assumptions. The Proposal Base Case NPV10 for the producers is $4.7 billion higher
than the High Case LNG price, $18.1 billion higher than the Base Case LNG price, and
$52.9 billion higher than the Low Case LNG price. NPV15 result trends are similar to the
NPV10 results.
Inflation has a Substantial Impact to LNG Project NPV
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to construct a pipeline to Canada was compared to a 4.5
Bcf/d LNG project with lower cost and price escalation assumptions. The NPVs for all of the
stakeholders from the LNG project dropped substantially when lower cost and price
escalation rates are assumed. The producer NPVs under the Base Case LNG price
scenario are marginally positive with lower escalation rate assumptions.
A High Oil Price to North American Gas Price Relationship is Required for an LNG
Project to be Favorable
Current oil and gas price relationships are different from the relationships that have been
observed historically. The historical average of the price of oil ($/BBL) to the price of gas
($/MMBtu) has been 8 to 1 with the current market at an 11 to 1 ratio. The general industry
consensus is for these relationships to return to their traditional levels. LNG project NPVs
become superior only if the price relationship between oil and natural gas remains above
historical averages on a permanent basis. Under the Base Case LNG price case, the State
must see oil prices with an oil price to gas price ratio greater than 10 to 1 for an LNG project
to provide higher NPV estimates than a project to Canada. For the producers, the oil price
to gas price ratio must be maintained at 11 to 1 under the Base Case LNG price scenario for
an LNG project to provide higher NPV10 estimates than an overland route. At a 15%
discount rate, an 11 to 1 oil price ratio produces essentially a break even NPV estimate
when comparing an LNG project to a pipeline to Canada.
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2.0

NET PRESENT VALUE MODELING OBJECTIVE
The State has defined the evaluation criteria in the AGIA. The evaluation criteria have two
components: NPV of future cash flows to the State and likelihood of success. These two
components of evaluation are addressed in AGIA section 43.90.170 Application evaluation
and ranking. The evaluation criteria pertinent to the NPV analysis are referenced below for
clarity. The text addressing NPV pertains most directly to analysis contained in this report.
While certain scenarios analysis tangentially explored the LOS evaluation criterion, the
focus of the NPV modeling is to provide analysis around the NPV evaluation criterion. While
the focus of the analysis is NPV of anticipated cash flow to the State, the full evaluation and
ranking section is referenced below for completeness.

.
(a)

(b)

2.1

Sec. 43.90.170. Application evaluation and ranking. The commissioners shall
evaluate all applications determined to be complete under AS 43.90.140, consider
public comments received under AS 43.90.160(a), and rank each application
according to the net present value of the anticipated cash flow to the state from the
applicant’s project proposal using the factors in (b) of this section and weighted by
the projects likelihood of success based on the commissioners’ assessment of the
factors listed in (c) of this section
When evaluating the net present value of anticipated cash flow to the state from
the applicant’s project proposal, the commissioners shall use an undiscounted
value and, at a minimum, discount rates of two, five, six, and eight percent, and
consider
(1) how quickly the applicant proposes to begin construction of the proposed
project and how quickly the project will commence commercial operation;
(2) the net back value of the gas determined by the destination market value of
the gas and estimated transportation and treatment costs;
(3) the ability of the applicant to prevent or reduce project cost overruns that
would increase the tariff;
(4) the initial design capacity of the applicant’s project and the extent to which
the design can accommodate low-cost expansion
(5) the amount of the reimbursement by the state under AS.43.90.110(a)(1)(A)
and (B) proposed by the applicant under AS 43.90.130(9);
(6) economic value resulting from payments required to be made to the state
under the terms of the proposal; and
(7) other factors found by the commissioners to be relevant to the evaluation of
the net present value of the anticipated cash flow to the state.

Black & Veatch’s Role to Analyze the NPV
Black & Veatch had the responsibility of performing the AGIA NPV analysis. Black &
Veatch’s role was limited to analysis and not evaluation as described above. As stated in
AGIA, the commissioners have the sole responsibility of evaluation of the applicant. The
analysis contained in this report summarizes the NPV analysis of the anticipated cash flow
to the State. Both the approach and the results will be elaborated further within this report.
In an effort to estimate and understand the various components of the future cash flows
associated with the natural gas pipeline project, consultants with recognized expertise
contributed to the estimation of the various cash flow components and parameters for the
projects being analyzed. Black & Veatch’s role was to estimate and integrate the various
project components and parameters into a cohesive model of the future cash flows
associated with the project for 25 years following the completion of the first flow of natural
gas in the pipeline. The NPV model structure allows “what if” scenarios to be analyzed
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based on commissioner direction to explore what project elements are most critical to the
possible variability of future cash flows. The NPV model and the analysis will be more fully
described in subsequent sections of this report.

2.2

Black & Veatch Background
Black & Veatch Corporation is a leading global engineering, consulting and construction
company with the mission of Building a World of Difference®. By advancing the frontiers of
knowledge, we provide our clients with reliable solutions to their most complex challenges,
thereby helping improve and sustain the quality of life around the world.
Founded in 1915, Black & Veatch specializes in infrastructure development in energy, water,
telecommunications, federal, management consulting and environmental markets. Black &
Veatch offers leading experience in the market segments Black & Veatch serves,
understanding our clients' businesses and objectives, and having the financial resources
sufficient to execute and sustain projects from the most basic to the very complex.

2.3

Black & Veatch Qualifications and Experience
Black & Veatch’s management consulting group - Enterprise Management Solutions blends a culture wherein Black & Veatch offers traditional engineering, procurement and
construction services with management consulting services. This allows the company to
offer services and capabilities across the entire energy and water value chain.
Enterprise Management Solutions offers capabilities, backed by more than 9,600 Black &
Veatch professionals, that combine the experience of the consulting businesses acquired by
Black & Veatch over the past several years – Fortegra, Lukens Energy Group and R.J.
Rudden Associates. The services offered by the Enterprise Management Solutions division
to the energy industry includes market analysis, risk management, strategy development,
regulatory support, asset management, independent engineering and application services.
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3.0

DESCRIPTION OF NPV MODEL
This section of the report gives a general overview of the NPV model followed by a more
detailed description of the various elements of the model. The NPV model integrates a
large amount of information and tracks the future cash flow contributions of the major
stakeholders. A general overview of the modeling approach is helpful in understanding the
rationale when the specifics are discussed in later subsections of Section 3.

3.1

NPV Modeling Approach Overview
The NPV model in its simplest expression contains inputs, algorithms, and outputs. The
following figure depicts a simple representation of the NPV modeling approach.
Figure 3-1: NPV Modeling Approach
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The NPV model functionality includes both scenario analyses and Monte Carlo simulation.
The Monte Carlo functionality was used to explore the impact of uncertainty in price
forecasts, capital costs, and timing to the NPV of future cash flows of the various Alaska
pipeline projects.
3.1.1

NPV Model Inputs
The inputs are numerous. The easily categorized inputs are shown in the diagram. Inputs
were supplied by various sources and are briefly summarized below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production Scenarios and Upstream inputs – State, PetroTel
Price Model – EIA, Wood Mackenzie, Black & Veatch, Gas Strategies Consulting,
State
Capital Costs – Technical Team
Schedules – Technical Team
Interest Rates – Goldman Sachs
Escalation Rates – Various Sources
Operations & Maintenance Costs – Technical Team
Energy Balances – Technical Team
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The price model was an input for all price forecasts excluding the Black & Veatch forecast.
The Black & Veatch forecast was a dynamic forecast that incorporated uncertainty through
Monte Carlo simulation. The Black & Veatch price forecast was a separate module of the
NPV model.
The full list of inputs is considerable and further details of the inputs will be covered in the
appropriate module descriptions.
3.1.2

NPV Model Algorithms
Various modules within the NPV model structure perform the needed algorithms to calculate
the NPV of future cash flows of the various pipeline project stakeholders. The modular
approach to managing the various required algorithms allowed for both simultaneous
development of the various modules and management of the quality assurance reviews.
The algorithms address stakeholder cash flows from the production fields to the project
termination point and all the various cash flow components (royalties, various taxes, tariffs,
product sale revenues, capital costs, operations and maintenance (“O&M”) costs, production
fields, project timing, etc.).

3.1.3

NPV Model Output
The primary output of the NPV model is the NPV of future cash flows of the Alaska pipeline
project stakeholders. This includes the State, producers, pipeline owners, the U.S.
Government, and the Canadian Government. Intermediate results are also valuable at
times to investigate primary outputs. Tariff rates would be an example of an intermediate
output. The scenario outputs are point estimates that represent the statistical expectation of
the various NPVs reported. The Monte Carlo NPV outputs are presented as cumulative
percentile curves showing the range of possibilities from zero to 100% probability based on
the input assumptions specified for the Monte Carlo simulation.

3.2

NPV Model

3.2.1

Methodology
The purpose of the NPV model is to analyze the pipeline project proposed by TransCanada
under the AGIA, and LNG options, with a consistent method to determine the NPV and
ranges of NPV using consistent and transparent assumptions.
The model structure was developed based on internal processes and inputs received from
the State. In summary, our model integrates several calculation models that together are
used to calculate forecasted revenues and expenses and develop a projected NPV for
TransCanada’s Project, alternative overland configurations and LNG options.
While NPV calculations are the focus of the analysis, other financial metrics are often used
to compare and contrast projects. The forecasted revenues and expenses make it straight
forward to provide a second financial metric for select stakeholders. The metric internal rate
of return (“IRR”) was also reported for some stakeholders as part of the analysis. As no
financial metric is perfect, there can be value in looking at more than one. There are pros
and cons to each metric.
The purpose of calculating an NPV is to weight costs and benefits that occur at different
points in time to make them comparable in terms of economic value. The “weighing” is
based on the discount rate. A brief discussion regarding discount rates for the various
stakeholders is contained in section 4.1. The NPV financial metric is a good financial metric
for project evaluation, but does generally favor larger projects as compared to smaller
projects as the metric is measuring economic value and not a rate of return. The financial
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metric IRR is not subject to this bias, but IRR has considerable uncertainty managing the
interim reinvestment rate of return when a project produces annual cash flows.
IRR is often interpreted as the annual equivalent return on a given investment; this easy
analogy is the source of its intuitive appeal. However, in fact, IRR is a true indication of a
project’s annual return on investment only when the project generates no interim cash flows
– or when those interim cash flows really can be reinvested at the calculated IRR. A source
of exposure for the IRR calculation is what textbooks call the “reinvestment rate of return.”
The assumptions underlying the IRR calculation imply that funds generated by the project of
interest can be reinvested at the same rate of return as the project. This assumption is
reasonable for projects that yield IRRs roughly equal to the cost of capital. For projects that
expect to generate a lot of cash during the course of an investment, the IRR calculation can
significantly overstate the financial benefit. In general, for IRR values below 20% the metric
is a reasonable measure of the projects financial performance. Between 20 and 50% the
IRR metric generally overstates the expected financial performance and above 50%, the
IRR overstatement can be significant. Therefore, in reporting IRR for the various
stakeholders the IRR will be capped at 50%.
Figure 3-1 is a high level flowchart of our model structure. The structure includes a
Midstream Rate Model, an Upstream Model, and a state revenue model. As the flowchart
arrows and links demonstrate, all of these models are integrated and drive the State NPV
model.
The input assumptions shown on the left are located in one central
worksheet/database and all model calculations link to the same input assumptions.
Similarly, all output assumptions are located and calculated in a structured output
worksheet/database. Figure 3-1 is not meant to show every interrelationship between each
model, nor the detailed assumptions that are inputs and outputs to each model.
Outputs from the NPV model include a combination of graphical and statistical output
reports. Other outputs include more informational outputs used by the State for various
purposes in analyzing different options. The purpose of distinguishing between these two
output types is to assist in organizing and communicating the outcome of this complex
model in a transparent and consistent fashion to all stakeholders. Section 3.6 discusses
the outputs in more detail.
3.2.2

Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulation is used in the model to quantify the uncertainty in different outputs.
This section describes the tool used to perform the simulation.

3.2.2.1

Monte Carlo Simulation Modeling Tools
Microsoft Excel software was chosen to develop the model for its flexibility and familiarity.
To supplement Excel functionality, Palisade’s @Risk software is used. This software is an
add-in to Microsoft Excel that allows for robust and detailed statistical modeling, Monte Carlo
simulation, and flexible output structure. The @Risk tool is well-suited for this analysis for
several reasons, including:
•
•

Black and Veatch’s experience successfully using and implementing the tool in the
energy industry to analyze and plan for modeling uncertainty in input variables and
their corresponding output results.
The flexibility that @Risk allows in modeling probability distributions and creating
customized input/output reports.
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•

•

The robust statistical capabilities that the @Risk software has. @Risk allows for
more than 30 standard probability distribution types to be modeled, as well as
custom distribution types. It includes a robust correlation matrix tool that tests
matrices for their mathematical consistency.
The additional @Risk modules, such as Precision Tree, that can be utilized
seamlessly within Excel to develop decision trees and influence diagrams. This
gives the State additional flexibility as it manages the decision making process in the
future.

Black & Veatch selected the @Risk software not only because of past success
implementing it for other client engagements, but also because of the robust user interface
and its seamless addition of modules such as Precision Tree (a decision tree module).
Finally, the custom and standardized reports that can be developed with @Risk, as
demonstrated in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 shown later in this document are a key feature that the
model uses to manage data output.
The commercial team has had success utilizing relatively inexpensive off-the-shelf software
such as @Risk to develop decision analysis models such as this one. By utilizing this
robust software tool that is used by more than 100,000 users around the world for decision
analysis, the team avoided unnecessarily re-inventing the wheel through custom visual
basic coding and integrating non-Excel based statistical models.

3.2.2.2

Sample Monte Carlo Analysis Output
The Monte Carlo simulations consist of 1,000 trials. For each trial, the simulator selects a
value for each element within the NPV model that has a distribution assigned to it. The
selection is based on the probability density function assigned. The simulator then
recalculates the NPV model and proceeds to the next trial. After the simulation finishes, the
accounting routine generates a percentile table and cumulative distribution based on the
results of the 1,000 trials. This cumulative distribution is sometimes referred to as a risk
profile as it represents the full range of possible outcomes. The cumulative distribution is
easy to interpret and hence has found favor in communicating the full range of the project’s
financial performance. For example, the financial metric (x-axis) corresponding to the 90th
percentile (y-axis) represent a value that will not be exceeded with a probability of 90
percent (based on the assumptions contained within the model). When multiple projects are
plotted on the same cumulative graph, it is easy to compare and contrast the risk profiles of
each project as compared to each other. The tighter the range is, the more certainty in the
forecasted project performance. A large range corresponds to higher uncertainty in the
project’s financial performance. This uncertainty generally has two elements: estimate
volatility and/or lack of information.
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Figure 3-2: Example of Cumulative Distribution
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Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show a sample output from @Risk and Excel. It shows the project NPV
for one project alternative as a separate cumulative probability distribution and lists the
frequency of each distribution. A chart such as this can be helpful in comparing the impact
of different scenarios on project NPV. Overlay charts, such as the one shown below
demonstrate the robust capabilities that @Risk has for visualizing and analyzing the
uncertainty in complex financial calculations.
One valuable aspect of @Risk is that all model parameters (both input and output) from
each Monte Carlo simulation are stored in a @Risk file. This is important because it allows
the team to re-visit simulation results after the fact to further compare results and generate
additional outputs as necessary. This also ensures data integrity throughout the modeling
and simulation process. This feature gives the pipeline model additional flexibility.
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Figure 3-3: Example of Frequency Distribution
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3.2.3

Summary of Links
The model was developed to transparently show all assumptions that are linked between
models. The flowchart in Figure 3-1 shows in concept how all rate assumptions used in the
State income model are housed in the ‘Links’ sheet in the model. This aspect of the model
methodology is to ensure that model linkages are transparently shown and stored in a
central location.
As an example, the following list shows the assumptions generated by the Midstream Rate
Model that become input assumptions to the Upstream Model.
• Transportation rate by year
• State corporate income tax by year
• Property tax by year
All of the above assumptions are transitioned to the Upstream Model by first being stored in
the ‘Links’ sheet, as shown in Figure 3-1.

3.3

Single Source for Input Assumptions
An overarching goal of our model methodology is to develop standardized input
assumptions that are applied consistently throughout the NPV model and across different
options. At the same time, the model is developed in order to maintain flexibility in analyzing
multiple configurations.
The model structure uses consistent assumptions across all of the models being integrated.
Furthermore, all input assumptions are linked between the models when performing
scenarios and Monte Carlo simulation to analyze selected uncertainty elements.
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3.4

Stochastic Input Assumptions
The assumptions in the NPV model that are random and analyzed using the Monte Carlo
process (e.g. – stochastic) are:
•
•
•

Schedule - Construction and regulatory approval schedule (for each identified
segment) / date of first flow
Costs – Capital costs (by segment)
Prices – Natural gas prices generated by Black & Veatch

Project cost and schedule assumptions can either be static or stochastic probability
distributions that are used within Monte Carlo simulation to analyze uncertainty. Correlation
matrices for schedule and cost ensure statistical consistency between these two key
variables. The State’s Technical Team provides the specific distributions and correlations
as inputs into the model as shown in Section 3.5.
The Black & Veatch natural gas price forecasts are also modeled stochastically in the
model. The commodity price methodology section describes the derivation of forecasted
commodity prices. The price model provides probability distributions for natural gas. The
assumptions used to develop the price forecast distributions are consistently applied across
each valuation scenario.
3.4.1

Capital / Schedule Model Assumption Variables
The assumptions variables associated with the expected capital expenditures and project
schedule are summarized below.
•
•
•
•
•

Project Start Date
Total cost in 2008$
Duration in months
Correlation between Cost and Schedule for each project section
Spend Profile (% spend by year) for various durations

The above items (cost, duration, spend profile) are broken down into the following project
sections:
• Open Season
• Federal Energy Regulatory Committee (“FERC”)/National Energy Board Approval
Process
• Credit Support Date
• Each distinct ‘Section’ of the project is broken out by:
o Front End Engineering and Design (“FEED”)
o Procurement and Construction
The following ‘sections’ are envisioned for one potential pipeline configuration:
• GTP
• PBU - Delta Junction
• Delta Junction - Canada
• Canada to Edmonton
• NGL Plant
• PBU - Delta Junction Expansion
• Delta Junction - Canada Expansion
• Canada to Edmonton Expansion
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3.4.2

3.5

Price Model Assumption Variables
The commodity price Section 4.3 describes the specific price assumptions and methodology
associated with generating these price assumptions. The NPV analysis utilized several
price forecasts to understand the sensitivity of the stakeholder’s NPV to changes in future
prices.

Scenario Assumptions
The scenario-based assumptions in the NPV model include those listed below and are
specific to the project being evaluated. :
•
•
•
•

Production
Discount rates as defined in the AGIA
Commodity prices
Cost of debt

Production scenarios are developed and applied for each option analyzed. These
production scenarios include assumptions for PBU, PT, and an aggregate estimate for other
known fields currently producing oil as well as YTF 1 fields. The production scenarios show
production per year for the length of the analysis. Some of the elements incorporated in the
production scenarios are:
•
•
•

Associated crude oil production
Oil losses at PBU
Quality of gas – driving NGL volumes

Pipeline expansions include a corresponding increase in production that corresponds with
the expansion. Black & Veatch used production scenarios developed by the State.
A full list of assumptions, their source, and their values is found in the master input list in the
NPV model.

3.6

NPV Model Outputs

3.6.1

NPV Outputs
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, our outputs are structured into NPV outputs and
informational outputs to better organize and communicate model results. The model was
designed for reporting flexibility. Black & Veatch currently reports the following as key NPV
related variables:
•
•

3.6.2

Cash flow of project
NPV of project

Informational Outputs
Informational outputs include appropriate detail charts and tables for use by the State in
analyzing the Project and LNG alternatives. The decision and informational outputs are
distinguished in order to better organize the model for clear and consistent communication
of results.

1

YTF fields are un-developed fields on both State and Federal land. These fields are discussed in more detail in the
Upstream Model methodology discussion.
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Outlined below is a list of some of the informational outputs available from the NPV model.
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.7

Property taxes
State income taxes
State production taxes
Construction start date(s)
Royalty revenues
Transport revenues

Midstream Rate Model Overview
The Midstream Rate Model calculates the Revenue Requirements for multiple project
components at various In-Service dates. Projects are defined as each separate component
of the total pipeline project such as the GTP Plant, Alaska section of the Pipeline and the
Canadian section of the Pipeline. Expansions on these different segments are modeled as
separate Projects. The outputs are Rates and Revenues received by each Project and,
when needed, rolled-in-rates combining these Projects. The Midstream Rate Model also
interfaces with @Risk which was discussed previously in the NPV Model Overview section
of the report.
The scope of this section is to identify the input assumptions, modeling methods, modeling
calculations, and model results. The Midstream Rate Model Overview will identify the inputs
required to calculate the Revenue Requirements and its many components.
The
components of the calculated revenue requirements such as state income taxes and
property taxes are also an output of the model. The Midstream Rate Model has multiple
worksheet-based calculations that have specific purposes.
Table 3-1 outlines the
Midstream Model worksheets and identifies their main purpose.
Table 3-1: Midstream Model Design Overview
Worksheet Name
Closure

Model Verification Sheet

Description

Gas Price

From Gas Price Model - Used to determine the price of Line Pack

Main Input Sheet - Contains all Inputs of a Non-Annual Nature from
the Master NPV File.xls
Main Input Sheet - Contains all Inputs of an Annual Nature from the
Data
Master NPV File.xls
Two separate sheets that calculate AFUDC by project for both the
AFUDC (-Dev & -Exe)
Development and the Execution phases of the pipeline project
Project-Input

Incremental Results
Results
Summary
Comb-Rate
Rollin-Exp(1-4)
Proj(1-24)
RevReq(1-24)

Black & Veatch Corporation

Summary of results by each of the 24 project sheets
Used by the Midstream Model to pass results to the Upstream
Model based on Rollin Rates
Displays the Summary Results of each Project
Combines Expansions under Rate Case Methods
Combines Expansions under Rollin Rate Treat by Expansion
Worksheet(s) that Calculate the Project Revenue Requirements
and all Subcomponents
Worksheet(s) that Calculates the Revenue Requirement, including
Deferred Taxes for the Capital Investment.
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The model was designed to be flexible. There are control switches that reside in the Master
NPV File that the User can select to choose the various options. These choices made by
the user affect the input values that filter to the three main calculation worksheets to produce
the results of the Midstream Rate Model.
3.7.1

Main Elements for Rate Determination

3.7.1.1

Allowance for Fund used during Constructions (“AFUDC”)
The determination of AFUDC utilizes information from the actual project spending (Project
Development and Project Execution) in nominal dollars. AFUDC is calculated in two
components: Interest During Construction and Equity During Construction. The two
streams of numbers are required because equity during construction is not used in
determining deferred income taxes for capital investment. The AFUDC worksheet also
calculates property taxes during construction and the resulting property taxes are capitalized
along with all other appropriate pipeline construction expenses.

3.7.1.2

Revenue Requirements of Capital Investment
This component of the rate determination process utilizes results from the AFUDC
determination and calculates the Revenue Requirements for the capital investment by
project. The Capital Investment Revenue Requirements for a project include the effect of
deferred income taxes. The Capital Investment Revenue Requirement for a project is the
amount that the TransCanada must recover to obtain a return of, and to provide a return on
its invested capital, in accordance with regulatory practice. The components are after-tax
return on investment, an amount sufficient to pay income taxes, depreciation expense and
insurance expense.
The Midstream Rate Model has a separate worksheet to compute the Capital Investment
Revenue Requirement for each project. Therefore, to accommodate multiple expansion
scenarios, there are also twenty-four integrated Capital Investment Revenue Requirements
worksheets.

3.7.1.3

Determination of Total Requirements and Rates
For each project, the Midstream Rate Model takes the Capital Investment Revenue
Requirements and adds to it the Non-Capital Revenue Requirement to compute the Total
Revenue Requirement. The components of the Non-Capital Revenue Requirement are:
After-Tax Return on Other Rate Base Items (i.e., Materials & Supplies and Line Pack);
Income taxes related to return on Other Rate Base Items Operations & Maintenance costs
including administrative and general, and Property Taxes. The Total Revenue Requirement
for each project is calculated both on an annual basis, which would form the basis for a rate
case pipeline tariff and on a levelized basis, which would form the basis of a rate levelized
over a specified contact period using the weighted cost of capital for the project as the
discount rate. The Midstream Rate Model also calculates the Project Rates for the Full
Revenue Requirements both on an annual basis and on a levelized basis. Project Rates
are computed by dividing the Total Revenue Requirement (either annual or levelized) by
applicable billing determinants. Billing determinants are determined at the tail end of the
pipeline, and take into account the fuel used.
Other calculations for each project are State Income Taxes on a Cash Basis, Federal
Income Taxes on a Cash Basis, the regulatory asset created by levelized rates, the state
property taxes using the replacement cost new less depreciation method and the Future
Revenue method. These calculations will be discussed later in this document.
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Each of the four primary output items of the Midstream Rate Model (Project Revenue by
Year, Project Rate by Year, State Income Tax by Year, and State Property Tax per Year) is
presented both on an annual basis and a levelized basis.
These primary output items are presented in Table 3-2. These items are used by the
Midstream Rate Model for the calculation of rolled-in rates. Rolled-in rates can combine
Project rate calculations for Projects that have different In-Service dates. The presentation
is held consistent for each Project/rolled-in rate and Table 3-2 is an example of the
Midstream Rate Model results using the inputs from the Alaska section of the TransCanada
application, which has an In-service year of 2018.
Table 3-2: Summary Output
Alaska Pipeline- Project 2 Summary

2018

Total Rate Base (000)
Total Revenue Requirement (000)
Levelized Revenue Requirement (000)
Levelized Rate
Ratecase Based Pipeline Rate

3.7.2

2019

...

2041

2042

$13,869,085
$2,451,150
$1,801,980
$0.99
$1.35

$13,307,917
$2,274,836
$1,801,980
$0.99
$1.35

$924,426
$981,953
$1,801,980
$0.99
$0.67

$357,560
$876,561
$1,801,980
$0.99
$0.67

Total Operating Revenues Levelized Method (000)
State Property Taxes
State Income Tax (Cash)
Deferred Account Balance for Future Rate Making

$1,801,980
$360,531
$0
$697,792

$1,801,980
$370,690
$0
$1,258,329

$1,801,980
$126,695
$127,573
$925,419

$1,801,980
$67,642
$142,056
$0

Total Operating Revenues Ratecase Method (000)
State Property Taxes
State Income Tax (Cash)

$2,451,150
$360,531
$63,525

$2,378,667
$370,690
$20,738

$1,118,740
$126,695
$78,386

$1,075,414
$67,642
$86,807

Midstream Rate Model Inputs and Assumptions
The Midstream Rate Model requires many inputs and assumptions. This section reviews
important inputs and states the important concepts surrounding those inputs. The
TransCanada Application had different financial inputs; however, the evaluation of the
TransCanada Application will be done based on a common set of financial inputs provided
by the various consultants utilized in this AGIA process.
State Tax Life was held constant across all scenarios based on the Alaska tax codes for that
particular type of plant.
Federal Tax Life was set to seven years.
Service Years is a user-defined variable dependent on available proven reserves and
pipeline capacity. TransCanada assumption was 25 years and this has been used as the
base project’s Service Years.
The projected price of gas at the Project Market at the In-Service date adjusted by an
estimated rate for the project was used to determine the cost of Line Pack. This will avoid
circular referencing in the Rate Model.
Materials & Supplies will be calculated based on 1% of gross plant at In-Service Date and
inflated using the Rate Model inflation factor.
Alaskan state property taxes will be calculated based on replacement costs new less
depreciation instead of the NPV of future income or the Income Method.
Canadian property taxes are based on 1.2% of net plant as assumed in the TransCanada
applications.
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Operations and Maintenance costs will be provided by the Technical Team in 2007 Dollars
along with administrative and general costs and property insurance. These values will be
escalated using a 3% CPI 2 escalation factor as a base case assumption.
Fuel Usage will not be an O&M cost in the Rate Model, but addressed by adjusting the
billing determinants.
3.7.3

@Risk in Control of the Midstream Rate Model
@Risk is a program that varies the values for multiple input parameters to an Excel model
and tracks the model’s outputs. The Midstream Rate Model was designed to have @Risk
alter some parameters and based on those altered parameters calculate Project Rates.
This section describes the @Risk parameters and the parameters that adjust accordingly in
order to calculate Project rates.
The @Risk program varies the Project timing and the Project costs using five parameters.
These five parameters are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

In-Service Date: This is a Date value.
Project Development End Date: This is a Date value.
Project Development Costs: This is the cost of project development in 2008
dollars.
Project Execution Beginning Date: This is a Date value.
Project Execution Costs: This is the cost of project execution in 2008 dollars.

The various input values for these parameters were obtained from the Technical Team. The
Midstream Rate Model calculates the results using the input provided by the @Risk program
in real time. The outputs of the Midstream Rate Model for each set of @Risk input
parameters are provided to the Upstream Model.
3.7.4

Model Calculation Details
This section of the report looks to examine both the concepts and the calculations of the
Midstream Rate Model. This section will use an example-based approach, highlighting a
complete run through of the model using one set of inputs for one Project. This example
Project is based on the Alaska section of the TransCanada application. This model run
through will also provide both a comparison of the results of the TransCanada application as
presented and the results of this Midstream Rate Model.

3.7.4.1

AFUDC Calculation
AFUDC is calculated by taking capital expenditures in nominal dollars for each year and
dividing the expenditure into both its debt and equity components based on the debt to
equity ratio. The annual interest during construction is calculated by taking the annual
Opening Balance of Accumulated interest during construction plus half of the current interest
component of Current Annual Capital Costs, times the project’s interest rate. The
Accumulated interest during construction annual closing balance is the sum of the Opening
Balance, the Current Annual Capital Costs and the interest during construction. The interest
during construction is thus accumulated through the years as the project is developed and
built. The equity during construction is calculated in the same manner. The sum of the
accumulated capital expenditures, Accumulated interest during construction and
Accumulated equity during construction equals the gross plant cost at any date.

2

The base case assumption for CPI is 3%, other values are used in scenarios.
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Table 3-3 outlines the calculation of gross plant using the Alaska section of the
TransCanada Application. This table displays the first and last two years of the Project’s
calculation of gross plant. The column reference is used to display the formula by row.
Table 3-3: Representative Calculation of AFUDC for The Alaska Section of the
TransCanada Application
Alsaka Section
Property Taxes
Capital Expenditures

Total Costs
$324
$12,011
$8,635
$3,701

Debt Capital
Equity Equity Capital

2008

2009

...

2017

2018

$9
$6
$3

$11
$7
$3

$91
$4,609
$3,289
$1,410

$195
$3,233
$2,400
$1,028

$0
$6
$0

$6
$7
$0

$3,082
$3,289
$222

$6,593
$2,400
$366

$6
$0

$14
$1

$6,593
$358

$9,359
$725

$0
$3
$0
$3
$0
$0
$0

$3
$3
$1
$7
$1
$1
$1

$1,443
$1,410
$301
$3,154
$482
$523
$840

$3,154
$1,028
$514
$4,696
$995
$880
$1,720

IDC Buildup
Opening Balance
Additions
AFUDC Interest Cost
Closing Balance

$9,359
$725

Cumulative IDC Additions
EDC Buildup
Opening Balance
Additions
AFUDC Equity Cost

Closing Balance
Cumulative EDC Additions
Total AFUDC Additions
Cumulative AFUDC Additions
Gross Balance
Gross Dollars - EDC
Notes:

3.7.4.2

$4,696
$995
$1,720

$
$

14,055
13,060

IR = Interest Rate
FY = Final Year or In-Service Year

Capital Investment Revenue Requirements
The Capital Investment Revenue Requirement is calculated for each Project. The Capital
Investment Revenue Requirement for a project is the amount that the TransCanada must
recover to obtain a return of, and to provide a return on, it’s invested capital, in accordance
with regulatory practice. The components are after-tax return on investment, an amount
sufficient to pay income taxes and, depreciation expense. State Income Tax (Total) 3,
Federal Income Tax (Total) 4, State Income Tax (Current) 5, Federal Income Tax (Current) 6
and Total Revenue Requirement are determined.
The calculation of the Capital Investment Revenue Requirements requires the following
inputs:

3

State Income Tax (Total) is a rate making number. It is the value of State Income Tax in the revenue requirement to set
rates unadjusted for levelized income.
4
Federal Income Tax (Total) is a rate making number. It is the value of Federal Income Tax in the revenue requirement
to set rates unadjusted for levelized income.
5
State Income Tax (Current) is the cash payment due to the State.
6
Federal Income Tax (Current) is the cash payment due to the U.S. Government.
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a)

Original Book Costs/Gross Plant Value is from the AFUDC calculation

b)

Depreciable Life of 25 years from TransCanada application, but can be varied
as a user input.

c)

Federal and State tax rates which are assumed to be at statutory rates, of 35%
and 9.4%, respectively.

d)

Debt/Equity Ratio is from the TransCanada application.

e)

The Weighted Average Cost of Capital is based on the TransCanada
application except for the cost of debt which was obtained form Goldman
Sachs.

f)

Insurance which is assumed to be .5% of Gross Plant

The Midstream Rate Model computes the annual amount for each of the following
components of the Capital Investment Revenue Requirements for each Project:
a)

Depreciation Expense

b)

Accumulated Book Depreciation

c)

Insurance Expense

d)

Federal Tax depreciation expense - Current year Federal tax depreciation
allowance computed using Plant original cost and applying Federal tax rate,
using the declining balance methods for projects in Alaska and straight-line
methods for projects in Canada.

e)

State Tax depreciation expense - Current year State tax depreciation
allowance computed using Plant original cost and applying State tax rate, using
the straight-line method.

f)

Return on Rate Base and the Equity component of Return.

g)

State Income Tax expense: This is the amount of state income tax included in
the Revenue Requirement. It is calculated using State tax depreciation
expense.

h)

Current State Tax which is the state income tax currently payable based on
State Taxable Income.

i)

Deferred state tax expense and Accumulated deferred income tax which are,
respectively, the annual and cumulative difference between Current State Tax
and State Income Tax expense

j)

Total State Tax which is Current State tax plus Deferred state tax expense.

k)

Federal Income Tax expense: This is the amount of Federal income tax
included in the Revenue Requirement. It is calculated using Federal tax
depreciation expense.
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l)

Current Federal Tax which is the Federal income tax currently payable based
on Federal Taxable Income.

m)

Deferred Federal tax expense and Accumulated deferred income tax which
are, respectively, the annual and cumulative difference between Current
Federal Tax and Federal Income Tax expense

n)

Total Federal Tax which is Current Federal tax plus Deferred Federal tax
expense.

Capital Investment Revenue Requirements equals the sum of Return on Rate Base, Book
depreciation expense, Total State Tax expense, Total Federal Tax expense, and Insurance
expense.
An example output of the Capital Investment Revenue Requirements
determination using the Alaska section of the TransCanada Application is shown in Table
3-4. This table displays only the first and last two years of the Project’s calculation.
Table 3-4: Presentation of Capital Investment Revenue Requirements for The Alaska
Section of the TransCanada Application
RATEBASE
Gas Plant in Service (000)
Transmission Plant

Depreciation Reserve
Net Plant in Service

2018

...

2041

2042

$14,055,000
$14,055,000

$14,055,000
$14,055,000

$14,055,000
$14,055,000

$14,055,000
$14,055,000

$281,100
$13,773,900

$843,300
$13,211,700

$13,211,700
$843,300

$13,773,900
$281,100

$996,450
$562,200
$62,102
$355,742
$1,990,549

$880,194
$562,200
$55,339
$288,256
$1,800,044

$45,791
$562,200
$6,794
$65,358
$694,197

$21,054
$562,200
$5,355
$57,114
$645,723

Revenue Requirement for Plant Items (000)
Return On Plant Items
Book Depreciation Exp
State Income Tax
Federal Income Tax
Total Revenue Requirement for Plant Items

3.7.4.3

2019

Revenue Requirements and Rates for each Project
The Capital Investment Revenue Requirements output is added to the Non-Capital Revenue
Requirement to determine the Total Revenue Requirements of the Project.
The first component is Non-Capital Revenue Requirement is Other Ratebase Items. Other
Ratebase Items are Working Capital, Materials and Supplies, and Line Pack. Working
Capital is determined by multiplying each year’s O&M by (1/8). Materials and supplies are
determined by taking 1% of gross plant and then inflating it using the scenarios inflation
escalation factor. Line Pack is determined for the In-Service year based on line volumes
required multiply by net back gas prices. This value is then used each year the project is in
service. Other Rate Base items are different from Capital Investment items as the NonCapital Revenue Requirement includes only get a return on, but not a return of, the
investment, meaning there is no depreciation expense included.
The calculation of Non-Capital Revenue Requirements for the Alaska section of the
TransCanada application is presented in Table 3-5 for the first and last two years of the
project. The TransCanada application combined Working Capital and Line Pack into one
value and did not included Material and Supplies. Also, Other Ratebase items do not have
deferred income tax because there is no timing difference between book treatment and tax
treatment; therefore, income taxes are simply calculated using the statutory rates.
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Table 3-5: Calculation of Other Ratebase Item’s for The Alaska Section of the
TransCanada Application
2019

2020

Other Ratebase Items
Working Capital
Line Pack
Material & Supplies
Total Other Ratebase Items (000)

$
$ 94,972
$
$ 94,972

Revenue Requirement for Other Ratebase Items
Return for Other Ratebase Items
State Income Tax
ST_R = 9.4%
Federal Income Tax
FD_R = 35%
Revenue Requirement for Other Ratebase Items (000)

$ 7,113
$
669
$ 2,256
$ 10,038

...

2047

2048

$
$ 95,998
$
$ 95,998

$
$ 80,749
$
$ 80,749

$
$ 76,074
$
$ 76,074

$ 7,190
$
676
$ 2,280
$ 10,146

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

6,048
569
1,918
8,534

5,698
536
1,807
8,040

Project Non-Capital Revenue Requirements include a pass through for project operating
expenses. There are two choices for O&M inputs; the first is 2007 dollar values for all three
types of O&M expenses (Operations, Maintenance, and Administrative and General),
escalated by inflation. The second is a percentage of gross plant calculated for the Inservice year and then escalated by inflation. This second O&M option displays the total
value for O&M on the operations line only. Table 3-6 shows the actual O&M presented in
the TransCanada Application. Table 3-6 also displays depreciation expense; however, it is
not included in the sum for Non-Capital Revenue Requirements. This is due to the fact that
depreciation expense is already included in the Capital Investment Revenue Requirement
shown in Table 3-4.
Project Non-Capital Revenue Requirements also includes property taxes. Property taxes
can be represented in the Midstream Rate Model in one of three ways. The first is using 2%
of net plant; this represents projects in Canada where property taxes are calculated based
on this assumption provided in TransCanada application. For projects in Alaska, the
property taxes will be calculated based on 2% of the Replacement Costs New Less
Depreciation value based on input Black & Veatch received from the State’s Tax Revenues
Department. This methodology is based on the cost of replacing the property, with plant of
like utility, less accumulated depreciation, as described in the following paragraph.
The calculation of replacement costs new less depreciation is done each year. The first
step is the calculation of the Replacement Cost New value, which is equal to initial gross
plant cost including AFUDC inflated each year by the transmission plant inflation factor. The
next step is to calculate the accumulated depreciation of the property. In this case the
pipeline property has a much shorter service life 7 than physical life; this is due to the fact
that the plant service life is limited by the analysis period of 25 years. Therefore, each
year’s depreciation rate is estimated by using the current age 8 divided by the service life.
For property tax valuation before the start of pipeline operation, the assessed value is based
on historical costs ratably spread over the construction period.
Table 3-6 shows the property tax calculation based on the TransCanada application’s Gross
plant value of 14,055 million dollars using a 3% escalation factor. For this example, to the
analysis period is 25 years. The resulting property tax is 2% of the replacement costs new
less depreciation calculated value. The total operating expense line for this example is

7
8

Service Life base case assumption is 25 years as referred to above.
Age is defined as number of years the project has been In-Service.
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calculated by summing the O&M expense, plus the property taxes, and does not include the
depreciation expense.
A linkage between real oil prices and operating expenditure was incorporated in the
upstream model to account for the historical relationship between these factors. Section
3.8.4 details the analysis supporting the relationship and outlines how this relationship was
incorporated in the Upstream model.
For the pipeline, a similar relationship between real oil prices and operating expenditure was
not incorporated for a number of reasons. The first is that midstream operating
expenditures such as those involved in cleaning and maintaining the pipeline, and pigging
the system are not expected to have a high correlation to oil prices. The second reason is
model parsimony. Since operating expenditure contributes to a relatively small portion of
the total revenue requirements and tariffs, modeling the midstream operating expenditure
with greater precision is not expected to impact the economics of the project significantly.
With a view to efficiency, the midstream operating expenditure was hence modeled
independent of changes in oil prices.
Table 3-6: Representative Calculation of Expense Item’s for The Alaska Section of the
TransCanada Application
OPERATING & MAINTENANCE EXPENSES
Operations Costs
Maintenance Costs
A&G Costs
Total Operating Expenses

$
$
$
$

2019
84,478
84,478

$
$
$
$

2020
86,638
86,638

...
$
$
$
$

2047
147,640
147,640

$
$
$
$

2048
150,593
150,593

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

$

562,200

$

562,200

$

562,200

$

562,200

Full Replacement Costs
Transmission Plant
Transmission Plant Index
RCN (Total Plant in Service)
Plant Depreciation Percentage
Less Depreciation
Full Replacement Costs Less Depreciations

$ 14,055,000
$
1.00
$ 14,055,000
$
0.04
$
562,200
$ 13,492,800

$ 14,055,000
$
1.03
$ 14,476,650
$
0.08
$ 1,158,132
$ 13,318,518

$ 14,055,000
$
1.97
$ 27,738,758
$
0.96
$ 26,629,208
$ 1,109,550

$ 14,055,000
$
2.03
$ 28,570,921
$
1.00
$ 28,570,921
$
-

Property Taxes (2% of RCNLD)*

$

269,856

$

266,370

$

22,191

$

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

354,334

$

353,009

$

169,831

$

150,593

Note: Row Label M does not include Depreciation Expense due to its inclusion in the Capital Investment Revenue Requirement previously

Total Revenue Requirement is calculated by summing the Capital Investment Revenue
Requirement and the Non-Capital Revenue Requirement (which includes O&M expenses).
The Midstream Rate Model then needs to calculate the levelized revenue requirements over
the contract life of the asset and the levelized transmission rate. The levelized revenue
requirement is the constant annual amount that produces the same NPV as the stream of
annual Total Revenue Requirements. The levelized transmission rate is the constant rate
per MMBtu that, when applied to the projected annual MMBtu billing determinants, produces
the same NPV as the stream of annual Total Revenue Requirements. The levelized
transmission rate reflects the annual changes in projected billing determinants. The Total
Revenue Requirement, levelized revenue requirement and levelized transmission rate are
shown in Table 3-7, for the first and last two years of the TransCanada application.
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The first step in calculating the levelized revenue requirement is to compute the NPV using
a discount rate of 8.8% annually, of the stream of Total Revenue Requirements over the
contract life of the Project. The next step is to compute the NPV of the ending annual
values of the Gross Transmission Plant over that same time period. The NPV of the Total
Revenue Requirement over the NPV of gross plant produces a 12.8% value. When this
12.8% value is multiplied by gross plant original cost it produces the levelized revenue
requirement. The last step in calculating the levelized transmission rate is to divide the
levelized revenue requirement by the billing determinants. In this TransCanada application
example, this produces a rate of $.99/MMBtu. This $.99/MMBtu levelized the total revenue
requirements in term of dollars and matches the value presented by the TransCanada
application for the Alaska Section of the Project under negotiated rate terms. The
Midstream Rate Model then re-levelizes the transmission rate based on projected billing
determinants. 9 This is done based on a similar method, as stated above, and will result in a
single rate that accounts for both the annual revenue requirement and the projected billing
determinants that vary based on production field.
Table 3-7: Representative Calculation of Levelized Pipeline Rate for The Alaska
Section of the TransCanada Application
Total Revenue Requirement
Gross Transmission Plant

Total Revenue Requirement NPV
Gross Plant NPV
Rev Req Levelized Cost % of Gross Plant
LEVELIZED REVENUE REQUIREMENT

2019
$ 2,445,596
$ 14,055,000

2020
...
2041
$ 2,267,518
$
977,067
$ 14,055,000
$ 14,055,000

2042
$
871,998
$ 14,055,000

$ 1,793,831

$ 1,793,831

$ 1,793,831

$ 1,793,831

$ 4,983,709
$
0.99

$ 4,983,709
$
0.99

$ 4,983,709
$
0.99

$ 4,983,709
$
0.99

$ 20,013
$ 156,808
12.8%

Levelized Rate
Pipeline Total Volumes per Day (Dkt/Day)
LEVELIZED PIPELINE RATE

Note: A = Rev Req of Plant Items (Table 3.4) + Rev Req of Other Ratebase Items (Table 3.5) + Total O&M (Table 3.6)
NPV is calcuated using the Weight Average Cost of Capital for the Project

3.7.5

Midstream Rate Model Outputs
This section presents the outputs of the Midstream Rate Model. The outputs serve two
purposes; the first is to pass along rate calculations to the Upstream Model which includes
the calculation of rolled-in rates for the combined Projects, when necessary. The second is
to present the State and its various consultants with summarized and detailed results by
Project. This section will present these outputs by continuing the TransCanada application
example from the previous section.

3.7.5.1

Rolled-in Rates by Project Expansion
In the event the Midstream Rate Model is used to determine rates for a pipeline that
expands sometime after the original In-service date, the Midstream Rate Model calculates
both the incremental rate for the expansion and the rolled-in rate for the original project plus
the expansion. The incremental rate for the expansion is calculated in the same manner as
the rate for the original project. First, the incremental Total Revenue Requirement is
computed, using additional capital costs and additional operating costs related to the
expansion. The incremental rate is equal to the incremental Total Revenue Requirement
divided by the incremental gas volumes the expansion provides.

9

Project billing determinants vary each year based on the amount of gas produced by each production field. The various
production fields produce gas with different heating values.
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To compute the rolled-in rate, the incremental Total Revenue Requirement) is added to the
base project Total Revenue Requirement, and the sum is divided by the total gas volumes
of the expansion plus the original project. Lastly, a check is done to determine if the
expansion’s rolled-in rate is greater then the original pipeline rate multiplied by 115%. If so,
the rate applicable to original volumes is set at 115% of the original rate and the rate
applicable to expansion volumes is the amount need to collect the balance of the combined
Total Revenue Requirements. However, if the resulting rolled-in rates are below the 115%
level, the calculated rolled-in rates are applied to all volumes going forward.

3.7.5.2

Summarized Results by Project
The Midstream Rate Model calculates Total Revenue Requirements and Levelized Revenue
Requirements and determines rates based on both. Table 3-2 10 is an example of the
summarized output by Project and displays the first and the last two years of the
TransCanada application. The output of the Midstream Rate Model also includes the Alaska
State Property taxes and the Alaska State Income taxes on a cash basis shown on Table
3-2. The output displays both the Total Revenue Requirements and the Levelized Revenue
Requirements. Also displayed is the regulatory asset created by having levelized rates. In
the event the scenario calls for Pipeline expansions, the rolled-in rates will be displayed in
this table by year along with the resulting revenues.

3.7.5.3

Detailed Results by Project Provided to Goldman Sachs
The detailed results of the Midstream Rate Model are used by Goldman Sachs to determine
the cash flows of each project. The Midstream Rate Model does not evaluate cash flows; it
is a regulatory-based calculation of revenue requirements and resulting rates. In order to
evaluate the cost of capital and the cost of debt, Goldman Sachs built a cash flow model.
Their cash flow models uses as inputs the initial project capital expenditures 11and the
resulting Project Revenues. Other inputs included annual expenses and cash outlays for
Taxes. Table 3-8 outlines the schedule built in the Midstream Rate Model to accommodate
the Goldman Sachs’ request for information using the values for the first and last two years
of the TransCanada application.
Table 3-8: Goldman Sachs – Report from the Midstream Model Using The Alaska
Section of the TransCanada Application
Cash Flows
Levelized Revenues
% Growth

2018E
$1,793,831
na

2019E
$1,793,831
0.0%

% Growth

$445,009
na

$457,328
2.8%

% Growth
% Margin

$1,348,822
na
75.2%

$1,336,502
-0.9%
74.5%

Operating Expenses

EBITDA

Capital Expenditures

-

Plus: Major Cap Ex (CIP) Facility Draws
Less/Plus: Change in Working Capital/M&S
Less: Cash Taxes
Cash Flow Available for Debt Service
TC Corp

-

...

2041E
2042E
$1,793,831 $1,793,831
0.0%
0.0%
$274,335
-15.1%

$218,235
-20.4%

$1,519,495 $1,575,596
3.3%
3.7%
84.7%
87.8%
-

-

$94,972
$360,531

$1,027
$370,690

-$4,052
$742,642

-$4,675
$743,362

$1,083,263
$337,398

$966,839
$874,297

$772,801
$0

$827,559
$0

10

Table 3-2 is presented in Section 3.7.1 of this report.
Initial Capital Expenditures refers to the AFUDC calculation in the Midstream Model, which in total is passed to
Goldman Sachs.
11
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3.7.5.4

Goldman Sachs Debt Service Calculations
This cash flow model provides Black & Veatch the weighted interest rate for all debt
outstanding for the total project 12. This includes the cost of issuing bonds and any financing
fees rolled into the interest rate. Included in the evaluation of the interest rate is the debt
coverage ratio, for which Goldman Sachs’ Cash Flow Model maintain constant or near
constant based on the cash flows available in the total project. In order to maintain these
constant or near constant debt coverage ratios, they prepay principal when needed. This
prepayment of principal reduces the interest cost assumed in the incremental run of the
Midstream Rate Model. To account for this they also provide the interest cost saving based
on a levelized payment of debt verse their actual payment of debt. This interest saving does
not effect the tariff rates calculated by the Midstream Rate Model due to the regulatory
treatment of these costs but it does effect the actual cash flows to TransCanada, and
therefore effects TransCanada’s actual NPV.
Black & Veatch calculates TransCanada’s NPV by taking the equity portion of the pipeline
capital expenses in the build years along with the net revenues TransCanada receives for
the study period after adjusting for both the actual interest expense and the tax treatment of
that actual interest expense.

3.7.5.5

3.8

Calculations Passed to the Upstream Model
The Midstream Rate Model inputs are obtained from the Price Model, Capital Cost Model,
and the Schedule and Cost Model. It then calculates a levelized transmission pipeline rate
and passes this information to the Upstream Model. The information it passes are the
Levelized Rate, the Levelized Revenue Requirement, the State Income Taxes paid on a
cash basis, and the State Property Taxes calculated on a replacement costs new less
depreciation bases.

Upstream Model
Black & Veatch modeled upstream cash flows in collaboration with State Departments of
Revenue (“DOR”) and Natural Resources (“DNR”). This modeling work builds on work done
previously by the DOR and DNR and their consultants. For reference purposes in this
report, the Black & Veatch and State team that developed the Upstream Model will be
referred to as Black & Veatch/State.

3.8.1

Overview
The Upstream Model describes the cash flows associated with producing oil and gas from
the ANS, and delivering the produced oil and gas to the transportation infrastructure that
takes it to market. Figure 3-4 shows the flow of information and the general structure of the
Upstream Model.

12

Goldman Sachs combines all Midstream Rate Model projects (i.e. Alaska Section and Yukon Section) together to
evaluate the debt service requirements.
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Figure 3-4: Information Flow/Structure of Upstream Model
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The four building blocks of the Upstream Model are 1) production, 2) costs, 3) transportation
fees, and 4) product prices. To start, Black & Veatch/State computes gross revenue at the
destination market. Next, the model deducts the total tariffs paid and any product lost on the
way to market to arrive at netback revenue at the lease, or point of production. This netback
revenue at the lease or point of production is the starting point for deriving the upstream
divisible income, defined as: the netback revenue at the lease minus upstream costs paid to
third parties, e.g. capital and operating costs. Transportation costs paid by the producers to
the pipeline developer are treated similar to operating expenses, as a simplifying
assumption for the NPV analysis, rather than assuming that the firm transportation
commitment costs are consider a capital expense or a debt equivalence. The NPV analysis
of integrated upstream and midstream ownership described in Section 6.8 indicates that
producing gas on the ANS and transporting it to the AECO market in Canada is profitable to
the producers even if it is assumed that the producers own 100% equity in the pipeline.
Estimated returns under this analysis scenario remain above the 50% level. If transportation
commitments are required to be treated as a debt-like commitment, the impact to NPV and
estimated IRRs do not materially change the relative attractiveness of the project from the
producer’s perspective.
The Upstream Model calculates divisible income, and then assigns it to the upstream
stakeholders, e.g. the companies, the State, and the U.S. Government. The divisible
income in the Upstream Model is calculated by field (PBU and PT) or by group of fields:
State Existing (other oil production on the ANS with some known gas reserves), state YTF
(currently undiscovered resources on state lands), federal on-shore YTF (currently
undiscovered gas on federal lands within Alaska’s territory or within the three miles of
offshore), and federal offshore YTF (yet-to-be discovered gas resources that are more than
three miles offshore). The model then allocates this divisible income among stakeholders
for each field or group of fields. Though taxes and royalties are viewed as a costs by a
producer, they are paid to other stakeholders, namely the State (including its municipalities),
and the U.S. Government. Therefore, fiscal items such as taxes and royalties are simply a
means of allocating divisible income between the producers and other stakeholders.
The share of divisible income going to the producers is determined as a residual cash flow
after upstream costs, royalties, and taxes are paid out. The State receives its share of the
divisible income through the oil and gas property tax, its royalty on state lands (and a share
of royalty from some federal lands), a production tax, and a corporate income tax. The U.S.
Government takes it share after the State’s share is deducted. The residual divisible
income, whether negative due to an outflow as capital costs are paid up-front, or positive,
goes to the producers. The Upstream Model then computes the economic metric NPV for
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each of the producers of each field, and, based on ownership shares, for each company.
Everything is tied to the field because production and upstream costs vary by field. Further,
the State’s royalty share differs by field. For this reason, the Upstream Model computes
divisible income on a field basis.
Figure 3-5 depicts the cash flow interrelationships in the Upstream Model for each field
(PBU, PT, State Existing, State YTF, Federal YTF).
Figure 3-5: Upstream Model Cash Flow Chart by Field
Price
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The model takes as inputs production (oil, NGLs, condensate, natural gas, and NGLs
entrained in gas), product prices at destination markets, tariffs for transportation (oil feeder
pipelines, Trans Alaska Pipeline System, and tanker transport for oil and blendable NGLs;
upstream feeder lines, GTP, gas transmission pipeline, NGL plant for gas and entrained
NGLs), and upstream costs by field (capital and operating). With these inputs, the model
computes divisible income, and then, pursuant to royalty and tax law, divides this divisible
income among the stakeholders.
3.8.2

Ownership Assumptions
There are seven owners of the field or group of field’s analyzed: BP, ConocoPhillips,
ExxonMobil, Chevron, Company “XYZ” (for the consolidated results of other Working
Interest Owners in State Existing production), PT lessees, and YTF lessees.
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3.8.3

Establishing the Oil Only Reference Case
Valuation of a gas sale is framed in the Upstream Model as the difference between the cash
flows associated with a gas sale (both oil and gas cash flows), and the cash flow associated
with ANS operations in the event that there is no gas sale i.e., the “Base Oil Case”. The
Upstream Model incorporates only one “Base Oil Case”, while there are multiple gas sale
cases.
The Upstream Model needs a Base Oil Case for two reasons. First, a gas sale would affect
oil production and costs because many of the fields producing gas also produce oil. There
are positive and negative effects from the joint production of oil and gas. On the positive
side, a gas sale brings a large amount of new revenue. For instance, for PBU, the total
annual netback revenue (oil, NGLs, and gas) would more than double, from around $5.3
billion to nearly $12.4 billion with a gas sale in 2020, assuming the Wood Mackenzie price
forecast that is described in Section 4.3.8 of this report.
But a gas sale does not come without costs. Selling gas lowers reservoir pressure, and
therefore lowers oil production from what it otherwise would have been. However, the
income from gas when added to that for oil might extend the life of the field. Further, in the
search for gas, more oil might be found, or additional liquids entrained in the gas might be
recovered. To properly account for all these impacts, a base-line, oil-only, no gas-sale
production and cost scenario must be determined.
Second, the impact of a gas sale on certain measures of the State’s share of divisible
income can only be accurately calculated if the State’s share in the event there is no gas
sale is first determined. Property tax in part is based on a percentage of the assessed value
of the oil and gas production property on the slope. That assessed value will be affected if a
facility that only produces one valuable product (oil), now produces two (oil and gas). For
State corporate income tax, the impact of a gas sale on the apportionment factors used to
allocate world-wide income to Alaska can only be measured if an oil-only starting point is
established. Further, the production tax rate is based on net income per barrel (“BBL”) of oil
equivalent, with oil and gas income and production “BBLs” (expressed in energy equivalent
terms combined to determine the tax base and tax rate. To understand the impact of a gas
sale on a producer’s production tax liability, one must first calculate what the production tax
liability would be without a gas sale.

3.8.4

Base Oil Case
This section describes how the Base Oil Case was derived. In deriving the Base Oil Case, it
is important to prevent the analysis of a gas sale from being biased by adopting an overly
pessimistic or optimistic base case. Once the Base Oil Case has been established, the
common attributes associated with the gas sale cases can be examined.
This modeling effort required making a vast number of decisions on model inputs and
structure. This decision making has been guided by the following, occasionally conflicting,
principles.
• First, inputs are based on external sources or estimates when practicable. Where
more than one source was available we tended to rely on that which appeared the
most accurate, in light of other modeling goals. Departures from external estimates are
made if the source was too dated or known to be importantly inaccurate. If existing
external sources were unavailable then expert reports were sometimes commissioned
by the State.
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•

•

3.8.4.1

Second, value was placed on the model’s internal and external consistency. If risk was
to be allocated to a party then corresponding reward from taking the risk was also
allocated to the same party; if oil prices were assumed to rise, then, absent testing of
sensitivities, gas prices were also assumed to rise; if resource estimates were based
on a third-party source, then that source was also the primary basis for costs of
developing the resource.
Third, value was placed on model parsimony. Simplifying assumptions were often
made if they did not materially affect the overall conclusions to be drawn from the
modeling exercise.

ANS Production
For PBU, Black & Veatch/State used the oil and NGL forecast from PetroTel’s proprietary
“Prudhoe Decline Model” instead of the DOR’s forecast. They examined gas depletion
profiles associated with a major gas sale, and in that exercise also forecast the oil
production without a major gas sale.
For State Existing production, Black & Veatch used the DOR’s forecast of oil volumes
provided in December of 2007 13 on a calendar year basis.
Though currently there is a small amount of gas sold to local utilities on the slope, or to the
Trans Alaska Pipeline System, these “local” gas sales have not been incorporated into the
model. This exclusion is made to simplify the calculations and does not imply that gas
sales/deliveries within the State are not expected or not required.
For PT, PetroTel evaluated a number of different scenarios involving variations on gas
cycling. Many of these scenarios involved developing PT’s oil rim, others assumed only a
gas cap cycling development, while some assumed both. For the Base Oil Case, the
Upstream Model utilizes a gas cap only cycling project that recovered over 400 million BBLs
of condensate while not requiring as large a scale gas handling facilities. In addition, the
Base Oil Case does not include any oil rim development. While appearing to be the most
economic of the cycling cases presented, not all the scenarios generated by PetroTel were
subject to detailed economic evaluation.
There is not a fixed end-of-field life assumption for PBU, other State Existing fields, or for
PT. Instead, the Upstream Model shuts the field down when cash flows are negative for
three consecutive years. In this way, the end of field life will not be pre-determined, but will
depend on oil price, costs, and production.
In the Base Oil Case there are no “YTF” gas fields either on state lands or on federal lands.

3.8.4.1.1

Product Price

The Upstream model receives as an input, product prices from the price model. NGL prices
are developed based on the Black & Veatch model. described in Section 4. 14 .
The ANS West Coast oil price is used to value oil production at its West Coast destination.
Though a small percentage of ANS oil is sold in-state, the Upstream Model assumed that
this oil will be priced on an equivalent basis to pricing on the West Coast, adjusted for
transportation. The oil price assumption used in the Base Oil Case is the Wood Mackenzie
oil price forecast as further described in Section 4.3.8 of this report.
13

State of Alaska DOR
Because the price forecast used in DOR’s semi-annual Revenue Sources Book now focuses only on oil prices, we did
not include a DOR oil price deck. In its Fall 2015 forecast the DOR projected long-term real ANS prices to be $41.05 per
barrel. See DOR, Tax Division Revenue Sources Book, Fall 2007. (Fall RSB).

14
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3.8.4.1.2

ANS Transportation Costs

The Trans Alaska Pipeline System transportation rates assumed are the DOR’s tariff
forecast. DOR assumed that the tariff would convert to a cost-based methodology rather
than on the Trans Alaska Pipeline System settlement methodology in 2009. As a result, the
tariffs decline by over $2/BBL after 2009 but increase there after due to cost escalation and
declining throughput. Figure 3-6 shows the assumed Trans Alaska Pipeline System pipeline
tariff on a nominal basis.
Figure 3-6: Transportation costs, Trans Alaska Pipeline System plus Marine in $/BBL
nominal
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The Base Oil Case also incorporated DOR’s tanker transportation cost forecast, which
anticipates a modest increase in tanker rates over time to reflect additional spending
necessary to preserve the integrity of the fleet.

3.8.4.2

ANS Upstream Costs
Capital costs for the upstream are evaluated on an unlevered, or 100% equity basis.

3.8.4.2.1

Capital Costs – PBU and State Existing

To derive an upstream capital cost forecast, the State relied on a presentation made by BP
in October of 2007 15 relating further production on the ANS to industry investment. BP
noted that if producers on the ANS let fields decline at the natural rate of 15%, only 1.3
billion BBLs of additional ANS oil would be produced. The industry would need to invest $5
15

Slide Packet for House Oil and Gas Committee entitled “BP Presentation on HB 2001” by Claire Fitzpatrick and Mike
Utsler, October 22, 2007 (BP Presentation).
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billion to obtain this oil. This minimum, maintenance spend of $3.85/BBL was assigned to
the 1.3 billion “natural rate” BBLs as they were produced. The forecast assumed in the Base
Oil Case for PBU and State Existing production has production declining at a slower rate
than 15%. Implicitly, the State assumed that additional capital spending will be made to
slow the natural rate of decline. Currently, BP can add a BBL of additional reserves through
its infill drilling program at Prudhoe at a cost of around $5/BBL. 16 BP also said that to slow
the rate of decline to 6%, and recover 2.6 billion BBLs of additional oil, an additional $20
billion investment, or, on average, $7.69/BBL is required. As more BBLs or reserves are
produced, additional capital cost has increased at a rate of $2 for every billion BBLs of
reserves added.
Capital spending was forecasted by estimating the capital required each year to obtain the
production profile forecast by PetroTel (for PBU) and the DOR (for State Existing). As more
reserves were added to meet our production forecast, the cost per BBL to add additional
reserves increased. The required capital spend for a given year’s needed reserve additions
are spread over three years, and assumed that at peak 10% of reserves would be produced.
Hence, for every BBL of needed production, 10 BBLs of reserves would need to be
developed. The resulting forecast of capital costs in real 2008 dollars was then escalated by
five percent per year to arrive at the nominal cash flows used in the model.
3.8.4.2.2

Capital Costs – PT

PT is a very high pressure gas reservoir located over 10,000 feet below sea level. From
analysis done by PetroTel, PT has a gas cap that contains over 9 Tcf of gas in place,
containing over 500 million barrels of condensate. PT also contains an oil rim that has an
estimated billion barrels of oil in place. PetroTel ran through a reservoir simulator a number
of different potential development scenarios for PT. Among these scenarios were ones in
which PT gas was never cycled back into the reservoir to maximize condensate recovery,
but instead was delivered into a gas pipeline immediately. In contrast to this reservoir
Blowdown scenario, PetroTel ran scenarios in which the PT gas was cycled for the
foreseeable future. Finally, they ran combination cases in which PT gas was first cycled,
and then was sold five, 10, or even 20 years later into a gas line. PetroTel examined
scenarios in which production and injection took place solely in the gas cap, and also cases
in which producing wells were also (or only) in the PT oil rim.
PetroTel did not provide cost estimates for their cases. The State used two sources to
roughly estimate costs in order to compare the economics of the different runs. First, in
2003, ExxonMobil provided cost estimates associated with a cycling project, a Blowdown
project (gas sales from the start of production at PT), and a mixed project (cycling for a
period of years, followed by a gas sale). This data is confidential, and also out-dated given
the recent rapid escalation in prices. Further, PetroTel contemplated development
scenarios that ExxonMobil had not apparently considered. The State adjusted ExxonMobil’s
cost estimates to account for recent cost escalation. Black & Veatch/State also adjusted the
cost estimates to reflect different facility and well drilling requirements.
For oil rim
development, the State incorporated recent data on the per foot cost of horizontal wells.
The State also used U.S. Geological Survey estimates of stand-alone oil facility costs per
barrel to account for the oil and water that would be produced from the oil rim. 17

16

See presentation by Gaffney, Cline & Associates entitled “Alaska’s Equitable Share: Some Further Thoughts”, October
31, 2007 for an interpretation of BP Presentation’s slide 12 that has a barrel of reserves added by in-fill drilling at Prudhoe
Bay in 2006 costing $4.90.
17
“Economics of Undiscovered Oil and Gas in the Central North Slope”, Alaska by Emil D. Attanasi and Philip A.
Freeman, Open-file Report 2005-1276, U.S. Department of Interior, U.S. Geological Survey, Appendix 3, Table 3-2.
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After examining the costs and production profiles of different PT cycling development
scenarios, the State chose a scenario of gas cap only development that had a total cost of
$5 billion ($2008).
Figure 3-7 shows a summary of he estimates of capital spending in $2008 dollars for PBU,
State Existing and PT.
Figure 3-7: Breakdown of Aggregate Base Oil Case Capital spending in millions of
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Operating Costs – PBU and State Existing

The DOR estimated in its Fall 2007 Revenue Sources Book 18 that, for Fiscal Year 2008,
lease expenditures would amount to around $8 per produced barrel.
The lease
expenditures estimate include property tax payments, payments which are calculated
separately in the Upstream Model. For PBU, the operating costs net of property tax are
estimated to start at $6 per produced barrel, or at a slightly lower average rate than the rest
of ANS production. Although operating costs at mature fields can remain flat in real terms 19,
the State assumed that only 70% of operating costs are fixed. The remaining 30% of
operating costs decline with oil production. This provided an operating cost forecast that
18

State of Alaska Department of Revenue, Tax Division, Revenue Sources Book, Fall 2007.
Glaeser, J.L., “Model improves oilfield operating cost estimates“, Oil and Gas Journal, Vol. 94, PBD, Apr. 1996, “[I]t is
usually not correct to either assume that operating expense stays fixed in dollar terms throughout the lifetime of a field,
nor is it correct to assume that operating costs stay fixed on a dollar per barrel basis... The author has observed that
declining oil production is the factor usually prompting the operator to institute cost savings measures intended to prolong
field life…It is often counterintuitive to expect operating expense in absolute terms to be reduced in the latter years of a
field's life, but typically operators have made significant cost reductions during this period.”
19
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increased in real dollar-per-barrel terms, but also reflected some ability to cut costs as
production declined.
For State Existing, operating costs net of property tax are assumed to start at $8/BBL, and
declined on an absolute real basis in a manner similar to PBU.
Based on the historical trend where operating cost increases have a tendency to track oil
price increases, the Upstream Model contains an assumption that operating costs increase
at 55% of the percentage that oil prices changed. 20 In other words, for a 10% increase in oil
prices there would be a 5.5% increase in operating costs.
The relationship between OpEx cost and oil price is estimated from historical oil price data,
obtained from EIA and the Producer Price Index for Oil and Gas Services from the Business
of Labor Statistics for the period of 1986 to 2007. An Ordinary Least Square (“OLS”)
regression is run with the natural log of the Producer Price Index for Oil and Gas Services as
the dependent variable and a time trend, the natural log of oil price as independent
variables. The estimated coefficients 0.55 is interpreted as the elasticity of OpEx cost to oil
price – 1% change in oil price will lead to a 0.55% change in OpEx cost. Different model set
up, such as lagged values of oil price and the Producer Price Index as independent
variables, and different analysis period are tested, and the resulting elasticity estimates are
stable and very similar in value.
3.8.4.2.4

Operating Costs – PT

For a gas cycling operation, operating costs are assumed to decline, on a declining
percentage basis, based on total capital spending. The percentage assumption is
approximately twice the percentage usually assumed for a pipeline. 21 Figure 3-8 shows a
summary of the expected operating costs in $2008 dollars for PBU, State Existing and PT.

20

See the following paragraph.
See, for example, Soligo, R, and Jaffe, A., Unlocking the Assets: Energy and the Future of the Caucasus: The
Economics of Pipeline Routes: the Conundrum of Oil Exports from the Caspian Basin, The James A. Baker III Institute for
Public Policy of Rice University, April 1998 (“Operating Costs are assumed to be 2% of capital costs); Coad, L., Foss, M.,
“A Comparison of Natural Gas Pipeline Options for the North”, Canadian Energy Research Institute, October 2000,
(“[A]nnual operating costs (set as a percentage of capital cost) (1.5%)
21
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Figure 3-8: Operating Expenditure Projections by Major Producing Province in the
Base Oil Case
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Royalty Rates and Field Cost Deductions

The following assumptions for royalty rates by field or group of fields were made:
• 12.5%, PBU 22
• 14.5% PT 23
• 13.3% State Existing. 24
The PT royalty percentage may vary from the assumption made in the Upstream Model in
the event of a re-sale of PT leases, or after a final determination approved by the State for
the current leases. No attempt was made to estimate a bonus bid for the acreage upon resale, or to take into account the current PT net profit share lease provisions. Net profit
share lease provisions on other state leases are also not considered. Accordingly, State
revenues are probably slightly understated, and producer revenues are slightly overstated.
The State has allowed via settlement a certain amount of field cost deductions in computing
royalty value. For PBU, it was assumed that the 1980 royalty settlement provisions would
apply, providing approximately a $1.00 deduction for oil escalated by the producer price
index. For State Existing and PT leases, Black & Veatch/State assumed that there would be
22

Exhibit A of the Prudhoe Bay Unit Agreement (1977). Also see Alaska Oil and Gas Report (Annual Report), DNR,
Division of Oil and Gas, July 2007 at page 3-2.
23
Simple average of Point Thomson lease royalty rates. See Alaska Oil and Gas Report (Annual Report), DNR, Division
of Oil and Gas, July 2007 at page 3-2.
For copy of the leases, see Superior Court Unit Termination Appeal, PTU Rec. 19715 et. Seq.
24
The royalty rates and gas reserves from state existing fields used in calculating the 13.3% weighted average royalty
rate can be found in the Alaska Oil and Gas Report (Annual Report), DNR, Division of Oil and Gas, July 2007 at page 3-2.
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no deduction allowed for field costs. A $1.00/BBL (escalated) deduction is allowed for
NGLs from PBU per the 1995 Settlement Agreement until 2019.
3.8.4.2.6

Property Tax

The State levies a two percent ad valorem property tax on petroleum exploration,
production, and transportation property in the State. 25 In 2003, the DOR administered this
tax on production property using a volumetric approach by applying cents per BBL to a
production stream. The State DOR reverted back to the Replacement Cost New Less
Depreciation method for tax year 2007. The State DOR estimates that the 2007 ANS
production facility assessed values based on replacement costs new less depreciation
equates to roughly $.60/BBL, using a three year calendar year average of historic
production. 26 Before start-up, the assessed value of the property is based on the accrual
method and is equal to the sum of actual capital spent on tangible property prior to the
assessment year. 27
In the Upstream Model, the simplifying assumption is made that future upstream property
tax liability after field start-up are estimated based on $0.60/BBL 2007 estimate, escalated
each year for inflation.
The Upstream Model did not distinguish between property tax monies going to the State and
monies going to the municipalities. The NPV calculation for the State reflects the benefit to
all State and municipal stakeholders in the State. Property tax proceeds from Trans Alaska
Pipeline System or other oil pipelines were not considered.
3.8.4.2.7

Production Tax

For the Base Oil Case, Black & Veatch/State assumed that the current Petroleum Profits
Tax-Alaska Clear and Equitable Share (“ACES”) production tax remains in place. The
Upstream Model calculates production tax on a company rather than field basis because the
production tax is payable on a company rather than a field level.
For each company, the revenue and costs are aggregated from the different fields in which
the company had ownership. With this information, the gross netback revenue and taxable
income (production tax value) is determined, by taxpayer, by netting lease expenditures
(operating costs and capital expenditures) from gross netback revenue. Capital and
operating costs as outlined above are assumed to be deductible lease expenditures with the
exception of a $0.30/BBL exemption from capital expense. Operating cost forecasts
included the permissible overhead allowance under DOR regulations with the ceiling on
operating costs for certain legacy Units (PBU and Kuparuk) expiring at the end of 2009.
Black & Veatch/State assumptions did not exempt any portion of the forecasted operating
costs for being non-deductible, unplanned maintenance, or non-deductible for some other
reason. In addition, for capital expenses, any provision for overhead is not deducted.
The company’s minimum tax is determined using each company’s gross netback revenue.
With taxable net income and taxable BBLs, the Upstream Model computes the base
production tax liability per BBL, and thereby the index-based progressive tax rate that would
be added to the base tax rate of 25%. Since our NPV Model uses an annual time step, the
index-based progressive tax rate for each company (BP, ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil,
Chevron, XYZ (other), PT lessees) is determined on an annual rather than a monthly basis.
The Upstream Model takes the higher of the minimum tax and the sum of the base tax
25

AS 43.56.010(a)
Personal communication from Jim Greeley, State Petroleum Property Assessor, October 20, 2007.
27
AS 43.55.060(a)(1) and AS 43.55.060(f)
26
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liability and the index based progressive tax liability to arrive at the combined tax liability
before credits for each company.
Currently, the production tax offers a series of credits to help encourage the exploration for
and the development of oil and gas fields in Alaska. These include transferable and nontransferable credits. For transferable credits like the Qualified Capital Expenditure credit
and the Loss Carry-forward credit, Black & Veatch/State assumed that the taxpayer would
sell the credit immediately rather than carrying the credit forward in order to offset its future
tax liability. The State has created a fund to help purchase those credits, and Black &
Veatch/State assumed the credit owner could transfer the credit for full face value. The
credit seller is assumed to obtain a transferable credit certificate the year after a loss was
incurred or a capital expenditure made. The Upstream Model assumes that the credit seller
would cash out the credit certificate over a period of two years after a loss was incurred or a
capital expenditure made at the rate of 50% per year.
In the Base Oil Case, Black & Veatch/State did not include any exploration expenditures
(also transferable), and hence no credits under AS 43.55.025. In addition, small producer
credits are not included in the Upstream Model calculations, even for the “XYZ” leaseholders
in State Existing. The non-transferable Transition Investment Expenditure Credit in the
model is not included because this credit has limited applicability after 2007.
PT lessees, denominated “PT Lessees”, are assumed to not have the ability to offset tax
liability elsewhere on the slope with capital expenditures made at PT. To the extent that PT
leases are owned by BP, ExxonMobil, or ConocoPhillips, the up-front tax benefit derived
from PT expenditures is understated.
While production tax liability and credits are calculated at a company level, the liability is
allocated back to the fields in order to generate cash flow and related financial metrics on a
field as well as a company basis. For the Base Oil Case, the tax liability is allocated on a
BBL of oil equivalent basis.
3.8.4.2.8

State Corporate Income Tax

Under Alaska’s corporate income tax, an integrated oil and gas company establishes
taxable income by apportioning its worldwide income to the state based on the average of
three factors or ratios:
•
•
•

Alaska Property/Worldwide Property;
Alaska Sales/Worldwide Sales (Note: The sales factor includes intercompany tariffs in
Alaska but absent significant in-state sales, the factor is close to zero.); and
Alaska Production/Worldwide Production.

Alaska taxes the apportioned income exceeding $90,000 at a rate of 9.4%. The State
Corporate Income tax is often modeled by estimating a tax rate that would yield an
equivalent tax when applied to a measure of a project’s separate accounting income. The
Upstream Model, follows the method outlined by the DOR, which models the tax asset to
worldwide income (Marks, 2008). 28

28

Roger Marks, “Modeling the State Corporate Income Tax Impact From Petroleum Activity in Alaska” (Anchorage: Tax
Division, DOR ), March 2008.
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According to Marks (2008), the weighted average effective apportionment factor in 2006
was equal to four percent. The apportionment factors or ratios will change over time as
Alaska’s share of a company’s worldwide property, sales, and production changes. Black &
Veatch/State assumes that worldwide production, sales, and property outside the ANS will
increase by 1.5% per year, and that worldwide income outside the ANS will increase by
2.5%. Alaska’s contribution to these apportionment factors and to worldwide income are
determined separately in the Upstream Model to derive an estimate of the taxable income
apportioned to Alaska. The apportioned, taxable income is multiplied by 9.4% to derive the
amount the upstream producers pay in state corporate income tax, and the amount the state
receives in state corporate income tax. The amount of Alaskan income that is apportioned
to other jurisdictions which have an apportionment income tax is not estimated in the
Upstream Model.
3.8.5

Gas Sale Case Assumptions

3.8.5.1

Gas Sale Timing
On average, first gas is delivered into a gas pipeline in 2020. Each model simulation run will
result in a start date based on the completion of a critical path of intermediate project tasks.
Starting with the award of an AGIA license in June of 2008, the Technical Team estimated
the time it would take to complete a task, and estimated how likely it would be and by how
much the schedule might slip for that task. The Upstream Model adjusts its cash flows
based on the scheduled start-up date. Based on their average duration for each project
task (for engineering, procurement, pre-construction, etc.), first gas begins flowing in midyear 2020, a few years after the November 2017 start-up envisioned by TransCanada. See
Section 3.4 for a fuller discussion of the Schedule-Cost Model. The Upstream model takes
as an input the date of first gas as derived by a given simulation.

3.8.5.2

Gas Pipeline Capacity
TransCanada’s proposed a pipeline designed for an initial throughput of 4.5 Bcf/d.
TransCanada stated that 3.5 Bcf/d was the stated minimum throughput necessary to justify
a 48-inch diameter pipeline. The base case for evaluating gas line economics was 4.5
Bcf/d, but also examined were initial pipeline capacities ranging between 3.5 and 4.5 Bcf/d.
For an LNG project, Black & Veatch/State examined an initial throughput of 2.7 Bcf/d, with
an expansion to 4.5 Bcf/d. Black & Veatch/State also examined scenarios where capacity
increased to 6.5 Bcf/d through subsequent expansions.
Although pipeline volumes will slowly ramp-up, or will come on-line mid-year rather than at
the start of the year, Black & Veatch/State assumed that the pipeline project operates at
capacity in its first year of operation. This assumption allowed for a simpler computation of
the pipeline tariff. For this reason, the pipeline tariffs are a little lower than they might
otherwise be, all things being equal.
The capacity here concerns the gas pipeline, and not the capacity of the GTP that treats the
gas coming into the project from the various upstream fields. This untreated gas will contain
substantial amounts of impurities (mostly carbon dioxide), and the GTP will remove these
impurities so that the gas entering the pipeline from the GTP will meet pipeline
specifications. Black & Veatch assumes that the pipeline specification for carbon dioxide
will be a maximums of 1.5% based on representations by TransCanada and the producers.
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3.8.5.3

Source of Gas for Project
A series of inter-related decisions made by producers and the project sponsor will determine
the size of the pipeline and the source of gas to fill that pipeline. The project sponsor will
provide an estimate of pipeline capacity and cost to potential shippers before an open
season. At an open season, producers or shippers will bid for capacity. Based on these
bids, the project sponsor will might re-size the project, or choose a non-discriminatory bid
evaluation method to allocate capacity in an over-subscribed pipeline.
For modeling purposes, the user defines the gas pipeline capacity (initial, and through
subsequent possible expansions), and then the user and the model assign all of that
capacity to six possible gas sources: 1) PBU, 2) PT, 3) State Existing, 4) State YTF, 5)
Federal On-Shore YTF, and 6) Federal Off-Shore YTF. The first three sources (PBU, PT,
and State Existing) contain known reserves, with State Existing being a collection of the
known reserves from currently producing fields.
First the user defines the initial gas production from PBU and PT. Based on this production,
and the pre-defined gas pipeline capacity, the model determines if there is room for State
Existing gas. State Existing gas is the first “swing” producer, coming in at capacity or being
backed out depending upon production from PBU and PT. When State Existing gas is no
longer sufficient to fill the pipeline capacity, other “swing” producers, or YTF gas from State
lands and Federal lands On-Shore, come in as needed. Only when these sources begin to
be insufficient to fill the line does Federal Off-shore gas come on-line.
In the Base gas sale case, Black & Veatch/State look at pipeline economics assuming the
pipeline runs full over its economic life. While U.S. Geological Service estimates of gas
reserve potential on the Slope indicate there may be enough reserves to keep the pipeline
full, many of these reserves might not be discovered and brought on-line. For that reason,
Black & Veatch/State examine cases in which YTF gas does not come on-line in sufficient
quantities to fill the pipeline over its useful life. In addition, Black & Veatch looks at cases
where the initial shippers enter into firm transportation (“FT”) agreements for 25 years or
longer, and are unable to find gas to fill their subscribed capacity during that firm
transportation period. The cost of paying for this unused capacity (ullage) is placed on
upstream fields with known reserves, the owners of which are assumed to be the initial
shippers.
The other gas production risk is associated with PT. While in the main Base gas sale case,
Black & Veatch/State assume PT gas will be available from the start of a gas pipeline, Black
& Veatch/State examine scenarios in which PT gas will not be available at all for gas sales.
It might be helpful to look at how gas is assigned in the Base Gas Sale Case. Here Black &
Veatch/State assume that 4.5 Bcf/d of gas enters the pipeline at the outlet of the GTP. The
pipeline is initially filled from three sources: 1) PBU gas (3 Bcf/d), 2) PT gas (0.917 Bcf/d) 29,
and 3) gas from other State Existing fields (0.583 Bcf/d). As these fields (or in the case of
State Existing, group of fields) deplete their gas reserves, State YTF and Federal On-shore
YTF keep the pipeline full in the base gas sales case.
While project capacity is put in terms of cubic feet per day, tariffs are paid based on heat
content.
In modeling Black & Veatch made the simplifying assumptions that the
hydrocarbon content of the gas is the same whether produced from PBU, PT, State Existing

29

PT produces a Bcf/d of gas, but of that only 917 MMcf/d enters the pipeline. The rest is removed as carbon dioxide or
used as fuel at the GTP. Other fields produce enough gas to ensure that a given volume enters the pipeline, but PetroTel
assumptions regarding PT production focused on gas removed from the lease.
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fields, or YTF fields. The hydrocarbon content of the gas was simply the average of the rich
and lean cases provided in the RFA. Black & Veatch assumed that gas content going into
the GTP would differ based on the different level of impurities in the gas. Gas at PBU
contains around 12% carbon dioxide, while gas from PT contains around five percent. Black
& Veatch assumed gas from other areas only contained 1.5% of carbon dioxide. Based on
this assumption, gas entering the pipeline had the following composition:
Table 3-9: Composition of Gas at Inlet to Pipeline
Composition of gas
non-hydrocarbon
methane
ethane
propane
iso-butane
normal butane
pentane plus
enrichment (btu/cf)

Mole %
2.20%
89.69%
6.97%
2.93%
0.16%
0.22%
0.04%
1117

Production scenarios assumptions, and the breakdown by field, are discussed in detail in
Section 4.2 of this Report

3.8.5.4

Gas from PBU
PBU contains approximately 24.5 trillion cubic feet (“Tcf”) of hydrocarbon gas that will be
delivered into the project. The model examined initial production rates from PBU varying
from 2.5 to 4.0 Bcf/d in increments of 0.25 Bcf/d. The gas sales rate from PBU is assumed
to not remain constant to the last cubic foot of gas reserves. As the reservoir is depleted, or
as gas reserves are produced, the reservoir loses pressure. Eventually, although PBU
currently cycles almost eight billion cubic feet per day (“Bcf/d”), declining reservoir pressure
or increasing CO2 levels in the produced gas will prevent PBU from maintaining production
at the initial rate of 2.5 to 4.0 Bcf/d. The depletion profile assumptions for PBU are based on
estimates made by PetroTel. Gas production comes off plateau sooner with higher initial
rates of gas production.

3.8.5.5

Gas from PT
Based on work done by PetroTel, PT is estimated to contain over nine Tcf of original gas in
place. The assumption made within the Upstream Model is that the earliest a gas cycling
project could occur is in 2020. For this reason, if PT gas is coterminous with the start of a
major gas sale, the reservoir would be depleted without any cycling to increase condensate
and oil recovery. The “Blowdown” scenario has PT producing 1 Bcf/d initially assuming
slightly more than 5 Tcf of reserves.
Finally, the model allows for scenarios with no PT gas ever being produced.
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3.8.5.6

Gas from State Existing Fields
Approximately 3.7 Tcf of known gas reserves from other existing fields on the ANS is
assumed to be available at the start of a gas sale in 2020. This reserve amount roughly
corresponds to the reserves identified in ConocoPhillips’ Gas Pipeline, (2007, Section IV,
pg. 2) 30, citing the DNR’s 2007 Annual Report. The source for the gas is as follows:
Table 3-10: ANS Gas Source
Source
Colville River
Duck Island
Kuparuk
NorthStar
GPMA

Volume(Bcf)
400
843
1150
450
880

The production profile used for State Existing is aggressive in that the maximum rate for
collective production from State Existing fields is around 0.89 Bcf/d based on an 11.5 to 1
reserves to peak production ratio. Maximum production of 7.8% of total reserves is high; the
U.S. Geological Service estimated that peak production would be at between six and seven
percent of total reserves. 31
The gas depletion profile for this gas production is assumed to decline at a rate of 10% per
year after 60% of the reserves have been produced. This decline profile is conservative as
the U.S. Geological Service estimated that decline would start between when between 77
and 82 percent of reserves had been produced. (See U.S. Geological Service Appendix 3.)
The decline profile however matches declines that PetroTel forecasts for the PBU field
However, the Upstream Model assumes that production from State Existing fields would
enter the pipeline only after space had been made for PBU and PT gas, if any. For
example, in the Base Gas Case of a 4.5 Bcf/d pipe, with 3.0 Bcf/d PBU gas, and 0.917 Bcf/d
PT gas, State Existing production starts at only a little over 0.583 Bcf/d.

3.8.5.7

Gas from YTF Fields
YTF gas is assumed to appear when the PBU and PT produced volumes are low enough to
make production from State Existing fields insufficient to fill the pipeline. At this point,
known reserves will have started to go on decline. If this decline occurs before the end of
the initial firm transportation contracting period, as is likely, then more gas will have to be
found and developed to fill the “wedge” between a pipeline at full capacity and production
from known fields. In the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Gas Case (PBU: 3.0 Bcf/d, PT: 0.917
Bcf/d, State Existing: 0.583 Bcf/d) as an example, the estimate of the wedge volume for a
25-year FT contract term will be 10 Tcf, with almost all the gas being YTF at the end of the
25-year FT period as shown in Figure 3-9.

30

ConocoPhillips ANS Natural Gas Pipeline, Proposal to the State of Alaska, November 30, 2007, formerly at
www.ansnaturalgaspipeline.com
31
See U.S. Geological Service Report, Table 3-5 of Appendix 3.
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Figure 3-9: Aggregate Wedge Volume into Pipeline by Major YTF Province
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Based on a recent study commissioned by the U.S. DOE, NETL (2007) 32, it is estimated that
there is approximately 120 Tcf of reserves on State and Federal land which are available to
fill surplus pipeline capacity when known reserves begin declining.
Table 3-11: Potential Reserves
State - Yet-to-Find
Fed-Onshore
Fed-Offshore

Potential reserves

Max prod in MMcf/day

31.0
31.1
68.5

5,088
4,936
11,248

The Upstream Model fills insufficient production from existing reserves, the wedge volume,
with equal proportions from state leases and from federal on-shore leases.
Expansion volumes will come from YTF gas. In these YTF expansions, it is assumed that
gas will first come from state and federal on-shore. Once the combination of wedge
volumes needed and expansion capacity, if any, needed, exceeds the maximum production
capabilities of the State YTF and federal on-shore YTF, then further YTF gas will be deemed
to come from federal off-shore.

32

Thomas, C. P., Doughty, T. C., Faulder, D. D., Hite, D. M., White, G. J. ANS Oil and Gas: A Promising Future or an
Area in Decline? (Fairbanks: U.S. DOE, NETL, DOE/National Energy Technology Laboratory-2007/1279), August 2007.
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3.8.5.8

Midstream FT Commitments
The NPV analysis assumes that TransCanada owns the gas pipeline and the GTP
(hereafter, “midstream”).
The producers are the only shippers and pay tariffs to
TransCanada to have the gas treated and transported in the midstream. These tariffs were
imported into the Upstream Model on each field’s cash flow worksheet from the midstream
model. (Though companies rather than fields will make FT commitments and pay tariffs, the
model has the gas reserves and tariff commitments organized on a field level). Each field
pays tariffs proportional to its share of the initial gas in the pipeline.
Initially the “billing determinants” for the pipeline are equal to the production from these
fields. 33 When production has declined at PBU and PT, and at other state existing fields, the
holders of the FT commitments will attempt to discover and bring on line other gas volumes
(Or release capacity to others that is exploring for natural gas. The analysis assumed that
any transfer of FT capacity is done at the tariff rate.). If YTF gas is not available to fill the
wedge, the fields (and the producers holding an interest in those fields) pay for the empty
space on the line or ullage during the FT contract period. In this way, the risk of ullage is
placed on the upstream stakeholders (by virtue of their ownership in the fields), primarily the
producers and the State.
The NPV model does not capitalize FT commitments, or otherwise attempt to impose a cost
based on the take-or-pay nature of the transportation commitments.

3.8.5.9

End of Field Life Assumptions
Similar to the Oil Base Case, a fixed end of field life was not assumed. However, mapping
the end-of-field life for a gas sale case was difficult. To avoid a circular reference (field life
affects tariffs, which then affect field life) in the Upstream Model, Black & Veatch/State
assumed that PBU, State Existing, and PT, would shut-down when operating costs were
over 50% of the sum of the netback value of the oil and the gross value of the gas at the
destination market. Empirically, when this occurred, the upstream fields had negative cash
flow. There was not an end of field life limit for YTF gas.

3.8.5.10

Gas Price Input
The Upstream Model contains a menu of real price forecasts for natural gas. The base case
natural gas price assumption for natural gas is the Wood Mackenzie forecast of prices in
Alberta Canada at AECO. Section 4.3 reviews the gas price assumptions in detail.

3.8.5.11

NGLs
The gas stream contains more than just methane and the NGL components are assumed to
be entrained in gas sent down this high pressure, dense phase gas line. On average,
around 250,000 BBLs a day of NGLs (ethane, propane, and butane) is estimated to be
transported with the gas. After the carbon dioxide content of the gas has been reduced to
pipeline specification levels, a cubic foot of gas entering the pipeline is assumed to contain
1,100 Btu/CF. Table 3-12 shows the estimated NGL volumes by component in 2020, the
first year of pipeline operations assuming a 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline. The analysis process and
assumptions result in 9% to 10% higher NGL components than can be expected in actual
operations. This results in NPV estimates for the State and Producer that are 2.5% to 3.5%
higher than actual expected.

33

Billing determinants are equal to volumes committed in firm transportation contracts, in contrast to actual volumes
shipped.
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Table 3-12: NGLs Components removed from ANS Gas Stream
NGL Component
Ethane
Propane
Butane
Pentane+

Volumes Recovered (bbl/d)
145,563
80,491
17,784
3,972

3.8.5.12

Gas Sale Impact to Oil Production
Oil production at PBU is expected to increase with the onset of a major gas sale as wells
limited by the field’s gas handling constraints will be free to produce more gas. However,
within a few years gas production will lower reservoir pressure, which is expected to cause
oil production to decline relative to what it would have been without a gas sale. Black &
Veatch/State estimated oil loss as a function of cumulative voidage (based on gas
production rates), and gas sale start-up date. With higher gas off-take rates early, oil losses
will be larger than they would have been with smaller off-take rates.
Because there is not a preset fixed limit on field life in the Oil Base Case, any additional oil
recovered due to field life extension from a gas sale will vary based on assumed oil and gas
prices and costs. Theoretically, a gas sale will extend PBU’s life because the costs of
maintaining aging facilities will be spread over two revenue streams rather than just one.
At PT, the Blowdown of the reservoir that occurs with a gas sale will lower the pressure in
the reservoir, compared with potential recoveries obtainable through cycling. At State
Existing fields, the impact of gas production on oil production was assumed to be neutral.
For YTF fields, it was assumed that each million cubic feet of gas produced would bring with
it 30 BBLs of condensate. This was an assumption used by the Sponsor Group in earlier
analysis of a gas line, and it was incorporated here. 34
For purposes of model parsimony, Oil transportation costs effects from a gas sale were not
analyzed or incorporated in the NPV analysis. Lower oil production would likely lead to an
increase in the Trans Alaska Pipeline System tariff on a per BBL basis, and there likely
would be an impact on per BBL marine transportation costs.

3.8.5.13
3.8.5.13.1

Upstream Costs Associated with a Gas Sale
Capital Expenditures

Capital costs for the upstream are assumed to be unlevered, or to be 100% equity.
Black & Veatch/State assumed that major gas sale would not change capital expenditures at
PBU and State Existing fields. The oil loss function derived for PBU did not assume any
mitigation measures would be taken in an attempt to forestall oil losses. Oil losses
attendant on a major gas sale are therefore probably overstated in the model, while capital
expenditures are understated. In addition to capital spent to mitigate oil loss, more capital
might be spent for wells to be drilled to optimally produce gas from the PBU reservoir.
By blowing down the reservoir, PT lessees avoid some of the capital expenditures which
would be incurred in a gas cycling operation, including, among other things, expenditures
incurred to compress that gas and inject it back into a high-pressure reservoir. Also, while
the cycling case examined assumes that over 2.5 Bcf/d of gas would be cycled in order to
34

The Sponsor Group consisted of BP, ConocoPhillips and ExxonMobil and was active during the Stranded Gas
Development Act negotiations with the State during 2004-06.
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maximize liquid recovery, the Blowdown scenario examined involves, at most, 1.0 Bcf/d of
gas being produced and sold. This lower gas handling requirement would lower capital
expenditures as well. In addition, a gas sale from PT requires that a feeder pipeline be built
to transport gas from PT to PBU. In total, the cost of the gas sale, Blowdown scenario
(including the gas pipeline to the GTP) was $5.2 billion ($2008), only slightly higher than the
cycling project.
YTF gas first would be used to fill the wedge volume, or the volume shortfall caused by
depletion in existing fields. To simplify the NPV analysis, Black & Veatch/State assumed
that the producers of YTF gas would spend only the amount of capital necessary to bring on
reserves as needed to fill the wedge that would arise as production from existing developed
fields declines. In other words, the producers would spend only the amount of capital
required to develop gas resources that would fill the pipeline capacity. Some of the capital
spent would result in developing reserves that would yield production beyond the analysis
period. The net impact from this approach, based on analysis completed by Black &
Veatch, is an underestimation of NPV benefit to the YTF producers.
Unconstrained development scenario for YTF gas was developed based on the NETL
Study. Based on these estimates, a general relationship was developed for each area
(State, Federal On-shore and Federal Off-shore) in terms of the dollars of capital, both
facility and drilling, required to develop a Mcf of reserves. For instance, based on the NETL
Study, an unconstrained development of State YTF would require $22.7 billion of capital
expenditures to develop 31 Tcf of gas reserves. Expressed in a dollar per Mcf basis, this
means that development would cost $0.73 per Mcf and assumes constant returns to scale.
Black & Veatch/State converted the Mcf/d of empty space to Mcf of reserves assuming a 20to-1 R/P ratio. Capital costs were spread over eight years centered on the first year of
production for that year’s reserve addition, with the bulk of the spending taking place in the
three years prior to the start of production for the added reserves. Finally, 45% of the
original capital spent for the reserve addition was assumed to be spent 12 years after
production began from the added reserves in order to keep the increment of added
production constant over the life of the gas line.
3.8.5.13.2

Operating Expenditures

A gas sale will require that more PBU wells be drilled to optimally produce the gas. This
increase in producing wells will bring with it a slight increase in operating costs versus the
base case.
To address this initial increase, Black & Veatch/State assume there is a 10% increment to
operating costs over the base, oil only, case due to the cost of maintaining the new wells.
However, a portion of operating costs (assumed to be 30%), will decrease with decreases in
oil production. A gas sale will cause oil production to decrease, thereby causing operating
costs to decline.
As declines in oil production offset the impact of more gas wells being
drilled, aggregate operating costs should begin to decline versus what they would have
been in the higher oil producing base case. The figure below illustrates gross operating
costs for PBU in real 2008 dollars for both the Base Oil Case and the Gas Sale case.
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Figure 3-10: Base Oil Capital Expenditures
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For PT, as with the Oil Base Case, operating costs as a percentage of total capital
expenditures under a major gas sale are expected to gradually decline. Due to the lower
capital expenditures overall for the Blowdown case, the operating costs are also lower than
in the base case. For the mixed-case development at PT, operating costs for oil rim
development add to the percentage of capital operating costs assumed for gas cap
development. In addition, the cost of purchasing CO2 to maximize oil production will add to
the operating costs for mixed development scenarios.
For YTF wedge volumes, operating costs are assumed to be a declining percentage of the
total capital expenditures associated reserves developed to fill the wedge volume.
As in the Base Oil case, the operating costs for the different fields are assumed to be related
to oil prices with each 10% increase in oil prices driving a 5.5% increase in operating
expenses.
3.8.5.13.3

Upstream Gas Field Ownership

In adding YTF reserves, Black & Veatch/State needed to make a judgment about how to
model who the likely owners of these reserves would be. The initial subscribers of FT
capacity will bear the reserve risk associated with the wedge volume needed to fill the
pipeline during the FT contract period. They will also be the beneficiary of YTF volumes that
are brought online. Accordingly, a balanced approach to risk-reward considerations
suggests that the YTF reserves necessary to fill the wedge volume would be owned by the
initial shippers in the same proportion as the initial firm transportation commitments. After
the initial firm transportation commitments expire, the model assumes that reserve
ownership transitions over five years to as yet unknown YTF lessees.
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3.8.5.14
3.8.5.14.1

Gas Sale Effects of States Fiscal System
Production Tax

Production tax was modeled under AS 43.55 in its current configuration.
The current production tax treats gas revenue and costs similar to oil revenue and costs.
Gas volumes (expressed in cubic feet) are translated into BBLs of oil equivalent based on
their heat content.
A ceiling in tax liability with in-state gas sales was not considered.
Producers are assumed to cash out their transferable credits rather than carry them forward
to apply against a future year’s tax liability.
The YTF wedge volumes are assumed to be owned by the producers who take out the initial
FT contractual capacity that the wedge volumes fill. Though the FT capacity holder could
release capacity to a new producer, the holder of the FT capacity will have an added
incentive to explore and develop gas to make sure their capacity is filled. The incremental
upstream investment for new reserves will lower the initial tax base and tax rate, all else
being equal. Small producer credits were not incorporated due to the indeterminate number
of producers that could become “XYZ” leaseholders.
While production tax liability and credits are calculated at a company level, the liability was
allocated to the fields in order to generate cash flow and related financial metrics on a field
as well as a company basis. Production tax liability to the fields was allocated on a BBL of
oil equivalent basis for PBU and State Existing fields. PT lessees, denominated “PT
Lessees”, are assumed to not have the ability to offset tax liability elsewhere on the slope
with capital expenditures made at PT. To the extent that PT leases are owned by BP,
ExxonMobil, or ConocoPhillips, the up-front tax benefit derived from PT expenditures is
understated.
In order to accurately capture the investment decision for YTF fields, any up-front tax
benefits generated from YTF development are allocated to the YTF fields rather than the
other fields operational during the YTF development period.
3.8.5.14.2

Royalty

The State was assumed to take all of its royalty share in-value; no gas would be taken inkind.
The royalty rate for YTF production from state land is assumed to be 13.3%. The Foothills
leases comprising most of the YTF from State lands has a royalty rate of 12.5%. The
incremental 0.8% of royalty reflects the higher royalty rates (and the sliding scale and Net
Profit Share provision) on some leases in the Central ANS. State revenues will be
overstated to the extent that State YTF production comes solely from Foothills leases.
The royalty rate for YTF production from Federal On-shore and Federal Off-shore is
assumed to be 13.1%, a weighted average of 12.5% leases and 16.667% leases. No
provision for royalty relief or royalty-free volumes made. Half of the royalty revenue from
federal on-shore leases goes to the state.
Field Cost and Conditioning Plant Deduction
For PBU, the 1980 Royalty Settlement Agreement (1980) provides for a $0.20 (in 2008
dollars) per Mcf upstream field cost deduction for gas produced. There is uncertainty as to
the amount of field costs for gas that would be allowed under DL-1 leases that are not
covered by the 1980 Royalty Settlement Agreement. For new form leases, field costs are
explicitly disallowed. In most cases, Black & Veatch/State assumes that leases not covered
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by the 1980 Royalty Settlement Agreement cannot deduct a field costs in calculating royalty
value. Due to the uncertainty on this issue, there is a trigger that allows for a field cost
deduction for other leases.
For PBU, the 1980 Royalty Settlement Agreement also provides that a conditioning fee for
the GTP will be an allowable deduction against royalty. There is uncertainty over whether in
calculating a royalty value a producer from leases not covered by the 1980 Royalty
Settlement Agreement will also be allowed to deduct a conditioning plant cost for all or part
of the GTP. In most cases, Black & Veatch/State assumes that only leases that are covered
by the 1980 Royalty Settlement Agreement will have an allowable deduction for the GTP.
Due to the uncertainty on this issue, there is a trigger in the model that allows for a GTP
deduction.
3.8.5.14.3

Property Tax

Upstream property tax would be based on the replacement costs new less depreciation
method after the start of production (and upon historical cost during construction). For
existing oil facilities that also produce gas at the start of a gas sale, it is unclear how the
replacement costs new less depreciation method would be applied. The new product, gas,
might affect the depreciable life of the upstream asset, or affect the amount that asset is
utilized. For the oil only case, Black & Veatch/State made the simplifying assumption that
property tax could be estimated using a cents per barrel method. Due to the uncertain
treatment of joint oil and gas-producing facilities under the replacement costs new less
depreciation method, and the relatively small amount of revenue at stake, Black &
Veatch/State felt a cents per Mcf estimate of property tax liability was appropriate. Black &
Veatch/State assumed that the property tax for gas would be roughly equivalent to that for a
barrel of oil on an energy equivalent basis. We assumed that a property tax liability after inservice would equal 10 cents per thousand cubic feet based on a 6-to-1 energy content for
an oil barrel versus a gas Mcf. Before a new field starts up, Black & Veatch assumed the
tax liability would be 2% of aggregate capital spent. The 10 cents per thousand cubic feet
property tax liability would be in addition to the 59.7 cents (in 2007 dollars) per barrel of oil
property tax liability.
3.8.5.14.4

State Corporate Income Tax

A gas line will impact the State’s corporate income tax receipts from upstream operations
primarily by affecting the apportionment factors of property and extraction/production. A gas
line will also increase a producer’s worldwide income. The Upstream Model adjusts both the
numerator and denominator of the apportionment ratios to reflect the added investment in
production facilities or property in Alaska, and the added production of gas (in BBL of oil
equivalents). The Upstream model also adjusts worldwide income to add the income
generated for the upstream due to a gas sale.
Black & Veatch/State assumed upstream stakeholders (the State and the producers) would
not own any part of the midstream, and hence not have their ownership share in the
midstream affect their income or apportionment factors for purpose of apportioning their
world-wide income to the State.

3.9

NPV Model Quality Assurance Program
From the very beginning of the NPV modeling effort it was realized that quality was
important to the development and utilization of the NPV model. Quality principles have been
incorporated into the model structure, model and module version control procedures, and
data management (including incorporated formal data validation rules) and version control.
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The first formal quality review was conducted on November 30, 2007 and the final review
took place on April 28, 2008. These formal reviews focused on the overall quality.
Additional quality assurance program elements focused on specific modules. The focus for
the overall quality review was:
•
•
•

Ensuring linkages between spreadsheets were accurate.
Logic within the NPV model was accurate, appropriate, and transparent.
Checking for appropriate text descriptions.

3.9.1

Quality Assurance Reviews of Individual Modules
In addition to looking at quality of the whole, each model or module had additional quality
assurance requirements.

3.9.1.1

NPV
Quality assurance for the NPV model focused on two elements. The first element was
ensuring that the input data was appropriate for the specific scenario or simulation. This
was managed through drop down menus and formal data validation rules. The second
element was ensuring that the links between the various modules were correct. This was
accomplished by using the auditing functionality within Excel and validating that specific
inputs into the model give specific model outputs.
The majority of the data was used directly without modification in the various algorithms.
For these cases the validity of the algorithms was reviewed by a team member familiar with
the project, but not the author of the algorithm. The capital cost and schedule distributions
provided by the Technical Team were a slight deviation in that both the individual cost
element and schedule element required for the tariff calculations were provided as well as
the total. It is possible to use these distributions in a manor that is not consistent with the
detailed modeling performed by the Technical Team. Hence, while the distributions for the
project totals provided by the Technical Team were not used directly in the any of the
algorithms, they were used to verify that the treatment of the individual distributions within
the NPV model and various modules was consistent with the Technical Team modeling. An
algorithm was added to correctly reflect the “sealift” logic imbedded in the Technical Team
results. The following graphs show this validation step for the base case.
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Figure 3-11: Black & Veatch Detailed Schedule Method and Technical Team In-Service
Distribution Comparison for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
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Figure 3-12: Black & Veatch Additive Sub-Project Cumulative Cost Distribution and
Technical Team Cumulative Distribution Comparison for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base
Case
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3.9.1.2

Midstream Rate Model TransCanada Application Comparison
TransCanada application provides the source inputs they used in the calculation of Pipeline
Rates. Black & Veatch used these inputs in the Midstream Rate Model to verify
TransCanada’s calculations and the rates being determined by the Midstream Rate Model
with identical inputs. The results of this check became the basis of the tables presented in
the Midstream Rate Model documentation. The documentation reviews both the calculation
of TransCanada’s inputs and the Midstream Models methodology used to calculate the
Pipeline Rates. In the TransCanada application (i.e., the Alaska Section of the Pipeline from
TransCanada Application) the Midstream Model calculates a levelized rate of $0.99/MMBtu.
This is the exact number presented by TransCanada as its Levelized Negotiated Rate which
confirmed the rate determination methodology utilized by Black & Veatch. For reference, the
complete comparison of the Alaska Section of the TransCanada Application will be provided
in Appendix A.

3.9.1.3

Quality Assurance Review of Upstream Model
The Upstream Model was developed under the direction of DNR with input from DOR. The
modeling builds on earlier work by the DOR and DNR and their consultants. The DNR
provided quality assurance reviews of the Upstream Model through a collaborative process
during the development of the Upstream model. The DNR and DOR have reviewed the
inputs provided by the State for the Upstream model as well as the methodologies being
used to estimate cash flows to the State and Producers from Upstream operations.
The DNR received and reviewed the Upstream model periodically and an iterative process
of feedback between Black & Veatch and the DNR via conference calls and joint working
sessions was established as part of the quality assurance review process.

3.9.2

Closure review of NPV model

3.9.2.1

Midstream Rate Model Closure
The Midstream Rate Model performs a check to insure it is capturing all costs relating to the
calculation of tariff rates. This is referred to as closure and verifies that the tariff rates the
Midstream Rate Model produces and the costs those tariff rates are based on net to zero.
The Midstream Rate Model produces levelized rates based on regulatory rate principles;
therefore the model was closed on that basis.
The transportation rate multiplied by annual billing determinates produces the pipeline
revenues by year. For the closure process this is the target value. This levelized rate is
also the sum of the component listed in Table 3-13. These components are the pipeline’s
net revenues plus expenses, which include both federal and state income taxes and
property taxes. There are also deferred income taxes, which is listed as “TransCanada
Corp. Deferred Income Taxes.” As shown in Table 3-13 on the line labeled “Closure” the
Midstream Rate Model for the GTP segment nets to zero. This is true for all segments
evaluated and this schedule is checked as part of the process when evaluating all
scenarios.
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Table 3-13: Alaska Pipeline Project Rate – Annual Project Outputs
GTP Base Case 4.5

3.9.2.2

Incremental Transportation Rate per MMBtu
Pipeline Total Volumes per Day (MMBtu/d)

2020
S
$1.27
$4,888,592

2021
...
T
$1.27
$4,887,942

2043
AP
$1.27
$4,942,042

2044
AQ
$1.27
$4,946,865

Pipeline Revenue
TC Revenues
TC Corp. Deferred Income Taxes
Pipeline Expenses
Bank Payments
Pipeline Federal Taxes
Pipeline State Taxes
Pipeline State Property Taxes
Total Pipeline
Closure

$2,266,418
$793,469
$0
$190,909
$898,515
$84,393
$9,693
$289,439
$2,266,418
$0

$2,266,117
$882,451
$179,566
$196,637
$898,555
-$152,640
-$26,926
$288,474
$2,266,117
$0

$2,291,198
$283,611
$0
$376,776
$899,824
$556,041
$145,221
$29,724
$2,291,198
$0

$2,293,434
$200,408
$0
$388,079
$899,904
$635,378
$169,665
$0
$2,293,434
$0

Closure Review of the Upstream Model
A model closure exercise was undertaken for the Upstream model to ensure that the total
income generated by Upstream operations as a result of the gasline is accounted for. The
Upstream Model calculates the total divisible income as a result of upstream operations and
then assigns it to the upstream stakeholders, e.g. the producers, the State, and the U.S.
Government. The divisible income is defined as the netback revenue at the lease less
upstream costs paid to third parties, e.g. capital and operating costs. Transportation costs
paid to TransCanada were also considered payments to a third party for the purpose of
closure for the Upstream model.
The Upstream model closure exercise involved a three step process:
Step 1: Estimation of total divisible income for each of the following production fields:
•

PBU

•

PT

•

State Existing

•

State YTF

•

Federal Onshore YTF

•

Federal Offshore YTF

Step 2: Estimation of total divisible income for each of the following stakeholders:
•

State

•

Producers

•

U.S. Government

Step 3: Comparison of the total divisible income estimated from Step 1 with the total
divisible income estimated from Step 2. These two income streams should be equal every
year for the Upstream model to be closed. Our review of the model indicated that the
divisible incomes estimated from Step 1 and Step 2 were exactly equal each year reflecting
that the Upstream model closure exercise was successful.
This three step process was followed for verifying the divisible income streams when only oil
is produced as well as the divisible income streams when oil and gas are produced if the
Alaska Gas Pipeline is built.
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4.0

NPV MODEL AND SCENARIO ASSUMPTIONS
With a project of this size, complexity, and duration, there is some uncertainty around the
various assumptions that are imbedded in any determination of the NPV of future cash
flows. This section outlines what is being assumed and the various scenarios that were
explored as part of the NPV analysis. There is a separate section that addresses the
specific assumptions for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.1

Discount Rates
Production scenarios
Price Forecasts
Canadian processing
Interest rates/costs inflation & escalation
Schedule / Capital Cost / Operations Cost Inputs

Discount Rates 35
There are many considerations when selecting the appropriate discount rate. This includes
the cost of debt, the cost of equity, the return on an alternative project, and the risk
associated with the project (the higher the risk the higher the appropriate discount rate). To
some extent, the selection of the discount rate is dependent on the use to which it will be
put. If the intent is simply to determine whether a project will add value to the company,
using the firm's weighted average cost of capital may be appropriate. If trying to decide
between alternative investments in order to maximize the value of the firm, the corporate
reinvestment rate would probably be a better choice.

4.1.1

State Discount Rate
AGIA specifies various discount rates to be analyzed in considering the NPV of future cash
flows to the State. The discount rates specified are zero, two, five, six, and eight percent.
Other governmental stakeholders were discounted at 5%.

4.1.2

Pipeline Owner Discount Rate
The financial return for the pipeline owners is regulated. Similar projects would return a
similar profit to the investor. Hence, for the pipeline owner, the NPV was calculated using
the weighted average cost of capital. A positive NPV demonstrates a viable project.

4.1.3

Producer Discount Rate
Producers have various investment opportunities with different time horizons and different
risk profiles. For producers the appropriate discount rate is generally the corporate
reinvestment rate. The corporate reinvestment rate for the producers was not estimated as
part of this analysis. Instead discount rates of 10% and 15% that are assumed to be
generally similar to reinvestment rates were used for the calculation of producer NPV.

35

Discount rate factors are expressed in nominal units.
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4.2

Production Scenarios

4.2.1

Assumptions
This section outlines the assumptions made for production scenarios used in the analysis of
the Alaska Gas Pipeline. It draws upon the discussion on the underlying reserves and
production profiles that are outlined in Section 3.8.
Some of the tenets followed in designating production from the different fields to fill the
pipeline are as follows:
•

•

•
•

PBU gas is the first to enter the pipeline. This assumption is driven by the fact that
there is very little incremental cost associated with producing gas from the PBU
reservoir.
Gas is currently produced and re-injected to improve reservoir
performance as part of an enhanced oil recovery program. This gas can instead be
transported through a gas pipeline for sale at a destination market when the gas line
is built. Although some loss in oil production is anticipated when the gas is
transported to market rather than re-injected, the overall economics of gas
production at PBU are very favorable and support gas from PBU entering the Alaska
Gas Pipeline first. The volumes produced from PBU are dependent upon the size of
the pipeline and are based on the production profiles provided by PetroTel.
Gas from other fields on State leases that currently produce crude oil is next
expected to enter the gas pipeline. The rationale for production from these fields
being available to flow through the gas line to market is similar to that for PBU and
this gas is expected to become available with negligible incremental costs.
PT – Gas production from PT, where available is modeled as coming online at the
start of the Alaska Gas Pipeline in a Blowdown. The production profiles used for the
analysis were provided by PetroTel.
YTF gas – Gas from YTF fields forms the last tranche of gas that is assumed to enter
the Alaska Gas Pipeline. The underlying assumptions supporting production from
the YTF fields is based on the State’s review and analysis of the NETL Study as
described in detail in the YTF Report. The State’s review indicates that State
onshore reserves such as the Foothills reserves and Federal Onshore reserves such
as NPRA are likely to be developed before Federal Offshore reserves such as those
in Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Sea are developed. Since there is uncertainty
associated with the timing and availability of reserves from the YTF fields and
uncertainties associated with the timing of the Alaska Gas Pipeline, this analysis
assumes that both State YTF and Federal Onshore YTF reserves will be developed
and start producing at the same time rather than making assumptions on relative
development plans for these two group of reserves. Further, they are both assumed
to produce in equal volumes since the total estimated reserves from these fields is
about the same. Federal Onshore reserves are assumed to be developed and to
start producing when declines begin at the YTF onshore fields.

4.2.2

Proposal Base Case (4.5 Bcf/d Pipeline)

4.2.2.1

Baseline Production Scenario
This case assumes initial production from PBU, PT and the State Existing fields. PT is
included in this production scenario to capture the economics of a Blowdown production
profile at PT at the start of the gas line. The initial volumes entering the pipeline from each
field are:
• PBU – 3 Bcf/d
• PT – 0.9 Bcf/d
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•

State Existing – 0.6 Bcf/d

Figure 4-1 shows the production profile for this scenario.
Figure 4-1: Production Profile for the Proposal Base Case
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4.2.2.2

Alternative Production Scenarios
Two alternate production scenarios that assume no initial production from PT and increase
PBU production to 3.5 Bcf/d and 4.0 Bcf/d, respectively, at the start of production have been
considered as production related sensitivities for the Proposal Base Case.
The initial volumes entering the pipeline from each field in the first alternate production
scenario are:
• PBU – 3.5 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.8 Bcf/d
• State and Federal Onshore YTF – 0.2 Bcf/d
Figure 4-2 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-2: Production Profile for the Alternative Production Scenario (3.5 Bcf/d)
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The initial volumes entering the pipeline from each field in the second alternate production
scenario are:
• PBU – 4.0 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.5 Bcf/d
Figure 4-3 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-3: Production Profile for the Alternative Production Scenario (4.0 Bcf/d)
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4.2.3

4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case

4.2.3.1

Baseline Production Scenario
This case assumes initial production from PBU and the State Existing fields. PT is not
included in this production scenario as a conservative view on the availability of PT gas to
flow in the pipeline. The initial volumes entering the pipeline from each field are:
• PBU – 3.5 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.5 Bcf/d
Figure 4-4 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-4: Production Profile for the Conservative Base Case
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Low Volume Sensitivity Case (3.5 Bcf/d Pipeline)
This case assumes initial production from PBU and the State Existing fields. PT is not
included in this production scenario as a conservative view on the availability of PT gas to
flow in the pipeline. As a low volume sensitivity, this scenario is intended to capture the
impacts on the project and its various stakeholders if a much smaller pipeline than is
anticipated is built due to lower volumes being committed during the pipeline project open
season. The initial volumes entering the pipeline from each field are:
• PBU – 3.0 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.5 Bcf/d
Figure 4-5 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-5: Production Profile for the Low Volume Sensitivity Case
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4.2.5

Production Scenarios for LNG Projects

4.2.5.1

2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
This case assumes initial production from PBU and the State Existing fields. The initial
volumes entering the pipeline from each field are:
• PBU – 2.5 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.2 Bcf/d
Figure 4-6 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-6: Production Profile for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
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2.7 Bcf/d Expanding to 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
This case assumes initial production from PBU and the State Existing fields. The initial
volumes entering the pipeline from each field are:
• PBU – 2.5 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.2 Bcf/d
The pipeline is assumed to subsequently expand in conjunction with an expansion of the
LNG liquefaction plant to accommodate a total capacity of 4.5 Bcf/d. An additional 1 Bcf/d of
natural gas from PBU is assumed to enter the pipeline with the expansion in pipeline
capacity.
Figure 4-7 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-7: Production Profile for the 2.7 Bcf/d Expanding to 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
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4.2.6

Expansion of Proposal Base Case and LNG Projects – 6.5 Bcf/d Project
In this scenario, the pipeline is assumed to expand in its capacity from 4.5 Bcf/d to 6.5 Bcf/d
either to transport additional gas to AECO or as part of an LNG project. This case assumes
initial production from PBU, the State Existing fields as well as a sliver of onshore YTF
volumes. The initial volumes entering the pipeline from each field are:
• PBU – 3.0 Bcf/d
• PT – 0.9 Bcf/d
• State Existing – 0.6 Bcf/d
The pipeline is assumed to subsequently expand in conjunction with an expansion of the
pipeline to AECO or the LNG liquefaction plant to accommodate a total capacity of 6.5 Bcf/d.
State and Federal onshore YTF gas reserves are assumed to be developed and enter the
pipeline through the expansion to 6.5 Bcf/d capacity.
Figure 4-8 shows the production profile for this scenario.
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Figure 4-8: Production Profile for the 6.5 Bcf/d Project
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4.3

Overview of the Price Assumptions Utilized to Determine Stakeholders NPVs

4.3.1

Requirements of the RFA
The calculation of NPV depends to a large extent on assumptions about future prices of
natural gas, and its derivatives, that are recovered and transported from the ANS. The
RFA 36 requires that each Applicant include the following responses that involve prices:
• As a Required Commitment (RFA Section 1.21, p. 12), specify:
“Gas markets to be served by the proposed project. These must be sufficiently
defined to allow a reasonable estimate of future gas prices.”
• Provide plan for value extraction from the entire gas stream (RFA Section 2.2.3.5, p.
20):
“Applicant shall provide a detailed discussion of how it proposes to address any
revenues, net of out-of-pocket processing and extraction costs received from the
sale of liquids, liquefiables, and other gaseous or non-gaseous by-products of the
natural gas stream, as well as any other non-jurisdictional revenues relative to
Applicant’s cost of service.”
• Provide reference price projections (Section 3.2.1, p. 38):

36

RFA, AGIA, State of Alaska”, Sarah Palin, Governor, July 2, 2007 (Revised August 6, 2007), p. 58.
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(e) Natural gas price:
Applicants should benchmark their estimate of oil price, if relevant, off the U.S.
EIA most recent AEO with Projections forecasted from Henry Hub spot market
prices.
(f) Oil price:
Applicants should benchmark their estimate of oil price, if relevant, off the U.S.
EIA’s most recent AEO with Projections forecasted from Imported Crude Oil.”
Evaluation of different project alternatives must incorporate alternative price expectations to
objectively understand the impact to stakeholder NPV. Black & Veatch has assembled, at
the direction of the State, several independent projections of future prices and completed a
proprietary projection that will enable and support the necessary NPV analysis.
4.3.2

Price Assumptions Summary
Ten price forecasts were utilized to analyze the NPV to the project stakeholders.
The forecasts are:
North American Natural Gas
1) U.S. EIA AEO projection of natural gas prices in North America as required by the

RFA adjusted to an Alberta location
2) Wood Mackenzie North American Gas Service Long-Term View, purchased by the

State from Wood Mackenzie, that provides a 20-year projection of natural gas prices
in North America
3) Reduced Wood Mackenzie price forecast by various percentages to test the price

impact on NPV
4) Black & Veatch fundamental analysis of the North American natural gas market that

provides a projection of natural gas prices to 2042
5) Black & Veatch sensitivity analysis of the North American natural gas market that

provides an estimate of potential distribution for future natural gas prices based on
changes to the fundamental factors that affect North American natural gas prices
6) Flat real prices ranging from $5.00/MMBtu to $10/MMBtu

Global Crude Oil
7) U.S. EIA AEO projection of natural import oil prices in North America
8) Wood Mackenzie North American Gas Service Long Term View, purchased by the

State from Wood Mackenzie, that provides an 18-year projection of global oil prices
Pacific Basin LNG
9) Gas Strategies Consulting projections of the relationship of future LNG prices in the

Pacific Basin relative to global crude oil prices
North American NGL
10) Black & Veatch developed objective guidance of North American NGL prices based

on historical relationships to natural gas and crude oil prices
The general input and use of the price assumptions is shown in Figure 4-9:
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Figure 4-9: Relationships among the Approaches Utilized for Price Model Support
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4.3.3

Converting Real Price Forecasts to Nominal Prices
Wood Mackenzie provides natural gas and oil price forecasts in both real and nominal
dollars. Price forecasts from EIA AEO 2008 and Black & Veatch are expressed in 2006 and
2008 dollars, respectively. The NPV analysis requires commodity prices in dollars of the
day, or nominal terms, to calculate cash flows. Therefore, a consistent inflation rate
assumption is needed to convert price forecasts into nominal dollars.
In Wood Mackenzie’s price forecasts, real natural gas and oil prices are translated into
nominal prices using a 2.5% escalation factor. In addition, Black & Veatch examined the
Consumer Price Index All-urban forecasted in EIA AEO 2007. It averages 2.50% between
2004 and 2030. The same index averages 2.56% in EIA AEO 2008. The Consumer Price
Index for Energy Commodities and Services, reported in EIA AEO 2008, averages 2.4%.
Therefore, Black & Veatch elected to use a 2.5% price inflation rate as the base case
assumption to convert all real price forecasts into nominal price forecasts.

4.3.4

Relevance of Utilizing a Spot Market Price for Analyzing NPV Benefits
Purchase and sale transactions for natural gas and liquids products in North America are
generally based on short-term or spot market prices. Should long-term contracts exist, most
are indexed to industry accepted spot price indices at a particular transaction location.
Fixed-price transactions are often hedged against the spot price to eliminate exposure to
movements in future prices. Therefore, the NPV analysis assumed that the shippers on the
Alaska Pipeline for deliveries into Western Canada or the Midwestern U.S. will receive the
spot market price at the delivery point at the pipeline terminus.
The analysis of an LNG based project utilized a different approach to estimate LNG prices
delivered in Asia. These price projections were developed by Gas Strategies Consulting
and were based on their assessment of how the Asian market will transact for LNG supplies.
Please refer to the Gas Strategies Consulting Report for detail concerning the delivered
price assumptions and relevance of utilizing a spot market price for LNG deliveries.
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4.3.5

EIA AEO’s Price Forecast

4.3.5.1

Overview
The AEO 2008 developed by EIA in 2007, released in December 2007 and updated in
March 2008, is a long-term projection of energy supply, demand and prices through 2030 37.
The EIA forecasts are one of many views that are utilized in the energy industry today and
are commonly referenced by industry participants due to its public availability.
In March 2008, the AEO 2008 was updated to incorporate the projected changes to the
future North American energy market associated with the Energy Independence and
Security Act 2007 enacted in December 2007. This revised early release of AEO 2008 was
utilized by Black & Veatch as a forecast scenario for the NPV analysis.
EIA typically publishes details on several different cases as part of its formal AEO release the Reference, Low Price, High Price, Low Economic Growth and High Economic Growth.
The Reference Case is based on EIA’s baseline projections of economic growth, world oil
prices and technology assumptions. The high and low cases are based, in part, on
alternative future price expectations for world oil prices and economic growth rate. As of
April 2008, these alternative cases have not yet been released. Black & Veatch utilized the
Reference Case in the NPV analysis.
As required in the RFA, TransCanada utilized the AEO 2007 price forecast to complete an
economic analysis in their application to the State. The price forecast in the AEO 2008
utilized by Black & Veatch is slightly higher.

4.3.5.2

EIA Forecast Methodology and Assumptions
The AEO forecasts are produced from an integrated energy model – the National Energy
Modeling System (“NEMS”). The NEMS model represents domestic energy markets by
explicitly representing the economic decision making involved in the production, conversion,
and consumption of energy products.
The model achieves a supply/demand balance in the end-use demand regions, defined as
the nine Census divisions, by solving for the prices of each energy product that will balance
the quantities producers are willing to supply with the quantities consumers wish to
consume. The system reflects market economics, industry structure, and energy policies
and regulations that influence market behavior.

4.3.5.2.1

Demand

In the AEO 2008, natural gas consumption increases from 59.5 Bcf/d in 2006 to 65.2 Bcf/d
in 2016, then declines to 62.2 Bcf/d in 2030. The projection for natural gas consumption in
the AEO 2008 reference case is sharply lower than in AEO 2007. Consumption is lower in
all sectors, and particularly in the industrial and electricity power sectors. Industrial natural
gas use is 4.7 Bcf/d lower in 2030 as a result of higher delivered prices for natural gas,
lower economic growth, and a reassessment of natural gas use in the energy-intensive
industries. Electricity generation accounts for 13.7 Bcf/d of natural gas use in 2030,
compared with the AEO 2007 projection of 16.2 Bcf/d. The lower level of consumption
results from higher natural gas prices and slower growth in electricity demand. Table 4-1
shows the growth rate of natural gas consumption by sector.
Table 4-1: Average Annual Growth Rate of Total U.S. Demand by Sectors 2008 to 2030
Residential Commercial Industrial
AAGR (2008 - 2030)
0.25%
1.00%
0.39%
Max Year
2028
2030
2030
Max Rate (Bcf/d)
14.26
10.36
19.88

37

Power
-1.23%
2016
19.49

Total
0.05%
2016
66.50

AEO 2007 (2008) with Projections to 2030, U. S. EIA http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/aeoref_tab.html
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4.3.5.2.2

Production

Total domestic production of natural gas (including supplemental natural gas supplies)
increases from 51 Bcf/d in 2006 to 54.8 Bcf/d in 2022 before declining to 53.4 Bcf/d in 2030
in the AEO 2008 reference case. The projections are lower than in the AEO 2007 reference
case, primarily because of higher costs associated with exploration and development and,
particularly in the last decade of the projection, lower demand for natural gas. Onshore
production of unconventional natural gas is expected to be a key contributor to the growth in
U.S. supply, increasing from 23.3 Bcf/d in 2006 to a peak of 26.3 Bcf/d in 2018 and
generally holding at about that level through 2030.
The Alaska natural gas pipeline is expected to be completed in 2020. After the pipeline goes
into operation, Alaska’s total natural gas production increases to 5.5 Bcf/d in 2021 (from 1.1
Bcf/d in 2006) and then remains at that level through 2030.
Net pipeline imports of natural gas from Canada and Mexico fall from 8 Bcf/d in 2006 to 0.8
Bcf/d in 2030 in the AEO 2008 reference case (compared with the AEO 2007 projection of
2.5 Bcf/d in 2030). The difference is largely the result of a higher level of exports to Mexico
and lower demand in the U.S.
As of May 2008, EIA has not released regional break-up of domestic productions for AEO
2008 reference case.
4.3.5.2.3

LNG Imports

Total net imports of LNG to the U.S. in the AEO 2008 reference case increases from 1.4
Bcf/d in 2006 to 7.7 Bcf/d in 2030, as compared to 12.3 Bcf/d in 2030 in AEO 2007. The
lower projection is attributable to two factors: higher costs throughout the LNG industry,
especially in the area of liquefaction, and decreased U.S. natural gas consumption due to
higher natural gas prices, slower economic growth, and expected greater competition for
supplies in the global LNG market.
The future direction of the global LNG market is one of the key uncertainties in the AEO
2008 reference case. With many new international players entering LNG markets, the
competition for available supplies is strong, and the amounts available to the U.S. market
may vary considerably from year to year. The AEO 2008 reference case has been updated
to reflect current market dynamics, which could change considerably as worldwide LNG
markets evolve.

4.3.5.3

Adjustment of the EIA Forecast to the AECO Pricing Point
The NPV analysis assumed that the Alaska Pipeline project would terminate, as proposed
by TransCanada, at Boundary Lake, Alberta. The price assumed in the NPV analysis that
the shippers on the TransCanada project would receive was the spot price at the AECO Hub
less the TransCanada NOVA system transportation charges.
However, the EIA AEO forecast does not include a forecast of prices in Alberta. Instead EIA
provides a forecast of natural gas prices at Henry Hub, Lower 48 wellhead, and delivered
prices to the residential, commercial, industrial, power generation and transportation
sectors.
TransCanada utilized the AEO 2007 forecast at Henry Hub, the most commonly referenced
pricing point in North America, and adjusted the price down by $0.75/MMBtu which
generally reflects the historical differential between Henry Hub spot prices and AECO spot
prices. Figure 4-10 shows the monthly average Gas Daily price differential between Henry
Hub and AECO from January 1994 to March 2008. The average over this period of
$0.85/MMBtu is generally consistent with the TransCanada $0.75/MMBtu adjustment. 38

38

The average differential between Platts First of Month (“FOM”) price indices at AECO and Henry Hub between 2000
and 2005 is $0.75/MMBtu.
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Figure 4-10: Historic AECO Basis to Henry Hub (Monthly Averages)
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The utilization of a historical based price differential to forecast the AECO future price is not
consistent with the methodology employed by EIA to generate an expectation for future
natural gas prices which considers changing supply and demand fundamentals. These
changes are expected to influence future prices at Henry Hub, AECO and the relationship
between these two points. While the $0.75/MMBtu assumption utilized by TransCanada is
reasonable from a historical perspective, it does not consider influences of fundamental
drivers on future prices. However to remain consistent with the TransCanada economic
viability analysis, the NPV analysis completed by Black & Veatch utilized the TransCanada
assumption of a $0.75/MMBtu adjustment to the EIA Henry Hub price forecast.

4.3.5.4

Extension of the EIA AEO 2008 Forecast to 2045
EIA forecasts natural gas prices in North America through 2030. Because the pipeline
project is expected to begin operations in 2020 and the TransCanada proposal included 25
year transportation contract terms, the EIA forecast must be extended to 2045 in order to
complete an NPV analysis utilizing the EIA forecast. Black & Veatch applied the compound
growth rate of the Henry Hub price forecast from 2020 to 2030 – 1.9% per year and
extended the forecast to 2045. The same basis adjustment of 0.75$/MMBtu was subtracted
from the extended price forecast. Figure 4-11 shows the EIA AEO 2008 forecast at Henry
Hub, the adjusted EIA forecast to AECO, and the extended forecast to 2045 which was used
as a price scenario for the NPV analysis.
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Figure 4-11: Henry Hub and AECO Forecasts to 2045
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Review of EIA Forecasts
As part of the full AEO release, EIA provides a comparison of the AEO projections to
forecasts from other public or private sources.
Table 4-2 shows the expectations for natural gas prices of the AEO relative to other
forecasts reviewed by EIA. As shown in the table, EIA’s forecast for natural gas at Henry
Hub falls in the middle of the forecasts that the EIA elected to review in its AEO 2007.
Table 4-2: EIA AEO Comparison of Lower 48 Natural Gas Prices 39
Projection

2015

2025

2030

EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2008 †

5.23

5.72

6.47

EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2007

4.99

5.62

5.98

Global Insight (AEO 2007)

6.10

6.21

6.08

Altos (AEO 2007)

5.60

6.96

7.55

Energy & Environmental Analysis (AEO 2007)

6.51

6.83

n/a

Deutsche Bank (AEO 2007)

6.07

5.71

5.45

Strategic Energy & Economic Research (AEO 2007)

5.12

5.61

6.07

Energy Ventures Analysis (AEO 2007)

5.55

6.06

n/a

† All price in 2005 real dollars per MMBtu, AEO 2008 price is deflated to 2005 dollars per MMBtu at 2.5%

39

EIA AEO 2007 and AEO 2008.
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Similarly, Table 4-3 shows the expectations for world oil prices from the AEO relative to
other forecasts reviewed in AEO 2007. As shown in the table, EIA’s forecast is either the
highest or close to the highest.
Table 4-3: EIA AEO Comparison of World Oil Prices 40
Projection

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2008 †

65.18

52.03

51.55

55.68

58.66

EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2007

57.47

49.87

52.04

56.37

59.12

Global Insight (AEO 2007)

57.11

46.54

45.06

43.21

40.25

International Energy Agency (AEO 2007)

51.50

47.80

50.20

52.60

55.00

Energy & Environmental Analysis (AEO 2007)

56.94

49.80

47.42

45.16

n/a

Deutsche Bank (AEO 2007)

39.66

40.11

39.73

39.95

40.16

Strategic Energy & Economic Research (AEO 2007)

44.21

45.27

45.87

46.23

46.60

Energy Ventures Analysis (AEO 2007)

42.28

42.35

45.76

49.45

n/a

† All price are in 2005 real dollars per barrel, AEO 2008 price is deflated to 2005 dollars per barrel at 2.5%

4.3.5.6

Historical “Accuracy” of EIA Forecasts
An article by Timothy Considine and Frank Clemente in Public Utilities Fortnightly 41 “Betting
on Bad Numbers” asserted that EIA’s natural gas price forecasts are subject to a
“systematic bias.” The authors state that EIA consistently under-predicts the wellhead price
of natural gas on a year to year basis and attribute EIA’s optimistic bias to EIA’s overestimation of domestic natural gas production, under-estimation of the amount of natural gas
used in electric-power production, and over-estimation of the amount of LNG imports.
A follow-up editorial by David Rode and Paul Fischbeck in Public Utilities Fortnightly 42
asserted that EIA’s natural gas price forecasts do not exhibit a “systematic bias.” Instead,
the authors stated that the price forecasts are cyclical in nature. Their conclusion was that
EIA’s current period of “continuing optimism” was preceded by a period of “continuing
pessimism.”
Regardless of the reason, authors for both articles seem to agree with the observation that
the EIA’s gas price forecasts in recent years have underestimated actual natural gas prices.
Figure 4-12 shows the EIA forecast relative to the spot price of natural gas at Henry Hub.

40

EIA AEO 2007 and AEO 2008.
Considine, Timothy and Frank Clemente. “Betting on Bad Numbers.” Public Utilities Fortnightly. July 2007: pp. 53-59.
42
Rode, David and Paul Fischbeck. “Letters to the Editors.” Public Utilities Fortnightly. September 2007: pp. 10-14.
41
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Figure 4-12: EIA AEO Forecast versus Actual Henry Hub Prices 43
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To further highlight the current trend in EIA’s forecast versus actual prices, Table 4-4,
originally developed by Timothy Considine and Frank Clemente for Public Utilities
Fortnightly, lists the percentage difference in the EIA forecast to the actual natural gas
wellhead price. The pink area indicates a lower forecast than actual by EIA and the green
area indicates a higher forecast than actual. The trend has clearly been for EIA to
underestimate natural gas prices since 1995.

43

EIA AEO 2000 to 2008.
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Table 4-4: EIA AEO Forecast versus Actual Natural Gas Wellhead Price 44
1 year
2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 6 years 7 years 8 years 9 years 10 years
11.4%
29.9%
48.1%
49.1%
88.1% 153.5% 119.5% 125.3% 195.8% 193.7%
89.1%
45.8%
21.3%
12.8%
30.6%
61.7%
19.9%
17.9%
48.5%
50.2%
1.8%
7.8%
-0.4%
16.1%
51.6%
15.7%
18.2%
53.7%
55.1%
3.5%
5.9%
60.5%
13.0%
48.5%
12.4%
12.0%
45.2%
42.7%
-5.8%
-3.9%
45.9%
-1.4%
46.2%
11.0%
11.5%
39.2%
30.4%
-19.0%
-21.5%
13.4%
-26.4%
-29.5%
-10.0%
-11.0%
9.8%
9.6%
-30.2%
-27.6%
7.1%
-27.1%
-29.1%
-41.8%
-19.7%
1.6%
-3.9%
-40.4%
-42.8%
-19.4%
-49.3%
-52.6%
-62.9%
-55.7%
-2.8%
-9.2%
-43.9%
-46.6%
-25.0%
-52.5%
-55.5%
-65.3%
-58.5%
-56.7%
3.0%
-37.2%
-40.5%
-17.1%
-48.4%
-52.5%
-63.3%
-56.3%
-54.2%
-40.1%
-42.1%
-17.8%
-48.1%
-51.8%
-62.4%
-54.6%
-52.8%
-43.3%
-21.4%
-50.9%
-54.0%
-63.7%
-56.0%
-53.5%
0.8%
-43.9%
-50.5%
-61.4%
-53.9%
-52.1%
-48.1%
-47.9%
-59.0%
-51.1%
-49.4%
-42.8%
-57.1%
-50.8%
-48.3%
-49.3%
-41.8%
-39.6%
-22.7%
-28.5%
2.2%

AEO 1989*
AEO 1990
AEO 1991
AEO 1992
AEO 1993
AEO 1994
AEO 1995
AEO 1996
AEO 1997
AEO 1998
AEO 1999
AEO 2000
AEO 2001
AEO 2002
AEO 2003
AEO 2004
AEO 2005
AEO 2006

1989 - 2006 Average
Average for all years

-10.7%
-6%

-13.8%

-12.9%

-12.9%

-5.3%

-6.1%

-6.7%

-6.6%

2.0%

13.7%

Black & Veatch also compared the New York Mercantile Exchange (“NYMEX”) Henry Hub
futures price to actual spot prices to understand whether the forward market has exhibited a
similar trend. Figure 4-13 indicates that the futures market is not accurate in forecasting
future gas prices either. However, the bias does not seem to be systematic.
Figure 4-13: NYMEX Forward Price versus Actual Henry Hub Prices 45
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4.3.6

Wood Mackenzie Natural Gas Price Forecast

4.3.6.1

Wood Mackenzie Overview
Wood Mackenzie 46 provides the energy industry regional gas and power forecasts of supply,
demand and prices based on forward-looking fundamental factors at relevant market
locations across North America, including AECO.
Wood Mackenzie represents that the forecast includes proprietary analysis concerning
supply, supply costs, and demand projections by sector that incorporates trends in other
energy commodities. The resulting forecast includes the expected market price for North
American natural gas and world oil - Brent crude and WTI.
Wood Mackenzie is a multinational consulting firm that provides market research and
consulting services to players in the energy, life science, biotech, pharmaceutical, and
animal health industries. According to the Hoovers on-line profile, they have more than 190
dedicated energy professionals including a range of recognized industry leaders. Wood
Mackenzie applies its integrated research and consulting services to the upstream oil & gas,
LNG, gas & power, and downstream oil sectors. The firm's client 47 list has included firms
such as BP, TOTAL, and PEMEX.
The summary of the Wood Mackenzie price forecast is based on the briefing paper of this
forecast completed by the State.

4.3.6.2

Wood Mackenzie Natural Gas Price Forecast Methodology
Wood Mackenzie has assembled a long-term forecast of the natural gas price in North
American published in Wood Mackenzie’s Long Term View – January 2008 Update: Gas
and Power Service for the State. The State’s briefing paper dated May 15, 2008
summarizes Wood Mackenzie’s Long Term Outlook for gas prices. Black & Veatch listed the
major assumptions extracted from the State document in sections 4.3.5.2.1 – 4.3.5.2.5. For
detailed discussions on the Wood Mackenzie price forecast, please refer to the State’s
write-up dated May 15, 2008.

4.3.6.2.1

Demand

Total U.S. demand for natural gas is assumed to grow from 64 to 73 Bcf/d over the 20-year
forecast horizon. This implies a medium average annual growth rate of 0.8%. The
breakdown of expected growth by major consuming sector is summarized in Table 4-5.
Residential and commercial demand will grow slightly. Industrial demand average annual
growth is negative 0.4% due primarily to overseas competition from low-cost gas producing
countries and expanding Middle East petrochemical capacity.
Table 4-5: Average Annual Rate of Growth in Total U.S. Gas Demand by Sector
AARG (%/Yr)
Max Year
Max Rate (Bcf/d)

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Power

Other

Total

0.10%
2023
13.45

0.20%
2023
8.74

-0.40%
2010
18.85

2.50%
2024
28.68

0.10%
2010
4.92

0.80%
2024
72.88

Growth in power demand is assumed to be positive and at an average annual rate of 2.5%
per year and will dominate other sectors.
4.3.6.2.2

Supply

Aggregate gas production from gas fields throughout North America (Canada, Mexico, and
the U.S.) is assumed to average approximately 73 Bcf/d through the 20-year forecast
46
47

Wood Mackenzie Research and Consulting. http://www.woodmacresearch.com/home/index.html
Hoovers on-line profile.
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horizon (2008-27), varying within an approximate range of 70 – 75 Bcf/d. U.S. gas
production accounts for about ¾ of this total and is expected to grow in the near term at
between 3 and 4 Bcf/d from 2007 through 2011.
Production in the WCSB is expected to decline at a steady rate of -1.8% per year as a
consequence of cost pressures from oil sands competition, compounded by relative strength
in the Canadian dollar.
At an average annual rate of -3.2% per year, the sharpest gas production decline is
assumed for the Gulf of Mexico (“GOM”), as shown in Table 4-6. GOM production rates will
nearly halve over the next 20 years from peak production at 8.1 Bcf/d in 2008.
Table 4-6: Average Annual Rate of Growth in U.S. Production by Region
b

AARG (%/Yr)
Max Year
Max Rate (Bcf/d)

GOM

Coast

Rockies

Juan

west

Cont

Coast

east

Alaskaa

Total

-3.20%
2008
8,146

-1.40%
2009
15,147

1.20%
2020
11,796

-1.30%
2008
4,005

0.80%
2023
7,717

-0.40%
2012
7,922

-2.80%
2008
774

1.40%
2020
3,288

2023
4,500

-0.50%
2011
55,752

Table Notes:
a
Included in U.S. Total.
b
Average Annual Rate of Growth

The steady decline in WCSB and GOM production will be partially offset with later Arctic
development from the Canadian McKenzie Valley, which would gradually ramp-up to 1.1
Bcf/d beginning in 2014. The Alaska Gas Pipeline is assumed to start up in 2021 with 4.5
Bcf/d of Alaska North Slope gas delivered into the Alberta and Chicago markets. Arctic
development is not expected to significantly impact North American prices, with price
weakness after completion of the Alaskan pipeline expected to be temporary.
4.3.6.2.3

LNG Imports

Wood Mackenzie has recently ratcheted down its projections for LNG deliveries into the
North American market compared with its forecast estimates in prior years. LNG imports
are assumed to grow at a strong average annual rate of 13%, rising from 2.1 Bcf/d in 2008
to 17.0 Bcf/d or about 23% of total U.S. Demand in 2025.
4.3.6.2.4

Oil Market Assumptions

Wood Mackenzie assumes a period of diminishing price pressure in global markets during
the period 2008-11 with a long-run, real WTI price of $60/BBL thereafter.
4.3.6.2.5

Summary

North American gas production stays level but the regional mix changes. Sharp declines in
WCSB and the U.S. GOM are partially offset by Arctic gas from both Canada (2014) and
Alaska (2021).
Wood Mackenzie has scaled back its view of global LNG in both production and receiving
capacity. By 2017, flexible LNG volumes will be tied to oil, strengthening the link between
U.S. gas prices and world oil prices. With the installation of 12 new receiving facilities in
North America, LNG will eventually achieve a significant 23% share of the North American
market.
Overall growth in North American total gas demand will be dominated by capacity gains in
the power sector. Gas demand growth in power will offset decline in the industrial sector.
Gas will be favored as the chief source of new power generation capacity. Coal
development will occur but will be dogged by regional greenhouse gas legislation and the
threat of eventual federal legislation.
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The long-term oil price stabilizes at about $60 real by 2013. The Henry Hub real gas price
gradually rises in step with North American LNG penetration and stabilizes at above $7 per
MMBtu. With the link between gas and oil reestablished, however, higher oil prices would
pull North American natural gas prices higher as well.

4.3.6.3

Extension of the Wood Mackenzie Forecast to 2045
Wood Mackenzie forecasts natural gas prices in North America and global oil prices over a
20 year horizon. For the same reason as the EIA forecast extension, the Wood Mackenzie
forecast must be extended to 2045 for the NPV analysis. Black & Veatch applied the growth
rate of the Wood Mackenzie AECO forecast from 2020 to 2027, 2.5%, and extended the
forecast to 2045. Figure 4-14 shows the Wood Mackenzie forecast AECO and the extended
AECO forecast to 2045 used in the NPV analysis.
Figure 4-14: Wood Mackenzie Forecast (Nominal $)
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Wood Mackenzie as the Base Case Price Forecast for the NPV Analysis
The NPV analysis completed by Black & Veatch utilizes several different forecasts of future
energy prices. Black & Veatch selected the extended Wood Mackenzie forecast as the
base case for comparison purposes. The Wood Mackenzie forecast was selected based on
the following reasons:
1) Wood Mackenzie is well known within the exploration and production sector of the
energy industry and is utilized by many of the larger companies in this sector.
2) Wood Mackenzie forecast reflects an independent view of changes
supply/demand at AECO and Alberta Canada over their forecast period.

to

3) EIA AEO 2008 did not produce a price forecast specific to AECO and Alberta
Canada.
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4.3.7

Black & Veatch Baseline Forecast

4.3.7.1

Overview
Black & Veatch utilized a fundamental equilibrium framework to project long-term future
market conditions. Black & Veatch’s fundamental analysis tool is the NARG model which
incorporates the entire North America natural gas grid and all segments of the natural gas
value chain. The model searches for an equilibrium solution for the entire North America
market centers using a non-linear iterative process by maximizing the producer profit,
consumer surplus and pipeline arbitrage profit. The final equilibrium is a combination of
price, production, consumption and pipeline flows such that there is no additional movement
from the equilibrium solution that any players on the value chain can make additional profit.
The NARG model is a software tool developed by Market Point. It is a theoretically rigorous
model that is consistent with the “Hotelling” theory for depletable resources. Similar to the
Wood Mackenzie forecast, the NARG model has been used by several large exploration
and production companies such as Chevron, Shell, and Occidental.
Black & Veatch mainly utilized information from the public sources as the baseline input to
run the model. When inconsistency in various data sources is observed, Black & Veatch
utilized the conservative input assumption that would lower expected equilibrium prices.

4.3.7.2

Baseline Forecast Assumptions

4.3.7.2.1

Demand

For consistency, Black & Veatch utilized EIA AEO 2008 January 2008 Preliminary Release
for the U.S. Lower 48 demand assumptions. EIA has subsequently released a revised
reference case in early March that incorporates the impact of H.R.6, passed into law last
December. Natural gas demand by sector in the updated AEO 2008 reference case was
slightly lower (about 5%) for the analysis period than the preliminary release, and Black &
Veatch determined that it does not warrant a re-analysis using the revised reference case.
Black & Veatch extrapolated the demand projections after 2030 when EIA projections end.
For residential, commercial and industrial demand, a linear curve is fitted to estimate the
annual growth over time, which is utilized to extrapolate demand projections after 2030. The
demand for power generation was assumed to remain constant after 2030.
Table 4-7: EIA Demand Projections Extrapolated to 2042
Residential and Commercial
Industrial
AARG (%/Yr)
0.47%
0.31%
Max Year
2042
2042
Max Rate (Bcf/d)
25.5
20.3

Power
-0.80%
2016
19.5

U.S. Total
0.06%
2016
61.3

According to EIA, the Lower 48 demand remains roughly flat for the next three decades. The
EIA projections do not incorporate any form of green house gas or carbon emission
restrictions related regulation or policy that could results in additional costs for traditional
coal-fired capacity. Black & Veatch, as well as current general industry expectations,
expects some form of carbon regulation/tax will be adopted in the U.S. which may increase
the amount of gas-fired capacity in place. Should this occur, gas demand from the power
sector will increase and place upward pressure on natural gas prices.
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For Canadian demand projections, Black & Veatch utilized the reference case in the
National Energy Board’s energy market forecasts released in October 2007 48, as shown in
Table 4-8. Black & Veatch extrapolated the demand projections after 2030 when the
National Energy Board projections end. Canadian demand grows moderately during the
analysis period due to expected growth from the oil sands production and demand from the
power sector from more gas fired capacity in the generation portfolio.
Table 4-8: National Energy Board Demand Projections Extrapolated to 2042
AARG (%/Yr)
Max Year
Max Rate (Bcf/d)
4.3.7.2.2

Residential and Commercial
0.91%
2042
5.1

Industrial
0.34%
2042
5.6

Power
0.66%
2042
1.6

Canadian Total
0.61%
2042
12.2

Supply

Natural gas production is endogenously determined in the NARG model from optimizing
reserve discovery and production from all North American basins based on market needs,
pipeline access, finding and development (“F&D”) cost and production cost.
F&D cost assumption is represented by a basin-specific F&D curve. The F&D curve shows
the F&D cost of discovering the next incremental unit of gas reserves to be developed, given
an existing baseline quantity of discovered reserves; the X-axis of the curve reflects
additions to the cumulative technically recoverable resources (Tcf) and the Y-axis is the
marginal F&D cost ($/MMBtu).
Black & Veatch utilized the F&D cost curves from the National Petroleum Council 2003
Natural Gas Study 49 as a basis for assumptions The National Petroleum Council 2003
Study is the most recent study that had undertaken a comprehensive review of North
American natural gas reserve and associated costs. Black & Veatch revised and updated
the curves to reflect the current market conditions.
•
•
•
•

•

Aggregation of similar F&D curves based on reserve type, size and cost to increase
convergence speed
Updates of technically recoverable resources in selective basins based on the U.S.
Geological Survey assessments in 2003 to 2005 50
The F&D cost in Rockies and GOM in the National Petroleum Council Study is
updated using the IHS/Cambridge Energy Research Associates Upstream Capital
Cost index 5152
For other U.S. Lower 48 production basins, the F&D costs are updated first to the
2004 average levels of top-10 producers, reported in the 2005 Houston
Chronicle 53and raised to 2007 levels using the IHS/Cambridge Energy Research
Associates Upstream Capital Cost Index
For WCSB, the F&D cost is updated based on cost reported by the Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers 54

48

“2007 Canada’s Energy Future – Reference Case and Scenarios to 2030”, National Energy Board, October 2007.
National Petroleum Council 2003 Natural Gas Study “Data Developed by the National Petroleum Council for
Supplemental Modeling Activities Using Altos/Market Point Models”.
50
From U.S. Geological Survey website, http://energy.cr.usgs.gov/oilgas/noga/
51
http://www.cera.com/aspx/cda/public1/news/pressReleases/pressReleaseDetails.aspx?CID=9075
52
The HIS/CERA upstream capital cost index is updated in May 14, 2008. (The) “cost... have doubled since 2005”,
http://www.cera.com/aspx/cda/public1/news/PrintPage.aspx?CID=9487&Page=PRD
53
http://www.chron.com/content/chronicle/special/05/100/charts/reserves.html
54
“Petroleum Industry Highlights for Canadian Association of Drilling Engineers,” Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers, June 2007.
49
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Historically, WCSB, GOM and the Rockies provide significant share of North America gas
supplies. Figure 4-15 shows the baseline F&D cost assumptions for these three basins.
Figure 4-15: Forecasted F&D Costs (2008 Real $)
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The resulting supply cost of all three basins is generally consistent with recent industry
opinions, and in the case of GOM, slightly lower. As reported in the Gas Daily of April 14,
2008 55, Oppenheimer analyst Fadel Gheit stated in a report that the F&D cost for “the eight
majors jump to $19.55/BBL of oil equivalent and $14.77/BBL of oil equivalent (“boe”) for the
independents”, which is equivalent of $3.25/Mcf and $2.46/Mcf, respectively. The relatively
flat shape of the curves implies that the cost would rise very slowly as basins mature. Black
& Veatch believes that these F&D assumptions are conservative assessments which will
underestimate the required commodity price.
4.3.7.2.3

LNG Imports

Black &Veatch utilized, as its assumption for LNG imports, the EIA AEO 2008 early release
assumptions to 2030 with increases of 0.5 Bcf/d per year starting in 2031. The LNG volumes
are assumed to come to the market at relatively low cost and will be base loaded into the
market.
This LNG assumption is considered conservative in two respects: the import volumes are
higher compared with industry estimates and the import price is expected to be at levels
below market-clearing price (LNG is an inframarginal source of supply). Lower LNG import
volumes or higher import costs will result in upward pressure on North American natural gas
prices.

55

“Report: F&D costs have soared over past five years”, Gas Daily, pp.1 & pp.5.
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Table 4-9: Average Annual Rate of Growth in LNG Imports
AARG* (%/Yr)
Max Year
Max Rate (Bcf/d)

Lower 48
5.47%
2042
13.8

Canada & Baja Mexico
3.89%
2042
2.6

Total
4.26%
2042
16.4

*Annual Average Rate of Growth

4.3.7.2.4

Technical Innovation and Real Cost Escalation

Technical Innovation is a parameter representing long-term cost reduction due to technical
improvement in drilling techniques and/or increases in productivity. Real cost escalation
reflects the real cost increase from labor and material inputs.
The 2003 National Petroleum Council Study 56 expected several technical factors such as
increase in exploration success rate and Economic Ultimate Recovery (“EUR”) per well,
drilling cost and completion cost reductions put downward pressure on F&D costs. Black &
Veatch utilized the expected value of these factors to derive a comprehensive technical
innovation parameter of 40%. This means that the F&D cost will be reduced overall by 40%
in the thirty-five year analysis period.
On the other hand, drilling cost, a prominent component of the F&D cost, has risen
significantly in the past several years due to an increase in drilling activities world wide.
There is conflicting evidence on the long-term trend of drilling cost under current
circumstances. Historically, oil and gas drilling cost, as tracked by EIA, fluctuates over time
and the unprecedented increase has only gained momentum since 2004. EIA AEO 2008 57
forecasts that drilling cost will pull back from the current high levels, as shown in Figure 416. Black & Veatch analysis of real drilling cost escalation using the Bureau of Labor
Statistics Producer Price Index 58 for drilling oil and oil gas wells during the 8-year period
from 1997 to 2004 indicates an average annual real growth of 0.5%. Inclusion of 2005 and
2006 costs increases the growth rate to 8.1% per year. Black & Veatch base case has
chosen the more conservative estimates of historical data and assumed that real F&D cost
will only grow at 0.5% per year from the 2007 level. Some industry experts are expecting a
much higher growth rate, which should lead to much higher gas price forecasts.

56

2003 National Petroleum Council Study, pp 171 – 173.
EIA AEO2008/D030208F
58
Bureau of Labor Statistics, http://data.bls.gov/PDQ/outside.jsp?survey=pc
57
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Figure 4-16: Drilling Costs per Well from EIA
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Based on the demand and supply inputs noted above, U.S. Lower 48 production is expected
to experience a small decline from 52 Bcf/d to 49 Bcf/d by 2030. Declines are expected to
accelerate after 2030 coinciding with the increase in LNG import volumes. Black & Veatch
expects near-term production growth in the Rockies and shale plays to offset declines in the
Gulf Coast and other Lower 48 production basins.
Table 4-10: Average Annual Growth Rate in Production
AARG (%/Yr)
Max Year
Max Rate (Bcf/d)

WCSB
-1.85%
2008
16.0

GOM (Onshore & Offshore)
-1.25%
2008
25.5

Rockies
0.30%
2024
12.3

Other Lower 48
-0.15%
2008
17.6

Lower 48 Total
-1.25%
2008
54.1

The GOM has the sharpest gas production decline, averaging -1.25% per year. Black &
Veatch expects declines in on-shore conventional production in Texas and Louisiana,
partially offset by moderate growth in shale production in North Texas. Offshore deep water
GOM production growth may not compensate for the steep declines in offshore shallow
water GOM production.
Production from WCSB is expected to decline significantly, at an average rate of -1.8% per
year. The raising production costs coupled with the quicker decline rates of replacement
wells will lower production expectations for the basin. New sources of supply from the
Canadian McKenzie Valley will bring an additional 1.0 Bcf/d into Alberta by 2020.
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4.3.7.3.2

Prices

Henry Hub prices are expected to decline slightly following the ramp-up in LNG imports and
grow thereafter as production costs increase. The cost increase starts to accelerate at the
tail end of the analysis period when some basins are at the upward-sloping part of the F&D
cost curve. The start-up of the Alaska Pipeline, assumed to occur in 2020, is expected to
lower the Henry Hub natural gas price by $0.30/MMBtu in 2020.
AECO price is expected to increase from current price levels due to a decline in WCSB
production. The start-up of the Alaska Pipeline is expected to lower prices in Alberta AECO
price by $0.50/MMBtu. However, market demand and cost pressures are expected to
quickly force the Alberta natural gas price to pre-Alaska Pipeline levels.
Figure 4-17 shows the Black & Veatch baseline price forecast at Henry Hub and AECO.
Figure 4-17: Henry Hub Price (Nominal $)
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Discussion – Comparing Black & Veatch Baseline Forecast with Other Forecasts

The Black & Veatch price forecast is generally in-line with the Wood Mackenzie price
forecast for AECO. Both are slightly higher than the EIA AEO 2008 forecast. The Black &
Veatch forecast is generated with demand and LNG inputs consistent with EIA AEO 2008
early release and relative conservative assumptions on F&D costs. The drilling cost declines
over time that EIA forecasts could have contributed to their relative pessimistic price view.
Wood Mackenzie has projected that after 2025, the AECO price will trade at a premium to
Henry Hub. Black & Veatch forecasts indicate that even though WCSB production is
expected to decline significantly over the analysis period, with the additional Alaska supply,
AECO price should still remain at a discount to Henry Hub as the production cost of other
Lower 48 production basins increases.
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Figure 4-18: Comparison of Alternative Price Forecasts (Nominal $)
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Discussion: Black & Veatch Forecast “Accuracy” Review

Black & Veatch undertook a price forecast for the State in 2006, which includes forecast for
Henry Hub and AECO prices for the period of 2006 to 2040. Here we compare Black &
Veatch forecast with actual prices and examine if Black & Veatch forecasts exhibit
systematic bias.
The 2006 Black & Veatch price forecast has underestimated prices when compared to
actual historical prices at Henry Hub and AECO. The Black & Veatch price forecast
projected an average price of $4.07/MMBtu at Henry Hub for 2006 while the historical daily
average priced settled at $6.73/MMBtu. As seen in Figure 4-19, the 2006 Black & Veatch
forecast has underestimated prices at Henry Hub and AECO for the past three years.
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Figure 4-19: Comparison of previous Black & Veatch forecast vs. Actual Historical
Prices
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The consistent underestimation can be attributed to the previously forecasted LNG import
volumes into the U.S, as well as the escalation of F&D costs across North America. The
2006 Black & Veatch base case LNG assumption, developed from the EIA AEO 2006
forecast of LNG import volumes, expected LNG imports to rise from 2.8 Bcf/d in 2006 to 4.2
Bcf/d by 2008. Actual LNG imports have failed to meet forecasts due to worldwide delays
on liquefaction projects, and higher than expected demand for LNG cargoes in Asia and
Europe. Asian and European natural gas prices have risen and currently offer a premium to
North American prices. For the 2008 forecast, Black & Veatch used the EIA AEO 2008 view,
with additional LNG volumes past 2030.
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Figure 4-20: Historical vs. Forecasted LNG Imports to U.S.
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F&D costs have sharply risen in the past few years. In 2006, Black & Veatch used the
average F&D cost of $1.50/MMBtu that was reported for the top ten producers in North
America as a starting point for the National Petroleum Council supply curves. For the 2008
forecast, Black & Veatch updated the F&D costs using the IHS/Cambridge Energy Research
Associates Upstream Capital Cost Index from March 2008.
4.3.8

Black & Veatch Sensitivity Analysis of the Baseline Forecast

4.3.8.1

Overview
Black & Veatch’s unique approach to long-term pricing forecasting not only provides
baseline projections under specific assumptions, but also emphasizes the range of
uncertainties around the forecast. It is very important to understand the forecast
uncertainties in order to fully assess price risks and monitor the market factors that could
influence the price trajectory. The uncertainty analysis can produce definitive answers to the
following questions:
•

What is the probability that the price could be $X dollars higher or lower than the
baseline forecast?

•

What will be the price forecast under the best/worst case scenarios?

Black & Veatch integrated the NARG analysis in a statistical framework to quantify the
uncertainties associated with the baseline AECO forecast. A series of analyses have been
performed to build the range of price forecast uncertainties:
•

Identify important fundamental factors that might have significant impact on AECO
prices and construct a distribution range for each factor using a log – normal
distribution
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4.3.8.2

•

Multiple NARG scenarios are run to assess the impact of individual factors on AECO
price using extreme assumptions of each factor - the P10 or the P90 value of each
factor. The P10 value refers to a low-end point in the distribution spectrum such that
there is only 10% possibility that the actual value will fall below; and the P90 value is
the high-end point in the distribution spectrum such that there is only 10% chance
the actual value will be higher.

•

Six factors are identified as influential to AECO prices. A correlation matrix is
assumed to construct scenarios for analysis using the NARG model.

•

Multiple-scenarios that contained combinations of the six influential factors were
generated randomly using a statistical algorithm. Each scenario is run with NARG
and generates a set of price projections at AECO.

•

Extract the analytical relationship of the fundamental factors and AECO price using
the scenario run results.

•

Draw a large number of fundamental factors based on their distributions and
simulate a large number of AECO price using the analytical relationship. Derive
AECO price distributions based on these simulations.

Fundamental Drivers
Black & Veatch identified the following fundamental market factors and assumed an
uncertainty range for each factor: F&D cost at WCSB, F&D cost at Rockies and GOM, LNG
import volumes, power generation demand and industrial demand in the U.S. and Canada
and technical innovation. The uncertainty range of each factor is generated from a lognormal distribution.

4.3.8.2.1

F&D Cost Curve – WCSB

The distribution of F&D cost focuses on the uncertainty in F&D cost and underlying reserves
in the WCSB. The base case assumption Black & Veatch updated from the 2003 National
Petroleum Council Study is assumed as the P50 point and the P10 cost curve is constructed
to reflect a reserve level 25% lower than the base case. This is based on an alternative
reserve forecast from the National Energy Board 59 and subjective assessment of the shape
of the F&D cost curve. The P90 cost curve is implied from the log-normal distribution
determined by these two points.

59

Short-term Deliverability Report, National Energy Board, December 2007.
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Figure 4-21: WCSB F&D Cost Curve (Real 2008 $)
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4.3.8.2.2

F&D Cost Curve – Rockies and GOM

The base case assumptions updated from the 2003 National Petroleum Council Study is
assumed to be the P50 point for the long-term distribution of Rockies and GOM cost curves.
The P10 cost curve is constructed to reflect a reserve level 25% lower. The P90 cost curve
is implied from the log-normal distribution assumption.
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Figure 4-22: Rockies F&D Cost Curve (Real 2008 $)
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Figure 4-23: GOM F&D Cost Curve (Real 2008 $)
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4.3.8.2.3

LNG Imports

Worldwide demand and supply interactions, such as construction schedule of liquefaction
capacity, demand for LNG in Europe and Asia, and contract structure for LNG destined to
other markets, could significantly affect the LNG volume and cost to the U.S. market.
The State has retained Gas Strategies Consulting to analyze the worldwide LNG market and
project a pricing structure for Pacific LNG markets. Black & Veatch assumed LNG supply will
be inframarginal and will not be the supply that sets the U.S. gas price. Black & Veatch
assumptions for LNG imports into North America are generally consistent with the Gas
Strategies Consulting analysis.
The range of the LNG distribution is taken from the High Price and Low Price scenarios in
the EIA AEO 2007 assuming that our base case represents the P50 point. In the Black &
Veatch P90 case assumption, one third of U.S. demand will be met by LNG imports.
Figure 4-24: LNG Distribution Range
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Power Generation Demand

The uncertainty of gas demand from the power sector is derived from the expected structure
of future generation fleet in meeting electricity demand. The regulatory and legislative
environment to address the green house gas emissions, as well as availability and cost of
renewable resources will change the comparative cost of different generation technologies. .
EIA’s projection is based on current generation economics assuming no environmental
regulation or legislation on emissions. In the EIA projection, all new capacity additions after
2025 are coal-fired plants and renewables; gas-fired generation declines due to high gas
price
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Black & Veatch utilized a fundamental model of the North American power grid to estimate
the impact of a carbon/emission tax policy. With the introduction of an emission tax of
$60/ton in 2015 and limited renewable prospects, gas demand could increase to almost
100% compared with a no emission tax case. Black & Veatch considers this scenario as a
P95 scenario. Black & Veatch’s baseline assumption adopted from EIA is assumed to be a
P50 point. The uncertainty range is shown in Figure 4-25.
Figure 4-25: Power Generation Demand Distribution Range
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A similar distribution range was applied to Canadian power generation demand.
4.3.8.2.5

Industrial Demand

U.S. Lower 48 demand is not expect to exhibit significant uncertainty and will remain
relatively flat. Canadian industrial demand could experience swings from the uncertainty in
oil sands production. The distribution range of the U.S. Lower 48 demand is estimated from
the range of EIA AEO 2007 scenarios and the oil sands demand.
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Figure 4-26: U.S. Lower 48 Industrial Demand Distribution Range
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Figure 4-27: Canadian Industrial Demand Distribution Range
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4.3.8.2.6

Technical Innovation and Real Cost Escalation

Black & Veatch assumed the average real cost escalation estimated from the EIA drilling
cost data for the period of 1960 to 2004, 2.5% per year, as the P90 case for real cost
escalation. With technical innovation remain at the base case level of 40%, this high cost
case implied a 50% real cost increase in the analysis period.

4.3.8.3

Impact of Fundamental Drivers to AECO Prices
The impact of each fundamental driver on AECO price is shown in Figures 4-28 to 4-30. All
the fundamental factors impact the AECO price with some more significant than the others.
Figure 4-28: Impact of Fundamental Drivers on AECO Price 2022 (Nominal $)
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Figure 4-29: Impact of Fundamental Drivers on AECO Price 2030 (Nominal $)
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Figure 4-30: Impact of Fundamental Drivers on AECO Price 2040 (Nominal $)
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Technical innovation and real cost escalation is a factor determining how the F&D cost
curves evolve over time. The P90 high cost escalation case could increase price by as much
as $4.00/MMBtu. . The impact gradually increases over time.
F&D cost curves have significant impact on prices.
• F&D cost at WCSB directly determines the production economics at AECO. The P90
high cost/low reserve case increases AECO price by $0.75-$1.00/MMBtu for the
analysis period.
•

Higher F&D cost at Rockies and GOM raises the alternative production costs and
indirectly increases AECO price. The net impact ranges from $0.30 - $0.50/MMBtu
for the analysis period.

High power generation demand and industrial demand both increase prices. The high power
generation demand case raises AECO price by $3.00 to $6.70/MMBtu from the base case.
Low LNG volumes reduces supply sources to the U.S. market and the tight market leads to
a higher gas price overall. Its biggest impact is $2.50/MMBtu in year 2040.

4.3.8.4

AECO Price Distributions
The uncertainty of the fundamental drivers results in the simulated AECO price has an
uncertainty that increases over time. Figures 4-31 to 4-33 show AECO price distribution at
year 2022, 2030 and 2040.
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Figure 4-31: Distribution of AECO Price 2022
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Figure 4-32: Distribution of AECO Price 2030
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Figure 4-33: Distribution of AECO Price 2040
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Figure 4-34 shows the base case AECO price and the P10 and P90 prices for each year.
AECO price has an upward trend over time from supply constraints and demand pull.
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Figure 4-34: Distribution Range of AECO Price Forecasts over Time (Nominal $)
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The price distributions from the Black & Veatch sensitivity analysis suggest a range of
possible trajectories that the AECO price could take. However, the price paths that are
located at either end of the price distribution spectrum have a low probability of occurrence.
By definition, P10 or prices below P10 only have a 10% probability of occurrence while P90
or prices above P90 also have only a 10% probability of occurrence.
The fundamental factors would need to take a combination of low probability values for the
P10 or P90 price scenarios to occur. For example, some P10 price scenarios feature
extremely high technical innovation which implies significant – sometime 60% or 70%
reduction in finding and development costs across all production basins, LNG exports that
are 50-60% higher than the base case assumptions and extremely low demand for natural
gas. The P90 scenarios often have the opposite combination of fundamental factors: high
cost escalation, high finding and development cost curves and high demand.
A “perfect storm” of fundamental factors would be required for producing and sustaining P10
or P90 price paths and they are hence statistically small likelihood events.
Figure 4-35 compares different nominal AECO price forecasts. All forecasts project real
price growth from 2007 levels, with BV P10 and EIA expect gas price reach $20/MMBtu
nominal by 2045 and BV P90 projects as high as $40/MMBtu nominal.
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Figure 4-35: AECO Price Forecasts (Nominal $)
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4.3.9

Wood Mackenzie Oil Price Forecast

4.3.9.1

Overview
In conjunction with Wood Mackenzie’s forecast of gas and power prices for North America,
Wood Mackenzie provides a forecast of global oil supply / demand and associated prices.
Wood Mackenzie represents that the forecast includes proprietary analysis concerning
supply, supply costs, and demand projections by sector that incorporates trends in other
energy commodities. The resulting forecast includes the expected market price for North
American natural gas and world oil prices, Brent and WTI, on a monthly basis.

4.3.9.2

Extension of the Wood Mackenzie Forecast to 2045
Similar to natural gas, Black & Veatch applied the trend observed in the Wood Mackenzie
forecast for Brent Crude and WTI prices between 2020 and 2025 and extended the forecast
to 2045. The annual compound growth rates for the real Brent Crude and WTI forecasts are
1.65% and 1.61%, respectively. Figure 4-36 shows the Wood Mackenzie forecast for WTI
and Brent Crude prices, which was used as a basis for future LNG and NGL prices in the
NPV analysis.
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Figure 4-36: Wood Mackenzie Oil Forecast (Nominal $)
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4.3.10 Wood Mackenzie as the Base Case Price Forecast for the NPV Analysis
To be consistent across the base case price assumptions for natural gas, the Wood
Mackenzie price forecast for WTI was utilized as the base case for oil prices in the pipeline
NPV analysis. The Wood Mackenzie forecast for Brent Crude is utilized by Gas Strategies
Consulting to estimate LNG prices in Asian. The Wood Mackenzie oil and gas price forecast
is utilized as a basis to project future NGL prices in Alberta.
4.3.11 Gas Strategies Consulting Forecast of Pacific Basin LNG Prices

4.3.11.1

Overview
Gas Strategies Consulting was retained by the State to develop a forecast for LNG prices
delivered to markets in Asia. This forecast was used in conjunction with the LNG project
analysis and as a comparison to an overland pipeline project (similar to the proposal
submitted by TransCanada).

4.3.11.2

Gas Strategies Consulting Price Scenarios
The Gas Strategies Consulting Report provides detailed rationale behind its LNG price
scenario assumptions. A summary that restates these conclusions is presented below:

Base Case – LNG supply is expected to be balanced with demand in Asia, with projects
being developed to meet market demand requirements.
The Base Case price relationship to Brent Crude Oil is:
LNG Price ($/MMBtu) = 0.1485*Brent Crude Price ($/BBL) + 0.90
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High Case – LNG supply/demand balance is tight similar to recent market conditions in
2008. The market experiences high capital costs, delays from development associated with
environmental/political objections, and balanced supply/demand in Asia.
The High Case price relationship to Brent Crude Oil is:
LNG Price ($/MMBtu) = 0.162*Brent Crude Price ($/BBL) + 1.00
Low Case – The market experiences slow economic and demand growth with falling capital
costs. Potential LNG surplus in the Pacific Basin with surplus moving to the North American
market.
The Low Case price relationship to Brent Crude Oil is:
LNG Price ($/MMBtu) = 0.90*Henry Hub ($/MMBtu) – 0.50
Figure 4-37 shows the expected price scenarios for LNG, Brent Crude and Henry Hub base
case. Note that the LNG prices shown are delivered to the LNG import terminal and exclude
shipping costs from Valdez to the Asian market.
Figure 4-37: LNG Price Forecast (Nominal $)
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4.3.12 Black & Veatch Empirical Based Forecast of North American NGL Prices

4.3.12.1

Overview
This approach was developed by Black & Veatch, which involves quantitative analysis of
historical price data for natural gas, NGLs, and crude oil.
The sequence of steps described in Figure 4-38 outlines the approach that Black & Veatch
utilizes to generate Alberta NGL prices as a function of crude oil and natural gas forecasts.
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The analysis involves compilation of relevant data, conversion to common units and time
periods, derivation of objective price predictors and generation a stream of NGL forecast as
inputs into the NPV model.
Figure 4-38: Black & Veatch Historical Approach

1A. Historical Price Data*
•

•
•

NPV Model

Multiple products
•
Natural gas (NG)
•
Natural gas liquids (NGL)
•
Crude oil (CL)
Multiple market prices (e.g., ethane
and propane)
Selected time period (e.g., 2001-2007)

•

1B. Convert and Filter*
•
•

Use prices forecasts &
standard deviations as
input for NPV calculation

1C. Estimation of NGL Prices*

Convert price data to common units of
$US / MMBtu
Filter regional disturbances
•
California Energy Crisis 2001
•
Atlantic Hurricane Season 2005

•
•
•

OLS regression of Commodity y vs x
Assemble Variance-Covariance matrices
Run Monte Carlo simulation of price
distributions to generate price averages &
standard deviations

* Functions originated & managed by Black & Veatch

Historical natural gas price at Henry Hub and AECO, Crude Oil prices at WTI and ANS –
WC, NGL prices at Conway and Edmonton are obtained from various sources 60 for the
analysis. Data from the period of January 2000 to September 2007 is used in the analysis.

4.3.12.2

Regression Analysis
The following descriptions illustrate the regression-based approach for deriving Alberta ANS
– WC and NGL prices from oil and gas prices. The structure of the model is determined by
the availability of data and assessment of historical correlations between pricing series.

ANS – WC vs. WTI.
A regression model in the following format is run to obtain a historical relationship between
ANS West Coast oil price with WTI prices.

ln( ANS ) = α + β ln(WTI ) + ε (1)
Historically, the two oil price series are highly correlated. The R-square of this model is 99%.
NGL vs. AECO gas and ANS - WC
A vector regressions using AECO price and ANS – WC as the independent variable is run:

60

Data sources: Gas - Platts. WTI - EIA. ANS West Coast and NGL - Oil Price Information Service.
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ln( P) = α + β ln( AECO) + r ln( ANS ) + ε (2)

P is a vector including Alberta NGL prices, as indicated by the Edmonton Propane and Nε represents normally
Butane prices obtained from Oil Price Information Service.
distributed error terms with a variance – covariance matrix in the format.

⎛ σ 12 σ 12 ⎞
⎟ (1)
Ω = ⎜⎜
2 ⎟
⎝ σ 21 σ 2 ⎠
In equation (2) N = 1,2 represents Propane and N-Butane price.
Vector regression is a more general regression framework than independent OLS
regression. It takes into account the correlation in error terms between closely related price
series and should produce consistent estimates for coefficients. The estimate of the
variance – covariance matrices will be an indicator of uncertainties in these relationships.
Other NGL vs. Propane and N. Butane. Historical data for other NGLs at Edmonton is not
available for analysis. Black & Veatch utilized the Conway historical NGL prices and
estimate the relationship of other NGL with Propane, N. Butane, natural gas and oil, with the
assumptions that this relationship can be applied to Alberta NGL market and projected into
the future. The other NGLs, including Ethane, I-Butane and Pentene are run through the
following model for a best fitted relationship.

ln( L) = κ + λ ln(O) + υ (4)
In equation (4), L is a vector including other NGL prices, such as ethane, I-Butane and
Pentene. O includes prices for Propane, N-butane, natural gas and oil price. The best fitted
model is utilized for projecting these NGL prices.

4.3.12.3

NGL Price Projections
Figure 4-39 shows the historical and implied NGL price forecasts from EIA. Figure 4-40
shows the historical and the implied NGL price forecasts using Wood Mackenzie gas and oil
price forecasts. Black & Veatch gas price forecast utilizes the EIA projections as the
corresponding oil and NGL forecasts. EIA is the official public data source and Black &
Veatch’s NARG model uses the distillate price derived from the EIA average oil forecast as
the implicit floor price for natural gas.
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Figure 4-39: NGL Historical and Projections based on EIA Oil and Gas Forecasts
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Figure 4-40: NGL Historical and Projections based on Wood Mackenzie Oil and Gas
Forecasts
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The State has retained an NGL expert, Kevin Johnston, from the KMJ consulting group to
discuss specific NGL pricing for valuing Alaska NGL 61. The price referred in this report is
posted from the Alberta government website, specifically from Alberta Energy, Gas Royalty
Calculation Information Bulletins. Black & Veatch compared Propane and Butane prices
from the Energy and Utilities Board website with the Oil Price Information Service data and
found them to be very similar with propane price differ by $0.10/BBL and Butane price differ
by $1.44/BBL on average.
The Johnston report also indicates that price differentials between Edmonton and Conway
can be utilized as a “reference point” 62 to Edmonton NGL price forecast. Therefore, our
methodology of utilizing the relationship of Ethane, I-Butane and Pentane with Propane and
Butane should be a valid one.
The noticeably different approach between Black & Veatch and the Johnston report is how
the Ethane price is handled. Black & Veatch utilized historical relationship of Ethane with
Propane to project a future relationship whereas the Johnston report suggests a fixed fee
and shrinkage approach. It is difficult to measure the difference between these two
approaches.

4.4

Canadian Processing
This report is intended to assist in the evaluation of NGL that would be produced in Alaska
and transported to Alberta as an in-stream component of the gas stream and then stripped
at re-processing plants located within Alberta at Empress and Cochrane. The emphasis in
this report was on providing input based on published material that is publicly available.
This section will discuss Black & Veatch’s opinions regarding the following elements of the
NGL value stream. They are the current and future extraction convention, including a
discussion on the estimated available re-processing plant capacity in Alberta, and
assumptions and calculations of estimated re-processing fees for the period 2020 through
2045.

4.4.1

NGL Extraction Convention
Currently, upon Alaskan gas arriving at the Alberta border shippers of the gas would pay a
“receipt charge” to NOVA system to access that system. The gas would then be
commingled with the NOVA system common gas stream and make its way to its destination.
If the gas is ultimately destined for ex-Alberta markets, and if these shippers intend to obtain
maximum value for the liquids entrained in their gas they would also have to undertake to
maintain control of the gas at the export point; either at Empress or Cochrane, where NGLs
are stripped from the gas at “straddle plants” prior to the gas leaving Alberta. By virtue of
being export shippers – and paying the accompanying “delivery charge” to the NOVA
system – owners of the gas would then be authorized to negotiate extraction contracts with
straddle plant operators and thereby obtain value for the NGL over and above the energy
value.
At the export point each export shipper is entitled to the energy value that has been placed
on the system under their contracts, however, they would not necessarily receive the same
components – in terms of NGL – that were placed on the system initially. This is because all
gas entering the NOVA system is commingled into a common stream, as would the Alaskan
gas would be commingled. Since the NOVA system does not currently have a component
tracking system in place, all export shippers receive a pro rata share of NGL based on their

61
62

Report Titled “Economic Parameters for Valuing Alaska NGL”, April 2008.
“Economic Parameters for Valuing Alaska NGL”, April 2008, pp. 7.
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share of the common stream. This is not so much of an issue if the average NGL content of
Alaskan gas is about the same as the average NOVA system common stream, however, to
the extent that Alaskan gas is richer than the common stream not all of the benefits would
necessarily accrue to Alaskan export shippers. A report by Alberta’s NGL Extraction
Convention Task Force 63 explains it thus:
When exercising extraction rights under the current convention, an exAlberta shipper has access to the common gas stream at an export
point regardless of whether the shipper acquired the gas as a common
stream (purchased it at NIT) or acquired the gas at extraction plants by
virtue of being able to access the common stream. Conversely, another
shipper holding both receipt and ex-Alberta delivery service that puts
rich gas onto the system, loses value by not being able to access the
equivalent liquids content that shipper put onto the system. The
situation is similar for a receipt shipper who sells gas at NIT or for intraAlberta deliveries.
This rich versus lean gas issue may become more important as
decisions are made concerning transportation alternatives for the
relatively rich gas from Alaska, and as very lean gas sources such as
natural gas from coal become a greater part of the gas supply mix.
Notwithstanding the above concern, it is difficult to imagine that the lean-gas/rich-gas issue
would be of much consequence by the time Alaska gas reaches Alberta in 2020. By that
time component tracking might well be a feasible process, in the event that it would even be
necessary. Failing that, it is quite likely that in view of the volumes of Alaska gas involved,
some special consideration could be made for its NGL content to ensure that appropriate
shippers receive fair value.
In support of this view it is noted that Ziff Energy Group forecasted that by the year 2020,
straddle plant throughput from Alberta-sourced gas will amount to about 2.2 Bcf/d and this
will decline to zero by 2028 64 Figure 4-41. By contrast, Alaska volumes are expected to be
4.5 Bcf/d at the commencement of production. Since Alaska-sourced gas going through the
straddle plants is expected to dwarf Alberta volumes before long, it would seem reasonable
to expect that export shippers of Alaska gas would get close to full value for their NGL, even
without prior negotiation of an acceptable allocation process.

63
NGL Extraction Convention Task Force, “NGL Extraction: Current Convention and Alternatives”, September, 2005,
page 23.
64
Ziff Energy Group, “Alberta NGL Extraction Conventions, prepared for: Energy and Utilities Board Inquiry into NGL
Extraction Matters, Application No. 1513726, Calgary, Alberta, November 2007, pp 5-24.
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Figure 4-41: Estimated Reduction in Alberta Straddle Plant Utilization (Ziff Energy
Group – 2007)
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There is some sentiment for shifting extraction rights from delivery shippers to receipt
shippers in Alberta, which is one of the subjects of an ongoing inquiry before the Alberta
Energy Resources Conservation Board. This would eliminate the need for a producer in
Alaska to be an export shipper from Alberta in order to establish ownership of the NGL as it
is re-processed. Major producers such as Imperial and ConocoPhillips are in favor of this
modification while BP maintains that the current convention is adequate. From the
perspective of Alaska gas producers, there is not much doubt that most of the value of
liquids production would accrue to Alaska producers under any convention that is adopted in
Alberta. Rather, the main issue around Alberta’s extraction convention is likely the
determination of how the benefits of liquids production would be split amongst the
producers.
4.4.2

Estimated Re-processing Fee
Following is the step-by-step process used to estimate an arm’s length re-processing fee for
NGL extraction at Alberta’s straddle plants.

4.4.2.1

Capital Cost Component
The capital cost component of the re-processing fee is based on reviewing both publicly
available data and an estimate provided by the Technical Team. Based on publicly available
information there is a choice from among the following indicators of capital costs for
reprocessing plants:
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•

In 2004 InterPipeline Fund paid $715 million for 100% interest in Empress II and
Cochrane straddle plants, as well as a 50% interest in the Empress V plant. 65 Total
throughput capacity owned by InterPipeline Fund from this transaction was about 5.6
Bcf/d, accounting for about 40 per cent of total straddle plant capacity in Alberta.

•

ConocoPhillips sold its Empress plant (now the Empress Spectra plant) to Duke
Energy in 2005, for approximately $230 million. 66 Its throughput capacity is 2.4
Bcf/d.

•

A submission to the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board’s NGL inquiry
stated that (based on information provided by straddle plant owners) the capital cost
of a new stand alone 1.2 Bcf/d straddle plant would be in the order of $300 million
today. 67

In addition to the publicly available data stated above, the Technical Team has estimated
the cost of a new 4.5 Bcf/d to range between $1.2 and $1.8 billion in 2008 U.S. dollars.
Discussion
The idea of the cost of a new plant – and hence a re-processing fee based on the concept of
replacement cost – is academic in this context. The border straddle plants at Empress and
Cochrane have spare capacity currently and, as shown in Chart 4.d.1, capacity utilization
will drop substantially between now and 2020, at which time Alaskan gas is scheduled to
arrive. It is unlikely that third-party processing fees would be negotiated on the basis of
replacement cost because:
•
•

•

all of these plants will have been greatly depreciated by the time Alaskan gas gets to
Alberta,
the Alaskan players are substantial companies and those that don’t currently have
assets in the NGL extraction industry will surely know how to negotiate an
acceptable reprocessing charge, and
BP is likely to continue its significant ownership of NGL facilities in Alberta and it is
not likely that they would impute a reprocessing cost to themselves based on
replacement cost.

Utilizing the publicly available information described above Black & Veatch has developed
five cases to develop a range of re-processing fees for the period 2020 through 2045. The
first and second case utilizes the 2004 and 2005 purchases of plants. Case three is a blend
of case on and two. Case 4 utilizes the estimate of the cost of a new plant submitted to the
Energy Resources Conservation Board in August 2007 and case 5 utilizes the Technical
Team estimate for a new plant to be built for the Alaskan gas. In each case the purchase
cost or cost to construct is depreciated to the year 2020. The remaining outstanding
balance in 2020 could then be assumed to be the starting point for the calculation of a reprocessing fee from that point on. A straight-line depreciation rate of 2 per cent over 16
years (from 2004 to 2020) would yield an outstanding balance for the Empress II and
Cochrane facilities of $486 million. The depreciated value of the Spectra Empress plant in
2020, after 15 years from the time of its purchase, would be $161 million. The depreciated
value of a theoretical new plant built in 2007 would be $222 million. The inflated cost of a
65

Calgary Herald, July 29, 2004.
ConocoPhillips Annual Report, 2005.
67
Wright Mansell Research Ltd., “Issues Regarding the Distribution of Benefits from NGL Extraction in Alberta”, August
28, 2007, page 15.
66
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new plant (using the Technical Team’s 2007 estimate and including AFUDC) to be built for
the 2020 Alaskan gas is $2.85 billion.
Utilizing Black & Veatch’s levelized carrying charge model we then determined a percent of
net asset levelized annual carrying charge. The portion of the total re-processing fee due to
net plant asset value was approximately $0.027/MMBtu for the purchased plants, $0.058 for
a theoretical new plant built in 2007 and $0.20 for the new plant (using the Technical Team’s
2007 estimate) to be built for the 2020 Alaskan gas.

4.4.2.2

Operating Cost Component
Publicly available information on operating costs is scarce. However, a submission to the
NGL inquiry sponsored by the by straddle plant owners forecast the operating costs of the
Cochrane plant for the year 2009 to average nearly $4.00/bbl of C2+ ($0.11/MMBtu). These
costs were said to include fuel, electricity, operating and maintenance, and Alberta Ethane
Gathering System transportation costs. Since intra-Alberta transportation of ethane is
included, it is also assumed that intra-Alberta transmission of other liquids would be about
the same and likewise included in the operating costs. Operating costs will no doubt inflate
over the intervening period to the year 2020.

4.4.2.3

Total Re-processing Fee
The total re-processing fee will be the sum of the capital levelized carrying charge and O&M
expenses. To the annual levelized carrying charge Black & Veatch adds the O&M expense
inflated to 2045.
Table 4-11 illustrates the 2020 and 2045 estimated fees for each case. In each case the
both the O&M and net plant value component are identified to help the reader understand
that the O&M component is the majority of the total fee. For example, the Case 3 total fee in
2020 would be $0.18/MMBtu of which O&M is $0.15 and net plant value is $0.03. And it
2045 the Case 3 total fee would be $0.35/MMBtu of which O&M is $0.32 and net plant value
is $0.03.
Table 4-11: Summary of Estimated Re-processing Fees for the periods 2020 and 2045
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

O&M portion of re-processing fee in 2020 $/MMBtu

$0.1523

$0.1523

$0.1523

$0.1523

$0.1523

Net plant value portion of re-processing fee in 2020 $/MMBtu

$0.0272

$0.0210

$0.0259

$0.0580

$0.1988

Total re-processing fee in 2020 $/MMBtu

$0.1795

$0.1733

$0.1782

$0.2103

$0.3511

O&M portion of re-processing fee in 2045 $/MMBtu

$0.3188

$0.3188

$0.3188

$0.3188

$0.3188

Net plant value portion of re-processing fee in 2045 $/MMBtu

$0.0272

$0.0210

$0.0259

$0.0580

$0.1988

Total re-processing rate in 2045 $/MMBtu

$0.3460

$0.3398

$0.3447

$0.3768

$0.5176

Besides the inevitability of increasing operating costs over time, the other important factor to
consider is the position that straddle plant owners will find themselves in by the time Alaskan
gas arrives at Alberta. By that time average capacity utilization will be considerably lower
than today, and owners will be much more willing to contract on the basis of recovering
operating costs plus whatever they can get for a profit margin.
Therefore, it is likely that the capital cost component calculated here, while a small
component of the total estimated re-processing fee, may be higher than what may be used
for negotiations by the year 2020.
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Black & Veatch has selected Case 3 as its base case for its NGL Processing Sensitivity
analysis. Case 3 estimates the re-processing fee to be $0.1782 in 2020 and $0.3447 in
2045.

4.5

Schedule / Capital Cost / Operations Cost Inputs
For all the project configurations analyzed, with the NPV model, a scope, schedule,
corresponding cost estimate ($2008), spend profiles, and operations cost estimate ($2008)
were developed by the State’s Technical Team. This team of technical experts not only
estimated point estimates of each of the various schedule and capital cost components, but
also estimated ranges and statistical distributions for each schedule element and each cost
estimate. The schedule includes all permitting and licensing, engineering development
work, and construction up to the in-service dates. For select scenarios, expansion(s) to the
base project were also estimated. The result of the analysis was a distribution of in-service
dates and a distribution of capital cost for all project configurations. The capital cost
estimates were broken down to sub-projects to support the calculation of the tariff. Different
portions of the pipeline project are governed by different organizations and the tariff
estimates are based on the current governing rate making rules.
The in-service date for the integrated project is based on a half year convention. Revenue
steams associated with the sale of product to the market and the corresponding tariff do not
begin until this date. As the NPV of future cash flows is based on 25 years of cash flows,
the in-service date is the first year of the 25 year cash flow analysed by the NPV model. For
this reason, the in-service date is referenced in the upstream module, tariff module and the
NPV model. As there is not just a point estimate of the in-service date, but rather a
distribution of in-service dates, the NPV model and supporting modules have the ability to
dynamically accommodate changing in-service dates when calculating various scenarios or
Monte Carlo Simulations.
Similar to the schedule, the capital costs are also not single point estimates but rather cost
distributions. The capital cost estimates are based on a specific scope associated with
different pipeline capacities. The estimates are based on current 2008 dollars. The capital
costs were escalated in the NPV model based on the spend profile corresponding to the
pipeline scope under consideration.
Finally, O&M estimates were calculated for each of the pipeline scopes analyzed. These
estimates included the fuel loss for pipeline compression. This information was used in the
tariff module to estimate annual pipeline costs and billing determinants.
Additional details regarding the estimation process of the schedule, capital cost, and O&M
cost can be found in a separate document authored by the Technical Team.

4.6

Interest Rates and Costs Escalation
Section 4.e describes some of the cost elements of the pipeline project. All costs are
estimated in today dollars and must be escalated base on the schedule information that
determines when expenditures will be made. In addition, a project of this size will be
financed and an estimate of interest has significance in the calculation of a transportation
tariff.

4.6.1

Interest Rates
The NPV model analyzed various pipeline alternatives.
All these projects under
consideration are large capital intensive projects and the risk profile of each is slightly
different. Black & Veatch provided capital cost and cash flow information to Goldman Sachs
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for estimation of the appropriate interest rate of the alternative pipeline project analyzed with
the NPV model
4.6.2

Cost Escalation
The cost elements for the project are in $2008 and must be escalated to estimate nominal
costs in the future. The costs will be escalated a decade into the future. Historical data was
reviewed with the following conclusions:
•
•
•

The past couple of years have seen tremendous increases in costs.
The year to year volatility can be considerable.
A rolling ten year average has some volatility as well.

Based on the review of historical data a base case assumption, a high case assumption,
and a low case assumption were developed to analyze 3 different assumptions regarding
annual escalation.
•

Base Case:

OpEx = 3%,

CapEx = 4%

•

High:

OpEx = 5%,

CapEx = 6%

•

Low:

OpEx = 2%,

CapEx = 2%

Future review of the historical upstream capital costs, upstream operations costs, and
natural gas prices showed some correlation between the various parameters. The
correlation between annual operations costs and annual natural gas price was modelled in
the NPV model with a price elasticity term that established a functional link between natural
gas price and upstream operations costs. The correlation between upstream capital cost
and natural gas price is more difficult to capture as the upstream capital cost and the annual
natural gas price have different time horizons as the upstream capital cost is not an annual
expense like Operations costs. The NPV model treats the two variables as independent.
From a producer risk perspective, the treatment of these two variables as independent in the
NPV model will have a slight bias towards over estimating the risk to the producers.
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5.0

NPV ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSCANADA OFFER - 4.5 BCF/D
PROPOSAL BASE CASE

5.1

Introduction
Black & Veatch was asked by the State to complete an NPV analysis of the proposals
accepted by the State following the AGIA framework. This section of the NPV report
focuses on the analysis of projected cash flows and NPV to the various stakeholders from
TransCanada’s Offer – a 4.5 Bcf/d natural gas pipeline from the ANS to Alberta, Canada.
For the purposes of this report, this project is referred to as the Proposal Base Case.
The Technical Team reviewed the cost and schedule estimates for developing, constructing
and operating a pipeline from the ANS to Canada as proposed by TransCanada. The
details of this analysis and the subsequent estimate of costs and schedules are reviewed in
detail in the Technical Team’s report. Black & Veatch utilized this information as a basis to
complete the NPV analysis for the Proposal Base Case.
The production assumptions that correspond with the 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline capacity were
developed in coordination with the State and are discussed in Section 4 of this report.
The NPV analysis of TransCanada’s offer is organized into three primary sections. The first
section is focused on the base case results for project stakeholders. Secondly, sensitivity
analysis results are summarized to better understand what influences each stakeholder’s
NPV. Thirdly, the analysis addresses the factors identified as key sensitivities to the various
stakeholders. The issues reviewed in detail include the following:
1. Commodity Prices
2. Cost Escalation
3. Upstream Capital Cost Uncertainty
4. Netback Risk
5. Reserve Risk
6. Pipeline Tariff Sensitivities
7. AGIA Provisions
8. Discount Rate Sensitivities

5.2

Key Conclusions and Summary
A TransCanada 4.5 Bcf/d Project is expected to Generate High Netbacks
The estimated pipeline tariff for the GTP, Alaska pipeline, Canadian pipeline, and NOVA
system access is $4.73/MMBtu based on the Technical Team estimates for project costs
and schedule and TransCanada’s proposal terms. The Wood Mackenzie base case price
forecast for AECO during the year the pipeline starts up is $9.65/MMBtu and is forecasted to
increase to over $30.00/MMBtu by 2044 (in Nominal dollars). The positive netback implied
by this price forecast relative to the pipeline tariff creates substantial cash flow and NPV
benefits for the project stakeholders.
4.5 Bcf/d TransCanada Proposal has Positive NPV Benefits to All Stakeholders
The proposed project is expected to generate positive cash flows and NPV for all
stakeholders. The State would expect to generate $66.1 billion in NPV5 value should the
TransCanada proposal be placed into operation with the base case assumptions utilized to
complete the NPV analysis. Similarly, the Aggregate Producer group is also estimated to
generate positive NPVs which are $13.5 billion, at a 10% discount rate, and $5.2 billion at a
15% discount rate. The U.S. and Canadian Government’s expected NPV5 are $30.5 billion
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and $2.8 billion, respectively. These NPV results are incremental to status quo oil
production and operations. Finally, TransCanada’s expected NPV8.8 is $4.5 billion for the
Proposal Base Case.
Estimated Returns for the Producers are Significant
With minimal expected capital required to bring the Proven Reserves fields into natural gas
production, the estimated IRRs for the Aggregate Producers are in excess of 50%. The
estimated IRR for YTF producers is 25% under the base case analysis assumptions.
NPV Results are Sensitive to Many Factors with Commodity Prices being the Most
Significant
An analysis of the stakeholder’s NPV sensitivity shows that potential variations in natural
gas market prices create the greatest amount of NPV uncertainty. Commodity price
uncertainty has a significantly greater influence on State and Producer NPV than pipeline
cost and schedule uncertainty. As expected, cost escalation of the project is also a
significant contributor to variations in NPV. Finally, upstream capital costs have a significant
impact to producer NPV for the YTF resources.
Producer NPV Remains Positive with Low Market Price Assumptions
The NPV analysis considers not only the base case price forecast from Wood Mackenzie
but also forecasts from EIA, Black & Veatch and the current forward market. The most
conservative, or lowest price forecast, is the Black & Veatch P10 forecast which represents
a price at AECO that has a 10% or less chance of occurrence. The Aggregate Producer
NPVs, as well as those of the other stakeholders, remain positive under this scenario with
an expected NPV10 of $2.0 billion and NPV15 of $0.6 billion. Using current costs and market
prices, the project generates margins that exceed $5.00/MMBtu. Assuming the base line
Wood Mackenzie price forecast for AECO, these prices would have to decrease by 60% to
64% before the NPV for the producers turns negative.
Production from Proven Reserves Drive Positive Stakeholder NPVs
With a large portion of the pipeline’s production coming from proven reserves, reserve risk
for the Proposal Base Case is not extremely high. 75% of the gas needed to fill the pipeline
for 25 years can be supplied by the Proven Reserves fields. For a 20 year contract, this
percentage increases to 85%, implying that production from unproven YTF reserves is only
required to fill 15% of the contracted volume on the pipeline. Even if no YTF production is
discovered or shipped down the 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline, the project generates a positive NPV to
the producers of $11.3 billion at a 10% discount rate and $4.8 billion at a 15% discount rate.
The State’s NPV5 benefits remain strong even with no YTF gas being produced and are
estimated to be $40.4 billion.
TransCanada’s Tariff Proposal improves NPVs to the Producer and State if a Cost
Overrun Occurs
TransCanada’s proposal to use the U.S. Federal Loan guarantee to backstop any cost
overruns provides other stakeholders with some risk mitigation in the event of increasing
costs. In the event of a 20% increase in costs, the overrun loan structure results in a lower
tariff of $0.18/MMBtu compared to not having the overrun loan structure. The NPV benefit
to the producers from this proposed provision ranges between $0.2 billion to $0.6 billion
while the State benefit ranges from $1.4 billion to $2.5 billion depending on the amount of
cost overrun and the NPV discount rate used.
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The reduction in TransCanada’s ROE should a cost overrun occur also provides the
stakeholders with some risk mitigation in the event of increasing costs. The ROE reduction
provision proposed by TransCanada produces a reduction in the tariff of between
$0.04/MMBtu and $0.09/MMBtu when compared to the tariff impact of increased costs
without a provision to reduce TransCanada’s ROE. The lower ROE drives an NPV
reduction for TransCanada of $0.3 billion and $0.5 billion at a 20% and 40% cost overrun,
respectively.
All Stakeholders Benefit from the $500 Million AGIA Matching Contribution
The $500 Million matching contribution helps shield risks to TransCanada during the riskiest
portion of the project development. Once the pipeline becomes operational, the estimated
tariff is $0.06/MMBtu lower due to the State’s $500 Million match. In addition, the NPV to
the State is actually $0.2 billion higher with the $500 million matching contribution than
without it. This is driven by the fact that increased producer profit throughout the study
period due to the lower tariff more than outweighs the costs of the match.

5.3

General Assumptions
The configuration of the pipeline project to S. Alberta, Canada proposed by TransCanada
consists of a GTP facility on the ANS, a 48 inch pipeline to Delta Junction, a 48 inch pipeline
to the Alaska/Canadian border, and a 48 inch pipeline continuing to the pipeline terminus at
Boundary Lake. The project configuration and cost estimates were reviewed/developed by
the Technical Team. The total project costs are estimated to be $31.3 billion in 2008 $’s,
with an expected in service date of 2020.
The initial 4.5 Bcf/d production volumes assumed to be shipped for this project was 3.0
Bcf/d of PBU, 0.9 Bcf/d of PT and 0.6 Bcf/d of State Existing production. For a detailed
review of the production assumptions utilized for the Y-Line scenario, see Section 4 of this
report.

5.4

Summary of Estimated Tariffs
The pipeline tariffs estimated for the Proposal Base Case were based on TransCanada’s
proposal for a 25 year contract term and rates established based on a 25 year depreciable
life. The rates were determined assuming levelized rates over the entire contract period. The
TransCanada base assumptions for ROE, assumed to be 14%, and the ROE penalty
coupled with the capital overrun mechanism proposed by TransCanada were also
incorporated. Section 3 outlines in detail the process and assumptions used to determine
the rates based on the capital costs and in-service date estimated by the Technical Team.
The total rate from the ANS to the AECO market in Alberta Canada is expected to be
$4.73/MMBtu. This rate includes an estimated $0.15/MMBtu for accessing the AECO
pricing point from the terminus of the pipeline via the TransCanada NOVA system. The
Alaskan and Canadian components of the tariff are estimated to be $1.53/MMBtu and
$1.78/MMBtu, respectively. Fuel retention for this project configuration is estimated by the
Technical Team to be 7.9% plus 1% for the NOVA system. Figure 5-1 shows a breakdown
of the expected tariff for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case, excluding fuel.
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Figure 5-1: 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case Tariffs
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Estimated NPV Benefit to Stakeholders
As summarized in Section 3, the NPV is determined based on the expected cash flows for
each stakeholder. Figure 5-2 shows the expected cash flows by year by stakeholder from
2008 to the end of the evaluation period in 2044. These cash flows are based on the Base
Case price forecast generated by Wood Mackenzie for AECO and the tariff results reviewed
above. The growing State portion is based on increasing prices and the ACES tax structure,
which is summarized in Section 3 of this report. TransCanada’s cash flow is negative as the
pipeline is developed/constructed and turns positive at the in-service date.
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Figure 5-2: 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case Expected Cash Flows
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These cash flows are then discounted at the following discount rates to determine the NPV
results (the rationale for the discount rate assumed is discussed in Section 4 of this report):
• Producer – 10% and 15%
• State – 5% (base case)
• TransCanada – 8.8%
• U.S. Government – 5%
• Canadian Government (when calculated) – 5%
State NPV5 is substantial for the Proposal Base Case at $66.1 billion. State NPV correlates
strongly to Producer NPV for all project configurations, because the majority of State
revenues from the project are received from Producers. Similarly, U.S. Government NPV5
due from the Proposal Base Case is also significant at $30.5 billion.
The producer NPV is driven predominantly by the Proven Reserves fields. As shown in
Figure 5-3, the NPV10 for these fields represents $11.9 billion of the estimated NPV10 for the
Aggregate Producers of $13.5 billion. The NPV15 results are similar. The NPV of the YTF
field is positive at a 10% discount rate and marginally positive at a 15% discount rate.
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Figure 5-3: 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case Producer NPVs
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Estimated IRRs can be determined for the producer and TransCanada due to their required
investment to develop the project and produce the natural gas. The estimated IRR for the
producer, in aggregate, is driven predominantly by the Proven Reserves fields which both
have estimates that exceed 50%. The YTF return is estimated to be 25%. TransCanada’s
estimated IRR is 15% which is slightly higher than the assumed ROE due to the benefit of a
shorter tax life than asset life which creates a large deferred tax balance in the early years of
the project.
The baseline analysis period spans 25 years of operation of the pipeline while the YTF fields
begin production only after the initial 10 to 12 years of pipeline operations. In the case of
the YTF producers, the economics presented above is, therefore, conservative because it
ignores the benefits accrued by these producers from production after the end of the 25 year
analysis period that is made possible by capital that is spent in the later years of the 25 year
analysis period. Examining YTF economics using a total analysis period of 35 years would
capture about 20 years of operation of the YTF fields.
The NPV for the YTF producers in the Proposal Base Case is $3.9 billion when discounted
at 10% and $0.6 billion when discounted at 15% when examining the 35 year analysis
period. Project IRRs for the YTF producers over 35 years is 29% indicating attractive
returns on the producers’ investment.
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TransCanada’s NPV8.8 for the Proposal Base Case is $4.5 billion with an estimated IRR of
15%. Finally, the Canada Government NPV5 for the base case is $2.8 billion.

5.6

Sensitivity of Stakeholder NPVs to Changes in Key Variables
In order to visually compare the results of different sensitivity cases at the same time, an
analysis of the NPV sensitivity to variations in key variables shown in the form of a chart
called a ‘tornado diagram’ was completed. A tornado diagram 68 depicts the range of
financial outcomes for various sensitivity cases on the same graph. It was generated from
the NPV model by using the results of different sensitivity cases and plotting these values,
as demonstrated in Figure 5-4 for the State NPV. For each sensitivity case, values of all
other variables were set at the “base case” levels, as discussed in sections 3 and 4. For the
variable whose sensitivity is being explored, the left-hand side of each bar on the chart plots
the low NPV result while the right-hand side of each bar plots the high NPV result. The
sensitivity case shown at the top of the chart has the greatest difference from the base case
result, while the case at the bottom of the chart has the smallest difference.
Additional analysis and discussion of the assumptions used in each of the sensitivity cases
shown on the following tornado diagrams is found in Section 5.7.

5.6.1

State NPV Sensitivity Analysis
The results shown in Figure 5-4 show the range of uncertainty evaluated for the State NPV
for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. The results show that for all sensitivity cases, the
State NPV is positive. Most of the State’s revenues from a pipeline project are derived from
the producers via Royalty and ACES revenues. Therefore, State NPV is correlated very
highly to Producer income and NPV.

68

The assumption that is being varied in each bar of the tornado diagram chart is listed on the left-hand side under the
‘Sensitivity’ heading, while the list to the right of the chart describes what the base case assumption is for each sensitivity
case. The x-axis gives the State NPV value (in billions of dollars). The vertical line shown near the center of the chart is
the base case NPV and is labeled ‘Base Case’ at the top of the chart. The bars to the right and left of this base case NPV
line show how much the base case NPV changes depending on the assumptions used. The labels found at the end of
each bar describe what assumption is used to generate the results shown on the far left and right side of the bar chart.
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Figure 5-4: State NPV5 Sensitivities for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case (Tornado
Diagram)
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The results show that commodity price uncertainty is much more significant than the
uncertainty in any other assumption evaluated. Section 5.7 analyzes commodity price
uncertainty in further detail by showing:
• A comparison of several different price forecast results from Wood Mackenzie, Black
& Veatch, and EIA (Section 5.7.1)
• An evaluation of flat real prices and costs and the impact on commodity prices,
tariffs, revenues and costs (Sections 5.7.2 and 5.7.3)
• The uncertainty in NPV using Monte Carlo simulation to generate probability
distributions of stakeholder NPV (Analysis in Section 5.7.4)
Other assumptions such as cost escalation, upstream capital costs, and TransCanada
project cost and schedule were also evaluated and are discussed in more detail in Section
5.7.
5.6.2

Producer NPV Sensitivity Analysis
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the sensitivity case NPV10 and NPV15 results, respectively, for all
producers in aggregate.
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Figure 5-5: Producer NPV10 Sensitivities for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
(Tornado Diagram)
Base
Assumption
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Sensitivity
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Figure 5-6: Producer NPV15 Sensitivities for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
(Tornado Diagram)
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Aggregate Producers NPV is always positive for all sensitivity cases. As with the State NPV
results, commodity price uncertainty is far greater than any other sensitivity evaluated.
Section 5.7 focuses on this assumption from the producer perspective and further evaluates
several key producer risk factors such as netback and reserve risk. NPV results are further
broken down and analyzed by field in these sections (Proven Reserves and YTF).
Upstream capital cost risk is evaluated by increasing and decreasing the capital cost of all
YTF production. Even in this sensitivity, Aggregate Producers NPV is positive – this is
largely due to the sunk costs of Proven Reserves production. The results of the sensitivity
cases are different when only YTF producers are analyzed.
Figure 5-7 shows the sensitivity case NPV results for TransCanada.
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Figure 5-7: TransCanada NPV8.8 Tornado Diagram for 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case
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TransCanada NPV is always positive for the sensitivity cases evaluated. For TransCanada,
the sensitivity cases resulted in changes to NPV that were understandably different than for
the State and Producers. Escalation, project capital cost, and project schedule were the
three assumptions that changed NPV the most. The commodity price sensitivities do not
directly impact the NPV for TransCanada significantly because its revenues are based on
the cost of the pipeline and GTP – not the price of the commodity flowing through these
facilities.
Several AGIA provisions, as well as different assumptions of TransCanada’s offer (such as
the U.S. Loan Guarantee and ROE Reduction mechanism) are analyzed and discussed
further in Section 5.7.

5.7

Detailed Sensitivity Analysis of the TransCanada Offer

5.7.1

Sensitivity Analysis: Natural Gas Price Forecasts
The sensitivity analysis results in Section 5.6 showed that commodity prices were the
assumption with the most uncertainty for the stakeholders. This section shows the results of
additional commodity price analysis to better understand the range of NPV results relative to
this variable. The NPV of the stakeholders was analyzed using not only the base case price
assumptions developed by Wood Mackenzie, as discussed in section 4 of this report, but
also the following alternative price forecasts:
• Black & Veatch (P10, Mean, P90)
• EIA - Approximated AECO
• ‘Real’ Prices
• Current market prices
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Figure 5-8 plots the AECO prices, in nominal $s, for the nominal price forecasts considered
in the NPV analysis. As the figure shows, the Black & Veatch P10 price forecast is the
lowest forecast evaluated, while the Black & Veatch P90 forecast is the highest price
forecast evaluated. Each of the price forecasts shown in the figures is described in further
detail in Section 4 of this report.
Figure 5-8: Alternative Price Forecasts for AECO (Nominal $’s)
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Figure 5-9 shows a comparison of nominal prices under different price scenarios and the
tariff on the pipeline for the Proposal Base Case. As seen in the figure, prices exceed tariffs
for all the price cases considered. Even in the lowest price scenario, that represents the 10th
percentile (P10) of the price distribution defined by Black & Veatch, prices are still higher
than the total tariff on the pipeline indicating a positive netback price to the producers
shipping on the pipeline.
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Figure 5-9: Comparison of Nominal Prices and the Tariff of 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base
Case
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Figure 5-10 below shows the price sensitivity results for Producer NPV10 and NPV15 with
results shown for Aggregate Producers, Proven Reserves, and YTF fields.
The results show that for all price sensitivities, Aggregate Producers have positive NPV
returns calculated at both 10% and 15% discount rates. This includes the NPV results under
the very conservative P10 price scenario developed by Black & Veatch which results in the
Aggregate Producers NPV remaining positive. The NPV results separated by field show
that Proven Reserves fields make up the vast majority of the positive returns, particularly in
the early years of the study.
YTF returns make up a large portion of the positive producer cash flows in the last 10 to 15
years of the study. However these returns are not large on an NPV basis due to the time
value of money as YTF production does not begin prior to the year 2030. Note that YTF
producer cash flow is truncated due to the 25 year study period. Additional high returns
would be expected beyond the base 25 year study period.
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Figure 5-10: Commodity Price Sensitivity Results for Producers
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As discussed in Section 5.5, the baseline analysis period spans 25 years of operation of the
pipeline while the YTF fields begin production only after the initial 10 to 12 years of pipeline
operations. In the case of the YTF producers, the economics presented above is, therefore,
conservative because it ignores the benefits accrued by these producers from production
after the end of the 25 year analysis period that is made possible by capital that is spent in
the later years of the 25 year analysis period. Additional analysis examined the YTF
economics using a total analysis period of 35 years that would capture at least 20 years of
operation of the YTF fields. Figure 5-11 shows the NPVs to the YTF producers calculated
over a 35 year analysis period.
The NPV10 for the YTF producers in the Proposal Base Case ranges from $1.1 billion to an
upside potential up to $5.1 billion for the different price scenarios considered. NPV15 for the
YTF producers in the Proposal Base Case ranges from $0 billion to an upside potential up to
$0.9 billion for the different price scenarios considered. As Figure 5-12 shows, project IRRs
for the YTF producers are over 20% for all except the lowest price scenario considered with
an IRR of 36% with the highest price scenario analyzed. Even with the lowest analyzed
price scenario, project IRR is 14% for the YTF producers indicating acceptable returns on
the producers’ investment in a potential worst case of price scenarios considered.
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Figure 5-11: YTF Producer NPV for a 35 Year Analysis Period
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Figure 5-12: YTF Producer IRR for a 35 Year Analysis Period
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Figure 5-13 shows that State and U.S. Government NPV5 move proportionately with
Producer NPV. That is, when producer cash flows and NPV increase, the State and U.S.
Government NPV increase. Commodity prices have a negligible effect on the tariff and
TransCanada’s NPV and are not shown in the price sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 5-13: Commodity Price Sensitivity Results for State and U.S. Government
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5.7.2 Sensitivity Analysis - Real Costs and Prices
To understand the impact to the stakeholders from inflation of projected capital expenses,
operating expenses, and prices, Black & Veatch analyzed the differences in revenue to the
producers associated with real costs and prices. This analysis incorporates many
assumptions, some of which create inconsistency in the information reviewed. However, the
results provide a perspective of the risk to the project stakeholders from inflation.
The expected capital and operating expenses estimated by the Technical Team were
utilized as an input in the Black & Veatch rate model assuming no capital expense inflation
and no operating expense inflation. The base estimate for capital expenditures from the
Technical Team was $31 billion in 2008 dollars. The tariff was determined utilizing the base
case assumptions for the TransCanada 4.5 Bcf/d proposed project of: 25 year contract
terms, a 75% debt/25% equity capital structure, 7.06% debt cost, and 14% ROE.
The tariff generated was based on a gross plant value of $40 billion dollars including
Allowance for Funds used during Construction. The tariff rate estimated for the GTP, Alaska
Section, Canadian Section and TransCanada’s NOVA system was $3.19 per MMBtu for the
4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. While the tariff is not actually in real dollars, for the purpose
of this analysis we refer to the tariff results as the “real tariff estimate”.
The following AECO price forecasts, all in 2008 $’s, were utilized to understand the project
sensitivity to inflation: Wood Mackenzie, Black & Veatch Base, Black & Veatch P10 and
Black & Veatch P90 prices. Similar to the capital cost estimates, these prices were not
inflated to complete this sensitivity analysis. In addition, the current AECO price was
included as a comparison of the current capital cost estimates to the current AECO market
price environment. The actual price utilized in the analysis was an over the counter (“OTC”)
quote for the AECO price point, obtained in April 2008, from 2009 to 2020 and extended to
2045 based on the implied growth rate in the price quote (Note that the OTC quote is
actually a nominal price forecast due to the fact it represents the settlement price for any
particular year).
Figure 5-14 shows the various real or current market prices against the real tariff estimate,
excluding fuel, for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. Including the Black & Veatch P10
price scenario which represents the lowest real price forecast, the shipper would expect to
have a positive netback at the GTP. Most important is that if the project were constructed
and put in-service under today’s cost and price conditions, the spread between the current
AECO market price (shown as a dashed pink line in Figure 5-14) and the estimated tariff is
about $5.00 per MMBtu for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case project.
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Figure 5-14: Real and Current Market AECO Price Forecasts versus the “Real Tariff”
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Figure 5-15 compares the annual revenue to shippers on the pipeline for the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base case using the Wood Mackenzie AECO price forecast in 2008 dollars versus
the “real tariff” transportation cost excluding fuel. Consistent with the information shown in
Figure 5-14 above, the shipper is expected to have positive cash flows, before upstream
capital and operating costs, over a 25 year evaluation period. As a comparison to the real
analysis, the nominal revenue and transportation cost is also shown in Figure 5-15 to
understand the relative differences and effect of inflation.
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Figure 5-15: Nominal and Real Revenues versus Transportation Costs for the 4.5
Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
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Flat Real Prices
Given the uncertainty associated with natural gas prices and the large impact that prices
have on producer economics from the Alaska Gas Pipeline project, it is important to
understand the variability of producer NPVs with price levels. In order to investigate the
impact of the price levels assumed, this section assessed the attractiveness of producer
earnings assuming that AECO natural gas prices remained flat in real terms at different price
levels in these scenarios. The flat real AECO prices considered (in 2008 dollars) were $5 to
$10/MMBtu in $1/MMBtu increments. An inflation rate for prices in nominal terms of 2.5%
was assumed in the analysis.
The flat real price analysis only varied natural gas prices at AECO to understand the
sensitivity of stakeholder NPVs. In order to simplify the analysis and highlight the sensitivity
of NPV to gas price levels, crude oil and NGL prices were not varied in this analysis. For flat
real prices lower than the Wood Mackenzie base case natural gas prices, NGL prices are
expected to be lower which in turn would lower the NPV results. For flat real prices higher
than the Wood Mackenzie base case natural gas prices, the opposite occurs where NGL
prices are expected to be higher which in turn would raise the NPV results.
Figure 5-16 shows the impact on Aggregate Producer NPVs with the flat price scenarios
considered. As shown in the figure, Aggregate Producer NPVs remain positive in all the
price scenarios considered even with no price increase in real terms. NPV10 ranges from
$4.7 billion to as high as $16.5 billion when the flat real prices assumed vary from $5/MMBtu
to $10/MMBtu. NPV15 ranges from $1.9 billion to $6.7 billion when the flat real prices
assumed vary from $5/MMBtu to $10/MMBtu.
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Figure 5-16: Real Price Analysis for Aggregate Producer
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5.7.4

Uncertainty Analysis using Monte Carlo Simulations
The sensitivity analysis results in Section 5.6 calculated uncertainty by using a series of
distinct sensitivity cases. Another way of calculating uncertainty is through the use of Monte
Carlo simulation to generate charts of probability distributions 69. Probability distributions are
a way of statistically measuring the uncertainty in a given output variable by modeling
uncertainty in key input assumptions through the use of Monte Carlo simulation.
This section includes the results of Monte Carlo simulations using the NPV model.
Simulations were performed using the methodology described in Section 3.2.2 of this NPV
Report. The principal results of the simulations are probability distributions of NPV for the
project stakeholders. Variables that were modelled stochastically include:
1. Pipeline project capital costs (as estimated by the Technical Team)
2. Pipeline project schedule (as estimated by the Technical Team)
3. Commodity prices (The Black & Veatch price forecast model)
The sensitivity results in Section 5.6 demonstrated that commodity price is the assumption
that most significantly changes NPV outcome for most stakeholders. Furthermore, for
TransCanada, capital cost and schedule uncertainty have a significant influence on NPV
results.
In order to compare probabilistic NPV results both with and without commodity price
uncertainty, two Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the NPV model. For one of
these simulations, only project capital cost and schedule uncertainty were evaluated in the
NPV model and results generated. The results of this run show the range of uncertainty
without taking into account changes to commodity prices. The second Monte Carlo
simulation was made with commodity price uncertainty and project capital cost and schedule
uncertainty. The Black & Veatch price model was used to understand the impact on NPV
from price uncertainty since distributions for prices were not available for Wood Mackenzie
price forecasts. Figures 5-17 through 5-25 show the resulting State, Producer, and
TransCanada NPV for both simulations. The solid light blue line in each chart shows the
results of the simulation with price uncertainty using the Black & Veatch commodity price
forecast model. The dashed blue line in each chart shows the results of the simulation
without price uncertainty.
The results show that when price uncertainty is included, State NPV varies significantly from
a P10 70 level of approximately $18 billion to a P90 level of approximately $118 billion. When
price uncertainty is not included in the results State NPV is equal to approximately $54
billion at P10 and $59 billion at P90.
Also of note is that the mean, or average, of the State NPV from the with price uncertainty
run is higher than the without price uncertainty run. This is due to the progressive ACES tax
structure. In the simulation with price uncertainty, the potential for higher prices results in
higher State NPV, on average, than when prices are not varied. These higher prices mean
increased ACES tax revenue in the latter years of the study period and result in an increase
to the average State NPV benefit of the project.

69

All distributions shown in this section are cumulative distributions and plot an output variable (i.e. NPV) on the x-axis
along with corresponding probability percentages on the y-axis.
70
P10 refers to a probability of 10%. This means that there is a 10 percent probability that the results will be lower than
this value. Similarly P90 refers to a probability of 90 percent and means that there is a 90 percent probability that the
results will be lower than this value.
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Figure 5-17: State NPV5 – 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case With and Without Price
Uncertainty
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Similar to the State NPV results, Aggregate Producer NPV is greatly influenced by
commodity price uncertainty.
With price uncertainty, Producer NPV10 is equal to
approximately $2 billion at P10 and $20 billion at P90 as shown in Figure 5-18. When price
uncertainty is not included in the results, Producer NPV10 is equal to approximately $11
billion at P10 and $13 billion at P90. The Producer NPV15 results show consistent trends as
the NPV10 results and are plotted in Figure 5-19.
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Figure 5-18: Aggregate Producers NPV10 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With and
Without Price Uncertainty
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Figure 5-19: Aggregates Producers NPV15 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With and
Without Price Uncertainty
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As demonstrated by the Proposal Base Case NPV results shown in Section 5.5, producer
NPV varies significantly when looking at initial shippers (Proven Reserves Producers) and
secondary shippers (YTF producers). Figures 5-20 through 5-23 chart the NPV10 and NPV15
for each of the following producer groups:
• Proven Reserves
• YTF
The results demonstrate the increased risk due to low prices that YTF shippers face as
compared to initial shippers (Proven Reserves) during the 25 year study period. For
example, in Figure 5-22, YTF producer NPV10 crosses zero at a probability level of 20% for
the with price uncertainty results. In contrast to that result, Figure 5-20 shows that Proven
Reserves producer NPV10 crosses zero at a probability level of 2% for the with price
uncertainty results. As noted in previous price scenario analysis, the YTF NPV results are
only for the 25 year study period. Additional production and resulting cash flow would be
expected for these fields beyond 25 years and their NPV and IRR would increase.
Figure 5-20: Proven Reserves Producer NPV10 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With
and Without Price Uncertainty
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Figure 5-21: Proven Reserves Producer NPV15 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With
and Without Price Uncertainty
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Figure 5-22: YTF Producer NPV10 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With and Without
Price Uncertainty
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Figure 5-23: YTF Producer NPV15 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With and Without
Price Uncertainty
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Figure 5-24 shows the TransCanada NPV results for both Monte Carlo simulations (with and
without price uncertainty). The results demonstrate what the sensitivity analysis in Section
5.6 showed in that project capital cost and schedule are the key uncertainty factors for
TransCanada. As expected, price does not impact TransCanada’s NPV significantly.
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Figure 5-24: TransCanada NPV8.8 - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With and Without
Price Uncertainty
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Finally, Figure 5-25 shows the uncertainty in the TransCanada tariff for the two Monte Carlo
simulations. The results show that the tariff can vary due to schedule and cost uncertainty
from a P10 level of $4.42/MMBtu to a P90 level of $5.22/MMBtu.
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Figure 5-25: TransCanada Tariff - 4.5 BCF/d Proposal Base Case With and Without
Price Uncertainty
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5.7.5

Sensitivity Analysis - Evaluation of OpEx and CapEx Cost Escalation
As the sensitivity analysis in Section 5.6 indicates, escalation of capital and operating
expenditures has a significant impact on project economics. Specifically, TransCanada
NPV as well as the midstream tariff is impacted significantly by escalation. Note that this
section is not evaluating cost overruns and their impact on project economics. Rather, this
section evaluates how cost escalation could impact project economics without the cost
overrun provisions of TransCanada’s offer being utilized.
The base case cost escalation assumptions, provided by Technical Team, were 3% for all
operating expenditures and 4% for capital expenditures. The analysis explores the impact
from a ‘High’ cost escalation sensitivity that assumes a capital expenditure escalation rate of
6% and an operating expenditure escalation rate of 5%. In addition, a ‘Low’ cost escalation
sensitivity is reviewed that assumes a capital expenditure escalation rate of 2% and an
operating expenditure escalation rate of 2%. Section 4.6.2 discusses these assumptions for
cost escalation in greater detail. Prices and price escalation are left equal to the base case
Wood Mackenzie price forecast for these sensitivities.
Figure 5-26 shows the significant impact that different cost escalation assumptions have on
TransCanada’s NPV and the overall tariff. The tariff ranges from $3.90/MMBtu under low
escalation assumptions to $5.84/MMBtu under high escalation assumptions. Since
TransCanada earns its returns based on the amount of gross plant that is put into service for
the project, higher cost escalation adds to its NPV result. TransCanada’s NPV8.8 ranges
from $3.6 billion under low escalation to $5.5 billion under high escalation. That said, these
intuitive results should not be read as creating an incentive for TransCanada to desire a
higher-cost project. Escalation rates affect the cost of the base project. But escalation rates
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are also significantly outside the control of any party, as they are largely driven by the cost
of steel, concrete, labor and the like. To the extent that cost escalation is controllable
through prudent contracting strategies with vendors, TransCanada is expected have
meaningful incentive to keep costs down. Once the execution stage of the project begins,
the effects of cost escalation will be substantially understood and are expected to be
significantly controlled through contracting arrangements. However, it is also at this point in
the project that we expect the shippers to have the opportunity to withdraw from the project
If this occurs, TransCanada would have no project upon which to earn a return and would
have expended over $100 Million of their own funds that would not be recovered.
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Figure 5-26: Escalation Sensitivity Results for TransCanada
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In addition, cost escalation assumptions have a significant impact to the Producer NPV
results. Figure 5-27 shows the cost escalation sensitivity results for producers, broken out
by field as well as in aggregate. Producers bear the greatest amount of costs for the project
and transportation costs paid to TransCanada make up the greatest share of these costs.
Capital and operating costs upstream of the GTP are another significant cost for producers.
The results are therefore intuitive in that low cost escalation results in an increase to
Producer NPV while high cost escalation results in lower NPV to the producers, as their
transportation and upstream costs increase.
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Figure 5-27: Escalation Sensitivity Results for Producers
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As previously discussed, the baseline analysis period spans 25 years of operation of the
pipeline while the YTF fields begin production only after the initial 10 to 12 years of pipeline
operations. In the case of the YTF producers, the economics presented above is, therefore,
conservative because it ignores the benefits accrued by these producers from production
after the end of the 25 year analysis period that is made possible by capital that is spent in
the later years of the 25 year analysis period. Additional analysis examined the YTF
economics using a total analysis period of 35 years that would capture at least 20 years of
operation of the YTF fields. Figure 5-28 shows the NPVs to the YTF producers calculated
over a 35 year analysis period.
The NPV10 for the YTF producers in the Proposal Base Case remains positive at $1 billion
with high escalation assumptions and is as high as almost $5 billion with low escalation
assumptions. NPV15 for the YTF producers in the Proposal Base Case increases to $0.9
billion with low escalation assumptions and is marginally negative with the high escalation
assumptions. As Figure 5-29 shows, project IRRs for the YTF producers is 13% with the
high escalation assumptions and as high as 38% with the low cost escalation assumptions.
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Figure 5-28: Escalation Impact to YTF Producer NPV for a 35 Year Analysis Period
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Figure 5-29: Escalation Impact to YTF Producer IRR for a 35 Year Analysis Period
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Figure 5-30 shows the results for the State and U.S. Government. Both NPV results move
in the same direction as Producer NPV for the escalation sensitivities since Producer taxes
are a significant component of the State and U.S. Government revenues.
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Figure 5-30: Escalation Sensitivity Results for Government Stakeholders
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5.7.6

Analysis of a Schedule Delay
This section investigates the financial impact of a one year project delay. The assumption
made is that the project delay happens prior to construction of the project in order to not
affect the construction schedule or the interest accumulation during construction. However
the project cost would be escalated by one additional year (4%/yr) as contrasted to the base
case. The price forecasts and production scenarios are identical for the base case and the
one year delay.
Other assumptions were explored, but only to ensure there was a clear understanding of the
results presented below. The following sections look at the impact to the producers and the
State. In some cases, the annual contribution to the total NPV for each year of the study
period was calculated (but not reported) to understand the dynamics of the results. The
results for the Producers and the State are presented below.

5.7.6.1

Producers
Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 are a comparison of the NPV10 and NPV15 for the Producers with
and without a one year delay to the project. The results show that there is value in moving
forward with the project as soon as practical based on these results. These results suggest
that on average, the impact to the producers for a one year delay is a negative impact of
$732 million (NPV10) and $488 million (NPV15) as measured by the NPV of future cash flows
associated with the project. These values are in-line with expectations for a one year delay.
Table 5-1: NPV10 for all Producers
Base Case
(NPV10)

1 Year
Delay
(NPV10)

Difference
(NPV10)

ProducerTotal Revenue

$47,862

$45,626

$2,237

Less Cash Expenses:
Capex
O&M
Royalties
ACES Tax
Property Tax
State Corporate Income Tax
Federal income Tax

$4,823
$2,040
$6,384
$10,116
$917
$1,489
$8,609

$4,445
$1,897
$6,082
$10,135
$851
$1,365
$8,098

$378
$143
$303
($20)
$66
$124
$511

Producer Net Cash Flow

$13,484

$12,753

$732
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Table 5-2: NPV15 for all Producers
Base Case
(NPV15)
$16,915

1 Year
Delay
(NPV15)
$15,222

Difference
(NPV15)
$1,692

Less Cash Expenses:
Capex
O&M
Royalties
ACES Tax
Property Tax
State Corporate Income Tax
Federal income Tax

$1,415
$506
$2,256
$3,392
$358
$565
$3,238

$1,146
$433
$2,027
$3,234
$313
$488
$2,884

$270
$73
$229
$158
$45
$77
$353

Producer Net Cash Flow

$5,185

$4,697

$488

ProducerTotal Revenue

5.7.6.2

State
Table 5-3 is a comparison of the NPV5 for the State. These results show that at an NPV5,
the State shows a benefit (on average) of a one year delay in the project. While property tax
and State corporate income tax results are in-line with expectations, the results for Royalties
and ACES are on the surface counterintuitive and hence deserve further investigation.
Table 5-3: NPV5 for the State 71

Royalties
ACES Tax
Property Tax
State Corporate Income Tax
State of Alaska Totals

Base Case 1 Year Delay
(NPV5)
(NPV5)
$21,149
$21,273
$35,664
$37,482
$2,709
$2,656
$4,579
$4,446
$64,099

$65,857

Difference
(NPV5)
$124
$1,818
($53)
($132)
$1,758

To understand the NPV5 to the State for Royalties and ACES, these two elements are
further investigated in the following sub-sections to more fully understand the model results
with a one year delay:
•
•
•

Price Forecasts
Royalties
ACES

Price Forecasts
The natural gas and NGL price forecasts (Section 4.3) for both the one year delay and the
base case uses the Wood Mackenzie forecast through year 2027. The price forecast after
2027 was based on a 2.5% real escalation implied from the Wood Mackenzie price forecast
from 2020 to 2027 and 2.5% inflation for a total forecast escalation which results in just over
5% for the years 2028 to the end of the study period. Hence the annual average price
escalation and discount rate are similar.

71

The $500 million State reimbursement was not included in this comparison.
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For the base case, the project is assumed to come in-service in year 2020 with a 25 year
economic life (2020-2044) while in the one year delay case the project is in service in year
2021 (2021-2045). Therefore, when comparing the base case to the one year delay case,
the year 2020 is shifted out of the 25 year life of the asset and replaced by year 2045 at the
end of the life of the asset for the one year delay case. Figure 5-31 shows the Wood
Mackenzie AECO price forecast discounted by 4%, 5%, and 6%. As can be seen from the
graph, the AECO price discounted by 5% for year 2045 is slightly larger than year 2020.
Figure 5-31: Wood Mackenzie AECO Price ($2008/MMBtu) at Various Discount Rates
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Other price forecasts were investigated as part of this analysis to fully understand the
dynamics of the behavior of the royalties and ACES cash flows, but are not presented here
as the intent for these alternative price forecasts was only to validate the conclusions
presented in the following subsections regarding royalties and ACES NPV5 results.
Royalties
As was demonstrated in the Monte Carlo simulation and price sensitivities, NPV calculations
are sensitive to natural gas and NGL prices. In the case of a 5% discount rate (base
assumption for the State NPV calculations), the annual average price increases influences
the NPV5 calculation such that for the one year delay case, the NPV5 results show a slight
advantage (less than 1% change to the expected NPV5) over the base case results.
This is because the price escalation is approximately the same as the discount rate and
capital cost escalation (4%) is below the discount rate. Therefore, at a 5% discount rate the
results based on the base case assumptions show a slight NPV5 advantage to the State for
a delay in the project. At a 5% discount rate, the discounted 2045 price is slightly greater
than the 2020 price (Figure 5-31) resulting in a slight increase in the royalties with a one
year delay. Care must be taken in drawing conclusions as the 2045 price forecast is over
35 years into the future. At a discount rate of 6%, the trend is reversed. Also any small
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change in the price forecast assumptions would also reverse the trend. This was confirmed
when investigating alternative price forecasts.
ACES
The ACES results are determined largely by the structure of the ACES tax. The ACES tax is
based on a progressive tax structure. In general, the higher the net price (price minus
expenses), the higher the tax rate. Therefore, in contrast to the royalty rates, the tax rate at
the end of study period is higher than at the start of the study period. The result is that the
ACES contribution to the NPV5 is increased (approximately 3%) by delaying the project.
The result that a delay is beneficial to the NPV5 of the ACES tax is largely governed by the
ACES tax structure and only moderately influenced in comparison by the price forecast
assumptions and the discount rate.
5.7.7

Sensitivity Analysis – Key Producer Issues

5.7.7.1

Upstream Capital Cost Sensitivity
In order to investigate the sensitivity of NPV results due to variations in upstream capital
costs, two sensitivity cases were developed. First, all YTF upstream capital costs for
producers were doubled (100% Increase sensitivity) over the base case assumptions.
Second, YTF upstream capital costs were cut in half (50% Decrease sensitivity). The
results of these sensitivities are compared to the Base Case assumptions in Figure 5-32 for
Producers. YTF upstream capital costs do not impact TransCanada costs or revenues,
therefore TransCanada NPV results are not included below.
The results show that an increase to YTF upstream capital costs of 100% decreases
Producer NPV10 from $13.5 billion to $11.8 billion, a decrease of approximately 13%. A
decrease in YTF upstream capital costs of 50% from base case estimates results in an
Aggregate Producers NPV10 increase to $14.2 billion. This is an increase of approximately
6%.
YTF Producer NPV10 increases by 44% when upstream capital costs are cut in half, while
YTF producer NPV10 decreases to $0 billion when YTF upstream capital costs are doubled.
This demonstrates some of the uncertainty and risk for YTF production. Note that since the
NPV analysis study period is 25 years, there are significant returns to YTF production that
are not included in this analysis. Were these additional returns included, the YTF NPV
results would increase substantially.
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Figure 5-32: YTF Upstream Capital Cost Sensitivity Results for Producers
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5.7.7.2

Production Scenarios
Different production scenarios are compared to investigate the impact to NPV results
without PT production. Two scenarios were considered that remove PT production and
increase PBU production to 3.5 Bcf/d and 4.0 Bcf/d, respectively, at the start of production.
The production scenarios used are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.2.
The result of the two production scenarios is an increase to Aggregate Producers NPV, as
shown in Figure 5-33. NPV10 for Aggregate Producers increases from $13.5 billion in the
base case to $14.0 and $14.2 billion for the two scenarios. This is driven by increases in
profitable PBU production in the early years of the study which significantly increases the
Aggregate Producer NPV.
YTF production NPV results increase substantially for the two production scenarios from
$1.6 billion in the base case to $2.4 and $2.2 billion NPV10. This is due in part to the fact
that in these scenarios, YTF production starts earlier in the study period. By starting earlier
in the study period, the large returns that YTF production produces are closer to 2008, which
increases NPV. In addition, there are more years of YTF production in the study, which
increase NPV returns.
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Figure 5-33: Production Scenario Results for Producers
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State NPV increases by approximately 4% for both production scenarios, as shown in
Figure 5-34.
Production scenarios do not impact TransCanada costs or revenues, therefore
TransCanada NPV results are not included below.
Figure 5-34: Production Scenario Results for the State NPV
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Netback Risk
One approach to evaluate Netback Risk is to calculate the percent decrease in forecasted
base case AECO prices that would be required for Producer NPV10 to be equal to 0. This
analysis was performed for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case by decreasing the Wood
Mackenzie AECO price forecast in every year of the study by a certain percentage.
In addition to base case production, which includes YTF production, the netback risk
analysis was also performed for a production scenario in which no YTF production was
found during the entire study period. This scenario is a reserve risk scenario that is
discussed further in Section 5.7.7.4. For these results, it was assumed that the producers
still paid the FT costs to TransCanada throughout the 25 year study period, even though
they would not fill the pipeline with YTF production in the later years of the study.
The netback risk analysis was performed for Proven Reserves Producers, YTF Producers,
and Aggregate Producers respectively. The results are shown in Figures 5-35 and 5-36.
The Proven Reserves results again demonstrate the high NPV results for these fields.
AECO prices would need to be 64% below the base case Wood Mackenzie price forecast
for Proven Reserves NPV10 to be equal to zero. This netback risk measure changes to 59%
when no YTF production is assumed for a production scenario.
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Figure 5-35: Percent Drop in Base Case Prices for NPV = 0 for Proven Reserves
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YTF production has much higher risk than Proven Reserves fields. Should prices fall 42%
below the base case Wood Mackenzie price forecast, YTF NPV10 would equal zero.
Base Case Wood Mackenzie prices would need to be lower by 60% for Aggregate
Producers NPV10 to equal zero with YTF production.
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Figure 5-36: Percent Drop in Base Case Prices for NPV = 0 for Aggregate Producers
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5.7.7.4

Reserve Risk
One way to evaluate the level of reserve risk for a project is to calculate the proportion of
total contracted volume that requires YTF gas. Figure 5-37 shows this reserve risk
percentage for different contract lengths of 25, 20, and 15 years.
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Figure 5-37: Percent of Un-proven Gas Reserves Required to Fill a 4.5 Bcf/d Pipeline
for Different Contract Periods.
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In order to analyze producer reserve risk further, a scenario was developed whereby NPV
results were calculated assuming no production is found to fill the pipeline beyond the
Proven Reserves production. As the results in Figure 5-38 show, Aggregate Producers
NPV10 decreases by approximately 16% with No YTF production, from $13.5 billion to $11.3
billion. This means that even if producers fail to find any new production and have to pay for
unutilized transportation costs during the contract period, they would still have a high NPV10
of $11.3 billion.
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Figure 5-38: Aggregate Producers NPV With and Without YTF Production 72
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For the same Reserve Risk analysis, with No YTF production, Figure 5-39 charts Gross
Revenue versus Cost. The year 2030 is when YTF production is first needed for the
Proposal Base Case pipeline.

72

Pipeline Capacity: 4.5 BCF/d; Production: 3.0 PBU; PT Blowdown; Contract Length: 25 years.
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Figure 5-39: Gross Revenue versus Cost when No YTF production is found
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Sensitivity Analysis – TransCanada Issues
This section discusses the stakeholders NPV sensitivity associated with issues concerning
provisions outlined in AGIA, such as the $500 million State match and AGIA’s roll-in
provision, as well as different characteristics or variables associated with TransCanada’s
offer. This section includes results for the following sensitivity analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.7.8.1

U.S. Loan Guarantee for Capital Cost Overrun
$500 Million Match by the State
Reduction in TransCanada’s Equity Return from Cost Overruns
TransCanada’s Cost of Debt
TransCanada’s Debt/Equity Ratio
AGIA Roll-in Rate Provision

U.S. Loan Guarantee for Capital Cost Overrun
TransCanada proposes to use a portion of the U.S. Loan Guarantee to backstop project
loans that might be required to finance capital cost overruns. Another feature of
TransCanada’s proposal is that 100% of any cost overruns be funded by the U.S. Loan
guarantee, as opposed to a combination of debt and equity.
TransCanada also proposes to offer a surcharge concept to service the Capital Cost
Overrun Loan. The recovery of the capital cost overruns is included in the annual revenue
requirements over the full depreciation life of the project (25 years for the base case).
To investigate the impact of using the U.S. Loan Guarantee to fund 100% of the cost
overrun on different stakeholder results, two different cost overruns were modeled both with
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and without the loan guarantees in place (note that the ROE Reduction Mechanism is being
applied for all results in this section). Figures 5-40 through 5-42 show the results of the 20%
and 40% cost overrun sensitivities.
The results in Figure 5-40 show that using only the U.S. Loan guarantee to fund cost
overruns (as opposed to a combination of debt and equity) results in a $0.18/MMBtu tariff
reduction with a 20% cost overrun and a $0.35/MMBtu reduction with a 40% cost overrun. 73
The guarantee also reduces TransCanada’s risk profile for the project significantly by
removing much of the financial risk associated with the requirement to raise funds to
pay/finance a cost overrun.
The results show that this mechanism of TransCanada’s proposal, in combination with the
ROE Reduction mechanism discussed in Section 5.7.8.3, give TransCanada a strong
incentive to manage cost overruns. TransCanada’s NPV decreases from $4.5 billion in the
base case to $4.3 billion with a 20% cost overrun and $4.2 billion with a 40% cost overrun.
These decreases are driven by the ROE Reduction mechanism. Without the ROE reduction
mechanism TransCanada’s NPV would increase by 0.1 billion. The ROE reduction
mechanism is discussed and analyzed in Section 5.7.8.3.
If the U.S. Loan Guarantee were not included in the proposal, TransCanada’s NPV would
increase significantly with cost overruns, to $5.1 billion for a 20% cost overrun and $5.7
billion for a 40% cost overrun, as Figure 5-40 demonstrates. TransCanada’s NPV is held
nearly constant with the U.S. Loan Guarantee mechanism due to the fact that additional
capital cost does not have an equity component for which TC can earn additional return.
The additional debt used to pay for cost overruns is treated as an expense to TransCanada.
Treating this debt as an expense does not provide any additional tax benefit to
TransCanada by affecting the timing of deferred taxes.

73

Note that the ROE Reduction mechanism is being applied for all results shown in this section.
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Figure 5-40: TransCanada Sensitivity Results for U.S. Loan Guarantee
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The results in Figure 5-41 show that the U.S. Federal Loan Guarantee saves Aggregate
Producers approximately $200 million with a 20% cost overrun and $600 million with a 40%
cost overrun on an NPV10 basis.
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Figure 5-41: Producer Sensitivity Results for U.S. Loan Guarantee
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Funding cost overruns solely through debt, guaranteed by the U.S. Government, saves the
State approximately $1.4 billion NPV5 for a 20% cost overrun and $2.5 billion NPV5 for a
40% cost overrun. The U.S. Government NPV benefits are proportionately similar to the
State NPV benefits. The results for the State and U.S. Government 74 are shown below in
Figure 5-42.

74

U.S. Government NPV changes for this sensitivity are small. Thus, due to rounding, a 20% cost overrun shows no
affect.
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Figure 5-42: Government Sensitivity Results for U.S. Loan Guarantee
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5.7.8.2

$500 Million State Match

One of the key provisions provided by AGIA is the State’s commitment to match up to $500
Million in capital costs for both development and execution of a pipeline project licensed
under the AGIA process. TransCanada proposed to receive the maximum allowable 50%
match of development cost prior to obtaining the required credit support followed by a 90%
match of costs following credit support. These matching funds would be capped at a total of
$500 Million in nominal terms.
Figure 5-43 shows the impact to TransCanada’s tariff and NPV if the $500 Million match
were not included in the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case results. The $500 Million provision
reduces the tariff by $0.06/MMBtu and TransCanada's NPV is reduced by approximately
$100 million due to the $500 Million match. TransCanada's NPV decreases with the
matching due to a decrease in the rate base it is allowed to earn a return on after the
pipeline is placed in-service. The $500 Million match however reduces TransCanada’s risk
in the investment should the project not move forward.
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Figure 5-43: $500 Million State Match Sensitivity Results
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Figure 5-44 demonstrates risk mitigation value to TransCanada of the State’s $500 million
match. In the base schedule for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case project, the Technical
Team estimates that final regulatory approvals will most likely not occur until the end of
2013. The majority of the State’s matching funds cover the time period when TransCanada
has the greatest uncertainty or risk with the project, including development prior to
completion of Open Season and Final Regulatory approval.
Figure 5-44: Expected TransCanada Cash Flow by Year With and Without $500 Million
Match (2008-2014)
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Finally, the State NPV5 is also impacted by the $500 Million match. In fact, the State is
essentially NPV neutral in providing the $500 Million match, as the results in Figure 5-45
show. This is because the $500 Million match results in a decrease in costs to producers
(resulting from decreased transportation tariffs). This in turn results in increased State
revenues received from the producers since their returns are increased. These increased
State revenues outweigh the $500 million matching cost on an NPV basis.
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Figure 5-45: State NPV5 with and without $500m match
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5.7.8.3

Reduction in TransCanada’s Equity Return from Cost Overruns

As part of its proposal, TransCanada offered to share some of the risk of capital cost
overruns during project construction. Specifically, TransCanada offered to decrease their
allowed ROE for the first five years following the In-Service Date up to a maximum of a 2%
reduction (i.e. 200 basis points) from their 14% offer to a minimum of 12% ROE for capital
cost overruns.
For each 1% cost overrun above the base capital costs, a 5 basis point (0.05%) reduction in
ROE will be incurred, up to a maximum ROE reduction of 200 basis points (this corresponds
to a 40% cost overrun). Cost overruns beyond the 40% level will not incur any further
reduction in Allowed ROE per the TransCanada proposal.
To represent this feature of the proposal, the NPV model assumes that ‘base capital costs’
are equal to the statistical average (or mean) of capital cost estimates received from the
Technical Team. The midstream portion of the NPV model is structured such that
TransCanada’s ROE is reduced for cost overruns up to 40% above the base capital cost
amount.
To demonstrate the impact of this feature of TransCanada’s proposal, Figures 5-46 through
5-48 show the sensitivity results for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case for two different cost
overrun levels both with and without the ROE reduction mechanism. The two cost overrun
levels evaluated are 20% and 40% above the base capital costs.
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Figure 5-46: Tariff and NPV Impact to TransCanada from ROE Reduction
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The ROE Reduction mechanism results in a $0.04/MMBtu reduction to the tariff with a 20%
cost overrun and a $0.09 reduction to the tariff for a 40% cost overrun. This equates to
TransCanada giving up approximately $300 million in NPV for a 20% cost overrun and $500
million in NPV for a 40% cost overrun, when compared to the same overrun without the
ROE Reduction mechanism in place. Note that the U.S. Loan Guarantee mechanism is
being applied for these overruns and is reflected in all of the results shown in Figure 5-46.
These results again demonstrate the mechanisms TransCanada has proposed to manage
costs and prevent overruns. TransCanada’s NPV decreases from a base case of $4.5
billion to $4.3 billion for a 20% cost overrun and down to $4.2 billion for a 40% cost overrun.
Producers receive NPV10 no benefits for a 20% cost overrun and $200 million for a 40% cost
overrun as shown in Figure 5-47.
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Figure 5-47: NPV Impact to Producers from ROE Reduction
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Finally, the State and the U.S. Government results for the ROE reduction sensitivity are
shown in Figure 5-48.
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Figure 5-48: NPV Impact to the State and U.S Government from ROE Reduction
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5.7.8.4

Cost of Debt and Allowed ROE

The sensitivity of TransCanada’s financing assumptions was evaluated first by looking at
two cases involving TransCanada’s cost of debt and ROE:
• High Cost of Debt of 8.81% 75 versus the base case assumption developed by
Goldman Sachs of 7.06%
• ROE of 12% versus the base case assumptions of 14%
The results of these sensitivities are compared to the proposal base case results in Figures
5-49 through 5-51.
The results show that an increase to the base case cost of debt from 7.06% to 8.81%
increases the tariff by $0.49/MMBtu. Decreasing TransCanada's Allowed ROE by 2%
reduces the tariff by $0.28/MMBtu. TransCanada’s NPV results from this sensitivity analysis
show that with increased debt, TransCanada’s NPV increases slightly from $4.5 billion to
$4.9 billion. However with a decrease in ROE, consistent with the results discussed in the
previous section concerning TransCanada’s cost overrun ROE penalty proposal, the NPV
for TransCanada is reduced by $1.5 billion.

75

8.81% is the cost of debt per the Goldman Sachs Report for High Capital Costs. This represents the highest cost of
debt calculated by Goldman Sachs in its report and is therefore used to test the sensitivity to NPV results.
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Figure 5-49: Cost of Debt and Allowed ROE Sensitivity Results for TransCanada.
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The NPV results for the producers show a decrease of $0.8 billion and $0.3 billion NPV10
and NPV15, respectively, associated with higher debt costs for TransCanada. Alternatively,
a decrease in ROE to TransCanada results in a lower tariff which in turn improves the
netback for the producers. The NPV increases $0.4 billion with a 10% discount rate and
$0.2 billion with a 15% discount rate.
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Figure 5-50: Cost of Debt and Allowed ROE Sensitivity Results for Producers
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The impacts to the State and U.S. Government show similar trends as those to the
Aggregate Producers. Figure 5-51 highlights the NPV reduction associated with increased
borrowing costs to TransCanada with decreases of $3.9 billion and $1.1 billion for the State
and U.S. Government, respectively. Lowering TransCanada’s ROE increases these
stakeholder NPVs by $2.1 billion and $0.1 billion over the base case.
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Figure 5-51: Cost of Debt and Allowed ROE Sensitivity Results for Government
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5.7.8.5

Debt / Equity Ratio

The sensitivity of TransCanada’s financing assumptions was further evaluated by changing
TransCanada’s debt and equity percentages used to finance the project. Sensitivities were
generated for debt/equity splits of 70%/30%, 60%/40%, and 50%/50%. The sensitivity
cases compare to TransCanada’s proposed base case debt/equity split of 75%/25% for the
4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. The results of these sensitivities are compared to the
proposal base case results in Figures 5-52 through 5-54.
Figure 5-52 shows that the tariff increases from $4.73/MMBtu in the base case to
$5.90/MMBtu with a 50/50 debt to equity ratio. Accordingly, Producer NPV decreases and
TransCanada’s NPV increases as additional equity is used to finance the project. Similarly,
State and U.S. Government decrease as well.
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Figure 5-52: Debt/Equity Percentage Sensitivity Results for TransCanada
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Figure 5-53: Debt/Equity Percentage Sensitivity Results for Producers
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Figure 5-54: Debt/Equity Percentage Sensitivity Results for Government Stakeholders
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5.7.8.6

AGIA Rolled-In Rate Provision

Black & Veatch examined the AGIA provision for rolled-in rates for the two pipeline
segments, plus the Gas Treatment Plant. This examination was based on the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case expanded four separate instances to reach a total capacity of 6.5
Bcf/d. The schedule, cost assumptions, and incremental fuel percentage for each
expansion were provided by the Technical Team. The Midstream Rate Model determined
the project rates for each expansion on an incremental basis and on a roll-in basis. Fuel
loss percentages were converted into fuel costs using the total project’s netback costs
multiplied by the applicable fuel losses in MMBtu. The fuel cost per MMBtu was then
calculated by dividing the fuel costs by the project’s billing determinants.
To review how the AGIA provision affected the rolling-in of rates for the 4.5 Proposal Base
Case, the fuel cost per MMBtu was added to the initial rolled-in rate. This is shown in Figure
5-55 as the solid blue bars for each year there was an expansion. These blue bars set the
normally accepted FERC limit 76 for rolled-in rates for each expansion. The light blue bar
with cross-hatches is calculated for each expansion by multiplying 1.15 times the value of
the initial pipeline rate plus fuel costs in the expansion’s In-service year using the original
project’s fuel percentage. This light blue bar with cross-hatches sets the limit outlined in the
AGIA provision for rolled-in rates for each expansion. The estimated pipeline rate calculated
using the Midstream Rate Model is denoted as a red line in the chart.
The results of this analysis show that as the pipeline expands the calculated roll-in-rates
meets AGIA test and would be rolled-in. However, in the third expansion the new pipeline
rate plus fuel is greater than the normal FERC provision for roll-in rates and would require
the expansion shipper to pay an incremental fuel charge.
Therefore, the parties (i.e. secondary shippers) who would sign up for additional capacity as
the pipeline expands after the initial pipeline is placed in service benefit under the AGIA
provision by not being subjected to an incremental rate or an incremental fuel loss
percentage. Also, the following additional sensitivities of the AGIA provision for rolled-in
rates were investigated:
• P90 B&V Price Forecast
• Low Capital and Operation Cost Escalation
These sensitivities result in more expansions that exceed the FERC provision for Roll-in
rates and are shown in Figures 5-56 and 5-57. Also, this analysis was done for the base
case of each expansion scenario without cost overruns in the expansion construction cost.
In the event expansion projects experience cost overruns, the FERC limit could be further
exceeded and in these cases the AGIA roll-in rate provision provides more protection to the
secondary shippers.

76

Normal FERC Policy would allow for rolled-in rates as long as the new roll-in rate including fuel is no more than the
base shipper’s original cost including fuel for the pipeline before this new expansion.
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Figure 5-55: AGIA Rolled-In Rate Provision versus FERC Policy for AECO Expansions
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Note: Due to a difference in the billing determinants in the 6.5 Bcf/d AECO scenario (based
on the use of more YTF gas) the Initial Rate is slightly higher.
Figure 5-56: Rolled-In Rate Provision for AECO Expansions – P90 B&V Price Forecast
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Figure 5-57: Rolled-In Rate Provision for AECO Expansions – Low Cost Escalation
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5.7.9

State Discount Rate Sensitivity Results
As Section 4.6 discusses, State NPV results for different discount rates were calculated per
the AGIA RFA. These included the base case assumption of a 5% discount rate, as well as
sensitivities of 2%, 6%, and 8%. Finally, non-discounted cash flow is also shown for the 4.5
Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. Figure 5-58 shows the results of these discount rate
sensitivities.
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Figure 5-58: State NPV Results under Different Discount Rates for the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case
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6.0

ANALYSIS OF SMALLER PIPELINE PROJECTS TO CANADA

6.1

Introduction
The PetroTel Report highlights the uncertainties related to development of natural gas
reserves at PT. PT contains over nine Tcf of original gas in place. However, the extremely
high pressure of the gas at PT, its remoteness, and its deep reservoir imply very deep and
expensive wells. Gas handling facilities and related compression could also prove to be
expensive. This section examines whether a smaller pipeline project can be viable for the
State, the ANS Producers and TransCanada in the event of PT gas not being available at
the start of pipeline operations.

6.2

Key Conclusions and Summary
A Conservative Base Case of a 4.0 Bcf/d pipeline has been considered in this analysis as a
potential project in the absence of gas volumes from PT. A smaller pipeline configuration of
3.5 Bcf/d has also been considered in this analysis in order to examine a Low Volume
Sensitivity case.
Identification of Conservative Base Case and Low Volume Sensitivity Case
A pipeline configuration capable of transporting 4.0 Bcf/d of natural gas has been
considered in this analysis as a Conservative Base Case representing a viable project in the
absence of supply from PT at the start of the pipeline project. It has been assumed that the
contract period for initial shipper commitment on the pipeline would be 20 years with the
pipeline assets being depreciated over a corresponding depreciation life of 20 years in the
Conservative Base Case. The Conservative Base Case was selected based on the joint
recommendation of Black & Veatch and Goldman Sachs with concurrence from the State.
Commercial Terms Assume a 20 Year Contract Period and 20 Year Depreciation Life
TransCanada has not offered to take on the risk of reserves not being developed in the out
years by offering commercial terms where the contract period is less than the depreciation
life of the asset. Therefore, the FT commitment contract term has been assumed to match
the depreciation life of the midstream assets. In addition, financing requirements could
dictate that TransCanada’s pipeline assets be depreciated over the FT contract period.
Goldman Sachs Report discusses the financing requirements of a pipeline project in greater
detail.
A shorter contract period is likely to be more attractive to Producers, given the reserve risk
associated with production in the later years of a contract term. A 20 year contract life and
depreciation period was hence selected to offer a balance of the following factors important
to key stakeholders:
• Producer’s desire for low tariffs
• Producer’s desire for shorter length contract commitment to minimize netback and
reserve risk
• TransCanada’s desire to fully recover its rate base during contract life
• Commercial terms that are acceptable from a financer’s perspective
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Identified 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case Offers Attractive NPVs to Stakeholders
and Lower Netback and Reserve Risks
A smaller pipeline project in the absence of PT gas will result in lower NPV to the
stakeholders as well as higher tariffs as compared to the Proposal Base Case pipeline. As
will be supported in the following analysis, the Conservative Base Case of a 4.0 Bcf/d
pipeline represents a scenario offering a balance of the following factors which influence its
selection:
• Impact on tariffs
• NPVs to the stakeholders
• Netback risk
• Reserve risk
Tariffs for Smaller Pipeline Configurations Increase by 13% to 21% Relative to the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case
The tariff impact from the decrease in size of the pipeline from the Proposal Base Case to
the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case is $0.60/MMBtu or 13% of the tariff. The 3.5 Bcf/d
low volume sensitivity case indicates an increase in tariff of $0.98/MMBtu or 21% relative to
the Proposal Base Case.
NPV for Key Stakeholders Indicates Positive NPVs for the Conservative Base Case
The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case indicates an NPV of $60.7 billion for the State, only
8% lower than the NPV of the Proposal Base Case. The NPV to the Producers to $12.3
billion when discounted at 10% and $4.7 billion when discounted at 15% in the Conservative
Base Case, only 9% lower than the NPVs for the Proposal Base Case. TransCanada’s NPV
from the project is $3.8 billion, 15% lower than the Proposal Base Case driven by the lower
rate base associated with a smaller pipeline project. The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case
indicates a viable project with attractive NPVs for the State and Producers if lower volumes
are available for the pipeline project.
NPV Decrease for the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case is Steeper
The drop in the NPV to the State while going from a 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case to a
3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case is about 15% (or a net drop from the 4.5 Bcf/d to a
3.5 Bcf/d pipeline of 22%). This impact on NPV can be observed for the Producers as well
with the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case driving a 15% decrease in NPV relative to
the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case. The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case hence
indicates a viable project that maximizes NPV to the State and Producers in the absence of
PT gas.
Smaller Initial Pipeline Capacity and Contract Period for Smaller Pipeline Configurations
Reduce Reserve Risk Relative to the Proposal Base Case
A potential concern for initial shippers on the pipeline is the reserve risk associated with YTF
gas. A commitment to ship on the pipeline places the initial shippers at risk for not finding
sufficient reserves to fill the pipeline once decline sets in at the fields with “Proven
Reserves”. The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case with a 20 year contract period only
depends on finding YTF gas to fill 15% of the contracted volumes during the life of the
contract. This represents a reduction in reserve risk relative to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base
Case that would depend on finding YTF gas to fill 26% of its initially contracted volumes
over the 25 year contract period.
The 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case configuration has the lowest reserve risk of 10%
with a 20 year contract period.
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Low Negative Netback Risk Remains for Both Smaller Pipeline Projects
Analysis of netback risk shows that all three pipeline configurations have a low netback risk
for producers with Proven Reserves. A price drop of between 54% to 66% relative to the
Base Case prices would be needed to drive the project NPV for these producers to $0 for
the 4 Bcf/d and 3.5 Bcf/d pipelines depending on the contract length and discount rate
considered.
For the YTF producers, netback risk is higher and a price drop of between 24% and 52%
could drive producer NPV to $0 for the 4 Bcf/d and 3.5 Bcf/d pipelines depending on the
contract length and discount rate considered.
Project Benefits for the State, Producers and TransCanada
The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case is a viable project for the State as indicated by the
analysis considered here. Under baseline assumptions, the State has an NPV of $61 billion.
Even with higher cost escalation, the State NPV is over $45 billion. With lower price
assumptions, the State NPV remains between $20 and $53 billion.
The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case is a viable project for the Aggregate Producers.
Proven Reserves producers enjoy very high profitability due to the negligible incremental
costs associated with gas production at these fields. The NPV to the Proven Reserves
producers is $10.8 billion with a 10% discount rate and $4.5 billion with a 15% discount rate.
The profitability of these fields supports the viability of the Alaska Gas Pipeline project in the
Conservative Base Case. Even when scenarios of higher cost escalations or lower prices
were considered, these fields remained profitable with positive NPVs when cash flows are
discounted at both 10% and 15%.
The economics of the Conservative Base Case project for YTF producers are more volatile.
Under base line assumptions, these producers make positive NPVs of $1.5 billion and $0.3
billion when cash flows are discounted at 10% and 15% respectively. Changes in costs or
prices have a significant impact on the YTF producers.
Analysis examining the impact of fiscal uncertainty on producer economics indicates that a
15% to 50% increase in the base production tax rate only reduces Aggregate Producer
NPV10 and NPV15 by 2% to 20% depending on when the tax increase becomes effective.
Producer NPV remains positive in all the fiscal uncertainty scenarios considered. This
result highlights the robustness of Aggregate Producer economics for the project even with
fiscal uncertainty.
The economics of the Conservative Base Case project for TransCanada are the least
volatile since it is a regulated entity with minimal rate or reserve risk. If the project succeeds
in an open season and is constructed, TransCanada is estimated to generate an NPV of
$3.8 billion under the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case.
Integrated Ownership of Upstream and Midstream Assets Lowers Producer NPV
Integrated ownership of upstream and midstream assets lowers the NPV10 to the producers
by $3 billion when compared to transporting on a third-party owned pipeline by paying a
tariff. This is due to the fact that the 100% equity invested in the pipeline project earns a
lower return. Coupled with higher state corporate tax obligations due to a higher property
apportionment factor due to owning the pipeline, the overall producer NPV is lower for an
integrated ownership scenario.
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6.3

Assumptions

6.3.1

Assumptions – 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case
Similar to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case, the Conservative Base Case project
considered consists of a GTP facility on the ANS and a 48 inch pipeline from the ANS to
Boundary Lake, Alberta. Gas is assumed to be transported from Boundary Lake for sale to
the AECO hub on the existing TransCanada NOVA system. The project configuration was
developed by the Technical Team and utilizes many common assumptions as the
TransCanada application. As described in greater detail in the Technical Team Report, the
analysis assumes that the Conservative Base Case pipeline configuration would be the
same as the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case using 48 inch pipeline but with lower
compression requirements. This project is expected to cost $29.4 billion (mean estimate in
2008 $s) as estimated by the Technical Team, with a mean expected in-service date of
2020.
The production volume initially assumed to be shipped under this project is 3.5 Bcf/d of gas
production from PBU and 0.5 Bcf/d of State Existing gas production. Additional production
from YTF fields was assumed to be required to keep the pipeline/terminal full after
production decline begins at PBU and the other State Existing fields. These production
assumptions are based on information obtained from the DNR and the PetroTel Report
which are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.8.4 of this report.

6.3.2

Assumptions – 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case
Similar to the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case, the Low Volume Sensitivity project of 3.5
Bcf/d consists of a GTP facility on the ANS and a 48 inch pipeline from the ANS to Boundary
Lake, AB. Gas is assumed to be transported from Boundary Lake for sale to the AECO hub
on the existing TransCanada NOVA system. The project configuration was developed by
the Technical Team and utilizes many common assumptions as the TransCanada
application. As described in greater detail in the Technical Team Report, the analysis
assumes that the Low Volume Sensitivity pipeline configuration would be the same as the
4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case using 48 inch pipeline but with lower compression
requirements. This project is expected to cost $27.8 billion (mean estimate in 2008 $s) with
a mean expected in-service date of 2020.
The production volumes assumed to be initially shipped under this project are 3.0 Bcf/d of
gas production from PBU and 0.5 Bcf/d of State Existing gas production. Additional
production from YTF fields was assumed to be required to keep the pipeline/terminal full
after production decline begins at PBU and the other State Existing fields. These production
assumptions are based on information obtained from the DNR as well as the PetroTel
Report and are discussed in greater detail in Section 3.8.4 of this report.
Table 6-1 shows a summary of assumptions for the baseline analysis of the Conservative
Base Case and the Low Volume Sensitivity Case as compared to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Cases.
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Table 6-1: Summary of Assumptions
4.5 Bcf/d

4.0 Bcf/d

3.5 Bcf/d

Pipeline
Capacity

4.5 Bcf/d

4.0 Bcf/d

3.5 Bcf/d

Start Date

2020

2020

2020

Production
Assumptions

3.0 Bcf/d - PBU
PT Blowdown

3.5 Bcf/d - Proven
3.0 Bcf/d - PBU
Reserves
No PT
No PT

FT Contract
Period

25 years

20 years

20 years

Depreciation
Life

25 years

20 years

20 years

Study Period

25 years

25 years

25 years

Capital Cost
$2008 billions

$31.3 billion

$29.4 billion

$27.8 billion

Price
Assumption

Wood Mackenzie Wood Mackenzie Wood Mackenzie
Base Case
Base Case
Base Case

6.4

Baseline Analysis of Conservative Base Case and Low Volume Sensitivity
Case

6.4.1

Impact on Pipeline Tariffs
The tariffs for the GTP and pipeline sections of the Conservative Base Case and the Low
Volume Sensitivity Case were based on a 20 year contract term with financing and
depreciable life also assuming a 20 year period. As noted above for the production
assumptions, the project is assumed to be at 100% utilization over the contract term.
The cost-of-service based tariff assumes an interest rate for project debt of 7.06%. The
assumption for financing and cost of debt is based on the Goldman Sachs Report.
Figure 6-1 presents the tariff results for TransCanada for the Conservative Base Case and
Low Volume Sensitivity Cases compared to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. The
Conservative Base Case tariff of $5.33/MMBtu is only 13% higher than the Proposal Base
Case tariff of $4.73/MMBtu even with the smaller pipeline (and hence billing determinants)
and the shorter contract length and depreciation period. The Low Volume Sensitivity Case
has a tariff of $5.71/MMBtu which is about 21% higher than the tariff for the Proposal Base
Case.
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Figure 6-1: Transportation Tariff to AECO
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6.4.2

4.0 Bcf/d

3.5 Bcf/d

Analysis of NPV to the Project Stakeholders
This section examines the NPVs of the stakeholders from the pipeline project in the
Conservative Base Case and Low Volume Sensitivity Case in comparison with the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case. The Proposal Base Case assumes a 25 year contract length and a 25
year depreciation period while the Conservative Base Case and the Low Volume Sensitivity
Case assume a 20 year contract length and 20 year depreciation period. All three cases
calculate NPV using a 25 year study period.
NPV for TransCanada
The 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case is expected to have a lower NPV for TransCanada
because the lower project capital costs result in a lower equity investment. The NPV from
the Conservative Base Case project is reduced to $3.8 billion when compared to the
Proposal Base Case NPV of $4.5 billion.
Similar to the trend observed for the 4.0 Bcf/d NPV results for TransCanada, the Low
Volume Sensitivity Case, that is the smallest pipeline case considered to the AECO market,
reduces TransCanada’s NPV to $3.6 billion.
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Figure 6-2: TransCanada NPV8.8
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NPV for the State and the U.S. Government
Figure 6-3 shows the NPVs to the State and the U.S. Government from the Conservative
Base Case and the Low Volume Sensitivity Case as compared to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Case. The analysis indicates that the NPV to the State decreases in the Conservative
Base Case with an NPV of $61 billion when compared to the Proposal Base Case NPV of
$66 billion. The decrease is driven by the lost revenues from the smaller pipeline project.
The NPV to the State in the Low Volume Sensitivity Case decreases by about 22% to $52
billion when compared to the Proposal Base Case.
The NPV impact to the U.S. Government when comparing the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base
Case to the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case is a decrease of 6% to $29 billion as shown
in Figure 6-3.
The NPV to the U.S. Government for the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case of $24
billion is approximately 21% lower than the Proposal Base Case.
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Figure 6-3: State and U.S. Government NPV5
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NPV for the Producers
Figure 6-4 shows the NPVs of the Aggregate Producers from the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative
Base Case and the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case when compared to the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case. The Conservative Base Case indicates a decrease of 9% in the
producer NPVs to $12.3 billion when compared to the Proposal Base Case driven by the
smaller project size.
When estimating IRRs for the Aggregate Producers, each of these projects generates
estimated IRRs in excess of 50% which clearly indicates highly profitable project economics
under the base case price assumptions.
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Figure 6-4: Aggregate Producers NPV10 and NPV15
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The attractiveness of the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case project varies for the different
producer groups. Figure 6-5 shows the economics for the Proven Reserves producers.
Both PBU and the other State Existing fields are highly profitable for gas production with no
incremental capital expenses and little incremental operating expenses for gas production
relative to their expenditures for oil production. Proven Reserves Producer NPVs for the
Conservative Base Case is almost $11 billion when cash flows are discounted at 10% and
almost $4.5 billion when cash flows are discounted at 15%.
The Low Volume Sensitivity Case indicates an NPV that is about 20% lower than the
Proposal Base Case for the Proven Reserves producers.
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Figure 6-5: Proven Reserves NPV10 and NPV15
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Figure 6-6 shows the economics of the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case for the YTF
producers. YTF producers, both onshore and offshore, are faced with higher capital and
operating costs to enable production from these unproven reserves. The estimated NPV for
these fields is heavily dependent on the assumptions used for costs and the valuation
methodology utilized in the analysis. Estimated IRRs to the YTF producers is 23.9% for the
Conservative Base Case and 23.6% for the Low Volume Sensitivity Case. YTF Producer
NPVs for the Conservative Base Case is marginally lower than that of the Proposal Base
Case at $1.5 billion when discounted at 10% and $0.3 billion when discounted at 15%.
Figure 6-6 also shows the estimated economic benefits of the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume
Sensitivity Case for the YTF producers. The results indicate that the Low Volume Sensitivity
Case indicates an NPV that is $0.9 billion when discounted at 10% and $0.1 billion when
discounted at 15%.
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Figure 6-6: YTF NPV10 and NPV15
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The baseline analysis period spans 25 years of operation of the pipeline while the YTF fields
begin production only after the initial 10 to 12 years of pipeline operations. In the case of
the YTF producers, the analysis presented above is therefore conservative because it
ignores the benefits accrued by these producers from production after the end of the 25 year
analysis period (which is made possible by capital that is spent in the later years of the 25
year analysis period). Additional analysis examined the YTF economics using a total
analysis period of 35 years that would capture at least 20 years of operation of the YTF
fields. Figure 6-7 shows the NPVs to the YTF producers calculated over a 35 year analysis
period.
The NPV for the YTF producers in the Conservative Base Case is $3.6 billion when
discounted at 10% and $0.6 billion when discounted at 15% when examining the 35 year
analysis period. Project IRRs for the YTF producers are over 25% indicating attractive
returns on the producers’ investment.
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Figure 6-7: YTF Producer NPV and IRR for 35 Year Analysis Period
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6.5

Analysis of Netback and Reserve Risk
The producers’ risk of committing to an FT contract on the pipeline will vary based on the
length of the contract period. This analysis of reserve and netback risk for the producers
has been performed for three different contract lengths in order to better understand the
sensitivity of the producers’ risk to the contract length relative to YTF reserves. For each
contract length, it is assumed that the midstream assets are depreciated over the contract
period.
The contract length/depreciation periods considered in this section are:
o 20 year contract length/20 year depreciation period (denoted by 20/20)
o 25 year contract length/25 year depreciation period (denoted by 25/25)
o 15 year contract length/15 year depreciation period (denoted by 15/15)

6.5.1

Netback Risk
Netback risk examines the exposure that the producers have to commodity price decreases
during the contract period and identifies how low prices have to drop to yield $0 NPV to the
producers.
As shown in Figure 6-8, Proven Reserves producers have a significant price cushion relative
to the base case price assumption before estimated NPVs fall below $0. This group of
producers must experience overall price decreases of 54% to 66% in the Conservative Base
Case and the Low Volume Sensitivity Case before the estimated NPV reaches $0. This is
driven by the profitability of gas production at these fields due to the marginal incremental
costs involved relative to oil production.
YTF producers in the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case have a lower price cushion and
could experience negative NPVs if the expected prices dropped by 40% to 52% when
utilizing a 10% discount rate. When the YTF cash flows are discounted at 15%, YTF
producers would experience negative NPVs in the Conservative Base Case if prices
decreased by between 28% and 34%. This risk reflects the higher cost structure of the YTF
producers and the conservative assumptions made in the NPV model.
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Figure 6-8: Proven Reserves Producers Percentage Price Drop for Zero NPV
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Figure 6-9: YTF Producers Percentage Price Drop for Zero NPV
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6.5.2

Reserve Risk
As production from the proven reserves begins to decline, additional supply from YTF fields
is required to keep the pipeline full. Initial shippers on the pipeline take on reserve risk
during their commitment period to ship on the pipeline due to the uncertainty associated with
YTF gas. This section examines the reserve risk associated with this uncertainty by looking
at the proportion of the total contracted volume that requires YTF gas to fill it up and the
cash flows and NPVs to the producers if YTF gas is not found to keep the pipeline full.
Proportion of total contracted volume that requires YTF gas
Figure 6-10 shows the proportion of the contracted volume that requires YTF gas to fill it for
the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case and 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case
compared to the Proposal Base Case. Three different contract periods are considered in
this analysis – 25 years, 20 years and 15 years. The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case has the
highest reserve risk measured by the proportion of YTF gas required to fill the contract
volume since it is the largest pipeline and assumes the longest contract life. 26% of the
Proposal Base Case contract volume depends on YTF gas. The Low Volume Sensitivity
case has the lowest reserve risk measured by the proportion of its contract volume that
required YTF gas as only 10% of its contract volume requires YTF gas. The Conservative
Base Case shows moderate reserve risk with 15% of its contract volumes requiring YTF
gas.
Figure 6-10: % Contract Volume Requiring YTF gas
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Producer NPV with no YTF
A high level review of the cash flow risk to the producers can be seen by comparing the
gross revenues from the project with the transportation cost obligation. Figure 6-11 shows
the expected annual revenue trend that becomes the basis for estimating NPV benefits, for
the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case, the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case and the 3.5 Bcf/d
Low Volume Sensitivity Case. In addition, transportation costs are shown to better highlight
whether the project is generating positive cash flows before other costs are considered. As
demonstrated by Figure 6-11, gross revenues to the producers from the project exceed the
transportation costs significantly when YTF gas is found. Notably, even in the highly
conservative scenario where no YTF gas is found, gross revenues from the project still
exceed the transportation cost obligations.
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Figure 6-11: Revenues vs. Transportation Costs
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Revenue vs. Transportation Costs
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Figure 6-12 shows the NPV for Proven Reserves producers in the absence of YTF gas. The
Proven Reserves producers pay for their unutilized pipeline capacity in the absence of YTF
gas. While there is a decrease in the NPVs of these producers in the absence of YTF gas,
these producers still achieve attractive NPVs due to the high profitability of these fields in
the initial years before the YTF gas is needed. The decrease in NPV (as compared to NPV
with YTF production) is lower for the Conservative Base Case and Low Volume Sensitivity
Case than the Proposal Base Case due to the smaller pipeline size and the lower contracted
volumes of these cases. The Conservative Base Case also assumes higher volumes of
PBU gas at the beginning of the project.
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Figure 6-12: Proven Reserves without YTF Gas NPV10 and NPV15
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6.6

Conservative Base Case & Low Volume Case – Sensitivity Analysis
This section analyzes the impact of key variables and assumptions on the project
economics for the Conservative Base Case and the Low Volume Sensitivity Case. The
impacts of the following key variables have been considered here:
• Commodity price assumptions
• Cost and price escalation assumptions
• Commercial terms of the transportation contract
• Fiscal uncertainty

6.6.1

Impact of Commodity Prices to Stakeholder NPV
Commodity prices create the greatest level of uncertainty to project NPV for all stakeholders
as highlighted in Section 5.6 which discusses the key drivers to NPV variation for the 4.5
Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. This section examines the impact on Stakeholder NPVs from
different commodity price assumptions. The commodity price forecasts considered, and
discussed in detail in section 5.7.1 of this report, are listed below:
• Wood Mackenzie (Base Case forecast)
• Black & Veatch – P10, Mean and P90
• EIA AEO 2008 – Estimated AECO Price
TransCanada is not assumed to be impacted from changes in commodity prices. The
valuation assumes that the pipeline is fully utilized and the appropriate amount of fuel is
retained.
Impact of Changes to Prices on State and U.S. Government NPV
The impact of the price assumptions to the State is shown in Figure 6-13. The NPV to the
State decreases by 12% to $53 billion for the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case assuming
the Black & Veatch mean price forecast. The EIA AEO 2008 based estimate of AECO
prices represents a low price scenario and the drop in the NPV to the State for the
Conservative Base Case in this price scenario is 32% to $41 billion. Prices corresponding
to the 10th percentile of Black & Veatch’s price forecast (BV10) represent the lowest price
scenario of the cases considered here. In this scenario, the State’s NPV falls to $20 billion.
Prices corresponding to the 90th percentile of Black & Veatch’s price forecast (BV90)
represent the highest price scenario of the cases considered here. In this scenario, the
State’s NPV increases to $106 billion representing upside potential with increase in prices.
Similarly, in the Low Volume Sensitivity Case, the State’s NPV can drop as low as $15
billion and increase to as much as $91 billion depending on the price scenario considered.
The U.S. Government’s NPV from the project is also impacted by the commodity price
assumptions and can drop as low as $12 billion and increase to as much as $38 billion with
variation in the price scenario considered for the Conservative Base Case. For the Low
Volume Sensitivity Case, the U.S. Government’s NPV varies from $9 billion to $32 billion
with the price scenario considered.
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Figure 6-13: Commodity Price Sensitivity Results for the State and the U.S.
Government
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Impact of Changes to Prices on Producer NPV
The impact of price assumptions on the Proven Reserves producers is shown in Figure
6-14. The NPV10 to these Producers decreases for the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case
by 8% to $10 billion assuming the Black & Veatch mean price forecast when compared to
the Base Case price assumptions. The range of NPV10 to the Proven Reserves producers is
from $2 billion to $16 billion for the different price scenarios considered. Even at NPV15,
Proven Reserves producers indicate positive NPVs ranging between $0.7 billion to $7 billion
for all the price scenarios indicating robust economics for these producers even with a high
level of uncertainty.
Similarly, in the Low Volume Sensitivity Case, these Producers’ NPV15 ranges from $0.4
billion to $6 billion for the different price scenarios considered. NPV10 for these producers
ranges from $1.4 billion to $14.5 billion for the different price scenarios considered.
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Figure 6-14: Commodity Price Sensitivity Results for Proven Reserves NPV10 and
NPV15
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The impact of prices on the YTF producers is shown in Figure 6-15. Price assumptions
have a significant impact on YTF producers since their profitability depends heavily on
prices being high enough to offset the high capital and operating costs of these fields. The
NPV10 and NPV15 to these Producers for the Conservative Base Case turns negative
assuming the 10th percentile of the Black & Veatch price forecast. For all other price
scenarios, the NPVs are positive for the YTF producers with potential upside if the prices
increase.
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Figure 6-15: Commodity Price Sensitivity Results for YTF NPV10 and NPV15
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As discussed in Section 6.4, the baseline analysis period spans 25 years of operation of the
pipeline while the YTF fields begin production only after the initial 10 to 12 years of pipeline
operations. In the case of the YTF producers, the analysis presented above is therefore
conservative because it ignores the benefits accrued by these producers from production
after the end of the 25 year analysis period that is made possible by capital that is spent in
the later years of the 25 year analysis period. Additional analysis examined the YTF
economics using a total analysis period of 35 years that would capture at least 20 years of
operation of the YTF fields. Figure 6-16 shows the NPVs to the YTF producers calculated
over a 35 year analysis period.
Over the 35 years, the NPV10 for the YTF producers in the Conservative Base Case ranges
from $1.1 billion to an upside potential up to $4.8 billion for the different price scenarios
considered. NPV15 for the YTF producers in the Conservative Base Case ranges from
negative $36 million to an upside potential up to $0.9 billion for the different price scenarios
considered. As Figure 6-17 shows, project IRRs for the YTF producers are over 20% for all
except the lowest price scenario considered with an IRR of up to almost 35% with the
highest price scenario analyzed. Even with the lowest analyzed price scenario, project IRR
is 14% for the YTF producers indicating acceptable returns on the producers’ investment in
a potential worst case of price scenarios considered.
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Figure 6-16: YTF Producer NPV for the 35 Year Analysis Period
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Figure 6-17: YTF Producer IRR for the 35 Year Analysis Period
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Impact of Escalation Assumptions on Stakeholders NPV
The base case escalation rate assumption that was used to inflate the estimated pipeline
project capital costs (4% per year) was developed by the Technical Team. This same
assumption was utilized for upstream capital cost escalation. The corresponding base case
escalation rate assumption for operating expenses was 3% per year. A discussion of the
rationale for these assumptions is discussed in detail in Section 4.6 of this report.
Due to the high capital costs of a pipeline project, the inflation assumption for capital costs
can have a substantial impact on the estimated final constructions costs and associated
project tariff. Similarly, assumptions on escalation for the upstream capital can have an
impact on the project economics.
The NPV to the various project stakeholders was determined utilizing a lower escalation rate
assumption for operating and capital costs. For this sensitivity case, Black & Veatch utilized
a 2% escalation rate for both operating and capital costs. The rationale for selecting a 2%
escalation rate is discussed in Section 4.6 of this report.
The NPV to the various project stakeholders was also determined utilizing a higher
escalation rate assumption for operating and capital costs. For this sensitivity case, Black &
Veatch utilized a 5% escalation rate for operating costs and a 6% escalation rate for capital
costs. The rationale for selecting these escalation rates is discussed in Section 4.6 of this
report.
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Comparison of Project Tariff
Figure 6-18 shows the sensitivity of the tariffs in the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case and
the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case to assumptions on capital cost and operating
cost escalation through time.
The project tariff increases by approximately 23% to 24% with higher cost escalation
assumptions for the Proposal Base Case, the Conservative Base Case and the Low Volume
Sensitivity Case. The decrease in tariff when cost escalation is lower is approximately 17%
lower than the tariffs estimated by utilizing the base escalation assumptions.
Impact of Changes to Escalation Assumptions on TransCanada NPV
TransCanada’s NPV is determined by its revenue requirements which are in turn impacted
by the rate base or the capital costs of the project. Higher capital costs imply a higher rate
base, which in turn requires additional equity investment thus increasing the project’s NPV.
As seen in Figure 6-18, the NPV8.8 to TransCanada from higher escalation in the capital cost
and operating expenses increases by about 24% for the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case, the
4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case and the Low Volume Sensitivity Case.
Conversely, lower escalation of capital and operating costs decreases the rate base and
corresponding tariffs. A decrease in the cost escalation assumptions, which is a positive
benefit to the producers and the State, decreases TransCanada’s NPV8.8 by approximately
9% for all the projects considered.
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Figure 6-18: Escalation Impact to Project Tariffs and TransCanada NPV
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Impact of Changes to Escalation Assumptions on State and U.S. Government NPV
With a lower escalation rate and lower tariffs, the State NPV5 increased by 18% to $72
billion in the Conservative Base Case. With a higher escalation rate and higher tariffs, the
State NPV decreased by 26% to $45 billion in the Conservative Base Case. Figure 6-19
summarizes the comparison of the NPV results for the State evaluated at the base case,
and higher and lower escalation rates.
With a lower escalation rate and lower tariffs, the U.S. Government NPV5 increased by 5%
to $30 billion in the Conservative Base Case. With a higher escalation rate and higher
tariffs, the U.S. Government NPV decreased by 14% to $25 billion in the Conservative Base
Case.
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Figure 6-19: Escalation Impact to the State and the U.S. Government
State NPV5
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Impact of Changes to Escalation Assumptions on Producer NPV
Producers are impacted by escalation assumptions in two ways. Lower escalation rates
decrease both the upstream capital and operating costs for the producers as well as the
tariff paid on the pipeline. Conversely, higher escalation rates increase both the upstream
capital and operating expenditures as well as the pipeline tariff paid by the producers.
With a lower escalation rate and lower tariffs, the producer NPV increases. For the
producers in aggregate, the NPV10 increased by 17% to $14 billion in the 4.0 Bcf/d
Conservative Base Case.
With a higher escalation rate and higher tariffs, the producer NPV decreases. For the
producers in aggregate, the NPV10 decreased by over 40% to $7 billion in the Conservative
Base Case. The estimated IRR for the producers under both escalation scenarios remained
at over 50%. Figure 6-20 summarizes the comparison of the NPV results for the producers
in aggregate evaluated at the base case, and higher and lower escalation rates for the
projects considered.
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Figure 6-20: Escalation Impact to the Aggregate Producers NPV10 and NPV15
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For Proven Reserves Producers, the NPV10 increased by 11% to $12 billion with lower
escalation assumptions in the Conservative Base Case. The NPV10 decreased by 25% to
$8 billion with higher escalation assumptions in the Conservative Base Case. Estimated
IRRs for the Proven Reserves producers remain in excess of 50% for all the escalation
cases. Figure 6-21 summarizes the comparison of the NPV results for Proven Reserves
producers evaluated at the base case, and higher and lower escalation rates.
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Figure 6-21: Escalation Impact to Proven Reserves NPV10 and NPV15
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Since YTF producers have relatively higher risk due to their higher cost structure, capital
and operating cost escalation is expected to impact the YTF producers significantly. For
YTF producers, the NPV10 increased to $2.4 billion in the Conservative Base Case with low
cost escalation assumptions. With a higher escalation rate, the producer NPV turns
negative for all the projects including the Conservative Base Case where it fell to -$0.8
billion. Figure 6-22 summarizes the comparison of the NPV results for the YTF producers
evaluated at the base case, higher and lower escalation rates.
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Figure 6-22: Escalation Impact to YTF NPV10 and NPV15
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As discussed in Section 6.4, the baseline analysis period spans 25 years of operation of the
pipeline while the YTF fields begin production only after the initial 10 to 12 years of pipeline
operations. In the case of the YTF producers, the analysis presented above is therefore
conservative because it ignores the benefits accrued by these producers from production
after the end of the 25 year analysis period that is made possible by capital that is spent in
the later years of the 25 year analysis period. Additional analysis examined the YTF
economics using a total analysis period of 35 years that would capture at least 20 years of
operation of the YTF fields. Figure 6-23 shows the NPVs to the YTF producers calculated
over a 35 year analysis period.
The NPV10 for the YTF producers in the Conservative Base Case remains positive at $0.7
billion with high escalation assumptions. NPV15 for the YTF producers in the Conservative
Base Case increases to $4.6 billion with low escalation assumptions. As Figure 6-24
shows, project IRR for the YTF producers is 12% with the high escalation assumptions and
as high as 37% with the low cost escalation assumptions.
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Figure 6-23: Escalation Impact to YTF Producer NPV for the 35 Year Analysis Period
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Figure 6-24: Escalation Impact to YTF Producer IRR for the 35 Year Analysis Period
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Impact of Cost and Price Escalation to Project Economics – “Real Analysis”
The purpose of this analysis is to show the impact of escalation/inflation (price, CapEx, and
OpEx) on certain key results of the NPV model. In order to examine the sensitivity of the
results to the escalation rate assumed for capital and operating expenses and the inflation
on prices, this analysis uses real prices and costs with no cost escalation and no price
inflation. In addition, the tariffs calculated assuming no escalation were compared against
the price scenarios discussed in Section 4.3 of this report and the current forward curve for
AECO (and associated estimated extension) to understand what the project benefits may be
if it was built today and at the mean capital cost estimates.
Figure 6-25 shows the comparison of the tariffs for the different projects considered with
various real price assumptions. As can be seen from the analysis, prices are higher than
the tariff of the pipeline even in the lowest price scenario considered for the 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case and the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case indicating that the netback
to the ANS would be positive under these price scenarios. The 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume
Sensitivity Case shows prices higher than tariffs for all except the lowest price scenario
considered.
This analysis represents a conservative view of the project driven by the fact that while the
tariffs are lower because there is no escalation in CapEx and OpEx, the levelization process
generates a nominal rather than real tariff. The forward natural gas prices shown in Figure
6-25 are current over the counter quotes, from April 2008, but represent nominal prices for
the settlement year. Neither the tariffs nor the forward prices were adjusted to approximate
a real tariff or real price.
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Figure 6-25: Real AECO Price Forecasts vs. Tariff + Fuel
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Figure 6-26 compares the revenues with the transportation costs on a real and nominal
basis for the 4.0 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case in order to understand the availability of
cash flows to meet transportation cost obligations during the life of the project. The analysis
indicates that revenues are consistently higher than transportation costs with the gap
between them widening over time on both an approximated real and nominal basis. The
real analysis indicates that the Conservative Base Case is a viable project and that positive
NPV results are not being generated solely due to the cost escalation and price inflation
assumptions made.
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Figure 6-26: Nominal Vs. Real Revenues and Transportation Costs
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Impact of Commercial Terms of Transportation Contracts – Contract
Period/Depreciation Life
This section examines the impact on tariffs and NPVs from different combinations of FT
contract commitment periods that are shorter than the depreciation life of the asset. The
TransCanada proposal assumes a 25 year contract period and a corresponding 25 year
depreciation life of the asset. Since producers may have the desire to negotiate shorter
contract commitment periods and put TransCanada partially at risk for the full recovery of its
equity investment in the project, this section considers the NPV impacts where the tariff is
calculated over a shorter time period but TransCanada’s assets for the project are
depreciated over the entire analysis period.
The following commercial agreements have been considered in this analysis for the
Conservative Base Case:
Table 6-2: Conservative Base Case Analysis
Case
20/20
20/25
15/25

Contract Period
20 years
20 years
15 years

Depreciation Life
20 years
25 years
25 years

The analysis assumes that TransCanada’s tariff will be recalculated at the end of the
contract period based on the remaining undepreciated assets. The rates are subsequently
reset every 5 years until the end of the analysis period. This analysis assumes that YTF gas
is found to fill the pipeline during the analysis period.
Figure 6-27 shows the impact to TransCanada from the different commercial agreements
considered. As indicated by the analysis, a shorter contract period than depreciable asset
life has minimal impact on TransCanada’s NPV. The tariff change from the baseline 20/20
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assumption with shorter contract period ranges from less than 1% to 4%. This is driven by
the fact that most of the expenses are incurred in the initial years and hence the cost base
for the tariff calculation remains high in all three commercial arrangements considered.
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Figure 6-27: Impact of Commercial Terms of Transportation Contracts to AECO Tariff
and TransCanada
AECO Tariff
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Figure 6-28 shows the NPVs to the producers under the three different commercial
arrangements considered. As seen in these results, the impact to the producers from the
different commercial arrangements considered is minimal since the tariff impact is small.
Further, since the analysis assumes that YTF gas is found to fill the pipeline, neither party
bears the risk of unutilized capacity. Aggregate estimated IRRs remain high under these
scenarios which indicate an economically attractive project for the producers.
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Figure 6-28: Impact of Commercial Terms of Transportation Contracts to Producer
NPV10 and NPV15
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6.7.2

Impact of Fiscal Uncertainty
The analysis in this report assumes a production tax structure that is based on the ACES
production tax regime continuing during the analysis period. ACES imposes a base tax rate
of 25% on the estimated production tax value. This section examines the impact on the
producer NPV if the base production tax rate is increased during the course of the analysis
period.
The analysis in this section models a 15%, 30% and 50% increase to the base tax rate of
25%. The greater the increase in the base tax rate, the lower the NPV to the producers
would be.
In addition, the impact of the State providing fiscal certainty for ACES for a defined period of
time and then applying the tax increases is also considered in this section. The analysis
examines the impact of fiscal certainty for a 5 year, 10 year and 15 year period with the
base tax rate of 25% remaining fixed during this period followed by an increase of 15%, 30%
and 50% over the base tax rate of 25%. The longer the fiscal certainty period, the lesser the
impact of the tax increases would be since the cash flows from the initial years count more
towards impacting NPV.
Figure 6-29 shows the impact on the producer NPV10 from the ACES base tax increases
modeled. When the tax increase is effective at the start of pipeline operations without a
fiscal certainty period, producer NPV10 drops by between $0.8 billion and $2.5 billion with
base tax rate increase of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-29. This translates to a 6% to
20% drop in producer NPV10. Producer NPV15 drops by between $0.3 billion and $0.9 billion
with base tax rate increase of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-30. This also translates to
a 6% to 20% drop in producer NPV15 relative to the base case (which assumes no increase
in the ACES base tax rate).
With fiscal certainty for 5 years, the impact on the producers’ NPV decreases. When the tax
increase is effective after a fiscal certainty period of 5 years following the start of pipeline
operations, producer NPV10 drops by between $0.6 billion and $1.8 billion with base tax rate
increase of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-29. This translates to a 5% to 15% drop in
producer NPV10. Producer NPV15 drops by between $0.2 billion and $0.6 billion with base
tax rate increase of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-30. This translates to a 4% to 12%
drop in producer NPV15 relative to the base case with no increase in the ACES base tax rate.
With fiscal certainty for 10 years, the impact on the producers’ NPV decreases further as the
cash flows in the initial 10 years remain unaffected by the fiscal change. When the tax
increase is effective after a fiscal certainty period of 10 years following the start of pipeline
operations, producer NPV10 drops by between $0.4 billion and $1.3 billion with base tax rate
increase of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-29. This translates to a 3% to 10% drop in
producer NPV10. Producer NPV15 drops by between only $0.1 billion and $0.3 billion with
base tax rate increase of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-30. This translates to a 2% to
7% drop in producer NPV15 relative to the base case (which assumes no increase in the
ACES base tax rate).
With fiscal certainty beyond 10 years, increases in the ACES base tax rate have minimal
impact on producer NPV. With fiscal certainty for 15 years, the impact on the producers’
NPV is negligible since the cash flows in the initial 15 years remain unaffected by the fiscal
change. When the tax increase is effective after a fiscal certainty period of 15 years
following the start of pipeline operations, producer NPV10 drops by between $0.3 billion and
$0.9 billion with base tax rate increases of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure 6-29. This
translates to a 2% to 7% drop in producer NPV10. Producer NPV15 drops by between $0.1
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billion and $0.2 billion only with base tax rate increases of 15% to 50% as shown in Figure
6-30. This translates to a 1% to 4% drop in producer NPV15 relative to the base case with no
increase in the ACES base tax rate.
Figure 6-29: Impact of Fiscal Uncertainty for Producer NPV10
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Figure 6-30: Impact of Fiscal Uncertainty for Producer NPV15
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6.7.3

Uncertainty Analysis using Monte Carlo Simulations
This section includes the results of Monte Carlo simulations using the NPV model and the
methodology described in Section 3.2.2 of this NPV Report. The principal results of the
simulations are probability distributions 77 of NPV for the project stakeholders for three
different pipeline sizes: 4.5 Bcf/d, 4.0 Bcf/d, and 3.5 Bcf/d. Variables that were modelled
stochastically in each simulation include:
1. Commodity prices (The Black & Veatch price forecast model)
2. Pipeline project capital costs (as estimated by the Technical Team)
3. Pipeline project schedule (as estimated by the Technical Team)
The Black & Veatch price model was used to understand the impact on NPV from price
uncertainty since distributions for prices were not available for Wood Mackenzie price
forecasts. The results of the three simulations show the range of NPV results taking into
account uncertainty in the three sets of assumptions listed above. Figures 6-31 through 639 compare the resulting State, Producer, TransCanada, and U.S. Government NPV for
each simulation.
Figure 6-31 shows that on average, the State’s NPV is highest with the large 4.5 Bcf/d
pipeline. The 4.0 Bcf/d pipeline NPV results are close to the 4.5 Bcf/d results with the mean
(or average) NPV of these two cases being about 8% different. The 3.5 Bcf/d NPV is over
20 percent lower than for the 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline and 15 percent lower than the 4.0 Bcf/d
pipeline.
Figure 6-31: State NPV5 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d Cases
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77
Probability distributions are a way of statistically measuring and charting the uncertainty in a given output variable by
modeling uncertainty in key input assumptions through use of Monte Carlo simulation. All distributions shown in this
section are cumulative distributions and plot an output variable (i.e. NPV) on the x-axis along with corresponding
probability percentages on the y-axis.
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Similar to the State NPV results, Aggregate Producers NPV is greatly influenced by
uncertainty, particularly price uncertainty (as discussed in Section 5.7.3). Producer NPV10 is
between $1 and $2 billion at P10 and between $15 and $20 billion at P90 as shown in
Figure 6-32. The Producer NPV15 results show the same trends as the NPV10 results and
are plotted in Figure 6-33.
Figure 6-32: Aggregate Producers NPV10 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d
Cases
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Figure 6-33: Aggregate Producers NPV15 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d
Cases
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As demonstrated by the Proposal Base Case NPV results shown in Section 5.5, producer
NPV varies significantly when looking at initial shippers (Proven Reserves producers) and
secondary shippers (YTF producers). Figures 6-34 through 6-37 chart the NPV10 and NPV15
for the two following producer groups:
• Proven Reserves
• YTF
The results demonstrate the increased risk due to low prices that YTF shippers face as
compared to initial shippers (Proven Reserves) during the 25 year study period. For
example, in Figure 6-36, YTF producer NPV10 crosses zero at a probability level of between
15 and 25 percent 78. In contrast to that result, Figure 6-34 shows Proven Reserves
producer NPV10 crosses zero at a probability level of between 2 and 4 percent.

78

As noted in previous price scenario analysis, the YTF NPV results are only for the 25 year study period. Additional
production and resulting cash flow would be expected for these fields beyond 25 years and NPV and IRR would increase,
as discussed in Section 5.6.
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Figure 6-34: Proven Reserves Producer NPV10 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5
Bcf/d Cases
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Figure 6-35: Proven Reserves Producer NPV15 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5
Bcf/d Cases
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Figure 6-36: YTF Producer NPV10 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d Cases
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Figure 6-37: YTF Producer NPV15 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d Cases
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Figure 6-38 shows the TransCanada NPV results for the three pipeline sizes. As expected,
TransCanada receives a higher NPV for a larger project due to a higher rate base. The
uncertainty in TransCanada’s NPV shown in the figure is driven almost entirely by project
capital cost and schedule uncertainty.
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Figure 6-38: TransCanada NPV8.8 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d Cases
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Finally, Figure 6-39 shows the U.S. Government NPV5 results for the three pipeline sizes.
Figure 6-39: U.S. Government NPV5 Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 Bcf/d Cases
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6.8

Analysis of Integrated Ownership of Upstream and Midstream Assets

6.8.1

Introduction
On April 8, 2008, BP and ConocoPhillips announced a joint pipeline project to move natural
gas from the ANS to Alberta, Canada. The project termed “Denali – The Alaska Gas
Pipeline” includes gas transmission lines on the ANS, a GTP on the ANS near PBU, and a
large diameter pipeline capable of transporting about 4 Bcf/d of natural gas. This section
examines, at a high level, the economics to the producers and the State from integrated
ownership of a 4.0 Bcf/d Alaska Gas Pipeline by the initial shippers on the pipeline.

6.8.2

Key Assumptions
The analysis in this section assumes that the pipeline configuration for the integrated project
closely matches that of the Conservative Base Case examined in detail in Section 6.4. A
summary of some of the input assumptions is shown in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3: Input Assumptions
Denali Project
Pipeline Capacity

4.0 Bcf/d

In-service Date

2020

Initial Production Assumptions

3.5 Bcf/d - PBU
0.5 Bcf/d – State Existing

FT Contract Period

20 years

Depreciation Life

20 years

Capital Cost $2008 billions

$29.4 billion

Price Assumption

Wood Mackenzie Base Case

Ownership Structure
The analysis in this section assumes that the project would be jointly owned by the lessees
at PBU and other State Existing fields since they would be the initial shippers on the
pipeline. As in the Conservative Base Case, these shippers are also assumed to be the
lessees at YTF fields since they would have the most incentive to seek and develop these
reserves because of their ownership interest in the Alaska Gas Pipeline.
Cash Flows for Producers from Integrated Project
It is assumed in this analysis that the integrated project would be financed solely by equity.
The producers would thus have a negative cash flow for capital expenditure related to the
pipeline project during development and construction. Once the pipeline is operational, they
pay the O&M expenses for the pipeline but do not pay a transportation cost on the Alaska
Gas Pipeline to access the market at AECO. The only transportation cost they would incur
would be on the NOVA system in Alberta to reach the AECO market.
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The producers achieve AECO market prices for selling their production. They pay royalty,
production tax, state corporate income tax, property taxes and federal income taxes for the
integrated project.
The producers are allowed to deduct a transportation cost for the pipeline for the purpose of
estimating royalty and production taxes. The transportation cost for this purpose has been
estimated using the same assumptions as the Conservative Base Case.
6.8.3

NPV to Stakeholders
NPVs for Producers with an integrated project are negatively impacted by the following
factors:
• the capital outflow in the initial years associated with the pipeline,
• the operating and maintenance expenses associated with the pipeline and
• the increase in State corporate income tax as a result of higher apportionment
factors due to midstream ownership.
The Producers’ NPV is positively impacted by not having to pay transportation costs on the
pipeline to access the AECO market.
Figure 6-40 shows the net impact on the Aggregate Producers NPVs for the integrated
project relative to the Conservative Base Case. The total producer NPV10 decreases by
about $3 billion to $9 billion as a result of the integrated ownership of the upstream and
midstream projects by the producers. Similarly NPV15 decreases to $0.3 billion.
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Figure 6-40: Impact on Aggregate Producers NPV for Integrated Economics and
Conservative Base Case
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This analysis of integrated ownership of upstream and midstream assets by the producers
indicates that integrated ownership could lower the NPV to the producers when compared to
transporting on a third-party owned pipeline by paying a tariff. This is due to the fact that the
100% equity invested in the pipeline project earns a lower return. Coupled with higher state
corporate tax obligations due to a higher property apportionment factor due to owning the
pipeline, the overall producer NPV is lower for an integrated ownership scenario.
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7.0

NPV ANALYSIS OF AN LNG ALTERNATIVE

7.1

Introduction
Black & Veatch was asked by the State to complete an NPV analysis of selected LNG
projects to understand the stand-alone benefits and the comparative benefits to a pipeline
project. This section of the Black & Veatch report focuses on understanding whether a LNG
project produces positive cash flows and NPVs for the various stakeholders.
The Technical Team developed cost estimates for constructing a pipeline from the ANS to
Valdez and a liquefaction terminal for exporting LNG to expected Asian markets. The
details of these cost estimates and the particulars of each scenario are presented in the
Technical Team Report. Black & Veatch utilized this cost and schedule information to
complete a cash flow and NPV analysis of selected LNG projects.
The production assumptions that correspond with the facility cost and schedule estimates
developed by the Technical Team are summarized in Section 4 of this report.
The Gas Strategies Consulting Group developed alternative scenarios for market prices of
LNG delivered into Asian markets. In addition, they developed an independent assessment
of shipping costs from Valdez, Alaska to the assumed Asian market(s). The details of Gas
Strategies’ assumptions and conclusions are discussed in their report for the State. In
addition, Black & Veatch summarized the Gas Strategies Consulting Report findings in
Section 4.3 of this report. Black & Veatch utilized this estimate of market prices for LNG
delivered into the Asian market to complete a cash flow and NPV analysis.
The analysis period for all scenarios was 25 years from the initial in-service date.

7.2

Key Conclusions and Summary
Alternative Scenarios Considered
The AGIA application process produced two LNG project proposals.
In addition,
TransCanada discussed the concept of expanding its base proposal with a Y-Line to a LNG
facility in Valdez. This section of the NPV report considers alternative scenarios to
understand whether a LNG project is, or can be, economically superior. In addition, an
“apples to apples” comparison of the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG case
was performed to understand the relative differences.
LNG Projects Have Higher Capital Costs and Therefore Greater Risk than a Pipeline
Project
The capital cost required to construct an LNG project was estimated by the Technical Team
to be 38% greater than an equivalently sized pipeline project. This results in a tariff that is
also larger than a pipeline alternative to Canada. LNG tariffs were estimated to range from
$9.40to $10.33/MMBtu depending on the scenario considered.
Additional Fuel Shrinkage Compounds the Risk for a LNG Project
The fuel retained (shrinkage) associated with an LNG project is 8% higher than an
equivalent sized pipeline project to Canada. This difference in fuel must be compensated by
a higher LNG price in order for a LNG project to generate comparable or superior NPV for
the shippers. Depending on the price scenario assumed, the cost of the additional fuel
shrinkage in the LNG project is approximately $0.40/MMBtu in the early years of the project.
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Price Remains the Primary Risk to a LNG Project
Various LNG price scenarios were developed by Gas Strategies Consulting, based on either
the Brent Crude Oil price or the natural gas price at Henry Hub. Price variation has a
substantial impact on project NPV. The assumed Asian LNG prices are based on the
relationship of crude oil prices to natural gas which exhibits very wide variations in price
spreads. This compounds the price risk for a LNG project relative to that of an overland
project.
LNG Projects Have Positive NPVs with Base and High LNG Price Assumptions
When the Base Case and High Case LNG price scenarios are assumed, the four LNG
project configurations evaluated produce positive NPVs for the LNG Developer, the State
and the Producers. However if the Low Case LNG price scenario is assumed, the LNG
projects considered can produce negative NPVs for the Producer.
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case Project Produces a Higher NPV than a 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG Project
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to construct a pipeline to Canada was compared to a 4.5
Bcf/d LNG project. The Project Developer (LNG or Pipeline) receives an NPV that is $5
billion larger from a LNG project due to the higher capital costs and return on invested
equity. NPV5 to the State from the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project with Base Case LNG prices is $48
billion lower than the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case. NPV5 to the State from the 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG project with Low Case LNG prices is $13.2 billion lower than the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Case.. The NPV for the Aggregate Producers from the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
pipeline project to Canada is higher than that from a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project under all LNG
price assumptions. The Proposal Base Case NPV10 for the producers is $4.7 billion higher
than the High Case LNG price, $18.1 billion higher than the Base Case LNG price, and
$52.9 billion higher than the Low Case LNG price. NPV15 result trends are similar to the
NPV10 results.
Inflation has a Substantial Impact to LNG Project NPV
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to construct a pipeline to Canada was compared to a 4.5
Bcf/d LNG project with lower cost and price escalation assumptions. The NPVs for all of the
stakeholders from the LNG project dropped substantially when lower cost and price
escalation rates are assumed. The producer NPVs under the Base Case LNG price
scenario are marginally positive with lower escalation rate assumptions.
A High Oil Price to North American Gas Price Relationship is Required for an LNG
Project to be Favorable
Current oil and gas price relationships are different from the relationships that have been
observed historically. The historical average of the price of oil ($/BBL) to the price of gas
($/MMBtu) has been 8 to 1 with the current market at an 11 to 1 ratio. The general industry
consensus is for these relationships to return to their traditional levels. LNG project NPVs
become superior only if the price relationship between oil and natural gas remains above
historical averages on a permanent basis.
Under the Base Case LNG price case, the
State must see oil prices with an oil price to gas price ratio greater than 10 to 1 for an LNG
project to provide higher NPV estimates than a project to Canada. For the producers, the oil
price to gas price ratio must be maintained at 11 to 1 under the Base Case LNG price
scenario for an LNG project to provide higher NPV10 estimates than an overland route. At a
15% discount rate, an 11 to 1 oil price ratio produces essentially a break even NPV estimate
when comparing an LNG project to a pipeline to Canada.
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7.3

Assumptions – LNG Project In-Service Date
For all LNG scenarios other than the Y-Line expansion, the expected in-service date
developed by the State’s Technical Team is 2022. This assumption results in an in-service
date for an LNG project that is 2 years later than the expected in-service date for a pipeline
project to Canada. This delayed start has a significant negative effect on the NPV of a LNG
project, relative to an overland route, due to a higher tariff associated with the additional two
years of cost escalation and the discount impact associated with the project revenue delay.

7.4

Assumptions - 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
A lower capacity volume scenario was considered that treated, shipped and liquefied 2.7
Bcf/d of ANS production. The project configuration consisted of a GTP facility on the ANS, a
48 inch pipeline to Delta Junction, a 42 inch pipeline to Valdez, and a liquefaction and
terminal facility in Valdez. The project configuration was developed by the Technical Team
and utilizes many common assumptions as the Alaska Gas Port Authority proposal that
relies upon an engineering design developed by Bechtel Engineering.
The production volumes assumed to be shipped under this project were 2.5 Bcf/d of PBU
and 0.2 Bcf/d of State Existing production. Additional production from YTF fields was
assumed to be required to keep the pipeline/terminal full after the year 2040. This
production profile assumes that PT natural gas production is re-injected and not shipped on
the pipeline to market. The production assumptions were based on consultation with the
DNR and are discussed in greater detail in Section 4 of this report.

7.5

Assumptions - 2.7 Bcf/d Expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
This project configuration assumes that the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project is expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d
by 2025. The project configuration remains generally the same with additional GTP
capacity, pipeline compression and LNG liquefaction facilities required to accommodate the
increase in production. Similar to the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project, the project configuration was
developed by the Technical Team. This expansion is expected to have an expected inservice date of 2022 and an expansion expected in-service date of 2025.
The production volumes assumed to be shipped under this project are 2.5 Bcf/d of PBU and
0.2 Bcf/d of State Existing production. With the expansion to 4.5 Bcf/d, the additional
volumes, initially, are predominantly from PBU and State Existing. Additional production
from YTF fields is required much sooner than the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project to keep the
pipeline/terminal full over the contract period. Similar to the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project, PT
natural gas production was assumed to be re-injected and not shipped on the pipeline to
market. These production assumptions are discussed in greater detail in Section 4 of this
report.

7.6

Assumptions - 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
A volume scenario that was identical to the TransCanada AGIA application was considered
that treated, shipped and liquefied 4.5 Bcf/d of ANS production. The project configuration
consisted of a GTP facility on the ANS, a 48 inch pipeline to Delta Junction, a 48 inch
pipeline to Valdez, and a liquefaction and terminal facility in Valdez. The project
configuration was developed by the Technical Team and utilizes many common
assumptions as the Little Susitna application that is based on engineering and cost
estimates from Sinopec.
The production volumes assumed to be shipped under this project was 3.0 Bcf/d of PBU,
0.9 Bcf/d of PT and 0.6 Bcf/d of State Existing production. Additional production from YTF
fields was assumed to be required to keep the pipeline/terminal full starting in 2030. These
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production assumptions are the same as those used to evaluate the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Case. Section 4 of this report discusses the production assumption details associated
with this LNG project.

7.7

Assumptions - Y-Line Project – 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case with a 2.0 Bcf/d
LNG Expansion
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case project was assumed to be constructed and placed into
operation for this case. The pipeline project configuration consisted of a GTP facility on the
ANS, a 48 inch pipeline to Delta Junction, a 48 inch pipeline to the Alaska/Canadian border,
and a 48 inch pipeline continuing to the pipeline terminus at Boundary Lake. The project
configuration and cost estimates were developed by the Technical Team. The details of the
4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case NPV analysis can be found in Section 5.
The Proposal Base Case pipeline project is then assumed to be expanded by 2.0 Bcf/d in
2025. The expansion will included the construction of a 30” pipeline from Delta Junction to
Valdez. In addition the GTP is expanded, additional compression is installed to Delta
Junction, and the liquefaction facilities/terminal in Valdez is added to complete the 2.0 Bcf/d
expansion. The project configuration was developed by the Technical Team. The LNG YLine has an estimated start date of 2025.
The initial 4.5 Bcf/d production volumes assumed to be shipped under this project was 3.0
Bcf/d of PBU, 0.9 Bcf/d of PT and 0.6 Bcf/d of State Existing production. The 2.0 Bcf/d
expansion volumes in 2025 were assumed to come from YTF production. The production
assumptions in this LNG scenario for the initial 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline project from the ANS to
Canada project are the same initial assumptions used to evaluate the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Case. For a detailed review of the production assumptions utilized for the Y-Line
scenario, see Section 4 of this report.

7.8

Assumptions - Estimated Cost-of-Service Based Tariffs
For evaluation purposes, Black & Veatch assumed that the LNG projects would be an open
access project and implement rates using the same assumptions as an open access
pipeline project. The tariffs for the GTP, pipeline and liquefaction/terminal sections of the
project are based on a 25 year contract term with a financing and depreciable life of 25
years. The project is assumed to be at 100% utilization over the contract term.
The cost-of-service based tariff assumes an interest rate for project debt of between 7.05%
and 7.18% for the different LNG projects and expansions. The assumption for financing and
cost of debt is based on the Goldman Sachs Report.
The tariffs estimated by Black & Veatch are in nominal dollars and are based on escalated
capital costs. A detailed review of the tariff determination methodology utilized by Black &
Veatch is described in Section 3 of this report.

7.8.1

Summary of Tariffs for Each Scenario
The total tariff rates for the LNG project configuration scenarios considered, excluding fuel
retention and losses, range from $9.40 to $10.33/MMBtu. Included in these rates are the
shipping costs from Valdez to market which requires an additional $1.01/MMBtu, in 2022
nominal $’s, as projected by Gas Strategies Consulting. The price relationships provided
by Gas Strategies assumed Freight-On-Board at the delivery location and therefore the
tariffs do not include receiving terminal fees.
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The 2.0 Bcf/d LNG Y-Line expansion project results in the highest total tariff of
$10.33/MMBtu because of the lower amount of billing determinants. The 2.7 Bcf/d LNG
project total tariff is expected to be lower than the Y-Line expansion with an estimated total
tariff of $9.68/MMBtu. When the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project is expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d in 2025, the
aggregate total tariff for shippers on this project drops to $9.61/MMBtu. The most cost
effective total tariff is generated by the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG only project where Black & Veatch has
estimated the total tariff to be $9.40/MMBtu. The difference in total tariff rates between the
2.7 Bcf/d and 4.5 Bcf/d LNG projects are being substantially driven by the efficiency of scale
from a larger project and higher contract volume which increases billing determinants.
Figure 7-1 summarizes the total tariffs for the alternative LNG project configuration
scenarios considered by Black & Veatch for the NPV analysis.
Figure 7-1: LNG Project Tariffs

LNG Tariffs
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Note: 4.5 AECO is the initial 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline project from the ANS to Canada project
7.8.2

Fuel Retention and Losses for an LNG Project
Similar to an overland route, natural gas is consumed as fuel to treat and compress the gas
at the GTP. In addition, the natural gas stream incurs additional losses at Valdez as it is
converted from the gaseous phase to liquid phase through compression and refrigeration.
The losses associated with liquefaction are substantial and can be in multiples of the fuel
losses for the pipeline component of a project.
In addition to estimating capital costs and construction timing, the Technical Team estimated
the fuel losses for the various pipeline and LNG projects considered. The fuel retention for
the LNG project configuration scenarios considered ranges from 15.8% to 18.3%. This
compares to fuel retention for a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case of 8.9%, which includes 1%
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fuel loss on the NOVA system in Canada. This creates a negative economic impact to
shippers from higher fuel retention for an LNG project, when compared to a pipeline project
to Canada, due to the lower quantity of natural gas to sell at the destination market. A
difference in fuel retention of 7% results in a cost, in the form of reduced revenue, that
approaches $0.40/MMBtu in the early years of the LNG project. Higher market prices for
LNG deliveries must occur to offset the incremental loss of natural gas, and tariff rates,
when compared to pipeline only alternatives.
Figure 7-2 summarizes the fuel losses for the LNG project configuration scenarios
considered.
Figure 7-2: Fuel Retention for LNG Projects
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Understanding the Differences in an LNG Project Tariff versus a Pipeline to Alberta
Project Tariff
The differences between an LNG project tariff and a similar sized pipeline project tariff are
substantial. In addition, the increase in the tariff is not proportional to the increase in capital
costs. For example, the cost-of-service based tariff for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project is 98%
higher than the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case with only a 38% difference in capital costs
between the two projects. This section of the report will review the differences in factors that
drive the calculation of a cost-of-service based tariff and the differences created between
these two projects.
The factors that lead to a disproportionately higher LNG tariff are the following:
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1)

Project capital costs: The increase in capital costs when comparing a 4.5 Bcf/d
Proposal Base Case to an LNG project is $12.0 billion. This results in an increase
in tariff of $2.12/MMBtu when compared to the Proposal Base Case. The
assumptions for capital costs were obtained from the Technical Team.

2)

Fuel losses: The fuel retention of a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case is 8.9%,
including NOVA system fuel, versus fuel retention of 16.5% for the similarly sized
LNG project analyzed. Based on the Base Case price assumption from Wood
Mackenzie and the Base Case Gas Strategies LNG price, this results in an
approximately $0.34/MMBtu increase in tariff due to a decrease in billing
determinants. The assumptions for fuel losses were obtained from the Technical
Team.

3)

Operations & Maintenance costs: Operations & Maintenance costs for an LNG
facility are expected to be much greater than a pipeline project. The expected
impact to the tariff rates from these higher expenses is $0.36/MMBtu. The
assumptions for Operations & Maintenance costs were obtained from the
Technical Team.

4)

Property taxes: Property taxes are higher due predominantly to the higher installed
capital associated with an LNG facility. The estimated impact to the tariff from
property taxes is $0.30/MMBtu.

5)

Delayed start date: The Technical Team estimates that an additional two years is
expected for construction of an LNG project. The cost of capital associated with
the two year delay has substantial impact to all sections of the project. The tariff is
expected to be $0.11/MMBtu higher due to the GTP delay, $0.16/MMBtu higher
due to the pipeline project delay, and $0.36/MMBtu higher due to the
liquefaction/terminal facility delay.

6)

Interest rate for debt: The Goldman Sachs Report stated that an all LNG project
will have difficulty, if not improbability, in obtaining a federal debt guarantee due to
the fact the project is assumed to serve exclusively non U.S. markets. A higher
cost of debt on the project, as assumed by Goldman Sachs, is estimated to have a
$0.06/MMBtu impact to the LNG tariff relative to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case.

7)

LNG shipping: The Asian LNG price forecasts from Gas Strategies Consulting are
a freight-on-board price at the destination terminal in Asia. The $1.01/MMBtu cost
of shipping the LNG from Valdez to market is the cost in 2022. Gas Strategies
Consulting projects increases in shipping costs on an annual basis. These costs
must be included in the tariff build-up comparison to understand the cost to obtain
the Asian LNG price.

A summary of the above factors and the resulting adjustment of the cost-of-service based
tariff from a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case to a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project is summarized in
Figure 7-3 below.
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Figure 7-3: Cost-of-Service Based Tariffs
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Assumptions – LNG Prices
As summarized in Section 4 of this report, Gas Strategies Consulting was retained by the
State to develop a forecast for LNG prices delivered to markets in Asia. The price forecasts
resulting from the methodologies assumed by Gas Strategies Consulting are based on
either the Brent Crude oil price or Henry Hub, depending on the scenario. The Wood
Mackenzie crude oil and natural gas price forecasts were the basis for calculating the Asian
LNG price based on the Gas Strategies Consulting methodologies.
The LNG projects are analyzed based on the following market scenarios developed by Gas
Strategies Consulting:
•

Base Case – LNG supply expected to be balanced with demand in Asia, with
projects being developed to meet market demand requirements. The Base Case
price relationship is relative to Brent Crude Oil.

•

High Case – LNG supply/demand balance is tight similar to recent market conditions
in 2008. The market experiences high capital costs, delays from development
associated with environmental/political objections, and balanced supply/demand in
Asia. The High Case price relationship is relative to Brent Crude Oil.

•

Low Case – The market experiences slow economic and demand growth with falling
capital costs. Potential LNG surplus in the Pacific Basin with surplus moving to the
North American market.
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7.10 Summary of Key Assumptions for the LNG Project Analysis
The assumptions discussed in Sections 7.1 to 7.4 are summarized in the Table 7-1 below.
Table 7-1: LNG Project Assumptions Summary
2.7 Bcf/d w/o PT

2.7 Bcf/d Expanded
to 4.5 Bcf/d w/o PT

4.5 Bcf/d with PT

2.0 Bcf/d Y -Line
Expansion

2.7 Bcf/d w/o PT

4.5 Bcf/d

4.5 Bcf/d

2.0 Bcf/d

2022

2022 with expansion
starting in 2025

2022

2025 Y-Line expansion
start

Production
Assumptions

2.5 Bcf/d - PBU; 0.2
Bcf/d - SE

2.5 Bcf/d - PBU; 0.2
Bcf/d - SE

3.0 Bcf/d PBU; PT
Blowdown

3.0 Bcf/d PBU; PT
Blowdown

FT Contract

25 years

25 years

25 years

25 years

Depreciation Life

25 years

25 years

25 years

25 years

$27.4 Billion

$39.4 Billion

$43.1 Billion

$17.8 Billion

Gas Strategies + Wood

Gas Strategies + Wood
Mackenzie Oil & Wood
Mackenzie Gas

Gas Strategies + Wood
Mackenzie Oil & Wood
Mackenzie Gas

Gas Strategies + Wood
Mackenzie Oil & Wood
Mackenzie Gas

LNG Capacity
Start Date

Capital Cost
$2008 Billions

Price Assumption Mackenzie Oil & Wood
Mackenzie Gas

7.11 Estimated NPV Benefit to Stakeholders
Similar to the analysis of the TransCanada application, Black & Veatch estimated the NPV
of the LNG project configuration scenarios to understand the benefits to the State,
producers, project developer, and the U.S. Government. The NPV methodology and
assumptions outlined in Section 3 of this report were utilized to determine the NPV benefits.
7.11.1 NPV for a 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
NPV for the LNG Project Developer
The discount rate utilized to evaluate the NPV to the LNG project developer is based on the
weighted average cost of capital for the project utilizing the cost of debt assumption
provided by Goldman Sachs and the capitalization requirements specified in the AGIA
statute. This approach results in a discount rate of 8.8% to the project developer.
The NPV and IRRs are substantially the same from one LNG price case to another due to
the fact the developer/operator is sheltered from price risk through the collection of a
demand fee. Black & Veatch also assumed that the project would operate at 100%
utilization over the contract term which mitigates any revenue loss associated with variable
fees charged by the project to shippers.
The NPV for a 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project for the developer/operator is $6.4 billion with an
estimated IRR of 17%. The IRR is higher than the ROE target of 14% due to the benefit of a
shorter tax life than asset life which creates a large deferred tax balance in the early years.
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Figure 7-4 shows the NPV and IRR for the project developer/operator. The NPV to the LNG
project developer/operator for all price cases is roughly the same and the results shown for
Low Case and High Case LNG price are estimates.
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Figure 7-4: NPV to the Project Developer/Operator for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
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NPV for the State and U.S. Government
The NPV benefit to the State, as expected, increases as prices increase. The NPV grows
from $6.6 billion in the Low Case LNG price to $37.6 billion in the High Case LNG price.
Figure 7-5 shows the comparative NPV benefits to the State under different market
conditions for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project. IRR was not determined for the State benefit due
to the fact that the State does not invest capital into the project (excluding the initial $500
Million matching contribution).
The mean expected NPV, discounted at a 5% discount rate, for the U.S. Government is
produced through the collection of income tax revenue and royalty income on federal
properties in the YTF category. Similar to the analysis of the benefit to the State, the U.S.
Government does not have an investment and therefore the IRR was not determined. The
NPV benefit to the U.S. Government ranges from $6.9 billion in the Low Case LNG price to
$17.8 billion in the High Case LNG price.
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Figure 7-5: State and U.S. Government NPV for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
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NPV for the Producers
The mean expected NPV, discounted at a 10% discount rate, for the producers ranges from
$0.0 billion to $6.9 billion with the Base Case LNG price generating results of $5.7 billion.
The NPV, discounted at a 15% rate, shows similar but lower results for the market cases
considered. The aggregate NPV15 for the Base Case, Low Case and High Case LNG prices
are $2.0 billion, <$0.2> billion and $2.5 billion, respectively. Estimated IRRs for the
Aggregate Producers range from 29% for the Low Case LNG price to over 40% for the Base
Case and High Case LNG price scenarios.
Figure 7-6 shows the Aggregate NPVs for the producers for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project
utilizing the three market price assumptions developed by Gas Strategies Consulting.
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Figure 7-6: Total Producer NPV for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project
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7.11.2 NPV for a 2.7 Bcf/d LNG Project Expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d
NPV for the LNG Project Developer
The NPV for a 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d for the developer/operator is
$8.8 billion. This represents an increase in NPV to the LNG Project developer of $2.4 billion
or 38%. The IRR remains substantially similar to the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project. Figure 7-7
shows the NPV for a LNG Developer. The NPV to the LNG project developer/operator for all
price cases are roughly the same and the results shown for Low Case and High Case LNG
price are estimates.
Figure 7-7: LNG Project Developer NPV for the 2.7 Bcf/d expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d LNG
Project
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NPV for the State and U.S. Government
The NPV benefit to the State ranges from $15.9 billion in the Low Case LNG price to $59.5
billion in the High Case LNG price. The NPVs increase due to the project expansion from
2.7 Bcf/d to 4.5 Bcf/d by $9.3 billion, $18.0 billion, and $21.9 billion for the Low Case, Base
Case and High Case LNG price scenarios, respectively. A similar trend is observed for the
U.S. Government where the expansion to 4.5 Bcf/d increases the NPV to $10.1 billion for
the Low Case, $25.7 billion for the Base Case and $29.1 billion for the High Case LNG
price. Figure 7-8 shows the NPV benefits to the State and U.S. Government under different
market conditions for the expanded LNG project configuration scenario.
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Figure 7-8: State and U.S. Government NPV for the 2.7 Bcf/d expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG Project
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NPV for the Producers
The mean expected NPV for the producers, discounted at a 10% rate, from the expansion of
the project from 2.7 Bcf/d to 4.5/Bcfd ranges from <$1.2> billion for the Low Case LNG price
to $9.7 billion for the High Case LNG price.
The NPV15, as expected, shows a similar but lower increase associated with the expansion
to a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project. The NPV15 results for Base Case and High Case LNG prices are
$2.6 billion and $3.3 billion, respectively.
Estimated IRRs for the Aggregate Producers is 5% for the Low Case LNG price and 40+%
for the Base Case and High Case LNG price scenarios. Figure 7-9 shows the aggregate
NPVs for the producers for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d utilizing the
three market price assumptions developed by Gas Strategies Consulting.
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Figure 7-9: Producer NPV for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
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7.11.3 NPV for a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
This project was configured to allow a side by side comparison of an LNG project to a
pipeline project to Canada. This LNG project assumes the same production sources,
including PT, as the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case.
Capital and operating costs and schedule were developed by the Technical Team. The 4.5
Bcf/d LNG project is assumed to start-up two years behind a pipeline project which
ultimately creates a higher tariff hurdle to overcome because of inflation effects on project
capital costs.
NPV for the LNG Project Developer
The NPV for a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project for the developer/operator is $9.5 billion. Figure 7-10
shows the NPV for the LNG project developed under the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project. The NPV to
the LNG project developer/operator for all price cases are roughly the same and the results
shown for Low Case and High Case LNG price are estimates.
Figure 7-10: LNG Project Developer NPV for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
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NPV for the State and U.S. Government
The NPVs for the State and U.S. Government increase when compared to the 2.7 Bcf/d
expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project. Tariff costs for a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project are lower than
the 2.7 Bcf/d expanded project by $0.21/MMBtu which is a main driver to the NPV
difference. The NPV for the State associated with the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project are $13.2
billion, $48.0 billion, and $61.4 billion for the Low Case, Base Case and High Case LNG
prices, respectively.
A similar trend was observed for the U.S. Government NPV. The NPV are $10.6 billion,
$26.7 billion and $30.1 billion for the Low Case, Base Case and High Case LNG prices
respectively. Figure 7-11 shows the NPV for the State and U.S. Government for the 4.5
Bcf/d LNG project.
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Figure 7-11: State and U.S. Government NPV for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
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NPV for the Producers
The Aggregate Producers NPV under a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project with Base Case LNG prices
are $8.6 billion and $3.0 billion using a 10% and 15% discount factor, respectively. As with
previous LNG projects, the Low Case LNG price scenario generates a negative NPV using
both discount factors. Assuming the High Case LNG prices, the NPV10 for a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG
project is $10.6 billion and the NPV15 is $3.8 billion.
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Figure 7-12: Producer NPV for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
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7.11.4 NPV for a Y-Line Project that Expands a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case with a 2.0 Bcf/d
LNG Project
NPV for the LNG Project Developer
The NPV for the entire Y Line project is estimated to be $8.0 billion as shown in Figure 7-13.
The NPV to the LNG project developer/operator for all prices cases are roughly the same
and the results shown for Low Case and High Case LNG price are estimates.
Figure 7-13: LNG Project Developer NPV for the Y-Line Project
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NPV for the State and U.S. Government
The NPVs for the State and U.S. Government for an aggregate Y-Line project are
substantial at $85.5 billion for the State and $40.7 billion for the U.S. Government under the
Base Case LNG price scenario. The State NPV shows a greater variation from the
alternative LNG price scenarios when compared to the U.S. Government due to a greater
reliance on royalty revenue which is driven by netback prices.
Under the Base Case LNG price conditions, the 2.0 Bcf/d Y-Line adds an incremental $19.4
billion of NPV benefit to the State when compared to the Proposal Base Case pipeline.
Similarly, the NPV of the U.S. Government is expected to increase $10.2 billion under the
Base Case LNG price assumptions for natural gas and LNG.
Figure 7-14 shows the aggregate NPV for the State and U.S. Government associated with
the Y-Line project. The Low Case and High Case LNG price assumptions influence on the
NPV is similar to the other project considered. Figure 7-14 masks the difference from the
LNG price scenarios due to the positive expected NPVs from the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base
Case.
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Figure 7-14: State and U.S. Government NPV for the Y-Line Project
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NPV for the Producers
The Aggregate Producers NPV10 for a Y-Line project is $13.0 billion, $15.0 billion and $15.6
billion assuming base case natural gas prices at AECO for the pipeline portion of the project
and Low Case, Base Case and High Case LNG prices, respectively, for the LNG portion of
the project. This represents an increase in NPV10 from the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case of
<$0.5> billion, $1.5 billion and $2.1 billion for the Low Case, Base Case and High Case LNG
prices, respectively. The negative NPV generated in the Low Price case is a result of
increased cost escalation driving up the costs of the expansion relative to market price
spreads. These results indicate that a Y-Line project, under base case conditions,
generates a positive NPV for the producers and provides a means to diversify the markets
served and netbacks received should an expansion become feasible. The NPV15 for the
Aggregate Producers shows a similar trend when compared to the NPV10 results. Figure 715 shows the NPVs to the producers under the two discount rates assumed for the
evaluation.
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Figure 7-15: Producer NPV for the Y-Line Project
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7.12 Comparing NPVs between a Pipeline and LNG Project
7.12.1 Comparison of Project Prices and Tariffs
To better understand the relative differences in economic value between the two projects,
the analysis first considers the base case price projections and the associated tariff. If the
price is greater than the tariff, the project generates a positive netback margin. Figure 7-16
shows the differences in base price assumptions and tariffs between similarly sized LNG
and pipeline projects.
Figure 7-16: Comparison of Price vs. Tariff for the LNG Project and Pipeline Project
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7.12.2 Comparison of Project Netbacks
The LNG project netbacks were then compared against the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
to better understand the drivers behind the NPV values. The price spread between the
various LNG price cases were plotted against the tariff differential, including fuel, between a
4.5 Bcf/d LNG project and the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case pipeline project. Figure 7-17
shows, except for the 2021 to 2026 time period in the High Case LNG price scenario, the
expected netbacks (relative to the pipeline project) are worse for an LNG project. This
expected trend will result in a lower NPV for the LNG project when compared to a pipeline
project to Canada.
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Figure 7-17: Netback of LNG Project versus a Pipeline Project
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Note: The transportation cost differential is based on the “incremental” fuel calculation.
7.12.3 Comparison of Project NPV
Comparing NPVs between a Pipeline and LNG Project for the Project Developer
When compared to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case pipeline project, the NPV for the
project developer is higher for the LNG project. This difference is predominantly due to the
fact the LNG project requires more capital which in turn allows the LNG project developer to
invest a greater amount of equity to the project. The difference is $5.0 billion in NPV for the
project developer between an LNG project and a gas pipeline project. Figure 7-18 shows
the differences in NPV results.
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Figure 7-18: NPV Comparison between a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case and 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG Project
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Comparing NPVs between a Pipeline and LNG Project for the State and U.S.
Government
The NPV differences between a similarly sized pipeline project and LNG project show the
opposite trend when compared to the NPV differences for the pipeline or project developer.
Figure 7-19 shows the NPV differences for the State and U.S. Government when comparing
the benefits from these two projects. The 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline project from the ANS to Canada
clearly has superior economics than a similarly sized LNG project under all LNG price
scenarios. The differences for the State from an LNG project are <$52.9> billion lower
under the Low Case, <$18.1> billion lower under the Base Case and <$4.7> billion under
the High Case LNG price. The U.S. Government differences are lower but in general are of
the same relative magnitude.
These results indicate that only with large, unanticipated price differences between the
Asian market versus North American market does an LNG project have equal to better NPV
benefits to the State (with the capital and project start date assumptions developed by the
Technical team). The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case pipeline project results also provide
the State and U.S. Government superior netbacks when comparing a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal
Base Case project to a 2.7 Bcf/d LNG expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d project under the Low Case
and Base Case LNG price scenarios.
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Figure 7-19: NPV Comparison between a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case and 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG Project
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Figure 7-20 shows a comparison of State NPV5 for the LNG projects under 4.5 Bcf/d
compared to the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case, the 4 Bcf/d Conservative Base Case and
the 3.5 Bcf/d Low Volume Sensitivity Case. As seen in this analysis, the NPV5 to the State
from all three pipeline projects to the AECO market are higher than the NPV5 to the State
from each of the LNG projects.
Figure 7-20: State NPV5 for the LNG Cases and AECO Cases
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Comparing NPVs between a Pipeline and LNG Project for the Producers
The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case pipeline project to Canada generates higher cash flows
and NPVs to the Aggregate Producers when compared to a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project under all
price assumptions. The 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case NPV10 is $2.9 billion higher and the
NPV15 is $1.4 billion higher than the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project under the High Case LNG price
scenario. Essentially the price spreads between Asian LNG prices and North American
natural gas prices are not expected to be wide enough to offset the large differences in
tariffs. A pipeline project into Canada generates greater expected economic benefits with
lower risks due to a pipeline project tariff that is roughly half a similarly sized LNG project
tariff. Figure 7-21 shows the Aggregate Producer NPV comparison results between a 4.5
Bcf/d Proposal Base Case versus a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project.
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Figure 7-21: NPV Comparison between a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case and 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG Project
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7.12.4 Comparison of Project Ramp-Up and Expandability
Gas Strategies refers to the difficulty of bringing 4.5 Bcf/d of LNG on-line and to market at
one time. The expectation would be to phase in start-up over a multi year period. The NPV
calculated for all LNG projects are overstated because of this ramp up process. The NPVs
are calculated assuming the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project begins operation all at one time.
The size of the AECO market and availability of downstream transportation options not only
allows a relatively quick absorption of the initial project gas supply but also any subsequent
expansions. Gas Strategies consulting expects the opposite for LNG project markets. This
benefit, while not calculated in the comparison, favors the overland route.

7.13 Uncertainty Analysis using Monte Carlo Simulations
The Technical Team developed a probability adjusted range of capital costs and project
timing both by segment. To better understand the uncertainty of project benefits for each
stakeholder it is imperative to review the full range of potential outcomes when considering
capital cost and project timing uncertainty.
The Monte Carlo based methodology utilized by Black & Veatch to implement the
uncertainty to the cost and schedule variable information obtained from the Technical Team
is discussed in Section 3 of this report. The output from this analysis is depicted in graphical
form with the X axis of the graph showing the range of NPV benefit for each stakeholder.
The Y axis of the graph is showing the probability of occurrence. The Monte Carlo graphs
show the full range of possible outputs based on the distributions selected for the inputs. As
a point of reference, an “Expected Value” is shown in the graphs. The expected value here
is defined as the NPV associated with the expected value of all of the input variables. Due
to the non-linear nature of the various components of the model (ACES tax structure, Tariff
calculations that include previsions to mitigate the tariff impact of cost overruns, etc.), the
expected value does not generally correspond exactly to the Monte Carlo cumulative NPV
distribution average or P50 value. The Monte Carlo analysis is based on the Black &
Veatch price forecast. The NPV distributions were adjusted in this section, as required, to
normalize the results to the Wood Mackenzie base case price forecast.
The following analysis only compares the variation in NPV based on cost and schedule
uncertainty. Price uncertainty was not incorporated since a distribution of LNG prices was
not available.
7.13.1 Distribution of NPV for the Project Developer/Operator
Incorporating the uncertainty of cost and schedule developed by the Technical Team, the
range of NPV benefit to the LNG project developer can range from $5 billion to $15 billion
due to changes in project rate base. These scenarios are shown together in Figure 7-22.
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Figure 7-22: Distribution of the NPV for the LNG Project Developer
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7.13.2 Distribution of NPV for the State and the U.S. Government
The NPV to the State for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project, as an example under the Base Case
LNG price scenario, has a 90% chance to be below $59 billion and a 10% chance to be
below $40 billion. Comparing this range of results to a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case
pipeline project highlights the greater level of risk associated with an LNG project. The
pipeline project has a much smaller variation in expected NPV for the State. In addition, the
results show that there is less than a 7% chance that a 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project NPV will
exceed a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case pipeline project at the base case assumptions.
These scenarios are shown together in Figure 7-23.
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Figure 7-23: Distribution of the NPV for the State
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The range of NPV for the U.S. Government has a 90% probability of falling between $23
billion to $28 billion for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project at Base Case LNG prices. Similar to the
previous figure, the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case is expected to have greater than an 85%
chance of providing superior NPVs to the U.S. Government under base case assumptions.
These scenarios are shown together in Figure 7-24.
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Figure 7-24: Distribution of the NPV for the U.S. Government
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7.13.3 Distribution of NPV for the Producers
The Aggregate Producer NPV10 for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project is expected to be positive for
the producers in the Base Case LNG price scenario. There is no chance of occurrence that
the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project NPV will exceed a similarly sized pipeline project under base case
assumptions and only considering capital and schedule uncertainty. These scenarios are
shown together in Figure 7-25.
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Figure 7-25: Distribution of Producer NPV10 for the LNG Projects
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The NPV15 results for the producer, when examining the effect for cost and schedule
uncertainty, show that the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case pipeline project will always
generate superior NPV15. The two project configurations are shown together in Figure 7-26.
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Figure 7-26: Distribution of Producer NPV15 for the LNG Projects
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7.14 Impact of Escalation Assumptions to Stakeholder NPV
The base case escalation rate assumption used to inflate the estimated capital costs
developed by the Technical Team was 4% per year. The corresponding base case
escalation rate assumption for operating expenses was 3% per year. Explanations of the
basis for these assumptions are discussed in detail in Section 3 of this report.
Due to the high capital cost of an LNG project relative to a pipeline project to Alberta, the
inflation assumption for capital costs can have a substantial impact to the estimated final
constructions costs and associated project tariff. The capital cost estimates developed by
the Technical Team were completed during a period where the energy industry experienced
substantial increases in project cost. Therefore, it is rational to understand the impact of
lower than expected project cost escalation. The NPV to the various project stakeholders
was determined utilizing a lower escalation rate assumption for operating and capital costs.
For this sensitivity case, Black & Veatch utilized a 2% escalation rate for both operating and
capital costs.
To be consistent in the evaluation of the effects of inflation to capital and operating costs,
the price escalation rates were also modified. The Wood Mackenzie base case price
projections are inflated on a 2.5% year basis to convert the real dollar forecast into nominal
dollars. The escalation sensitivity analysis for the LNG projects adjusted this price escalation
from 2.5% to 1%. The results shown below in the section incorporate both the reduction in
capital and operating cost escalation and price escalation.
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7.14.1 LNG Project Tariffs at a Lower Escalation Rate
The tariffs for the four LNG projects analyzed at a lower escalation rate all decreased. The
decreases in tariff rates ranged from $1.67 to $2.22/MMBtu. The 2.0 Bcf/d Y-Line LNG
Project components experienced the greatest reduction in tariff rates due to the lower level
of billing determinants associated with this size of project. Figure 7-27 compares the LNG
tariff rates for the four LNG projects evaluated at the base case and lower escalation rates.
Figure 7-27: LNG Project Tariffs Comparison at Alternative Escalation Rates
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7.14.2 Comparison of Nominal Prices at the Lower Escalation Rate Assumption
The differences in natural gas and crude oil prices using the alternative, or lower, escalation
rate has a substantial impact in the later years of the analysis period. Figure 7-28 compares
the Wood Mackenzie forecast for crude oil and Henry Hub at the base case escalation rate
of 2.5% and the lower escalation rate. Initially in 2020, the price differences between 2.5%
and 1% escalation are $14/BBL and $1.60/MMBtu for crude oil and natural gas,
respectively. By 2040 the nominal price differences become substantial where the price
differences between 2.5% and 1% escalation are $72/BBL and $9.20/MMBtu for crude oil
and natural gas, respectively. As shown in the subsequent sections, this has a dramatic
impact on the LNG project NPV.
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Figure 7-28: Comparison of Nominal Prices with Lower Escalation Rates
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7.14.3 Stakeholder NPV Impacts from a Lower Escalation Rate
NPV for the LNG Project Developer
The NPV for all cases decreases for the LNG project developer due to the lower amount of
capital required that results in less equity investment. The NPV decreases range from a
decrease of <$1.2 billion> for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project to a decrease of <$1.9> billion for
the Y-Line and 2.7 Bcf/d expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d scenarios. The estimated IRRs remained in
the same general range regardless of the escalation costs assumed. Figure 7-29 compares
the NPV for the LNG project developer between the base case escalation assumptions and
the lower escalation assumptions.
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Figure 7-29: LNG Project Developer NPV Comparison at Alternative Escalation Rates
based on Gas Strategies Base Case Price Scenario
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NPV for the State and U.S. Government
The NPVs for the State and U.S. Government decreased substantially for all LNG projects.
The decrease in price growth has a predominant effect on the NPV that overrides the
reductions in the pipeline tariff. The NPVs to the State are estimated to decrease $19.9
billion for the 2.7 Bcf/d LNG project, $31.8 billion for the 2.7 Bcf/d expanded to 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG project, $32.8 billion for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG project, and $41.7 billion for Y-Line
scenario. Figure 7-30 compares the NPV for the State and U.S. Government between the
base case escalation assumptions and the lower escalation assumptions.
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Figure 7-30: State and U.S. Government NPV Comparison at Alternative Escalation
Rates based on Gas Strategies Base Case Price Scenario
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NPV for the Producers
Similar to the results observed for the State, inflation also has a significant impact on the
producers. Other than the Y-Line case, the NPV10 for the producers are marginally positive
at the lower inflation rate assumptions. Only because of the 4.5 Bcf/d pipeline project does
the Y-Line project have a positive NPV. The results at a 15% discount rate for the
producers are generally the same. Figure 7-31 shows the NPVs to the producers under the
alternative escalation scenarios.
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Figure 7-31: Producer NPV Comparison at Alternative Escalation Rates based on Gas
Strategies Base Case Price Scenario
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7.15 Implications from a Wider Natural Gas to Crude Oil Price Relationship
For the base and high LNG cases, Gas Strategies Consulting projected that Asian LNG
prices are linked to Brent Crude oil prices. In recent months, the market has experienced
divergence of the gas to oil price relationship as the Henry Hub gas price is significantly
lower when compared with oil prices. Should this trend continue, the relative economics of
an LNG project to a pipeline project may reverse. This section of the report intends to
explore the expectation for oil and natural gas relationship and the implications to project
NPVs should markets remain diverged.
7.15.1 Crude Oil to Natural Gas Relationship Implied in the Wood Mackenzie Forecast
Wood Mackenzie has recently stated 79 that they expect oil and natural gas prices to
converge. In addition, Wood Mackenzie recently presented this view to the American
Association of Petroleum Geologist on April 21, 2008. In their presentation Wood
Mackenzie outlines the main factors that will drive oil and gas price convergence. The main
reasons discussed by Wood Mackenzie are:
•
•
•

Increase in LNG imports that forces convergence with world markets
Restrictions in greenhouse gas emissions and increasing demand for natural gas in
power generation
Higher demand coupled with growing LNG imports speeds up the convergence of
world energy markets and the linkage of gas prices to crude oil

Wood Mackenzie projects in their forecast for oil and Henry Hub natural gas prices that the
gap between gas price and oil price will decrease as the oil versus gas price ratio declines
from the current 11 to 1 ratio to 8 to 1 over the evaluation period.

79

Wood Mackenzie forecasts relinkage between natural gas and oil prices. SNL Financial April 22, 2008.
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Figure 7-32: Crude Oil to Natural Gas Price Ratio Implied in Gas Strategies
Consulting/Wood Mackenzie Price Projections
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7.15.2 Current Forward Price Relationship between Crude Oil to Natural Gas Prices
Fixed for floating swaps on West Texas, Sweet Crude Oil and Henry Hub natural gas are
actively traded on the OTC market that reflect current market’s expectation on future price
trend. These forward market prices show crude oil to remain relatively constant at today’s
prices through 2020 with Henry Hub prices falling slightly from today’s levels through 2020.
Black & Veatch escalated the forward prices at the implied growth rate contained in the
forward quotes (this escalation is shown as dashed lines in Figure 7-33).
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Figure 7-33: Current Forward Prices for Henry Hub Natural Gas and WTI
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Figure 7-34 shows that the oil and gas relationship implied in the forward market quotes are
significantly different from historical relationships. Specifically, the forward oil price to gas
price ratio is high for the next several years and then begins to trend lower over the project
evaluation period to reach a ratio level observed historically.
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Figure 7-34: Oil to Gas Ratio
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7.15.3 Perspective Implied from Gas Strategies Consulting LNG Price Relationships
The view of convergence is also consistent with those of Gas Strategies Consulting as
stated in their report. The projected Asian LNG price is compared with Wood Mackenzie’s
Henry Hub price to determine a price differential As shown in Figure 7-35 in the Base Case
Asian LNG prices are projected to have a premium of more than $4.00/MMBtu to Henry Hub
from 2020 to 2045. In the High Case Asian LNG prices are projected to have a premium of
greater than $5.00/MMBtu from 2020 to 2045. However, Gas Strategies projects that the
differential between natural gas prices at Henry Hub in the U.S. and Asian LNG prices will
remain at or below a $5.00/MMBtu in real dollars. This rationale is discussed on Page 3 and
in Section 4.7 of the Gas Strategies Consulting Report. 80

80

“Potential LNG Production from North Slope Gas”, Third Draft Report for the State of Alaska, pp 3, pp 29.
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Figure 7-35: Asian LNG to Henry Hub Price Differential as Projected by Gas Strategies
Consulting
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The Base Case LNG and High Case LNG pricing formulas from the Gas Strategies
Consulting were utilized to determine the Asian LNG prices based on the forward market
quotes for natural gas and WTI oil. The differentials between Asian LNG and Henry Hub
prices are plotted in Figure 7-36. Price differentials between Asian LNG and Henry Hub
prices are projected to decline from $6.89 and $8.44/MMBtu in 2020, for the Base Case
LNG and High Case LNG scenarios respectively, to $4.02 and $5.43/MMBtu in 2045. The
high case differentials are outside of the $5.00/MMBtu range projected by Gas Strategies
Consulting.
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Figure 7-36: Projected Asian LNG to Henry Hub Relationship from Forward Market
Quotes
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7.15.4 Black & Veatch Historical Based Analysis of the Crude Oil to Natural Gas Price
Relationship

7.15.4.1

Overview
Prices for natural gas and oil are linked from demand and supply side factors. On the
demand side, some industries or processes can use both natural gas and oil or oil derivative
fuels - this switchability makes the two commodities substitutes for one another. An
increased price of one commodity will increase the price of the other from higher demand.
However, the amount of fuel switchability in North America has diminished and now
represents a relatively small portion of demand. The supply side link between the two
commodities is more complex. On the one hand, high oil prices might lead to more drilling
activities, resulting in high associated gas production, which could lower the price of natural
gas. On the other hand, high oil drilling activities compete for drilling resources with drilling
gas producing wells, which could result in low gas supply, and hence high gas price.
The expected growing importance of LNG supply into Asia, North America and Europe is
creating a third linkage between gas and oil prices. The LNG shipments to the Asian
markets are primarily linked to oil price indices while U.S. LNG imports are linked to the
localized natural gas market. European imports are priced against natural gas or oil
markets depending on the import location. While the current gas market is regionalized,
increased LNG volume could become the medium that facilitates the gas price convergence
between continents.
Black & Veatch undertook a comprehensive statistical analysis to derive the historical
relationship between oil and gas prices.
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7.15.4.2

Estimation of the Historical Relationship
Historically, movements in gas and oil prices have been linked. Figure 7-37 shows the
natural log of historical gas and oil prices. The correlation coefficient between the First of
Month Price at Henry Hub and monthly WTI price is about 88% for the historical period that
Black & Veatch analyzed from January 1995 to March 2008.

Figure 7-37: Natural Log of Gas Price versus Natural Log of Oil Price
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The relationship between oil and gas prices is subject to a series of academic research due
to the special statistical characteristics of gas and oil prices - the presence of unit root. Black
& Veatch analyzed the historical price data utilized in the analysis and through a series of
Dicky-Fuller tests, showed that there is unit root in the oil price data and relative weak unit
root in the gas series. 81 This is consistent with published analysis.
In general, published analysis has focused predominantly on proving the existence of “cointegration” between oil and gas prices, with gas price determined by oil price and oil price
as “weakly” exogenous. The intuition behind this conclusion is that the two commodities are
correlated and that the gas market is more regionalized than oil. Oil is a world commodity
with its price determined by world-wide production and consumption.
In regards to these findings, Black & Veatch utilized a simplified OLS approach to estimate
the relationship between gas and oil by regressing the natural log of gas price on lagged
natural log values of natural gas price and oil price and a time trend. An OLS approach is
easier to estimate and interpret than the co-integration framework, such as the Error
Correction Model, and given the weak exogenous nature of the oil price, Hamilton 82
81

The first - and second - order DF test reject unit root hypothesis. The third-order DF test does not reject unit root.
Reference on Dicky-Fuller test available from “Time Series Analysis”, James D. Hamilton, 1994, pp.502.
82
“Time Series Analysis”, James Hamilton, 1999, Chapter 19, pp 602 – 608.
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documented that the OLS coefficients are consistent. Monthly data from January 1995 to
March 2008 was utilized.
The estimated regression relationship is:

Ln( HenryHubt ) = −0.40 + 0.71Ln( HenryHubt −1 ) + 0.21Ln(WTI t ) + 0.001t + ε t
The models have R-squares of 90%. All coefficients 83 are statistically significant at the 1%
level. To infer relationships from a regression model, the residuals need to be normally
distributed and not serially correlated. The residuals of the regression models are analyzed
in much detail to validate the models. The residuals are distributed normally. The AndersonDarling test and the Kolmogorov-Sminov test could not reject the hypothesis that the
residual distribution is normal. Serial correlations are close to zero, therefore, the model can
be used to derive the relationship between oil and gas prices.

7.15.4.3

Sustainability of the Historical Oil to Gas Relationship
Black & Veatch applied an additional analysis review exercise to several sub-periods to
understand if there is structural change of the relationship at high or low price levels. The
historical oil to gas price ratio ranges from 14 to 1 to 3 to 1, and averages 8 to 1. Figure
7-38 shows the historical oil to gas price relationship.
Figure 7-38: Historical Oil to Gas Price Ratio
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As shown in Figure 7-39, the predicted Henry Hub prices using the historical relationship
model developed by Black & Veatch between WTI oil and Henry Hub natural gas are very
close to the actual Henry Hub prices. The biggest divergence between the two prices seems
to be related to short-term factors, such as the California energy crisis in 2001 and the 2005
hurricanes.
Figure 7-39: Actual Prices of Gas and Predicted Price Using WTI Prices
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Black & Veatch believes that this historical relationship reflects the link between the gas and
oil prices at different price levels and will be restored over the long-term. The likely oversupply of re-gasification capacity around the world implies that the LNG suppliers can
choose where to send the gas, which will facilitate convergence of global gas prices. The
gradually-increasing volume of the spot LNG trade and short-term arbitrage activities will
reduce the divergence of regional gas price. This, in turn, will strengthen the relationship
between oil and gas.
7.15.5 Scenario Assumptions to Understand the Implications from a Wider Oil to Gas Price
Spread
In order to stress-test the economics of the LNG alternative vs. the pipeline proposal, Black
& Veatch constructed a series of scenarios with four different oil to gas ratios - 8, 9, 10 and
11 to 1. These ratios reflect the historical average, the ratios implied in the Wood Mackenzie
forecasts as well as the relative high levels implied in the current forward market.
For these alternative oil to gas ratio scenarios, Black & Veatch derived the WTI oil price by
multiplying the Wood Mackenzie Henry Hub price forecast by the oil to gas ratio and
adjusting the result with a constant real differential between WTI and Brent Crude of
$1.5/bbl to obtain the corresponding Brent Crude oil price. The Base Case and High Case
LNG price formulas from Gas Strategies Consulting were utilized to calculate the Asian LNG
price under these scenarios.
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The oil to gas ratio offers a convenient option for Black & Veatch to construct scenarios
featuring different oil to gas spreads and stress test the economics of the LNG alternative
vs. the pipeline proposal. By changing the oil price while keeping the gas price forecast
constant, Black & Veatch is not implying that gas price “determines” oil price. The historical
analysis shows that oil price is weakly exogenous and gas price is influenced by oil price.
Figures 7-40 and 7-41 plot the deltas between Asian LNG price and AECO price using the
Base Case and High Case LNG pricing formulas under each alternative oil price scenario.
Oil to gas ratio of 8 to 1 generates delta values somewhat similar to those of the base case,
derived from the Wood Mackenzie gas and oil price forecast.
Figure 7-40: Base Case Asian LNG and AECO Price Delta under Alternative Oil to Gas
Ratio Scenarios
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Figure 7-41: High Case Asian LNG Price and AECO Price Delta under Alternative Oil
to Gas Ratio Scenarios
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7.15.6 NPV Results of the Alternative Oil Price Scenarios
Black & Veatch calculated the stakeholders’ NPV for the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG case under
alternative oil to gas price ratio scenarios. The stake holders’ NPV is compared to the 4.5
Bcf/d Pipeline Proposal Base Case to determine if the LNG project offers higher economic
value than the pipeline proposal.
Table 7-2 shows the NPVs to the State, aggregated producers, and the U.S. government for
the 4.5 Pipeline Proposal Base Case and delta 84 NPV of the 4.5 LNG project with the
pipeline base case under alternative oil to gas ratio scenarios. The Asian LNG price is
determined using the Base Case formula provided by the Gas Strategies.
Table 7-2: Stake Holder NPV for 4.5 LNG Project under Alternative Oil Scenarios –
Base Case LNG
Scenario
4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
4.5 Bcf/d Base Pipeline Case NPV
Base Case LNG Price
8 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio
9 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio
10 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio
11 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio

State
NPV5
$66.1
($18.1)
($18.4)
($4.4)
$11.4
$28.6

U.S. Government
NPV5
$30.5
($3.7)
($5.1)
($0.5)
$3.5
$7.0

Producer
NPV10
$13.5
($4.9)
($6.1)
($3.4)
($1.2)
$0.7

Producer
NPV15
$5.2
($2.2)
($2.7)
($1.7)
($0.9)
($0.2)

84

The actual stake holder NPVs from these oil price scenarios are slightly different from the Pipeline Proposal Base Case
due to different oil revenue stream and NGL prices (NGL price is a function of oil price). For simplicity, however, NPV from
the 4.5 Bcf/d Pipeline Proposal Base Case is used as the benchmark.
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To the State and the U.S. Government, the 4.5 LNG project offers a higher economic benefit
than the 4.5 pipeline Proposal Base Case if the oil to gas price ratio is 10 or 11 to 1. The
incremental NPV benefit to the state is as much as $29 billion and the U.S. Government $7
billion under the 11 to 1 ratio scenario. The lower ratios produce worse NPVs from a LNG
project for the State and U.S. Government when compared to an overland project.
To the aggregated producers, however, even though high oil price improves their NPV
benefit from the 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Base Case, only with a ratio of 11 to 1 does the LNG project
generate a higher NPV to the producers than an overland project.
Table 7-3 shows the NPV deltas between a 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case and a 4.5 Bcf/d
LNG case for the Aggregate Producers, the State and the U.S. Government assuming the
Gas Strategies Consulting High Case LNG price scenario.
Table 7-3: Stake Holder NPV for 4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project under Alternative Oil Scenarios
– High Case LNG
Scenario
4.5 Bcf/d LNG Project
4.5 Bcf/d Base Pipeline Case NPV

State
NPV5

U.S. Government
NPV5

Producer
NPV10

Producer
NPV15

$66.1

$30.5

$13.5

$5.2

($4.6)

($0.4)

($2.9)

($1.4)

8 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio

($5.5)

($1.5)

($4.0)

($1.9)

9 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio

$11.4

$3.0

($1.4)

($1.0)

10 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio

$30.2

$6.9

$0.7

($0.2)

11 to 1 Oil to Gas Ratio

$50.4

$10.2

$2.5

$0.5

High Case LNG Price

For the State and the U.S. Government, the LNG project becomes economically preferable
to the pipeline project when the oil to gas ratio reaches 9 to 1 or higher. For the Aggregate
Producer at a 10% discount rate, a LNG project becomes preferable when the oil price
maintains a 10 to 1 ratio with gas price. However at a 15% discount rate, the LNG project is
only beneficial when the oil to gas ratio hits and maintains an 11 to 1 ratio for the Aggregate
Producers.
The LNG project only becomes economically attractive when the spread between oil and
gas maintains a wider range relative to the historical relationship and ranges forecasted by
Black & Veatch, Wood Mackenzie and Gas Strategies.
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APPENDIX A
ALASKA PIPELINE PROJECT RATE DESIGN - U.S.
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APPENDIX B
WOOD MACKENZIE GAS AND POWER LONG TERM OUTLOOK
BRIEFING PAPER
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Introduction
Wood Mackenzie has assembled a long-term forecast of the natural gas price in North
American published in Wood Mackenzie’s Long Term View – January 2008 Update: Gas and
Power Service. Wood Mackenzie’s gas price outlook considers global economic and energy
market fundamentals and is one of several gas price projections considered in the State’s
evaluation of stakeholder NPVs. This briefing note summarizes the key assumptions that
underpin the Wood Mackenzie gas price outlook.
North American Gas Supply Outlook
Aggregate gas production from gas fields throughout North America (Canada, Mexico, and the
US) is assumed to average approximately 73 billion cubic feet per day (Bcfd) through the 20year forecast horizon (2008-27), varying within an approximate range of 70 – 75 Bcfd. US gas
production accounts for about ¾ of this total and is expected to grow in the near term at
between 3 and 4 Bcfd from 2007 through 2011. This near-term growth and subsequent
production gains stem from follow-on, unconventional plays in the Arkoma basin (gas shale) and
in the Rockies and ArkLaTex basins (tight gas).
Production in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) is expected to decline at a
steady rate of -1.8% per year as a consequence of cost pressures from oil sands competition,
compounded by relative strength in the Canadian dollar. The recent adjustment in Alberta
royalty is assumed to lower producer expected returns and further discourage investment in gas
exploration and development.
At an average annual rate of -3.2% per year, the sharpest gas production decline is assumed
for the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), as shown in Table 1. Despite promising lease sale spending in
the Central GoM Sale 205 (January 2008), the recent 134-mile, 24-inch Independence Trail
pipeline that serves ten fields with additional tie-in capacity, and heightened interested in deep
and ultra deep exploration, GoM production rates will nearly halve over the next 20 years from
peak production at 8.1 Bcfd in 2008.
Table 1. Average Annual Rate of Growth in US Production by Region
GoM

Gulf
Coast

Rockies

SouthSan Juan west

West
Mid-Cont Coast

Northeast

-3.20%

-1.40%

1.20%

-1.30%

0.80%

-0.40%

-2.80%

1.40%

Max Year 2008

2009

2020

2008

2023

2012

2008

2020

2023

2011

Max Rate
(Bcfd)
8,146

15,147

11,796

4,005

7,717

7,922

774

3,288

4,500

55,752

AARGb
(%/Yr)

Alaska

a

US
Total
-0.50%

Table Notes:
a
Included in US Total.
b
Average Annual Rate of Growth
The steady decline in WCSB and GoM production will be partially offset with latter Arctic
development from the Canadian McKenzie Valley, which would gradually ramp-up to 1.1 Bcfd
beginning 2014. The Alaska Gas Pipeline is assumed to start up in 2021 with 4.5 Bcfd of
Alaska North Slope gas delivered into the Alberta and Chicago markets. Arctic development is
not expected to significantly impact North American prices, with price weakness after
completion of the Alaskan pipeline expected to be temporary.
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The composition of North American production will shift over the forecast horizon. The Lower48 and Canada account for 95% of North American gas production through 2017. Production
from these provinces will fall to 85% of a relatively constant total of 70 - 73 Bcfd. The difference
will be made up of gas from the Alaska North Slope (6%), the Canadian McKenzie Valley (2%)
and Mexican fields (7%).
LNG Import Assumptions
Wood Mackenzie has recently ratcheted down its projections for LNG deliveries into the North
American market compared with its forecast estimates in prior years. This scale back is due in
part to the delays and “industry struggles” (p 13) to maintain new-build development
schedules. 85 Lower imported LNG volumes are due also to stronger expected US domestic
supply in the near term and higher “oil-linked” (p 13 and 14) gas prices in markets that compete
for LNG; especially in Asia and Europe, where LNG import demand is expected to remain high
indefinitely.
The pace of liquefaction plant new builds in North America is also expected to slow. Only two of
nine projects achieved investment decision timeline targets in 2007. Nevertheless, Wood
Mackenzie assumes twelve new LNG receiving facilities with aggregate capacity of 12 billion
cubic feet per day (Bcfd) for North American imports will be in service between 2008 and 2017.
LNG imports are assumed to grow at a strong average annual rate of 13%, rising from 2.1 Bcfd
in 2008 to 17.0 Bcfd or about 23% of total US Demand in 2025. By 2017, the four existing
receiving facilities currently serving North American LNG imports will account for only about
35% of total imported LNG.
In sum, Wood Mackenzie characterizes Global LNG from 2010-2027 as a seller’s market in
which North American consumers would have increasing participation.
Core industrial and Power Demand
Total US demand for natural gas is assumed to grow from 64 to 73 Bcfd over the 20-year
forecast horizon. This implies a medium average annual growth rate of 0.8%. The breakdown
of expected growth by major consuming sector is summarized in Table 2. Residential and
commercial demand will grow slightly. Industrial demand average annual growth is negative
0.4% due primarily to overseas competition from low-cost gas producing countries and
expanding Middle East petrochemical capacity.
Table 2. Average Annual Rate of Growth in Total US Gas Demand by Sector
Residential Commercial Industrial Power
Other
Total
a
AARG (%/Yr)
0.10%
0.20%
-0.40%
2.50%
0.10%
0.80%
Max Year
2023
2023
2010
2024
2010
2024
Max Rate (Bcfd)
13.45
8.74
18.85
28.68
4.92
72.88
Table Note:
a
Average Annual Rate of Growth
Growth in power demand is assumed to be positive and at an average annual rate of 2.5% per
year and will dominate other sectors. Ethanol and oil sands are two key subsectors that, while
relatively small, are expected to fuel gas demand growth. Wood Mackenzie assumes that,
under the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Renewable Fuel Standards (RFS) program,

85

Current global production level estimates for 2012 have been reduced by 100 million tons per annum
(mmtpa) or about 25% of Wood Mackenzie’s own estimates prepared in 2005.
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ethanol climbs to 10% of US gasoline consumption by 2015. Oil sands projects increase gas
demand threefold from 1.0 to 3.0 Bcfd between 2007 and 2020.
Power generation capacity requirements are confounded by uncertainty over carbon legislation.
Wood Mackenzie assumes that the market will absorb the combined cycle gas generation
overbuild of the late 1990s and that new generation capacity will be required across all US
regions over the next five years. Coal plant capacity is favored for baseload power in regions
with lax emissions requirements but, in general, coal new build will be stymied by public
opposition, cost escalation, and pending state and federal greenhouse gas (GHG) legislation. 86
Gas is viewed by Wood Mackenzie as “virtually the only viable option” (p 17). Gas will account
for about two-thirds of total new generation capacity installed between 2011 and 2017. 87
Planned retirement of existing coal generation capacity will be stalled, in part as a result of
reduced expectations for new coal build. Coal capacity new-build will account for 16% of total
additions to incremental power generation capacity and be mostly in place by 2018. Wind
(10%), nuclear (4%) and other (7%) will account for the balance to new generation capacity.
Oil Market and Gas Price Assumptions
Wood Mackenzie assumes a period of diminishing price pressure in global markets during the
period 2008-11 with a long-run, real WTI price of $60 per barrel thereafter (see Figure 1). The
US Henry Hub gas price “disconnect” with the oil will continue during this period as a result of
several factors. They are: 1) growing North American gas production; 2) weak demand growth
in the power sector due, in part, to weakness in the US economy; and 3) additions in generation
capacity from wind and coal adequate to meet incremental demand without resorting to LNG
cargos.

86

Wood Mackenzie assumes implementation of a Regional GHG Initiative with cap-and-trade emissions
standards by 2009 in Eastern Seaboard states. But a US federal carbon tax would not be in effect before
2027.
87
Combined cycle to account for 41%; peaking 22%.
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Figure 1. Wood Mackenzie North American Oil and Gas Price Forecast
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It is not until the period 2012-17 that US domestic gas production is assumed to stabilize and
LNG imports begin to fill the emerging demand-supply gap. The “draw” on LNG imports, for
which global pricing is highly competitive and “oil-linked”, is a key factor in the re-establishment
of North American oil-gas real price parity at around 8-to-9 (ratio of oil price in $ per barrel to
gas price in $ per mmBtu). Wood Mackenzie notes that if the long-term, real oil price stabilizes
at a level higher than $60 per barrel (say $80), then they expect the pull on gas prices to rise
accordingly, indicating that long-term oil-gas price parity is expected to stabilize in the 8-to-9
range.
Over the long term (2018-2027) Wood Mackenzie views natural gas as the “fuel of choice”. The
real HH gas price will stabilize at about $7 per mmBtu as a result of continued decline in global
energy intensity and long-term F&D cost stability. The North American gas price is expected to
experience little if any interruption as a result of McKenzie Valley or North Slope production.
Summary
North American gas production stays level but the regional mix changes. Sharp declines in
WCSB and the US GoM are partially offset by Arctic gas from both Canada (2014) and Alaska
(2021).
Wood Mackenzie has scaled back its view of global LNG in both production and receiving
capacity. By 2017, flexible LNG volumes will be tied to oil, strengthening the link between US
gas prices and world oil prices. With the installation of 12 new receiving facilities in North
America, LNG will eventually achieve a significant 23% share of the North American market.
Overall growth in North American total gas demand will be dominated by capacity gains in the
power sector. Gas demand growth in power will offset decline in the industrial sector. Gas will
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be favored as the chief source of new power generation capacity. Coal development will occur
but will be dogged by regional GHG legislation and the threat of eventual federal legislation.
The long term oil price stabilizes at about $60 real by 2013. The Henry Hub real gas price
gradually rises in step with North American LNG penetration and stabilizes at above $7 per
mmBtu. With the link between gas and oil reestablished, however, higher oil prices would pull
North American natural gas prices higher as well.
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APPENDIX C
SUPPLEMENTAL CHARTS REQUESTED FROM THE STATE
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This appendix includes supplemental charts requested by the State for the purpose of
supporting its Findings. The underlying approach, assumptions and analysis for these charts
are those described in Sections 5 to 7 of this report.
Figure C-1: NPV Uncertainty for 4%, 0%, 2% and 8% CapEx Inflation
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Figure C-2: Tariffs
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Figure C-3: Fuel Loss
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Figure C-4: Tariffs with Estimated Incremental Fuel Costs
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Figure C-5: Tariff with Estimated Incremental Fuel Costs and Shipping Costs
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Figure C-6: State NPV5
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Figure C-7: Tariff Uncertainty for the 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 Cases
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Black & Veatch Disclaimer Statement
Subject to the limitations set forth herein, this report was prepared for the State of Alaska by Black
& Veatch Corporation and is partially based on information not within the control of Black & Veatch
Corporation. Black & Veatch Corporation has not been requested to make an independent analysis,
to verify the information provided to U.S., or to render an independent judgment of the validity of the
information provided by others. As such, Black & Veatch Corporation cannot, and does not,
guarantee the accuracy thereof to the extent that such information, data, or opinions were based on
information provided by others.
In conducting our analysis and in forming an opinion of the projection of future operations
summarized in this report, Black & Veatch Corporation has made certain assumptions with respect
to conditions, events, and circumstances that may occur in the future. The methodologies Black &
Veatch Corporation utilized in performing the analysis and making these projections follow generally
accepted industry practices. While Black & Veatch Corporation believes that such assumptions and
methodologies as summarized in this report are reasonable and appropriate for the purpose for
which they are used; depending upon conditions, events, and circumstances that actually occur but
are unknown at this time, actual results may materially differ from those projected. Such factors
may include, but are not limited to, expected natural gas supply, expected natural gas demand,
expected regional and national economic climate, and growth in North America.
Readers of this report are advised that any projected or forecasted financial, operating, growth,
performance, or strategy merely reflects the reasonable judgment of Black & Veatch Corporation at
the time of the preparation of such information and is based on a number of factors and
circumstances beyond our control. Accordingly, Black & Veatch Corporation makes no assurances
that the projections or forecasts will be consistent with actual results or performance.
Any use of this report, and the information therein, constitutes agreement that: (i) Black & Veatch
Corporation makes no warranty, express or implied, relating to this report, (ii) the user accepts the
sole risk of any such use, and (iii) the user waives any claim for damages of any kind against Black
& Veatch Corporation.
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LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Black & Veatch Enterprise Management Solutions (“B&V”) was retained by the State of Alaska’s
(“State”) Department of Resources (“DOR”) to provide analytical support in the review of
applications received pursuant to the State’s Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (“AGIA”). One of the
components of B&V’s scope of services is an assessment of the likelihood of success (“LOS”) of
the pipeline project described in each complete application.

Specifically, AGIA Section

43.90.170(c) lists those factors “the commissioners shall consider” when evaluating an applicant
project’s LOS.

This report presents B&V’s analysis of certain of those factors and is intended to

provide guidance and input to commissioners in their decisions regarding applicant projects.

Of the several applications received by the State, only one – filed by TransCanada – was deemed
complete pursuant to the requirements contained in the AGIA and State’s July 2, Request for
Applications (“RFA”). The intent of the AGIA was for the net present value of cash flows reflected in
each applicants project proposal would be weighed by the LOS of each respective project. Since
TransCanada’s application was the only complete application, the analysis and commentary in this
report focuses on that project alone, and does not compare it to other proposals that were deemed
incomplete.

The criteria provided in Section 43.90.170(c) seek input on a range of technical, commercial,
financial and regulatory issues concerning the proposed projects.

Responding to all of these

requirements involved the coordinated effort of numerous advisors to the State, each of which have
prepared separate LOS reports evaluating matters relevant to their subject matter expertise.
Generally speaking, technical LOS factors have been addressed in a report by Westney and
Associates; financing matters by Goldman Sachs; regulatory matters by Greenberg Traurig; and
commercial matters by B&V.

Each advisor’s report used a similar approach to evaluate the LOS of TransCanada’s proposed
project.

That approach involved rating each Section 43.90.170(c) factor as either having a 1)

positive impact, 2) no impact, or 3) negative impact on the project’s LOS. Key aspects of each
factor were then articulated in the form of more detailed questions which were accompanied by
analysis and discussion.
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LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS
The “commercial” LOS factors analyzed in this B&V report generally address the business aspects
of TransCanada’s application.1

In particular, B&V assessed matters related to TransCanada’s

development plan as prescribed by Section 43.90.170(c)(1) and certain “other evidence and
factors” as prescribed by Section 43.90.170(c)(6).

B&V’s discussion of “other evidence and factors” as required by Section 43.90.170(c)(6) covers
only part of the issues relevant to commissioners. Goldman Sachs is providing separate analysis of
the potential for TransCanada and the project to be successful in attracting the requisite equity and
debt capital necessary to fund the pipeline through an operation in-service.

1

A separate B&V report addresses net present value and revenue prospects for the State and other project
stakeholders.
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report assesses whether the commercial aspects of the market and the proposed project will
contribute to its likelihood of success. As detailed in the sections that follow, the results of our
analysis support a finding that both would have a positive impact on the prospects for a successful
project.

In particular, forecasts show that the market needs the gas that the project can provide. EIA
forecasts expressly recognized 4-5 Bcf/day of Alaska natural gas supplies in the continental
portfolio by 2021. Absent those supplies it is not known how the market would fill the void. Further
supporting that need is the increasing public realization that gas demand for power generation as
the result of greenhouse gas legislation could drive demand sharply higher than current forecasts.
At the same time, LNG imports that figure prominently into the projected North American resource
base are lagging.

Each of these factors suggests that North Slope producers will find strong

demand for their product.

Our review finds TransCanada’s project provides excellent access to the growing market.
TransCanada’s combined Alaskan and Canadian pipeline segments would tap southern Alberta
interconnects with numerous pipelines serving markets all across the eastern and western US and
Canada. Pipeline capacity to these markets is expected to provide good shipper options, in part
because Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WSCB) production that originally supported the
construction of those pipes is declining.

If new pipeline capacity from the region is needed,

operators (including TransCanada affiliates) have consistently shown a willingness to invest in new
expansions.

Natural gas market prices are highly supportive of the monetizing Alaska supplies. Long
term forecasts by B&V and others all project rising prices through 2030. Current prices are already
trading at significant premiums to those long term price projections. The bullish outlook for gas
prices underlies the strong netback projections and net present value (“NPV”) estimates presented
in B&V’s separate report on AGIA NPV.

The outlook for strong natural gas prices also factor into

the Goldman Sachs assessment of financing viability.

In addition to market conditions that are conducive for a project, our analysis finds TransCanada’s
plan provides a credible framework from which to begin negotiations. Notwithstanding the size of
the project, most aspects of TransCanada’s proposal are consistent with industry practice as
Black & Veatch Enterprise Management Solutions
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seen in other large pipeline expansions. Shippers will be familiar with those projects and have
the benefit of negotiating key terms for Precedent Agreements, Gas Tariffs, and transportation
rates. Given the uncertainties inherent in this project, such flexibility is key to allocating risks and
striking equitable deals with shippers.

AGIA specifically requires that a likelihood of success assessment consider the applicant’s plan to
“insulate shippers from effect of cost overruns”. In general, TransCanada’s proposal does not offer
shippers strong protection from cost overruns.

TransCanada does offer a commendable list of

measures and negotiating options that in the aggregate could help mitigate a significant
level of cost overrun risk or uncertainty.

TransCanada’s offer makes it reasonable for shippers to nominate in the planned open season.
Although binding by definition, a nomination essentially only requires prospective shippers to enter
into good faith negotiations for a workable Precedent Agreement.

Any binding Precedent

Agreement coming from those negotiations could include other “outs” for shippers if the project fails
to meet milestones or other conditions.

Participating in the open season is largely limited to the

costs of due diligence, as TransCanada requires no financial commitment prior to concluding a
Precedent Agreement. As such, TransCanada basically provides a free option for shippers – even
the Denali pipeline sponsors – to compare alternatives before incurring significant expense.

It is

difficult to identify reasons why a shipper wanting to market Alaskan supplies would not
take the next step of investigating the viability of TransCanada’s proposal by nominating in
the open season.

Given the unknowns about Denali, it remains to be seen how that project bears on the likelihood of
success of TransCanada’s project. Clearly, Denali signifies its sponsor’s belief in the timing and
market need, but more due diligence is needed on their part before a reasonable comparison can
be made with TransCanada’s proposal. While Denali may not ultimately support the success of
TransCanada’s project, a settlement combining the best aspects of the TransCanada and
Denali projects improves the likelihood of success of a project.

Alaska has a long history with LNG exports and the expanding global LNG market increases the
attractiveness of larger export capabilities. The TransCanada proposal reserves the initial North
Slope gas production as support for a pipeline, but preserves the option for future LNG.
TransCanada’s rate design and expansion plans, coupled with FERC regulatory policies each
facilitate future investments in pipelines and LNG export terminaling. Moreover, expert reports
Black & Veatch Enterprise Management Solutions
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produced for the State indicate that the Pacific Market would be more receptive to a future
expansion that is smaller than the initial volumes expected in the initial TransCanada project.

3.0 IS THE MARKET SUPPORTIVE OF THE PROJECT GAS SUPPLIES?
This issue addresses whether there will be a downstream market for Alaskan gas shipped on the
applicant’s proposed pipeline. The potential for success is increased if: 1) there is a defined need
for Alaskan gas from a supply/demand perspective; 2) forecasted prices will support profitably
investments in the production and transportation capacity; and 3) adequate pipeline capacity will be
available to transport gas to downstream markets.

3.1 Do North American supply-demand equilibrium projections reflect a need for
the Project gas supplies by 2019?
Assessment:

Positive Impact

The US Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) Draft for 2008
projects that lower 48 natural gas consumption will grow from 62 Bcf/d in 2008 to approximately 63
Bcf/d by 2021 (Figure 1)2. (EIA, 2008a: Tables 13 and 14; EIA, 2008b) This 8 Bcf/d decrease from
their 2007 projection of about 71 Bcf/d by 2021 can be in part attributed to lower economic growth
and the effect of price elasticities on the higher forecasted gas price level, which encourages a
switch to other fuels for power generation. (EIA, 2007: Tables 13 and 14) During this same time,
the National Energy Board’s (NEB) Energy Future 2007 projects that Canadian demand will grow
20 percent, or roughly 2 Bcf/d (Figure 2). (NEB, 2007: Appendix Table A2.1 and Table A4.2) In all,
lower 48 and Canada gas consumption increases by a total of 3 Bcf/d.

2

The 5-year (2002-2006) average Alaskan gas consumption of 1.13 Bcf/d was subtracted from total US
consumption to estimate lower 48 consumption.
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Figure 1: EIA AEO 2008 Forecasts 4.6 Bcf/d of Alaska Supply to Lower 48 by 2021
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Gas production from North American supply basins, however, is decreasing. EIA forecasts show
Lower 48 production decreasing from 51 Bcf/d to 49 Bcf/d. The NEB projects that Canadian gas
production declines from 16 Bcf/d in 2008 to just over 13 Bcf/d by 2021 (Figure 2). (NEB, 2007:
Appendix Table A2.1 and Table A4.2) Absent LNG imports, Canadian supplies will not maintain
pace with Canadian demand. Increasing demand for Canadian supplies within Canada will in turn
exert pressure on exports to the Lower 48.
Figure 2: NEB 2007 Forecasts Increasing Demand and Decreasing Supply
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The combined effect of growing North American consumption and declining production requires
increasing international LNG imports in order to satisfy demand. EIA estimates include projected
import volumes at terminals across America.

These estimates show that growth in imports is

adequate to satisfy demand through approximately 2015. After that, Alaskan supplies are assumed
to satisfy up to 4.6 Bcf/d through 2030. If there are no Alaskan supplies, it is not known where
replacement gas would be sourced. (EIA, 2008a: Tables 13 and 14)
It is important to point out that Alaskan supplies are not limited to competing for 4.6 Bcf/d of market.
Instead, through its Southern Alberta market (AECO) connections to the North American pipeline
grid, Alaskan gas will be positioned to compete for a substantial share of the 70+ Bcf/d North
America market, much the same as Western Canadian gas production is currently sold throughout
Canada and the Northeast, Upper Midwest and West Coast US markets. (EIA, 2008a: Tables 13
and 14; NEB, 2007: Table A2.1 and Table A4.2) It is likely that Alaskan gas will displace more
costly production in markets where it has reasonable access, particularly as the US relies on
increasing volumes of non-conventional gas supplies and LNG imports. The potential to displace
existing supplies in the market means that Alaskan producers are not dependent on market growth
to find market. They will have substantial market sales opportunities even if consumption is flat
over time.
Natural gas is expected to be a critical fuel for power generation. EIA’s reference case projects an
87 gigawatt increase in gas-fired power generation capacity additions by 2030. As seen in Figure
3, this equates to 36% of total Lower 48 capacity additions. (EIA, 2008a: Table 9) EIA’s reference
case gas demand projections do not assume greenhouse legislation, even though many in industry
expect that. For this reason, EIA’s reference case can be considered a conservative projection.
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Figure 3: EIA AEO 2008 Power Generation Capacity Additions by 2030
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3.2 Do market price forecasts portray opportunities for pipeline cost recovery,
producer profit, and acceptable royalty netbacks?
Assessment:

Positive Impact

Based on a range of projected market prices, B&V’s NPV model forecasts adequate opportunities
for pipeline cost recovery, producer profit, and royalty netbacks.
AGIA applicants were instructed to use EIA’s AEO 2007 price forecast as the reference price for
their analyses. (State of Alaska, 2007: p.38) EIA’s Draft 2008 release and NEB’s Energy Future
2007 both project higher prices than the 2007 AEO forecast. (EIA, 2007: Table 13; EIA, 2008a:
Table 13; NEB, 2007: Appendix Table A1.1)

Further price increases will enhance the

attractiveness of the gas market for Alaskan producers.
Figure 4 shows price forecasts at AECO Hub. (EIA, 2008a: Table 13; NEB, 2007: Appendix Table
A1.1; B&V Price Model; Wood Mackenzie Base Case Price projection)
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Figure 4: Natural Gas Price Forecasts at AECO
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These price projections are based on specific assumptions or opinions on future market
developments, such as reserve levels, finding and development costs, and LNG import volumes.
Uncertainties in the assumptions could lead to changes in price projections.

B&V carefully

identified major fundamental drivers with significant influence over AECO prices and simulated a
distribution of AECO prices related to these uncertainties
Figure 5 shows nominal AECO price projections from various sources and transportation costs from
the North Slope to the AECO market. B&V P10 represents a low-end price forecast from which
actual prices have only a 10% chance of falling below. Even under the P10 scenarios, the market
still supports a positive netback at the inlet to the gas treatment plant. If real prices remained at a
constant 2007 level throughout the analysis period they would easily cover the pipeline
transportation cost.
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Figure 5: Natural Gas Price Forecasts at AECO
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A disastrous scenario for major project stakeholders will be the combination of high construction
cost and low natural gas prices.

However, this scenario is very unlikely from a historical

perspective. Historical analysis shows that pipeline construction costs are very much in sync with
natural gas prices, with a 76% positive correlation. (Oil & Gas Journal; Platts Gas Daily, 2007)
Figure 6: Annual Pipeline Construction Chart versus Annual Price of Gas
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The positive correlation extracted from historical data should not be interpreted as suggesting that a
high natural gas price will definitely “cause” high construction cost or vise versa. In the historical
context, continued high natural gas prices could increase the demand for pipeline materials and
labor, thus raising construction costs; or, high natural gas prices might encourage construction of
pipeline projects previously deemed “not-in-the-money”, therefore, reported pipeline construction
costs rise higher even though building additional pipelines does not necessarily become more
expensive.

Factors outside the natural gas industry, such as the price of steel and average wage or earnings
from the macro-economic environment, could also affect the pipeline construction cost.

The reserve risk analysis includes an assessment of the proportion of total contracted pipeline
capacity that requires yet-to-find (YTF) gas. It is calculated using future prices required to generate
break-even netbacks once YTF volumes become necessary. As seen in Figure 7, the reserve risk
generally decreases as the size of the pipeline and length of the contract period decreases, and is
dependent on the production scenario assumed. (B&V NPV Analysis)3

Figure 7: Percent of Contract Volume that requires YTF gas
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3

“PT Blowdown” case refers to a scenario where full Point Thomson gas volumes are available at blowdown
production rates on the pipeline’s in-service date. “PBU” refers to Prudhoe Bay Unit production
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Assuming a conservative 4.0 Bcf/d base case, producers would start to experience break-even
netbacks during the period when YTF gas is needed if the price level falls between approximately
40% and 52%, assuming a 10% discount rate. When the cash flows are discounted at a 15% rate,
YTF producers would experience break-even netbacks once prices fall between 28% and 34%.
Figure 8 illustrates the future price discount from the AECO base case forecast required to generate
negative netbacks, assuming no YTF gas. (B&V NPV Analysis)

Figure 8: Price Discount Required for Break-Even Netbacks
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3.3 Will Alaskan gas have adequate downstream pipeline access to markets from
southern Alberta?
Assessment: Positive Impact
A highly developed network of natural gas pipelines is currently in place to transport gas supplies
from southern Alberta to markets across North America. Alaskan producers will have access to
markets in Eastern Canada, the US West Coast, Midwest and East Coast. (B&V)
Major pipeline systems that export supplies from the area include TransCanada, WestCoast,
Foothills, and Alliance. These pipelines in turn interconnect with downstream pipelines in the US
that will deliver gas to market. Figure 9 shows a map of the pipeline infrastructure leaving the
Alberta production area. (Velocity Suite Online, B&V)
Figure 9: Pipeline Infrastructure Exiting the AECO Hub

In 2007, there was an average of approximately 4.2 Bcf/d in excess capacity on pipelines exiting
the southern Alberta production area. (Lippman Consulting, Inc., 2008: Reports X113, X103, X108,
X152, and X118) Figure 10 summarizes the historical utilization of capacity leaving the Alberta
production area.4

4

Figures are based on compressor station capacities at or near the Alberta border, as derived by Lippman
Consulting from pipeline utilization reports.
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Figure 10: Historical Pipeline Utilization leaving Southern Alberta
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The majority of the excess capacity from southern Alberta results from under-utilization of the
TransCanada mainline and the Foothills Pipeline, both of which supply the Midwest and east coast
markets. The TransCanada system offers unused capacity to the Emerson interconnection at the
Canada-US border in Minnesota, where Viking and Great Lakes pipelines ultimately transport
supplies to the United States Midwest and to pipelines serving the US East Coast. The Viking and
Great Lakes pipelines are also operating at well below full utilization, and in 2007 were capable of
transporting an average of approximately .78 Bcf/d of extra supplies. (Lippman Consulting, Inc,
2008: Reports X119, X110) Figure 11 shows historical utilization of capacity downstream of the
Emerson interconnection.
Figure 11: Historical Pipeline Utilization for Great Lakes and Viking
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The Foothills Pipeline5 provides access to East Coast and West Coast US markets. West Coast
supplies are served through Foothills deliveries to Gas Transmission Northwest at Kingsgate,
Idaho. From there volumes flow south toward the California-Oregon border. Volumes averaged
about 1.99 Bcf/d in 2007, allowing for an incremental .77 Bcf/d to be transported on the system
without further expansion. (Lippman Consulting, Inc, 2008: Report X103) East Coast markets are
served through Foothill deliveries into Northern Border at Port of Morgan, Montana, where excess
capacity averaged roughly .45 Bcf/d in 2007. (Lippman Consulting, Inc, 2008: Report X108) Figure
12 shows excess historical utilization of volumes transported on these systems.

Figure 12: Historical Pipeline Utilization for Foothills
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Alliance Pipeline transports British Columbia and Alberta supplies to markets in the Midwest.
Alliance volumes crossing the US/Canada border into Minnesota averaged 1.66 Bcf/d in 2007
allowing for an incremental .342 Bcf/d to be transported on the system. (Lippman Consulting, Inc,
2008: Report 113) Figure 13 shows historical utilization of volumes entering Minnesota.

5

Used capacity utilization on Gas Transmission Northwest and Northern Border to estimate Foothills capacity
utilization
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Figure 13: Historical Pipeline Utilization for Alliance
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The projected decline of gas production in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB)
implies increased takeaway capacity from Alberta available for Alaskan gas. The NEB projects that
production will decline from 15.7 Bcf/d in 2008 down to 10.4 Bcf/d by 2023 (NEB, 2007: Appendix
Table A4.2) as older fields become less productive. (NEB, 2007: p.11) This 33% decrease in
production will open up additional capacity on pipelines transporting supplies from the area. Figure
14 shows NEB’s forecast for WCSB production.
Figure 14: NEB WCSB Production Forecast
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Depending on how much if any gas pipeline capacity is converted to oil capacity, the oil sands
projects could further increase take away capacity from Alberta, as gas supplies are used for
production and diverted from export markets. In this event, Alaska gas would find even greater
outlets to US markets.
Projections for oil sands production range from approximately 2,900 kb/d to 4,400 kb/d by 2020.
(National Resources Canada, 2006: p.36; Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, 2007:
p.31) Many factors affect the feasibility of oil sands projects including prices and supply costs, the
impact of escalating capital costs, changes to Alberta’s royalty rates and a shortage of skilled labor.
Aside from these, there are also a number of environmental concerns and uncertainties that have
the potential of setting back the industry including water usage, air quality, and the possibility of
provincial and federal regulations on GHG emissions. Figure 15 shows various forecasts for oil
sands production in 2020. (National Resources Canada, 2006: p.36; Canadian Energy Research
Institute, 2005: p.20; NEB, 2007: Figure 4.11; Strategy West Inc., 2008: Slide 32; Canadian
Association of Petroleum Producers, 2007: p.32, Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers,
2007: p.31)
Figure 15: Oil Sands Production Forecasts in 2020
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In their January 2008 presentation at the 5th Annual Canadian Oil Sands Summit, Strategy West
projects that gas intensity6, or the amount of purchased gas used per unit of bitumen recovery, will
trend downward from current levels under new technology scenarios. (Strategy West, 2008: p.22)
This downward trend can be attributed to efficiencies gained with current technologies and through
the adoption of new technologies which use bitumen or bitumen residues as fuel at in situ projects,
as well as the introduction of the gasification of bitumen residues at upgrading facilities. (Strategy
West, 2007: p.1)
Multiplying the above oil sands projections by Strategy West’s purchased gas intensity estimates in
2020 under current and advanced technology scenarios (Strategy West, 2008: slide 22) yields a
purchased gas consumption range between approximately 2.2 Bcf/d to 3.3 Bcf/d assuming current
technologies, or 1.5 Bcf/d to 2.2 Bcf/d assuming new technologies. Figure 16 outlines projected
purchased gas consumption under current and advanced technology scenarios.
Figure 16: Purchased Gas Consumption for Oil Sands Production in 2020
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Given this range of gas requirements, Alaskan gas will serve the lower 48 states even under the
most stringent natural gas consumption scenario.
The geographic location of the Oil Sands in northeastern Alberta also suggests that gas demand
might most readily be served by local Alberta production delivered via existing NOVA gathering
6

Strategy West’s gas intensity projections do not include associated gas or gas used for production of
electricity at oil sands cogeneration facilities. Estimated “Pipeline Planning Case, Existing Technologies” and
“Moderate Growth Case, New Technologies” gas intensities in 2020 from chart on page 22 of report.
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system infrastructure instead of by new Alaskan gas. Figure 17 shows a map of the provincial
gathering system infrastructure, as well as the general location of the oil sands. (Velocity Suite
Online, B&V)

Figure 17: Alberta Infrastructure and Oil Sands
Oil Sands

AECO-C Hub

The Canadian Energy Research Institute’s “The Capacity of Western Canada’s Natural Gas
Pipeline System” forecasts that unused take-away capacity from the southern Alberta area will
increase to 6.9 Bcf/d by 2018, (Canadian Energy Research Institute, 2006a: p.2) assuming that the
Alaska pipeline was in service in 2016. (Canadian Energy Research Institute, 2006b: p.13)
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4.0 PLAN TO OBTAIN SHIPPER COMMITMENTS
This factor addresses whether the applicant’s service terms and conditions, as defined in the AGIA
application, contracts, and preliminary terms are likely to be strong inducements to potential
shippers. (Sec.43.90.170 (c)(1))

4.1 Do the applicant’s plans encourage shippers to participate in the first binding
open season?
Assessment:

Positive Impact

A valuable feature of TransCanada’s proposal is the potential for shippers to negotiate important
aspects of their transportation service. (Application, pages 2.2-66-68)

As required by AGIA,

TransCanada proposed default services that potential shippers can consider in contemplating an
open season response. Exxon Mobil, among other industry participants recognize that the proposal
is in many respects an initial offer. Our assessment leads us to conclude that TransCanada’s
proposal provides a good starting framework and invites serious counter-offers. The flexibility for
TransCanada and shippers to negotiate and conform the project to meet a variety of operating,
financial and risk objectives significantly enhances its prospects for success.
Negotiated open seasons are common in the interstate pipeline industry. Respondents to an open
season always retain the option to submit binding offers that differ from the service terms offered by
a pipeline or are contingent on a variety of events and other factors. The strategic risk of attaching
stipulations to an open season response occurs because of the potential risk that a sponsor will
receive enough qualified open season responses and reject all others that do not qualify. This is
unlikely in the context of the Alaska gas pipeline project since the project will likely need
commitments from all shippers in order to be viable. Given the flexibilities inherent in the proposal
and the likelihood that a counterproposal will not result in a prospective shipper being excluded
from the project, there is little risk in pursuing alternative terms to those contained in TransCanada’s
default services particularly given the profits that producers stand to realize. The BV NPV team
estimates that under its reference case scenario, the aggregate producers NPV totals
approximately $13.5 billion. This amount decreases from $13.5 billion to $11.6 billion assuming
federal loans, and decreases from $13.5 billion to $11 billion if the overrun is funded by additional
equity. Thus, assuming that producers want to monetize their North Slope gas reserves in the
timeframe proposed by TransCanada, there are few rational reasons not to participate in
TransCanada’s first binding open season offering.
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TransCanada’s proposal offers negotiating opportunities in several ways. First, the application for
license describes shipper options for term differentiated rates. This feature would enable shippers
to lower their unit transportation costs by extending their commitments beyond the 25-year basic
term.
TransCanada also intends to offer Negotiated Rates under which numerous aspects of the service
and transportation rates can be negotiated on both the Alaska and Yukon pipeline sections.
(Application, pages 2.2-66-68) These include return on equity, capital structure, depreciation rates,
rate base, and other factors.
TransCanada’s Precedent Agreement also provides opportunities for shippers to negotiate key
provisions of their otherwise binding open season commitment.

As part of an Open Season

announcement, project sponsors will typically provide a proforma Precedent Agreement for shipper
review. If a shipper’s nomination in the Opens Season is accepted, then various aspects in the
Precedent Agreement are generally subject to negotiation.

Key elements will often include

regulatory and other termination rights, milestone dates, and mutual commitments for support and
communication by all parties.
In the same aspect as the Precedent Agreement, TransCanada’s shippers will have the opportunity
to comment in the drafting of the Alaska and Yukon pipeline Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and NEB Gas Tariffs. The TransCanada application provides an initial outline
of the Tariff, but leaves many detailed aspects still to be written. (Application pages 2.2-61-64)
These documents give detailed shape to many of the commercial and operating characteristics of a
pipeline’s service. Because this is a new project built for specific initial shippers, TransCanada can
expect to receive comments during a collaborative drafting of the Tariff, or in regulatory motions
filed in the certificate process.
Finally, TransCanada offers the ultimate negotiated term for Anchor Shippers, and that is the option
for ownership in the system. (Application, pages 2.2-69-70)

Ownership not only provides

investor/shippers with some degree of input into the pipeline company operations, but also acts as
a hedge on one-sided terms by the project sponsors. If a shipper feels that terms and conditions
are too generous to owners to the detriment of shippers, that shipper can elect to be an owner.
The ability to negotiate major aspects of a transportation service enables risks to be fairly allocated
between the sponsor, its customers and other stakeholders. This is valuable to all parties in the
development process because each will have different risk preferences that will bear on their
commitment to the project.
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4.2 Do the applicant’s service offerings encourage shipper open season
commitments?
Assessment: Positive Impact
Any assessment of the project likelihood of success should be predicated, in part, on the factors
that constitute successful offers by other pipelines. By reviewing industry standards, a set of basic
factors for evaluating the TransCanada proposal start to emerge. (B&V analysis) While industry
standards represent important benchmarks, it is also necessary to recognize fundamental and
significant differences between any set of new pipeline construction projects and the unique
characteristics of the proposed Alaska project. In choosing new projects to review for standards,
key characteristics included size of the project, expansion of shipments to new markets and recent
vintage. None of the new projects are strictly comparable in size or investment. They are large in
the sense of recent projects subject to FERC regulatory review in recent years. The pipeline proxy
group is comprised of the following systems/projects: (Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Company,
Alliance Pipeline, Millennium Pipeline Company, L.L.C., Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, Portland
Natural Gas Transmission System, Rockies Express Pipeline, Iroquois Gas Transmission System,
L.P.)
•

Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Company – A .6 Bcf/d pipeline from northern Colorado to
Oklahoma, where it connects with interstate pipelines serving the northeast and
Midwest. Developed by El Paso Corporation and placed into service in 2005.

•

Alliance Pipeline– A 2.1 Bcf/d dense phase pipeline from British Columbia to Illinois,
where it delivers gas to be processed for transport to Midwest and East Coast markets.
Developed by a joint venture of Fort Chicago Partners and US and Canadian producers
and pipelines, it was placed into serve in 1999.

•

Millennium Pipeline Company, L.L.C. – A .525 Bcf/d pipeline originating in western New
York and delivering supplies to interstate pipelines serving New York City and New
England. Developed by a joint venture between NiSource, DTE Energy, and
TransCanada, it will be placed into service in 2009.

•

Maritimes and Northeast Pipeline– A .7 Bcf/d (now 1.2 Bcf/d) integrated Canadian-US
pipeline originating in Nova Scotia and terminating in Massachusetts just north of
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Boston. Developed as a joint venture between Duke Energy (now Spectra) and Mobil
(now Exxon Mobil), it was placed into service in 2002.
•

Portland Natural Gas Transmission System (PNGTS) – A .25 Bcf/d pipeline originating
at the Quebec-US border in New York and terminating north of Boston. The system was
developed by TransCanada and Shell and placed into service in 1993.

•

Rockies Express Pipeline (REX) – A 1.8 Bcf/d pipeline from Wyoming to Ohio where it
will connect with pipelines serving the Midwest and East Coast. Developed as a joint
venture between Sempra and Kinder Morgan, the initial phase is expected be
operational in 2008, with the second phase extension complete in 2009.

In choosing these seven pipelines for developing a set of industry standards, the potential for wide
variation on non-policy issues creates a range of values to use as benchmarks. As a result, we
have developed the information for TransCanada and these seven pipelines for a core set of factors
as shown in Figure 18 (Alliance Pipeline, L.P., 84 FERC
FERC

61,239 (1998); Alliance Pipeline, L.P., 80

61,149 (1997); Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Company, Application for Certificate of

Public Convenience and Necessity, Docket Nos. CP02-302-000, CP03-303-000, CP03-304-000;
Colorado Interstate Gas Company and Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Company, LLC., 105 FERC ¶
61,095 (2003); Colorado Interstate Gas Company and Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Company,
LLC., 106 FERC ¶ 61,275; Great Lakes Gas Transmission Limited Partnership, Expansion
Construction Cost Comparison Report, Docket No. CP96-647; Great Lakes Gas Transmission
Limited Partnership, Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Assessment for the Proposed
1998 Expansion Project and Request for Comments on Environmental Issues, Docket No. CP96647-000; Great Lakes Gas Transmission Limited Partnership, Order Amending Certificate, Docket
No. CP96-647-001; Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, L.L.C. and Portland Natural Gas Transmission
System, 80 FERC

61,346 (1997); Millennium Pipeline Company, L.P., 100 FERC ¶ 61,277

(2002); Northern Border Pipeline Company, Notice of Intent To Prepare an Environmental
Assessment for the Proposed Project 2000 and Request for Comments on Environmental Issues,
Docket Nos. CP99-21-000, CP99-21-001, CP99-21-002; Portland Natural Gas Transmission
System, 80 FERC ¶ 61,134 (1997); Portland Natural Gas Transmission System, Notice of
Application, Docket No. CP99-55-000; Rockies Express Pipeline LLC., 116 FERC ¶61,272 (2006);
Rockies Express Pipeline LLC., 119 FERC ¶ 61,069 (2007)).
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Figure 18a: Summary Tariff/Rate Profile for Recent North American Natural Gas Pipeline Projects (p.1 of 2)
Issue

Return on Equity

Rate of Return

US 10-year Treasury Note
7.49%
plus 965 basis points for life of assuming 4.7%
agreement
debt and 14%
ROE
11.4%
Cheyenne 15% ROE , 9% cost of debt
and subject to just and
proposed,
Plains
reasonable standard review
10.5% granted
after 3 years of operation
assuming 14%
proposed, 14% ROE granted, equity and 9%
cost of debt to be updated
debt
once rates were filed
Trans
Canada
Proposal

Alliance

7.5% debt and 14% ROE

Millennium 14% ROE and 7.5% cost of
debt (proposed)

9.45%

9.78%
(Proposed)
9.13%
(Required)

Depreciable
Life

REX
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FL&U

SFV

All costs included even if there are cost Actual tracked cost
overruns, no mention of prudence
reviews

35 years
proposed and
approved

SFV

Rates based on the as filed estimate of Reimbursed in kind by
total cost for pipeline.
component charge
recomputed at least
annually, and adjusted by
actual experience
proposed and later
approved

25 years
proposed and
approved
20 years

Levelized

9.5% proposed 25 years
and accepted proposed and
approved
20 years
Cost of equity is 14 % and the 9.26%
(Proposed and
debt cost is 7.69% (Proposed
accepted)
and accepted)

13 % based on public interest 10.19%
standard subject to just and
reasonable standard review
after three years of operation

Rate base

25 years

Maritimes debt cost of 8% and ROE of
14% proposed and accepted
PNGTS

Rate Structure

35 years

25

Levelized for 15
and 20 year
contracts and
SFV for shorter
contracts

Levelized Cost of
Service proposed
and accepted
levelize its rates
for the first 20
years that the
proposed facilities
will be in
operation
(Proposed)
SFV

Based on ROE of 12%, but provides
Reimbursed in kind
.5% inverse adjustment for cost
overruns of 10%
N/A
Based on as filed estimate of total cost
of pipeline, Cost overruns would initially
be borne by the shippers, but only up to
the rate caps. Beyond that, Millennium
bears cost. Millennium will need to
reconcile differences between projected
and actual costs 6 months later.
Rates based on as filed estimate of total Reimbursed in Kind
cost of pipeline
Rates based on as filed estimate of total “Measurement Variance"
cost of pipeline (Proposed)
between a minimum of
down to -1.00% and a
maximum of "up to
+1.00%"

Rates based on the as filed estimate of Actual tracked cost by
total cost for pipeline
component
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Capital
Structure
(Debt/Equity)
70/30 (During
Construction)
75/25
(Proposed)
60/40
(Proposed)
70/30 (Ordered)

70/30

65/35
(Proposed)
70/30 (Ordered)

75/25
(Proposed and
Granted)
75/25
(Proposed)

45/55
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Figure 18b: Summary Tariff/Rate Profile for Recent North American Natural Gas Pipeline Projects (p.2 of 2)
Issue

Credit Requirement

Acceptable credit rating and
Trans
Canada tangible net worth greater than
Proposal the capital cost of its share of the
rate base over the life of the
agreement
Cheyenne Minimum threshold credit
standards or demonstrate
Plains
creditworthiness by committing an
amount equal to at least one year
of reservation charges under the
contract approved by
Commission.
N/A
Alliance

Full recovery of all Earned ROE at full
expenses
rate for each year

Cost of Service
recovery with
regulatory risk and
subject to NGA
Section 5 review
after three years

Rate recovery,
may be more or
less
Rate Recovery,
may be more or
less

Cost of Service
recovery with
regulatory risk
Cost of Service
recovery with
regulatory risk

Rate Recovery,
may be more or
less
Shipper prepays for the service or Rate Recovery,
supplies a letter of credit for an
may be more or
amount equal to the sum of the
less
monthly reservation charges plus
the usage charges for the
duration of the contract

Cost of Service
recovery with
regulatory risk
Cost of Service
recovery with
regulatory risk

BBB- credit rating and 36 months Rate recovery,
of pipeline charges (36 months of may be more or
bills) less than 15% of tangible
less
net worth

Cost of service
recovery with
regulatory risk and
subject to NGA
Section 5 review
after three years

N/A

Maritimes

N/A

REX

Risk Profile

Rate recovery,
may be more or
less

Millennium

PNGTS

Expense
Recovery
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Open Season
Requirements
Consistent with FERC
policy-limit late bids

N/A

Precedent Agreements

Minimum
Contract Length

Requirement to support
TransCanada in all
regulatory applications

No IT service mentioned

All customers elected
negotiated rates

Proposed to not allocate costs to IT
N/A
service. Proposes crediting 25% of IT
revenues to firm shippers, retaining
75%. Commission ordered them to
credit 100% of the revenues accrued,
net of costs incurred, to provide
service.
Credit 100% IT revenues to firm
15 years, 5 year
shippers
notice provision

Open season for its 93% All customers elected
of design day capacity
negotiated rates, levelized
rates
Held open season
Shipper agrees to use
reasonable efforts to
support Millennium’s
applications for regulatory
authorization. Millennium
has entered into long-term,
binding precedent
agreements with eight
customers that subscribe 66
percent of the capacity of its
proposed pipeline.
Fully subscribed for 20
Held open season for
years
capacity that equals
design capacity
N/A
Seven shippers for 20 yrs

Consistent with FERC
policy

Interruptible Revenue Treatment

All customers elected
negotiated rates and some
non-conforming provisions
approved
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Millennium did not propose to allocate
any costs to IT services (Proposed),
Commission ruled Millennium was
required to either allocate costs to its
interruptible services and recalculate
its rates or revise its tariff to credit 100
percent of the ITS revenues net of
variable costs to its firm recourse rate
shippers (Ordered).

25 Years

10 years

Allocated portion of cost to IT
revenues

N/A

PNGTS proposes to credit revenues
from interruptible service
(IT) and off-peak firm service to users
not contracting for 365- day service to
the regulatory asset account created
for the levelized rates.
(Proposed)FERC ordered them to
credit 100% IT revenues to firm
shippers (Ordered)
Revenue sharing per FERC policy

N/A

10 years
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We discuss conclusions relative to the standards indicated by the results of the above table
in the sections below. In summary, the table illustrates that the TransCanada proposal is
reasonably consistent with industry standards on the following items: SFV rate design,
FL&U (fuel lost and unaccounted for gas), open season requirements and, capital structure.
For the remaining items in the table our discussion is included in the response to issues
addressed below.

4.3 Do the project rates and cost recovery methods reasonably allocate
risks between shippers, sponsors and stakeholders?
Assessment: No Impact
As presented in its application, shippers appear to bear proportionally greater risks than
TransCanada. Given recourse rates that stipulate a minimum contract term of 25-years that
matches the annual depreciation rate for capital investments, initial shippers are essentially
expected to fund the entire cost of the pipeline, even though it likely will have a much longer
useable life. (TransCanada, pp. 2.2-65 and 66).

Balanced against this are proposed

recourse rates that include:
•

variable equity return indexed to U. S. 10 year Treasury Note with a premium equal
to 965 basis points (Op. cit. p. 2.2-67)

•

inclusion of 100% of capital costs, and

•

full tracking and recovery of 100% operating costs (Op. cit. p. 2.2-66),

On the one hand these provisions can be viewed as favorable to the project’s LOS because
they enhance the prospects of attracting the equity and debt capital that the project will need
to finance the facilities. On the other hand, if judged by shippers to be too generous, these
rates may discourage shipper commitments to the project as proposed and result in
alternative proposals from shippers.
The summary table in Figure 19 adds useful context to the analysis and helps frame
TransCanada’s proposed recourse rates relative to other projects that have required cost of
service and rate filings after the first three years of operation. As seen in the table and
discussed in the preceding section of this report, relative to pipeline industry standards
TransCanada’s proposed recourse rates and associated terms trend to the upper end of the
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ranges generally accorded to sponsors. As such, they are also high relative to industry
standards for the level of risks assumed by other pipelines.

Examples of this include:

•

A 14+% return on equity

•

100 percent recovery of operating costs represents a pipeline-favorable provision;

•

100 percent inclusion of cost overruns is favorable to the pipeline, but subject to
regulatory approval, which is not a given.

TransCanada has also proposed provisions that could (partially) offset certain risks inherent
in its proposal. In so doing TransCanada indicates a willingness to provide shippers with
terms that are similar to other interstate pipeline projects, and otherwise mitigate the severity
of its cost recovery terms. Among the notable proposed terms, TransCanada:
•

Offered to absorb some of the potential impact of cost overruns for a limited term.
Under this proposal, TransCanada would agree to a penalty of no more than five
years and 200 basis points for large cost overruns. (in excess of 40% not subject to
any further reduction) (Op. cit. p. 2.2-66) Such a provision, while providing some
protections to customers, is limited in nature because it would apply to the equity
component of the rates only.

•

Planned to follow Canadian regulatory practice by offering the potential for
negotiated rates on the Yukon-BC portion of the pipeline. (Op. cit. pp. 2.2-65, 66 and
67)

•

Proposed a 75/25 debt/equity capital structure that helps to “dilute” an otherwise
robust proposed cost of equity and yields a reasonable rate of return of less than 8.5
percent. In comparison, the REX pipeline received FERC approval for a 13 percent
return on equity with a capital structure of 55 percent equity and 45 percent debt and
a rate of return of 10.19 percent as the basis for its recourse rate. The REX rate is
subject to review after three years of operation to determine the just and reasonable
rate level. (Docket No. CP06-354-000, Preliminary Determination on NonEnvironmental Issues, 2006: p.15)

Based on the magnitude and complexity of this project, higher returns may be warranted
due to the following factors:
•

The project risks associated with construction including the risk of non-completion
and the uniquely large risks resulting from the challenges of the project.
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•

The regulatory standard for approval of the return of and on rate base requires that
the rate base be used and useful and that the costs be prudently incurred, thus there
is a risk of rate base disallowance.

•

The risk of relatively high leverage for the project offsets against the higher initial
equity return.

•

The project offers opportunities for shippers to ensure cost control by taking equity
positions that permit the shippers to lower their effective transportation costs.

•

At this stage in the project the number of unknown factors and the potential for
unfavorable outcomes creates risks for all parties.

Certain other terms may favor the shippers such as all NGL revenues accrue to shippers
(Op. cit. p.2.2-64), potential for partial ownership in the pipeline with the expected return
based on the ownership share (Op. cit. pp. 2.2-69 and 70), ability to release unused
capacity (Op. cit. pp. 2.2 61 and 62) (likely to be full rate at least in the early years),
negotiated rates based on levelized costs over the contract term (Op. cit p. 2.2-67) avoiding
the higher initial rates under the recourse option, the specific exclusion of the $500 million
State reimbursement from rate base, (Op. cit. p. 2.2-65) potential to own and control the gas
treatment plant and associated costs (Op. cit. p. 2.2-64) and reduced contract terms on the
Alberta segment of the line. (Op. cit. p. 2.2-64) On balance, taking into account both the
risks and returns to sponsors, the recourse rates for shippers, and the breadth of negotiating
opportunities available under the proposed structure, we believe that TransCanada’s
creates neither profound positive or negative impacts on the LOS. Stated another way,
there are too many proposed terms favoring TransCanada that shippers may deem
unacceptable and thus are not positive impact on the project, yet too many terms that can
be negotiated providing mitigation to shippers to result in a negative impact finding. For this
reason we believe the countervailing pros and cons of the proposal support a conclusion
that the allocation of risks through service terms – as currently proposed – will have No
Impact on the project’s LOS.
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4.4 Do applicants proposed rates insulate shippers from the effect of cost
overruns?
Assessment: No Impact
Section 43.90.170(c)(1) seeks an assessment of “the reasonableness, specificity and
feasibility of . . . [TransCanada’s] plan to . . . insulate shippers from the effect of cost
overruns, . . . “
In absolute terms, TransCanada’s project does not insulate shippers from cost overruns.
Given the uncertainties and risks of a project of this magnitude, striking a balance of the risk
allocation is likely to be critical to the ability to obtain capital commitments for the completion
of the project. In its application, TransCanada clearly states that with the exception of
specific and relatively modest self-imposed penalties, it expects 100 percent recovery of its
capital and operating costs through recourse rates.

Likewise, investors will have the

expectation of recovery of all prudently incurred costs.
In relative terms, TransCanada’s proposal is not out of step with pipeline industry regulation
and practices.

Although some pipelines do provide rate caps for project shippers, the

majority of pipelines will expect to ultimately collect their full cost of service from shippers, on
terms essentially similar to those TransCanada proposes in its AGIA application.
Notwithstanding the risks this approach to cost recovery imposes on shippers,
TransCanada’s application nonetheless affords opportunities to further shield shippers from
overrun costs. These include:

•

TransCanada’s partial equity reduction – TransCanada demonstrates a willingness
to share construction cost risks through its proposal to reduce equity returns by up to
200 basis points on certain of its capital costs for a maximum of five years. Although
this proposal ultimately offers only a negligible reduction for shippers – as Exxon
Mobil notes in its comments, TransCanada’s income would still be higher with cost
overruns than without – this type of voluntary concession is unusual in the pipeline
industry.

•

Federal loan guarantees – More details concerning the structure and use of Federal
loan guarantees are required, but these may also partially insulate shippers from the
full effect of cost overruns if they are triggered by cost overruns.
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overruns with lower cost of debt (vs. equity), TransCanada would be able to partially
mitigate the impact of the cost overruns passed along to shippers.
The figure below shows estimates from the NPV team regarding how the partial
equity reduction and federal loan guarantees mitigate shippers from cost overruns:
Figure 19: NPV and per Unit Tariff Estimate Under Various Scenarios

40% Cost
Overrun

Scenario
5-Year Equity
Reduction

X
X
X

•

Federal Government
Loans

X
X

X
X

Estimates
Per Unit
NPV ($
Tariff ($/Dt)
Billions)
$4.73
$4.46
$5.97
$4.18
$6.32
$5.73
$6.06
$4.69

Regulator prudence reviews – TransCanada’s application does not address
prudence reviews, but FERC and NEB regulators will retain jurisdictional
responsibility to assure shippers and the public that all costs included in
TransCanada’s rates are just and reasonable. To the extent post-project reviews
find certain costs were not prudently incurred, those costs may be excluded when
deriving transportation rates.

•

Deferred recovery of Capital Cost Overrun Loan surcharges – Would require
Negotiated Rate Shippers to pay surcharges only when Alberta Hub prices are at or
above a threshold level.

When prices are lower, surcharges would be carried

forward with interest until prices rise.

This proposed provision would ensure a

matching of shipper transport costs with supporting market revenues, and help
shippers avoid the potential for negative cash flows as the result of capital cost
overruns.
•

Negotiated rates – In addition to the recourse rates, TransCanada’s application
expresses a willingness to negotiate major components of its cost of the service and
rates including return on equity, depreciation rates, and term of contract. These
factors can be structured to reduce both the timing and level of costs passed on to
shippers, and in so doing partially offset the impact of cost overruns.

•

Negotiated precedent agreement terms – TransCanada does not specifically define
the terms it would be willing to negotiate in its Precedent Agreements, but shippers
can reasonably expect to negotiate a range of provisions as may be needed to
mitigate perceived risks. With regard to cost overruns, one example arrangement for
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allocating certain risks is a steel “tracker” similar to that found in shipper Precedent
Agreements for the Rockies Express pipeline. Such a provision allows the parties to
index the costs to be included for key construction cost components. Final terms for
the REX Precedent Agreements are not known, but other arrangements may be
employed by TransCanada and its shippers to clarify the treatment of certain types of
capital costs and any associated overruns.
•

Ownership option – TransCanada offers Anchor Shippers the opportunity to become
owners in the project. Although the specific terms and equity interests available
must still be defined, ownership provides one way to reduce the effective costs of
any transportation service, including one burdened by cost overruns

Shippers and other stakeholders may fairly argue that TransCanada could offer greater
shipper protections from cost overruns, and such terms might have provided the basis for a
“Positive Impact” assessment by B&V. Such an offer may have had a negative impact on
the ability to finance the project, however. Striking the critical balance between financial
viability and insulating shippers will ultimately be determined by the interaction of all
stakeholders. As proposed, however, we think the combination of TransCanada’s voluntary
equity basis reduction and the other factors described above sufficiently exceed standard
industry practice such that a “No Impact” assessment is more appropriate than a “Negative
Impact” assessment.
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5.0 OTHER FACTORS PURSUANT TO SECTION 43.90.170 (C)
5.1 Is the Project supportive of or otherwise an impediment to an LNG
export facility?
Assessment:

Positive Impact

TransCanada’s proposal reserves initial North Slope production for support of a pipeline to
the Lower 48. Beyond the initial expansion, the proposal includes a number of provisions
that might contribute to the development of on LNG import terminal. The capacity of an
expansion in support of an LNG export project is likely to be more consistent with demand
growth in the Pacific Basin than the larger initial project proposed by TransCanada. Among
the provisions in TransCanada’s application that support an LNG project are the following:

•

The project provides for a possible Y-line lateral to an LNG export facility on the
Kenai Peninsula
It should be recognized at the outset that the Alaskan segment of the TransCanada
proposal moves North Slope gas closer to a Kenai export point than it is today.
When coupled with TransCanada’s proposal for regular expansions, a Y-line lateral
could provide for smaller sized capacity projects (as compared to the initial
TransCanada build) that are economically more competitive than a greenfield line
all the way from the North Slope in serving global markets.

•

TransCanada proposes regular expansions that would facilitate getting supplies to
the Y-line.
By hosting predictable and regular expansions, TransCanada will help marketers
time the needs of specific Pacific Basin suppliers more effectively.

Asian LNG

markets, unlike North American markets, are still heavily dependent on bilateral
contracts which require greater coordination between supply and distribution legs of
the value chain.

The uncertainty caused by the need to synchronize several

components of a supply chain can be mitigated in part by smaller and predictable
expansion increments.

•

TransCanada’s proposed transportation rates differentiate the cost of delivering into
an LNG line versus at the Alberta terminus of the fully built project.
TransCanada has proposed an Alaska segment rate that will not only facilitate
deliveries to in-state consumers, but will also unburden LNG exporters of unneeded
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downstream transportation costs.

This distance sensitive rate design and the

proposal for rolled-in expansion tolls will make LNG exporters more competitive
abroad.
•

FERC policy ensures that third party LNG developers will have access to
TransCanada’s Alaska Gasline.
FERC open access guidelines generally require pipelines to provide interconnecting
facilities to parties wanting access to interstate transmission systems.

These

policies effectively mean that an LNG exporter has the right to request and pay for
facilities that would allow gas to flow from the Alaska Gasline into a pipeline that
would feed a Kenai Peninsula LNG export facility.
Taken as a whole, the combination of TransCanada’s proposal and regulatory policy
preserve indefinitely the right of future Alaska gas producers to develop LNG export
capabilities. The proposed TransCanada project effectively creates the critical backbone
necessary for exports by leveraging the economies of scale inherent with the initial build.

5.2 Is TransCanada (as the operator) a credible developer of the project?
Has applicant successfully developed other large pipeline projects?
Assessment:

Positive Impact

TransCanada has built or participated in other large pipeline projects in the past. Some of
the projects they have built include a series of mainline expansions, the Energia Mayakan
Natural Gas Pipeline Project, and the Tamazunchale Pipeline Project. The projects they
have completed required capital cost from less than 20 million up to 900 million to serve
various markets such as Canada, US, San Luis Potosi, and the Yucatan Peninsula.
(Alexander’s Gas & Oil Connections, 1999; Catharine Davis, 2007; Dave Schultz, 2002;
Department of Energy, 2008; Iroquois Gas Transmission System LP., 10-Q SEC Filings,
2002; Northern Border Partners, L.P. 10-K SEC Filings 1998, 2000, 2002; Northern Border
Partners, L.P. 10-Q SEC Filing 1998, 2002; Northern Border Pipeline Company, 90 FERC
61,263 (2000); Oil & Gas Journal, 1996; Pipeline & Gas Journal, 2008; Portland Natural
Gas Transmission System, 2008; Portland Natural Gas Transmission System, Docket No.
CP99-55-000, 1998; PR Newswire, 1999; Steve Clark, 2006; TransCanada Corporation,
2005; TransCanada Pipelines Limited Annual Reports, 1997 - 2007).
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Figure 20: TransCanada Pipeline Expansions Summary
Project Name

Pipeline

Operator

Capacity
(MMcf/d)

Location

In-service
Date

Capital
Costs
(millions)

Return on
Equity

Market(s)
Served

Builder

Participants
(TransCanada
Ownership %)

Mainline Expansion

Canadian Mainline

TransCanada

287

N/A

Nov-97

$900

11.25%

Canada

TransCanada

TransCanada (100%)

The Chicago Project

Northern Border Pipeline Company

TransCanada

700

Harper, Iowa to
Manhattan, Illinois

Dec-98

$837

12.75%

Northern
Illinois

Mainline Expansion

Canadian Mainline

TransCanada

100

N/A

1999

$400

11.25%

Canada

Portland Project

Portland Natural Gas Transmission
System

Portland Natural Gas
Transmission System

175

TQM near Pittsburg,
NH and delivery points
in MA

Mar-99

$271

14.00%

Energia Mayakan Natural Gas
Pipeline Project

Energia Mayakan

TransCanada

370

Ciudad Pemex,
Tabasco to power
plants in Campeche
and the Yucatan

Sep-99

$266

N/A

Yucatan
Peninsula

TransCanada

TransCanada (62.5%),
InterGen (32.5%), &
Gutsa Constructions
(5%)

Tamazunchale

Tamazunchale Pipeline

Transportadora de Gas
Natural de La Huasteca[2]

170

Naranjos Veracruz to
Tamazunchale, San
Luis Potosi

Dec-06

$181

N/A

San Luis
Potosi

TransCanada

TransCanada (100%)

230

Long Island into NYC
Market

Feb-04

$170

14.00%

New York
City

Iroquois Pipeline
Operating Co

TC Pipelines (41%)

TransCanada

415

Transported from
Ladyfern BC

Early 2002

N/A

N/A

TransCanada

TransCanada

Eastchester Expansion

Iroquois Gas Transmission System Iroquois Pipeline Operating Co

Northwest Mainline Expansion

Enron Engineering TransCanada (30%) &
and Construction
Northern Border
Company
Partners, L.P. (70%)

TransCanada

Portland Natural
Northeastern
Gas Transmission
US
System

TransCanada (100%)

TransCanada (21.4%)

Great Lakes Gas TransCanada (50%) &
Transmission
Coastal Corporation
Limited Partnership
(50%)

Great Lakes 1998 Expansion
Project

Great Lakes Gas Transmission
System

Great Lakes Gas
Transmission Company

126

Emerson, Manitoba to
Saint Clair, MI

Nov-98

$149

N/A

US Midwest

Westpath Expansion

Alberta & BC Systems

TransCanada

350

Alberta and British
Columbia border

2002

$115

11.25%

California
and Pacific
Northwest

TransCanada

TransCanada (100%)

Project 2000

Northern Border Pipeline Company

Northern Border Pipeline

544

Manhattan, Illinois to
North Hayden, Indiana

Oct-01

$94

12.00%

Northern
Indiana

Northern Border
Pipeline Company

TC Pipelines[1] (10%)

Narraway Extension Project

Canadian Mainline

TransCanada

100

Transported from
Narraway and
Cutback of Western
Alberta

2002

$17

11.25%

Alberta

TransCanada

TransCanada (100%)

Mainline Expansion

Canadian Mainline

TransCanada

417

N/A

1998

N/A

11.25%

Canada

TransCanada

TransCanada (100%)
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5.3 What impact might the BP-Conoco announcement to develop and
construct the Denali pipeline have on TransCanada’s ability to secure
shipper precedent agreements and the likelihood of success of their
project?
Assessment:

Positive Impact

More than anything, Denali legitimizes the need for the pipeline and effectively ends the
debate about whether the timing or concept of TransCanada’s proposal is credible.7 That
fact alone may raise expectations for the likelihood of success like no other.
It is generally accepted, however, that two Alaskan gas pipelines are unlikely, and that the
success of any one pipeline rests on shipper commitments from the North Slope’s three
largest gas producers.8

As such, the announcement by BP and Conoco to pursue an

alternative project also creates uncertainties for the success of TransCanada’s AGIA
proposal.
One obvious uncertainty is whether BP and Conoco, as key members of the critical mass of
shipper support needed for a successful pipeline, would ever opt from their announced
plans and come into the TransCanada proposal or a merged version of Denali and
TransCanada’s proposal.
Another uncertainty is whether the Denali announcement will discourage other potential
shippers from nominating capacity on the TransCanada pipeline. As the reasoning goes, if
TransCanada’s project does not have the Denali producers’ commitment, why should others
sign on to a project that lacks critical support?
In the face of these uncertainties, legislators and regulators must fairly question
whether the TransCanada proposal’s likelihood of success is irrevocably diminished,
and by extension whether it should be denied an AGIA license for that reason. The
answer is no.

7

“The time is right to start moving this project forward." Jim Mulva, ConocoPhillips chairman and chief
executive officer. BP Press Release. 08 April. 2008.
8
Exxon Mobil is the third, and largest, producer. Assertions about benefits and incentives Denali
sponsors effectively pertain to Exxon Mobil, even though they have announced no formal intentions in
Alaska yet.
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TransCanada’s prospects for success and the State’s reasons for proceeding with AGIA at
this point are based on the expectation that TransCanada and Denali will eventually merge
into a “settlement” project. It is reasonable to expect that TransCanada’s project will have
many elements that are attractive to the Denali sponsors, and that those sponsors will want
to integrate into a project that combines the best ideas from both projects. In the pipeline
industry, such settlements among competing projects are common. Whether done through
regulatory proceedings or joint ventures, settlements balance the interests of all
stakeholders.
In its comments Exxon Mobil referred to TransCanada’s proposal an initial offer. This is a
reasonable observation that can be interpreted as meaning there are many negotiations and
details to address before it can be known if TransCanada’s proposal is optimal. By this
standard, Denali too, must be considered an initial offer. More must be learned by all
parties to compare the relative strengths and weaknesses of the two projects, before
meaningful settlement discussions could take place.
The mechanics, timing and certainty of a settlement between TransCanada and Denali at
this early stage are less important than recognition that for a settlement to occur, AGIA
must proceed by awarding a license. Time must be given to shippers and regulators alike
to learn whether the best of both projects can be combined into a superior solution. Absent
a licensee, the development dynamic changes materially and raises greater
uncertainties for Alaskan gas reserves.
Our likelihood of success assessment as required by AGIA considers three questions. An
affirmative response to these questions supports TransCanada’s likelihood of success.
1) Does AGIA and TransCanada’s proposal support a potential settlement with the
Denali sponsors?
2) Are there benefits to Alaska of awarding the AGIA license, despite the possibility that
BP and Conoco may continue to conduct their due diligence on Denali?
3) Are there good incentives for BP and Conoco merge their project into TransCanada?
The first question considers whether the AGIA process leaves the door open for BP and
Conoco to conduct their Denali evaluation, and then later become part of TransCanada’s
AGIA project.

The answer is yes because AGIA affords parties both the time and the

process for a merger to occur.
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TransCanada does not plan to complete its open season until 18 months after it is awarded
a license.9

After that, it would be another 47 months before TransCanada expects to

receive certificate authorization and must proceed to finance and build the project. This
timeline would effectively provide the Denali sponsors with at least 65 months to complete
their project analysis and determine whether Denali or TransCanada or a merged project is
the superior alternative.
As important, AGIA provides the Commissioners with the flexibility and guidelines to
approve a revised TransCanada project that includes BP and Conoco (among others) as
participants. Moreover, TransCanada makes clear its willingness to offer equity positions to
anchor shippers who make firm shipper commitments to the project.

If BP and Conoco

decide to join TransCanada’s project in the future as shippers and joint venture owners,
AGIA and TransCanada provide the procedural path for that to happen.
The second question that bears on likelihood of success is whether the State’s interests are
well-served by issuing the AGIA license despite the possibility that the Denali sponsors may
become joint-venture partners in TransCanada’s project.

If the Denali sponsors join or

merge with TransCanada (as the AGIA licensee) the State will benefit because it increases
the probability that the final project will be consistent with AGIA provisions that seek to avoid
a pipeline “at any price”. AGIA provides guidelines on the State’s values and priorities with
respect to a Gasline project, and having the Denali producers in TransCanada’s project
shows alignment with the AGIA values and objectives. Among the benefits are:
•

Project timing

•

Rates and rate design

•

Net present value expectations to the state

•

True open access provisions, including the obligation to expand to accept third party
gas

A consequential benefit of having TransCanada’s proposal emerge as the prospective AGIA
licensee is the improved certainty about pipeline path across Canada.

Although

TransCanada’s certificate claims may be contestable, its previous studies and knowledge of
the Canadian pipeline market will compare favorably to any alternative’s sponsor. As well,
TransCanada possesses right-of-way assets that may speed the process. These in turn
9

This is 18-months sooner than the AGIA requirements, which stipulate a 36-month maximum
timeframe to host an open season.
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imply a potential for reduced cost and time requirements building across the Yukon and
Alberta if it is part of a settlement project.
Finally, awarding a license to TransCanada lets their project serve as both a catalyst and
benchmark for Denali. Denali sponsors have not stated that TransCanada’s proposal has
provided them incentive to develop their proposed pipeline.

Notwithstanding, it would

appear that the timing and participants in the Denali project are not independent of AGIA
progress and the credibility of TransCanada’s proposal. There was no mention of Denali
prior to the conclusion of the AGIA’s December submittal deadline, only general references
to a Conoco project.

10

Now, with TransCanada’s application on the table, stakeholders

have the benefit of evaluating Denali in context with an alternative, and against a potential
joint venture that includes the best elements of both proposals. These options will not exist
if AGIA does not produce a licensee.
On balance we believe the State will benefit by awarding the license. A potential of joint
venture with producers on a settlement of TransCanada’s project could emerge.
Legislators should award TransCanada the AGIA license, then be patient for
commercial actions to play out; both actions would enhance the TransCanada
project’s likelihood of success.
The third and final question above looks at whether there are legitimate incentives for BP
and Conoco to ultimately opt into TransCanada’s project as a shipper and possibly joint
venture owner. In other words, now that they have announced their plans, what would
cause these two producers to change their minds and participate in TransCanada’s AGIA
project?
Notwithstanding the announcements to date BP and Conoco have much to potentially gain
by forging a joint settlement with the AGIA licensee. And nothing at this point would seem to
preclude the companies from exploring more options while they develop more specifics
about Denali. The more information gained in the coming months, the better their decisions
will be once their due diligence on Denali has advanced.
Among the things that BP and Conoco may find most attractive are the supporting factors
that are unique to AGIA and cannot be easily obtained through negotiations outside the
AGIA process. One important example concerns upstream fiscal terms on royalties and
production taxes. Producers have indicated that finalizing pipeline terms and conditions
10

It is notable that Conoco’s December pipeline “proposal” made no allusion to a partner; seemingly
the progress of AGIA encouraged or accelerated BP’s entrance to the process.
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without greater certainty on royalties and production taxes is counterproductive. Yet, this is
what will happen with Denali.
Under AGIA, the State is precluded from negotiating terms that are competitive with the
interests of the licensee. This presumably would include negotiating upstream terms with
Denali shippers while TransCanada was prosecuting its AGIA application. By coming into
the AGIA process through a settlement project, both the producers and the State could
move more quickly to conclude upstream negotiations on fiscal terms.
The Denali producers also stand to benefit from TransCanada’s presence and experience in
the Canadian and downstream markets. Although not directly the product of AGIA, the fact
that TransCanada may emerge as the AGIA licensee potentially confers advantages for
producers in shipping gas to market. Denali’s announced project offers the potential benefit
of creating a competitor to TransCanada’s strong presence in the market, but in the final
analysis TransCanada may still offer the best combination of costs and certainty out of
Canada, and optionality to market.

A settlement on the Canadian path would have

implications on the route across Alaska as well.
Becoming a shipper or joint venture owner with TransCanada under the AGIA process could
also mitigate risks to the shippers in variety of ways.

In a project of this size, any

opportunities for material risk reduction could be compelling.

Among those offered by

working TransCanada as part of AGIA are:
•

Capital cost optimization – There are certain to be project aspects where
TransCanada capabilities will be superior

•

Speed to market – As noted in the Denali announcement the time is right for an
Alaska pipeline, and TransCanada appears to have an advantage based on years of
previous work for sections of the pipeline, at least from Delta Junction forward.
Experience that helps avoid project delays translates into construction interest
savings and higher project (and State) net present values

•

Regulatory risk – The complications of potential cross-subsidization associated with
100 percent producer ownership argues for heavy oversight and raises the potential
for adverse regulatory decisions. The jurisdictional separation of ownership and use
that comes with a more diverse ownership group encourages more light-handed
regulation.
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•

Risk diversification – The most apparent of all benefits is the opportunity to diversify
the development and financing risks associated with a project this size.

•

Partner risk – Although having non-producers in the pipeline’s ownership structure
can create competing interests, project sponsors may also find that it can provide an
objective perspective when disagreements arise among producer owners.

Taking all factors into account, it is realistic to conclude that Denali will ultimately increase,
and not decrease, TransCanada’s likelihood of success in the project. As discussed above,
Denali is evidence that the State, its gas producers and TransCanada are in greater
alignment than ever before on the need and timing of the project. Even if the Producers
continue to pursue Denali, in doing so they will materially improve their knowledge about the
costs and challenges of their project. That knowledge serves to reduce the asymmetric
distribution of information that often hinders pipeline developer negotiations with its
shippers, and may ultimately serve to produce a more expeditious and balanced merged
project than would otherwise be possible. The Denali sponsors have compelling reasons to
ultimately enter into a settlement that produces a better project than either they or
TransCanada are individually proposing today. If TransCanada is not the AGIA licensee,
a settlement that integrates the best of all project proposals cannot happen. The
consideration of all factors leads us to conclude that TransCanada’s AGIA proposal has
never shown a better potential for success than it currently does.
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I.

Introduction

On February 19, 2008, Goldman, Sachs & Co. (“Goldman Sachs” or the “Firm”) and the State of
Alaska (the “State”), acting through its Department of Natural Resources (“DNR”) entered into an
advisory contract with respect to the State’s ongoing Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (“AGIA”)
activities. In particular, Goldman Sachs was retained by the State to evaluate a range of financial
issues that arise in the course of reviewing TransCanada’s Application for License: Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act, Application to Build, Own and Operate (the “Proposal”), submitted on November 30,
2007 pursuant to AGIA. The purpose of this report is to summarize the Firm’s analysis, rationale and
overall findings with respect to our work on this matter. We understand that this report will become
part of the public record and shall be attached in some form as background information to the AGIA
Commissioners’ Finding (the “State’s Findings”).

A.

Scope of Assignment

Goldman Sachs was retained to consider a specific set of issues that relate to evaluating
TransCanada’s AGIA Proposal. Goldman Sachs was retained after the State had finalized its
completeness review of the proposals received under AGIA on November 30, 2007. The Firm has not
reviewed any of the other proposals. Key elements of Goldman Sachs’ review include:
 Review the Financial Elements of the Proposal – Review elements and assumptions within the
Proposal that have an impact on the finance plan and its overall viability. Considerations include
(but are not limited to) capital structure, rate structure, shipping contract assumptions, Federal
Loan Guarantee assumptions, etc.
 Analyze TransCanada’s Financial Wherewithal – Goldman Sachs has conducted an analysis of
publicly available financial information on TransCanada (“the Company”) to project the financial
impact on the Company of implementing the Proposal.
 Evaluate the Financeability of the Proposal – Goldman Sachs has reviewed the finance plan
information in the Proposal, made assumptions regarding credit analysis, investor requirements,
and used information supplied by other State consultants to develop a funding scenario for the
Proposal.
 Review Assumptions Regarding the Use of Federal Loan Guarantee – The Firm has reviewed
Section 116, Loan Guarantees of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act and other federal statutes
and regulations cross referenced therein (together, “the Federal Loan Statute”). We have analyzed
assumptions made in the Proposal with respect to the Federal Loan Statute.
 Other Important Issues – The Firm also reviewed a number of other issues that may impact the
State’s Finding with respect to its review of the Proposal. These include (but are not limited to) the
“withdrawn partners” issue; a comparative assessment of LNG alternatives, potential impacts of
different assumptions about proven reserves, etc.
The Firm’s analysis and conclusions in each of these areas are described in the executive summary
and balance of the report below. However, it is important to note the following: First, the Firm has
limited its focus to matters of financial viability, financial wherewithal, and investor and market
preferences. Second, the State has employed a range of consultants to study and analyze
engineering, regulatory, legal, gas market, LNG, etc., issues. Where appropriate, Goldman Sachs has
relied upon (and cited herein), without independent verification, the work and findings of the State’s
other consultants. Third, it is understood that we are not experts in the areas covered by the State's
other consultants and therefore express no view on the work and findings of those consultants.
Fourth, since it is a broader decision than the scope of our analysis and expertise, we have not been
Introduction
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asked for an overall recommendation regarding the award of a license to TransCanada pursuant to
AGIA. Finally, it is important to note that this project is unprecedented in terms of scope, cost and
financing requirements and therefore it is important to qualify the analytic results and findings herein
to some extent based upon the size and complexity of the Proposal, and the length of time between
this Report date and some of the key ‘financial events’ associated with the Proposal. The
assumptions we have made throughout this report are based on our best available knowledge of the
financing markets for gas pipeline and LNG project debt and equity. However, since the first major
financing associated with the Proposal is set for five to six years from now, it is difficult to predict if
market conditions at the time will support the conclusions continued herein. Goldman Sachs does not
make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the materials set forth
herein and nothing contained in this document is, or shall be relied upon as a promise or
representation as to the past or the future. This Report has been prepared for presentation solely to
the State in connection with its ongoing AGIA review and its consideration of the Proposal and is not
to be used, circulated, quoted or otherwise referred to for any other purpose without the express
written consent of Goldman Sachs.

B.

Organization of the Report

The balance of this report is organized as follows:
Section

Title

Description

II

Executive Summary

Summarize the framework for analysis and key
findings.

III

Project Finance Overview

Review project finance market; size and scope of
market; key attributes of project financings; risk
and credit analysis; and review of elements of the
Proposal which are key to financial viability.

IV

Financial Review of TransCanada

Evaluation of the financial strength of
TransCanada; review of current ratings position;
and analysis of financial impacts of implementing
the Proposal.

V

Project Capital Structure Analysis

Development of a funding plan (or “capital
structure”) for the project based on the Proposal
and assumptions provided by the State and its
AGIA consultants; and developing the analytic
‘Proposal Base Case.’

VI

Analysis of Project Alternatives

Analysis comparing various alternatives and
financial outcomes to the Proposal Base Case.
Alternative cases were run varying: project size
(gas lines of various initial capacity); reservoir
usage assumptions; shipping contract length; and
technology (gas pipeline vs. LNG).

VII

Federal Loan Guarantee

Review of the Federal Loan Statute; review of
Federal Loan Guarantee assumptions made by
TransCanada in the Proposal. Analysis of Federal
Loan Guarantee financial and credit impact on the
Proposal.

VIII

TransCanada Withdrawn Partners Issue

Discuss impacts of the withdrawn partners issue
on the viability of the financing.

IX

The Importance of the Alaska Gas Pipeline
Project to TransCanada

Discussions of project impacts on and importance
to TransCanada.

Goldman Sachs is pleased to be a part of the State’s AGIA review team and looks forward to
assisting the State as the AGIA process continues.

Introduction
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II.

Executive Summary

A.

Overview of Analysis

In the course of its work, Goldman Sachs participated in the review and analysis of the financial
aspects of the Proposal and project. Working with the State and its other consultants, our principal
objective was to develop an analysis of the financial viability of the Proposal. Goldman Sachs
developed a capital structure analysis designed to reflect key financing related assumptions, sources
and uses, and financing results. These results were fed into a more comprehensive investment
analysis model developed by Black & Veatch and a variety of cases were analyzed. A principal focus
was placed on analyzing the TransCanada Proposal and developing a ‘Proposal Base Case’ which
reflects explicit assumptions contained in the Proposal. In order to test the robustness of the Proposal
Base Case results, a range of ‘sensitivity cases’ were run by varying key inputs such as project costs
and interest rates. In addition, to recognize the uncertainty built into any project of this size, cost and
complexity, a range of additional cases were run to test how well results hold up when project
configuration assumptions (i.e., capacity, technology, length of shipping contracts, etc.) are changed
in various combinations. All of these analyses are described more fully later in this report. Figure 1
below reflects the range of analytic cases completed.
Figure 1:

Cases Under Consideration

For each case, Goldman Sachs provided interest rate assumptions and basic assumptions regarding
the size and timing of debt and equity financings. Results in terms of weighted average cost of debt,
fully loaded transportation costs versus projected gas prices and overall capital structure viability
have been presented and reviewed herein.
Executive Summary
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B.

Reliance on State and Other Consultants

In conducting its review of the Proposal, the State has assembled a team of expert consultants from a
range of fields. In developing its analysis, Goldman Sachs has relied on these other consultants and
in some cases the State to provide specific analytic inputs or general guidance. In particular our
analysis and conclusions have relied upon the following:
Source

Information Provided

Black & Veatch Corporation

Project revenues available for debt service and equity returns; annual
funding requirements; reservoir assumptions; and project transportation
costs (i.e., tariffs).

Westney Consulting Group

Project cost and timing information.

Gas Strategies Consulting

LNG market and LNG price analysis. Assessment of Alaska LNG project.

Wood McKenzie Research and
Consulting

Analysis of future gas prices.

Greenberg Traurig, LLP

FERC matters; legal analysis of TransCanada Withdrawn Partners Issue.

The State of Alaska

Case definitions; reservoir assumptions.

While each consultant, including Goldman Sachs, participated in different aspects of the analysis, an
effort was made overall to use common assumptions provided by each of the relevant experts.

C.

Key Financing Related Proposal Assumptions

The TransCanada Proposal does not include detailed financing assumptions. In developing a detailed
financial plan, our approach was to use the broad financing related themes in the Proposal as the
basis for the more detailed assumptions we made. Key Proposal assumptions that impact the
financing structure are listed below.
 The Project is a 4.5 bcf/day system to transport natural gas from Prudhoe Bay to the Alberta
market hub;
 25-year ship-or-pay contracts with market standard shipper credit requirements;
 Debt is non-recourse to TransCanada (i.e., the debt is ‘project debt’);
 Capitalization of 70% debt and 30% equity during construction;
 Capital cost overruns to be financed through federally guaranteed cost overrun loans;
 Federally guaranteed capital cost overrun loans to be repaid through shipper surcharge; and
 No project completion guarantee or pre-completion debt guarantee from equity sponsors is
assumed.
It is important to note that these assumptions underlie all of our conclusions with regards to
the Proposal, and unless otherwise noted, any cases based on the Proposal.

Executive Summary
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D.

Principal Findings

Goldman Sachs was hired by the State to address a set of specific questions and to comment on a
range of issues which may have some impact on the State’s decision with regard to awarding an
AGIA license. Our findings are summarized below.
Question/Issue
Does TransCanada have the
financial strength to meet its
commitments under the
Proposal?

See Report Section IV

Do the financial elements of the
Proposal reflect market based,
reasonable assumptions for a
large scale, complex project
financing?
See Report Section III

Goldman Sachs Finding
Based on the assumptions outlined previously in Subsection C, Goldman
Sachs believes that TransCanada, through its AGIA bidding entities,
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. and TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC, has
the financial wherewithal to meet the financial obligations implied in the
Proposal. This finding is based upon:
 Assumption that TransCanada implements the Proposal without equity
partners;
 Project cost assumptions based on ‘P50’ construction cost and timing
estimates from Westney, provided to Goldman Sachs by Black &
Veatch (See Westney report, “Analysis of the TransCanada’s AGIA
Application” for a description of the cost ranging methodology); and
 Review and analysis of publicly available financial information
regarding TransCanada.
We believe that TransCanada has the ability to fund all of the
predevelopment costs and early construction costs from company equity.
As construction and procurement spending increases during the
execution phase (2014-2019), we believe TransCanada would be able to
raise 100% of the substantial equity funded portion of the project through
internally generated cash and/or corporate debt. However, funding 100%
of the project equity requirements with no equity partners or by raising
additional primary equity at the TransCanada level could put financial
strain and downward credit ratings pressure on TransCanada during
construction. Nevertheless, we expect that TransCanada’s credit ratings
would remain investment-grade and the company will be able to attract
external capital to fund its commitment to the project because the strain is
a temporary effect of the major financial requirements during development
and project execution and the potential strategic and financial benefits of
the Project to the Company are compelling.
We have reviewed the Proposal submitted on November 30, 2007
pursuant to AGIA. We believe that the financing related elements of the
Proposal (noted above) reflect sound assumptions and a business
structure that makes sense in comparison to other major gas sector
project financings. Critical assumptions necessary for the Proposal in this
respect are the rate structure, the long-term ship-or-pay contracts
assumed to be in place for 25 years, the proposed debt/equity ratios, the
existence of the Federal Loan Guarantee and its use to lower debt costs
and to backstop cost overrun loans.

Executive Summary
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Question/Issue
Is the Proposal Base Case
viable from a financing
standpoint?

See Report Section V

Are the alternative project
configurations analyzed
financially viable?

Goldman Sachs Finding
We have worked with the State and its other consultants to develop and
analyze a “Proposal Base Case” which reflects a combination of the
financial and business approach outlined in the Proposal and certain
specific assumptions contained therein, and certain other assumptions
developed by Goldman Sachs, the State and its other consultants in order
to either (1) translate Proposal figures into year of expenditure amounts;
or (2) use market-based assumptions where the Proposal didn’t include
adequate detail to fully analyze financial results. Based on this analysis
and a series of ‘sensitivity cases’ which vary key inputs, Goldman Sachs
believes that the Proposal Base Case is financeable based on the
following:
 Strength of the project sponsor;
 Strength of the prospective shippers;
 Proposal assumptions regarding the nature and provisions of the
shipping contracts and cost overrun surcharge;
 Federal Loan Guarantee is available as assumed and a federally
guaranteed cost overrun facility is put in place;
 Robust pro forma financial results;
 Favorable capital markets conditions for sizable transactions exist at
funding.
Separate and apart from our review of TransCanada and specifics of the
Proposal, we point out that this project is unprecedented in terms of
scope, size, cost and financing requirements. As such, developing and
executing a finance plan for the project will be a challenge and success
will ultimately depend on a wide range of project-related and market
factors being in place at the time financings are required.
We have reviewed a range of project configurations that are different from
the Proposal Base Case in a variety of ways. As described above,
alternative cases were developed to test the impact on financial results
and financing viability of changing key Proposal assumptions.

See Report Section VI

Gas Pipeline Based A range of cases that look at different combinations of project capacity,
Alternatives shipping contracts lengths and depreciation periods were used. Cases
were defined based on the flexibility within the Proposal to develop a
project with a capacity as low as 3.5 bcf, the fact that there is geologic
uncertainty with regards to proven and yet-to-find gas available for the
project, and business uncertainty with regards to actual volumes that
shippers will contract for in the open season process. It is important to
note that as project capacity is reduced, and ship-or-pay contracts are
reduced in length, that both estimated transportation costs and the risk of
negative netbacks increase. Configurations with capacity ranging from 3.5
bcf to 4.5 bcf, and contract lengths ranging from 15 to 25 years were
analyzed. A “Conservative Base Case” was developed assuming 20-year
contracts and 4.0 bcf project capacity.
Based on analysis which evaluates the impact on overall project financial
returns and transportation costs, Goldman Sachs believes that a range of
project configurations are viable from a financing standpoint based on the
same underlying strengths reflected in the Proposal Base Case.
LNG Project Based Cases were also developed relying on or incorporating LNG technology.
Alternatives LNG projects are generally more difficult than gas pipeline projects in
terms of credit analysis and financing complexity. They are typically more
costly as well, especially when the gas is stranded far from tidewater, as
is the case in Alaska. That said, gas prices worldwide are such that LNG
cargos can demand prices today in excess of those expected in North
America. As a result, from a purely financial standpoint, it is conceivable
that a more costly LNG project could have more favorable expected
returns than a less costly gas line, provided that international natural gas

Executive Summary
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Question/Issue

Goldman Sachs Finding
prices remain greater than North American natural gas prices.
Based on the LNG cases (outlined above in Section II.A), Goldman Sachs
believes that the fundamental underlying economics of an Alaska LNG
project may potentially provide the basis for a viable financing based on:
 Comparison of projected LNG market prices to the fully loaded project
costs of treatment, liquefaction, shipping, regasification, and delivery;
 Strength of potential shippers, sponsors and gas purchasers; and
 Strong contractual and business arrangements among parties
However, we believe it is difficult to reach a definitive conclusion at this
stage about viability of the LNG-based cases:
 Absence of key project elements upon which to base analysis. An indepth analysis of each would require, at a minimum:
— Defined business structure/finance plan
— Equity sponsor/developer
— Gas purchaser
— Ship builder/operator
— Committed gas volumes to supply the project
 As discussed below and in more depth in Section VII of this report, the
Federal Loan Guarantee will be an important feature of the overall
finance plan for the Proposal Base Case or any project that meets the
federal criteria. The Federal Loan Guarantee statute may exclude
LNG projects. Absence of the Federal Loan Guarantee for debt
associated with the LNG project will make financing a project already
difficult by virtue of size and credit complexity even more so.

Comment on the use of and
importance of the Federal Loan
Guarantee to financial viability.

See Report Section VII

Our review was intended to determine if the approach for use of the
Federal Loan Guarantee outlined in the proposal is consistent with the
provisions of the Federal Loan Statute, both in terms of qualification and
amount. We also looked at credit and cost benefits of the federal loan to
overall financial viability of the Proposal. In order to analyze
considerations related to the potential Federal Loan Guarantee, Goldman
Sachs:
 Reviewed the Alaska Natural Gas Act of 2004, Section 116, Federal
Loan Guarantee and related code crossed referenced therein (the
“Federal Loan Statute”);
 Reviewed the Proposal sections describing TransCanada’s
assumptions about the use of the Federal Loan Guarantee; and
 Participated in the development and analysis of the Proposal Base
Case which incorporates use of the Federal Loan Guarantee based on
TransCanada’s Proposal assumptions.
Based on the foregoing, Goldman Sachs believes that:
 TransCanada has made assumptions regarding the use of the Federal
Loan Guarantee that are consistent with the Federal Loan Statute;
 TransCanada’s Proposal assumptions regarding the use of the
Federal Loan Guarantee are sensible in terms of managing project
financing costs and in mitigating construction completion risk related to
financing; and
 Because of the unprecedented size of the financing requirements
associated with the project and the fact that certain typical
construction risk mitigation provisions that favor lenders are not
contemplated in the Proposal Base Case, the Federal Loan Guarantee
is a critical factor in our evaluation of financing viability.
It is understood that we are not experts in law and therefore express no
view as to the legal aspects of the Federal Loan Guarantee provisions,
nor have we retained outside counsel to review the Federal Loan Statute
on our behalf.

Executive Summary
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Question/Issue
Comment on the potential
impact of the TransCanada
Withdrawn Partners Issue to
financial viability.

See Report Section VIII

Discuss the impact and
importance of the project to
TransCanada.

See Report Section IX

E.

Goldman Sachs Finding
In analyzing considerations related to the withdrawn partners issue we
have reviewed a wide range of documents including among others the
original ANNGTC partnership agreement, legislative testimony on the
matter from TransCanada and others, and legal analyses prepared by the
State's outside attorneys, Greenberg Traurig. In addition, Goldman Sachs
consulted with outside counsel.
The key questions in this matter are:
1. How large is the potential liability?
2. Does TransCanada, the parent of both its AGIA bidding entities and
of two other subsidiaries that are the remaining partners in ANNGTC,
owe a fiduciary ‘duty of loyalty’ to the withdrawn ANNGTC partners?
Goldman Sachs is making no comment on how these questions will
ultimately be answered by those with jurisdiction and authority (i.e., the
FERC and the courts). Based upon our review we believe that a) there
could be legal merit in the notion that TransCanada has a ‘duty of loyalty’
to the withdrawn partners; and b) that this would create a degree of
contingent liability and legal risk for potential shippers and/or investors.
However, we believe these risks are manageable:
 Major and binding commitments to the project are not required for
several years, leaving time for TransCanada to seek resolution
through various means;
 Further legal and regulatory analysis and action may clarify the actual
risk faced by potential project participants; and
 There are various other approaches TransCanada could take to
mitigate the risk associated with this issue.
TransCanada is a large, diversified participant in the North American
pipeline and power generation space. It has substantial physical and
financial resources and a number of announced growth initiatives,
including the Project. As we have described, the Company has the
financial ability to meet its obligations under the Proposal; it also has
strategic and financial reasons to be incentivized to do so successfully,
including the impact the Project would have in terms of leveraging and
enhancing the value of its existing assets.
The three principal Alaska North Slope (“ANS”) producers have also
clearly indicated their view on the strategic importance of an Alaska
natural gas project. The potential benefits to the producers of participating
in a project that commercializes their Alaska gas holdings are substantial
and should lead the producers to move forward with a project to do so.

Overall Evaluation

Financing the project, as outlined in the Proposal and as analyzed in the Proposal Base Case, will not
be without its challenges. The sheer size of the financial requirements will be a challenge for the
financing markets. The project funding plan will have to be carefully structured to take full advantage
of the Federal Loan Guarantee; all principals and lenders will have to be satisfied with allocations of
risks between parties; and a construction implementation plan will have to be developed that protects
all parties from the risk that increasing project costs could erode overall economics.
The analysis we have completed herein is based on the terms and approaches outlined in the
Proposal. Where necessary in order to develop the analysis, in conjunction with the State and its
other consultants, we have made reasonable assumptions regarding funding that we believe reflect
the project finance market and terms and conditions for a finance plan. The pro forma results of our
capital structure analysis of the Proposal Base Case indicate that project economics should support
investment grade project debt to fund the project.

Executive Summary
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It is important to restate however that these results are based on key financing assumptions in the
Proposal principally regarding shipping contract length, credit requirements, shipper contracts, and
terms and the use of the Federal Loan Guarantee. The assumptions are critical underpinnings of our
analysis. Further, development of an actual financing plan for a complex project financing is an
enormously detailed process that requires a substantial amount of interaction with project principals,
potential investors, project finance banks, export credit agencies, rating agencies, credit enhancers,
regulators, and a wide range of engineers, attorneys, etc. What we have prepared and presented
herein reflects the information available today about the project and our best market based
information, but the results need to be understood as necessarily lacking the veracity of a fully
developed plan of finance and qualified by the fact that no financing of this size has been executed.
However, there are a number of major factors that we believe support financial viability based on the
Proposal. Some of these are driven by project fundamentals that are independent of TransCanada
and the Proposal; others are a direct result of TransCanada's involvement and the term of the
Proposal itself:
 The Project is strategically important for all key principals: TransCanada, the Federal Government,
the State of Alaska and prospective shippers;
 TransCanada and the principal Alaska North Slope shippers are financially strong;
 The project shows strong financial results.
The balance of this report details the background, information, and analyses underlying the principal
findings summarized above.

Executive Summary
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III.

Project Finance Overview

A.

Basic Structure of a Project Deal

Project finance is generally used to finance assets in which investors rely solely on the project assets
and their operating cash flows for repayment of debt and to provide a return on equity. There is
limited or no recourse to the sponsor of the project, which allows for the creditworthiness of the
project itself to be evaluated on a standalone basis. Usually, the debt is issued by a special purpose
vehicle that is bankruptcy remote and includes a cash waterfall. Project finance often employs various
structural features in the financing plan in order to mitigate risks that lenders may not be comfortable
with. In many cases, and particularly for large and complex projects, lenders may seek from sponsors
pre-completion debt guarantees or cost overrun protection facilities to mitigate construction risk and
to enhance the creditworthiness and viability of a project. In light of the focus on the credit quality of
the individual assets and corresponding cash flows used in project finance, this method of financing is
most commonly used to finance power, oil and gas, and metals and mining and transportation assets,
all of which tend to have very long and stable cash flow profiles. The terms of the Proposal imply that
TransCanada is planning a project finance approach.
The basic structural framework for a gas pipeline project financing can be seen in Figure 2. This
diagram highlights the major participants of a project financing and the exchange of responsibilities in
the form of risks and returns. These shared responsibilities are the backbone for creating an
economically viable and credit-worthy project.
Figure 2:

Basic Project Finance Structure
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As can be seen in the diagram, the project is financed through a combination of debt and equity.
Typically the project sponsor provides the equity, and debt is financed through the bank market and
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capital markets. Our analysis describes the appropriate mix and timing of use for debt and equity in
Section V of this report.

Bank Loans vs. Bonds
The bank market is the optimal source of financing for the construction phase of a project as banks
are quite sophisticated at understanding construction risk and are comfortable with its limited
associated risk. Banks’ credit departments have the capacity and expertise to analyze the
engineering, procurement and construction ("EPC") contract, the counterparty risk associated with the
EPC contract, and the technical risks associated with the construction process. They rely heavily on
an independent engineering consultant whose responsibilities include: reviewing the EPC contract
and its liability coverage, providing technical assessments to ensure that the project can be
completed on schedule and on budget, and monitoring the project’s progress.
Banks provide a commitment of financing that allows for the project to access funding over the
construction period. Instead of funding upfront like the capital markets, requisite funds can be drawn
as needed and undrawn portions incur a commitment fee, which is smaller than the funded cost, thus
reducing interest expense and the associated “negative carry.” Another benefit to the bank market is
that the drawn amounts may be repaid without any penalty. Prepayability gives the sponsor the option
to refinance the bank facility once construction is completed with capital markets debt that can
provide longer maturities structured against expected revenue streams.
The capital markets are not an optimal source of financing for construction projects as it is often
difficult to get capital markets investors comfortable with the construction completion risk. Instead, the
capital markets are generally a preferred financing market post-completion. This financing source
prefers operating assets, especially since these investors have less appetite for the risks inherent in
1
the construction phase. Generally, the risk profile of the project reduces after completion, providing
the opportunity to refinance outstanding bank construction loans at a potentially lower cost of funds in
the debt market. These investors, who are primarily insurance companies, pension funds, and mutual
funds are looking for long-term assets in order to match the duration of their liabilities. Overall the
project bond market is effectively the permanent debt market for project finance once operating cash
flows can be extracted on a predictable basis from the assets.

Shippers
In the case of a pipeline project financing, one of the most important structural elements is the quality
of the upstream shippers and the project’s shipper contracts. These contracts will significantly
influence the creditworthiness and therefore the financing terms of the project. In a gas pipeline
project financing, shippers generally enter into long-term ‘ship-or-pay’ contracts which require
payment for pipeline capacity even if gas is not available. Only under very limited circumstances may
shipper contract payments be suspended. Those contracts serve as a key source of revenues to
repay the debt.

Operator
It is critical to the economic viability of a project financing that there be an experienced and financially
strong operator. The operator’s credentials and track record must be substantial in order to attract
shippers and investors. It is also important to have the ability to replace the operator if needed and to
have replacement options.

Construction Contract
It is a primary objective for any project financing to create as much certainty as possible around cost
and timing of completion. This is key because payment obligations under shipper contracts don’t
commence until project completion. Often, certainty is sought by entering into an EPC contract. The
characteristics and certainty of the EPC contract will be a significant factor for the rating agencies as
they evaluate the project and in turn will have a major influence on the financing terms of the project.
1

Private placement investors have the capacity to analyze construction projects and frequently invest in these types of projects, but this market,
which is much smaller, is not contemplated for this project given its size.
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The most desirable situation from a credit and investment perspective is to have a fixed price, date
certain turnkey contract, which shifts completion and cost overrun risk to the builder.

B.

Market Size, Scope and Sectors

The project finance market has grown substantially over the last six years when measured by
principal volume of deals (in dollars) completed. As can be seen on the left side of Figure 3, volumes
have grown by 125% percent over the last six years. In 2007, there were $270 billion in deals that
were broken up into seven primary sectors including in descending order: energy, infrastructure, oil
and gas, petrochemical, industrial, mining and telecom. As can be seen, 67% of the global project
financings were infrastructure and energy related. The pie chart in Figure 3 details the percentage
share done in each of these sectors in 2007.
Figure 3:

Global Project Finance Volumes by Year and Sector

($ in billions)
Annual Global Project Finance Volumes

Global Sector Share in 2007
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Source: Project Finance Magazine March 2008
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Source: Project Finance Magazine March 2008

Project finance structures are accepted and utilized in all parts of the world. Figure 4 details the
geographic distribution of project finance deals completed in 2007. As can be seen, project finance
structures are well accepted globally, with the majority of deals taking place in the Middle East, Africa,
Europe and North America. Roughly 17% of deals executed in 2007 were completed in North
America.
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Figure 4:

Global Project Finance Volumes by Region in 2007

Source: Project Finance Magazine March 2008

Table 1 details the largest deals completed in 2007. This list also speaks to the health and global
diversity in project finance.
Table 1:

Global Top 10 Project Finance Deals in 2007

Borrower Name

Amount
($Mm)

Financial
Close

Country

Sector

$7,050

United Arab
Emirates

Processing
Plant

12-Dec-2007

Qatar Liquefied Gas Co Qatargas 4
Ltd (Qatargas) IV

5,714

Qatar

Oil Refinery
/LNG and
LPG Plants

30-Jul-2007

Fujian Refining &
Petrochemical Co Ltd FREP

Fujian Refining and
Ethylene Joint Venture
Project

5,600

China

Petrochem/
Chemical
Plant

6-Sep-2007

Qatalum

Qatar Aluminum Plant

4,739

Qatar

Processing
Plant

23-Aug-2007

Red de Carreteras de
Occidente

FARAC Toll Road PPP

4,280

Mexico

Road

27-Sep-2007

Ambatovy Minerals SA

Ambatovy Nickel
Project

3,700

Madagascar

Mining

22-Aug-2007

Tokyo Crimson Energy
Holdings Corp (Mirant)

Mirant Acquisition

3,678

Philippines

Power

7-Jun-2007

Bombela Concession
Co Pty Ltd

Gautrain Rapid Rail
Link

3,630

South Africa

RailInfrastructure

25-Jan-2007

Yucpa Finance BV

Western Energy
Development and
Anaco Project - PDVSA

3,500

Venezuela

Oil Refinery/
LNG and LPG
Plants

21-Feb-2007

Jubail Power &
Water Co

Marafiq IWPP

3,500

Saudi Arabia

Power

14-May-2007

Emirates Aluminum EMAL

Project Name
Abu Dhabi Aluminum
Smelter

Source: Project Finance Magazine March 2008

Project Finance Market Lenders and Investors
Project finance structures are financed with a combination of debt and equity. Project finance
structures usually allow for more leverage than corporate financing given the long-term nature of the
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asset and contracted cash flows. In the past few years, the bank market has been the market of
choice, financing approximately 90% of global project financings (greenfield and brownfield). This is
primarily due to the increased appetite from the bank market to provide: longer tenors than historically;
high leverage; and low cost of funds. However, currently the market is in a state of flux which is
affecting the bank's appetite.

C.

Importance of Credit Analysis

Creating a solid framework from a credit perspective is paramount to providing the project’s equity
and debt investors comfort their investment return objectives will be realized and/or their principal and
interest will be promptly serviced. Simply put, project investors are relying on three primary factors
when considering their risks: strength of the sponsor, strength of the project economics, and strength
of the project structure (as described in D following).

Strength of the Sponsor
Investors need to have comfort that the project sponsor has the financial and technical wherewithal to
complete the project and to manage the operations smoothly and efficiently.

Strength of the Project Economics
Ultimately, investors need to have some comfort that the project will be completed and that the
revenue generated from the completed project will be sufficient to fully repay debt service. Project
economics are driven by, among other things, cost and constructability, credit quality of the shippers
and the strength of the contracts with shippers, and the market for gas at time of production.

D.

Project Finance Risks and Mitigants

There are a multitude of risks associated with project financings and the degree of risk will vary
depending on the characteristics of the project. Typically, the risks can be broken down into two major
categories: Pre-Completion Risks and Post-Completion Risks.

Pre-Completion Risks
During the pre-completion phase of the project, lenders generally will take limited completion risk.
Completion risks include construction risk and funding risk.
Construction Risk – Will the project be completed on time and within budget? Construction risk is
typically mitigated through a combination of:
 Strong EPC contracts (fixed price, date certain, turnkey contract) that includes liquidated damages
from an experienced, creditworthy contractor;
 Substantial project contingencies included in the contract price;
 Owner / sponsor pre-completion guarantees – will repay debt if project is not completed; and
 Independent engineer’s strong involvement to insure that the project is built on budget and on time.
Engineer’s report demonstrates viability of project budget, schedule, technology and cost, and the
engineer has an oversight / limited approval role during construction.
Funding Risk – Is adequate funding to cover all required costs available? Lenders will want to
ensure that all funding needs are committed upfront. At financial close, funding and repayment should
be relatively tied down through the following mechanisms:
 Off-take or capacity contracts in place with limited outs in order to obtain financing;
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 Independent market study demonstrates viable relationship between project revenues arising from
contracts and the costs of the fully funded / committed capital structure;
 Project funding is fully secured via equity commitments, project debt and / or bank commitments;
and
Additional pre-completion risks, impacts, and mitigants are described in Table 2 below.

Post-Completion Risks
Lenders need to be assured that once constructed, the project will be operated efficiently and the
projected revenues will materialize as projected.
Operating Risk – What is the potential for interruptions in project availability and revenues? Lenders
will assess operating risk as part of the overall project and will seek protections from business
interruption risk. Some of the mitigants lenders will seek include:
 Strong, creditworthy operator with direct experience;
— Ability to replace operator with a “qualified operator”
 Limited force majeure;
 Insure everything commercially insurable – casualty, earthquake, terrorism, business interruption;
 Limited planned outages;
 Project operating and maintenance reserves.
Production/Volume Risk – Are there adequate proven reserves to support assumptions about
volumes and shipper contracts? The project credit and in turn lenders willingness to invest will be
based heavily on contracted cash flows. Some of the features credit analysts and lenders will look for
to mitigate this risk include:
 Strong, contracts with creditworthy off taker or shipper(s),
 Price and volume contracted, and
 Market consultant study evaluating the ability for the market to absorb projected supply.
Lenders will give limited credit to un-contracted cash flows unless there is strong market demand.
Therefore it is important for a project to have a market consultant study conducted which supports a
strong market demand.
Additional post-completion risks, impacts and mitigants are described in Table 2 below. Many of
these risks are typically mitigated through a combination of commercial and financing arrangements
(such as debt service reserve accounts, cash flow waterfalls, standby funding plans, and restrictive
debt covenants). If the associated risks are not sufficiently mitigated, the credit markets will want
comfort that the sponsor is willing and able to inject liquidity into the project to enable the project to
operate effectively.
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Table 2:

Credit Market Reactions to Different Project Risks
Pre-Completion Phase

Post-Completion Phase

Risk

Impact

Typical Mitigants

Risk

Impact

Typical Mitigants

Cost Overruns

Project costs
escalate due to
higher than
budgeted costs

Contingencies,
contractor payments
equity contributions, etc

Single Asset
Risk

Temporary or
extended reduction
in cash flow

Terrorism, Business
Interruption, Physical
Damage/Loss Insurances,
Debt service reserve
account

Completion
Delays

Shortfalls in debt
service until project
completion is
reached

Standby funding plan,
contractor payments,
insurances, Sponsor
guarantees

Commodity
Price Risk

Temporary or
extended reduction
in cash flows

Low breakeven output
price, hedging of price risk
in future production

Technical Risks

Field production
below expectation
from the outset

Insurances, payments
from contractors, strong
contracts, certification
by independent
engineer that
construction is
completed to spec

Production
Volume Risk

Temporary or
extended reduction
in output from the
field

Take-or-pay offtake
agreements

Pre-completion
Force Majeure
Risk

Delays in
completion and
delivery of first gas

Business interruption
insurance, strong
contracts

Reserve Risks

Insufficient
production to meet
debt servicing
requirements

Conservative capital
structure, shorter
amortization profile,
reserve reports by
independent engineer

Post-completion
Force Majeure
Risk

Temporary or
extended disruption
of cash flow

Business Interruption
Insurance

Technical and
Operating Risks

Temporary or
extended disruption
of cash flow,
increased leverage
and diminished
creditworthiness

Penalties and Liquidated
Damages due from
Operator

E.

Project Finance Review of Proposal

The financing related terms incorporated in the Proposal clearly dictate that a project finance
approach is assumed by TransCanada. As such, we have geared our credit analysis and capital
structure development along those lines: a) what are the credit strengths and weaknesses inherent in
the Proposal as compared to typical project financing terms (discussed below); and b) what capital
structure approaches could TransCanada deploy to optimize the likelihood of a successful project
financing (discussed in Section V, Project Capital Structure Analysis). Table 3 highlights the aspects
of the Proposal that are key to project financing viability.
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Table 3:

Key Financial Elements of TransCanada Proposal

Structural
Category

Financial Element

Impact on Financing

 Rate Structure

 Combination of negotiated and
recourse rates
 Surcharge for cost overrun funding
 Long term contracts

 Flexibility will positively enhance open
season process
 Project risk allocation acceptable to
all principals is critical to securing
financing

 Capital Structure






Rolled in rates
Construction – 70% debt / 30% equity
Operations – 75% debt / 25% equity
Expansion funding – 60% debt / 40%
equity
 Higher equity ratio for recourse rates
 Equity return: 10 yr UST+ 965 basis
points

 Debt/Equity mix is acceptable to the
current conventions of the capital
markets and bank market
 Equity return acceptable to induce
sponsor interest

 Shipping
Agreements

 Credit thresholds
 General provisions

 Necessary and adequate to gain
capital markets and bank market
access

 Cost Overruns

 Reduced equity return
 Use of federal loan

 Key to capital structure

 Federal
Involvement

 Bridge shipper
 Federal loan

 Degree of positive impact depends on
use within capital structure
 Assume no bridge shipper agreement

 Cost Estimating

 Refining cost estimates will have a
 Proposal includes a Class 5 cost
positive impact
estimate
 Class 4 cost estimate to be developed
in Proposal Sub-Phase to support open
season
 Class 3 cost estimate in place at end of
Definition Sub-Phase
— Project Baseline Budget for control
during Execution Phase

Rating agencies will look at these provisions in the context of their overall credit review that
encompasses both debt specifics but also broader project economic drivers. The following Table 4
shows key themes of a gas pipeline project financing credit review, related both in terms of market
norms and how the Proposal stacks up against these norms.
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Table 4:

TransCanada Alaska Pipeline Proposal Credit Summary

Credit Factor
Sponsors

Typical for Investment Grade



Reserves / Gas
Supply

Construction and
Completion Risk







Trans Canada Proposal

Strong project sponsor(s) with project
execution, operations and financial
experience
Highly rated / strong financials

(+)

Diversified supply with proven reserves
Manageable and predictable costs to
produce
Solid YTF prospects
Manageable and predictable construction
program – scope, technology, schedule
Overrun and delay risk mitigated through
EPC contract, sponsor guaranties, etc.

(+)
(-)
(+ / -)

(+)

(-)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)

Offtake Contracts
and Rates





Gas Market / Netback 
Risk

Finance Plan







Operating Risk






(+) Positive

Ship or pay contracts with investment
grade or credit enhanced shippers
Limited outs
Rates adequate to cover debt with
coverage and targeted equity levels
Independent feasibility study reviews
capacity of market to absorb new supply
and verifies prices used in project
feasibility analysis

(+)
(+)

(+)
(+)

TransCanada – well capitalized, highly expert
sponsor with strong incentives to complete
project
Most likely other equity participants are
financially strong producers
Prudhoe Bay field most certain but limited life
Point Thompson uncertainty
Consensus on substantial YTF volumes
Scope and complexity of project without
precedent
Construction environment and scale most likely
rule out turnkey EPC approach
No sponsor completion guarantee
Federal Loan Guarantee overrun facility
Sponsor financial incentives to complete on
budget
Most likely shippers are very strong
Proposed terms, to extent detailed, provide solid
source of security

North America market tremendously diverse with
large capacity to absorb supply
Netback risk reasonable assuming capital and
financing costs do not substantially increase
70% debt / 30% equity during construction
Federal Loan Guarantee
 Reduces capital cost
 Overrun facility
Shippers with strong underlying credits
Size and length of construction will test project
finance market capacity.

Minimum equity 20%+ – more equity
(+)
viewed as strength
(+)
Full project funding obtained or committed
at closing
Adequate contingencies and overrun
(+)
facilities
(-)
Debt reserves in place during operations
Appropriate structure for efficient market
funding
Sponsor pre-completion guarantee
(+)
TransCanada is a strong operator
Expert operator with limited planned
shutdowns
(+ / -) Complex operating environment
Strong maintenance plan
Insurable business interruption events
covered

(-) Negative

(+/ -) Neutral

As you can see the Proposal (just like any project) has strengths and weaknesses relative to market
standard credit provisions. That said, in key areas such as sponsor and potential shipper strength,
assumed contract terms and netback risks, the Project is very strong. Areas that will need particular
attention when structuring the financing will be: covering construction completion risk currently
allocated to lenders; gaining more clarity on reserves and the contract length they will support; and
simply on developing a structure that can best be executed given the unprecedented large size of the
financing requirements. These issues are discussed in Section V, Project Capital Structure Analysis.
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IV. Financial Review of TransCanada

A.

Introduction

A central theme in the credit review of the Project will be TransCanada’s ability to meet the financial
obligations outlined in the Proposal. In order to assist in their AGIA evaluation, Goldman Sachs
analyzed TransCanada’s current financial position and developed a range of scenarios for how the
financial requirements of the Proposal might be met and how the Company’s finances and credit
position could be impacted. Our review is based upon the following public sources of information:
 The Proposal
 TransCanada’s SEC Filings, SEDAR filings, and other public information provided on its web site
 Reports of Standard and Poor’s and Moody’s as cited in the text
Goldman Sachs’ believes that TransCanada likely has the financial capacity to undertake the project
outlined in the Proposal, assuming that TransCanada continues to pursue consistent growth and
funding strategies and that there are no unusual material adverse changes in its core businesses.
TransCanada will most likely require substantial external financing to meet its financial commitment to
the Project that could cause company leverage metrics to worsen during the construction phase.
However, TransCanada’s financial profile will improve rapidly post-completion. Overall, the timing of
the need to finance significant amounts is distant and allows for financial planning and balance sheet
management that could result in maintenance of the company’s credit ratings and facilitate fundraising.
A strong ratings reception for the Company (separate and apart from the Project) will be a key factor
in the success of the finance plan for the project. Maintenance of solid investment grade ratings
(BBB/Baa2 or higher) on TransCanada will be very helpful for its debt and equity market access. As
the ratings agencies may view TransCanada’s credit rating as a limiting factor for the Project’s credit
ratings, strong ratings on TransCanada are important for the Project’s credit rating. Key ratings/credit
analysis questions will include:
 What can go wrong with the Project and within TransCanada’s core businesses?
 How will TransCanada ultimately finance their equity contribution?
 Will TransCanada be required to make additional capital contributions if the pipeline project
experiences delays or cost overruns?
 To consolidate or not consolidate?
 Would TransCanada ever really “walk away” either during construction or after operations
commence?
 Ratings Approach? Rate to the trough (i.e., the point in time during construction when financial
pressure is highest), likely post-construction profile, or somewhere in between?
TransCanada is a complex multi-billion dollar company that operates a range of technical businesses
and assets across a large and, in some cases, remote geographic range. The Project on its own
merits has the same qualities and is still relatively undefined. As such, and given the long lead time
before construction, developing a clear view of how the Project financial requirements will impact the
company is difficult. That said, overall we believe:
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 TransCanada has very stable, durable, and free cash flow generative businesses;
 TransCanada’s business and financial risk profiles substantially improve if the Project is
completed;
 Rating agency concerns about additional capital calls on TransCanada during construction likely
would be alleviated by the cost overrun facility;
 If capital calls are required because costs escalate, TransCanada should have the ability to
contribute additional capital (if needed);
 TransCanada generates substantial free cash flow at the corporate level that should enable the
Company to potentially debt-finance the majority of its equity contribution;
 If TransCanada finances its capital contribution to the pipeline entirely with debt, ratings
downgrades are possible (all else being equal) but maintenance of investment-grade ratings is
expected; and
 Maintenance of current ratings is possible if TransCanada takes actions to fortify its financial
strength in anticipation of the project and ensures the agencies view the pipeline as having a high
probability of success.
The balance of this section summarizes our review and analysis.

Current Rating Agency Views
TransCanada PipeLines Ltd. is rated A2 by Moody’s and A- by S&P. TransCanada Corp., the parent
of TransCanada PipeLines Ltd., is rated A3 by Moody’s and is unrated by S&P. These ratings are
‘investment grade’ and place the Company solidly within the upper tiers of corporate bond issuers.
Figure 5 shows the ratings scales for both Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s.
Figure 5:

Moody’s and S&P Ratings Scales
S&P
Long-Term

Moody’s

Short-Term
Short-

AAA
AA+
AA
AAInvestment
Grade

A+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BB-

Speculative
Grade

Short-Term
Short-

Aaa
A-1+

A-1
A-2
A-3

B

B+
B
BCCC+
CCC
CCCD for Default

Long-Term
Long-

C

Aa1
Aa2
Aa3
A1
A2
A3
Baa1
Baa2
Baa3
Ba1
Ba2
Ba3
B1
B2
B3
Caa1
Ca
C
D for Default

Prime -1

Prime -2
Prime -3

Not
Prime
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In Table 5, we have summarized key points from rating agency commentary regarding TransCanada.
Table 5:

Key Rating Agency Commentary Regarding TransCanada
Moody’s

Standard & Poor’s
1

Senior Unsecured Rating Outlook

A2
Review
(Downgrade)

Senior Unsecured Rating Outlook

AStable

Key Strengths

Key Strengths

 Predominately low risk, regulated gas pipeline
operations with clear focus on gas transmission
and power businesses
 Strong competitive position driven by importance
of TransCanada’s Canadian pipelines in
transporting gas out of the WCSB
 TCPL's electricity generation assets tend to be
characterized by either low marginal cost of
production or long-term power purchase
agreements with highly rated counterparties
 Stable and predictable free cash flow generation

 Business profile is “excellent” driven by
predictable earnings from TCPL’s mature,
wholly-owned Canadian and US natural gas
transmission systems which are supported by
transparent regulation
 Strong competitive position driven by importance
of Canadian pipelines in transporting gas out of
the WCSB
 Investments in other pipeline operations provide
a stabilizing offset to gradually declining
earnings from traditional pipelines
 Consistent free cash flow generation remains a
fundamental Company strength and provides a
buffer against cost overruns and other project
setbacks

Key Weaknesses

Key Weaknesses

 Weak financial profile for the rating category –
high leverage driven by deemed capital structure
allowed on Canadian regulated pipelines and
mitigated by generally more supportive regulatory
and business environments in Canada
 Long-term declining WCSB production leads to
increasing supply risk (may be offset by nonconventional production)
 Increasing exposure to power and unregulated
businesses that may necessitate lower corporate
leverage to offset a rise in business risk
 Growing portfolio of projects exposes the
company to increasing levels of execution risk
including allocation of management resources,
management of construction cost and schedule
risks and financing risk

 Somewhat high leverage levels although credit
ratios remain acceptable for its ratings
 Increasing earnings volatility as TCPL
purchases power for resale into primarily
unregulated markets (somewhat mitigated by
forward sales contracts)
 Declining rate base (related to maturity of gas
production in western Canada) and ROE (due to
linkage to interest rates) has reduced earnings
in recent years
 Near-term cost and operating uncertainty related
to Bruce A Restart

On April 2, 2008, both Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s respectively placed the TransCanada family
on Review For Downgrade and CreditWatch-Negative in response to TransCanada’s agreement to
purchase the 2,480 MW Ravenswood generating facilities from National Grid for US$2.85 billion. It is
not unusual for the agencies to put a rated entity on watch while a review is completed of a major
financial or operational event, or transaction. The reviews were prompted by the agencies’ concern
that the acquisition and a continued expansion into the power business would raise business risk
relative to TransCanada’s capital structure. On April 18, 2008, Standard & Poor’s affirmed
TransCanada’s “A-“corporate and senior unsecured debt ratings with a “stable” outlook citing “we
expect that TCPL will finance this purchase with a considerable equity component, and the
company's credit measures will not deteriorate as a result. Finally, we expect that the company's
growth initiatives, most notably the Keystone Pipeline, will keep its portfolio heavily weighted towards

1

Moody’s has assigned an A2 corporate rating to TransCanada PipeLines Ltd., which is an operating company and intermediate holding
company of TransCanada Corp. The A3 rating on TransCanada Corp. reflects the effect of structural subordination of TransCanada Corp. to
debt at TransCanada PipeLines.
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assets that produce stable and predictable earnings.”1 TransCanada’s ratings remain on review for a
downgrade by Moody’s although at this time it appears unlikely that its rating would fall more than one
notch.
Overall, the agencies have focused on TransCanada’s diversified, predictable, and competitive
operations and strong free cash flow weighed against a relatively high degree of leverage in setting
their ratings. We believe that a consistent weakness highlighted by the ratings agencies is the
potential for declining Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (“WCSB”) production and TransCanada
turning to non-pipeline operations for growth. Against that background, we believe that the ratings
agencies would view the Alaska gas pipeline project as having important benefits to TransCanada’s
business risk profile upon completion.
In assigning ratings, the rating agencies also perform comparative analysis. Today, TransCanada
compares favorably against its industry peer group in terms of size, business stability, and financial
strength. Table 6 shows current Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s ratings for a range of TransCanada
comparables.
Table 6:

2

Current Moody’s and S&P Ratings for TransCanada Comparables

Corporate Ratings
Outlook
Assets ($ millions)
Revenues
EBITDA
Net Income
3

Debt/EBITDA
3
Debt/Cap
4
EBIT/Interest
RCF/Debt

B.

MidAmerican
Energy
Spectra
Kinder Morgan
TransCanada
Enbridge
Holdings
Energy
Energy Partners
A3/ABaa1/ABaa1/ABaa1/BBB+
Baa2/BBB
Negative/Stable Stable/Stable Stable/Stable Stable/Stable Stable/Stable
$30,717
8,941
3,888
1,239

$20,161
12,072
1,768
716

$39,216
12,376
3,838
1,189

$22,970
4,742
1,965
957

$15,178
9,218
1,732
590

4.0x
59%
2.7x
14%

6.0x
64%
2.1x
9%

5.2x
67%
2.1x
12%

4.8x
55%
2.3x
12%

4.1x
61%
3.0x
4%

Analysis of TransCanada Capital Structure

Balance Sheet Adjustments
In analyzing a company’s ratings, both rating agencies make analytical adjustments to financial
statements as part of the rating process in order to accurately reflect the true commitments a
company may have that could impact its ability to repay debt. Key adjustments to the company’s
financial statements and credit statistics include the imputation of debt for operating leases,
postretirement employee benefits, power purchase agreements, and hybrid securities, and debt
associated with non-consolidated joint ventures and non-recourse project financings. Similarly,
operating cash flows may be reclassified from operating cash flow to financing cash flow (or vice
versa) or interest expense to account for the financing component of these transactions or liabilities. It
should be noted that S&P and Moody’s make different adjustments.
A key issue for TransCanada with regards to the Project will be how the non-recourse project debt will
be treated by accountants, lenders, ratings agencies, and investors. Clearly, corporate debt issued by
TransCanada to fund its equity commitments will be ‘on balance sheet’ from both accounting and
credit analysis perspectives. Generally, non-recourse joint venture debt is proportionately
1

S&P Press Release April 18 2008. “TransCanada Pipelines Ltd. A- Ratings Affirmed, Off Watch After Purchase Review.”
Credit statistics as of 12/31/07 from Capital IQ.
Lower is better
4
Higher is better
2
3
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consolidated and considered “on-credit” by both Moody’s and S&P even if “off-balance sheet” for
accounting purposes. For this project, Goldman Sachs would expect that Moody’s and S&P would
employ the same proportionate consolidation approach with respect to the pipeline even though
pipeline creditors have no recourse to TransCanada or its affiliates. However, during the construction
phase of the project when TransCanada’s credit ratios are distorted by the booking of project debt
ahead of cash flows, we also expect that the agencies will examine the “standalone” credit quality of
TransCanada by compiling credit ratios and cash flow forecasts excluding the Alaska pipeline project
debt.
The analysis in Table 7 shows TransCanada’s year-end 2007 debt figures along with adjustments for
items that the agencies consider should be treated as debt. These are standard rating agency
adjustments for all corporate debt issuers. Moody’s and S&P methodologies differ slightly with
respect to certain off-balance sheet items, particularly purchase power agreements.
Table 7:

TransCanada Debt as of 2007 and Rating Agency Adjustments

($ in millions)
Reported
Moody's
12/31/2007 Adjustment

Current Portion of long-term debt of JVs
Total Short-Term Debt
Secured Debt
Senior Debt
Subordinated Debt

S&P
Adjustment

S&P
Adjusted

55

55

55

556

556

556

Short-Term Borrowings
Current Portion of long-term debt

Moody's
Adjusted

30

30

30

641

641

641

-

-

-

12,377

12,481

15,279

975

1,364

975

630

522

Capitalized Leases
Consolidated JV Debt

873

873

873

Total Long-Term Debt

14,225

15,348

17,648

Total Debt

14,866

15,989

18,289

Operating Leases

630

522

Power Purchase Agreements

2,501

Asset Retirement Obligations
Pensions
Hybrids1,2

57
104

149

389

195

Source: Moody's Financial Metrics™ and CreditStats Direct™

Credit and Ratings Impact of Alaska Pipeline Project
Assuming that TransCanada continues to maintain its current capital structure and business profile
until the commencement of pipeline financing, we believe that TransCanada’s financial profile will
remain sufficiently strong to weather the impact of the incremental debt needed to fund its capital
commitment to the Project. In addition, we believe that the rating agencies will maintain investmentgrade ratings (and possibly its current ratings) on TransCanada through the construction of the
Alaska gas pipeline. When evaluating the potential credit impact and credit rating agency reaction of
the Alaska pipeline on TransCanada, Goldman Sachs examined:
 TransCanada’s projected leverage and cash flow through the commencement of operations;
 Comparisons of TransCanada’s projected credit statistics to historic ranges and peers; and
 TransCanada’s implied ratings from the Moody’s Factor Model.

1
2

Moody's: Hybrid Securities Classified as Minority Interest (Preferred shares of subsidiary).
S&P: Low-Equity Hybrid Reported as Equity (50% of Preferred shares of subsidiary).
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Pro Forma Financial Analysis
In projecting TransCanada’s operating performance, Goldman Sachs used its equity research analyst
estimates for the years 2008-2010. These projections are primarily based on company guidance and
historical performance and are published for Goldman Sachs’ clients. Included in these projections is
the recent Ravenswood acquisition, which was announced on March 31st, 2008. For the years
beyond 2010, Goldman Sachs has assumed a 2% annual growth rate for revenues, general and
administrative and operating expenses. General operating capital expenditures are assumed to be
10% of revenues per year, which equates to roughly $1.0-1.2 billon annually. During the period of
2010-2013, the company generates significant free cash flow, which we assume is reinvested as
growth capital expenditures. Growth capital expenditures are assumed to provide a 10% return with a
one year lag. During 2013, we assume the Company pays down outstanding debt with the generated
free cash flow. Dividends grow at 2% each year, except during the 2014-2017 when the Alaska
pipeline capital contributions are at their peak. During this period dividends are held flat at 2013 levels.
Goldman Sachs analyzed the following four cases:
 Case 1 – “Base Case”: assumes that the costs related to TransCanada are equal to its equity
investment only and are being financed 100% with debt. The equity method of consolidation
accounting is used (i.e., revenues, costs, assets, debt, and cash flows at the Alaska pipeline level
are not consolidated; only net income available to TransCanada is consolidated) and cash
payments to TransCanada are equal to the amount distributed to equity holders and is recorded
as other income.
 Case 2 – “Fully Loaded”: assumes that TransCanada fully consolidates the project and all costs
are on its balance sheet, financed 100% with debt. All income and expenses of the project are
recorded on TransCanada’s financial statements.
 Case 3 – “50% JV Sell Down”: assumes TransCanada splits 50% of the project with a third party
and proportional accounting is used. As such, 50% of the project’s income and expenses are
recorded on TransCanada’s financial statements.
 Case 4 – “Base with 25% Stock Financing”: uses the same methodology as Case 1, only
instead of funding the costs with 100% debt, 25% of its capital commitment to the pipeline during
years 2014-2017 are being financed through common equity issuance.
These cases are presented in Table 8 and Table 9. In our view, TransCanada’s financial profile
remains very durable. In particular:
 In Cases 1 and 4, TransCanada generates substantial free cash flow from operations and
reasonably strong credit ratios during the construction phase. After operations commence,
TransCanada’s financial position becomes materially stronger, greatly surpassing those of the
peer group and TransCanada’s historic averages.
 In Case 2, TransCanada’s consolidated financial profile weakens during construction but rapidly
recovers after operations commence. We believe that lenders to TransCanada would be most
concerned about the company’s financial profile on a non-consolidated basis prior to construction
completion because they would recognize the non-recourse nature of the project debt and its
effects on consolidated credit ratios and the depiction of consolidated cash flow. However, postcompletion, lenders may look to the consolidated profile because of the strategic importance and
earnings power of the asset (i.e., TransCanada would not be willing to “walk away”).
 In Case 3, TransCanada’s credit profile weakens mildly versus historic averages during
construction but strengthens appreciably post-construction. Similar to Case 2, we believe that
most lenders to TransCanada will be more concerned about the company’s financial profile on a
non-consolidated basis prior to construction completion and the consolidated financial profile postcompletion.
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Table 8:

TransCanada Financial Analysis: Peak Construction Impact in 20191

($ in millions)
2019E
Case 1

Case 2

Base Case

Fully Loaded

Case 3
50% JV
Sell Down

Case 4
Base Case 25%
Common Stock

Income Statement Data
Core EBITDA
+ EBITDA from Reinvested Cash Flow
– D&A
Total EBIT
– Interest Expense
+ Other Income
Pre-Tax Income
– Taxes
– Minority Interest
– Preferred Dividends
Net Income
Weighted Average Shares Outstanding
EPS

$ 5,391
292
2,405
$ 3,278
(1,706)
-$ 1,572
(436)
(96)
(24)
$ 1,017
575
$ 1.77

$ 5,391
292
3,684
$ 1,999
(3,712)
-$(1,713)
550
(96)
(24)
$(1,283)
575
$(2.23)

$ 5,391
301
2,678
$ 3,014
(2,058)
-$ 956
(251)
(96)
(24)
$ 585
575
$ 1.02

$ 5,391
292
2,405
$ 3,278
(1,399)
-$ 1,879
(528)
(96)
(24)
$ 1,231
685
$ 1.80

Cash Flow Data
Net Income
+ D&A
+ Minority Interest
- Distributions to Minorities
+ Deferred Taxes
Operating Cash Flow / FFO
– Change in Working Capital
– CapEx
– Dividends
Free Cash Flow / (Financing Requirement)
– Reinvested Cash Flow (Incremental CapEx)
– Reinvested Cash Flow (Debt Reduction)
Retained Cash Flow / (Financing Requirement)

$ 1,017
2,405
96
(84)
52
$ 3,485
0
(1,093)
(1,038)
$ 1,355
$0
$(1,355)
$0

$(1,283)
3,684
96
(84)
(550)
$ 1,863
0
(4,708)
(1,038)
$(3,883)
$0
$0
$(3,883)

$ 585
2,678
96
(84)
57
$ 3,332
0
(2,901)
(1,038)
$(606)
$0
$0
$(606)

$ 1,231
2,405
96
(84)
52
$ 3,700
0
(1,093)
(1,038)
$ 1,570
$0
$(1,570)
$0

Balance Sheet Data (Y/E)
Shareholder Equity
Minority Interest
Total Debt

$ 15,867
635
25,807

$ 9,918
635
58,138

$ 15,392
635
32,004

$ 20,518
635
21,155

Implied Credit Rating

Baa3

B1

Ba1

Baa2

Selected Credit Ratios
Total Debt / Cap
EBITDA / Interest
Total Debt / EBITDA
FFO Interest Coverage
FFO / Total Debt

61.0%
3.3 x
4.5
3.2
13.5%

84.6%
1.5 x
10.2
1.5
3.2%

66.6%
2.8 x
5.6
2.7
10.4%

50.0%
4.1 x
3.7
3.9
17.5%

Selected Credit Ratios
Total Debt / Cap
EBITDA / Interest
Total Debt / EBITDA
FFO Interest Coverage
FFO / Total Debt

1

2002-2007 Averages
TransCanada

Enbridge

Spectra

63.5%

66.6%

54.7%

3.6 x

3.4 x

4.3 x

3.7

5.0

3.4

2.2
16.9%

1.8
10.7%

1.9
12.8%

Source: Goldman, Sachs & Co.
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Table 9:

TransCanada Financial Analysis: First Full Year of Stable Operations in 20221

($ in millions)
2022E
Case 1

Case 2

Base Case

Fully Loaded

Case 3
50% JV
Sell Down

Case 4
Base Case 25%
Common Stock

Income Statement Data
Core EBITDA
+ EBITDA from Reinvested Cash Flow
– D&A
Total EBIT
– Interest Expense
+ Other Income
Pre-Tax Income
– Taxes
– Minority Interest
– Preferred Dividends
Net Income
Weighted Average Shares Outstanding
EPS

$ 5,720
292
2,555
$ 3,458
(949)
2,991
$ 5,500
(1,614)
(96)
(24)
$ 3,766
575
$ 6.55

$ 12,350
292
3,834
$ 8,808
(2,970)
16
$ 5,854
(1,720)
(96)
(24)
$ 4,014
575
$ 6.98

$ 9,035
301
2,828
$ 6,509
(1,432)
16
$ 5,093
(1,492)
(96)
(24)
$ 3,481
575
$ 6.05

$ 5,720
292
2,555
$ 3,458
(746)
2,991
$ 5,703
(1,675)
(96)
(24)
$ 3,908
685
$ 5.71

Cash Flow Data
Net Income
+ D&A
+ Minority Interest
- Distributions to Minorities
+ Deferred Taxes
Operating Cash Flow / FFO
– Change in Working Capital
– CapEx
– Dividends
Free Cash Flow / (Financing Requirement)
– Reinvested Cash Flow (Incremental CapEx)
– Reinvested Cash Flow (Debt Reduction)
Retained Cash Flow / (Financing Requirement)

$ 3,766
2,555
96
(84)
56
$ 6,388
0
(1,159)
(1,101)
$ 4,128
$0
$0
$ 4,128

$ 4,014
3,834
96
(84)
78
$ 7,938
0
(1,159)
(1,101)
$ 5,677
$0
$0
$ 5,677

$ 3,481
2,828
96
(84)
61
$ 6,381
0
(1,159)
(1,101)
$ 4,121
$0
$0
$ 4,121

$ 3,908
2,555
96
(84)
56
$ 6,531
0
(1,159)
(1,101)
$ 4,270
$0
$0
$ 4,270

Balance Sheet Data (Y/E)
Shareholder Equity
Minority Interest
Total Debt

$ 25,161
669
16,850

Implied Credit Rating
Selected Credit Ratios
Total Debt / Cap
EBITDA / Interest
Total Debt / EBITDA
FFO Interest Coverage
FFO / Total Debt

Selected Credit Ratios
Total Debt / Cap
EBITDA / Interest
Total Debt / EBITDA
FFO Interest Coverage
FFO / Total Debt

$ 17,143
669
42,708

$ 21,563
669
20,700

A2

A3

A2

A1

39.5%
6.3 x
2.8
8.4
37.9%

70.6%
4.3 x
3.4
3.8
18.6%

48.2%
6.5 x
2.2
5.8
30.8%

35.2%
8.1 x
2.8
10.7
38.8%

2002-2007 Averages
TransCanada

Enbridge

Spectra

63.5%

66.6%

54.7%

3.6 x

3.4 x

4.3 x

3.7

5.0

3.4

2.2
16.9%

$ 30,310
669
16,850

1.8
10.7%

1.9
12.8%

Moody’s Factor Model
An approach to evaluating how the Company will look after absorbing the impacts of the Project is
based on the Moody’s Factor Model, which develops ratings guidance based on four key factors,
each of which is weighted by importance: Scale (i.e., size of business) (10%); Diversification (20%);
1

Source: Goldman, Sachs & Co.
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Management Strategy and Financial Policy (10%); and Financial Strength (60%). Targets or ranges
are set for each factor for each ratings category. In Table 10, we summarize the Moody’s North
American Diversified Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Factor Model.
Table 10:

Moody’s North American Diversified Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution
Factor Model1
Aaa

Aa

A

Baa

Ba

B

Caa

>$11

$11-$8

$8-$5

$5-$3

$3-$2

$2-$1

<$1

>$700

$700-$500

$500-$300

$300-$100

$100-$50

$50-$0

<$0

Factor 1: Scale (10% weighting)
Total Assets
($bn)
2
Net Profit
($mm)

Factor 2: Quality of Diversification (20% weighting)
Scale of
Unregulated
Exposure

The higher % of: The higher % of: The higher % of: The higher % of: The higher % of: The higher % of: The higher % of:
 Operating
 Operating
 Operating
 Operating
 Operating
 Operating
 Operating
income from
income from
income from
income from
income from
income from
income from
unregulated
unregulated
unregulated
unregulated
unregulated
unregulated
unregulated
operations
operations
operations
operations
operations
operations
operations
>60%
50-60%
40-50%
30-40%
20-30%
>60%; Losses
<20%
evident in
Or
Or
Or
Or
Or
portfolio
Or
 Assets from  Assets from
unregulated
unregulated
operations
operations
20-30%
<20% of
consolidated
assets

Degree of
Business Risk

 Assets from
unregulated
operations
30-40%

 Assets from
unregulated
operations
40-50%

 Assets from
unregulated
operations
50-60%

 Assets from
unregulated
operations
>60%

Or
 Assets from
unregulated
operations
>60%

E&P4 w/ reserve E&P w/ reserve E&P w/ reserve
w/ reserve
LDC w/
LDC w/
LDC3 w/ very
profile,
inadequate
profile,
profile,
good regulatory reasonable
profile,
replacement, full- replacement, full- replacement, full- replacement, fullregulatory
regulatory
support and
cycle costs
support and
cycle costs
cycle costs
rates; Pipeline w/ support and
cycle costs
scope, contract rates; Pipeline w/ rates; Pipeline w/ consistent with consistent with consistent with B; consistent with
5
Caa; G&P w/
scope, contract scope, contract IG; w/ minimal
G&P w/
stability, and
Ba’ G&P w/
keep-whole risk; moderate keep- significant keep- significant keepstability and
stability, and
market/supply
large position in whole risk; good whole risk;
market/supply
whole risk; small
market/supply
attributes
long-lived basin position in long- average position position in shortattributes
consistent with attributes
consistent with A-consistent with
in average-lived lived basin
Aaa-Aa
lived basin
non-IG
Baa
basin

Factor 3: Management Strategy & Financial Policy (10% weighting)
Management
Growth
substantially
Strategy &
Financial Policy organic w/

excellent track
record;
Demonstrated
commitment to
Aaa financial
strategies

Minor acquisition
event risk6
w/ good
management
track record;
Demonstrated
commitment to
Aa financial
strategies

Moderate
acquisition
event risk w/
above average
management
track record;
Commitment
to A financial
strategies

Meaningful
Meaningful
acquisition event acquisition
risk w/ average event risk with
below average
management
track record; Baa or short
management
Financial
track record;
strategies
little record of
issuing equity

Poor
Weak or very
management
short
track record;
management
track record for Substantial writedowns likely to
strategy and
financial policy. result in liquidity
problems and
Large writerestructuring. No
downs raise
access to equity.
potential for
liquidity problems

Factor 4: Financial Strength (60% weighting)
EBIT/Interest
Expense
Debt/
7
Capitalization
8
RCF / Debt
Return on
Equity

>6x

6x – 5x

5x – 4x

4x – 3x

3x – 2x

2x – 1x

<1x

<25%

25% - 35%

35% - 45%

45% - 60%

60% - 70%

70% - 80%

>80%

>40%

40% - 30%

30% - 20%

20% - 10%

10% - 6%

6% - 3%

<3%

>19%

16% - 19%

16% - 13%

13% - 10%

10% - 7%

7% - 4%

<4%

1

Moody’s Rating Methodology: North American Diversified Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Companies. March 2007.
Net Profit after-tax and before unusual items
Local Gas Distribution Company
4
E&P stands for exploration and production focused oil and gas business
5
G&P stands for gathering and processing focused business
6
Acquisition event risk refers to frequency and size of acquisitions, financing structure, relationship to existing business and management
expertise and integration risk
7
Excluding Goodwill
8
Retained Cash Flow
2
3
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The purpose of the Moody’s Factor Model is to provide investors and other interested parties with a
clear understanding of how Moody's assigns ratings to North American diversified natural gas
transmission and distribution companies. The model is intended to help the market understand the
factors considered most important for this sector and how they map to specific rating outcomes. The
Moody’s Factor Model is expected to gauge a company's ratings within two notches. Outliers
(greater-than-two-notch deviation) can occur (albeit infrequently) and Moody’s explains the reasons
for such deviation in supplementary commentary.1 In Moody’s literature and in our conversations with
analysts, the model is not intended to be a replacement for Moody's ratings, which are forward
looking and consider future expectations for company performance as well as historical information.
Table 11 and Table 12 summarize Goldman Sachs’ hypothetical application of the Moody’s Factor
Model to TransCanada at various stages in the Project, assuming a range of financing strategies and
analytical treatments of the non-recourse project financing. This analysis employs the same financial
model and cases as in the aforementioned pro forma analysis. Cases prepared include:
 Moody’s implied rating at December 31, 2008.
 Case 1 – “Base Case”: assumes that the costs related to TransCanada are equal to its equity
investment only and are being financed 100% with debt. The equity method of consolidation
accounting is analytically employed (i.e., revenues, costs, assets, debt, and cash flows at the
Alaska pipeline level are not consolidated; only net income available to TransCanada is
consolidated) and cash payments to TransCanada are equal to the amount distributed to equity
holders and is recorded as other income. However, given that TransCanada may have 100% of
the project equity, the accounting for this project may be full consolidation. This case provides a
view of the credit quality of TransCanada without the burden of the Alaska pipeline debt. This case
is the most representative of TransCanada’s legal commitments as it has no obligation to use its
consolidated financial resources to support the Alaska pipeline project debt.
 Case 2 – “Fully Loaded”: assumes that TransCanada fully consolidates the project and all costs
are on its balance sheet, financed 100% with debt. All income and expenses of the project are
recorded on TransCanada’s financial statements. This case is the most punitive for TransCanada
during the construction phase. In this case, leverage reaches a zenith in 2019 when pipeline
construction is completed.
 Case 3 – “50% JV Sell Down”: assumes TransCanada splits 50% of the project with a third party
and proportional accounting is used. As such, only 50% of the project’s debt, assets, income, and
expenses are recorded on TransCanada’s financial statements. In this case, we believe that rating
agencies would proportionately consolidate the Project debt.
 Case 4 – “Base with 25% Stock Financing”: uses the same consolidation methodology as Case
1, only instead of funding TransCanada’s capital commitment with 100% debt, 25% of its capital
contribution during years 2014-2017 are being financed through common equity issuance.
When Goldman Sachs applies the Moody’s Factor Model to TransCanada for projected year-end
2
2008 (and when Moody’s has applied the factor model in the past) , the factor model has implied a
rating two notches lower (Baa1) than the Moody’s actual rating on TransCanada PipeLines Ltd. and
one notch lower than TransCanada Corp. This is the result of the weight of financial ratios, which are
weaker compared to US companies in part because of Canada’s deemed capital structure and
relatively low returns on equity granted to its Canadian pipelines. However, in reconciling the model
results to the actual ratings, Moody’s has written the following:
“While the methodology-implied rating falls within the one to two notch band that Moody's rating
methodologies aim to achieve, it does not capture all of the factors considered by Moody's
rating committees. For instance, based on our discussions with the company, Moody's
anticipates that TCPL's financial profile will improve into the Baa category over the next two to
1

2

For example, Nexen Inc. is rated Baa2 while its Moody’s factor model implies a B1 rating per Moody’s Credit Opinion for Nexen Inc. dated
8/1/07.
See TransCanada Credit Opinion dated August, 2007 and North American Diversified Natural Gas Transmission And Distribution Companies
Rating Methodology, March 21, 2007.
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three years. In addition, Moody's rating committee places considerable emphasis on the
strategic importance of the Alberta System and the Mainline in moving the majority of the gas
production out of the WCSB and on the relatively supportive regulatory and business climates in
Canada.”1
When examining Case 1 and Case 4, the model implies that TransCanada’s credit quality should
remain investment-grade. Case 1, in which TransCanada funds its equity contribution with new debt
implies a debt rating of Baa3 at the height of construction spending and a higher rating upon
completion. In Case 4, in which the equity component of the Alaska pipeline is funded with a portion
of new common equity, the implied rating would be Baa2 in 2019 and would improve when the
pipeline is completed. If Moody’s maintains its one notch difference between actual and implied
ratings, Moody’s may rate TransCanada higher in each case.
Table 11:

Hypothetical Application of Moody’s Factor Model to TransCanada in 2019
2019

Factor

Sub-Factor

Scale
(10%)

Overall
Indicated
Rating
Actual Rating

1
2

$14,898

$4,049

$58,138

$32,004

$21,155

Base Case

Fully-Loaded

--

$8,701

$17,106

$25,807

2008E
Standalone

Case 3
2

Total Assets
($bn)

$33.9

Aaa

$47.7

Aaa

$73.2

Aaa

$53.5

Aaa

$47.7

Aaa

Net Profit
($mm)

1,239

Aaa

1,017

Aaa

(1,283)

Caa2

585

Aa2

1,231

Aaa

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Degree of
Business
Risk

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Strategy &
Financial
Policy

A2

A2

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

3.0x

Baa3

1.9x

B1

0.5x

Caa2

1.5x

B2

2.3x

Ba3

Debt / Cap

58.7%

Baa3

61.0%

Ba1

84.6%

Caa2

66.6%

Ba2

50.0%

Baa2

RCF / Debt

10.3%

Baa3

9.5%

Ba1

1.4%

Caa2

7.2%

Ba3

12.6%

Baa3

Return on
Equity

10.8%

Baa3

6.4%

B1

-12.9%

Caa2

3.8%

Caa2

6.0%

B1

Quality of
Scale of
Diversification Unregulated
(20%)
Exposure

Management
Strategy &
Financial
Policy
(10%)
Financial
Strength
(60%)

$41,032

Case 2

Incremental
Debt
Total Debt

50% JV

Case 4
Base Case 25%
Common Stock

Case 1

EBIT / Interest

Baa1

Baa3

B1

Ba1

Baa2

A3

Moody’s Credit Opinion, August 3, 2007
By 2020 Moody’s Factor Model implies a rating of Baa1 and by 2022 implies a rating of A3
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Table 12:

Hypothetical Application of Moody’s Factor Model to TransCanada in 2022
2022

Factor

Sub-Factor

Case1

Case 2

Base Case

-$17,106

2008E
Standalone

Incremental
Debt
Total Debt
Scale
(10%)

Actual Rating

$(256)

$25,602

$3,594

$(256)

$16,850

$42,708

$20,700

$16,850

$33.9

Aaa

$48.3

Aaa

$65.2

Aaa

$48.6

Aaa

$53.4

Aaa

Net Profit
($mm)

1,239

Aaa

3,766

Aaa

4,014

Aaa

3,481

Aaa

3,908

Aaa

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Aa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

Baa2

A2

A2

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

3.0x

Baa3

3.6x

Baa2

3.0x

Baa3

4.5x

A2

4.6x

A2

Debt / Cap

58.7%

Baa3

39.5%

A2

70.6%

B1

48.2%

Baa1

35.2%

A1

RCF / Debt

10.3%

Baa3

31.4%

Aa3

16.0%

Baa2

25.5%

A2

32.2%

Aa3

Return on
Equity

10.8%

Baa3

15.0%

A1

23.4%

Aaa

16.1%

Aa3

12.9%

Baa1

Degree of
Business Risk

Overall
Indicated
Rating

Case 4
Base Case 25%
Common Stock

Total Assets
($bn)

Quality of
Scale of
Diversification Unregulated
(20%)
Exposure

Management
Strategy &
Financial
Policy
(10%)
Financial
Strength
(60%)

Fully-Loaded

Case 3
50% JV Sell
Down

Management
Strategy &
Financial
Policy
EBIT / Interest

Baa1

A2

A3

A2

A1

A3

If Moody’s were to analytically consolidate all of the Alaska project debt (Case 2) during the
construction phase, the Moody’s Factor Model implied rating falls to B1 in 2019, which is not
investment grade. The low implied rating during construction is driven by the large increase in
TransCanada’s total debt in advance of receiving pipeline cash flows. However, its rating recovers to
Baa1 by the end of 2020 after only one full year of operations. Additionally, by 2022 the factor model
indicates a rating of A3, which is one notch higher than the indicated rating today. In our view, the
swift recovery in ratings predicted by the factor model supports maintaining investment-grade ratings
and would be consistent with Moody’s philosophy of forward-looking analysis.
The Moody’s Factor Model analysis presented in this report excludes important events that are likely
to occur in advance of financing and are excluded from the AGIA application, namely:
 TransCanada entering into discourse with the ratings agencies about the financial risks and
strategic benefits associated with the pipeline;
 TransCanada taking financial actions to ensure that ratings remain at a level that would enable it
and the project to access sufficient funds at an acceptable cost;
 TransCanada describing how it would fund its equity contribution to the pipeline;
 Other planned capital projects within the same timeframe.
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Although the analysis presented in this report has been highly focused on Moody’s, we believe that
their methodology is a reasonable proxy for the other major ratings agencies (i.e., Standard & Poor’s,
Fitch, DBRS) because:
 Standard & Poor’s, Fitch, and DBRS generally consider the same factors as Moody’s.
 Ratings among the major ratings agencies generally do not greatly vary (i.e., more than one notch.)

Conclusions
We believe that TransCanada can shoulder the financial burden of pipeline construction and that the
company ultimately could be stronger for having made the investment if it can successfully complete
the project. If needed, TransCanada can fully finance its contribution to the pipeline with new debt
and still generate substantial free operating cash flow for debt retirement, distributions to
shareholders, or new growth projects even if the Alaska gas pipeline were to prove unsuccessful. The
financial position of TransCanada ex-Alaska appears consistent with its historic profile during the
construction phase and could strengthen appreciably if the company can successfully complete the
pipeline. TransCanada is likely to remain investment-grade even if it were to finance its capital
contribution to the pipeline fully with debt and could hold its current ratings if it were to conservatively
finance its contribution. Ultimately, if successfully completed, the Project could lead to improved credit
ratings for TransCanada because of its strategic and financial benefits.
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V.

Project Capital Structure Analysis

In order to provide an analytic basis for evaluating the financial viability of the Proposal, and to serve
as a tool for analyzing variations to the Proposal, Goldman Sachs has developed a capital structure
analysis that reflects the assumptions and approach outlined by TransCanada in the Proposal. The
goal of this analysis was to develop a financing structure ‘Proposal Base Case’ that reflects the terms
of the Proposal and incorporates reasonable assumptions for year of expenditure project costs (as
provided by the AGIA consultants) and costs of funds. Certain analytic assumptions were provided by
Goldman Sachs; others by the State and its other AGIA consultants. Results of the Proposal Base
Case are the standard against which various analytic alternatives are tested. In this section of the
report we focus on the Proposal Base Case, analytic approach and results. Later, in Section VI, we
discuss and analyze a range of alternatives to the Proposal Base Case.

A.

Analytic Approach

As mentioned above, the goal of the analysis described in this section was to develop and analyze a
Proposal Base Case that reflects the financing related assumptions and finance plan approach
included in the Proposal. We note that given the size and complexity of the project and the long lag
time between Proposal submission (November 30, 2007) and the projected first major financing
(approximately 2015 in our Proposal Base Case), TransCanada’s Financial Plan (Proposal Section
2.8) is necessarily somewhat vague. In order to develop the analysis to a sufficient level of detail, it
was necessary to develop a set of additional assumptions in order to either translate the Proposal
assumptions into risk adjusted future year figures (i.e., project costs and interest rates) or to develop
more detailed assumptions about certain matters discussed in the Proposal (i.e., the timing of debt
and equity contributions). Figure 6 diagrams key capital structure model inputs and results.
Figure 6:

Capital Structure Modeling Framework

Running Analytic Cases
The Proposal Base Case results and alternatives discussed later in this report are each the product of
an iterative process between Goldman Sachs and Black & Veatch. Black & Veatch (B&V) was
retained by the State to among other things develop a pipeline transportation cost and cash flow
model. The B&V model produces certain information which feeds into the Goldman Sachs’ capital
structure model and vice versa. The two models iterate until the case results are finalized.
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 The B&V model is initially run with a rough guess at cost of debt and produces the following inputs
into the Goldman analysis:
— Cash flow available for debt service and equity return;
— Annual cash flow requirements to fund predevelopment costs, construction costs and taxes
during construction
 The Goldman Sachs’ analysis takes these inputs and funds the project requirements making
assumptions about:
— Timing of equity and debt
— Mix of sources of debt
— Cost of debt products
— Use of the Federal Loan Guarantee
 The Goldman Sachs’ model produces debt repayment cash flows and a weighted average cost of
debt which is fed back into the B&V model:

— B&V then computes final returns, cash flows and transportation costs based on the repayment
schedule and weighted average cost of debt.

Key Drivers of Capital Structure
A number of detailed assumptions impact the development of the Proposal Base Case:
 Annual Funding Requirements – Section 2.5 of the Proposal “Project Cost Estimate” outlines
expected costs for both the development and execution phases of the project, each shown in 2007
dollars as stipulated by the AGIA RFA. In order to develop a hypothetical funding plan, these costs
were translated into year of expenditure dollars. In addition, a determination was made by the
State that Proposal Base Case project cost estimates should be based on an engineering analysis
of potential project cost outcomes. This work was undertaken by various State consultants and
cost estimates adjusted for inflation, risk of delay and cost increases were provided to Goldman
Sachs through B&V. Two sets of cost estimates were used as inputs in the financing model. The
“P50” case, which reflects the combination of potential outcomes of costs and timing wherein 50%
of all cases have higher overall costs and 50% have lower overall costs. A P95% case, which
reflects outcomes that are worse than 95% of the cases run. Table 13 below compares the Project
cost estimates included in Section 2.5 of the Proposal to the P50 and P95 cases used for
Goldman Sachs’ analysis.
Table 13:

Comparison of Construction Cost Estimates

($ in millions)
Scenario
TransCanada Proposal, 2007$

1

Aggregate Cost
$26,4872

TransCanada Proposal, Inflation Adjusted

35,1913

P50 Construction

45,970

P95 Construction

54,339

Source: TransCanada Proposal and Alaska AGIA Consultants

 Mix of Funding Sources – Section 2.8 of the Proposal “Financial Plan” describes in general terms
that the project will be funded with a combination of equity and debt of different types (e.g. bank
debt4 vs. capital markets). In TransCanada’s March 12, 2008 response to the State’s March 5,
1

Includes Gas Treatment Plant, Alaska section and Yukon section.
Source: The Proposal Section 2.5, Project Cost Estimates
Inflated from 2007$’s by 4% annually.
4
We have assumed that the export credit agencies are included in the bank loan tranche.
2
3
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2008 request for information (as provided for in AGIA), TransCanada acknowledged that the
actual mix of debt and equity and types of debt instruments would be decided closer to funding. In
order to develop the Proposal Base Case, Goldman Sachs assumed that four types of debt are
issued to maximize total financing proceeds: project bonds with a federal guarantee; project bonds
issued without a federal guarantee; bank loans without a federal guarantee; and a federally
guaranteed bank cost overrun loan facility. The size and timing of each of these debt types used in
the Proposal Base Case is discussed below.
 Use of the Federal Loan Guarantee – Section 2.2.3.11 “U.S. Loan Guarantee for Capital Cost
Overrun” describes TransCanada’s plan for applying a portion of the available Federal Loan
Guarantee to backstop loans that might be required to fund cost overruns. Goldman Sachs
believes that this is an effective use of federal assistance on this project since (as discussed
earlier) completion and cost overrun risk will be difficult to completely mitigate on a project of this
size and complexity, and because under the Proposal shippers and investors bear the bulk of this
risk. Having debt investors subject to construction risk is very unusual. Having the Federal Loan
Guarantee available will therefore be a key element in the finance plan. For the purposes of
developing the Proposal Base Case, Goldman Sachs has assumed a significant portion of the
available Federal Loan Guarantee capacity is preserved for cost overrun financing. Specifically,
we have assumed that Federal Loan Guarantee capacity of two times the difference between the
P95 and P50 construction cost estimates – or roughly $16 billion (once the financing and
capitalized interest costs are included) is preserved to fund potential cost overruns. The balance of
the federal loan capacity is used to guarantee project bonds issued to fund construction, given the
bond market’s limited appetite for construction risk. Detailed information regarding the allocation of
debt sources and Federal Loan Guarantee capacity follows later in this section. Additional
discussion regarding the Federal Loan Guarantee is included in Section VII, Federal Loan
Guarantee.
 Interest Rate Assumptions – Section 2.2.3.5 of the Proposal indicates that the actual cost of debt
funding will be a driver of pipeline transportation costs. For purposes of the Proposal,
TransCanada assumed, based on market rates available at the time the Proposal was submitted,
a 4.70% cost for debt backed by the federal government and 6.20% for non-federally guaranteed
debt. For the purposes of developing a detailed financing plan for a project where the principal
funding events are 5-6 years away, the Firm believes that conservative interest rates, reflecting a
variety of market conditions should be used. Actual interest rates for the debt will ultimately be set
based on (1) an underlying reference rate (typically a certain maturity of United States Treasury
“UST” bonds or the London Interbank Offered Rate “LIBOR”); plus (2) a credit spread related to
the project which reflects the strength of the repayment stream and security package for the
particular loan or bond financing. For Proposal Base Case debt costs, we have assumed a range
of costs based on ten year averages of underlying rates and credit spreads associated with
different credit ratings. Interest rates for analytic purposes were set on March 7, 2008.

B.

Allocation of Funding Sources in the Proposal
Base Case

The funding requirements associated with the Project are unprecedented, and as discussed earlier,
several typical project financing features that mitigate construction completion risk are not
contemplated as part of the Proposal. As a result, it will be critical that the available funding sources
are used strategically to optimize overall funding availability, funding cost and risk mitigation.

Timing of Equity vs. Debt
TransCanada assumes in the Proposal that debt and equity will be contributed pro rata 70%
debt/30% equity to fund project costs. In TransCanada’s March 12, 2008 reply to the State’s March 5,
2008 Request for Information, the Company acknowledges that the actual timing of debt and equity
contributions will be set closer to funding. Given the unprecedented size of the Project and the fact
that equity holders are not providing any completion guarantee’s, Goldman Sachs believes that
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lenders (bank and bond investors) will want to see a front loading of equity contributions as part of the
overall financial plan. For the Proposal Base Case, we have assumed that the first $2 billion of project
costs, including pre-development, are funded with equity. Subsequent costs are funded 50/50 until
the targeted level of 30% equity as a percentage of project capitalization is reached.

Debt: Bank Loans vs. Bonds
As discussed earlier, project finance debt requirements are generally funded through bank loan and
capital markets issuances, with banks tending to comprise a larger share of the market for several
reasons. Banks are better able to evaluate and accept limited construction and start up risks
associated with project financings. Banks also may offer cost of funds advantages. First, bank
financings are structured so they are drawn down over time, reducing the need to capitalize (i.e., fund
upfront with debt) interest during construction. Second, bank loans can also be structured to reflect
the appropriate credit spread for the pre-completion period and the post-completion period (in other
words, a rate “step-down” after completion for this project given the construction risks). In this Project,
we have assumed that post-completion the credit spread would be tighter given the benefit of
reaching completion and the expected strong shipper contracts. For capital market issuances, the
rate is set upfront for the life of the transaction, usually based on the weakest credit period
(construction period for this project). Inasmuch as there is an economic benefit to the project of more,
rather than less bank debt, we would recommend maximizing the amount available and used in the
funding. We have also assumed that there is a tranche of unwrapped capital markets debt, though we
would minimize this tranche as much as possible given the negative carry and the uncertainty of
raising sizeable capital markets debt for a project with no construction-related guarantees.

Allocation of Federal Loan Guarantee to Debt
As mentioned above, we endorse the Proposal concept of preserving a portion of the Federal Loan
Guarantee capacity as a means of providing a mitigant to construction risk through a secure funding
source for potential cost overruns. The Federal Loan Guarantee was approved in 2004 at a level of
$18 billion dollars (not to exceed 80% of project costs) with a provision for inflation of the original
amount. See Section VII, Federal Loan Guarantee, for a discussion of Federal Loan Guarantee
capacity. In the Proposal Base Case, we reserve roughly $16 billion of the Federal Loan Guarantee to
wrap a bank line of credit for the purpose of funding cost overruns. The balance of the federal
guarantee capacity, approximately $12 billion, is available to provide credit enhancement to the
financing of project costs. This $12 billion is all allocated to wrapping project bonds rather than bank
loans for two reasons. First, we believe the cost advantage offered by a federal debt guarantee will be
greater in the bond market. Second, of the three main classes of prospective investors in the project
(additional equity investors, banks, and capital markets investors), capital markets investors have the
least amount of appetite for construction risk. Given the assumed lack of pre-completion debt
guarantee and fixed price, date certain, turnkey construction contracts, we believe that the Federal
Loan Guarantee will play an important role in inducing capital markets investors to participate in the
financing. The wrapped capital markets bonds could be issued earliest, even before obtaining all the
necessary debt financing commitments/funding for the project, since it is fully wrapped and thus
eliminates the repayment risk if the Project was not completed.

Summary: Allocation of Funding Sources
Our approach to allocating funding sources in the Proposal Base Case is reflected in Figure 7 and
can be summarized as follows:
 Equity requirement is significant and front loaded to attract lenders and to ensure investment
grade credit ratings
— First $2.0 billion of requirements (includes development phase) to be equity
— 50/50 basis with debt thereafter until the targeted debt / equity ratio is reached
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 Optimize impact of Federal Loan Guarantee
— Reserving two times the difference between the P95 and P50 construction estimates – roughly
$16 billion in 2016 dollars for cost overruns
— The unreserved portion of federal capacity is used to secure the initial bonds
 Minimize overall interest costs
— Bank loans that can be drawn as needed and should be maximized in order to minimize
capitalized interest and negative carry
— As construction winds down / is completed, unused federal loan capacity may be used to fund
late-year draws and to refinance higher cost project debt – not incorporated into analysis
because the legal authorization for this is unclear.
Figure 7:

Schematic: Allocating Funding Sources

Development Phase

C.

Execution Phase

Proposal Base Case Results

The following reflects the Proposal Base Case capital structure assumptions, project funding
requirements, sources and uses of funds, and key outputs.

Project Funding Requirements:
Table 14 shows the P50 and P95 project funding requirements used in the Proposal Base Case
Table 14:

Annual Funding Requirements for P50 and P95 Cases

($ in billions)
P50 Case
P95 Case

2008
0.04
-

2009
0.06
-

2010
0.10
0.04

2011
0.04
0.07

2012
0.01
0.12

2013
0.02
0.05

2014
0.68
0.02

2015
5.88
0.05

2016
11.91
0.86

2017
15.77
7.05

2018 2019
7.86
3.62
13.93 18.61

2020
9.27

2021
4.27

Total
45.97
54.34

Source: AGIA Consultants, through Black & Veatch.
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Key Financing Assumptions:
Table 15 summarizes key financing assumptions used in the Proposal Base Case:
Table 15:

Summary of Key Financing Assumptions

Capital Structure

Federal Guarantee

PrePostCompletion Completion
Equity

30%

25%

Debt

70

75

Weighted Average
Cost of Debt
6.05% – 7.35%, before fees,
depending on structure

Beginning Amount
Beginning Year

Other
$18 bn
2004

Debt Service Reserve:
50% of MADS
Investment Earning Rate: 3.0%

CPI Adjustments
2004-20081

3.0%

CPI Adjustment 2008
and after

4.0%

Overrun Reserve
Committed Date
Committed Amount

2016
$16 bn

Sources and Uses of Funds:
Using the funding approach and assumptions described thus far in this section results in an overall
project financing requirement of approximately $55.5 billion, which is funded as outlined in Table 16.
Table 16:

Aggregate Proposal Base Case Sources and Uses of Funds

($ in millions)
Sources of Funds
Equity
Bonds with Federal Guarantee
Bonds without Federal Guarantee
Bank Loans without Federal Guarantee
Interest Earnings
Total Sources of Funds

$16,875.0
12,033.0
6,826.2
19,709.3
381.0
$55,824.4

Uses of Funds

% of Total
30.2%
21.6%
12.2%
35.3%
0.7%
100.0%
% of Total

2

Project Costs
Development Costs
Capital Expenditures
Property Taxes
Subtotal
Other Costs
Capitalized Interest³
Debt Service Reserve Fund
Financing Fees
Subtotal
Total Uses of Funds

1
2
3

$301.1
44,835.1
833.6
45,969.8

0.5%
80.3%
1.5%
82.3%

7,385.3
817.8
1,651.6
9,854.7

13.2%
1.5%
3.0%
17.7%

$55,824.4

100.0%

Average of Actual Rates from U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Provided by Black & Veatch.
Borrowed funds used to pay loan interest prior to revenue start-up.
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Summary of Results:
Table 17 and Figure 8 show key model results for the Proposal Base Case including weighted
average cost of debt, annual debt service requirements and debt service coverage.
Table 17:

Summary of Key Proposal Base Case Statistics

 Average Annual Debt Service:

$3,341.9

 Average Aggregate Debt Service Coverage:

1.82 x

 Weighted Average Cost of Debt:

7.06%

 Weighted Average Cost of Capital:

9.11%

 Transportation Cost (per Dekatherm)1,2

Figure 8:

$4.73

Proposal Base Case Cash Flows and Coverage
2.25 x

$8,000.0
$7,000.0
$6,000.0
$5,000.0
$4,000.0
$3,000.0
$2,000.0
$1,000.0
-

2.00 x
1.75 x
1.50 x
1.25 x

Total Debt Service

Free Cash Flow¹

2044

2043

2042

2041

2040

2039

2038

2037

2036

2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

2020

1.00 x

Total DSCR

Proposal Base Case Sensitivities:
In order to test the sensitivity of results to changes in key variables, Goldman Sachs developed three
basic variations on the Proposal Base Case: (1) assumes construction costs stay at P50 levels but
interest rates are substantially increased (to levels where underlying interest rates have been higher
only 5% of the time during the past 10 years); (2) assumes construction costs are at P95 rather than
P50 levels but interest rates stay the same; and (3) where both construction costs and interest rates
are increased. The results of the increased construction cost cases assume the higher costs are
known at the start of execution and are funded similarly to the Proposal Base Case in terms of
debt/equity mix. Results are shown in Table 18 below.

1
2

Provided by Black & Veatch.
In 2025, includes GTP, Alaska Segment, Yukon Segment and Alberta Tariff.
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Table 18:

Summary of Proposal Base Case Sensitivities

Construction
Case

Case

Interest Rate
Case

Weighted
Average
Cost
of Debt

Average
Annual
Debt
Service

Total
Pipeline
Transp.
Costs1,2

Average
Annual
DSC

Proposal Base
Case

P50
Total
Construction
$46bn

10 Year Averages of
Rates and Credit
Spreads

7.06%

$3,341.9 mm

$4.73

1.82 x

Interest Rate
Stress Test

P50

P95 Worst Case of
Last 10 Year
Observations

8.81%

$4,071.4 mm

$5.22

1.71 x

Construction
Cost Stress
Test

P95
Total
Construction
$54bn

10 Year Averages of
Rates and Credit
Spreads

7.02%

$3,937.4 mm

$5.51

1.82 x

Construction
Cost and Rate
Stress

P95

P95 Worst Case of
Last 10 Year
Observations

8.77%

$4,774.6 mm

$6.10

1.71x

D.

Summary - Project Capital Structure Analysis

There are a number of key considerations to the analysis of any project financing. Is the equity
sponsor financially strong and experienced in project development and operations? Is the same true
of potential project shippers? Are the fundamental economic assumptions sound? Do the contractual
underpinnings of the transaction appropriately obligate project participants and reflect sensible
allocation of risk among parties? Do the construction mitigants, project cash flows and financing
structure support investment grade ratings? Are pro forma financial results robust, even in the face of
stress tests? In the case of the Project, we believe that the answer to each of these questions is yes,
assuming that the basic business approach, contracting assumptions, and costs reflected in the
Proposal and the Proposal Base Case are realized and the deal progresses.
In terms of the finance plan outlined in the Proposal, we believe that TransCanada has proposed an
approach that provides a sound basis for a viable finance plan, when financing is ultimately required.
Assumptions about the debt/equity ratio, the use of the Federal Loan Guarantee, and the nature of
the shipping contracts should all be viewed favorably by investors. That said, the project itself,
separate and apart from the details of the Proposal, has inherent characteristics that will make the
financing challenging. No project of this size has been financed before, costs of steel and other key
inputs have risen markedly in recent years, and allocating construction completion risk between the
equity sponsor, the shippers, investors, the Federal government and potentially the State will be
difficult. This is reflected in the Proposal, which currently allocates completion risk to the Federal
government, the shippers and lenders. As we have discussed, this is an unusual allocation and will
present a particular challenge in terms of enticing lenders to participate. Overall, however, we believe
that: if long-term ship-or-pay contracts are signed with the key Alaska North Slope producers, as
outlined in the proposal; the Federal Loan Guarantee can be implemented (and used in large part as
a cost overrun facility); construction costs can be contained, credit markets are favorable for this
project at the time of financing, and significant market capacity for debt financing exists; that the
Proposal, as reflected in the Proposal Base Case, is viable from a financing standpoint.

1
2

Provided by Black & Veatch.
In 2025, per Dekatherm. Includes GTP, Alaska Segment, Yukon Segment and Alberta Tariff.
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VI. Analysis of Project Alternatives

A.

Analytic Approach

As described in Section II, Executive Summary, a variety of analytic cases were developed which
vary key elements contained within the Proposal. In Section V, Project Capital Structure Analysis, we
presented our analysis of the Proposal Base Case including reviewing the impacts of different
combinations of project cost and interest rates. In this section, we present our analysis of alternative
project configurations – those that vary core project characteristics such as pipeline capacity, gas
reserve assumptions, rate making assumptions and project technology. This section is divided into
two subsections: (B) Pipeline-Based Alternatives (including a “Conservative Base Case”), which looks
at project variants that fit within the range of flexibility outlined by TransCanada in the Proposal, and
(C) LNG Project Alternatives, which looks at two LNG-only options and an LNG Y-Line developed as
an add-on to the Proposal Base Case project.
The goal in both subsections is essentially the same, to analyze and assess financing viability. For
the gas pipeline based alternatives, the question essentially boils down to “is there a smaller project
that works?” This is reasonable to ask because the proven reserve profile available for commitment to
the project may lead shippers to subscribe for capacity that is less than the 4.5 bcf outlined in the
Proposal as the baseline capacity number. In the Proposal, TransCanada recognized this possibility
and allowed for flexibility in project size down to 3.5 bcf. The LNG cases were developed and
reviewed at the request of the State based on their commitment to a thorough review of all potential
approaches to commercializing the State’s stranded gas assets. Table 19 shows the range of cases
completed.
Table 19:
Case

Summary of Cases Analyzed
TC or LNG Pipe Size

Contract
Length

Depreciation

Construction
Case

Interest
Rates

Federal Loan
Available

Proposal Base Case – Described in Section V, Project Capital Structure Analysis
1

TC

4.5

25

25

P50

Base

Yes

4.5
4.5
4.5

25
25
25

25
25
25

P50
P95
P95

High
Base
High

Yes
Yes
Yes

4.0

20

20

P50

Base

Yes

20
20
20

20
20
20

P50
P95
P95

High
Base
High

Yes
Yes
Yes

20

20

P50

Base

Yes

20
20
15

25
25
25

P50
P50
P50

Base
Base
Base

Yes
Yes
Yes

Proposal Base Case Sensitivities
2
3
4

TC
TC
TC

Conservative Base Case
5

TC

Conservative Base Case Sensitivities
6
7
8

TC
TC
TC

4.0
4.0
4.0

Lower Volume Sensitivity Case
9

TC

3.5

Reserve Risk Sensitivity Case
10
11
12

TC
TC
TC

4.5
4.0
4.0
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Case

TC or LNG Pipe Size

Contract
Length

Depreciation

Construction
Case

Interest
Rates

Federal Loan
Available

LNG Cases
13
14
15
16

LNG
LNG
TC / LNG
LNG

2.7
4.5
4.5 / 2.0
2.7 / 1.8

25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25

P50
P50
P50
P50

Base
Base
Base
Base

No
No
No
No

Base with
12% ROE
Base
Base

Yes

Other Sensitivity Cases
17

TC

4.5

25

25

P50

18
19

TC
TC

4.5 / 2.0
4.0 / 1.0 a
(25-year)

25
20

25
20

P50
P50

Yes
Yes

Other Cases Run by Black & Veatch That Did Not Need Input from Goldman Sachs
20

TC

21

TC

B.

4.0 / 1.0 b
(30-year)
4.0 / 2.0
Multiple

25

25

P50

25

25

P50

Base with
12% ROE
Base

Yes
Yes

Pipeline-Based Alternatives (Conservative Base
Case)

The analyses in this section are effectively constructed as variations off of the Proposal Base Case,
designed to look at impact on financial viability of changes in key assumptions that may arise as a
result of decisions about reservoir utilization that may be made by the State or prospective shippers.
The Proposal itself acknowledges that there is a fair degree of uncertainty around the issue of
amounts of capacity which shippers will subscribe for at open season; the Proposal outlines an
approach towards capacity that could see initial capacity range from 3.5 to 4.5 bcf per day and further
notes that while it is targeting 25-year ship-or-pay contracts, the possibility exists for shorter contracts.
Therefore, a range of project capacities and related assumptions were reviewed and an alternative
based on more conservative assumptions was developed (the “Conservative Base Case”). The
following Table 20 presents a comparative summary of Proposal Base Case and Conservative Base
Case assumptions.
Table 20:

Review of Conservative Base Case (Case 5) Assumptions

Key Assumption

Used in Analysis


Pipeline
Capacity





Cost





Reserve
Assumptions



Comment

Proposal Base Case: 4.5
bcf/day
Conservative Base Case: 4.0
bcf/day



Smaller pipe allows for lower construction
cost, and may make sense depending on
the amount of proven available gas for the
pipe

Proposal Base Case: $45,970
mm
Conservative Base Case:
$43,146 mm



Difference is mainly due to more
compressors in the Proposal Base Case

Proposal Base Case: Pt.
Thompson
Conservative Base Case: No
Pt. Thompson



Conservative approach assuming Point
Thompson gas is not initially available
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Key Assumption
Contract
Length

Depreciation
Period

Debt
Amortization
Period

Other

Used in Analysis

Comment




Proposal Base Case: 25 years
Conservative Base Case: 20
years



Assumes known gas reserves support only
20-years contracts




Proposal Base Case: 25 years
Conservative Base Case: 20
years



Shorter deprecation matches the length of
the contracts, leaving little long-end risk for
TransCanada, but increases transportation
costs for shippers




Proposal Base Case: 25 years
Conservative Base Case: 20
years



Debt amortization needs to match the
length of the contract
As reserves are found and contracts are
extended, the tenor of the debt can be
extended as well

Interest Rates: Base Rates
Return on Equity: 14.0%








Same for Proposal Base Case and
Conservative Base Case

Capital Structure Considerations
We believe that the overall financing approach developed for the Proposal Base Case would be
applicable for the Gas Pipeline-Based Alternatives in terms of the timing of debt and equity, the use of
the Federal Loan Guarantee and the rationale for allocating debt financing between bank loans and
project bonds. The key changes in these cases as compared to the Proposal Base Case are reduced
capacity and shorter contract lengths, both driven by assumptions about proven reserves and open
season shipping commitments. Reduced capacity means less volume against which to spread project
costs, therefore transportation costs go up. In addition to shipping contract length, final debt maturity
is also a function of proven reserves. As reserve assumptions lead to shorter assumed contract
length, we also assume in these cases that debt must be repaid and the asset depreciated over a
shorter period. These changes also lead to higher projected transportation costs for these cases than
for the Proposal Base Case.

Results of Gas Pipeline Alternative Analysis
Table 21 shows summary results of the analysis of the Conservative Base Case.
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Table 21:

Comparison of Proposal Base Case vs. Conservative Base Case
Proposal
Base Case

Sources of Funds
Equity
Bonds with Federal Guarantee
Bonds without Federal Guarantee
Bank Loans without Federal Guarantee
Interest Earnings
Total Sources of Funds

Conservative
Base Case

$16,875.0
12,033.0
6,826.2
19,709.3
381.0
$55,824.4

$15,900.0
12,744.2
3,724.8
19,704.9
386.4
$52,460.2

$301.1
44,835.1
833.6
45,969.8

$301.4
42,074.2
770.4
43,146.1

7,385.3
817.8
1,651.6
9,854.7

6,952.0
786.1
1,576.0
9,314.1

$55,824.4

$52,460.2

$ 3,341.9
1.82 x
7.06%
9.11%
$ 4.73

$ 3,471.2
1.76 x
7.06%
9.04%
$ 5.33

Uses of Funds
Project Costs1
Development Costs
Capital Expenditures
Property Taxes
Subtotal
Other Costs
Capitalized Interest
Debt Service Reserve Fund
Financing Fees
Subtotal
Total Uses of Funds

Key Statistics
Average Annual Debt Service
Average Debt Service Coverage
Weighted Average Cost of Debt
Weighted Average Cost of Capital
Transportation Cost (per Dekatherm)1,2

C.

LNG Project Alternatives

The analyses in this section asses the financial results of two LNG only cases and a third reflecting a
Gas Pipeline/LNG ‘Y Line’ approach. These cases were developed to create an analytic basis for
comparing the Proposal Base Case to potential LNG alternatives.

Summary of Key Assumptions
As mentioned earlier, LNG projects are inherently more complex than gas pipelines. Simply put there
are more steps in the ‘value chain’ which translates into more parties involved, more contractual
arrangements, and more technology and construction complexity. Further, in the case of analyzing an
Alaska LNG project, there is no formal proposal to compare versus the Proposal Base Case and
therefore no clear set of assumptions to drive the analysis. As a result, we have worked with the State
and their other consultants to develop assumptions for a set of indicative Alaska LNG projects:
Capacity – Three capacity cases were developed, a 4.5 bcf all LNG project which is most comparable
to the Proposal Base Case; a 2.7 bcf all LNG project; and a 2.0 bcf expansion project that would be
configured as a dedicated LNG spur to Valdez branching off the Proposal Base Case TransCanada
Project at Delta Junction. Capacity alternatives and configuration assumptions were primarily
developed by the State and Westney.
1
2

Provied by Black & Veatch.
In 2025, includes Gas Treatment Plant, Alaska Pipeline Segment, Yukon Pipeline Segment and Alberta Tariff.
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Project Costs – Project costs estimates were developed for the portions of the LNG alternatives from
gas treatment through and including the costs of shipping but excluding the cost of regasification.
Project cost assumptions were developed by Westney. Shipping costs were estimated by Gas
Strategies.
LNG Prices – Natural gas prices in North America have a relationship to world oil prices based
loosely on a translation of energy content between the two commodities but are also driven by natural
gas market specific supply and demand factors. LNG prices are tied much more directly to world oil
prices and have typically been higher than North America natural gas prices. See Gas Strategies
report [“Potential LNG from North Slope Gas”] for further discussion regarding LNG pricing and
market dynamics. LNG price forecasts for the financial analysis were developed by Gas Strategies.
LNG Market – LNG market dynamics are described in some depth in the Gas Strategies report. The
key takeaways for purposes of analyzing potential Alaska LNG projects are:
 The market for LNG volumes is substantially more developed in Asia than in North America. We
assume that cargoes from any Alaska LNG plant will be principally sold to Asia buyers via longterm contracts; and
 As a result of the cost and complexity of LNG projects, the LNG market is in large part a long term
contracted market, i.e., an LNG developer will not build without long term LNG sales contracts at
volume and price levels which provide adequate revenues for amortization of costs, financings
and to meet equity return targets. Further, an LNG project can’t proceed without adequate
untracted gas supply to the project.
Interest Rates – Goldman Sachs developed interest rate assumptions for all of the financial analysis
described in this report. We have assumed the same interest rate matrix for LNG and Proposal based
cases. Similarly rated securities and loans in each analysis carry the same debt cost assumptions.
Federal Loan Guarantee – Based on the Federal Loan Statute code, we have assumed no Federal
Loan Guarantee will be available for any LNG related project costs.
Other Assumptions – Table 22 below outlines additional assumptions used in the analysis of LNG
Alternatives.
Table 22:

Review of LNG Project Assumptions

Key Assumption

Used in Analysis


Capacity
Assumptions

Contract
Length
Debt/Equity
Ratio
Pre-Completion
Depreciation
Period

Comment


Provided by the State





Proposal Base Case: Pt.
Thompson
2.7 bcf: No Pt. Thompson
4.5 bcf: Pt. Thompson
2.0 Exp: Pt. Thompson




Proposal Base Case: 25 years
LNG Cases: 25 years



To be consistent with the Proposal Base
Case, LNG options were analyzed with a
similar contract length




Proposal Base Case: 70 / 30
LNG Cases: 70 / 30



LNG projects are generally view as more
risky and typically have a greater
percentage of equity funding




Proposal Base Case: 25 years
LNG Cases: 25 years



To be consistent with the Proposal Base
Case, LNG options were analyzed with a
similar depreciation length
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Key Assumption
Debt
Amortization
Period

Used in Analysis



Comment

Proposal Base Case: 25 years
LNG Cases: 25 years



Debt amortization matches the assumed
length of contracts

Capital Structure Considerations
As discussed in Section III, Project Finance Overview, project financings are those where a ‘closed
system’ of project economics are tied together via contracts. Investors look primarily to the revenues
that arise from the project, rights under the contracts, and a comprehensive independent financial
feasibility and engineering analysis to make their investment decisions. The analysis conducted by
the project finance independent engineer and credit rating agencies will look at the economics,
contracts and risks associated with each element in the delivery or value chain between the gas in
the ground and the end purchaser. Therefore, it is clear why LNG projects are more complex from a
credit standpoint than straightforward gas pipelines, and are funded via equity only or heavily equity
weighted financing structures. Figure 9 below shows a comparison of the steps to bring gas to market
for gas pipelines versus LNG projects.
Figure 9:

LNG Project Complexity

Gas Pipeline
ANS Gas
Reserves

GTP

Pipeline

Market

LNG Project
ANS Gas
Reserves

GTP

Pipeline

Liquification

Shipping

Regasification

Long Term
Gas Purchase
Contract

As a result of the additional steps in the process to bring LNG to market, and the likelihood that the
ultimate gas purchaser will be offshore, there are a range of incremental credit issues that will be
analyzed in depth by potential LNG project developers, investors, and other participants:
 Country risk (buyer)
 Currency risk
 Liquefaction and regasification technology risk
 Ship construction, cost and timing

 Shipping risks – weather, damage/spill,
jurisdiction issues
 Gas supply – price and adequacy
 Jones Act limitations
 Safety and terrorism

From a comparative standpoint (i.e., land gas line project versus an LNG alterative), injecting this
broad range of incremental credit issues and risk factors substantially raises the bar in terms of
obtaining investment grade ratings, favorable financing rates and ultimately developing a viable
financing plan.
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Results of LNG Project Alternatives Analysis
Table 23 shows summary results of the analysis of the LNG based cases.
Table 23:

Summary of LNG Cases vs. Proposal Base Case

Proposal
Base Case
Sources of Funds
Equity
Debt
Interest Earnings
Total Sources of Funds

All LNG 2.7 bcf

All LNG 4.5 bcf

LNG Y Line
Expansion of 2.0 bcf
to 6.5 Total4

16,875.0
38,568.4
381.0
55,824.4

16,450.0
37,039.3
366.4
53,855.6

26,000.0
58,468.9
336.2
84,805.1

11,950.0
26,857.3
382.5
39,189.8

301.1
44,835.1
833.6
45,969.8

276.5
40,638.7
1,823.0
42,738.2

276.5
64,798.9
2,887.0
67,962.4

366.0
31,843.5
862.1
33,071.6

7,385.3
817.8
1,651.6
9,854.7

9,728.5
323.0
1,065.9
11,117.4

14,775.8
338.1
1,728.8
16,842.7

5,120.8
375.1
622.3
6,118.2

Total Uses of Funds

55,824.4

53,855.6

84,805.1

39,189.8

Average Annual Debt Service
Average Debt Service Coverage
Weighted Average Cost of Debt
Weighted Average Cost of Capital
Transportation Cost (per Dekatherm)1,2,3

Key Statistics
$ 3,341.9
1.82 x
7.06%
9.11%
$ 4.73

$ 3,221.5
1.64 x
7.05%
7.85%
$ 9.74

$ 5,086.4
1.75 x
7.18%
8.55%
$ 9.46

Uses of Funds
Project Costs1
Development Costs
Capital Expenditures
Property Taxes
Subtotal
Other Costs
Capitalized Interest
Debt Service Reserve Fund
Financing Fees
Subtotal

D.

$ 2,718.7
1.89 x
7.20%
9.88%
$4.66 / $10.40

Discussion of Results – Analysis of Project
Alternatives

As outlined above, a wide range of cases were run designed to test the impact on pro forma financial
results of changing key variables such as project size, shipping contract length, depreciation period
etc. For each case, where possible, we applied the same financial framework developed for the
Proposal Base Case in terms of mix of debt products, timing of debt and equity etc. For the LNG
Based Alternatives, a more general financial framework was developed given that there is no formal
LNG proposal from which to draw key assumptions.

Proposal Based Alternatives (Conservative Base Case)
The principal comparison developed here was between the Proposal Base Case and a hypothetical
smaller project reflected in the Conservative Base Case. The rationale for looking at a smaller project
is based on gas reservoir uncertainty and the potential that less than 4.5 bcf will be subscribed for at
open season. The 4.0 bcf capacity is based on reservoir assumptions that assume 20 years worth of
proven gas. In order to be conservative, we have assumed that under these assumptions, shippers
would likely only contract for 20-year ship-or-pay commitments and that debt would be amortized in
20 years as well. As you can see from Table 21 above, reducing project capacity from 4.5 bcf to 4.0
bcf saves roughly $3.4 billion in project funding requirements. However, shorter contracts and less
1

Provided by Black & Veatch.
In 2025, includes Gas Treatment Plant, all applicable pipeline segments, and/or Alberta Tariff, LNG Plant and shipping costs where applicable.
Shipping costs provided by Gas Strategies.
4
Sources and uses in addition to Proposal Base Case sources and uses.
2
3
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capacity means that costs are spread over less units of throughput and repaid within a shorter time
frame. This results in a higher transportation cost, a change from $4.73 up to $5.33. We believe that
these higher levels are supportable given future gas prices estimated by the State’s gas market
consultants. A series of downside cases were run against the smaller project configuration. The most
extreme downside case increased construction costs to P95 levels and increased assumed interest
rates substantially. Even under this more extreme set of assumptions, the estimated transportation
cost is $6.61, which while high, is still well below natural gas prices forecasted for the year postproject completion.

LNG Based Alternatives
LNG based alternatives to the Proposal Base Case were developed in order to test how various LNG
configurations – all LNG, or an LNG spur – compare to the Proposal in terms of financeability. A
range of cases were developed and similar financial results were produced. Based upon the results,
we believe that an Alaska LNG may be viable from a project finance standpoint. However, LNG
project financings are more complex to execute and the costs substantially outstrip those associated
with comparable capacity land project. Table 23 shows Proposal Base Case results versus three LNG
based alternatives. The first item to note is the comparison of overall financing requirements.
Comparing the 4.5 bcf Proposal Base Case to the 4.5 bcf LNG case provides a clear cost/per
capacity measure. The Proposal Base Case has an all-in financing requirement of $56 billion, which
in and of itself will be a challenge in terms of financing market capacity. The LNG project with
comparable capacity requires $85 billion in funding. The second key comparison is between fully
loaded transportation costs. In the case of the Proposal Base Case, the transportation cost is $4.73.
For both the 4.5 bcf and the 2.7 bcf all LNG projects, the transportation cost is estimated to be
between $9.46 and $9.74. In the case of the 4.5 bcf project, this is driven by larger capital costs; in
the case of the 2.7 bcf project, capital costs are roughly the same as the Proposal Base Case but are
spread over fewer units of throughput resulting in a higher transportation cost. Further, the LNG
project cost assumptions leave out a key and costly element in the LNG delivery chain –
regasification. As a result, these substantially higher LNG costs are not themselves full loaded and
therefore don’t present a true apples to apples comparative figure.
The LNG financial results also suffer in comparison to the land project cases in that we have
assumed that the Federal Loan Guarantee is not available for an LNG project based upon language
in the Federal Loan Statute that defines the term ‘qualified infrastructure project’ as one which is
‘used to transport natural gas from the Alaska North Slope to the continental United States. Given
Jones Act restrictions, the lack of US flagged LNG tankers and that the most likely buyer (based on
market pricing dynamics) for ANS based LNG would be in Asia, we assume the project will not meet
the criteria for use of the Federal Loan. This increases both overall project interest rates and means
that any LNG project could not rely on the federal loan to serve as a construction cost overrun risk
mitigant.
Finally, given that there is no formal proposal, reaching even qualified conclusions about viability is
difficult. As mentioned, LNG project financings are quite complex. Each step in the process must be
fully analyzed economically and contractually to ensure that projected returns are adequate,
contracting parties have adequate expertise and resources, and that overall project transportation
and delivery costs are reasonable in light of projected gas market costs. With no parties identified,
and no clear business structure laid out, the analysis and conclusions must necessarily be more
general. That said, while the LNG project transportation costs are plainly higher than those
associated with the Proposal Base Case, world LNG prices tend to be higher as well and could
potentially support the higher costs. Viability will ultimately depend on the actual characteristics of the
project, the sponsor and the contractual arrangements which define the deal.
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VII. Federal Loan Guarantee

The scope of our assignment includes reviewing the availability and applicability of the Federal Loan
Guarantee as authorized in the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act. In this section, we A) review the loan
statute and related provisions; B) discuss the amount of Federal Loan Guarantee available to the
project and the timing of use; C) describe Goldman Sachs’ base case assumptions and the rate and
overall economic impact to the project; D) describe TransCanada’s proposed use of the Federal Loan
program; and E) other considerations for structuring the loan. It is understood that we are not experts
in law and therefore express no view as to the legal aspects of the Federal Loan Guarantee
provisions, nor have we retained outside counsel to review the Federal Loan Statute on our behalf.

A.

Review of Loan Statute and Related Provisions

Table 24 below describes key features of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act, Section 116 Loan
Guarantees.
Table 24:

Key Features of the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act

Loan Feature

Description

Authority

 Secretary may issue Federal guarantee instruments for Alaska and /
or Canada Section.

Conditions

 Authority expires two years after issuance of Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity (Certificate)
 Instruments may only be issued after Certificate
 Instruments are not direct loans; must guarantee loans issued by an
eligible lender
 Secretary shall not require credit support from sponsors or shippers
which is greater than required by project owner

Limitations on Amount

 80% of total capital cost including interest during construction
 The principal amount not to exceed $18 billion indexed for inflation
from the date of this Act (10/13/2004)

Loans Terms and Fees

 Terms shall take into account repayment profiles and grace periods
justified by project cash flows and project-specific considerations
 30 year limit
 Lender of guaranteed loan may charge customary fees

Regulations

 Secretary may issue regulations

Authorization of Appropriations

 Appropriations authorized as defined in Section 502(5) of Federal
Credit Reform Act of 1990 (2 U.S.C. 661a(5))
— §661a(5)(A): The term “cost” means the estimated long-term cost
to the Government of a direct loan or loan guarantee or
modification thereof, calculated on a net present value basis,
excluding administrative costs and any incidental effects on
governmental receipts or outlays
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Loan Feature

Description
 Consumer Price Index – The term “Consumer Price Index” means the
Consumer Price Index for all-urban consumers, United States city
average, as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, or if such
index shall cease to be published, any successor index or reasonable
substitute thereof
 Eligible Lender – The term “Eligible Lender” means any non-Federal
qualified institutional buyer (as defined by section 230.144A(a) of title
17, Code of Federal Regulations (or any successor regulation), known
as Rule 144A(a) of the Securities and Exchange Commission and
issued under the Securities Act of 1933), including
— A qualified retirement plan (as defined in section 4974(c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. 4974(c)) that is a
qualified institutional buyer; and
— A governmental plan (as defined in section 414(d) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. 414(d)) that is a qualified
institutional buyer
 Federal Guarantee Instrument – The term “Federal Guarantee
Instrument” means any guarantee or other pledge by the Secretary to
pledge the full faith and credit of the United States to pay all of the
principal and interest on any loan or other debt obligation entered into
by a holder of a certificate of public convenience and necessity
 Qualified Infrastructure Project – The term ‘qualified infrastructure
project' means an Alaskan natural gas transportation project
consisting of the design, engineering, finance, construction, and
completion of pipelines and related transportation and production
systems (including gas treatment plants), and appurtenances thereto,
that are used to transport natural gas from the Alaska North Slope to
the continental United States

Definitions

B.

Amount of Federal Loan Available and Timing of
Use

The amount of loans available subject to the Federal Loan guarantee are based on two constraints
established in the Act. The first constraint establishes a not to exceed principal amount limit of $18
billion as of October 13, 2004 which can be inflated at the CPI to the time the money would actually
be borrowed. The second constraint limits the total amount borrowed to 80% of capital costs of the
project. Capitalized interest is included in the definition of capital costs under this constraint.

$18 Billion / CPI Growth Scenario
Table 25 below shows the actual CPI rate for the years 2004 through 2007 and an estimate for 2008
through 2021. Table 26 shows the principal amount limit based on these CPI growth factors.
Table 25:

Actual and Estimated CPI for 2004 through 2021
Year

1

CPI Growth

2004A

2.69%

2005A

3.39%

2006A

3.23%

2007A

2.85%

2008-2021E

4.00%1

As provided by Black & Veatch.
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Table 26:

Federal Loan Guarantee Limit Based on CPI Growth Factors

($ in billions)

Year

2004

2014

First Use
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Inflated

18.0

26.0

27.0

28.1

29.2

30.4

31.6

32.9

34.2

35.6

Analysis of 80% of Construction Costs Limitation
Table 27 below shows base case P50 (most likely cost and highly probable case) and P95 (higher
cost, less probable case) construction cost estimates. You can see that in both cases the maximum
dollar amount allowed to be borrowed under this scenario exceeds the limit established by the CPI
growth scenario.
Table 27:

Base and High Construction Costs Compared to Federal Guarantee Limits

($ in billions)

Construction
Cost Scenario

Total Cost1

P50 Construction
P95 Construction

$53.6 bn
63.1

Guarantee
Guarantee
Limited
Limit
Bonds with
Based on
Based on
Federal
80% of
CPI Growth Guarantee
Construction
Factor
Used
$42.7 bn
50.4

$28.1 bn
30.4

$12.0 bn
14.4

Amount
Reserved
for Cost
Overruns
$16.1 bn
16.0

Total
$28.1 bn
30.4

Goldman Sachs’ base case capital structure, as described in Section V of this report, contemplates
using roughly $12 billion of bonds with the Federal Guarantee, which is less than the limits imposed
under these two constraints. The remainder is reserved for cost overruns. In no cases do we assume
an amount of Federal Loan Guarantee is used and/or reserved that is in excess of the programmatic
cap.

Timing of Use
Given the unprecedented size of this project and the Proposal assumption that lenders are at risk for
construction completion, having the Federal Loan Guarantee such as this is very significant to
ensuring the project gets fully funded and completed. As discussed in Section V, for the purposes of
developing the Proposal Base Case, Goldman Sachs has assumed a significant portion of the
available Federal Loan Guarantee capacity is preserved for cost overrun financing. Specifically, we
have assumed that Federal Loan Guarantee capacity of two times the difference between the P95
and P50 construction cost estimates – or roughly $16 billion is preserved to fund potential cost
overruns. The balance of the federal loan capacity is used to guarantee project bonds issued to fund
construction. It is assumed the Federal guarantee would be applied to the first project bonds issued.
One of the conditions under the Act is that the authority to utilize the loan expires two years after
issuance of Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (the “Certificate”). The implications of
this condition are that the project could only borrow money guaranteed by the Federal government at
the beginning (first two years) of construction. The construction period will last at least 5 years and
could be as long as 8 years so in order to preserve the ability to draw funds under this program the
team will need to explore the ability to establish a bank line of credit (for up to 5 years) near the end
of the 2 year expiry. In executing the bank letter of credit the Federal guarantee will be preserved for
use in the later years as the team will have locked in borrowing that is secured by the Federal
guarantee program for the term of the bank line of credit. Goldman Sachs recommends the team
1

With capitalized interest.
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seek clarity from the Federal Government as to its latitude of use with regard to securing a bank line
of credit.

C.

Rate and Economic Impact to the Project

The Federal guarantee program will have a significant positive effect on the economics of the project
as the program provides credit enhancement to a portion of the project cost funding. Additionally, the
program provides cost overrun protection which will help make all project debt offered more
marketable given the assumed lack of pre-completion debt guarantee and/or fixed price turnkey
construction projects.
In the Proposal Base Case, we reserve roughly $16 billion to secure a bank line of credit set up to be
drawn only for cost overruns. The balance of the federal guarantee capacity – approximately $12
billion is available to provide credit enhancement to funding of project costs. This $12 billion is all
allocated to project bonds rather than banks two reasons. First, we believe the cost advantage
offered by a federal debt guarantee will be greater in the bond market. Second, of the three main
classes of prospective investors in the project (additional equity investors, banks, and bond investors),
bond buyers are the least flexible about taking construction risk.
We are assuming that a savings of 100 to 150 basis points could be realized in the market by
applying the federal guarantee to the project bonds. For the $12 billion in project bonds a 100 basis
point savings translates to raw debt service savings of $2.4 billion or $1.2 billion on a present value
basis. A 150 basis points savings translates to raw debt service savings of $3.6 billion or $1.8 billion
on a present value basis.

D.

Use of the Federal Guarantee in the Proposal

TransCanada’s Proposal is missing two typical project finance elements: pre-completion debt
guarantee and cost overrun capital expenditure facility. Section 2.2.3.11 of the Proposal “U.S. Loan
Guarantee for Capital Cost Overrun” describes TransCanada’s plan for applying a portion of the
available Federal Loan Guarantee to backstop loans that might be required to fund cost overruns.
Goldman Sachs believes that this is an effective use of federal assistance on this project since (as
discussed earlier) construction completion and cost risk will be difficult to completely mitigate on a
project of this size and complexity, and because under the Proposal shippers and investors bear the
bulk of this risk.

E.

Other Considerations for Structuring the Loan

There are a number of other considerations and conditions that may need some clarity prior to
implementation of the program:
 Timing (ability to enter into a bank line of credit that extends beyond the 2 year expiry of Authority);
 How will inflation and the cap on the program be applied;
 The Federal government’s view of the TransCanada Withdrawn Partners Issue (see Section VIII of
this report);
 Conditions language unclear: “The Secretary shall not require as a condition of issuing a Federal
guarantee instrument under this section any contractual commitment or other form of credit
support of the sponsors (other than equity contribution commitments and completion guarantees),
or any throughput or other guarantee from prospective shippers greater than such guarantees as
shall be required by the project owners;” and
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 Determination of “Cost”
— What is the OMB’s role
— Definition of cost under the Credit Reform Act: “The net present value, at the time when the
guaranteed loan is disbursed, of the following estimated cash flows: (i) payments by the
Government to cover defaults and delinquencies, interest subsidies or other payments; and (ii)
payments to the Government including origination and other fees, penalties and recoveries;
including the effects of changes in loan terms resulting from the exercise by the guaranteed
lender of an option included in the loan guarantee contract, or by the borrower of an option
included in the guaranteed loan contract. “ 2 USC 661 (a)(5)(C).”
Finally, the team will need to gain a better understanding of the process for implementing the Federal
guarantee program as contemplated by the Federal government. Goldman Sachs recommends the
team seek and gain clarity around each of these considerations early in the process so as to have a
clear message to send to lenders at time of funding.
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VIII. TransCanada Withdrawn Partners
Issue
A.

Introduction

Since the TransCanada entities submitted their AGIA application on November 30, 2007, substantial
attention has been paid in Juneau, Anchorage and the press to what has become known as the
"Withdrawn Partners Issue." The State has asked Goldman to assess whether this issue is likely to
affect adversely the viability of TransCanada's proposed project. After consultation with legal counsel,
we have reached the following assessment.

B.

Project Background

Selection and Conditional Certification of the Partnership's Project
Under the Natural Gas Act, a company that constructs facilities for the interstate transportation of
natural gas must first obtain a federally-issued certificate of public convenience and necessity. See 15
U.S.C. Chapter 15B. The Federal Power Commission (the "FPC") administered the Natural Gas Act
until mid-1977, when the FPC's responsibilities were transferred to the newly-established Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (the "FERC").
In the mid-1970s, the FPC was presented with several, dramatically different proposals to move
Alaska natural gas to the contiguous United States. The proposals included, as examples,
construction of an over-ground pipeline through Canada and construction of facilities to allow the
overseas shipping of liquefied natural gas. In 1976, to expedite the FPC's review, Congress enacted
the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act. The Act called for the President to select the pending
proposal that was most suited to the public interest. The FPC was to review quickly the selected
proposal under the Natural Gas Act's remaining standards for issuance of a public convenience and
necessity. See 15 U.S.C. Chapter 15C.
In 1977, President Carter selected an over-ground pipeline system that would begin at Prudhoe Bay,
pass through Canada, and ultimately serve markets in several areas of the United States. See
Executive Office of the President, Energy Policy and Planning, Decision and Report to Congress on
the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, September 22, 1977 (the "President's Report"). The
Alaska portion of the selected system was to be constructed by Alcan Pipeline Company ("Alcan"),
which later became the Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Company ("Northwest"). The President's Report
noted (1) that the selected system was to be privately financed on a project finance basis, (2) that
"the equity investment [would] be placed at risk under all circumstances . . . and [would] be
considered the first funds spent," (3) that consumers would not bear the risk of non-completion and (4)
that "the rate of return on equity would compensate sponsors for bearing this risk." See President's
Report at xiii and 100-127.
Within months of the President's selection, FERC issued conditional certificates of public convenience
and necessity to the developers of the selected system, including Alcan. The certificates were
conditioned on FERC's future resolution of outstanding issues, such as rate of return. See Alcan
Pipeline Co., 1 FERC ¶ 61,248 (1977).

Early Investment and Development
In 1978, Northwest and five other companies entered into a partnership: the Alaskan Northwest
Natural Gas Transportation Company (the "Partnership" or "ANNGTC"). The Partnership's original
partners included United Alaska Fuels Corporation ("United Fuels"), which was later acquired by what
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is now an indirect subsidiary of TransCanada Corporation, also the indirect parent of the two AGIA
applicants ("TransCanada"). Other partners joined the Partnership in the late 1970s and early 1980s,
bringing the number of partners to eleven.
Under ANNGTC's partnership agreement, the Partnership succeeded to Alcan's rights under Alcan's
conditional certificate of public convenience and necessity. See Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas
Transportation Company General Partnership Agreement (Effective as of January 31, 1978) (the
"Partnership Agreement") §3.3. The Partnership Agreement provides for the Partnership to build the
Alaska facilities that were described in the President's Report and to own and operate the pipeline
portion of those facilities. See id. §§ 2.22, 2.31 and 3.3. The Partnership Agreement contemplates an
in-service date of January 1, 1983 "or as soon thereafter as practicable." See id. § 3.3. The
Partnership Agreement requires the partners and their affiliates – including companies that are under
common control – to cooperate in obtaining authorizations that are necessary to operate the pipeline.
See id. §§ 2.1, 3.3.
Between 1978 and 1983, the partners contributed approximately $200 million in equity capital. During
the same period, the Partnership (1) undertook preliminary work, (2) obtained Section 404 permits
under the Clean Water Act, (3) obtained federal rights of way, (4) obtained a waiver that would permit
equity participation by producers, (5) applied for state permits and easements, (6) obtained a license
agreement with the owners of the Trans Alaska Pipeline System, (7) entered into an agreement with
three producers (which was later terminated by the producers) and (8) generally developed assets.
During the same period, FERC resolved some of the issues that had been left open in the conditional
certification, including rate of return.

Stagnation and Withdrawal
By the mid-1980s, progress on the Partnership's project stalled because of the Partnership's inability
to secure debt financing. This inability to secure debt financing appears to have resulted from a
change in the market for natural gas and an increase in interest rates; the price of natural gas no
longer supported the cost of the proposed system. As the project languished, most of Partnership's
eleven partners withdrew from the partnership. The last withdrawal from the Partnership was in 1994,
when Northwest, the managing partner and operator, withdrew. Today, the only remaining partners
are United Fuels and TransCanada PipeLine USA Ltd. ("TC PipeLine") – both indirect, wholly-owned
subsidiaries of TransCanada.

Ongoing Contingent Liabilities
The Partnership Agreement creates certain, conditional rights for withdrawn partners and
corresponding, contingent liabilities for the Partnership. Under section 4.4.4 of the Partnership
Agreement, withdrawn partners are entitled to receive their capital contributions plus a return on
those capital contributions calculated using the rate of return that FERC approved for funds used
during construction. The payments are due only after the Partnership's pipeline becomes operational
and only when the payments could be made without undue hardship to the Partnership. The
payments are also subordinated to the rights of any creditor of the Partnership:
"[A withdrawn] partner shall be entitled to receive, after the Line has become
operational and at a time when the Executive Committee determines payment may
be made without undue hardship to the Partnership . . . (a) an amount equal to its
Capital Account . . . on the date of withdrawal, and (b) return on such amount from
the date of withdrawal to date of payment, calculated at the rate permitted by the
FERC to the Partnership as the Partnership's allowance for such funds used during
construction. The Capital Account balance of a withdrawing partner shall be recorded
as a contingent liability of the partnership, and not as a partner's capital account,
from and after the Date of Withdrawal. This right of reimbursement shall be
1
subordinate to the rights of any creditor of the Partnership . . . ."
While the Partnership's project lay dormant, the Partnership's contingent liabilities steadily increased.
In a 2007 report to FERC, the Partnership indicated that the contingent liabilities to the withdrawn
1

Partnership Agreement § 4.4.4(i).
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partners were over $8.9 billion as of December 31, 2006. Of that amount, more than $2.6 billion
would be owed to withdrawn partners that are now affiliates of TransCanada. The rights to $1 billion
of the contingent liabilities (as measured on December 31, 2006) are reportedly held in trust for the
benefit of the California Public Utilities Commission.

Recent Developments
In the early 2000s, the price of natural gas also started to increase, and in 2001 the Partnership
began efforts to resurrect its project, including by reactivating the Partnership's application for a state
right-of-way for the project. Also in 2001, the Partnership initiated negotiations with the withdrawn
partners, offering the withdrawn partners an agreement under which the withdrawn partners would
relinquish any further claim concerning the contingent liabilities. The negotiations were abandoned as
unsuccessful in 2003.
In 2004, Congress amended the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act to permit other projects to
deliver Alaska natural gas to the contiguous United States. The amended Act permits final
certification of the originally-selected pipeline system (including the Partnership's project) while also
allowing FERC to certify alternative projects. Similar to the original Act, the amended Act requires
expedited consideration by FERC. See 15 U.S.C. § 720a.
TransCanada now proposes a pipeline from Prudhoe Bay that would be developed not by the
Partnership but by two affiliates of the Partnership's remaining partners. TransCanada asserts that, in
light of the $8.9 billion in contingent liabilities, the Partnership's project is no longer viable. The
TransCanada applicants state that the replacement project does not rely on any of the Partnership's
assets. Nevertheless, a question has arisen whether the contingent liabilities might carry over to the
replacement project. Accordingly, the withdrawn partners have been asked whether they would
relinquish any claims concerning the contingent liabilities. The withdrawn partners have not
relinquished the claims, and not all of the withdrawn partners have responded to requests for
information.

C.

Discussion

If the Partnership constructed its project today, would the withdrawn partners be
entitled to $8.9 billion?
We do not believe that the withdrawn partners would prevail in a claim for $8.9 billion. As discussed
above, the Partnership Agreement provides for payment to the withdrawn partners only when the
payment would not unduly harm the Partnership. See Partnership Agreement § 4.4.4(i). Payment of
$8.9 billion – most of which represents return on equity – would unduly harm the Partnership for two
reasons. First, the withdrawn partners' original capital investment has not and cannot now produce
revenues that would support billions of dollars in return. Second, it is extremely unlikely that FERC
would allow the Partnership to recover the needed amounts from consumers. Consumers would not
realize commensurate benefits from the withdrawn partners' investment and moreover, under the
President's Report, consumers were to be insulated from the risks of project development and were
to be charged enough to provide a rate of return, but only after project completion.
Although (in our view) the withdrawn partners would not be entitled to $8.9 billion, the mere possibility
of a claim by the withdrawn partners creates uncertainty and therefore would impose additional
expense on the Partnership. Unless the uncertainty was resolved on a timely basis, the uncertainty
could threaten financing of the project.

Would the withdrawn partners be entitled to $8.9 billion if an entity that was not
affiliated with the Partnership constructed a pipeline in Alaska?
We see two possible claims if an unaffiliated third party developed the pipeline. First, the withdrawn
partners might have a valid claim to compensation if the third party relied on any of the Partnership's
assets. The claim would be directed primarily at the Partnership and the general partners and only
secondarily at the third party. The value of the claim would be based on the value of the diverted
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assets, which presumably would be far less than $8.9 billion. We note that TransCanada has stated
that the AGIA application does not contemplate the use of any Partnership assets. See
TransCanada's 1/24/08 and 2/13/08 responses to requests for information.
Second, the withdrawn partners might initiate a claim under the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution. Their argument would be that FERC's certification of the third party's project constituted
a taking of the Partnership's rights (and the withdrawn partners' derivative rights) as would warrant
compensation through revenues from the third party's project. For several reasons, including the fact
that the Partnership never received final certification from FERC, it is unlikely that such claim would
succeed. The withdrawn partners do not have a viable right to $8.9 billion and therefore could not
suffer $8.9 billion in compensable loss. Thus, even if the claim succeeded, the value of the claim
would likely be far less than $8.9 billion.

Would the withdrawn partners be entitled to $8.9 billion if the TransCanada applicants
–affiliates of the Partnership – constructed a pipeline in Alaska?
The withdrawn partners might claim that TransCanada, by proceeding through its subsidiaries,
breached a fiduciary duty to the withdrawn partners to pursue the Partnership's business. An
important factor in relation to this claim is whether the contingent liabilities render the Partnership's
project infeasible, as TransCanada has stated; if so, it will be hard to conclude that TransCanada, in
developing an alternative project, breached any fiduciary duty to the withdrawn partners. See
Applicants' January 16, 2008 response to request for information at page 12.
We cannot, at this time, definitively conclude that the contingent liabilities render the Partnership's
project infeasible. It is nevertheless clear that the contingent liabilities create risk and therefore would
impose additional expense on the project. The withdrawn partners do not have a viable right to $8.9
billion and therefore, could not suffer a loss of $8.9 billion. Even if a claim of breach of fiduciary duty
were to succeed, the value of this claim would likely be far less than $8.9 billion.

D.

Conclusion

The Partnership's contingent liabilities create a degree of uncertainty about the cost of constructing a
natural gas pipeline from Prudhoe Bay. This uncertainty would exist regardless of who is selected to
construct the pipeline. For example, if the Partnership constructs the pipeline, the withdrawn partners
might have a claim to partial payment under the Partnership Agreement. If the TransCanada
applicants construct the pipeline, the withdrawn partners might have a claim to comparable
compensation on the grounds that TransCanada should have proceeded through the Partnership. In
that event the withdrawn partners might choose to litigate against other third parties in an effort to
wrest something from them as well. We do not predict that these claims would succeed, only that
uncertainty and risk of expense will remain pending relinquishment or resolution of these claims.
On the other hand, the uncertainty should not be of a magnitude that should threaten development of
the pipeline. The value of the withdrawn partners' claims is likely to be far less than $8.9 billion and,
indeed, might be $0. The value turns on the present usefulness – if any – of the assets that the
Partnership acquired with the partners' original equity capital.
In any event, there are a number approaches TransCanada could take to mitigate the risk that the
Withdrawn Partners Issue could adversely impact the financing:
 TransCanada could provide potential shippers, lenders and governmental and other partners with
a package of financial protections that insulates them from potential financial loss associated with
the Withdrawn Partners Issue. This could include indemnification, litigation reserves or debt
guarantees, for example. This approach effectively makes the Withdrawn Partners Issue
"TransCanada's problem."
 TransCanada seeks a negotiated settlement with the withdrawn partners in exchange for a
renegotiation of the original Partnership Agreement either to limit the liability or to renounce any
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right to claim that anything is owed as a result of the AGIA project. This would include exploring
the possibility of dissolving or otherwise liquidating the original partnership.
 TransCanada seeks FERC action to clarify matters that fall under FERC jurisdiction, i.e. whether
any amounts that might be owed could be recouped in rates.
 TransCanada seeks a court venue to litigate some or all of the remaining issues, including
whether TransCanada and/or any of its subsidiaries owes or has breached a duty of loyalty to the
withdrawn partners.
We believe that TransCanada has the time before major shipping or financial agreements are
required to settle this matter and thereby to help ensure timely implementation of the Proposal.
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IX. The Importance of the Alaska Gas
Pipeline Project to TransCanada
TransCanada’s Historical Success in Growing its Asset Base
TransCanada has repeatedly communicated to the investing public its vision of becoming “the leading
energy infrastructure company in North America... with a strong focus on pipelines and power
generation opportunities… located in regions where [it] enjoy[s] significant competitive advantages.”1
In order to achieve this goal, TransCanada needs to grow in a manner consistent with its past growth.
TransCanada has spent over $18 billion over the last eight years on a significant number of growth
capital expenditures and acquisitions, generating, per TransCanada, compound average annual total
shareholder return over the same period of approximately 21%.
Table 28:

Growth in TransCanada’s Asset Base
Assets - 1999








Assets - 2007

39,000 km (24,100 mi) of wholly owned pipeline
Interests in an additional7,400 km (4,500 mi)of pipeline
12 Bcf/d
30 Bcf of natural gas storage capacity
2 power plants
400 megawatts









59,000 km (36,500 mi)of wholly owned pipeline
Interests in an additional7,800 km (4,800 mi)of pipeline
15 Bcf/d
360 Bcf of natural gas storage capacity
16 power plants
7,700 megawatts
Crude oil pipeline project and two proposed LNG
terminals

An illustrative list of some of TransCanada’s recent pipeline growth projects and the associated
capital outlays include:
 TransCanada’s acquisitions of the ANR ($3.4Bn) and GTN and North Baja ($1.7Bn) pipeline
systems
 TransCanada’s increase in its ownership stake in the Great Lakes ($950mm), Northern Border
($300mm), Foothills ($250mm), Iroquois ($14mm), Portland ($47mm) and Tuscarora ($100mm)
pipeline systems
 TransCanada’s construction of the Tamazunchale ($180mm) pipeline in Mexico
In conjunction with expanding its physical operations through acquisitions and expansion projects,
TransCanada has successfully raised significant levels of equity and debt financing, including (on a
consolidated basis):
 2008 - $1.1 billion in common shares
 2007 - $1.725 billion in common shares and $600 million in common units; $2.6 billion of long term
debt and $1 billion of junior subordinated notes
 2006 - $700 million of Medium-Term Notes and $500 million of Senior Unsecured Notes
 2005 - $400 million of senior debt and $300 million of Medium-Term Notes

TransCanada’s Need to Continue to Grow its Asset Base
TransCanada now expects to spend over $5 billion in the next three years on pipeline projects, which
include a mix of greenfield projects and extensions and expansions of existing assets. However,
TransCanada’s growth beyond 2010 at a level consistent what it has achieved to date is less certain,
1

TransCanada Corporation 2008 Annual Meeting Presentation, April 2008.
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and TransCanada has emphasized the Alaska gas and Mackenzie pipelines as sources of long-term
growth. Further, TransCanada currently has the largest natural gas transportation footprint in Canada,
with the Foothills Pipeline forming the pre-build for the Alaska natural gas pipeline project.
TransCanada is clearly heavily incentivized to utilize, and should benefit from its ability to leverage, its
existing asset footprint in Western Canada to bring Northern gas to market.
As evidence of TransCanada’s plans to continue to grow its asset base and the fact that growth
projects beyond the window over the next three years are much less clear, Table 29 includes
descriptions and projected in-service dates for TransCanada’s currently disclosed pipeline growth
projects.
Table 29:

TransCanada Growth Projects and In-Service Dates
Project













In-Service Date

Keystone –Oilsands Conversion / Greenfield
Alberta System – Expansions
Canadian Mainline – Expansions
ANR – Storage Epansion
Palomar – GTN lateral
North Baja – Expansion
Tamazunchale – Expansion
Pathfinder Pipeline – Rockies Greenfield
Sunstone Pipeline – Rockies Greenfield
Mackenzie Delta – Northern Canadian Greenfield
Alaska Natural Gas – Alaska Greenfield













2009-2010
2008 - 2010
2008 - 2010
2008
2011
2008, 2013
2009
2010
2011
~2010+
~2010+

Figure 10: TransCanada Current and Projected Asset Map

Source: TransCanada Public Presentations

TransCanada’s Coming Need to Replace Western Canada Natural Gas Supply Decline
TransCanada is generally bullish with respect to its views on projected natural gas demand in North
America. To wit, TransCanada believes that North American demand will increase by 15 bcf/d by
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2020.1 TransCanada’s current’s natural gas transportation operations are highly leveraged to Western
Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) natural gas production, a basin generally thought to be in the
early stages of production decline. TransCanada’s pipeline systems depend upon reliable sources of
natural gas to provide product for transportation, thus, without replacement, significant WCSB
production loss should result in declining volumes on the TransCanada system. This could prove
problematic for TransCanada from an operational and financial perspective.
TransCanada is clearly aware of the coming disconnect between increased North American demand
and decreasing WCSB production. TransCanada predicts that its Mainline system could see
transported volumes decrease by 2.5 Bcf/d, or 35%, by 2015 when compared with 2000 volume
levels2. Thus the incremental 4 to 6 bcf/d of transportable natural gas supply that Alaska natural gas
could provide would potentially more than replace the declining WCSB production to be potentially
lost on the Canadian Mainline.
Figure 11: Historical and Projected Western Canadian Production3
(bcf/day)
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Source: National Energy Board, Canada’s Energy Future – Reference Case and Scenarios to 2030, Nov-2007.

Figure 12: Historical and Projected US Gas Supply
(bcf/day)
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Additionally, TransCanada will most likely need to source additional natural gas supplies sufficient to
not only meet growing U.S. demand, but also increasing demand from within Western Canada for end
use and to provide energy for oil sands production. TransCanada predicts that Western Canada gas
1
2
3

Bill Langford, TransCanada Vice President of Pipeline Strategy, Presentation at the Energy Futures Workshop, 22-Jan-2008.
Bill Langford, TransCanada Vice President of Pipeline Strategy, Presentation at the Energy Futures Workshop, 22-Jan-2008.
Assumes no incremental production from Mackenzie Delta, LNG or other non-Western Canada sources.
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demand will increase approximately 50% from 2005 to 2020, as shown in Figure 13. Such increased
demand may be in large part due to significantly increasing oil sands production as shown
in Figure 14.
Figure 13: Historical and Projected Western Canada Gas Demand
(bcf/day)
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Figure 14: Historical and Projected Purchased Natural Gas Demand for Oil Sands Operations
(bcf/day)
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TransCanada’s Public Statements About Alaska Natural Gas
TransCanada has over the last several years clearly communicated its desire to be the owner and
operator of the Alaska natural gas pipeline. Examples include the following excerpts.
 “While our Pipeline business is complex, our strategy is simple. Firstly, we will use the tools that
we have in place today to maximize the value of our existing pipeline asset base. Secondly, we
will grow our footprint through extensions and expansions of our system, deeper into the
marketplace and deeper into supply zones. We will successfully execute the capacity addition
initiatives that we have underway today, and finally, we will continue to build a high quality
platform of new opportunities that will benefit both TransCanada, and its customers in the years
ahead.”
— Hal Kvisle – President & CEO, TransCanada Corporation – Q4 2007 Earnings Call, 29-Jan2008
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 “TransCanada remains, as it has for the past three decades, committed to building an Alaska
natural gas transportation system.”
— TransCanada, Application for License – Alaska Gasline Inducement Act, 30-Nov-2007
 “In Alaska we are encouraged by the Governor's recent introduction of the Alaska Gas Line
Inducement Act. We continue to work with the state of Alaska, Alaska North Slope producers, and
other stakeholders. Our objective continues to be to participate constructively in the advancement
of the Alaska project.”
— Hal Kvisle – President & CEO, TransCanada Corporation – Q1 2007 Earnings Call, 27-April 2007
 “I think we'd rely more on our credibilities as a premium pipe builder and as the operator of a very
big system serving Western Canada and the integration opportunities that we can offer to tie
Alaska gas into the Alberta trading hub and connect to a few U.S. markets by expanding our
existing pipes. That is really the essence of our value proposition to the Alaska producers.”
— Hal Kvisle – President & CEO, TransCanada Corporation – ANR System Acquisition Call, 22Dec-2006

Wall Street Research Analysts’ Statements About TransCanada and Alaska Natural
Gas
Unlike for the producers, given the sheer size of the Alaska gas project, the fact that the State of
Alaska stated that TransCanada provided the only conforming bid during the AGIA application
process and that TransCanada has held an open dialogue about its goals for the pipeline, research
analysts have felt compelled to comment on the project:
 “This news is quite positive for TRP as it reinforces its perceived role as a major player in the
quest to build an Alaskan gas pipeline. However, it is premature to award the “winner” status to
TRP just because it is the last one standing after the first phase of the AGIA process. Even if it is
granted an exclusive AGIA license, the ball will still be in the court of the major Alaskan gas
producers with which TRP will have to negotiate long-term shipping contracts.”
— National Bank 07-Jan-2008
 “From a TransCanada perspective, we believe the future potential natural gas flows from Northern
pipelines are critical. Such natural gas flows would aid to fill the company’s existing pipeline
network flows on the Alberta System and on the Canadian Mainline.”
— Credit Suisse 07-Jan-2008
 “Ultimately, the benefit to TRP is tying Alaskan gas into its existing systems. As the dominant
operator of pipelines leaving Alberta, the key for TRP is to tie additional volumes (i.e., northern
gas) into its existing pipeline systems to enhance long-term throughput. Some other parties'
proposals have contemplated partially, or fully, bypassing TransCanada's systems through a
bullet-line into Chicago or liquefaction of Alaskan gas for export.”
— RBC 07-Jan-2008
 “Repeating the double-digit growth of recent years will be challenging. It was driven by unusually
lucrative investments that were exceptionally well-timed.”
— CIBC 22-Nov-2007
Additionally, discussions with Goldman Sachs research analysts reveal that the inherent risk and
extremely long lead time associated with the Alaska natural gas pipeline tend to point to its exclusion
from any near term financial analysis or estimates for TransCanada. Accordingly, the Alaska gas
pipeline will not likely begin to impact research analysts’ earnings and share estimates until the fate pf
the project, and any potential role that TransCanada may ultimately play, becomes more certain.
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regulatory authorities.
Gas Strategies Consulting provides consultancy services in:
•

Strategic business advice, all along the gas chain

•

Competition, liberalisation, restructuring and regulation guidance

•

Due diligence and project audit

•

Economic and market studies

•

Contract advice, negotiation and evaluation

•

Analysis and modelling of gas markets and prices

•

Workshop facilitation and brainstorming

For any consulting solutions contact:Chris Walters
Director of Consulting
c.walters@gas-strategies.com

Disclaimer
Subject to the limitations set forth herein, this report was prepared for the State of Alaska by
Gas Strategies Consulting and is partially based on information not within the control of Gas
Strategies Consulting. Gas Strategies Consulting has not been requested to make an
independent analysis, to verify the information provided to us, or to render an independent
judgment of the validity of the information provided by others. As such, Gas Strategies
Consulting cannot, and does not, guarantee the accuracy thereof to the extent that such
information, data, or opinions were based on information provided by others.
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In conducting our analysis and in forming an opinion of the projection of future business
summarized in this report, Gas Strategies Consulting has made certain assumptions with
respect to conditions, events, and circumstances that may occur in the future. The
methodologies Gas Strategies Consulting utilized in performing the analysis and making these
projections follow generally accepted industry practices. While Gas Strategies Consulting
believes that such assumptions and methodologies as summarized in this report are reasonable
and appropriate for the purpose for which they are used; depending upon conditions, events,
and circumstances that actually occur but are unknown at this time, actual results may
materially differ from those projected. Such factors may include, but are not limited to,
regional economic growth rates, global pricing of oil and global and regional supply and
demand of natural gas.
Readers of this report are advised that any projected or forecasted financial, operating, growth,
performance, or strategy merely reflects the reasonable judgment of Gas Strategies Consulting
at the time of the preparation of such information and is based on a number of factors and
circumstances beyond our control. Accordingly, Gas Strategies Consulting makes no
assurances that the projections or forecasts will be consistent with actual results or
performance.
Any use of this report, and the information therein, constitutes agreement that: (i) Gas
Strategies Consulting makes no warranty, express or implied, relating to this report, (ii) the
user accepts the sole risk of any such use, and (iii) the user waives any claim for damages of
any kind against Gas Strategies Consulting.
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1.

Definitions and Conversions

In this report the abbreviations are used which have the following meanings:
AGIA

Alaska Gas Inducement Act

bbl

US barrels

Bcf

billion cubic feet of gas

Bcf/d

billion cubic feet per day

Bcm

billion cubic metres of gas

Btu

British Thermal unit

EIA

US Energy Information Administration

EU

European Union

IEA

International Energy Agency

JCC

Japanese Customs Cleared Crude price

LNG

liquefied natural gas

mmcf

million cubic feet

MMBtu

million British Thermal units

NGL

natural gas liquids

mt

million tonnes of LNG

mtpa

million tonnes of LNG per year

scf

standard cubic foot

1 cubic metre contains 35.3 cubic feet and hence 1 Bcm contains 35.3 Bcf.
1 Bcf/d is approximately equivalent to 10 Bcm per year and 1Bcm per year is 100 mmcf per
day
1 Bcf/d is equivalent to 7.5 mtpa
1 mt of LNG contains 1.38 Bcm or 48 Bcf
1mtpa of LNG is approximately equivalent to140 mmcf per day of gas
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2.

Summary and Conclusions

This report has been prepared by Gas Strategies Consulting for the State of Alaska and
considers the prospects for development of an LNG export scheme based on North Slope gas,
to provide a comparison with the pipeline proposed by TransCanada.
An LNG scheme based on 4.5 Bcf per day would produce nearly 30 million tonnes of LNG
per year (mtpa). This quantity of LNG is about 15% of today’s global LNG market and at start
up in 2020 would represent about 15% of demand in the Asia Pacific region, the market area
for the project. The alternative schemes proposed using 2.7 or 2.0 Bcf per day of gas initially
are still large but would be more easily digested by the market and could be expanded
subsequently.
The main country markets in the Asia Pacific region are Japan (currently the world’s leading
LNG importer), Korea and Taiwan. China and India are emerging as LNG buyers with other
countries, e.g. Thailand and Singapore, also seeking supply. A small market for LNG is
emerging along the west coast of both North and South America. At present however, there is
only one terminal (still under construction) to serve USA and that is in Baja California in
Mexico. Opposition to LNG re-gasification facilities from local communities has prevented
the kind of expansion of import capacity seen on the Gulf coast of USA.
High shipping costs will limit the ability of Alaska LNG to access the other major LNG
market in the Atlantic Basin, where Europe and North America are the main demand areas.
LNG trade in the Asia Pacific region is very different from the gas trade in North America. In
none of the countries in the region is there an open and competitive gas market. The buyers
have either statutory or de facto local monopolies for gas supply. The pricing of LNG is not
set by a gas market index, like Henry Hub, but is indexed to the price of crude oil using the
Japanese Customs Cleared price for imports (JCC) which is referenced in contracts for all
countries.
The exact relationship between JCC and LNG price varies depending on the market
conditions at the time when the contract for LNG supply was negotiated: a tight supply and
demand leading to a strong relationship approaching parity with crude oil on an energy basis,
while in times of more abundant supply this relationship has relaxed allowing LNG prices to
be influenced less by changes in oil price and set at a generally lower level
Building an LNG project is a high cost and technically challenging business and to finance
such an investment it is necessary to secure contractually, before making the investment
decision, all the elements of the chain: proven upstream reserves, transport to the liquefaction
plant, the liquefaction plant, shipping and re-gasification capacity. In achieving this it is of
primary importance to have long term (20 years plus) take or pay contracts with credit-worthy
buyers, for the sale of the majority of the product. While there is a short term/ spot market for
LNG cargoes, this market is not sufficiently deep or liquid enough to finance an LNG project.
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Consequently, the critical period for the development of an LNG project is about 4 -5 years
before the plant comes on stream. At this time pricing terms and the relationship with oil are
set. For an Alaskan LNG project projected to start in 2020, the market perception about
availability of new long term supply in relation to demand around 2015 will be important to
the pricing of the long term contract
Three scenarios have been prepared for the development of supply and demand in the Asia
Pacific LNG market for the life of the Alaska LNG project, with particular reference to how it
might look in the middle of the next decade. There are many ways in which different supply to
demand balances could occur, but the uncertainties over supply are seen to be the more
significant.
In general the buyers in the Asian markets are conservative and likely to retain oil indexation
in contracts, but with the high oil prices that now prevail, the use of ceilings and floors (Scurves) is likely to be abandoned.
In the high case scenario where there is a tight demand to supply balance, LNG will be priced
at a level approaching oil parity on an energy basis. In the base case scenario where supply
and demand are more on balance, oil indexation will be retained but with the gas price being
less influenced by oil price changes. The low case scenario is a world in which the new LNG
being brought to market is seen to exceed demand leading buyers to drive prices down to the
level of the alternative market which is the North American market. In this scenario Asian
LNG prices become linked to Henry Hub.
The following conclusions are drawn from the scenario analysis:
An Alaska LNG project will be large in relation to Asia Pacific demand. The growth
of capacity will need to be phased over up to 10 years, if the project is as large as 4.5
Bcf/d, in order to secure sales contracts. Even at 2.0 - 2.7 Bcf/d, build up over 5 or
more years is likely to be necessary. To achieve this some LNG will probably need to
be delivered initially to the west coast North American market to allow trains to
operate at full capacity while long term sales to Asian markets ramp up.
The LNG price exceeds Henry Hub on average around $4/MMBtu in the high case
scenario and $3/MMBtu in the base case scenario in the key 2020 period. In the low
case scenario LNG pries are below Henry Hub.
It is not likely that large (in excess of $5/MMBtu Real Terms), sustained differences
will occur between North American gas and Asian LNG prices.
Asian markets are established on a different gas quality basis than North America,
which require higher calorific value gas. As a result if the target market for Alaskan
LNG is to be Asian markets, as the project plans to take the gas by pipeline to Canada
and the lower 48 States, NGL extraction will not be possible if supplying LNG to
Asia.
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The need for proponents of LNG projects, usually the owners of upstream gas reserves, to be
assured of all elements in the LNG chain at the time of the investment decision is a key driver
in the structuring of LNG projects. The approaches used worldwide in structuring projects are
described, with the majority being established as incorporated joint ventures operating as
profit centres. This approach secures control of the capacity for the owners and facilitates
expansion where they can supply the gas. It does however impose constraints when third
parties wish to develop upstream reserves, requiring them either to sell gas to the liquefying
plant or build their own plant at higher cost or face delay in exploiting their reserves. Several
projects have now been established on a tolling principle that makes easier the
accommodation of different parties in different production trains. Even in these cases
however, the main investors are experienced LNG companies with upstream resources. No
LNG project has been established by a third party company building a liquefaction plant
offering third party access.
AGIA intended to ensure an open access regime to encourage exploration and development of
gas in Alaska.
This has to be reconciled with the commercial and financial requirements of structuring an
LNG project. We draw the following conclusions:
In the absence of a strong economic incentive, companies will prefer a pipeline project
over LNG. This is driven by concerns over project delays and costs arising from their
divergent strategic objectives in the Asia Pacific region and the need to secure long
term sales contracts. This contrasts with their ability to transport independently gas to
the North American market where volume risk is minimal and sales contacts are not
required before investing in pipeline capacity.
A simple model of a pipeline and liquefaction project established by a third party
company as a tolling facility, analogous to the pipeline project, is unlikely to be
successful. Although many pipelines are built and run by independent companies that
have no gas to transport, no LNG plant has been.
A pipeline and liquefaction venture could be established that would allow third party
access to expansion trains. For example there exist LNG plants where different entities
own individual trains but with common services and operations provided across the
whole site. These do permit new parties to add more trains as more gas becomes
available and the market requires more LNG. The only example that takes advantage
of all these features is Egypt LNG (ELNG) where the two trains have different owners.
Please refer to Fig 28.
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3.

Introduction

GSC was commissioned by the State of Alaska to assist it in evaluating the potential for North
Slope gas to be monetised through LNG and to be sold into the Asia Pacific basin. Although
LNG is sold in Europe and on the East Coast of North America the nearest, largest and
generally highest priced market is in the Asia Pacific basin and this was identified as the
prime target market. This evaluation will be used to compare the LNG option with the
pipeline project proposed by TransCanada Alaska and Foothills Pipeline under the terms of
AGIA.
This report provides GSC’s contribution to that evaluation which comprised:
description of the current structure and trends of LNG production and trade
definition of three scenarios (using oil and Henry Hub price assumptions provided by
specialist consultant WoodMac comparable to those being applied in the economic
evaluation of the pipeline project) for the future development of the Asia Pacific
LNG market, specifying the prices for LNG in each scenario
an evaluation of the outlook for NGL prices in the Asia Pacific region
identification of the likely market outlets for Alaska LNG and estimation of the
shipping costs of that LNG from Valdez to derive netback values to the liquefaction
plant. These values were passed to the project team for calculation of overall project
economics.
discussion of the risk factors that will affect the sales of potential Alaskan LNG
description of the different drivers and approaches used in structuring and financing
LNG projects
relating the structural approaches for LNG projects to the specific circumstances
presented in Alaska under AGIA.
These questions
document. More
is presented in
projections and
supply project.

are dealt with in the main body of this report which is a self-standing
detailed, background information on Asia Pacific LNG supply and demand,
Appendix A which provides individual country profiles and demand
analyses the prospects for supply by assessing each existing and potential

Unless otherwise indicated data is sourced from Gas Strategies Consulting databases. These
contain data from a variety of sources not least our own market intelligence. Historical data
on LNG consumption is largely sourced from the importing companies or from official
national statistics. Where these are not available, other sources such as the International
Energy Agency (IEA) or industry trade bodies such as Cedigaz have been used. Most of these
have minor discrepancies and we attempt wherever possible to use the figures that we believe
to be the most reliable.
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4.

Asia Pacific in Global LNG Trade

The way LNG is traded, particularly in Asia, bears little resemblance to the modern US gas
market. The vast majority of LNG, especially in Asia Pacific markets, is still sold on long
term take-or-pay contracts and moves on fixed routes with very little destination flexibility;
this LNG is priced in relation to oil (crude or products depending on the market into which it
is sold) except for sales to North American or UK markets. There is a growing spot trade but
it is small in relation to the total and suffers badly from regular liquidity crises.
The way LNG is traded to a great extent dictates how LNG projects are developed and this has
significant implications for any potential LNG development in Alaska.

4.1

The LNG World

LNG was originally developed as a way of storing gas for peak shaving. It only became
viable as a method of transporting gas over long distances when ships for carrying LNG safely
and reliably were developed at the beginning of the 1960s. The first regular LNG bulk trade
started up in 1964 between Algeria and the UK and the first Pacific trade was between Kenai,
Alaska and Tokyo, which started up in 1969. Since then it has grown rapidly, driven by
growth of natural gas demand, to feed power generation and as a fuel for industrial and
residential consumption. LNG has grown significantly faster than the growth of either energy
consumption as a whole or other gas.
Asia is by far the largest market for LNG.
Fig 1

LNG Trade by Importer 1964 – 2007
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The suppliers of LNG fall into three regional groupings, Pacific Basin, Middle East and
Atlantic Basin.
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Fig 2

LNG Supply by Region
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The Pacific basin is the largest regional producer but Atlantic Basin and latterly Middle
Eastern production capacity has been growing rapidly.
The largest single producer today is Qatar and its dominance is set to increase as Qatar has
more capacity under construction than all the Atlantic Basin and Pacific Basin combined.
Qatar has two separate liquefaction brand names, Qatargas and RasGas. There are now four
Qatargas and three RasGas companies. By and large the RasGas companies are joint Qatar
Petroleum (QP) and ExxonMobil ventures (70% QP, 30% ExxonMobil) with some additional
very minor shareholders in RasGas 1. Qatargas companies have other shareholders as well as
QP and ExxonMobil (Qatargas II and Qatargas IV do not have any ExxonMobil presence).
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Fig 3

Liquefaction – Major players
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Between them, the top five NOCs / IOCs control 67% of the global liquefaction capacity.
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Fig 4

LNG Supply by Country
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Table 1

LNG Production Capacity

Operating

Under
Construction

Total

Pacific Basin

74.6

27.4

102.0

Middle East

47.4

53.5

100.9

Atlantic Basin

70.5

12.1

82.6

TOTAL

192.5

93.0

285.5

Mtpa

Source: Gas Strategies analysis

In spite of its rapid expansion LNG makes up a very small proportion of the world’s gas trade;
only 7.4% of the total.
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Fig 5

Trading of Pipeline Gas and LNG
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Source: Gas Strategies analysis

4.2

Characteristics of LNG Trade

As stated in the introduction most LNG is sold on long term take-or-pay contracts on rigidly
defined trade routes between a seller and a buyer. The volume of spot or short term trade is
quite limited.
The reasons for the inflexibility of the LNG trade are quite clear. The main Asian markets,
Japan, Korea and Taiwan are virtually totally dependent on imports of LNG; there is no or
very little indigenous gas supply.
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Fig 6

LNG’s Share of Overall Gas Consumption
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The logistics of gas distribution require that gas must be continuously available. Failure of
supply to a gas network is very disruptive to customers and presents a safety hazard as all
connections have to be inspected before flow can be resumed. Failures of power supply are
also serious, although they do not present the same safety issues. Therefore security of supply
is of supreme importance to the main Asian markets, even ahead of price. The buyers are
therefore very concerned to lock in supply on a long term basis and not to allow it to be
diverted to take account of alternative market opportunities.
The suppliers for their part require a reliable offtake. LNG is very capital intensive and
almost all the investment is committed before any income is received. It is therefore of
paramount importance to the developers of LNG schemes to have long term assurances of
offtake before they make their investments. In the US this can be assured by the liquidity of
the US gas market, provided that long term access to an LNG terminal can be secured. This
does not hold in Asian markets (and a now smaller number of European markets) where gas
supply is open to very limited competition either from alternative supply (pipeline) or from a
free market or liberalised structure where one would see greater competition between buyers
to procure gas and where gas is freely traded, this is not so. Therefore the suppliers also look
for long term take or pay contracts with pre-defined pricing terms to ensure that their
investments are remunerated.
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This does not mean that there are no shorter term LNG sales contracts. Most LNG plants have
performed well above their nameplate capacity. In addition buyers often cannot take full
contract quantities at start up but like a gradual build up of supply over two or three years in
line with the underlying market growth, this creates a “wedge” of spare capacity. As the LNG
plants can usually deliver full capacity very quickly after start up. It is common for these
tranches of spare capacity to be sold on short to medium term contracts. Wedge quantities are
by definition only available for two or three years and may be sold spot or on short term
contracts. Excess capacity is often initially sold on 4 or 5 year contracts to assist buyers in
managing market growth with anything left over sold as spot. However, much of this capacity
is eventually converted into long term sales.
Nevertheless, conditions are changing as the following sections will show.

4.3

Impact of the US Market on LNG Trade

LNG was not able to find a place in the US gas market before 1999 because the US had
plentiful indigenous reserves of low cost gas.
As a result gas prices were too low to support the cost of liquefaction and shipping (except for
a few cargoes to Boston, mainly in winter). As gas prices rose firstly Atlantic LNG from
Trinidad and then other projects began to target the US market, which has grown faster than
any other since 2000.
Fig 7

US LNG Imports by Source, 1971 - 2007
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The opening of the US market to LNG has started to alter the trading model, particularly in
the Atlantic Basin. The US gas market is large and very liquid; LNG is a minute component
of the whole. The market is not dependent on LNG and LNG volumes are easily replaced by
purchases of gas on the spot market; the volumes are so small in relation to the size of the
whole market that whether a particular cargo of LNG is delivered or not has no discernible
impact on the traded Henry Hub price. The availability of this liquid US market allows the
suppliers to take greater risk in other markets. For example if LNG is contracted to Spain and
Spain cannot receive a cargo when scheduled, it can be diverted to the US market and sold for
the going US price, in other words there is always a market of last resort in the US.
A further source of short term supply is provided by the ability to divert cargoes sold under a
long term contract to an alternative, more attractive market. If cargoes are scheduled to be
delivered to the US market under a long term contract but the Japanese price is higher, the
cargoes can be diverted to Japan and the US contract requirement replaced by purchases at
Henry Hub without any penalty (although the fixed costs of regasification capacity in the US
will still need to be paid).
This has been partially extended to other markets. Traditional LNG contracts have destination
restrictions that prevent the buyer from re-selling to another market. These are becoming less
rigid, particularly for contracts supplying the EU where such a condition is viewed as anticompetitive. As a result the major European buyers who buy their LNG Free on Board1
(FOB) on long term contracts also now have some flexibility to divert cargoes to more
lucrative markets, provided that they have enough diversity of supply to make up the shortfall
in their home market. It is less easy for the sellers to take advantage of this flexibility but,
provided that the primary customer is given a share of the gain, it can sometimes be achieved.
The degree of flexibility from these sources is limited and does have cost implications.
Although the market is very liquid, receiving terminal capacity is not. As a result any
company wishing to take advantage of the market flexibility must hold and pay for sufficient
terminal capacity for the expected volume of trade, whether it is used or not. At present there
is no receiving terminal on the west coast of America (Costa Azul in Baya California is under
construction). As a result if a cargo is diverted from the Asian market to the US it has to
travel to the terminals in the Gulf of Mexico or on the east coast which, for most suppliers
will mean a much longer voyage and correspondingly more shipping capacity
Enough spare shipping capacity must therefore be available to carry diverted cargoes. LNG
shipping is expensive and there is often very little spare. It is not possible to charter a ship at
very short notice, unlike oil tankers. Therefore most companies that want to take advantage of
short term LNG trading opportunities invest in some spare shipping capacity, which is
unlikely be fully utilised and therefore incurs extra cost.
The third restriction on the ability to switch cargoes between markets is the difference in
quality requirements in different markets. The Asian markets require a high calorific value
LNG whereas the US and Europe need a lower calorific value. The limitations are discussed
in the quality section.

1

FOB – Free on Board; Buyer takes delivery as the cargo is loaded into the ship at the loading
port. The shipping is the responsibility of the buyer.
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As a result the LNG spot market cannot be relied on to clear the market fully. In 2000 and
2001 the LNG producers had significant quantities of spare production capacity from plants
that performed above their design capacity or which had recently started up and where the
buyers had required a gradual build up to full offtake. However, there were very few LNG
ships that were not fully used on long term trade. As a result much of the spare capacity
remained unsold, in spite of the market need, because there were no ships available for
charter. In contrast during 2006 and 2007 there was a high demand for more LNG and plenty
of underused shipping (the earlier shortage of ships had provoked some speculative building
of LNG carriers for the first time in 20 years). All the producers sold what spare capacity they
had left but could not meet the market need; spot prices rose to unprecedented levels for the
cargoes that were available (see Fig.15).
Nevertheless, the opening of the US market has driven most of the growth of the short term
LNG trade.
The availability of an alternative market, from a remerging US market, poses something of a
threat to Asian buyers as, although it can provide them with a safety valve and a source of
supply if they have misjudged demand, it can also compromise their security of supply. As a
result Asian buyers increasingly prefer to buy FOB, to control the shipping element of the
LNG chain and the ultimate destination of the cargo.
The impact of access to the US market will become more apparent in the Pacific when the
Costa Azul terminal in Baja California starts to receive LNG, which now seems likely to be in
early 2009. This may lead to a rather closer relationship of spot prices in Asia to US west
coast prices but is unlikely to fundamentally change the way in which LNG is traded for the
foreseeable future.
The quantities shown as spot sales in the figure below need to be taken with some caution.
Fig 8

Global LNG Short-Term Trades, 1992-2006 (mtpa)
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It covers all sales of two years duration or less and a sizeable proportion is made up of extra
sales by Pacific producers to existing Asian buyers from spare capacity and priced at the same
price as the base contracts. Sales to Asian markets rely on strong relationships of trust
between buyers and sellers and the sellers generally feel constrained to offer spare capacity to
their existing buyers before offering it on the open market. The relative importance of the
Atlantic spot trade compared with the Pacific is shown in the chart below. The Atlantic Basin
market (consisting of Europe and America) has shown stable growth since the late 1990’s and
as of 2006, short term cargoes made up 20.7% of all cargoes compared to 12.8% in the Pacific
Basin.
Fig 9
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4.4

LNG Quality and Short Term Trade

The desire to switch LNG from one market area to another and the growth of short term trade
has led to problems of quality incompatibility between different LNG supplies and market
requirements. Specifications for LNG sold to Japan, Korea and Taiwan differ from LNG sold
to the USA (and Europe), primarily in Gross Heating Value (GHV) where the USA seeks
lower GHV than the Asian Markets. This has caused problems with handling LNG designed
for Asian markets at some US receiving terminals, notably Cove Point.
The driver for the quality specification is the design of the gas distribution system that the
LNG feeds. There is a limited range of quality that a gas burner can handle safely, particularly
small burners in domestic appliances. The Asian markets were developed on the basis of
LNG of relatively high heating value and are therefore designed to use rich gas. Even so they
may have to inject extra propane to raise the heating value of some LNG they take.
Table 2 sets out the required quality for Kogas (the Korean state gas company) and Tokyo Gas
in comparison with the specification for the Everett terminal in Boston. Tokyo Gas is a
representative Japanese specification. Virtually all the other buyers have the same calorific
value requirements but there are some minor detailed variations e.g. in sulphur specifications.
Table 2

Key LNG Quality Criteria
Japan

Unit

KOGAS

Everett

(Tokyo Gas)

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max
1.0

Nitrogen

Mol %

0.00

0.20

-

1.0

-

Methane

Mol %

85.0

100.0

85.0

100.0

85.0

Ethane

Mol %

0.00

10.0

-

10.0

-

-

Propane

Mol %

0.00

4.0

-

2.5

-

-

Butanes and Heavier

Mol %

-

2.0

-

2.0

Pentanes and Heavier

Mol %

-

0.10

-

0.1

-

5.5

-

Hydrogen Sulphide

Mg/Sm3

0.00

5.0

Mg/Nm3
Mg/Sm3

Total Sulphur

4.8
0

30

-

29.7

-

Mg/Nm3
Mercury
Gross Heating
(Volume based)

Value

“Expected” Value

28.0

ng/Sm

0

10

-

10.0

Btu/scf

1,060

1,130

1,000

1,082

1,080

1,050

1,170

1,080

1,130

1,130

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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It is important for both Kogas, and Tokyo Gas, that the GHV is in the range 1080 -1,130
Btu/scf as they require this specification to meet their pipeline quality specifications.
(Although they can, if necessary take a lower heating value, they need to blend it with other
LNG or LPG to adjust the quality). Kogas has recently obtained a discount if LNG is
delivered in the 1060 – 1080 Btu/scf range. The Kenai project does supply LNG at about
1020 Btu/scf to Tokyo Electric and Tokyo Gas, essentially because its gas supply is very lean
and it cannot make a richer LNG. But the quantity is only 1.7 mtpa in a total Japanese market
in excess of 60 mtpa and can be handled by blending with richer LNG in the very large
portfolios of the buyers. The emerging markets in Asia, India and China appear to be largely
following the established Asian countries. The Indian specification requires heating value in
the range 1050 – 1170 Btu/scf. The Chinese market is very fragmented and poorly regulated
but the one LNG supply currently going there is from Australia’s North West Shelf project
which is at about 1130 Btu/scf.
For sales of LNG to the USA normally the GHV range required is 1000-1081 Btu/scf
depending where the LNG is delivered. Lake Charles, however, has so much blending
capability that it can take LNG from any current supplier. The Costa Azul terminal in Baja
California is intending to install nitrogen injection facilities in order to be able to adjust Asian
specification LNG to US and Mexican requirements.
Fig 10 provides an overview of the average natural gas heating value for certain US regions.
Fig 10

USA - Impact of LNG Quality
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Examples of the quality supplied by a number of LNG projects are shown in the table below:
Table 3

Qualities of LNG by Supplier

Project

Btu/scf

Alaska

1020

Indonesia (Tangguh)

1030

Trinidad

1050

Egypt

1050

Algeria (1)

1080

Algeria (2)

1110

Sakhalin

1100

Indonesia (Bontang & Arun)

1110

Malaysia

1120

Qatargas I / RasGas I

1125

Nigeria (pre – LPG extraction)

1125

Australia NWS

1130

Abu Dhabi

1140

Brunei

1140

Oman

1160

Libya

1160

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

As can be seen, projects designed to supply solely European and US markets such as Trinidad
and Egypt control heating value accordingly. The Tangguh project does not supply the
Japanese market or Kogas. Some is intended for use in power generation (which is less
sensitive to gas quality) in China and to an independent power producer in Korea with the rest
destined for the US.
It is most unlikely that the specifications will ever be harmonised between the different
markets as this would require an enormous programme of conversion and burner replacement.
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4.5

LNG Pricing

4.5.1

Regional Pricing

There is not enough gas trade between regions fully to harmonise world gas prices. It has
already been shown than only about 28% of gas is traded internationally; most gas is sold in
the region where it is produced. There are three main pricing regimes.
•

In North America prices are driven by Henry Hub. The landed price of LNG is Henry
Hub plus or minus any basis differential to the landing point minus the cost of
regasification and the buyer’s margin. In the Gulf Coast this is usually works out at
about 90% of HH.

•

In Asian markets, as a general rule, prices are set by a formula that links gas price to
crude oil price (normally Japanese import prices, known as JCC). These price
formulae are set at the time of the initial long term sale in response to market
conditions at the time and reviewed periodically (usually once every five years). As a
result there is no single market price and when the market moves from surplus to
shortage over quite short periods, as it has done in recent years, quite large price
differentials between individual contracts open up (see Fig 14).

•

In Europe (except for the UK where there is a traded market similar to Henry Hub) gas
prices remain contractually linked to oil product prices. There is some progress
towards liberalisation of continental European markets and there are some emergent
spot markets e.g. in the Netherlands and Belgium. The spread of prices is narrower in
Europe than in Asia and tends to be set by pipeline supply rather than LNG.
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Fig 11

Prices of Pipeline Gas, LNG and Crude Oil

Source: Gas Strategies analysis

4.5.2

LNG Pricing in Asian Markets

4.5.2.1

The Era of Stability

LNG pricing in Asian LNG markets followed a stable pattern from the major fall in oil price
in early 1986 until the year 2000.
During this period virtually all projects moved to a price formula of the form:
P = 0.1485JCC + Q
Where:
P is the LNG price in $/MMBtu
JCC is the average price of crude oil imported into Japan (popularly known as the Japanese
crude cocktail).
= is a constant, which varied between 60 and 90 cents, depending on project.
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This formula leads to a price for LNG at $20/bbl that is at about a 15% premium to the
thermal equivalent value of crude oil. However this premium declines as oil price rises, and
above an Oil price of $26/bbl to 29/bbl (depending on the value of Q) the premium disappears
and at higher prices becomes a discount.

Fig 12

Asian LNG Price Formula

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Because the producers feared the impact of low oil prices on the economics of their LNG
schemes, they asked for protection at low oil prices in exchange for surrendering some upside
at high oil prices. This was achieved in Japanese contracts (but not in Korean and Taiwanese)
by the introduction of a so-called “S” curve element in the pricing formula as shown in Fig.13.
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Fig 13

Japanese “S” Curve for LNG Pricing

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

The 0.1485 multiplier was changed to around 0.07 below and above trigger oil prices, which
were usually $15-$16/bbl for the low point and $24-$25/bbl for the high point and adjusting
the constants to match at the trigger points.
Another feature of the Japanese contracts which did not feature in the Korean and Taiwanese
deals was that the price formulae only applied over a range of oil prices from $10-$11/bbl to
$29-$30/bbl. If oil prices were to go outside these limits the parties were required to renegotiate.
There were a number of re-negotiations during this period of nearly 15 years that resulted in
changes in price but they were essentially adjustments to the <-term. Their impact was minor
compared with the changes in price caused by the fluctuations of oil price.
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4.5.2.2

The Brief Buyers’ Market

From 2001 to 2004 there was a short buyers’ market for LNG in Asia. The root causes of this
were the long period of slow growth of the Japanese economy and a relatively large quantity
of new LNG coming to market. The situation was first tested by China, which solicited bids
for LNG to supply its new Guangdong receiving terminal on the basis of a much weaker
linkage to oil price (the multiplier was 0.0525 instead of the traditional 0.1485) and with a
floor at $15/bbl and ceiling at $25/bbl. This produced prices significantly lower than existing
Japanese contracts (about $0.75/MMBtu at $20/bbl oil price). The ceiling price in the
Guangdong contract means that the difference is enormous at current oil prices. Clearly the
surge in oil price over the past two years was not foreseen.

LNG Price in $/MMBtu

Fig 14

Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese and Chinese LNG Prices Related
to Crude Oil Price
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A number of other contracts were negotiated in this period, notably from Tangguh to Korea
and China, Sakhalin to several Japanese buyers and Korea, Australia to some Japanese buyers
and Yemen and Malaysia to Korea, which, while not as extreme as the Guangdong contract
had weak linkage to oil (multipliers between 0.05 and 0.08) but without ceilings.
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4.5.2.3

The Sellers’ Market Since 2005

The buyers’ market did not last long. Japanese demand started to recover at the same time as
Indonesia discovered that it could not maintain its contracted level of deliveries as the fields in
East Kalimantan started to underperform. One or two other LNG plants suffered start up
delays and reliability problems. This was compounded by a series of problems with Japanese
nuclear power generating plant which increased their demand for gas in the power sector.
Finally, although there appeared to be a large number of LNG projects trying to proceed, in
reality most of them were held up by political, organisational and spiralling cost issues. Only
one LNG project, in Peru, took its final investment decision in 2006. Three more went ahead
in 2007, Pluto in Australia, Angola and the rebuild of the damaged Algerian plant at Skikda.
These last two are primarily Atlantic basin suppliers.
The result has been a major hardening in LNG prices in Asia relative to oil for those who do
have LNG to sell. The later contracts agreed by Sakhalin and the Australian North West Shelf
project have achieved prices approaching crude oil thermal parity (which is $17.2/MMBtu at
$100/bbl oil price). The highest reported price has been from RasGas in Qatar to Korea,
which is reported to be 0.162JCC + $1.00 which does indeed give $17.2/MMBtu at $100/bbl
oil. Spot prices have regularly gone higher than this to attract cargoes away from the US
market.
The rapid rise in oil prices has increased the price in all the contracts (except for the
Guangdong contract) but has also opened up a much wider gap between those contracts with
“S” curves and those without. Most of the Japanese contracts are working well outside their
contractual price limits but operate the existing formulae as an interim measure until revised
prices can be agreed.
So far these new price levels seem to have done little to stimulate new supply as they have
coincided with very rapid increases in the cost of new plant, which has far outpaced the rise in
price. It is reported that Pluto was only able to proceed after it had managed to get significant
protection from price falls at low oil prices from its Japanese buyers.
4.5.2.4

Summary of the Current Position

The changes in price since 2001 have been very rapid by LNG standards, bearing in mind that
price formulae are generally only adjusted about every five years and that the negotiations may
take a year or two to complete. As a result there are still many contracts that retain the old
formula. Only a few of the low priced deals from 2001 to 2004 have started up yet and the
higher priced recent ones are, at best, under construction. However, the wide spread of prices
presents an unstable situation and there is much renegotiation in progress, which is likely to
result in an evening out of prices. It is rather early in the process to be sure where they will
settle but we expect the most likely outcome to be a re-establishment of the traditional 0.1485
linkage but without “S” curves or price caps. This forms the basis for our central price case.
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4.5.3

Spot Prices

As already mentioned, there is currently a global shortage of LNG supply and spot prices are
therefore high. They are generally set in relation to the alternative market (usually the higher
of UK and US prices) plus a freight differential (which can be substantial as LNG shipping is
expensive) and something of a scarcity premium. As a result spot prices bear little relation to
long term prices.
Fig 15
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Because the Asian markets are so dependent on LNG they will normally be prepared to outbid
the other regional markets for spot cargoes when they need them. This has had the result of
pulling cargoes out of the Atlantic basin in spite of the greatly increased shipping distance.
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Fig 16

Atlantic basin sources of Japanese LNG Spot Cargoes
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The break even cost of these diversions is quite high as the following calculation shows.

Table 4

Breakeven Pricing for LNG Cargo Diversion

In $/MMBtu
Henry Hub Price

$7.50

Less differential L. Charles/Henry Hub

-$0.15

Less Buyers margin

-$0.10

Price at Outlet of Terminal

$7.25

Less Terminal Cost (Fee and Fuel)

-$0.45

LNG DES Lake Charles

$6.80

Less Shipping Nigeria-L.Charles

-$1.30

LNG FOB Nigeria

$5.50

Plus Shipping Nigeria-Korea

+$2.20

LNG DES Korea

$7.70

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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Because supply has been so short, sellers have been able to command significantly more than
a breakeven price. As can be seen the prices realised by Egypt for spot sales into Japan appear
to be close to a $3.0/MMBtu premium over the higher of Henry Hub and the UK NBP market
price.
Fig 17

Correlation of short-term sales to Japan with NBP and HH
prices
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However, no project developer would be willing to invest in an LNG project without long
term contracts on the basis that it could sell all the output in the spot market. There is simply
not enough liquidity in the spot market to make it any basis for making an investment of
several billion dollars that relies on 20 year cash flows to earn a satisfactory return.

4.6

Implications for Alaskan LNG

The logic for Alaskan LNG is to exploit the value of markets in Asia to provide netback prices
higher than those available from US markets. A pipeline is likely to be the preferred option
for supplying the US market.
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As a result the promoters of the project will have to commit in advance to long term
(generally 20 – 25 year) sales contracts. Buyers will expect these to be backed by sufficient
proven and committed reserves to fulfil the contract obligations and will require a reserves
certificate to demonstrate it. There have been two projects which have had long term
contracts of less than 20 years (17 in both cases) as a result of lack of reserves; one of those
fairly quickly proved the extra gas and extended the term. The other remains a short contract.
Contracts will need to be in place for virtually the full output (or sufficient at least to cover the
capital and financing costs) of the liquefaction plant before it will be able to commit firmly to
construction. This will require back to back long term commitments for feed gas and for
pipeline capacity in the line from the North Slope.
Alaska is working on two feed gas scenarios, a lean gas of 1083 Btu/scf and a rich gas of 1133
Btu/scf. After LPG extraction these would give LNG of 1006 Btu/scf in the planning case.
As the base assumption is that Alaskan LNG will be sold in the Asian market, there is clearly
neither need nor is it a good idea to extract LPG. The lean gas case is already close to the
lower limit for acceptability in the main Asian markets. Accordingly, it suggests a practical
limitation on the ability of an LNG project to facilitate “value added” jobs associated with a
petrochemical industry in Alaska. Some propane could be taken out of the gas stream during
liquefaction at Valdez while continuing to meet specification requirements. This could be
important for in-state energy needs. However, there appears no practical opportunity for the
extraction and processing of ethanes, butanes and pentanes plus.
The project will be in competition with other LNG suppliers trying to market into Asia in the
same timeframe. Pricing will be in line with Asian long term prices at the time that the deals
are struck. These prices will be linked to crude oil price but the strike price will reflect the
state of competition at the time. Once the deal has been done, however, the supply becomes
locked into the market for the full duration of the contract and is not exposed to any direct
competition. Generally there are price re-openers that allow the price to be re-visited at
intervals of about five years. At these points there is usually some adjustment of the price to
fine tune it towards the prevailing market conditions at the time but these adjustments are
generally relatively small, compared with the impact of changes in oil price through the
normal indexation mechanism. If prices in the USA and/or Europe were below (or above)
Asian prices at the time they would be used as a lever towards price convergence (see
following section).

4.7

Global Convergence of Gas Prices

The presence or absence of a contractual gas price linkage to oil in different markets creates
the potential for differences in gas prices to emerge around the globe at least in the short term.
In particular, for a potential Alaskan LNG venture the divergence between North American,
Henry Hub based, prices and Asian oil-indexed LNG prices will be critical. We believe it is
likely that Asian oil-indexed LNG prices will exceed Henry Hub prices on average and over
the long term because the main Asian markets are totally dependent on LNG for their gas
supply and are prepared to pay a security premium to ensure supply. However, economic
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logic suggests that this long-term premium is bounded as there is some LNG on flexible terms
that can be diverted from low to high priced markets. This is unlikely to be enough to
eliminate the differential totally but even in a world of high oil prices we do not see sustained,
long-term differences in Asian and North American prices exceeding $5.
As can be seen in Fig 11 there is a relationship between HH prices and oil price as gas does
compete with oil products, which tends to limit the divergence between HH prices and oil
price. However, the relationship is complex and there can be wide short term divergences;
HH is very volatile. During the 1980s and 1990s when there was a surplus of gas in the US
market HH was driven largely by the cost of gas and by competition with heavy fuel oil.
Since 1999 gas shortages are possible and as much of the market is inelastic in the short term
this will produce sharp price spikes. In addition much of the low priced feedstock market and
applications in direct competition with fuel oil have been shed and competition is now largely
with gas oil and in power generation against a mix of fuels (taking account also of different
generating efficiencies). The cost of new gas has risen significantly raising the floor.
When gas prices do diverge across the regions the main agent that can drive convergence will
be redirection of LNG flows. Prior to 1999 LNG flows into the US were almost non-existent
and there was therefore no agent for convergence.
As discussed above there are now reasonably substantial flows of short term LNG cargoes
driven by arbitrage, most recently these have been drawn to the Asian market but previously
North America and subsequently Europe was the prime target. Although these flows are
important for the individual traders to earn premiums, they are not sufficiently large to set
prices in the major markets of North America and Europe. The reason is that these markets
are dominated by pipeline supply and it is pipeline supply that ultimately controls price.
The quantity of LNG targeted at the US market is set to increase substantially over the next
three to four years as new capacity under construction targeted for the Atlantic Basin comes
on stream. This amounts to 70.3 mtpa from Qatar, Yemen, Nigeria and Angola. Thus at the
end of 2012, if all this new capacity of LNG was sent to the US it could represent about 15%
of all gas supplied to the US market.
Over the longer term there is no strong consensus on LNG imports into the US. Wood
Mackenzie projects LNG imports of 16 Bcf/day (5.8 Tcf or 117 mtpa) by 2025. The latest EIA
view, however, is that total net imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) to the United States (in
the AEO2008 reference case) will increase from 0.5 trillion cubic feet in 2006 to only 2.8
trillion cubic feet (56 mtpa) in 2030. This is a substantial decrease compared with 4.5 trillion
cubic feet (90 mtpa) in 2030 in AEO2007 and implies that some of the LNG already
contracted to the US market will be diverted to other markets. It appears to be predicated on
softer demand and higher levels of indigenous supply than the 2007 forecast, LNG contracted
to the US market certainly can be diverted to alternative markets if sufficient incentive exists
(and sufficient extra shipping mobilised). The total quantity is more than enough to make up
the Asian shortfall and major diversion would produce some upward impact on Henry Hub
price.
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Fig. 11 shows the history of regional gas prices and indicates that since 1999 while there has
been some general convergence, no region has consistently had the highest prices. Price
differentials between regions have been subject to great volatility and it is likely that this
pattern will continue.
As noted above, increased LNG imports into the US strengthen the linkage mechanism
between natural gas prices in the Asian and North American markets.
At high LNG prices transport costs for long distance deliveries across basins become less
significant and on the longer time scale development of new LNG projects will act to reduce
major price differences. Qatar alone has committed to produce nearly 50 mtpa of new LNG,
aimed, in principle, at the European and North American markets. Qatar recognises the
current tightness of the Asian market and has already diverted some of that production on a
long term basis to capture a premium. For Qatar such long term diversions have the
disadvantage that the supply would then be locked into Asian markets and could not be rediverted should the price differentials reverse. It is nevertheless likely to continue to seek
these opportunities, provided that it can lock in a high price. Otherwise it can always divert
cargoes on a spot basis when required. Prolonged high oil prices would in addition, diminish
demand growth in Asia while at the same time attracting new supply initially from Asia
Pacific producers, but potentially also from the Middle East and possibly Atlantic Basin
producers into the Asian market. As the perceived Asian supply and demand balance weakens
contract prices will fall, as seen in the period around 2000. This outcome is examined as one
of the Scenarios outlined in the next chapter.
If North American gas prices stay low against oil, this will, at the same time, drive up demand
for gas in North America at a time when LNG is being diverted to Asian and European
markets. Market demand will have to be fulfilled by new, higher cost, pipeline supplies
driving higher Henry Hub prices.
Consequently, while large short term gas price differentials may emerge, over the longer term
it can be expected that LNG trade flows will act to drive convergence. Because of the
different market dependencies on LNG which has led to different pricing mechanisms and
contracting practices we do not expect to see full convergence of prices (and our scenarios do
not show them) unless a genuine oversupply develops as a result of very weak market
conditions. We see this as a very unlikely possibility and that the difference between Asian
LNG prices and Henry Hub will not exceed $5/MMBtu (Real) on a sustained basis.
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5.

Scenarios for the Development of Asia Pacific
LNG

5.1 Summary
We have developed three price scenarios against which to analyse the potential for LNG from
Alaska. These are not forecasts of the future but present realistic possibilities by which the
risks of potential investment in LNG can be assessed.
•

Our base (price) case projects a balanced LNG market in Asia where new supply is
contracted at a rate to satisfy the market need. There is enough demand in other
markets to absorb all available LNG as it comes forward and to avoid aggressive price
competition between projects.

•

The high case projects firm demand and a shortage of new LNG supply. This is
possible in conditions of continuing strong growth, particularly in China keeping
demand strong and maintaining high raw material and contracting costs which inhibit
LNG development.

•

The low case requires weak demand and falling raw material and development costs as
a result of recession. Political obstacles to the development of LNG projects are also
overcome and supply is plentiful. As a result prices in liquid markets weaken and
projects compete aggressively for Asian markets driving prices to uncouple from oil
linkage and the world LNG market starts to follow Henry Hub.

We see the base case as by far the most likely of the three as the main Asian markets are very
conservative and their structure makes it difficult to generate significant long term shortages
or surpluses of LNG. The conditions seen in the high and low cases could arise for periods of
time but are unlikely to persist for the full life of the Alaskan LNG supply.
The high case is more likely to be a temporary phenomenon lasting 5 – 10 years before
reverting to the central case.
If weak market conditions persisted for long enough to move to Henry Hub linked pricing for
LNG, as in our low case throughout the main Asian markets, this would represent a new
paradigm and from that point it is most unlikely that prices would ever revert to oil
indexation. However it would take a period of weak prices, of the order of a decade, for
enough existing contracts to move onto this basis for the shift to become properly established.
Shorter periods would lead to some low priced contracts which would eventually revert to
something close to our base case.
The cases are described in more detail below.
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5.2 Introduction to Scenarios
Because LNG is sold in Asia on long term take or pay contracts to buyers who are, or who
directly supply, end users of gas as a statutory or de facto monopoly, it is very rare for supply
and demand to get out of balance for any length of time. The buyers make their purchasing
decisions on the basis of forecast demand (as they have to commit to contracts up to five years
before the LNG starts to be delivered). They will not purchase more (or less) than they
believe that they need. If there are more projects trying to market LNG than the market needs,
the unsuccessful projects will be delayed. Therefore it is very hard for a significant physical
imbalance in supply and demand to occur. There will be some downward pressure on price
when there is competition to supply but not to the same degree that would occur if there were
actual physical oversupply. Clearly buyers sometimes make mistakes in forecasting (for
example when the Asian financial crisis erupted in 1997) but these are normally relatively
small and can be balanced by the quantity flexibility in the contracts and by spot gas until long
term purchases can be adjusted. Otherwise problems are caused by unexpected events such as
those with Japanese nuclear power or the premature curtailments of Indonesian supply from
Bontang or by unavailability of new LNG projects. By their nature these tend to lead to
shortages rather than oversupply. Asia finds itself in this position today.
Over the next two or three years a large quantity of new LNG supplies, mainly from Qatar, are
starting up destined for the liquid markets in the UK and US. These should effectively abolish
the possibility of physical shortage from Asian markets as sufficient LNG can be diverted to
Asia at times of need to cover almost any conceivable shortage. The price paid will have to be
high enough to attract the LNG away from the US or UK.
Oversupply is more of a risk in North American and UK markets. These markets are
generally assumed to provide a market for any volume (albeit the price may be affected) and
do not depend on an end user buyer’s estimate of genuine market need. There is therefore
some risk of too many LNG projects committing to supply the US, particularly if demand is
depressed by recession, and driving down price (although LNG is still a relatively small
proportion of the total US market). In these circumstances there would be a major incentive
to divert and remarket LNG into higher price Asian markets and in extreme circumstances this
could generate an Asian price linked to US prices.
Our three pricing scenarios are based on these considerations.

5.3 The Asian Supply and Demand Background
The core Asian markets of Japan, Korea and Taiwan between them require around 45mtpa of
new LNG supply by 2020. These are the premium markets in the region. Over and above this
India and China are expected to add at least another 40 mtpa of new LNG demand. These two
markets are more price sensitive. In addition the west coast of North America and newly
emerging markets in Singapore, Hong Kong and Thailand are expected to add another 14
mtpa requirement by 2020, making a total of 99 mtpa.
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The main uncertainty in the balance is the supply picture (Alaska is not included). There are a
large number of potential projects that have announced their intentions to develop and which
could potentially supply 160 mtpa of new capacity but most of these have major obstacles to
surmount before they become a reality.
LNG projects are notoriously difficult to bring to market but also have distinctly variable
histories. To illustrate the point, three major gas discoveries were made in 1971: Arun in
Indonesia, North Rankin in North West Australia, and the North Field in Qatar (which
becomes South Pars in Iranian waters). Arun delivered its first cargo in 1977, still the most
rapid LNG development that has been achieved. The Australian North West Shelf LNG
project started up in 1989, and Qatargas in 1997. No Iranian project has yet made its final
investment decision. Three other major gas discoveries made in North West Australia at
about the same time, Gorgon, Scott Reef and Scarborough which have still not been
developed but are seen as active projects. The first suggestion of an LNG project in Nigeria
was in the late 1960s and the first deliveries were in 1999. The reasons for the differences are
complex and far from exclusively economic. For example, cost was and is a major factor in
Australia but politics also played a major part; Australia took a long time to decide whether
exports were acceptable. When it had taken the decision the NWS project was held up for
some time as demand stagnated in Japan in the recession following the 1979 oil shock,
although the Japanese buyers had committed in principle to take the LNG. The licences had
been granted to a very small Australian exploration company (Woodside) that had to find
partners to be able to fund the development, without totally surrendering its independence.
This also took years of negotiation to solve.
Of the 22 identified projects 10 suffer from cost problems, 6 are proposing to try new
technology, 6 are being promoted by partners with no LNG experience and 9 are in politically
challenging environments. (Some fall into several categories). There is therefore a wide range
of uncertainty about the rate at which new supply will come forward.
It is therefore challenging to forecast which projects are likely to proceed at a given time. We
use a multi-pronged approach based on our understanding of the individual projects. We aim
to assess what each project must do to put itself in a position to take its final investment
decision, e.g. prove reserves, set up a joint venture structure and agreements, sell LNG, come
to agreement with the host country, carry out necessary design work, negotiate finance,
acquire shipping etc. as well as achieving satisfactory economics. For our central base case
we then make probabilistic estimates of the likely range of start dates for each project and the
chance of it not proceeding at all. These estimates are then submitted to a Monte Carlo
analysis to achieve a supply profile. This gives some 66 mtpa of new supply by 2020.
To achieve a low supply case we include only those projects we view as “probable” i.e. which
are well advanced and have no serious obstacles. These would provide 58.5 mtpa of extra
capacity.
For a high case we allow all projects to proceed on their earliest realistic time frame.
The methodology used is set out in more detail in Exhibit A.
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Fig 18

All Asia demand – Monte Carlo supply – base case supply
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This has a shortfall of around 30 mtpa in the period during which Alaskan LNG would be
coming to market, although this is more than covered by available flexible supply that could
be diverted from the Atlantic Basin. Nevertheless it represents a plausible opportunity for
Alaskan LNG to enter the market at that time.
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Fig 19

All Asia demand – Probable only – low case supply
All Asia Demand - probable only
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Fig 20

All Asia & W North America demand – all proposed projects –
high case supply
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The results show that under and over-supply are both eminently plausible. For the reasons set
out above, there is a strong tendency towards a balanced market in Asia; projects do not
proceed without firm sales contracts.
This is the market context that has driven the generation of our three price scenarios described
in the next section.

5.4 Base Case.
In the base case we expect LNG supply to be balanced with demand in Asia, with projects
coming forward to meet the market requirement but no more. This balance has prevailed for
most of the last 40 years. Generally there have only been just enough LNG projects coming
forward to meet market needs and therefore a lack of intense competition between projects.
Because projects do not proceed until they have secured long term sales contracts it is difficult
for supply and demand to get seriously out of balance for lengthy periods.
This represents a moderate easing of the current very tight market and enable buyers to claw
back some of the value currently being taken by sellers.
In the absence of a surplus of LNG, sellers are able to maintain pricing linked to oil. Indeed
the buyers prefer to stay with oil indexation being wary of the greater volatility, and especially
the extremes of Henry Hub; an index for a market with different drivers from their own.
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Because the Japanese buyers are comfortable with the formula that has existed for 20 years we
expect the current renegotiations to keep the same linkage to oil and just to remove the “S”
curve feature and to make the formula applicable over a much wider range of oil price.
We therefore recommend that the delivered price that should be used for the Alaskan
evaluation should be:
P = 0.1485Brent + 0.90
Where P is LNG price in $/MMBtu
Brent is Brent crude price in $/bbl
We have looked at the relationship between Brent and JCC over a long period and our view is
that they are virtually identical and that it is safe to make this assumption for forecasting
purposes.

5.5 High Case
The LNG supply/demand balance has been very tight over the last few years as a result of
several factors including unexpectedly strong economic growth driving energy demand,
problems with Japanese nuclear reactors, faster than anticipated decline of Indonesian supply,
very high costs of liquefaction plant, environmental objections to new projects and social and
political challenges in resource holding countries. It is conceivable that these conditions could
continue, or at least re-emerge during the period 2012 to 2016 when Alaskan LNG would be
coming to market.
Under these circumstances we would expect the marker set by RasGas sales to Kogas in 2006
to become established for long term contracts and therefore that the delivered price should be:
P = 0.162 Brent + 1.00
Spot prices could well go higher as they have over the past two years.
It is unlikely that supply would be as tight as it is at present for a full 20 year period. In
practice we would expect the high prices to pull forward enough supply to bring the market
back into balance within 5 to 10 years. This therefore represents the upper limit of long term
price.

5.6 Low Case
Sustained recession could see slow economic and energy demand growth. On the other hand
costs of liquefaction would fall encouraging LNG developers to bring forward projects and
compete more intensely for customers. Normally the discipline of contracting on a long term
basis with buyers in the end user gas or power markets severely limits the generation of a
physical oversupply but the advent of access to liquid markets in the US and North West
Europe might encourage seller to believe that they could always place any volume on the spot
market. In reality these markets might have difficulty in absorbing the full quantities and
there would be downward pressure on prices.
If a surplus of LNG supply did emerge we would expect the US market to be the market of
last resort and therefore that it would drive prices in other markets.
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Asian buyers in markets that are dependent on LNG would certainly expect to take advantage
of the lower prices but would still value security and therefore we would expect them to offer
a marginally higher netback price for most of their supply.
Delivered price to a US Gulf port is usually about 90% of Henry Hub price to allow for regasification and buyer’s margin. Because shipping distance to the US is greater than to Asian
markets we would expect to see prices discounted in Asia compared to HH by a freight
differential which we would expect to be about $0.50/mmBtu. This is relatively modest and is
designed to be able to attract the Middle East and Pacific supplies closest to the US to supply
to Asia by offering at least a break even netback. Sellers nearer to the Asian markets would
clearly get a better netback and this, therefore takes into account Asian security concerns.
This would give a price of:
P = 0.9 HH - 0.5
We also view this case an extreme low. To become established it would require a profound
period of stagnation in the US and/or Europe similar at least to the problems of Japan post1990 to generate a prolonged period of surplus supply. Otherwise the extreme conservatism
of most of the Asian buyers and the difficulty of revising the existing contracts would be
likely to stifle such a radical change.

5.7 Price Lines
In our calculations we have increased the fixed elements in the formulae by inflation in five
year increments. This would reflect the mechanism by which inflation would be catered for in
the contracts by periodic re-openers.
The prices for LNG delivered to destination ports have been calculated in the three scenarios
in Real 2007 terms and are presented in Fig 21.
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Fig 21

LNG Prices in the Different Scenarios (Real 2007)
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In the high and base case scenarios LNG prices are significantly above Henry Hub by
approximately $4.0/MMBtu and $3.0/MMBtu respectively. The low case scenario on the
other hand delivers a price some $2.5/MMBtu below Henry Hub.
(Note: The Wood Mackenzie forecast of Henry Hub prices that we are using is generated on
the assumption that Alaskan gas would flow into the North American market. This accounts
for the downward kink in HH prices during the 2020s. If Alaskan gas were to be exported as
LNG HH prices would be somewhat higher in this period and the difference with LNG price
somewhat lower. The alternative forecast of HH without Alaskan gas is not available but the
discrepancy is quite small and does not appear critical to the analysis.)

5.8

Shipping Costs

An average voyage distance of 3,900 nautical miles has been selected, which is the far western
end of Japan. (China is 4200 to 5000, Korea 3800 – 4200 and Japan 3200 – 3900). This
hypothetical destination represents the assumed weighted average of markets in each of which
the same ex-ship price will apply.
Shipping costs have been based on the following additional assumptions:
Q-flex ships are assumed with a capacity of 210,000 m3 or 4,914,000 MMBtu.
Charter capital element is estimated as $130,000/day fixed for 20 years
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Operating costs are $17,000/day in 2008 rising with inflation.
The Valdez port fee for a Q-flex is estimated at $96,236.5 per trip using the port tariff
document.
At the destination port a standard $100,000 per trip is assumed.
Port charges are assumed to rise with inflation
Diesel fuel usage is estimated at 216 tonnes per day, with a price linked to the price of
crude oil. Diesel was $490/te (Feb 08) when the Brent crude price was $95.04/bbl.
Using February 2008 oil prices shipping costs per MMBtu are then:
Capital element (fixed)

$0.52

Opex (inflated)

$0.07

Port Charges (inflated)

$0.04

Fuel cost (oil linked)

$0.36

Total

$0.99

5.9

Netbacks

Estimated shipping costs have been deducted from the ex-ship prices of LNG to calculate
netbacks to Valdez in the three scenarios.
Netbacks for the three scenarios compared to Henry Hub are presented in Fig. 22.
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Fig 22

Valdez Netbacks in the Three Scenarios (Real 2007)
Scenario Real Netback Prices
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These values have been submitted to the team conducting the economic valuation for
comparison with the pipeline option.
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6.

Alaskan LNG Project

The scenarios project the recent experience of the LNG market in Asia Pacific into the future.
Overall it is expected that demand for gas, and with it LNG, will continue to grow throughout
the evaluation period. It is unlikely though, that the market will remain in one condition
throughout. Growth of gas demand will fluctuate, influenced by long term economic and
demographic factors and by short term events. Similarly the availability of LNG will vary
over time, again affected by technology and economics but also by political decisions and
events.

6.1

Price and Volume Risk

The approaches and requirements for structuring and financing LNG projects are discussed in
sections 7 and 8. Fundamentally there is are requirement for all elements of the chain, gas
supply, liquefaction capacity, shipping, re-gasification capacity, market access and creditworthy customers to be secured at the time the commitment invest in the project is made.
Importantly there needs to be a long term take or pay sales contract. LNG projects cannot be
financed on the back of the short term LNG market.
The critical period for an LNG project therefore is the period 4 -5 years ahead of the start date.
During this period the design engineering is being completed and construction contracts being
agreed. Also, the long term sales contracts are being finalised in which the ramp up of offtake
and the flexibility of lifting and destination are determined and the price is fixed. The
conditions prevailing in the market at that time will play a major part in fixing value and the
scenarios portray how they might arise with the impact on price that represents a major risk
factor for the project.
Overall the LNG price and netbacks estimated in our scenarios do not diverge widely from
Henry Hub suggesting LNG will not enjoy a large economic advantage over the pipeline
option. This relationship is based on the projected values for crude oil prices and Henry Hub
and will hold unless there is a major reduction of Henry Hub in relation to crude oil which is
not anticipated.
In reality, as indicated in Fig. 11 it is likely the differences between regional prices will vary
over time meaning Asian LNG would enjoy periods of advantage and disadvantage in relation
to North American pipeline gas.
Take or pay contacts will provide strong mitigation against volume risk, ensuring cash flow
for the project in the event end-user market demand is weak.
The approach with LNG projects contrasts with that for a pipeline feeding the North American
market. In this case the depth and liquidity of the market are such that provided the pipeline
delivers the gas to a major trading centre, it can be assumed there will be a market for the gas.
In these circumstances there is no need to have secured long term take or pay contracts prior
to committing to develop and transport the gas. It is sufficient simply to take a view on the
quality of the market and outlook for prices.
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6.2

Project Phasing

Different options can be considered for the development of Alaskan LNG. The base case
development plan, paralleling that for the pipeline converts 4.5 Bcf per day to LNG with startup in 2020. The quantity of gas will yield nearly 29 mtpa of LNG posing a major challenge for
the project.
The Asia Pacific region today consumes about 100 mtpa and although it is growing, by 2015
29 mtpa will still represent almost 20% of total market demand. The market will be growing
about 7 mtpa per year so the Alaskan production on its own would account for 4 years of
market growth. Start up of the project would need to be phased over this period assuming
Alaska won all the contracts for new demand. In reality other projects will be competing to
supply the market, while some contracts will be coming up for renewal, allowing Alaska to
compete and potentially displace them. Ramp up to full production based on Asian contracts
alone could therefore take nearer 8 to 10 years.
There are precedents for growth of LNG production of this scale. Qatar has embarked on a
colossal growth of its production capacity which is set to rise by 60.1 mtpa over a 7 year
period from 2004 to 2010. Qatar however has been able to anchor its prodigious growth by
accessing the liquid markets of USA and UK allowing it then to contract sales into the Asian
market at a gentler pace. Use of these liquid markets has also been important not only to
enable rapid growth of total capacity but also to maintain the economics for each train. The
project has achieved economies of scale by utilising 7.8 mtpa trains. Obtaining contracts for
the offtake of all this production from start-up is difficult. Taking production not locked into a
market to USA or UK enables the train to operate close to capacity from start-up which is
critical for project economics.
The Sakhalin project in the Asia Pacific region plans to start production from its two 4.8 mtpa
trains in 2008/9. At 9.6 mtpa this is the largest LNG project so far to anchor itself in the
traditional Asian markets. Its sales are understood to be scheduled to take five years from
start up to ramp up to full contract quantities. In order to match offtake with contracted
demand from Asian buyers, the project has accessed the North American market through the
re-gasification terminal at Costa Azul in Baja California. A minimum quantity is locked into
that market on a long term basis while the remainder can be diverted back to Asian customers
as their demand ramps up.
Alaska, like Sakhalin suffers the geographical disadvantage of its long distance by sea from
the Atlantic Basin markets and particularly the Gulf coast of USA. Consequently it must look
to the west coast of North America for a liquid market outlet. This has several difficulties.
Unfortunately re-gasification capacity is very limited, owing to the strong opposition of
communities, and the market is smaller and more isolated with the result that local basis can
be depressed more readily than in the Gulf by a large influx of LNG. Any terminal in the US
itself would require the use of Jones Act shipping, which is likely to increase costs
substantially. Nevertheless Alaskan LNG will probably need access to Costa Azul or another
new terminal for some short term deliveries (4 – 5 mtpa would be a realistic maximum
quantity; 30 mtpa exceeds both the likely terminal capacity and the ability of the Californian
market to absorb the quantity) while building long term contracted sales to Asia markets.
Even so to build production capacity up to 30 mtpa is likely to take 10 years.
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Having access to an alternative market would also be important in negotiations. Buyers will
be aware of the sellers’ ambition to develop a large quantity of LNG for which the logical
market is east Asia. This fact alone will encourage buyers to view Alaska as a “captive”
supply and hold out for a lower price. The level of competition will determine how successful
this could be for buyers but this could lead to the Henry Hub based prices of the low case
scenario.

6.3

Quality

The target markets in Asia require gas of high calorific value (Table 2) such that it would not
be necessary to extract NGLs from the gas stream in order to serve them. Although the buyers
will take short term cargoes of low calorific value and make them acceptable by adding
propane, they will probably not commit to long term contracted supply on this basis. If they
were to they would require a significant discount.
The difference in quality between the Asian and North American markets creates a constraint
for Alaskan LNG to be switched from one market to the other, which is likely to be required
as described above. This problem can however be relatively easily overcome by introduction
of nitrogen at the North American re-gasification terminal to reduce calorific value. Such
facilities are in place at Costa Azul and other terminals in USA.
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7.

Structuring and Financing the LNG Project

7.1

Requirements of AGIA

Under AGIA a new project for transport and processing of gas from the North Slope to market
is required to offer open access, with new capacity being paid out through a rolled-in tariff for
all users.
These principles are commonly applied in pipeline transportation projects where, through an
open season, gas shippers can secure capacity on a long term contract basis. The open season
process, where potential users bid for capacity, ensures firstly that the pipeline is required and
can be built, secure in the knowledge on the one hand that the capacity will be used and on the
other that it will be built. The pipeline can therefore be sized and built by a third party
transporter to accommodate all those willing to commit gas for transport under the terms of
the tariff. Longer term expansions of capacity if new gas is discovered can be made allowing
it to be brought to market while avoiding the risk that high costs will create an economic
disincentive for the marginal producer so delaying resource development.
In the case of LNG it would be very difficult to organise a meaningful open season. Potential
users would need to be able to bid for a package of LNG plant capacity and gas treatment
plant and pipeline capacity; the two could not realistically be separated as capacity in one
would be of no use without capacity in the other. However, any bid to use the capacity would
have to be conditional on the users access to gas and its ability to market LNG at a price that
would justify the tariff. On the owner’ side there could be no assurance that the capacity
would be built subject to sufficient successful bids being received, partly because the costs
would be very uncertain at that stage and partly because none of the users is yet ready to make
a firm commitment to capacity. These conditionalities seriously compromise the bidding
process and mean that the bidding would at best be the first step in a longer negotiation. It
also introduces a risk of opportunistic bids, where a party with no real interest in physical
capacity makes a speculative bid in the hope of being able to onsell it to a genuine user. Such
a speculative bidder has very little downside risk as the conditionality means that it cannot be
held to its bid.
Such an approach in which a third party company, with no involvement in the upstream, has
built and operated a liquefaction plant has in consequence, never been adopted for the
development of LNG. The challenges faced by companies when developing LNG projects
drives a need for major upstream producers to participate in the liquefaction project and
beyond. LNG plants have invariably been built by parties with a major interest in the upstream
gas supply. This does not mean that LNG projects cannot be structured to encourage
exploration and development and in a way which is compatible with AGIA. Indeed the
general experience of LNG projects wherever they have been constructed is that by
demonstrating a route to market upstream exploration has benefited. There are examples
where authorities have actively and successfully sought to promote exploration by the way the
LNG project has been structured. In the following section the different approaches adopted for
structuring LNG projects are outlined and models that might meet Alaska’s needs suggested.
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7.2

LNG Project Structures and Drivers

The principal motivation for investment in LNG has traditionally been for the owners of gas
to monetise their resources that could not be connected to markets by pipeline. The capital
costs and technical risks of building liquefaction plants have in turn imposed requirements for
large scale, and hence very large capital investments, and also for long term security of gas
supply and off-take to provide assurance of financial returns. Off-takes and revenue streams
have been obtained by negotiating long term (20 year plus) sales agreements with take or pay
provisions. For such an agreement to be secure the buyers needs to be a credit-worthy entity
with access to a market in which the gas can be placed. Secure access necessitates capacity in
a re-gasification terminal connected to the market and ownership, or at least long term control
of LNG carriers.
Over the history of the LNG industry the technical risks associated with building and
operating liquefaction plants, ships and re-gasification facilities have diminished as
experience and technical developments have proceeded. The trend of declining unit costs of
liquefaction which endured from the early 1990s to around 2002 has however, been reversed
in recent years with high demand on engineering contractors and soaring commodity prices.
Consequently LNG still represents a very major investment which must be carefully structured
commercially to minimise risks.
The challenge for LNG developers continues to be to have confidence, underpinned by
contracts, in the supply of gas and its cost, the construction of the liquefaction facilities, the
availability of ships, access to re-gasification capacity, sound markets and credit-worthy
buyers. Bringing these elements together to enable the investments and contractual
commitments along the chain to be sanctioned simultaneously demands dedicated resources
over long periods and unity of purpose by the proponents.
Because of their scale it is usual for LNG projects to involve multiple participants. This arises
from the need to access large gas reserves (over 5 tcf of gas are required for a 5 mtpa train to
operate for 25 years). Such reserves are seldom the property of one company, not least
because in many countries a state entity will be present. In addition the scale of investments
often brings several companies together to spread the financial risk.
The presence of multiple participants bring some alignment it also presents a challenge as
individual oil and gas companies may have differing objectives (e.g. investment priorities,
target markets). International and national (or state) companies will almost certainly have
different perspectives (e.g. with regard to the attractiveness of export or national markets.
Divergence of views can be the cause major delay or failure of LNG projects (e.g. Angola
LNG, the Cristobal Colon project in Venezuela).
Over the course of the development of the LNG industry participants have pursued several
different business models to structure LNG projects. Essentially however they have been
variants of two fundamental types; liquefaction as a profit centre and liquefaction tolling.
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7.3

Liquefaction as a Profit Centre

The concern to monetise gas on one hand and to secure gas supply on the other has led to
most liquefaction projects being developed by the gas resource owners. The technical risks
and financial commitment can only be carried by large financially robust companies: the result
is that the oil and gas majors, along with state companies have led the development of the
world’s LNG projects, with ownership of the liquefaction plants reflecting ownership of the
gas resources. Similar levels of participation in gas resources and in liquefaction facilities
provide strong alignment between the parties with investments broadly in proportion to the
ownership of gas supply.
It is relatively rare however for the upstream assets, pipelines and the liquefaction facility to
be part of a single integrated project Fig 23 (as is the case for the initial RasGas project in
Qatar and for the Sakhalin II LNG project in Russia).
Fig 23

Integrated Upstream and Liquefaction

Upstream

Company A
Company B
Company C

x%
y%
z%

Liquefaction
Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

In general the ownerships of upstream assets and the liquefaction plant are separated in
different legal entities. This is driven by the differing legal and tax regimes that apply to
hydrocarbon production and processing and allow each to be addressed separately and
ownerships varied which can have benefits for taxation and financing.
Typically the upstream production in a field is an unincorporated joint venture in either a tax
and royalty or Production Sharing Contract (PSC) regime with participants having rights to
individual shares of the gas stream. The liquefaction plant on the other hand is an incorporated
joint venture buying gas from the individual companies for manufacture and sale of LNG
(Fig 24). The participants earn value through the dividend stream of the company.
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Fig 24

Liquefaction as a Separate Profit Centre
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The traditional extension of this model is for the liquefaction company also to own the fleet of
LNG carriers used to deliver the production of the liquefaction plant. Ownership is either
through the liquefaction company directly or a separate, wholly owned, company.
Occasionally the ships are owned by a third party company but chartered on a long term basis
to the liquefaction company. These arrangements provide control over deliveries and
destinations for the liquefaction company and the ability to price cargoes according to the
market of delivery. This is the business model that was used in structuring the existing
Alaskan LNG project at Kenai (Fig 25).
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Fig 25
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The liquefaction company will sell its production on a long term basis to customers who will
be responsible for selling the LNG in downstream markets. It is traditional, especially in the
Asia Pacific market for customers to own the re-gasification facilities with deliveries being
made by the liquefaction company.
Originally, customers making commitments to long term supply also sought first refusal on
any production excess to their requirements. Latterly this strict linkage has weakened with
such excess being sold to other customers on a spot or short term basis.
In addition, some liquefaction companies have sold on an FOB basis to buyers with their own
shipping fleets. This removes the burden of financing and operating ships but transfers the
control of delivery destination to the buyer, making specific market-related pricing more
difficult for the seller.
In a further development, as markets have opened to competition in gas supply, some owners
of liquefaction facilities have moved down the LNG chain, acquiring capacity in regasification terminals and selling gas wholesale into the markets. This has enabled them to
exercise even greater control over their production and to optimise value through direction of
cargoes to the markets offering the highest netbacks. Companies such as BG, BP, Shell and
Total now have their own ships and re-gasification capacity and are buyers of LNG, usually,
but not always from liquefaction plants in which they are also participants. In a similar vein,
ExxonMobil and Qatar Petroleum have control of re-gasification capacity in USA and UK and
retain flexibility over the market destination enabling them to divert cargoes to capture value
in the Asia Pacific market. Sonatrach has market access in UK and USA for its Algerian
production.
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To an extent these companies are providing the credit-worthy buyers required to justify the
upstream and liquefaction investments. Their risk is however, mitigated by ownership of regasification capacity and access to liquid markets where volume risk, if not price risk, is
regarded as low.
The pipelines and other infrastructure connecting upstream production to the liquefaction
facilities will usually be owned by the same parties with the confidence that risks to the gas
supply are minimised. In general LNG project proponents have resisted third party access
requirements on the pipeline to the liquefaction plant. Accepting this stipulation would expose
them to the risks either of failing to have their own gas delivered to liquefaction, or of having
to invest in pipeline or liquefaction capacity for the third party and earn a low rate of return for
the service.
Under these circumstances project proponents have preferred either to have third party gas sit
behind their own in priority, potentially delaying its production many years, or the gas can be
purchased at low cost providing an attractive economic return for the liquefaction project (but
possibly unattractive for the producer).

7.4

Tolling Liquefaction

While having the liquefaction project and upstream fully integrated, or the liquefaction project
as a separate profit centre, provides control for the participants and a robust structure for
financing, it has presented particular problems for expansions.
Having an established equity structure makes it easy to expand capacity through injections of
additional equity or from the cash flow of existing production, provided the gas supply
continues to come from the participants’ upstream production in similar proportions.
Difficulties emerge when gas supply comes from new reserves with different owners. The
suite of agreements between the JV partners and frequently the state, with specific tax
treatments for the liquefaction plant, is usually the result of lengthy negotiations and value
trading. There will therefore, be great reluctance by at least some of the parties to reopen these
agreements in order to bring in a new participant, especially if doing so leads to the dilution of
the existing partners’ shares. Reopening the agreements will bring old issues back onto the
table with the risk of loss of value for someone.
The solution, as discussed above is usually to offer to buy the gas with the existing partners
investing to expand production. If the liquefaction plant operates as a profit centre, the gas
supplier will be reluctant to sell as they will be excluded from much of the value their gas will
earn. If gas quantities are small an accommodation can usually be found, but if they are large
the result can be delay in exploitation of the gas resource, a problem both for the resource
holding company and for the state for which income, and also inward investment and jobs are
deferred. Ultimately a new liquefaction venture can be justified with different shareholders
operating on a new site. The proliferation of liquefaction ventures in Nigeria and Qatar is a
symptom of this problem.
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Where the potential is recognised of new gas suppliers emerging over time governments have
required a different approach that avoids these problems through the establishment of tolling
liquefaction (Fig 26). Companies have also sought this solution recognising it can provide
greater flexibility in exploiting gas reserves and also open the way to controlling their share of
the LNG stream.
Fig 26
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Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

A quasi-tolling structure was first implemented in the Bontang project in Indonesia. In reality
the state oil and gas company Pertamina owns the liquefaction plant and the LNG which is
sold but it has the same result as tolling for the upstream PSCs (Fig 27).
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Fig 27
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This basic approach has been replicated in Trinidad and Egypt (Fig 28). A company is
established which builds and operates the liquefaction plant producing LNG on behalf of the
gas suppliers. The company carries the construction and operation risk of the plant but does
not carry the risk of demand and prices in the LNG markets. The gas owners retain ownership
of the LNG which they then sell. Consequently, the fee charged by the facility is one that
delivers a modest return to the owners while the profits from the sale of LNG pass back to the
upstream. Clearly the tolling company must demonstrate its technical competence and have
sufficient financial capacity and it will initially be created with the involvement of one or
more of the major oil and gas companies that provide gas to the first facility. Unless the
owners of the plant have an interest in the production of LNG it is difficult to persuade them
to invest in a low return facility (even if it is low risk).
The investment in the tolling facility is secured through long term toll-or-pay gas processing
contracts with the gas owners. The owners in turn secure their commitments with long term
take or pay contracts with gas purchasers. In Bontang Pertamina owns and sells all the gas
(though with the participation of the individual PSC holders in the negotiations). In a true
tolling arrangement the gas owners are able to take their LNG and market independently. This
freedom of action is attractive avoiding the need for gas producers who may have differing
portfolios and strategies to act completely in unison.
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Fig 28

Egypt LNG Project Structure
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When new gas supplies become available the tolling company is able to expand its facilities
based on long term tolling commitments from the new suppliers. The facility can be built on
the same site as the original and share in the cost benefits that brings.
The tolling liquefaction structure provides a form of open access with new suppliers able to
monetise their gas more easily and/or more profitably than with a profit centre model. If the
tolling facility also offers a bundled service of pipeline transport to the liquefaction plant this
can assist the upstream producer in securing all elements of the chain prior to taking FID. If
however the pipeline is owned by an independent third party operating an open access regime
then the same difficulties apply as with the liquefaction profit centre model i.e. the producer
cannot commit to the pipeline capacity before securing liquefaction capacity and sales and the
latter are difficult if pipeline capacity is at risk. Faced with this challenge the producer will
more likely prefer negotiated access with the pipeline owner or to build their own dedicated
pipeline.
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8.

Financing LNG Projects

8.1

Equity Financing

A significant number of LNG projects are equity financed. For the major oil companies,
Japanese trading houses and some national oil companies with strong credit ratings, equity
finance is the preferred route. Not only is it lower cost but also is quicker, has a significantly
reduced administrative burden and permits a more innovative approach. It may be the only
available route where credit risk in the originating country is too high. Examples of equity
financed project are the three Malaysian projects, Australian North West Shelf expansions and
the new, high cost, Pluto project, Sakhalin (although it is seeking finance after taking FID),
Nigeria and Angola.
The third Malaysian project MLNG Tiga is a particularly interesting case. Its sponsors are
Petronas, the state oil company; Shell, Mitsui and Mitsubishi; none of whom needed to raise
project finance. The project took its final investment decision in 2000 at a time when the
Asian markets were very weak. As a consequence it only had firm sales contracts for a very
small proportion of its output. Nevertheless Petronas particularly, was prepared to take the
risk of investing in the hope that it could get ahead of other projects that were also trying to
secure market at the time such as Sakhalin and Tangguh. In the event the strategy was
reasonably successful as Tiga started up in 2003 not long before the markets went short of
supply and sales volumes quickly built up to cover the full capacity. No other project has
been prepared to take a risk of this magnitude and it would certainly not have been possible if
the project had required external bank financing.

8.2

Limited Recourse Financing

The majority of LNG projects, particularly where smaller companies are partners in the
project require limited recourse financing. This has costs, in fees and higher interest rates, but
also in time and administrative burden. Project financing will add 6 months to a year to the
schedule prior to taking FID and will require considerable effort in providing information to
the banks who do extensive due diligence on all aspects of the project. The banks will closely
scrutinise the reserves, markets and pricing, credit-worthiness of buyers, access to essential
infrastructure (such as pipelines and terminals), engineering, shipping, environmental,
insurance, government agreements etc.
Banks still expect to see long term take-or-pay contracts securing LNG sales and the amount
they will lend is based on take-or-pay volumes. Recently projects have been attempting to get
banks to give some recognition of potential spot volumes but without any success so far.
For sales into liquid markets such as the US or UK long term contracts are still needed mainly
because the banks require evidence that the buyers have long term access to receiving
terminals and downstream pipeline capacity. They are however more relaxed with regard to
market volume risk as market liquidity means the LNG can be accommodated.
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Banks also require evidence that sufficient reserves of proven gas are dedicated to the project
to fulfil the sales contracts (a reserves certificate from a recognised independent consultant
and a gas supply contract that is back-to back with the LNG sales commitments). If a third
party pipeline is used to get gas from reservoir to plant a long term ship-or-pay transport
contract will be expected.
For a period in the late 1990s it was quite possible for a project to raise sufficient finance
without having sold its full capacity. This was because investment costs had been reduced
considerably but, in spite of tight market conditions, price had not fallen to the same degree.
However, costs have now risen sharply and it is very doubtful if a project could obtain
sufficient finance without selling very close to full capacity.
The finance community is comfortable with the pricing regimes in all the major markets but
will take a conservative view of the level of oil price and will need to understand and endorse
forecasts of e.g. Henry Hub prices.
Provided that the sponsors and EPC contractors are credible and experienced it is normally
possible to persuade the banks to accept modern technology. However, they normally insist
on lump-sum turn-key EPC contracts with established contractors.
Regardless of the scrutiny of the engineering arrangements banks do not take completion risk.
The sponsors are required to guarantee repayment until the plant has commissioned and is
operating satisfactorily. Only after a detailed completion test has been satisfied will recourse
be limited to the project cash flow.
Maximum tenure of the loans is normally 12 years from start up. There is a moratorium on
repayment until start up.

8.3

Bond Finance

There are times when the bond market may offer an attractive alternative to limited recourse
financing. In practice only the original two trains of RasGas in Qatar has raised significant
quantities of bond finance. The requirement for security and the level of due diligence is
similar to limited recourse financing with the added complication that the bonds have to be
rated by a credit rating agency. To be of interest they must have an investment grade rating.
Repayment is rather less flexible than limited recourse financing as interest has to be paid
immediately on issue of the bonds. However, the term may well be longer than loan finance.
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9. Risks in Structuring Alaskan LNG
9.1

Upstream Company Perspective

The companies holding reserves on the North Slope (principally ExxonMobil, BP,
ConocoPhillips) seek a means to bring their gas to market profitably. Their preference
between a pipeline and LNG will be based on economic evaluation, assessment of the risks
and the fit of the two schemes with their broader strategies.
Each of the companies has large interests and portfolios in North America and is well
experienced in transportation, marketing and trading so the risks of commercialising their gas
are well understood. Significantly the liquidity of the North American market means that there
can be confidence that the gas will be sold. The chief concerns will be the price that can be
obtained and the costs of getting gas to market. Use of a third-party interstate pipeline is
commonplace in North America and does not present undue technical or commercial risks. In
addition through the open season process they will be confident of securing long term
transportation rights. Under these circumstances the chief concerns are likely to centre on the
level and stability of upstream tax and royalty in the State of Alaska.
The development of an LNG scheme presents a different picture.
As discussed above, because of the complexity of the commercial arrangements and need to
manage risk along the chain there will be a great reluctance on the part of the upstream
companies to commit gas to a liquefaction plant to be built and operated by a third party. If
LNG is to be successfully developed at least some of the companies will need to be
encouraged to participate in the liquefaction project. If one of these companies does agree to
participate it is likely all three will decide to do so.
Experience around the world is that when so many large companies do join together the
negotiations between them will be lengthy, not least deciding the structure of the liquefaction
venture and the individual shareholdings. In the case of Alaska, as the reserves in Prudhoe
Bay are well characterised and the companies used to working together, negotiating the LNG
project may go smoothly.
Beyond that however, the companies will face two key challenges. Firstly, the Asian markets
for gas are not open and competitive. Long term customers will need to be secured and sales
contracts negotiated. It will need to be decided whether the companies will market their gas
separately, and therefore competing with each other for the large credit-worthy customers, or
if they will form a joint company to market and sell together. Whichever way they go their
ability to secure sales will be influenced by the market conditions prevailing. As discussed in
the description of the Scenarios, the conditions facing the sellers could differ markedly,
affecting not only the contract price but also the time taken to secure the contracts.
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Secondly, each of the companies has gas reserves in the wider Pacific and Middle East region,
much of which it will plan to develop as LNG and consequently each will have a different
strategic perspective on how Alaska gas fits in their portfolio, and the priority is should
receive in their marketing efforts and allocation of capital. The risk is that at least one of the
companies will place Alaskan LNG on lower priority and slow its development.
In the assessments by the companies all these considerations will contribute to a heightened
risk of major project delay. Also apart from the capital costs of the projects, the companies
will see very significant additional costs of the LNG route in commercial negotiations with
each other, with their customers and with their contractors.
Looking at the wider strategic picture also, the companies will be aware of the Federal desire
to have Alaskan gas contribute to the energy security of the USA. Protecting their wider US
interests may drive a reluctance to be seen to be promoting gas export from Alaska.
Overall therefore, in the absence of an overwhelmingly strong economic case, which has not
been demonstrated in our analysis, it is understandable that the reserve-holding companies
will express a preference for the pipeline option.

9.2

State of Alaska Perspective

9.2.1

Open Access

It is essential from the State of Alaska’s point of view that the development of North Slope
gas encourages continued exploration and development. For this to happen, the explorers must
have confidence they will be able to commercialise discoveries in a timely manner.
Confidence will be driven by stability of the fiscal regime in which they operate and by the
knowledge that new gas discoveries can be commercialised in a timely manner. Importantly
the existing users (the Prudhoe Bay operators) should not be in a position to control the
system holding back proven third party gas in order later to bring forward their own less
mature resources.
As discussed, for LNG to be successful the upstream companies will need to participate in the
liquefaction project, and also possibly the associated supply pipeline. Allowing this to happen
however, need not result in those companies controlling access to liquefaction. It must be
recognised that third party access in liquefaction differs from that of a pipeline. In the latter
capacity can be added in smaller discrete quantities through compression upgrades and
looping. This ability provides the pipeline owner with a cost advantage over a new-build
competitor, reinforcing a natural monopoly position. Under the terms of open access new
shippers can be accommodated as they come forward. The capacity of liquefaction plants is
only expanded through the addition of a complete new train, requiring the commitment of
major new resources (of the order of 5-10 Tcf). Once a train has been built and the capacity
committed to suppliers for 20 years or more, if other producers could justify it, a further train
would need to be constructed to accommodate their gas.
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Examples exist where the flexibility to accommodate third party reserves has been provided.
In the Bontang project in Indonesia the addition of new trains was controlled by the state.
When sufficient market demand was identified to justify a new train upstream companies
were allocated a share of the supply, and the proceeds from LNG sale, based on their level of
proven reserves at a given date. The approach provided an incentive for exploration and
appraisal.
In practice the requirement would be that the company constructing the LNG project should
establish a separate management company to operate the site and be required to provide
services to any new train to be built. The site should operate on an open access principle
allowing different companies to invest in and own the capacity of additional trains supplied
with their gas. The significant cost benefits of building an expansion train on an existing site
would be shared with all site users (analogous to a rolled-in tariff) through the management
company tariff. The supply pipeline would also be owned by the management company with
expansions of its capacity coordinated with those for liquefaction. A key feature of this
approach is that is avoids companies being required to invest in building liquefaction capacity
for third parties with a utility rate of return, which would be resisted. It also allows upstream
companies to manage the progress of their projects, seeing the integrated chain. Each train can
operate as either a profit centre or tolling plant, within an overall tolling structure for site
management.
In order to prevent companies taking blocking positions it would be a requirement to
demonstrate the availability of proven gas reserves and real progress in advancing their project
without which their claim on the new capacity would be forfeit.
This arrangement would meet the requirements for project financing and most closely would
resemble that of the Egypt LNG project discussed above which appears the best starting point
for Alaska.

9.2.2

Taxation

While from the companies’ standpoint there would be reluctance to pursue LNG, should the
economic justification be sufficient a route can be seen which would meet the State’s
objectives with respect to third party access but other challenges would remain.
The State will be interested to receive tax remuneration based on the value generated by the
LNG which will depend on the market to which the gas is delivered. Companies may choose
to sell LNG to an affiliate FOB at the liquefaction terminal with the buyer then able to
exercise destination flexibility and optimise value. Unless specified in the sales contract this
additional value may not be reflected in the sales price but retained by a non-Alaskan entity.
To avoid this, the State would require sellers to provide a record of the ultimate destination of
cargoes and statement of the sale price at that destination, on which the taxable revenue of the
plant would be estimated. To this end the State would need to maintain an independent view
of LNG prices in the Asia Pacific region.
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Exhibit A
Asia Pacific LNG Demand and Supply
Analysis
Characteristics of the LNG Market
Generally it is not possible to distinguish the market for LNG from the market for natural gas.
This is certainly true of the major markets in Europe and the US and also in China and India.
However, the core Asian markets of Japan, Korea and Taiwan are almost entirely dependent
on LNG for their supplies of natural gas and in these countries there is a true LNG market.
Two important elements flow from this:
•

LNG demand is largely controlled by the availability of LNG supply at a cost that can
compete in the market concerned.

•

LNG supply will always flow in priority to the core Asian markets, and price in those
markets will usually be higher than elsewhere.

In the US market LNG forms a very small proportion of total demand and price is set by
competition between gas supplies. This is manifested in the Henry Hub price. Any LNG that
can be landed, regasified and put into the US market at the Henry Hub price will find a place.
Before the rapid rise in LNG investment cost since 2005 most LNG projects could meet this
requirement as their marginal cost was less than the cost of much new unconventional US gas
supply, which the US now relies on to replace declining conventional gas. The limiting factor
was primarily the organisational and political difficulties of developing new LNG projects in
many countries. However, LNG is even more capital intensive than pipeline gas and as costs
have risen they have hit LNG development disproportionately. As a result LNG does not now
possess such a clear cut competitive advantage and higher cost projects will struggle to
compete while costs remain at current levels. The impact of high prices across the board has
also had a dampening effect on US demand for gas which has been stagnant since 2000.
In Europe, where indigenous supply is in decline, LNG has to compete with pipeline gas.
Europe is surrounded by large reserves of potential new gas supply. LNG therefore faces a
rather similar competitive position as in the US. The main differences are that new sources of
gas are distant from the main markets and in rather unstable or politically difficult countries.
New pipeline projects are therefore also difficult and slow to develop. As a result there is a
large appetite for LNG provided that it can be supplied at prices similar to current pipeline
supply, which is linked to oil product prices and generally sits at 80-85% of crude oil parity in
thermal terms.
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China and India both have enormous latent demand for gas, which is largely unfulfilled as
indigenous supplies are limited and imports were discouraged until relatively recently. Cost,
however is also a major factor as both countries have abundant reserves of indigenous coal
and are less willing to pay market prices for LNG that is far and above coal on a long term
basis. LNG imports are competitive in some sectors where the alternative fuel is oil products
but can only compete as a power generation fuel at prices close to the levels that obtained
during the buyer’s market of 2001 to 2004. So far there are very few LNG contracts supplying
India and China. In general terms these closely resemble other Asian LNG contracts. Pricing
has followed Asian practice at the time the deals were agreed. China had the good fortune to
buy during the buyers market but India had to ask for its oil indexed price to be frozen for 5
years during the establishment of the market.
World LNG Overview
In summary:
•

LNG trade is expected to continue to grow rapidly with world demand increasing at a
CAGR of over 4% to 2030.

•

Strong growth can be achieved in North America, provided supply can be made
available at reasonable cost but this is by no means a foregone conclusion. The west
coast market will always be limited by the difficulty of building terminals.

•

Asian growth will be steady in the existing markets. China and India have the capacity
to absorb large quantities of LNG but the quantity will be price sensitive. There is
some demand at current high price levels but LNG at these prices is not competitive in
the major power generation market. The situation is complicated by uncertainties in
pricing policy for gas within both countries.

•

Europe needs a very large quantity of new gas to replace declining indigenous supply
and to meet market growth. Potentially Europe has many promising sources of new
pipeline supply but many of them are in politically challenging regions and it is also
proving difficult and slow to develop the major new pipeline corridors that would be
required to bring the gas to market. As a result demand for LNG at existing oil linked
price levels is strong.

•

New liquefaction projects are needed to meet growing demand. At present, tight
supply has created high prices and a sellers market but costs have also increased
dramatically. Although there are a large number of identified potential LNG projects, a
great deal of uncertainty surrounds the majority of them. After Qatar the main
potential lies in Australia, Nigeria, Russia and Iran.

•

Globally regasification capacity far exceeds potential supply to fill it.

•

Worldwide growth of LNG demand is likely to be limited by the availability of supply
at acceptable prices for the next decade at least.
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LNG Trade in Asia Pacific
Markets in the Far East
The three leading buyers of LNG in the Far East are Japan, Korea and Taiwan. China has the
potential to be a major player, too, although it is difficult to forecast its impact on the market
in view of the alternatives available to it in the form of pipeline imports and indigenous
production. Political intervention and the attitude of buyers to recent high prices will have a
significant impact on future demand in the Chinese market. Similar considerations apply to
India; there is high demand and a significant requirement for imports in the longer run.
However, significant new reserves have been discovered and are being developed in the
Krishna Godavari basin which will meet demand in the immediate future.
Japan is very much the market leader as the first and largest importer and has set price patterns
for the others. Since the end of 2005 supply has been very tight. This has been the product of
a number of factors; some revival of demand growth in Japan, combined with an unexpectedly
rapid fall off in contracted supply from Indonesia as the result of reservoir problems and
diversion of gas into the local market, and finally from emergency shut ins of Japanese nuclear
power plant as a result of earthquake damage and maintenance problems which have increased
the demand for gas fired power generation. New supply has not been able to come forward
rapidly enough to fill this gap partly because LNG projects take a long time to mature and
develop and partly because, although prices are high, costs have risen dramatically and have
caused several high cost projects to reassess their economics.
The evidence that a sellers’ market has developed is found in recent price settlements for LNG
which, ex-ship, have been in the region of JCC oil parity.
Based on current contracted supply conditions, all three countries could continue to face
supply shortages until 2011. However, by 2011or 2012 all the new Qatari supply anchored
on the UK and US markets (some 46.8 mtpa) will be on stream and could be diverted or remarketed into Asia if required. Qatar is currently only prepared to lock this in to Asian
markets on high price terms, currently well above Henry Hub levels. As spot prices are often
even higher than this Qatar can, for the moment, maintain a strong line. Asia seems most
unlikely to continue short of supply, however, and the price is likely to depend on the strength
of nerve exhibited by the various players.
Forecasting Methodology
We have confined ourselves to a single demand forecast for each of the main markets of
interest. The main target markets of Japan , Korea and Taiwan are reasonably well understood
and are not growing particularly rapidly and up to the period of main interest to the study i.e.
2015 to 2020 and therefore there are no major uncertainties. Supply, however, is much more
problematic and therefore we have concentrated our analysis on the significant variability of
supply against a single demand line in order to keep the number of variables within
manageable proportions.
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Throughout our forecasts we have used the rates of GDP growth for each relevant country
given to us by the State of Alaska except for Taiwan where we have used our own forecast.
Beyond 2025 we have assumed continuation of the 2025 growth rate for Japan and Taiwan.
For the rapidly developing economies of South Korea, India and China, we have taken GDP
rates from assessing the GDP of numerous immature to mature markets against energy
consumption to determine GDP forecasts for these markets.
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Exhibit Table 1

GDP Country and Regional growth rates and forecasts, 2000-2025

Key Countries

2000

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2020

2025

North America

4.0

3.1

3.0

2.3

2.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.7

2.8

USA
Mexico
Europe
Germany
France
Italy
UK
Spain
Asia Pacific

3.7
6.6
4.0
3.1
3.9
3.6
3.8
5.0
6.0

3.1
2.8
2.2
0.8
1.7
0.1
1.8
3.6
7.2

2.9
4.8
3.4
2.9
2.0
1.9
2.8
3.9
7.8

2.2
3.0
3.1
2.7
2.0
1.8
2.7
3.3
7.8

2.4
3.3
2.6
2.1
2.3
1.6
2.2
2.2
7.2

3.0
3.2
2.5
2.2
2.0
1.5
2.3
1.9
6.4

3.0
3.2
2.5
2.0
1.9
1.7
2.4
2.4
6.2

3.0
3.2
2.5
2.1
2.1
1.7
2.3
2.6
5.9

3.0
3.2
2.5
2.2
2.0
1.6
2.5
2.7
5.8

3.0
3.2
2.4
1.8
2.0
1.4
2.5
2.6
5.6

3.0
3.2
2.3
1.6
2.0
1.3
2.4
2.6
5.6

3.0
3.2
2.2
1.3
1.9
1.2
2.3
2.6
5.1

2.7
2.8
2.0
1.2
1.8
1.2
2.0
2.0
4.5

2.8
2.8
1.9
1.0
1.7
1.0
2.0
2.0
4.1

China
Japan
India
Korea
FSU
Latin America

8.4
2.9
5.4
8.5
8.9
3.1

10.4
1.9
9.0
4.2
6.6
5.0

11.1
2.2
9.7
5.0
7.7
5.6

11.2
2.0
9.0
4.7
7.0
5.4

10.0
1.8
8.4
5.0
6.3
4.5

8.4
1.6
7.5
4.5
5.8
3.7

8.0
1.3
7.3
4.7
5.7
3.4

7.3
1.5
7.0
4.7
4.7
3.1

7.3
1.3
6.5
4.5
4.7
3.1

7.0
1.2
6.5
4.4
4.7
3.1

6.8
1.2
6.5
4.4
4.7
3.1

5.8
1.2
6.5
4.4
4.7
3.1

5.0
0.7
5.9
3.6
3.5
2.7

4.0
0.7
5.9
3.0
3.5
2.7

Brazil
Middle East

4.3
6.0

2.9
5.5

3.7
5.3

4.5
4.5

4.2
4.5

3.5
4.3

3.3
4.3

3.2
4.3

3.2
4.3

3.2
4.3

3.2
4.3

3.2
4.3

2.8
4.1

2.8
3.9

Africa
Total World

3.4
4.8

5.3
4.8

5.7
5.4

5.2
5.1

5.1
4.8

4.5
4.5

4.1
4.4

3.9
4.2

3.9
4.2

3.9
4.1

3.9
4.1

3.9
3.9

3.4
3.5

3.1
3.3

Source: History: IMF, OECD, ADB, USDoC. Forecast: Wood Mackenzie
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Residential and commercial gas demand is quite strongly linked to GDP growth once gas has
achieved full penetration of the market. Where this is the case we have grown the residential
and commercial market at a rate proportional to GDP. The actual ratio differs somewhat in
different countries and we have used the rate appropriate to the country concerned. Where the
market is not mature and distribution grids are still expanding we estimate the rate of new
connections and average consumption by connection whenever this data is available, or use
comparable rates based on experience of other countries where it is not. Industrial demand is
also linked to growth rate.
Demand for electricity also grows at a rate determined by GDP growth. However, the
proportion of electricity supplied by gas and hence the gas demand for power strongly
depends on the mix of generating capacity over time. For about a decade ahead the plans for
construction of new generating plant are quite reliable and give a strong guide to the amount
of electricity that will be generated using gas fired power plant. Further into the future the
plans are less secure and we take an overview based on past experience. For example Japan is
targeting between 30 and 40% of electricity generation from 2030 but is most unlikely to
achieve it. Similarly Korea Electric Power (KEPCO) is planning more coal and nuclear fired
plant but is likely to face delays and problems with CO2 targets, as they have in the past. In
these cases we have taken an overview of the plans in the light of past experience and the
likely obstacles to their achievement.
Japan
Market Overview
Japan has limited natural energy resources and relies heavily on imports for its primary energy
supplies other than for hydropower. Gas is an increasingly important part of the Japanese
energy supply mix, providing a degree of supply diversity as well as having lower
environmental impact in terms of CO2 emissions and waste handling, than other fuels.
Japan began importing gas in 1969, with deliveries from Kenai in Alaska for Tokyo Gas and
Tokyo Electric. Consumption had consistently grown so that in 2007 total consumption had
reached a peak of 66.9 mtpa, where Japan remains the world’s seventh largest gas consumer
and the largest importer of LNG. Since 1990, LNG imports has grown by 3.9% CAGR. In
2007, the three main countries Japan imported LNG from were Indonesia, Malaysia and
Australia, accounting for 59% of all imports. The country is estimated to have only 1.4 Tcf in
indigenous gas reserves and where domestic production is small accounting for only 310
mmcf/d (equivalent to about 2.3 million tonnes of LNG) in 2005, or just over 3.5% of gas
supply. This is an increase of 6% from 296 mmcf/d in 2004.
As can be seen in Exhibit Figure 2, the main importers and buyers of LNG are electricity
companies with six of the ten regional power companies (Tokyo Electric, Chubu Electric,
Kansai Electric, Tohoku Electric, Kyushu Electric, and Chugoku Electric) importing around
two thirds of LNG supply. The three largest gas companies (Tokyo Gas, Osaka Gas, and
Toho Gas) account for most of the remaining imports although, since the 1990s, a number of
smaller gas companies (Saibu Gas, Nihon Gas, Shizuoka Gas, Sendai City Gas Bureau, and
Hiroshima Gas) have imported LNG, in most cases in small tankers specially designed for
smaller volumes.
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Exhibit Figure 1

Japanese LNG Imports (1990 – 2007)
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Exhibit Figure 2

Japanese Contracted LNG Imports in 2007 by Company
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Power generation accounts for nearly two thirds of consumption, the remainder being divided
between residential, commercial and industrial use.
Japanese Gas Demand to 2050
There are a number of factors which will have a significant effect on Japanese energy
consumption and the energy mix over the coming decades.
Japan ratified the Kyoto Protocol in 2003, committing the country to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by 6% by 2012 from 1990 levels. As part of the effort to meet this goal, the
government is placing a strong emphasis on increased development of renewables and nuclear
electricity generation, as well as promoting energy saving technologies to reduce current
consumption levels. The government has proposed that the ratio of energy consumption to
GDP be reduced by up to 30% using energy saving technologies and that its dependence on oil
be reduced to about 40% by 2030, from current levels of about 50% of total energy
consumption.
Electricity consumption in Japan has shown sustained growth of an average of 1.7% per year
since 1990. Although all the LNG-importing power companies in Japan have a wide choice
of fuels, this choice has been influenced by security of supply, cost, and environmental
factors. Japan is struggling to meet its Kyoto targets, which drives it towards increased
nuclear capacity. However, local opposition, which has strengthened following the well
publicised maintenance problems makes siting new plants extremely difficult and time
consuming. As a result Japan has consistently failed to meet its targets for nuclear generation.
The gap has usually been made up by gas, which is the most acceptable fossil fuel but there
has also been some new coal fired plant, largely on cost grounds.
Under a new energy strategy outlined in early 2006, the government has stated that it intends
to increase the percentage of nuclear power in total national electricity supply from current
levels of 30% up to around 40%. This target is also unlikely to be met and gas can again be
expected to take up much of the slack.
Demand Forecast

A.1 Residential and Commercial Demand
Gas reaches about 50% of all households in Japan. This is low by the standards of Korea and
the more developed gas markets of Europe but is limited by the nature of the terrain which
effectively precludes the use of gas in rural, mountainous areas. The market is therefore
relatively mature and we expect it to grow at a rate of rather less than GDP and closer to the
growth in new dwellings. The average over the forecast period is 0.69% p.a.
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A.2 Industrial Demand
Industrial demand in Japan has grown relatively rapidly, although it is a relatively low
proportion of demand. Gas is priced highly in Japan and industrial demand is primarily in
light industry where the alternative fuel would be LPG, gasoil or electricity. Demand is
projected to grow at 4% above GDP.

A.3 Power Demand
As described above power generated by gas depends strongly on the availability of plant to the
generators. We have followed generation plans up to about 2025 after which we expect gas to
retain its share in the generation mix at about 17% at the expense of nuclear. This has only a
minor impact on the nuclear target and is a conservative figure.
The gas demand forecasts to 2050 is shown in Exhibit Table 2, rising from 58mtpa in 2005 to
92.9 by 2030 and reaching 110.2 mtpa by 2050. Gas Strategies figures take a more
progressive growth rate than the IEA and EIA, driven by the assumptions stated above.
Exhibit Table 2

Japanese Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (mtpa)

mtpa

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

36.83

42.90

43.61

45.35

48.86

52.63

55.32

58.12

61.10

64.22

Industry

4.55

6.13

8.03

10.23

13.03

16.60

17.45

18.34

18.57

18.80

Feedstock

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.30

16.32

20.35

21.07

21.81

22.57

23.37

24.19

25.04

25.92

26.82

58.00

69.69

73.01

77.70

84.77

92.91

97.26

101.8

105.9

110.2

Residential
Commercial
Total Demand

&

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Table 3
mtpa

Japan - Other Demand Forecasts

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

IEA 2006

59.1

65.0

n/a

n/a

73.0

EIA 2007

73.9

80.1

82.1

86.2

88.3

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2006/EIA International Energy Outlook 2007 /Gas Strategies Consulting

A.4 Gas Supply to Japan
Japanese LNG supply contracts are summarised in Exhibit Table 4.
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Exhibit Table 4
Exporter

Japan LNG Supply Contracts
Importer

Volume
(mtpa)

Start

End

NWS Australia LNG

Chubu Electric, Chugoku Electric, Kansai
Electric, Kyushu Electric, Osaka Gas,
Toho Gas, Tokyo Electric, Tokyo Gas

6.8

1989

2009

NWS Australia LNG

Chugoku Electric, Kansai Electric, Osaka
Gas, Toho Gas, Tokyo Electric, Tokyo Gas

0.5

1996

2009

NWS Australia LNG

Tokyo Gas, Toho Gas, Osaka Gas

2.0

2004

2030

NWS Australia LNG

Tohoku Electric

0.5

2005

2020

NWS Australia LNG

Tohoku Electric

0.5

2010

2017

NWS Australia LNG

Kyushu Electric

0.5

2006

2030

NWS Australia LNG

Kyushu Electric

0.2

2009

2030

NWS Australia LNG

Shizuoka Gas

0.1

2005

2029

NWS Australia LNG

Chubu Electric, Kansai Electric

1.1

2009

2023

NWS Australia LNG

Tokyo Electric

0.3

2009

2016

Brunei LNG

Tokyo Gas, Osaka Gas

2.0

1973

2013

Brunei LNG

Tokyo Electric

4.0

1993

2013

Tohoku Electric, Tokyo Electric

3.5

1973

2013

Chubu Electric, Kansai Electric, Osaka
Gas, Kyushu Electric, Nippon Steel, Toho
Gas

6.0

1977

2010

Pertamina (Bontang)

Chubu Electric

1.7

1983

2011

Pertamina (Bontang)

Osaka Gas, Tokyo Gas, Toho Gas

2.0

1994

2014

Pertamina (Bontang)

Hiroshima Gas, Nihon Gas, Toho Gas

0.4

1996

2016

Pertamina (Bontang)

Kansai Electric, Toho Gas, Osaka Gas

1.9

1983

2011

MLNG Satu

Tokyo Electric, Tokyo Gas

7.4

1983

2018

MLNG Satu

Saibu Gas

0.4

1993

2028

MLNG Dua

Tokyo Gas, Osaka Gas, Kansai Electric,
Toho Gas

1.3

1995

2015

MLNG Dua

Tohoku Electric

0.5

1996

2015

MLNG Dua

Shizuoka Gas

0.5

1996

2016

MLNG Dua

Sendai City Gas Bureau

0.2

1997

2017

MLNG Tiga

Tohoku Electric

0.9

2005

2022

MLNG Tiga

Japex, Tokyo Gas, Toho Gas, Osaka Gas

2.1

2003

2020

Pertamina (Arun)
Pertamina (Arun/Bontang)
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Exporter

Importer

Volume
(mtpa)

Start

End

Tokyo Electric, Tokyo Gas

1.2

1969

2009

Sakhalin Energy

Tokyo Gas

1.1

2007

2031

Sakhalin Energy

Tokyo Electric

1.5

2007

2029

Sakhalin Energy

Toho Gas

0.3

2010

2033

Sakhalin Energy

Kyushu Electric

0.5

2009

2029

Sakhalin Energy

Hiroshima Gas

0.2

2008

2028

Sakhalin Energy

Tohoku Electric

0.4

2010

2030

Sakhalin Energy

Chubu Electric

0.5

2011

2025

Sakhalin Energy

Osaka Gas

0.2

2008

2030

Tokyo Electric

4.7

1977

2019

Oman LNG

Osaka Gas

0.7

2000

2025

Qalhat LNG

Mitsubishi, Itochu

1.5

2006

2026

Qalhat LNG

Osaka Gas

0.8

2008

2028

Qatargas

Chubu Electric

4.0

1997

2022

Qatargas

Tokyo Gas, Osaka Gas

0.7

1998

2022

Qatargas

Tohoku Electric, Kansai Electric, Tokyo
Electric, Chugoku Electric

1.1

1999

2022

Qatargas

Toho Gas

0.2

2000

2022

Tokyo Gas, Tokyo Electric

3.0

2006

2023

Pluto LNG

Tokyo Gas

1.5– 1.75

2010

2025

Pluto LNG

Kansai Electric

1.75-2.00

2010

2025

Phillips/Marathon

ADGAS

Darwin LNG

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

A.5 Possible Extension of Contracts
Although Indonesia continues to remain Japan’s largest LNG supplier, it has suffered
significant production declines since 2004 due to the expected decline in gas production at
the Arun field but also to unexpected feedgas shortfalls at the Bontang liquefaction plant. In
2004, Indonesia cancelled 41 cargoes to Japan, and the problems continue. Indonesia has
attempted to replace the lost cargoes as far as possible by spot purchases but as of now it has a
cumulative shortfall of 72 cargoes (over 4 million tonnes) to its Japanese Buyers. Tepco, the
largest Japanese LNG buyer, indicated that it was unlikely to renew its long term contracts
with Indonesia but Pertamina has negotiated extensions of supply for contracts expiring in
2010 amounting to 3 mtpa for 5 years and 2 mtpa for a further 5 years, rather than the existing
12 mtpa contracted from Bontang. The 3.5 mtpa from Arun will not be renewed.
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The Alaskan supply from Kenai may continue for a few more years after 2009 but essentially
its reserves are depleted.
Oman may not be able to offer full extensions of its contracts when they expire but these are
not before 2025 at the earliest. Similarly Malaysia may not be able to fully extend all its
contracts after the Tiga contracts start to expire in 2020 but we are expecting that Satu and
Dua can be fully extended.
Brunei operates a restrictive depletion policy that requires a bank of reserves to be kept for
future domestic use and this has raised a question mark over whether these contracts will be
extended. However, there is no physical shortage of gas and the project has already ordered
new ships in anticipation of extension and we fully expect these contracts to be extended.
Otherwise there is enough gas to support the renewal of all other supplies

A.6 Supply Demand Balance
Demand forecasts are compared with contracted supply and indigenous production in
Exhibit Figure 3 below.
Exhibit Figure 3

Japanese LNG demand, contracted supply, 2006 - 2050
Japanese demand vs contracts and renewals
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Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Japan is currently short of gas. There is a notional small surplus in 2010 assuming Pluto starts
up on time. By 2020 the deficit is expected to be 18.51 mtpa.
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South Korea
Market Overview
Energy consumption has grown rapidly in South Korea in line with the country’s economic
growth. Since 1980, primary energy supply has increased at an average rate of over 7% per
year. Energy consumption fell sharply in 1998 as a consequence of the 1997/8 Asian financial
crisis, but since then has grown, though at a lower rate than during the 1980s and early to mid
1990s. Energy intensity is higher than other industrialised countries due to the high
proportion of energy intensive industries such as shipbuilding, steel and petrochemicals.
Oil accounts for about 50% of primary energy supply, and has accounted for most of the
increase in energy demand since the late 1980s. South Korea relies on imports for almost all
its energy requirements. Domestic coal production peaked in 1988 and has declined sharply
since then. Strong emphasis is placed on energy diversification and security of supply.
Natural gas use in South Korea started in 1986 as a way to diversify the energy mix, with the
first LNG imports from the Arun project in Indonesia. State-owned KOGAS is the largest
single enterprise importer of LNG in the world and currently gas accounts for about 10% of
primary energy supply.
Almost all South Korean gas supply comes from imported LNG and imported quantities are
shown in Exhibit Figure 4. In 2007, South Korea imported 24.5 million tonnes of LNG. Since
1990, LNG imports have grown by 15.5% CAGR. In 2007, the three main countries South
Korea imported LNG from were Qatar, Malaysia and Oman, accounting for 74% of all
imports.
Exhibit Figure 4

South Korean LNG Imports by Country (1990 – 2007)
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Source: Cedigaz, Gas Strategies Consulting
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Since natural gas started to be imported into South Korea, KOGAS has had a monopoly on
gas imports and sales to generators and gas distribution companies. There are currently 29
natural gas distribution companies, all supplied by KOGAS. State power company, KEPCO
had a take-or-pay commitment to buy gas from KOGAS, which ended in November 2006.
KOGAS owns and operates the pipeline network and three LNG terminals. KOGAS’ sales by
sector are shown in Exhibit Figure 5.
Exhibit Figure 5

KOGAS Sales by Sector, 2004-2007
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Source: KOGAS/Gas Strategies Consulting

Although there have been plans to break up KOGAS into several companies as part of the
process of liberalising the gas sector, the proposed timetable has been allowed to slip with
changes in government and strong opposition from the KOGAS labour union. The rate of
liberalisation is at a standstill and the eventual market structure remains uncertain. However,
companies other than KOGAS have been allowed to import LNG for their own use since
2003. POSCO and K-Power were the first to do so, with the start of LNG imports through
their Gwangyang terminal in 2005. The state-controlled electricity generators sought
permission to import LNG, but were told that permission would only be granted if their deals
were better than those which KOGAS could negotiate. So far they have failed to better
KOGAS.
South Korea exhibits high seasonal demand variation, which has been managed through: use
of storage at the LNG terminals, short-term purchases in the winter, a requirement for new
projects to deliver their build-up volumes mainly in the winter, and co-operating with the
generating company KEPCO.
Gas Infrastructure
KOGAS owns and operates the gas transmission network consisting of about 2,500 km of
pipeline and three existing LNG terminals. In addition, POSCO, a South Korean steel
company, has built a terminal at Gwangyang, which received its first cargo in May 2005 with
full commercial operations commencing in July 2005. KOGAS is continuing to expand the
pipeline network, and expects to increase gas penetration to 79% of households by 2015.
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A.7 South Korean Gas Demand to 2050
Historically, demand in the electricity and residential sector have been similar, at about 35%
and 37% of total respectively. Penetration of gas in the residential sector is high for the region
and in 2005, about 70% of households were estimated to have access to natural gas.
Penetration in industry is low as imported LNG is relatively expensive for bulk heat and much
of Korea’s requirement is for heavy industry.
Growth in demand for natural gas is expected to continue to be strong, but it will be affected
by a number of issues. These include economic growth, environmental factors, energy
security, and the effects of gas and electricity market restructuring.
The South Korean economy has grown rapidly, with GDP growth averaging 8.4% per year in
the ten years between 1987 and 1997. The economy shrank in 1998 as a consequence of the
Asian financial crisis, but rebounded strongly, growing by 9.5% in 1999, and has been close to
5% p.a. since then. Our forecast shows a gradual slowing to 3% by 2025, stabilising
thereafter.
While, until recently, environmental issues were given a low priority in favour of rapid
economic growth, the South Korean government is now emphasising a policy of sustainable
development and environmental protection. To this end, it has set a target of reducing oil’s
share of energy supply to less than 45% from 50% by 2011 and has introduced several
environmental measures that favour gas. It has also set a target of increasing the use of
alternative energy to 5% by 2011. The 1990 Air Quality Preservation Act banned the
construction of thermal power plants in the Seoul metropolitan area using fuels other than
natural gas. The government is also promoting the use of CNG in road transportation, and is
providing subsidies to bus companies to purchase new CNG buses. As of 2003, there were
4,312 CNG buses, and gas demand for transport was 0.4 million tonnes (0.55 Bcm).
Demand Forecast

A.8 Residential and Commercial
We have concurred with KOGAS plans for a small increase in penetration up to 2015, rising
to a 79% penetration rate. This takes into account the rise in new connections as well as,
evident in other markets, a rise in consumption correlating to a rise in GDP. As an annual
growth rate we have a rate of 2.8% out to 2025 and gradually declining thereafter.

A.9 Industrial
Industrial demand is relatively small compared to the other sectors and its growth correlates
very well with GDP; we have grown it in line with GDP.
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A.10 Power
Power is based on an overview of Kepco’s 3rd Long Term Power plan. The power plan
conflicts with the Korean Government national energy plan, particularly in using more coal
fired generation than the plan expects. Kepco’s plan has in fact taken the view that some
planned gas fired capacity (mainly owned by other companies) will not be constructed. It also
envisages a considerable amount of new coal and nuclear power plant coming on stream
between 2010 and 2020 which is run at high load factor and reduces gas demand. This is
justified for nuclear power but we expect to see some slippage and some reduction in coal
usage compared with the Kepco figures and have adjusted gas use upwards accordingly. In
the longer term we expect gas to retain the same share of electricity output (15%) as it has in
2020 until 2030 and thereafter to grow at the same rate as GDP.
The gas demand forecasts to 2050 is shown in Exhibit Table 5, rising from 23.7 mtpa in 2005
to 47.0 by 2030 and reaching 73.4 mtpa by 2050. Gas Strategies figures take a higher growth
rate than the EIA, driven by the assumptions stated above.
Exhibit Table 5

mtpa

South Korean Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (mtpa)

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

9.70

15.70

15.31

17.92

19.79

21.84

25.32

29.36

34.03

39.45

Industry

3.95

4.99

6.21

7.41

8.59

10.21

11.83

13.72

15.52

17.56

Feedstock

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10.07

11.20

12.26

13.26

14.16

14.94

15.56

16.02

16.28

16.34

23.72

31.88

33.78

38.88

42.54

46.99

52.72

59.09

65.83

73.35

Residential
Commercial

&

Total Demand

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Table 6
mtpa

South Korea - Other Demand Forecasts
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

IEA 2006

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

EIA 2007

22.6

24.6

26.7

28.7

30.8

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2006/EIA International Energy Outlook 2007 /Gas Strategies Consulting
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Gas Supply to South Korea

A.11 Indigenous Production
South Korea has a small amount of indigenous production, which started from the Donghae-1
field in late 2004. This is expected to be maintained for 15 years at 55 mmcf/d. This will be
supplemented by production from the Gorae-8 and Gorae-9 fields, which have estimated
reserves of 0.5 Tcf.

A.12 Contracted LNG Imports
South Korean LNG import contracts are summarised in Exhibit Table 7.
Exhibit Table 7

South Korean LNG Import Contracts

Exporter

Importer

Volume (mtpa)

Start

End

Brunei LNG

KOGAS

0.70

1997

2013

MLNG Dua

KOGAS

2.00

1995

2015

MLNG Tiga

KOGAS

1.50

2003

2010

MLNG Tiga

KOGAS

0.71

2004

2008

MLNG Tiga

KOGAS

0.40

2005

2008

MLNG Tiga

KOGAS

2.00

2008

2028

North West Shelf

KOGAS

0.50

2003

2010

Oman LNG

KOGAS

4.06

2000

2025

Pertamina (Bontang)

KOGAS

1.00

1999

2019

Pertamina (Arun)

KOGAS

2.30

1986

2007

Pertamina (Bontang)

KOGAS

2.00

1994

2014

Pertamina (Bontang)

KOGAS

1.00

1998

2017

RasGas

KOGAS

4.80

1999

2024

RasGas

KOGAS

0.96

2004

2008

RasGas

KOGAS

2.1

2007

2026

Sakhalin Energy

KOGAS

1.50

2008

2028

Tangguh

POSCO

0.55

2005

2025

Tangguh

K-Power

0.80

2006

2026

Yemen LNG

KOGAS

2.00

2008

2028

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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A.13 Supply/Demand Balance
The demand forecast is compared with contracted supply and contracts, which could be
extended (this includes all long term contracts except that from Arun, where the reserves are
insufficient to extend the contract) in Exhibit Figure 6. Short-term contracts are expected to
expire without renewal.
Exhibit Figure 6

South Korean LNG demand, contracted supply, 2006 2050
S Korean demand vs contracts and renewals
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Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

As can be seen Korea is increasingly short of gas from now on. In fact the situation in 2008 is
worse than it appears as the Sakhalin project start up is delayed until 2009 and Yemen will, at
best, start up at the very end of 2008. As a result these volumes will not be available until
next year. The deficit is just over 5mtpa in 2010 rising to 17.28 mtpa by 2020.

A.14 Pipeline Imports
KOGAS has been considering pipeline supplies from Russia. The most advanced plan is to
deliver pipeline gas from Irkutsk.
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The only route acceptable to China avoided Mongolia, which had been considered as a shorter
and technically simpler (and cheaper) because the terrain is less mountainous. The proposed
route would have two branches, one to Dalian and then a submarine pipeline to Pyeongtaek in
South Korea, and the other to Beijing. The Kovykta reserves are estimated at 49 Tcf to 67
Tcf, and the proposed pipeline was scheduled to deliver 2.0 Bcf/d to China and 1.0 Bcf/d to
South Korea, starting in 2008 and reaching plateau volumes by 2017. Commitment to such a
project will now depend on agreement with Gazprom, which is being levered into the reserves
and which has been appointed by the government to coordinate pipeline development, and is
now, legally, the monopoly exporter of Russian gas.
The cost of the project is estimated at about $18 billion including $6.5 billion to develop the
gas field and production facilities. There is a significant gap between the Chinese and Russian
expectations with regard to gas price and the need to price pipeline supplies competitively
with LNG in South Korea will add further complexity to the debate and negotiations appear to
have stalled with little prospect of resolution.
Pipeline exports to South Korea from Sakhalin Island have also been proposed, though there
is some discussion as to whether the gas from the Sakhalin I concession (ExxonMobil
sponsored) should be used to expand the Shell-sponsored Sakhalin II LNG project. This
pipeline would also require passing through North Korea, or a deep offshore section being
constructed to by-pass North Korea. Currently KOGAS and the South Korean government
have been giving priority to the Irkutsk pipeline project. Gazprom has also pursued the
possibility of delivery from Chandinska, a field currently unlicensed in the Sakha Republic
with reserves in excess of 1 Tcm; Gazprom would be reasonably confident that it will become
a major licensee, if not the sole licence holder, for this field given the level of government
ownership.
New LNG may eventually have to compete with these pipeline supplies but progress has been
extremely slow and there is a realistic possibility that all the gas would go to China and not
reach South Korea.
Taiwan
Market Overview
Taiwan also has few natural energy resources, and relies heavily on imports for energy supply.
There is little scope for hydro generation, and nuclear power has not been promoted to nearly
the same extent as in Japan or South Korea.
Oil is the largest primary energy source in Taiwan, accounting for almost half, 45%, of energy
consumption. This is a reduction from 72% in 1980 as growth in oil consumption has not
kept pace with coal and more recently gas. Since the introduction of the first LNG supplies in
1990, gas has been the fastest growing fuel, averaging 11.2% per year in a period when total
primary energy supply has grown at a rate of 5.3% per year. Most of the growth in gas
consumption has been driven by the power sector. In 2007, there was a significant increase in
LNG imports to 8.4 million tonnes from 7.7 million tonnes in 2006, as new gas-fired power
plants came online.
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Energy intensity is higher than most industrialised countries as a result of the concentration of
energy intensive industries within the economy.
Taiwan has a small amount of proven gas reserves, estimated at no more than 2.8 Tcf in 2004.
Indigenous production is small and has remained fairly constant at about 80 mmcf/d over the
last decade. The majority of gas is imported as LNG. LNG imports started from Indonesia in
1990. In 2007, the three main countries Taiwan imported LNG from were, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Qatar, accounting for 82% of all imports.
Exhibit Figure 7

Taiwan Gas Supply 1990-2007
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The Chinese Petroleum Corporation (CPC) is the only natural gas supplier in Taiwan. It is
responsible for gas production and LNG import through its terminal at Yung An, just north of
Kao-hsiung in southern Taiwan. The terminal had a high construction cost and as a result,
natural gas is expensive. This is one reason that gas has not achieved the market share it might
have had if the supply cost structure had been more competitive. The other main reason is
that CPC is also the national oil company and has not been particularly gas focussed.
Electricity consumption in Taiwan has grown steadily at an average rate of 6.6% per year
since 1990. Most of the increased demand has been met by coal, which accounts for 55% of
electricity generation and increasingly, gas-fired plants.
Gas Infrastructure
There is currently one LNG terminal in Taiwan with a reported capacity of 7.44 mtpa. Actual
capacity, however, is likely to be higher, probably closer to 10 mtpa. The terminal was
expanded in 1996 and a pipeline built from Yung An to Tungsiao, increasing the capacity to
deliver gas from the terminal in the south-west of Taiwan to the principle demand area near
Taipei in the north.
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A second terminal had been planned for Tatan in the north of the island for several years to
supply an adjacent 4 GW power station and other customers in northern Taiwan. A tender to
supply 1.7 mtpa to Taipower’s Tatan power station was won by CPC. CPC has signed a
contract with RasGas for 3.0 mtpa to supply this contract and replace the contract for 1.5 mtpa
with Indonesia, which expires in 2010. CPC decided to build the terminal at Taichung rather
than Tatan to import this additional LNG. The terminal was scheduled to start up in early
2008 but the pipeline connecting it to shore has been delayed and it is now expected to take its
first regular cargo in early August. It is reported that this terminal will have an initial capacity
of 3 mtpa but this has the potential to be expanded.
Taiwan Gas Demand to 2050
Taiwan suffered little compared with its neighbours during the Asian financial crisis.
However, Taiwan slipped into recession in 2001 as a consequence of a downturn in the world
economy and bad debts in the banking system. Output recovered moderately in 2002 with a
GDP growth of 3.9% but was hampered by the continued global slowdown, fragile consumer
confidence, and bad bank loans. Since 2001, GDP growth has averaged 4%. Growing
economic ties with China are a dominant long-term factor in Taiwan’s economic growth.
Increasingly strong export performance, in particular to China, is driving strong economic
growth. We project that GDP growth will decline gradually from 4.3% in 2008 to 3.5% per
annum in 2015 and remain at 3.5% thereafter.
Electricity generation accounts for about 70% of natural gas consumption in Taiwan, and is
expected to continue to be the main area of demand growth as the government pursues its
strategy of diversifying Taiwan’s supply mix and meeting its environmental objectives.
Industry accounted for 16% of natural gas consumption in 2003, but demand growth has
slowed considerably due to a decline in output in sectors, which are intensive gas consumers,
such as glass and ceramics. In the residential and commercial sectors demand growth has
been limited by the competitiveness of LPG compared with natural gas, the limited coverage
of the distribution network, and the high fixed costs of connecting new residential customers.
Clearly gas penetration in the industrial, residential and commercial markets will depend on
price, in part to offset the initial cost of the import terminal and secondly to encourage
switching.

A.15 Residential and Commercial
Residential and commercial demand is quite mature given its relatively weak position and is
projected to continue to grow more slowly than GDP and at a slightly declining rate through
the forecast period.

A.16 Industry
Industrial demand growth correlates closely to GDP growth in Taiwan and is projected to
grow at this rate through the period.
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A.17 Power and Heat
Power is the dominant sector and is the most important component of the estimate. Overall
electricity demand grows at a rate just under the GDP growth rate. However, as with Korea
and Japan, gas is only one component of the fuel mix and for the early years we have therefore
used Taipower’s plans as the basis for the projection. The most important element of this is
that the two 1,350 MW units of the 4th nuclear power plant are due to start up in 2009 and
2010 which has the result of flattening gas demand in power between 2010 and 2014 when
growth resumes at a rate of about 4% per annum.
The gas demand forecasts to 2050 is shown in Exhibit Table 8, rising from 7.6 mtpa in 2005
to 24.0 by 2030 and reaching 47.5 mtpa by 2050.
Exhibit Table 8

mtpa

Taiwan Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (mtpa)

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

5.33

8.06

10.25

12.98

15.78

19.06

22.93

27.45

32.73

38.90

Industry

1.23

1.54

1.83

2.18

2.59

3.07

3.65

4.33

5.15

6.11

Feedstock

0.04

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.09

0.11

0.13

0.16

0.19

0.22

0.95

1.10

1.25

1.41

1.58

1.73

1.89

2.03

2.15

2.26

7.55

10.74

13.40

16.65

20.03

23.98

28.60

33.97

40.22

47.49

Residential
Commercial
Total Demand

&

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Gas Supply to Taiwan
CPC has four contracts to import LNG from Indonesia, Malaysia and Qatar’s RasGas. The
details of these contracts are shown below.
Exhibit Table 9
Exporter

Taiwan LNG Contracts

Importer

Volume (mtpa)

Start

End

Pertamina

Indonesia

1.5

1990

2010

Pertamina

Indonesia

1.84

1998

2018

MLNG Dua

Malaysia

2.25

1995

2015

RasGas (II)

Qatar

3.0

2008

2033

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Note that the RasGas contract starts at 1.7 mtpa and only ramps up to 3.3 mtpa by 2011,
although RasGas has the capacity in principle to supply at full rate from the start.
Pertamina has been under delivering compared with its contractual obligations. The shortfall
is expected to be 6 cargoes or 350,000 tonnes in 2008.
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Supply Demand Balance
Demand forecasts and contracted supply are shown below in Exhibit Figure 8.
Pertamina contracts are expected to expire.
Exhibit Figure 8

Both

Taiwan LNG demand, contracted supply, 2006 - 2050
Taiwan demand vs contracts and renewals

50
45
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Taiwan Indonesian shortfall

Taiwan Renewals

Taiwanese LNG demand

2050

2046

2042

2038

2034

2030

2026

2022

2018

2014
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2006

0

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Currently, gas consumption exceeds Taiwan’s contracted supply volumes, due in part to the
rising demand for gas in the electricity sector and under-deliveries in Indonesian supplies
since 2004. In 2007 Taiwan purchased 1.9 million tonnes of LNG on the spot market. The
requirement for new LNG is just over 2 million tonnes (assuming RasGas delivers 3 million
tonnes) rising to 10 mtpa by 2020.
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China
Market Overview
Chinese gas consumption is low in relation to its population. This is a consequence of it
having large and well-developed coal reserves, whilst at the same time being relatively poor in
gas reserves estimated at 86 Tcf at the end of 2006. As an additional barrier to increased
utilisation, most of the gas reserves are in the relatively undeveloped western provinces, while
demand is concentrated in the east and south-eastern regions. However the situation is
changing and China has actively sought to develop its gas industry both to promote
development in the western provinces and as a response to concerns about pollution. As a
consequence, gas pipelines have been built to carry gas from the Ordos basin to Beijing and
the West-East pipeline to carry gas from the Tarim basin to Shanghai.
Natural gas accounts for only about 2% of primary energy consumption in China and in 2006,
gas consumption reached 6 Bcf/d, up 17% from 5.1 Bcf/d in 2005. Natural gas is
supplemented by some distribution of LPG and more extensively by manufactured gas, either
from naphtha or coal. In 2006 the first LNG supply to the Guangdong terminal from Australia
started up and demand has already run ahead of the contracted 3.7 mtpa.
Gas Infrastructure
There are currently 20,000 km of gas pipelines in China, but more will be needed to bring gas
from Russia and the remote west, from north to south, from the South China Sea and from the
10 proposed LNG terminals. It is thought that China needs to build a further 15,000 km of gas
pipelines by 2020 to cope with fast growing demand.
China’s main domestic gas trunkline is the 4,000 km West-East pipeline completed by
China’s state-owned CNPC in January 2005. Natural gas from the hydrocarbon-rich western
Xinjiang province and other gas sources alongside the pipeline route is transported to
Shanghai in eastern China. The pipeline passes through 10 provincial regions on its route to
Shanghai and has an annual capacity of 1.2 Bcf/d, which is planned to be increased to 1.7
Bcf/d by 2010.
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Exhibit Figure 9

Gas Infrastructure in China

Source: Gas Matters

There are several regional gas pipelines including the second longest domestic pipeline, the
Shaan-Jing Parallel pipeline, which started operations in 2004 supplying 6 regions including
Shandong and Beijing with about 390 mmcf/d. CNPC has plans to expand China’s domestic
network with the construction of two cross-country natural gas trunk lines and six regional gas
pipeline networks in Southwest China, Hunan-Hubei, Northwest China, North China, East
China and Northeast China by 2015. A draft Five-Year Plan for 2006-2010 submitted to
China’s National People’s Congress in February 2006, reinforced these plans.
The draft plan calls for the development of China’s national oil and gas network to offset the
energy disadvantage of some areas caused by imbalanced geographical distribution. The plan
also provides for the construction of a second West-East pipeline and another pipeline for the
importation of gas to China’s inland areas. PetroChina is reported to be conducting a
feasibility study for the second West/East pipeline to be operational by 2010, with a capacity
of 3.0 Bcf/d.
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China does not have any international gas pipelines at present, although it is involved in
several negotiations to import gas via pipelines from Russia, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan.
There are three LNG regasification terminals under construction in China, all of which are
owned by CNOOC with various partners. Phase 1 of the Guangdong terminal became
operational in May 2006 and phase 2 is due in 2008. The Fujian terminal is due on stream in
2009 and an expansion is already under construction for a 2010 start up.
The third terminal in progress is the Yangshan terminal in Shanghai which is scheduled to be
operational in 2009.
Exhibit Table 10

Chinese LNG Import Terminals – existing and planned

Company

LNG Import
Start Date

Initial
Capacity
mtpa

Planned
Future
Capacity
mtpa

LNG supply

Fujian

CNOOC

2008

2.6

2.4

2.6 mtpa from Tangguh

Guangdong

CNOOC

2006

3.7

2.5

3.7 mtpa from North West Shelf

Guangxi

Sinopec

2010+

3.0

N/A

Not committed

Heibei

Petrochina

2010+

6.0

4.0

Not committed

Jiangshu

Petrochina

2011+

3.5

2.5

3 mtpa from National Iranian
Gas Export Company (Heads of
Agreement, 2011 – 2035)

Liaoning

Petrochina

2012

4.0

2.0

Not committed

Shandong

Sinopec

2010+

3.0

2.0

Not committed

Shanghai

CNOOC, Shenergy

2009

3.0

3.0

3 mtpa from 2009 and 6 mtpa
from 2012, Bintulu, Malaysia

Tianjin

Sinopec

2012

3.0

N/A

Not committed

Zhejiang

CNOOC

2010+

3.0

3.0

Not committed

Hainan

CNOOC

2009

2.0

3.0

35.8

34.4

Province

At proposal stage 1

TOTAL
Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

1

Hainan’s current demand for gas stands at over 7.3 Bcm/year against a supply of 5 Bcm/year by
indigenous pipeline
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Although more than 20 terminals had been proposed in the country, in August 2005, China’s
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) suspended approval for several
proposals and issued an order limiting the number of terminals to be constructed to one per
province, with the exception of Guangdong where two would be permitted. The NDRC has
granted conditional approval to 7 other terminals owned by CNOOC, Sinopec and
PetroChina, pending the negotiation of LNG supply contracts. None of these seven has yet
started construction.
China’s Gas Demand to 2050
Because the gas industry is very immature in China its growth prospect depend as much on
increasing penetration and on availability of supply as on economic growth. In the five years
to 2005, gas consumption in China grew by an average of 15% per annum. GDP growth is
also expected to continue to be rapid starting at 10% in 2008 and gradually easing to 4% by
2025.
Based on the foregoing, Gas Strategies has developed the following total demand scenarios
for China as shown below.
Gas is not being encouraged in the power sector in areas where there is abundant coal. In any
case LNG fuelled CCGT can only realistically compete with coal in areas like Guangdong
which are distant from the main coal mines and then only with LNG prices in the $4.50 $5.00/mmBtu landed cost. Nevertheless gas fired power will gain share as the three gorges
project is not easily repeatable.
The other sectors are constrained not to grow above GDP because of the constraints of
providing infrastructure and obtaining gas supply.
The gas demand forecasts to 2050 is shown in Exhibit Table 11 below, rising from 35.2 mtpa
in 2005 to 284.6 by 2030 and reaching 1229.6 mtpa by 2050.
Exhibit Table 11

mtpa

China Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (mtpa)

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

4.01

8.38

15.75

30.62

64.17

138.11

223.83

390.44

567.01

830.48

Industry

16.24

25.84

35.98

45.92

55.86

69.62

94.04

127.04

171.62

231.84

Feedstock

6.43

10.22

14.23

18.16

22.10

27.54

37.20

50.26

67.89

91.72

8.48

16.92

25.48

34.30

41.97

49.32

56.48

63.66

69.77

75.53

35.16

61.36

91.43

129.00

184.10

284.58

411.56

631.40

876.29

1229.57

Residential
Commercial
Total Demand

&

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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Exhibit Table 12

Bcf/d

China Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (Bcf/d)

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

0.57

1.11

2.09

4.06

8.50

18.30

29.65

51.73

75.12

110.02

Industry

2.35

3.42

4.77

6.08

7.40

9.22

12.46

16.83

22.74

30.72

Feedstock

0.95

1.35

1.89

2.41

2.93

3.65

4.93

6.66

8.99

12.15

1.23

2.24

3.38

4.54

5.56

6.53

7.48

8.43

9.24

10.01

5.10

8.13

12.11

17.09

24.39

37.70

54.52

83.65

116.09

162.90

Residential
Commercial
Total Demand

&

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Table 13
mtpa

China - Other Demand Forecasts

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

IEA 2007

n/a

95.6

n/a

n/a

173.7

EIA 2007

61.6

82.1

102.7

123.2

143.7

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007/EIA International Energy Outlook 2007 /Gas Strategies Consulting

Prospects for Gas Supply
Historically the Chinese government has preferred to aim for self sufficiency in energy as far
as possible, with the aim of increasing indigenous production to 9.2 Bcf/d by 2010 although it
is unlikely that this aim will be realised. In reality China is unlikely to achieve more than 6.8
Bcf/d.
China has a number of options available to increase its gas supply:
•

Develop domestic reserves to the maximum extent;

•

Use pipeline imports from neighbouring countries such as Russia, Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan

•

Import LNG

In the more affluent eastern and southern coastal regions China is more willing to experiment
with imports at international price levels. This was the basis for the first LNG terminal in
Guangdong province and China has now approved LNG import terminals to be built by
CNOOC in Guangdong, Fujian Shanghai and Zhejian, by Petrochina in Jiangsu, Heibei and
Liaoning; and by Sinopec in Shandong, Tianjin and Guangxi provinces (see
Exhibit Table 10). Each terminal will be capable of importing around 3 mtpa at start up with
the potential to expand to at least 6-7 mtpa in a second phase of construction.
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A.18 Domestic Natural Gas Production and Coal Bed Methane
China is estimated to hold 86 Tcf in domestic reserves, with 6 significant fields discovered
since 1999 in the Tarim, Sichuan, and Ordos basins onshore and offshore in the Bohai Basin
in the East China Sea and off Hainan and the Pearl River Delta in the South China seas.
In addition to this growing resource, China is estimated to have up to 1094 Tcf of coal bed
methane (CBM) reserves, of which 565 Tcf are considered to have good development
prospects.
Exhibit Figure 10

China Indigenous Gas Production, 2000-2006 (Bcf/d)
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Bcf/d
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Source:EIA / Gas Strategies Consulting

China’s gas production for 2006 is believed to have been 5.37 Bcf/d, an increase from 4.83
Bcf/d in 2005. We expect China’s gas production will reach 6.8 Bcf/d in 2010, 9.9 Bcf/d in
2020 and 12.5 Bcf/d in 2030.
Rising gas prices have enhanced the economics of the CBM production and there is growing
interest in developing China’s reserves. In 2005, the first CBM-fired power generator became
operational and there are plans to convert some coal plants to CBM. Most of the proposals for
CBM power generation have been for small and medium sized units.
Import Requirement
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The gap between forecast demand and indigenous production can only be made up by imports.
If these do not materialise the demand will be left unsatisfied.
The requirement is shown in the following table:
Exhibit Table 14

China Gas demand requirements, 2010 - 2030

Bcf/d

2010

2015

2020

2030

Demand

8.1

12.1

17.1

37.7

Domestic Supply

6.8

9.3

11.8

12.5

Gap

1.3

2.8

5.3

25.2

Gap (mtpa)

9.8

21.5

40.0

190.2

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

These numbers probably represent a minimum. The market could absorb more gas if it were
available.

A.19 Pipeline Imports
China is considering pipeline gas supplies from Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Russia. In
2005, CNPC purchased Petrokazakhstan in a $4.2 billion deal. Since then, the gas subsidiary
of state-owned KazMunaiGaz has announced that it would undertake a feasibility study on the
construction of a gas pipeline to connect Kazakhstan’s gas fields to China’s West-East
pipeline.
China has also had discussions with Turkmenistan for the construction of a 3.0 Bcf/d gas
pipeline from eastern Turkmenistan to China’s Xinjiang Province (still 2500 miles from
Shanghai). The project is estimated to cost up to $10 billion. Because of the distances and
costs involved and the lack of intermediate markets these projects represent a major economic
challenge and are not likely to go ahead quickly. It is unlikely that gas from Turkmenistan or
Kazakhstan will be transported through the West-East pipeline until domestic resources along
its route are fully developed.
Russia is also considering the construction of one or two pipelines with capacity totalling 6.8
Bcf/d initially using gas from western Siberia and later from the Kovykta field in Eastern
Siberia or Chayandinska in the Sakha Republic as the main sources. These options are also
very high cost as they involve long distances to reach the market. They have been under
negotiation for several years but have come nowhere near agreement as the Russians and the
Chinese have fundamentally different approaches to pricing and their negotiating positions are
way apart.
We would not expect to see gas flowing from Turkmenistan before 2015 and the first Russian
pipeline not until 2020.
In addition, a connection from Sakhalin to Khabarovsk, in the Russian Far East, is already
under construction and the line will initially handle 300 mmcf/d for sale in the Khabarovsk
Krai. Khabarovsk is on the Russian-Chinese border and the line capacity could be increased.
This small sale is likely to proceed but could be the precursor of a larger sale.
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A.20 Prospects for LNG Supply
In many of the eastern coastal locations LNG replaces manufactured gas in local distribution
systems. There is also a significant commercial and industrial segment that uses LPG as fuel.
LNG at international prices has no difficulty in competing in these sectors. However in the
power sector LNG has effectively to compete with coal (often even in areas where there are
supposed to be environmental restrictions on the construction of new coal fired plant). LNG
can do this at the sort of prices agreed for the imports to Guangdong but not at current levels.
Furthermore, the government has also revealed its unwillingness to purchase gas at any cost,
as demonstrated by CNOOC’s inability to reach a compromise with Chevron on the price of
proposed LNG supplies from Gorgon in late 2005. As high oil prices have persisted, however
there seems some sign that China will be prepared to buy some LNG at the going price
provided these high prices can be “rolled in” with cheaper domestic supply of gas (similar to
US LNG purchases from Algeria in the 1970s). Within the last few weeks there have been
two new deals each for about 3 mtpa with Qatar and Woodside that are believed to be at
similar levels to the most recent Japanese prices. This is only realistic in areas such as
Shanghai where there is some indigenous supply. The situation is complicated by the lack of a
uniform pricing policy within China. In general the supplier has to negotiate with individual
end users such as power generators and local distribution companies to sell regasified LNG.
Where both LNG and indigenous gas supplies are available there is the opportunity to
generate a rolled in supply price, although this is a risky strategy economically. Uncertainty
will remain until more gas development has taken place and China has enacted some coherent
gas legislation.
We do not expect China to meet its own ambitions for internal gas supply in 2010 nor do we
expect international pipeline imports on a substantial scale before the 2015 – 2020 period.
Therefore we do expect a substantial residual appetite for gas in China which could be met by
LNG, but not at any price.
For reasons which must by now be apparent it is very difficult to predict how much LNG
China will actually import. Potentially the country could use very large quantities but price
and the fact that LNG is imported are inhibitions. The rapid growth of the market following
the start of LNG imports to Guangdong is likely to be replicated as terminals are built and the
infrastructure developed. In many cases these will have to be supplied by LNG as China does
not have anything approaching a national gas supply grid and several of the LNG terminals
will not have access to an alternative pipeline source.
China will not be the most attractive buyer for LNG suppliers if, as expected LNG supply is
restricted. Not only is it likely to be more price sensitive than the core Asian markets but
there are also questions over the credit worthiness of the smaller buyers. We therefore expect
to see China playing something of a swing role, absorbing LNG if and when LNG supply
starts to exceed what the core Asian markets can take.
China already had contracted LNG supply for the three terminals under construction as
follows:
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Exhibit Table 15
Exporter

China LNG Contracts

Importer

Volume (mtpa)

Start

End

NWS

Australia

3.7

2006

2026

Tangguh

Indonesia

2.6

2008

2028

MLNG Tiga

Malaysia

3.0 – 6.0

2009

2029

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

The net import requirement is as follows:
Exhibit Table 16

China LNG Import requirements, 2010 - 2030

mtpa

2010

2015

2020

2030

Import Need

9.8

21.5

40.0

190.2

Contracted LNG

9.3

12.3

12.3

0

Gap

0.5

9.2

27.7

190.2

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Figure 11

China LNG demand, contracted supply, 2006 - 2050
China demand vs contracts and renewals
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Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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Up to 2015 LNG is the only realistic source of this supply. From then on there is the potential
for pipeline gas from Central Asia and Russia, although there is likely to be only limited
competition between the two because of the geographical isolation of many of the Chinese
regional markets. In our LNG demand assumptions, we have thus accounted for the gas
pipeline from eastern Turkmenistan to China’s Xinjiang Province coming online in 2020,
accounting for 3.0 Bcf/d.

A.21 Hong Kong
Hong Kong and China Gas (HKCG) distributes manufactured gas (and some piped LPG)
throughout the territory. One of Hong Kong’s two power generators, Hong Kong Electric,
started taking LNG from the Guangdong project in 2006 and HKCG is also taking supply as
feedstock to make manufactured gas.The other power generator, CLP, takes about 220
mmcf/d natural gas from the large Yacheng offshore gas field south-west of China’s large
Hainan Island via a 778 km pipeline to the Castle Peak power plant. CLP is now considering
a new LNG receiving terminal of its own in Hong Kong.
India
The other fast growing emerging market in the Asia/Pacific region is India.
Driven by strong economic growth, energy consumption in India has been growing at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of around 5.3% over the last two decades. The
CAGR for world primary energy consumption over the same period was 1.9%. India’s total
primary energy demand has increased from 126 MMtoe in 1985 to 387 MMtoe in 20052.
Reflecting the shift in economic output, energy consumption has shifted toward the services
and transport sectors, and away from the agriculture and industry sectors. Industry, however,
still remains the largest primary energy user. While the overall primary energy consumption
has been increasing, the per capita consumption is still well below that of the developed
nations.
Coal with a share of around 55 % has been the dominant source of primary energy. However
natural gas has increased its share during the last decade, through increased domestic
production by private players and LNG imports. The demand growth of natural gas has
traditionally been anchored in the power and fertiliser sectors, with the industrial segments
increasing their share over the last decade.
Gas Demand to 2050
The share of natural gas in primary energy supply has increased from only 1.3% in 1981 to
8.5% in 2005. All India demand for natural gas at the end of 2007 was estimated to be 4.21
Bcf/d, but supplies were only around 3.11 Bcf/d, resulting in huge demand supply gap. In
2007 as in past years the natural gas market in India was constrained by supply.
The map below shows the existing and planned infrastructure developments for India .

2

Source BP Statistics June, 2006.
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Exhibit Figure 12

India infrastructure map

Turkmenistan- Afghanistan-Pakistan-India

Onshore Fields operated by OIL
ONGC & Cairn
owned onshore fields
Iran-Pakistan-India
Existing Terminal

Planned Terminal
CBM Rich Area

Gas Fields
GAIL's existing pipelines

PLL Dahej
Cambay Basin

10 MMTPA

Myanmar-Bangladesh-India

GAIL's proposed pipelines
RIL's pipeline under construction

Shell, Hazira

RIL's proposed piepline

5 MMTPA

Mahanadi Basin
Bombay High
DPC Dabhol
2.4 MMTPA

KG Basin RIL & Other Gas Finds

MRPL, Mangalore

IOC, Ennore

PLL, Kochi
5 MMTPA

Cauvery Basin

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

We define realisable demand as demand from customers who have connectivity to pipeline
infrastructure. The demand depicted is an aggregate of the existing, expansion and switching
demand. Switching gas demand is demand resulting from units operating on alternate fuels
such as Naphtha / Fuel Oil / Light Diesel Oil switching over to gas. Expansion gas demand is
demand from brown-field /green-field capacity additions in various sectors.
By 2015, around 60% of the demand for natural gas will be from the existing and switching
projects and the balance of 40% is expected from expansion projects. Currently power is the
dominant sector, accounting for over 40% of the total gas consumption in the country,
followed by the fertiliser sector, which accounts for close to 30% of the total consumption.
The power sector is likely to retain its dominance throughout the forecast period.
Drivers of natural gas demand growth in India
Broadly, the following factors are expected to drive the increased consumption of natural gas
in India:
Macroeconomic setting and policy making
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Overall macroeconomic conditions in the economy will set the demand for energy and
the growth rate of energy demand. India has been enjoying higher growth rates since the
early 1990s because of economic reforms. Economic growth has been robust and
sectors like consumer durables, cars, two-wheelers and telecommunications are seeing
strong growth. This growth will contribute to greater demand for energy.
Cost of gas vis-à-vis alternate liquid fuels
With the recent increase in crude oil prices, the prices of alternate liquid fuels like
naphtha, fuel oil, Low Sulphur Heavy Stock (LSHS), etc. has also gone up. In
comparison, gas prices have remained steady and the difference in the price with
respect to liquid fuels is likely to spur growth in gas consumption in all the sectors.
Ever under the changed scenario of market determined pricing, natural gas will be
priced at a discount to alternate fuels and hence will continue to remain attractive.
Growth of end-user segments
The robust growth outlook for the Indian economy and the resultant increase in the
end–user consumption of the natural gas is expected to drive the natural gas market in
the future.
Regulation
The regulatory mechanism3 in the future is expected to attract, enable and sustain much
needed capital into the sector. It will also ensure that consumer interests and those of
industry participants are protected.
Environmental concerns
Reduction in the level of carbon emission has been a key area of concern for some
time now. Gas is preferred as it has lower carbon emissions per unit energy generated.
The promotion of gas can win certified emission reduction credits and CDM project
developers can gain financially from such projects / transactions.
New uses of Natural Gas (e.g. co-generation)
Natural gas is being considered as “single fuel solution”, replacing power and fuel for
heating and cooling requirements. Use of gas in co-generation of power, refrigeration
and heating (CCHP - Combined Cooling, Heating & Power) gives much higher fuel
efficiency. Given the economic advantage in terms of efficiency, industrial and
commercial establishments are expected to switch to the single fuel application, once
gas becomes available.
Our analysis of demand is based on a very detailed assessment of the individual sectors down
to individual large plant level up to 2030. After that time we have used GDP correlations to
project demand out to 2050.
Power: For the forecast period, capacity additions both announced and unannounced have
been considered to arrive at our projections.

3

The Petroleum & Natural Gas Regulatory Board Act, 2006 has already been enacted and the Board is in
advanced stages of being formed.
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Fertiliser: Natural gas is used both as a feedstock as well as a fuel in the urea industry in
India. Apart from natural gas, urea units utilise alternate fuels / feedstock such as naphtha and
fuel oil / low sulphur high stock. These units can, after incurring certain investments to
switchover, shift to natural gas and are therefore, potential consumers.
Industrial consumers: The demand projections of small and medium industrial consumers
have been estimated based on the existing unmet requirements and the likely switchover /
growth in consumption as more supplies enter the market. To capture the likely expansion in
industrial demand, with expansion in supply pipelines and availability of additional supply
volumes, we have linked industrial natural gas demand to growth in replacement of Fuel Oil
at 2% p.a.
City Gas Distribution: Currently, there are four big distribution entities in the country
namely Indraprastha Gas Ltd. (IGL), Mahanagar Gas Ltd. (MGL), Gujarat Gas Company Ltd.
(GGCL) and Gujarat Adani Energy Limited (GAEL). Some new setups have started to
function recently. Future projects have been considered based on their likely schedule of
implementation.
The gas demand forecasts to 2050 is shown in Exhibit Table 17 below, rising from 25.3 mtpa
in 2005 to 127.5 by 2030 and reaching 225.7 mtpa by 2050.
Exhibit Table 17

India Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (mtpa)

mtpa

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

11.23

22.03

34.67

38.65

45.38

54.79

65.24

77.67

92.48

110.11

Industry

6.86

18.08

25.42

28.06

30.98

34.21

37.77

41.70

46.04

50.83

Feedstock

6.51

14.12

22.08

22.08

22.08

22.08

22.08

22.08

22.08

22.08

0.66

2.11

5.24

10.19

13.52

16.42

20.85

26.47

33.61

42.67

25.26

56.35

87.40

98.98

111.97

127.51

145.94

167.93

194.22

225.70

Residential
Commercial

&

Total Demand

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Table 18

Bcf/d

India Gas demand forecasts, 2005-2050 (Bcf/d)

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Power & Heat

1.49

2.92

4.59

5.12

6.01

7.26

8.64

10.29

12.25

14.59

Industry

0.91

2.40

3.37

3.72

4.10

4.53

5.00

5.52

6.10

6.73

Feedstock

0.86

1.87

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

2.93

0.09

0.28

0.69

1.35

1.79

2.18

2.76

3.51

4.45

5.65

3.35

7.47

11.58

13.11

14.83

16.89

19.33

22.25

25.73

29.90

Residential
Commercial
Total Demand

&

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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Exhibit Table 19
mtpa

India - Other Demand Forecasts

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

IEA 2007

n/a

42.3

n/a

n/a

81.7

EIA 2007

41.1

41.1

61.6

61.6

82.1

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2007/EIA International Energy Outlook 2007 /Gas Strategies Consulting

Supply Projections
A rapid increase in overall supply is expected, through a combination of greater indigenous
production, and imports through transnational pipelines and as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG).
Accordingly, while projecting total supply, the following categories of supplies have been
considered – domestic gas (consisting of volumes from existing fields, new domestic
discoveries4, and CBM) and gas imports (consisting of existing and upcoming LNG terminals
and proposed transnational pipelines).
The most striking element of Indian supply is the discovery of a major field in the Krishna
Godavari Basin by Reliance in 2002, which has been followed by further subsequent finds in
the basin. This provides a major injection of supply for the next decade.
The methodology of supply projections is detailed below:
Existing fields: Supplies based on LTGP5 projections.
Announced discoveries (Approved by DGH): Supplies based on the development
plans filed with DHG.
Possible additions to future supplies: Based on reserve accretion methodology
LNG: Supplies linked to terminal capacity and LNG import contracts.
CBM and Translational Pipelines; Based on our understanding and our discussions
with the industry players.
Exhibit Table 20
Bcf/d

India Gas supply projections, 2005 - 2030

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Existing fields

1.9

1.0

0.4

0.2

0.1

New Domestic

3.1

4.5

5.2

5.5

5.3

CBM

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

LNG

1.2

1.6

1.6

2.3

3.6

Total

6.2

7.4

7.5

8.3

9.3

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

4

Fields awarded under NELP
The Long Term Growth Plan (LTGP) is a projection regarding the likely volume of gas from existing ONGC
owned fields to 2016-17 by ONGC submitted to the Directorate General of Hydrocarbons (DGH).

5
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A.22 Projected supplies from existing and planned LNG terminals
The Dahej terminal of PLL and the Hazira terminal of Shell are the completed LNG projects
in India. The Dabhol LNG project of Ratnagiri Gas and Power Project Limited (RGPPL) is
likely to be completed by end of FY2009. LNG supplies will be influenced by terminal
capacity and the LNG import contracts. The following sections provide details of LNG
supplies from these projects.
Exhibit Table 21

India Gas demand requirements, 2010 - 2030

Bcf/d

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Demand

7.5

11.6

13.1

14.8

16.9

Domestic Supply

4.9

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.4

Gap

1.3

4.2

5.6

6.5

7.6

LNG

1.2

1.6

1.6

2.3

3.6

LNG (mtpa)

12.0

17.0

17.0

24.0

37.0

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Table 22
LNG terminal
Dahej - PLL

LNG Supplies and Contracted Volumes – Base Case
Capacity

Contracted Volumes

Current Capacity – 5 Mtpa

Qatar - RasGas 5 Mtpa (2004- 2028)

FY10 7.5Mtpa

+2.5 Mtpa Second Tranche

FY12 10 Mtpa
Hazira - Shell

FY12 – 2.5 Mtpa will be
uncontracted ; which can be met
with supplies from Iran or other
sources, which PLL is actively
seeking

No long term contracts exist.
Supplied from Shell portfolio – spot.
Has been short of supply.

Terminal expected to achieve 2.5
Mtpa in FY08 and 5 MMTPA in
FY15 by either spot or long term
contracts.

Current Capacity – nil

No long term contracts exist.

FY09 – 2.4 Mtpa

Earlier sourcing plan:

The commissioning of 2,184 MW
Dabhol power project to drive LNG
volumes

Current Capacity – 2.5
Mtpa
FY15 5 Mtpa

RGPPL, Dabhol

Remarks

1.6 Mtpa - Oman LNG,
0.7 Mtpa – Adgas.

Actual operations dependant on LNG
availability, and domestic gas
volumes availability.

2.6 Mtpa -Petronas.
Project stalled due to financial and
legal difficulties
Source: EIA/Gas Strategies Consulting
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Exhibit Figure 13

India LNG demand, contracted supply, 2006 - 2050
India demand vs contracts and renewals

80
70
60

mtpa

50
40
30
20
10

India Existing contracts

India Renewals

2050

2046

2042

2038

2034

2030

2026

2022

2018

2014

2010

2006

0

India Demand

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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Exhibit B

Potential LNG Supply

The previous section has reviewed gas demand in the main Asian markets and established the
requirement for new gas, with particular attention to the 2015 to 2020 period during which
Alaskan LNG would be coming to market and starting up. There are some 22 other LNG
projects in the Pacific and Middle East regions which have been announced. However the
majority of them are subject to major uncertainty, which makes predicting when they might be
serious contenders very uncertain. We have not attempted to assess yet to find gas that might
eventually be considered for development as LNG. There is too much uncertainty in this to
come to any valid conclusions.
LNG projects are notoriously difficult to bring to market but are also have distinctly variable
histories. To illustrate the point, three major gas discoveries were made in 1971: Arun in
Indonesia, North Rankin in North West Australia, and the North Field in Qatar (which
becomes South Pars in Iranian waters). Arun delivered its first cargo in 1977, still the most
rapid LNG development that has been achieved. The Australian North West Shelf LNG
project started up in 1989, and Qatargas in 1997. No Iranian project has yet made its final
investment decision. Three other major gas discoveries made in North West Australia at
about the same time, Gorgon, Scott Reef and Scarborough which have still not been
developed but are seen as active projects. The first suggestion of an LNG project in Nigeria
was in the late 1960s and the first deliveries were in 1999. The reasons for the differences are
complex and far from exclusively economic. For example, cost was and is a major factor in
Australia but politics also played a major part; Australia took a long time to decide whether
exports were acceptable. When it had taken the decision the NWS project was held up for
some time as demand stagnated in Japan in the recession following the 1979 oil shock,
although the Japanese buyers had committed in principle to take the LNG. The licences had
been granted to a very small Australian exploration company (Woodside) that had to find
partners to be able to fund the development, without surrendering its independence. This also
took years of negotiation to solve.
It is therefore challenging to forecast which projects are likely to proceed at a given time. We
use a multi-pronged approach based on our understanding of the individual projects. We aim
to assess what each project must do to put itself in a position to take its final investment
decision, e.g. prove reserves, set up a joint venture structure and agreements, sell LNG, come
to agreement with the host country, carry out necessary design work, negotiate finance,
acquire shipping etc. as well as achieving satisfactory economics.
Methodology
This section provides a comprehensive list of the projects we have assessed. These projects
have been grouped into three key categories:
1. Operating Projects: projects in existence and already producing.
2. Projects Under Construction: Projects which are already under construction or for
which an Engineering, Procurement and Construction contract has been awarded.
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For categories 1 and 2 we have assessed the likelihood of the existing production levels (and
contracted volumes) being sustained in the period in question.
Exhibit Table 23

Existing/Under Construction LNG Projects in Asia
Pacific/Middle East

REGION

PROJECT

START DATE

OPERATING PROJECTS
AP

Brunei

Existing

AP

Darwin Train 1

Existing

AP

NWS Trains 1 – 4

Existing

AP

Indonesia - Arun

Existing

AP

Indonesia – Bontang

Existing

AP

Malaysia

Existing

ME

Oman LNG Trains 1 & 2

Existing

ME

Qalhat

Existing

ME

Adgas

Existing

ME

Qatargas 1 – 3

Existing

ME

RasGas 1 – 5

Existing

PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION
AP

NWS T5

2009

AP

Peru LNG

2010

AP

Pluto LNG

2011

AP

Sakhalin Trains 1 & 2

2009

AP

Tangguh Trains 1 & 2

2009

ME

Qatargas 2

2008/9

ME

Qatargas 3

2010

ME

Qatargas 4

2011

ME

RasGas Trains 6 & 7

ME

Yemen LNG Trains 1 & 2

2009/10
2009

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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3. Probable Projects: Projects which have been formally proposed either linked to
certain or fairly certain reserves and for which a timeline for establishment have been
proposed.
4. Possible Projects: Possible projects include those for which an LNG project is being
considered, for the development of established reserves or those for which an LNG
project has been identified as the goal in the search for reserves.
5. Speculative projects: Projects for which there is no current existing structure but
which might reasonably assumed to develop in the future based on the prevalence of
gas in the country and an existing or aspiring LNG business.
Existing projects and their futures
Contracts associated with existing projects
The table below shows all of the existing contracts for buyers in the Asia Pacific region. It can
be seen that all of the contracts expire before the end of the timeline used in this project.
Exhibit Table 24

Australia NWS

LNG contracts into Asia

Exporter

Importer

Country

North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf

Chubu Electric
Chugoku Electric
Kansai Electric
Kyushu Electric
Osaka Gas
Toho Gas
Tokyo Electric
Tokyo Gas
Chugoku Electric
Kansai Electric
Osaka Gas
Toho Gas
Tokyo Electric
Tokyo Gas
Chugoku Electric
Kansai Electric
Osaka Gas
Tokyo Electric
Tokyo Gas
Toho Gas
Kyushu Electric
Kogas
Tokyo Gas/Toho
Gas
Osaka Gas
Tohoku Electric

North West Shelf
North West Shelf

Volume
(mtpa)

Start

End

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Korea
Japan

1.05
1.11
1.13
1.05
0.68
0.23
1.18
0.79
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.02
0.11
0.07
1.20
0.40
0.50
0.30
0.53
0.76
0.73
0.50
1.00

1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1989
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2003
2004

2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2021
2017
2015
2017
2017
2019
2017
2010
2029

Japan
Japan

1.00
0.40

2004
2005

2034
2020
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Australia
Darwin
Australia Pluto

Brunei

Indonesia Arun/Bontang

Indonesia Tangguh

MLNG

North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
North West Shelf
Darwin
Darwin

Shizuoka Gas
Kyushu Electric
Chubu Electric
Kansai Electric
Tohoku Electric
Guangdong LNG
Tokyo Electric
Tokyo Gas

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
China
Japan
Japan

0.14
0.50
0.60
0.50
0.50
3.30
2.00
1.00

2005
2006
2009
2009
2010
2006
2006
2006

2029
2026
2023
2023
2018
2031
2023
2023

Pluto
Pluto

Tokyo Gas
Kansai Electric

Japan
Japan

1.5-1.75
1.75-2.00

2010
2010

2025
2025

Brunei LNG
Brunei LNG
Brunei LNG
Brunei LNG

Tokyo Gas
Tokyo Electric
Osaka Gas
Kogas

Japan
Japan
Japan
S. Korea

1.24
4.03
0.74
0.70

1972
1972
1973
1997

2013
2013
2013
2013

Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina

Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Japan
Japan
Taiwan
Japan
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Japan

3.00
0.13
2.30
2.15
1.68
1.58
1.27
0.92
0.11
2.00
0.40

1984
1984
1986
1977
1983
1990
1994
1994
1994
1994
1996

2004
2009
2007
2010
2011
2009
2013
2014
2013
2014
2015

Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Pertamina
Tangguh
Tangguh
Tangguh
Tangguh

Tohoku Electric
Tokyo Electric
Kogas
Chubu Electric
Chubu Electric
CPC
Osaka Gas
Tokyo Gas
Toho Gas
Kogas
Hiroshima/Nihon/
Osaka Gas
Kogas
Kansai Electric
Osaka Gas
Kyushu Electric
Nippon Steel Corp.
Toho Gas
Kansai Electric
Kogas
CPC
Toho Gas
Osaka Gas
POSCO
SK-Power
CNOOC
Sempra

S. Korea
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Taiwan
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
S. Korea
China
Mexico

1.00
2.57
1.30
1.56
0.55
0.05
0.89
1.00
1.84
0.56
0.45
0.50
0.80
2.60
3.70

1999
2000
1977
1977
1977
1977
1983
1998
1998
1983
2004
2008
2008
2008
2008

2019
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2011
2017
2018
2011
2011
2028
2028
2033
2027

MLNG Satu
MLNG Satu
MLNG Satu
MLNG Satu
MLNG Satu
MLNG Satu

Tokyo Electric
Tokyo Gas
Saibu Gas
Osaka Gas Co.
Chubu Electric
Saibu Gas

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

4.80
2.60
0.36
0.92
0.54
0.39

1983
1983
1993
2009
2011
2013

2018
2018
2013
2024
2031
2028
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MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Dua
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Taiwan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

0.80
0.60
0.42
0.28
2.00
2.25
0.50
0.50
0.15
0.52
0.42
0.48
0.68

1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1997
2007
2010
2003
2003

2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2017
2027
2025
2023
2020

MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga
MLNG Tiga

Tokyo Gas
Osaka Gas
Kansai Electric
Toho Gas
Kogas
CPC
Tohoku Electric
Shizuoka Gas
Sendai
Toho Gas
Shikoku Electric
Japex
Tokyo/Toho/Osaka
Gas
Kogas
Kogas
Tokyo Gas
Tohoku Electric
Kogas
Hiroshima Gas
Kogas
Shanghai LNG

S. Korea
S. Korea
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Japan
S. Korea
China

1.50
0.71
0.34
0.90
0.40
0.08
2.00
3.00

2003
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2008
2009

2010
2008
2024
2022
2008
2013
2028
2034

Phillips/Marathon
Phillips/Marathon

Tokyo Gas
Tokyo Electric

Japan
Japan

0.31
0.92

1969
1989

2009
2009

Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy

Japan
Japan
Mexico/
USA
S. Korea
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

1.10
1.50
1.85

2008
2008
2008

2032
2030
2028

Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy
Sakhalin Energy

Tokyo Gas
Tokyo Electric
Shell Eastern
Trading
KOGAS
Hiroshima Gas
Osaka Gas
Toho Gas
Kyushu Electric
Tohoku Electric
Saibu Gas
Chubu Electric

1.50
0.21
0.20
0.50
0.50
0.42
0.01
0.50

2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2010
2011

2028
2028
2028
2033
2029
2030
2028
2026

Peru LNG

Peru LNG

Repsol YPF

Mexico

3.60

2010

2025

Abu Dhabi

Adgas

Tokyo Electric

Japan

4.30

1977

2019

Oman LNG

Oman LNG
Oman LNG
Qalhat LNG
Qalhat LNG
Qalhat LNG
Qalhat LNG

Kogas
Osaka Gas
Itochu
Mitsubishi
Tokyo Electric
Osaka Gas

S. Korea
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

4.10
0.66
0.70
0.80
0.80
0.80

2000
2000
2006
2006
2006
2009

2025
2025
2026
2021
2021
2026

Qatargas
Qatargas

Chubu Electric
Tokyo Gas

Japan
Japan

4.00
0.35

1997
1998

2022
2022

Alaska (Kenai)

Russia Sakhalin

Qalhat LNG

Qatar Qatargas
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Qatar - RasGas

Qatargas
Qatargas
Qatargas
Qatargas
Qatargas
Qatargas
Qatargas II
Qatargas II

Osaka Gas
Tohoku Electric
Kansai Electric
Tokyo Electric
Chugoku Electric
Toho Gas
ExxonMobil
Total

Qatargas II
Qatargas II
Qatargas III
Qatargas IV
Qatargas IV
Qatargas IV
RasGas
RasGas (II)
RasGas(II)
RasGas (II)
RasGas (II)
RasGas II
RasGas (III)
RasGas (III)

QP/ExxonMobil
Chubu Electric
QP/ConocoPhillips
Shell
Marubeni
Mitsubishi
Kogas
Petronet
Petronet
Kogas
CPC
Petronet
Kogas
ExxonMobil

Yemen LNG
KOGAS
Yemen LNG
Suez
Yemen LNG
Total
Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Yemen LNG

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan
UK*
UK, Mex,
France *
US *
Japan
US*
USA*
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
India
India
S. Korea
Taiwan
India
S. Korea
USA*

0.35
0.52
0.29
0.20
0.12
0.17
7.80
5.20

1998
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
2007
2008

2022
2022
2022
2021
2022
2022
2027
2033

2.60
1.20
7.80
7.80
1.10
1.10
4.90
5.00
2.50
0.96
3.00
1.20
2.10
15.60

2007
2008
2010
2010
2010
2010
1999
2004
2009
2004
2008
2007
2007
2010

2027
2013
2030
2035
2035
2035
2024
2028
2033
2008
2033
2008
2026
2035

S. Korea
USA*
USA*

2.00
2.55
2.00

2008
2009
2009

2028
2029
2029

* - Although these volumes are targeted at the Atlantic basin, they are potentially flexible and
culd be diverted to Asia. We believe that some small quantities have already been
“remarketed” into Asia, with the Qatari project partners taking advantage of the liquidity of
the US and UK markets in seeking to lock-in higher prices in favour of the market-based
pricing of the US and UK
We have assessed the projects to consider whether or not the contracts are likely to be
renewed (if not to the exact buyers at the same level, to a buyer within the region). As a result
of this assessment, we have identified a number of issues in terms of non-renewed contracts.
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Dying Projects
Indonesia (Arun and Bontang)
Both of the existing Indonesian LNG plants, in Arun and Bontang, look highly unlikely to
maintain their current levels of production. The Arun field, the sole source of gas for that
plant, is in terminal decline with the existing contracts certain not to be renewed. Further, it
currently does not produce enough gas to honour those contracts – one of the reasons the
Asian supply/demand tightness is currently so acute. The issues at Bontang are slightly
different, with the existing contracts unlikely to be renewed, with the gas being directed to the
domestic market in Java in preference to further exports. Again, as with Arun, actual
deliveries for the last few years (and for the future) have not met contractual levels. There are
12 mtpa worth of contracts up for renewal from Bontang in the period 2010-11 and latest
indications from the Indonesian Government are that it will renew 3 mtpa from 2011 to 2015
and 2 mtpa from 2016 to 2020.
For the contracts that expire in the period beyond 2010/11, we have assumed the contract
being renewed on a similar principle – e.g. c. 75% of the volumes are not renewed.
Alaska (Kenai)
Declining gas reserves for the plant means contracts from the Alaskan project are unlikely to
be renewed although there has been agreement to extend the contracts for a further two years
to the end of 2011 (subject to achieving a license extension for the facility in Alaska). Beyond
that, we envisage the plant ceasing operations.
Questionable projects
A further group of projects face challenges in being able to achieve full contract extensions
due the availability of sufficient gas reserves.
Malaysia
Gas Strategies understands that even now, Malaysia is struggling to produce enough gas for its
facilities (a potential debottlenecking of the third element of the project – MLNG Tiga – is not
able to proceed without further gas being identified for it). The level of renewals from the
project (MLNG Dua contracts are due for renewal around 2015) will therefore likely be
dependent on the success of the upstream companies finding new reserves before then. Gas
Strategies thinks that there is a reasonable chance of gas being found for extensions to
therefore occur – but perhaps not enough for everything to be renewed. With progress in
technological solutions to monetising isolated gas reserves, we think it ought to be feasible for
sufficient gas to be found to renew some but not all contracts in the long-run. We have
therefore assumed no renewals for the Tiga contracts.
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Brunei
There has been some speculation that Brunei, like Malaysia, may face gas supply issues in
renewing its contracts. The challenge is slightly different in that the government has long
exercised a policy of retaining significant reserves in the ground for future use, thus along
with a mature basin, there is also the challenge of persuading the government to make
sufficient volume available. However, BLNG’s recent move to order two new 147,000 m3
vessels to replace its aging 75,000 m3 fleet, described as “part of a rejuvenation process where
we are preparing to ship LNG for another 20 years up to 2033” suggests it is confident of
achieving full renewals.
New projects

B.1 Project Maturity
The Project Maturity Index measures the extent to which the project is close to becoming a
firm project. The Maturity Index awards a binary score (0 or 1) for each of the main steps
towards project launch. These are:
Confirmation of gas availability – in that reserves are firmed up or the
appropriate supply contract has been signed
Formation of an aligned project consortium/Declaration of Intent to proceed
without partners
Award or completion of a FEED Study
Conclusion of Sales Agreements, including MOUs and LOIs.
The taking of a Final Investment Decision to proceed with the project.
Political support for the project (either internal or external)
Viable costs/economics.
Project type – expansions are favoured over greenfield projects
Whether or not there are experienced partners present
Whether or not there are “significant firsts” in the project (e.g. floating, small
scale CBM)
We have considered all of the known Asia Pacific and Middle Eastern projects under
development in this exercise.
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Experienced partners?

No “significant Firsts”

Total Capacity (Mtpa)

GS estimated start-up

0

1

1

G

0

0

6

2.0

2011

Gorgon

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

G

1

1

6

15.0

2014-15

“new” Qatar

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

E (1)

1

1

6

15

2015/16

Sakhalin Train 3

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

E (1)

1

1

6

4.8

2014

PNG - Liquid Niugini
Gas

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

G

0

1

5

9

2015-6

Gladstone (BG)

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

G

1

0

5

3.0

2014

Tangguh Train 3

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

1

E (1)

1

1

4.5

3.8

2013

Sunrise/Darwin 2

0

0

0

1

0

0.5

0

E (1)

1

1

4.5

6

2016

ales Agreed

Maturity Index

roject type (Greenfield=G;
Expansion =E)

1

olitical Support

1

irm Gas Reserves/Supply

1

ID Taken/ EPC Awarded

1

EED Study Underway /
Completed

ost/ Economics

roject structure Agreed / Partners
aligned
Indonesia - Sengkang
(Energy World)

“Probable”

“Possible”
Browse

0

0

0

1

0.5

1

0

G

1

1

4.5

10

2017-18

Gladstone (Sunshine)

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

G

0

0

4

0.5

2013

More “new” Qatar

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

G

1

1

4

15

2018

Pilbara/Scarborough

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

G

1

1

4

6.0

2016

Wheatstone

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

G

1

1

4

5.0

2014

Donggi-Senoro

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

G

0

1

4

2.0

2013

Pars LNG

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

G

1

0

4

10

2018/19

Persian LNG

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

G

1

0

4

16

2015/16

PNG - Exxon

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

G

1

1

4

6.3

2014

Ichthys

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

G

1

1

4

7.6

2016

“Speculative”
NIOC/Iran LNG

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

G

0

0

3

10

2021/22

Gladstone (LNG Ltd)

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

G

0

0

3

1.3

2013

Gladstone (Santos)

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

G

1

0

3

5

2016

Gorgon expansion

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

G

1

1

3

10.0

2017

Marsela (Inpex)

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

G

1

1

3

6

2016

Iran - Qeshm LNG

1

0

0

0.5

0

0

0

G

0

0

1.5

3.5

2012

PNG (LNG Ltd)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

G

0

0

0

2

2020

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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The index only tells part of the story and is not a reliable guide to when a particular project
will proceed but it does give some guide to progress. It will be noted than none of the projects
(except Senkang) approaches a full score. Of the 22 projects identified almost all have a
significant problem and some have more than one.
The following are “high cost”:
Gorgon
Browse
Pilbara
Icthys
PNG Exxon ($10 – 13 billion 6.3 mtpa)
PNG LNG
Gladstone LNG (all)
These are using new technology:
Gladstone (all)
Sengkang
Darwin/Sunshine (floating)
The following have only inexperienced partners:
Sengkang
Liquid Niugini Gas
Gladstone (sunshine)
Gladstone LNG
Marsela
PNG (LNG Ltd)
The following are in politically difficult environments:
PNG (all)
Iran (all)
Sakhalin Train 3
Darwin/Sunrise
To characterise the projects better we have reviewed each one individually.
Project Reviews
Probable Projects
Australia – Gorgon
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The Gorgon LNG project has been around since the 1970s, and indeed serves to highlight one
of the common features of LNG projects – namely moving from the identification of reserves
to actual production. Gorgon currently faces two major obstacles. Firstly, the costs associated
with the project are understood to be extremely high, with current commodity and contractor
rates exacerbated by the high cost of labour in Australia and the specific challenges of the
Gorgon project. The high costs have persistently caused delays to the project start date – with
the project having been effectively on the brink of FID for some time now. The most recent
move to overcome the problem was to scale-up the project’s size to 15 mtpa – and a
subsequent announcement of no FID before 2010. Although this project seems to have much
going for it (including agreed sales deals for the off-take), its history suggests it needs to be
watched with some trepidation.
“New” Qatar expansion
Qatar’s enormous reserves and rapid LNG expansion mean it is clearly a strong candidate for
future supply of LNG. However, Qatar has placed a moratorium on future gas developments
until 2010 (the pace of development over last few years has been extraordinarily rapid and has
contributed to escalating costs. Although reserves are immense, Qatar wants to take stock of
impact of development so far and review policy for the future), we feel it is likely that
increased LNG developments will commence once the current activity has subsided. There
may be some political opposition to such a development but the cost is likely to be relatively
low, the gas is there and Qatar Petroleum will likely have little trouble finding partners if it
feels the need to. It is a well established machine for developing LNG so as soon as
moratorium lifted new developments could be rolled out.
Russia – Sakhalin Expansion
An expansion project, as a rule, is easier and lower cost than a greenfield one. Many of the
political, developmental and partnership issues having already been resolved. The Sakhalin
region clearly has the gas reserves and expansion here is likely to be determined by the will of
Gazprom. The gas would likely come from the Sakhalin-2 area. The project has not
announced its intention to go ahead with a third train but is known to be considering it.
However, it does not want to the distraction of working on an expansion before the first phase
is on stream. This has suffered from delays, political problems and serious cost over-runs.
The most likely impediment to further developments is the high cost environment of the
moment.
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Indonesia - Sengkang (Energy World)
Another new Indonesian project, Energy World Corporation (EWC) has appointed Arup to
provide LNG storage, ship loading, maritime and civil engineering services for the proposed
Sengkang LNG liquefaction facility to be built in Sulawesi. Built from four 0.5 mtpa modules,
the project is a pioneering example of small-scale, modular LNG. The trains are being built by
Chart Energy & Chemicals and they will be skid-mounted and moved to the construction site.
Current resources at Sengkang are 583 Bcf of gas, however EWC believes it has 5-7 Tcf of
reserves that could sustain production of between 5-7 mtpa of LNG for 20 years. The partners
target end-2009 for operations and although optimistic, its ability to use non-LNG specialist
contractors (here using concrete tanks) means it could begin construction relatively quickly.
No details are available on potential customers for the LNG or on whether the terminal is
actually under construction, although engineering contracts have been let and equipment is
being ordered.
Indonesia – Tangguh Expansion
As with Sakhalin, and expansion of Tangguh seems a relatively straightforward option for
future supply. However, it faces a number of potential hurdles. The Indonesian government
has expressed its desire to influence the behaviour of IOCs in the country – with demands that
gas been made available for the domestic market. As such, BP (the project leader) would
likely seek to ensure any further development will be economically viable for them.
Furthermore, although gas reserves are believed to be adequate for an expansion, further
appraisal activity will likely be needed. Were these issues to be overcome satisfactorily, an
expansions seems a viable option for the project. The major issue with the project would seem
to stem from the dysfunction and divided command of the Indonesian authorities with
BPMigas, Pertamina, Energy Ministry and Finance Ministry all with different agendas. That
said, as an expansion, and with gas supply unlikely to be an issue, its chances must be
relatively good.
Australia - Gladstone (BG, Queensland Gas)
The presence of major LNG player in this project adds a degree of gravitas not only to the
project but indeed to the concept of coal bed methane as a source of LNG supply into the
future. The A$8 billion project was only announced in early 2008 but is already very well
formed in terms of shareholder agreements. BG is to buy all of the 3-4 mtpa of LNG output
for 20 years and with its global reach ought not to be troubled with ensuring that LNG finds a
market. However, the use of coal bed methane as feedstock for an LNG plant is new and there
is clearly potential for the, already very high, cost estimate to get out of hand and cause
postponement or cancellation of the project. Even at current estimates it will need a delivered
price in excess of $7/mmBtu to be viable.
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PNG - Liquid Niugini Gas
Liquid Niugini Gas is a joint venture of Interoil, Merrill Lynch and Pacific LNG. It has a
partners agreement signed and at the end of February 2008 signed a FEED contract with
Bechtel as well as selecting the same company as the EPC contractor. Merrill Lynch has
agreed to take all of the LNG from the first two trains of the project, thus securing a sales
agreement. Furthermore, the PNG Prime Minister, Sir Michael Somare, has expressed his
support for the project. Merrill Lynch is leading the financing strategy for the project,. The
main hindrances to the development of the project would seem to be ensuring costs can be
kept to an acceptable level and ensuring a secure supply of gas is available. Interoil has the
Elk field in PNG, with estimated recoverable reserves of 11 Tcf. It is currently continuing to
appraise the discovery. The ultimate cost and therefore economic viability of the project will
likely be tied to the cost of developing the gas reserves and as such, its economic viability is
not yet fully clear. Although targeting a “fast-track development” (by 2012), such progress
would be spectacularly fast and we would not expect start up before 2015-6. The project is
being promoted by inexperienced partners and Merrill Lynch ahs no direct experience of
selling in the Pacific market. Although the premier has voiced his support, there is a long way
between this and signing of the necessary government agreements; PNG does not have a good
track record of doing this.
Possible Projects
Australia – Browse
Although Woodside has been actively marketing gas from the Browse project – supply deals
have been signed with CPC of Taiwan and PetroChina, with Singapore linked as a third
potential customer – it still faces the prospect of securing gas supplies from its WA1P
upstream partners – including BP, BHP Billiton, Shell and Chevron (and probably, in reality
having them as partners in the development). Although FEED appears to have been awarded
for the upstream development, the gas is in very deep water and will likely prove very
expensive to produce. It wants to take FID in 2010 but is still arguing about Burrup vs.
Kimberley as a site for the liquefaction plant with the West Australian government seeking a
single common user facility for all Browse basin reserves. Two further customers are likely
needed for the 10 mtpa plant. As such, Woodside itself does not see production before 201315 and a delay beyond that would not be unexpected. As with all Australian projects, cost is
an issue, particularly with fields in deep water and distant from land although it is understood
the project has succeeded in securing relatively high-priced deals with CPC and PetroChina,
approaching oil parity.
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Australia - Gladstone (Sunshine)
Another relatively recent, Queensland, CBM, mid-scale LNG project is this one, being driven
by Sojitz and Sunshine Gas. Still at a very early stage, the partners appear to have reached
agreement and have access to Sunshine’s CBM production. Sojitz will also potentially bring
access to the Japanese market but at this early stage of development, the project rates only as
possible. The estimated cost of US$500 million for 0.5 mtpa is reasonably high compared to
the other mid-scale plant (LNG Ltd) but relatively cheap compared to the larger projects being
developed in Australia. None of the partners has LNG experience, and as the technology, both
for small LNG projects and for the use of coal bed methane as a feed gas is untried, the project
has real obstacles to overcome.
Australia – Sunrise/Darwin 2
The Greater Sunrise gas prospect lies between Australia and East Timor and was previously
the subject of a border dispute between the two countries. The resolution, that it was placed in
a “Joint Petroleum Development Area” with the revenues split between the two. The potential
requirement for East Timor co-operation (or even a site for the plant) means it faces some
political and developmental hurdles. The project is also vying with Browse to be the next
project developed by Woodside. The two projects will not be developed at the same time, but
it is currently difficult to see which will go first.
Its remoteness from Australia has also caused issues, with project partners (Woodside, Shell,
ConocoPhillips, Osaka Gas) differing on the best way to liquefy the gas – piping it the 530 km
to Australia or using as-yet untried floating liquefaction. Ironically, Woodside recently said
that the floating solution looked the cheapest – a volte-face compared to 2004 when such an
options (pushed by Shell) was the most costly). ConocoPhillips would likely favour the
pipeline option to the existing Darwin project site (in which it is a partner). This
disagreement has now gone on for the best part of a decade. If it could be resolved and the
Timorese government pacified the project should have a reasonable prospect, particularly as
an expansion of Darwin.
Australia – Pilbara/Scarborough
Pilbara LNG was a project initiated by BHP Billiton in the early 2000s ago, tapping its
Scarborough reserves, held with ExxonMobil. Until mid-2006 however, ExxonMobil was not
interested in developing the field. It now seems to be open to the idea, but work will
undoubtedly need to be done to shore up the project partnership – with ExxonMobil yet to be
convinced there is an economic means of developing the reserves – in 900 metres of water
300 km offshore and with little or no condensate. Although the gas resources seem to be there
(10 Tcf estimated), the project is at a relatively early stage of development and the partners
have other LNG projects in Australia that they may prioritise. No project company yet exists
and the associated costs are likely to be high. Once again, as with other Australian projects,
cost, priority (of the partners) and the crowded list of opportunities means it will likely have to
wait its turn.
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Australia – Wheatstone
Chevron’s Wheatstone project has only been announced for less than a month and is based on
the field of the same name, discovered in 2004. At such an early stage of development, details
are very sketchy. One advantage is that as a 100% Chevron project, partner agreement may be
easier to come by. It not likely to be so extravagantly high cost as many Australian projects as
the field is in shallower water and is nearer land. No Autralian project is low cost, however.
FEED is not expected until 2009 and as such. The project looks unlikely to be operational
before 2015.
Australia – Ichthys
A joint venture between Inpex (76%) and Total (24%), this project recently had its timeline
delayed until “at least 2013” but with no confirmed timetable, its realistic timing is uncertain.
Equally, no decision has yet been made on where to construct the liquefaction plant for the
offshore field. Sites in Western and northern Australia are still being considered. With an
uncertain project timetable and the same cost issues as for other Australian projects, this
remains uncertain.
Australia - Gladstone (Santos)
A project based on the use of coal bed methane (CBM) from Queensland, eastern Australia is
being pursued by Santos. A relatively recent development, the project has nonetheless moved
quite quickly – benefiting from a single company being invoked. As with many of the other
Australian projects, the cost is likely to extremely high (Santos estimates A$5-7 billion for the
3-4 mtpa plant) and thus securing sales contracts that ensure its economic viability will be
key. Although it pursuing a 2014 timeframe to start production, realistically, we expect it to
be later than that.
Indonesia – Donggi
A 2 mtpa plant planned for Sulawesi Island, based on the Matindok and Senoro fields.
Mitsubishi has been selected as partner for Pertamina in developing the project. Bids from
EPC contractors have been received – with the project cost reported to be $1.3 billion. It is
expected that the LNG will be marketed to Pertamina’s existing customers in Japan (Kansai
and Chubu) although there have also been suggestions that the LNG will be used to satisfy gas
demand in Indonesia (via new LNG terminals on Java) if a pipeline is not built from Bontang.
Start-up could possibly be in 2012, but more likely later, with current rumours of a delay due a
dispute over the price to be paid for the feed-gas. It would be a brave person to back increased
Indonesian LNG production too strongly but with the advent of economically viable small and
medium scale LNG projects, a project such as this may be feasible. Mitsubishi has been
awarded the EPC to construct the terminal but until all of the outstanding issues have been
ironed out, it remains a distance form FID. Given the tumultuous political situation in
Indonesia (with respect to gas exports particularly) this project will remain a possible until
more firm progress is made.
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PNG – Exxon
The second LNG project in PNG is being backed by ExxonMobil (41.6%), Oil Search
(34.1%), Nippon Oil (1.8%), Santos (17.7%), AGL (3.6%) and MRDC (a PNG company
representing landowner interests – 1.2%). The project has the advantages of a heavyweight
partner as well as a Japanese partner that might be able to enhance marketing opportunities. It
faces challenges however, not least of cost, with the gas located in the PNG highlands. The
partners have signed a Joint Operation Agreement. The project will be fully integrated with
the above shares throughout the value chain. ExxonMobil will market the LNG on behalf of
the project. However, fiscal terms have not been reached with the government of PNG and as
such, FEED has not yet been initiated.
Iranian projects
All the major Iranian projects have a number of things in common: 1) there is no shortage of
accessible gas (South Pars); 2) a relatively long history; and 3) massive political obstacles.
NIOC/Iran LNG is 100% owned by National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), and is thought to
be 10 mtpa. OMV has had some dealings with the project with the prospect of joining it.
Persian LNG is a partnership between NIOC (50%), Shell (25%) and Repsol from (25%) and
is 16 mtpa in size. Shell and Repsol will market the first train with an office reportedly
established in Tokyo for the second.
Pars LNG is a 10 mtpa JV between NIOC (50%), Total (40%) and Petronas (10%). Total and
Petronas will purchase LNG from Train 1. India, Thailand and China are possible markets for
train 2
All of these projects would be feasible but for a few issues. There has never been full political
commitment towards LNG in Iran (unlike Qatar) with different political blocs favouring
different uses for the country’s vast gas reserves. It is reluctant to allow International
companies access to its reserves on acceptable terms; buy-back contract, rather tha production
sharing deals are all that Iran appears prepared to offer.
Further, its international political standing and security issues mean it has proved difficult for
foreign companies to operate there. In the LNG context, the sanctions against it mean that
established LNG technology cannot be used there (the licenses are American). Nor can the
LNG be sold into the liquid US market.
Cost of development may also be an issue with a recent dispute between Total and NIOC over
the increased costs of the Pars LNG plant.
The capacity for Iran to become a major LNG producer is one of the great unknowns in the
LNG world. A strong development would have the capacity to shift the supply/demand
balance significantly, assuming the LNG were able to be sold to enough countries.
More new Qatar
Qatar’s potential to increase its LNG production means that even further expansion ought to
be considered as possible rather than speculative.
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Speculative
Australia - Gladstone (LNG Ltd)
One of four LNG projects in Queensland seeking to develop CBM into LNG. LNG Ltd will
buy gas from Arrow Energy and export from Fisherman’s Point. LNG Ltd is developing a
number of small to mid scale LNG facilities around the world but is not therefore yet a proven
developer/operator. One thing in the project’s favour is the apparently low cost – estimated at
US$400 million for the initial 1 mtpa of production. This low cost is partly due to the smallscale, modular nature of the project – something which also shortens the construction time (to
24 months). The project’s target date is end-2010 although with LNG Ltd understood to be
seeking partners for the project as well as sales contracts and until any sort of engineering
contracts signed, the project must only be considered a possible project. This suffers from teh
same problems as the other Queensland coal bed methane projects.
Other Iranian projects include another LNG Ltd project – Qeshm LNG – which faces many
all the problems as above but without some of the challenges (being small scale), but using an
unproven technology. That said, the project may lack the clout of the larger companies
involved in the others. Future developments such as from North Pars (where CNOOC has
signed a development deal with NIOC) or the Golshan and Ferdowsi Fields (in which a
similar deal has been done with SKS Ventures of Malaysia) may offer longer-term
opportunities but only if the developmental issues that have dogged the country’s LNG
industry so far can be overcome.
Indonesia - Marsela (Inpex)
Inpex’s second LNG project in the region (after Ichthys) at the moment it is little more than a
gas find (believed to be able to support 6 mtpa of LNG production). Partners are being sought
and Inpex is understood to be investigating a floating production solution. Timing looks likely
to be beyond 2015, with Ichthys remaining the priority development.
Australia – Gorgon expansion
Reserve levels in the Gorgon area mean an expansion ought to be possible in the future –
assuming the first element of the project ever get going.
PNG (LNG Ltd)
The smallest, and least developed, of the PNG LNG projects is being pursued by LNG Ltd.
Still at a very early stage (feasibility study), this project remains nothing more than speculative
for now, particularly given the competition for reserves from the other prospective LNG
projects.
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Conclusions
Most of these projects will fail to achieve their targeted start dates and we, to the best of our
ability, have to assess when they might occur. As highlighted above however, such
developments rarely run as expected. What is clear, is that there is a plethora of new projects
in the region – more than enough in fact to cope with projected demand. The ability of these
projects to develop in a timely manner will largely influence the relative supply tightness in
the 2015-20 timeframe. Some of the projects, notably the Australian ones, are likely to be very
high cost projects and will struggle to develop in the current market. Others, such as the
Iranian projects, face massive political hurdles which must be overcome if their potential is to
be realised and which will really require a major geopolitical shift.
For our central case we then make probabilistic estimates of the likely range of start dates for
each project and the chance of it not proceeding at all. These estimates are then submitted to a
Monte Carlo analysis to achieve a supply profile.
The data for each project is set out in the following table:
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Exhibit Table 25

Potential Start Dates

Earliest Date

Most Likely

Latest Date

Total failure
%

2011

2012

2015

2

Gorgon

2014

2025

2035

15

“new” Qatar

2014

2015

2020

15

Sakhalin Train 3

2014

2017

2025

5

PNG - Liquid Niugini Gas

2013

2016

2025

10

Gladstone (BG)

2014

2015

2030

20

Tangguh Train 3

2013

2015

2020

5

Sunrise/Darwin 2

2015

2018

2025

10

Browse

2015

2030

2040

15

Gladstone (Sunshine)

2014

2020

2040

30

More “new” Qatar

2016

2018

2022

15

Pilbara/Scarborough

2017

2030

2040

15

Wheatstone

2014

2017

2030

10

Donggi-Senoro

2014

2020

2030

10

Pars LNG

2020

2030

2040

20

Persian LNG

2020

2030

2040

20

PNG - Exxon

2014

2020

2030

15

Ichthys

2017

2030

2040

15

NIOC/Iran LNG

2020

2030

2040

20

Gladstone (LNG Ltd)

2014

2020

2040

30

Gladstone (Santos)

2014

2015

2030

20

Marsela (Inpex)

2016

2025

2035

20

Iran - Qeshm LNG

2020

2030

2040

20

PNG (LNG Ltd)

2016

2030

2040

20

Indonesia
World)

-

Sengkang

(Energy

Source: Gas Strategies Consulting
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The results of the Monte Carlo runs are shown in the following figure:
Exhibit Figure 14

Supply outputs from Monte Carlo runs
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Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

To generate a low supply case we include only those projects we view as “probable” i.e.
which are well advanced and have no serious obstacles. These are largely expansions with the
exception of the Niugini project.
For a high case we allow all projects to proceed on their earliest achievable time frame.
These give a measure of potential supply availability. In reality the market has several
feedback mechanisms that tend to keep it in balance. The first is that projects will generally
not proceed without firm contracts. If too many are trying to come to market at the same time
some will be delayed. In addition, Middle East projects, such as Qatar can easily access
European and US markets if they find Asian contracts hard to find and thus remove
themselves from the supply picture.
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Equally if the market risks being short Qatar, BG and some other suppliers are in a position to
divert flexible US and UK supply to Asia, either spot or on a long term basis.

B.2 Supply and Demand Scenarios
To show the range of possibilities for the supply and demand balance for LNG in Asia we
have overlaid our three supply scenarios on our demand projections as follows:
Exhibit Figure 15

All Asia demand – Probable only

All Asia Demand - probable only
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Source: Gas Strategies Consulting

Exhibit Figure 15 shows the demand for the main markets against our “probable” supply
coming forward at its projected dates. This picture is significantly short of supply except for a
brief period in the middle of the next decade. In reality we should also take account of the
American west coast market and the emergence of small new markets such as Singapore.
When this demand is added the picture becomes even more supply constrained.
On the other hand if all the proposed projects were to go ahead on the dates they project,
ignoring the need to obtain sales contracts, there would be a large supply surplus starting from
about 2014 and lasting for more than a decade.
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Exhibit Figure 16

All Asia & W North America demand – all proposed
projects
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This does indicate that there is, in theory, the potential for a highly competitive supply picture
which would lead to our low case pricing scenario.
Our central case using the Monte Carlo generated supply shows a more balanced picture.
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Exhibit Figure 17

All Asia demand – Monte Carlo supply
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This has a shortfall of around 30 mtpa in the period during which Alaskan LNG would be
coming to market, although this is more than covered by available flexible supply that could
be diverted from the Atlantic Basin. Nevertheless it represents a plausible opportunity for
Alaskan LNG to enter the market at that time.
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Introduction
The purpose of this report is to describe the findings of Brown, Williams, Moorhead & Quinn,
Inc. (“BWMQ”) on important regulatory issues related to the State of Alaska’s evaluation of the AGIA
application of TransCanada PipeLines Limited (“TransCanada”) to construct a natural gas pipeline
system. The proposed pipeline would extend from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska through the State of Alaska to
delivery points in Alberta, Canada for ultimate natural gas transportation service to the State of Alaska,
Canada and the Lower-48 region of the United States.
This regulatory issues report addresses four distinct issues. The first issue is BWMQ’s evaluation
of the negotiated rate practices employed on a number of United States pipeline projects, as compared to
the contemplated negotiated rate structure for TransCanada’s proposed Alaskan natural gas pipeline
(Section I - Negotiated Rate Study). The second issue is BWMQ’s evaluation of the rate of return on
equity1 mechanism proposed by TransCanada in its AGIA application compared to the incentive rate of
return on equity mechanism authorized by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC’) for the
original Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System (“ANGTS”) (Section II – Rate of Return
Mechanism). The third issue is BWMQ’s evaluation of the natural gas supply support for the shipper
contracts on major United States pipeline projects (Section III - Gas Supply Study). These supplies are
compared to the known Alaskan gas supplies that are expected to be available to support an Alaskan
natural gas pipeline system. And finally, the fourth issue we address is the strategic needs of
TransCanada for access to Alaskan natural gas supplies to offset continued declines from its traditional
sources of natural gas supply in Canada (Section IV – TransCanada’s Strategic Need for Alaskan
Natural Gas Supplies for Existing TransCanada Pipeline Network).

SECTION I - NEGOTIATED RATE STUDY
Summary of Negotiated Rate Study Conclusions
TransCanada has proposed negotiated rate principles in its AGIA application that are, in most
important respects, consistent with the principles employed by other major United States gas pipeline
developers and the regulatory standards employed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(“FERC’). TransCanada’s negotiated rate practices are consistent with other major gas pipeline
developers because:
•

1

TransCanada proposed to develop its Alaskan pipeline recourse rates under principles similar to
the principles used by other pipeline developers

Throughout this report references to return, rate of return, and ROE all refer to rate of return on equity.
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•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Prospective shippers would be offered a choice of the recourse rates or negotiated rates to be
established by negotiation with TransCanada.
The lengths of transportation contracts are subject to negotiation with shippers. Different
contract lengths have been used by U.S. pipeline developers as a basis for offering different rates
and terms to several categories of shippers.
Under negotiated rate principles, TransCanada would be able to negotiate a variety of rate
designs to meet the demands of the natural gas market without regulatory interference from the
FERC. FERC does not investigate nor rule on the appropriateness of negotiated rates.
TransCanada proposed an initial rate of return on equity (ROE) of 14% for its recourse rates that
is consistent with the ROE approved by FERC for initial rates for many other pipeline projects.
The AGIA application included proposals to deal with cost overrun risks and future expansions
that can be viewed as an initial offer to shippers to negotiate on those important topics. Cost
overrun risk adjustment provisions have been included in several negotiated transportation
contracts within the industry (See Attachment No. 1).
The ROE adjustment mechanism (periodic adjustments to ROE to reflect changes in treasury
interest rates) in the AGIA application is unusual but may well be approved by FERC. While
this mechanism deviates from the traditional DCF analysis approved at FERC, this is an unusual
project with a unique history. FERC approved a unique Incentive Rate of Return mechanism in
the original ANGTS project (which is described further below). The Incentive Rate of Return
mechanism if applied today would likely be more generous than what TransCanada has applied
for in its AGIA application.
TransCanada has proposed ROE and other cost recovery provisions in its AGIA application.
These adjustment mechanisms can be viewed as a potential way, after conclusion of successful
negotiations, of avoiding the pipeline’s need to file periodic FERC Section 4 rate cases. If
properly designed, such mechanisms can keep rates paid by shippers just and reasonable and
reduce regulatory costs. The inclusion of these adjustment provisions in the AGIA application
and the negotiation of these adjustment mechanisms with shippers should address the twin goals
of providing shippers with: 1) rate certainty over the terms of the shipper’s contracts and 2)
ensuring that TransCanada’s Alaskan gas pipeline rates meet the regulatory standard of being
just and reasonable.

Please refer to the data in Attachment 1that shows details about the negotiated rate practices for a
representative sample of pipeline projects in the United States. When the Alaskan pipeline’s shipper
contracts are negotiated, shippers are likely to demand and TransCanada is likely to offer provisions
similar to those obtained on other U.S. pipeline projects. The shippers will have a substantial amount of
bargaining power with TransCanada and will bargain from the position of knowing what has been
offered and agreed to on other U. S. pipeline projects. While the exact details will be subject to
negotiation, those provisions probably will include:

• Substantial discounts in negotiated rates compared to cost-based recourse rates, obtained through
a rate levelization plan and a lower return on equity than is included in the recourse rate
• Contract lengths that are substantially shorter than both the gas supply life and depreciable life of
the pipeline
• Provisions intended to keep the rates just and reasonable over the life of the shipper contracts,
such as cost true-up, cost tracking provisions and cost overrun risk sharing provisions (True-up
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provisions could be included to ensure the rates include actual debt costs, actual operating costs
and actual property costs.)
• Most favored nations rate provisions that offer to similarly situated shippers rates that are as low
as those offered to other shippers
Overall, the distribution of risk that occurs through the process of negotiating rates balances
pipeline and shipper risks in a way that tends to benefit shippers. Pipelines must obtain a large enough
capacity commitment to be able to build a pipeline of appropriate capacity and efficiency. To obtain the
needed shipper commitments and economies of scale, pipeline sponsors are normally willing to take
some backend risks that additional gas supplies and contract renewals will be obtained in the future to
continue to underwrite the successful operation of the pipeline. Anchor shipper contract terms typically
do not equal the expected depreciable life of the pipeline for new pipeline projects. Debt holders
typically are only exposed to project failure over the life of the initial shipper contracts, since debt
repayment periods are usually not longer than 15 years. Debt holders will verify the reasonableness of
cash flows over this period of time as well as shipper credit worthiness. Thus, the equity investor in a
project, such as TransCanada here, will undertake the major risk of the long-term success of a pipeline
project. This risk historically has been reasonable to undertake because of the continuing need of the
market place for all available gas supplies. That need is even more reasonable to undertake today given
the very high level of natural gas prices in North American energy markets.

Selection of Pipeline Sample
Attachment 1 shows 24 natural gas pipeline projects that are included in BWMQ’s regulatory
issues report. The intent of the selection of the sample was to include major recent pipeline projects that
access gas supplies from all regions of the United States and that access foreign liquefied natural gas
supplies (“LNG’). A goal of the sample was to include projects that have had, where possible,
producers among the shippers who contracted for capacity. The sample size was designed to be large
enough to include most of the major United States pipeline project developers.2
To select pipeline projects to include in this Negotiated Rate Study, BWMQ began with our list
of 24 pipeline projects. From that list 14 projects were selected for further review. A smaller list of
projects was used for the Negotiated Rate Study for a variety of reasons. Importantly, data about the
specific terms of negotiated rates is often not available until a project goes into service. FERC
regulations permit the specific terms of the negotiated rate contracts to be kept confidential until that
time.3 Attachment 1 explains other reasons for exclusion of some of the pipeline projects from the
Negotiated Rate Study.

2

To select appropriate projects BWMQ reviewed all of the projects listed on two recent memos prepared by Greenberg
Traurig pertaining to approved capital structures and return on equity for major new or expansion projects. BWMQ also
reviewed the most recent FERC reports of “Major Pipeline Projects on the Horizon”, “List of Major Pending Pipeline
Projects” (includes docket numbers), “List of Approved Pipeline Projects, since January 1, 2007,” and a presentation slide
called “Major Pipeline Expansions Jan 2007-Feb 2007.” In addition to those published sources BWMQ included several
major past projects from its knowledge of pipeline history and included relevant projects previously studied for the State of
Alaska pertinent to the issue of identifying cost overrun risk sharing trends.
3
Terms of negotiated rate contracts, if not disclosed in a certificate application, must be disclosed either by filing the service
agreement with the Commission by a project’s in service date or by filing tariff sheets that disclose the essential terms of the
negotiated contracts.
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The Negotiated Rate Study
Overview of Current Regulatory Practice for Negotiated Prices –
At the urging of the pipeline industry, in early 1996 the FERC issued its Statement of Policy on
Alternatives to Traditional Cost-of-Service Ratemaking and its companion Policy on Regulation of
Negotiated Services of Natural Gas Pipelines (“1996 Policy Statement”)4. This pronouncement was
important in influencing the development of more flexibility for market-based pricing5 for storage
services and as a source of indirect market-responsive pricing for pipeline transportation through a pricecapped rate regime.6
The 1996 Policy Statement introduced two new concepts pertinent to both the pricing of new gas
pipeline infrastructure and in fostering markets for ongoing gas storage and transportation transactions.
Under the first concept, “negotiated rates”, the pipeline and its customers by mutual agreement may
deviate from normal FERC-regulated base tariff pricing. Variations from the straight-fixed variable
pricing method (“SFV”)7 are permitted. In addition, the pipeline may propose innovative cost of service
calculation methods, such as rate levelization plans8, or may negotiate other payment schemes such as
fixed, negotiated prices over the term of a shipper’s contracts or prices that decline at defined intervals.
Negotiated rates are attractive to shippers because they allow better matching of cost calculations by
service period to ability to pay. For example, a rate levelization regime may benefit shippers by
providing rate certainty and significantly lower initial rates than the traditional cost of service and
declining rate methodology (“Traditional Rate Method”).9 (Indeed, some projects very likely wouldn’t
have been built at all unless levelized prices were proposed.)
The second important idea in the 1996 Policy Statement was the concept of a “Recourse Rate.”
As a predicate to permitting flexible, negotiated rates, the FERC required a calculation of a ceiling price
to serve as a constraint on potential monopoly pricing power. Recourse rates for pipeline infrastructure
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See 74 FERC ¶ 61,076 (1996).
See Order No. 678 at 115 FERC ¶ 61,343 (2006) for recent developments in the evolution of market-based pricing,
especially for gas storage services, and implementation of Section 312 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005. These measures
provide additional incentives for the development of storage services.
6
Subsequent events demonstrated that pipelines and customers did not become enamored with the other prong of the 1996
policy statement – a concept not intended for competitive markets. This idea involved sharing economic efficiencies between
pipelines and their customers, a concept dubbed “incentive ratemaking.”
7
SFV prices mean charging fixed daily or monthly prices that include all pipeline costs, except costs that vary with
throughput. Variable costs under this method are billed as gas volumes move through the pipeline system.
8
Rate levelization plans are intended to produce rates that remain stable throughout the terms of shipper contracts through
some form of cost averaging. For example, a level rate may be calculated by changing the timing of recovery of returns on
investment or by modifying the timing of recovery of depreciation. Rate levelization plans are generally developed with the
intent that the net present value of each particular project is the same as under the Traditional Rate Method. The FERC has
not defined a required levelization program in those instances where level rates are developed.
9
Under the Traditional Rate Method, prices, or rates, are calculated based on a declining rate base over the pipeline’s life.
Assuming the absence of significant ongoing capital expenditures, rates under this method will tend to be the highest at the
inception of service and will decline steadily thereafter. Rate base is a measure of the pipeline’s investment in its facilities
and includes: gross plant investment, materials and supplies, prepayments, regulatory assets, less accumulated depreciation
and amortization, accumulated deferred income taxes and regulatory liabilities.
5
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additions have evolved generally into a price that is established under the Traditional Rate Method10.
The FERC requires that such recourse rates always be offered as an alternative to negotiated prices.
The Commission ruled that costs and revenues related to negotiated services must be separately
identified in pipeline records to facilitate the review of the effects of such services during general rate
case proceedings. When a rate case arises, the pipeline must be prepared to assume the full risk of its
negotiated services without seeking discount adjustments in establishing the billing determinant levels
used to calculate prices. Cost allocations among the pipeline’s various services must be calculated as
though the negotiated service shippers are paying maximum recourse rates. As a result of these rules,
entering into negotiated transactions exposes the pipeline to the full risk of the price used for each
transaction, but with the pricing tools needed to meet market demands and the potential for improved
earnings due to lighter regulation over price11.
For new pipelines the Commission generally has required initial recourse reservation rates to be
calculated based on billing determinants reflecting 100 percent of daily year round physical capacity,
rather than contracted capacity for the project. However, FERC has permitted the costs of service
underlying these rates to be calculated under methods that tend to maximize the recourse rate, such as
using a relatively high rate of return on equity (i.e. the 14 percent that has been used for many projects),
employing the Traditional Rate Method and depreciating the facilities over terms ranging as short as 25
years.
The Commission routinely requires the pipeline to file a rate case or cost and revenue study
within three years after the pipeline goes into service to re-justify the initial rates for a new pipeline
projects. This rate updating process is required both to ensure that rates remain just and reasonable and
to respond to the unavoidable circumstance that initial rates for new pipelines are based on cost
estimates, rather than on the costs of installed facilities. These rate updating requirements usually result
in the rate of return on equity being reset to a lower level than was used within the initial rate
calculations12.
A 14% Rate of Return is Typical for Initial Recourse Rates for New Pipelines—
FERC has had a long-standing policy of granting a 14 percent return on equity for new start-up
or greenfield pipelines. The reason for this is that FERC has recognized that new pipeline construction
entails significant risks. A new pipeline has significant risk due to the risk factors such as complying
with environmental concerns, obtaining financing, securing regulatory approval and right-of-ways,
obstacles encountered during construction, the risk of acquiring shippers, and uncertainty due to the
10

To ensure that the recourse rate is not unduly restrictive, pipelines in certificate proceedings typically seek to calculate
recourse rates under return and depreciation assumptions that make the negotiated price more attractive than the recourse
rate. However, if the negotiated price is fixed for the contract term, it is possible that the recourse price may become lower
than the negotiated price, as rate base declines over time caused by depreciation recovery.
11
After considerable input and debate, the FERC concluded that negotiated flexibility would only extend to pricing and not
to other terms and conditions of service. As such, negotiated rate transactions are subject to the pipeline’s general tariff terms
and conditions of service.
12
For example, see Opinion No. 486 for Kern River Gas Transmission Pipeline Company where the pipeline was required to
update its return on equity from 13.25% to 11.2 % in the most recently litigated general rate proceeding in Docket No. RP04274-000. This rate case followed a 2003 Expansion project in which the pipeline essentially doubled the size of its pipeline
system.
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lack of an operating history. An additional risk is that of cost overruns. FERC has consistently
recognized these substantial risks by approving a ROE of 14 percent for start-up, or greenfield, pipelines
in certificate proceedings. As an example of FERC’s long-standing policy, recently, in an order issued
in 2007 concerning Sonora Pipeline LLC, 120 FERC ¶ 61,032 (2007), the pipeline asked for an ROE of
14.5 percent. FERC reduced the company proposed 14.5 percent ROE to 14% percent. In that order the
FERC stated:
In the past the Commission has approved an ROE of 14 percent for new greenfield
pipeline projects. Since Sonora has not provided the Commission with compelling
evidence to justify a 14.5 percent ROE, the Commission will require Sonora to
recalculate its rates based on a 14 percent ROE, consistent with our ROE determinations
for recently approved greenfield pipelines projects.
Furthermore, in another recent order issued in 2007 involving Kinder Morgan Louisiana
Pipeline LLC, 118 FERC ¶ 61,211, reh’g, 119 FERC ¶ 61,309, (2007), FERC approved a 14% ROE
based on a 60/40 debt/equity ratio. In that order the FERC stated:
The commission approves KMLP’s proposed 60/40 debt/equity ratios and 14 percent
ROE as consistent with determinations for similar pipeline projects designed to serve
LNG import terminals.
In an order issued in 2005, Dominion South Pipeline, L.P., 113 FERC 61,064(2005), FERC approved a
14% ROE based on a 50/50 debt/equity ratio. In that order the FERC stated:
Dominion South proposes to adopt the capital structure of its parent, Dominion
Resources, Inc.: 50 percent debt and 50 percent common equity. Dominion South
proposes a corporate interest rate of 8.10 percent as the debt cost, and a rate of return on
equity of 14 percent.
We will accept Dominion South’s proposed rates…
FERC has followed this policy for many years as evidenced in an order issued in 2002, Millennium
Pipeline Company, L.P. 100 FERC ¶61,277 (2002). In that order, FERC stated:
Our finding here is consistent with two recent orders on major certificate projects that
authorized a return on equity of 14 percent similar to that granted Millennium…
In Greenbrier Pipeline Company, LLC 101FERC ¶61,122 (2002), FERC stated:
Upon review, we find that Greenbrier's proposal to finance the instant project is
consistent with other recent projects approved by the Commission… In these projects,
the Commission approved a capital structure of seventy percent (70%) debt and thirty
percent (30%) equity, as well as a return on equity of fourteen percent (14%).
Accordingly, the Commission will approve Greenbrier's proposed capital structure and
return on equity.
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As demonstrated by these orders, FERC has been very consistent in granting a 14 percent return
on equity to new, start-up, greenfield natural gas pipelines in certificate application proceedings.
TransCanada is likely to be satisfied in negotiating contracts for the Alaskan pipeline to the extent it
believes the totality of its arrangements will allow it a realistic chance to earn a reasonable rate of return
on equity. The overall price of the contracts (related to the level of return on equity in the contracts) can
be reduced to the extent that the contracts include negotiated features that reduce equity risks such as
cost true-up and tracking provisions.
Other Typical Features of Negotiated Pipeline Projects –
The negotiated rates for typical pipeline projects are usually substantially lower than the recourse
rates. This is both because the recourse rate is usually set at a high level, as described above, and
because the negotiated rates are usually calculated through some form of a levelized rate design.
Exceptions to this levelization rule do occur, however, reflecting the impact of competition on the rates
that may be charged. To meet competition and to fill pipeline capacity at optimal design, pipelines may
offer different rates to various shipper groups, such as the most favorable rates to Anchor Shippers (high
capacity subscription, long term of contract or both), less favorable rates or terms to Foundation
Shippers (major shippers, but smaller subscriptions) and the least favorable rates or terms to any other
shippers (Standard Shippers) needed to fully subscribe the project. This sort of tiered structure for the
contracts has been employed by Kinder Morgan, on their Rockies Express projects13. In addition, the
Rockies Express project offered its shippers three rate options for each certificate segment. Shippers
could choose between 1) a maximum recourse reservation rate (traditional cost of service); 2) a
negotiated reservation rate (fixed rate); and 3) an adjustable negotiated reservation rate. If shippers
contract under the adjustable negotiated rate option they agree to a rate adjustment mechanism to
represent a “steel price adjustment” factor.
Competitive circumstances may also cause other interesting contract terms to occur, such as
partial construction cost true-up mechanisms or rate of return on equity ratchet provisions to encourage
and reward effective construction cost controls while allowing at least partial increases in rates if
unanticipated cost overruns occur14. TransCanada’s AGIA application provides for a similar incentive
13

Rockies Express established three specific classes of shippers: Foundation Shippers making commitments to REX-West
and REX-East (500,000 Dth/d or more), Anchor Shippers on REX-West and REX-East (200,000 to 500,000 Dth/d of
capacity) and Standard Shippers. Foundation Shippers received the most beneficial negotiated reservation rates and contract
rights, such as contractual rollover rights, renewable for one year terms a the same rate and quantity of service, a one-time
right of refusal and MFN rights to the lowest rate. (EnCana was the only foundation shipper.) Anchor Shippers are afforded
MFN rights with regards to rate as to all shippers except for Foundation Shippers, as well as annual rollover rights and the
ROFR provision. Standard shippers are only offered the rollover and ROFR rights.
14
For example, on the Alliance Project the negotiated rates were computed from a base rate of return on equity of 12
percent, but provided an incentive mechanism under which each 10 percent deviation from the estimated capital costs to build
the pipeline would result in a 0.5 percent inverse adjustment to the base rate of return on equity, capped at 2 percent. (This
same ROE adjustment mechanism was also a feature of the Canadian portion of the project.) Alliance experienced a cost
overrun so its initial negotiated rates were based on less than the 12 percent ROE base level (somewhere in the 10-11%
range). The negotiated rate also uses the actual cost of debt and actual O&M expenses. The negotiated schedule of
depreciation rates was designed to substantially levelize the negotiated rates over the primary terms of the transportation
agreements, while providing for a recovery of an average 4 percent of annual depreciation during the same period.
For the Maritimes & Northeast Phase IV project, the negotiated rates are subject to adjustment, up or down,
depending on the final construction costs reflected in two cost reports (preliminary and final) to be filed at the FERC. The
adjustment will be 1 cent for each $17 million of capital cost variance against the $300 million cost estimate. In other words,
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adjustment to return on equity if the actual capital costs of the pipeline are greater than the base capital
cost (TransCanada Application at Section 2.2.3.6). Negotiated prices or contract lengths, or both, have
also been impacted favorably for shippers by the presence of alternative pipeline competition. An
example of these features of negotiated contracts is the contracts for subscriptions on the Gulf South
East Texas to Mississippi Pipeline Project15.
Although greenfield pipeline project shippers have a choice between paying the recourse rate, or
the pipeline’s offered negotiated rates, shippers in almost all cases choose to sign up for negotiated rates.
This is primarily due to the usually lower rates and fixed rate structure that they receive within a
negotiated rate agreement.
Exceptions to this general rule have occurred, however, in at least two cases. First, for Kern
River Gas Transmission Company the shippers elected to continue their existing base tariff (not
negotiated) levelized rate design structure for the 2003 Expansion Project that looped almost the entire
Kern River Gas Pipeline Company system. In many respects that pipeline’s levelized rate structure (that
pre-dated the 1996 Rate Design Policy Statement) was already very similar to having a negotiated rate;
plus the shippers retained an option of being able to litigate to keep the levelized rate just and
reasonable. The second exception is illustrated by the rates established for Phase II of the North Baja
pipeline expansion project. The Phase II shippers elected to pay recourse rates, instead of the negotiated
rates that were offered, due to the fact that the recourse rate was scheduled to be reset to a much lower
level in the next rate case due to roll in of the expansion costs and billing determinants into rate design16.
Another example of customers choosing to pay either the negotiated rate option or the recourse
rate option is the Transwestern Phoenix lateral project. There the agreements include two negotiated rate
options under the new incremental rate schedule: (1) Prior to the inception of service, the customer may
elect to pay the maximum incremental recourse rates as they may change from time to time; or (2) the
customer may elect to pay the initial maximum recourse rate as a fixed rate during the contract term.
The negotiated rates shown in the agreements are subject to adjustment based on construction cost
variances. They will be decreased $.001 per Dth for each $10/ton decrease in actual steel prices,
compared to a baseline steel price.
Another feature common to all of the negotiated rate agreements is that the terms of the initial
contracts are for shorter periods of time than both the lives of the underlying gas supplies and
depreciable lives of the pipelines. In general, negotiated rates result in lower rates to the initial shippers
than cost of service recourse rate service.
A Case Study Similar to the Alaskan Pipeline –
for every 5.67% variance in capital costs, the rate is adjusted by 1.89%, or by one third of the capital cost variance (1.89%
divided by 5.67%).
15

This project includes 16 contracts with the shippers paying fixed, negotiated incremental rates for the terms of their
contracts. Five contracts will pay a negotiated rate averaging 16.77 cents per Dth for Louisiana delivery points with a rate
range of 12 to 25 cents. Their average contract term is 6.5 years. Ten contracts will pay a negotiated rate averaging 19.72
cents per Dth for Mississippi delivery points with a range of 17 to 24.5 cents. Their average contract life is 6.6 years. One
shipper’s service is not identified by delivery point. That contract has a rate of 12 cents and a contract life of 6 years. (All
rates are reservation rates.)
16
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The Alliance Pipeline Project is an interesting example of what could occur on the Alaskan gas
pipeline. The project was initially built, owned and subscribed entirely by producers. The project
experienced a large construction cost overrun, so the pipeline’s incentive rate of return mechanism
reduced the rate of return on equity initially from 12 percent to 10 percent. Due to updating provisions in
the negotiated contracts, the pipeline’s negotiated contract rate as posted in its tariff now slightly
exceeds the recourse rate. The negotiated rate for the Project increased from 37.4 cents as reported in the
certificate order to its present level of 53.9 cents. In spite of this cost increase to shippers, the pipeline’s
actual earned return on equity has recovered as is shown below based on figures obtained from a Natural
Gas Supply Association Study.
.
2000
8.95%

2001
15.82%

2002
14.40%

2003
15.41%

2004
13.17%

2005
12.61%

2006
11.85%

For additional information on the details of the Negotiated Rate Study, please refer to
Attachment 1 which summarizes important terms for the listed certificate projects.
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Section II – Rate of Return Mechanism
Introduction
The purpose of this section of the BWMQ regulatory issue report is an evaluation of the rate of
return on equity mechanism proposed by TransCanada in its AGIA application compared to the
incentive rate of return on equity mechanism authorized by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(“FERC’) for the original Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System (“ANGTS”).

Summary of Conclusions for Section II – Rate of Return Mechanism
•

TransCanada’s proposed rate of return on equity mechanism is less generous than the
mechanism formerly approved by FERC for the ANGTS project.
• While the TransCanada ROE adjustment mechanism is unconventional due to its ongoing
adjustment feature, the unique risks of an Alaskan gas pipeline project improve the chances
that FERC will approve annual ROE changes tied to variations in 10-year U.S. Treasury
interest rates.
• The TransCanada and ANGTS mechanisms both contain features that reasonably protect
shippers against the potential risks of cost overruns and reasonably reward project sponsors
and equity investors for the risks undertaken in building an Alaskan gas pipeline project.
• Even without regulatory approval, TransCanada likely can achieve the essence of its rate of
return proposal with shippers through negotiated rates.
• The initial rate of return of 14% proposed by TransCanada is both reasonable in relation to
the return permitted by FERC for the ANGTS and is consistent with recent regulatory
precedents.

Overview
The discussion below explains the features of the ANGTS project incentive rate of return
mechanism, reviews the TransCanada return mechanism proposal and contrasts and compares the
features of the two mechanisms. Comments on the analysis complete the discussion.

Features of the ANGTS Incentive Rate of Return Mechanism
The incentive rate of return on equity mechanism established by FERC for ANGTS is explained
in detail in the attached portion of Order No. 31 in Docket No. RM78-12 (7 FERC ¶ 61,237). The
mechanism is complex, but the essential elements of the mechanism and its purposes are outlined below.
The summary provided here deals only with the Alaskan portion of the mechanism; the Northern Border
portion of the project had a somewhat different structure.
Rationale –
A record was developed in the ANGTS proceeding from which the President’s Decision was
formulated. An analysis was performed of the potential for cost overruns and time delays for the
selected project and comparisons were made with oil pipeline experience. From that evaluation came
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various estimates of cost overruns, but the Decision explicitly recognized that the risk of cost overruns
could be much different for an Alaskan project than Lower-48 experience. As a result, a framework was
devised for an incentive rate of return mechanism (“IROR mechanism”) to encourage the minimization
of cost overruns. At the same time, the IROR mechanism structure was developed to encourage equity
investors to invest in the project, especially considering a perceived wider-than-normal range17 of
possible construction cost outcomes that could occur on the project. The mechanism was structured to
not penalize equity investors for economy-wide inflation or other non-controllable factors, such as
schedule delays caused by the actions of the government. To not impede future investments in
expansions in ANGTS, the mechanism provided that an incentive rate of return adjustment would be
made by adjusting on a one-time basis the equity investment in rate base upward or downward, rather
than by adjusting the rate of return on equity permitted on rate base.
The FERC recognized that the IROR mechanism should fit within the overall debt financing and
tariff provision context of the project. For example, the order discusses the necessity of assuring debt
service and that shippers can pass-through charges incurred under service agreements to their customers.
An additional feature of the tariffs under the ANGTS concept was utilization of cost-of-service, rather
than stated rate, tariffs. The cost-of-service approach was preferred at the time to assure that revenues
available to the project companies would be adequate to meet their expenses, irrespective of fluctuations
in throughput volumes or costs.18
While the IROR mechanism was in major part directed to the unique risks pertinent to project
development and execution, the mechanism also reflected the financial leverage and operating realities
of the Alaskan project as well. An important feature reflected in the operating phase component of the
approved IROR of 14% was the financial risk of the project. The order explains that the projected equity
capitalization ratio was 25 percent, in contrast to an industry average of about 50 percent at that time.
Regarding business risks justifying a relatively generous operating phase return level, the order mentions
the following factors as more risky than operating conditions of Lower-48 pipelines: arctic operating
environment, high pressure pipeline, and high cost gas. Counter-balancing those factors somewhat were
the following risk-reducing factors: cost-of-service tariff form, tracking of costs by shippers, a large
reserves-to-production ratio and rolled-in pricing. Weighing all of the risk-increasing and reducing
factors, the Commission concluded that the risk exposure of ANGTS investors during the operating
phase of the Alaska segment of the project would be somewhat higher than the risk exposure of
investors in typical Lower-48 pipeline projects, thus justifying the approved 14 percent operating phase
rate of return on equity.
Components, Structure and Results of the IROR Mechanism –
The Decision required use of a “variable” or incentive rate of return to attempt to deter cost
growth during construction. The mechanism was intended to be superior to traditional regulatory means
of encouraging cost control, such as disallowance of imprudent costs, by providing economic rewards
for holding down costs. A structure was established to provide these incentives comprised of the
following components:
17

The wide range of possible outcomes for an Alaskan pipeline was attributed to uncertainties regarding system design and
logistics of construction.
18
In that sense, the ANGTS cost-of-service tariff would have been structured to be similar to the economics of straight-fixed
variable tariffs today.
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1. Cost Performance Ratio – The ratio of actual final capital costs (as adjusted for inflation
and scope changes) to the projected capital costs at the start of construction. A ratio
higher than 1.0 indicated actual costs greater than projected or budgeted costs and a ratio
of less than 1.0 indicated that actual costs are less than projected or budgeted costs. The
IROR mechanism specified an allowed rate of return for a wide range of cost
performance ratios.
2. Center Rate of Return – The sum of the Operation Phase Rate, the Project Risk Premium
and the IROR Risk Premium. This is the rate of return allowed when actual costs
(adjusted downward to remove inflation19) equal expected costs (adjusted for scope
changes, such as the effects of government mandates20).
3. Operation Phase Rate – The rate of return to compensate investors for the risks incurred
during the operation of the pipeline after construction is complete. This return was
specified by FERC to be 14%.
4. Project Risk Premium – This element was included to compensate investors for unusual
risks of non-completion and other risks borne by investors during construction of the
pipeline.
5. IROR Risk Premium – This was a risk premium to compensate investors for the risks
created by the use of an IROR mechanism. This included risks introduced by the
variability in the allowed rate of return created by the incentive mechanism.
6. Marginal Rate of Return – An analytical concept that was used to derive the IROR
schedule. This was to be the rate of return implicitly allowed on incremental investment
either above or below base estimates. A low marginal rate of 8% was contemplated that
would permit the IROR to decline rapidly if cost increases would occur. The IROR that
would have been earned on the project was to be a weighted average of the Center Rate
of Return and the Marginal Rate of Return as the Cost Performance Ratio increases.
7. One Time Adjustment to Rate Base – This adjustment was to be a present value
calculation that would affect the equity investment in the project recognized for
regulatory purposes. The one-time adjustment was to be calculated such that the present
worth of the return on equity and return of equity over the operating life of the pipeline
(based on the Operation Phase Rate) is equal to the present worth of the returns from
applying the IROR to the normal, unadjusted rate base.
The order discusses each of the above components of the IROR mechanism in greater detail than
is necessary for our purposes here. However, it is interesting to note that the order included the table
reproduced below which illustrates the results of the above concepts. The range of returns ranged
between 23.44 percent if the Cost Performance Ratio were .8, to 20.35% at a ratio of 1.0, and to 12.41
percent at a cost performance ratio of 2.8. (See below) These are generous returns reflective of a then
higher interest rate environment, compared to financial conditions today, and the unique risks of an
Alaskan gas pipeline project.

19

This adjustment would have been a composite cost index that considered 42 indices of cost changes available at the time
from the government.
20
Changes in scope included four factors occurring after final project design: the effects of wars, disasters, major changes in
the pipeline route ordered by Federal or state governments and major design changes compelled by changes in laws or
regulations.
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ANGTS INCENTIVE RATE OF RETURN
Cost
Implied
Performance
ROE
Ratio
(%)
0.8
23.44
0.9
21.72
1.0
20.35
1.1
19.23
1.2
18.29
1.3
17.50
1.4
16.82
1.5
16.23
1.6
15.72
1.7
15.26
1.8
14.86
1.9
14.50
2.0
14.17
2.1
13.88
2.2
13.61
2.3
13.37
2.4
13.15
2.5
12.94
2.6
12.75
2.7
12.57
2.8
12.41
(See: 7 FERC 61,237 at p. 61,451)

Features of the TransCanada AGIA Rate of Return Mechanism
The rate of return on equity will be set annually at 965 basis points above the interest rate for
U.S. 10-year Treasury notes in effect at the beginning of that year. TransCanada stated that according to
this formula the starting rate of return would be 14%.
The rate of return on equity would also be adjusted for capital cost performance. The rate of
return for both negotiated and recourse rate shippers may be adjusted downward for the first five years
following the in service date. The reduction could be as much as 2 percent, depending on the variance
between budgeted costs and actual costs. The return rate would be reduced by 5 basis points for each 1%
by which actual capital costs of the pipeline exceed the base capital costs. For illustration purposes of
the interest rate change adjustment feature, the following rates of return on equity would have applied if
this mechanism had applied during the past ten years:
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TenYear
Treasury

Premium

Implied
ROE

1/1/2008
1/1/2007
1/1/2006
1/1/2005
1/1/2004
1/1/2003
1/1/2002
1/1/2001
1/1/2000
1/1/1999

3.74%
4.76%
4.42%
4.22%
4.15%
4.05%
5.04%
5.16%
6.66%
4.72%

9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%
9.65%

13.39%
14.41%
14.07%
13.87%
13.80%
13.70%
14.69%
14.81%
16.31%
14.37%

Totals

46.92%

96.50%

143.42%

Average

4.69%

9.65%

14.34%

Since rate of return on equity proposals cannot be validly evaluated without considering the other
major features of the regulatory context, note that TransCanada proposed to structure the initial
construction of the pipeline with considerable financial leverage (25% equity ratio for negotiated rate
shippers and 30% for recourse rate shippers), proposed a SFV rate design, proposed to flow through
certain costs (ad valorem taxes, other taxes, and operating costs) and a 25-year project life for recourse
rate shippers, or up to 35 years for negotiated rate shippers.
Structuring the TransCanada proposal with a high degree of financial leverage is beneficial both
to the State of Alaska, to shippers and to consumers. This benefit arises because interest financing costs
are tax deductible and the cost of debt financing is less than the cost of equity financing. For these
reasons, the cost of pipeline transportation would be minimized by the TransCanada proposal. This
would result in maximizing the “net back” value of the market-determined gas sales revenues. As a
contrast to the TransCanada gas pipeline project financing scenario, it should be noted that BP and
ConocoPhillips both own oil pipelines regulated by FERC. The capital structures of those oil pipelines
are very heavily weighted towards equity with only very small amounts of debt. (See Attachment No.
1D). As shown there, the average equity ratio of oil pipelines owned by ConocoPhillips is 96.25% and
the average equity ratio of the oil pipelines owned by BP is 99.05%.
To help mitigate the risks and impacts of cost overruns on shippers, TransCanada proposed
100% debt borrowing for funding of any capital cost overrun. This proposal, fully detailed on pages 2.271 and 2.2-72 of the application, means that TransCanada would not benefit from an incremental
investment opportunity that would result from a capital cost overrun. This also results in the lowest cost
possible for those capital costs to shippers (absent regulatory construction cost disallowance).

Comparison of the ANGTS IROR Mechanism and TransCanada’s Proposal
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Similarities –
1. The context for both proposals included similar background facts:
a. SFV rate design compared to Cost-of-Service rate design that ensures cost
recovery regardless of throughput levels.
b. Very large project
c. Predominantly the same gas supply resources
d. Unique risks applicable to the Alaskan environment
e. Major concern regarding possible cost overrun risk
f. Rate recovery includes cost tracking mechanisms
g. Relatively low equity ratios (high debt leverage)
2. The regulatory mechanisms include provisions that are similar:
a. Sliding scale adjustment for cost overrun variances
b. Provisions to deal with cost overrun risks
c. Protections to shippers if cost overruns occur
d. Pipeline penalized for poor performance
Differences –
1. Alaskan gas costs and associated transportation fees can more readily fit into the U.S. gas
price structure today than at the time of ANGTS. However, it is still true that an Alaskan
project includes unique risks that don’t apply to many or all Lower-48 pipelines,
including: arctic environment, high operating pressure for the line, huge capital
investment, daunting development schedule and reliance on one regional gas supply.
2. The ANGTS IROR mechanism potentially rewarded the pipeline for cost under runs;
TransCanada proposed no return on equity reward for construction cost-reducing
performance.
3. The ANGTS IROR mechanism protected the pipeline against the effects of inflationary
cost increases and scope changes; TransCanada receives no rate of return adjustment
protection, but that the costs of overruns are proposed to be financed by governmentguaranteed debt.
4. The ANGTS IROR mechanism established an operating rate of return at a generous fixed
level of 14%; TransCanada proposed that ROE will only be adjusted by underlying
changes in the financial environment (changes in 10-year Treasury interest rates). This
proposal subjects TransCanada to potential future review of rate of return levels if FERC
does not agree to the proposed annual interest rate change triggered adjustments.
5. The ANGTS project was developed in an environment of complete regulatory review of
rates; today, TransCanada can negotiate its rate arrangements with shippers as an
alternative to regulation.
6. After adjusting for the change in the financial environment, the ANGTS rate of return
mechanism would have been potentially much more generous to an equity investor in the
Alaskan line than the proposal made by TransCanada.
7. The IROR adjustment for ANGTS would have applied over the entire life of the project
through a rate base adjustment; TransCanada proposes it will receive a rate of return
penalty for only five years if a cost overrun occurs.
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Conclusions
TransCanada has proposed a rate of return mechanism for the Alaskan project which in total, is
less generous than was granted by FERC for the ANGTS project. BWMQ believes that FERC will
approve the requested return on equity of 14% as a reasonable approach, particularly in light of what
FERC approved for the ANGTS project.
The TransCanada proposal is different than the ANGTS mechanism in major ways; however, it
addresses similar economic and contextual issues. Of course, the means of accomplishing the objective
of constructing an Alaskan gas pipeline has changed over the years because of changes in the economic
environment and changes in regulatory structures.
Overall, considering the unique risks of the Alaskan gas pipeline project, TransCanada has
proposed a reasonable rate of return on equity mechanism. FERC is supportive of an Alaskan gas
pipeline project that will increase gas supply and provide a long-term source of gas to North American
markets. FERC undoubtedly understands very well the unique risks of an Alaskan project.
The starting rate of return on equity of 14%, as proposed by TransCanada is reasonable today
and is consistent with extensive regulatory precedent. See pages 5 and 6 above for a detailed discussion
of recently certificated pipeline projects that received 14% return on equity at FERC.
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Section III - Gas Supply Analysis
Introduction
The purpose of this section of the BWMQ regulatory issue report is an evaluation of the natural
gas supply support for the existing shipper contracts on major United States pipeline projects (“Gas
Supply Study”). These supplies are compared to the known Alaskan gas supplies that are expected to be
available to support an Alaskan natural gas pipeline system.

Summary of Conclusions for Section III – Gas Supply Analysis
A frequently quoted total for proven gas supply reserves in Alaska is 35 Tcf. BWMQ calculated
that the gas supply requirements for a 35-year period for the Alaskan pipeline will be 57.5 Tcf. Based
on the current gas supply estimates of the Potential Gas Committee, the combination of proven reserves
of 35 Tcf and estimated potential resources of 59.2 Tcf, or a total of 94.2 Tcf, will be more than
adequate to fill the Alaskan gas pipeline.
BWMQ computed reserve life and reserve/resource life indices21 for 19 of the 24 U.S. projects
studied . The gas supply analysis table presented in Attachment 2 to this report shows that the average
reserve life index for the 19 U.S. projects studied averaged 11.3 years, whereas the average for the
reserve/resource life index was 43.5 years. Comparable figures for the North Slope Alaska gas reserves
are a reserve life index of 19.3 years and a reserve/resource life index of 55.4 years. Thus, the evidence
today indicates that gas supplies available to support an Alaskan natural gas pipeline are actually greater
than the gas supplies available to support typical Lower-48 pipeline projects.
22

Many Lower-48 project proponents are taking significant risks on gas supplies and on expected
renewal of shipper contracts. Attachment 2 summarizes the contract lives for the various projects that
were studied. Typical shipper contract lengths have been from 10 to 15 years (range 5 to 30 years) while
book depreciable lives for the projects averaged 34.3 years (range 25 to 60 years). TransCanada’s AGIA
pipeline proposal falls within these ranges.

Selection of Pipeline Project Sample
Attachment 2 shows 24 natural gas pipeline projects that were included in an earlier section of
this report. The intent of the selection of the sample was to include major recent pipeline projects that
access gas supplies from all regions of the United States and that access foreign liquefied natural gas
supplies (“LNG’). A goal of the sample was to include projects that have had, where possible,

21

The reserve life index and reserve/resource life index are indices and not profiles of the life in years of a particular supply
source, but are useful for comparison purposes. The reserve life index represents the number of years to exhaust proved
reserves assuming production remains constant throughout the life of the gas supply. The reserve/resource life index also
assumes constant production and represents the quotient of the sum of the proved reserves and the potential resources.
22
Five of the projects in the sample were LNG projects that rely on world natural gas supplies which can be considered to
have productive lives at least as long as United States supplies.
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producers among the shippers who contracted for capacity. The sample size was designed to be large
enough to include most of the major United States pipeline project developers.23

Natural Gas Supply Support for the Shipper Contracts of Major United States Natural
Gas Pipeline Projects
Contents:
• Background, Summary and History
• Reserve Risk for New Pipeline Projects
• Definition of Reserves and Resources
• Shipper Reserves by Petroleum Province
• Survey of New Built Pipeline Projects
Background & Summary -The relationship between new pipeline projects and the initial natural gas reserve quantities has
changed dramatically since the early 1980’s and FERC initial regulatory reforms beginning with Order
436. Today most natural gas pipeline projects are financed and built long before the related gas supply
is fully proven and developed. This is in direct contrast to the situation that existed in the period from
the 1950’s to the early 1980s, when pipeline projects were financed and constructed based upon a 20year natural gas supply resource base. Today many pipelines are being constructed even though proved
reserves can only provide throughput for 10 years or less. However, proved reserves are only one
element needed to support a pipeline project in today’s environment. Commitments from anchor
shippers that see future potential natural gas resources of various degrees of certainty are critical
components for pipeline project success. Potential reserves may add many more years to proven reserve
throughput given the changing economics of today’s exploration and production. Industry participants
are unlikely to explore, drill and develop reserves when a pipeline interconnection may be many years
off. While the wellhead price is an important factor in exploratory and development drilling activity, the
availability of an exporting pipeline from a gas supply region is just as important.
HistoryPipeline companies historically have always carefully evaluated the economic viability of gasproduction-resource pipelines. Some such pipeline projects were large, others more modest; all are less
than the proposed Alaskan Gas Pipeline.
In the 1950s, 1960s and early 1970s, interstate pipelines purchased and transported natural gas
from supply sources to market under a 20-year reserve life standard instituted by the Federal Power
Commission. As the reserve life index (proved reserves divided by current production) gradually
23

To select appropriate projects BWMQ reviewed all of the projects listed on two recent memos prepared by Greenberg
Traurig pertaining to approved capital structures and return on equity for major new or expansion projects. BWMQ also
reviewed the most recent FERC reports of “Major Pipeline Projects on the Horizon”, “List of Major Pending Pipeline
Projects” (includes docket numbers), “List of Approved Pipeline Projects, since January 1, 2007,” and a presentation slide
called “Major Pipeline Expansions Jan 2007-Feb 2007.” In addition to those published sources BWMQ included several
major past projects from its knowledge of pipeline history and included relevant projects previously studied for the State of
Alaska pertinent to the issue of identifying cost overrun risk sharing trends.
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decreased due to the increasing demand for gas along with producers seeking greater production of
proven reserves, the Commission relaxed the 20-year rule.
Since that time, the Commission has occasionally expressed concern with adequate gas reserve
support, but has issued Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity based upon less than a 20-year
reserve life showing to numerous natural gas pipeline companies (see Attachment 2).
Reserve Risk for New Projects –
Almost all new supply to market area pipeline projects involved supply areas which already
contain export natural gas pipelines. Examples of incremental natural gas pipelines are:
New Pipeline
Alliance
Rockies Express
Kern River

Supply Area
WCSB
Northern Rocky Mountain

Trailblazer/WIC

Northern Rocky Mountain

Kern River

Northern Rocky Mountain

Existing Pipelines
TransCanada Mainline System
Colorado Interstate
Trailblazer
Northwest Pipeline
Questar
Northwest Pipeline
Colorado Interstate
Questar
Northwest Pipeline
Colorado Interstate
Southern Star Central

In each case above and other similar projects, the project pipeline first evaluated the potential
project internally and then employed independent evaluations concerning gas supply among other
issues. In each evaluation, available proven reserves were compiled along with an analysis of the
potential for growth in reserves along with potential new field discoveries. In some cases, the evaluation
is included in the Statement H, Gas Supply to the application for a certificate from FERC. In other
cases, a simple summary of the reserves and potential resources is provided. In no case was there ever
provided a highly detailed and sophisticated gas supply study.
Pipeline companies normally evaluate proved gas reserves which are, or will be shut-in that can
be immediately connected. They then turn to the analysis and estimates of potential resources such as
those available from an industry source, such as the Potential Gas Committee (PGC).
The highly regarded PGC is made up of industry analysts from producers and pipeline companies. Their
estimates involve the evaluation of the growth in existing reserves and the potential for new field
discoveries. Their estimates are region specific and employ state-of-the-art methods. The PGC in its
Report, Potential Supply of Natural Gas in the United States, November 2007, states:
“The estimates of the Potential Gas Committee(PGC) represent potential natural gas resources
expected that, in the judgment of its members, can be recovered by future drilling under
conditions of:
1. adequate economic incentives in terms of price/cost relationships, and
2. current or foreseeable technology.”
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PGC estimates for the Alaska North Slope and Northern Rocky Mountain area are shown in
Figure 1. The potential estimates are shown alongside proved reserves.

The PGC estimates of potential resources (growth in existing reserves and new fields) in the
Alaska North Slope can be compared to those estimates listed in NETL’s assessment for the following
areas: Colville-Canning and state waters, Beaufort Sea OCS, NPRA and ANWR.
PGC-59.2 Tcf
NETL Assessment-- 85.3 Tcf (Table 2.21 of NETL’s August 7, 2007 Report)
Both of these estimates are economically recoverable gas additions that are expected to be found and
developed.
Definition of Proved Reserves and Undiscovered Resources –
Proved reserves are the most assured estimate of recoverable natural gas. They are based upon
geological and geophysical analysis, electric logs, core analysis and production tests. Undiscovered
resources are based upon the analysis of undrilled prospects. They range from probable resources which
are considered to be the growth in proved reserves all the way to rank wildcat drilling prospects, the
least assured of estimates.
Shipper Reserves by Petroleum Province –
Two examples are relevant to illustrate the relationship between the supporting supply for a
pipeline project. Both are natural gas pipelines that were constructed to attach a specific supply area.
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They were the original pipelines to connect to an isolated supply area.
analogous, yet on a small scale, to an Alaskan Gas Pipeline.

In this regard, they are

High Island Offshore System (HIOS)
The first is the HIOS (High Island Offshore System) system. HIOS transports gas from the
southeast offshore Texas area. This offshore production area had its own specific geological setting.
The pipeline planning stage began in the early 1970s when a few gas discoveries were made in addition
to heavy leasing in nearby areas by major producers. Once the initial gas discoveries were delineated
and proved reserves established by geological, geophysical, well log analysis and production tests, the
planning stage moved to seeking a certificate with FPC to construct and operate a connecting pipeline.
Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Corporation, ANR Pipeline Company and one or two other small partners
proceeded to seek a certificate with the FPC (now FERC) and construct the pipeline. The initial proven
reserves would provide for the use of the pipeline capacity for only 5 years. The knowledge of
additional undeveloped discoveries, the evaluation of specific undrilled leased prospects and the
evaluation of potential for future resources that may become proved future reserves assured the pipeline
partners that they could go forward with the project and they successfully obtained financing for the
project.
Currently, since the first flows of gas through the HIOS system began, throughput is now in
decline. Yet, HIOS has been in operation for 30 years plus and is considered a successful pipeline
project. HIOS was constructed on the basis of 5 years of proven reserves but once the pipeline was
operational, additional offshore discoveries and development was successful and eventually extended
the economic and depreciable life of HIOS to at least 40 years.
Sable Island Offshore Energy Project
The second pipeline project supported by a single oil and gas province is the Sable Offshore
Energy Project. Natural gas was discovered on the Scotian Shelf in 1967. A great deal of caution in
building a pipeline was the result of slowed exploration and less than stellar results of drilling.
However, a pipeline was planned, authorized by the Canadian authorities and constructed based upon
already proven reserves, unconfirmed gas discoveries, potential resources both within the shelf and in
deepwater.
Currently, long term flows through the pipeline system from the initial discoveries will provide
capacity flows for only 5 years from 2007. Gas began to flow into the pipeline in 2000 with proved
reserves that would provide approximately 8 years of pipeline capacity throughput. Additional later
discoveries, presently under development, will add 4 years. The deepwater potential has been evaluated,
yet is presently unsuccessful. The pipeline project itself is now considered somewhat less than
originally expected, nevertheless, due to the construction of the pipeline, the proven gas reserves are not
stranded.

The two examples above demonstrate the stimulus effect that a pipeline has on the development
of gas reserves. The circumstance in Alaska should be similar. A new gas pipeline should result in
producers engaging in new drilling to prove up the extent of the reserves on their leases and also new
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exploratory drilling. In the case of Alaska, however, the anticipated initial capacity of the pipeline is
expected to be largely committed to move the know gas reserves from the North Slope. In both the
HIOS and Sable Island cases the reserves that were commercialized after the lines went into service did
not require major expansions and the mere construction of a pipeline was adequate to promote new
drilling.
In order for a similar stimulus to occur in Alaska it will be critical that the gas pipeline be
expandable to accommodate significant new Alaskan discoveries if they occur. Including the proper
incentives for pipeline expansion in TransCanada’s approved AGIA application will enhance the
probability that future pipeline expansions will occur.

Alaskan North Slope Pipeline Project
In order to keep the proposed pipeline full at 4.5 Bcf per day for 35 years, it will require 57.5 Tcf
of North Slope gas. This amounts to 22 Tcf more than the combined proved reserves in the producing
oil fields and Point Thomson Unit. This must be translated into recoverable reserves and future
resources discoveries. For 35 years of capacity throughput, it would require proved reserves far greater
than 57.5 Tcf, because gas production eventually declines for each vintage of proved reserves. Thus
reserves of approximately 70 to 80 Tcf would eventually be required to effectuate the delivery of 4.5 Bcf
per day for 35 years. Therefore, additional gas resources must be found and developed.
The frequently quoted estimate for all of the North Slope recoverable reserves is 35 Tcf. The
two fields, Prudhoe Bay Unit (PBU) and the Point Thompson Unit (PTU) are estimated to contain 23.7
Tcf and 8.0 Tcf of recoverable reserves, respectively. Other fields, Lisburne, Duck Island, Northstar,
Colville River and Milne Point, make up the difference between the estimated 35 Tcf of total
recoverable reserves in the North Slope and 31.7 Tcf (PBU and PTU). These fields currently may
supply some sales gas, however, they are dependent upon construction of natural gas gathering systems
for full development of these reserves.
According to the current estimates published by the Department of Energy’s National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL), the recoverable reserves of the PBU can supply 3.44 Bcf per day for 12
years and the PTU can supply 1.16 Bcf per day for 11 years. The total equates to the proposed pipeline
capacity of 4.5 Bcf per day. After 12 years, the gas availability will decline, by about 10% per year.
This is shown in Figure 2.
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The following graphs (Figures 3 and 4) breakout the gas production from the Prudhoe Bay Unit
and the Point Thomson Unit and also includes the production from the smaller gas accumulations of
other oil fields in the ANS. These fields, in some cases will require gas gathering facilities. It is
assumed that such gas gathering will be compensatory. The inclusion of Point Thomson assumes major
natural gas production for sale at inception (i.e. no material, if any cycling).
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The following graph (Figure 4) shows two gas availability profiles, the square boxed line shows Alaska
North Slope production with full natural gas production from Point Thomson and the triangle line shows
Alaskan North Slope production assuming no natural gas production from Point Thomson.

In order to provide an additional 23 years of gas available at 4.5 Bcf per day, exploratory drilling
must take place to establish new fields and growth in the reserves of existing fields.
For the North Slope, the PGC estimates potential resources (over and above) proved reserves to
be as follows:
Growth in
Existing Reserves
32.2 Tcf

New
Fields
27.0 Tcf

Total
Potential
59.2 Tcf

If, for example 57 Tcf of gas is needed to support gas availability of 4.5 Bcf per day, the combination
(94.2 Tcf) of proved reserves of 35 Tcf and estimated potential resources of 59.2 Tcf will be more than
adequate.
Similarly, estimates made for the DNR by Black and Veatch and Parroted, showing the baseline
production profile used to assess the TransCanada base case is shown below in Figure 5. This estimate
was made using the reservoir modeling of Petrotel, along with the employment of various data found in
the NETL DOE report.
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The above estimates in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 will be adequate support for the current FERC gas
supply standards for issuance of a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity.
Shippers are generally made up of marketers, LDCs, industrial customers and the gas producers
themselves. Only the gas producers know the amount of proved reserves and may have some estimates
of reserve growth and a rough, yet uncertain idea of potential new future discoveries. Marketers, LDCs
and industrial customers have little, if any, knowledge concerning the level of reserves of natural gas
supporting the contract quantity and term.
Further, as demonstrated earlier, a term of 10 or 20 years, for example, if supported not by 10 or
20 years of proved reserves in the ground, may be supported by some level of proved reserves and
estimates of potential future gas supply connections. In such cases, potential estimates of an entire oil
and gas province ranks as support for a pipeline project. Examples of such pipeline projects that rely
upon potential resources for an entire producing region, in addition to some proved reserve
commitments, are as follows:
For the Rocky Mountain Area (See Figure 1) –
•
•
•

Project
Cheyenne Plains
Rockies Express
Kern River Initial Construction

Contract Length
10-15
10-15
15

For the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin –
•
•

Alliance
PGT Expansion Project

15
15-30
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Figure 6 shows how pipeline companies in the Rocky Mountain area have kept a consistent pace
between constructed capacity and the amount of gas available for transport out of the region. This
figure also shows that some gas which was considered an undiscovered resource in 2001 is being
transported through pipelines in 2006.

A more comprehensive list of projects along with their contract terms and other salient facts is
shown in Attachment 2, Gas Supply Analysis and Attachment 1, Survey of New Built Pipeline Projects.
Proved reserves in the entire Northern Rocky Mountain area (Colorado, Utah and Wyoming) as
of the end of 2006 could sustain current deliveries of 3.4 Tcf per year for less than 13 years. For the
WCSB, the number of years is less than 9.3 years. Note that proved reserves in the Alaska North Slope
could maintain production of 4.5 Bcf per day for 11 to 12 years.
Survey of New Built Pipeline Projects –
A study of major gas pipeline projects supported by gas supply was performed. It includes 24
recent pipeline projects and lists each project with its description, cost, capacity, in-service date, major
customers, contract lengths and book depreciation life. In all cases there is no definitive proved reserve
life associated with the particular project. Supply studies supporting each project were either not
included in Applicants certificate filing or were based upon proved reserves and a discussion of the
availability of potential resources. This gas supply study in is shown in Attachment 2.
In summary, in the past 30 years, new projects planned and proposed by natural gas pipeline
companies, either to connect to new supply areas or existing supply areas based upon necessary
potential resources, have been constructed and presently in operation. The only newly constructed
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pipeline to connect a single source that did not perform according to initial plans (however, it yet may)
is the Offshore Sable Island Energy system.
Additional details about the pipelines selected for the Gas supply study are contained in the
Excel file that summarizes the study.
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Section IV – TransCanada’s Strategic Need for Alaskan Natural Gas Supplies for
Existing TransCanada Pipeline Network
Introduction
The purpose of this section of the BWMQ regulatory issue report is an evaluation of
TransCanada’s strategic needs for the Alaskan Natural Gas Supply.

Summary of Conclusions for Section IV – TransCanada’s Strategic Need for
Alaskan Natural Gas Supplies
As a preliminary comment, TransCanada over the past 10 years has invested heavily in North
American pipelines, particularly U.S. natural gas pipeline assets. It has proposed business and
regulatory practices for its AGIA Alaskan gas pipeline project that are generally consistent with the
business and regulatory practices employed by TransCanada within its United States pipeline operations.
And those regulatory practices are not materially different than the practices used by other gas pipeline
developers.
TransCanada’s “opening offer” in its AGIA application can be expected to be sweetened to be
consistent with its behavior on its other pipelines in the United States. As examples, the provisions in its
future negotiated contracts can be expected to include a lower return on equity, and contract lengths that
are significantly shorter than expected gas supply life and expected depreciation life. For further
information on this topic please refer to Section I, Negotiated Rate Study report.
TransCanada has been very active in acquiring and consolidating its position as one of the largest
holders of U.S. gas pipeline assets, and the largest pipeline capacity holder in North America. Given the
projected gas production decline in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) and the
dependency of many of TransCanada’s U.S. gas pipelines on gas imports from TransCanada pipeline
facilities, the long-term strategic interests of TransCanada are now deeply woven together with a
successful AGIA pipeline application that would provide a secure long-term source of additional gas
supply to offset production declines in the WCSB. BWMQ believes that TransCanada recognizes that
their long-term strategic interests are best served by ensuring the approval and construction of their
AGIA pipeline proposal. This should also provide the proper incentives and flexibility for TransCanada
to negotiate a pipeline project that works for the benefit of all the participating parties to ensure a viable
project.
TransCanada’s Current Holdings in United States Natural Gas Pipelines
The following chart shows TransCanada’s current holding in U.S. natural gas pipelines and
storage companies:

Pipeline Company Name
ANR Pipeline Company

Effective
Ownership
Percentage
100.00%
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ANR Storage Company
Blue Lake Gas Storage Company
Gas Transmission Northwest
Corporation
Great Lakes Gas Transmission, L.P.
Iroquois Gas Transmission System, L.P.
North Baja Pipeline, LLC
Northern Border Pipeline Company
Portland Natural Gas Transmission
System
Tuscarora Gas Transmission System

100.00%
75.00%
100.00%
68.50%
44.50%
100.00%
16.10%
61.71%
32.10%

The specific detailed information about the ownership of these systems was verified by reference
to TransCanada’s annual report to stockholders, SEC filings and the FERC Form No. 2s for each of the
systems.
Canada’s National Energy Board Energy Market Assessment November 2007
Canada’s National Energy Board (NEB) periodically issues its detailed assessment of future
energy supply and demand conditions in Canada. The latest assessment shows continued decline in the
future natural gas supply availability from the Western Canadian Supply Basin (WCSB). The NEB
assessment under its Continuing Trends scenario predicts that increasing demand for natural gas use
from oil sands production and electricity generation, with declining supply from the WCSB, will reduce
the natural gas available for export to the United States to zero by 2028. The NEB report states that
Canada’s annual production of 17.1 Bcf/d in 2005 is expected to decline by 40% to 10.5 Bcf/d by the
end of 2030.
The NEB also issues a periodic transportation assessment of Canadian Hydrocarbon
Transportation capacity. The latest assessment issued in July 2007 shows that TransCanada averaged
1.4 Bcf/d of excess capacity over the past four year period (2003 to 2007). This excess capacity
provided the impetus for TransCanada to propose the transfer of its Line 100-1 from natural gas
transportation service to oil pipeline service (TransCanada Keystone Project) to move increasing
supplies of tar sand/syncrude production from the WCSB to markets. The TransCanada mainline has
capacity of slightly less than 8 Bcf/d, and exports to the United States have accounted for approximately
50% of total deliveries as recently as 2004. TransCanada’s Foothills pipeline is the next largest natural
gas pipeline in Canada with a capacity of approximately 2.4 Bcf/d. Alliance Pipeline is TransCanada’s
largest competitor with a capacity of approximately 1.4 Bcf/d.
Oil sands production in the WCSB is expected to increase substantially in the future, particularly
with the dramatic increase in world crude oil prices. Many of the tar sand/syncrude projects use natural
gas to process the heavy oil for production and to upgrade the syncrude to marketable crude oil quality.
Recent forecasts expect natural gas usage by the tar sands/syncrude industry to increase from 2 Bcf/d to
6 Bcf/d. TransCanada’s website has a report titled Western Canada Summer 2008 Supply & Demand
Outlook that predicts a major decline in exports this summer caused by increasing oil sands demand, and
storage demand combined with a decline in supply from the WCSB. The report also shows that gas well
drilling in the WCSB has declined 16% compared to last year with gas well connection down 29% to
date due to a large decline in drilling last year. This has occurred even though natural gas prices are
stronger than ever and testing record highs in North America. The primary reason for a decline in
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WCSB gas production has been the continuing decline in the finding rate for new natural gas reserves
and a continuing decline in the rate of gas well productivity. The TransCanada Summer Outlook
concludes by showing a decline of production from the WCSB of 600-700 MMcf/d this summer, with
throughput on the TransCanada Alberta system declining to 10.4-10.7 Bcf/d this summer compared to
11.2 Bcf/d last summer. Finally, the Outlook predicts Western Canada exports are expected to decline
by about 1 Bcf/d this summer due to higher intra-WCSB demand and lower natural gas availability.
BWMQ forecasts the available natural gas supply from the WCSB based on the NEB’s
Continuing Trends scenario. This forecast shows a significant and non-transitory decline from the
WCSB for the foreseeable future. BWMQ’s latest gas supply forecast is shown in Figure 7 below.

TransCanada’s website includes a Management Discussion and Analysis Overview that
discusses the long-term need for additional supplies of natural gas from non-traditional sources such as
the Mackenzie Delta and Alaska. The Overview specifically mentions pipeline risk factors associated
with the decline in the productivity of the WCSB. The WCSB had remaining discovered reserves of
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approximately 57 trillion cubic feet and a reserves-to-production ratio of approximately nine years.
TransCanada cautions that gas supply is expected to decline due to continued reduction in levels of
drilling activity in the WCSB, caused by lower prices, higher supply costs, which include higher royalty
payments, and the stronger Canadian dollar. TransCanada anticipates there will be excess natural gas
pipeline capacity out of the WCSB in the foreseeable future, as a result of pipeline expansion over the
past decade on its pipelines, competition from other pipelines, and significant growth in natural gas
demand in Alberta driven by oil sands projects and electricity generation requirements.
Many of TransCanada’s U.S. pipeline assets have historically been supplied by natural gas
produced from the WCSB, these include: Northern Border, GTN, PNGTS, Iroquois, Great Lakes, and
Tuscarora. A continued decline in natural gas availability from the WCSB and higher prices for natural
gas supplies from the WCSB, will increase earnings concerns on these pipelines as throughput and a
decline in long-term firm contract commitments intensify. This is also true for TransCanada’s mainline
facilities and the Foothills Pipeline system. It is clear from our earlier discussion that the single most
important business and strategic concern facing TransCanada’s natural gas pipeline assets is access to
significant new gas supply sources. An Alaskan natural gas pipeline project is vital to TransCanada’s
long-term financial success. The construction of TransCanada’s proposed Alaskan natural gas pipeline
project will give its existing pipeline infrastructure, the Foothills system and the TransCanada mainline
system access to critical additional natural gas supplies to offset continuing future declines from the
WCSB. Additional throughput from Alaska that will flow into the TransCanada and Foothills pipeline
systems, with exports to its existing U.S. pipeline assets, will address TransCanada’s most pressing
long-term financial need – how to keep its existing pipeline assets fully utilized. TransCanada has a
tremendous investment in its existing pipeline infrastructure in the U.S. and Canada. Net earnings on its
pipeline business were $686 million in 2007. For TransCanada to fully utilize its investment in its
pipeline assets and infrastructure it requires access to a significant new source of natural gas supplies
and an Alaskan natural gas pipeline is the best single source for those supplies.

Study of Major Gas Pipeline Certificate Projects
Summary of Recourse and Negotiated Rates

Project
Number

Project
Name

$ Millions
Capital
Cost

Return
on Equity

Recourse
Rate

Cheyenne Plains

331.8

14.00%

$

2

Rockies ExpressWest

1,609.4

13.00%

$
0.2325
for Phase I and II
$.9067 for Phase I and II
plus Overthrust facilities

3

Alliance Pipeline

4

Maritimes & Northeast
Phase IV Project

5

1,340.0

Contract
Lengths
Years

Book
Depreciation
Life

Anadarko 100,000 Dth
BP Energy 40,000 Dth
ConocoPhillips 30,000 Dth

10 to 15

35 years

Conoco/Phillips 400,000 Dth
BP Energy 100,000 Dth
(See Appendixt A to the Order at
116 FERC ¶61,272 for complete list)

10 to 15

35 years

15

25 years

15

42 years

15 years,
Except for
25,000 per
day with
4 year
contract

35 years

5 to
15 years

25 years

5 to 14 years

60 years

Not
Available

40 years

Negotiated
Rates

1

0.3525

$.28 to $.34

$.184 to $.204
$.27 to $.794

Customers, Including
Producers

12.0% (c)

$

0.4197

$

321.3

14.25%

$

0.7804

$
0.5300 Repsol Energy North America Corp.
(subject to
adjustment based
on the facility
costs incurred)

Phoenix Pipeline
Project and San
Juan 2008
Expansion

660.1

14.00%

6

Gulf South
East Texas to
Mississippi
Expansion

776.9

12.25%

$

0.2581

$.12 to $.245

7

Southeast Supply
Header

842.0

13.50%

$

0.3827

Not yet available

Customres are:
Florida Power & Light 500 MMcfd
Progress Energy 200 MMcfd
Southern Co. Services 175 MMcfd
EOG Resources 50 MMcfd
Tampa Electric 20 MMcfd

8

Creole Trail Pipline

578.9

14.00%

$

0.1462

Not yet available

Not available

9

Northeast Gateway

179.7

11.33%

$

0.1428

$.0727 to $.1147 Affiliate - Excelerate Energy Limited Partnership

25

25 years

10

Carthage to Perryville
Project

403.5

6.47%
weighted return
from RP94-343

$.1463 to $.2441 Not disclosed in applications - 8 shippers
The anchor shipper was a producer - 600 Dth/d.

4 to 10 years

44 years

11

Gulfstream

15 to 20
years

40 years

20 years
(based on
levelization term)

25 years

20 years

30 years

10 years

30 years

1,654.0

14.00%

$.8957 from
San Juan
and $.8257
from East
Thoreau points

Sought to
roll in this project
into existing rates
$

0.6620

0.3743

Attachment No. 1A

$

0.5500

$

0.5300

$.55 to $.5950

to
$

0.9641
(hourly rates)

11.50%
$
(with construction
cost adjustment
mechanism)

0.3130

12

Vector Pipeline

447.0

13

North Baja Expansion
Project

290.9

14.00%
(continued from
initial rate)

14

Guardian Pipeline

277.2

14.00%

$

0.2210

17 shippers and 15 producers were part of
the project sponsorship group.

Salt River
Arizona Public Service
UNS Gas
Southwest Gas
Gila River Power

Project
has 12 shippers.

Prior to initiating service the project obtained
10 binding precedent agreements to serve customers
in Florida; the project remained partly unsubscribed
for a substantial period of time.
Had precedent agreements with four shippers
for 828.3 MDth/d of capacity; two were affiliates
of the owners and subscribed for 700,000 MDth/d.

Existing base tariff rate
$
0.1321
(estimated rolled-in
rate in next rate case)
$
0.0558
(FERC approved
roll-in of this project

Recourse
rate, negotiated
rate or
a combination

Coral Energy Resources
Sempra Energy LNG
Some pre-existing shippers
Chevron
Imperial Irrigation District

$

$

Wisconsin Gas, Alliant Energy, WPS Energy
Services and one additional shipper

0.1533

0.1230
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Study of Major Gas Pipeline Certificate Projects
Summary of Recourse and Negotiated Rates Selection Group 1-13

Project
Number
1

Project
Sponsor

Project
Name

Projected or
Actual
In Service
Date

Gas Supply
Study

Negotiated
Rates Study

X

X

El Paso
(CIG and Cheyenne Plains)

Cheyenne Plains

2

Sempra and Kinder Morgan

Rockies ExpressWest

Feb-08

X

X

3

Alliance Pipeline L.P.
(Initially 17 limited partners)

Alliance Pipeline

Dec-00

X

X

4

Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline, LLC

Phase IV Project

Nov-08

X

X

5

Transwestern Pipeline
Company, LLC

Phoenix Pipeline
Project and San
Juan 2008
Expansion

May-08

X

X

6

Loews Corp., general partner
of Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, LP through Gulf South
Pipeline Company, LP

East Texas to
Mississippi
Expansion
Project

Jan-08

X

X

7

Kinder Morgan
Sempra
ConocoPhillips

Rockies ExpressEast
REX Northeast

Near End of
2008 to
Clarington, Ohio

X

Not in
service

Express (future)

Final Project
Dec-10

X

Not in
service

6/1/2008

X

X

Leg 1 by 10-1-2008
Leg 2 by 4-1-2009

X

Not in
service

Apr-08

X

X

8

Kinder Morgan Energy Partners
Energy Transfer Partners

Aug-05

Kinder Morgan's
Midcontinent Express

2-2009 for
Phase I
Phase II
to be installed
within 5 years
thereafter

9

Spectra Energy
CenterPoint Energy
Southern Natural

Southeast Supply
Header
Project
(Spectra, Centerpoint
and Southern Natural)

10

Kinder Morgan Energy Partners

Kinder Morgan
Louisiana
Pipeline

11

Chinere Trail Pipeline , LP
(Owned by Cheniere Energy, Inc.)

Cheniere's
Creole Trail Pipline

TransCanada
Affiliate

Attachment No. 1C

Study of Major Gas Pipeline Certificate Projects
Summary of Recourse and Negotiated Rates Selection Group 12-24

Project
Number

Project
Sponsor

Project
Name

Projected or
Actual
In Service
Date

Gas Supply
Study

Negotiated
Rates Study

TransCanada
Affiliate

12

Maritimes & Northeast
Pipeline, LLC

Maritimes & Northeast
Sable Offshore
Energy Project

11/1/1999

X

Small system

13

Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC
Spectra Energy
Notheast Gateway Energy Bridge, LLC

Algonquin's
Northeast Gateway
Project

Dec-07

X

X

14

Centerpoint Energy Gas
Transmission (CenterPoint Energy, Inc.)

Centerpoint
Carthage to Perryville
Project

May-07
Phase 3
2nd Quarter 2008

X

X

15

The Williams Companies/Tenneco
(Kern River Gas Transmission Company)

Kern River Initial
Construction

Feb-92

X

Not
negotiated

16

MidAmerican Energy/The Williams Companies

Kern River Expansion
Completed in 2003

May-03

X

Not
negotiated

17

Columbia, KeySpan Corp., DTE Energy

Millenium Pipeline

11/1/2007

X

Under
construction

18

CMS Gas Transmission and
Storage co., Viking Gas
Transmission, and WICOR, Inc.

Guardian Pipeline

11/1/2007

X

X

19

ANR Gulfstream, Coastal Southern
Pipeline Company
(Spectra Energy and Williams own the pipeline now)

Gulfstream

May-02

X

X

20

Vector Pipeline L.P.
Enbridge Inc. (59.6%) and DTE Energy Company (39.4%)
are the current owners.

Vector Pipeline

12/1/2000

X

X

21

Texas Gas Transmission, LLC

Texas Gas
Transmission
Fayetville/Greenville
Expansion

8/1/2008

X

Not in
service

22

Boardwalk Pipeline
Partners, LP
Gulf Crossing Pipeline Company, LLC and
Gulf South Pipeline Company, LP

Gulf Crossing Project

10/1/2008

X

Not in
service

23

Pacific Gas & Electric
Pacific Gas Transmission

PGT Expansion Project
1992/1993

11/1/1993

X

Prior to
negotiated
rate policy statement

X

24

North Baja Pipeline, LLC

North Baja Expansion
Project

4/3/2008
6/1/2009
1/1/2010

X

X

X

Attachment No. 1D

Analysis of the Capital Structures of
the Oil Pipelines Owned by BP and Conoco Phillips
(FERC Regulated - Data Source 2007 FERC Form No. 6)

Oil Pipeline Investments of BP:

Company Name
Amoco Capline Pipeline Company
Black Lake Pipeline Company
BP Oil Pipeline Company
BP Pipelines (Alaska) Inc.
BP Pipelines (North America) Inc.
BP Transportation (Alaska) Inc.
Chicap Pipe Line Company
Cypress Pipe Line Company
Dixie Pipeline Company
Endicott Pipeline Company
Inland Corporation
Kuparak Transportation Company
Mars Oil Pipeline Company
Mid-Valley Pipeline Company
Milne Point Pipeline
Olympic Pipe Line Company
West Texas Gulf Pipeline Company
Wilprise Pipeline Company

Ownership
Interest
100.00%
50.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
29.17%
50.00%
25.82%
67.94%
46.80%
38.00%
28.50%
50.00%
100.00%
35.00%
16.51%
25.30%

Capital Structure
Debt
Equity
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
0.97%
99.03%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
27.13%
72.87%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
49.81%
50.19%
100.00%
100.00%

Average Equity Ratio

$000s
Capital Amounts
Debt
Equity
8,813
21,714
598,226
480,093
29,740 3,027,497
268,666
10,503
11,204
10,000
26,853
1,540
7,193
30,468
121,924
24,239
30,100
67,500
68,023
15,189
18,653

Total
8,813
21,714
598,226
480,093
3,057,237
268,666
10,503
11,204
36,853
1,540
7,193
30,468
121,924
24,239
30,100
135,523
15,189
18,653

99.05%

Oil Pipeline Investments of ConocoPhillips:

Company Name
Chisholm Pipeline Company
Colonial Pipeline Company
Conoco Offshore Pipe Line Company
ConocoPhillips Pipe Line Company
ConocoPhillips Transportation Alaska Inc.
Explorer Pipeline Company
Heartland Pipeline Company
Phillips Texas Pipeline Company
Pioneer Pipe Line Company
Seaway Crude Pipeline Company
Seaway Products Pipeline Company
WesTTex66 Pipeline Company
Yellowstone Pipe Line Company

Average Equity Ratio

Ownership
Interest
50.00%
8.53%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
7.71%
50.00%
100.00%
50.01%
50.00%
100.00%
100.00%
46.00%

Capital Structure
Debt
Equity
100.00%
114.42% -14.42%
100.00%
100.00%
66.89%
33.11%
99.76%
0.24%
100.00%
100.00%
54.16%
45.84%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

$000s
Capital Amounts
Debt
Equity
Total
5,051
5,051
1,300,446
(163,901) 1,136,545
5,185
5,185
1,420,964 1,420,964
282,500
139,852
422,352
484,572
1,148
485,720
12,018
12,018
327,558
327,558
38,017
32,178
70,195
261,619
261,619
56,032
56,032
197,919
197,919
30,031
30,031
96.25%
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Study of Major Gas Pipeline Projects
Support for Projects - Reserves and Contracts
Gas Supply Analysis
Bcf
Bcf
Year Project Area-Wide Area-Wide
In Service Reserves Resources
2006
2006

Bcf
Current
Production
2006

Reserve
Life
Index

Reserves /
Resources
Life
Index

Contract
Lengths
Years

Book
Depreciation
Life - Years

Supply
Area

Cheyenne Plains

10 to 15

35

Rocky Mtn

2005

45,844

131,099

3,218

14.25

54.99

14.25

54.99

Rockies ExpressWest

10 to 15

35

Rocky Mtn

2008

45,844

131,099

3,218

14.25

54.99

14.25

54.99

Alliance Pipeline

15

25

WCSB

2000

57,000

137,000

6,022

9.47

32.22

9.47

32.22

Phase IV Project

15

42

LNG

2008

Phoenix Pipeline
Project and San
Juan 2008
Expansion

15 years,
Except for
25,000 per
day with
4 year
contract

35

San Juan Basin

2008

31,169

25,998

2,120

14.70

26.97

14.70

26.97

5 to
15 years

25

Midcontinent
Gulf Coast

2008

15,305

41,700

1,181

12.96

48.27

12.96

48.27

commitments
expected
by 4-1-2008

35

Rocky Mtn

2009

45,844

131,099

3,218

14.25

54.99

14.25

54.99

likely 10 to
15 year

33

Midcontinent

2009

47,064

108,820

3,681

12.79

42.35

12.79

42.35

5 to 14 years

60

Louisiana/Miss
Gulf Coast

2008

7,528
31,839

16,360
50,645

635
5,539

11.86
5.75

37.62
14.89

8.80

26.26

Kinder Morgan
Louisiana Pipeline

33

LNG

2009

Chinere Trail Pipeline

40

LNG

2008
538

3,000

142

3.79

24.92

3.79

24.92

Project
Name

East Texas to
Mississippi
Expansion
Project
Rockies ExpressEast
REX Northeast
Express (future)
Midcontinent
Express
Southeast Supply
Header

Average
RLI

Average
RRLI

Sable Offshore
Energy Project

20

25

Offshore
Nova Scotia

2000

Northeast Gateway

25

25

LNG

2008

4 to 10 years

44

NE Texas/NoLa

2008

22,020

58,060

1,733

12.71

46.21

12.71

46.21

Kern River Initial
Construction

15 years

25

Rocky Mtn

1992

45,844

131,099

3,218

14.25

54.99

14.25

54.99

Kern River Expansion
completed in 2003

10 and 15
years

50

Rocky Mtn

2003

45,844

131,099

3,218

14.25

54.99

14.25

54.99

Millenium Pipeline

10 years

30

WCSB

2008

57,000

137,000

6,022

9.47

32.22

9.47

32.22

Carthage to Perryville
Project
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Study of Major Gas Pipeline Projects
Support for Projects - Reserves and Contracts
Gas Supply Analysis
Project
Name
Guardian Pipeline

Gulfstream

Bcf
Bcf
Year Project Area-Wide Area-Wide
In Service Reserves Resources
2006
2006

Contract
Lengths
Years

Book
Depreciation
Life - Years

Supply
Area

10 years

30

Chicago Hub
Rocky Mtn
WCSB
Midcontinent
Gulf Coast

2008

Bcf
Current
Production
2006

Reserve
Life
Index

Reserves /
Resources
Life
Index

Average
RLI

Average
RRLI

45,844
57,000
47,064
31,839

131,099
137,000
108,820
50,645

3,218
6,022
3,681
5,539

14.25
9.47
12.79
5.75

54.99
32.22
42.35
14.89

10.56

36.11

15 to 20
years

40

Gulf Coast

2002

31,839

50,645

5,539

5.75

14.89

5.75

14.89

20 years
(based on
levelization term)

25

Rocky Mtn
WCSB
Midcontinent
Gulf Coast

2001

45,844
57,000
47,064
31,839

131,099
137,000
108,820
50,645

3,218
6,022
3,681
5,539

14.25
9.47
12.79
5.75

54.99
32.22
42.35
14.89

10.56

36.11

Fayetville/Greenville
Expansion

10 years

35

NW Arkansas
Gulf Coast

2009

2,269
31,839

34,028
50,645

188
5,539

12.07
5.75

193.07
14.89

8.91

103.98

Gulf Crossing Project

5 to 10 years

35

NE Texas

2009

15,305

41,700

1,181

12.96

48.27

12.96

48.27

PGT Expansion Project
1992/1993

15 to 30 years

30

WCSB

1994

57,000

137,000

6,022

9.47

32.22

9.47

32.22

30

LNG

214.11
11.27

825.90
43.47

Vector Pipeline

North Baja
Totals
Average

20 years

2008-2010

822

Total

Average for 19 p

34.25

Note: The reserve life index and reserve/resource life index are considered indices and as such are not accurate profiles of the life in years of a particular supply
source. They are useful for comparison purposes. The production divisor employed herein are at 2006 as well as the proved reserve and resource components.
The reserve life index represents the number of years to exhaust the proved reserves assuming the production component remains constant throughout the
life of the supply. The reserve/resource life index also assumes constant production. This index represents the quotient of the sum of the proved reserves
and the potential resources. Care must be taken in interpreting the results of the reserve/resource life index as production reaches a point where it declines
and resource discoveries do not take place at a single point in time.
North Slope Alaska gas reserve life and reserve/resource life index on a comparative basis with the above Lower 48 indixes is as follows:
Reserve Life Index - ANS = 31.7/(4.5)(365)
= 19.3
Reserve/Resource Life Index - ANS = (31.7 + 59.2)/(4.5)(365)
= 55.4
Proved reserve source; Energy Information Administration
Potential gas resources; Potential Gas Committee, 2006
Note: LNG projects rely on the availability of world gas supply resources. As such it was not considered necessary to determine data comparable to United States
for this analysis.
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MEMORANDUM
RE:

Expected Returns and Approval Economics

INTRODUCTION
Some of the scenarios being evaluated as part of the Alaska gas pipeline project will require
production not only from existing resources, such as Prudhoe Bay Unit (PBU), but from "yet to find"
(YTF) resources as well. This need for YTF resources, depending on the final commercial
arrangement, will place a degree of risk on producers, shippers and/or pipeline owners.
To evaluate that risk requires an evaluation of the potential for finding hydrocarbon deposits
of considerable size, the costs to find and develop those resources and the range of likely economic
returns each participant in the value chain can achieve. The results of this evaluation would then be
compared against the criteria each company has established for their capital spending budgets.
Other experts in this AGIA process have reviewed, evaluated and commented on these three key
risk areas. Gaffney, Cline & Associates (GCA) has been asked to assess how the projected
economic returns on the YTF would compare to other world scale projects.
The answer to this is provided in two parts: (1) by an analysis of what companies say about
their investment decision-making processes, as also verified by their investment in actual projects;
and (2) by considering market dynamics. In reality, these are all the same basic considerations, just
articulated in each company's separate way, and can be summarized as "risk-reward, in the context
of the company's human and financial capital, and opportunity portfolio".

Investment Criteria
During the ACES special session in 2007 fiscal regimes from around the world were
reviewed and compared to the terms proposed under ACES. Given the extremely high government
share in many countries, and the fact that many of the Alaska producers were investing substantial
sums in those countries, members of the legislature quite reasonably inquired as to the parameters
the oil companies used to make their investment decisions.
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While the oil companies did not offer up any definitive criteria, they did stress several points.
Conoco 1 mentioned that projects from around the world would be reviewed, ranked, and compared
with an Interna l Rate of Return (IRR) cut-off (or hurdle) rate. Those projects "above the line" would
receive funding. Figure 1 below is the conceptual examp le presented by Conoco.
Figure 1

IRR

•

••

•

•
•
• ••

•

•••

Comoanv Hurdle Rate

Wor1d Wide Investment Opportunities

Chevron 2 presented a slightly more comprehensive view. They stated that the project
approval process involved multiple factors, factors (typically strategic or geological) which could
overcome the high government take in many locales around the world in which Chevron was
operating. These factors include the Rock (What is the resource potential?), Costs (What are the
finding and development costs?), Time (How long until revenue can be generated?), Risk (What is
the probability of success?) and Fiscal Regime (How much does the producer get to keep? ).
Chevron went on to say that models are then developed, opportunities ranked and investment
decisions made on an after-tax Net Present Value (NPV) or Expected Monetary Value (EMV) basis.
Pioneer3 commented that energy companies invest where they see the best risk/reward
ratio. Projects are analyzed over a range of price and cost assumptions to asses that ratio.

1

htto://www.revenue.state.ak.us/ACESDocuments/ConocoPhillips/Mitchell%200ct%2022%20Testimony%20Final.pdf
http://www.revenue.state.ak. us/ACESDocuments/Chevron/Chevron%20-%20ACES%20-%20Testimonv%20 10-2307P.pdf
3
http://www.revenue.state.ak.us/ ACESDocuments/Pioneer/ ACES%20fmal%200ct23%20(S)RES.pdf
2
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Real World Projects

The ranking or funding criteria presented by the oil companies was similar but not identical.
In an attempt to better understand their decision making processes several large, complex, worldscale projects with significant capital exposure were reviewed. The background data for each of
these 10 projects were obtained by the Alaska Department of Revenue in 2007 from 3 independent
consultants.
GCA analyzed the various cash flow models of the following projects:
)>

Bayu Undan- a gas-cycling condensate then LNG project This project includes upstream
development located in the offshore joint Australia/East Timor treaty area, the transit
pipeline and the liquefaction plant in Darwin, Australia;

)>

Camisea - a large, predominately gas, field located in the Andes and the pipeline to
markets on the Peruvian coast;

)>

IDKU- Egypt LNG plant and the associated upstream infrastructure;

)>

Ormenlange- ultra large offshore Norwegian gas field;

)>

Pearl- Middle East based GTL plant;

)>

QatarGas- One part of the multiple consortia that comprise Qatar's growing LNG business;

)>

Snohvit- Norwegian based upstream/midstream integrated LNG project;

)>

Tangguh- Indonesia based upstream/midstream integrated LNG project;

)>

Trinidad- Trinidad based upstream/midstream integrated LNG project; and

)>

West Libya- onshore and offshore upstream development and connecting pipeline across
the Mediterranean to Italy.

Each integrated project represents substantial investment by the owners with total capital
commitment ranging from just under US$3 billion to as much as US$10 billion. Gas production
commitments range from approximately 3 to 20 TCF. The data for each project are summarized in
the following table.
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TCF

CAPE X

($MM)

BAYUUNDAN

4

$3,350

CAM ISEA

7

$5,800

IDKU

7

$4,000

ORMENLANGE

12

$10,700

PEARL

13

$5,000

20+

$6,200

SNOHVIT

6

$5,400

TANGGUH

9

$5,000

TRINIDAD

5

$2,703

WESTLIBYA

6

$7,000

QATARGAS

The data supplied included capital expenditure, operating expenditure and production
profiles, from which GCA has attempted to recreate the econom ics that existed at the time the
project was sanctioned by the joint venture companies (roughly 4 years prior to first production).
Many of these projects were sanctioned prior to the recent run up in prices, and in order to adjust
for that GCA assumed prices reflective of the oil and gas prices futures market curves avai lable at
the time of project sanction. Figure 2 shows how the forward curves (in this case for WTI ) have
changed over the last 6 years . Gas prices outside of North America better track oil prices than the
Henry Hub marker, except where cargoes are being sold into the USA (which is a minority of the
gas being considered in the above projects).
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Figure 2
Historical WTI Pricing with Select Futures Curves
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As the oil companies noted during the ACES debate, not only is the project IRR important
but, particularly in the case of the larger companies , so is materiality (as approximated by NPV). In
Figure 3 the results of the analysis of the 10 major projects are plotted, showing the estimated oil
company IRR (x-axis), percentage government take (y-axis) and relative NPV (s ize of circle).
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Figure 3

Government Take vs. IRR for Select Project
(With Bubble Size as NPV)
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The majority of IRRs lie between 10% and 20%. A general industry rule of thumb is that a
15 to 18% return for large projects would be acceptable. It should be noted that the fiscal systems
in which these projects reside all work a little bit differently so these do not all scale the same when
today's $1 00+ oil price is applied.
A key point to note is that all the government takes are fairly high- most all in excess of the
US Lower 48 takes. But oil companies still committed to many billions of dollars in investment
mainly due to materiality- i.e. high NPVs- as such materiality simply cannot be found in sufficient
quantity in the US Lower 48 (except maybe deep water Gulf of Mexico).

Market Dynamics
The economic analyses prepared by Black & Veatch illustrate the robust returns achievable
from the YTF project component.
Modeling the economics of any undiscovered resource (i. e. Alaska YTF) is always difficult.
This applies even when specific exploration prospects have been identified for drilling, let alone
when having to rely on high level "play concept" assumptions of the total volume likely to be
recoverable from an area.
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In this case, GCA understand from the Black & Veatch report that analysis from the National
Energy Technology Laboratory has been used as the basis of reasonable expectations of YTF
resources - the simplified assumption being "yes, there is recoverable hydrocarbon resource
potential, in large enough scale, both to attract the industry and to make discoveries economic"
(albeit that without the latter the former would not occur).
Care needs to be taken to avoid confusing returns to be expected from:
1.

The full cycle of investments and projects from a basin or play (which is what the
YTF represents);

2.

The full cycle of an individual prospect (in other words, exploration and
development costs of just one field);

3.

The development phase only of a field, the discovery already having been made.

The returns identified in the 10 world-scale projects shown in Figure 3 are equivalent to
those in the third point above, after the discovery has been made. In other words, they ignore the
costs necessary to make that particular discovery, and the cost of dry holes and other exploratory
activity that resulted in no discoveries. Yet, all these other costs have to be carried- which will
occur in part by companies that never make any money, and by others for whom it is part of their
portfolio costs.
In order to bring in industry in the first place, particularly to a new play, there needs to be an
offer of returns that can cover full .. cycle costs including dry holes on unsuccessful wells (the first of
the three sets of returns discussed above); offering sufficient returns on an already discovered
resource is not enough.
To this end GCA considers that a full-cycle expectation of 15%- 20% rate of return on a
basin or play is within industry expectations. The Black & Veatch model illustrates that returns of
above this level are readily achievable for the YTF, which is what is necessary to incentivize
industry to explore, find and bring forward the volumes for development.

SUMMARY

In summary, while exercises of this nature require a starting point based on such data as are
available, results should also be bench marked against what markets in general will dictate. At the
bottom end they will suppress activity if the risk appears to outweigh the reward I materiality, and at
the top end they will strip off any appearance of systematically high returns or excess rent.

The Prospect Exploration Economics

May 15, 2008

Report prepared by

State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources
Division of Oil and Gas, Commercial Staff

Tim Ryherd
Greg Bidwell
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Introduction
Recovering Alaska’s North Slope natural gas resources presents to explorers many challenges,
including the high cost of working on the North Slope, the distance to markets, and facility
access uncertainties. AGIA includes provisions that address timely and cost-effective access to
the main gas pipeline for both incumbent and new entrant explorer/shippers that seek additional
pipeline space after the initial open season process has concluded. This report first addresses
AGIA provisions related to the tariff effects of debt-equity capital structure. Second, it explores
additional AGIA provisions regarding tariff rate treatment for pipeline expansions and their
economic implications. Lastly, it considers timely pipeline access and evaluates the effects that
delay avoidance could have on the explorer’s risk-adjusted economics. The exploration
economic model used for this analysis explicitly accounts for risk using a decision tree
framework. It is described in the second part of this document.

AGIA Offers Cost-effective Pipeline Expansion Through Tariff Treatment
AGIA requires the licensee to provide timely, cost-effective pipeline access for the explorer that
may not be an initial shipper in the project. Cost effective access and timeliness are critical to
the economics and decision making for risky and expensive exploration ventures. In order for
explorers to monetize their newly discovered gas resources in a commercially reasonable
manner, timely, cost-effective market access to a natural gas pipeline is essential.
AGIA’s tariff and expansion provisions ensure a competitive upstream industry and improve the
chances that exploration in Alaska and related benefits to Alaskans (including long-term jobs
and revenue to the state) will be optimized. They also help ensure that Alaskans’ interests will
be secured regardless of who owns the pipeline.
Producer-owned Pipelines Do Not Have Incentive to Provide the Benefits that AGIA
Offers
The parent-company tariff incentives under a producer-owned pipeline differ from those under
pipeline without producer ownership and may not be in complete alignment with the tariff
minimization objectives of other stakeholders, including new entrants. AGIA provides an
approach to tariff making that directly addresses problems with incentives alignment.
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Low Rates: At the parent company level the tariffs are generally a mere transfer payment from
one pocket to another. The parent company can benefit from having a high tariff. Such a tariff
reduces royalty and tax payments to the state.1 Accordingly, a producer owned pipeline has
incentive to have tariffs that are based upon greater equity, because this reduces their
payments to the state.
AGIA’s requirement that rates be based on and maintain a 70/30 debt to equity capital structure
was designed to counter this problem. Under AS 43.90.130(10), the AGIA licensee is required
to use at least 70 percent debt to finance the project, prior to pipeline expansions. This will
serve to reduce the initial (base) tariff rate for all shippers. The effect of capital structure
significantly affects the pipeline tariff and net back value. For example, a change from a 75/252
to a 50/50 debt-equity ratio would raise the estimated levelized cost-of-service tariff from the
North Slope to Alberta (including the GTP) during a 25-year firm transportation period from
about $4.73 to $5.90 per million British thermal units (mmBtu) shipped. (Appendix G1, Section
5.7.8.5)
Rolled-in Rates: Any existing shipper would prefer that their rates – including their responsibility
to donate fuel to the pipeline to power the pipeline’s compressors – not go up due to the
possibility of another party causing the pipeline to expand. The Major North Slope Producers, as
anchor shippers on the project, will necessarily be in that position. Their position is entirely
understandable, but does not best serve the state’s interests in having a vibrant and competitive
environment for exploration and development on the North Slope.
When a pipeline expands as a result of increased demand for capacity, the incremental cost of
expansion is either (1) born fully by the new shipper that petitioned for pipeline
expansion(“incremental” rate treatment), or (2) averaged (i.e., “rolled-in”) into the existing tariff
rate and charged to both incumbent and new shippers. Incremental rate treatment involves

1

On the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) oil pipeline, the producer-owners have historically charges
rates that are higher than justified by the costs.
2
TransCanada, in their application, commits to 75 percent debt financing for the initial project and 60
percent debt financing for expansions in their negotiated rate. TransCanada similarly commits to 70
percent, initial, and 60 percent, expansion, debt financing for their recourse rate.
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different prices being paid for the essentially the same service – moving gas from one location
to another. Rolled-in rates involve all parties paying the same rate for the same service.3
The rate treatment for expansions on a non-AGIA, producer-owned pipeline would likely be
structured to provide maximum benefit for the incumbent shippers. Contract provisions from the
SGDA proposed contract, dated May 10, 2006, confirm this. Article 8.7 of the proposed
contract between the State of Alaska and the three Alaska North Slope (ANS) sponsor-group
producers provided for “State-Initiated Expansion” only under conditions that would ensure that
rates for such expansion capacity would not be rolled-in.
AGIA sets the requirement to pursue rolled-in rates at 115 percent of the initial rate for
incumbent shippers. The 115 percent cap under AGIA strikes a balance between the expansion
shippers’ desire for access and the incumbent shippers’ desire to not pay higher tariffs.
Expansions: Producer-owned Pipelines have little incentive to expand their project merely to
accommodate a third party’s gas. An integrated oil and gas company invests in a pipeline to
monetize their high margin gas resource. They are not necessarily interested in earning a
regulated rate-of-return on their pipeline investment, as is a company whose primary business
involves building and operating pipelines. Simply put, for an integrated producer-pipeline owner,
more pipeline assets are not a good fit to their business model. The comparison in figures 1 and
2 of return on capital employed (ROCE)4 and return on equity (ROE) for the Major North Slope
Producers and TransCanada Corporation illustrate this.
Figure 1 illustrates how the three largest gas owners on the North Slope, all large multi-national
integrated oil companies, have a history of higher, albeit more volatile, ROCEs than
TransCanada Corporation during the 12 year period from 1995 through 2006. The shareholders
of integrated petroleum companies expect a higher rate of return than a pipeline company such
as TransCanada in exchange for risk associated with the more volatile returns seen from
integrated petroleum companies.

3

The current rate policy for pipeline expansions administered through the FERC is to allow rolled-in rates
for pipeline expansions if doing so decreases rates for existing shippers; otherwise, incremental rates
apply. For the Alaskan pipeline project, however, the FERC has adopted a rebuttable presumption in
favor of rolled-in rates. (FERC, 2005a) It is unclear exactly how this will play out.
4
Return on capital employed (ROCE) is a publicly available rate-of-return measure and is calculated by
dividing profit before interest and tax by the difference between total assets and current liabilities. The
resulting profitability ratio represents the efficiency with which capital is being utilized to generate
revenue. It is generally accepted that there is a strong relationship between earnings growth and ROCE.
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However, at the parent company level the producer-owned pipeline cannot earn the returns
which shareholders expect them to pursue if, in expanding, they carry only a third-party’s gas.
The expansion yields only a regulated rate of return, not the additional high returns (and higher
volatility) generated from the exploration and production of high-margin gas. The willingness of
the integrated owner to invest in that expansion depends on the attractiveness of the regulated
rate-of-return compared with the expected returns on other investment opportunities available to
them at the time. It seems likely that the envisioned expansion investment will not have returns
that are as high as returns on upstream projects available to the integrated oil companies
(figures 1 and 2).
Figure 1. Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) for Selected Companies

TransCanada Corporation has much lower ROCEs, as seen in Figure 1. It also has much lower
volatility. It is accustomed to and actively pursues pipeline opportunities, because they are core
to its business. This suggests that expansion investments might appear more attractive to a
pipeline company like TransCanada than it would to an integrated oil company like the three
companies seen in figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. Return on Equity (ROE) for Selected Companies

Again, contract provisions from the proposed SGDA contract, dated May 10, 2006, confirm that
a Producer owned pipeline would not be anxious to pursue the business opportunities provided
by expansion. Article 8.7 of the proposed contract between the State of Alaska and the three
Alaska North Slope (ANS) sponsor-group producers provided for “State-Initiated Expansion”.
However, the conditions imposed on shippers were considered by explorers to be so onerous
that explorers complained about the provision and had it removed.5

Analysis of AGIA’s Tariff Provisions
Background and Methodology: Consider the explorer that faces prospect development too late
to participate in the initial open season. To accomplish this we used our model to evaluate the
economics of a hypothetical prospect. The explorer/owner of this prospect instead would

5

See Alaska Department of Revenue, 2006. Interim Finding and Determination Related to the Stranded
Gas Development Act. November 16, 2006. Finding at ES-20 and 286.
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participate as an expansion shipper in one of four subsequent pipeline expansions, with
hypothetical dates and capacities depicted in Table 1.
Table 1:

Attributes of Pipeline Expansion

Start Year
Throughput (Bcfd)

Mainline
2020
4.5

1st Expansion
2021
0.3

2nd Expansion
2023
0.3

3rd Expansion
2025
0.8

4th Expansion
2027
0.6

The hypothetical prospect analysis considers how changes in tariffs that arise from an
expansion would affect the explorer-expansion shipper’s expected monetary value (EMV)6
under rolled-in rates (AGIA policy) versus incremental rates (FERC policy, except when
incremental rates would lower the rates for existing shippers). FERC policy here refers to
current policy in the lower-48.
The tariffs cover three elements of the project: the Gas Treatment Plant on the North Slope (the
“GTP”), the pipeline from the North Slope to the Canadian border, and the pipeline from the
Canadian border to Alberta. The GTP is assumed to fall under the jurisdiction of FERC. The
Canadian portion of the line is assumed to be treated in a manner that provides for consistent
tariff treatment across both countries. The expansions considered in this illustration are
accomplished through added compression. Depending on the size of the expansion, the
compression expansion may require new compression stations at pre-determined mainline
positions and usually involves increased fuel usage over rates that were required to maintain
pre-expansion throughput. Under conventional rate making, the shipper pays a fixed demand
charge and “donates” fuel in kind. Fuel usage is a significant cost element in the tariff and
becomes more so as the value of gas increases. For the analysis of rate effects, the shipper’s
imputed fuel cost is based on net back value of gas from the AECO hub.7 Thus, the rolled-in
and incremental tariff effects of expansion are linked with the market price of gas.

6

Expected monetary value is the total of the weighted outcomes (payoffs) associated with a decision, the weights
reflecting the probabilities of the alternative events that produce the possible payoff. It is expressed mathematically as
the product of an event's probability of occurrence and the gain or loss that will result. It also can be referred to as
“expected value”.
7
The reasoning behind using net back value instead of destination value has to do with expansion effects on
incumbent gas producers’ increased fuel requirements under rolled-in rate treatment. In such cases, the incumbent
producers may wish to transfer capacity to the expansion shipper, which they would value on a net back basis.
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Results: The effects of AGIA versus FERC rate policy for expansion shippers is summarized in
Figure 3, which shows the difference in the expansion shippers’ EMV under AGIA as compared
with Lower 48 FERC policy. The results assume an AECO price of $8.00 per mmBtu in
constant 2008 dollars and a cost of service based tariff on 70/30 debt-equity ratio. This
difference is characterized as the AGIA versus FERC “benefit” because rolled-in rates are
generally lower than incremental rates.8

Figure 3.
EMV Benefits of AGIA versus FERC Expansion Policy Rate Treatment
70/30 D/E Capital Structure for Base and Expansion Tariffs
$8.00 AECO Price Flat, Real
(Millions of 2008$)
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We now show the same effects of AGIA’s rolled-in policy as compared with standard FERC
policy. However, here we consider the importance of Debt/Equity ratio for the expansion tariffs
in concert with AGIA’s rolled-in rate policy. As the expansion is financed with more equity, the
rates associated with the expansion can be expected to rise. In general, the beneficial effects of
AGIA over FERC rate treatment to the expansion shipper increase as expansion costs rise.9
Accordingly, the benefits of AGIA’s rolled-in rate provisions will increase.

8

There is no effect on the first expansion’s EMV due to AGIA’s rolled-in rate policy. This is because the
first expansion actually causes a percentage decline in fuel use, because the compressors are operating
at greater efficiency and because no additional compressors are required.
9

Also, the AGIA benefits would become more pronounced as the gas price and, thus, the imputed value of in-king
fuel usage rises.
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In Figure 4, the incremental rates under FERC policy are evaluated under the alternative 50/50
debt-equity structure for both the base tariff and the subsequent expansions. Under the AGIA
rolled-in rate policy is based on a 70/30 debt-equity ratio for the base tariff, and 60/40 for the
expansion tariff.10 In effect, in Figure 4 we contrast the EMV’s for an explorer by comparing
standard FERC-accepted rate making practice – what one might reasonably expect with a
Producer owned project -- with those one could expect to receive under AGIA.
Figure 4. EMV Benefits of AGIA versus FERC for Pipeline Expansions
70/30 Base D/E Capital Structure, 50/50 DE Ratio for expansions
$8.00 AECO Price Flat, Real
(Millions of 2008$)
13.8
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The EMV benefits of AGIA over FERC rate treatment are substantial and more pronounced than
those described in Figure 3, above. The AGIA benefits in Figure 4 are positive rather than zero
in the first expansion in Figure 3, because incremental rates under the more costly 50/50
financing structure would be higher than rolled-in rates. In this case, FERC treatment would
require incremental rates for expansion shippers.
AGIA’s rolled-in rate structure ensures that explorers can expect to have largely similar tariffs
and transportation economics as the initial shippers. This is a distinct advantage to the State of
Alaska and to all North Slope lessees. Significant uncertainty remains in the understanding of
the North Slope’s undiscovered resource potential that may feed into the gas pipeline, although
this understanding is improving. (See NETL 2007 and the discussion of YTF potential in

10

TC Alaska committed to a 60/40 debt equity ratio for expansions.
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Appendix M.) The tariff regime that provides for fairness across generations of gas producers is
likely to encourage competition and diminish entry barriers held by incumbent gas owners.

Analysis of AGIA’s Tariff Expansion Provisions: Implications of Timely Access
versus Project Delay
Under ANGPA Section 105, FERC can mandate expansion only if it finds that the following
criteria are first met: 1) no rate subsidy; 2) no adverse effect on the projects’ “financial or
economic viability;” 3) no adverse effect on “overall operations” of the project; 4) the “contract
rights of existing shippers to previously subscribed certificated capacity” cannot be diminished;
and 5) adequate downstream capacity exists or will exist. These Section 105 criteria are
ambiguous and represent fertile ground for litigation. Meanwhile, the FERC’s authority to order
expansions is new and untested, meaning that there are no regulatory or judicial guidelines.
This implies uncertainty and delay.
In the absence of commercial incentives for expansion by the pipeline owners, would-be
expansion shippers might hope that the FERC will exercise its authority under ANGPA and
force an Alaska natural gas pipeline to expand. But dependence on a FERC-induced expansion
can be expected to take years longer than what would be expected under an AGIA licensed
pipeline. Importantly, the process can only be engaged after would-be expansion shippers have
expended considerable resources finding and delineating new hydrocarbons. It is only after this
process is complete that they would be in a position to request that an expansion occur.
Unfortunately, the prospect of delay after significant expenditures are incurred would have a
significant negative impact on the economics of an exploration venture in northern Alaska. The
exploration might never occur in the first place for the would-be shipper to engage in the FERC
“forced-expansion” process.
To quantitatively address this dynamic, we consider a scenario in which delay occurs between
delineation drilling and full development (a mid-project delay). A mid-project delay could occur
when an exploration company attempts to prove reserves to enable the FERC to authorize an
expansion of the gas pipeline. In the face of a producer owned pipeline that did not wish to
spend hundreds of millions, if not billions of dollars on an expansion, the operator would have to
first drill exploration and delineation wells, then after proving reserves, petition the FERC to hold
an open season, and then finally secure the needed pipeline capacity for their gas. All the while
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the sunk investment of exploration and delineation is producing no revenue or benefit to the
explorer.
The expected monetary value of a mid-project delay for a hypothetical, Brooks Range foothills
gas development project is shown in Figure 5. (Modeling methods and assumptions are
explained in the attached addendum.)
Figure 5. Changes in EMVs due to Mid-Project Delay
(2008$ millions)
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A one-year in delay development, caused by a hypothetical pipeline’s unwillingness to expand,
and required by the speediest imaginable FERC process under ANGPA, generates a loss of
project EMV of up to $1.4 million. The decline in EMV climbs significantly and regularly as the
years of delay mount. After four years of delay, the reduction in EMV is nearly $5 million.11
In summary, project EMVs probably would diminish under any project delay. On many projects
in remote areas of Alaska where the expected reserves are close to the minimum economic
field size, the risk of delays will turn estimated EMVs negative, thereby dissuading the prudent
operator from investing in exploration projects with a high risk of delay exposure. The

11

The absolute losses are much greater under a mid-project delay than under a delay that occurs up front
during the initial stages of exploration drilling. This is because under a mid-project delay, a large portion
of the overall project capital expenditures for exploration drilling will have been expended while the
revenue stream is delayed and suffers from time value of money exposure.
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conclusion is that without AGIA’s gas pipeline expansion provisions that allow operators to
quickly get gas to market, expansions that are clearly in the explorers’ and state’s interests
could be thwarted and valuable hydrocarbon resource and the associated revenue lost.

Conclusions
AGIA offers significant overall benefit to explorers and non-incumbent shippers and will
encourage increased competition. It will improve the economics of projects that are near the
minimum economic field size and therefore result in greater ultimate recovery of Alaska’s
resources.
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The Prospect Exploration Model
1. Model Framework: The Exploration Lottery
Modeling the economics of oil and gas prospect exploration and development was conducted by
tying discounted cash flow models for multiple reserve outcomes directly to a “decision tree”
model that rolls the reserve outcomes together. In our analysis, the prospect exploration model
begins with a hypothetical, baseline project of a non-associated natural gas exploration and
development project located in the Brooks Range foothills area. Exploration, delineation and
development are decomposed into a sequence of expected decisions and outcomes framed as
a decision tree. Key inputs having to do with cost and timing are varied and the corresponding
EMV results are compared against the baseline case EMV, which serves as a point of
reference. In the decision tree, project expected monetary values (EMVs) representing the
overall risked-weighted value of the project is calculated. This decision tree EMV approach is
consistent with methods used by the oil and gas industry to value exploration prospects in their
portfolio.
Exploring for oil and gas can be compared to buying a ticket in a lottery, where there are four
expected outcomes to buying that ticket, each with an associated probability that it will occur
(i.e. scenario risks and rewards). In the case of oil and gas exploration, however, the cost of the
lottery ticket to explore for hydrocarbons in Alaska can be quite high, possibly into the billions of
dollars. But on the plus side, the chances of winning the exploration game are much better than
(say) the chances of winning the big multi-million dollar jackpot in Vegas. Of course playing the
bet requires that you can afford to lose your investment if your luck runs out and your well is dry.
A simplified version of a decision tree similar to what was used in this analysis is shown in
Figure 6. Decision tree framework allows for multiple decision and chance nodes or branches
with costs, benefits and probabilities assigned to the various branching paths and outcome
possibilities. Each path, from beginning to end represents a complete outcome. In decision
tree vernacular, positive outcomes are often referred to as the “success leg paths” and negative
outcomes are referred to as those that contain a “failure leg”.
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Figure 6. Simplified Prospect Economics Decision Tree.
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In the decision tree model used for this analysis, nodes were defined as follows:

1. A yes-or-no decision is made to drill an exploration well. In the baseline project the
exploration well is drilled in year 1 of the model.
2. If the decision to drill is made, chance of geologic success or failure is applied.
3. If exploration drilling is successful, a yes-or-no decision is made to drill a delineation
drilling program. In the baseline project, a single delineation well is drilled in year 2 and
an additional delineation well is drilled in year 3.
4. If the decision to drill is affirmed, the chance of economic success or failure is applied,
conditional on the success of the exploration drilling.
5. If the delineation program is successful, a yes-or-no decision is made to develop the
project. In the baseline project, development spending on facilities begins in year 3
6. If the decision to develop is affirmed, four possible development scenario outcomes with
assigned probabilities are considered. They are: (1) high value, (2) mid value, (3) low
value and (4) uneconomic, conditional on the success of the delineation drilling. Costs
are assigned to the appropriate nodes and benefits are represented at the end of each
of the success branches. For example, the cost of drilling a well would be realized by an
explorer after a decision-to-drill node is passed and the decision is made to drill whether
or not that well is successful. If, at a decision-to-drill node, the decision is made to not
drill, the explorer incurs zero additional cost. Also, when exploration and delineation is
successful and the development branch is followed, capital expenditures and operating
costs are also realized in the model.
2. Odds of Winning: Chances of Lottery Success
The probability of exploration success for the sample project was set at 0.40 based on the
historic success ratio of exploration wells drilled in Alaska. The probability of delineation
success, conditioned on exploration success, is assumed to be somewhat higher at 0.60, based
on the history of exploration in the Colville basin. Chance of finding an accumulation worth
developing is found by multiplying the probability of exploration success (0.40) by the probability
of delineation success (0.60). The result indicates that the baseline project has a 24 percent
chance of making a commercial discovery after the decision is made to drill the first well in a
prospect (0.40 × 0.60). This assumption does not take into consideration all of the exploration
risks associated with a prospect before the decision to drill that first well is made.
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The baseline scenario does not have "open season risk." In other words, the explorer has the
opportunity to acquire space in the gas pipeline based on reasonably known resource through
either the initial open season or a subsequent open season and that the space is available so
that there is not any pipeline capacity bottleneck that would delay production start-up. The
model was designed up to test, in part, how delays between prospect delineation and
production start-up would affect project economics.
3. Assumed Costs of Entry: Buying the Lottery Ticket
There is significant cost of entry into the oil and gas exploration game, especially in Arctic
Alaska. In our model projects we assumed that one exploration well would be drilled. In the
baseline case, the initial exploration well is drilled in Year 1 and costs $76 million. If the initial
well is a discovery and the decision is made to delineate the discovery, two additional wells are
drilled in Year 2 and Year 3 costing $42 million each. The total for all three wells is therefore
$160 million. These well costs are quoted here in 2008 dollars, but costs in the model are
expressed in nominal dollars based on the cost escalation factors contained in the Black and
Veach NPV Model.
This cost of entry assumes that the land position has already been acquired and the costs of
manpower , seismic data gathering, and any other cost to initially identify and mature the
prospect through the explorer’s selection process is a sunk cost.
4. Assumed Payoff: Winning the Lottery
In this analysis tariff treatment and effect of mid-project delay are important issues to evaluate.
Tariffs were modeled independently with a master NPV model and imported as fixed values for
twenty years. Four sets of annual tariffs were modeled assuming 1) FERC expansion rules with
70/30 debt to equity ratio for the pipeline operator, 2) FERC expansion rules with 50/50 debt to
equity ratio, 3) AGIA expansion rules with 70/30 debt to equity ratio, and 4) AGIA expansion
rules with 50/50 debt to equity ratio. All tariffs were modeled at $8 per Mcf expressed in
constant 2008 dollars.
Assumptions about timing are also important for the AGIA versus FERC expansion policy rate
treatment. The baseline case assumes that the initial exploration well is drilled in Year 1. If the
exploration well is successful, delineation wells are drilled; one each in years 2 and 3. We
assume the operator’s discount rate is eight percent (expressed in real, constant 2008 dollars)
Prospect Econ
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with a two percent general inflation. The land position over the exploration area is already
acquired and is considered a sunk cost and not part of this model exercise. High quality, 3-D
seismic survey data is already owned (also a sunk cost) and interpreted. An attractive prospect
already identified on the successful outcome.
The overall probability of success in exploration ventures can vary significantly across play
types and regions. This analysis focuses on project economics of a single project type, yet
produces results that are representative with respect to tariffs and many other aspects of project
economics. The hypothetical project considered here is envisioned as one located onshore, in
the area of the Brooks Range foothills and of a risked reserves size that is close to the minimum
economic field limit. The project is based on reasonable production and cost input assumptions
that are illustrative in many ways of one of many projects that might contribute gas to a pipeline
over the life of that facility. For this project the prospect has been identified, but is undrilled.
After delineation drilling is complete, four discrete non-associated natural gas field-size
outcomes and associated probabilities are assumed. They are: 12
1. High reserves, 1.8 TCF field – 0.05 probability,
2. Medium size, 800 BCF field – 0.15 probability,
3. Low reserves, 400 BCF field – 0.75 probability, or
4. Small, uneconomic, 80 BCF field – 0.05 probability.
Once an accumulation is successfully delineated, field development may begin. Winning at the
prospecting game does not come without significant additional investment after exploration and
delineation drilling. However, once delineation is completed and the field-size outcomes are
more certain, development decisions can be made with a greater certainty of the investor’s
payout. This approach follows standard industry practice for risk-evaluation of project
economics. Additional assumptions included in our baseline example analysis are:
1. Pad and facilities construction to the field begins in Year 4 and takes five years to
complete (Figure A.2).
2. Pipeline construction begin in Year 5 and takes three years to complete

12
These field size chance factors are independent of geologic and delineation risk discussed above (i.e. they are
conditioned on delineation). The joint probability that a complete successful outcome would occur is the product of
the field-size chance factor cited here, along with the geologic risk (0.40) and by the delineation risk (0.60). For
example, the probability of finding a 2.5 TCF field after a prospect has been identified but before the first exploration
well is drilled is equal to 0.4 x 0.6 x 0.16 = 0.038.
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3. Development drilling begins in Year 7 and takes two to four years to complete depending
on the number of wells drilled.
4. Production begins in Year 8.
In the cash flow model, exploration drilling costs were derived from NETL study (2007: p. 3144).13 Facilities and drilling capital expenditures were derived from formulas included in
Attanasi and Freeman (2005: p. 34-35) 14 and pipeline capital expenses and operating
expenses were derived from formulas included in NETL (2007: p. F-1). Drilling and facilities
capital expenditures key determinant factors are identified in Table 2. Facilities costs were
scaled based on the maximum gas throughput volume for the scenario branch of the decision
tree. Similarly pipeline costs were scaled based on the expected distance from Pump Station 1
and the maximum throughput for the scenario. Costs were then adjusted for inflation and cost
escalation based on work done by DNR consultants. Some operating costs are deemed to be
fixed. Other operating costs were variable based on the number of wells drilled and volume of
gas produced. The capital spending profile and timeline is shown in Figure 7.
Table 2.

Key Determinants of Capital Expenditures (CapEx)
CapEx Category
Pad and location
Processing facilities

Facilities costs
Feeder pipeline
Exploration well
Drilling costs

Delineation well
Development well

CapEx Determinant Factors
Cost based on remoteness
Cost scaled dynamically with estimated maximum
throughput
Cost based on estimated length, pipeline size
(diameter) scaled dynamically with estimated
reserves
Modeled with one exploration well, well cost based
on estimated depth and remoteness
Modeled with two delineation wells, well cost based
on estimated depth and remoteness
Well count scaled dynamically with estimated
reserves, well cost based on estimated reservoir
depth and remoteness

13
Thomas, C.P., D.D. Faulder, T.C. Doughty, D.M. Hite, and G.J. White, 2007, Alaska North Slope Oil and Gas: A
Promising Future or an Area in Decline?, U.S. Department of Energy, National Energy Technology Laboratory,
DOE/NETL-2007/1279, pp. 3-144.
14

Attanasi, E.D. and P.A. Freeman, 2005, Economics of Undiscovered Oil and Gas in the Central North Slope,
Alaska; U.S. Geological Survey, Open-File Report 2005-1276, pp. 34-5.
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Figure 7. Baseline Capital Expenditure Profiles for Facilities and Drilling
Facilities &
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Model Year
Note: Baseline production is assumed to begin in Year 8 after one year of development drilling.

Similar logic is used at the final node for revenues generated on the success leg. If success is
achieved at all the previous branches, revenues are generated by hydrocarbon sales and value
in the project is realized. Benefits represented by the final development scenarios are net of
operating costs and taxes. Other scenarios simulate a delay that might be experienced by an
explorer that is required to show proven reserves before an open season. To do this we rely on
the base case except that we have added varying delays in time between drilling the last
delineation well in Item 2 of the decision tree model node definitions, shown above (Figure A1),
and start-up of pad and facilities construction in the “development” decision tree node.
Effectively, this kind of delay might represent the time between proving a resource through
delineation drilling and getting to an open season through existing FERC regulation as it applies
in the lower-48. The logic of modeling a delay such as this is that we believe that no operator
will commit to development capital expenditures that we see in the outer branches of the
decision tree node definitions unless they have reasonable certainty that they will have a market
available to them and that the tariff to transport their gas will be reasonable.
All project scenarios evaluated here assume the same flat market price, $8 per Mcf (real,
constant 2008 dollars). Production is taxed based in the recently enacted ACES (Alaska’s Clear
and Equitable Share) framework, including 25% base tax rate, 20% qualified CapEx credits,
25% loss carry-forward credits. State and federal corporate income taxes are assumed to be
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9.4% and 35%, respectively (Table 3). For production tax purposes, this project is assumed to
be a stand-alone project and the project operator has no other production in Alaska. The cash
flow model is run on an annual increment basis using real dollar value with production
continuing as long as revenue (after initial development spending is complete, minus royalties
and operating costs) is positive for up to 50 years. Discount factors to determine project EMVs
are shown with other general model assumptions in Table 3.
Table 3.

General Model Discount and Tax Rate Assumptions

Natural Gas Price Escalation (annual)
Annual Cost Escalation – Capital Expenses
Cost Escalation – Operating Expenses
Operator Discount Rate
State Corporate Income Tax Rate
Federal Corporate Income Tax Rate
Ad Valorem Mill Rate

Prospect Econ
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Outlook for Yet-to-Find North Slope Natural Gas Resources

1. Introduction
The State’s analysis of stakeholder net present value (NPV Model) depends on many factors,
including the availability of undiscovered Alaska North Slope (ANS) gas resources that may be
economically recoverable in the future when the inventory of existing, proved-developedproducing gas is depleted. This report considers the potential quantities and locations of
undiscovered or “yet-to-find” (YTF) gas reserves, the order that YTF reserves may be
developed, and the cost if bring YTF reserves into production. And it explains the treatment of
YTF reserves and production in the State’s NPV Model.
The State is not equipped to generate its own assessment of economically recoverable
reserves. Accordingly, it looked to outside studies. The State’s NPV modeling of YTF gas draws
extensively from findings in the recent study: Alaska North Slope Oil and Gas: A Promising
Future or an Area in Decline?, published by the U.S. DOE, National Energy Technology
Laboratory (NETL, 2007). The State chose to rely on the NETL study to guide its modeling of
YTF gas because NETL offers the only recent, publicly available, and comprehensive study of
economically recoverable North Slope reserves. Unless otherwise noted, data and NPV model
inputs associated with YTF gas are sourced from the NETL study. Extensions to the NETL
study to address the timing of development and production flows from reserves, as well as
minor refinement of their cost assumptions, are explained.

2. Summary of Major Findings from NETL (2007)
The total near- and long-term undiscovered ANS gas recoverable resource additions are
estimated in NETL (2007) to be 137.3 trillion cubic feet (Tcf).1 These resource estimates are
based on probable, economically-developable discoveries and draw from a detailed assimilation
of a variety of published technical assessments primarily undertaken by the U.S. Geologic
Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Department of Interior, Minerals Management Service (MMS).2
The schedule of discoveries is premised on a North Slope gas pipeline being operational by
2015-16, with gas explorers having ready access to the project so that they can timely monetize
their discoveries. Most of the resource discoveries will occur during the long-term period 201550. A smaller share (10-12 Tcf) is expected to be discovered in the near term (2005-2015),
1

These results are consistent with the interpretation and ranges enumerated in the ConocoPhillips
Proposal, Tables IV.1 and IV.2 (Section IV, page 2) based on the same original sources. Summing
across all provinces implies a range of 74–to–430 Tcf of economically developable ANS gas additions.
2
See references in Appendix A, below.
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primarily on state lands in the gas-prone, southern Colville-Canning Area, Brooks Range
Foothills. The distribution of long-term economic resource discoveries is divided roughly evenly
across the four of the five geographic assessment provinces considered in the NETL study
(Table 1). The 1002 Area of ANWR is considered to be oil prone and highly uncertain with
respect to industry access and gas prospectivity.

Table 1. Summary of Probable Economically Developable ANS Gas Additions
Exploration
Province

Near Term
2005 to 2015

Long Term
2015 to 2050

Total
2005 to 2050

Colville-Canning & State
Beaufort Sea

10.0 TCF

23.3 TCF

33.3 TCF

Beaufort Sea OCS

1.0 TCF

20.0 TCF

21.0 TCF

Chukchi Sea OCS

0

50.0 TCF

50.0 TCF

NPRA

1.0 TCF

30.0 TCF

31.0 TCF

ANWR 1002 Area

0

2.0 TCF

2.0 TCF

TOTAL ARCTIC
ALASKA

12.0 TCF

125.3 TCF

137.3 TCF

Source: NETL, 2007.

The NETL study characterizes the North Slope as an under-explored hydrocarbon province in
which new discoveries and development of oil and gas fields are expected as older fields
continue to decline. Several over-arching assumptions are incorporated in the NETL
methodology. They are:
1. Future oil and gas prices will be sustained at levels sufficient to warrant continued
exploration and development. Most of the resource assessments referenced in
Appendix A are based economically recoverable hydrocarbons using a $22-$30 oil price
equivalent. The NETL study concludes that, because price is likely to remain above $30
in the foreseeable future, these estimates are conservative. NETL sensitivity analysis
indicates that, for example, 90% of technically recoverable oil in the 1002 Area of the
Arctic national Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) would be economically recoverable at $51 oil.
2. Climate change will not be material to North Slope development during the next 50
years.
3. Technology gains in hydrocarbon exploration and extraction will be non-negative.
4. New entrants will enhance competition and result in exploration outreach to a greater
variety of play types.
5. Several major proposed year-round gravel roads will be constructed. These include:
a. A 20-mile western extension with Colville River bridge crossing will link the
existing Spin Road with NPRA.
b. A 55-mile coastal eastern road to the boundary of ANWR.
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c. A western spur off the Haul Road near the Upper Kuparuk River drainage
providing assess to the Foothills province. Ditto to the east.
3. Gas Development Scenarios
The path of future ANS gas discovery and development is unknown and highly uncertain. Many
discovery and development outcomes are possible. The NETL (2007) study describes a yet-tofind ANS gas development future based on a plausible set of assumptions about factors that will
drive and/or impede development. They are:
1. The most economic development while occur first and that development is likely to be
path dependent. Drilling, processing, and transmission infrastructure associated with a
given discovery and development will become proximal to sequential development.
2. Gas is connected with oil development. The NETL study assumes that oil is the primary
near-term target. Drilling for oil is expected to continue at a pace comparable to the past
decade. Discovery frequency and size are at the same respective rates and magnitudes
as those observed in recent years. Near term gas development is assumed to be
associated with oil, especially in the northern Colville-Canning area (including Beaufort
Sea State lands within 3 miles), the National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (NPRA), and
the Beaufort Sea OCS. NETL estimates approximately 2.85 billion barrels of oil (BBO)
of near-term discovery and development in the Colville-Canning area with the following
breakdown:
•
•
•

1.1 BBO – Brooks Range Foothills
1.1 BBO – NPRA
0.65 BBO – Beaufort OCS

3. The interface between oil development and gas development will affect the timing,
location, minimum economic field size, and, ultimately, the pace and magnitude of YTF
gas development. This, in turn, will affect the timing and scale of future gas pipeline
expansions.
4. On-shore exploration will continue to progress westward toward NPRA and southward
toward the Brooks Range Foothills. Offshore exploration will progress at an incremental
pace and depend on success rates onshore and on the eventual commercialization of
ANS gas and third-party access to infrastructure. The timing and location of drilling will
depend, again, on proximity to existing infrastructure. Gas discoveries and development
will await opening of the Alaska Gas Pipeline
•
•
•

3

10 TCF of near-term discoveries in the gas-prone Foothills
1.0 TCF from NPRA3
1.0 TCF from the Beaufort OCS

A plausible variation on this theme would be greater near-term gas discovery in the NPRA.
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5. Gas will become the dominant target in the long term. Approval for the major gas
pipeline project is assumed in the NETL study to be in late 2006 with an in-service target
date of 2015-16. By 2040, 50-to-75% of technically recoverable assessment volumes
will be discovered and developed. Exploration and development activity will span all five
sub-provinces yielding a mean estimate of 28.0 BBO and 125.3 TCF between now and
2050.
Equipped with these major assumptions and the resource assessments cited in Appendix A, the
NETL study estimated the mean case, economically developable gas volumes for each of the
major provinces in the Near Term (2005-15) and Long Term (2015-50).

4. Specific Development Assumptions by Major Hydrocarbon Province
Specific assumptions pertaining to location, magnitude, field size, infrastructure and timing are
summarized for both near term (present to 2015) and long term (2015 to 2050) as follows:

Near Term Development
•

•

•

•
•

4

Foothills (Colville-Canning)
o Gas prone; exploration starting in 2011 (based on 2015 pipeline start-up). Four
exploration wells drilled by 2013; two major discoveries prior to 2012-13. Development
drilling to start 2014. Production to commence in within one year of pipeline startup.
o Four-to-five fields of varying size located between 30–60 miles west of pipeline corridor.
Smaller accumulations found by 2015.
o Minimum economic field size (MEFS) ranges from 96 Bcf (low price) to 3 Tcf (high
price).4
NPRA
o These areas not likely to be explored until gas pipeline is approved; construction
committed.
o Six-to-eight non-associated gas discoveries confined to southern NPRA.
Beaufort OCS
o Only associated gas in the near term.
o One small-med size oil field plus several small satellite fields (oil). Expect 3-4 exploration
wells over next decade.
Chukchi OCS
o No significant oil & gas exploration and development until after 2015.
ANWR 1002 Area
o If 1002 Area is opened to exploration, first lease sale expected not before 2014;
production 2017-22.
o Primarily oil development.

Low ($25) and high ($60) price for ANS WC, flat in real 2005 dollars. Source; NETL, (2007:3-149).
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•

Long Term Development Assumptions
Foothills (Colville-Canning)
o MEFS ranges from 96 Bcf (low price) to 3 Tcf (high price).
o First eight gas field discoveries
 Varying size (1.5-to-2.5 TCF)
 50-150 mile pipeline to MGS pipeline
 Discoveries and development timeline: 2015-2030
o

•

•

•

•

Eight additional smaller gas field discoveries
 Average field size is 0.75 TCF
 Within 10-20 miles of existing development
 Timeframe 2016-40

NPRA
o MEFS ranges from 96 Bcf (low price) to 12.3 Tcf (high price).
o Ten larger gas discoveries on two structural plays
st
 1 discovery between 2010-12
 Field size ranges from 1.25 – 6.0 TCF
 7-year lead time until production;
 Majority discovered 2020-30.
o 7-to-8 additional stratigraphic-play discoveries
 Average field size ranges from 0.75 – 1.70 TCF
 Targets after larger structure plays discovered.
 Smaller accumulations; only those close to infrastructure developed.
Beaufort OCS
o MEFS ranges from 0.8 to 12.3 Tcf.
o Four major plays; gas same as oil.
o Gas not priority; by-product of oil.
 Eight fields discovered
• Three large (2.0 – 7.0 TCF)
• Five small (0.5 – 2.0 TCF)
o Gas exploration “stand-alone” by 2025.
o Discoveries require 7-10 years to develop.
Chukchi OCS
o MEFS ranges from 3.1 to 98.3 Tcf.
o Depends on developed NPRA infrastructure; sustained high prices; & oil/gas pipelines.
o Development before 2015-20 is improbable due to remoteness and dependence on
infrastructure expansion.
o 11-13 gas fields development; varying sizes (1.5 – 10 TCF)
ANWR 1002 Area
o MEFS ranges from 0.2 to 12.3 Tcf.
o Gas exploration/ development as a by-product of oil exploration.
o Gas is not expected to be a major contribution to future production.
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The State translated the NETL (2007) assessment of Near and Long Term field developments,
described above, into a schedule of gas flow available (Figure 1). The schedule reflects the
NETL (2007) contemplated resource prospectivity, location, energy price, minimum economic
field size, and infrastructure dependence.
Figure 1. Yet-to-Find North Slope Gas Production Development Scenario
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Figure 1 does not show predicted gas flows. It depicts the production volumes that could be
available given the timing of resource plays and the corresponding scenario assumptions
presented in NETL (2007) and summarized Tables 2 and 3 (below). These production rate
estimates are based on resource prospectivity and minimum economic field size and are not
subject to limitations that may be imposed by Alaska gas pipeline capacity constraints.5
The estimates in Figure 1 are generated by first selecting a start-up date – in this case, 2020 for
near term development.6 The production profile from any particular field is assumed to ramp up
to a maximum rate equal to 6% of recoverable reserves expressed in million cubic feet per day
5

The production and corresponding recoverable reserves estimates in Figure 1 are based on a 100%
discovery success probability with respect to the outcome of exploration drilling. Thus, exploration costs
are included in the cost structure assumptions, as explained in Section 5 below. The discovery failure leg
probability is zero and related dry-hole costs are not considered. A detailed analysis of exploration risk is
addressed in Appendix L, The Prospecting Exploration Model.
6
This assumption pertains to Near-term Foothills development and is deferred five years from the start-up
date of 2015 assumed in the NETL study. The 2020 date is based on NPV Model scenario analysis and
is applied here for exposition purposes, only. The assumed start-up dates for Long-term development in
other provinces illustrated in Figure 1 are: Foothills (2022), NPRA-structural (2024), NPRA-stratigraphic
(2030), Beaufort Sea (2032) and Chuckchi Sea (2040-super large field and 2045-other). In general, the
timing assumptions embedded in Figure 1 parallel those in NETL (2007) with a five-year displacement in
start-up.
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(MMCFD). Production continues at this rate until 60% of recoverable reserves are produced, at
which point a decline of 10% per year sets in. The 6%-60%-10% driver assumptions are
operational rules of thumb that are intended as reasonable approximations of the typical or
expected reserves-production relationships. Incorporating more detail is difficult and not
relevant given the level of resolution in the analysis. Assumptions similar to these are
parameters in the NPV Model and may be altered by the user. The “call” on YTF gas in the
NPV model draws from the available reserves indicated in Figure 1. (See section 6, below, for
more on the treatment of reserves and production in the NPV Model.)
NPRA production does not come on line in Figure 1 until after near-term development
underway, contrary to what is depicted in for NPRA near term in Table 1. The NPV Model
includes the simplifying assumption that near-term production is divided 50-50 between onshore
state lands (primarily Foothills) and onshore federal lands at NPRA.7
Similarly, Beaufort OCS production is not triggered during the immediate near term in part
because the NETL study’s own minimum economic field size requirements do not support
relatively small scale development from this economically-challenged, Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS) province in the near term. It isn’t plausible from the standpoint of infrastructure path
dependence to assume Beaufort Sea production start-up prior to 2020. However, as depicted in
Figure 1, Beaufort Sea comes on line in 2032, well before near-term YTF reserves are
exhausted.8
Table 2 (Near Term) and Table 3 (Long Term) provide more detail on the number of play types,
the number and size distribution of fields, technical and economic recovery, proximity to
infrastructure and production timing.

7

Also, the estimate of proved and developed reserves contained in State Existing production in the NPV
Model is assumed to include some production from NPRA lands.
8
The timing and composition of production in Figure 1 assumes that 30% of near term YTF reserves are
still in situ in 2032, when Beaufort Sea production comes on line.
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Table 2. Characteristics of ANS Gas Development in the Near Term, 2005-2015
Region

ColvilleCanning &
State Beaufort
Sea

NPRA

No. Plays

Northern:
Oil is primary target. 1 or 2 of
15 gas plays possible but not
likely.
Southern (Foothills):
13 of 15 plays with mean
recoverable resource ranging
from 0.5 to 6.5 Tcf. Of these,
8 hold 80% of technically
recoverable
Gas as a by-product of oil;
Torok and Brookian Topset
Structural plays represent
major NPRA gas potential;
4 Stratigraphic plays w/ 3+ Tcf
technically recoverable.

Probable Economically
Developable Discoveries

Associated/
Non-Assoc

Proximity to
Infrastructure

Production Timeframe

Associated

-na-

No exploration directed
exclusively for gas is
expected.

10.0

Non Assoc

Between 30–60 miles
west of pipeline corridor.
Smaller accumulations
found by 2015.

Gas exploration by
2009-11; two major
discoveries prior to
2012. Production to
commence in within one
year of pipeline startup.

1.0

Associated

Non-associated gas
confined to southern
NPRA.

These areas not likely to
be explored until gas
pipeline is approved;
construction committed.

2005-2015

Recoverable (Tcf)

No.
Fields

Avg Size or
Range (Tcf)

Technical

Economic

-na-

-na-

-na-

0

1
1
2-3
4-5

5.0
2.5
0.5 – 1.5

2
4-6

250-500 MMB
50-100 MMB

a

32.9

59.7

c

b

Beaufort Sea

Gas exploration not the nearterm objective; but gas
discovery as by-product of oil
is likely.

4 (oil)

-na-

5.2

1.0

Associated

1 small-med size field
plus several small
satellite fields (oil).
Expect 3-4 exploration
wells over next decade.

Chukchi Sea

No significant oil & gas
exploration and development
until after 2015.

-na-

-na-

-na-

0

-na-

-na-

-na-

ANWR 1002
Area

Primarily oil

-na-

-na-

3.8 –
4.8 -

0

Non Assoc
Assoc

5-10 years until open for
exploration; at least 10
years to complete
development.

If 1002 Area opened to
exploration, first lease
sale expected in 2014;
production 2017-22.

∑=12.0
a

Risked, conventionally recoverable, undiscovered resources.
Probable, economically developable discoveries.
c
Does not count State offshore lands bordering NPRA.
Source: NETL, 2007.
b
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Table 3. Characteristics of ANS Gas Development in the Long Term, 2015-2050
Region

No. Plays

Probable Economically
Developable Discoveries
No. Fields

Avg Size or
Range (Tcf)

a

Technical

Economic

Northern:
4 plays primary oil targets
expected to hold 75% of
Associated gas.

-na-

-na-

Southern:
4 plays hold 50% of mean
non-assoc. technically
recoverable.

3
5
8
16

2.5
1.5
0.75

2 Structural plays; pure gasoriented.

1
3
6
10

6.0
2.25
1.25

4 Stratigraphic plays

7-8

0.75 – 1.70

19.5

9.8

Beaufort Sea
OCS

4 major plays; same as oil.
Gas not priority; by-product of
oil. Gas exploration “standalone” by 2025.

3
5
8

2.0 – 7.0
0.5 – 2.0

29.3

15
5
20

Chukchi Sea
OCS

22 plays; 7 of these (4 major
and 3 secondary) 90% of
aggregated mean non-assoc.
technically recoverable.

1
3
5-6
2-3
11–13

10.0
6.5
3.0
1.5

ANWR 1002
Area

3 plays comprise 75% of
assoc gas. Topset (1.7 Tcf),
Turbidite (1.4 ), and Thomson
(0.46).

ColvilleCanning &
State Beaufort
Sea

NPRA

Associated/
Non-Assoc

Recoverable (Tcf)

2.3

Associated

33.3

7.5
7.5
6.0
21.0

Non Assoc

20.2
Non Assoc

-na-

-na-

60.1

4.7

50.0

2.0

50-150 mi PL;
Small fields w/in 10-20
mi of existing
development.
NPRA to be a major
component of ANS gas
exploration if gas
pipeline approved and
built.
Smaller accumulations;
only those close to
infrastructure developed.

2015-30
2015-30
2016-40
st

1 discovery between
2010-12; 7-year lead
time until production;
Majority discovered
2020-30.
Targets after larger
structure plays
discovered.
Bulk of gas discovered
post-2030

Discoveries require 7-10
years to develop.

Non Assoc

Depends on developed
NPRA infrastructure;
sustained high prices; &
oil/gas pipelines.

Production prior to
2015-20 is improbable
due to remoteness and
dependence on
infrastructure expansion.

Associated

Gas exploration/
development as a byproduct of oil
exploration.

Gas is not expected to
be a major contribution
to future production.

a

Risked, conventionally recoverable, undiscovered resources.
Probable, economically developable discoveries.
Source: NETL, 2007.
b
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Gas as a by-product of
oil; fields producing by
2020 and fully
developed by 2035.

Non Assoc

∑=125.3
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5. Cost Structure
The mean case gas development contemplated in Figure 1 would span five or more decades
and require nearly $69 billion (in constant 2008 dollars) in upstream capital investment for
finding and development. Lifecycle operating and maintenance (O&M) charges are projected to
be $42 billion. As indicated above, the ultimate path that YTF development will take is
unknown. The pace may be faster or slower, the magnitude may be greater or less, and
development may be more concentrated in certain provinces than that depicted above. In order
to evaluate the effects and plausibility of various YTF gas development scenarios, a set of
detailed assumptions about the YTF cost structure were incorporated into the analysis and used
to inform the treatment of net cash flow for YTF producers in the NPV model. The formulation
of the YTF cost structure draws extensively from the NETL (2007) study. The cost structure is
defined in terms of capital expenditures (CapEx) for finding and development and operating
expenditures (OpEx) for production.
Capital Expenditure
Capital expenditure is broadly divided into facilities CapEx and drilling CapEx. The main
elements of each and the respective driving factors are summarized in Table 4. Detailed CapEx
assumptions pertaining to the drivers in Table 4 are contained in Appendices B.1 and B.2.
Table 4. Key Determinants of Capital Expenditures
Facility Costs

Category
Appraisal
Platform, Pad and
Processing

Based on number of fields developed
Pipeline size (diameter); cost per inch-foot;
distance; onshore v. offshore
Well count is based on number of fields
developed
Well count based on cumulative production of
field and well productivity

Pipeline
Well Costs (Drilling)

Factors that Determine Cost
Based on number of fields developed

Exploration
Development

The CapEx total outlays (in constant 2008 dollars) by major province are summarized in Table
5. The estimates pertain to gas field development only; condensate and oil are not considered.
These estimates incorporate all of the elements depicted in Table 4.9 Other than factors relating
to escalation, the only departure from NETL cost assumptions pertains to the treatment of
platform, pad and processing costs for Foothills and NPRA development. We substitute the
NETL cost factor of $37.5 per Mcfd peak rate10 with facility cost estimates for gas development

9

Abandonment charges are assumed to be imbedded in respective facility categories.
This factor appears to under estimate processing facility capital costs. (Charles Thomas, NETL,
Personal communication with Division of Oil and Gas, April 11, 2008.)

10
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based on well productivity method employed by Attanasi and Freeman (2005).11 Details are
found in Table 5, and Appendix B.1.
The CapEx estimates for the OCS areas are not dissimilar to those generated by MMS in
connection with development of the Burger Gas Field (Chukchi Sea).12

11

Attanasi, E. and P. Freeman. Economics of Undiscovered Oil and Gas in the Central North Slope,
Alaska. (Reston: U.S. Geological Survey), Open-File Report 2005-1276, p. 37.
12
For example, the MMS estimated $11.2B ($2004) to develop and produce 11.5 Tcf of gas and 587
million barrels of oil in the Burger prospect, representing 2.6 billion barrels of oil equivalent (BOE), overall.
This total development cost converts to about $22.2 billion in $2008. By comparison, the total cost to
develop 11 Chukchi fields containing 47.5 Tcf of recoverable reserves (about 7.8 billion BOE) is
estimated to be $46.5 billion ($2008), as shown in Table 5. This implies $8.46 per BOE (Burger) versus
$5.97 per BOE (NETL-Chukchi). See Craig, J. and K. Sherwood. Economic Study of the Burger Gas
Discover, Chukchi Shelf, Northwest Alaska, (Anchorage: U.S. Department of Interior, Minerals
Management Service), Dec. 2004.
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Table 5. Summary of Capital Expenditures for Yet-to-Find North Slope Gas Development
(Constant 2008 dollars)
Facilities1

Drilling2

Total2

State Lands Onshore and within Three Miles
Foothills
Total ($ Millions)
$ Per Mcf
Lead Time (years)

$15,017
$0.48
5

$7,692
$0.25
2

$22,710
$0.73

Federal Lands Onshore
NPRA
Total ($ Millions)
$ Per Mcf
Lead Time (years)

$12,765
$0.42
6

$10,250
$0.34
4

$23,014
$0.77

Federal Waters Offshore
Beaufort Sea
Total ($ Millions)
$ Per Mcf
Lead Time (years)

$10,342
$0.52
7

$7,772
$0.39
5

$18,114
$0.91

Chukchi Sea
Total ($ Millions)
$ Per Mcf
Lead Time (years)

$30,518
$0.64
7

$15,940
$0.34
5

$46,458
$0.98

$41,653
$0.32

$110,295
$0.86

Total Yet-to-Find
3

All Provinces
Total ($ Millions)
$ Per Mcf

$68,642
$0.53

Table Notes
1
Facilities cost estimates are derived from NETL (2007) and Attanasi and Freeman (2005). For
Foothills and NPRA, the platform, pad, and facilities processing estimates are based on well
productivity method employed by Attanasi and Freeman (2005) for a 2.5 Tcf field having 450
MMCFD max rate. See Appendix B for details.
2
Drilling costs are derived from NETL (2007). (See Appendix B.)
3
In addition to the effects of general inflation, the facilities and drilling cost estimates are adjusted
upward by a factor of 1.8 to reflect the significant cost spike recognized in the upstream industry
sector since 2005 based on Cambridge Energy Research Associates’ upstream Capital Cost Index
(UCCI) factor.
3
Excludes Near-term NPRA the ANWR.
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Operating Expenditure
Operating expenditure (OpEx) is divided into variable and fixed elements. Variable OpEx is
driven by an exponential decline function shown in Figure 2 that allows for scale diseconomies
later in field life when water rates increase, pursuant to methods used in NETL (2007).13
Figure 2. Variable Operating Costs Versus Gas Flow-rate

When mapped against production, by province from Figure 1, variable OpEx ranges from a low
of $0.75 per Mcf to a high of $1.79 per Mcf over field life, expressed in 2008$ (Table 6). And
when expressed as a proportion of cumulative total CapEx by major province the time profile of
variable OpEx, tied to the production rates in Figure 1, vary from less than ¼% to over 10%, as
shown in Figure 3.14
Fixed operating expenditure is assumed to equal $50 million per year expressed in 2008$ for
State and Federal onshore development and $100 million per year for Federal offshore
development.15
In order to account for the sensitivity of operating cost to crude oil prices, real fixed and variable
operating expenditures in future years are functionally tied to the real market price of Alaska
13

See South-Central Alaska Natural Gas Study, (Fairbanks: U.S. Department of Energy, National Energy
Technology Laboratory), June 2004, p. 158.
14
The proportions depicted in Figure 3 are used as inputs to the NPV Model, as explained in section 6,
below.
15
This is an approximation on the NETL study assumption for fixed operating costs of $1 million per well
per year, expressed in constant 2005$ (NETL Summary Report, 2007:39). The count of wells would vary
depending on the size of the call on YTF reserves.
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North Slope crude oil on the U.S. West Coast using a 0.55 price elasticity of cost adjustment
factor.16

Table 6. Variable OpEx Average Over Field Life by Major Province
($2008 per Mcf)
Foothills - Near Term
Foothills - Long Term

$
$

1.20
1.72

NPRA - Structural
NPRA - Stratigraphic
NPRA (Combined)

$
$
$

1.36
1.79
1.50

Beaufort Sea OCS
Chukchi Sea OCS

$
$

1.14
0.75

Table Notes
Derived from Figure 2 (above) based on NETL (2007) with escalation for general inflation from
2005-08.

Figure 3. Variable OpEx as a Proportion of Cumulative Total CapEx by Major Province

State Yet-to-Find

12%

Fed Onshore YTF

10%

Fed Offshore YTF >6 Mi

8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
2008

2018

2028

2038

2048

2058

2068

Table Notes
Derived from Figure 2 (above) based on NETL (2007) with escalation for general inflation from
2005-08.
16

This elasticity coefficient reflects the historic relationship (1997-2006) between upstream operating
costs (using an index for Oil and Gas Support Service from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Labor Statistics as a proxy) and the spot price of ANSWC crude oil. See discussion of NPV Model in
Section 3 of the Findings and Determination document, and Appendix G1.
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6. NPV Model
Several simplifying assumptions were introduced in order to incorporate the YTF production
profile and cost structure elements described above into the NPV Model for purposes of
evaluating stakeholder NPV effects associated with interaction of YTF development with the
production from proved and developed ANS gas reserves.
The YTF production profiles by major province depicted in Figure 1 represent an assessment of
resource potential independent of the limitations associated with capacity in any particular major
gas pipeline system linking the North Slope with broader markets. This assessment provides a
platform with which to examine the plausible scenario paths involving YTF development, taking
into account the nature of YTF prospectivity, the timing and magnitude of gas production from
existing North Slope proved reserves, as well as relevant engineering and economic factors
associated with pipeline expansion alternatives. As a general rule, it must first be the case that
incremental YTF gas production required to fill available pipeline unused capacity in future years
or to drive pipeline expansions cannot exceed the YTF resource potential from a given location
or province at a particular point in time.
Second, the “call” on YTF gas would occur only when aggregate production from the Prudhoe
Bay, Point Thomson, and other State Existing fields falls below the rate required to fill the
pipeline design capacity in a given scenario. Aggregate production from known, producing
fields is expected to transition into decline before the end of the initial firm transportation
contracting period in all of the project scenarios under consideration. YTF gas will then be
developed to fill the incremental (and growing) “wedge” in available pipeline capacity. For
example, the wedge volume required from YTF fields in the 4.5 Bcf/d Proposal Base Case over
the 25-year FT period is estimated to be about 10 TCF. Production from YTF fields, as a
proportion of total throughput, would continue to increase over project life beyond the initial FT
commitment period.
Third, a “just-in-time” approach to incremental production from YTF fields is employed in the
NPV Model. Once decline from proved-developed-producing fields is triggered, YTF wedge
volumes are assumed to come on line sequentially, in step with periodic incremental increases
in available pipeline capacity. Wedge volumes come initially from State and Federal On-Shore
YTF in equal shares, and when these are no longer sufficient, volumes begin to come on-line
from Federal On-shore, if necessary.17 It is assumed that during the initial 25-year FT period,
YTF wedge volumes will be generated by incumbent producers with established working
interests at PBU, Point Thomson, and other State Existing fields because these operators have
an incentive to achieve their respective billing determinant targets.18
17

It is assumed in the NPV Model that during the initial 25-year FT period, YTF wedge volumes will be
generated by incumbent producers with established working interests at PBU, Point Thomson, and other
State Existing fields because these operators have an incentive to achieve their respective billing
determinant targets. See discussion of Upstream Model in Section 3 of the Findings and Determination
document, and in Appendix G1.
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The “just-in-time” approach was extended from wedge volumes to include expansion volumes.
Fourth, for any particular development scenario in the NPV Model, if the assumed YTF
production volumes, including the wedge volumes described above, are less than those
depicted in Figure 1, then the corresponding CapEx and OpEx costs must be appropriately
scaled back. If the wedge volumes required are greater than that shown in Figure 1, or if there
is an expansion, CapEx and OpEx must be scaled up. The scaling is based on the average
cost of bringing on a trillion cubic feet (TCF) of reserves for State YTF, Federal On-Shore YTF,
and Federal Off-Shore YTF. The reserves needed to fill a daily production short-fall are
determined based on an assumed 20 to 1 reserve to production ratio. As a simplifying
assumption, the average cost per TCF remains constant over the life of the pipeline, and over
different levels of reserve additions.
Fifth, some simplifications were introduced to the treatment of cost scheduling. In general, the
NPV Model assumes that it takes about six years to bring YTF gas on line. Thus, facilities
capital expenditure (CapEx) begins six years before first gas and continues two years after
production begins for a particular YTF prospect. Drilling CapEx is launched three years before
start-up and continues three years after. The allocation of total facilities and drilling CapEx is
illustrated in the spend profiles contained in Figure 4. It spans an eight year period and roughly
accounts for the lead times indicated in Table 5 between the timing of initial capital outlays and
first production by province.
Figure 4. YTF Facilities and Drilling CapEx Spend Profile in NPV Model

Sixth, it is recognized that initial YTF development that is brought into production in future years
from a particular prospect will, itself, eventually succumb decline. This in turn will create the
requirement for further “second-tier” incremental YTF reserves development with associated
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CapEx in order to sustain YTF production rates and keep the pipeline full. It is assumed that the
all-in lifecycle CapEx associated with this second tier of YTF production is equal to 45% of that
generated in the initial increment in YTF reserves and that this second-tier CapEx is delayed by
a period of 12 years from the date of initial YTF production startup. The smaller level of secondtier YTF CapEx follows from the reduced scale of require reserves and production in
subsequent increments of YTF development relative to the scale of “first generation” YTF gas.
Lastly, the treatment of operating expenditures (OpEx) in the NPV Model is based on the
assumption that variable OpEx in any year can be expressed as a proportion of cumulative
CapEx over project life. This treatment preserves the OpEx-CapEx scale and timing
relationships and simplifies modeling requirements. The variable OpEx proportions to CapEx
generated in the NETL study described above are depicted in Figure 3 for each province. This
approach permits variable OpEx to automatically adjust to the scale of YTF production for a
given production scenario. These OpEx assumptions are for the base case and will adjust over
time in response to assumed rates of oil price escalation rates.19

19

See the price elasticity of cost discussion in the upstream NPB Model assumptions (Bidwell).
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Appendix B.1. Detailed CapEx Assumptions for Foothills and NPRA Provinces
Foothills (Near and Long Term)
20

Number of Fields

Field Size
Large
Medium
Small

(BCF)
GT 2,500
1,000-2,500
LT 1,000

($2005)

Distance

Appraisal
Platform/ Pad

Cost per Field

Processing

Cost per Field

150

PL Diameter (in.)
$ per inch-foot
Offshore
Onshore

24
($/in-ft)
50
20

Pipelines

Rec Res
(TCF)
15.0
10.0
6.0
31.0

Productivity
(BCF/well)
170
100
50

75

NPRA (Long Term)
17

Well Count

Rec Res
(TCF)
6.0
6.8
17.3
30.1

88
100
120
308
Cost/Field
($mm)
$50
$1391

Total Cost
($mm)
$1,000
$2,773

Cost/Field

Total Cost

Distance

75

Well Count
35
68
346
449
Cost/Field
($mm)
$50
$1391

Total Cost
($mm)
$850
$2,357

Cost/Field

Total Cost

75

$190

$3,802

75

$190

$3,231

Well Count
2

Cost/Field
$40

Total Cost
$800

Well Count
2

Cost/Field
$40

Total Cost
$680

$3,080

449

Transmission
Each
($mm)

Well Cost
Exploration

1

BS
CS
FH & NPRA
Development
BS
CS
FH & NPRA

25
50
20
308

$4,490

20
20
10

For Foothills and NPRA, the platform, pad, and facilities processing estimates are based on well productivity method employed by USGS (2005) for a 2.5 Tcf field having 450
MMCFD max rate.
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Appendix B.2. Detailed CapEx Assumptions for Foothills and NPRA Provinces
Beaufort
Number of Fields

Field Size
Large
Medium
Small

8

(BCF)
GT 2,500
1,000-2,500
LT 1,000

Productivity
(BCF/well)
170
100
50

($2005)

Rec Res
(TCF)
12.0
7.5
0.5
20.0
Distance

Appraisal
Platform/ Pad

Cost per Field

Processing

Cost per Field

150

PL Diameter (in.)
$ per inch-foot
Offshore
Onshore

24
($/in-ft)
50
20

Pipelines

Chukchi

20

11
Well Count
71
75
10
156
Cost/Field
($mm)
$50
$300

Total Cost
($mm)
$400
$2,400

Each
($mm)
Exploration
BS
CS
FH & NPRA
Development
BS
CS
FH & NPRA

20
10

Cost/Field
$127
$25

Total Cost
$1,014
$203

47.5

292

Distance

50

262
30

Cost/Field
($mm)
$50
$750

Well Count
4

Cost/Field
$100

Total Cost
($mm)
$550
$8,250
$1,650

50
25
300

Cost/Field
$317
$63
$762

Total Cost
$3,485
$697
$762

Total Cost
$800

Well Count
4

Cost/Field
$200

Total Cost
$2,200

$3,120

292

25
50
20
156
20
20
10

Source: Derived from NETL (2007) and Attanasi and Freeman (2005).
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$5,840

MEMORANDUM

STATE OF ALASKA

Department of Natural Resources
Division of Oil & Gas

To:
From:
RE:
Date:

Antony Scott, Chief Commercial Section
William Nebesky, Commercial Analyst
Briefing paper on Wood Mackenzie Long Term Outlook
May 15, 2008

The attached briefing paper summaries Wood Mackenzie’s Gas and Power Long Term Outlook.
The suite of publications contained in this Outlook service are available on a subscription basis
only. However, Wood Mackenzie has allowed the State to provide a public summary of their
pricing views, and the main drivers that determine those views. The following synopsis has been
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Wood Mackenzie Gas and Power Long Term Outlook
Briefing Paper
Introduction
Wood Mackenzie has assembled a long-term forecast of the natural gas price in North
American published in Wood Mackenzie’s Long Term View – January 2008 Update: Gas and
Power Service.1 Wood Mackenzie’s gas price outlook considers global economic and energy
market fundamentals and is one of several gas price projections considered in the State’s
evaluation of stakeholder NPVs. This briefing note summarizes the key assumptions that
underpin the Wood Mackenzie gas price outlook.
North American Gas Supply Outlook
Aggregate gas production from gas fields throughout North America (Canada, Mexico, and the
US) is assumed to average approximately 73 billion cubic feet per day (Bcfd) through the 20year forecast horizon (2008-27), varying within an approximate range of 70 – 75 Bcfd. US gas
production accounts for about ¾ of this total and is expected to grow in the near term at
between 3 and 4 Bcfd from 2007 through 2011. This near-term growth and subsequent
production gains stem from follow-on, unconventional plays in the Arkoma basin (gas shale) and
in the Rockies and ArkLaTex basins (tight gas).
Production in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) is expected to decline at a
steady rate of -1.8% per year as a consequence of cost pressures from oil sands competition,
compounded by relative strength in the Canadian dollar. The recent adjustment in Alberta
royalty is assumed to lower producer expected returns and further discourage investment in gas
exploration and development.
At an average annual rate of -3.2% per year, the sharpest gas production decline is assumed
for the Gulf of Mexico (GoM), as shown in Table 1. Despite promising lease sale spending in
the Central GoM Sale 205 (January 2008), the recent 134-mile, 24-inch Independence Trail
pipeline that serves ten fields with additional tie-in capacity, and heightened interested in deep
and ultra deep exploration, GoM production rates will nearly halve over the next 20 years from
peak production at 8.1 Bcfd in 2008.

1

This publication is available on a subscription basis only. However, Wood Mackenzie has allowed the State to
provide a public summary of their pricing views, and the main drivers that determine those views. The following
synopsis has been revised by Wood Mackenzie and accurately reflects the Wood Mackenzie January 2008 Base
Case view.
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Table 1. Average Annual Rate of Growth in US Production by Region

b

AARG (%/Yr)

GoM

Gulf
Coast

Rockies

San
Juan

South
- west

MidCont

West
Coast

Northeast

-3.2%

-1.4%

1.2%

-1.3%

0.8%

-0.4%

-2.8%

1.4%

Alaska

a

US
Total
-0.5%

Max Year

2008

2009

2020

2008

2023

2012

2008

2020

2023

2011

Max Rate (Bcfd)

8,146

15,147

11,796

4,005

7,717

7,922

774

3,288

4,500

55,752

Table Notes:
a
Included in US Total.
b
Average Annual Rate of Growth

The steady decline in WCSB and GoM production will be partially offset with latter Arctic
development from the Canadian McKenzie Valley, which would gradually ramp-up to 1.1 Bcfd
beginning 2014. The Alaska Gas Pipeline is assumed to start up in 2021 with 4.5 Bcfd of
Alaska North Slope gas delivered into the Alberta and Chicago markets. Arctic development is
not expected to significantly impact North American prices, with price weakness after
completion of the Alaskan pipeline expected to be temporary.
The composition of North American production will shift over the forecast horizon. The Lower48 and Canada account for 95% of North American gas production through 2017. Production
from these provinces will fall to 85% of a relatively constant total of 70 - 73 Bcfd. The difference
will be made up of gas from the Alaska North Slope (6%), the Canadian McKenzie Valley (2%)
and Mexican fields (7%).
LNG Import Assumptions
Wood Mackenzie has recently ratcheted down its projections for LNG deliveries into the North
American market compared with its forecast estimates in prior years. This scale back is due in
part to the delays and “industry struggles” (p 13) to maintain new-build development schedules.2
Lower imported LNG volumes are due also to stronger expected US domestic supply in the near
term and higher “oil-linked” (p 13 and 14) gas prices in markets that compete for LNG;
especially in Asia and Europe, where LNG import demand is expected to remain high
indefinitely.
The pace of liquefaction plant new builds in North America is also expected to slow. Only two of
nine projects achieved investment decision timeline targets in 2007. Nevertheless, Wood
Mackenzie assumes twelve new LNG receiving facilities with aggregate capacity of 12 billion
cubic feet per day (Bcfd) for North American imports will be in service between 2008 and 2017.
LNG imports are assumed to grow at a strong average annual rate of 13%, rising from 2.1 Bcfd
in 2008 to 17.0 Bcfd or about 23% of total US Demand in 2025. By 2017, the four existing
receiving facilities currently serving North American LNG imports will account for only about
35% of total imported LNG.

2

Current global production level estimates for 2012 have been reduced by 100 million tons per annum
(mmtpa) or about 25% of Wood Mackenzie’s own estimates prepared in 2005.
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In sum, Wood Mackenzie characterizes Global LNG from 2010-2027 as a seller’s market in
which North American consumers would have increasing participation.
Core industrial and Power Demand
Total US demand for natural gas is assumed to grow from 64 to 73 Bcfd over the 20-year
forecast horizon. This implies a medium average annual growth rate of 0.8%. The breakdown
of expected growth by major consuming sector is summarized in Table 2. Residential and
commercial demand will grow slightly. Industrial demand average annual growth is negative
0.4% due primarily to overseas competition from low-cost gas producing countries and
expanding Middle East petrochemical capacity.
Table 2. Average Annual Rate of Growth in Total US Gas Demand by Sector
Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Power

Other

Total

AARG (%/Yr)

0.1%

0.2%

-0.4%

2.5%

0.1%

0.8%

Max Year

2023

2023

2010

2024

2010

2024

Max Rate (Bcfd)

13.45

8.74

18.85

28.68

4.92

72.88

a

Table Note:
a
Average Annual Rate of Growth

Growth in power demand is assumed to be positive and at an average annual rate of 2.5% per
year and will dominate other sectors. Ethanol and oil sands are two key subsectors that, while
relatively small, are expected to fuel gas demand growth. Wood Mackenzie assumes that,
under the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Renewable Fuel Standards (RFS) program,
ethanol climbs to 10% of US gasoline consumption by 2015. Oil sands projects increase gas
demand threefold from 1.0 to 3.0 Bcfd between 2007 and 2020.
Power generation capacity requirements are confounded by uncertainty over carbon legislation.
Wood Mackenzie assumes that the market will absorb the combined cycle gas generation
overbuild of the late 1990s and that new generation capacity will be required across all US
regions over the next five years. Coal plant capacity is favored for baseload power in regions
with lax emissions requirements but, in general, coal new build will be stymied by public
opposition, cost escalation, and pending state and federal greenhouse gas (GHG) legislation.3
Gas is viewed by Wood Mackenzie as “virtually the only viable option” (p 17). Gas will account
for about two-thirds of total new generation capacity installed between 2011 and 2017.4
Planned retirement of existing coal generation capacity will be stalled, in part as a result of
reduced expectations for new coal build. Coal capacity new-build will account for 16% of total
additions to incremental power generation capacity and be mostly in place by 2018. Wind
(10%), nuclear (4%) and other (7%) will account for the balance to new generation capacity.

3

Wood Mackenzie assumes implementation of a Regional GHG Initiative with cap-and-trade emissions
standards by 2009 in Eastern Seaboard states. But a US federal carbon tax would not be in effect before
2027.
4
Combined cycle to account for 41%; peaking 22%.
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Oil Market and Gas Price Assumptions
Wood Mackenzie expects a period of diminishing price pressure in global markets during the
period 2008-11 with a long-run, real WTI price of $60 per barrel thereafter (see Figure 1). The
primary drivers for the oil price forecast are global GDP growth and OPEC spare capacity.
Several additional market and political factors are considered.
Figure 1. Wood Mackenzie North American Oil and Gas Price Forecast
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Source: Wood Mackenzie, Long Term Market View - January 2008.

Global GDP growth is expected to increase at an average annual rate of 3.7 percent over the
20-year period 2005-25. The U.S. contribution to global GDP will decline from 21 to 18.5
percent, while China’s contribution is expected to increase sharply from 11 to 16 percent over
the forecast period. This overall GDP growth translates into an increase of 23 million barrels
per day (mmbpd) in world crude oil demand from about 85 mmbpd in 2007 to 109 mmbpd in
2025 – an average annual rate of 4.4 percent. China, alone, will account for about one third of
this increase.5 The U.S. will account for less than ten percent of the increase. Developed Asian
economies and OECD countries will play a modest role.6 Uncertainties related to the depth and
timing of the U.S. recession, U.S. carbon emissions policy, and the degree that income and
price effects matter are risk factors on the demand side.
5

China’s “car population” has increased by 20 percent per year since 2000 and now ranks second behind
the US. (Wood Mackenzie, Macro Oils: Long Term Outlook to 2025 (2008:p.3).
6
Corporate Average Fuel efficiency (CAFE) standards in the U.S. are expected to reach 35 miles per
gallon by 2020. (Wood Mackenzie, 2008:p.3).
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Global supply of crude is expected to “meet” future demand. Non-OPEC oil production growth,
driven by Canadian oil sands and U.S. Gulf of Mexico deep water, as well as Central Asian
developments, is expected to increase for about a decade then decline after 2020. Significant
advances in unconventional oilfield development will help to offset this later-period non-OPEC
decline.
The recent contraction in OPEC spare capacity to approximately 3 mmbpd is expected to
reverse and widen to over 4.5 mmbpd during 2009-12. This is expected to be a major factor in
downward price movement through 2016. Overall OPEC capacity is projected to increase by
31% from about 35 to 46 mmbpd over the forecast period. Mixed results with Saudi Arabia’s
aggressive program for planned capacity expansion could weaken its role as OPEC swing
producer and result in less capacity cushion in periods of supply tightness. Wood Mackenzie
acknowledges this as an important supply-side risk factor. Other supply uncertainties include
the effects of rising upstream costs on the economics of marginal supply7, the prospects for
stability in Iraq8, and the ability of biofuels to compete with conventional oil in the future.
Other factors considered in Wood Mackenzie’s oil price forecast are: 1) investment in oil futures
and U.S. dollar weakness and 2) refining capacity. Wood Mackenzie suggest that the marked
recent growth in institutional investor participation in NYMEX oil futures trading was driven in
part as an inflation hedge against U.S. dollar weakness. Wood Mackenzie expects the
influence of these factors to diminish and possibly reverse after 2008 (Wood Mackenzie, 2008:
p. 12).
Tightened global refinery capacity in recent years has played a part in strengthened oil prices.
Going forward, refining capacity effects are not expected to continue because expanded refining
margins attract investment and result in both 1) capacity new build, primary in Asia Pacific,
Middle East, and Latin America), and 2) expansion of existing capacity, primarily in North
America, Europe and the FSU (Wood Mackenzie, 2008: p. 16).
The US Henry Hub gas price “disconnect” with the oil, reflected in the widened gap between the
oil and gas price lines in Figure 1, will continue until after 2011 as a result of several factors.
They are: 1) growing North American gas production; 2) weak demand growth in the power
sector due, in part, to weakness in the US economy; and 3) additions in generation capacity
from wind and coal adequate to meet incremental demand without resorting to LNG cargos.
It is not until the period 2012-17 that US domestic gas production is assumed to stabilize and
LNG imports begin to fill the emerging demand-supply gap. The “draw” on LNG imports, for
which global pricing is highly competitive and “oil-linked”, is a key factor in the re-establishment
of North American oil-gas real price parity at around 8-to-9 (ratio of oil price in $ per barrel to
gas price in $ per mmBtu). Wood Mackenzie notes that if the long-term, real oil price stabilizes
at a level higher than $60 per barrel (say $80), then they expect the pull on gas prices to rise
7

In recognition of continuing upstream cost increases, Wood Mackenzie revised upward its November
2007 estimate of the break-even Brent oil price for Canadian oil sands from $55 to $70. (Wood
Mackenzie, 2008:p.13).
8
Wood Mackenzie assumes that political stability in Iraq emerges slowly after 2010 and estimates that
Iraq capacity could reach 6 mmbpd by 2015. (Wood Mackenzie, 2008: Pp.25-31).
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accordingly, indicating that long-term oil-gas price parity is expected to stabilize in the 8-to-9
range.
Over the long term (2018-2027) Wood Mackenzie views natural gas as the “fuel of choice”. The
real HH gas price will stabilize at about $7 per mmBtu as a result of continued decline in global
energy intensity and long-term F&D cost stability. The North American gas price is expected to
experience little if any interruption as a result of McKenzie Valley or North Slope production.
Summary
North American gas production stays level but the regional mix changes. Sharp declines in
WCSB and the US GoM are partially offset by Arctic gas from both Canada (2014) and Alaska
(2021).
Wood Mackenzie has scaled back its view of global LNG in both production and receiving
capacity. By 2017, flexible LNG volumes will be tied to oil, strengthening the link between US
gas prices and world oil prices. With the installation of 12 new receiving facilities in North
America, LNG will eventually achieve a significant 23% share of the North American market.
Overall growth in North American total gas demand will be dominated by capacity gains in the
power sector. Gas demand growth in power will offset decline in the industrial sector. Gas will
be favored as the chief source of new power generation capacity. Coal development will occur
but will be dogged by regional GHG legislation and the threat of eventual federal legislation.
The long term oil price stabilizes at about $60 real by 2013. The Henry Hub real gas price
gradually rises in step with North American LNG penetration and stabilizes at above $7 per
mmBtu. With the link between gas and oil reestablished, however, higher oil prices would pull
North American natural gas prices higher as well.
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Introduction
In 2007, the Resource Evaluation section of the Alaska Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
Division of Oil and Gas (DO&G) initiated an independent technical assessment of the Thomson sand
reservoir. The Division o f Oil & Gas contracted with PetroTel, Inc. to perform geologic and
engineering evaluation of the Pt Thomson sands reservoir. PetroTel is recognized worldwide as
industry leaders in enhanced oil recovery, reservoir characterization and simulation, coalbed methane,
production, and exploration technologies. PetroTel provides professional consulting and advisory
services utilizing a staff of 80 professionals with combined 1100 years of industry experience along
with integrated project management support to domestic and international petroleum companies.
Activities span the entire spectrum of technical, project, and commercial functions along with all
facets of the hydrocarbon exploitation cycle.
With state-of-the-art software and sophisticated geostatistical and object modeling techniques,
PetroTel reservoir engineers and geologists have successfully tackled a broad spectrum of difficult
reservoir engineering problems by the intelligent application of reservoir simulation. Through the
integration of reservoir geology, rock/fluid interactions, the dynamic pressure-volume-temperature
relationships of oil gas and water (PVT properties), and process mechanisms, PetroTel engineers
deliver reliable predictions of reservoir performance. Company expertise includes determination of in
place hydrocarbons and reserves as well as providing a plan of development for discoveries that
includes integrated economics.
PetroTel also has significant expertise in the development of gas condensate reservoirs with thin oil
rims. They specialize in solutions and diagnostic tools that can advance the development of potential
or undeveloped reserves. PetroTel has extensive experience that deals with pressure maintenance and
improving recovery from gas condensate reservoirs.

The Pt Thomson sand accumulation is recognized as a high pressure retrograde condensate reservoir,
which also contains a relatively thin oil column. The Petroleum Engineering Handbook1 states
“Development and operation of these (gas condensate) reservoirs for maximum recovery require
engineering and operating methods significantly different from crude-oil or dry-gas reservoirs. The
single most striking factor about gas-condensate systems (fluids) is that they exist either wholly or
preponderantly as vapor phase in the reservoir at the time of discovery. This key fact nearly always
governs the development and operating programs for recovery of hydrocarbons from such reservoirs;
the properties of the fluids in place determine the best program in each case. A thorough
understanding of fluid properties together with a good understanding of the special economics
involved is therefore required for optimum engineering of gas condensate reservoirs. Other important
aspects include geologic conditions, rock properties, well deliverability, well costs and spacing, wellpattern geometry, and plant costs.”
The Resource Evaluation Group, DO&G undertook the evaluation of the Pt Thomson reservoir to
better understand the resources contained in the reservoir and get an independent analysis of the
development issues associated with gas condensate. The study had two main objectives: 1) to
construct three-dimensional (3D) geologic models to evaluate the proven and potential hydrocarbon
1

Bradley, H.B., 1987, Petroleum Engineers Handbook, 1987 Society of Petroleum Engineers, Chapter 39 Gas
Condensate Reservoirs.
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resource and 2) to import the geologic model into a dynamic reservoir simulator to test potential
development and off-take scenarios to determine the impact on ultimate recovery of both gas and
hydrocarbon liquids in the form of condensate and oil from an oil-rim in the reservoir. It should be
noted that this study focuses on only the resource contained in the Thomson sand and does not
Include the resource tested from the underlying Pre-Mississippian strata or the overlying Brookian
accumulations

Results of PetroTel’s work are summarized below.
1) The geologic and engineering analysis confirmed that gas cycling recovers more hydrocarbon
than simple primary depletion based on known oil properties, gas properties, and reservoir
characteristics.
2) Technical issues remain to be resolved; however, economic evaluation still needs to be done to
validate conceptual conclusions and refine potential development scenarios.
3) Rigorous technical evaluation will be required as delineation of the reservoirs proceeds and
additional physical information is acquired; more thorough and longer well tests are done; and as
high quality reservoir oil, gas and condensate samples are acquired and analyzed.
4) Maximum recovery with gas cycling may require the import of gas in the form of waste CO2,
captured inert gases, methane or natural gas from reservoirs outside of the Pt Thomson reservoir
to replace voidage caused by fuel usage and shrinkage. Technical literature also suggests water
can be injected into gas condensate reservoirs to maintain pressure, however, that process has not
been addressed with this study.1
5) Gas cycling delays gas sales, but results in greater ultimate recovery of both liquid and gas
hydrocarbons. In contrast, primary depletion as a gas reservoir results in the lowest
hydrocarbon recovery of a retrograde condensate reservoir. Gas blowdown2 for sale can be
done at any time after gas cycling and recovery of the hydrocarbon liquids.
6) From the eleven static geologic models created, the volume of original gas in place (OGIP)
ranged from 8.5-10.4 trillion standard cubic feet (TSCF). The volume of associated condensate
ranged from 490-600 million stock tank barrels (MMSTB)3 of condensate in place.
7) The range of original oil in place in the oil-rim varied greatly depending on the depth used for the
oil-water contact. Publicly available data indicate that the interval between lowest possible gas
and highest known water could vary from 60 feet to 145 feet in true vertical thickness,
representing a wide range of potential oil column thickness in the oil-rim. The various geologic
models produced a range of volumes of original oil in place (OOIP) in the oil-rim from 580-950
MMSTB.
8) Recoverable hydrocarbon resources for the Thomson sand were determined from dynamic
reservoir simulation and are primarily a function of the development method employed. Over 70
scenarios were run to model a variety of development methods and well configurations within the
reservoir simulator.
2

Blow-down (also Blowdown) “A term applied to the commencement of production of gas for sale after the completion o a
Cycling or Recycling operation. The term refers to the reduction of pressure in the formation as a result of the production of gas.
… “. Martin, Patrick H. and Kramer, Bruce M., 2000, Manual of Oil and Gas Terms, Eleventh Edition, Lexis Publishing, page
101.

3

Million stock barrels - MMSTB, Million standard cubic feet – MMSCF or MMSCFG/D – Roman numeral designation for
million. Stock tank barrel is equivalent of 42 US Gallons liquid at 60○F and 14.65 pounds per square inch absolute, psia (1
atmosphere). Standard cubic foot is measured at 14.65 psia and 60○F
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9) Development of the Thomson reservoir by primary depletion (blowdown) has the potential to
recover 210-305 MMSTB of liquid hydrocarbons in addition to 6-7 TSCF of gas.
10) Gas cycling for 20 years prior to gas sales has the potential to result in the ultimate recovery of
620-850 MMSTB of liquid hydrocarbons and still recover 4.8-5.9 TSCF of gas.
11) Gas cycling, has the potential to significantly increase recoverable oil and condensate as much as
500 MMSTB of condensate and oil beyond recovery from primary depletion blowdown. This
incremental recovery of oil is larger than the expected ultimate recovery from the Alpine Oil
Field.

The length of time required for gas cycling prior to gas sales will be determined by the resource available
in the oil rim and how fast the gas volume can be cycled. The major determining factor in this decision is
the number of wells that can be economically drilled and operated. More injection and production wells
could accelerate cycling and recovery of the condensate liquids and oil. There are an optimal number of
wells that will economically recover the maximum amount of oil and gas within a reasonable drilling
budget; however, the scope of this study did not include optimization of development but rather was
designed to estimate resource volumes and quantify the range of recoverable resource using conceptual
development scenarios. Hydrocarbon liquids could be produced and sold using mostly existing oil
pipelines prior to the construction of a North Slope gas pipeline. Once production of liquid hydrocarbons
is established from the Thomson reservoir, the production facilities could be utilized to produce oil from
the Brookian Flaxman and Sourdough accumulations.

Petroleum Potential and Exploration History of the Point Thomson Area
Well log and production or drill stem test data indicate that much of the Point Thomson area is underlain
by the Cretaceous (Neocomian) Thomson sand that contains abundant natural gas and hydrocarbon
liquids in the form of gas condensate, ranging from 35º to 45º API gravity4,5. In addition to gas and
condensate, the Thomson sand also contains a thin and potentially discontinuous oil-rim at the bottom of
the reservoir interval that has tested oil as high as 18º API gravity. The Point Thomson area contains the
potential of hundreds of millions of barrels of oil in the shallower Tertiary Brookian reservoirs. Another
potential productive reservoir is composed of carbonates and bedded metasedimentary strata in the “PreMississippian” basement below the Thomson sand reservoir. The DO&G reported in their 2007 annual
report that the Pt Thomson Area contained estimated undeveloped recoverable resources of 295 million
stock tank barrels (MMSTB) of liquid hydrocarbons and 8 trillion standard cubic feet (TSCF) of gas.
Hydrocarbons were first discovered in the Point Thomson area in 1975 in the Alaska State A-1 well. This
well tested a zone of the lower Tertiary Flaxman sand of the Canning Formation from 12,565 to 12,635
feet MD(measured depth) that flowed 23° API gravity oil at a rate of 2,507 BOPD (barrels of oil per day),

4

API Gravity – “Specific gravity measured in degrees on the American Petroleum Institute scale. The specific
gravity of oil is normally specified … in terms of API degrees. On the API scale, oil with the least specific gravity
has the highest API gravity. … the higher the API gravity the greater the value of the oil.” “. Martin, Patrick H. and
Kramer, Bruce M., 2000, Manual of Oil and Gas Terms, Eleventh Edition, Lexis Publishing, page 52.
5

Condensate API gravity typically ranges from 40-60 degrees and are light color compared to oil. Black oils
typically have API gravity that ranges from 25-35 degrees. Lake, Larry W., 2007, Petroleum Engineering
Handbook, Volume V, Society of Petroleum Engineers, Chapter 10,
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2.2 MMSCFG/D,GOR 864 SCF/STB (gas/oil ratio, standard cubic feet per stock tank barrel) (USGS,
1987).
In 1977, a second discovery well, the Point Thomson Unit No. 1 well was drilled and conducted two flow
tests in the Lower Cretaceous (Neocomian) Thomson sand. From a zone between the depths of 12,963 to
13,050 feet MD, the well flowed 18° API gravity oil at a rate of 2,283 BOPD, 13.3 MMSCFG/D, GOR
5,830. Between the depths of 12,834 to 12,874 feet MD, the well tested at a rate of 3.86 MMSCFG/D,
170 BPD condensate, 45° API gravity (USGS, 1987).
Over the next seven years, six additional wells were drilled to delineate the two Pt Thomson discoveries.
As a result of the additional delineation drilling, two other hydrocarbon reservoirs were encountered. In
1978, the Point Thomson Unit No. 2 well tested the “Staines River sand,” a local sand in the Tertiary
Canning formation at a depth of 11,580 to 11,678 feet MD that produced 21° API gravity oil at a rate of
248 BOPD, 124 MSCFG/D, GOR 500, after acid treatment (USGS, 1987).
In 1982, the Alaska State F-1 well tested the Thomson sand at a depth of 13,940 to 14,316 feet MD at a
rate of 4.2 MMSCFG/D and 284 BOPD condensate of 35.3° API gravity. The well also tested the under
lying “Pre-Mississippian” metasedimentary basement from 13,940 to 14,316 feet MD that flowed at a rate
of 2.9 MMSCFG/D with 152 BPOD condensate of 34.8° API gravity. This test identified a third
potentially productive zone in the Point Thomson area (USDOE, 1993).
State lands east of Prudhoe Bay saw renewed exploration activity during the 1990s after the discovery of
the Badami oil field within turbidite sandstones of the Tertiary Canning Formation. First estimated to
contain 100-150 MMSTB of recoverable oil, production began at Badami in August 1998. Since that
time, production has been sporadic with the field periodically shut in due to connectivity issues within the
reservoir. To date, over 5 MMSTB of cumulative oil production from Badami has been reported to the
Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (AOGCC).
In 1994, BP Exploration Alaska (BPXA) and Chevron drilled the Sourdough #2 well targeting Brookian
sands of the Canning formation in the southern portion of the former Point Thomson Unit; the
Sourdough #3 well was drilled as a follow-up in 1996. Although the data from these wells are still held
confidential, BP announced the discovery of hydrocarbons within turbidite sandstones of the Tertiary
Canning Formation that could potentially contain 100 million barrels of recoverable oil in a 1997 press
release. The Sourdough project would require up to 35 miles of pipeline to link up with the Badami field
(Peninsula Clarion, 1997).
Additional discoveries have been announced in the offshore federal waters of the eastern Beaufort Sea
within the Mississippian Kekiktuk Formation (Liberty) and Tertiary sandstones of the Sagavanirktok
Formation (Hammerhead and Kuvlum). Once developed, production from Liberty is expected to peak at
40,000 BOPD, with a recovery target of 100 MMSTB (Petroleum News, 2007). While data from the U.S.
Minerals Management Service (MMS) indicates that while neither Hammerhead nor Kuvlum have been
fully delineated, the agency estimates 100-200 MMSTB of recoverable oil at Hammerhead, and 160-300
MMSTB at Kuvlum (MMS, 2006).
The timing of development of these and other Brookian oil accumulations in the area will likely follow
the commercialization of the gas and liquids reserves within the Point Thomson sand.

Geologic Setting of the Thomson Sand
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The Thomson sand is an informal name that describes a sequence that is stratigraphically correlated with
the Kemik Sandstone of Early Cretaceous (Neocomian) age (Figure 1). Both intervals commonly consist
of preserved isolated accumulations of locally derived sediment overlying the regional Lower Cretaceous
unconformity (LCU), whose composition is controlled by the local provenance eroded by the
unconformity.
The Thomson sands contain significant detrital dolomite and quartz sand that are interpreted as
Neocomian age fan-delta complexes that were sourced from a northern provenance composed of
northerly-dipping pre-Mississippian metasedimentary units. The Thomson interval includes a broad
range of rock types ranging from conglomeratic dolomite breccia to fine-grained sandstone and siltstone.
In general, the coarser conglomerate facies of the Thomson sand are present to the north, proximal to the
interpreted source area, while the finer-grained distal facies are more prevalent to the south. A block
diagram (Figure 2) depicts a highly interpretive, schematic representation of the depositional setting of
the Thomson sand during an advanced stage of transgression of the Neocomian Barrow Arch rift margin
uplift and development of the Lower Cretaceous Unconformity (LCU).
Other sand occurrences are irregularly distributed along the LCU surface to the south of the Point
Thomson area, depending on local thickening into accommodation space attributed to paleotopography
created by the differential erosion of Ellesmerian and pre-Mississippian units below the LCU. North of
the rift shoulder uplift, syn-rift sands may have been deposited as sediment gravity flows down fault relay
ramps to accumulate in relatively deep water. Similar sands form major reservoirs in the Point McIntyre
and Niakuk fields north of Prudhoe Bay, but the concept has not yet been tested with a drill bit north of
the Point Thomson area.
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Figure 1, Alaska North Slope Stratigraphic Column

Figure 2, Block diagram of Point Thomson area in Late Neocomian time
First discovered in 1977, the oil, gas, and gas condensate contained within the Thomson sand is the
largest proven, yet still undeveloped, field in Alaska. Between 1975 and 1996, a total of 17 wells have
been drilled within the boundaries of the former Point Thomson unit. 1982 was the last time that a well
was drilled into the Point Thomson reservoir. Although attempts were made to test most of the wells, tests
were of short duration and were hampered by the high mud weights that were required to contain high
reservoir pressure. Some of the tests were further complicated because they straddled both the gas and oil
legs of the reservoir. No definitive, isolated test exists in the oil-rim of the Thomson reservoir. Additional
wells are still needed to specifically delineate and test the productivity of Thomson oil-rim. Delineation
wells in the oil-rim should include vertical pilot holes with horizontal laterals for production tests and
include rigorous sampling for oil quality and PVT studies.
A number of the Point Thomson wells were drilled on the flanks of the accumulation and delineate the
aerial extent of the core area of the Thomson reservoir. Along the western margin of the area though, no
well has been drilled to demonstrate the western limit or trap of the reservoir or define the structural or
stratigraphic continuity of the core reservoir from southeast to northwest. Additional wells are still
required to adequately delineate the western limits of the hydrocarbon accumulation.
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Thomson Sand Retrograde Condensate
The majority of the proven hydrocarbon resource in the Thomson sand is contained in the form of gas
with entrained liquids known as a retrograde condensate. The Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation
Commission (AOGCC) has released a paper entitled “Role of the Alaska Oil and Gas Commission in
approving Pool Rules for the Point Thomson Field”6 which gives an informative overview of the
differences between a retrograde condensate reservoir and conventional gas and oil reservoirs. Retrograde
condensate reservoirs tend to be deeper and have higher pressures and temperatures than conventional
reservoirs. Due to the abnormally high pressures and temperatures, the fluid in a retrograde condensate
reservoir does not behave like those in conventional oil and gas reservoirs. Pressure reduction in a
conventional oil reservoir, causes the gas to expand and evolve out of solution from the oil. As gas
evolves the oil becomes thicker (more viscous) and flows more slowly.
Technical literature (Society of Petroleum Engineers) has abundant examples of how condensate
reservoirs perform under primary depletion and gas cycling. As pressure drops in a retrograde condensate
reservoir, vaporized hydrocarbon liquids will condense when the reservoir pressure decreases below a
certain point (dew point). If this happens in the reservoir, the condensate will remain trapped in place and
clog the pore space, causing reduction of relative permeability; reducing well productivity and ultimate
recovery. During primary depletion, the reservoir pressure will steadily decrease below dew point and
hundreds of millions of barrels of condensate will become trapped in the reservoir and never be produced.
Once the condensate comes out of the gas in the reservoir, very little of it will return to a gaseous state
even if the reservoir pressure is later increased. Ideally, reservoir pressure should be maintained above
dew point to keep vaporized liquid entrained to condense in surface facilities, thereby maximizing
recovery. Results of the Pt Thomson sand reservoir modeling confirm the losses of condensate recovery
during blow down. The blow down cases at best recovered about one-half the condensate that cycling
cases recovered. The difference is directly attributable to trapped condensate.
Prudent development practices require keeping the reservoir pressure high (near or above dew point) until
all of the economically recoverable liquid hydrocarbons have been produced in order to maximize the
recovery of both oil and gas in a retrograde condensate field. “Gas cycling” is considered the best method
of producing a retrograde condensate reservoir. This process involves producing hydrocarbon gas;
removing the condensate for commercial sales; and then re-injecting the “lean gas” back into the reservoir
to maintain pressure and sweep more condensate to the production wells. Once most of the condensate
has been recovered, all the wells can be converted to gas production wells and the gas sold to market.

In addition to the dry gas and entrained condensate, the Thomson sand contains hundreds of millions of
barrels of oil in the oil-rim. The gas cycling process can be applied simultaneously to the Thomson oilrim after delineation and development. These hydrocarbon liquids could be produced and sold using
mostly existing oil pipelines before a North Slope gas pipeline is operational. Once production of
condensate and oil begins from the Thomson reservoir, it is anticipated that this would facilitate the
delineation, development and production of some of the outlying Brookian oil discoveries in the Thomson
area.

6 URL: http://www.state.ak.us/local/akpages/ADMIN/ogc/Gas/PtThompson_Pool_Rules.pdf, Retrieved April,
2008,
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Studies of gas cycling in both the gas cap and oil rim were conducted using static geologic models and
dynamic reservoir simulations to estimate recoveries under different development schemes. Results of
those studies are documented later in the Reservoir Simulation section of this report.

DNR Evaluation of the Thomson Sand

Geologic Model Results
A total of eleven 3D geologic models were constructed of the Thomson sand. The distribution of facies
and reservoir properties were varied in the different cases to account for the uncertainty between the well
control points. A range of depths for the fluid contacts was also used to capture the uncertainty in
identifying those contacts in the well logs or from available test data. The volume of original gas in place
(OGIP) from the eleven static geologic models ranged from 8.5 – 10.4 trillion standard cubic feet (TSCF).
The volume of associated condensate ranged from 490 – 600 million stock tank barrels (MMSTB)
condensate in place. Publically available well test data from the Thomson sand indicate condensate yields
of 44-75 barrels condensate/MMSCF gas produced. The average yield was 64 STB/MMSCF.
The potential for a significant volume of oil in place below the gas cap in the oil-rim was also identified.
The range of original oil in place in the oil-rim varied greatly depending on the depth used for the oilwater contact. Publicly available data indicate that the interval between lowest known gas and highest
known water could range from 60 feet to 145 feet in true vertical thickness. This is the range of thickness
available to be occupied by oil in the oil-rim. The range of volumes of original oil in place (OOIP) in the
oil-rim varied in the models from 580 – 950 MMSTB.
All the volumes reported out of the geologic model are original hydrocarbons in place for the Thomson
sand reservoir and do not include the hydrocarbons tested from the bedded carbonates of the PreMississippian basement or those hydrocarbons tested from the overlying Brookian intervals. Reservoir
properties within the Pre-Mississippian strata are not as well constrained by the available data as in the
Thomson sand.
Because the Thomson sand directly overlies bedded carbonate strata of the Pre-Mississippian, it is likely
in communication with the Pre-Mississippian. Recoverable volumes for the Thomson sand were
determined from the dynamic reservoir simulation and were demonstrated to be a function of the
development method employed. Neither the Pre-Mississippian nor Brookian reservoirs were included in
the reservoir simulation. Both should be considered as considerable upside since they have been
successfully tested in multiple wells. Further delineation drilling is required to fully access the resources
in-place and production impacts of these reservoirs on future development.

Reservoir Simulation Results
Upon initialization of the reservoir simulation model, over 70 scenarios were run to model a variety of
development methods and well configurations. The development methods included primary depletion
(gas blowdown), gas cycling followed by gas blowdown, and development of the oil-rim. Numerous
cases were run for each type of development to test different well configurations such as horizontal wells,
well constraints such as rate limits and operating pressures, and the number of development wells. In this
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way, we were able to judge the relative impact the different variables had on the ultimate recovery of the
resource within each type of development. All model cases were run out to thirty years of production. It
should be noted that no physical constraints to the development wells such as location of surface drill
sites and facilities or drilling departure from surface location have been applied during the modeling. At
this stage of the analysis scenarios were designed and run to discover and evaluate the key sensitivities to
recovery, rather than to derive optimal production economics.

Primary Depletion (Gas Blowdown)
Gas blowdown can be done at any time after cycling and recovery of the hydrocarbon liquids. In the
following cases, gas blow down is done first without pressure maintenance or gas injection. Six primary
depletion cases were run in the reservoir model. Three cases contained a fixed number of wells at startup
and three cases included additional wells that were added later. Gas producers were constrained to a
maximum rate of 150 MMSCF/D and a minimum bottom-hole pressure (BHP) of 3000 psi. Cases were
run with 8, 16 and 22 wells. Initial gas production rates for these three cases varied from 0.4 – 1.2
BSCF/D7. Additional cases included: 12 initial producers with 4 new producers drilled after 4 years, 16
initial producers with 3 additional wells drilled after 8 years, and 16 producers with 6 additional wells
drilled after 4 years. Initial gas production rates for these three cases ranged from 0.8 to 1.2 BSCF/D.
Three more primary depletion cases were run in both gas cap and oil rim. Cases were run with 22, 13 and
13 gas producers in the gas cap and 4, 30 and 20 oil producers in the oil rim. Oil producers were
constrained to a maximum rate of 7000 STB/D and a minimum bottom-hole pressure (BHP) of 3000 psi.
Initial gas production rates for these three cases ranged from 1.0 to 1.2 BSCF/D
With a BHP limit of 3000 psi, gas recovery can approach 60% for the 16- producer and 22-producer
cases. The recovery can reach 70% at lower BHP of 2000 psi. The 8-producer case can recover 45% of
the gas in 30 years. The number of wells and timing of drilling could be optimized to meet gas demand or
gas sales contracts. Twenty-two wells could drain the gas in the reservoir in 12-15 years.
Condensate recovery during primary depletion of the gas cap is only about 25% of the in place volume
after 30 years. The majority of the condensate is lost in the reservoir because the reservoir pressure drops
below dew point. Pressure maintenance and gas recycling is needed to recover more condensate. Primary
depletion is also detrimental to any future recovery from the oil-rim due to loss of energy within the oil by
the reduction of reservoir pressure. Oil rim recovery ranged from 3-16% in the cases of primary depletion
in both gas cap and oil rim if primary depletion is the only recovery method.

Gas Cycling Followed by Gas Blowdown
The model cases run demonstrate that full scale gas cycling should be initiated early in order to achieve
maximum recovery of the condensate and any other potential hydrocarbon liquids in the gas cap. Cycling
also maintains reservoir pressure for development of the oil-rim. In a gas cycling project, the ultimate
recovery of condensate and timing of subsequent gas blowdown is a function of the rate at which the in
place volume of gas can be produced and recycled. This can be optimized by the number of development
wells in place.

7

BSCF/D – Billion standard cubic feet per day.
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Four base cases of cycling the produced gas for 30 years with a different numbers of wells were run to
test the impact of well count on the potential ultimate recovery of condensate. Additional cases with gas
blowdown commencing after 10 and 20 years of cycling were run to test how much condensate could be
produced prior to blowdown for gas sales.
The four base cases consisted of: a minimum development case of 4 producers and 2 injectors; a case with
8 producers and 4 injectors; a 16-producer with 5-injector case; and a case with 22-producers and 8
injectors which resulted in the highest hydrocarbon recovery of the four cases. Producers were
constrained to a maximum rate of 150 MMSCF/D and a minimum BHP of 3000 psi. The injectors were
limited to a maximum rate of 300 MMSCF/D and a maximum injection pressure of 15000 psi. In all cases
90% of the produced gas was cycled back into the reservoir.
Condensate recovery after 30 years for the four cases ranged from only 24% of the in place volume for
the 4-producer case, to 86% recovery for the 22-producer case. At the end of cycling the injectors can be
converted to gas producers. Gas blowdown with the 30 wells producing subsequent to gas cycling can
recover up to 70% of the remaining recycled gas within 12 years.
Additional cases were then run with gas cycling for both 10 years and 20 years before blowdown. For the
22-producer and 8-injector development, after 10 years of cycling 62% of the condensate is recovered and
then 57% of the original gas in place (OGIP) is recovered during the ensuing blowdown. Cycling for 20
years recovers 76% of the condensate and then 56% of the gas (OGIP).

Oil-rim Development
One of the key results of the study was that it became obvious that oil rim development had to be done
during a gas cycling phase. Because there is uncertainty about the quality of the oil and reservoir rock in
the oil-rim, to preserve reservoir energy and sustain maximum oil producibility oil rim reservoir pressure
must be maintained. The oil-rim is a relatively thin zone of the reservoir that lies between the gas cap and
underlying aquifer. For this reason the use of dedicated horizontal wells will be required to avoid coning
of the adjacent gas or water. Injection of the recycled gas into the oil-rim will help reduce the viscosity,
improve swelling, mobilize and displace the oil.
Model cases were run that included production wells in the oil-rim as part of both a primary depletion and
gas cycling developments. Individual cases in both development strategies varied the number of oil-rim
producers from 4 to 20 and ultimately 30 oil wells. Sensitivities were also run on gas- oil ratio (GOR)
cutoffs for the producers, minimum BHP, and the use of offsite gas for supplemental gas injection.
In a primary depletion scenario, adding four wells into the oil-rim recovered 3% of the original oil in
place. Increasing the number of oil-rim wells to twenty or thirty upped the recovery to almost 16% of
OOIP. In a gas cycling scenario, the addition of four wells in the oil-rim achieved 11% recovery after 30
years of cycling, going to gas blowdown after 10 or 20 years of cycling recovered 7% and 9 % of the oilrim OOIP respectively.
Increasing the number of oil-rim wells during gas cycling development in the model increased the
recovery of oil significantly. In a case with 13 gas producers, 18 gas injectors and 20 oil-rim producers,
recovery of oil from the oil-rim approaches 50% of the in-place volume after 30 years of cycling. This is
3-15 times better recovery than during primary blowdown. By varying the length of time of cycling
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before gas blowdown from 5 to 10 and then 20 years in the same development scenario the recoveries
from the oil-rim drop to 31%, 39% and 43% respectively.
Modeling of development scenarios for the oil-rim demonstrates that to achieve maximum recovery of the
oil resources located below the gas cap in the oil-rim reservoir pressure maintenance by gas cycling is
crucial. The difference in recovery from the oil-rim between primary depletion and a cycling project that
maintains reservoir pressure can be as much as 35% more of the total in-place volume.
Use of Offsite Gas
Production from the oil rim increases the voidage within the reservoir. The results from model cases
involving large scale development of the oil-rim (30 horizontal producers) indicated that due to the
increased off-take, reinjection of 90% of the produced gas will not be sufficient to maintain reservoir
pressure. A decrease in reservoir pressure below dew point results in lower condensate recoveries and the
reduction also decreases oil-rim recovery.
Gas from outside sources (offsite) could be imported and injected into the Thomson reservoir to help
maintain reservoir pressure. Offsite gas can be in the form of carbon dioxide (CO2), inert gas such as
nitrogen, methane or natural gas.
The use of CO2 for pressure maintenance may have multiple benefits depending on the source and
availability.
•

CO2 is commonly removed as a byproduct from produced gas in a gas treatment plant prior to
sale.
• If enough CO2 is available for pressure maintenance, it could allow sale of some Point Thomson
gas before gas blowdown.
• CO2 should be fully miscible with the Thomson oil and thus reduce the viscosity and further
increase recovery.
CO2 is considered a “green house gas” and re-injection into a reservoir is a method of sequestering
carbon and as such government tax incentives may be available in the form of carbon credits to offset
and/or mitigate CO2 re-injection costs,
Although the importation of offsite gas would require the construction of a gas line to Point Thomson,
once gas cycling is completed, the line would be available for gas sales.
The large scale oil-rim development cases that needed supplemental pressure support indicated a volume
of 200-500 MMSCF/D would be required in addition to the Thomson gas during the cycling process. A
comparison of cases with and without offsite gas showed an increase in condensate recoveries from 33%
to 60% of the original condensate in place. This is a potential increase of 130-160 MMSTB.

Conclusions from Geologic and Reservoir Modeling
1. In addition to gas, the area contains hundreds of millions of barrels of hydrocarbon liquids. These
hydrocarbon liquids exist in the form of condensate liquids; a thin and potentially discontinuous oil
leg at the bottom of the Thomson sand reservoir; and oil in the overlying Brookian sediments.
Exploration wells drilled prior to 1982 have tested oil from each of these reservoirs. Adequate
infrastructure to transport these liquids to market exists within thirty miles of this reservoir.
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Therefore, the potential development of the Point Thomson area should not be limited to production
of the dry gas.
2. Evaluation of the potential hydrocarbons in place in the Thomson sand reservoir by DNR and
PetroTel’s 3D geologic models results indicate the following volumetrics:
• Original gas in place of 8.5-10.4 TSCF.
• retrograde condensate - 490-600 MMSTB in place
• Oil rim - 580 to 950 MMSTB original oil-in-places.
3. Reservoir simulation of the Thomson sand reservoir evaluated various development scenarios for the
reservoir. These scenarios included primary depletion of the reservoir (gas blowdown), production
and re-injection of the gas after recovering the condensate (gas cycling), and the addition of dedicated
horizontal production wells into the oil-rim in both gas blowdown and cycling cases. Over 70
individual cases where run in the reservoir simulator varying the number of development wells and
operating constraints in an attempt to determine the optimum recovery for each development
scenario.
4. The producible liquids contained in the Thomson reservoir could technically be developed before a
gas pipeline is built.
5. In order to maximize the recovery of the hydrocarbon liquids in the reservoir it is necessary to keep
the reservoir pressure high until all of the economically recoverable liquid hydrocarbons are
produced. This is most often accomplished through gas cycling. In the reservoir simulator cases run,
gas cycling was applied in the gas cap for 30 years in conjunction with development and gas cycling
of the oil-rim.
•
•

Gas cycling recovered 86% or 420-516 MMSTB of condensate.
Recovery from the oil-rim was close to 50%, 290-475 MMSTB.

6. Shorter duration Gas Cycling:
• Cycling gas for 10 years prior to blowdown results in recoveries of:
o Condensate - 62% or 300-370 MMSTB
o Oil Rim - 39% or 225-370 MMSTB of the oil-rim
•

Cycling the gas for 20 years increases the recoveries:
o Condensate - 76% or 370-450 MMSTB
o Oil Rim - 43% or 250-400 MMSTB.

•

Subsequent blowdown of the gas cap after 10 and 20 years cycling recovers 57% and 56% or 4.85.9 TSCF of gas reserves.

7. Primary depletion is the fastest method to produce the gas from the reservoir but recovers the least
hydrocarbons. Simulation results showed: 70% of gas recovered or 6-7 TSCF with 22 wells in 12-15
years.
• Condensate recovery is approximately 26% of the in place volume, or 127-156 MMSTB
• Oil-rim recovery during primary depletion is only 3-16% 30-150 MMSTB of oil.
• The majority of the condensate is left in the reservoir by condensation below dew point.
• Pressure maintenance and gas recycling is needed to maximize condensate recovery.
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•
•

Primary depletion reduces recovery from the oil-rim due to loss of energy by the depletion of
reservoir pressure.
Gas blowdown and sale of the gas can be done at any time after cycling and recovery of the
hydrocarbon liquids.

8. A gas blowdown scenario could recover over 500 million barrels less than a gas cycling scenario.
This difference is larger than the expected ultimate recovery from the Alpine Oil Field.
9. There is uncertainty in the original oil-rim volume in place and the ultimate recovery of that oil, even
though it has flowed during testing of the PTU-1 exploration well.
• Even if the oil rim was discounted entirely, the difference in condensate recovery between
primary depletion (blowdown) and gas cycling for 20 years is potentially over 300 million
barrels.
• This represents three times the targeted recovery from the proposed off shore development of the
Liberty Field.
• During the period of gas cycling, further delineation of the oil-rim will determine the scale of
development needed to maximize recovery from that portion of the resource.
In summary, gas cycling delays gas sales, but it is through this process that the maximum recovery of the
condensate in the gas cap and any other liquid hydrocarbons can be achieved. Cycling also maintains
reservoir pressure for development of the oil-rim and is a viable recovery mechanism. The length of time
required for gas cycling prior to gas sales will be a combination of the resource available from the oil rim
and the rate at which the in place volume of gas can be produced and recycled. A large factor in this will
be the number of development wells that can be economically drilled and operated. More wells equals
faster cycling and faster recovery of the condensate liquids. These liquids could be produced and sold
before the construction of a North Slope gas pipeline. Production of liquid hydrocarbons from the
Thomson reservoir could facilitate oil production from the other discovered reservoirs such as the
Brookian Flaxman and Sourdough accumulations.
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1. Introduction
Any natural gas pipeline built from the North Slope to market or tidewater will generate
thousands of short-term construction jobs. When a pipeline or LNG project is up and
running, hundreds of operations jobs will be created at the pipeline’s compressor
stations and other facilities.
Of greater importance is how the management of a pipeline will contribute to the
State’s long-term employment outlook. With a pipeline from the North Slope to market,
the entire area north of the Brooks Range may be opened to exploration for natural
gas. The estimated 137 trillion cubic feet of economically-recoverable natural gas on
the North Slope holds the promise of better than 50 years of stable, high-wage
employment for Alaskans.
This future, however, depends on the type of pipeline that is built and how it is
operated. A pipeline that welcomes new shippers and offers reasonable tariffs will be
more likely to encourage exploration and development work because newly-found gas
can be shipped to market. Conversely, a pipeline that does not welcome new shippers
or that does not offer reasonable tariffs may serve to discourage exploration and
development work, and with it the creation of new jobs for Alaskans.
This report generates projections of the long- and short-term employment that may be
generated by a pipeline built and operated by either TC Alaska or under the
BP/ConocoPhillip’s Denali proposal (the Producer Proposal or Producer project).
Because Alaskans have expressed a long and continuing interest in an LNG project,
this report also examines employment that could be generated by such a project.
The report is organized into the following sections:

•

Section 2 provides an overview of the economic impact analysis. In particular, it
discusses the IMPLAN model used to estimate potential employment impacts for
the various projects

•

Section 3 presents a discussion of exploration and development and well
operations activities, associated costs and results of potential employment impacts

•

Section 4 presents information on construction and operations costs and related
employment estimates
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•

Section 5 provides discussion of the potential employment generated from
expected state revenue from natural gas production

1.1 Summary of Findings

Examining the employment projections contained in this report leads to several
conclusions:
1. The project proposed under the TC Alaska Application is expected to
generate more long-term exploration and development and well
operations-related jobs, and to generate them sooner, than either an LNG
project or a Producer project. Exploration and development-related jobs could
be realized as early as 2015 under the TC Alaska project scenario; these jobs
may not be created until as late as 2026 under either a Producer project or
LNG project.
2. All three projects are projected to generate very large numbers of shortterm construction jobs that will last only during the period from 2015 to
2020. An LNG project is expected to generate more short-term construction
jobs than an overland pipeline project.
3. An LNG project is expected to offer greater numbers of project
operations-related employment due to the need to staff a large liquefaction
facility in Prince William Sound.
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2. Economic Impact Analysis
Construction and operation of the pipeline and associated facilities proposed in the TC
Alaska Application, the conceptual LNG project, or as outlined in the Producer
Proposal, and exploration and development of new natural gas resources, will have
substantial effects on the Alaskan economy. These effects—typically referred to as the
“economic impacts” of a project—can be measured by different metrics including
employment, value added, income and taxes.
This report provides estimates of potential employment created by the projects
proposed by TC Alaska and as could be generated from the conceptual LNG project or
a Producer project.1
The objective of this analysis is to provide a comparison of potential employment
impacts generated by the three projects; although this analysis provides some
preliminary employment estimates, it is not intended to be a comprehensive
assessment of employment effects within the State. As discussed in more detail below,
the model results provide useful information to compare differences between the
projects from an employment perspective.
2.1 Background on Economic Impact Analysis

The economic impacts of an infrastructure project are generally classified into three
categories: Direct effects, indirect effects and induced effects.
•

Direct effects are those realized from the expenditures of a project itself. In the
analysis, this reflects the construction, operation and related activities associated
with the projects.

•

Indirect effects are the inter-industry effects that are linked to the direct effects.
These are additional effects that are “stimulated” by the direct expenditures. For
example, exploration and development activities indirectly generate jobs in
Alaska’s oil and gas support industries.

•

Induced effects represent the response by households and employees spending
their (additional) wages on goods and services in the local economy. The

1

There is very limited publicly-available information on the project proposed by BP/ConocoPhillips
Partnership. Because of the presumed similarities between the project proposed in the TC Alaska Application
and the BP/ConocoPhillips Partnership project, many of the assumptions and costs provided by TC Alaska
have been used as proxies for a Producer project.
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additional spending further stimulates activity in the economy as industries respond
to the increased spending, which creates additional jobs in the region.
The direct, indirect, and induced effects represent the total effects to the local
economy. This process of stimulating the economy, spending and re-spending effects
is called the “multiplier” effect. The multiplier effect continues until spending stops or
“leaks” out of the economy (e.g., through savings or purchases of goods and services
outside the region).
One method used to estimate the economic impacts of projects or policies involves the
use of input-output (I-O) relationships or models. I-O models capture relationships
among different industries within a region or economy, and through these relationships
allows estimation of how changes in one industry can affect demand for other
industries. The AGIA employment analysis applies a well-accepted model, IMPLAN
(IMpact Analysis for PLANning), to estimate potential employment effects from the
projects.
2.2 Estimation Approach: IMPLAN

IMPLAN is a well-accepted software package that can be used to calculate the
economic impacts of projects or policies. IMPLAN was originally developed by the
United States Department of Agriculture’s Forest Service in cooperation with the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and the United States Department of the
Interior’s Bureau of Land Management for land and resource management planning
(IMPLAN, 2004). Currently, it is being managed by the Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc.
IMPLAN allows the user to build an input-output model tailored to examine the potential
impacts of a proposed project on a specific region or state. The system is flexible and
contains a database of more than 500 industrial sectors gathered from counties
throughout the United States. ARCADIS developed an IMPLAN model for the State of
Alaska to estimate potential employment effects of the different projects. Inputs to the
model include engineering data (i.e., expenditures) related to the construction and
operation of the three projects. These include, for example, cost estimates for project
development, site preparation, construction of the gas treatment plant and liquefaction
facility, and construction of the pipeline and compressor stations.
Where data was lacking, ARCADIS applied conservative assumptions (i.e.,
assumptions that tend to result in lower costs) to supplement the engineering data.
Thus, the employment impact results presented herein are conservative.
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It is important to note also that the expenditure estimates are preliminary given the
uncertainties associated with such large and long-term projects; these uncertainties
trickle down into the economic impact results generated by IMPLAN.
It is also important to consider the labor supply in Alaska. The IMPLAN model predicts
the number of jobs that will be created in the State. However, it does not predict from
where the labor supply will come. There is potentially an issue of a shortage of Alaska
labor given the size of the project; such a shortage would minimize the multiplier effect
predicted in the model (that is, if the labor supply is not sufficient to meet the demand
for indirect and induced labor, labor markets outside of Alaska will react to fill those
positions). However, with proper planning, such as state training programs to help
prepare Alaskans to fill these jobs, the necessary skills could be developed to support
a project of this magnitude.
Nonetheless, these preliminary results offer useful information related to the potential
additional jobs that could be created from the projects. In addition, it is important to
recognize that the model uncertainties impact all projects equally; therefore, evaluating
the results on a relative basis provides a more useful comparison because the
uncertainties “net out.” 2

2

The IMPLAN model is widely used to evaluate the economic impacts of different projects or policies.
Employment and other related economic impact estimates provide useful information for assessing and
comparing the merits of different projects. The results suggest that the different projects are expected to
generate a large number of jobs during different phases over time (construction, operations, exploration and
development). Nonetheless, it is important to note some assumptions and limitations of the IMPLAN model
and results.
An important assumption used in the modeling exercise is the assumption of ceteris paribus, or all other
things being equal. It is an important assumption because it assumes that the there are no “shocks” to the
Alaskan economy during the analysis period or that other potential influences were “held constant”. This is a
strong assumption given the duration of the analysis. In addition, the IMPLAN results are a direct function of
the expenditures information for the projects. Variations or deviances in the costs over the duration will affect
the employment projections.
Having noted the above assumptions/limitations, it is important to recognize that the results provide useful
information, especially when the projected employment effects are compared on a relative basis.
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3. Assessment of Potential Employment Generated from Exploration and
Development Activities
This section discusses the potential exploration and development activities, costs and
potential employment impacts for the different projects. To provide a more complete
view of the types of employment that may be generated by any natural gas
commercialization project, ARCADIS developed estimates of potential employment
that may be generated as a result of natural gas exploration and development work on
the North Slope, in addition to the construction-related employment (presented in
Section 4 below).
As discussed in the Findings document, the development of a natural gas pipeline from
the North Slope to market may open the entire North Slope basin to natural gas
exploration and development. The number and duration of natural gas exploration and
development jobs created on the North Slope will be directly tied to the availability of
capacity in the pipeline, access to the pipeline by all who wish to commit natural gas to
the pipeline, and by the tariffs charged to transport gas through the pipeline.
3.1 Exploration and Development Assumptions and Project Scenarios

The following assumptions were used to develop the exploration and developmentrelated employment estimates. The assumptions for the TC Alaska project are based
on the characteristics of their Application under AGIA; the LNG project assumptions
are drawn from information presented by Gas Strategies Consulting on the engineering
and commercial characteristics of LNG projects around the world. (Appendix I; Gas
Strategies Consulting, 2008) The assumptions regarding the Producer project were
developed after a review of the past operations of the producer-owned Trans-Alaska
Pipeline System and other pipelines owned by BP and ConocoPhillips (see Chapter 5
of the Findings document for a discussion of these points).
•

The TC Alaska Scenario. As presented in their Application, the TC Alaska project
will be open to all shippers, will expand its capacity as demanded by shippers, and
will offer a reasonable tariff structure for all shippers. These attributes are expected
to encourage exploration and development work on the North Slope; this
exploration and development will be timed so that new fields are brought online
when the pipeline comes on-line and as capacity in the pipeline is available. New
natural gas production will be brought on-line to the volumes available through
engineering increment expansion up to 5.9 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d).
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•

The LNG Scenario. Due to the market and operating structure of LNG projects,
the conceptual LNG project is conceived to demand additional natural gas only at
the time necessary to fulfill delivery contracts or to keep the project operating at its
design capacity.

•

The Producer Proposal Scenario. For the Producer Proposal scenario, it is
modeled that the pipeline’s capacity will not be expanded until such time as
reserves on producer leases begin to decline in production and pipeline capacity
becomes available.

3.2 Exploration and Development Employment Calculation Methodology

Calculating the potential employment from exploration and development under each of
the three project scenarios requires (1) an estimation of how much natural gas will be
required and when given the assumptions for each scenario, and (2) an understanding
of the costs of exploration and development to bring new natural gas resources online.
This information and data can then be used to generate employment projections for
each project.
3.2.1 Exploration and Development, Production Timing

To determine how much natural gas will be required, and when it will be needed, this
report draws upon the 4.5 bcf/d base case scenario developed for the Findings report.
This base case assumes that natural gas will be produced from the Prudhoe Bay Unit
at a rate of 3.0 bcf/d; from the Point Thomson Unit at a rate of 0.9 bdf/d; and from other
currently-producing fields (e.g., Kuparuk and Endicott) at a rate of 0.6 bcf/d.
LNG and Producer Proposal Scenarios. For both the LNG and Producer Proposal
scenarios, calculations suggest that additional natural gas volumes will be required in
2031 (State of Alaska, 2008). Assuming a five year lag between exploration and first
gas from a new field, exploration work may commence as early as 2026.3
TC Alaska Scenario. Under the TC Alaska scenario, it is conceived that the pipeline’s
capacity may be expanded during the design and construction phases if sufficient
additional gas is committed to the pipeline to justify the expansion cost. Because of the

3

The assumptions made regarding the LNG project and the BP/ConocoPhillips Partnership result in identical
outcomes: Exploration and development work is not expected to occur until such time as production from
existing resources (Prudhoe Bay, other currently-producing field such as Endicott and Kuparuk, and the Point
Thomson Unit) declines below the volumes necessary to maintain a flow rate of 4.5 bcf/d through the pipeline.
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ability to increase capacity in engineering increments through the addition or upgrading
of compressor stations, it is modeled that explorers would begin work as soon as a
pipeline is approved so that pipeline capacity equal to 5.9 bcf/d are available coincident
with pipeline startup in 2020.4
The differences in the volumes of additional natural gas that may be demanded by a
TC Alaska operated pipeline or the BP/ConocoPhillips Partnership or LNG projects is
shown in Figure 1. As discussed above, it is modeled that a TC Alaska pipeline will be
expanded during the design and construction phase so that it is capable of accepting
volumes up to 5.9 bcf/d; it is also modeled that any Producer Proposal project and the
LNG project will not transport additional gas until such time as existing fields’ natural
gas production comes off plateau and begins to decline.
Figure 1.

Production Timing of Project Scenarios

Million Cubic Feet per Day

5,000.0

4,000.0

3,000.0

2,000.0

1,000.0

Production makeup
necessary under
Producer Proposal or
LNG scenarios.

Production
makeup
necessary under TC scenario.

0.0
2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

Estimating when exploration and development companies will begin to search for new
natural gas resources on the North Slope is rife with difficulties and uncertainties; the
further into the future that such estimations are made, the greater the difficulty in
making those estimates and the greater the uncertainties associated with those them.

4

This report assumes that the pipeline will be expanded as necessary to meet or exceed production volumes
from new fields as they come online.
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However, some reasonable assumptions can be made:
1. The first area to be explored and developed is expected to be the Foothills
region. This area has been explored in the past, and is the focus of current
work by at least one independent production company. It is located close to
the route of any pipeline, and contains relatively dry, unassociated gas. The
Foothills region will likely provide the first volumes of additional natural gas on
the North Slope, and will also contribute over the long-term.
2. The National Petroleum Reserve-Alaska (NPR-A), located to the west of
Prudhoe Bay, holds the promise of significant natural gas discoveries and
developments in the mid- to long-term timeframes.
3. The Beaufort Sea and Chukchi Sea Outer Continental Shelf areas offer
significant long-term potential. However, due to their distance from existing
infrastructure, these regions are not expected to begin producing in the
timeframe examined in this report.5
Given these assumptions, and drawing from information contained in the State of
Alaska’s “Outlook for Yet-to-Find North Slope Natural Gas Resources” (Outlook paper;
State of Alaska, 2008), it is possible that natural gas from the Foothills may be
produced as early as the date of pipeline startup under the TC Alaska Application. As
these reserves come off their production plateau and the volumes of natural gas from
them begins to decline, it is a logical extension that natural gas from fields in NPR-A
and in the near-shore areas of the Beaufort Sea could be potentially brought on-line
beginning in 2023 and 2024. In the longer-term, additional fields in the Foothills area
could be brought on-line, followed by new fields in NPR-A. While this is a rather
simplistic view of potential production of natural gas from North Slope reservoirs, it
nonetheless allows for a comparison of the level and timing of employment impacts
resulting from exploration and development in the basin.
3.3 Exploration and Development, Production Costs

Estimated costs for exploration and development in the Foothills, NPR-A and Beaufort
Sea areas were obtained from the Outlook paper (State of Alaska, 2008: Tables 2 and
3).

5

Near-shore fields located in the Beaufort OCS could produce gas in the near-term for shipment due to the
presence of nearby infrastructure.
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3.4 Exploration and Development, Employment6

Using cost and production information from the “Outlook” paper and its supporting
data, employment projections were generated for the TC Alaska scenario and the
Producer Proposal and LNG scenarios. The assumptions outlined in Section 3.1 above
represent the extremes of potential exploration and development scenarios—reality will
lie somewhere between the two. However, using the extreme cases allows for an
evaluation of the magnitude of differences between the three scenarios and allows for
an understanding of what is at stake for Alaska and Alaskans.
Table 1.

Estimated Employment Generated by the TC Alaska Scenario Over the
Duration of Potential Exploration and Development Timeframes

Direct
Employment
Foothills Exploration and Development, 2015-2023
NPRA Exploration and Development, 2019-2027
Beaufort Sea OCS Exploration and Development,
2018-2026
Foothills Exploration and Development, 2026-2041
NPRA Exploration and Development, 2035-2045
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT OVER 2015-2045 STUDY
PERIOD

Indirect
Employment

8,900
3,800
2,600

1,900
790
560

35,500
20,900
71,700

7,500
4,700
15,500

6

The exploration and development employment calculation conceives that production facilities will be
constructed in Alaska rather than built out of state and barged/trucked to the North Slope.
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Table 2.

Estimated Employment Generated under either the LNG or the
BP/ConocoPhillips Partnership Scenarios Over the Duration of Potential
Exploration and Development Timeframes 7

Direct
Employment
Beaufort Sea OCS Exploration and Development,
2026-2034
NPRA Exploration and Development, 2029-2037
Foothills Exploration and Development, 2031-2039
Foothills Exploration and Development, 2034-2045
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT OVER 2015-2045 STUDY
PERIOD

Indirect
Employment

2,600

560

3,800
8,900
31,600
46,900

790
1,900
6,400
9,700

3.4.1 Potential Exploration and Development Employment, Analysis

Examination of the results presented in Tables 1 and 2 above suggests that there is a
significant employment time lag incurred under either the LNG or the Producer
Proposal scenarios. Because of the time it will take existing fields on the North Slope to
drop off their production plateaus, there is a greater than 10 year time lag between
when exploration and development work may start under the TC Alaska scenario and
when it may start under the Producer Proposal or LNG scenarios. Note that the
employment estimates presented above and developed using the IMPLAN model
include both full-time and part-time workers.
The importance of this time lag between the two scenarios becomes evident when
considering employment on the North Slope employment in toto. Production in existing
fields is declining; as these fields reach exhaustion, they will no longer generate the
levels of employment that they once did. However, exploration and development work
on the North Slope spurred by an open and competitive basin will generate
employment opportunities that may allow for displaced oil field workers to transition to
jobs in natural gas fields.

7

The difference seen between Tables 1 and 2 in the employment generated by Foothills Exploration and
Development in the 2034-2045 period is due to some long-term Foothills-related work that extended past
2045 being ‘cut off’ in the calculations.
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3.5 Field Operations

As new natural gas fields are developed and wells begin producing, field operations
and well maintenance jobs are created. Operational expenditures for production wells
are divided into fixed costs ($1 million per well per year (State of Alaska, 2008)), and
variable costs that are field-specific and expressed in terms of dollars per million cubic
feet of gas. The level of detail pursued in this report does not warrant calculating
employment generated from variable cost expenditures. However, using the fixed
operating cost per well, we have estimated the number of direct well operations jobs
that may be generated under each scenario. They are presented below in Table 3.8
Table 3.

Well Operations and Maintenance, Direct Employment per Year

TC Alaska
Scenario

BP/ConocoPhillips
Partnership
Scenario

LNG Scenario

2025

310

0

0

2030

530

0

0

2045

1,600

800

800

3.5.1 Analysis of Exploration and Development and Well Operations Employment Projections

Comparing the employment that may be generated from new exploration and
development work on the North Slope spurred by construction of a natural gas pipeline,
and the well operations and maintenance employment that will follow development, it is
obvious that significantly greater numbers of jobs are likely to be made available
sooner if an open access, expandable pipeline offering reasonable tariffs is constructed
versus a project that may not offer these attributes.

8

Because the figures contained in Table 3 do not include variable operating expenses, they are conservative
and underestimate the numbers of jobs that will be created as fields come into production.
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4. Construction and Operations Assessment
This section provides an assessment of construction and pipeline operations-related
costs and employment impacts for the different projects.
4.1 Construction Costs
4.1.1 IMPLAN Input Data: TC Alaska Construction Costs

The major construction and related activities associated with the TC Alaska project
include development and construction of a gas treatment plant (GTP), the pipeline and
compression stations. The analysis assumes that these construction activities would
begin in 2010 and end in 2020, with first gas delivery in 2020.
The model uses information from the TC Alaska Application to estimate the potential
employment effects. Table 4 reproduces the cost information provided by TC Alaska
for the development and execution phases for the GTP and Alaska section of the
pipeline. TC Alaska also provided the State with a more detailed breakout of these
costs that allowed the modeling team to isolate labor expenditures from material
expenditures; this information is considered confidential, and cannot be provided here.
However, this information was used to generate the employment impacts described
below in Section 4.3
Due to the presumed similarities between the project proposed in the TC Alaska
Application and in the Producer Proposal, the reader may assume that the
construction-related employment generated by the development of a pipeline under the
Producer Proposal are likely to be very similar to the project proposed in the TC Alaska
Application.
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Table 4.

TC Alaska Construction Costs (2007 million $)

TC Alaska

9

Phase
Total

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

8

14

25

25

25

12

109

21

38

67

66

67

33

292

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Development Phase
GTP
Alaska Section

Phase
Total

Execution Phase
GTP
Alaska Section

62

985

1,20

2,15

1,26

15

5,69

166

1,26

2,22

3,77

2,32

32

9,79

Source: TC Alaska correspondence dated 14 December 2008.

4.1.2

IMPLAN Input Data: LNG Construction

This section provides construction cost information for the conceptual LNG proposal.
Because the LNG-based Applications submitted under AGIA were incomplete, the
construction cost information presented below is drawn from the work of experts
retained by the commissioners. Details of the methods used to generate these cost
estimates is provided in Appendix F of the Findings.
The major construction and related activities associated with the LNG project involve
the development and construction of a gas treatment plant, a pipeline from the North
Slope to the vicinity of Valdez, and a liquefaction facility to be sited at tidewater in
Prince William Sound. The analysis assumes that construction activities to develop
these project components begins in 2009 and ends in 2021. The scheduling of these
activities was presumed to roughly parallel the schedule presented by TC Alaska in
their Application.

9

The schedule presented in the TC Alaska correspondence has been advanced to account for the extensive
review of the TC Alaska Application and the subsequent summer scheduling of the Legislature’s special
session and to account for schedule risk. We assume that should TC Alaska be issued a license under AGIA,
their work will begin in 2009, not 2008 as presented in their Application.
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Table 5.

LNG Construction Costs (2007 million $)

LNG

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Phase
Total

Development Phase
GTP

12

20

36

36

36

17

157

Alaska Section

27

47

83

83

83

40

364

LNG

32

55

99

99

99

47

431

2015

2016

2017

2018

2014

2019

2020

2021

Phase
Total

Execution Phase
GTP

139

1,059

1,867

3,160

1,949

27

8,200

Alaska Section

207

1,576

2,777

4,701

2,899

40

12,200

3,074

23,361

28,930

30,738

34,354

30,738

LNG

4.2

28,930

687

22,500

Operation Costs

This section provides the operations costs for the projects.
4.2.1 IMPLAN Input Data: GTP, Pipeline and LNG Operations Costs

Operation of the TC Alaska or a Producer Proposal pipeline is estimated to begin in
2019; the LNG project is estimated to start shipments in 2020. The estimated
operations costs for the GTP, pipeline, and liquefaction plant were communicated to
ARCADIS by Energy Project Consultants, LLC, one of the commissioners’ expert
authorities. (Energy Project Consultants, 2008: Email communication dated April 18)
Operations costs for the TC Alaska project and any pipeline constructed under the
Producer Proposal are modeled to be equal.
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Table 6.

GTP, Pipeline and LNG Operating Costs (2007 million $)

Per year
GTP
Pipeline
LNG

Total (2019-2045)

130

3,510

63

1,701

388

10,476

4.3 IMPLAN Construction and Operations Employment Results

This section provides the estimated employment resulting from construction of the TC
Alaska, LNG, and the Producer Proposal projects. As discussed earlier, IMPLAN
provides employment effects in terms of direct effects, indirect effects and induced
effects. Note that the IMPLAN employment estimates include both full-time and parttime workers.
4.3.1 IMPLAN Construction Employment Results

The IMPLAN-generated results for construction-related employment are provided in
Table 7 below. Estimated total direct, indirect, and induced employment effects and
comparison of the three projects are shown.
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Table 7.

Construction Employment10,11

TC Alaska Application

Producer Proposal

LNG Project

Direct Employment

Direct Employment

Direct Employment

2009

600

600

750

2010

770

770

970

2011

970

970

1,300

2012

970

970

1,200

2013

970

970

1,200

2014

1,300

1,300

2,400

2015

5,200

5,200

6,000

2016

9,100

9,100

10,000

2017

15,000

15,000

16,000

2018

9,800

9,800

11,700

2019

620

620

3,600

2020

0

0

3,000

3,800

3,800

4,800

Total average
construction
employment per
IMPLAN model results

10

It is thought that the GTP and LNG facilities will be constructed outside Alaska and then barged to either the North Slope or Prince
William Sound. The cost estimates generated by the commissioners’ technical teams for the GTP and LNG facilities were created on a
unit basis, and as such do not include a detailed labor breakout that would allow for direct calculation of the number of jobs in Alaska
necessary to prepare the installation sites and to install and commission the facilities for commercial operation. Using publicly available
information on past infrastructure preparation and installation work on the North Slope and the conceptual schedules created by the
technical team, site preparation and facility installation employment demands were estimated and added to the IMPLAN results for
pipeline construction. It is estimated that 200 direct jobs will be created on the North Slope in each of the years 2016 and 2017 to create
the infrastructure necessary for installation of the GTP. It is further estimated that 500 direct jobs will be created in each of the years
2018 and 2019 to install the GTP. The estimates for the number of jobs at the LNG facility site were constrained by the capacity of the
project camp, which has been cited as 3,000; this information is drawn from the technical team reports. It is estimated that employment
at the LNG site will ramp-up from a low of 500 direct jobs during camp construction and early site preparation activities to a sustained
level of 3,000 direct jobs during the years 2018 and 2019 as the first LNG modules are sealifted to the site, installed, and readied for
operation.
11
Note that the data presented here are annualized and do not take into account the seasonality of some of
the work that will be conducted during pipeline construction.
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4.3.2 Summary of Construction Employment Projections

Examining the data in Table 7 makes it clear that the TC Alaska project, any Producer
Proposal project, or the LNG project are all expected to generate a very significant
numbers of short-term jobs during the peak of the construction period. All three projects
are estimated to generate between 15,000 and 16,00 direct positions throughout the
economy at the peak of construction.
4.3.3 IMPLAN Operations Employment Results

Table 8 provides the estimated direct employment impacts for the TC Alaska and LNG
projects.
Table 8.

Operations Employment, Per Year

TC Alaska Application

Producer Proposal

LNG Project

Direct Employment
150

Direct Employment
150

Direct Employment
150

Pipeline

70

70

70

LNG

--

--

440

Total

220

220

660

GTP

IMPLAN Results
4.3.4 Summary of Operating Employment Projections

The results indicate that the conceptual LNG project is expected to offer more longterm operations-related jobs than an overland pipeline route built and operated by
either TC Alaska or the Producer Proposal sponsors. This is due to the need to staff
the large liquefaction facility in Prince William Sound.
Due to the presumed similarity in design and operation of an overland pipeline route, it
is assumed that the GTP and pipeline operations staffing would be equal between the
TC Alaska project and any pipeline built under the Producer Proposal.
4.4 Employment Generated from State Revenue from Natural Gas Production

This section discusses the potential macro-level employment impacts of increased
state government revenues that may be derived from the projects proposed by TC
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Alaska, the conceptual LNG project and the BP/ConocoPhillips Partnership. As
discussed above in Section 1.1, induced employment includes employment created by
government spending of oil and gas revenues to the State. Induced employment
includes employment by suppliers of goods to the government and Alaskan
households as well as employment by other entities that support those suppliers.
When State revenue generated from oil and gas development is spent, it affects the
broader regional economy—producing jobs and income in trade and services that may
be far removed, in economic terms, from natural gas exploration and development
activities. For example, when a natural gas discovery is developed, firms hired to drill
the wells are direct beneficiaries, but the citizens of Alaska also benefit when the State
government spends revenues from that natural gas discovery and development on
new capital investment projects and new State government jobs that re-circulate
money throughout the State’s economy.
There are four major sources of State revenues anticipated from the proposed projects
–State and Federal mineral lease revenues including royalties, property taxes,
production severance taxes, and corporate income taxes. The employment and
economic impact generated from these States revenues will depend on (1) how much
revenue each project generates for the State, and (2) how the money is used by the
government. The revenues will most likely be split along three pathways: the Alaska
Permanent Fund, the State operating budget, and the State Capital Projects budget.
For fields leased prior to 1980, at least one quarter (25 percent) of all mineral lease
royalties received by the State must be deposited in the Permanent Fund. For fields
leased after 1980, a 50 percent contribution to the Permanent Fund is required. In
addition, a contribution of 0.5 percent of all royalties and bonuses must be deposited in
the Public School Fund Trust. Of the remaining balance, it is assumed that
approximately 95 percent will be spent through the State operating budget and the
remainder allocated to the Capital Projects budget (McDowell Group, 2002).
4.5 Permanent Fund Dividend Impacts on Employment

It is anticipated that fully 25 percent of all royalty revenue generated from the proposed
projects would be deposited in the Permanent Fund. These deposits will continue to
generate dividends for Alaskan citizens and spending of those dividends will recirculate in the economy with a significant share going to fund big-ticket purchases that
produce jobs and income in the trade and service sectors (Goldsmith, 2002). The
overall economic impact of the Permanent Fund program was addressed by the
Institute for Social and Economic research in 1989 (ISER, 1989). The study found that
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the dividend created approximately 13 jobs per million dollars generated. Another
important macro-economic effect of the Permanent Fund is the stable cash flow it
provides to rural Alaska.
4.6 State Operating Budget Impacts on Employment

Generally speaking, economists tend to split state and local government general
operating budget expenditures into two groups: education and non-education
(IMPLAN, 2004). Education tends to have relatively high direct employment multipliers
because payroll is usually a school district’s largest budget item. For example, in a
recent analysis of the economic impacts of oil development in ANWR, the McDowell
group reports that approximately 29 jobs are generated for every million dollars of state
revenue expenditure while state spending on other operating budget items creates a
total of approximately 20 jobs per million dollars.
4.7 Capital Projects Budget Impacts on Employment

Finally, while it is anticipated to be a small part of the overall induced impact from the
proposed projects, the employment and economic effects of capital budget
expenditures generally are considered separately from the other two streams because
they tend to be isolated to impacts on sectors related to construction and infrastructure
development. Economists tend to split capital budget expenditures into two separate
groups: New highways and streets and new government facilities (IMPLAN, 2004). In
their recent analysis, the McDowell Group estimates that approximately 14 jobs tend to
be created from every million dollars spent on capital budget projects in Alaska.
4.8 Summary of State Revenue-generated Employment

Due to uncertainties surrounding how state revenue will be spent, the employment
impacts generated by increased State revenues from natural gas production cannot be
accurately estimated at this time. A pipeline project that sufficiently maximizes state
revenues per cubic foot produced will generate the greatest employment impacts;
conversely, a pipeline project that offers high tariffs will offer lower revenues, and
hence lower government spending-related employment. Similar relationships can be
seen in the link between state revenue and expansion and open access.
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Executive Summary
AGIA Training Strategic Planning Document:
A Call to Action

The Need: Close the Alaskan Skills Gap
Alaska stands at a crossroad of vital need and compelling opportunity. The state is in
its twentieth year of steady economic growth with 48,000 new jobs projected by 2014,
however in some regions unemployment is among the highest in the nation, and is
ranked fifth in the nation for teens not in school and not working. Vast supplies of oil,
gas, and minerals make Alaska one of the most resource rich regions in the world, yet
the state faces a workforce skills gaps in critical occupations where there are either a
high number of non-residents, or a significant percent are over the age of 45.

Among the most promising economic drivers is the potential construction of an Alaska
gas pipeline, but the state’s workforce preparedness system, including public K-12 and
post-secondary education, is not meeting current industry demand. Not to be repeated
is the fact that when the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System was built 30 years ago, most
jobs were filled by nonresidents; Alaska’s workforce was simply not prepared. Governor
Sarah Palin championed the passage of the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (AGIA) in
2007. The AGIA statute’s call to action is particularly timely as it is widely understood
that Alaska’s natural resources must be responsibly developed to the maximum benefit
of all Alaskans.

The Strategy: AGIA Training To Enhance Existing Programs
The AGIA Training Strategic Planning Document is designed to enhance Alaska’s existing training programs so that Alaskans are afforded the opportunity to upgrade skills
and acquire new ones in preparation for gasline jobs. The plan identifies four broad
strategies to address the workforce needs of the existing labor skills gap and AGIA:
1) increase awareness of an access to career opportunities in natural resource
development,
2) develop a comprehensive, integrated career and technical education system that
aligns training institutions and coordinates program delivery,
3) increase opportunities for registered apprenticeship in skilled occupations and
expand other structured training opportunities, and
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The Promise: Put Alaskans To Work
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4) increase opportunities for development of appropriate training programs for
operations, technical, and management workers.

The Plan: Five Years, Three Phases
While this document remains subject to updates, the training plan outlines a five-year
strategically phased approach for accomplishing its strategies.
 Phase one – establish industry skill standards for training and extend accreditation
to regional training centers;
 Phase two is to address the existing “skills gap” and will require significant new
investments in public post secondary training programs with significant expansion of
registered apprenticeship programs;
 Phase three will require information on the number of jobs created by the gasline
project and focus on training for those jobs.

The plan includes the Alaska Department of Labor
and Workforce Development
Research and Analysis Section’s newly identified 113 AGIA related occupations; future
updates will feature more precise job projections and a skills inventory and outreach
component to the Alaska Labor Exchange System (ALEXsys), supporting gasline
employer recruitment and resident hire.

The Purpose: Anchored In Collaboration and Innovation
The plan’s overall purpose is to bring Alaska into a new era of collaboration and innovation among educators and training providers combined with strategic investments in
connected, regionally delivered and accredited programs to create world class training
and education systems for Alaska. The plan will guide the Alaska Workforce Investment
Board about where and how to invest in training.
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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The Call For Action: Engage Stakeholders To Build Capacity
The call for action now is to engage educators, trainers, sponsors of registered apprenticeship, and business and industry in committing to finance and execute the plan’s
strategies. The results will transform Alaska’s workforce preparedness system, catalyze a
spirit of innovation, and ultimately create a new economy, beyond the boom and bust
cycle, where new business and industry is encouraged by the state’s collective capacity
and expertise to train a local workforce.

Draft AGIA
Training Strategic Planning Document
January 2008

The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act of 2007 requires that “the Commissioner of Labor
and Workforce Development shall develop a job training program that will provide
training for Alaskans in gas pipeline project management, construction, operations,
maintenance and other gas pipeline related positions” (AS 43.90.470).

Participants in the planning process began with an examination of the existing training
environment. They quickly determined that although steps have been taken by both
government and the private sector to address worker shortages and skill gaps, the system
is not meeting current workforce development demands, much less the added demands
of AGIA. Participants also realized that there are other major natural resource
development projects underway or in the planning stages—projects that demand many
of the same skills needed for pipeline construction. The planning participants concluded
that focusing only on a gas pipeline would ignore these larger issues of capacity and
competition for workers. They therefore adopted a broader goal for their efforts.

Goal: Deliver an Alaska workforce prepared for careers in construction,
operations, management and other occupations related to natural
resource development including a gasline.
 When examining current capacity, participants identified these areas as needing
particular attention:
 Making better use of current workforce development resources through greater
cooperation and coordination.
 Recognizing industry’s major contributions to worker training and leveraging these
resources by expanding public/private partnerships.
 Creating better connections between Alaskans and the career opportunities opened
up by a gasline and other development projects.
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To fulfill this charge, Commissioner Click Bishop sought the advice of concerned and
knowledgeable Alaskans in identifying strategies that would best prepare the state’s
workforce for the demands of gas pipeline construction. A cross section of industry,
labor, education and state government representatives have been involved in the
planning effort. A list of participants is attached as Appendix A.
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The plan presented on the following pages addresses these points. It consists of a set of
recommended strategies that, if implemented, will position the state to “grow its own”
workforce for AGIA and for other large projects. The suggested activities are not directed
specific jobs or occupations. They are intended to build a flexible system of workforce
development that can anticipate and respond to a variety of demands and that will serve
Alaskans well into the future.
Planning participants recognize that implementing the plan will call for significant
additional investment by the State of Alaska. In order that this investment yields the
greatest return, it must be directed at high need, cost effective proposals. The groups
strongly recommend that the Alaska Workforce Investment Board review and prioritize
all requests for operational and capital training funds—a role well within the Board’s
charge of overseeing and coordinating Alaska’s workforce development policies and
programs. To fulfill this function effectively, the Board must be empowered and
strengthened. This requires adequate budget and staffing, including a full-time AWIB
position to oversee AGIA training plan implementation.
The planning groups have been guided by the Principles for Alaska’s Vocational and
Technical Education and Training System found in Alaska’s Future Workforce Strategic
Policies and Investment Blueprint. Participants reviewed and endorsed the good
planning efforts that have already been accomplished—for example, the Construction
Workforce Development Plan adopted by AWIB in 2006 and the Vocational Education
Comprehensive Plan for Alaska developed by DOLWD in 2004—and have incorporated
many of the recommendations from these plans.
Planning participants also reached consensus on the following points:
 Industry employers, trade associations, trade unions, apprenticeship sponsors, local,
state and federal agencies and public and private educational institutions all have a
role in workforce development.
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Program planners and decision makers need accurate information on employment
demand and supply.
 Preparation of the future workforce must start early in the educational process.
 Public/private partnerships are essential.
 Training needs to be based on industry standards.
 State training dollars should be targeted at programs that meet industry needs and
standards, incorporate proven strategies and techniques (“best practices”) and
demonstrate measurable outcomes.
 Training for the gas pipeline needs to emphasize long-term careers as well as shortterm jobs.

In addition to the development of a strategic plan, DOLWD has begun building the data
foundation for the AGIA job training program. Working with industry partners, DOLWD
staff identified those occupations needed in the construction of a natural gas pipeline.
In 2006, over 16 percent of workers in these occupations were nonresidents and over 37
percent were over the age of 45 – statistics that point to both current and future skills
gaps. (See Appendix B.) Unless these skills gaps are addressed, both sides of the labor
market will suffer. Alaska’s employers will have difficulty finding the types of workers
they need and significant numbers of Alaskans will remain either unemployed or
discouraged.
The plan is not complete; rather, it provides a framework for further action. It will be
revisited and refined frequently as more detailed information about the gas pipeline and
other major projects becomes available. Carrying out the identified strategies will require
concentrated effort on the part of responsible parties—the State of Alaska, industry and
private training providers. Through this cooperative effort, the planning groups believe
that the state can achieve the following vision:
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Alaskans are trained and ready for gas pipeline and other natural
resource development jobs and these jobs are made available to Alaskans.
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Strategy 1.0
Increase awareness of and access
to career opportunities in
natural resource development.
Industry and the state need to promote understanding among Alaskans about the
career opportunities opened up by the development of the state’s natural
resources. Further, Alaskans need information on how to prepare themselves to
access these opportunities.

This strategy can be implemented by:
 Conducting public awareness campaigns.
 Developing a comprehensive, one-stop information system on training
opportunities and job openings in Alaska.

Funding:
 Industry
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 State general fund
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Strategic Element 1.1
Conduct public awareness
campaign
Rationale
The development of Alaska’s natural resources offers enormous career
opportunities for state residents. However, even those most closely involved in
workforce training do not have a complete understanding of the employment
demands of the various large scale projects that are underway or in the planning
stages. Parents, high school students and adult workers have much more limited
information on which to base career planning and goals.

Action Steps
 Retain professional assistance in crafting a multi-faceted public awareness
strategy phased to the development of the gas pipeline and other major
resource development projects
 Develop communication strategies effective in recruiting rural, Alaska Native
and minority residents into training and jobs
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Identify best practices to be highlighted in the campaign
 Develop consistent—branded—messages

Responsible Parties
 DOLWD/AWIB
 Business/industry partners

Resources
 Funding
State general fund
Industry
 People
 AGIA Training Plan Coordinator

FY09

Evaluation
Public awareness/communications plan is in place and being implemented as
phased.
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Strategic Element 1.2
Develop a comprehensive, one-stop information system
on job openings and training opportunities in Alaska.
Rationale
Once Alaskans are made aware of the employment opportunities provided by
natural resource development, they need to know how they can access these jobs
or the training/retraining they might need to become prepared for employment.
At present, this information is scattered and not always current. A centralized
clearinghouse of information that can be accessed on-line can provide a link
between individuals and opportunities.

Action Steps
 Create an inventory of available training and job openings, emphasizing jobs
related to natural resource development
 Disseminate the inventory through interactive electronic and print media
 Provide for updating and maintenance of the system
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Provide incentives for trainers and employers to participate in the inventory
 Increase support for packaging and disseminating regional employment data

Responsible Parties
 DOLWD/Employment Security Division
 Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education (ACPE)

Resources
 Materials/systems
ALEXsys employment data base
AKCIS career information data base
 Funding
State and federal workforce development dollars
 People
AGIA Training Plan Coordinator

Timeline
Evaluation
A centralized, electronic source of information on training and job opportunities
is established and maintained.
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Strategy 2.0
Develop a comprehensive, integrated Career and
Technical Education system for Alaska that aligns
training institutions and coordinates program delivery.
Building a strong, flexible workforce to meet Alaska’s resource development needs
requires a healthy CTE system—one that prepares high school students for further
training and work and that provides opportunities for adults to maintain job skills
or acquire new ones. At present, there is little state investment in career and
technical education at the secondary level and only limited support at the
postsecondary level.
In addition, there is no system in place to assure that CTE operating and capital
dollars are being spent in the most effective manner to meet high priority needs.
Better coordination among existing training institution and closer alignment of
program offerings are essential to increasing the state’s capacity to grow its own
labor force.

This strategy can be implemented by:
 Developing a state initiative for career pathways
 Incorporating career counseling and planning in the K-12 system.
 Creating an integrated system of out-of-school youth and adult training and
education
 Coordinating program development and delivery among the existing training
programs.

Funding:
 TVEP and STEP dollars
 State General Fund
 WIA and other federal training programs
 Industry
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Strategic Element 2.1
Develop a state initiative
for career pathways

Rationale
Alaskan students need a clear picture of the careers available to them and what
it takes to prepare for their chosen careers. Students also should have easy
transitions from one educational level to another. Career pathways—which lay out
the academic and technical instruction related to a particular career—can assist
students in planning their education and in securing employment in their field of
choice.

Action Steps
 Identify models for mapping career pathways
 Survey Alaskan school districts and the private sector
 Secure examples from national sources
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 “Alaskanize” nationally developed career pathways, where necessary, to fit
local conditions
 Utilize business/industry/education consortia to develop industry-specific
pathways if no model exists
 Provide electronic and print resources and pathways templates to public and
private training providers
 Require state-funded training programs to develop and implement career
pathways, including articulation between one educational level and the next
 Encourage private postsecondary training institutions to develop and utilize
career pathways
 Revitalize the Career and Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs), such as
DECA, Junior Achievement, etc.
 Reestablish and fill the AWIB Secondary/Postsecondary Liaison position

Responsible Parties
 Alaska Department of Education and Early Development (secondary school
career pathways)
 DOLWD (state-funded training centers)
 University of Alaska system
 Private training providers
 Business/industry consortia

Resources
 Models and materials:
National career pathways initiatives
 Funding:
State general fund
Federal (Carl Perkins IV, WIA)
Industry

Timeline
Begin immediately, based on the requirements of Carl Perkins IV. Provide state
funding by FY10.

Evaluation
All publicly-funded (secondary and postsecondary) training programs will be part
of a published career pathway that is available to students, parents and other
interested parties.
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Strategic Element 2.2
Incorporate career counseling
and planning into the K-12 system.

Rationale
Alaska’s K-12 student population is its greatest pool of potential workers. Better
information about career options in the state is a first step. However, students
also need assistance in making realistic career choices and taking concrete steps
to meet their career goals. Parents play an important part in forming their
children’s aspirations and choices and need to be involved in career planning.
Industry has information and resources that can help students make wise choices.

Action Steps
 Encourage school districts to utilize the Alaska Career Ready Certificate as an
impetus for career planning for all students
 Create and disseminate a template for career plans, based on career pathways
 Provide awareness and training for counselors and teachers in career pathways
and career plans
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Utilize industry consortia for career information and guidance materials and
presentations
 Use district-to-district volunteers to assist school districts with planning
 Develop and disseminate models for involving parents in career awareness and
planning
 Identify and disseminate strategies for using community resources in career
exploration and planning

Responsible Parties
 DEED
 Local school districts
 DOLWD

Resources
Materials and models
State and local school district career planning templates
DOLWD career guides and publications
Industry consortia-developed career information materials
 Funding
 People:
DEED Career and Technical Education Staff
DOLWD Career Counselors

Timeline
Fall 2009

Evaluation
All Alaskan high school graduates have a written career plan based on their
selected career pathway.
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Strategic Element 2.3
Establish and implement standards
for Alaskan training programs.

Rationale
All training should lead to employment by assuring that successful completers
demonstrate the technical skills and work attitudes required by industry. To meet
the needs of industry and students, training programs must be consistent across
the state. Developing and enforcing training standards can provide these
assurances. Programs and processes that produce demonstrated student success
and job placement need to be identified as “best practices” and adopted widely
in training efforts.

Action Steps
 Identify and disseminate information about available industry standards
 Identify nationally-adopted standards, where available
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Use business/industry/education consortia to develop or “Alaskanize”
standards if national models are not available or not sufficient for local
conditions
 Inventory training programs to assess if they are based on recognized industry
standards
 If current programs—either publicly or privately funded—do not meet
standards, provide assistance for
Curriculum development
Professional development
Equipment/materials needed to meet standards
Expense of undergoing industry certification review
 Require all state-funded training to be based on industry standards, leading
to appropriate industry certification for successful completers
 Require all state-funded training programs to adopt and implement an
employability and soft skills assessment program
 Recognize training programs that meet or exceed standards

Responsible Parties
 DEED
 DOLWD/AWIB

Resources
 Models and materials:
National standards developed by various industries
Existing employability and soft skills assessment programs (WorkKeys/WIN®,
Youth Employability Skills, SCANS).

Funding:
 Federal (Carl Perkins, WIA)
 Industry

Timeline
FY09 budget request

Evaluation
All state-funded training programs meet appropriate industry standards and
demonstrate inclusion of employability and soft skills.
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Strategic Element 2.4
Coordinate program development
and delivery among existing training programs.

Rationale
Alaska’s limited training resources must be deployed in the most efficient and
effective manner if the state’s workforce development needs are to be met.
Unnecessary duplication of programs, programs that are not adequately
resourced, facilities that are underutilized or substandard, competing
administrative structures all dilute the ability of the current system to respond to
demand.

Action Steps
 Create a network among existing state-supported regional training centers
that will:
Provide technical assistance in meeting program standards
Serve as an umbrella for national accreditation of these centers
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Rationalize program delivery among the centers
 Strengthen the statewide organization of career and technical training
providers as a vehicle for coordination and communication
 Incentivize private providers to meet state standards and recognize those that do
 Require requests for state operational and capital training dollars to be
funneled through and prioritized by the Alaska Workforce Investment Board

Responsible Parties
 DOLWD/AWIB
 State-funded training centers
 Statewide career and technical training providers

Resources
 Funding:
TVEP/STEP/state general fund
WIA, Denali Commission and other federal training programs
Industry

FY09 budget request

Evaluation
State training dollars are allocated in line with AWIB priorities. There is minimum
duplication of training programs and where duplication exists, it is based on
demonstrated need.
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Strategic Element 2.5
Maintain a robust support system
for youth and adult vocational education.

Rationale
Many youth and adults seeking to enter jobs in natural resource occupations need
skill development before they can be successful. Data indicate that there is a
considerable pool of workers who have some of the skills required for these
occupations, but need foundational skills upgrades, remediation, and/or
remediation in order to compete successfully for good jobs. Other adults may
need additional educational services such as Adult Basic Education (ABE), General
Educational Development (GED), English as a Second Language, and math and
language training. Prospective workers may also require other types of supportive
services while in training or apprenticeships. These services can be as small as a
referral for child care services to funding a complete physical exam, but are
required to keep the student in class and allow them to be successful.

Action Steps
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Increase support for ABE and ESL programs in all regions of the state.
 Identify and widely disseminate information on Web-based instruction for
skills upgrading in various occupations.
 Increase individual electronic access to the Alaska Job Center Network (AJCN)
and the Alaska Career Information System (AKCIS).
 Encourage the use of all available supportive services provided through
workforce development grantees, social service organizations, and the Onestop Job Centers, particularly training and employment services.

Responsible Parties
 DOLWD
 ABE/GED Grantees
 Job Center Network

Resources
 Marketing materials
 AKCIS & ALEXsys systems
 Funding (state and federal funds)
 Personnel (job center staff and partners; providers of ABE/GED; WIA & STEP
grantees)

Timeline
FY09

 Youth and adult workers have information about obtaining natural resource
development jobs.
 Reduce attrition in job training and apprenticeship programs.
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Strategy 3.0
Increase opportunities for registered
apprenticeship in skilled occupations and expand
other structured training opportunities.
Registered Apprenticeship is a national training system that combines paid
learning, on-the-job and related technical and theoretical instruction in a skilled
occupation. The purpose of a Registered Apprenticeship program is to enable
employers to develop and apply industry standards to training programs that can
increase productivity and improve the quality and safety of the workforce.
Apprenticeship programs are the primary vehicle for the considerable private
sector investment in workforce development.
Certifications earned through Registered Apprenticeship programs are recognized
nationwide as portable industry credentials. Registered Apprenticeship has been
utilized successfully in Alaska for over 50 years, primarily in the construction industry.
There are other models of structured training such as certificate and degree programs
that use internships, cooperatives and mentorships. Many college and career and
technical education programs utilize these models in engineering, project
management, and similar disciplines where on-the-job (OJT) practicums are required.

 Increasing job training through construction academies, career and tech- prep
programs, and pre-apprenticeship programs for entry-level employment.
 Increasing employment opportunities for apprenticeships on all construction
and infrastructure projects in Alaska.
 Developing training incentives for employers who utilize apprenticeships and
other structured OJT.
 Establishing a funding mechanism to support apprenticeships and other
structured training opportunities.

Funding:
 Davis-Bacon training benefit.
 Tax credits/WIA funding, and public and private investments.
 State training fund established through AS36.05.045
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This strategy can be implemented by:

 Industry
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Strategic Element 3.1
Increase job training through construction
academies, career and tech-prep programs, and preapprenticeship programs for entry-level employment.

Rationale
Training that utilizes actual work experience along with classroom instruction is
a time-proven method for placing people in jobs. The success of construction and
other skill academies in all parts of Alaska and with youth and adult workers
indicates that such efforts are cost-effective preparation for entry-level positions.
Tech prep programs transition secondary students to postsecondary programs,
including apprenticeship.

Action steps
 Increase state funding for workforce development programs that utilize
structured training opportunities
 Use state dollars to leverage private support for structured training
opportunities
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Increase state support for tech prep programs at both the secondary and
postsecondary level.

Responsible Parties
 DOLWD
 DEED
 University of Alaska
 Private sector training entities

Resources
 Funding
State training fund
Industry support for academies

Timeline
FY09

Evaluation
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Skill academies are offered in various regions of the state. Tech prep opportunities
are available in all state high schools. Training programs at all levels utilize some
form of structured, on-the-job training.
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Strategic Element 3.2
Increase employment opportunities for
apprenticeships on all construction
and infrastructure projects in Alaska

Rationale
Employers have long been the major source for job training. Private investment
in specific skill development—primarily through union and non-union
apprenticeships—far outstrips public expenditure for occupational training.
Currently in Alaska, there is considerable room for expansion of apprenticeship
opportunities on both public and private projects.

Action Steps
Require apprenticeship employment on all state funded construction projects
Inform employers of the benefits of apprenticeship utilization
Create an information system that tracks apprenticeship hire by trade
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Responsible Parties
 DOLWD
 State government agencies having capital projects
 Private employers

Resources
 Funding
State capital projects
Davis-Bacon training benefit
Union training trusts
Industry
 Persons
Federal Apprenticeship Office
State Apprenticeship Coordinator

Timeline
Evaluation
Apprenticeship slots are utilized on all state-funded construction projects,
including major maintenance. Number of apprentices employed on private
projects increases, as indicated by the apprentice tracking information system.
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Strategic Elements 3.3
Develop training incentives for employers who utilize
apprenticeships and other structured OJT.
Rationale
While many employers already use apprentices, there is considerable room for
growth, particularly among smaller firms. Identifying and providing appropriate
incentives can be a cost-effective way for the state to leverage private funding
and to increase apprenticeship and other on-the-job training slots across many
skill areas.

Action Steps
 Identify incentives that have been used elsewhere to encourage apprentice
and other OJT utilization
 Adopt those incentives that would be most effective in the Alaska context
 Provide technical assistance to firms wanting to establish or increase
apprentice/ OJT use
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Responsible Parties
 DOLWD

Resources
 Funding
WIA/other federal workforce development funds
State general fund
 People
State/Federal Apprenticeship Coordinators

Timeline
FY09

Incentive system is in place and is being utilized by employers to develop or
expand apprentice/OJT utilization, as indicated by the apprentice tracking
information system.
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Strategic Element 3.4
Establish a funding mechanism to
support apprenticeships and other
structured training opportunities.

Rationale
Legislation exists (AS36.05.045) that assesses a fee on all state and federally
funded construction projects. Currently, these funds accrue to the general fund,
but they could be used to establish a training fund that is a separate account
subject to Legislative appropriation under the authority of the DOLWD
Commissioner. Funds deposited into the account would not lapse at the end of
the fiscal year, unless otherwise provided for by the Alaska legislature. The
approximately $2 million dollars per year generated could provide partial funding
for the activities recommended in this plan. Additional appropriations could be
made to the fund, as determined by the Legislature.

Action Steps
 Introduce legislation to establish a training fund from receipts collected under
AS 36.05.045.
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Responsible Parties
 Alaska Legislature
 DOLWD

Resources
 Funding
AS36.05.045 fees
Additional appropriations to the fund

Timeline
2008 legislative session

Evaluation

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN

AS36.05.045 is amended to establish a training fund. Annual appropriations are
made to the fund from assessed fees.
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Strategy 4.0
Increase opportunities for development of
appropriate training programs for operations,
technical and management workers.
These jobs range from professionally-certified and degreed positions to support
functions for industries impacted by natural resource development. Degree
programs such as engineering and science, process operations and technical
positions require both academic/conceptual education and work-place
application.

This strategy can be implemented by:
 Expanding programs in the postsecondary system for critical jobs such as
engineering, environmental sciences, etc.
 Recruiting more Alaskan high school graduates into these programs.
 Increasing internships and work-cooperatives for both secondary and
postsecondary students.

Funding:
 Increased funding for UA and other postsecondary institutions in target
programs
 Tax credits for internships
 Support for applied academics as part of state funding for career and
technical education
 Industry contribution to specific certificates and degrees

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN

 Assuring better articulation between incumbent workers and management
programs/degrees.
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Strategic element 4.1
Expand programs in the postsecondary system for
critical jobs such as engineering, environmental
sciences, technical operations and management.

Rationale
Professional, technical and managerial employees have highly-transferable skills
that provide excellent long-term career prospects. At present, these occupations
have a large number of non-resident hires. The state’s current capacity to train
for these careers is severely strained. Expanding capacity to meet additional
demand requires considerable lead time in order to secure the necessary faculty
and to recruit qualified students.

Action Steps
 From DOLWD data, identify the high priority occupations in which there are
the significant current shortages
 Assess in-state postsecondary capacity to address these shortages

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Engage the University of Alaska, state/regional training centers and other
certificate/degree granting institutions in developing a comprehensive plan to
expand capacity
 Prioritize funding requests for program start-up or expansion through AWIB
 Explore loan forgiveness for students completing degree programs in target
areas for which no in-state program is available

Responsible Parties
 DOLWD/AWIB
 University of Alaska
 AVTEC/State-funded training centers
 Private certificate/degree granting institutions

Resources
 Materials and equipment
Industry
 Funding
TVEP and STEP dollars
State general fund
Industry for specific programs

Timeline
Spring 2008

State capacity in certificates and degree programs in professional, technical and
managerial occupations is sufficient to meet industry needs.

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN

Evaluation
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Strategic Element 4.2
Recruit more Alaskan high school graduates
into programs leading to professional,
technical and managerial certificates/degrees.
Rationale
Because these occupations provide excellent long-term potential, they make
attractive career choices for Alaskan youth. However, students who wish to pursue
careers in these areas need begin preparation early by taking the necessary math
and science courses in high school.

Action Steps
 Start early in the educational process to encourage students in these careers,
using proven success strategies such as those used in the Alaska Native
Science and Engineering Program (ANSEP)
 Expand the use of applied academics in secondary math and science courses
 Increase summer engineering, science and technology camps
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Develop tech prep and other secondary/postsecondary articulation
agreements in these occupational areas
 Utilize the regional training centers as pipelines for transitioning rural high
school completers into these programs
 Initiate a state matching program for scholarship support for students in these
programs

Responsible Parties
 DEED/School districts
 University of Alaska
 DOLWD
 AVTEC/State-funded training centers
 Industry consortia

Resources
 Models and Materials
ANSEP
Existing math and science camps
 Funding
State Foundation funding
State general fund
Federal/state grant funds for camps
Industry
 People
DEED program specialists

‘Timeline
FY09

Evaluation
Increased numbers of Alaskan high school students enroll in certificate and
degree programs leading to professional, technical and management careers in
natural resource development.

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Strategic Element 4.3
Increase internships and work-cooperatives
for both secondary and postsecondary students.
Rationale
All students—whether they are training for a skilled craft or for a professional or
technical occupation—benefit from on-the-job experience during their training
program. Such experience can also lead to job placement after training is
completed. Many of the major employers in natural resource industries already
use internships and other forms of work experience to recruit their workforce.
However, there is the potential for expanding these opportunities beyond the core
companies.

Action Steps
 Identify existing internship and work cooperative programs
 Disseminate successful industry practices in providing meaningful work
experiences
 Use industry to industry contacts to promote such programs and practices
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Provide technical assistance to companies that want to develop internships
 Encourage continued cooperation between industry consortia and
certificate/degree program staff

Responsible Parties
 Certificate/degree program faculty and staff
 Industry consortia

Resources
 Models and materials
Model internship/work experience programs
Industry consortia
 Funding
Industry employers

Timeline
FY09

Evaluation
Students in certificate and degree programs leading to professional, technical and
managerial occupations have meaningful on-the-job experience as part of their
educational program.

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Strategic Element 4.5
Increase job opportunities by expanding capacity to
deliver incumbent worker training focused primarily on
helping workers keep pace with technological changes
and including journeyman craft worker skills upgrades.
Rationale
Many of the current workers are required to keep pace with technological changes
and journey level craft workers in particular need opportunities for skill upgrades
to keep or advance in their job.

Action Steps
 Expand flexibly offered incumbent worker training.
 Offer short term, developmental instruction in technology and skill upgrades.

Responsible Parties
 Postsecondary program faculty
 State-funded training centers
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Industry associations
 Apprenticeship sponsors

Strategic Element 4.4
Assure better articulation between incumbent
workers and management programs/degrees.

Rationale
Many of the supervisors and managers needed for the gas pipeline and other
natural resource development projects will come from the current workforce.
These workers often already have much of the knowledge and skills imparted in
a formal certificate or degree program. Recognizing this prior experience in terms
of college credit can accelerate program completion. Short courses on specific
supervisory and management topics can also speed the advancement of current
workers.

Action Steps
 Expand the use of awarding of credit for prior experience in university-level
professional or technical certificates and degrees
 Offer short term, developmental instruction in supervision, safety
management and other topics identified by industry
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Responsible Parties
 Postsecondary program faculty
 State-funded training centers
 Industry associations
 Apprenticeship sponsors

Resources
 Models
Associate Degree in Apprenticeship Technologies
 Funding
Industry, for professional development of current workers

Timeline
FY10

Evaluation

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN

Incumbent workers advancing to supervisory positions have access to the
necessary developmental instruction and to certificate/degree programs that
acknowledge their prior experience.
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Strategic Element 4.5
Increase job opportunities by expanding capacity to
deliver incumbent worker training focused primarily on
helping workers keep pace with technological changes
and including journeyman craft worker skills upgrades.
Rationale
Many of the current

Action Steps
 Expand flexibly offered incumbent worker training.
 Offer short term, developmental instruction in technology and skill upgrades.

Responsible Parties
 Postsecondary program faculty
 State-funded training centers
 Industry associations
 Apprenticeship sponsors
AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN
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Resources
 Models
Contract and corporate training programs
 Funding
State General Funds
STEP
WIA

Timeline
FY10

Incumbent workers advancing in and maintaining employment in their given
field.

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN

Evaluation
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Inside the AGIA Report
Gasline Occupations
A list of 113 occupations considered significant inconstructing a natural gas pipeline.

Gasline Phases
A general progression of the gasline project. Phases
may, at times, overlap or run concurrently. A
indicates the phase(s) that the occupation will be in
significant demand.?

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
Select statewide labor force indicators which
estimate nonresidency and older worker
information.

Training Levels
Counts of occupations by training
requirements. The training level
abbreviations used in the table are defined in
footnote 11 at the end of the report.

Groups
The report is organized by ten occupational
groups, each consisting of occupations that
are related in broad terms by the nature of
the functions performed.
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Group and AGIA Totals
Summarized counts and calculations on presented data.
The occupational numbers in this table are not industry
specific or project specific (e.g. gasline construction),
but are statewide numbers which include all industries
combined.

Statewide Labor Force Indicators
Statistical data providing measurements relating to the
statewide labor force. The occupational numbers in this
table are not industry or project specific (e.g. gasline
construction), but are statewide numbers which include
all industries combined.

AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators
Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

bgCrafts
Carpenters
Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers
Construction and Building Inspectors
Construction Laborers
Construction Managers
Crushing, Grinding, and Polishing Machine Setters,
Operators, and Tenders
Electricians

'

'

5,173

879

17.0

53

79

132

404

1,655

4.1

1,198

178

1,791

4,855

'

'

430

131

30.5

*

*

*

13

166

12.8

80

30

188

*

'

'

262

65

24.8

6

5

10

13

76

5.8

56

20

27

'

'

8,367

1,626

19.4

63

48

111

635

2,564

4.0

2,332

858

'

'

1,045

174

16.7

39

31

69

54

277

5.1

197

'

132

25

18.9

4

3

7

7

14

2.0

'

2,767

669

24.2

31

43

74

152

416

'

44

9

20.5

*

*

*

3

'

'

110

10

9.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

'

'

1,641

533

32.5

45

34

'

387

45

11.6

4

816

273

33.5

'

741

168

'

406

'

Explosives Workers, Ordnance Handling Experts, and Blasters
Fence Erectors
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and
Extraction Workers
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Helpers, Laborers, and
Material Movers, Hand
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Production and Operating
Workers
Helpers, Construction Trades, All Other

'

Helpers--Carpenters
Helpers--Electricians
Helpers--Extraction Workers
Helpers--Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Workers

34.6

20.0

$25.73 LTOJT

*

28.0

15.4

$26.72 MTOJT

210

265 26.2

67.8

51.4

$31.54 WkExp

3,015

3,605

4,232 17.4

24.2

13.8

$20.57 MTOJT

32

87

1,681

2,066 22.9

63.7

44.3

$39.87

19

3

35

101

141 39.6

14.9

7.9

$22.66 MTOJT

2.7

431

160

697

2,164

2,471 14.2

32.7

20.0

$29.93 LTOJT

23

7.7

17

7

5

*

*

*

39.5

34.2

$23.86 MTOJT

6

31

5.2

18

10

41

n/a

n/a

n/a

21.4

9.7

80

27

230

8.5

334

108

162

2,013

2,467 22.5

57.3

37.2

$37.24 WkExp

7

11

61

109

1.8

91

16

47

284

325 14.4

39.5

25.3

$21.20 WkExp

7

21

28

24

82

3.4

282

40

191

995

1,062

6.7

50.2

30.9

$30.94 WkExp

22.7

*

*

*

16

327

20.4

208

136

183

*

*

*

22.0

13.7

*

STOJT

59

14.5

*

*

*

33

152

4.6

109

80

133

*

*

*

14.4

9.1

$14.88

STOJT

180

24

13.3

*

*

*

17

122

7.2

63

51

44

*

*

*

16.8

8.1

$15.65

STOJT

'

216

52

24.1

*

*

*

1

51

51.0

83

65

39

*

*

*

17.9

8.4

$26.84

STOJT

'

1,079

178

16.5

11

15

26

187

396

2.1

389

262

267

454

562 23.8

33.8

22.5

$14.71

STOJT

'

'

'

'

'

5,383 10.9
*

*
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Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.
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AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators
Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

13

bgCrafts

(Continued)

Helpers--Pipelayers, Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters

'

'

423

167

39.5

*

*

*

19

119

6.3

202

0

103

*

154

29

18.8

4

9

12

159

378

2.4

38

19

9

302

129

19

14.7

*

*

*

34

86

2.5

32

7

37

*

*

'

232

55

23.7

*

*

*

49

46

0.9

31

0

42

*

'

230

88

38.3

*

*

*

34

30

0.9

23

0

29

'

216

52

24.1

*

*

*

9

38

4.2

60

18

'

'

809

183

22.6

13

14

27

95

331

3.5

164

'

'

2,130

484

22.7

22

34

57

153

286

1.9

'

453

45

9.9

*

*

*

17

59

'

'

288

78

27.1

*

*

*

21

'

'

1,004

349

34.8

11

18

28

'

'

59

15

25.4

*

*

*

29,923

6,484

21.7

Helpers--Production Workers

'

Highway Maintenance Workers

'

Insulation Workers, Floor, Ceiling, and Wall
Insulation Workers, Mechanical
Millwrights
Painters, Construction and Maintenance
Plumbers, Pipefitters, and Steamfitters
Sheet Metal Workers
Structural Iron and Steel Workers
Welders, Cutters, Solderers, and Brazers
Welding, Soldering, and Brazing Machine Setters, Operators,
and Tenders

Group Totals

'

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

7

10

7

4

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

0

0

1

0

See footnote 3

*

*

16.8

9.8

*

STOJT

339 12.2

16.7

12.1

$12.32

STOJT

*

47.1

32.8

$24.74 MTOJT

*

*

20.6

11.3

*

*

*

36.4

17.9

$25.51 MTOJT

33

*

*

*

53.1

37.9

$26.74 LTOJT

49

240

909

1,038 14.2

27.7

14.3

$20.75 MTOJT

325

46

474

1,492

1,716

15

32.7

18.9

$28.34 LTOJT

3.5

65

34

159

*

*

*

32.4

18.7

$24.49 LTOJT

94

4.5

125

33

111

*

*

*

31.5

17.1

$27.11 LTOJT

141

412

2.9

229

55

170

628

734 16.9

40.4

25.5

$24.70 LTOJT

0

28

n/a

15

0

11

*

37.0

23.9

n/a MTOJT

2,384

8,598

3.6

7,216

2,317

8,370

32.9

19.9

*

*

See footnote 3

*

MTOJT

g

bgEquipment Operators
Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine Specialists
Crane and Tower Operators
Excavating and Loading Machine and Dragline Operators

'

'

844

141

16.7

10

18

28

98

160

1.6

241

6

104

707

807 14.1

41.9

24.4

$24.41

'

'

187

61

32.6

2

3

5

20

23

1.2

34

3

23

116

136 17.2

53.6

37.7

*

'

'

365

66

18.1

6

7

13

20

238

11.9

102

12

154

256

315

46.9

30.7

23

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.

LTOJT

$23.53 MTOJT
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Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.
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AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators
Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25
28
13
13

VOC
6

AA
7

bgEquipment Operators
Crafts

BA
18

BA+
3

(Continued)

First-Line
CarpentersSupervisors/Managers of Mechanics, Installers, and
Repairers
Industrial
Machinery
Mechanics
Cement Masons
and Concrete
Finishers

'

'

'

'

Maintenance
Machinery
Construction Workers,
and Building
Inspectors

'

Mobile
HeavyLaborers
Equipment Mechanics, Except Engines
Construction

802
5,173

89
879

11.1
17.0

20
53

27
79

47
132

17
404

97
1,655

5.7
4.1

217
1,198

81
178

57
1,791

1,089
4,855

208
430

34
131

16.3
30.5

4
*

9
*

12
*

70
13

61
166

0.9
12.8

61
80

23
30

42
188

431
*

467
*

'

289
262

74
65

25.6
24.8

*
6

*
5

*
10

29
13

141
76

4.9
5.8

135
56

109
20

55
27

'

'

796
8,367

180
1,626

22.6
19.4

18
63

18
48

36
111

55
635

135
2,564

2.5
4.0

193
2,332

10
858

Operating
Engineers
and Other Construction Equipment
Construction
Managers
Operators
Paving, Surfacing,
Equipment
Operators
Crushing,
Grinding,and
andTamping
Polishing
Machine Setters,
Operators, and Tenders
Pile-Driver
Electricians Operators

'

'

4,192
1,045

767
174

18.3
16.7

82
39

71
31

153
69

140
54

586
277

4.2
5.1

941
197

'

'

98
132

15
25

15.3
18.9

*
4

*
3

*
7

18
7

106
14

5.9
2.0

'

'

131
2,767

31
669

23.7
24.2

*
31

*
43

*
74

2
152

10
416

Truck
Drivers,
HeavyOrdnance
and Tractor-Trailer
Explosives
Workers,
Handling Experts, and Blasters

'

'

3,090
44

421
9

13.6
20.5

40
*

55
*

95
*

381
3

11,002
110

1,879
10

17.1
9.1

See
3 n/a
n/a footnote
n/a

'

1,641

533

32.5

45

34

'

473
387

46
45

9.7
11.6

7
4

6,531
816

1,228
273

18.8
33.5

'
'

374
741

17
168

'
'

2,891
406

Fence
Erectors
Group
Totals

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

1

5

2

1

VOC

AA

2

0

Supervisors/Managers of Construction Trades and
bgFirst-Line
Material
Handling

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

3

0

0

1

$31.62
$25.73 WkExp
LTOJT

8.4
*

54.9
28.0

36.4
15.4

$27.67
LTOJT
$26.72 MTOJT

*
210

* 26.2
*
265

50.4
67.8

36.0
51.4

$16.95
STOJT
$31.54 WkExp

76
3,015

842
3,605

1,019
21
4,232 17.4

42.7
24.2

27.5
13.8

$27.69
VOC
$20.57 MTOJT

366
32

1,448
87

2,741
1,681

3,561
2,066 29.9
22.9

49.9
63.7

31.0
44.3

$27.32
$39.87 MTOJT
BA

60
19

10
3

70
35

*
101

* 39.6
*
141

29.1
14.9

23.3
7.9

* MTOJT
$22.66

5.0
2.7

28
431

17
160

50
697

*
2,164

* 14.2
*
2,471

37.7
32.7

27.4
20.0

$25.12
$29.93 MTOJT
LTOJT

1,065
23

2.8
7.7

710
17

142
7

712
5

3,380
*

3,781
* 11.9
*

48.8
39.5

33.6
34.2

$21.12
$23.86 MTOJT

850
6

2,622
31

3.1
5.2

2,722
18

779
10

2,791
41

See
n/afootnote
n/a 3n/a

49.2
21.4

31.8
9.7

80

27

230

8.5

334

108

162

2,013

2,467 22.5

57.3

37.2

$37.24 WkExp

15
7

22
11

4
61

69
109

17.3
1.8

227
91

28
16

97
47

635
284

702
325 10.6
14.4

60.3
39.5

41.0
25.3

$31.48
$21.20 WkExp

27
7

120
21

146
28

371
24

768
82

2.1
3.4

2,247
282

1,270
40

1,364
191

3,667
995

3,932
1,062

7.2
6.7

25.7
50.2

15.6
30.9

$14.65
STOJT
$30.94 WkExp

4.5
22.7

*
*

*
*

*
*

12
16

48
327

4.0
20.4

169
208

83
136

38
183

*
*

*
*

*
*

30.3
22.0

20.4
13.7

$14.93
*

STOJT
STOJT

378
59

13.1
14.5

0
*

124
*

124
*

492
33

1,221
152

2.5
4.6

947
109

377
80

326
133

3,348
*

3,202
*

-4.4
*

23.9
14.4

15.0
9.1

$14.09
$14.88

STOJT
STOJT

10,269
180

1,669
24

16.3
13.3

See
3 *
* footnote
*

879
17

2,106
122

2.4
7.2

3,590
63

1,758
51

1,825
44

See*footnote
* 3 *

27.1
16.8

16.9
8.1

'

216

52

24.1

*

*

*

1

51

51.0

83

65

39

*

*

17.9

8.4

'
'

1,068
1,079

276
178

25.8
16.5

6
11

11
15

17
26

130
187

215
396

1.7
2.1

349
389

79
262

267
267

523
454

580
562 10.9
23.8

61.0
33.8

45.6
22.5

BA

BA+

'
'

'

Stock
Clerks and Order Fillers
Helpers--Carpenters

Helpers--Electricians
Group Totals

39.2
20.0

'0 ' 0
'

Extraction Workers
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Helpers,
Transportation
and and
Laborers,
Material-Moving
and Vehicle Operators
Material Movers, Machine
Hand
Laborers
Freight, Stock, and Material
Movers,
First-Lineand
Supervisors/Managers
of Production
andHand
Operating
Workers
Order
Clerks
Helpers,
Construction Trades, All Other

62.6
34.6

VOC

AA

0

0

bgHelpers--Extraction
Logistics Workers
Bus
Drivers, Transit and
Intercity and Repair Workers
Helpers--Installation,
Maintenance,

'

BA

'

BA+

' 0 ' 0'

1,285
18
5,383 10.9

*

g
*

g
$15.65

STOJT

$26.84

STOJT

$15.90
$14.71 MTOJT
STOJT

54
Note:
Note: Employment
Employment totals
totals are
are not
not restricted
restricted to
to gasline
gasline occupations.
occupations.

An
An asterisck
asterisck (*)
(*) means
means data
data are
are suppressed
suppressed due
due to
to confidentiality.
confidentiality.

The
The "n/a"
"n/a" means
means data
data are
are not
not available.
available.

MTOJT

AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators

Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

13

bgLogistics

(Continued)

Dispatchers, Except Police, Fire, and Ambulance

'

Purchasing Agents, Except Wholesale, Retail, and Farm
Products
Truck Drivers, Light or Delivery Services

Group Totals

'
'

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

1

2

0

1

'

575

53

9.2

2

12

14

49

190

3.9

166

41

79

567

587

3.5

37.2

23.7

$20.41 MTOJT

'

368

45

12.2

6

12

18

8

45

5.6

104

30

29

499

556 11.4

54.1

37.5

$27.74 WkExp

'

1,705

278

16.3

41

20

60

281

537

1.9

635

354

256

2,127

2,534 19.1

33.7

21.6

$15.86

3,716

652

17.5

468

987

2.1

1,254

504

631

See footnote 3

43.5

29.8

'

79

9

11.4

*

*

*

7

27

3.9

103

41

25

*

*

*

28.0

20.0

n/a MTOJT

'

60

4

6.7

*

*

*

4

18

4.5

10

5

5

*

*

*

41.7

25.0

$26.27 LTOJT

'

284

32

11.3

*

*

*

0

55

n/a

136

35

29

*

*

*

44.9

28.8

$27.24 LTOJT

423

45

10.6

11

100

9.1

249

81

59

See footnote 3

41.3

26.6

5,125

345

6.7

44

102

146

356

1,127

3.2

1,489

590

521

5,423

5,865

8.1

41.8

26.9

$18.08 MTOJT

141

3

2.1

2

4

5

16

30

1.9

53

11

6

226

241

6.6

50.0

31.4

$30.65

BA

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

0

0

0

0

See footnote 3

STOJT

g

bgOperations
Gas Compressor and Gas Pumping Station Operators
Gas Plant Operators
Plant and System Operators, All Other

Group Totals

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

0

1

2

0

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

0

0

0

0

See footnote 3

g

bgAdministration
Bookkeeping, Accounting, and Auditing Clerks
Budget Analysts
Computer and Information Systems Managers
Computer Programmers
Computer Support Specialists
Computer Systems Analysts
Cost Estimators

' ' '

'

'

' '
' ' '

'

345

21

6.1

12

10

22

31

114

3.7

78

2

16

540

662 22.6

57.1

33.9

$38.21

BA+

' ' '

'

656

65

9.9

0

17

17

34

85

2.5

108

29

13

715

662

-7.4

49.8

34.1

$29.90

BA

' ' '

'

1,088

66

6.1

16

12

27

93

433

4.7

236

110

40

955

1,112 16.4

26.1

16.2

$22.58

AA

' ' '

'

469

42

9.0

14

9

23

26

81

3.1

124

51

15

793

928

17

46.1

27.4

$34.63

BA

145

31

21.4

12

9

21

15

14

0.9

59

26

10

398

514 29.1

58.5

43.1

$30.59 WkExp

' '

'

55
Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.

AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators

Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

13

bgAdministration

(Continued)

Database Administrators
Employment, Recruitment, and Placement Specialists
Executive Secretaries and Administrative Assistants
File Clerks
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Office and Administrative
Support Workers
Human Resources Assistants, Except Payroll and Timekeeping
Payroll and Timekeeping Clerks
Receptionists and Information Clerks

' ' '

'

' ' '

'

' ' '

99

8

8.1

4

1

5

25

59

2.4

26

3

6

121

160 32.2

46.3

26.3

$33.58

BA

111

8

7.2

4

3

6

22

124

5.6

41

5

9

166

204 22.9

44.7

33.0

$22.56

BA

'

4,460

397

8.9

38

64

102

565

1,765

3.1

1,550

569

443

3,362

3,740 11.2

41.2

28.3

$18.93 MTOJT

' ' '

'

795

56

7.0

0

14

14

78

346

4.4

268

131

84

473

283

-40

24.8

16.8

$12.68

' ' '

'

2,154

127

5.9

24

68

92

135

705

5.2

678

214

237

3,189

3,429

7.5

48.7

31.0

$23.05 WkExp

' ' '

'

406

19

4.7

8

11

19

70

249

3.6

127

69

45

518

594 14.7

32.3

18.3

$18.43

' ' '

'

526

47

8.9

12

17

29

66

184

2.8

139

37

59

638

761 19.3

41.8

25.0

$19.70 MTOJT

' ' '

'

3,547

396

11.2

50

70

120

474

1,961

4.1

1,392

743

375

2,861

3,356 17.3

25.9

17.5

$13.77

'

'

239

10

4.2

5

5

9

30

98

3.3

87

12

26

310

355 14.5

50.2

33.3

*

20,306

1,641

8.1

2,036

7,375

3.6

6,455

2,602

1,905

See footnote 3

38.9

25.5

'

824

132

16.0

20

34

54

215

345

1.6

218

62

171

1,108

1,303 17.6

54.6

34.8

$16.09 MTOJT

'

2,807

1,006

35.8

42

52

93

256

645

2.5

830

127

464

1,663

2,078

25

22.8

11.6

$13.13 LTOJT

'

2,157

726

33.7

25

38

63

270

558

2.1

608

207

275

1,138

1,388

22

19.6

12.9

$9.54

STOJT

'

286

43

15.0

9

3

11

54

120

2.2

112

44

13

230

317 37.8

26.5

16.6

$22.58

VOC

'

755

97

12.8

14

21

36

88

329

3.7

230

27

79

897

1,039 15.8

35.0

20.4

$15.29 WkExp

'

440

56

12.7

11

10

21

44

535

12.2

98

11

52

403

514 27.5

45.7

28.1

$17.97 WkExp

Training and Development Specialists

Group Totals

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

3

3

0

2

'

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

0

1

6

1

See footnote 3

STOJT

STOJT

STOJT
BA

g

bgCamps / Catering
Cooks, Institution and Cafeteria
Cooks, Restaurant
Dishwashers
Emergency Medical Technicians and Paramedics
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Food Preparation and
Serving Workers
First-Line Supervisors/Managers of Housekeeping and
Janitorial Workers

56
Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.

AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators

Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

13

bgCamps / Catering

(Continued)

Food Preparation Workers
Food Service Managers
Janitors and Cleaners, Except Maids and Housekeeping
Cleaners
Laundry and Dry-Cleaning Workers
Maids and Housekeeping Cleaners
Maintenance and Repair Workers, General

Group Totals

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

4

3

1

3

'

3,521

621

17.6

62

85

147

282

770

2.7

824

287

319

2,391

3,015 26.1

24.2

16.0

$11.66

'

520

80

15.4

26

15

41

252

378

1.5

326

35

71

912

1,170 28.3

39.1

23.6

$16.82 WkExp

'

6,154

727

11.8

121

121

242

682

1,173

1.7

2,183

907

779

6,380

7,585 18.9

45.3

32.2

$13.30

'

509

80

15.7

7

9

16

22

102

4.6

164

20

89

314

387 23.2

44.9

30.8

$10.99 MTOJT

'

4,680

1,254

26.8

83

57

140

710

1,100

1.5

1,229

355

787

2,727

3,556 30.4

35.6

23.7

$10.47

'

3,906

596

15.3

74

74

148

285

878

3.1

1,008

342

542

3,826

4,566 19.3

50.3

32.9

$20.48 MTOJT

26,559

5,418

20.4

3,160

6,933

2.2

7,830

2,424

3,641

37.3

24.7

247

18

7.3

6

9

15

36

80

2.2

44

26

12

323

32.9

16.7

$22.82

VOC

91

9

9.9

*

*

*

3

18

6.0

15

2

2

*

*

*

44.2

26.7

$27.42

BA

46

9

19.6

*

*

*

3

4

1.3

14

1

2

*

*

*

61.9

35.7

$42.54

BA

'

505

50

9.9

8

7

16

17

41

2.4

141

75

38

342

425 24.3

37.8

26.4

$26.75

AA

'

781

97

12.4

26

15

42

64

47

0.7

83

15

17

968

1,232 27.3

43.9

30.6

$36.68

BA

'

87

43

49.4

3

3

6

5

17

3.4

45

32

7

119

152 27.7

37.5

21.4

$25.69 MTOJT

298

79

26.5

5

6

11

37

91

2.5

77

12

8

286

334 16.8

42.2

24.9

$30.03

AA

269

44

16.4

6

4

10

30

24

0.8

46

3

12

205

266 29.8

43.3

28.2

$40.74

BA

278

33

11.9

12

11

23

44

31

0.7

116

0

10

548

669 22.1

65.3

46.2

$48.39

BA+

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

1

0

0

0

See footnote 3

See footnote 3

STOJT

STOJT

STOJT

g

bgOffice & Field Engineering
Architectural and Civil Drafters
Cartographers and Photogrammetrists

' ' '
' ' '

'

Chemical Engineers
Civil Engineering Technicians
Civil Engineers
Control and Valve Installers and Repairers, Except
Mechanical Door
Electrical and Electronic Engineering Technicians
Electrical Engineers
Engineering Managers

'
' ' '
' ' '

' ' '

'

'

' ' '
' ' '

'

'

384 18.9

57
Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.

AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators

Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

13

bgOffice & Field Engineering

(Continued)

Engineering Technicians, Except Drafters, All Other
Environmental Engineers

' ' '

'

755

115

15.2

6

10

15

13

42

3.2

172

0

83

404

' ' '

'

224

41

18.3

*

*

*

17

22

1.3

49

13

8

*

*

'

337

69

20.5

*

*

*

14

104

7.4

69

27

50

*

2,993

279

9.3

25

89

114

78

1,119

14.3

940

401

236

27

12

44.4

*

*

*

5

9

1.8

5

0

13

0

0.0

*

*

*

4

9

2.3

2

Inspectors, Testers, Sorters, Samplers, and Weighers

'

Managers, All Other

' ' '

Materials Engineers

' ' '

Mechanical Drafters

' ' '

Mechanical Engineering Technicians
Mechanical Engineers
Office and Administrative Support Workers, All Other

49.3

31.9

$34.76

BA

*

*

32.6

23.2

$23.64 MTOJT

4,556

4,806

5.5

52.1

35.0

$31.77 WkExp

0

*

*

*

62.5

31.2

*

2

0

*

*

*

0.0

0.0

$34.94

VOC

*

*

36.8

18.4

$27.36

AA

523 34.8

40.5

23.2

$40.04

BA

BA

*

*

*

13

40

3.1

22

6

1

*

' ' '

'

274

110

40.1

14

11

24

43

75

1.7

52

6

40

388

5,207

451

8.7

5

49

54

132

2,006

15.2

1,590

0

598

2,069

2,122

2.6

33.9

22.2

$17.40

STOJT

'

8,097

988

12.2

50

153

202

402

1,910

4.8

2,849

1,711

940

6,894

7,391

7.2

34.3

23.2

$14.64

STOJT

' '

'

310

23

7.4

0

7

7

18

69

3.8

90

58

19

281

275

-2.1

49.8

34.8

$20.13

STOJT

' '

'

411

53

12.9

13

17

30

69

95

1.4

143

74

42

680

813 19.6

40.4

23.0

$22.96

STOJT

' '

'

243

30

12.3

4

9

13

12

57

4.8

39

25

37

257

297 15.6

31.5

18.7

$21.36 MTOJT

' '

'

554

100

18.1

13

15

28

25

83

3.3

94

4

148

425

558 31.3

45.2

32.2

$28.12

' '

'

767

76

9.9

7

15

22

26

126

4.8

178

60

51

715

787 10.1

46.7

29.2

$26.21 LTOJT

99

14

14.1

*

*

*

4

40

10.0

29

19

12

*

35.2

25.3

$13.67

22,956

2,749

12.0

1,114

6,159

5.5

6,904

2,572

2,373

38.9

25.9

' ' '

'

' '

'

Telecommunications Equipment Installers and Repairers,
Except Line Installers
Weighers, Measurers, Checkers, and Samplers, Recordkeeping

1

*

14.0

Surveyors

1

AA

6

Surveying and Mapping Technicians

3

$26.84

43

Production, Planning, and Expediting Clerks

5

27.4

'

Procurement Clerks

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

39.1

' ' '

Office Clerks, General

Group Totals

'

461 14.1

'
VOC

AA

BA

BA+

2

4

8

1

See footnote 3

*

See footnote 3

*

g

58
Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.

BA

STOJT

AGIA Occupations
black

Gasline Phases1

Summary Statistics for All
AGIA Occupations
c Percent Nonresident

Workers 2

Design/
Permit/
Open
Season
Phases

16.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 45+ 9

37.4%

c Percent of Workers Age 50+ 9

24.3%

Statewide Labor Force Indicators
Alaska Worker Data
(2006) 2

ALEXsys
Employment Data
(2006)

Estimated Demand
(2004-2014) 3

Alaska Employment
Projections
(2004-2014) 3

Potential Supply
(2006)

Worker
Occupation
Demographics Characteristics
(2006) 9

Training Levels11
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp
25

28

13

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

6

7

18

3

13

bgEnvironmental
Environmental Engineering Technicians
Environmental Science and Protection Technicians, Including
Health
Environmental Scientists and Specialists, Including Health
Hazardous Materials Removal Workers

'

243

35

14.4

*

*

*

14

42

3.0

74

26

33

*

*

*

36.3

21.9

*

AA

' '

'

198

23

11.6

*

*

*

42

113

2.7

65

16

30

*

*

*

33.9

26.1

$17.55

AA

' '

'

535

37

6.9

12

12

23

18

53

2.9

188

2

25

645

760 17.8

42.9

29.0

$30.23

MA

449

80

17.8

*

*

*

1

7

7.0

154

42

285

*

*

*

31.2

15.7

*

40

3

7.5

*

*

*

2

10

5.0

12

2

10

*

*

*

27.0

21.6

$34.17

1,465

178

12.2

77

225

2.9

493

88

383

36.7

23.4

232

70

30.2

4

3

7

35

68

1.9

28

5

7

104

147 41.3

56.6

38.1

$35.92

BA

149

25

16.8

3

5

7

31

40

1.3

62

0

10

206

231 12.1

66.2

44.6

$38.32

BA

'

71

17

23.9

*

*

*

3

28

9.3

22

0

5

*

*

*

38.1

20.6

$28.39

VOC

'

2,680

424

15.8

0

51

51

622

829

1.3

898

460

309

2,349

2,335

-0.6

40.0

29.3

$13.76

STOJT

3,132

536

17.1

See footnote 3

691

965

1.4

1,010

465

331

See footnote 3

42.3

30.4

129,751 21,251 16.4

See footnote 3

13,590 22,309

See footnote 3

37.4

24.3

' '

Landscape Architects

Group Totals

' '

' '
STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

0

1

0

0

'

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

0

2

1

1

See footnote 3

See footnote 3

MTOJT
BA

g

bgSafety
Health and Safety Engineers, Except Mining Safety Engineers
and Inspectors
Occupational Health and Safety Specialists

' ' '

'

'

' '

'

Occupational Health and Safety Technicians
Security Guards

Group Totals

STOJT MTOJT LTOJT WkExp

1

0

0

0

'

VOC

AA

BA

BA+

1

0

2

0

Grand Totals

11,670 36,070

3.1 37,723

g

Source: Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development,
Research and Analysis Section (January 2008)
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Note: Employment totals are not restricted to gasline occupations.

An asterisck (*) means data are suppressed due to confidentiality.

The "n/a" means data are not available.

AGIA Occupations
bgNotes
1. Gasline Phases Gasline construction activities and the demand for workers in various occupations will vary over time, depending on the project’s phase. Phases are not always sequential. Road and Bridge
upgrades, maintenance, and repair will occur over the entire life of the gasline project. Some Phase 3 activities will overlap with preconstruction and construction activities. For a more complete
description of each phase, see the document Project Phases: AGIA Gasline Construction.
2. Number of Workers/Residency Alaska wage records identify workers in private sector, state and local government covered by unemployment insurance within Alaska. Workers are assigned to the
occupation in which they earned the most money in 2006, so a person will be counted only once, even if they worked in multiple occupations. The duration of a worker’s employment is not a factor in the
count of workers – a person is counted as a worker once they earn any wages covered under Alaska’s unemployment insurance system. Alaska worker residency is determined by matching the Alaska
Department of Revenue Permanent Fund Dividend (PFD) file with the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development wage file. The PFD file is a list of Alaskans who either applied for or
received a PFD. Workers included in the wage file are considered Alaska residents if they applied for a 2006 PFD or 2007 PFD. This data is methodologically different than the employment data. For
more information on how the worker and the employment data differ, please contact the Research and Analysis Section of the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development at 907.465.4518.
3. Estimated Demand/Employment Projections Ten year occupational employment projections are produced biennially, and provide the data for Estimated Demand and the Alaska Employment Projections.
Estimated and projected employment data includes self-employed workers in that occupation. Self-employment is not normally captured in other measures of employment published by the Alaska
Department of Labor, Research and Analysis Section. Growth openings occur when new jobs are created in the economy. Replacement openings occur when workers leave an occupation. Replacement
openings can occur for many reasons, including retirement, leaving the state, or changing careers. Total openings are the sum of growth and replacement openings, and may not total due to rounding.
Some occupational projections will fall outside of statistical error measurement guidelines or will disclose confidential information about an employer, and are therefore suppressed. Because of suppressed
data, totals for AGIA groups and overall totals cannot be calculated. This data is methodologically different than the employment data. For more information on how the worker and the employment data
differ, please contact the Research and Analysis Section of the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development at 907.465.4518.
4. Job Postings Total count of available jobs by occupation posted by employers on ALEXsys in 2006. ALEXsys is the State of Alaska's online job seeker/workforce services system.
5. Registrants Total count of ALEXsys registrants by occupation in 2006. Registrants may identify their interest in or qualification for multiple occupations on their application so individuals may be
counted multiple times in this calculation.
6. In Another Occupation Workers were considered qualified for the listed occupation if they had four quarters of prior experience in the years 2004 thru 2006 in that occupation. Workers may be
considered qualified for more than one occupation.
7. In Less Skilled Occupation Each worker's primary occupation in 2006 was compared with all occupations in which they had four quarters of prior experience in the years 2004 thru 2006. If the worker had
four quarters of experience in an occupation, but was employed in 2006 in an occupation requiring less education, training or experience, then they are counted as potential supply since they are currently
“underemployed”.
8. UI Claimants Unemployment insurance claimants with an active claim in 2006. Claimants were matched with 2005 UI wage records to determine their primary prior occupation.
9. Age Worker age is determined by matching 2006 workers with historical PFD files. Only those workers with age data are used to determine the percent of workers older than age 45 or 50. Occupations
with a significant number of nonresident workers will have less reliable age information since age data is not available for nonresident workers.
10. Average Hourly Wage Average Hourly Wage data comes from the Research and Analysis Section of the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, through the Occupational
Employment Statistics Survey, a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and represent statewide average wages for the occupation.
11. Training Levels Training requirements are based on the U. S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics data. The education groups are as follows:
STOJT– –Short
Short
Term
On-the-Job
Training,
typically
requiring
lessone
than
one month
of training
attain job
average
job performance.
STOJT
Term
On-the-Job
Training,
typically
requiring
less than
month
of training
to attainto
average
performance.
MTOJT– –Moderate
Moderate
Term
On-the-Job
Training,
typically
requiring
between
one
and twelve
of combined
and
informal training.
MTOJT
Term
On-the-Job
Training,
typically
requiring
between
one and
twelve
months months
of combined
on-the-jobon-the-job
experienceexperience
and informal
training.
LTOJT– –Long
Long
Term
On-the-Job
Training,
typically
requiring
than
12 months
of on-the-job
or combined
work experience
formalinstruction
classroomfor
instruction
workers
LTOJT
Term
On-the-Job
Training,
typically
requiring
more more
than 12
months
of on-the-job
training training
or combined
work experience
and formal and
classroom
workers tofor
develop
the to develop the
necessary
skills
to attain
average
job performance.
necessary
skills
to attain
average
job performance.
WkExp– –Work
Work
Experience
a related
occupation
is generally
required
meetjob
these
job requirements.
Some occupations
are supervisory
or managerial
WkExp
Experience
in ainrelated
occupation
is generally
required
to meettothese
requirements.
Some occupations
are supervisory
or managerial
in nature. in nature.
VOC– –Vocational
Vocational
training
at the
postsecondary
with program
durations
from several
to more
than
year, istorequired
to attain
job performance.
VOC
training
at the
postsecondary
level,level,
with program
durations
from several
weeks toweeks
more than
a year,
is arequired
attain average
jobaverage
performance.
AA – –Associate
Associate
Degree,
requiring
completion
of a degree
program
of attwo
least
twoofyears
of full-time
equivalent
work, istorequired
to attain
job performance.
AA
Degree,
requiring
completion
of a degree
program
of at least
years
full-time
equivalent
academicacademic
work, is required
attain average
job average
performance.
BA – –Bachelor’s
Bachelor’s
degree,
requiring
completion
of a degree
program
of atfour
least
fourbut
years
but no
more
years of equivalent
full-time equivalent
academic
work,toisattain
required
to attain
average job performance.
BA
degree,
requiring
completion
of a degree
program
of at least
years
no more
than
fivethan
yearsfive
of full-time
academic work,
is required
average
job performance.
BA+– –Bachelor’s
Bachelor’s
degree
some
combination
of additional
work experience
or continued
education
beyond
the bachelor’s
degree is
to attain
average job performance
in these occupations.
BA+
degree
plusplus
some
combination
of additional
work experience
or continued
education
beyond the
bachelor’s
degree is required
torequired
attain average
job performance
in these occupations.
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Educational Training Providers for AGIA Occupations
bTraining Provider

Location

Training Programs

Anchorage

Carpenter; Painting; Plumber-Pipefitter; Sheet Metal Worker; Sprinkler Fitter

Anchorage

24 Hour HAZWOPER; 40-Hour HAZWOPER General Site Worker; 8 Hour Hazwoper Refresher; AED Automatic External
Defibrillator Training; Earthquake Preparedness Training; Electrical Safety Basics; Ergonomics for the Workplace; Excavation
Safety; Fall Protection Basics; Flagger Certification; HAZCOM Program Development; HAZWOPER Awareness; Job Safety/JobSite Analyses for Your Business; Ladder & Stairway Safety Basics; Lock Out/ Tag Out Safety; OSHA Records and Record Keeping;
Permit-Required Confined Space; Proactive Safety Program for Your Workplace; Respiratory Protection for your Workplace;
Scaffolding Safety Basics; Site Safety Audits and Inspections; Tool Box Safety Talks; Winter Safety and Survival; Workplace Safety
and Safety Committees; Workplace Violence Deterrent Training

Anchorage

Accounting Technician and Bookkeeping; Administrative Assistant; Web Page Design

Anchorage

FastTrac Manufacturing; FastTrac New Venture; FastTrac NPO (Non-Profit); FastTrac Planning; FastTrac Starting and Growing
Your Business

Anchorage

Ironwork

Anchorage

Lineman; Telephone; TreeTrimmer; Wireman

Anchorage

Construction or related

Wasilla

Medical Office Assistant

Palmer

Construction or related

Kotzebue

Accounting Clerk; Bldg Maintenance; Clerk Receptionist; Construction Trades; Construction Trades/Plumbing Systems/Electrical
Systems; Oil Fired Burner Short Course; Plumbing Systems; Secretarial

Anchorage

Introduction to Building Construction; Microsoft IT Helpdesk; Microsoft MCSA; Microsoft Office Specialist; Microsoft Webmaster

ABC of Alaska

AGC Safety Inc.

Alaska Computer Essentials

Alaska Inventor and Entrepreneurs Association

Alaska Ironworkers

Alaska Joint Electrical Apprenticeship & Training Trust

Alaska Laborer’s Training Trust

Alaska Medical Training Services

Alaska Operating Engineers Apprentice Training Trust

Alaska Technical Center

Alaska Technology Learning Center, Inc
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Educational Training Providers for AGIA Occupations
bTraining Provider

Location

Training Programs

Anchorage

Cement/Plaster

Seward

Basic Life Support; Building Maintenance Seminar Blueprints; Building Maintenance Seminar Electrical; Building Maintenance
Seminar Plumbing Rp; Building Maintenance Seminar Sheetrock; Building Maintenance Seminar, Boilers; Building Maintenance
Seminar, Carpentry; Business & Office Technology; Carpentry I, Correspondence; Diesel and Heavy Technology; Diesel Engine
Technology; Diesel Marine Troubleshooting; Electrical I, Correspondence; Electrical II, Correspondence; Electrical III,
Correspondence; Electrical IV, Correspondence; Electrician Apprentice, 1st Year; Electrician Apprentice, 2nd Year; Electrician
Apprentice, 3rd Year; Electrician Apprentice, 4th Year; Emergency Medical Technician I; Facility Maintenance Construction Trades;
Facility Maintenance Mechanical; Food Service Technology; Hazard Awareness; Heavy Equipment Technology; Housing
Maintenance, Worker; Information Technology; Information Technology (IT) - Village Internet Agent; Intro to Gas Metal Arc
Welding; Intro to Heavy Equipment Operation; Introduction To Computers; Introduction To Excel; Introduction to Microsoft Power
Point; Introduction to Microsoft Word; Marine Safety - to save Juvenile; Microsoft Access, Advanced Level; Microsoft Access,
Intermediate Level; Microsoft Access, Intro Level; Microsoft Excel, Advanced Level; Microsoft Excel, Intermediate Level; Microsoft
Publisher; Microsoft Windows System Maintenance; Microsoft Word, Advanced Level; Microsoft Word, Intermediate Level; Pipe
Welding; Plumbing I, Correspondence; Plumbing IV, Correspondence; Power Plant Operation; Serve Safe; Sheet Metal I,
Correspondence; Sheet Metal II, Correspondence; Structural Maintenance; Webpage Design; Welding Technology

Statewide

Construction Trades and Building Maintenance Apprenticeship

Kenai

CITS-Cook Inlet Training Standards; First Aid/CPR; Hazwoper Refresher; Hazwoper-24 Hrs; Hazwoper-40 Hrs; Health & Safety

Fairbanks

Asbestos Removal

Anchorage

Office Specialist; Travel Specialist

Anchorage

Basic Driver Training-CDL A; Construction Technology Training; Construction Technology Training with CDL; Fast Track-CDL A

Anchorage

Business Management Practice; Computer Aided Drafting Assistant; Computer Aided Drafting Associate; Computer Science:
Business Applications Concentration; Computer Science: Networking Technology Concentration; Computer Science: Technical
Graphics Concentration; Computerized Accounting; Computerized Bookkeeping Associate; Computerized Bookkeeping Specialist;
Computerized Office Associate; Computerized Office Specialist; Information Technology Engineering (general - no concentration);
Information Technology Engineering: Networking Technology Concentration; Information Technology Engineering: Technical
Graphics Concentration; Information Technology Management (general - no concentration); Information Technology Management:
Business Applications Concentration; Information Technology Management: Business Management Practice Concentration;
Information Technology Management: Computerized Accounting Concentration; Information Technology Management:
Computerized Medical Office Administration Concentration

Alaska Trowel Trades

Alaska Vocational Technical Center

Alaska Works

Arctic Safety Training & Consulting

Asbestos Removal Specialists of Alaska

Career Academy

Center for Employment Education

Charter College
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Educational Training Providers for AGIA Occupations
bTraining Provider

Location

Training Programs

Delta Junction

Cartography; Drilling; Field Methods; GIS; Hazwoper; Hazwoper Refresher; Mineral; Mining; Underground Training

Anchorage

Air Monitoring for Asbestos; Asbestos Abatement Refresher; Asbestos Awareness; Asbestos Operations and Mainte; Confined Space
Alternate Entry; Confined Space Entry; EPA/AHERA Inspector; EPA/AHERA Inspector Refresher; EPA/AHERA Management
Planner R; EPA/AHERA Project Design Refre; EPA/AHERAAsbestos Abatement; EPA/AHERAAsbestos Abatement Su;
EPA/AHERAAsbestos Management P; Facility Asbestos Coordinators; Hazardous Materials Transportation; Hazardous Waste
Operations; HAZMAT Refresher DOT/IATA; Lead Awareness; Respiratory Fit Test; Supervisor of Hazardous Waste; Training
Publications

Fairbanks

Carpentry Apprenticeship

Fairbanks

HazPaint; HazWoper

Fairbanks

Plumbing

Anchorage

Advanced Coldfusion Development; FastTrack to Coldfusion; Intro to Arc GIS I; Intro to Arc GIS II; Programming Arc Objects with
VBA

Anchorage

Insulators/Asbestos Apprenticeship

Barrow

Administrative Computer Support; Arctic Environmental Oil Spill; Business Management; Carpentry Trades Technology; Electrical
Trades Technology; Finish Carpentry; Heavy Truck Operations; Industrial Mechanics Technolog; Land Management; Plumbing &
Mechanical

Anchorage

Masonry

Soldotna

Acct clerk; Clrk Typist

Delta Mine Training Center

Environmental Management Inc

Fairbanks Alaska Carpenter Training Center

Fairbanks Area Painting and Allied Trades

Fairbanks Area Plumber and Pipefitters

GeoNorth

Heat & Frost Insulators & Asbestos Workers Local 97

Ilisagvik College

IUBAC Lc 1 Bricklayers & Craftsman

New Frontier Vocational-Technical Center
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Educational Training Providers for AGIA Occupations
bTraining Provider

Location

Training Programs

Palmer

Bus Driver; Construction Equipment Training - 5 Week; Construction Equipment Training - 6 Week; Construction Equipment
Training - 8 Week; Construction Equipment Training 2 Week (short) Courses; NCCER Carpentry Level 1; NCCER Carpentry Level
2; NCCER Carpentry Level 3; NCCER Carpentry Level 4; NCCER Concrete Finishing Level 1; NCCER Concrete Finishing Level 2;
NCCER Craft Trade Intro: Core Curriculum; NCCER Electrical Level 1; NCCER Electrical Level 2; NCCER Electrical Level 3;
NCCER Electrical Level 4; NCCER Gas Pipeline Operations; NCCER Highway/Heavy Construction; NCCER HVAC Level 1;
NCCER HVAC Level 2; NCCER HVAC Level 3; NCCER HVAC Level 4; NCCER Liquid Pipeline Operations; NCCER Masonry
Level 1; NCCER Masonry Level 2; NCCER Masonry Level 3; NCCER Mobile Crane Level 1; NCCER Mobile Crane Level 2;
NCCER Mobile Crane Level 3; NCCER Pipefitting Level 1; NCCER Pipefitting Level 2; NCCER Pipefitting Level 3; NCCER
Pipefitting Level 4; NCCER Residential Carpentry Level 1; NCCER Residential Carpentry Level 2; NCCER Residential Electrical
Level 1; NCCER Residential Electrical Level 2; Plumbing Level 1; Plumbing Level 2; Plumbing Level 3; Plumbing Level 4; Pro
Truck Driver - 3 Week; Pro Truck Driver - 6 Week; Project Management; Scaffolding; Site Layout Level 1; Site Layout Level 2

Anchorage

Computer Technology for the WorkPlace

Kenai

EMT I; EMT I Refresher

Galena

Commercial Kitchen Production

Anchorage

Asbestos Abatement; Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response

Juneau

Combined Office Skills and Computer Training; Computer Skills; Office Skills

Anchorage

Carpentry Apprenticeship; Millwright Apprenticeship

King Salmon

Hazwoper-40 Hour; Hazwoper-8 Hour Refresher; NCCER Carpentry Core & Level I; Off System CDL (Commercial Drivers
License); Tank Farm Welding Certification

Northern Industrial Training

Northwest Technical Services Inc

Pacific Rim Institution of Safety & Management

Project Education Residential School

Satori Group Inc

SERRC – Alaska Vocational Institute

Southern Alaska Carpenters Union Training Center

Southwest Alaska Vocational & Education Center
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Educational Training Providers for AGIA Occupations
bTraining Provider

Location

Training Programs

Anchorage

Accounting; Apprenticeship Technology; Archit & Engr Technology; Architectural Drafting; Arctic Engineering; Business
Administration; Business Computer Info Systems; Civil Engineering; Civil Engineering Drafting; Computer Information Systems;
Computer Science; Culinary Arts; Diesel Technology; Electrical Engineering; Electrical Engr - Interdisc; Environmental Quality
Engineer; Environmental Quality Science; Finance; Foodservice Technology; General Clerical; Geographic Information Sys;
Geomatics; Global Supply Chain Mgmt; Heavy Duty Trans & Equip; Hospitality Restaurant Mgt; Management; Management
Information Systems; Occupational Safety & Healt; Office Management & Technology; Office Technology; Pre-Major Accounting;
Pre-Major Diesel Tech; Pre-Major Finance; Pre-Major Management; Pre-Major Management Info S; Pre-Major Technology; Public
Administration; Science Management; Small Business Administration; Surveying & Mapping; Technology; Telecomm and Electronic
System; Telecomm Elect & Computer Tech; UAF/UAA Mech/Elect Engr Consot; Welding Technology

Kachemak Bay

Accounting; Bookkeeping; General Business; Office Management & Technol; Office Technology; Small Business Administration;
Small Business Mgmt; Web Foundations; Welding Technology

Kenai

Accounting; General Business; General Clerical; Mechanical Technology; Office Management & Technology; Office Technology;
Petroleum Eng Aide; Small Business Administration; Small Business Mgmt; Welding Technology

Kodiak

Bookkeeping; Computer Systems Technology; General Business; General Clerical; Office Management & Technology; Technology;
Word/Info Processing

Mat-Su

A+ Preparation (CompTIA certification); Accounting; Administrative Office Support; Applied Science - Telecommunications and
Electronic Systems (TES); Architectural and Engineering Technology; Architectural Drafting; Bookkeeping; Business
Administration; Cisco Local Academy Networking - Semester 1; Cisco Local Academy Networking - Semester 2; Cisco Local
Academy Networking - Semester 3; Cisco Local Academy Networking - Semester 4; Civil Drafting; Computer Information and Office
Systems; Computer Systems Technology; Desktop Publishing and Graphics; General Clerical; MCSE - Semester 1; MCSE - Semester
2; MCSE - Semester 3; Mechanical and Electrical Drafting; Medical Office Support; Net+ Preparation (CompTIA Network+
certification); Office Management & Technology; Office Technology; Small Business Administration; Telecommunications,
Electronics and Computer Technology; Web Foundations

Prince William Sound

Office Management & Technology; Office Occupations

Bristol Bay

Applied Business; Office Management & Technology

Fairbanks

Accounting; Accounting Technician; Applied Accounting; Applied Business; Applied Business Mgmt; Arctic Engineering; Business
Administration; Civil Engineering; Computer Science; Culinary Arts; Drafting Technology; Electrical Engineering; Engineering;
Engineering Non-Major; Environmental Engineering; Environmental Quality Engineer; Environmental Quality Science; Geological
Engineering; Management Non-Major; Mechanical Engineering; Medical/Dental Reception; Mining Engineering; Office Management
& Technology; Petroleum Engineering; Science Management; Science, Engr & Math Non-Major; Software Engineering

Interior-Aleutians

Applied Accounting; Applied Business

Kuskokwim

Applied Accounting; Applied Business; Office Management & Technology

Nome

Applied Business

University of Alaska Anchorage

University of Alaska Fairbanks
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Educational Training Providers for AGIA Occupations
bTraining Provider

Location

Training Programs

Rural College

Accounting; Accounting Technician; Applied Accounting; Applied Business; Applied Business Mgmt; Business Administration; Civil
Engineering; Computer Science; Culinary Arts; Drafting Technology; Electrical Engineering; Engineering Non-Major; Geological
Engineering; Mechanical Engineering; Medical/Dental Reception; Mining Engineering; Office Management & Technology;
Petroleum Engineering; Software Engineering

Tanana Valley

Accounting; Accounting Technician; Applied Accounting; Applied Business; Applied Business Mgmt; Business Administration; Civil
Engineering; Computer Science; Culinary Arts; Diesel/Heavy Equipment; Drafting Technology; Electrical Engineering; Engineering
Non-Major; Geological Engineering; Management Non-Major; Mechanical Engineering; Medical/Dental Reception; Mining
Engineering; Office Management & Technology; Petroleum Engineering; Renewable Resources; TVC Administrative Assistant
Academy

Juneau

Accounting; Accounting Technician; Apprenticeship Technology; Business Administration; Computer Info Office Systems;
Construction Technology; Diesel Technology; Environmental Science; Introduction to Industrial Construction; Management; Office
Administration; Power Technology; Pre-Major Business Administ; Pre-Major Environmental Sci; Public Administration; Small
Business Mgmt

Ketchikan

Accounting; Accounting Technician; Business; Business Administration; Computer Info Office Systems; Hospitality Industry Mgt;
Welding Technology

Sitka

Accounting; Apprenticeship Technology; Business Administration; Business Technology; Computer Info Office Systems;
Environmental Technology; Small Business Mgmt; Welding Technology

Juneau

40 Hour Hazwoper; Commercial Drivers License (CDL) Class A Driver Training; Commercial Drivers License (CDL) Class A/B
Refresher; Commercial Drivers License (CDL) Class B Driver Training; Commercial Drivers License (CDL) Class B Fast Track;
NCCER Carpentry Level I

Anchorage

Business Administration; Management; Occupational Education

Talkeetna

Wilderness First Responder

Bethel

Auto CAD; Carpentry; Electrical; General Construction; Plumbing

University of Alaska Fairbanks

University of Alaska Southeast

Vocational Training & Resource Center

Wayland Baptist University

Wilderness Medicine Institute

Yuut Elitnaurviat

Source: Eligible Training Provider Report. Information in this table is from the Eligible Training Provider program (ETP). Each year Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Research and Analysis Section, collects
program information from training providers on the State ETP list as required by the Workforce Investment Act, Title I-B. For further information about this report, contact Brian Laurent at 907.465.5854 or at
brian.laurent@alaska.gov. Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Research and Analysis Section (January 2008).
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Glossary
ABE
AGIA
AKCIS
ANSEP
AVTEC
AWIB
CTE
CTSO
ESL
GED
DEED
DOLWD
OJT
SCANS
STEP
TVEP
UA
WIA

Adult Basic Education
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
Alaska Career Information System
Alaska Native Science and Engineering Program
Alaska Vocational Technical Center
Alaska Workforce Investment Board
Career and Technical Education (formerly known as Vocational Education)
Career and Technical Student Organizations
English as a Second Language
Graduate Equivalency Degree
Department of Education and Early Development
Department of Labor and Workforce Development
On the Job Training
Secretary’s Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills
State Training and Employment Program
Technical Vocational Education Program
University of Alaska
Workforce Investment Act

AGIA TRAINING STRATEGIC PLAN

The following abbreviations are used throughout the plan.
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SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF TRANSCANADA CONTINGENT LIABILITY ISSUES1
As discussed in detail in other Greenberg Traurig memoranda, we believe the chances are
extremely small that, if subsidiaries of TransCanada Corporation build a natural gas pipeline
pursuant to their pending AGIA application, former partners of other TransCanada subsidiaries
could prevail on claims that they are entitled to billions of dollars under a decades-old partnership
agreement from which they withdrew. We believe it is even further remote that the former partners
could successfully assert tort claims against third parties – such as joint venturers, shippers,
financers, or the State of Alaska – who work with TransCanada on the AGIA project. Finally, we
believe that whatever the strength of the state law claims the maximum liability is more in the
range of approximately $200 million, rather than the $10 billion or so that has been mentioned in
the Alaskan proceedings.
Nevertheless, a common tactic of dominant corporations is to use a strategy of fear,
uncertainty and doubt to discourage others from dealing with competitors. We therefore suggest
procedural and contractual steps that parties can take to deal with that strategy and further reduce
the risks that thus far are espoused only by AGIA’s opponents.
INTRODUCTION
TransCanada subsidiaries TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines
Ltd. (the “TransCanada Applicants”) filed the only application to comply with all the requirements
the Alaska Legislature set forth for a license under the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act (“AGIA”).
ConocoPhillips and BP, two of the largest lessees of Alaska North Slope (“ANS”) natural gas
reserves, refused to participate in the AGIA request for proposals process. Recently, they been
1

This paper was prepared by Allan Van Fleet and Ken Minesinger of Greenberg Traurig, with assistance from
other litigation, corporate and regulatory attorneys at Greenberg Traurig.
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publicly promoting their own proposal to build a gas pipeline, presumably in return for Alaska’s
granting ConocoPhillips, BP and Exxon (the “Major North Slope Producers”) billions of dollars in
tax and royalty concessions.

In public comments on the AGIA application submitted by

TransCanada, the Major North Slope Producers have raised the specter that TransCanada (along
with anyone who works with TransCanada pursuant to AGIA) risks exposure to billions of dollars
in liability claims by former partners of the Alaskan Northwest Natural Gas Transportation
Company (the “Partnership”).
The Partnership Agreement Creates and Limits the Contingent Liability.
The Partnership was formed in 1978 as a New York general partnership to construct and
operate the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System (“ANGTS”) pursuant to the Alaska Natural
Gas Transportation Act of 1976 (“ANGTA”). Section 3.3 of the General Partnership Agreement
dated as of January 31, 1978 (the “Partnership Agreement”), anticipated that the “Line” would be
put in operation by January 1, 1983 or “as soon thereafter as practicable.” Each partner was
required to make an initial capital contribution equal to its pro rata share of up to $24 million and
then to make annual capital contributions in the amount set by the Partnership’s Board of Partners.
Partners who did not wish to continue contributing could withdraw.
There were 11 partners in 1978. Partners began withdrawing in 1981; the last partner not
affiliated with TransCanada withdrew in 1994 (all withdrawn partners are referred to as
“Withdrawn Partners”). The only remaining partners are TransCanada PipeLine USA Ltd., and
United Alaska Fuels Corporation (the “TransCanada Partners”), both of which are indirect, wholly
owned subsidiaries of TransCanada. TransCanada is also the current ultimate parent of three of the
Withdrawn Partners.
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The Partnership Agreement limits the rights of partners that withdraw from the Partnership.
Section 15.2 specifies that the Withdrawn Partners have “those rights stated in Section 4.4.4, but no
others.” Section 4.4.4 of the Partnership Agreement provides that any Withdrawn Partner is only
entitled to receive, “after the Line has become operational and at a time when the Executive
Committee determines payment may be made without undue hardship to the Partnership…(a) an
amount equal to its Capital Account … and (b) return on such amount, from the date of withdrawal
to date of payment, calculated at the rate permitted by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(“FERC”) to the Partnership as the Partnership’s allowance for such funds used during
construction.” In June 1979, FERC issued Order No. 31 preliminarily setting the Partnership’s
annual rate of return, which would also be used to calculate its allowance for funds used during
construction, at 14% per annum for the Alaska segment. See Determination of Incentive Rate of
Return, Tariff and Related Issues, Order No. 31, 7 FERC ¶ 61,237 at 61,447 (1979).
Section 4.4.4(i) of the Partnership Agreement states that “[t]he Capital Account balance of
a Withdrawing Partner shall be recorded as a contingent liability [“Contingent Liability”] of the
Partnership, and not as a Partner’s Capital Account, from and after the Date of Withdrawal” and
that Withdrawn Partners’ rights to reimbursement are subordinate to the rights of the Partnership’s
other creditors. We have assumed, based on a review of filings made by the Partnership at FERC,
that the Contingent Liability is approximately $10 billion.
ANALYSIS
The Contingent Liability Is Not the Debt of the TransCanada Applicants or Their Parent.
The Contingent Liability, if it exists at all, is first and foremost the debt of the Partnership.
It is uncertain, under New York law, whether and to what extent individual partners would be
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liable for that debt should Partnership assets be insufficient to satisfy it. It is unlikely that it would
be found that the remaining TransCanada Partners alone would be liable for any shortfall.
On the other hand, it appears clear that the TransCanada AGIA Applicants would not be
liable for the shortfall. The TransCanada Applicants are Delaware corporations, and it is extremely
difficult under Delaware law to “pierce the corporate veil” to make properly created and
maintained corporations liable for the obligations of their affiliates. See, e.g., In re Phillips
Petroleum Securities Litigation, 738 F. Supp. 1116, 1126 (D. Del. 1990) (“The courts of Delaware
do not easily pierce the corporate veil”). It would have to be shown that the TransCanada Partners
were created to perpetuate a fraud on the Partnership or other Partners, that they were inadequately
capitalized, or that they so lacked any independent existence as to have been “pure agents” of the
TransCanada parent in connection with the Partnership. We have not seen any evidence to support
disregarding the independent corporate existence of the TransCanada Partners and imposing the
Contingent Liability on the TransCanada Applicants or their parent.
The TransCanada Applicants Have Not Breached Any Fiduciary Duty to the Withdrawn
Partners.
Because of a split among the New York courts, it is unclear whether the remaining
TransCanada Partners owe a fiduciary duty to the Withdrawn Partners. Nevertheless, we believe it
is extremely unlikely that such a duty, if it exists, would prevent the TransCanada partners from
pursuing – as have several of the Withdrawn Partners – an Alaska gas pipeline project apart from
the Partnership. Such an interpretation of the Partnership Agreement would effectively turn it into
a 25-year (indeed, perpetual) covenant not to compete, which we believe would contravene Alaska
and U.S. antitrust laws. It is no coincidence that companies with a dominant market position on the
North Slope have argued, in effect, that the one company with an AGIA-compliant proposal to
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build a gasline to the North American consuming market is, for all intents and purposes, forever
precluded from doing so. Their argument proves too much.
Moreover, we believe it is clear that the TransCanada Applicants – who are not parties to
the Partnership Agreement – have no contractual or other duty to refrain from pursuing an
independent pipeline project pursuant to the AGIA process. This is confirmed, we believe, by the
fact that none of the Withdrawn Partners has objected to the TransCanada Applicants’ AGIA
application or asserted that it represents a Partnership “opportunity” in which they are entitled to
participate. All of the Withdrawn Partners have had notice of the Application for some time, as
each of them received a letter from the Majority Leader of the Alaska House of Representatives
about these issues. Nevertheless, none of the Withdrawn Partners filed public comments during the
AGIA process, and thus have failed to assert any claims against the TransCanada Applicants.
Indeed, Sempra Energy, the ultimate parent of one of the Withdrawn Partners, recently
stated in writing to the Alaska Legislative Budget & Audit Committee that, based on the available
information “regarding the manner in which TransCanada is proposing to carry out the project, we
are not aware of any obligation under the ANNGTC General Partnership Agreement that is being
violated by TransCanada.” Letter from Javade Chaudhri, Sempra Energy to Rep. Ralph Samuels,
Chair (April 1, 2008).
In addition, any attempt by a Withdrawn Partner to assert such claims after the issuance of a
License to the TransCanada Applicants would be subject to various defenses such as waiver,
estoppel and failure to exhaust administrative remedies, and could conceivably expose the
Withdrawn Partner to liability for interfering with the State’s contractual license relationship with
the TransCanada Applicants.
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Third Parties Dealing With the TransCanada Applicants Would Not Be Liable to the
Withdrawn Partners.
We believe it is extremely remote that third parties – joint venturers, shippers, financers, or
the State – could be liable to the Withdrawn Partners on any theory.
Assuming, against all odds, that the TransCanada Applicants are found to have any
contractual liability for the Contingent Liability, joint venturers of the TransCanada applications do
not assume any part of that liability, unless they expressly choose to do so in the joint venture
agreement.
Nor would they be subject to liability under theories that they tortiously interfered with the
Partnership Agreement or induced the TransCanada Applicants to breach fiduciary duties to the
Withdrawn Partners. First, as explained above, we believe the TransCanada Applicants themselves
could not be held liable for any breach of the Partnership Agreement or fiduciary duty to the
Withdrawn Partners. Even if they could, a third party could not be found liable unless it caused the
breach. If there has been any breach, the TransCanada Applicants have already committed it, and a
third party who later works with them on the AGIA pipeline could not be found to have induced
the breach.
This analysis applies to all third parties, including joint venturers in the construction and
operation of the pipeline, shippers who commit to use the pipeline, parties that finance the project,
and the State in providing incentives for the project. Indeed, to hold the State liable, a Withdrawn
Partner would have to prove not only the interference elements noted above, but that the
Legislature and Executive acted unconstitutionally in enacting AGIA and following its provisions
to induce the TransCanada Applicants to pursue the pipeline.
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We believe claims that financial institutions working with the TransCanada Applicants
expose themselves to liability to the Withdrawn Partners for tortious interference to be especially
weak, intended only to interfere with TransCanada’s ability to finance the AGIA pipeline. To hold
a financial institution liable for tortious interference , it must be shown that the institution knew that
the TransCanada Applicants had a contractual or fiduciary duty not to pursue the AGIA pipeline,
that the institution caused the TransCanada to breach its duties, and that the financial institution
itself had a fiduciary relationship with the Withdrawn Partner. We believe the confluence of these
conditions to be so remote as to call into question the good faith and motivation of any party which
suggests that banks or other institutions financing the AGIA pipeline are exposed to such liability.
The FERC Is Unlikely To Allow Any Substantial Amount of the Contingent Liability To
Be Included in the AGIA Pipeline Rate Base.
If it were found, notwithstanding all of the foregoing, that TransCanada or its affiliates were
subject to Section 4.4.4 of the Partnership Agreement as a result of constructing an Alaskan
pipeline, we also believe there are compelling reasons arising from FERC law and practice for
rejecting a claim for payments by Withdrawn Partners .
Under longstanding and well understood regulations and policies, the Alaska gas pipeline
would likely be prohibited from recovering in its rates any return on the capital contribution for the
decades during which no work has been done, a disallowance eliminating more than 95 percent of
the Contingent Liability.

Indeed, it likely would be denied recovery of any portion of the

ANNGTC equity payments whatsoever, if the assets the payments represent are not actually used
in the AGIA pipeline project. In this event, any Contingent Liability of the Partnership would
likely be reduced to less than $200 million, and even this exposure is, at best, uncertain. There are
several reasons for this conclusion.
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First, in our view the most reasonable interpretation of the Partnership Agreement is that, in
order for there to be any obligation to repay capital contributions, the payments must be
recoverable by ANNGTC in its FERC-regulated rates. Under this interpretation, an inability to
recover the Partnership’s payment in its rates directly reduces the obligation to pay on a dollar for
dollar basis. Because FERC regulations likely limit rate recovery to no more than $500 million,
the Partnership’s obligation to pay Withdrawn Partners would be commensurately reduced. Even
if the Partnership Agreement were not so construed, however, other provisions of the Partnership
Agreement operate to relieve the Partners of this obligation. Clearly, if the Partnership Agreement
in fact required such payments to be made even though not recoverable in the pipeline’s rates, the
massive financial loss that would result would mean that the pipeline could never be financed or
built and thus fail to satisfy the requirement of Section 4.4.4 that the line “become operational”.
The Partnership Agreement, in any case, shields the Partnership from an obligation to make
payments to Withdrawn Partners if to do so would impose “undue hardship”. We can think of no
reasonable argument why incurring a multi-billion dollar loss would not constitute an “undue
hardship.”
Steps To Eliminate Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt.
As noted, to our knowledge none of the Withdrawn Partners has publicly asserted any claim
or suggestion that if the TransCanada Applicants build the pipeline pursuant to AGIA that they are
entitled to the Contingent Liability or compensation under any theory of law. The issues have been
raised by parties interested in seeing the TransCanada AGIA Application fail, so that they can
pursue their own proposal in return for tax and royalty concessions by the State, or simply continue
to warehouse the State’s ANS gas.
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Given the inherent weakness of the claims by these parties, we do not believe it should be
necessary to obtain clarification of the parties’ legal obligations.

Nevertheless, we suggest

procedural and contractual measures that parties may take to reduce further or eliminate the
possibility of exposure to the liability that AGIA’s opponents pose, including the following:
FERC Proceeding
The TransCanada Applicants – or the State or interested shippers for that matter – may
initiate a proceeding before the FERC to obtain a determination whether any part of the Contingent
Liability could be included in the rate base of ANNGTC or the AGIA pipeline, or whether it would
be disallowed in whole or in part. As discussed above, we believe that, if such a proceeding were
initiated and FERC reached the merits of the issue, FERC would disallow most of the Capital
Accounts as not reflecting assets that were used or useful in either the ANNGTC project or the
AGIA pipeline. In particular, we believe the FERC would prohibit recovery of the billions of
dollars in high interest that constitutes the overwhelming bulk of the Contingent Liability.
Declaratory judgment action in Alaska or New York court
In addition, the TransCanada Applicants (or TransCanada Partners) could file a declaratory
judgment action against the Withdrawn Partners in Alaska or New York court to determine
whether they owe any contractual, fiduciary or other duty to pay the Contingent Liability or refrain
from pursuing the AGIA pipeline.

The declaratory judgment action would also resolve any

question whether third parties could be liable for tortious interference with those duties.
Partnership bankruptcy proceeding
The remaining TransCanada Partners also could file bankruptcy proceedings on behalf of
the Partnership to determine the amount, if any, of the Contingent Liability if the TransCanada
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Applicants build the AGIA pipeline. The Partnership could also use the bankruptcy proceedings to
restructure or extinguish the Contingent Liability. The bankruptcy filing could also be used as the
vehicle to dissolve the Partnership and sell such assets that it has to parties who can best use them,
applying the proceeds to pay off the current and Withdrawn Partners (5 of 11 of which are
TransCanada subsidiaries).
Contractual and corporate protections
Third parties dealing with the TransCanada Applicants may design their contracts and
corporate structures to further reduce exposure to even the remote liability possibilities that AGIA
opponents posit.
First, the joint venture or other agreement could provide expressly that those working with
the TransCanada Applicants assume none of their liabilities, if any.
Second, the joint venture or other agreement can include express representations and
warranties by the TransCanada Applicants that there are no legal impediments to their pursuing the
AGIA pipeline and that there are no contingent liabilities (including the Contingent Liability) other
than those listed. The joint venture agreement can include indemnification provisions for breach of
the representations and warranties, and we believe no public policy would prevent indemnification
for their breach.
Third, joint venturers can protect themselves by creating a Delaware Limited Liability
Company (“DLLC”) as the vehicle for the joint venture. Under Delaware law, a DLLC protects
joint venturers from the liabilities of other venturers. The DLLC documents can include express
covenants holding the DLLC separate from the venturers and the venturers separate from each
other.
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CONCLUSION
We believe the exposure to significant liability to Withdrawn Partners by the TransCanada
Application, let alone third parties who deal with them, to be extremely remote. The specter of
such claims has been raised not by any Withdrawn Partner, but by opponents of AGIA, which have
their own motivations to see the TransCanada Applicants’ AGIA efforts fail. Nevertheless, we
have suggested measures interested parties may take to further reduce or eliminate the fear,
uncertainty and doubt that AGIA’s opponents have attempted to foment.
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THE EXPORT OF LNG TO FOREIGN MARKETS CONFRONTS NUMEROUS
REGULATORY AND NATIONAL SECURITY HURDLES, RENDERING THIS
APPROACH UNLIKELY TO BE SUCCESSFUL
If, as has been suggested, Alaskan LNG is to be exported to foreign markets
instead of transported to North American markets, the construction and operation of any
such project will require authorizations by both DOE, discussed below, and FERC as
described in a separate companion memorandum. The effort to obtain this DOE
authorization will be very complicated, time consuming, and may ultimately be
unsuccessful if directed towards Pacific Rim Asia.
Any LNG project sponsor in Alaska1 would be required to obtain authorization
from the DOE for the export of natural gas and for approval of the “place of export.”
With respect to the LNG facility, this would be similar to FERC’s approval of the LNG
facility siting, which must be consistent with the DOE “place of export” determination.
The Natural Gas Act (“NGA”) requires that applications seeking to import or export
natural gas from or to countries engaged in a free trade agreement with the U.S. are
approved “without modification or delay.”2 This allows projects on the borders of either
Canada or Mexico to receive import/export approval in a timely manner. With respect to
these import/export applications involving free-trade countries (i.e., Canada or Mexico),
the DOE is required to presume that the requested import or export are not inconsistent
with the public interest requirement of section 3 of the NGA.3

1

This would also be true with respect to the pipeline proposed by TransCanada, for that matter.

2

15 U.S.C. 717b (2006).

3

This will greatly simplify and expedite any regulatory review for the TransCanada pipeline proposal.

1

For all other import or export applications, the approval process can take much longer4 as
the DOE is required to ensure that the import or, the export, is consistent with the “public
interest.”
While the DOE requires that applications for export be filed more than thirty days
in advance of the proposed export date, only “free-trade” applications can generally be
approved within this amount of time.5 Exports to other non-NAFTA countries could take
up to three years to approve, and possibly longer, depending on the state of U.S. relations
with the export country and the U.S. domestic demand for natural gas supplies. As an
example, the ConocoPhillips/Marathon facility in Kenai, Alaska, which exports LNG to
Japan, filed for renewal of its export permit approximately eight years prior to the
proposed start date of export.6 The DOE granted the renewal approximately two and one
half years after the application was filed.7 In the case of Yukon Pacific Company, L.P.,8
discussed below, the DOE took approximately two years from the time the export
application was filed to grant export authorization. Yukon Pacific proposed to export

4

Thus, for example, Kenai LNG filed a renewal application for an existing export license at the end of
1996, but the order was not issued until April 1999, for the upcoming period 2004-2009. Philips Alaska
Natural Gas Corporation and Marathon Oil Company, Order Extending Authorization to Export Liquified
Natural Gas from Alaska, DOE/FE Opinion and Order No. 1473 (1999).
5

Within the context of discussing export/import permits from/to Canada and Mexico, DOE states in its
website that both short and long term permit applications take two to three weeks to approve. See
http:www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/gasregulation/authorizations/More_Questions.html#q5.
But see FN 4 and Yukon Pacific Corporation, DOE Opinion and Order No. 350, 1 FE ¶ 70,259 (1989)
where both export applications to non-contiguous countries required over one year to approve and involved
protests by other parties or rounds of comments solicited by DOE to aid in its analysis.
6

Philips Alaska Natural Gas Corporation and Marathon Oil Company, DOE/FE Opinion and Order No.
1473 (1999). Philips filed its export authorization renewal with DOE on December 31, 1996 for an export
period to begin April 1, 2004.

7

Id.

8

Yukon Pacific filed its application with DOE under the name Yukon Pacific Corporation. Subsequently,
in 1992, Yukon Pacific changed its business structure and filed with DOE for permission to transfer its
permits to a new entity called Yukon Pacific Company, L.P.

2

LNG to certain Pacific Rim countries, triggering the DOE’s responsibility to determine if
such exports would be consistent with the public interest.9
Section 3 of the NGA creates a statutory presumption in favor of approval of
export applications. Opponents of any export project bear the burden of overcoming this
presumption and demonstrating that the proposed export will not be consistent with the
public interest.10 In its 1989 ruling approving the LNG exports proposed by Yukon
Pacific to Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan,11 the DOE described its analysis of the public
interest as a consideration of the domestic need for the gas proposed to be exported.12
Yukon Pacific Permit Issues
We anticipate that an LNG project sponsor might assert that, in order to address
potential federal regulatory hurdles, it could simply purchase the permits of, or the
company holding the permits for, the Yukon Pacific facility, and pick up where that
failed project left off by making use of all authorizations issued to Yukon Pacific. This
scenario, however, would face significant, perhaps insurmountable obstacles.
In particular, this approach would still require FERC review because FERC
authorizations are non-transferable without prior Commission approval ( see, 18 C.F.R.
153.9). At a minimum, a party would be required to advise the FERC of the transfer or
change in ownership, which FERC must approve. 153.9(a) Similarly, this approach

9

The DOE also confirmed its prior determination on exports to Japan (as not inconsistent with the public
interest) in the case of ConocoPhillips/Marathon.
10

Yukon Pacific Corporation, 1 FE ¶ 70,259 (1989).

11

Contracts with these countries for LNG exports were never finalized and the proposed LNG facilities
never built. Accordingly, no exports under this authorization have taken place.

12

1 FE ¶ 70,259.
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would still require DOE review with respect to export permitting.13 Any change to the
facts at the time of the application must be notified to the DOE and approved.
Additionally, the Yukon Pacific authorizations both from FERC and DOE, were for very
specific projects. Any change to the facility design, volumes, or other characteristics as
proposed originally to FERC would require new approval from FERC.14 Just as any
change to the export conditions as originally presented to DOE will require further
approval.15
In this context, it is notable that no exports have occurred under this DOE
authorization for nearly 20 years. Given the passage of time and changes of market and
economic conditions during this period, it is highly doubtful that DOE would simply
allow the existing permit to be bought by a new party, and then exploited without detailed
regulatory review. At the time the Yukon Pacific permits were issued, natural gas
demand was much lower than it is currently in the lower 48 States. Were the DOE to
review that export proposal today, it would likely review its prior determination that the
exports proposed were not inconsistent with the public interest. In Yukon Pacific, the
DOE’s “public interest” determination was based on the domestic need for the natural gas
proposed to be exported, including whether there was any reason the public interest
would require the proposed exports be used to meet domestic need.16 Taking the current
high demand for natural gas into consideration, and the inability to serve all of that

13

10 CFR 590.405; 590.407.

14

Yukon Pacific Company, L.P., 71 FERC ¶ 61,197 at 61,713 (1995). “Any major alterations to facility
design shall be filed with the Secretary for review and written approval by the Director of OPR prior to
initiation.”

15

10 CFR 590.407.

16

See Yukon Pacific Corporation, 1 FE ¶ 70,259 at part V.A.
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demand with remaining domestic supplies, there is, at a minimum, a significant risk that
the DOE would arrive at a different conclusion in a new review of this inactive export
permit. Hence, a proposal simply to rely upon the extant approvals granted previously to
Yukon Pacific may be unrealistic.

Export of LNG to Asia Presents Significant Energy Security
and National Security Policy Issues
Whether the many regulatory permits and approvals for a project focused on
export of LNG to Asia can be obtained is further impacted by a variety of concerns with
respect to U.S. energy and national security interests. Generally speaking, there is no
statutory requirement that either DOE or FERC consult with national security agencies
(in particular the State and Defense Departments and the National Security Council)
before addressing applications for authority to export LNG. Nonetheless, DOE and
FERC can (and are quite likely to) initiate such consultations and adapt their evaluation
of those applications to concerns raised by these agencies.
It is noteworthy that, at present, no federal export control prohibition would apply
to the export of LNG from the North Slope. Nonetheless, the level of concern that such
exports could raise among federal energy and national security authorities can be
surmised from their treatment of other energy export sources.
For example, the U.S. Department of Commerce has imposed strict constraints on
the export of natural gas liquids and other natural gas derivatives from the Naval
Petroleum Reserves (“NPR”) (or available as result of an exchange of any NPR-produced
or derived commodities).17 The U.S. government imposes these restrictions to maintain a

17

The Naval Petroleum Reserves are defined under the Naval Petroleum Reserves Production Act, codified
at 10 U.S.C. § 7420. In 1976, in accordance with the Naval Petroleum Reserves Production Act, the 23
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supply of petroleum reserves for emergency national security and defense reasons. Any
export from the NPR requires a license from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Industry & Security (“BIS”) for export to any country outside the United States. 15
C.F.R. § 754.1. The Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) administered by BIS
indicate that applications for export licenses for such commodities will be denied in most
instances, 15 C.F.R. § 754.3. Given the stringent treatment of export of natural gas
liquids from the NPR, and the clearance of temporary export to and through Canada only,
(under Section 185(u) of the Mineral Lands Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C. 185), there exists a
reasonable basis to believe that the responsible offices in FERC, DOE, and elsewhere
within the federal government will not be favorably inclined to allow North Slope LNG
to be exported outside North America, which strongly favors the TransCanada pipeline
option.
This conclusion is reinforced by the export restrictions and licensing requirements
imposed by BIS on the export of North Slope petroleum under the EAR, described above.
Specifically, as implemented in Supplement 3 to Part 754 of the EAR, Section 28 of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended by Section 201 of the Alaska Power Administration
Asset Sale and Termination Act, 30 U.S.C. § 185, describes the specific treatment of vital
energy sources derived from the Alaskan North Slope. While LNG is not specifically
enumerated in the Mineral Leasing Act, the text clearly recognizes (and acts upon) the

million acre area on Alaska's North Slope, formerly known as Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4, was
transferred to the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, and renamed the National
Petroleum Reserve in Alaska. As a result, this vast tract is not currently subject to the LNG export
constraints of the BIS imposed on the NPR.
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vital importance of energy resources derived from this Alaskan territory and the special
treatment such resources should be afforded.
Nor have recent political and policy actions indicated any lessening concern over
energy trade with foreign companies or countries. To the contrary, last year the U.S.
Congress reinforced the connection that policymakers are required to recognize between
U.S. energy resources and national security considerations. Specifically, Section 4 of the
Foreign Investment and National Security Act of 2007 (“FINSA”) at 50 App. USCA
2170, expanded the factors to be considered by the Committee on Foreign Investment in
the United States (“CFIUS”) in its review of foreign direct investment. Among other
steps, FINSA amends Section 721 of Title VII of the Defense Production Act of 1950, 50
U.S.C. App. § 2170 (2000), (“Exon-Florio Provision”), which provides procedures for
CFIUS to vet foreign direct investments in U.S. companies involved in business having
national security implications, and now requires that the CFIUS review process address
“the potential national security-related effects on United States critical infrastructure,
including major energy assets,” FINSA ¶6, and “the long-term projection of United
States requirements for sources of energy and other critical resources and material.”
FINSA ¶10.
Although the export of LNG from the United States to a customer in Pacific Rim
Asia does not fall within the jurisdictional ambit of a CFIUS review, the national
security-related concerns over such exports, in particular the heavy investment in LNG
infrastructure solely for the purpose of producing and distributing LNG for export to
countries that may present a national security threat to the United States, such as China,
cannot be discounted. At a minimum, this would likely be a subject of discussion within

7

the U.S. interagency committee as well as with those committees of the House and Senate
that oversee the national security apparatus18.
Even if such a project would not fall within the scope of CFIUS review and policy
consideration, we anticipate that, were the LNG project to be seriously considered,
Congress could well object to such exports on the basis of national security and energy
resource concerns beyond the FINSA provisions mentioned above, and enact further
legislation to restrict or prohibit such exports. Senator Murkowski, for example, has
expressed concerns over the import of LNG. The rationale behind these concerns would
equally lead to resistance against any attempt to export LNG to Asia. In questioning
Alan Greenspan in hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on United
States energy dependence, Senator Murkowski made the following comments:
Right now, we’re in a situation where our imports of LNG are at a pretty
minimal level. I understand it’s about 3 percent right now. But the
increase of LNG imports has increased by 180 percent, but in the past
several years, still accounting for only about 3 percent of our U.S.
imports.
The concern that I have is that we go in the same direction with natural
gas as we are with oil, being dependent on foreign sources for an
extremely important resource for us here in this country, and a
recognition that we can do something about it because we have that
ability to grow that resource here….
We’re trying to move a project down from Alaska to get Alaska’s natural
gas to the rest of the United States. That project is not moving as quickly
as we would like. We recognize that the country is counting on Alaska’s
gas to come down. We’re trying to make sure that, in fact, that happens.
I am very concerned that we take the approach with a resource like
natural gas and say, well, we simply can’t produce enough of it here in
this country; we must look to foreign nations for that resource; and we
must put ourselves again in that position of being vulnerable, of
18

In addition to these committees being advised of any possible LNG exports to these countries, the LNG
export issue could be subject to additional scrutiny through the enactment of EPAct 2005 which requires
the FERC Chairman to testify before Congress every six months on the status of developing energy
projects in Alaska.
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providing cash to those countries that, as you point out, might be our
friend today but who knows where they’re going to be next year19.

Any such concerns arising merely by reason of a proposed export of natural gas
would be further heightened when the likely markets to which the LNG would be
exported are considered. On the one hand, it is noteworthy that the U.S. Government
currently does not maintain comprehensive sanctions against the countries we understand
would be the most likely recipients of LNG exports in Pacific Rim Asia, namely Taiwan,
China, Japan and Korea. On the other hand, however, the mere prospect of potential
LNG export to China likely would itself be the basis for national security objections. The
U.S. Government exhibits increasing distrust of China generally and its military activities
in particular. Any activity that could be seen as a material contribution to the Chinese
Government (even in the form of commercial sale of dual-use or civilian products, such
as LNG) is deemed to have an impact on the overall integrity of the U.S. Defense
Industrial Base Critical Infrastructure. See “U.S. Export Controls and the U.S. Defense
Industrial Base”20. Along these lines, the State Department maintains an arms embargo
against China, pursuant to the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (“ITAR”), 22
C.F.R. Section 126.1, and the Tiananmen Square Sanctions, Title IX of Pub. L. 101-246,
104 Stat. 83, 22 U.S.C. Section 2151 (note). Although the embargo does not extend
specifically to fuel, per se, it covers exports of defense articles, technology and services
(including material support for the Chinese military). Hence, there seems no likelihood
at present that a proposal focused on, or justified only in part by, the prospect of LNG
sales to China would ever meet the objections of energy and national security agencies.
19

Congressional Transcripts, June 7, 2006, Senate Foreign Relations Committee Holds Hearing on Oil
Dependence and Economic Risk, at 24.
20

Available at: http://www.acq.osd.mil/ip/.
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In addition, given the long-standing relationship between China and the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea), we believe that the U.S.
Government would strictly scrutinize any proposed exports of LNG to China for the
potential diversion risk to North Korea. Currently, the U.S. Government imposes a
licensing requirement on exports and re-exports of all U.S. origin items to North Korea.
31 C.F.R. Part 500 (2008) and 15 C.F.R. Part 746.4. Few items are subject to a favorable
determination, and there is no basis to believe that LNG would be among them.
Furthermore, aside from the tension with U.S. export controls and sanctions
regulations, diversion of LNG to North Korea would undermine the U.S. Government’s
negotiating power vis-à-vis North Korea. While the Korean Peninsula Energy
Development Organization (“KEDO”) Agreed Framework for the development of a Light
Water Reactor project to provide energy to North Korea was terminated in 2006 (due to
North Korea’s failure to perform the steps required under the Agreement), the impact of
possible diversion of LNG to North Korea remains significant. In particular, energy
resources supplied to North Korea outside the scope of the Agreement undermine the
U.S. Government’s ability to negotiate with North Korea, most directly undermining the
Executive Branch’s exercise of its foreign affairs power in this regard. Any attempt at
unlawful diversion would be nearly impossible for the U.S. exporter of record to detect
and could, under the right factual circumstances, create legal liabilities for that same
exporter, given the U.S. Government’s “strict liability” standard when enforcing its
export control provisions.
CONCLUSION
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In sum, a project to export Alaskan LNG to Asia (instead of transporting Alaska
gas to North America through the TransCanada pipeline) would likely confront
significant, expensive, and time consuming barriers by reason of the requirement for
applications to, and approvals by, a host of federal agencies, including FERC and DOE in
connection with the export elements of the proposal (and, in addition, DOT, the
Department of Interior, the Coast Guard, and the Army Corps of Engineers in connection
with the environmental and transportation elements, discussed in a separate
memorandum), as well as potential delays to address anticipatable objections by the
Departments of State and Defense, or the National Security Council. By contrast, the
TransCanada Pipeline proposal confronts none of these issues, and is subject to
statutorily-imposed presumptions that the proposal serves the public interest.
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Lack of Open Access for LNG Export Terminals
An important factor in assessing the likely LNG options is an understanding of
the limited role that federal and state regulation will play in the operation of an LNG
terminal, including, in particular, the establishment of rates and terms of service. As
discussed below, open access regulations generally do not apply to LNG import and
export facilities. This could preclude subsequent explorers that discover additional North
Slope reserves from gaining access to any LNG terminal.
The FERC initially regulated LNG import terminals in the same manner as
pipelines, including by imposing cost-of-service rates and open access terms of service.
See Distrigas Corp. v. FPC, 495 F.2d. 1057 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied 419 U.S. 834
(1974); Cove Point LNG Limited Partnership, 97 FERC ¶ 61,043 (2001) (authorizing
reactivation of LNG terminal and approving open access tariff). However, the agency
changed course in 2002. In the Hackberry LNG Terminal, L.L.C. proceeding, 101 FERC
¶ 61,294 (2002), the Commission announced that, henceforth, it would confine its review
of LNG terminal proposals to their safety, security and environmental aspects.1 The
Hackberry decision followed widespread complaints that traditional, so-called “heavyhanded” regulation of LNG terminals was discouraging the development of needed new
LNG projects and supplies.
At a public conference held in October 2002 and in subsequently-filed comments,
in a proceeding conducted during the pendency of the Hackberry proceeding,
1

Pursuant to Section 301(b) of the Department of Energy Reorganization Act (Pub. L. 95-91, 42
U.S.C. § 7101 et seq.), authority over natural gas imports and exports under Section 3 of the Natural Gas
Act was transferred the Department of Energy. However, the DOE has delegated to the FERC review
authority over all issues related to the siting and operation of importation or exportation facilities. DOE
Delegation Order No. 00-004.00A, (effective May 16, 2006). Before Hackberry, while the FERC typically
took a hands-off approach to export terminals, as noted in the text, it regulated LNG import terminals in
essentially the same manner as it did domestic pipelines.
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representatives from virtually every facet of the industry urged the Commission to loosen
regulatory restraints on LNG plants and operations, particularly those that required the
application of open-access rules. Shell LNG NA, Inc., for example, then the largest
shipper of equity-owned LNG in the world and owner of one-quarter of the world’s LNG
carrier fleet, argued that open-access requirements would seriously impede the
development of LNG terminals in the U.S. Noting that assured access to terminal
capacity was crucial for the large-scale investments necessary in connection with LNG
projects, it asserted that open seasons and open access requirements undercut this
required security of access. Shell accordingly urged that the Commission extend to LNG
developers the option to construct “proprietary” LNG terminals whenever project
participants concluded it was appropriate to do so. According to Shell:
Developers of integrated international LNG supply projects need assured market
access. Governments in foreign countries in which the gas that supports LNG
projects is produced want market assurance before approving LNG projects. The
Commission’s open season and open access requirements are obstacles that make
long-term planning of, and investment in, large-scale LNG projects extremely
difficult, if not impossible. A policy that will permit access to new LNG import
terminals on a reserved or proprietary basis will remove a significant barrier to
development of LNG import terminal capacity in the U.S.
“Post-Conference Comments of Shell NA LNG, Inc.,” Natural Gas Markets Conference,
Docket No. PL02-9-000 (filed Nov. 15, 2002), at pp. 1-2.
Similarly, BP Energy Company asserted:
Investors in an integrated, full-supply-chain LNG project need assured market
access. That need can be met only with assured access to terminal capacity.
Allowing proprietary terminals provides this assurance. In order to place large
volumes of gas (which can be upwards of a billion cubic feet per day), LNG
suppliers need access that cannot be guaranteed under open season bidding.
“Comments of Mr. Phil Bainbridge, Vice President, Global LNG - BP” (filed Oct. 25,
2002) at p.2; see also “Initial Comments of ExxonMobil Gas Marketing Company, a
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Division of ExxonMobil Corporation” (filed Nov. 15, 2002) at p. 3 (“All elements of
LNG projects must be carefully integrated to assure maximum efficiency, achieve
production/liquefaction economies of scale and eliminate unnecessary cost. For example,
the capacity of the terminal and shipping must closely match the capacity of the
liquefaction facilities to avoid unnecessary costs associated with excess capacity at either
end.”).
The same points were made by LNG developers unaffiliated with major LNG
producers/shippers. One of the commenters, Sempra Energy International, which has
since purchased the Hackberry LNG project (of which construction is nearly complete)
and is also developer of an LNG terminal in Baja California, argued that “[m]andated
open access would impede the development of the LNG industry” and that “the
Commission should decline to require LNG receipt terminals to charge cost-based rates
for their services.” According to Sempra, LNG should be viewed as simply another gas
supply option and that gas-on-gas competition in the delivery market could be counted on
to assure that price and discrimination problems were kept in check. “Comments of
Sempra Energy International” at p. 6; see also “Comments of Dominion Resources, Inc.
Following the Public Conference” at p. 9-10 (market-based rates should be authorized
where LNG terminal lacks market power).
In its Hackberry decision, issued just two months after the public conference, the
Commission expressly relied on the comments submitted at the public conference to
announce its decision to abandon traditional, cost-of-service regulation of LNG import
plants. In addition to noting the argument that investors in a “full-supply-chain” LNG
project require assured access to terminal capacity, the Commission found that LNG
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would simply be another supply option for the U.S. market and concluded that, like
competing gas supplies, LNG should not be subject to price regulation nor to the
requirement to offer open access service. 101 FERC ¶ 61,294 at P 22-27. The
Commission accordingly granted Hackberry the authority to implement rates, terms and
conditions or services as mutually-agreed upon by the parties to the import transaction
and specifically held that Hackberry was not required to offer open access service or to
maintain a tariff and rate schedule for its terminalling service. Id. at P 22.
Although Hackberry and the comments at the public conference dealt principally
with import terminals, the need to assure terminal access seems clearly to apply equally
to export facilities, as certain of the comments stress. See, e.g., Comments of
ExxonMobil Gas Marketing Company, supra at p. 3. In fact, the Commission
historically has exercised a significantly lesser degree of oversight with respect to export
plants than in connection with import facilities. See, e.g., Yukon Pacific Corporation, 39
FERC ¶ 61,216 at 61,759 (1987). Moreover, the DOE, which retains authority to
determine whether an import or export of the LNG commodity (as opposed to the LNG
liquefaction plant, over which FERC has jurisdiction) is in the public interest, has found
that the same energy policy principles that apply to natural gas imports are also
applicable to natural gas exports. See New Policy Guidelines and Delegation Orders
From Secretary of Energy to Economic Regulatory Administration and Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission Relating to the Regulation of Imported Natural Gas, 49 Fed.
Reg. 6684 (Dep’t of Energy Feb. 22, 1984)
The facts associated with the Kenai LNG terminal in Alaska, operated by
Conoco/Phillips and Marathon, are instructive in this regard. First approved in 1967,
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Phillips Petroleum Co. and Marathon Oil Co., 37 FPC 777, the Kenai Plant has operated
for 20 years as a proprietary facility, with apparently little or no third party access.2 In
connection with the recently-filed request to renew its export authority, the State of
Alaska successfully negotiated with the plant owners an agreement to accept some thirdparty gas, on terms to be negotiated between the plant owners and the gas suppliers. See
“Motion For Leave to File Supplemental Comments and Supplemental Comments of the
State of Alaska” Conoco Phillips Alaska Natural Gas Corp. and Marathon Oil Co,
before the Office of Fossil Energy, Department of Energy FE Docket No.07-02 LNG
(filed January 2, 2008). It is significant, however, that the plant owners’ gas supplies, on
which they had been relying to meet their export needs, had significantly declined over
the years, so that in the absence of third-party gas spare capacity apparently would have
existed in the plant. Moreover, the plant’s long-term contract with its Japanese customers
is due to expire in 2009. Thus, the settlement did not involve the possibility that
accepting third-party gas would interfere with an LNG sales contract for which major
new investments would have to be made.
In 2005, the Hackberry policy was effectively codified into federal law. Although
there had been no opposition to the new policy by the participants in Hackberry, it was
nevertheless subject to change by a subsequent Commission. Further, the decision raised
the possibility, particularly when applied to imports of gas that did not enter the interstate
grid, that states would be able to rely on the FERC’s diminished role to block import
terminals of which they did approve. Issues were raised in other cases, moreover,

2

See D.L. Andress, The Phillips Optimized Cascade LNG Process - A Quarter Century of
Improvements, located at: http://lnglicensing.conocophillips.com/NR/rdonlyres/FBB538DA-256D-4B96A844-5D147F4441CF/0/quartercentury.pdf, at 2 (1996).
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regarding whether the Commission’s authority over an import terminal was as broad as
the agency assumed.
These issues were resolved, at least for the time being, in the Energy Policy Act
of 2005, Pub. L. 109-58, 199 Stat. 594 (2005) (“EP Act”). In Section 311 of the EP Act,
the Congress amended Section 3 of the Natural Gas Act to confer on the FERC
“exclusive authority” over applications for “the siting, construction, expansion or
operation of an LNG terminal.” (The provision appears as new Section 3(e)(1) of the
NGA.) The term “LNG terminal” was specifically defined to include all natural gas
facilities “used to receive, unload, load, store, transport, gasify, liquefy, or process natural
gas that is imported to the United States from a foreign country, [or] exported to a
foreign country from the United States”. Thus, the statute clearly embraces export
terminals and removes any ambiguity regarding the scope of the Commission’s authority
over specific terminal facilities. 15 U.S.C. § 717a(11). Although the states were assured
of the opportunity to provide input into the FERC’s decision, they were effectively
denied any veto over the approval of an LNG terminal site.
Importantly, the new statute also ensured that there could be no change in the
FERC’s decision not to regulate the rates or terms and conditions of service on which
LNG projects would be undertaken, at least until January 1, 2015. For this purpose,
Section 311 of the EP Act amended Section 3 of the NGA (now Section 3(e)(3)(B)) to
provide:
(B) Before January 1, 2015, the Commission shall not—
(i) deny an application solely on the basis that the applicant proposes to use the
LNG terminal exclusively or partially for gas that the applicant or an affiliate of
the applicant will supply to the facility; or
(ii) condition an order on—
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(I) a requirement that the LNG terminal offer service to customers other than the
applicant, or any affiliate of the applicant, securing the order;
(II) any regulation of the rates, charges, terms, or conditions of service of the
LNG terminal; or
(III) a requirement to file with the Commission schedules or contracts related to
the rates, charges, terms, or conditions of service of the LNG terminal.
Finally, if a project sponsor does elect to offer open access service, the EP Act
further provides that the Commission may not issue any order that
result[s] in subsidization of expansion capacity by existing customers, degradation
of service to existing customers, or undue discrimination against existing
customers as to their terms or conditions of service at the facility, as all of those
terms are defined by the Commission.
15 U.S.C. §3(e)(4). Although the latter provision presumably is intended to ensure that
the economic risk of any expansions of LNG projects remain with the sponsor of the
expansion, its interpretation and application remain unclear, but it is possible that it could
have the effect of locking in any competitive advantage held by the original shippers.3
As a result of the foregoing provisions, the sponsors of LNG projects will have
the ability to negotiate with their counterparties, without direct federal (or state)
regulatory oversight, essentially any economic and service arrangements at LNG
terminals that they find acceptable.4 Applied to likely LNG alternatives, this regulatory
regime would mean the project sponsors would not be required to provide open access
service to other producers and explorers that may subsequently seek to gain access to the
LNG facility. It would mean FERC regulation would not bar the project sponsors from
preventing any parties other than the original participants from gaining access to the
terminal. It would give the project sponsors the ability to fashion, without effective

3

It should be noted, however, that the provision appears to be a limitation on Commission authority
and not on the ability of the project sponsor to negotiate a rate that would have that effect.
4
Any such agreements would presumably still have to comply with other statutory requirements,
such as federal and state antitrust laws.
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oversight by the FERC, rates, terms and conditions that could prejudice the positions of
other stakeholders, leaving injured parties only indirect remedies. And, due to absence of
FERC rate regulation, it would enhance the abilities of these parties to allocate costs
among parties and project segments to the detriment of royalty owners and taxing
authorities.
The EP Act does not affect state authority over in-state facilities not associated
with the LNG terminal. Under prior law, where an export project relied on stateregulated facilities to the move the gas to the border, the FERC and DOE had jurisdiction
over the export itself and the facilities located at the border, while the state was free to
regulate the upstream, instate pipeline facilities pursuant to state law. This ability to
regulate in-state movements of gas, even where the gas is destined for export, is not
disturbed by the new statute. This could be particularly important for potential LNG
alternatives because of the likelihood that the pipeline from the North Slope would also
serve in-state customers. But it also raises the possibility that the State would be required
to play an important role in approving some aspects of the specific LNG alternative. In
particular, implementation of the project may involve State approval of the pipeline route,
rates to in-state customers, and other matters affecting State interests. It could also
provide the State with the means to protect State interests associated with the gas to be
exported in the event the LNG alternative were pursued. Such an approach may be less
effective than State authority over the LNG terminal or than a federal proceeding
affording a direct means of vindicating State interests, but, since federal law now confers
substantial rights on private interests when pursuing LNG export projects, the residual
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authority possessed by the State over in-state facilities could still be a significant factor in
protecting State interests.
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Memorandum

TO: Senator Gene Therriault, Chair, Legislative Budget and Audit Committee
Representative Ralph Samuels, Vice-Chair, Legislative Budget and Audit
Committee
FROM: Kenneth M. Minesinger
Cecil Chung
DATE: December 21, 2006
RE: Updated Competitive Analysis of Producer-Owned Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline

Introduction and Summary
This memorandum provides an update to our April 22, 2005 memorandum, which analyzed
the antitrust and competitive issues raised by ownership of the Alaska natural gas pipeline by the
major North Slope producers (BP, ExxonMobil, and ConocoPhillips, hereinafter jointly referred to
as the “Producers”). This updated review specifically responds to various assertions made on
behalf of the former Governor’s negotiating team (hereinafter the “Former Administration”), and
other assertions by the Producers.1 This update also addresses several developments that have
occurred since we completed our prior memorandum, including the draft contract between the State
and the Producers, new authority granted to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”

1

In particular, we will respond to assertions made in: (1) the March 11, 2005 memorandum from Mr.
Bradley S. Lui to the State of Alaska (“March 2005 Administration Memorandum”), which was included as
Appendix J of the Fiscal Interest Findings published by the Former Administration; (2) the May 15, 2006
PowerPoint presented by Mr. Lui entitled “The Stranded Gas Fiscal Contract: Antitrust Issues” (“May 2006
Presentation to the Special Legislative Session”); (3) the July 13, 2006 PowerPoint presented by Mr. Robert
H. Loeffler entitled “Access to Alaska Gas Pipeline and ‘Basin Control’” (“July 2006 Administration
Presentation”); and (4) the August 3, 2006 letter on behalf of the Producers from Mr. Bradford G. Keithley
to The Honorable Ralph Seekins (“August 2006 Producer Letter”).

or “Commission”) by the Energy Policy Act of 2005, and a federal court’s reversal of FERC’s
Order No. 2004.
Counsel for the Former Administration and the Producers have contended that: (1) a
Producer-owned pipeline would have the same incentive as an independent pipeline to ship thirdparty gas produced by smaller producers and explorers; (2) FERC regulations ensure that a
Producer-owned pipeline would not discriminate against smaller producers and explorers; (3)
virtually all pipelines in the United States are subject to the same sort of affiliate issues that would
be presented by a Producer-owned Alaska pipeline; and (4) a Producer-owned pipeline would not
violate the antitrust laws.
As discussed below, the antitrust and competitive analysis of the Former Administration
and the Producers ignores well-established vertical market power principles, relies on erroneous
factual assumptions, and does not address several of the key issues discussed in our prior
memorandum. As a result, the Former Administration reached the wrong conclusion regarding the
competitive problems associated with a Producer-owned pipeline. After reviewing the Former
Administration’s analysis and having been informed of the key provisions of the draft contract, we
continue to believe that a Producer-owned pipeline would raise significant vertical market power
issues that, while not disqualifying, should at least be considered by the State in determining how
to proceed.
Indeed, based on the scope and extent of the Producers’ ownership of the pipeline and
control of the pipeline’s firm capacity rights and natural gas reserves in the State of Alaska, the
project appears to present vertical market power issues that significantly exceed those on any other
major natural gas pipeline in the U.S. Contrary to the Producers’ contention that “virtually all”
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pipelines implicate these same concerns, this is a highly unusual fact pattern, presenting unique
vertical market power problems. From both a competitive standpoint and in terms of maximizing
the future development of Alaska’s natural gas reserves, a Producer-owned pipeline would be
inferior to an independent pipeline company project, all other factors being equal, because the
Producers will have a disincentive to expand the line to its full potential and an incentive to restrict
access by smaller producers and explorers. This conclusion is supported by the 1977 opinion of
the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) – which recommended a complete ban on producerownership of the pipeline – and more recent DOJ, Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) cases and orders in analogous situations. The State’s
reported experience with the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (“TAPS”) oil pipeline also supports
this analysis, and counsels in favor of adopting a new approach to avoid similar pitfalls. Similar to
an analogous market power problem FERC identified in Order No. 2000, the State must be careful
to avoid creating a pipeline ownership structure that fosters a perception of discrimination that
could deter smaller producers and explorers from developing Alaska’s gas reserves to their fullest
potential. Indeed, failure to address the vertical market power issues could lead to a reduction in
the number of competing producers, a reduction in the amount of Alaska’s natural gas that will be
produced, and control over the Alaskan natural gas production basin by the Producers as they force
or encourage smaller producers/explorers to exit the market.
To be sure, some pipeline would clearly be better than none in terms of developing
Alaska’s natural gas reserves. Thus, we differ from the 1977 DOJ opinion in that we are not
suggesting that the State should refuse to consider negotiating a contract with the Producers.
Instead, we believe the State should take a “middle ground” approach, one which does not bar a
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Producer-owned pipeline, but which also does not ignore the undeniable vertical market power
issues associated with such a pipeline. Moreover, we believe smaller producers and explorers will
likely raise these vertical market power issues in any FERC certificate proceeding involving a
Producer-owned pipeline. While we do not doubt that FERC would authorize construction of a
Producer-owned pipeline, we believe there is a significant risk FERC would impose certificate
conditions to address the market power issues which the Producers would find unacceptable,
leading to additional litigation, delay, and potential rejection of the certificate by the Producers. To
avoid this problem, we strongly endorse any effort by the State to consider reforming the draft
contract to address these issues in advance, and the option of opening the negotiations to include
competing proposals by independent pipeline companies.

Discussion
In our April 22, 2005 memorandum (a copy of which is attached hereto for your
convenience, hereinafter referred to as the “April 2005 Memorandum”), we concluded that even
though the construction of a new Alaska pipeline would be a positive development for Alaska and
for the Nation’s energy resources, ownership of the pipeline by the Producers would raise
significant competitive issues which could lead to time-consuming litigation at FERC and cause
FERC to consider imposing various certificate conditions or remedies. Specifically, we concluded
the Producers would have the incentive and ability to use their control of the pipeline to
discriminate against smaller producers and explorers, including by resisting an expansion of the
pipeline.

We also concluded that these unique incentives associated with a Producer-owned

pipeline could limit competition and the future development of Alaska’s natural gas resources,
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even assuming the Producers could convince FERC to approve the project without conditions. We
based our conclusions on several factors, including among other things (1) the 1977 DOJ opinion,
(2) subsequent case law and consent decrees from DOJ, the FTC and FERC demonstrating that the
vertical market power analysis in DOJ’s 1977 opinion is still analytically valid, and (3) the unique
fact situation presented.
Approximately one year following our memorandum, in a presentation dated May 15, 2006,
the Former Administration indirectly responded to some of the points we had made. The Former
Administration recognized that in 2005 the then-FERC chairman stated that the antitrust issues
raised by DOJ in 1977 “are still valid”.2 However, the Former Administration concluded that a
Producer joint venture to construct the Alaska natural gas pipeline would not violate the antitrust
laws.3 The Former Administration also concluded that FERC regulation will ensure that the
Producers cannot and will not discriminate against third-parties.4

Moreover, the Former

Administration concluded the Producers will lack even the incentive to discriminate against their
competitors, citing statistics which purportedly show the Producers as a group control only a small
portion of the U.S. natural gas market.5 In fact, the Former Administration even maintained the
Producers would have the incentive “to encourage third party shipments”, instead of an incentive to
discriminate against third-party shipments.6

2

See the cover memorandum to the March 2005 Administration Memorandum at footnote 1.

3

March 2005 Administration Memorandum at 4.

4

Id. at 6-8.

5

Id. at 8.

6

Id. at 9.
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As explained more fully below, the Former Administration’s conclusions directly conflict
with well-established vertical market power principles applied by the DOJ, the FTC, and FERC,
and are based on a mistaken view of the relevant facts.
I.

The Former Administration’s Analysis Focused on the Wrong Issues, and Virtually
Ignored the 1977 DOJ Opinion.
The Former Administration’s analysis hinges in substantial part on its conclusion that a

Producer joint venture to build an Alaska natural gas pipeline would not violate the antitrust laws.
But that is not the issue. As an initial matter, while antitrust and competitive principles are
relevant, the applicable legal standard in a certificate proceeding to construct a new pipeline at
FERC is not whether an antitrust violation has occurred or would occur. Enforcing the antitrust
laws is the job of DOJ and the FTC; FERC does not enforce the antitrust laws. Northern Natural
Gas Co. v. FPC, 399 F.2d 953, 961 (D.C. Cir. 1968). Rather, in determining whether a proposed
pipeline project is in the “public convenience and necessity” and thus should be authorized under
Section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act, FERC must evaluate antitrust factors along with other public
interest considerations.

Id.; City of Pittsburgh v. FPC, 237 F.2d 741 (D.C. Cir. 1956).

In

performing its public interest analysis, FERC analyzes numerous factors, including, where
appropriate, not only the narrow question of whether the antitrust laws would be violated but also
the broader issue of the effect a particular proposal would have on competition and the impact of a
proposal on the pipeline’s customers. See, e.g., Southern Natural Gas Co., 72 FERC ¶ 61,322, at
62,386 (1995). Moreover, under the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act (“ANGPA”), FERC in is
required to develop open season regulations (ultimately leading to a certificate) that “promote
competition in the exploration, development, and production of Alaska natural gas.” (ANGPA §
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103(e)(2)(B)).

This requirement exists regardless whether a particular proposal violates the

antitrust laws.7
By focusing on the narrow question of whether a producer joint venture in and of itself
would violate the antitrust laws – something which neither the 1977 DOJ opinion nor our April
2005 memorandum ever asserted – the Former Administration constructed a “straw man” ignoring
the relevant issues. Those issues include whether there is a significant risk that FERC, as part of its
broad “public convenience and necessity” analysis under Section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act,
would impose conditions on the certificate authorizing construction of the pipeline that would be
unacceptable to the Producers.
Searching for a technical violation of the antitrust laws also caused the Former
Administration to misconstrue the 1977 DOJ opinion. As noted above, DOJ never concluded that a
producer-owned pipeline would actually violate the antitrust laws. Yet DOJ continued to have
very serious competitive concerns. Recall that DOJ concluded:
 “[P]roducer ownership or control of the transportation system could circumvent Federal
Power Commission regulation of the pipeline….” [DOJ Opinion at iv-v.]
 “[M]onopoly profits could be taken by the integrated company by transferring some or all
of the profits stemming from the transportation monopoly to the unregulated upstream
production operations through denial of access to non-owners and restricting downstream
supply.” [DOJ Opinion at iv-v.]
 “Because the producers’ market power “could be reduced by discovery and development of
new fields by other producers, . . . an integrated producer/pipeline owner would seek to
restrict access and throughput to take monopoly profits.. [Id. at v.]

7

Consistent with that requirement, the Commission’s regulations expressly contemplate that it will
review the design of any proposed project and may require design changes to accommodate future
expansions of the line. 18 C.F.R. §§ 157.36 and 156.37. Importantly, as discussed more fully below, the
Producers have appealed those specific requirements.
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 “[T]he case we are concerned with includes future efforts by other producers to enter the
Alaskan field and consequential needs for expanded pipeline capacity (e.g., through
looping) in the future. . . . [P]roducer-ownership of the pipeline creates incentives to deny
or impede such future expansion.” [Id. at 39.]
 “It will be in the interest of producer-owners to resist future expansion and thus discourage
future entry into Alaskan gas production.” [Id. at 43.]
 “The clean solution to the vertical integration problem is to place all pipelines in the
position of the nonintegrated owner – prohibit producer ownership in the pipeline.” [Id. at
42.]
As these quotes make clear, DOJ’s opposition to producer-ownership of the pipeline in
1977 was predicated on the vertical market power problem created when large producers at the
upstream stage of the natural gas supply chain integrate into the downstream pipeline
transportation stage of the supply chain. DOJ’s opposition was not predicated on any assumption
that such vertical integration would in and of itself violate any provision of the antitrust laws.
Indeed, DOJ never discusses any specific provision of the antitrust laws or antitrust case law in its
opinion.

But DOJ was quite clearly concerned about vertical foreclosure – the incentive a

producer-owned pipeline would have to try to use control over the pipeline to limit competition
from rival producers and explorers. By focusing on the narrow question of whether a pipeline joint
venture owned by the Producers would violate the antitrust laws, the Former Administration sidestepped the important competitive issues.8
8

We also would note the Former Administration failed to discuss an important way in which the
implementation of a Producer joint venture could violate the antitrust laws. DOJ would be very concerned
if the joint venture were used by the Producers to facilitate collusion. This collusion could take several
forms. For example, any use of the joint venture to fix the price of natural gas sold through the pipeline
would clearly violate the antitrust laws. Similarly, any use of the joint venture to divide markets – including
through a joint, non-unilateral decision by the Producers not to construct or to delay construction of the
pipeline in the first place – would also raise serious antitrust concerns. While these so-called “spill-over
effects” could be addressed as a separate offense, if the proposed joint venture raises a significant likelihood
of such potential abuses, then it would be prudent and more efficient for the State to address them now and
insist on adopting structural safeguards.
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The Former Administration also failed to address any of the post-1977 vertical market
power cases which we discussed at length in our memorandum.9 For example, in Dominion
Resources,10 the FTC maintained that the acquisition of Virginia Natural Gas (“VNG”), the
primary natural gas pipeline distributor in southeastern Virginia, by Dominion Resources, a major
electric power generator in southeastern Virginia, would likely deter or disadvantage entry by
independent power generation companies. Specifically, the FTC was concerned Dominion could
use VNG’s control over the natural gas pipeline network to raise the costs of entry and/or
electricity production to new, competing generators by charging them discriminatorily high prices
for natural gas or through other more subtle means of discrimination. As a result, the FTC required
Dominion to divest VNG. The same vertical concerns expressed in Dominion have been relied on
by the FTC, DOJ and FERC in numerous other cases, including in a merger case decided by FERC
just last week where FERC was concerned that post-merger the company at issue could use its
control over transmission to discriminate against rival generators and in favor of its affiliated
generation.11 These authorities demonstrate that, from both an antitrust and a FERC perspective,
the underlying vertical market power theory relied on by DOJ in its 1977 opinion is still valid.
Moreover, as we will discuss later in this memorandum, the vertical foreclosure concerns
underlying the 1977 DOJ opinion are also supported by a number of the major rulemaking orders
issued by FERC over the past twenty years, which are predicated in large part on the concern that a
9

See, e.g., the cases cited and discussed at pages 7-10 of our April 2005 Memorandum, including
Dominion Resources, infra, Shell/Texaco, FTC File No. 971-0026 (1997), and Detroit Edison, FTC File No.
001-0067 (2001).
10

FTC Dkt. No. C-3901 (1999).

11

See Aquila, Inc. and Mid-Kansas Electric Co., LLC, 117 FERC ¶ 61,276, at P 38 (2006) (finding
that, without mitigation, the combination of one company’s generation with another entity’s control of
transmission could have a negative effect on vertical competition); see also supra footnote 9.
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pipeline/transmission owner will use its control over pipeline/transmission facilities to discriminate
against non-affiliated competitors and in favor of the pipeline/transmission owner’s affiliates.
Although we disagree with the 1977 DOJ’s recommendation of a complete ban on producerownership, it cannot be reasonably disputed that the vertical analysis reflected in the 1977 DOJ
opinion is based on well-established, widely accepted, and analytically sound competitive
principles. Yet that is the direct implication of the Former Administration’s stance.
II.

The Former Administration Disregarded Facts and Other Precedent Demonstrating
That A Producer-Owned Pipeline Would Have A Clear Incentive To Discriminate
Against Smaller Producer/Explorers.
A vertical market power problem exists when a company (or a group of companies through

a joint venture) has the incentive and ability to use its control of a “bottleneck” asset such as a
natural gas pipeline to discriminate against its competitors who need to use the asset to make
competing sales of a commodity such as natural gas.12 Despite this well-established principle, the
Former Administration concluded, remarkably, that a Producer-owned pipeline would not have an
incentive to discriminate against rival producers, and would have the same incentive to ship thirdparty gas as an independent pipeline. See March 2005 Administration Memorandum at 8 (asserting
that “The Producers Would Have The Same Incentive To Allow Third Party Shippers To Ship on
the Gas Pipeline As An Independent Owner.”). The Former Administration’s conclusion was

12

For example, numerous FERC orders, including its Merger Policy Statement, reflect FERC’s
concern about the potential for anticompetitive effects resulting from vertical mergers. See, e.g., Inquiry
Concerning the Commission’s Merger Policy under the Federal Power Act: Policy Statement, Order No.
592, 61 Fed. Reg. 68,595 (1996), FERC Stats. & Regs. Regulations Preambles January 1991-June 1996 ¶
31,044 (1996), order on reconsideration, Order No. 592-A, 62 Fed. Reg. 33,341 (1997), 79 FERC ¶ 61,321
(1997); Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, NRG McClain LLC, 105 FERC ¶ 61,297 (2003); Dominion
Resources, Inc. and Consolidated Natural Gas Company, 89 FERC ¶ 61,162 (1999); San Diego Gas &
Electric Company and Enova Energy, Inc., et al., 79 FERC ¶ 61,372 (1997), order denying reh’g, 85 FERC
¶ 61,037 (1998)..
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based on important factual errors and an apparent misconception about the natural gas business in
general.
First, the Former Administration contended that the Producers collectively have a current
market share of less than 10 percent of the natural gas sales in the Lower 48 states, and are
projected to have a market share of slightly more than 20 percent in 2015. See May 2006
Presentation to the Special Legislative Session at 4. The Former Administration’s assumption
about the Producers’ current market share appears to be incorrect and based on data that
significantly understates the Producers’ sales of natural gas. Publicly available sales information
demonstrates that the Producers have a North American market share of approximately 40 percent,
about four times greater than the amount asserted by the Former Administration.13 Moreover, the
Former Administration should also have focused on the pipeline transportation of Alaskan gas to
consumption areas and the ownership of the gas that will be transported out of Alaska. In other
words, what is also crucial to the incentives issue is that the Producers will jointly own the pipeline
and will collectively own approximately 90 percent or more of the natural gas that will initially be
transported on the pipeline. That is an unusually high level, particularly on a pipeline of this size
and scope.
13

See Natural Gas Intelligence’s Rankings of the top North American Natural Gas Marketers for 2006
(ranking BP first and ConocoPhillips second among all marketers). It appears the Former Administration
excluded third-party gas sold by the Producers from their market share calculation, but offered no reason to
support that. See March 2005 Administration Memorandum at 8. Because the Producers presumably seek
to make a profit on all gas sales they make, there appears to be no reason to exclude their sales of gas
produced by third-parties. There also is no reason to expect their market share will go down in the future.
In fact, based on the analogous experience with TAPS and other market trends, there is probably more
reason to expect the Producers’ market share to increase in the future. In any event, under the authorities
discussed later in this memorandum, FERC’s concern about discrimination in many instances does not
depend on whether the vertically-integrated company has a large or small share of the downstream
commodity market. Thus, the Former Administration’s focus on the size of the Producers’ market share in
the Lower 48 states is somewhat misplaced, in addition to being factually incorrect.
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A second factual misconception – which both the Former Administration and the Producers
have asserted – is the claim that a Producer-owned Alaska pipeline does not present unique market
power issues, and specifically that “virtually all interstate pipelines suffer from the same sort of
affiliate concerns.” August 2006 Producer Letter at 3; March 2005 Administration Memorandum
at 8. Their contention is simply incorrect. It is beyond any reasonable dispute that a Producerowned Alaska pipeline would result in a situation where the pipeline’s marketing affiliates would
hold a massive amount of the Alaska pipeline’s capacity, an amount that collectively far exceeds
the amount of capacity (both in relative and absolute terms) held by any unregulated marketing
affiliate on any other major pipeline in the U.S.14 While it is certainly true that marketing affiliates
hold capacity on other interstate natural gas pipelines, those situations appear to pale in
comparison, as they typically involve smaller capacity holdings and/or smaller pipelines.
In this regard, there certainly are other pipelines in the U.S. that have or have had in the
past a significant amount of producer-ownership, such as Entrega, Rockies Express and Alliance.
However, those pipelines are readily distinguishable from the Alaska situation. Other producerowned pipelines typically (1) involve a much smaller share of the natural gas produced in the
production basin at issue, (2) are not the only pipeline which provides access to other producers
from the relevant production basin, (3) have a significantly greater number of shippers with
significant capacity holdings, and/or (4) to our knowledge, have not permitted the major producerowner(s) to veto or restrict future expansions. Thus, on a smaller producer-owned pipeline, an
14

See Energy Information Agency statistics cited in Don Shepler’s August 18, 2006 memorandum at
p. 4. This conclusion is based on our years of experience in the natural gas pipeline industry, and was
confirmed by reviewing the Index of Customers filed at FERC by several major pipelines, including
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line, Texas Eastern, Tennessee Gas Pipeline, ANR Pipeline, El Paso Natural Gas
Company, Northwest Pipeline, Columbia Gas Transmission, Colorado Interstate Gas Company, Florida Gas
Transmission, and Southern Natural Gas Company.
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ownership position of even 100 percent might not raise the same degree of competitive issues as
would be raised by a Producer-owned Alaska pipeline. The unique facts of the Alaska situation,
including the sheer size of the pipeline, the concentration of most of the natural gas reserves in the
hands of only three producers, the absence of any other competing pipelines with access to the
production basin at issue, and the ability of the Producers to veto an expansion, distinguish a
Producer-owned Alaska pipeline from other pipelines owned in whole or in part by producers.
In short, these facts, along with economic analysis supporting prior DOJ, FTC, and FERC
precedents in similar situations, compel the conclusion that a Producer-owned pipeline raises
serious vertical market power issues. There are three related competitive problems that would
likely arise, in one form or another. First, as the holders of the vast majority of the firm capacity
on the largest-diameter natural gas pipeline ever constructed in North America, the Producers
would have a tremendous incentive to favor their own marketing affiliates and to discriminate
against competing producer/explorers, thereby increasing their control over the amount of natural
gas shipped downstream. This discrimination could take subtle forms that are difficult for FERC to
detect, including preferential access to information about the pipeline’s operations and expansion
plans. As the owners of virtually all existing natural gas reserves in Alaska, the Producers would
have an incentive to use their ownership of the pipeline to limit pipeline access for competing
producers and explorers – an incentive that would exist even if the Producers held no firm capacity
rights on the pipeline.
Second, as marketers of a significant portion of the natural gas in the U.S., the Producers
would have a strong incentive to control the “spigot” and prevent other producers from flooding
the market with additional gas, thereby undercutting their existing U.S. sales. A central means by
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which this could occur would be for the Producers to make it as difficult as possible for smaller
producers and explorers to expand the pipeline.

The Producers’ actions thus far have only

confirmed this concern, as the Producers have expended considerable resources at FERC and in the
court of appeals to make it more difficult for a third-party to expand the pipeline. Given their large
market share, there is every reason to expect the Producers to continue pursue an anti-expansion
agenda in the coming years.
Third, the Producers would have an incentive to limit competition by reducing the number
of competing producers and explorers, thereby achieving control over the production basin. By
achieving “basin control”, the Producers could limit the amount of gas produced, similar to the way
they have appeared to have little enthusiasm thus far to build the pipeline itself. The Producers
could achieve this by making it more difficult for smaller producers and explorers to gain access to
the pipeline and to expand the line, and ultimately inducing them to leave the Alaska market
altogether. This would harm the State by reducing efforts to develop Alaska’s reserves. A similar
situation has reportedly occurred on TAPS, where the number of competing producers has
dwindled over time, as producers (including, ironically, Conoco itself) who do not have an
ownership position in TAPS become discouraged by a perceived lack of equal access and
eventually leave the State.15 The State should take steps to ensure that history does not repeat itself
on the gas pipeline.
Despite these serious competitive concerns, the Former Administration has even contended
that the Producers would actually have “an incentive to encourage rather than discourage third
party shipments on the Gas Pipeline.”

March 2005 Administration Memorandum at p. 8.

15

See, e.g., Protest and Complaint of Anadarko Petroleum Corp., filed in FERC Docket No. OR05-3,
Dec. 16, 2004, at pp. 11-13.
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According to the Former Administration, encouraging third-party shipments would provide the
Producer-owners with an opportunity to recoup a portion of the cost and earn a return on their
pipeline investment. Id. The Former Administration thus asserted that a Producer-owned pipeline
would have the exact, same incentive as an independent pipeline company to operate and expand
the pipeline system.16
As discussed above, the Former Administration’s conclusions ignore well-established legal
precedents, the 1977 DOJ opinion, and the unique incentives of the Producer-owners. It does not
require any sophisticated economic analysis to conclude that the Producers’ profits from
unregulated commodity sales of natural gas would dwarf their profits from natural gas pipeline
transportation charges where equity returns are limited by FERC regulation. The Producers would
continue to make their natural gas-related profits largely through the production and sale of natural
gas, not through the transportation of natural gas through a pipeline for others. As a result, the
Producers will have an incentive to ensure that the pipeline does not facilitate their competitors’
access to consumption areas in a way that would undermine their profits from commodity sales
revenues.
This analysis is confirmed not only by the 1977 DOJ opinion and the substantial body of
vertical market power case law which we cited in our prior memorandum, but also by a series of
major FERC rulemaking orders over the past twenty years.
16

Indeed, were the Former

March 2005 Administration Memorandum at 8 (asserting that “The Producers Would Have The
Same Incentive To Allow Third Party Shippers To Ship on the Gas Pipeline As An Independent Owner.”).
In this regard, it is interesting to compare the Former Administration’s faith in the Producers’ incentive to
expand the Alaska gas pipeline with the recent allegations that BP has failed merely to maintain the existing
capacity of the TAPS oil pipeline. See, e.g., “BP Executives Rebuked in Hill Appearance,” Washington
Post, Page D01 (quoting Representative Joe Barton as stating that if BP “can’t do the basic maintenance
needed to keep Prudhoe Bay’s oil field operating safely and without interruption, maybe it shouldn’t be
operating the pipeline”).
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Administration correct that the Producers would have no incentive to discriminate, there would be
absolutely no need for the regulatory scheme FERC has established to try and prevent such
discrimination.

In a series of landmark orders, FERC has taken several steps to increase

competition in the natural gas industry, and specifically to combat the incentive that a verticallyintegrated pipeline has to discriminate in favor of its own gas marketing and production affiliates
and against competing non-affiliated gas marketing and production companies.17 FERC has also
observed that this incentive can lead to a variety of discriminatory actions, including action by the
pipeline to “refus[e] to undertake construction projects when demand for construction [by nonaffiliated shippers] exists,” in order to keep gas prices artificially high for the benefit of its
marketing affiliates.18
The Former Administration’s claim that the Producers would have the same incentives as
an independent pipeline company directly conflicts with the economic justification for these FERC
precedents.

Plainly, therefore, the Former Administration’s competitive analysis was

fundamentally flawed and overreaching.
III.

The Former Administration Also Failed To Properly Analyze A Producer-Owned
Pipeline’s Ability To Discriminate Against Smaller Producer/Explorers.
The Former Administration also contended that even assuming for the sake of argument

that the Producers would have an incentive to discriminate against third-party shippers, FERC
17

See, e.g., Order No. 497, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 30,820, at 31,129 (1988) (stating that “pipelines
continue to have economic incentives to show undue preferences toward their marketing affiliates, …”);
Order No. 2004-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,161, at P 14 (2004); see also Order No. 2000, 89 FERC ¶
61,285, slip op. at p. 66 (where the Commission found that “vertically integrated utilities have the incentive
and the opportunity to favor their generation interests over those of their competitors. If a transmission
provider’s marketing interests have favorable access to transmission system information or receive more
favorable treatment of their transmission requests, this obviously creates a disadvantage for market
competitors.”); see also generally FERC Order Nos. 436, 636, and 637.
18

Order No. 637, at 31,287 (2000).
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regulation “should preclude any effort by the Producers to favor their shipper affiliates to the
detriment of non-affiliated shippers.” March 2005 Administration Memorandum at 8. According
to the Former Administration, due to FERC regulation, “the Producers could not discriminate in
favor of their own affiliates in order to give their shipping affiliates a competitive advantage vis-àvis a non-affiliated shipper or to place non-affiliated shippers at a competitive disadvantage to the
affiliated shippers.” Id. Thus, the Former Administration contended that FERC regulation would
prevent the Producers from restricting smaller producers’ access to the pipeline or to an expansion
of the pipeline in the future.
A.

The Antitrust Agencies Prefer Structural Remedies Over Regulation.

The Former Administration was correct to point out that FERC has attempted to prevent
discrimination by vertically integrated pipelines. However, the Former Administration’s total
reliance on and complete faith in FERC regulation is inconsistent with established antitrust and
competitive principles. As we explained in our April 2005 Memorandum, the antitrust agencies
have actively sought to prevent anticompetitive mergers and conduct in the natural gas pipeline
industry and in other regulated industries, despite the existence of pervasive regulatory schemes
designed to prevent anticompetitive conduct from occurring. Simply put, the antitrust agencies
doubt that regulation will always work, and believe that regulated companies will seek and
sometimes find ways to evade regulatory proscriptions against undue discrimination. Accordingly,
the antitrust agencies have a preference for “structural” remedies such as divestiture over
“behavioral” remedies such as FERC’s anti-discrimination regulations, precisely because a
regulatory scheme can be evaded and “does not eliminate the incentive and opportunity to engage
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in exclusionary behavior.” 19 The Former Administration did not address this part of our April 2005
Memorandum.
In addition, the Former Administration has claimed that the regulatory scheme which exists
today is more pervasive now than it was in 1977 when the DOJ recommended a ban on producer
ownership. See March 2005 Administration Memorandum at 6. Again, this disregards what the
DOJ said in 1977.20 The DOJ specifically considered the fact that Section 13(a) of the Alaska
Natural Gas Transportation Act (“ANGTA”) required the Alaska pipeline to provide open and nondiscriminatory access to third-party shippers – similar to what FERC’s current regulations now
seek to achieve. 1977 DOJ Opinion at 39. Despite the fact that ANGTA sought to prevent
producers from using the pipeline to discriminate against competitors, DOJ nevertheless
recommended that producer-ownership be banned because it would still be in the interest of
vertically-integrated producer-owners to prevent third-parties from obtaining equal access to the
pipeline, and the regulations would be difficult to enforce effectively. Id. The 1977 DOJ opinion’s
refusal to rely on the regulatory scheme also reinforces what we have said about the antitrust
agencies’ general view that regulations can be evaded, and their preference for structural remedies.
B.

Recent Regulatory Developments Do Not Cure the Problem.

In addition, the Producers and the Former Administration have tried to bolster their
arguments by pointing to FERC’s new anti-market manipulation rules, its new civil penalty

19

See our February 2005 Memorandum at 2 (quoting FTC Perspective on Competition Policy and
Enforcement Initiatives in Electric Power, Prepared Remarks by William J. Baer, Bureau of Competition,
FTC, before the Conference on the New Rules of the Game for Electric Power: Antitrust & Anticompetitive
Behavior (December 4, 1997)).
20

It also ignores the fact that, despite pervasive FERC regulation of TAPS, the competitive situation
on TAPS has, according to some, deteriorated over time.
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authority, and the “Standards of Conduct” regulations established by FERC in Order No. 2004 as
evidence that anticompetitive conduct by the Producers would not occur. See, e.g., August 2006
Producer Letter at 3; July 2006 Administration Presentation at 14-20. These assertions, however,
again fail to refute the fact that the antitrust agencies typically prefer structural remedies because of
the problem of regulatory evasion. Moreover, the argument by the Former Administration and the
Producers – that the existence of FERC regulations will ensure discriminatory conduct does not
occur – again overreaches.

Extensive rules and regulations exist in numerous areas of our

economy, including, for example, securities regulations, environmental regulations, regulations
prohibiting the manipulation of commodities trading, and even clear antitrust prohibitions against
various forms of anticompetitive conduct. Yet, it is an unfortunate fact that, despite those rules and
regulations and significant penalties and other potential remedies for violating them, companies
(including the Producers themselves) sometimes violate and evade the applicable rules and
regulations.21 There is no reason to expect regulations and associated penalties will be any more
effective in this situation. Indeed, given the unique facts presented here – 90 percent (or more)
Producer ownership of Alaska’s known reserves, an unprecedented amount of pipeline capacity
rights held by Producer marketing affiliates, etc. – there is every reason for the State not to place
complete faith in a regulatory scheme that will have to be constantly policed by FERC and the
State, and even then will likely be unable to prevent all anticompetitive conduct.22

21

Cf. “BP Faces Civil Enforcement Action: [CFTC] to recommend charges for trading violations in
2002”, adn.com/Anchorage Daily News, Dec. 15, 2006; “BP Woes Deepen With New Probe: Public,
Political Pressure May Rise As Inquiry Looks Into Possibility Of Manipulation In Gas, Oil Prices,” The
Wall Street Journal Online, Page C1, August 29, 2006.
22

In addition, were the Producers to control gathering, processing or treatment facilities which must
be used prior to entering the FERC-regulated pipeline, such control would give them an additional,
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It also should be noted that the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
recently vacated Order No. 2004. National Fuel Gas Supply v. FERC, Case No. 04-1183 (D.C.
Cir., Nov. 17, 2006). From a strictly antitrust perspective that places more faith in structural
remedies than in regulatory schemes such as Order No. 2004, this development does not have great
significance, although it does remove, at least for now, an additional (albeit insufficient) “line of
defense” against anti-competitive conduct. In addition, on remand FERC may be able to come up
with a new rationale to justify the regulatory scheme adopted in Order No. 2004, or design a new
set of regulations that seeks to achieve the same objectives. Still, the D.C. Circuit’s rejection of
Order No. 2004 further undermines one of the main arguments cited by the Former Administration
and the Producers in favor of a Producer-owned pipeline.
Similarly, the Producers themselves are currently challenging in the D.C. Circuit FERC’s
order (Order No. 2005) promulgating regulations governing the construction of the Alaska natural
gas pipeline. Order No. 2005 included, among other things, the explicit proviso that FERC would
review the design of the pipeline to ensure it could accommodate future “low cost” expansions.
Although those regulations do not go far enough to ensure future access to capacity by smaller
producers and explorers, they are better than nothing. In defending the contract with the Producers,
the Former Administration cited the regulations promulgated by Order No. 2005 as another reason
not to fear any competitive problems. July 2006 Administration Presentation at 22. Yet the
Producers are currently seeking to undermine those regulations in the D.C. Circuit. Even if their
currently pending appeal is ultimately unsuccessful, they may have a later right to appeal any
FERC order that, inter alia, imposes any design change conditions on a certificate. Thus, their
unregulated means by which to attempt to discriminate against their rivals and thereby discourage the full
development of Alaska’s natural gas resources.
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current court challenge fairly illustrates that any effort to rely on regulation to control
anticompetitive behavior by the Producers may be subject to frequent challenge, litigation, and
efforts to evade such regulation by the Producers in the future.
IV.

The Former Administration Also Failed To Consider Sufficiently the Risk That
Smaller Producer/Explorers Will Abandon Efforts To Develop Alaska’s Natural Gas
Reserves Due to a Perception of Discrimination.
In addition, there is a substantial risk that smaller producers and potential explorers will not

trust the regulatory scheme to protect them from discrimination, and will simply conclude that
investment in developing Alaska’s natural gas resources is not worth their time, effort or financial
commitment. As documented in Mr. Shepler’s August 18, 2006 memorandum to the Legislature,
several smaller producers, including Anadarko Petroleum Co., Tesoro Corporation, BG Alaska
E&P, and Shell Exploration and Production, have expressed concerns about non-discriminatory
access to and expansion of any natural gas pipeline owned by the Producers. The comments and
concerns of these smaller producers indicate that even if the Former Administration and the
Producers believe the regulatory scheme can be trusted to ensure non-discriminatory access,
smaller producers and explorers may not.
This risk is significant because FERC itself has recognized the serious competitive
problems that can occur merely when new entrants merely perceive they will be discriminated
against by a vertically-integrated transmission company. In Order No. 2000, in an analogous
context involving vertically-integrated electric utilities which owned regulated transmission lines
and electric generation plants used to generate power flowing through the transmission lines to
customers, FERC said the following:
[W]e continue to believe that perceptions of discrimination are significant
impediments to competitive markets. Efficient and competitive markets will
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develop only if market participants have confidence that the system is administered
fairly. Lack of market confidence resulting from the perception of discrimination is
not mere rhetoric. It has real-world consequences for market participants and
consumers. . . . Fears of discriminatory curtailment may deter access to existing
generation or deter entry by new sources of generation. . . .23
Moreover, FERC itself has expressed concern that its anti-discrimination regulations are
difficult to administer and enforce. In Order No. 2000, FERC stated:
[W]e are increasingly concerned about the extensive regulatory oversight and
administrative burdens that have resulted from policing compliance with standards
of conduct. The use of standards of conduct is not the best way to correct vertical
integration problems.24
Because of these concerns, FERC endorsed a structural remedy in Order No. 2000, whereby
electric utilities would transfer operational control of their transmission assets to an independent
organization, which would have no incentive to discriminate against others.
By virtue of its jurisdiction over the production of natural gas within its borders, the State
has an opportunity to help ensure that perceptions of discriminatory treatment do not hinder the
development of Alaska’s natural gas reserves. For example, instead of relying on FERC regulation
to address the vertical market problem inherent in a Producer-owned pipeline, the State could
require as a condition of any gas contract with the Producers that the pipeline either be owned or
operated by an independent entity that would lack any incentive to discriminate against new
entrants, and that the pipeline be expanded on reasonable terms. 25 Moreover, as a condition to
Producer-ownership of the pipeline, the State could require the Producers to forego any ability to
23

Order No. 2000, at p. 69. According to some, a similar situation exists on the TAPS oil pipeline, in
which smaller producers have exited the market due to perceptions of discrimination in connection with the
operation of TAPS. See, e.g., Protest and Complaint of Anadarko Petroleum Corp., filed in FERC Docket
No. OR05-3, Dec. 16, 2004, at pp. 11-13.
24

Order No. 2000, at pp. 67-68.
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We discussed a variation of this option at pages 26-27 of our April 2005 Memorandum.
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veto an expansion. In addition, and similar to concerns the Legislature voiced in its comments to
FERC regarding the regulations governing the Alaska natural gas pipeline, the State can also
ensure that the contract contains appropriate protections that ensure any pipeline will be designed
to accommodate future entrants and expansions on reasonable terms.
If these sorts of competitive issues are not addressed as a threshold matter in the contract
with the Producers, the distinct possibility exists that similar competitive issues will be raised years
later at FERC in any certificate proceeding the Producers file seeking FERC authorization to
construct the project (and potentially in other future FERC litigation as well). Although we agree
with the Former Administration that FERC is unlikely to deny certification of a Producer-owned
pipeline based on these concerns, that is not the issue. The question is not whether certification
would be denied, but instead (1) whether FERC could impose conditions on the certificate that the
Producers would find unacceptable such that they would refuse to proceed with the project,
sending the State back to “square one” years down the road, and (2) whether Producers could
evade FERC’s regulations and discriminate against rivals in the future, assuming they construct the
pipeline at all.
We believe that both of these risks are significant. In part, this conclusion is based on the
recent experience with FERC’s proposed Alaska pipeline regulations, where FERC made several
material changes to the proposed regulations over the Producers’ objections and in response to
issues raised by the Legislature and by smaller producers.26 Given that FERC was persuaded to
modify its proposed regulations, it seems logical to assume FERC could be persuaded to impose
conditions regarding access and expansion on a Producer-pipeline certificate. Although we are not
26

As noted above, the Producers have appealed Order No. 2005 and are asking the D.C. Circuit to
invalidate significant portions of the order.
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predicting this will occur, there clearly is a significant chance that it could based on this recent
experience.
This conclusion is also directly informed by the unique circumstances of this case. On the
largest pipeline ever constructed in North America, the three major Alaska natural gas producers
would control more than 90 percent of the known reserves needed to fill the pipeline, and would
collectively hold firm capacity rights that significantly exceed what any unregulated marketing
affiliate holds on any major pipeline in the U.S. We also face a situation where FERC has
recognized that the concerns that led DOJ to recommend an outright ban on producer-ownership in
1977 are “still valid” today. Moreover, well-established precedent at FERC, DOJ and the FTC
confirms that the antitrust concerns about vertical integration which informed the 1977 DOJ
opinion are more valid than ever. In similar situations the DOJ and FTC have refused to rely solely
on regulation as a solution to the problem. Similarly, recent FERC precedent indicates even FERC
itself does not believe that a regulatory scheme is always sufficient to deter the perception that a
vertically-integrated transmission owner will discriminate against rivals, which in and of itself can
deter new entrants from developing new sources of energy. In these unique circumstances, we
believe there is a significant risk FERC would impose a remedy in the certificate proceeding which
the Producers would refuse to accept.
The prudent approach, therefore, is to deal with this issue now, in drafting any contract
between the State and the Producers, rather than waiting to find out years later whether the
Producers will accept a FERC certificate that may contain unacceptable conditions or, even if they
do, finding out years later that the Producers are able to evade FERC regulation and limit and/or
discourage competition. Building such protections into the contract would clearly protect the
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State’s interests more than the alternative. If, in response to a draft contract which fully protects
the interests of the State and smaller producer/explorers, the Producers refuse to proceed with the
project, that merely will confirm the wisdom of addressing these issues up front, and that the
dangers of vertical integration of which the DOJ warned in 1977 continue to exist. In that event,
the State would then have the ability to consider other options to facilitate the development of an
Alaska natural gas pipeline.

Conclusion
As documented herein, the Former Administration failed to address several of the central
points we raised in our April 2005 Memorandum. The Former Administration’s failure to address
these points does not, however, invalidate them. Nor does that failure change the simple fact that a
Producer-owned Alaska pipeline would present a unique vertical market power problem in the
natural gas pipeline business, one which the “still valid” 1977 DOJ opinion warned should not be
permitted. This problem, while not disqualifying, should be addressed up front, if possible, by
negotiating a contract with the Producers that guarantees non-discriminatory access to and
expansion of the pipeline on reasonable terms, and/or by opening up the project to competitive bids
by independent pipeline companies.

Requiring the Producers to participate in a competitive

process with an independent pipeline project should provide the State with additional options,
assuming good faith participation by all parties. Failure to address the problematic competitive
issues now will merely defer such issues to a subsequent FERC certificate proceeding. There,
although FERC almost surely will authorize construction of a Producer-owned pipeline, it is likely
that smaller producer/explorers will raise the vertical integration issues discussed herein.
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In

addressing those issues, there is a significant risk FERC would impose certificate conditions that
the Producers will find unacceptable. Moreover, even if the producers accept such conditions and
build the pipeline, there is a substantial risk of actual or perceived regulatory evasion which will
discourage smaller producers and explorers from fully developing Alaska’s natural gas resources.
The better course, therefore, is to address the vertical market power issues well in advance of any
FERC certificate proceeding.
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ATTACHMENT

(APRIL 22, 2005 MEMORANDUM)

Memorandum

TO: Senator Therriault
Representative Samuels
Joe Balash
Henry Webb
Bonnie Robson

cc: Donald C. Shepler

FROM: Kenneth M. Minesinger
Cecil Chung
DATE: April 22, 2005
RE: Competitive Analysis of Producer-Owned Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline

Introduction and Executive Summary
In 1977 the United States Attorney General warned that producer ownership of the
Alaska natural gas pipeline would raise serious competitive concerns. You have asked us to
address whether similar concerns exist today, and in particular whether ownership of the Alaska
natural gas pipeline by a joint venture formed by the three major oil and gas producers in Alaska
– BP, ConocoPhillips, and Exxon (the “Big 3”) – would violate the federal antitrust laws or
otherwise raise significant competitive issues. This memorandum concludes that the same or
similar competitive issues identified by the Attorney General in 1977 continue to exist today and
that time-consuming litigation regarding these issues and potential remedies is likely.
More specifically, a producer-owned pipeline would raise the following competitive
issues, based on the available facts:
 A strong argument can be made that Big 3 ownership of the Alaska gas pipeline
would raise serious competitive concerns, based on Federal Trade Commission

1

(“FTC”) and Department of Justice (“DOJ”) consent decrees, and precedents of the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).
 For example, although we have not had the benefit of obtaining an expert economist’s
views on this subject, a significant risk exists that a pipeline owned by the Big 3
would have the incentive and the ability to discriminate against rival producers,
including by delaying or defeating any pipeline expansion needed to serve rivals. An
independent pipeline typically would not involve this or similar risks.
 FERC regulations that attempt to prevent this kind of anticompetitive conduct would
not be dispositive in an FTC/DOJ antitrust analysis. Despite the existence of FERC
regulation, the antitrust agencies have actively sought to prohibit anticompetitive
mergers and activities in the energy industry, and have developed a strong preference
for “structural” remedies such as divestiture over “behavioral” remedies such as
FERC’s “firewall” regulations.
According to the antitrust agencies, a
behavioral/regulatory remedy can be evaded and “does not eliminate the incentive
and opportunity to engage in exclusionary behavior.”1
 FERC is, nevertheless, highly relevant because a separate FTC or DOJ investigation
is, while not inconceivable, unlikely, and any dispute over the competitive issues
posed by Big 3 ownership of the pipeline would likely be addressed in a FERC
certificate or complaint proceeding. FERC Chairman Wood has recently stated that
FERC will fully consider antitrust concerns, and it is possible that FERC would make
its certificate decision with input from the FTC or DOJ.
 Although it is possible FERC could decide that its existing regulations sufficiently
protect against the exercise of market power (contrary to the what the Big 3
themselves have argued in other cases), based on the unique facts associated with the
Alaska pipeline we think there is a not insignificant chance that FERC could be
convinced to impose remedies that go beyond its existing regulations, including, by
way of example:
 divestiture of an undivided ownership interest to a third-party so that the Big 3
could not thwart an expansion, and each pipeline owner would be forced to
compete against the other pipeline owners;
 establishment of an independent operator of the pipeline system, thus taking
operational control away from the Big 3; and

1

FTC Perspective on Competition Policy and Enforcement Initiatives in Electric Power, Prepared
Remarks by William J. Baer, Bureau of Competition, FTC, before the Conference on the New Rules of
the Game for Electric Power: Antitrust & Anticompetitive Behavior (December 4, 1997).
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 establishment of a market monitor as a means of policing and deterring
competitive abuses.
 Finally, although we believe it is unlikely that FERC would refuse to certificate a
pipeline owned by the Big 3, smaller producers and perhaps others can be expected to ask
to litigate the competitive issues raised by Big 3 ownership of the pipeline, and potential
remedial solutions. These parties will likely urge FERC to solve these issues at the outset
of the project – in contrast to the situation on TAPS, which some parties contend is
infected with competitive problems similar to those discussed herein. As a result of such
litigation, the potential exists for moderate or even significant delay in the FERC
certificate process.

Background
Currently, the Big 3 hold 95 percent of Alaska’s known natural gas reserves. The Big 3’s
reserves are concentrated in the Prudhoe Bay and Point Thomson production areas, and are
adequate to support a pipeline with a capacity of approximately 4.5 Bcf/day. In addition, the
total magnitude of the State’s gas resources base is widely estimated to be many times the level
of the known Prudhoe Bay and Point Thomson reserves. Third-party producers and explorers
are seeking to develop these additional natural gas resources in competition with the Big 3.
Currently, there is no pipeline that transports Alaska natural gas to the Lower 48 states, and it is
anticipated that only one pipeline to the Lower 48 states will be constructed.
In addition to controlling most of Alaska’s known reserves, the Big 3 also have a
significant presence in natural gas sales markets in the Lower 48 states. According to one recent
report, the Big 3 appear to account for 30-35 percent of the sales by natural gas marketers in the
U.S. See “E&P Firms Rule Revitalized Gas Wholesale Market,” Gas Daily, at 1, 5-6 (March 14,
2005).
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Also relevant to this memorandum are, in addition to FERC’s existing regulations under
the Natural Gas Act (“NGA”), the recently enacted Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline (“ANGPA”) and
the regulations FERC recently issued in Order No. 2005 pursuant to ANGPA. Because Don
Shepler has previously summarized these authorities in detail, we will not do so here other than
to note FERC has observed that “the tremendous size, scope, and cost of an Alaskan pipeline, the
long lead-time needed for such a project, environmental sensitivities, and the competitive
conditions that are unique to such a project warrant special consideration and oversight.” Order
No. 2005 at ¶ 9 (emphasis added). In our view, any competitive analysis of the Alaska natural
gas pipeline should account for the unique circumstances of this project.
Finally, the history of prior legislative efforts to encourage the construction of an Alaska
natural gas pipeline also bears mention. As Don Shepler mentioned in his memorandum to you
dated February 11, 2005, in passing the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act (“ANGTA”) in
the 1970s, Congress directed the President to choose an applicant from among three parties who
were pursuing competitive proposals at the Federal Power Commission, and required the
Attorney General to analyze antitrust issues relating to the proposals. In 1977, based on his
review of the relevant facts and antitrust principles, President Carter’s attorney general
recommended that the Commission not issue a certificate to a producer-owned pipeline, as a
producer-owned pipeline “would seek to restrict access and throughput to take monopoly
profits.” Report at page v. The Attorney General also concluded that “producer-ownership of
the pipeline creates incentives to deny or impede . . . future capacity expansion”, id. at 39-41,
and that “it will be in the interest of producer-owners to resist future expansion and thus
discourage future entry into Alaskan gas production.”
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Id. at 43.

Based on the Attorney

General’s report, President Carter prohibited producer ownership in any ANGTA pipeline. In
1981, President Reagan waived the prohibition on producer ownership, but only on the condition
that FERC consider the views of DOJ on the issue “and upon a finding by the [FERC] that the
agreement [on producer participation] will not (a) create or maintain a situation inconsistent with
the antitrust laws or (b) in and of itself create restrictions on access to the Alaska segment of the
[proposed pipeline].”
Recently, on January 4, 2005, an Alaska state legislator brought the Attorney General’s
1977 report and President Reagan’s conditional waiver to FERC’s attention, and sought guidance
from FERC regarding whether antitrust concerns will prevent the North Slope producers from
owning the Alaska gas pipeline. In a letter dated January 28, 2005, FERC Chairman Wood
responded by stating that in acting on any application to construct an Alaska natural gas pipeline,
FERC “will be mindful of the congressional and presidential pronouncements” discussed above.
In addition, Chairman Wood emphasized that “it would be prudent to conclude that the antitrust
issues which concerned Congress and the President over twenty years ago are still valid and will
be addressed by our Commission in our proceedings.”

Discussion
Ownership of the Alaska gas pipeline by the Big 3 raises two separate but related
competitive issues. First, the collaboration among the Big 3 to form a joint venture to build the
pipeline should be examined as an agreement among competitors, also known as a horizontal
agreement. Second, the Big 3’s ownership of the pipeline constitutes a vertical integration of the
pipeline and shippers that will use the pipeline’s transportation services, and for that reason
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vertical merger analysis provides an important analytical tool. We address each of these issues
below.
I.

A Big 3 Joint Venture To Own The Alaska Gas Pipeline Should Not Raise
Horizontal Competitive Concerns.
As a general proposition, the idea of forming a joint venture to construct a gas pipeline

that will transport huge quantities of previously untapped gas supplies from a remote production
region to a consumption area is undoubtedly pro-competitive when viewed in isolation. It is
often necessary and in fact efficient for horizontal competitors to pool resources to undertake a
project that would be too large or risky for a single company.2
Nonetheless, “who” participates in such collaboration, in “what ways”, and under “what
conditions and terms” remain important questions in determining the legality of the proposed
joint venture. Moreover, even a legitimate horizontal joint venture often raises the so-called
“spillover effects” issue. Unless carefully structured and monitored, anticompetitive effects
could occur outside the joint venture’s legitimate area of horizontal collaboration.

An

examination of such potential issues should not be put aside until after the joint venture is
already in operation. In the present context, this means that even though the formation of the
joint venture would generally be lawful, if possible the joint venture should be structured in such
a way that does not give rise to the competitive issues identified in the 1977 Attorney General’s
report, including incentives by the Big 3 to resist expansion, deter entry, and encourage

2

In addition, sometimes what appears to be a legitimate, pro-competitive horizontal collaboration
to offer a new product or service could be a carefully designed attempt to cover up an otherwise per se
illegal output reduction or market allocation agreements by the joint venture partners. For purposes of
this analysis we have assumed that the Big 3, under the guise of the joint venture, have not entered into a
naked agreement to block construction or expansion of the pipeline or some other impermissible
agreement not to compete.
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competitors to abandon their leases and exit the market. We proceed to address those subjects in
the next section.
II.

A Big 3 Joint Venture To Own The Alaska Gas Pipeline Would Likely Raise Serious
Vertical Competitive Concerns.
A.

Vertical Merger Standards Currently Applied by the FTC, DOJ and FERC
Echo the Concerns Expressed by the Attorney General In 1977 About a
Producer-Owned Pipeline.

If the Alaska pipeline had already been built and then acquired by the Big 3 through a
merger or acquisition, that would be considered a “vertical” merger, as it would combine a
supplier (the pipeline) with certain of its customers (the producers who ship gas through the
pipeline). As a result, our analysis begins with the vertical merger standards applied by the FTC
and DOJ.
The federal antitrust enforcement agencies’ vertical merger enforcement has gone
through profound changes over the years. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, the agencies took an
aggressive stance to block certain vertical mergers that would today easily pass muster as procompetitive or competitively-neutral. In the 1980’s and early 1990’s, the agencies took a highly
permissive attitude towards vertical mergers. In the recent past, however, the pendulum has
swung back. Armed with modern theories of vertical merger analysis, such as a theory of raising
rivals’ costs (“RRC”), today’s federal antitrust agencies have shown an increased level of
attention to vertical mergers, especially involving those in the energy sector in the wake of
deregulation in various aspects of gas and power businesses.
Currently, the FTC and DOJ have three principal concerns regarding vertical mergers.
First, a vertical merger may give the merged firm the incentive and ability to foreclose rivals
from competing, either by raising rivals’ costs or through other forms of discrimination that may
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harm rivals’ ability to compete and either encourage them to exit the market or discourage
potential rivals from entering the market. Second, a vertical merger may facilitate collusion.
Third, a vertical merger may enable the merged firm to evade regulation.
Although most vertical mergers do not raise competitive concerns, in the past decade
several transactions in the energy industry have been challenged by the FTC. For example:
 In Dominion Resources,3 the FTC maintained that the acquisition of Virginia Natural
Gas (“VNG”), the primary natural gas pipeline distributor in southeastern Virginia, by
Dominion Resources, a major electric power generator in southeastern Virginia, would
likely deter or disadvantage entry by independent power generation companies because
Dominion could use VNG to raise the costs of entry and/or electricity production to new
entrants. As a result, the FTC required Dominion to divest VNG.
 In Shell/Texaco, 4 the FTC found that Shell’s proposal to form a joint venture with Texaco
would have adverse vertical effects. Texaco owned the only pipeline carrying undiluted
heavy crude oil to asphalt refineries in the San Francisco area, including Shell’s refineries
and refineries owned by third-parties that competed against Shell. The FTC alleged that
the joint venture could raise rival asphalt refiners’ cost of pipeline transportation, and
therefore required a long-term fixed price supply agreement between the pipeline and the
competing asphalt producers.
 In Detroit Edison, in order to address concerns that the acquisition of a major natural gas
pipeline by a major electric generator could give the merged firm the incentive and ability
to discriminate against competing generators, the FTC effectively required divestiture of
an interest in the pipeline to an independent competitor, thereby essentially creating two
independent, competing pipelines within one physical pipeline facility.5
3

FTC Dkt. No. C-3901 (1999).

4

FTC File No. 971-0026 (1997).

5

FTC File No. 001-0067 (2001). In addition to these and other mergers in the energy industry, the
agencies also have challenged numerous vertical mergers in industries outside the energy industry. See,
e.g., Cytyc/Digene, FTC File No. 021-0098 (2002) (vertical merger abandoned after the FTC decision to
block it in federal court; liquid Pap tests upstream and DNA-based test for the cervical cancer-causing
HPV downstream); Cadence Design Sys., Inc., 124 F.T.C. 131 (1997); Time Warner Inc., 123 F.T.C. 171
(1997); Silicon Graphics, Inc., 120 F.T.C. 928 (1995); Alliant Techsystems, Inc., 941-0123 (1994); Eli
Lilly & Co., 120 F.T.C. 243 (1995); Martin Marietta Corp., 117 F.T.C. 1039 (1994); United States v.
MCI Communications Corp., 1994-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶ 70,730 (D.D.C. 1994) (DOJ consent; upstream
market for international telecommunication services in U.S. by MCI and downstream market for
international telecommunication services in U.K. by British Telecom; raising rivals’ costs and regulatory
evasion concerns); AT&T/McCaw (DOJ consent; upstream market for cellular infrastructure equipment
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Following the lead of the antitrust agencies, in recent years FERC itself has carefully
scrutinized vertical mergers pursuant to its authority under Section 203 of the Federal Power Act
to review mergers and acquisitions of jurisdictional electric facilities.

FERC has focused

particularly on transactions that involve a bottleneck transportation line, i.e., natural gas pipelines
or electric transmission facilities. Similar to the approach utilized by the FTC and DOJ, FERC’s
concern has generally been that a vertical merger of this type would give the merged firm the
incentive and ability to use a natural gas pipeline or electric transmission facility to discriminate
against rival electric generators. Numerous FERC orders, including its Merger Policy Statement,
reflect FERC’s concern about the potential for anticompetitive effects resulting from vertical
mergers. See, e.g., Inquiry Concerning the Commission’s Merger Policy under the Federal
Power Act: Policy Statement, Order No. 592, 61 Fed. Reg. 68,595 (1996), FERC Stats. & Regs.
Regulations Preambles January 1991-June 1996 ¶ 31,044 (1996), order on reconsideration,
Order No. 592-A, 62 Fed. Reg. 33,341 (1997), 79 FERC ¶ 61,321 (1997); Oklahoma Gas and
Electric Company, NRG McClain LLC, 105 FERC ¶ 61,297 (2003); Dominion Resources, Inc.
and Consolidated Natural Gas Company, 89 FERC ¶ 61,162 (1999); San Diego Gas & Electric
Company and Enova Energy, Inc., et al., 79 FERC ¶ 61,372 (1997), order denying reh’g, 85
FERC ¶ 61,037 (1998).

and downstream market for cellular services; raising rivals’ costs and increased anticompetitive
coordination concerns; 1994); United States v. Tele-Communications Inc., 1994-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ¶
71,496 (D.D.C. 1994); Tele-Communications Inc., 119 F.T.C. 593 (1993); Atlantic Richfield Co., 113
F.T.C. 1050 (1990).
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The scrutiny applied by the FTC, DOJ and FERC to vertical mergers over the past decade
demonstrates that, in general, these agencies have the same concerns about vertical mergers that
the Attorney General had in 1977 when he concluded that a producer-owned Alaska gas pipeline
would create serious vertical issues. The common thread is the concern, then and now, that a
bottleneck transportation facility could be used to foreclose rivals who depend on the facility to
compete in selling various forms of energy, including electricity, oil and natural gas. Indeed, due
to deregulation of many natural gas and electricity wholesale transactions, the recent vertical
cases brought by the FTC, DOJ and FERC reflect a renewed concern that vertical mergers could
cause increased prices for consumers and lead to less competition in deregulated markets if a
transportation facility can be used to limit competition in those markets. Thus, any suggestion
by the Big 3 that the basic principles on which the Attorney General relied in 1977 are outdated
or no longer relevant would lack foundation, and would simply ignore the long line of recent
vertical cases brought by these agencies.
B.

Big 3 Ownership of the Alaska Gas Pipeline Would Raise Serious
Competitive Concerns.
1.

The Big 3 Would Likely Have the Incentive To Use the Alaska Gas
Pipeline To Discriminate Against Rivals.

The challenge for the Big 3 will be to distinguish their situation from the numerous,
recent cases in which the FTC, DOJ and/or FERC have identified vertical issues as a serious
competitive concern, to explain why the concerns identified by the Attorney General in 1977
were either in error or no longer exist, and to demonstrate that the competitive problems which
have allegedly occurred with regard to TAPS will not replicate themselves here. In analyzing
this issue, we have assumed that only one pipeline will be constructed, that it will extend from
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production areas in Alaska to a destination area or areas in the Lower 48 states, such as a market
hub in the midwestern U.S., and that the Big 3 will hold the substantial majority of the pipeline’s
firm transportation rights and own approximately 95 percent of the gas reserves that initially will
be transported through the pipeline.
Although we have not had the benefit of an expert economist’s views, on its face the
ownership of the Alaska pipeline by the Big 3 would appear to raise serious long-term
competitive concerns. Indeed, FERC essentially said this already in Order No. 2005 (¶ 12): “we
are well aware of the risks to competition imposed by a project that is owned or primarily
sponsored by a small group.” For competing producers, and perhaps for some downstream
customers as well, there would be no realistic alternative to pipeline transportation of Alaska gas.
Thus, whoever owns and controls the pipeline will have market power. A profit-maximizing
firm should be presumed to pursue every possible lawful (and sometimes unlawful) means to
maximize its profits, strengthen its competitive position in the marketplace, or weaken its rivals’
competitive position. Having market power over the natural gas pipeline transportation segment
of the overall natural gas business will further bolster the inherent incentive of the Big 3 to
disadvantage their rivals in the production and sale of natural gas.
The Big 3 would vigorously dispute these conclusions. We have considered potential
counterarguments that the Big 3 could offer, but none appears to satisfactorily address the
competitive concerns created by their ownership of the pipeline.
For example, the Big 3 might argue that they lack market power in the downstream
market for natural gas sales, and therefore lack any incentive to discriminate against rival sellers.
In other words, the Big 3 would argue that they have such an insignificant share of the natural
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gas sales market that they would lack any incentive to exercise market power over transportation,
because the lost revenue from transportation would not be offset by increased gas sales revenue.
To support this argument, the Big 3 would have to employ a broad definition of the market.
Thus, they might argue that the entire United States and Canada, or the United States alone,
constitute a single market and, under that market definition, they cannot possibly have market
power in gas marketing and sales.
However, any argument by the Big 3 that the market includes the entire U.S., or the U.S.
and Canada combined, would conflict with numerous cases that rely on a much narrower market
definition. In case after case involving the natural gas industry, the FTC has typically relied on a
geographic market definition that includes all alternatives within a fairly local area, such as a 50mile radius. See, e.g., Southern Union/CMS Energy, FTC File No. 031-0068 (2003) (consent
order) (pipeline transportation of natural gas to certain consuming areas in Missouri and Kansas);
El Paso/Coastal, FTC Dkt. No. C-3996 (2001) (consent order) (two separate product markets—
natural gas pipeline transportation and long term firm transportation of natural gas; several
distinct geographic markets—natural gas consuming areas in certain counties in central Florida;
consuming areas in several distinct metropolitan statistical areas in New York; consuming area
in certain counties in Indiana; certain producing areas in the central Gulf of Mexico; certain
producing areas in the west central Gulf of Mexico); El Paso/Sonat, FTC Dkt. No. C-3915
(2000) (consent order) (three separate markets for natural gas transportation alleged:
transportation out of the producing fields in the east-central Gulf of Mexico; transportation out of
the producing fields in the west-central Gulf of Mexico; and transportation into gas consuming
areas in certain portions of eastern Tennessee and northern Georgia); FTC v. Questar Corp., No.
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2:95CV1137S (D. Utah 1995) (Questar’s proposed acquisition of Kern River; natural gas market
in Salt Lake City, Utah; transaction abandoned). FERC has also relied on a similarly narrow
geographic market definition in analyzing market power issues involving natural gas pipelines.
See, e.g., Koch Gateway Pipeline Co., 89 FERC ¶ 61,046 (1999).
The narrower market definition employed in these cases is logical because the market for
the delivery and sale of natural gas is constrained by the physical limitations of production areas
and gas pipelines. A gas pipeline that delivers gas to Portland, Maine simply does not compete
in any real sense with a gas pipeline that delivers gas to, say, San Diego, California. Similarly,
gas marketers with pipeline capacity rights on a pipeline that delivers gas to Chicago do not
realistically compete, for the sales they make in the Chicago area, with gas sold by marketers at a
distant location such as Miami, Florida.

Thus, any attempt by the Big 3 to use a broad

U.S./Canada market definition would conflict with established precedent and with the
fundamental realities of the natural gas business.
If the downstream market is defined more narrowly to constitute the sale of gas in, for
example, Chicago and other “Mid-Continent” areas, it seems likely that the Big 3 will have a
sufficient market share to give them an incentive to use the Alaska gas pipeline to discriminate
against rivals.6 Ultimately, whether the Big 3 have market power (individually or collectively) in
a relevant downstream gas sales/marketing market under accepted standards applied by the FTC,

6

In addition, it would be a mistake to think that there will be only one common consumption
market served by the Alaska gas pipeline, even if the pipeline terminates at a single destination point.
Actual pipeline interconnections to each local consumption market served along the route of the pipeline
would determine how much gas from what producing areas could be available to consumers in a given
area. While we have not undertaken a detailed analysis of what each of the potential relevant local
consumption markets would look like, there likely would be some particular areas where the Big 3 or a
member of the Big 3 have a substantial market share.
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DOJ, or FERC is a fact-intensive question requiring an expert economic analysis. However, it is
probably reasonable to assume that the Big 3, individually or collectively, have a major gas sales
presence on Mid-Continent pipelines.

Although a detailed factual investigation would be

required to reach any final conclusion, it seems likely that further analysis will simply better
define the extent of the Big 3’s market share rather than demonstrate that the Big 3 lack a
significant market share.7
Even if one ignores the precedents of the FTC and FERC and relies on a broad market
definition, recent evidence indicates that the Big 3’s market share would still be very substantial.
According to one recent study, Amoco and Conoco are by far the largest natural gas marketers in
the U.S. By one measure, the Big 3 appear to have a combined market share in the U.S. of
approximately 30-35 percent. See “E&P Firms Rule Revitalized Gas Wholesale Market,” Gas
Daily, at 1, 5-6 (March 14, 2005) (Source: company SEC filings). Given a market share of that
size, at a minimum a plausible argument can be made that the Big 3 would have an incentive to
discourage other producers in Alaska from engaging in robust production of additional gas,
causing a deluge of new gas to enter the market and depress the price that the Big 3 can receive
for their sales in the lower 48 states.
The Big 3 may also argue that they would have no incentive to discriminate against thirdparty gas producers because it will cost third-parties more to explore for and produce gas than it
will cost the Big 3, who have established fields whose production costs are presumably lower.
However, if the third-party gas producers are already cost-disadvantaged, then the potential harm
7

Because the Big 3’s pipeline project involves multiple competitors at each level rather than a
single upstream company and a single downstream company, for purposes of a comprehensive analysis of
vertical issues their market shares should be aggregated both in the upstream Alaska natural gas
exploration and production market and the downstream natural gas local marketing and sales markets.
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from foreclosure from meaningful access to the pipeline would seemingly be even more serious,
because it would take even less effort for the integrated firm to successfully raise rivals’ costs by
directly or indirectly denying access to the pipeline. By engaging in such exclusionary conduct,
the integrated firm may lose some revenue in the short term.

However, such short-term

transportation service revenue shortfalls will be offset by the rivals’ exit from the market or
reduced competitiveness. In addition, exclusionary actions by the Big 3 would tend to further
discourage new entry into the upstream exploration and production market, including a reduction
in competition for new leases, thereby hindering the development of new production areas.8
Any argument by the Big 3 that they lack an incentive to discriminate would also directly
conflict with FERC precedent regarding pipeline/affiliate relationships. FERC orders recognize
the inherent incentive for a vertically integrated company to use transmission facilities to harm
rivals in upstream or downstream markets. In Order Nos. 436 and 636, FERC encouraged, and
then required, pipelines to offer open access transportation to third-parties because of the strong
incentive for a pipeline to favor gas owned by the pipeline or its affiliate. In addition, in Order
Nos. 497 and 2004, FERC issued a series of regulations that attempt to address the competitive
concerns raised by vertical integration between pipelines and their gas marketing affiliates.
Here, the Big 3 presumably would hold an atypically large percentage of the capacity on the
Alaska gas pipeline, more than 50 percent and probably up to 75 percent.9 On what would be the

8

See, e.g., Atlantic Richfield Co., 113 F.T.C. 1050 (1990) (FTC alleged that the vertical merger
involving chemicals would reduce the size of the merchant market for the upstream input product, making
entry into that upstream market less likely and reducing the possibility of eventual deconcentration of that
market).
9

We assume that the State of Alaska and third-parties will hold approximately 25 percent of the
firm capacity rights on the pipeline.
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largest gas pipeline project constructed in the U.S., the Big 3’s marketing affiliates would hold a
huge amount of capacity compared to what marketing affiliates typically hold on other onshore
pipelines. Although FERC has not placed a limit on the amount of capacity that can be held by
any one shipper, see, e.g., El Paso Natural Gas Co., 88 FERC ¶ 61,139 (1999), any suggestion
by the Big 3 that this situation would not raise significant competitive concerns would strain
credulity.
In addition, any argument by the Big 3 that a producer-owned pipeline would lack an
incentive to discriminate against rivals conflicts with statements by the Big 3 themselves. It is
well known that in numerous FERC proceedings the Big 3 have complained that the pipeline has
an incentive to exercise market power to favor its marketing affiliate, including by discriminating
against rival marketers and producers. To cite just one example, in a recent filing addressing a
discounting issue, BP stated:
The probl em wi th af fi li ate capa cit y acqui siti on … is re lat ed to the pipel ine and it s
affili ate , i n a ggregat e, acc ruing the abi lit y to exe rcise ma rket power. It re lat es t o
the c ombine d ince ntive of the affil iat e (once it has acqui red c apac ity) a nd the
pipel ine t o wi thhold c apaci ty in orde r to drive up the de live red pric e of gas.10
The Big 3 also would have to address allegations by some that a similar anticompetitive
situation has occurred on the TAPS oil pipeline. Independent producers have complained that
the major producer-owners of TAPS have engaged in anticompetitive conduct causing the
number of oil producers in Alaska to decline precipitously. See, e.g., Protest and Complaint of
Anadarko Petroleum Corp., filed in FERC Docket No. OR05-3, Dec. 16, 2004. Even Conoco
itself made similar complaints—prior, that is, to becoming one of the TAPS owners (which

10

Initial Comments of BP America Production Co. and BP Energy Co., at 7, FERC Dkt. No.
RM05-2 (March 4, 2005).
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occurred when the FTC rejected the State’s proposed remedy in the BP/Arco merger and
required BP to divest Arco’s entire interest in Alaska production to Phillips, and subsequently
Phillips and Conoco merged). See id. at 12-13. The RCA also recently found that the TAPS
owners have charged unreasonably high transportation rates for many years, over-recovering by
$9.9 billion, and thereby raising rival producers’ costs. The TAPS experience should, in effect,
impose a higher burden on the Big 3 to demonstrate that their ownership of the Alaska gas
pipeline will not (1) encourage exit by third-party producers and explorers, (2) discourage entry
and reduce production by third-parties, or (3) cause other anticompetitive problems.
The Big 3’s exclusionary conduct or discriminatory practices could take various forms.
For example, they could propose an artificially high tariff for all shippers. This type of inflated
tariff (in that it would be higher than it would have been in a competitive market with multiple
alternative pipelines) will be “uniformly” applied to all producer-shippers and thus still
considered “nondiscriminatory” in a technical sense. However, in reality it would raise only the
independent, third-party producers’ transportation costs. The marketing affiliates of the Big 3
would pay the same inflated tariff, but in the view of third-party producers’ that would be just
like “moving money from one pocket to the other” for the Big 3. Moreover, from the State’s
perspective, increased transportation rates would reduce wellhead prices, royalties and
production taxes.
The Big 3 may argue that an independently-owned pipeline would have the same
incentive to charge the high possible transportation rate. It is true that even an independent
pipeline would have the incentive to maximize its profits. However, it would have a different set
of incentives, opportunities and abilities compared with a producer-owned pipeline.
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There

would be no inherent structural incentive for an independent pipeline to favor its affiliates. In
addition, in FERC rate cases an independent pipeline would face the prospective of litigating
against a much stronger group of intervenors – the Big 3 themselves – and this adversity could
produce a lower transportation rate.
The Big 3’s exclusionary conduct could also take the form of subtle differences in quality
of services that are not easily quantifiable and detectable.

The Big 3 could try to delay

interconnection to independent third-party producers’ wells or otherwise offer less prompt and
effective services. They could also attempt to use FERC procedures to delay third-parties’
requests, thereby further increasing rivals’ costs. Cf. Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company,
NRG McClain LLC, 105 FERC ¶ 61,297, at ¶ 35 (2003) (“when utilities control monopoly
transmission facilities and also have power marketing interests, they have poor incentive to
provide equal quality transmission service to their power marketing competitors”).

At a

minimum, such subtle tactics would delay the process and weaken rivals’ competitive position.
Even more troubling, a pipeline owned by the Big 3 could have a strong incentive to
block an expansion of the pipeline, whereas an independent pipeline would have a clear
incentive to build an economically justified expansion. The main way for an independent
pipeline to increase profits would be to build an expansion, thereby increasing rate base on which
to earn a return. Thus, an independent pipeline would plainly want to expand if third-party
producers and explorers were willing to fund the cost of an expansion. By contrast, a Big 3
pipeline would face a different set of incentives. The Big 3 would have an incentive to control
the amount of new gas delivered to the downstream consumption areas. A sudden flood of new
gas could depress downstream price of gas in a given market. Thus, in deciding whether to
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expand, the Big 3 pipeline would have to consider whether the increased profits from an addition
to rate base would be offset by reduced profits in the gas sales markets.
FERC identified this potential problem in Order No. 637, where it addressed the concern
that pipelines would refuse to expand in order to keep gas prices artificially high for the benefit
of their marketing affiliates. FERC stated:
[B]ecause of t he possibi lit y of a ffili ate abuse, the Comm issi on will be
partic ularl y sensit ive t o c ompla ints t hat pipel ines, on whi ch a ffili ate s hold large
amount s of t ransportat ion ca paci ty, are refusing t o underta ke construc tion project s
when dem and for construct ion exists. In cases whe re such conce rns are
est abli shed, t he Com mission woul d nee d to take re medi al mea sure s. De pendi ng
on the circum st anc es, suc h rem edie s c ould i nclude : re quiring pi peli nes to put i n
taps t o re duce capa cit y bot tle necks; requi ring pi peli nes t o bui ld addit ional
capac it y when requeste d by custom ers wil li ng to pa y th e costs of construc tion;
lim iti ng the ra tes at whi ch the affil iat e ca n rel ease c apac ity; lim iti ng the amount
of capa cit y the a ffili ate ca n hold; or prohibit ing the affil iat e from holding capa cit y
on its rel ated pi peli ne.11
Delaying or thwarting an expansion would have a significant adverse impact on royalty
revenues received by the State of Alaska, in two ways. First, it would result in less gas produced
than would be the case if the pipeline expanded, thereby resulting in fewer royalty payments
(which also would result if the Big 3 charged higher transportation rates, reducing netbacks in
Alaska). Second, blocking an expansion would tend to keep the basin price of gas in Alaska
lower than it would be if the pipeline were expanded, again resulting in lower royalties.12 Thus,
in addition to the potential that the vertical concerns created by Big 3 ownership of the Alaska
11

Order No. 637, at 31,287 (2000) (also stating that “there seems little indication that profits from
scarcity exceed those that can be earned through construction, since pipeline construction applications
have not noticeably declined”).
12

Experience on other pipelines shows that, when an expansion is constructed, the price of gas in
the basin rises, all other things being equal. See, e.g., Direct Testimony filed by Kern River Gas
Transmission Co. in its pending FERC rate case, FERC Dkt. No. RP04-274 (explaining that Rockies gas
prices increased and the Rockies to California basis spread narrowed significantly after the in-service date
of Kern River’s major expansion to California).
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gas pipeline would have adverse effects on downstream consumption markets, they would also
adversely impact Alaska.
In sum, if the Big 3 own the Alaska gas pipeline, the pipeline is likely to have a strong
incentive to discriminate against third-party explorers and producers. This will likely discourage
entry and encourage exit by the Big 3’s rivals, reducing competition for the exploration and
production of Alaska natural gas. Even the perception that a Big 3-owned pipeline would
discriminate against rivals could discourage entry and encourage exit.

In contrast, an

independently-owned pipeline would not present any of these potential problems, assuming its
marketing affiliate does not contract for a significant amount of capacity, and thus would be a
competitively superior option to a Big 3 pipeline.
2.

The Big 3 Would Likely Have the Ability To Use the Alaska Gas
Pipeline To Discriminate Against Rivals.

Assuming that the Big 3 would have an incentive to discriminate against rivals, the
remaining question in a vertical analysis is whether the Big 3 would have the ability to foreclose
rivals and raise rivals’ costs. Absent FERC regulation, the answer would almost certainly be yes,
because the Big 3 would control the only gas pipeline shipping gas from Alaska, and perhaps the
largest gas pipeline serving the destination points accessed by the pipeline. Indeed, natural gas
pipelines are heavily regulated precisely because they have and presumably would exercise
market power in the absence of regulation.
The Big 3 may argue that various aspects of FERC regulation, such as the ban on affiliate
preferences, the requirement that the Alaska gas pipeline be properly sized, the ability of FERC
to require expansion of the Alaska gas pipeline in certain circumstances, and the limit on
charging more than a “just and reasonable” rate, would prevent a Big 3-owned pipeline from
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exercising market power. Viewed strictly from an FTC/DOJ antitrust perspective, the Big 3’s
reliance on FERC regulation as a defense would be unlikely to succeed. In numerous merger
cases involving regulated pipelines and other regulated entities, the FTC and DOJ have required
divestitures even though regulation by FERC or by some other agency would arguably have
deterred the merged firm’s ability to exercise market power. For example, in the Dominion case
discussed supra, the FTC required Dominion to divest its natural gas pipeline because of the
potential the pipeline could be used to discriminate against rival electric generators, even though
the pipeline was heavily regulated by the state public utilities commission. Similarly, in one gas
pipeline merger case after another, the FTC has required pipeline divestitures despite the fact that
the pipelines would have been heavily regulated by FERC after the merger.13
These precedents also reflect the strong preference of the antitrust enforcement agencies
for structural remedies such as divestiture over behavioral, regulatory remedies. The FTC and
DOJ prefer structural remedies over regulation because of the possibility that regulations can be
evaded and due to the cost of policing regulatory-type remedies.
In this regard, lengthy FERC proceedings themselves would further weaken independent
producers’ competitive position. For example, loopholes and ambiguous language in FERC’s
Order No. 2005 would give the Big 3 ample opportunities to defeat or delay pro-competitive
attempts to expand the pipeline. See, e.g., Order No. 2005 at ¶ 123 (deferring decision on
whether to approve rolled-in rate treatment for any expansion until the specific facts of a
proposed expansion can be reviewed—and litigated). While the proceedings are ongoing, the

13

See supra (discussion of market definition in gas pipeline cases at the FTC).
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Big 3 could continue to employ their subtle yet effective strategic behavior to raise their rivals’
costs and further weaken their rivals’ competitive position.
In sum, strictly from an antitrust perspective, the fact that FERC would regulate the Big
3-owned pipeline would not completely solve the potential vertical problems caused by Big 3
ownership.14

However, because the competitive issues will likely arise in the context of

application by a Big 3 joint venture for a FERC certificate to construct an Alaska gas pipeline,
perhaps in conjunction with a competing application by an independent gas pipeline company,
we proceed in the next section to address the issue of what remedies are available at FERC to
address the competitive issues raised by a producer-owned pipeline.
III.

Potential Remedies To Address Vertical Concerns Posed by Producer-Ownership of
the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline
Although it is likely that a pipeline owned by the Big 3 would have the incentive and

ability to foreclose rival producers, the fact that a producer-owned pipeline would raise serious
competitive issues does not automatically mean that Big 3 ownership of the pipeline would
violate the antitrust laws. Big 3 ownership may be necessary to get the pipeline built, which
would be a more competitive result than if no pipeline is constructed. Still, for the reasons
discussed above, an independent pipeline would be a competitively superior result over a
producer-owned pipeline, and as a result the State may want to support and encourage an
independent pipeline alternative in FERC proceedings and in Stranded Gas Act negotiations. If,
however, the only alternative is a producer-owned pipeline, the question that must be addressed

14

In fact, FERC itself has sometimes recognized that its regulations are not always effective in
preventing discrimination. Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company, NRG McClain LLC, 105 FERC ¶
61,297, at ¶ 35 (2003).
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is what remedies or mitigation measures FERC could adopt to address the vertical market power
problem created by Big 3 ownership.15
A.

FERC Can Select From a Broad Range of Remedies, Including Remedies
That Go Beyond its Existing Regulations, To Address the Unique Situation
Posed by a Producer-Owned Pipeline.

In an ordinary certificate proceeding, FERC would simply decide whether to issue a
certificate based on the facts presented and would apply its existing regulations to any pipeline
constructed under the certificate authority. It typically would not impose unique remedies on an
ordinary pipeline.
The Alaska natural gas pipeline, however, will not be an ordinary pipeline, as Congress
and FERC have recognized. Not only will it constitute the single largest gas pipeline project
ever constructed in the U.S.—a fact that in and of itself might call for special treatment—but Big
3 ownership would create a unique vertical integration problem. The ownership by the Big 3
marketing affiliates of up to 75 percent of the pipeline’s firm capacity rights would probably
surpass the amount of capacity held by marketing affiliates on any other onshore gas pipeline in
the U.S. The Big 3 also will own the vast majority of gas that will flow through the pipeline.
Given the distinct incentive that a producer-owned Alaska pipeline would have to discriminate
against rivals, and ANGPA’s directive that FERC ensure access to the pipeline by third-party
producers, FERC may strongly consider remedies that go beyond what it would consider in an
ordinary pipeline certificate case. This possibility is strengthened even further by the perception
by some that Big 3 ownership of the gas pipeline would make third-party producers vulnerable to
15

A danger exists that if there is no viable independent pipeline alternative, the Big 3 could simply
refuse to build the pipeline if FERC requires any of the following remedies. Thus, from a negotiating
standpoint, it would seemingly be very important to maintain at least the appearance of a viable
independent pipeline alternative.
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the sorts of abuses that have allegedly occurred on TAPS. In the following discussion we briefly
discuss some of the remedies that third-party producers, consumer interests, and others could
propose at FERC to address the unique circumstances posed by Big 3 ownership.16 FERC could
impose one or more of these remedies.
1.

Divestiture

It may be possible to require the Big 3 producers to sever their relationships with the
upstream and further downstream affiliates through some form of divestiture or similar remedy.
In other words, it may be possible to create a truly independent Alaska natural gas pipeline
company. Even though the initial funding and personnel for the pipeline joint venture could
come from the Big 3 producers, based on a pre-determined schedule, they could be required to
spin it off or otherwise dispose of their financial interest. The FTC has used this method in the
past.17 Moreover, FERC has recognized divestiture and similar remedies as an appropriate, yet
rare, option in unique situations. See, e.g., Order No. 497, FERC Stats. and Regs. ¶ 30,820, at
31,129 (1988) (“the Commission reserves the right to consider and impose such remedies as
divorcement and divestiture in specific cases where the circumstances demonstrate they are
required”); see also Order No. 637, at 31,287 (stating that where appropriate FERC could
16

It is possible that the Big 3 would contend that these remedies are not permitted under the Act.
That issue is beyond the scope of this memorandum.
17

See, e.g., Valspar Corporation, FTC Docket No. C-3478 (1993) (coating resins for paints;
divestiture of overlapping assets to a new independent corporation to be formed). The key difference
between this method of spin-off and the more traditional method of selling a company to an existing
company is that the former creates a new independent company. Alternatively, it can be viewed as
divesting an overlapping business to the merging firm’s shareholders. While the shareholders might be
initially the same, management teams will be different. Moreover, Section 8 of the Clayton Act that deals
with interlocking directorate situations would apply if the same individual attempts to sit on two
competing firms’ boards.
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prohibit an affiliate from acquiring capacity on its affiliated pipeline). Because divestiture would
eliminate the vertical concerns posed by Big 3 ownership of the gas pipeline, divestiture is the
“cleanest” remedy available. However, it is possible the Big 3 would refuse to go forward with
the project if they could not own the pipeline. Thus, other remedies must also be considered.
2.

Partial Divestiture Through Creation of an Undivided Interest
Pipeline

Another option is to allow the Big 3 producers to own the pipeline but as an undivided
interest pipeline. In this case, each owner would be free to market its own share of the capacity.
Thus, while physically there will be only one pipeline, from a competition perspective, it would
be like having three separate, “virtual” pipelines competing against one another, with separate
tariffs, separate rate schedules, and separate management and marketing employees.
If this option is pursued but the Big 3 are the only undivided interest owners, then it may
not result in any material improvement of the competitive situation that would otherwise exist.
Indeed, it would essentially replicate the situation that exists on TAPS, which at least arguably
has not resulted in a vibrant competitive landscape in Alaskan oil exploration and production.
The Big 3 would have common incentives, and tacit coordination of their activities would be a
distinct possibility.
The real value in this option – and an improvement over the TAPS model – is if a thirdparty, such as the State of Alaska or an independent pipeline company, also acquires an
undivided interest, with equal rights to expand the pipeline (and that cannot be vetoed by the Big
3). The State of Alaska or an independent pipeline company could play a pivotal role, akin to a
maverick, disruptive competitor, possibly frustrating any attempt by the Big 3 to thwart pipeline
expansion or otherwise foreclose upstream or downstream rivals. The FTC required the creation
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of a similar “pipeline within a pipeline” in order to address vertical competition problems created
by the merger of a gas pipeline and an electric generator in Michigan. See, e.g., Detroit Edison,
supra. FERC has certificated similar undivided interest pipelines in the past, see, e.g., Kern
River Gas Transmission Co., 50 FERC ¶ 61,069 (1990), and requiring the Big 3 to divest an
undivided interest in the pipeline would be consistent with FERC’s past view that it has the
power to require divestitures if necessary to address vertical problems.18
3.

Establishment of an Independent System Operator

FERC has sought to encourage, and even require, vertically integrated electric utilities to
transfer their transmission facilities to an independent system operator (“ISO”). FERC has relied
on the ISO remedy to address the vertical integration problem that exists where an electric
transmission provider’s generation affiliates utilize a large percentage of the provider’s
transmission capacity. Through the creation of an independent operator, FERC seeks to ensure
that transmission capacity will be operated and allocated in a way that does not discriminate
against non-affiliates.
To our knowledge, FERC has never required a natural gas pipeline to transfer control of
its pipeline facilities to an independent operator. However, because the Big 3 presumably will
hold up to 75 percent of the Alaska pipeline’s firm capacity rights, and will own most of the gas
to be shipped through the pipeline, a plausible argument can be made that FERC should impose
an ISO-type remedy on any pipeline owned by the Big 3, to address the unique vertical issues
presented.
18

See Order No. 497, supra. Note that this option, which appears to dovetail with the State of
Alaska’s potential interest in owning part of the pipeline, will tend to minimize coordinated interaction as
well.
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Under this option, in essence, the Big 3 producers would own a passive ownership
interest. To be most effective, the ISO should be given the power to propose capacity expansion
and given the power to override any of the Big 3 producers’ objections as long as certain predetermined conditions are met. For instance, if the ISO secured a firm commitment from
independent producers with newly discovered reserves that would justify a capacity expansion
project, then the Big 3 producers would have to agree to capacity expansion. It also probably
would be necessary to have a provision on admitting a new passive investor who is willing to
share the cost of such capacity expansion, particularly in the event the Big 3 are unwilling to
expand.
Obviously, the issue of expansion also would raise the controversial issue of rolled-in
versus incremental rate treatment. How to resolve that issue – and numerous other details –
would need to be addressed as part of proposing any ISO-type remedy.
4.

Establishment of a Market Monitor

In FERC cases involving ISOs, FERC has also approved the establishment of a market
monitor, as part of the ISO structure. One drawback of this remedy may be introducing yet
another regulatory regime, in addition to FERC. On the other hand, appointing a market monitor
or trustee to periodically audit the Big 3-owned pipeline for any anticompetitive behavior, and to
investigate complaints and suspicious activities, could act as a useful constraint on the Big 3’s
abuse of market power over the pipeline transportation business. This option probably is most
effective when it is used in conjunction with other checks and balances provided by the FERC’s
regulatory regime. One advantage of this option is that the market monitor would indirectly be
funded primarily by the Big 3 by including the cost of the market monitor in the pipeline’s
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transportation rates. This would reduce the amount of costs that rivals would have to spend
policing the Big 3’s conduct, and essentially would require the Big 3 to pay part of the cost of
monitoring their own behavior.
5.

Other Potential Remedies

Other potential remedies could be considered, although those addressed here appear to
have significant drawbacks. For example, in theory FERC could require the Big 3 to agree in
advance on the terms under which they would expand the pipeline, including the circumstances
in which they would agree to rolled-in rate treatment. However, unless the Big 3 made a blanket
commitment to expansion and rolled-in rate treatment, it is difficult to see how this option could
be implemented because of the myriad of different potential capacity expansion scenarios.
Whether an expansion would make economic sense, and what rate treatment is appropriate,
would depend on numerous factors that would be difficult to predict in advance.
Another option would be to require the Big 3 to provide “most favored nation” rate
protection to third-party shippers. However, this could be rendered meaningless for the same
reason that FERC’s non-discrimination requirements would not prevent the Big 3 producers from
charging a uniformly-inflated tariff or otherwise engaging in subtle forms of strategic behavior to
raise their rivals’ costs.
B.

A Significant Potential for Delay Exists.

You have asked us to address whether the competitive issues raised by a producer-owned
pipeline could delay the project, either because of a delay caused by FTC or DOJ review, or by
protracted litigation at FERC. It is unlikely, but not inconceivable, that the FTC (or DOJ,
although the FTC is the antitrust agency that typically reviews natural gas pipeline transactions)
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would undertake a separate investigation and thereby delay the project. However, the FTC (or
DOJ) may decide to express their position to FERC in context of a certificate proceeding or to
Alaska in context of the Stranded Gas Act process. In the FERC context, this would fulfill the
spirit of the Reagan directive that required FERC to consult with DOJ about antitrust issues
raised by producer-ownership of any gas pipeline certificated under ANGTA. In addition, the
FTC, as part of its competition advocacy program, often shares its views with other federal
agencies such as the FERC or state agencies on a formal or informal basis. Thus, it may still be
the case that the FTC will have an opportunity to share its non-binding views.
A significant potential for delay exists at FERC. It would not be surprising if third-party
producers (such as Anadarko), competing pipelines, or consumer interests protest any certificate
application by the Big 3 by raising the competitive concerns addressed in this memorandum,
particularly in light of Chairman Wood’s recent letter stating that the antitrust concerns which
concerned Congress and the President over twenty years ago are still valid and will be addressed
by FERC. This could cause a producer application to experience significant delay compared
with an application by an independent producer. The competitive issues that a third-party could
raise, including potential remedies to address those issues, would require FERC to conduct either
a “paper” hearing or set the case for an evidentiary hearing before an ALJ. Although we believe
a paper hearing is more likely in view of the goal of expedited treatment that Congress expressed
in the Act, some precedent exists for setting these types of issues for hearing in somewhat
analogous electric merger cases at FERC. See, e.g., OG&E, supra. In any event, even a paper
hearing to litigate vertical competitive issues could take significant time (6-12 months),
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depending on the number of filings and FERC’s ability and willingness to deal with the issues
expeditiously.

Conclusion
As discussed above, numerous and recent FTC, DOJ and FERC precedents indicate that
the competitive concerns expressed by the U.S. Attorney General in 1977 about a producerowned Alaska natural gas pipeline remain valid today. A significant risk exists that a pipeline
owned by the Big 3 would have the incentive and ability to discriminate against rival producers,
thwarting expansion of the pipeline, reducing competition for leases, and ultimately reducing
royalties and taxes for the State of Alaska. A potential for significant delay at FERC also exists
in order to litigate these competitive issues and to address whether FERC should impose a
unique remedy due to the special circumstances posed by Big 3 ownership of the pipeline. In
contrast, an independent pipeline typically would not present these or similar risks.
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Review of TransCanada's Corporate Integrity and Business Ethics per AS 43.90.170(c)(5)(B)
Introduction
The Alaska Gasline Inducement Act requires the Commissioners of the Departments of
Revenue and Natural Resources to evaluate all applications deemed to be complete, under AS
43.90.140, and consider public comments received under AS 43.90.160(a) concerning the
applications. See AS 43.90.170(a). Upon completion of this review, the Commissioners must then
rank each application according to the net present value of the anticipated cash flow (as determined
by AS 43.90.170(b)), weighted by the project’s “likelihood of success” as determined by AS
43.90.170(c). When evaluating a project’s likelihood of success, the Commissioners must
consider, among other things, the applicant’s “record of integrity and good business ethics.” See
AS 43.90.170(c)(5)(B). The Application submitted by TransCanada Alaska Company and
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (referred to herein, along with TransCanada Corporation, as
“TransCanada”) was the sole application judged to be complete by the Commissioners and the
public review period for that application ended on March 6, 2008. Despite the singular complete
application, as part of the review process required by AGIA, the Commissioners must still consider
the issues of business ethics and integrity as part of determining whether to award the AGIA
license to TransCanada.
The purpose of this memorandum is to present a representative summary of the research
findings obtained from the due diligence review of various materials, including public comments,
concerning TransCanada’s business ethics practices and corporate integrity. The review covered,
among other things, publically available information concerning the company’s corporate
governance policies and practices, its safety and customer service record, its environmental
practices, the outcome of any enforcement proceedings before regulatory agencies, and whether
there are instances of general corporate malfeasance, such as indictments of company officials and
pending litigation or investigations, in an attempt to obtain an accurate picture of how TransCanada
conducts business. The research was conducted by reviewing TransCanada’s Application for a
license pursuant to AGIA, its filings with Canadian and U.S. regulatory agencies, its annual reports
and other company materials, various agencies’ records and compiled statistics, and trade and press
articles.
Corporate Governance
In its Application, TransCanada addresses the issues of business ethics and integrity
generally in Section 2.9.4. See Application at 2.9-13. TransCanada asserts that it meets all
corporate governance standards required of companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange and
the Toronto Stock Exchange. TransCanada operates under a Code of Ethics, approved by its Board
of Directors, concerning issues of compliance with laws, fair dealing, health and safety, the
environment and fraud or criminal conduct. The company provides annual training in the Code to
all employees. In its Application, TransCanada also emphasizes that it adheres to the strict interaffiliate codes of conduct prescribed by U.S. and Canadian regulators prohibiting any nonregulated affiliates from receiving any unfair competitive advantage from any of its regulated
affiliates. See Application at 2.9-13. Neither the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, nor the

National Energy Board, which have authority over these matters in the U.S. and Canada
respectively, have initiated any proceedings against TransCanada concerning this issue.
TransCanada’s policies for corporate disclosure have been recognized by the Canadian
Coalition for Good Governance, a group comprised of institutional investors who believe “that
good governance practices contribute to a company's ability to create value for its shareholders.”
In 2006, TransCanada received an “Honourable Mention” for the Governance Gavel for Excellence
in Director Disclosure awarded annually by the Coalition.1 According to TransCanada, its
corporate disclosure policies comply with all relevant securities and regulatory agencies to which it
is subject. TransCanada publishes its Corporate Responsibility Report on its website, available at
http://www.transcanada.com/social/responsibility/2006/, and included the most recent version of
the report in its Application. See also TransCanada’s Application at 2.9-15 - 2.9-16.
Customer Satisfaction
As a part of its Application, TransCanada describes its efforts in 2003 to survey its
stakeholders (landowners, key community opinion leaders, shareholders and employees)
concerning their views on the company. Among these stakeholders, TransCanada received high
marks in the category of Social Responsibility. See TransCanada’s Application at 2.9-13. These
statistics and survey results support the general sentiment in the energy industry, exemplified by
comments made by a representative of ConocoPhillips, that TransCanada is a “fine company” and
highly regarded as a “valued business associate”. See Letter to The Honorable Sarah Palin,
Governor of Alaska from J.L. Bowles, President ConocoPhillips Alaska, Inc., at 5 (dated Jan. 24,
2008). Additionally, the company, in conjunction with Ipsos Reid, a Canadian market research
company, conducts an annual Customer Satisfaction Survey to receive feedback from its customers
on its Canadian pipelines and found high levels of overall customer satisfaction. See
TransCanada’s 2006 Annual Report at 19.
A good reputation for customer service is important to a company such as TransCanada that
operates a business that depends in part on the long-term commitments of its customers. In its 11th
Annual Natural Gas Pipeline Report of natural gas pipeline customer value/loyalty published in
2007, Mastio & Company ranked TransCanada’s pipeline group 4th out of 10 in customer
satisfaction.2 Mastio ranks TransCanada’s Mainline System 8th out of 16 “mega” pipelines in
customer satisfaction (“mega” denotes pipelines of more than 3,500 miles and 1 trillion cubic feet,
or TCF, in deliveries). Among Major Pipelines (pipeline of at least 3,500 miles serving at least 3
states), Mastio ranks TransCanada’s Mainline 10th out of 23.3
1

Information about this group and the award is available at: http://www.ccgg.ca/best-practices/governancegavel-award/past-governance-gavel-winners/.
2

Mastio & Company has conducted research in the United States and the United Kingdom for 18 years and
counts among its client a variety of energy industry-related companies including ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips, BP,
Chevron, Kinder Morgan and Sempra Energy.
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Press Release, MASTIO & Company, MASTIO Publishes the Eleventh Edition Natural Gas Pipeline Report
(April 17, 2007) (available at, http://www.mastio.com/press/gsplpres.html).

Environment
In its Application, TransCanada describes its programs and procedures designed to support
and sustain compliance with environmental regulations and company policies concerning the
environment. The company has developed and maintains programs designed to outline statutory
and regulatory requirements and industry best practices for employees to follow. The company
regularly conducts internal audits to assess compliance with these standards. Its Application
provides examples of TransCanada’s commitment to the “environmental stewardship” that it
promotes in all of its business sectors. Examples of TransCanada’s ongoing commitment to the
environment are: its partnership with the NEB to form the Canadian Pipeline Environmental
Committee; the implementation of methane gas reduction techniques that have reduced pipeline
methane emissions by 75% since 1990; its 20+ years of supporting the conservation of the caribou;
and the receipt of the 2006 Richard G. Forbis Award from the Archaeological Society of Alberta
for the preservation of archaeological resources. See Application at 2.9-4.
In addition, TransCanada was named to the Global 100 sustainable corporations during the
World Economic Forum in 2007 and 2008, which recognizes corporations that demonstrate an
ability to manage environmental, social and governance risks. TransCanada was one of only 11
energy/utility companies to achieve this distinction in 2008 and one of ten in 2007.4 The company
was also named a member of the Dow Jones Sustainability Index in 2006, as recognition for its
practices in the areas of climate change, corporate governance, and labor practices, among others.
See Application at 2.9-14.5
Concerning its pipeline construction operations, in its 2006 Annual Report, TransCanada
discussed the development of a technique to reduce the cost and environmental impact of
constructing a new pipeline by reducing the need for large amounts of water. The technology has
already been used by the company and has been accepted by the National Energy Board of Canada.
See 2006 Annual Report at 19. Its Application also described its ongoing site remediation program
for sites of currently operational facilities. 2006 Annual Report at 35.
Employee and Pipeline Safety
In its 2007 Annual Report, TransCanada outlines its employee Health and Safety programs.
Its Board of Directors monitors conformance with these programs through regular formalized
reporting, which in turn is used to notify management of any issues in this regard. These programs
are also assessed by a third-party firm every three years to ensure their effectiveness. See 2007
Annual Report at 61. TransCanada’s Application contains an overview and summary of its
employee safety record. In comparing the company’s employee safety record against Canadian
and American pipeline groups, TransCanada’s Total Recordable Case Rate is well below industry
average. See Application at 2.9-2. TransCanada’s emphasis on employee safety is also extended
4

It was 1 of 3 Canadian companies to be listed in 2008 and 1 of 5 in 2007. The list of companies recognized as
the Global 100 is available at: http://www.global100.org/.
5

Registration is required to view the results of the DJSI assessments which are available at:
http://www.sustainability-indexes.com/default.html.

to its contractors. TransCanada undertakes a rigorous prequalification process for contractors,
rejecting more than 25% of new contractors who fail to meet TransCanada’s safety standards.
Application at 2.9-3. Overall, it appears that TransCanada’s emphasis on employee safety, as
stated in its Annual Reports and Application, has translated into a better than average performance
compared against the industry.
Also according to its Application, TransCanada employs an integrity management program
and risk assessment to monitor and identify potential safety threats on the pipeline. According to
its Application, under this program, referred to as its Integrity Management Process for Pipelines or
IMPP, all of TransCanada’s pipeline facilities are inspected annually to assess risk and prioritize
maintenance and mitigation activities. Application at 2.4-3. This program includes pro-active
advancements in the detection of Stress Corrosion Cracking that can replace the more costly
hydrostatic testing on some pipelines. TransCanada’s AGIA License Application accounts for the
installation of compressor and metering stations that would facilitate in-line inspections of any
facilities built in both Alaska and Canada. See Application at 2.1-7, 2.1-10. In addition to the selfregulated IMPP, TransCanada is subject to periodic audits by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration, with the most recent
audit having been conducted in 2006. Application at 2.9-38. According to its 2007 Annual Report,
TransCanada expects to spend approximately $120 million in 2008 for pipeline integrity on its
wholly owned pipelines. This figure represents a slight increase from the amount spent in 2007
due mainly to the acquisition of new pipeline systems. 2007 Annual Report at 61.
The installation of this integrity management program has lead to a decline in pipeline
incidents since the mid-1980’s (Application at 2.9-45) and, according to TransCanada, “topquartile results in pipeline safety and reliability.” Application at 2.7-4. Its Annual Reports include
references to pipeline failures or “line breaks” that occurred during the each report’s respective
year. The Annual Reports from 2001-2007 indicate the pipeline experienced seven line breaks that
were material to the company’s operations during that time period, an average of 1 per year.
Statistics on pipeline ruptures compiled by the National Energy Board of Canada concerning its
regulated pipelines support the conclusion that failures on TransCanada’s pipeline are rare.6

6

See National Energy Board - Canadian Regulated Pipelines - Pipeline Ruptures, available at:
http://www.neb.gc.ca/clf-nsi/rsftyndthnvrnmnt/sfty/pplnrptrs/pplnrptr-eng.xls (updated in December 2007). This chart
lists 10 pipeline ruptures on TransCanada’s Canadian pipelines since 1992. (From the chart, it is evident that all of the
line breaks listed therein occurred on pipelines constructed before the mid-1980’s, when pipelines began the practice of
coating pipe with more modern and effective substances, like polyethylene and fusion-bonded epoxy, in an effort to
reduce corrosion and line breaks. See Brian Rothwell, Staff Engineer, TransCanada PipeLines, Presentation to
PHMSA Public Meeting (March 21, 2006), History and Operating Experience of Design Factors Above 0.72 in
Canadian Gas Transmission Policies, available at: http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/meetings/FilGet.mtg?fil=8.).
The NEB chart is not inclusive of some of the more recent “line breaks” described by TransCanada in its
annual reports, supra. Research into Canadian news reports of pipeline ruptures resulted in finding 4 additional
ruptures since 1998 that are not included in the NEB’s chart, but are accounted for in TransCanada’s annual reports.
Only minor injuries were reported as a result of any of these pipeline ruptures and the reports for the majority of the
incidents discussed above indicate no injuries. When accounting for duplication of the reporting of these incidents

In the United States, the Department of Transportation Pipeline and Hazardous Materials
Safety Administration’s Office of Pipeline Safety monitors pipelines and enforces safety
regulations using a variety of warning letters and corrective actions backed by civil penalties.7 In
recent years, with its acquisitions of Gas Transmission Northwest and North Baja in 2004 and
ANR in 2007, accounting for about 13,000 miles of pipeline in the U.S., TransCanada has become
subject to the DOT’s oversight. Since the purchase of each, only GTN has been assessed a civil
penalty of a nominal amount (ANR Pipeline was issued a warning letter in 2007 which did not
result in a civil penalty).8 In a Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration Final Order
issued in 2005, GTN received a $12,500 civil penalty. The details concerning the nature of this
enforcement action are unavailable.9 To establish some perspective on the amount of that fine
compared against the industry, the total amount of fines levied against the industry in 2005 was
$1,368,950. (The highest single civil penalty assessed in 2005 was $250,000 to BP Pipeline (North
America) Inc.)10 In 2007 and 2008, GTN and ANR responded to other inquiries concerning the
safe operation of their pipelines and addressed Office of Pipeline Safety’s (“OPS”) concerns
through corrective action without incurring a civil penalty. TransCanada has been able to resolve
other OPS inquiries with corrective action and, as of the time of this memorandum, has not been
assessed another penalty by OPS for any of its U.S. assets. As discussed above, TransCanada’s
Application and Annual Reports contain examples of proactive measures it has taken to improve
pipeline safety both during the construction and operation of a pipeline.

from the various sources discussed in this summary, there appears to have been 9 material reported pipeline ruptures
since 1998 on TransCanada’s Canadian systems, an average of less than one per year.
7

See Office of Pipeline Safety’s website, available at http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/
Enforcement.html.

8

The Office of Pipeline Safety has assessed penalties against ANR and GTN prior to TransCanada’s
acquisition of those facilities, however, those incidents are not included in this summary. The information discussed
above is available on the Office of Pipeline Safety’s website, available at: http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/
enforce/FOCP_opid_0.html#_TP_1_tab_4. PHMSA/OPS may conduct non-public investigations and conduct nonpublic enforcement action which are not considered in this report.
9
10

See http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/CaseDetail_cpf_520041007.html#_TP_1_tab_2.

See http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/CaseDetail_cpf_520005013.html. In 2006, BP blamed
corrosion for leaks in its Prudhoe Bay oil transit line from Alaska’s North Slope. See http://www.bp.com/
genericarticle.do?categoryId=2012968&contentId=7020563. The corrosion resulted in leaks of an estimated 210,000
gallons of oil, the largest crude oil spill on Alaska’s North Slope. Pursuant to a settlement, BP will pay $20 million in
fines and restitution and plead guilty to a misdemeanor violation of the Clean Water Act. See Lara Jakes Jordan, BP
Settles Cases for $373 Million, Wash. Post, October 26, 2007, at D2. The settlement also addressed a March 23, 2005
explosion at BP’s refinery in Texas City, Texas, which killed 15 and injured more than 170. By the settlement, BP will
pay $50 million and plead guilty to a felony violation of the Clean Air Act. Id. BP initiated an independent companywide review of its U.S. refineries following the explosion at its Texas City refinery. The panel was chaired by former
Secretary of State James A. Baker, III. The panel’s complete report is available at: http://www.bp.com/liveassets/
bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/SP/STAGING/local_assets/assets/pdfs/Baker_panel_report.pdf. The largest
monetary potion of the settlement resulted from BP’s payment of $303 million in fines and restitution to the U.S. DOJ,
CFTC and USPS resulting from an alleged scheme to inflate the price of propane by withholding supply. Id. See also
Julia Werdigier and Stephen Labaton, BP, Under New Chief, to Pay a Big Settlement, N.Y. Times, Oct. 26, 2007,
available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2007/10/26/business/26settle.html.

Litigation
Like most major companies, TransCanada is involved in routine, ongoing litigation on a
variety of matters from time to time. For example, a TransCanada affiliate, along with many other
companies, was named in a lawsuit filed by the State of California attempting to mitigate the
damage it suffered and recoup its losses from the Western Energy Crisis of 2000-2001. The suit
alleged that TransCanada and other parties failed to file market rate reports and overcharged
customers at rates above fair market prices. The suit was dismissed at the District Court level and
again by the Ninth Circuit on appeal.11
In an action unrelated to the Western Energy Crisis, TransCanada was subject to a suit
under Ontario’s Class Proceedings Act of 1992, brought by the Canadian Alliance of Pipeline
Landowners’ Associations and two individual landowners arising under Section 112 of the NEB
Act. This suit was dismissed in November of 2006 and was appealed. The Ontario Court of
Appeals heard the appeal in December of 2007 and has not issued a decision. The company states
that the claim, which concerns damages alleged to arise from the creation of a control zone within
30 meters of the pipeline pursuant to Section 112 of the NEB Act, is without merit and that it will
continue to defend against the action. In its Annual Reports, TransCanada cautions that it and its
subsidiaries are subject to legal actions that arise in the normal course of business, but that the
company believes these actions will not have a material impact on the company. See, e.g., 2006
Annual Report at 62.
FERC Authority
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) was granted increased penalty
authority in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 to enforce its rules and regulations under primarily the
Federal Power Act and the Natural Gas Act. To date, TransCanada has not been subject to any
penalty authorized by the Energy Policy Act.12
Conclusion
This paper attempts to provide a brief summary of a representative body of evidence,
focusing on the past ten years, that accurately describes TransCanada’s record in the areas of
business ethics and integrity as required by AS 43.90.170(c)(5)(B). As discussed in this
memorandum, TransCanada appears to conduct business in an ethical manner. TransCanada has
won awards for its corporate disclosure programs, environmental compliance and protection
measures, and ranks above the industry average for safety and customer satisfaction. It has not
been subject to any FERC civil penalties and has not been the subject of any significant penalties
imposed by the Office of Pipeline Safety. In fact, TransCanada appears to have a proactive
11

California ex rel. Lockyer v. TransCanada Power L.P., 110 Fed. Appx. 839 (9th Cir. 2004) (unpublished
decision affirming dismissal of district court).
12

A complete listing of the civil penalty enforcement actions taken pursuant to this authority is available at:
http://www.ferc.gov/legal/civil-penalty.asp. It is also important to note that FERC may conduct non-public
investigations and conduct non-public enforcement actions which are not considered in this report.

pipeline safety record. In addition, ConocoPhillips has referred to TransCanada as a “fine
company”. Our review of TransCanada’s record of integrity and business ethics revealed nothing
that would conflict with that view.

Memorandum

TO: Antony Scott
FROM: Kenneth M. Minesinger

cc: Donald C. Shepler

DATE: March 14, 2007
RE: Examples of Approved Capital Structure and Return on Equity (“ROE”) for Major
New/Expansion Projects (Initial Rates)

The attached table -- which, as requested, contains more detail than the one we
sent you on March 10 -- lists several major new pipelines and expansion projects, and the
capital structure and return on equity (“ROE”) approved by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) for each project as part of the initial rates approved in
the pipeline’s certificate proceeding. The table reflects an average capital structure for
these projects of approximately 66 percent debt and 34 percent equity. The table also
indicates that a 70/30 debt/equity ratio, with a ROE of 13-14 percent, is fairly common
for new/expansion projects.

There are some notable exceptions, however, such as

Rockies Express, which has a capital structure of 45 percent debt and 55 percent equity.
In addition, this table provides: (1) a short description of each project; (2) the
project’s length, diameter, and capacity; and (3) the project’s cost. Of course, none of the
listed projects is as large as the anticipated size of an Alaska natural gas pipeline project,
either in terms of capacity or cost. Nevertheless, the table provides a reasonable sample
of recent major new or expansion projects in the Lower 48 states, including some that
have a capacity greater than 1 billion cubic feet per day (“Bcf/day”), along with several
projects with a capacity significantly less than 1 Bcf/day.
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FERC Certificate Orders
Examples of Approved Capital Structure and Return on Equity (“ROE”) for Major New/Expansion Projects (Initial Rates)

Pipeline

Millennium Pipeline Co.,
LLC, 117 FERC ¶ 61,319
(2006)

Project Description1

Proposal to construct new pipeline in New York state to serve
increased demand in the New York City area

Capital
Structure
(Debt/Equity)

ROE

Length, Diameter
and Capacity2

70/30

14.00%

181.7 miles of 30-inch
pipeline

Project Cost
(estimate from
application;
older projects
not in 2007
dollars)

$664 million

Approx. 525,400 Dth/d

North Baja Pipeline, LLC,
117 FERC ¶ 61,022 (2006)

Expansion of existing natural gas pipeline running from the
Arizona/California border into Southern California, and then
into Mexico, to accommodate anticipated LNG supplies; also
modification of the pipeline to accommodate bi-directional gas
flow

70/30

14.00%

New loop of 68.1 miles of
48-inch pipeline and 11.2
miles of 42-inch pipeline,
and smaller lateral
facilities

$291 million

Expansion from approx.
512,500 Dth/d to 2.7 Bcf/d

Entrega Gas Pipeline, Inc.,
112 FERC ¶ 61,177 (2005)

New pipeline for Rockies gas extending from the Piceance
Basin in Colorado to the Cheyenne, Wyoming Hub (Note: this
pipeline has since been consolidated into Rockies Express -- see
next entry)

35/65

12.00%

136 miles of 36-inch
pipeline and 191 miles of
42- inch pipeline

$664 million

Approx. 1.5 Bcf/d

Rockies Express Pipeline,
LLC, 116 FERC ¶ 61,272
(2006)

An extension of the former Entrega pipeline, which ultimately
will ship Rockies gas to Ohio; this is the “REX-West” portion,
which primarily involves new pipeline facilities extending from
the Cheyenne Hub to an interconnection with Panhandle Eastern
Pipe Line Company located in Missouri

45/55

13.00%

Primarily 713 miles of 42inch pipeline
Approx. 1.5 Bcf/d

1

All of the information contained in this chart was derived from the orders cited in the “Pipeline” column.

2

Compression associated with these facilities has not been specifically discussed on this chart, although it is reflected in the capacity figures that are listed.

$1.6 billion

Colorado Interstate Gas Co.
A new interstate natural gas pipeline receiving Rockies supplies
and Cheyenne Plains Gas
at the Cheyenne Hub and extending southeastward across
Pipeline Co., 105 FERC ¶
Colorado and Kansas to a terminus in southwestern Kansas
61,095 (2003)

69/31

Islander East Pipeline Co.,
LLC, 97 FERC ¶ 61,363
(2001)

70/30

A proposed new pipeline extending from an interconnection
with Algonquin near North Haven, Connecticut, across Long
Island Sound and terminating on Long Island

14.00%

380 miles of 30-inch
diameter pipeline

$332 million

560,000 Dth/d

14.00%

Approximately 50 miles of
24-inch pipeline

$149.6 million

285,000 Dth/d

Iroquois Gas Transmission
System, LP, 100 FERC ¶
61,275 (2002)

Named the Eastern Long Island Expansion Project (ELI
Project), this project was designed to provide service to eastern
Long Island, New York

75/25

12.38%

29.1 miles of 20-inch
pipeline

$105 million

175,000 Dth/d

Guardian Pipeline, LLC, 91
FERC ¶ 61,285 (2000)

A new natural gas pipeline serving Wisconsin, extending from
the Chicago Hub to a terminus in Wisconsin, together with a
lateral off of its mainline to another point in Wisconsin

70/30

14.00%

140.3 miles of new 36inch pipeline

$224.3 million

750,000 Dth/d

Gulfstream Natural Gas
System, LLC, 91 FERC ¶
61,119 (2000)

New natural gas transmission facility designed to transport up to
1.13 Bcf per day from supply areas in Alabama and Mississippi
across the Gulf of Mexico to load centers in central and eastern
Florida

70/30

14.00%

744 miles of pipeline of
diameters ranging from
36-inch to 24-inch

$1.654 billion

1.13 Bcf/d

Vector Pipeline LP, 85
FERC ¶ 61,083 (1998)

New pipeline extending from near Chicago through Indiana and
Michigan to the U.S.-Canada border near St. Clair, Michigan

70/30

14.00%

270 miles of
42-inch pipeline

$447 million

1 MMDth/d

Alliance Pipeline LP, 80
FERC ¶ 61,149 (1997)

Nautilus Pipeline Co., LLC,
78 FERC ¶ 61,325 (1997)

New pipeline from British Columbia to the U.S./Canada border
near Sherwood, North Dakota, to an interconnection with
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company near Chicago (figures are
for U.S. portion only)

Facilities that transport natural gas from offshore Louisiana to
onshore Louisiana

70/30

14.00%

887 miles of 36- inch
pipeline

$1.34 billion

1.325 Bcf/d

50/50

13.25%

101 miles of 30-inch
diameter pipeline
600 MMcf/d

$121 million

Maritimes & Northeast
Pipeline, LLC, 76 FERC ¶
61,124 (1996)

New pipeline extending from a point of interconnection with
Tennessee Gas Pipeline in Massachusetts to a point of
interconnection with Granite State Gas Transmission in Maine

75/25

14.00%

64 miles of 24-inch
pipeline

$82 million

60,000 MMBtu/d

Portland Natural Gas
Transmission System,
76 FERC ¶ 61,123 (1996)

New pipeline extending from an interconnection with
TransCanada at the Canadian border near North Troy, Vermont
to points in Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts

75/25

14.00%

242 miles of 20-inch
pipeline

$271 million

178 MMcf/d

Kern River Gas
Transmission Co., 98
FERC ¶ 61,205 (2002)

2003 Expansion of Kern River’s system, which ships Rockies
gas from points in Wyoming to delivery points located primarily
in California

70/30

13.25%

634.3 miles of 36-inch
pipeline and 82.4 miles of
42-inch pipeline
885.6 MMcf/d

Average Debt = 66 percent; High = 75 percent; Low = 35 percent

$1.27 billion

Memorandum

TO: Antony Scott

cc: Donald C. Shepler

FROM: Kenneth M. Minesinger
DATE: March 20, 2007
RE: Examples of New Pipeline Projects That Have Used Negotiated Rates To Allocate
the Risk of Potential Cost Overruns

Introduction and Summary of Conclusions
This memorandum provides a summary of how a number of pipelines and their shippers
have agreed contractually to share or otherwise allocate the risk of cost overruns for new pipeline
projects and expansions.

Reported decisions of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

(“FERC” or “Commission”) contain several examples of risk-sharing agreements, although
relatively few that expressly address the risk of increases in the price of steel and other specific
factors that can affect the cost of constructing a new pipeline. Thus, in addition to reviewing
relevant FERC orders, we also reviewed open season notices, precedent agreements, and other
publicly available materials. Our review disclosed a number of examples of pipeline/shipper risk
sharing agreements, enabling us to reach the following conclusions:


The recent Rockies Express project gave shippers several contracting options,
including the option of negotiating a contract that required the pipeline and shipper
to share the risk of cost overruns with a certain range, or a contract that required
either the pipeline or the shipper to bear the risk of overruns above or below a fixed
rate level.
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The Alliance project also negotiated a cost sharing arrangement with its shippers,
with the pipeline agreeing to bear the risk of cost overruns that would have reduced
its return on equity to 10 percent if fully realized.



In the early 1990s, the Mojave Pipeline project, constructed contemporaneously
with Kern River to serve customers in south-central California, negotiated contracts
with its shippers that, prior to the in-service date, were linked to the price of steel,
and capped shippers’ exposure to cost overruns above a fixed rate ceiling.



As discussed in our prior memorandum dated March 12, 2007, FERC strongly
encourages pipelines to negotiate agreements with their shippers allocating the risk
of cost overruns for major construction projects. There are a number of examples
where pipelines and shippers have negotiated fixed rate contracts, which allocate
the risk of cost overruns above a rate cap to the pipeline, thereby insulating the
shippers from the risk of cost overruns above the agreed-upon rate cap.

The

prevalence of situations where shippers bear the risk of cost overruns, by agreeing to
pay whatever FERC ultimately approves based on the final costs of a particular
project, has significantly diminished in recent years.

Discussion
1.

Rockies Express

The recent Rockies Express (“REX”) project provides an interesting, timely insight into
how pipelines and shippers can choose to allocate the risk of cost overruns on a major new pipeline
2
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project. REX is a “Greenfield” project that will ship growing supplies of Rockies gas to markets in
the Eastern U.S., from receipt locations in Wyoming and other Rockies supply areas to the
terminus of the pipeline in Ohio, where it will interconnect with downstream interstate pipelines.
Upon completion of the western and eastern segments of the pipeline, REX will have a capacity of
approximately 2 Bcf/day, and more than 1,600 miles of pipeline facilities. It is estimated that REX
will cost approximately $4 billion.1 In terms of capacity, length, and cost, REX is probably the
single largest new long-haul, natural gas pipeline project constructed in the U.S. since the Alliance
project. Thus, while it is not nearly the size of an Alaska natural gas pipeline to Canada or
Chicago, the REX project offers some interesting points of comparison.
In its open season posting, REX offered all open season bidders the opportunity to elect
from three rate options, which would apply for the entire term of the service agreement, with a
minimum term of ten years.

First, shippers could elect to pay the maximum recourse rate

determined by FERC, under which the shippers would essentially bear the risk of any prudently
incurred cost increases. Under this first option, and unlike the other two rate options, REX would
have the discretion to propose changes in this rate at FERC during the term of a shipper’s contract,
based on the actual cost of the project. In its open season materials, REX estimated that the initial
recourse rate to go to the furthest downstream delivery points on REX would be $1.427 Dth/day.

1

Information available on Kinder Morgan’s website at: http://www.kindermorgan.com/business/gas
_pipelines/rockies_express/; see also February 28, 2006 Press Release of Kinder Morgan available at
http://www.kindermorgan.com/business/gas_pipelines/rockies_express/NewsRelease_0228_REX_Commit
ments.pdf.

3
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Second, for this same end-to-end service, REX offered Anchor shippers a fixed negotiated
rate of $1.074 Dth/day.2 This is significantly less than the estimated recourse rate of $1.427,
indicating REX was willing to take a lower return on equity than that approved by FERC in order
to attract sufficient load for its project, and that REX’s estimated recourse rate may, from REX’s
standpoint, have been conservative by building in some projected increases in the cost of
construction. REX also may be gambling that in future years its recourse rate will decline below
the level of its negotiated rates, providing it with the opportunity to earn a higher effective rate of
return on its negotiated rate service in future years.
Third, for end-to-end service REX also offered Anchor shippers an adjustable negotiated
rate. While the starting rate under this option was $1.074 Dth/day, it was subject to a floor rate of
$1.024 and a ceiling rate of $1.124. Adjustments were tied to fluctuations in the price of steel. In
an appendix to the draft precedent agreement included in its open season posting, REX described
this option as follows:
The Adjustable Negotiated Rate Option recognizes that the steel costs of the Project
could change substantially between the time of execution of this Precedent
Agreement and the time when the Project is placed in-service. The following rate
adjustment mechanism (“Steel Price Adjustment”) shall apply to Shippers electing
the Adjustable Negotiated Reservation Rate Option. Any adjustment that results
from this formula shall be communicated to Shipper by Transporter when all steel
related Project costs have been determined.
Shipper’s Adjustable Negotiated Reservation Rate will be adjusted to reflect actual
total steel related project costs by using the Steel Price Adjustment and is subject to
the rate floors and rate caps set forth in the tables below. The negotiated rates for
2

For each of the three options, “Anchor” shippers – shippers who agreed to firm contracts for 200500 MMcf/day, and “Foundation” shippers – shippers who agreed to firm contracts of more than 500
MMcf/day – received slightly lower rates than non-Anchor shippers, and somewhat more favorable contract
rights (such as contractual right-of-first-refusal and rollover rights).

4
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Certificate Segments, 1, 2, and 3, including Interim Service rates, may be increased
or decreased from the Starting Rate as described in the formula below:
Steel Price Adjustment =
(actual realized steel cost per ton - $ 1,275 per ton) * (actual tons of steel) / $ 1,000,000 * $ 0.0002
/Dth

The Steel Price Adjustment will be added to or subtracted from the Starting Rate(s),
however the final adjusted rate will be neither higher than the Ceiling Rate nor
lower than the Floor Rate ….
Thus, REX’s adjustable rate option offered some protection to shippers if the price of steel
went below $1,275/ton, and also gave some protection to REX if the price went above $1,275/ton.
The adjustable rate option also required REX to assume the risk of steel price increases in excess of
the ceiling rate, and shippers to assume the risk of steel price decreases below the floor rate.
Between those levels, however, the adjustable rate option effectively results in a sharing of the risk
between the pipeline and the shipper. The open season materials do not explicitly address whether
either REX or its customers could void the precedent agreement if steel prices either increased
above or decreased below the ceiling and floor rates, respectively. However, it appears that the
parties agreed to assume the risk of changes in steel prices above and below the ceiling and floor
rates.
The REX project also provides an example of how the three major producers in Alaska -BP, Conoco, and Exxon (“Producers”) -- have been able to insulate themselves, in whole or in part,
from the risk of construction cost overruns on other pipeline projects. Both BP and Conoco have
entered into long-term, negotiated rate precedent agreements with Rockies Express. While the
agreements themselves are not publicly available, some of the key terms of the agreements are
reflected in the Statement of Negotiated Rates contained in the tariff filed with the initial
5
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application for the REX-West part of the project.3 The BP and Conoco contracts both provide for a
reservation rate of $23.5425/Dth/month, for the duration of their respective agreements. Although
the tariff sheets are silent on whether BP and Conoco elected a fixed or adjustable negotiated rate
(the second and third options discussed above), it would appear that they choose the fixed rate
option. In either case, this rate helps to protect BP and Conoco from cost overruns above the fixed
rate, which also represents a significant discount from the otherwise applicable maximum recourse
reservation rate of $27.4297/Dth/month. A chart reflecting the BP and Conoco fixed rate contracts
with REX, and examples of other fixed rate contracts held by the Producers, is attached to this
memorandum at Appendix A.4
2.

Alliance

The Alliance pipeline project was built in the late 1990s with a capacity of approximately
1.5 Bcf/day from supply areas in British Columbia to delivery points near Chicago, Illinois.
Although the subject of steel prices was not explicitly discussed either by Alliance in its certificate
application or by FERC in its orders authorizing construction of the project, a risk sharing
arrangement tied to Alliance’s construction costs is described in the certificate application. The
Alliance case thus provides another example of how a major pipeline project and its shippers have
allocated the risk of cost overruns.

3

See Rockies Express Pipeline LLC, FERC Gas Tariff, Pro Forma Second Revised Volume No. 1,
Original Sheet Nos. 8-9A.
4

We forwarded this same chart to you yesterday along with a separate cover memo, but are including
it here as well because it lists various fixed rate contracts held by the Producers on the REX and Alliance
projects discussed herein.

6
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By way of background, Alliance was one of the first pipelines constructed after the
implementation of the Commission’s negotiated rate policy in 1996. We will provide a detailed
explanation of the origin of and rationale for negotiated rates in a subsequent memorandum.
Importantly, negotiated rates, as authorized by FERC, permit pipelines and shippers to agree to
rates that, either now or in future years, may exceed the maximum rate approved by FERC, or
differ from the rate design approved by FERC.5 Negotiated rates gave pipelines and shippers the
ability to craft creative rate agreements that, among other things, allocated the risk of cost overruns
in a way that would not be possible if they were required simply to pay the maximum FERCapproved recourse rate.
Alliance and its shippers contractually agreed to negotiated rates that were predicated on a
12 percent return on equity (“ROE”) for the life of the shippers’ contracts. The core of the risk
sharing agreement was that the 12 percent ROE was subject to adjustment for changes in
construction costs. The base ROE of 12 percent was subject to an incentive mechanism under
which each 10 percent deviation from the estimated capital costs to construct the pipeline would
result in a 0.5 percent inverse adjustment to the base ROE. The incentive adjustment was limited
to a plus or minus 2.0 percent (200 basis points) adjustment in the 12.0 percent base ROE.6 In

5

Alternatives to Traditional Cost-of-Service Ratemaking for Natural Gas Pipelines: Regulation of
Negotiated Transportation Services of Natural Gas Pipelines, 74 FERC ¶ 61,076, order on clarification, 74
FERC ¶ 61,194, reh'g denied, 75 FERC ¶ 61,024 (1996) (“1996 Negotiated Rate Policy Statement”).
6

See Alliance certificate application, FERC Docket No. CP97-168, at p. 20 (filed December 24,
1996); Alliance Pipeline L.P., 80 FERC ¶ 61,149, at 61,592 (1997).

7
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essence, therefore, Alliance assumed the risk of a two percent reduction in its ROE due to steel
price increases, from the base ROE of 12 percent to a floor ROE of 10 percent.7
3.

Mojave

Not surprisingly, efforts by pipelines and shippers to allocate the risk of constructing new
projects predated the advent of negotiated rates at the Commission in 1996. Perhaps the best
reported example involves the construction of the Mojave Pipeline Company facilities in the early
1990s. Mojave was constructed at the same time as Kern River Gas Transmission Company. Both
Kern River and Mojave were built largely to serve enhanced oil recovery loads located near
Bakersfield, California.

Mojave constructed a 400 MMcf/day pipeline originating at the

Arizona/California border at interconnections with two upstream pipelines, where Mojave receives
gas produced in the southwestern U.S. Kern River’s original facilities had a capacity of 700
MMcf/day, and originate in Rocky Mountains production areas. The facilities of Kern River and
Mojave, which each commenced service in early 1992, merge at a point near Daggett, California to
form a common, “undivided interest” pipeline which ships a commingled stream of gas to each
pipeline’s customers near Bakersfield. Although they share the same, common pipeline facilities
downstream of Daggett, both pipelines compete for customers just as if they operated physically
separate pipeline facilities.
FERC’s orders certificating the Mojave project discuss how Mojave and its shippers
contractually allocated the risk of cost overruns, including potential increases in the price of steel,
7

It also should be noted that Alliance agreed to calculate the negotiated rates based on a 70/30
debt/equity ratio, regardless of the actual capitalization of the project or the capital structure approved by
FERC for purposes of calculating recourse rates. See Alliance certificate application, FERC Docket No.
CP97-168, at p. 20; Alliance Pipeline L.P., 80 FERC ¶ 61,149, at 61,592 (1997).

8
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providing an example of how a pipeline and its shippers addressed this issue in the pre-negotiated
rate era. Although not required to do so, Mojave submitted its executed firm transportation service
agreements (“TSAs”) to the Commission for approval. In order to secure financing, Mojave had to
know whether the Commission would approve or object to the agreements. Mojave Pipeline Co.,
56 FERC ¶ 61,282, at 62,097 (1991).
Mojave had six firm shippers, including Texaco (now part of ChevronTexaco), Meridian
Oil (which became Burlington Oil, which was recently acquired by Conoco), and Mobil Natural
Gas Inc. (now part of ExxonMobil). To allocate the risk of cost overruns, Mojave and its shippers
agreed to discounted rates that were linked to the price of steel.

As summarized by the

Commission:
Mojave negotiated a cap on its transportation charge with each customer in order to
allocate the risk of construction cost overruns. In general, Mojave negotiated a cap
with each customer that then would escalate pursuant to an index intended to reflect
increases in the price of steel, which is expected to be the chief variable in the cost
of construction of the pipeline. The exact cap and escalation factor that Mojave
negotiated with each customer varies somewhat, but all are expressly subject to the
maximum rate levels prescribed by the Commission.
Id. at 62,100.
Later in the order, the Commission describes Mojave’s firm TSAs in more detail. For
example, Meridian Oil’s rate was subject to a monthly adjustment based on the applicable increase,
if any, in the Pipe and Oil Country Tubular Goods, Carbon Index of the Producer Price Index,
calculated from the March 1, 1990 through the date Mojave’s facilities were placed in service.
Texaco’s rate cap could be adjusted by between 3 and 5 percent annually but no less than 3 percent

9
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based on the applicable increase in the Steel Pipe and Tubes, Line Pipe sub-index of the Producer
Price Index. Mobil’s rate cap appears to have been subject to similar adjustment. Id. at 62,102.
In sum, while the Mojave contracts varied somewhat according to each individual shipper,
the Mojave case provides another example how a pipeline and its shippers allocated the risk of cost
overruns, with the parties sharing the risk within the range of certain floor and ceiling rates. See
also Mojave Pipeline Co., 57 FERC ¶ 61,300, at 61,958-59 (1991).
4.

Other Pipelines

Our prior memorandum dated March 12, 2007 (a copy of which is attached hereto as
Appendix B), discussed several pipelines that have agreed to negotiated rates pursuant to the
Commission’s policy which strongly encourages pipelines and shippers to negotiate cost-sharing
agreements that allocate the risk of cost overruns. As discussed in our March 12 memo, pipelines
which have agreed to bear the risk of cost overruns above a negotiated rate cap, with the shipper
bearing overruns below the cap, include: (1) Millennium; (2) Iroquois; (3) Cheyenne Plains; (4)
Rockies Express (also discussed above); (5) Gulfstream; and (6) Guardian. Several other pipelines
have also negotiated cost sharing arrangements, including North Baja, which also entered into
negotiated rates with its shippers.8 We also found two instances -- the Empire and Islander East
pipelines -- which had not negotiated cost sharing agreements at the time of the Commission’s

8

North Baja Pipeline, LLC, 95 FERC ¶ 61,259, 61,916 (2001) (“North Baja entered into long-term
precedent agreements with its six shippers. All of the shippers have elected to pay negotiated rates. North
Baja has filed copies of the agreements but redacted the rate information as commercially sensitive. North
Baja states that it will disclose these terms through posting on its Internet web site on the first day of service,
in keeping with section 284.13 of the Commission's regulations. To comply with the Alternative Pricing
Policy Statement, North Baja is being required, as discussed below, to file additional information on its
negotiated rates when it begins providing such service.”). (Internal citations omitted).

10
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certificate order.9 Clearly, however, the trend is for pipelines and shippers to negotiate how to
allocate the risk of cost of overruns as part of the process of entering into a firm transportation
agreement.

9

See Empire State Pipeline, 116 FERC ¶ 61,074, P 116 (2006) (“The Certificate Policy Statement
found that the responsibility for cost overruns should be apportioned between the pipeline and the new
customers that have subscribed for the new capacity, so that the overruns will not become the responsibility
of the existing shippers. EPI admits that its agreement with KeySpan does not contain this risk-sharing
provision. In the application, however, EPI reserves the right to revise its initial rates prior to the
commencement of service to reflect the changes in construction costs, unless the parties agree otherwise.”)
(Internal citations omitted); Islander East Pipeline Co., 97 FERC ¶ 61,363, P 105 (2001) (“The Policy
Statement asserts that the risks of construction cost overruns should be apportioned between the pipeline and
the new customers in their service contracts. Thus, in pipeline contracts for service on newly constructed
facilities, pipelines should not rely on standard “Memphis clauses,” but should reach agreement with new
shippers concerning who will bear the risks of underutilization of capacity and cost overruns associated with
the new construction. Islander East's precedent agreements do not contain any risk-sharing language on
construction costs. If the parties agree to risk sharing agreements, Islander East must file those agreements
with the Commission as non-conforming service agreements with negotiated terms and conditions. The
Commission will review those agreements to ensure that they are not unduly discriminatory or
preferential.”). (Internal citations omitted).

11
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Appendix A

Examples of Fixed Rate Firm Capacity Agreements
Held by BP, Conoco, and Exxon1
Producer

Pipeline/Project

Term2

Negotiated Rate

Capacity

BP
BP Energy Company

Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline
Co.3
Contract No. 21002000
Rate Sched: FT
(New Pipeline)

12-1-04 to 1-31-15

$10.3417/Dth/month

40,000 Dth/d

BP Energy Company

Rockies Express Pipeline4
Contract No. Unknown
Rate Sched: FT
(New Pipeline - “REX-West”)

1-1-08 to 12-31-17

$23.5425/Dth/Month

100,000 Dth/d5

BP Energy Company

Tennessee Gas Pipeline
Company6
Contract No. 40102
Rate Sched: FT-A

7-1-02 to 6-30-07

$3.07/Dth/month

4,700 Dth/d

BP Energy Company

Transwestern Pipeline7
Contract No. 100050
Rate Sched: FTS-1

6-15-02 to 6-14-17

$0.3800/MMBtu/d

15,000 MMBtu/d

BP Energy Company

Transwestern Pipeline8
Contract No. 100926
Rate Sched: FTS-4
(San Juan Lateral 2005 Expansion)

5-1-05 to 4-30-15

Yrs 1-3 $0.2620 MMBtu/d
Remainder of term: Max rate
capped at $0.2370 MMBtu

100,000 MMBtu/d
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BP Energy Company

Transwestern Pipeline9
Contract No. 101079
Rate Sched: FTS-4

6-1-05 to 5-31-08

$0.2620/MMBtu/d

8,000 MMBtu/d

ConocoPhillips
ConocoPhillips Company

Alliance Pipeline10
Contract No. US5024P-01
Rate Sched: FT1

11-1-06 to 11-30-16

15.4864/Dth/month

75 MMcf/d

ConocoPhillips Company

Alliance Pipeline11
Contract No. US5010P-01
Rate Sched: FT1

11-1-06 to 11-30-16

15.4864/Dth/month

51.1 MMcf/d

ConocoPhillips Company

Alliance Pipeline12
Contract No. US5014
Rate Sched: FT1

12-1-00 to 11-30-15

15.4864/Dth/month

50 MMcf/d

ConocoPhillips Company

Questar Pipeline Co.13
Contract #2419
Rate Sched: T-1

8-1-00 to 7-31-15

$2.96045/Dth/month

5,000 Dth/d

ConocoPhillips Company

Rockies Express Pipeline14
Contract No. Unknown
Rate Sched: FT
(New Pipeline)

1-1-08 to 12-31-17

$23.5425/Dth/month

400,000 Dth/d

ConocoPhillips Company

Transwestern Pipeline15
Contract No. 100922
Rate Sched: FTS-4
(San Juan Lateral 2005 Expansion)

5-1-05 to 4-30-15

Yrs 1-3: $0.2620 MMBtu/d
Remainder of term: Max rate
capped at $0.2370

100,000 MMBtu/d
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ConocoPhillips Company

Transwestern Pipeline16
Contract No. 100925
Rate Sched: FTS-4

6-1-05 to 5-31-09

$0.2620 MMBtu/d through
5-1-08

8,000 MMBtu/d

ExxonMobil
ExxonMobil Gas & Power
Marketing Company

Alliance Pipeline17
Contract No. US5011
Rate Sched: FT1

12-1-00 to 11-30-15

$15.4864/Dth/m

Mobil Natural Gas, Inc.

Mojave Pipeline Co.
Rate Sched: FT-1

12-19-90 to 12-19-05

$0.3075/MMBtu18
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30 MMcf/d

20,000 MMBtu/d

1

The information contained in this chart was compiled from a variety of publicly available sources. The principal sources of information were each listed
pipeline’s most recent Index of Customers Report filed with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (report information current as of the last
quarter of 2006) and the relevant pipeline’s currently effective FERC Gas Tariff. Additional information was obtained from the listed pipelines’
certificate applications, FERC certificate or rate orders and other pipeline rate or tariff filings. A more detailed description of the source for the
information contained in each chart entry is included in the endnotes that follow. The information in the chart reflects a review of material concerning
about 20 of more than 150 FERC-regulated natural gas pipelines. It is also important to note that the producers considered here have entered into fixed
discount rate agreements with various pipelines that are not contained in this chart, except when specifically noted.

2

Information concerning Contract Term was taken from the pipeline’s Index of Customers Report or as it is currently listed in the pipeline’s FERC Gas
Tariff. The contracts described herein may have been terminated or the Contract Term altered from as it is listed in the original contract or precedent
agreement. Review of the actual contracts or precedent agreements between the producer and pipeline was limited, as they are typically treated as
confidential and not made available to the public. See, e.g., 18 C.F.R. § 388.112.

3

Transportation Service Agreement, Rate Schedule FT, between Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Co. and BP Energy Co., as contained in Cheyenne Plains
Gas Pipeline Company’s Implementation of Tariff filing , FERC Docket No. CP03-302-004 (filed Sept. 23, 2004). Much of this information is also
included in Cheyenne Plains’ most recent Index of Customers Report form January 2007.

4

Information derived from the Original FERC Gas Tariff included with the Rockies Express Pipeline certificate application filed on May 31, 2006, in
FERC Docket CP06-354-000. Rockies Express Pipeline, FERC Gas Tariff, Pro Forma Second Revised Volume No. 1, Original Sheet Nos. 8-9A. As
noted in the chart, the contract does not become effective until January 2008.

5

BP Energy Company’s commitment on the Rockies Express Pipeline will increase to 300,000 Dth/day as of the in-service date of the REX-East portion
of the pipeline. This agreement to ramp up its capacity resulted in BP being classified as an Anchor Shipper on the Rockies Express system. See
Rockies Express Pipeline LLC, Certificate Application, Vol. 1, Docket No. CP06-354-000, page 51 (filed May 31, 2006).

6

Gas Transportation Agreement between Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company and BP Energy Company, included in Negotiated Rate Tariff filing, FERC
Docket No. RP96-312-072 (filed May 30, 2002). Information also contained in TGP’s 1/1/07 Index of Customers.

7

Transwestern Pipeline Company, FERC Gas Tariff, Third Revised Volume No. 1, First Revised Sheet Nos. 6-7, Second Revised Sheet Nos. 8-13.

8

Transwestern Pipeline Company, FERC Gas Tariff, Third Revised Volume No. 1, First Revised Sheet Nos. 6-7, Second Revised Sheet Nos. 8-13.

9

Transwestern Pipeline Company, FERC Gas Tariff, Third Revised Volume No. 1, First Revised Sheet Nos. 6-7, Second Revised Sheet Nos. 8-13.

10

Alliance Pipeline L.P., FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No. 1, Twelfth Revised Sheet No. 11, Sixth Revised Sheet No. 12-14.

11

Alliance Pipeline L.P., FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No. 1, Twelfth Revised Sheet No. 11, Sixth Revised Sheet Nos. 12-14.

12

Alliance Pipeline L.P., FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No. 1, Twelfth Revised Sheet No. 11, Sixth Revised Sheet Nos. 12-14.
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13

Questar Pipeline Company, FERC Gas Tariff, First Revised Volume No. 1, Fortieth Revised Sheet No. 7, Twelfth Revised Sheet No. 7A.

14

Information derived from the Original FERC Gas Tariff included with the Rockies Express Pipeline certificate application filed on May 31, 2006, in
FERC Docket CP06-354-000. Rockies Express Pipeline, FERC Gas Tariff, Pro Forma Second Revised Volume No. 1, Original Sheet Nos. 8-9A. As
noted in the chart, this contract does not become effective until January of 2008.

15

Transwestern Pipeline Company, FERC Gas Tariff, Third Revised Volume No. 1, First Revised Sheet Nos. 6-7, Second Revised Sheet Nos. 8-13.

16

Transwestern Pipeline Company, FERC Gas Tariff, Third Revised Volume No. 1, First Revised Sheet Nos. 6-7, Second Revised Sheet Nos. 8-13.

17

Alliance Pipeline L.P., FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No. 1, Twelfth Revised Sheet No. 11, Sixth Revised Sheet Nos. 12-14.

18

Because Mobil’s contract on Mojave predated the advent of FERC’s “negotiated rate” policy, the rate for Mobil on Mojave was more accurately
described as a discounted rate and was subject to escalation up to the maximum recourse rate (with special “banking provisions”). Mobil’s rate cap was
approximately $0.30 prior to full in-service, but increased to $0.35/MMBtu (subject to the pipeline’s maximum recourse rate) once the pipeline was
fully in-service. Historical contract information derived from Mojave Pipeline Company Index of Customers Report for the quarter ending April 1,
1996. Other information obtained from Mojave Pipeline Co., 56 FERC ¶ 61,282, at 61,099 and 61,102 (1990). See also Kern River Gas Transmission
Co., 50 FERC ¶ 61,069, at 61,152 (1990).
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Appendix B

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL
ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
AND ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

Memorandum

TO: Donald C. Shepler
FROM: Kenneth M. Minesinger
DATE: March 12, 2007
RE: Cost Overruns

Introduction and Summary of Conclusions
This memorandum responds to a question posed yesterday by the State about responsibility
for cost overruns on major pipeline construction projects. The question is whether, as suggested by
the three major producers (Exxon, BP and Conoco, hereinafter the “Producers”), shippers would be
expected to bear the risk of any cost overruns that occur in constructing an Alaska natural gas
pipeline, if the project were constructed by an independent pipeline company instead of by the
Producers. Specifically, the Producers have suggested that the initial shippers will bear all of the
project risk, including the risk of cost overruns, and that an independent pipeline company is 100
percent indifferent regarding project cost. In other words, cost overruns mean nothing to the
pipeline because they are passed through completely to the shipper.
As discussed below, the short answer is that, while we of course cannot predict with
certainty the precise terms of the contracts that ultimately will be agreed to between an Alaska
pipeline and its shippers, it is clear that the Producers’ assertion regarding pipeline indifference to
cost overruns does not reflect Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) policy. FERC
strongly encourages pipelines to negotiate agreements with their shippers allocating the risk of cost
overruns for major construction projects. There are a number of examples where pipelines and
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shippers have negotiated fixed rate contracts, which allocate the risk of cost overruns above a rate
cap to the pipeline, thereby insulating the shippers from the risk of cost overruns above the agreedupon rate cap. Several of those examples are discussed below.1
Introduction and Summary of Conclusions
In the Commission's 1999 Policy Statement Concerning Certification of New Interstate
Natural Gas Pipeline Facilities, 88 FERC ¶ 61,227 (1999), order on clarification, 90 FERC ¶
61,128 (2000), order granting further clarification, 92 FERC ¶ 61,094 (2000), the Commission
encouraged pipelines to negotiate risk sharing agreements with shippers participating in a new
project regarding the rate impact of cost overruns (and underutilized capacity).2 The Commission
stated:
[T]he risks of construction cost overruns should not be the responsibility of the
pipeline's existing customers but should be apportioned between the pipeline and the
new customers in their service contracts. Thus, in pipeline contracts for service on
newly constructed facilities, pipelines should not rely on standard "Memphis
clauses", but should reach agreement with new shippers concerning who will bear
the risks of underutilization of capacity and cost overruns and the rate treatment for
“cheap expansibility.”3

1

This memorandum provides an initial list of such agreements. Additional citations will be provided
in a subsequent memorandum.
2

See Iroquois Gas Transmission System, L.P., 100 FERC ¶ 61,275, P 35 (2002) (“Under the Policy
Statement, the Commission urges pipelines and project customers to apportion the risks of construction cost
overruns in their service contracts. While the contracts between Iroquois and each ELI Project shipper do
not currently contain the cost sharing language encouraged by the Policy Statement, Iroquois indicates that
it intends to finalize its contracts with the ELI Project shippers on either January 1, 2003 or March 1, 2003,
depending on the shipper. It states that at that time it will enter into a mutually agreeable cost sharing
structure with the shippers that will be in a manner consistent with the Policy Statement. The Commission
strongly urges Iroquois and the ELI Project shippers to enter into a cost sharing agreement on cost
overruns.”). (Internal citations omitted).
3

88 FERC ¶ 61,128, at 61,747 (emphasis added). A “Memphis clause” refers to contractual
provision that permits the pipeline to change the rate during the term of the contract by making rate filings
under Section 4 of the Natural Gas Act.
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Although this statement was made in the context of an expansion of an existing pipeline, and
FERC’s policy of protecting existing shippers from cost overruns, subsequent cases have cited the
same principle in the concept of new, “greenfield” pipelines.
Consistent with the 1999 Certificate Policy Statement, the trend in recent years has been for
pipelines and shippers to enter into negotiated rate agreements that allocate the risk of cost
overruns for major construction projects, including new pipelines and pipeline expansions. Very
recently, in its December 2006 order certificating the Millenium pipeline project, a new pipeline
project serving the Northeast U.S., FERC addressed this precise issue. Millenium Pipeline Co.,
LLC, 117 FERC ¶ 61,319 (2006). There, FERC approved an agreement between Millenium and its
shippers that allocated the risk of cost overruns above an agreed-upon rate cap to Millenium -- not
to the shippers. FERC stated:
In the Certificate Policy Statement, we urged pipelines and project
customers to use their business expertise and negotiating skills to apportion the risks
of construction cost overruns in their service contracts, noting that the parties are in
the best position to allocate such risks at the time of contracting, rather than leaving
such issues for litigation at the Commission.
Millennium has addressed the issue of cost overruns, with Millennium and
its shippers agreeing to rate caps over a ten-year term as set forth in an amendment
to section 3 of the pro forma firm transportation service agreements. To the extent
the negotiated rate methodology would yield a rate above the cap due to project cost
overruns, Millennium will bear the cost of such overruns. When Millennium files
its statement on construction costs within six months after the facilities are
constructed in compliance with section 157.20(c)(3) of the regulations, Millennium
will be required to compare the projected construction costs to the actual costs and
explain any significant differences. Thus, we find that Millennium has adequately
addressed the issue of cost overruns.4

4

Id. at PP 110, 111 (footnotes omitted).
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Later, in the same order, FERC found that a second pipeline (Iroquois), which was also
constructing new facilities in association with Millenium’s project, had also agreed to bear the risk
of cost overruns:
We find that Iroquois and Consolidated Edison have addressed the issue of
cost overruns in their negotiated rate agreement, since the agreement provides for a
rate cap for the firm transportation service tied to the cost of the new facilities,
which protects Iroquois' other customers from cost overruns. Further, if the
facilities exceed a given cost, the rate charged to Consolidated Edison will not go
above the cost specified in the negotiated rate agreement and Iroquois will bear the
cost of the overruns.5
The Millenium and Iroquois projects are by no means the only examples where the risk of
cost overruns on a major pipeline construction project has been allocated to the pipeline. The issue
of cost overruns is not an issue which FERC has been required to address in a large number of
orders regarding new construction projects. We have, however, researched the negotiated rate
filings for several major new construction projects, and have found several instances where
pipelines have agreed to negotiated, fixed rates that effectively allocate the risk of cost overruns
above a rate cap to the pipeline. Examples include: (1) Cheyenne Plains, which involved the
construction of a major new pipeline connecting Rockies gas supplies with Mid-Continent
pipelines; (2) Rockies Express, a major new pipeline which will connect Rockies gas supplies to
5

Id. at P 112 (footnotes omitted). See also Empire State Pipeline, 116 FERC ¶ 61,074, at P 116
(2006) (“We believe that the potential exists for cost overruns here because the pipeline facilities are to be
constructed more than two years after the filing date. We addressed this issue in the Certificate Policy
Statement, finding that pipelines should reach an agreement with their new shippers concerning who will
bear the risk of cost overruns. The Certificate Policy Statement found that the responsibility for cost
overruns should be apportioned between the pipeline and the new customers that have subscribed for the
new capacity, so that the overruns will not become the responsibility of the existing shippers. EPI admits
that its agreement with KeySpan does not contain this risk-sharing provision. In the application, however,
EPI reserves the right to revise its initial rates prior to the commencement of service to reflect the changes in
construction costs, unless the parties agree otherwise. If EPI seeks to change the proposed rates prior to
placing the facilities into service, it must file a section 7(c) amendment to this filing. If EPI seeks a change
after the facilities are placed into service, we will require EPI to make a section 4 rate filing.”) (footnotes
omitted).
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pipelines in the Mideast U.S.; (3) Gulfstream, a major pipeline serving Florida, constructed in the
1990s; and (4) Guardian, a significant pipeline serving Wisconsin, also constructed in the 1990s.
We expect this list will grow after further research.6
Even before FERC’s 1999 Certificate Policy Statement, and well before the advent of
negotiated rates, pipelines sometimes agreed to bear the risk of cost overruns. For example, in the
early 1990s, Mojave Pipeline Company and its shippers entered into firm contracts with fixed rate
caps that allocated the risk of cost overruns to Mojave. See Center Point Energy Gas Transmission
Co., 112 FERC ¶ 61,223 (2005) (discussing how Mojave entered into risk sharing agreements with
its initial shippers which “ provided the shippers rate certainty by capping their rates at levels
which could be less than Mojave's maximum rates, depending upon its actual cost of constructing
the pipeline and its cost of operating the pipeline.”); see Mojave Pipeline Co., 57 FERC ¶ 61,300,
at 61,958 (1991) (“Mojave states that these contract rate caps provide rate certainty and protect
Mojave’s customers from overruns in the cost of the construction of Mojave’s pipeline, as well as
excesses in the cost of operation, resulting in increases beyond negotiated levels.”) (emphasis
added).7

6

See, e.g., Cheyenne Plains Gas Pipeline Company, LLC, FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No.
1, Effective Sheet Nos. 22 - 28A; Rockies Express Pipeline, LLC, FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No.
1, Effective Sheet Nos. 22 - 24; Gulfstream Natural Gas System, LLC, FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume
No. 1, Effective Sheet Nos. 8 - 8Z; Guardian Pipeline, LLC, FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume No. 1,
Seventh Revised Sheet No. 6.
7

Although beyond the scope of this memorandum, it should be noted that, in addition to FERC’s
statements about allocating the risk of cost overruns, there may be other reasons why a pipeline would not
be indifferent to the cost of constructing an Alaska pipeline. For example, even though it can be expected
that only one pipeline will be built from Alaska to destination markets in Canada or the Lower 48 States,
that pipeline will still be required to compete to some degree with other existing pipelines serving those
same markets. While the level of pipeline competition in such markets may not as robust as what one would
see in a highly competitive market (thus, the continued need for regulation of natural gas pipelines),
nevertheless the level of competition between pipelines has increased as a result of FERC regulatory
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Conclusion

FERC has encouraged pipelines and shippers to allocate contractually the risk of cost
overruns for new construction projects. The trend in recent years has been for pipelines to agree to
negotiated, fixed rate contracts that allocate the risk of cost overruns above a rate cap to the
pipeline. Assuming this form of contractual arrangement is used in Alaska, the suggestion by the
Producers that an independently-owned Alaska pipeline would be indifferent to cost overruns is
incorrect.

initiatives over the past two decades. This would likely provide an independently-owned Alaska pipeline at
least some incentive to control costs, even in the absence of negotiated fixed rate contracts. This may be an
issue which the State may wish to ask one of its economic consultants to analyze further, although based on
our experience in the natural gas industry the development of increased competition among natural gas
pipelines generally over the past twenty years cannot be disputed, particularly in certain parts of the U.S. A
related issue is whether an independent pipeline, experienced in building pipeline projects, is better
equipped than the Producers to construct an Alaska pipeline in a cost-efficient manner. That issue also is
beyond the scope of this memorandum.
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Memorandum

TO: Antony Scott
CC: Donald C. Shepler
FROM: Kenneth M. Minesinger
DATE: March 28, 2007
RE: Producer-owned Pipelines

Introduction and Summary of Conclusions
This memorandum and the attached chart discuss (1) the number of producer-owned natural
gas pipelines in the Lower 48 States, (2) the amount of firm capacity held by non-affiliates on
producer-owned pipelines, and (3) pipeline expansion by producer-owned pipelines. As discussed
herein, based on our review of materials available at FERC and other public sources of
information, there are very few producer-owned pipelines in the Lower 48 States. Producer-owned
pipelines are the exception, not the rule. Those that exist: (1) are relatively small -- either in terms
of length, capacity, or both; (2) can generally be described as production-area “feeder” systems that
only move gas to other interstate pipelines and are not engaged in the primary business of longhaul transportation to major end use markets; (3) generally do not ship, on a percentage basis, large
volumes of third-party gas on a firm basis; and (4) sometimes ship significant quantities of gas on
an interruptible basis. Of the small number of producer-owned pipelines that exist, we have been
unable to find any examples of large-scale pipeline expansions.
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Discussion

A threshold question is:

what is a “producer-owned pipeline”?

As used in this

memorandum, a producer-owned pipeline is a natural gas pipeline that currently is majority-owned
by a company whose primary business is the production of natural gas (and oil). Because we do
not have access to the pipeline ownership agreements that define the rights of the various pipeline
owners discussed herein, we have had to make certain assumptions about which parties actually
control the pipeline. For example, we have assumed that a minority owner does not have the
ability to veto a pipeline expansion, or engage in or otherwise control the day-to-day operation of
the pipeline in which it holds a minority ownership interest. Although these assumptions were
necessary due to the lack of available information, to the extent they are incorrect it is possible that
other pipelines could be considered to be producer-owned pipelines.

Given, however, the

relatively small number of pipelines that can be considered to be producer-owned pipelines even
under a broader definition of the term, we doubt that our conclusions would materially change even
if we had access to more ownership and control information.
1.

Producer-Owned Pipelines and Their Firm Shippers
As the attached chart shows, based on our research we have only found three pipelines that

currently can be considered producer-owned pipelines as that term is defined herein, none of which
provide direct access to major end use markets. Those pipelines are:


Chandeleur Pipeline Company: Chandeleur is a small offshore pipeline in the Gulf of
Mexico (“GOM”) area, which was certificated in 1963 and is 100 percent owned by
Chevron. Less than ten percent of Chandeleur’s capacity of 331,000 Dth/day is held by
third-party shippers. A Chevron affiliate holds about 13 percent of the firm capacity. The
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remainder of the pipeline’s capacity is unsubscribed, and it appears that Chandeleur, like
some other offshore pipelines, performs or has performed a significant amount of
interruptible transportation business.1

Chandeleur installed various pipeline looping

facilities in 1968, and a lateral in 1985.2 It also acquired the Mobile Area Gathering System
in May 2004, which increased Chandeleur’s capacity from 321,000 Dth/day to 331,000
Dth/day.3


Destin Pipeline Company: Destin is a 1.2 Bcf/day, 255 mile pipeline that transports gas
from receipt points in the GOM to onshore connections with various interstate pipelines in
the Southeastern U.S. A BP affiliate owns 67 percent of Destin, while an affiliate of
Enbridge (an independent pipeline) owns the remaining 33 percent. Less than half of
Destin’s capacity (approximately 41.5% percent) is held by third-party shippers. A BP
affiliate holds approximately 170 MMcf/day of firm capacity. Destin was certificated by
FERC in 1997.4 FERC has never approved an expansion of the Destin system. Destin
recently filed to abandon a significant portion of its capacity by a long-term lease to Gulf
South Pipeline, an independent pipeline company.5 Under the terms of the lease, Destin
would lease approximately 20 percent of its capacity (260 MMcf/day) to Gulf South, which

1

Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 63 FERC ¶ 61,279, at 62,789 (1993) (“Currently, Chandeleur has two
firm shippers on its system, Chevron and International Paper Company (International Paper). Chandeleur
currently has 26 interruptible shippers.”).
2

See Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 42 FPC 20, at *6 (1969); see also Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 39
FERC ¶ 62,054 (1987).
3

See Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 107 FERC ¶ 61,162 (2004).

4

See Destin Pipeline Co., 79 FERC ¶ 61,395 (1997).

5

See Destin Pipeline Co., Abbreviated Application for Authorization to Abandon Firm Capacity by
Lease, Docket No CP07-110-000, (filed March 16, 2007).
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has the option of leasing up to 700 MMcf/day (almost 60 percent of Destin’s capacity).
Once FERC approves Destin’s abandonment application, the capacity leased by Gulf South
will be marketed by Gulf South and used by shippers on its interstate pipeline system.6 For
all practical purposes, the leased capacity will become Gulf South capacity for the ten-year
term of the lease, which Gulf South can extend to twenty years.


Sabine Pipeline Company:

Sabine, which is wholly owned by Chevron, is another

offshore GOM pipeline, with a capacity of approximately 1.35 Bcf/day. Very little -- less
than 15 percent -- of the pipeline’s capacity is under contract to firm shippers. As the
attached chart reflects, a Sabine affiliate holds 45 MMcf/day, while non-affiliated shippers
hold the remainder of the firm capacity under contract. The pipeline commenced service in
1966, but FERC has never approved an expansion of the line.
These are the only examples of current producer-owned pipelines that we have been able to
find in a review of FERC orders, FERC filings, and other publicly available sources. To put this in
perspective, none of the 20 largest interstate natural gas pipelines are producer owned, and those
pipelines have system capacities ranging from approximately 2.5 to 8.5 Bcf/day of capacity and
from 1,249 to 12,749 miles of pipe in the ground.7 By comparison, the three producer-owned
pipelines discussed above are relatively small, production-area “feeder” lines which do not provide
direct access to major end use markets, in contrast to what one would normally consider a major
interstate pipeline.
6

Id. See also Abbreviated Application of Gulf South Pipeline Co., L.P., Docket No. CP07-105 (filed
March 16, 2007).
7

See Natural Gas Pipeline Systems Database (Energy Information Administration, April 24, 2006).
Some of these pipeline companies may have production affiliates, but are generally considered in the
industry to be in the primary business of transporting natural gas for others.
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As noted above, our definition of a producer-owned pipeline excludes pipelines in which a
producer holds a minority ownership interest, or pipelines that may have originally been owned by
producers but are now owned by independent pipelines due to an intervening acquisition. Thus,
the following are examples of pipelines that would not be considered producer-owned pipelines:


Rockies Express: Although Conoco owns 24 percent of Rockies Express, Kinder Morgan
and a Sempra affiliate own 51 and 25 percent, respectively, and the pipeline is being
marketed by Kinder Morgan, which is considered in the industry to be an independent
pipeline.8 Thus, Rockies Express is basically considered to be a Kinder Morgan-driven
project at the present time. Note that while a major Rockies producer, EnCana, owned the
initial Entrega pipeline segment of what has become Rockies Express, EnCana is not a
current owner of Rockies Express.9



Maritimes and Northeast: Maritimes is a major, relatively new pipeline connecting
reserves from the Sable Island region in Canada to Northeastern U.S. markets.

An

independent pipeline company, Spectra (recently spun-off from Duke Energy) owns more
than 75 percent of Maritimes.10 Exxon, which has an ownership interest in the Canadian
gas production project connected to Maritimes, owns slightly less than 10 percent of the
Maritimes pipeline.11

8

Rockies Express Pipeline LLC, 116 FERC ¶ 61,272, at P 3 (2006).

9

Id. at nn.1, 4.

10

See Spectra Energy’s Website, available at: http://www.spectraenergy.com/businesses/us/facilities/

maritimes/.
11

Id.
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Alliance: Although a group of 15 Canadian producers (and 2 non-producers) originally
constructed the Alliance pipeline12, Alliance is currently owned by an Enbridge affiliate and
Fort Chicago Energy Partners.13 Alliance is an example of a project that producers initially
constructed and then divested to independent parties fairly soon after the pipeline
commenced service. In this respect it is similar to Entrega, which again was launched by
EnCana before being sold to Rockies Express.
In addition, we reviewed a list of six “producer-owned pipelines” that were identified by a

presenter for the major Alaska producers at a hearing last summer before the Special Senate
Committee on Natural Gas Development of the Alaska legislature. One of those pipelines, Destin,
is discussed above and is still properly considered a producer-owned pipeline.

Two of the

pipelines, Garden Banks and Nautilus, were acquired from Shell by an independent pipeline
company (Enbridge) in 2004 and thus are not producer-owned pipelines at the present time.14 A
fourth pipeline, Maritimes, is not properly considered a producer-owned system as explained
above. The fifth pipeline, Discovery, is now owned by affiliates of two independent pipelines
(Williams and Duke) and thus is no longer a producer-owned pipeline.15 The sixth pipeline, Green
Canyon, has been reclassified as a non-jurisdictional gathering facility and thus is no longer an
interstate natural gas pipeline.16

12

See Alliance Pipeline L.P., 80 FERC ¶ 61,149, at 61,590 (1997).

13

See Alliance Pipeline’s website, available at: http://www.alliance-pipeline.com/inside.jsp?cid1=

1&cid2=17.
14

See Garden Banks Gas Pipeline, LLC, 113 FERC ¶ 61,132, at P 3 (2005); Nautilus Pipeline Co.,
117 FERC ¶ 61,259, at P 2 (2006).
15

See Jupiter Energy Corp., 115 FERC ¶ 61,317, at P 47 (2006).

16

See Green Canyon Pipe Line Co., 59 FERC ¶ 61,109 (1992).
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Finally, an important issue in the Alaska pipeline debate is whether a producer-owned
pipeline would have the same incentive to expand as an independent pipeline.

In a prior

memorandum addressing recent antitrust and FERC case law involving vertical market power
issues, we concluded that antitrust theory and related authorities strongly suggest that a producerowned pipeline would have less incentive than an independent pipeline to expand to ship thirdparty gas.
perspective.

In preparing the instant memorandum, we analyzed this issue from a different
Namely, we reviewed FERC orders and other publicly available materials for

evidence of expansions by producer-owned pipelines.
As discussed above, none of the producer-owned pipelines on the attached chart has
engaged in a major expansion. To be fair, we could only find three examples of producer-owned
pipelines, which makes it more difficult to find evidence of expansions of those pipelines.
Nevertheless, the fact that we were unable to find evidence of major expansions by producerowned pipelines tends to confirm the conclusion from our prior memorandum.
A recent presentation by FERC Staff also reflects the absence of significant expansions of
producer-owned pipelines. We have attached slides from that presentation, which list major new
pipeline expansion projects in the U.S., including expansions by Guardian, Gulf South, Kinder
Morgan, Rockies Express, Transcontinental Gas Pipeline, Transwestern, and Wyoming Interstate.17
Not a single one of the expansion projects listed on FERC’s “Pre-Filing” slide is being constructed
by one of the major producers of natural gas.

17

Jeff C. Wright, FERC Office of Energy Projects, Slide Presentation, Energy Bar Association Annual
Meeting, “FERC Perspective on Gas Infrastructure”, page 2 (April 27, 2006).
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Producer-owned Pipeline
Chart

Name of Pipeline

Chandeleur
Pipeline Company

Destin Pipeline Co.

Sabine Pipeline Co.

Producer Owner
(and percentage
ownership)
Chevron Corp.
(100%)4

Total Capacity
(and length)1

331,000 Dth/day
(79.9 mile mainline,
82.3 mile “looping”
line and 11.3 mile
lateral line)5

BP (Amoco Destin
Pipeline Co. (67%)
*33% owned by
Enbridge Offshore,
LLC10

1.2 Bcf
(255 miles)11

Chevron Corp.
(100%)14

1.348 Bcf
(131 miles)15
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Third-Party Shippers
(capacity in Mcf)2

Callon Petroleum (17,500)

Certification and
In-Service Dates

Certificate date:
December 19636
Main line Inservice 1964;
Loop in-service
1968;
Lateral in-service
in 19857

Expansion

Expanded from initial
capacity by adding
looping mainline8;
Recently expanded
from 321,000 Dth/d to
331,000 Dth/day by
acquiring Mobile Area
Gathering System in
May 20049

Chevron USA (43,000)

BP America Production
Co. (169,750)

Chevron USA (60,000)
Murphy Gas Gather. (13,875)
Dominion Explor. (81,532)
Mariner Energy (21,150)
Newfield Explr. Co. (23,500)
Hydo Gulf of Mex. (7,250)
ExxonMobil Corp (87,368)
W&T Offshore (2,000)
Shell Offshore (183,750)
Apache Corp. (9,200)
OXY USA, Inc (8,309)

Certificate Date:
June 1997;
In-service Date
September 199812

No expansions

BP Energy Co. (11,000)
ConocoPhillips (5,000)
Coral Energy Res. (20,000)
Duke Energy Field Srvs. Mkt.
(30,000)
Murphy Gas Gathering (20,000)
Sequent Energy Mgt. (30,000)

Certificate Date:
196416

No expansions

In Service as of
1966 as Cost-ofService pipeline;
1987 as Open
Access pipeline17

Capacity Held by
Affiliate
(amount in Mcf)3

Note: Gulf South filed
application to lease
260,000 Mcf/d from
Destin on March 16,
200713

Bridgeline Gas
Marketing
(45,000)

1

Sources include Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) orders and company websites.

2

Data concerning third-party shippers and capacity held was taken from pipeline’s most recent Index of Customers report (reports for first
quarter of 2007). Capacity amounts listed represent an aggregate of the capacity for the contracts held by the third-party shipper when the shipper
holds more than one contract.
3

Capacity amounts taken from pipeline’s most recent Index of Customers report (reports for first quarter of 2007).

4

See Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., Abbreviated Application for Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, Exhibit D, Docket No.
CP04-48-000 (filed December 19, 2003).
5

See Chandeleur Pipe Line Co. Abbreviated Application for Amendment of Certificate, at p. 2, Docket No. CP94-233-000 (filed February
14, 1994).
6

See Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 30 FPC 1515 (1963).

7

See Chandeleur Pipe Line Co. Abbreviated Application for Amendment of Certificate, at p. 2, Docket No. CP94-233-000 (filed February
14, 1994), citing 42 FPC 20 (1969) (certificate order for looping mainline), 39 FERC ¶ 62,054 (1987) (certificate order for lateral line).
8

Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 42 FPC 20 (1969).

9

Chandeleur Pipe Line Co., 107 FERC ¶ 61,162 (2004).

10

Information available at Destin Pipeline Company’s homepage: http://www.destinpipeline.com/.

11

Information available at Destin Pipeline Company’s homepage: http://www.destinpipeline.com/.

12

See Destin Pipeline Co., 79 FERC ¶ 61,395 (1997); see also Destin Pipeline Company’s homepage at: http://www.destinpipeline.com/.

13

See Destin Pipeline Co., Abbreviated Application for Authorization to Abandon Firm Capacity by Lease, Docket No CP07-110-000, (filed
March 16, 2007); see also Application of Gulf South Pipeline Co., L.P., Docket No. CP07-105 (filed March 16, 2007).
14

Information available at Sabine Pipe Line Company’s homepage: http://www.sabinepipeline.com/public/public_frame.asp.

15

See Chevron Press Release issued November 8, 2005, available at: http://investor.chevron.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=130102&p=irolnewsArticle&ID=780200&highlight=.
16

Sabine Pipe Line Co., 31 FPC 696 (1964).

17

Information available at Sabine Pipe Line Company’s website, “History of Sabine”:
http://www.sabinepipeline.com/public/public_frame.asp.
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FERC

Major Pipeline Projects
Pre-Filing (MMcf/d)
April 2006

Wamsutter Expansion
(Questar Overthrust)
(625)

Northern Lights
(Northern Natural)
(500)

GII Project
(Guardian Pipeline)
(537)

Kanda & Mainline
(WIC) (225)
Overthrust to Opal
Southern Expansion
(Questar Pipeline)
(550, 170)

Rockies Express
(Rockies Express Pipeline)
Big Sandy Pipeline
(1,500)
(Equitrans)
Blanco to Meeker
(70)
(TransColorado) (250)

Phoenix Lateral
(Transwestern) (500)

10.6 BCF/D Total
2,023 Miles
25

Brookhaven Lateral
(Iroquois)
(80)
Potomac Expansion
(Transcontinental)
(150)

Louisiana Pipeline
(Kinder Morgan)
(3,395)

Sonora Pipeline
(500)

East TX/North LA Loop
Mississippi Expansion
(Gulf South)
(1,000) (500)

Office of Energy Projects

FERC

Major Pipeline Projects
On The Horizon (MMcf/d)
April 2006

Alaska (4,000)
Panhandle Eastern (750)
Coronado (500)
Painter Lateral (Overthrust) (200)
EnCana Extension (Entrega) (1,000)
Questar Expansion (160 & 100)
Uinta Basin (WIC) (300)

18.4 BCF/D Total
5,102 Miles

26

Maritimes Phase IV (1,563)
Northwinds Pipeline
(NFG) (500)
Dracut Interconnect
(Tennessee) (250)

Natural (232)
Trunkline (400)
CenterPoint (1,000)
Continental Connector (El Paso Corp.)(2,000)
Carthage Pipeline(KM Interstate)(700)
A/G Line Expansion (Natural)(139)
Mid-Continent Express (Kinder Morgan) (1,500)
Mid-Continent Crossing (CenterPoint) (1,250)
Mississippi Expansion (Gulf South) (1,000)
Transcontinental (Mobile Bay) (700)
Gulfstream (Phase III) (200)

Office of Energy Projects
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STATE OF ALASKA
ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT
TRANSCANADA ALASKA COMPANY, LLC
and FOOrHILLS PIPE LINES LTD.
ALASKA PIPELINE PROJECT

A.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We have been requested to address aspects of the proposed Alaska Pipeline
Project (or "Project") application filed by TransCanada Alaska Company, LCC and
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (collectively "TransCanada") pursuant to the Alaska Gasline
Inducement Act ("AGIA") on November 30, 2007. We have been specifically asked to

consider matters that could impact the timeline of the Project.

As specified in the

request for applications, TransCanada's proposal addresses the specific requirements
of the AGIA and also included a timetable for the completion of various activities
associated with bringing the Project to fruition.
The expected timing of the development phase of the Project is of critical
importance in the assessment and quantification of the potential benefits that could
result from the proposed Project. As such, it is necessary to understand the rationale
underpinning TransCanada's forecasted schedule and the risks TransCanada has taken
into account in its evaluation. In addition, we have attempted to identify other potential
concerns and issues that could impact overall timing. This Report is restricted to an
examination of the Canadian segment of the Project.
TransCanada has adopted a five and one-half year schedule for securing major
Canadian pre-construction approvals, following the issuance of the AGIA License.
TransCanada has expressed the view that it expects to rely on the Northern Pipeline
Act ("NPA" or "Act") as the primary legislative vehicle through which necessary

regulatory approvals have and will be coordinated in Canada.

This is viewed by

TransCanada as minimizing the time required to complete the above process.
TransCanada has also identified a number of project risks that could result in delay.
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While we agree that there are advantages associated with the prior NPA
approvals received by TransCanada and the "single window" process provided by the
NPA, based on the detailed assessment contained herein, it is our view that the
schedule proposed by TransCanada represents a "best case" scenario that may be
difficult to achieve.
Given the nature and magnitude of the Project, it is our view that one could
reasonably expect that at least certain of the issues identified herein, or by
TransCanada in its risk assessment, will be raised during the preparation and regulatory
approval phases of the Project, with a resultant impact on timing.

In our view, a

timeframe of seven to eight years is more realistic, with the lower end of the range
(seven years) having a higher probability of being achieved.

A seven to eight year

timeline, to complete the required pre-construction processes, may be the minimum for
a Third Party pipeline project that does not have the advantage of the existing approvals
obtained under the NPA.
As will be discussed herein, the strategy and approach ultimately adopted by
TransCanada for the· execution of its proposal will likely have a significant impact on its
ability to achieve the proposed "best case" scenario.

By this we mean that

TransCanada will face a number of choices with regard to the strategy it will employ on
various key project items.

If TransCanada adopts a course of action that seeks to

address concerns that have previously been expressed it may be able to mitigate the
risk of delay identified herein.
By way of illustration, TransCanada maintains that it will pursue the completion of
the Project under the NPA, to the exclusion of other legislation that arguably could be
applicable to the Project, such as the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act
("CEAA") and the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Act
("YESAA"). If TransCanada maintains this approach, it will likely face challenges from a
variety of parties that could result in delay.
However, if TransCanada proposes or encourages a process that encompasses
the requirements of all applicable legislation (even if under the umbrella of the NPA), it
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may be able to materially mitigate the risk of a challenge in this regard. In our view, this
could involve TransCanada proposing that the Designated Officer under the NPA adopt
the standards and open, public processes embedded in legislation such as CEAA and
YESAA, in order to achieve substantially similar levels of review and analysis as would
be expected under such legislation; albeit still under the "single window" approach
contemplated by the NPA. In addition, TransCanada could minimize inefficiencies and
delays by seeking a single, coordinated process that addresses all regulatory and
environmental requirements at the outset.
Another example is TransCanada's proposal to make use of only NGTL facilities
in Alberta (in addition to the Pre-Build) to transport Alaskan gas.

If TransCanada

chooses to maintain the exclusive link to the NGTL system, it is likely to face
challenges, with resultant delays. However, if TransCanada adopts a more flexible and
expansive approach of assessing the most economic and efficient use of all available
infrastructure to transport Alaskan gas, as well as accommodating the positions of
shippers·, it will likely be able to materially mitigate the risk of such challenges and
hence the potential for delay.
The above attempts to illustrate that, to some extent, TransCanada will be the
master of its own destiny.

While the positions advanced in its AGIA filing may be

characterized as TransCanada's "opening position," the degree to which TransCanada
exercises flexibility in its business approach will have a direct impact on its ability to
achieve the desired schedule. In this regard, we would expect that TransCanada would
have an incentive to complete the Project in a timely manner, which should drive it
towards minimizing such debates and challenges.

TransCanada is a large and

successful pipeline company that likely appreciates the dynamics that will be at play.
As will be discussed herein, TransCanada has acknowledged that current requirements
and standards should be used to assess an Alaska Pipeline Project filing. To the extent
this is, in fact, achieved by a TransCanada filing, the above concerns could be
mitigated. We have no reason to believe that TransCanada will not ultimately adopt a
strategy that will seek to minimize opposition and, hence, maximize its chances of
expediting the Project.
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It is also important to note that the extended timeline suggested herein would not
necessarily disadvantage TransCanada vis-a-vis any Third Party pipeline proponent
that may seek to construct a pipeline from Alaska and into Canada.

Many of the

specific concerns identified herein would apply equally to any such Third Party, such as
a detailed assessment of environmental and socio-economic considerations, the duty to
consult First Nations, as well as, routing, land rights, and potential litigation. In fact,
TransCanada would likely have an advantage due to such things as its existing
Certificates, the "single window" approach adopted by the NPA and its easement in the
Yukon.

We also note that TransCanada has previously asserted that it has the

exclusive right to build a pipeline from Alaska into Canada. While not commenting on
the validity of this claim, we would expect that TransCanada would seek to enforce this
right and oppose any Third Party project. This could result in a significant delay in any
such project.
In the end result, based on the information available to this point, it is reasonable
to expect that certain delays will be encountered by TransCanada.

Consequently, it

would appear prudent for the State of Alaska to also examine the somewhat more
extended timeline of approximately seven years discussed herein, for the completion of
the required pre-construction approval processes; in addition to the five and one-half
year period reflected in the AGIA Application, as part of its assessment.
A summary of the significant issues that could impact timing of the proposed
TransCanada project is outlined below. Greater detail on these, and other, matters is
provided in the body of this Report.
1.

Continued Applicability of the NPA Approval

As reflected in the past submissions of Alliance Pipeline Ltd. ("Alliance") and
Enbridge Inc. ("Enbridge"), it is likely that certain parties will challenge the general
applicability of the NPA to the circumstances confronting the Alaska Pipeline Project
today. This argument also appears to be supported by statements made by producers,
including ConocoPhillips and Exxon-Mobil.

It is arguable whether certain of the

objectives of the NPA are relevant today, given that one of the main purposes was to
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proposed] pipeline".

Nonetheless, it is our view that the NPA and the Certificates

awarded thereunder remain valid. Of note is the fact that the NPA was relied upon as
recently as 1998 for authority to expand the Pre-Build facilities. As detailed below, the
NPA does not provide direct guidance on the process or procedure that would be used
to consider an Alaska Pipeline Project filing. Therefore, the challenge for TransCanada
will be to encourage and facilitate a process under the NPA umbrella that
accommodates current requirements and minimizes the risks of additional delays.
As well, we anticipate that there will be significant political pressure brought to
bear·for the Governments and regulatory agencies to "do the right thing" and assess
such a massive undertaking under current regulations and standards; and not accept an
authorization that was granted under circumstances that were very different. There may
indeed be some legitimacy to the argument that the information from the distant past is
stale and outdated; and that the basis upon which the previous evaluations were
conducted no longer remain valid.
In our view, while TransCanada will have certain advantages because of existing
approvals and the NPA process, there will likely be political pressure asserted to expose
the Project to an extensive regulatory and environmental review process, similar to that
employed regarding the examination of the Mackenzie Gas Project. In this regard, it is
noteworthy that the Mackenzie Gas Project has taken some eight plus years from initial
regulatory process design to anticipated receipt of major regulatory approvals. While
these are material differences, the Mackenzie Gas Project process may be viewed as
broadly analogous in terms of regulatory complexity to the Alaska Pipeline Project. In
our view, there will clearly be an expectation that the Project will be exposed to a
rigorous process and not provided any short-cuts because of past approvals.
2.

Technical Concerns with the Application of the NPA

In our view, while the deemed Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity
granted to the Foothills affiliates under the NPA contain a measure of flexibility, it is
certainly arguable that the new proposal, which reflects a substantially different flow
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Project which was certificated pursuant to the NPA.

The TransCanada proposal

contains information on a number of these parameters which arguably are a "material"
change from those previously approved.

In our view, these changes in scope, etc.

could expose TransCanada to a challenge respecting its reliance on the prior NPA
authorizations. To the extent that TransCanada has to seek amendments to either the
existing approvals or the governing legislation, to accommodate proposed changes, this
could precipitate a protracted debate that could delay the process from moving forward.
3.

Required Environmental Assessment

In its AGIA filing, TransCanada characterizes its proposed actions as an "update"
to the information previously filed in support of the existing NPA approvals and the
Terms and Conditions it must fulfill thereunder. At this time, TransCanada has indicated
that it intends to rely on the NPA and is not required to conduct an assessment in
accordance with the CEAA or YESAA. If TransCanada attempts to fulfill outstanding
requirements via an expedited process that does not include a comprehensive
environmental assessment, with full public input as contemplated by these statutes, or
meet other applicable requirements, it could face challenges that the above-referenced
environmental legislation should apply to the Project.
It is also clear that, absent the NPA, such legislation would indeed apply, and
TransCanada

would

be

assessment thereunder.

required

to

conduct a comprehensive

environmental

As mentioned above, TransCanada has confirmed that it

intends to adopt a transparent and public process and, as well, has confirmed that it will
be updating the numerous technical environmental reports associated with the
construction of the subject pipeline.

These actions may in some measure mitigate

opposition (and potentially litigation) over the Project.

To the extent an open and

comprehensive process is employed, the risk of a challenge could be reduced.
Conversely, the opposite is also true. Given that the Yukon Government has indicated
that it believes YESAA will apply to the Project, TransCanada would appear to have an
incentive to accommodate a review process that addresses this concern.
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Duty to Consult First Nations

Since the time of the approvals granted under the NPA, the obligations imposed
upon both Project Proponents and Governments (Provincial, Territorial and Federal)
with respect to the duty to consult First Nations has evolved considerably. As with any
project proponent, TransCanada's failure to ensure that the currently recognized
obligation to consult is completely fulfilled, would inevitably lead to challenges on behalf
of potentially affected First Nations. A failure by the Crown to fulfill this duty has been
one of the main stumbling blocks for project proponents when their undertakings could
potentially have a significant impact on First Nations. To the extent TransCanada and
the relevant Governments fulfill this obligation pursuant to the current requirements the
Project risks will be reduced. Nonetheless, history would suggest that this is a likely
basis for challenge. We note that this concern is not unique to a TransCanada proposal
and would apply to any proposed pipeline project from Alaska that traverses First
Nations lands or lands where the First Nations assert traditional uses. In fact, the work
conducted by TransCanada to date should provide it with an advantage in this regard.
We are not able to comment on the extent to which the relevant governments have
engaged in consultation.
5.

North American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFT A")

NAFTA did not exist at the time the NPA approvals were granted to
TransCanada and the NPA was not grandfathered under NAFTA. As will be detailed
below, certain NAFTA issues could arise which would potentially cause significant
delays to the advancement of the pipeline proposal.

It is worthwhile noting that the

above referenced Joint Alliance/Enbridge submission expressly raises NAFTA issues as
an area of concern. As such, it is apparent that these parties, and likely others, are
attuned to this basis for challenging a TransCanada Application under the NPA.
6.

Alberta Component of the Overall Project

TransCanada's Application did not describe the precise facilities that will be
utilized to transport the Alaskan based gas once it reaches the B.C./Aiberta border.
While TransCanada identifies certain benefits associated with the use of Transportation
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by Others, it appears that these comments are made solely in the context of using
TransCanada's "Alberta System".

In our view, it is likely that certain other pipeline

carriers, including Alliance and Spectra, will argue that excess capacity or economic
expendability on existing pipelines should be used for the transportation of Alaskan
based natural gas.

The information filed in the ongoing Alberta Inquiry into NGL

matters, as well as a recent Press Release regarding a report by the Canadian Energy
Research Institute on the capacity of the Western Canada Natural Gas Pipeline System,
forecast that existing pipelines will have significant excess capacity by the time the
Alaska Pipeline Project is proposed to be in-service. To the extent that TransCanada
demonstrates a willingness to work jointly with third party carriers, it should be able to
minimize debates that could cause material delays in the implementation of the Project.
If such a debate arises, to the extent that TransCanada would be relying upon National
Energy Board ("NEB") or Alberta Utilities Commission approval for additional facilities in
Alberta (versus pursuant to the NPA) there will be a forum for such a debate.
Otherwise, recourse to the Courts is likely.
7.

Acquisition of Land Rights

It appears that TransCanada has obtained an "easement" across the Yukon,
which should give it a timing advantage over any Third Party pipeline proponent. It also
appears that, at this time, TransCanada does not have any secure rights to the
necessary rights-of-way across British Columbia and Alberta. The acquisition of such
rights in these two Provinces could take TransCanada, or any other project proponent, a
considerable amount of time; and provide leverage to affected stakeholders. As such,
while the NPA approvals would clearly give TransCanada an advantage over any third
party pipeline proposal (particularly in the Yukon), the completion of the outstanding
land acquisition process could create material delays. TransCanada's Application does
not describe the precise manner in which it proposes to handle these outstanding land
acquisition matters.
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Fulfillment of Existing NPA Terms and Conditions

Even if TransCanada were successful in confining the process for examining the
Alaska Pipeline Project to the "single window" approach advanced by the NPA, there is
the matter of the extensive Terms and Conditions attached to the existing approvals.
For example, the Designated Officer under the NPA can require that additional
environmental information be filed in support of the Application. As such, it is possible
that even if TransCanada were to succeed in technical arguments (likely following
lengthy debate) that CEAA or YESAA do not apply, the Designated Officer could
impose similar information requirements to ensure that a complete assessment of all
applicable requirements is conducted for the length of the pipeline in Canada. In fact,
there may be significant pressure to ensure that such an approach is followed.
Additionally, TransCanada will be required to meet other extensive conditions
under the existing approvals prior to commencing construction. The exact process for a
consideration of the information filed regarding these matters is uncertain, but could be
the source of debate if a full public vetting is not accommodated.

9.

Litigation

As will be detailed below, there are likely to be a significant number of "trigger
points" which will provide the basis for a Court challenge. As noted below, there has
already been litigation regarding the NEB's Northern Pipeline Decision involving First
Nations and Environmental groups. Past experience suggests that such parties are well
versed in their legal rights and have little hesitation in seeking recourse to the Court
system when they are aggrieved. Likewise, commercial parties will often commence
litigation if they are not satisfied with the outcome of commercial discussions. We also
note that there has already been litigation involving a past Foothills Pre-Build
application. While the past litigation was not successful, if such a challenge were to
occur, it could result in a significant delay. This litigation concern would apply equally to
any party seeking to build a pipeline from Alaska into Canada, as the facilities would
likely have similar potential impacts on the environment and First Nations, regardless of
the project proponent.
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schedule detailed by TransCanada in its Application. Based on the situation one could
reasonably expect to evolve following TransCanada's filing, it is conceivable that several
of these potential concerns could become a reality, with resultant delays to the
schedule.

As stated above, the extent to which the matters identified herein, or by

TransCanada itself, actually lead to delays in TransCanada's proposed schedule will be
impacted to a significant degree by the strategy TransCanada ultimately employs in
pursuing the Project.
B.

INTRODUCTION

The State of Alaska has requested that we provide our views on a number of
issues associated with the November 30, 2007 Application filed by TransCanada
pursuant to the AGIA.

While a number of issues will be discussed regarding the

TransCanada proposal, one of the primary mandates we have undertaken is to identify
issues that could arise which would materially impact the proposed timeline for the
completion of the pre-construction approvals phase of the Project put forward by
TransCanada.

After reviewing TransCanada's proposed timeline, we believe that it

likely represents a "best case" scenario and is aggressive, in the sense that it will be
difficult to complete all the identified tasks in the time allotted.

However, we would

logically expect a project proponent to adopt such an approach when bringing forth a
proposal of this unique nature and magnitude. In essence, TransCanada has put forth
a plan which assumes that it will not encounter any significant difficulties or delays in
securing the major pre-construction approvals for the Project. In this regard, while we
note that the TransCanada Application provides a "Key Risk Assessment and
Mitigation" matrix, it does not provide a sensitivity analysis of, or a contingency for, the
impacts (including on Project timing) that would be associated with certain events, that
are arguably foreseeable, actually occurring. As such, should the matters identified by
TransCanada or discussed below become a reality, it is likely that timing delays beyond
the period forecast by TransCanada would occur.
In this Report we have attempted to incorporate consideration of a number of
issues that could arise in the context of any Application (including a submission in the
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the NPA to construct the remaining Canadian portion of the Alaska Pipeline Project. In
our view, any such application would obviously be impacted by the filing of a
"competitive" proposal by a Third Party(ies). In this regard, we note that ConocoPhillips
prepared an application outside the AGIA process; and, more recently, BP-Conoco
announced plans for a new Alaska pipeline project. These actions seem to confirm that
other parties have a direct interest in developing an alternate pipeline proposal, and
would likely be actively involved in any application brought forward by TransCanada. In
fact, they may seek concurrent consideration of both proposals.

It appears to be

generally accepted that any pipeline proposal, including TransCanada's, would have to
be supported by Alaskan natural gas producers for it to succeed. The complexities
arising from "competing" proposals would almost certainly result in material delays. In
this regard, we note that TransCanada has historically taken the stance that it has an
"exclusive" right to build a pipeline from Alaska. While not commenting on the validity of
such a claim, it seems likely that TransCanada would oppose any Third Party pipeline
on this (and possibly other) basis. Such a development could result in a Third Party
proposal encountering major delays from the outset.
In the past entities such as Alliance and Enbridge have made direct submissions
to the Canadian Government with respect to the applicability of the NPA and the
appropriate process that should be used to consider any pipeline application for the
delivery of Alaskan gas (see: Joint Submission dated April, 2005). Press reports and
submissions in the AGIA process continue to indicate that these parties are very
interested in the potential development of an Alaskan Pipeline.

A common theme

identified by parties such as ConocoPhillips, Enbridge and Alliance is that they view a
complete process under the National Energy Board Act ("NEB Act") and CEAA as being
the appropriate approach to consider such an application. Other entities, such as the
Government of the Northwest Territories, have also made submissions to the U.S.
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources (see: submission dated October,
2001) regarding proposals for the transportation of Alaskan natural gas.
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In addition, we note that there has already been litigation with respect to the
NEB's Northern Pipelines Decision and the application and scope of the NPA related to
activities undertaken by Foothills as part of its Pre-Build. While this litigation confirmed
the validity of the present authorizations, it may be indicative of the fact that various
stakeholders, including Aboriginal and Environmental groups, will not hesitate to
become actively involved in the overall governmental and regulatory/environmental
process to consider such a Project. In our view, there is likely to be a strong correlation
between the number of potential procedural or process challenges and a delay in the
proposed schedule.
It is also of note that TransCanada's AGIA Application identifies some forty First
Nations groups that it views as legitimate stakeholders in the Yukon and British
Columbia, in addition to six regional Environmental groups that would be included in
stakeholder consultation. We observe that this list does not address any Alberta based
First Nations or Environmental groups; and does not take into account a number of
national environmental entities that could easily become involved in a Project of this
magnitude.

From the above, it appears fairly clear that a large number of potential

stakeholders will be very interested in any pipeline proposal ultimately brought forward
by TransCanada.

Such parties could seek to use any forum available to them to

advance their positions, including recourse to the Courts.
In terms of the potential involvement of these parties, other intangible factors
must also be considered. The fact that projects of this scope and magnitude do not
take place very often, and hence will attract considerable attention, will inevitably act as
an impetus for parties to use this venue as an opportunity to pursue public policy issues.
This is also true of First Nations and Environmental groups who seldom get such a high ·
profile forum to pursue issues of concern to them.
With respect to First Nations, it has been observed that the initial response of a
number of Aboriginal entities located in the State of Alaska has been positive and they
appear to be supportive of the Project.

In our view, it is possible that a different

response will be experienced in Canada. Canadian First Nations groups that could
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potentially be impacted by the Project may not see this as a development that will have
long term, material benefits for them.

Rather, they will see this as a transient

opportunity to obtain maximum benefits when their leverage is the greatest, which in our
view is during the period when the project proponent is seeking to have the project
approved and constructed.

We expect that these parties may attempt to obtain

commitments regarding such benefits during the approval process, which could lead to
material delays. In fact, we would not be surprised to see certain First Nations use this
Project as leverage in Land Claims Settlement discussions.

History suggests that a

common approach is to take actions which serve to impede the development of a
project or cast doubts on its viability in furtherance of these objections. This does not
mean that these parties are "opposed" to the Project per se, as absent the
development, they would not get any of the benefits they seek to obtain. Rather, it is a
case of attempting to use leverage when it is most advantageous. In our view, these
concerns would be equally applicable to any third party pipeline project.
The same can be said of many Environmental groups, who will take a great
interest in the potential impacts of the project and use any public forum available to
attract attention to the environmental issues they will argue are not being adequately
addressed by this development.

The fact that a material portion of the Project is

proposed to be constructed in proximity to the Alaska Highway is unlikely to deter such
parties from vigorously pursuing their positions.

While in many circumstances the

concept of using a "Utility Corridor" is accepted as an approach that could assist in
minimizing environmental impacts (versus another distinct right-of-way), this will not
likely reduce the scrutiny of the proposal or allow TransCanada to avoid the full
assessment of potential environmental impacts.

The end result may well be that

locating the Project in proximity to the existing highway will reduce impacts below those
that would be experienced in a distinct corridor, but this is not likely to be the focus of
concern. Rather, parties will likely focus on the potential impacts the proposed Project
may have, as it is proposed. Thus, while locating the pipeline in proximity to an existing
disturbance (the Alaska Highway) may be an advantage, it is not likely to diminish the
opposition voiced by Environmental groups to any material degree. In this regard, any
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proposal which attempts to utilize a route that is materially different from that previously
contemplated could face additional challenges, with resultant delays.
C.

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW OF THE NORTHERN PIPELINE ACT

In order to provide context for the views expressed herein, it is important to
understand the background to the development of the Northern Pipeline Act and the
Northern Pipeline Agency ("NP Agency"), that has been created to administer this
legislation in conjunction with the National Energy Board.

This will also provide insight

into the current "approvals" and the outstanding requirements regarding same.
The NPA was enacted following a number of regulatory and government actions,
including execution of the Canada-U.S. Treaty Concerning Transit Pipelines, extensive
NEB hearings, and execution of the Canada-United States Agreement on Principles.
1.

Canada-U.S. Treaty Concerning Transit Pipelines

In January 1977, an Agreement between the Government of Canada and the
Government of the United States of America Concerning Transit Pipelines was
executed (the "Treaty"). The Treaty affects all transit movements of hydrocarbons from
and to one of the signatories, across the territory of the other. Under the Treaty, the
parties agreed not to, amongst other things, interfere with oil/gas throughputs or
discriminate with taxes, fees or charges.

Under Article II, for example, "no public

authority in the territory of either Party shall institute any measures, other than those
provided for in Article V, which are intended to, or which would have the effect of,
impeding, diverting, redirecting, or interfering with in any way the transmission of
hydrocarbon in transit". The Treaty applies to various pieces of legislation, including the
NPA.
2.

National Energy Board Hearings

As noted by TransCanada in its AGIA Application, the NEB issued its 1977
Northern Pipelines Decision 1 in June 1977 following a lengthy (214 days) hearing in
which the merits of two competing pipeline proposals for the transmission of Alaskan
1

National Energy Board, Reasons for Decision, Northern Pipelines, 1977 (GH-1-76, A0-1-GH-2-75).[herinafter, "Northern Pipelines

Decision"].
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gas through Canada were adjudicated. 2

These proposals were submitted by the

Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline Limited ("CAGPL") and Foothills Pipelines (Yukon) Ltd.
("Foothills").

The CAGPL proposal sought certificates of public convenience and

necessity ("CPCN" or "Certificates") for delivery of Arctic Slope and Mackenzie Delta
gas through a pipeline constructed along the coastal plain from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, to
the Mackenzie Delta and then south across Canada to Canadian markets and markets
in the United States. 3 In contrast, the Foothills proposal sought Certificates to construct
pipelines and related works that would transport gas from Alaska through the Yukon
along the Alaska Highway then south through Alberta to the United States.

That

process ultimately resulted in the selection of the proposal put forward by Foothills, now
a wholly owned subsidiary of TransCanada Corporation.
The NEB in granting Certificates to Foothills, made them conditional upon
Governor in Council approval, stating:
In respect of the Foothills (Yukon) project, although further
engineering design, environmental and socio-economic
information is to be filed prior to approval of final design, on
the evidence the Board finds that it offers the generally
preferred route for moving Alaska gas. 4
In its Decision, the NEB discussed conditions that were to be placed on the
Certificates and required Foothills to, amongst other things, alter its proposed route so
that it would include the Dawson diversion or realignment (i.e. go near Dawson City) to
facilitate construction of the Dempster lateral pipeline for the transmission of Mackenzie
Delta gas; and to apply for a Certificate for the Dempster lateral.
In Yukon Conservation Society and Council for Yukon Indians v. National Energy
Board and Foothills Pipe Lines (Yukon) Ltd. [1979] 2 F.C. 14, an appeal was lodged

against the Board's 1977 Northern Pipelines Decision, on the grounds that the Board
exceeded its jurisdiction by approving a route that was substantially different than that in
2

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-73.

3

Robin L. Cowling, Canadian Institute of Resources Law, Calgary, Alberta, "Review and Regulatory Processes for Northern Pipeline

Projects: Opportunities for Public Involvement", prepared for the Canadian Arctic Resources Cornrnittee, Yellowknife, NWT,
November 2, 2001 [hereinafter "Review and Regulatory Processes'1
4

See: Northern Pipelines Decision, page 1-165.
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However, Foothills made a successful application for summary

dismissal of the appeal on the grounds that the appeal was rendered academic by the
Northern Pipeline Act of 1977. 5
3.

Canada-U.S. Agreement on Principles

Following selection of a project proponent and a route in both Canada and the
U.S., the two countries entered into the Agreement between Canada and the United
States of America on Principles Applicable to a Northern Natural Gas Pipeline (the

"Agreement") on September 20, 1977.6 The Agreement provided for the construction of
a gas pipeline to transport gas from northern Alaska and northern Canada to the United
States.
Under section 2(a) of the Agreement the parties agreed as follows:
2(a) Both Governments will take measures to ensure the
prompt issuance of all necessary permits, licenses,
certificates, rights-of-way, leases and other authorizations
required
for
the
expeditious
construction
and
commencement of operation of the Pipeline ....
In this regard, the Agreement sets principles to coordinate and expedite the
construction and operation of the pipeline system, and describes the route in general
terms, divided into eleven zones (see: Annex I to the Agreement). 7 The pipeline route is
generally defined as following the Alaska Highway, with the Dempster lateral extending
from a point near Whitehorse to the Mackenzie Delta. 8
The Agreement also calls for, amongst other things, Foothills to demonstrate
proof of financing before construction will be allowed to proceed. 9
The Agreement specifically refers to the Transit Pipeline Treaty, which as noted,
governs all existing and future transit pipelines in the U.S. and Canada and which
5

A. Black, "Legal Principles Surrounding the New Canadian and American Arctic Energy Debate", Energy Law Journal, Vol. 23:81.

6

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-74. As amended by exchanges of notes dated June 6, 1978 between the Governments

of Canada and the United States of America: See NPA, Schedule I.
7

Agreement, article 1.

8

Agreement, Annex II, Zones 10 and 11. See: Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.

9

Agreement, article 4(a).
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mandates non-discriminatory treatment. The Agreement has a term of thirty-five years
and is renewed automatically unless a party chooses to terminate it with 12 months
written notice.
As noted by TransCanada, in recognition of the magnitude and importance of the
Project, the Canadian government took the unusual step of committing to enact specific
legislation to statutorily enshrine the regulatory decision of the NEB and the terms of the
Agreement: 10
14. The two Governments recognize that legislation will be
required to implement the provisions of this Agreement. In
this regard, they will expeditiously seek all required
legislative authority so as to facilitate the timely and efficient
construction of the Pipeline and to remove any delays or
impediments thereto.
The enactment of the NPA fulfilled Canada's obligation in this regard. In Canada
there has been no legislation enacted providing for expedited certification of any project
other than the Foothills project. 11
4.

Northern Pipeline Act

Shortly after the NEB's Northern Pipeline Decision, the NPA came into force on
April 13, 1978. 12 In essence, the NPA created an administrative and regulatory scheme
to carry out and give effect to the Agreement on Principles. Presumably therefore, the
legislation was originally intended to, amongst other things, ensure the "prompt
issuance of all necessary permits, licenses, certificates, rights-of-way, leases and other
authorizations required for the expeditious construction and commencement of
operation of the Pipeline" as agreed by the Governments. As reflected in the objects of
the Act, which are set out in Section 4 of the NPA, this was to be accomplished through
measures aimed at facilitating efficient and expeditious planning, construction,
consultation and coordination. As discussed below, given the significant lapse of time
since the NPA came into force, debate may ensue regarding whether the legislation can
10

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-7 4.

11

/bid.

12

Proclamation, Sl/78-90, 13 Apri11978, C. Gaz. 1978.11.2665.
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environmental standards are not met.
The NPA consists of four Parts: Part 1 - Northern Pipeline Agency, Part II Traffic, Tolls and Tariffs, Part Ill - Re<:;1l Property and Part IV- General. It is appended
by three Schedules. Schedule I is the Canada-US Agreement, Schedule II is a list of the
Foothills companies who have received Certificates under section 21 of the Act, and
Schedule Ill lists the terms and conditions of the Certificates.
Some of the key aspects of the NPA are described below.

a.

Northern Pipeline Agency

The NP Agency was created with the proclamation of the NPA in April 1978. Its
stated purpose is to oversee planning and construction of the Canadian portion of the
Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline Project by the Foothills Group of Companies, which is the
project conditionally approved under the NPA. Indeed, the Foothills Subsidiaries hold
Certificates granted pursuant to section 21 (1) of the NPA for each of the zones of the
Project in Canada. These CPCN are declared in the NPA to be issued pursuant to
section 52 of the NEB Act and are the only existing certificates for the Project in
Canada. 13 The pipeline, as certificated, is intended to transport Alaskan and possibly
northern Canadian natural gas to southern markets in Canada and the United States.
The mandate of the NP Agency is twofold.

It is required to carry out federal

responsibilities in relation to the pipeline and facilitate the efficient and expeditious
planning and construction of the pipeline taking into account local and regional interests,
in particular those of native people. It is also responsible for maximizing the social and
economic benefits from the construction and operation of the pipeline for Canadians
while minimizing any adverse effect on the social and environmental conditions of the
areas most directly affected by the pipeline. 14

13

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-74. See also: NPA, s. 21 (2). The Act states that these Certificates are "deemed to be

a certificate issued pursuant to section 52" of the NEBAct.
14

Northern Pipeline Agency Canada website. Available at: http://www.infosource.gc.ca
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still is intended to provide a central regulatory authority or window for the exercise of mJ.
federal responsibilities related to planning, monitoring and controlling the system
throughout Canada. 15

Indeed, according to Hansard, the NP Agency is intended to

serve as the only regulatory agency in charge of all federal responsibilities with regard
to the Canadian part of the pipeline. 16 According to TransCanada this approach offers
advantages.

Indeed, in its Application TransCanada states, "by creating a single

window through which federal approvals and decision making can be delivered and
provincial or territorial approvals can be coordinated, the NPA has proved to be an
effective and efficient approach to timely and complete regulatory authorizations". 17
In reality, the Agency has been essentially dormant for many years and has only
"bare bones" staff in place at this time. Yet, as detailed below, in keeping with the Act,
many regulatory powers of other federal departments and agencies related to the
pipeline project have been delegated to the NP Agency. This is not the case however
for those powers reserved exclusively to the National Energy Board or shared between
the NEB and the NP Agency. 18
The relative inactivity of the NP Agency in recent years follows from the fact that
its activities are dictated by the timing and pace of construction of the ANGTS in
Canada. As noted by TransCanada, while a portion of the ANGTS pipeline has been
built in Alberta (the "Pre-Builds") under the authority of the NPA, the majority of this
construction occurred in the early 1980's when the price of natural gas fell to levels that
made the construction of the entire APP, from Alaska to market uneconomic. 19 These
unfavourable economic conditions led to indefinite delays in the completion of the
northern portion of the pipeline ("Phase II"). Consequently, the NP Agency's activities
have been limited.

The most recent expansion under the NPA occurred in 1998

involving the installation of 113 km of 1067mm (42") diameter pipeline and compression
and metering facilities downstream of Empress.
15

See: NPA Preamble; Section 4(b); and Commons Debates, February 13, 1978 at2789.

16

Commons Debates, February 15, 1978, page 2892.

17

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-75.

18

Northern Pipeline Agency website available at: http://www.infosource.gc.ca/inst/npa/fed02_e.asp

19

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-74.
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Recently, more favourable market conditions have rekindled interest in exploring
options for bringing Alaskan gas to markets.

In response, the NP Agency has

reportedly been taking measures to address the commitments of the Government of
Canada that are embodied in the NPA. 20 According to a recent Treasury Board of
Canada Report, during 2007-2008, it is anticipated that the NP Agency will continue to
work with other federal agencies, provincial and territorial governments, First Nations
and the public to meet the objectives of the NPA.

Furthermore, "in anticipation of

receiving detailed project plans from Foothills, the NP Agency has begun reviewing key
issues, including environmental concerns and First Nations interests.

During 2007-

2008, the NP Agency will be occupied with the development of plans to regulate and
facilitate the construction of the pipeline."21 This indicates that the NP Agency is aware
that TransCanada may soon be in a position to proceed under the NPA and is in the
process of preparing for such an eventuality.

While these preparatory actions may

serve to facilitate and expedite consideration of the detailed project plans, the status of
current initiatives is far from clear given the limited public information available.

At

present, the approval process that may be followed by the NP Agency and the nature
and extent of coordination are not known.
It seems clear, however, that in the event a detailed project plan is received and
commercial arrangements to support construction of the project are finalized, the
NP Agency would be called upon to significantly increase its activity levels. According
to the referenced Treasury Board of Canada Report, the earliest this is expected to
occur is 2008-2009.

At present, the Agency's budget provides for only two FTE's,

although it is recognized that the resource levels for future years may need to be
adjusted depending on the actual level of activity in the Foothills project. Interestingly,
the costs of the NP Agency are fully recovered from Foothills pursuant to section 29 of
the NPA and determined in accordance with section 24.1 of the NEB Act and the NEB
Cost Recovery Regulations.

20

RPP 2007-2008 - Northern Pipeline Agency Canada, Treasury Board of Canada Report, available at: http:www.tbssct.gc.ca/rpp/0708/npa-apn/npa-apn01_e.asp.
21
RPP 2007-2008, supra
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Likewise, the Treasury Board Report confirms that the NP Agency's jurisdiction
extends only to the Foothills project, as authorized under the NPA. While it appears
that Foothills intends to file detailed project plans to complete the project, and has
asked that the NP Agency "prepare to expeditiously consider these plans and to
facilitate construction", the natural gas producers "who hold the rights to extract gas in
Alaska, have indicated their interest in applying for new certificates under the NEB Act
to build a pipeline to bring the gas to markets south of the 60th parallel". 22 Should such
a competing Third Party proposal be filed, it would be subject to the NEB and CEAA
approval process, typically applied to "Greenfield" pipeline projects, and not the NPA
process.

While the potential impact of the recently announced Major Projects

Management Office can not be assessed with any degree of certainty at this point, it is
our view that a third party project could take at least 7 - 8 years to complete. In this
regard, we observe that Conoco's November 30, 2007 filing with the State of Alaska
contained

a

timeline, ·which

it

characterized

as

"streamlined",

that

covered

approximately 10 years from the establishment of the necessary framework to pipeline
operations. Of this time, it appears that Conoco was allowing approximately 5
from the present time to the commencement of construction.
"streamline" process as one that is completed "without delay".

~

years- _

Conoco described the
Given the numerous

issues that Conoco or any other third party pipeline proponent (such as the recently
announced BP/Conoco proposal) is likely to fail, we do not attach a high probability to
actually being able to achieve this schedule.
b.

Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of the NP Agency is defined by the Act, with specific
responsibilities shared between the Minister, Commissioner, Administrator, Designated
Officer and NEB. As TransCanada appears to be relying heavily upon the NPA for the
requisite approvals, a brief examination of this organizational structure is warranted.
Minister of Natural Resources

22

/bid.
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The NP Agency reports to Parliament through the designated Minister who is
responsible for the management and direction of the Agency.
designated Minister is the Minister of Natural Resources ("Minister").

At present, the
23

Under Section 10 of the NPA, the Minister is authorized to:
Exercise the powers, duties and functions of other Minister's or agencies as may
be transferred by the Governor in Council;
Consult with provincial and territorial governments to coordinate and review the
activities of the Agency and those governments;
Enter into agreements with provincial and territorial governments as necessary to
obtain the objectives of the Act and to coordinate and review the activities of the
Agency and those governments;
Oversee and survey all aspects of the planning, construction and procurement of
the pipeline; and
Consult with appropriate authorities of the United States for matters arising under
the Agreement.
Consistent with the intent that the Agency act as a "single window", the Governor
in Council ("GIG") may by order, transfer duties and functions of any federal minister,
department or agency to the minister responsible for the NP Agency and that minister
may carry out those duties and functions in relation only to the Canadian section. 24
Certain powers, duties and functions of the Ministers of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, 25 Environment26 and Fisheries and Oceans27 have been transferred to
23

NPA at ss. 5(1) and (2).

Although originally the Minister responsible for the NPA was the Minister of State for Economic

Development, this was changed to the Minister for International Trade, and the Minister of Energy.
1979.11.3663 and Sl/95-17. The Agency was transferred to the NRCan portfolio in February 2004.
24
25

P.C. 1979-2656, C. Gaz.

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-75. See also: NPA, s. 15.
The transferred powers are those under the Northern Inland Waters Act and the Territorial Lands Act, P.C. 1980-2316, C. Gaz.

1980.11.3162. See Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.
The transferred powers are those under the Migratory Birds Act, the Clean Air Act, the Environmental Contaminants Act and the
Canada Wildlife Act, P.C. 1980-2316, C. Gaz. 1980.11.3162. See: Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.

26

27

The transferred powers are those under the Fisheries Act, P.C. 1980-2316, C. Gaz. 1980.11.3162. See: Review and Regulatory

Processes, supra.
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the Minister "in relation to the pipeline only". Transfer of such authority is reported to
have occurred in 1980. Furthermore, in 1983, the following additional powers, duties
and functions were reportedly transferred to the Minister: 28
The NEB under Parts I, II and Ill of the Gas Pipeline Regulations; 29
The Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development to control, manage and
administer certain territorial lands required for the pipeline; 30 and
The Minister of Environment to administer, manage and control those lands in
Kluane National Park Reserve required for the pipeline. 31
This suggests that the Minister will be responsible for issuing a number of
different approvals in respect of the pipeline other than those required under the NPA,
including for example, approvals under the Fisheries Act in relation to the pipeline. As
will be discussed below, this could have important implications, as normally such
approvals could trigger the 'involvement of agencies such as the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Agency ("CEA Agency").

Moreover, the ability of the

NP Agency to undertake these activities will require additional senior staff, likely from
other federal departments.

In this regard, the GIC on the request of the Minister is

authorized under Section 12(5) of the NPA to direct any department or agency of the
Government of Canada to second to the NP Agency, for specified periods, officers and
employees necessary for the proper conduct of the work of the NP Agency. As well, the
Agency may obtain the advice and assistance of any department or agency of the
Government of Canada.

28

Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.

29

P.C. 1981-2412, C. Gaz. 1981.11.2762 and P.C. 1983-1078, C. Gaz. 1983.11.1643. As the author notes in Review and Regulatory

Processes, supra, these regulations were later repealed when they were consolidated with the Oil Pipeline Regulations to create the
Onshore Pipeline Regulations (P.C. 1988-1719, C. Gaz. 1988.11.3790 and P.C. 1989-1091, C. Gaz. 1989.11.2991; Onshore Pipeline
Regulations, SOR/99-294). An analysis of whether the Agency Minister has retained powers under the Onshore Pipeline
Regulations that are akin to those previously transferred is beyond the scope of this research.
30

Transfer of Powers, Duties and Functions (Territorial Lands) Order, P .C. 1983-3690, C. Gaz. 1983.11.4378.

31

Transfer of Powers, Duties and Functions (Kiuane National Park Reserve Lands) Order, P.C. 1983-3692, C. Gaz. 1983.11.4380.
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The Minister also has a number of specific responsibilities and duties under
Schedule Ill of the NPA that must be satisfied prior to construction. For example, as
described by R. Cowling:
"Foothills is required to submit to the Minister a detailed
manpower plan and to design a program for Canadian
participation and content in procurement of goods and
services for the pipeline. 32
The Minister also has
responsibilities in relation to approving the financing of the
pipeline, overseeing the costs incurred and projected for the
pipeline and the progress of the planning and construction of
the pipeline, as provided by Foothills in quarterly reports. 33"
The NPA also requires Foothills to provide proof to the Minister and the Board
that the necessary regulatory approvals have been obtained before construction can
commence 34
As noted by TransCanada, the responsible Minister is also authorized to
undertake consultations and enter into agreements with the governments of the
Provinces and Territories in Canada, as required, to co-ordinate all aspects of the
project as they affect different jurisdictions. 35 As mentioned above, while there appears
to have been some preliminary discussion regarding coordination of the required
process, there is no evidence to support a position that this has been advanced to any
meaningful degree. The overall process to coordinate the various bodies that could
potentially be involved in the Alaskan Pipeline Project could take a considerable period
of time (18-24 months). We would note that this was the recent experience with the
Mackenzie Gas Pipeline.
The Commissioner
The NP Agency has one senior officer, a Commissioner appointed by the
Governor in Council. 36 Acting under authority delegated by the Minister, the
Commissioner serves as deputy head of the NP Agency in Ottawa and has prime
32

NPA, Schedule Ill condition 9-10.

33

NPA, Schedule Ill condition 12-15.

34

NPA, Schedule Ill condition 17.

35

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-75.

36

NPA, s. 6(1).
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responsibility for advising the Minister on matters of policy.

The Deputy Minister of

NRCan has been Commissioner of the NP Agency since February 2004 (currently
Cassie J. Doyle). 37 At present, the only office in the NP Agency that is staffed is the
Office of the Commissioner, which maintains a small support staff. The Commissioner
has reportedly appointed the Comptroller as Assistant Commissioner of the Agency.
Given the low level of activity, arrangements are reportedly in place whereby the
NP Agency relies largely on NRCan for administrative and technical assistance. The
NPA also receives policy advice from NRCan and other federal departments?8
The Administrator and/or the Designated Officer
Provision is made under the NPA for appointment by the GIC of an Administrator
to assume responsibility for day-to-day operations of the NP Agency. 39 The GIC can
appoint an officer to be called the Administrator or can appoint a member of the NEB to
be the Administrator40 , in which case the person is referred to as the Designated
Officer. 41 At the present time, based on the information available, it appears that the
Administrator and Designated Officer positions are vacant. 42
Although the office is currently vacant, it is important to note that the Designated
Officer is granted broad powers under the NPA including the power to, in respect of the
pipeline, exercise and perform any of the powers, duties and functions of the NEB, as
delegated by order of the NEB, except those as exempted under subsection 7(1) of the
NPA. 43 The materials examined indicate that a number of NEB Orders were made in
1978 and 1983 to delegate responsibilities to the Designated Officer. However, these

37

RPP 2007-2008, Northern Pipeline Agency Canada.

38

RPP 2007-2008, Northern Pipeline Agency Canada.

39

NPA, s. 6(2).

40

Ibid.

41

"Designated Officer'' is defined in ss. 2(1) and 6(4). See Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.

42

RPP 2007-2008, Northern Pipeline Agency Canada.

43

NPA, ss. 6(2) and 7(1 ).
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with the NEB.
The Act also grants the Designated Officer direct powers. For example, it authorizes
the Designated Officer to:
Certify copies of the approved plan, profile and book of reference, and to certify
certain permits under the NEB Act, 45
With the concurrence of the Minister, to issue such orders and directions to
Foothills and grant such approvals as may be necessary to carry out the terms
and conditions of the Certificates; 46 and
The Board or the Designated Officer may rescind, amend or add to the terms and
conditions set out in Schedule Ill or deemed to be set out therein (with the
approval of the Governor in Counci1). 47
Furthermore, the NPA authorizes the Minister to transfer Ministerial powers, duties
and functions to the Administrator. 48
The NEB
As noted, the Foothills Subsidiaries hold Certificates granted pursuant to section

21 (1) of the NPA for each of the zones of the Project in Canada. These Certificates are
declared in the NPA to be issued pursuant to section 52 of the NEB Act. 49

44

See NEB Orders No. NP0-1-78, A0-1-NP0-1-78, A0-2-NP0-1-78 and RO-NP0-1-78. As referenced in: Review and Regulatory

Processes, supra.
45

NPA, s. 7(2)(a).

46

NPA, s. 22(1).

47

NPA, s. 21 (4). See for example, the five Zone Specific Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions discussed in

more detail below.
48

NPA, s. 6(3). It is reported that in 1980, certain of the Ministerial powers, duties and functions were granted to the Administrator

for the Pre-Build sections only.

See: Review and Regulatory Processes, supra at 80: "The Minister of State and Economic

Development delegated the authority to the Administrator to exercise and perform the Ministerial concurrence required by section
22(1) [then section 21 (1 )] in regard to some of the orders, directions and approvals issued or granted by the Designated Officer to
the Pre-Build sections of the pipeline, see Lucas, Appendix 3."
49

NPA, s. 21(2). TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-74.
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responsibilities under the NPA with respect to the pipeline. These include the power to:
Rescind, amend or add to the terms and conditions as found or deemed to be in
Schedule Ill of the Certificate, with the approval of the Governor in Counci1; 50
Make orders with respect to traffic, tolls and tariffs; 51
Approve, in conjunction with the Minister, Foothills' financing plans; 52
Foothills must provide proof to the Board that it has obtained all necessary
regulatory approvals prior to construction; 53
Grant leave to open the pipeline pursuant to Section 47 of the NEB Act; and,
Ensure compliance with NEB Act regulations.
The NEB Act also provides the ability of the NEB to recover from Foothills all
costs incurred by the regulatory authority in scrutinizing and monitoring the planning and
the construction of any pipeline from the time of certification until one year after leave to
open the system is granted. As a result, TransCanada will be obligated to cover the
related costs of both the NP Agency and the NEB.
Both the NEB and Designated Officer are subject to direction in the exercise of
their responsibility by the GIC. 54
Consultative and Advisory Councils
To further assist the Minister in carrying out the NPA's mandate, there is
provision for federally-appointed advisory councils. As recognized by TransCanada, the
function of these councils is to facilitate communication and consultation. 55
50
51
52

NPA, s. 21(4).
NPA, Part II modifies Part IV of the NEBA to establish rates, tariffs and tolls.
NPA Schedule Ill, Condition 12(1). The NEB also has responsibilities in relation to overseeing the costs incurred and projected

for the pipeline, the financing of the pipeline, and the progress of the planning and construction of the pipeline, as provided by
Foothills in quarterly reports: NPA, Schedule Ill, Conditions 14-16. As referenced in Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.
53

NPA Schedule Ill, Condition 17.

54

NPA, s. 20.
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councils were established:
A council consisting of Aboriginal, business and other parties representing
communities in the Yukon; and
A council for northern British Columbia.
Membership in these councils has however lapsed in view of the limited activities
of the Agency in recent years.
c.

Terms and Conditions

Under the NPA, the Certificates are subject to extensive terms and conditions
detailed in the legislation. An integral part of the Agency's role is related to addressing
these broad terms and conditions.

These conditions. must be satisfied before

construction can commence. As the NPA is silent regarding process, it is unclear how a
request for confirmation of compliance would be considered.

If however a public

process would be involved, which appears likely, this could have timing implications.
The initial legislative bill set out certain general terms and conditions relating to
such matters as the input of Canadian manpower, goods and services, the design,
specification and routing of the system, and the avoidance or minimization of adverse
socio-economic and environmental impacts. 56
As referenced above, the Foothills companies are also required to submit
extensive information and, in many cases, to obtain federal approval with regard to such
factors as costs, financing plans, shipper and producer contracts, operating and safety
manuals, and collective agreements.

The general terms and conditions require

Foothills to comply with all undertakings it made before the NEB to achieve the greatest
possible economic and social benefits from the project and to minimize adverse social
and environmental effects. While we have not had the opportunity to examine in detail

55

TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-75.

56

Commons Debates, February 13, 1978 at 2790.
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could take considerable time and effort to comply with this requirement.
In some cases, these general terms and conditions are supplemented and
reinforced by more detailed guidelines and orders under the NPA. These detailed terms
and conditions are contained in Schedule Ill, which sets out conditions relating to
matters such as the design and construction of the pipeline, social, economic and
environmental matters, remote communities, manpower and procurement, financing,
general matters, and the Dempster Line. 57
Additionally, comprehensive Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions ("Zone Specific") were drafted and appended to the five Certificates in 1980
(excluding the Yukon Certificate). 58 These five Zone Specific Conditions are:
Northern Pipeline Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions for
the Province of Alberta (Order NP-M0-1-80 dated 12 June, 1980);
Northern Pipeline Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions for
Southern British Columbia (Order NP-M0-2-80 dated 12 June, 1980);
Northern Pipeline Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions for
the Swift River Portion of the Pipeline in the Province of British Columbia (Order
NP-M0-11-80 dated 29 August, 1980);
Northern Pipeline Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions for
Northern British Columbia (Order NP-M0-12-80 dated 29 August, 1980); and,
Northern Pipeline Socio-Economic and Environmental Terms and Conditions for
the Province of Saskatchewan (Order NP-M0-13-80 dated 29 August, 1980).
The Zone Specific Conditions were made by order of the Designated Officer, and
approved by Order in Council. The effect of the Orders is to rescind Condition 7 of

57

Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.

58

NPA ss. 21 (3) and 22(2).
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Schedule 111 59 as well as those undertakings deemed to be included in Schedule Ill
pursuant to subsection 22(2) of the NPA, 60 and replace these conditions with the five
new, and more detailed, Zone Specific Conditions. 61 Again, no set of Zone Specific
Conditions was adopted for the Yukon.

Therefore, it appears that Condition 7 of

Schedule Ill and Subsection 22(2) of the NPA still apply in respect of this zone. 62
As explained by TransCanada, "these specific terms establish what conditions
must be satisfied and what plans or programs must be developed (and approved)
before construction can begin.

These plans and programs are intended to ensure

protection and enhancement of the environment; provide social and economic benefits
and opportunities and, in every case, avoid or mitigate the potential for adverse
effects": 63 In essence, they detail the socio-economic and environmental standards that
Foothills is expected to achieve in respect of those particular zones.
explained by R. Cawling:

As further

64

The Regional Conditions differ for each of the three
provinces, with the three British Columbia terms and
conditions also containing Environmental Guidelines.
Examples of environmental terms and conditions that were
common to all five plans are: terrain, landscape and
waterbodies; reclamation and revegetation; air quality; noise;
agricultural land; wildlife; fisheries; and, special interest
areas. Pursuant to the Regional Conditions, Foothills is
required to submit a series of plans to the Designated Officer

59

This condition requires Foothills to comply with the undertaking given to the NEB during the Northern Pipeline hearing, as
amended during the hearing or as may be made by orders or directions given by the Designated Officer.
60
This section states:
Every undertaking given by Foothills Pipe Lines (Yukon) Ltd., the Alberta Gas Trunk Line (Canada) Limited, Westcoast
Transmission Company Limited and Alberta Natural Gas Company Ltd. And in the submission of the Alberta Gas Trunk
Company Limited to the Board, as amended during the Hearing is deemed to be:
(a) an undertaking of every company in so far as the undertaking relates to the company and to the portion of
the route indicated in the Agreement in respect of that company; and
(b) a term or condition set out in Schedule Ill.
61
An exception to the removal of the requirement to meet the undertakings was the continuing requirement for Foothills to
compensate for hunting and trapping losses due to the pipeline activities. See Introduction, page (i) in each of the Regional
Conditions.
62
See: Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.
63
TransCanada AGIA Application, page 2.2-75.
64
See: Review and Regulatory Processes, supra.
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made available to the public at the Agency's offices. 56
For the Yukon, Condition 7 requires that Foothills comply
with the undertakings for social, economic and
environmental matters given to the NEB, as amended during
the hearing or by orders or directions of the Designated
Officer. Condition 8 further stipulates that:
8. Prior to the approval of the final detailed design of each
section or part of the pipeline, the company shall submit to
the Designated Officer:
(a) the results of such further studies in respect of social and
economic matters and environmental, fisheries and
agricultural concerns as may be ordered or directed by the
Designated Officer; and
(b) the recommendations of its environmental consultants for
the protection of fisheries, farm lands and the environment. 57
If the conditions under the NPA are not satisfied, there is an issue regarding
whether Foothills has the right to exercise any rights pursuant to the NPA Certificates.
As stated above, while the process for the fulfillment of these extensive terms and
·conditions is not clear, it appears that even if TransCanada can rely solely on the NPA,
it has acknowledged that a transparent and public process will be required to examine
these matters.

In our view, such a process could well be extensive and will have a

direct impact on the timing of the Project.
D.

POTENTIAL ISSUES AND CONCERNS
Based on our review of the numerous issues that could potentially arise,

including matters previously identified by TransCanada and other parties, there appear
to be a number of matters that TransCanada should reasonably expect to encounter.
These matters could result in an extension of the five and one-half timeframe identified
by TransCanada in the AGIA Application for the completion of the pre-construction
approval phase of the Project. TransCanada has clearly indicated that it will rely heavily
upon the NPA and the NP Agency for a consideration of its proposal. This approach is
65

See Introduction, page (ii) in each of the Regional Conditions.

66

See Introduction, page (ii) in each of the Regional Conditions.

67

NPA, Schedule Ill, at s. 8.
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consistent with the "single window" concept reflected in the NPA.

However, to the

extent that TransCanada places undue reliance upon the NPA, it could actually delay
TransCanada's timeline, as it is likely to lead to challenges that will take time to resolve.
However, if TransCanada adopts a broad-based approach, of including all potentially
impacted agencies, tribunals, and interested parties in the process to examine the
Project proposal (while still maintaining that the NPA approvals provide it with a "single
window" process for addressing issues) it may diffuse many of the process and
procedural arguments that would otherwise be available to parties.
We note that the subject AGIA Application contains certain comments that leads
one to believe that TransCanada will adopt a more "all encompassing" approach to
seeking required approvals for the Project.

In this regard, we observe that in its

Application TransCanada has indicated that the Project will meet all "current" standards
(see Executive Summary, p. 2) and that it anticipates a transparent and public process
to examine its Application (p. 2.2 - 75). TransCanada does not specifically identify the
type of process it is contemplating or whether such process would provide a venue to
obtain public input from all impacted stakeholders.

These will be important

considerations for TransCanada to address as it moves forward.
With regard to the potential for delay, TransCanada's AGIA Application, Section

2.7- Risk Factors enumerates a number of items that would be seen as "risks" for the
Project. It is noteworthy that one of the major consequences resulting from any of these
identified risk factors coming to pass is a scheduling delay for the Project. This portion
of the Application appears to acknowledge the extreme sensitivity of timing to the
identified risk factors. TransCanada does not quantify the duration of any delay it would
expect to occur if the identified risk(s) came to pass. As will be detailed below, in our
view there are a number of additional factors which likewise could impact upon the
timeframe outlined by TransCanada in its AGIA Application. As discussed at the outset,
the approach adopted by TransCanada in bringing the Project forward will likely have a
significant impact on its ability to achieve the desired timeline.
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A summary of the major issues that could impact upon TransCanada's proposal
is provided below.
1.

Continued Applicability of the NPA Approval

As aptly demonstrated in the past -submissions of Alliance and En bridge, there is
a risk that parties will challenge the general applicability of the NPA to the
circumstances confronting the Project today. Based on information we have reviewed,
this argument also appears to be supported by certain producers, including
ConocoPhillips and Exxon-Mobil. In this regard, we note that one of the main purposes
of the NPA is to facilitate the "efficient and expeditious planning and construction of the
pipeline". One could argue that this objective is of questionable relevance today, given
the approximate thirty year delay in advancing the Project. We also anticipate that there
will be significant political pressure brought to bear for the Governments and regulatory
agencies to "do the right thing" and assess such a massive undertaking under current
regulations and standards; and not accept an authorization that was granted under
circumstances that were very different.
Over the intervening period, since TransCanada's original filing, not only has the
overall policy and regulatory context shifted, but the Canadian environmental
assessment policies and processes have matured.

Additionally, requirements under

other legislation that may be applicable to any Alaska Pipeline Project filing have
changed since the time of the original examination.

Statutes such as CEAA now

mandate a process that includes a full and comprehensive assessment of pipeline
projects.

The current process is certainly different than at the time the original

approvals were granted, which occurred under the then existing Federal Environmental
Assessment and Review Process ("EARP"). Additionally, today Aboriginal rights have
constitutional protection that guarantees consultation and participation by affected First
Nations.
In our view, there will likely be political pressure asserted to expose the Project to
an extensive regulatory and environmental review process, similar to that employed
regarding the examination of the Mackenzie Gas Project. In this regard, it is noteworthy
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- 34that the Mackenzie Gas Project has taken more than eight years from initial regulatory
process design to anticipated receipt of major regulatory approvals. Although there are
some significant differences between the two projects, the Mackenzie Gas Project
process may be viewed as broadly analogous in terms of regulatory complexity to the
Project. In our view, there will clearly be an expectation that the Alaska Pipeline Project
will be exposed to a rigorous process and not provided any short-cuts because of past
approvals.

Should TransCanada adopt a proactive approach that seeks to address

identified concerns, it may be able to mitigate the risk of delay and enhance the
prospect of achieving its "best case" scenario.
One of the main advantages offered by the NPA is the "single window",
expedited regulatory approval process. However, at this point in time, it is unclear how
much actual coordination is in place and exactly which governments, agencies and
tribunals will seek to be involved.

Even under the NPA itself there is considerable

regulatory uncertainty regarding the approach that would be utilized to examine any
TransCanada filing and an extended period may be needed to finalize the structure of
the review process.

To the extent that TransCanada is able to maintain the "single

window" approach, contemplated by the NPA, it should be able to reduce delay and
duplication of effort.
2.

Technical Concerns with the Application of the NPA

The deemed Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity granted to the
Foothills affiliates under the NPA appear to contain a measure of flexibility. However,
reliance on same may be met with opposition on the basis that any residual certificate
rights held by Foothills under the NPA are antiquated or that the new proposal is outside
the scope of the Project which was previously certificated.
Notwithstanding the potential for debate, the better view appears to be that the
NPA and residual Certificate rights remain valid. The legislation by its terms continues
to apply. There is no section in the Certificates that limits their validity by way of an
expiration date. Although the underlying Canada-U.S. Agreement on Principles can be
terminated, this can only occur after its initial term of 35 years, with twelve months
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at least 2012.
The continued validity of the legislation and residual Certificate rights in the face
of changed circumstances and delay is also supported by the fact that the NPA process
has been relied upon as recently as 1998 in respect of the Pre-Build. The failure of
Foothills to advance the northern portion of the pipeline for over thirty years, therefore,
should not in itself foreclose reliance on the NPA. As explained in Driedger, "A statute
is not repealed, nor does it expire, through the passage of time or by reason of non-use
or obsolescence. Unless the legislature has fixed a limit for the duration of legislation, it
continues in force until it is repealed". 69 Nonetheless, a protracted debate on this issue
could well occur.
Assuming the NPA and Certificates remain valid, TransCanada's ability to rely on
them will clearly depend on whether the TransCanada proposal is different from the
project that was authorized by the NPA. The reasoning being that TransCanada should
not have free rein to build a project that is substantially different from that which was
considered and certificated 70 . Accordingly, there may be a risk to the extent that the
new proposal deviates from the ANGTS template and details of the Canada-U.S.
Agreement on Principles.
Based on the information available, it is difficult to determine with certainty the
existence and materiality of any inconsistencies between the current Project and that
approved under the NPA. However, issues could potentially arise in relation to matters
such as the proposed route, flow rate, and system configuration. This concern may also
be impacted by the proposed use of TransCanada's Alberta System, to the exclusion of
other existing infrastructure.
68

Agreement at article 12.
R. Sullivan, Sullivan and Driedger on the Construction of Statutes, 41h ed. (Markham: Butterworths, 2002) at 527. As further
explained: "Under Anglo-American common law, all English statutes retain their potential for enforcement even though they may be
disobeyed or left unenforced. As Shakespeare said "The law hath not been dead, though it hath slept" ... Accordingly, the 1977
Northern Pipeline Act remains valid legislation even if the underlying energy policy has shifted in the past twenty-five years":
Alexander J. Black, Legal Principles Surrounding the New Canadian and American Arctic Energy Debate, 23 ENERGYL .J. 81, 119
(2002).
70
Alliance letter, supra.

69
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TransCanada proposal seeks to revise the general route of the ANGTS pipeline
described under the NPA. Annex I sets out the general route of the ANGTS pipeline.
The route specified may be more appropriately termed a "general corridor" as the Terms
and Conditions contemplate separate approval of the detailed route; presumably within
or along this corridor.
The TransCanada Application defines the Project route with reference to the
NPA and underlying Canada-U.S. Agreement on Principles.

For example, the

Executive Summary provides, at page 4:
The pipeline route will follow the route set out in the
Agreement Between Canada and the United States· of
America on Principles Applicable to a Northern Gas Pipeline
("Agreement on Principles") and the Northern Pipeline Act
("NPA") (1977-78, c. 20 R.S. 1985, c. N-26).
The more detailed sections of the Application pertaining to the route, however,
suggest that there may be inconsistencies between the TransCanada proposal and the
route set out in Annex I. While TransCanada maintains that the existing authorizations
provide it with the necessary flexibility to accommodate its current proposal, it is not
possible to confirm that this is the case based on the information available to date. As
well, the materials provided by TransCanada make a broad assertion in this regard, but
do not provide a detailed explanation of why this is the case.
Similar concerns may surface with respect to what is proposed in relation to the
Alberta section of the Project. In this regard, TransCanada proposes the following:
When Alaska's
natural gas reaches the
British
Columbia/Alberta border, Foothills will construct the
necessary additional facilities in Alberta to permit Alaskan
gas to reach the Alberta Hub by integrating with
TransCanada's existing p~eline system in Alberta and
connecting to the Pre-Build. 1

71

TransCanada Proposal, Executive Summary.
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Application, the intent is for a portion of the initial Alaska gas to be transported using
existing gas pipeline infrastructure downstream of Boundary Lake:
This available capacity in the existing gas infrastructure
would be supplemented by new incremental facilities to
handle the remainder of the 4.5 bcf/d from Alaska. These
new facilities will be built and owned by Foothills under the
NPA connecting to the existing Pre-Build and would consist
of pipe looping and new compressor stations" (Page 2.1-1 0).
It is unclear what the use of "available capacity in the existing gas infrastructure"
means and whether it is intended to be broader than solely the use of the Pre-Build.
This indeed appears to be the case given that TransCanada makes reference to the
"Alberta System" in describing its plans:
Currently the Alberta System has a Transportation by Others
("TBO") arrangement for Foothills Pre-Build facilities located
within Alberta to transport WCSB gas.
Such TBO
arrangement between the Alberta System and Foothills
would allow the Alberta System to utilize the new and
existing Foothills facilities in Alberta to offer transportation to
the Alaska Shippers. When Alaska's natural gas reaches
the BC/Aiberta border, Shippers could contract with the
Alberta System and enter the Alberta Hub. (Page 2.1-11)
[Emphasis added.]
The "Alberta System" for the purposes of the Application refers to "TransCanada
Corporation's wholly-owned, 15,000 mile natural gas transmission system in Alberta
which gathers natural gas for delivery to end users and to liquids extraction facilities
within the province and for delivery through provincial export locates to major natural
gas areas across North America". 72

Therefore, the Alberta System clearly includes

more than the Pre-Build, but is limited to facilities which are wholly-owned by
TransCanada affiliates.
If capacity exists on existing, alternate pipeline systems, an argument could
potentially be made that expansion of the Pre-Build or construction of new facilities is
72

TransCanada Application, Glossary.
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unnecessary and would result in proliferation of facilities and unnecessary duplication.
The forum for such a challenge is not clear, making it difficult to assess the process that
would ensue. In any event, should such a challenge be brought, it could arguably result
in protracted debate and delay.

As mentioned above, should TransCanada

demonstrate a willingness to work with other pipelines and gas producers on the optimal
use of available infrastructure, this concern would likely be mitigated.
It may be open to interpretation whether the proposed configuration of the
Project, including the Alberta Pre-Build, is even contemplated under the NPA. 73 In this
regard, TransCanada is proposing that the annual average daily capacity of the Canada
Section of the pipeline (northern section and Pre-Build) would be 4.5 bcf/d, with
expansion capability (Page 2.1-9 and 2.1-1 0).

This is significantly higher than the

"initial" Alaska gas flow capacity of only 2.4 bcf/d contemplated under the Canada-U.S.
Agreement on Principles. 74

While the expansion of pipeline capacity is arguably

contemplated under Article 3 of the Agreement, this is subject to "regulatory
requirements" being met. It is not entirely clear which "regulatory requirements" are to
apply to such expansions.

However, it is cautioned that there is an "expansion"

provision under the NPA that has been referenced as applying to capacity expansions
of the Canadian portion and thus potentially requiring a new certificate application to the
NEB for any larger-scale project. 75

As discussed herein, the need to seek NEB

approval would in turn, likely trigger the public hearing process, as well as a major
review under CEAA. Clearly, such additional process, which is not contemplated in the
TransCanada Application, could have timing implications? 6
Similarly, in the event that it is not possible to accommodate the new proposal
(and any material changes contemplated thereby to the proposed route, system
configuration, etc.) under the NPA or an amendment thereto, then it would be necessary
to bring applications pursuant to the NEB Act for approval to construct and operate the
73

This proposal calls for the expansion of the Pre-Build through looping and additional compressor stations to handle Alaska

volumes not accommodated by the existing gas infrastructure.
74

NPA, Schedule I, Section 3.

75

Alliance Letter, supra.

76

It appears that the Pre-Build Expansions did not trigger this provision since they did not exceed the "initial" capacity contemplated,

although this has yet to be confirmed.
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In this regard, the need to seek NEB approval for facilities falling

outside the ANGTS template is confirmed by the process applied in respect of certain
aspects of the Pre-Builds. The decompression/recompression facilities, for example,
applied for by Foothills in respect of the 1998 Pre-Build were considered to fall outside
the scope of the ANGTS project and hence outside the scope of the NPA, since
Alaskan gas was not planned to be stripped of liquids at Empress. Accordingly, the
application for the de/re expansion facilities was made pursuant to the NEB Act and a
screening performed pursuant to the CEAA. 77 The determination that the de/re facilities
fell outside the scope of the ANGTS project was reportedly made following a referral by
the Government of Canada to the Department of Justice. 78
It is noted that the design of the balance of the 1998 Pre-Build expansion project
consisting of the installation of 113 km of 42-inch diameter pipeline and various
compression and metering facilities, all downstream of Empress on existing right-of-way
and station sites was approved by the Northern Pipeline Agency. These facilities had
previously been certificated under the NPA as part of the proposed ANGTS. 79
Likewise, the other Pre-Build expansions appear to have fit within the parameters
of the system configuration that was contemplated in the 1970s and therefore were
subject to authorization under the NPA.
3.

Required Environmental Assessment

As stated above, in its AGIA filing, TransCanada characterizes its proposed
actions as an "update" to the information previously filed in support of the existing NPA
approvals and the Terms and Conditions it must fulfill thereunder. There is no indication
that TransCanada intends to conduct an assessment pursuant to CEAA or YESAA.
Depending on the approach ultimately adopted by TransCanada, the process it seeks to
employ could be challenged by a number of parties.
It is clear that, absent the NPA, certificates of public convenience and necessity
would need to be obtained and the above referenced legislation would indeed apply.
77

NEB News Release, January 20, 1997, "Foothills secures key regulatory approvals for 1998 Eastern Leg Expansion Project".

78

Alliance Pipeline letter to the Right Ho. Paul Martin, P.C., M.P., Prirne Minister et. al. dated February 22, 2006.

79

NEB News Release, January 20, 1997, "Foothills secures key regulatory approvals for 1998 Eastern Leg Expansion Project".
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be

assessment thereunder.

required

to

conduct a comprehensive

environmental

As mentioned above, TransCanada has confirmed that it

intends to adopt a transparent and public process and, as well, has confirmed that it will
be updating the numerous technical environmental reports associated with the
construction of the subject pipeline (Application p. 2.2 - 75). However, the process for
the examination of these reports and the determination of whether or not there are
potentially significant environmental impacts has not been detailed. To the extent an
open and comprehensive process is employed, the risk of a challenge is significantly
reduced. Conversely, the opposite is also true.
Moreover, TransCanada

does not discuss the

potential

applicability of

environmental legislation in British Columbia ("B.C.") and Alberta to the Project. While
we consider that the better view is that these processes are not applicable to a Federal
pipeline, this issue could be debated, particularly if the Project is not exposed to a
comprehensive environmental assessment under the referenced Federal legislation.
Such debates have occurred in the context of other Federally regulated pipelines.
In this regard, TransCanada acknowledges that there "remains a significant
compliance process" for the Project under the NPA "to ensure the Project meets all
current standards" (Application Executive Summary, p. 2). TransCanada asserts that
the "NPA is the primary legislative vehicle through which necessary regulatory
approvals have been and will be delivered or coordinated in Canada for the Project",
and that "the NPA provides a single window, expedited regulatory approval process for
the continued development of the Project" (Application Executive Summary, p. 11 ).
TransCanada outlines the following as the principal remaining approvals required for
construction and operation of the Project through Canada (Application Executive
Summary, p. 12; Application, p. 2.2-82 to 84 ):
•

Leave to Proceed Order under the NPA [approval of detailed pipeline design and
health, safety, employment, logistics, environmental and related plans for the
Project].
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Approval of Plans, Profile, and Books of Reference [i.e. detailed route
information] under the NPA.

•

National Energy Board ("NEB") approval of tolling methodology and tariffs.

•

Leave to Open the Project from the NEB [once post-construction safety tests are
complete].

•

Other Federal approvals, including authorizations under the Fisheries Act, R.S.C.
1985, c. F-14, the Navigable Waters Protection Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. N-22, and
the Species at Risk Act, S.C. 2002, c. 29."

•

Provincial and Territorial approvals, which TransCanada lists in detail under
Appendix P2 of the Application, including approvals for water crossings and land
use.
TransCanada further lists a series of Environmental Field Studies that it

anticipates will be required in connection with the Canadian portion of the Project.
These studies will be in relation to: air quality and noise modeling; soils and geology;
fisheries, hydrogeology and hydrology; vegetation and wetlands; wildlife, including
species at risk; and archeology and heritage resources (Application, p. 2.2-45 & 46). It
appears that TransCanada will rely on the NP Agency to examine and assess these
Environmental Field Studies. However, the manner in which public input will occur is
not clear.
TransCanada does note that the NPA and construction of the Foothills Pre-Build
predated the 1995 enactment of the GEM, and the specific federal legislation for
environmental assessments in Yukon,

namely the YESAA, enacted

in 2005.

TransCanada also points out that a review of the environmental, social and economic
impacts of the original Foothills Alaska Pipeline proposal was completed in 1982 under
the Federal Environmental Assessment Review process in effect at the time
(Application, p. 2.2-75).
TransCanada states (Application, ibid.) that:
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New and additional information will be required to meet
mandatory conditions and prepare required plans and
programs. The Foothills Subsidiaries will provide updated
project, geophysical, environmental, social and economic
information as part of its re-engagement of the NPA process
(Intent to Proceed) and fully expects that such information
and the sufficiency of plans and programs will be evaluated
through a transparent and public process under the NPA and
any other applicable federal legislation before receiving
approval ...
[Emphasis added].
TransCanada does not, however, provide details on the public process it expects
will be held to review a renewed Alaska pipeline proposal. However, it appears that
TransCanada is of the view that CEAA and YESAA will not apply.
With respect to the time required to complete the environmental studies and
regulatory review process for the proposed Project in Canada, TransCanada does not
provide a firm indication of the time it will take to complete such processes and secure
necessary approvals for the Canadian portion of the Project.

TransCanada states:

"With regard to the timing of seeking regulatory authorizations of the Canada Section of
the Project, TransCanada will target to finalize relevant Canadian approvals by the
same date as the FERC Certificate" (Application Executive Summary, p. 12). Assuming
that the AGIA License is issued by April 1, 2008, TransCanada commits to apply by
December 30, 2011 for a FERC Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the
Project (Application, p. 2.2-85). The Project Schedule then estimates that the FERC
Certificate will be issued on August 30, 2013, five years and five months after the
issuance of the AGIA License (Application, p. 2.6-2). By extension, TransCanada is
targeting completion of "relevant Canadian approvals" for the Project within a five and a
half-year period, commencing April 1, 2008. TransCanada describes this period as the
"Project Development Phase" which it further divides into: (a) the "Proposal SubPhase"-from the issuance of the AGIA License to completion of the planned binding
Open Season eighteen months later; and (b) the "Definition Sub-Phase" from the end of
the Open Season to the "receipt of all major approvals" anticipated, as noted, by
August, 2013 (Application, p. 2.6-1 ).
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will be given to the Project by regulators under the NPA, specifically the NP Agency
(and the NEB), to ensure that these major policy/political objectives are in fact met. The
NP Agency, working in close conjunction with the NEB, is intended to provide a central
regulatory authority or window for the exercise of all federal responsibilities related to
planning, monitoring and controlling the system throughout Canada.

In addition, as

discussed in detail above, the federal Minister of Natural Resources has considerable
responsibilities under the NPA that must be satisfied prior to construction. In addition,
these bodies will be charged with ensuring that all applicable terms and conditions are
properly fulfilled. As discussed, this could be an extensive undertaking.
As discussed above, to further assist the Minister in carrying out the NPA's
mandate, there is provision for federally-appointed advisory councils. The function of
these councils is to facilitate communication and consultation. These councils do not
appear to be active at this point.
In sum, under the terms and conditions of the NPA, TransCanada will be
required to submit extensive information and obtain a series of approvals from the
Agency, the NEB, and the Minister of Natural Resources prior to commencing
construction.

These approvals relate to design and various other technical,

environmental, socio-economic and commercial matters, including costs, financing
plans, and operating plans. The exact process for determining the extent of information
required for submission and the issuance of approvals is not pre-determined by the
NPA. Process design will be up to the NP Agency, the NEB, and the Minister of Natural
Resources and will require a significant degree of coordination between these bodies to
ensure efficiency in requesting information from TransCanada, reviewing such
information, allowing for public review/input and ultimately issuing approvals.

In our

view, coordination between these entities will be the minimum that is required.

It is

likely that additional bodies may wish to be involved and the process to successfully
organize multiple authorities can take an extended period of time. This was recently
experienced in the Mackenzie Gas Project.
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Applicability of the Yukon Environmental and Socio-Economic
Assessment Act

At the heart of the regulatory process for projects in the Yukon is the Yukon
Environmental and Socio-Economic Assessment Act, R.S.C. 2003, c. 7 ("YESAA").

YESAA is a federal law establishing a unique assessment process for projects in
Yukon, functionally replacing the application of CEAA to most Yukon projects (section
6), subject to certain exceptions discussed below in relation to the Project. The YESAA
process applies to federal, territorial and aboriginal approvals required to enable a
project in the Yukon.
The origins of YESAA lie within the land claims settlements between the Federal
Government and Yukon First Nations. Chapter 12 of the Umbrella Final Agreement with
Yukon First Nations called for the establishment by federal legislation of an assessment

process that would apply on all lands of the Yukon: federal, territorial, First Nation and
private.

The Council of Yukon First Nations ("CYFN") and the Yukon Territorial

Government agreed to work with the Government of Canada to jointly establish a
unique development assessment process for the Yukon. YESAA is administered by the
Yukon

Environmental

and

Socio-Economic Assessment Board

("YESAB"),

an

independent arms-length entity, made up of seven Board members appointed by the
Federal Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs, in consultation with the Yukon
Government and Yukon First Nations.

YESAA and YESAB have been in full effect

since November 2005.
There are three criteria that must be met for a project proposal to require an
evaluation under YESAA.

The project must: occur in Yukon; be captured by the

Assessable Activities, Exceptions and Executive Committee Projects Regulations,

SOR/2005-380 (the "Activities Regulations'} and not exempted; and, meet one or more
of the triggering circumstances listed in section 47 of the Act.
The Project would be caught by the Activities Regulations which includes under
Schedule 3, s.

18, "Construction, operation, modification, decommissioning or
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on a right of way developed for a power line, pipeline, railway line or road".
If a project is developed in the Yukon and subject to the Activities Regulations,
then the final step to determining the application of YESAA is to determine if any of the
triggering circumstances under s. 47 of the Act are met. These circumstances include
the need for an authorization or the grant of an interest in land by a (federal or territorial)
government agency, the NEB, municipal government or First Nation.

The decision

making bodies just listed are prevented from taking any decision to enable a proposed
activity to proceed, until after the environmental assessment process under YESAA is
complete (sections 82-84).

The Project will require various regulatory authorizations

from federal and territorial agencies (e.g. from the NEB as well as, Fisheries Act
approvals federally, and water licenses and land use permits, discussed below, at the
Territorial level).

Therefore, it is clearly arguable that YESAA should apply to the

Project unless TransCanada can successfully argue that the application of the NPA
alleviates the requirement to subject the Project to the YESAA.

It is also debatable

whether a conflict would arise if both pieces of legislation were applied to the Project.
Note that YESAA does not include any transitional provisions equivalent to s.
74(4) of CEAA that would exclude the Project on the basis of its past genesis. 80
Moreover, YESAA expressly includes (section 94 to 101) provisions for the review of
"existing projects", defined as a project that had already been undertaken or completed,
but would have been subject to assessment under YESAA if proposed today.
Consequently, even if it could be argued that the Project was not a new project for the
purposes of YESAA, it would still be caught by the Act. It is also instructive that the
Government of the Yukon takes the public position that the Project will be
subject to YESAA (see: hhtp://www.emr.gov.yk.ca/pipeline/key_pipeline_interests.html),
suggesting that an attempt to avoid the YESAA could bog TransCanada down in a
dispute with the Territorial Government and likely others.

80

YESM does include certain transitional provisions, but in our view these would not be effective in excluding the APP from the

operation of the Act.
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onerous form of assessment under YESAA, namely a public review panel. Ordinarily,
as a major activity listed under Schedule 3 of the Activities Regulations, the Project
proposal would first be submitted directly to the Executive Committee of the YESAB
(skipping an evaluation by regional offices, utilized to review lower impact projects).
The Executive Committee of YESAB would conduct a "screening" of the proposal. The
Executive Committee consists of three designated YESAB members.

During the

conduct of a screening, the Executive Committee must consult with First Nations,
government agencies, and regulatory bodies with an interest in the proposed project.
The Executive Committee will also receive public comments during a specified
comment period. At the conclusion of the screening process, the Executive Committee
must refer a project to hearings-a review panel-if, inter alia, the committee concludes
that a project is likely to cause significant public concern in the Yukon or involves
technology that is controversial or for which the effects are unknown (section 58). In our
view, after applying these criteria, the Project is most likely to be referred to a review
panel by the Executive Committee. Public concern around the Project is expected to be
significant. In this regard, it should be noted that the purpose of a YESAA assessment
extends beyond a review of the environmental impacts of a proposed project to include
an

analysis

of socio-economic impacts

(section

5).

Consequently,

even

if

environmental issues are limited in relation to the Project, which is not expected to be
the case, socio-economic issues will likely persist and justify a review panel to address
public concern. Moreover, TransCanada states in its Application (p 2.2.-15) that "use of
new technologies will be a key factor in efficiently implementing the Project". This use
of new technologies in the Yukon would also justify a reference to a review panel to
scrutinize the Project.
There are also several mechanisms for direct referral of a proposed project to a
review panel under YESAA, thus skipping a screening of the proposal by the Executive
Committee of the YESAB.

First, the Federal Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs or

the Federal Minister of Environment may request the YESAB Executive Committee to
establish a panel review for a project where a federal decision maker has a role in
enabling the project. Second, the Yukon Government may request a review for a project
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requmng its approval.

A request for review must be made jointly by the Yukon

Government and the Federal Government, if both federal and territorial bodies have
jurisdiction in relation to the proposed project (section 60(2)). This is the situation that
would apply to the Project.

Finally, a Yukon First Nation, with the consent of the

Federal Minister of Indian and Northern Affairs and the Yukon Government (for projects
requiring territorial approval), may request a panel review of a project.

It is quite

feasible, therefore, for the Federal and Yukon Governments to expedite the assessment
of the Project under YESAA by requesting the YESAB Executive Committee to make a
direct referral to a review panel (or permitting a First Nation to make such a request).
A review panel, involving public hearings, can be conducted by YESAB itself.
However, when a review panel is required under YESAA, the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act may exceptionally apply in the Yukon. For a Yukon project requiring a
YESAA review panel, the federal Environment Minister can require (sections 61 & 62)
that YESAB choose between: (a) convening a federal review panel under the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act to replace the YESAB review panel; (b) creating a
YESAB-CEAA joint review panel; or (c) establishing a joint review panel between
YESAB and another environmental assessment agency with an interest in effects from
the proposed project. The Federal Environment Minister can refuse to allow a standalone YESAB review panel, and effectively force YESAB to either allow itself to be
replaced by a CEAA-convened panel or to compromise with a joint panel (sections 62 &
63). The purpose of these provisions appears to be to ensure a federal role in the
review of major projects in the Yukon and to address trans-boundary impacts through a
CEAA or joint-panel process to cover impacts beyond Yukon.

In our view, these

provisions provide an additional opportunity for a CEAA type process to be applied to
the Project.
A further exception under which CEAA applies in the Yukon is found at section
6(2) of YESAA:
National Energy Board
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Act apply in relation to a project, as defined in that Act, that
requires an authorization from the National Energy Board in
order to be undertaken, but where the project is referred to a
review panel under subsection 29(1) of that Act, the Minister
of the Environment shall notify the executive committee of
the referral, and section 63 of this Act applies as if that
Minister had agreed to a request under paragraph 61 (1 )(b)
[emphasis added].
The impact of this provision is that for projects that require an authorization from
the National Energy Board -i.e. international or inter-territorial/provincial pipelines or
power lines -CEAA applies in the Yukon, with one modification: if the NEB-regulated
proposed project is referred to a panel review under CEAA, then the YESAB Executive
Committee can request that the review be conducted by a joint CEAA-YESAB panel.
Arguably, the foregoing CEAA-related provisions are not entirely relevant to the
Project because there are strong grounds for concluding that CEAA is not
independently applicable to the Project, and thus would not be given effect by
references within YESAA that give CEAA exceptional operation in Yukon. Assuming
CEAA is not applicable, then one of two results seem plausible. Either YESAB would
be left alone to conduct a review panel of the Project in the Yukon on a stand alone
basis, or pursuant to section 61 (1 )(c), the Federal Environment Minister could require
that YESAB conduct a joint panel review involving the NP Agency, in lieu of a joint
YESAA-CEAA process. YESAA does not expressly provide for a joint YESAB-Northern
Pipeline Agency process, but s. 67(2)(b) contemplates the creation of a joint panel
between YESAB and any "authority having power to examine the environmental or
socio-economic effects of the project, or of an activity that is to be taken partly outside
Yukon and of which the project forms part." This definition appears sufficiently broad to
encompass the creation of a joint YESAA-NPA process.
To date, no YESAA review panel (whether stand-alone or in conjunction with
another process) has been held.

A review of the Rules for Reviews Conducted by

Panels of the Yukon Environmental and Socio-economic Assessment Board (the

"Rules"), however, gives a limited sense of the time required for a review panel to be
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Committee up to five and one-half months to issue final guidelines for the preparation of
an Environmental and Socio-economic Effects Statement ("ESE Statement") by the
proponent for the project. The proponent must then take the time it requires to submit
the ESE Statement. The Rules then give the YESAB Executive Committee up to four
months to determine whether the information in the ESE Statement is sufficient. From
this point, the Executive Committee has up to two months under the rules to convene
the Panel (including the appointment of Panel members from amongst the YESAB
membership) and to set terms of reference for the Panel.

Within 90 days of its

appointment, the Panel must commence a technical review of the ESE Statement and
also an Information Request Process allowing parties (the proponent and interveners) to
question their respective filings; ordinarily the technical review and Information Request
process is to be completed within 90 days, but may be extended by the Panel. At the
end of this stage, the Panel may seek supplementary information from the proponent, or
proceed to the hearing. The duration of the hearing is at the discretion of the Panel. At
the conclusion of the public hearing, a YESAB review panel can recommend that a
project be allowed to proceed, be allowed to proceed with conditions, or not be allowed
to proceed (section 72).

The Rules give a panel up to five months to issue its

recommendations. The Rules, in short, provide some control over the time required for
a YESAB panel, but even so, the Rules contemplate a process of at least two years and
potentially longer depending on the time required for the completion of all ESE
Statement filings and hearings.
The Rules do not contemplate timing for a joint process between YESAB and
another agency, but this would likely be longer than the time line set out in the Rules, to
allow for coordination between the conjoined processes.
Once

a

YESAB

review

panel

(or a joint YESAB

panel)

issues

its

recommendations, these must be considered by the relevant "decision bodies", as that
term is defined under YESAA (at section 2). Decision bodies relevant to the Project
would be the "territorial minister", i.e. the Yukon Government (the Executive Council
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is required for the Project to be undertaken.
A decision body in relation to a project must issue its Decision Document,
responding to the panel recommendations, within the period prescribed by the Decision
Body

Time

Periods

and

Consultation

Regulations,

SOR/2005-380:

ordinarily,

recommendations of a YESAB panel review must be responded to within 90 days
(section 4(b)).
If a decision body disagrees with the recommendations of a panel of the YESAB,
the decision body must refer the recommendations back to the Panel for its
reconsideration (YESAA, section 76).

The Panel then issues the recommendations

anew (the same recommendation can be made as before), and the relevant decision
bodies have a further 60 days to accept, reject or vary the new recommendations
(Decision Body Time Periods and Consultation Regulations, section 5).

Federal

agencies are bound by YESAA to implement Decision Documents they issue in relation
to a project (section 82). Where the Yukon Government is a decision body in relation to
a project, all territorial departments, agencies and municipal governments are bound to
implement the Decision Document issued by the Yukon Government (section 83).
In summary, TransCanada appears to be adopting a position that YESAA would
not apply to the Project, based on the existing approvals and Project specific
requirements of the NPA. As detailed above, there may be arguments why this view
should not prevail.

To the extent that TransCanada ultimately has to engage in a

YESAA process it will likely extend the timeline for the Project. TransCanada should be
able to minimize the impacts of any applicable YESAA process if it can take advantage
of the opportunity to coordinate with other review processes at the outset.
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5.

Duty to Consult First Nations

Since the time of the approvals granted under the NPA, the obligations imposed
upon both Project Proponents and Governments (Provincial, Territorial and Federal)
with respect to the duty to consult First Nations has evolved considerably. Failure to
completely fulfill the obligation to consult that would be triggered by an Alaska Pipeline
Project filing would inevitably lead to challenges on behalf of potentially affected First
Nations. A failure by the Crown to fulfill this duty has been one of the main stumbling
blocks for project proponents when their undertakings could potentially have a
significant impact on First Nations.

To the extent TransCanada and the relevant

Governments fulfill this obligation pursuant to the current requirements the Project risks
will be reduced.

Nonetheless, history would suggest that this is a likely basis for

challenge. We would note that the matters raised herein would apply equally to a Third
Party pipeline proponent. in fact, the consultations conducted by TransCanada, as well
as the existence of its Yukon easement, should provide it with an advantage.
TransCanada's Application identifies approximately 40 First Nations Groups in
the Yukon and British Columbia who are expected to be active stakeholders in any
Alaska Pipeline Project application. In addition, there are several First Nations groups
in Alberta who would likely become involved in this matter. First Nations play a unique
role in the Canadian Regulatory process as they have an acknowledged constitutional
right to be consulted on matters that could potentially impact them. This right has been
reinforced repeatedly by recent case law and imposes a direct "duty to consult" on the
Federal, Territorial and Provincial Governments involved. It is also arguable the project
proponent itself has a duty to consult First Nations as part of its overall stakeholder
consultation process. A failure to adequately consult is fatal to a project, as the Courts
have consistently found that this provides a valid basis for refusing to allow the subject
project to proceed, until this obligation is satisfied.

Additionally, there is ample

precedent for litigation on this issue taking several years to resolve. In short, this is one
of the most critical issues that would face the Project and we do not consider that the
NPA will assist TransCanada in reducing the duty to consult that would otherwise apply
to it or the relevant Governments.
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-52Nations may not "oppose" the Project per se, we are of the view that these groups will
use the processes available to them to maximize the benefits to be derived from a
project of this magnitude.
One area where First Nations are likely to be active is in land acquisition matters.
In this regard, we will examine each of the areas where the pipeline is proposed to be
constructed. Based on our review of available government maps, it appears that the
Project route will potentially pass through several areas of Yukon where Final
Agreements-settling outstanding land claims and clarifying aboriginal land ownership
and other rights-have been reached with local First Nations. These areas are the
traditional territories (from west to east along the proposed route) of the Kluane First
Nation, the Champagne and Aishihik First Nations, the Kwanlin Dun First Nation, the
Ta'an Kwach'an Council, the Carcross/Tagish First Nation, and the Teslin Tlingit
Council. Two areas of Yukon will be traversed by the Project where land claims remain
unsettled. In the west of Yukon, the White River First Nation has not settled its claims
within a traditional territory that overlaps 100% with the traditional territory of the Kluane
First Nation. In the east of Yukon, the Kaska Nation (comprised of the Kaska Dena
Council, Ross River Dena Council and Liard First Nation) have not settled their land
claim. It does not appear that Canada or Yukon are currently engaged in settlement
negotiations with either the White River First Nation or the Kaska Nation.
In northern British Columbia no land claims have been settled in the area
traversed by the Project; and thus persisting aboriginal title may remain on lands
required for the pipeline right-of-way.

Proving aboriginal title in Court is difficult,

requiring the claimant to show occupation of the land prior to the assertion of British
sovereignty, a degree of continuity between present and pre-sovereignty occupation,
and exclusive occupation by the claimant group (Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, 3
S.C.R. 1010 (S.C.C.)).

Consequently, aboriginal groups have been reticent to seek

Court judgments to determine aboriginal title, and when litigation to prove title does
arise, it has consistently taken many years (see for example, Tsilhqot'in Nation v. British
Columbia, 2007 BCSC 1700, the latest aboriginal title case in Canada, which took some

seventeen years). As a result, most First Nations in B.C. have opted to participate in an
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process

of tri-partite treaty negotiations with the

B.C.

and

Federal

Governments, to seek mutual agreement on aboriginal ownership of lands and other
persisting rights to traditional practices.

It appears that the following First Nations

groups have made claims under the B.C. treaty process to traditional territory that may
be crossed by the Project: Kaska Dena Council; Ross River Dena Council; Liard First
Nation; Acho Dene Koe First Nation; Teslin Tlingit Council; and the Taku River Tlingit
First Nation. These groups are in various stages of the negotiation process, but none is
close to a final agreement. 81
In Alberta, the route of the Project has not been specified in the TransCanada
Application, thus it is difficult to identify which aboriginal groups may be impacted by the
Project. In Alberta, however, aboriginal land claims were settled under historic treaties
signed during the late

19th

century. Consequently, aboriginal title is not in dispute on

lands in Alberta and aboriginal land ownership is limited to clearly delineated reserves.
Off-reserve, First Nations may, however, enjoy hunting and fishing rights pursuant to the
terms of the historic treaties, and certain rights to other traditional practices, such as
berry picking, under constitutional law. It is important to understand that First Nations
could seek to participate in any Alaska Pipeline Project process on the basis that such
traditional uses and rights will be negatively impacted, even if they do not claim
Aboriginal title rights.
TransCanada makes the following statements with respect to the role of First
Nations in land acquisition matters for the Project:
•

In Yukon, TransCanada's easement rights for the route, and "reservations
by notation" for compressor station sites, access roads, stockpiles and
borrow pits, discussed above, are "Encumbering Rights" within the
meaning of the Umbrella Final Agreement settling land claims in Yukon.
"Accordingly, these lands have been withdrawn from the First Nation
settlement process" and "cannot be eroded through ongoing discussions
regarding

final

agreements

with

individual

(Application, p. 2.2-76 & 2.2 84).

----------~~----~
81

See the website of the B.C. Treaty Commission: http://www.bctreaty.net/files/updates.php .
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In respect of B.C. and Alberta, TransCanada acknowledges that it will
require an easement, predominantly on Crown land.

"Agreements with

First Nations to obtain access to lands are not required, although Foothills
is required under the terms of its certificates of public convenience and
necessity to consult with, provide opportunities to and address barriers
impeding participation of First Nations" (Application, p. 2.2-76).
•

Regarding B.C., TransCanada claims the route required for the pipeline is
subject to Mineral Reserves and Map Reserves, which do not create legal
interests but give notice of intended use to all others.

TransCanada

further states that these Reserves "effectively remove Provincial Crown
land from settlement discussions with First Nations" (Application, p. 2.285).
•

In addition, TransCanada states "the Crown (federal or provincial) has an
obligation to consult with and accommodate the interests of First Nations
before taking further action to enable the Project to proceed" (Application,
p. 2.2-76).

Based on the above, there are a number of issues that warrant consideration in
the context of TransCanada's proposal.

a.

What are the Constitution's obligations imposed on the Crown
agencies to consult with First Nations that are potentially
impacted by the proposed pipeline?

TransCanada correctly states in its Application that Crown agencies, both federal
and provincial have an obligation to consult with and accommodate the interests of First
Nations before taking action to enable the Project to proceed. Consultation is required
where there is an assertion of an aboriginal right, either title or right to a traditional
practice, which has not been proven at law, but could be impacted by a project requiring
government action to proceed (Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests)
2004 SCC 73 ("Haida Nation")).

Consultation is also required where known treaty

rights, such as hunting and fishing under the historic treaties in Alberta, may be
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SCC 69). The duty to consult rests with the Crown. However, the Supreme Court of
Canada has provided that procedural aspects of consultation may be delegated from
the Crown to a project proponent.
The Supreme Court of Canada has held that the scope and content of the duty to
consult varies along a spectrum, depending on the prima facie strength of the claim to
the subject aboriginal right and the seriousness of impacts on that right if the project
were allowed to proceed. If a claim to a right is weak and potential impacts limited, then
consultation requires notice, disclosure of information, and limited discussion of
aboriginal concerns. In contrast, if claims to a right are prima facie strong (or proven in
the case of existing treaties) and impacts potentially severe, then "deep consultation,
aimed at finding a satisfactory interim solution, may be required ... entailing the
opportunity to make submissions for consideration, formal participation in the decisionmaking process, and provision of written reasons to show that Aboriginal concerns were
considered and to reveal the impact they had on the decision" (Haida Nation, p. 43-54).
To the extent that the Project will run in parallel to the existing right-of-way for the
Alaska Highway, arid not in pristine wilderness areas, it would appear that impacts from
the Project on aboriginal traditional practices and title will be comparatively lower, since
these rights may already have been affected by the Alaska Highway.

This would

suggest that consultation duties along the portions of the Route next to the Highway
should be lower than would otherwise be the case. However, we would caution that the
relevant Governments and TransCanada would be taking a significant risk if they seek
to minimize the level of consultation conducted. A conservative approach, erring on
more versus less consultation, would clearly be preferred given the significant negative
consequences associated with a finding that inadequate consultation had been done.
Often, determining where a situation fits along the consultation spectrum is
challenging. There has been considerable litigation in the last several years respecting
the adequacy of Crown consultation provided to aboriginal groups, and recently a
widespread practice has developed of project proponents reaching agreements with
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TransCanada is

strictly correct, however, that the duty to consult does not provide an aboriginal group a
veto over a project, since aboriginal agreement is not required for the Crown to acquit
its consultation duty in advance of a project that may impact aboriginal rights (Haida
Nation, p. 45). Moreover, consultation is a two-way process, and the Courts have held

that aboriginal groups must participate in good faith with the Crown (and the project
proponent, when the Crown delegates aspects of consultation), or in essence forfeit
their right to consultation. Notwithstanding, a failure to conduct adequate consultation is
a major concern and in our experience project proponents often have to work with the
relevant Government bodies to ensure that they are in fact adequately fulfilling their duty
to consult. In the end result, it is the project proponent who will suffer (as their project
would be delayed) even if it is the Government(s) that fail to fulfill their obligations.
The duty to consult applies broadly to all government decisions that may impact
aboriginal rights. This would include approvals for a project and dispositions of Crown
land. The Courts, in the context of the Mackenzie Gas Project, have also held that the
Government must consult respecting the design of a regulatory and environmental
review for a project that may have significant impacts on aboriginal rights, to ensure that
aboriginal concerns are adequately reflected in the process (Dene Tha' First Nation v.
Canada (Minister of Environment) 2006 FC 1354 ). As discussed herein, this authority

will place considerable pressure on the federal Government to consult with aboriginal
groups concerning the design of the regulatory process for the Project. There is also
authority that once the environmental assessment process issues recommendations
and proposed mitigative measures for a project, the Government must consult with First
Nations that participated

in the environmental assessment prior to modifying

recommendations and approving a project on this modified basis (Ka'a'Gee Tu First
Nation v. Canada (Attorney General) 2007 FC 763). Consequently, when the regulatory

review process for the

Project (under YESAA,

CEAA, or the

NPA) issues

recommendations, the Governments' response to these recommendations must be
informed by further aboriginal consultation, where aboriginal rights are at stake.
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Are these obligations impacted by the "rights", if any,
previously acquired by TCPL?

The prior issuance of Certificates to Foothills under the NPA and the securing of
an easement through Yukon will have limited impact on the current content of the
Crown's duty to consult. The case law provides that the consultation duty is owed prior
to any government decision that may impact an aboriginal right.

Given that multiple

government decisions remain in respect of the Project, there will be a number of Crown
decision points requiring consultation. These multiple decision points also give First
Nations ample opportunities to challenge the adequacy of consultation during the
stages of development of the Project, giving rise to the significant risk of litigation
discussed herein.

As discussed below, the existing easement through the Yukon

should arguably simplify, but does not eliminate, Crown consultation duties in Yukon.
c.

What is the legal process for securing access to land that is
subject to First Nations ownership or land claims?

In Yukon, the Umbrella Final Agreement ("UFA") was reached in 1993 between
the Government of Canada, the Government of Yukon and Yukon First Nations, as
represented by the Council of Yukon First Nations ("CYFN").

The UFA is not itself

legally enforceable, but is a policy document providing a common template for
completing First Nation Final Agreements. Yukon is home to 14 First Nations. To date,
eleven of the 14 Yukon First Nations have signed and are implementing Final Land
Claims Agreements.

Each of the individual settlement agreements incorporates the

UFA, giving its provisions legal effect in the settled traditional territories, along with
provisions that apply specifically to individual First Nations, notably lands selection for
First Nations ownership within broader traditional territories.

Lands included in

individual First Nations lands selections are categorized to include: Category A lands for
which the First Nations hold the equivalent of fee simple ownership to the surface and
sub-surface; and, Category B lands for which they received surface rights only
(collectively, "Settlement Lands"). Under Final Land Claims Agreements, Yukon First
Nations are empowered: to enact bylaws for the use of and occupation of Settlement
Land; to develop and administer land management programs related to Settlement
Land; to charge rent or other fees for the use and occupation of Settlement Land; and,
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to dispose of Settlement Land. In the first instance, First Nations' permission is required
for commercial access to Settlement Lands. If agreement cannot be reached on terms
and conditions for voluntary access, then a right-of-entry order can be sought from the
Yukon Surface Rights Board.

Chapter 8 of the UFA and the Final Land Claims

Agreements sets out the jurisdiction of the Yukon Surface Rights Board, requiring it,
inter alia, to set reasonable terms and conditions for access and compensation.

The UFA and each of the Final Land Claims Agreements provide at their
respective sections 5.4.2 that Settlement Lands are subject to the exception and
reservation of "any right, title or interest less than the entire fee simple therein existing
at the date the land became Settlement Land ... ".

The UFA and Final Agreements

define such existing rights as "Encumbering Rights". On the basis of provision 5.4.2,
we concur with TransCanada that the Yukon Easement granted to Foothills in
November 1983, and discussed in detail above, is an "Encumbering Right" expressly
carved out from any lands selected under Final Land Claims Agreements for First
Nations ownership. Consequently, even if the Easement. traverses Settlement Land,
the agreement of relevant First Nations will not be required for access. Moreover, given
the consistent policy of relying on the UFA as a template for all land claims in Yukon,
the Easement, for so long as it remains valid, is effectively protected from any
subsequent lands selection in unsettled areas.
TransCanada also states that its "reservations by notation" for compressor
station sites, access roads, stockpiles and borrow pits, discussed above are also
"Encumbering Rights" within the meaning of the UFA and Final Land Claims
Settlements. On a strict reading of section 5.4.2, we do not agree that reservations by
notation would qualify as Encumbering Rights and thus necessarily be excluded from
Settlement Lands.

This is because reservations by notation do not create legal

interests, but are purely for administrative purposes. Nonetheless, we have reviewed
each of the Final Land Claims Agreements relevant to the Project in the Yukon and
each, in addition to provision 5.4.2, contains the following express exception to lands
selected under the Agreements (Appendix A, s. 3.2.11 ):
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permanent access corridors and reservations by notation as
shown in the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline Project (Yukon
Section) Route Maps, Revised 88- 07, prepared by Foothills
Pipe Lines (South Yukon) Ltd. as if those corridors and
reservations were reservations by notation for Northern
Pipeline Agency within the meaning of 5.4.2 for the purposes
of this Agreement and subject to the Northern Pipeline Act,
R.S.C. 1985 c. N-26.
The effect of this provision is to deem reservations by notation, as reflected in
Foothills Route Maps Revised 88-07, as "Encumbering Rights" under provision 5.4.2.
Consequently, it appears that TransCanada is correct that locations in relation to
compressor station sites, access roads, stockpiles and borrow pits have been excluded
from Settlement Lands to date and thus First Nation agreement is not required for
access.

Given the consistent practice of excluding these locations from Settlement

Lands to date, it also seems reasonable to expect that locations in Yukon subject to
existing reservations by notation for the Project would be excluded from lands selection
under any future final settlement agreements.
In sum, TransCanada's Yukon Easement and ancillary pipeline locations
reserved by notation are excluded from Settlement Lands under existing Yukon Final
Land Claims Agreements, and would most likely be excluded from any future
agreements.

Three additional points are, however, required in relation to aboriginal

land issues raised by the Project in Yukon. 82
82

A fourth proviso is mentioned here for completeness. Provision 5.6.1 0 of the UFA and existing Final Agreements states that:

If Legislation is amended to authorize Government to increase the term permitted for an Encumbering Right, Government
shall not increase the term of that Encumbering Right pursuant to that amendment without the prior consent of the
affected Yukon First Nation.
As the detailed discussion of the Yukon Easement above explains, under the Easement Agreement it is possible that the Easement
could terminate on September 20, 2012 if Foothills does not give prior notice to extend the Agreement or if the rights under the
Easement did not "continue to be exercised by", i.e. actively utilized by Foothills. If this were to occur, then the question would
become whether the Federal Government could, of its own initiative, extend the term of the Easement. In our view, the Governor in
Council has broad discretion to do so under s. 37(1) of the NPA, and this would not require an amendment to "legislation". NPA s.
37(1) provides:
37. (1) If the Governor in Council is of the opinion that lands in Yukon are required temporarily or otherwise for
the construction, maintenance or operation of the pipeline including, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, lands required for camps, roads and other related works, the Governor in Council may, by order,
after consultation with the member of the Executive Council of Yukon who is responsible for the lands, take the
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ancillary Project locations, i.e. for access roads, differ from those under reservations by
notation reflected in Foothills Route Maps Revised 88-07, and TransCanada requires
access for the Project on Settlement Lands, then access agreements will be required
with relevant First Nations, or resort had to the Yukon Surface Rights Board, potentially
adding to the time required for acquiring Yukon land rights.
Second, although Yukon First Nations with Final Land Claims Agreements
cannot claim ownership of the Project Easement and ancillary sites subject to
reservation by notation, the Crown will nonetheless have a duty to consult with these
groups in relation to the Project.

Under Chapter 16 of the Final Land Claims

Agreements, First Nations members continue to enjoy certain rights within their
traditional territory, but off Settlement Lands, notably a right to hunt and fish for
subsistence. The Courts have held that the Crown's duty to consult applies to these
rights (Little Salmon/Carmacks First Nation v. Yukon (Minister of Energy, Mines and
Resources) [2007] 3 C.N.L.R. 42).

Consequently, when a Government decision

respecting the Project may impact rights to hunt and fish, notably the issuance of land
use permits for the Project by Yukon, the duty to consult will be engaged, no doubt
extending the time for Government to make requisite decisions. It appears that the
Yukon Government has formalized consultation protocols with all the First Nations along
the route, specifying inter alia, requirements for convening consultation meetings, which
will provide an administrative basis for conducting consultation for the Project.
Third, with respect to the White River First Nation and Kaska Nation, whose land
claims remain unsettled, a robust consultation process will be required, to identify their
interests and assess Project impacts thereupon, and to accommodate their concerns to
the extent possible.

In the absence of Final Agreements with these two groups,

consultation will be more complex than with other Yukon First Nations, since locations
administration and control of them from the Commissioner and transfer the administration of those lands to the
Minister.
However, if, unexpectedly, a legislative amendment were held to be required to extend the term of the Easement, then pursuant to
provision 5.6.10 of the UFA and Final Agreements, the agreement of First Nations with Settlement Lands, traversed by the Project
would be required. If this were not forthcoming, then presumably a new easement across Settlement Lands would have to be
negotiated with First Nations, or resort had to the Yukon Surface Rights Board.
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hunt and fish, for example, will not be as clear. Failure on the part of the federal and
territorial Crown to rigorously consult these two groups may be seen to invite litigation.
Based on the experience of the Mackenzie Gas Project, it is aboriginal groups without
Final Agreements that tend to be the most litigious, presumably because litigation gives
them leverage in their protracted negotiations toward final settlements.
This same general point can be made with respect to B.C., where as noted, land
claims have not been settled along the route of the Project. It will be necessary for the
federal and provincial Crowns to engage relevant B.C. First Nations in a rigorous
consultation process, covering all potential government decision points required to
advance the Project.

It appears that this consultation process will likely have to be

designed on an ad hoc basis. The B.C. Government is currently negotiating with First
Nations leaders for a comprehensive policy setting out standard approaches to Crown
consultation in the Province. These negotiations, dubbed the "New Relationship", have
however been moving slowly, 83 and based on our research do not appear anywhere
near completion.
Certain administrative processes in B.C. already contemplate consultation with
First Nations.

For example, prior to the issuance of Crown land for energy projects,

pursuant to the regulatory process under the Land Act discussed above, the Crown, as
a matter of course consults with potentially affected First Nations (Land Use Operational
Policy, Oil and Gas, Crown Land Administration Division, Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands, Effective August 16, 2004, www.al.gov.bc.ca/clad/leg_policies/policies/oil_gas.pdf).
The challenge for TransCanada will be to minimize the risk of litigation, by ensuring that
the federal and provincial Crowns adequately consult at all decision points where Courts
may expect aboriginal consultation. This will be an onerous process, potentially adding
materially to the time required to secure all approvals and land dispositions for the
Project in B.C.

83

See for example, First Nation Consultation and Accommodation: A Business Perspective, submission to The New Relationship
the
B.C.
Chamber
of
Commerce,
January
19,
2007,
Management
Committee
from
www.bcchamber.org/files/PDF/First Nation Consultation Paper--A Business Perspective.pdf.
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route is subject to Mineral Reserves and Map Reserves, lands required for the Project
are "effectively" removed from settlement discussions with First Nations (Application, p.
2.2-85). In our view, this is not correct. As discussed above, Mineral Reserves and
Map Reserves are administrative tools highlighting intended uses of Crown surface and
sub-surface tracts, prior to actual dispositions.

They do not create legal interests.

Rather, it is a matter of Government discretion. In fairness, is seems highly unlikely that
the Government would offer Crown land that is required by the Project as part of
aboriginal settlement negotiations. However, it is also not inconceivable that detailed
routing may have to be adjusted to avoid particular locations where First Nations make
strong claims for ownership. The consultation process required in B.C. will create the
forum for identifying such First Nations concerns.
In Alberta, because treaties are settled, there will be considerably less
uncertainty respecting what aboriginal rights remain and may be impacted by the
Project, as compared to B.C. However, First Nations enjoy hunting and fishing rights
pursuant to the terms of the historic treaties in undisturbed areas of the Province and
certain rights to other traditional practices, such as berry picking, under constitutional
law. To the extent the Project may impact these rights, the Crown's duty to consult is
engaged. Consequently, a prudent course would be for the federal and provincial
Crowns to engage relevant First Nations in a robust consultation process, covering all
potential government decision points required to advance the Project in Alberta.
Administratively, the Government of Alberta conducts aboriginal consultation
under the guidance of its First Nations Consultation Guidelines, issued September
2006. The Guidelines set out standard procedures for various branches of Government
upon receipt of applications that may impact aboriginal rights, including Alberta
Sustainable Resource Development-charged with issuing pipeline easements on
Crown land.

While the Guidelines offer a framework for consultation, project

proponents must ensure that actual consultation meets legal standards. For example,
the Guidelines tend to extensively delegate consultation to project proponents.
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Crown has failed to consult adequately.
6.

North American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA")

NAFTA did not exist at the time the NPA approvals were granted to
TransCanada and the NPA was not grandfathered under NAFTA.

It is possible that

certain NAFTA issues could arise which would potentially cause significant delays to the
advancement of the pipeline proposal. It is worthwhile noting that the above referenced
Joint Alliance/Enbridge submission expressly raises NAFTA issues as an area of
concern. As such, it is apparent that these parties, and likely others, are attuned to this
basis for challenging a TransCanada Application under the NPA.
As stated, the NPA was not grandfathered with the passing of the continent wide
free trade agreement. Therefore, having regard to the current context in which the NPA
must operate, the issue arising with respect to the TransCanada Application is whether
the provisions of NAFTA could impact the operation of, and thereby TransCanada's
reliance on, the NPA. Further, assuming that a challenge was brought in respect of
whether the NPA is inconsistent with NAFTA, an issue arises regarding whether such a
challenge could impact the timing of the TransCanada proposal. While we have not
made a definitive determination as to whether the NPA is inconsistent with NAFTA, it is
our view that there is a risk that a challenge could be brought on the basis that the NPA
is not consistent with NAFTA. In a submission by Enbridge and Alliance, Facts about
the Alaska-Canada Natural Gas Pipeline, these parties state:

Fact: The NPA preceded the NAFTA by many years, and
was not grandfathered under NAFTA.
Fact: If the NPA process were to result in preferences for
the use of Canadian goods and services, those preferences
may be in conflict with Canada's NAFTA and WTO
obligations.
Conclusion: If the federal government confirms the NPA
project on the basis of purported exclusive rights granted to
TransCanada/Foothills, any NAFTA investor willing to
compete for the right to build the pipeline may have a claim
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for damages against the federal government if not given a
fair opportunity to compete. 84
Moreover, we note that NAFTA is not specifically identified in the TransCanada
Project Key Risk Assessment and Mitigation chart provided in Section 2. 7 of the
TransCanada Application. As such there is a risk that any such challenge to the NPA
could delay the TransCanada project schedule. The impact of this timing delay would
ultimately depend on the basis for the NAFTA challenge, when the NAFTA challenge is
brought, and the avenue pursuant to which the challenge is sought to be resolved. Of
particular interest with respect to the TransCanada Application are Chapters 11 and 12
of NAFTA. The obligations of a NAFTA member apply to investments, investors and to
goods and services providers, pursuant to Chapters 11 and 12 of NAFTA.
One of the underlying principles of NAFTA is non-discrimination.

Two

fundamental principles of non-discrimination implemented by the NAFTA are the
requirements for "national treatment" and the application of most-favoured nations
treatment, as noted in the preamble to NAFTA 102. National treatment requires that a
member nation such as Canada treat investors and investments, and goods or service
providers, of other member nations no less favorably than its own. 85 That is, rules
cannot be structured so as to favour local companies, and rules cannot interfere with
the conduct of an investment, including the requirement for the purchase of local
materials or services. The concept of most-favoured nations requires that a NAFTA
country give to other NAFTA members the best treatment that may be given by the
NAFTA country to other NAFTA members or to non-NAFTA members. Questions could
84

Similarly, in a Staff Report of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (January 18, 2001 ): United States Senate Committee
on Energy and Natural Resources - Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act, the FERC itself raised NAFTA stating with respect to
international consideration: "The 1979 Agreement Between the United States of America and Canada on Principles Applicable to a
Northern Natural Gas Pipeline, ... specifies the route of the ANGTS and contains numerous conditions applicable to the system. . ..
To the extent that particular proposals either favour or disfavour transportation of either American or Canadian gas supplies, the
provisions of the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement and the Northern American Free Trade Agreement might be relevant."
The United States of America and Canada Agreement Concerning Transit Pipelines (in force 1 October 1977) (the "Transit

85

Treaty"), also appears to prohibit discriminatory treatment in respect of a Transit Pipeline or hydrocarbons in transit. For example,
Article 3 of the Transit Treaty precludes a public authority in either Canada or the United States from imposing any fee, duty, tax or
other monetary charge on or for the use of any Transit Pipeline unless the charge would also apply to other similar pipelines within
its jurisdiction. Similarly, Article IV (2) requires that all regulations, requirements, terms and conditions imposed with respect to
Transit Pipelines and the transmission of hydrocarbons through a Transit Pipeline shall, under substantially similar circumstances
with respect to all hydrocarbons transmitted in similar pipelines, excepting intra-provincial and intra-state pipelines, be applied
equally to all persons and in the same manner.
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above provisions.
We note that NAFTA 11 08 permitted the Parties to NAFTA to make reservations
and exceptions from the provisions of NAFTA to identify circumstances where existing
non-conforming measures were maintained by a Party at the federal level.

Notably,

Canada did not make a reservation in Annex I to the NAFTA with respect to the NPA.
As a NAFTA country, Canada must extend to investors and investments of other
NAFTA countries national treatment with respect to the establishment, acquisition,
expansion, management, conduct or operation of investments. 86 In this regard, NAFTA
1102: National Treatment states:
1.

Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party
treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in
like circumstances, to its own investors with respect to
the
establishment,
acquisition,
expansion,
management, conduct, operation, and sale or other
disposition of investments.

2.

Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of
another Party treatment no less favourable than that it
accords, in like circumstances, to investments of its
own investors with respect to the establishment,
acquisition,
expansion,
management,
conduct,
operation, and sale of other disposition of
investments.

NAFTA 1103 imposes the most-favoured nation ("MFN") obligation on Canada,
requiring that Canada treat investors of other NAFTA countries no less favourably than
it treats any investor of a NAFTA or non-NAFTA country. 87

NAFTA 1103: Most-

Favoured-Nation Treatment provides as follows: 88

1.

Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party
treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in
like circumstances, to investors of any other Party or .

--------------------86

NAFTA 1102.

87

NAFTA requires a Party to accord to investors of another Party and to investments of investors of another Party the better
treatment required by Articles 1102 and 1103.
88

Pursuant to Annex IV, Canada took an exception to the MFN treatment in respect of bilateral or multilateral agreements in force or

signed prior to the entry into force of NAFTA.
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acquisition,
expansion,
management, conduct,
operation, and sale or other disposition of
investments.
2.

Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of
another Party treatment no less favourable than that it
accords, in like circumstances, to investments of
investors of any other Party or of a non-Party with
respect to the establishment, acquisition, expansion,
management, conduct, operation, and sale or other
dispositions of investments.

Further, NAFTA 1106 imposes performance requirements with respect to the
establishment, acquisition, expansion, management, conduct or operation of an
investment of an investor of a Party in its territory. In this regard, NAFTA 1106 prohibits
the imposition or enforcement of certain performance requirements, including the
following:
(i)

to export a given level of goods or services;

(ii)

to purchase, use or accord a preference to goods
produced or services provided in its territory, or to
purchase goods or services from persons in its
territory. 89

Therefore, treatment that favours locals over foreigners that in some form harms
the foreigner could be the basis for a claim against NAFTA.
Although NAFTA 11 06(6) provides an exception for

measur~s

that are necessary

to secure compliance with laws and regulations that are not inconsistent with the
provisions of NAFTA, as long as such measures are not applied in an arbitrary or
unjustifiable manner or do not constitute a disguised restriction on international trade or
investment, 90 it is arguable that such an exception is not applicable to the circumstances
considered herein.

89

NAFTA 1106(1)(c). This provision of NAFTA is the basis for a Notice of Intent to Submit a Claim to Arbitration Under NAFTA

Chapter Eleven, brought by Mobil Investments Canada Inc.
90

NAFTA 1106(6) also provides an exception for measures necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health or necessary

for the conservation of living or non-living exhaustible natural-resources.
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NAFTA also imposes requirements with respect to the provision of "cross-border
services" pursuant to Chapter 12 of NAFTA. The cross-border provision of a service is
defined in NAFTA 1213 as follows:
... means the provision of a service:
(a)

from the territory of a Party into the territory of another
Party;

(b)

in the territory of a Party by a person of that Party to a
person of another Party; or

(c)

by a national of a Party in the territory of another
Party. 91

NAFTA Chapter 12 also imposes "national treatment" and "most-favoured
nations" requirements on member nations. NAFTA 1202 requires the following national
treatment:
1.

Each Party shall accord to service providers of
another Party treatment no less favourable than that it
accords, in like circumstances, to its own service
providers.

2.

The treatment accorded by a Party under paragraph 1
means, with respect to a state or province, treatment
no less favourable than the most favourable treatment
accorded, in like circumstances, by that state or
province to service providers of the Party of which it
forms a part.

Further, NAFTA 1203 requires a NAFTA country to extend the most-favoured
nation treatment to service providers of other NAFTA Parties. NAFTA 1203 provides as
follows:
Each Party shall accord to service providers of another Party
treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in like

91

NAFTA provisions respecting services apply generally to the provision of services, except for financial services covered by
NAFTA 14; enumerated air services; procurement by a Party or state enterprise; subsidies or grants provided by a Party or state
enterprise.
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non-Party. 92
In our view, arguments could be advanced that certain provisions of the NPA,
including those contained in the Agreement which is appended to the NPA, are
inconsistent with the provisions of NAFTA. Further, arguments exist that the provisions
of the NPA which require Canadian participation, and indeed maximum participation of
Canadians, are contrary to the NAFTA provisions requiring national treatment in respect
of both investors and cross-border trade in services.
While arguments exist to suggest that the NPA is contrary to NAFTA
requirements, it is also arguable that the NPA does not provide any advantage to
Canadian nationals, investments or investors, or goods and services, and that what the
NPA requires is that goods and services be procured on a generally competitive basis,
without exclusion of any NAFTA members. For example, while the purposes of NAFTA
set forth in Section 4 of the legislation do support the "highest possible degree of
Canadian participation", the legislation also arguably requires that the procurement of
goods and services be "on generally competitive terms". Arguably, the requirement for
competitive terms is not to the exclusion of investors or enterprises of other member
nations.
Similar wording respecting the requirement for competitive terms is found in the
Agreement between Canada and the United States. That is, while part of the preamble
requires the maximization of industrial benefits to the United States and Canada,
Section 7 requires the adoption of "generally competitive terms for the supply of goods
and services". Arguably, such is not to the exclusion of investors or enterprises of other
member nations.
Further, while the Terms and Conditions imposed by Schedule Ill to the NPA on
the Certificates granted pursuant to Section 21 of the NPA require Canadian
participation, it is debatable whether such provisions provide an advantage to Canadian
participation.
92

Indeed, Section 10 which requires the establishment of a procurement

NAFTA requires a Party to accord to service providers of another Party the better treatment required by Articles 1202 and 1203:

NAFTA 1204.
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members. Rather, the provision requires that Canadians have a "fair and competitive
opportunity to participate in the supply of goods and services." The requirement for
Canadians to have a fair opportunity to participate does not appear to violate the
NAFTA requirements.
Further, the above cited passage from the submission made by Enbridge and
Alliance suggests that arguments could be made that NAFTA investors who are not
provided a fair opportunity to compete for the project may have a basis for a NAFTA
claim. The fact that Foothills was issued the Certificates pursuant to the NPA does not
in itself suggest that Foothills was preferred over other investors or that others were not
provided a fair opportunity to compete for the pipeline. Indeed, the Certificates were
issued to Foothills after a lengthy regulatory process, pursuant to which other parties
had an opportunity to participate and present competing proposals. However, it is not
clear that such a public process would necessarily preclude a current NAFTA challenge ·
if the Canadian Government took measures to preclude consideration of other
proposals, such as a Greenfield option that parties proposed pursuant to a NEB
process.
While no final determination is made herein with respect to whether the NPA is
inconsistent with the NAFTA provisions, in our view, the NAFTA provides another
ground for dispute for interested parties that could result in a delay to the construction
and operation of the TransCanada proposal.

Of interest is the fact that the joint

submission, dated April, 2005, made by Alliance Pipeline and Enbridge Inc. and the
FERC Staff Report cited above regarding the Project expressly raised NAFTA issues.
In our view, this is indicative of the fact that parties are aware of this ground of dispute
and could seek to make use of NAFTA as a basis for challenging TransCanada's
Application under the NPA.
7.

Alberta Component of the Overall Project

TransCanada's Application is unclear with respect to the precise facilities that will
be utilized to transport the Alaskan based gas once it reaches the B.C./Aiberta border.
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by Others, it appears that these comments are made solely in the context of using
TransCanada's "Alberta System".

In our view, it is likely that certain other pipeline

carriers, including Alliance and Spectra, will argue that excess capacity (or inexpensive
expansibility) on existing pipelines should be used for transportation of Alaskan based
natural gas. The information filed in the ongoing Alberta Inquiry into NGL matters, as
well as a recently released report by the Canadian Energy Research Institute, forecast
that existing pipelines will have significant excess capacity by the time the Project is
proposed to be in-service.

Should TransCanada demonstrate a willingness to work

jointly with third party carriers, it may be able to reduce the impacts associated with
debates that would likely otherwise ensue. To the extent that TransCanada would be
relying upon NEB or Alberta Utilities Commission approved facilities in Alberta (versus
pursuant to the NPA) there will be a ready forum for such a debate.
8.

Acquisition of Land Rights

Subject to the issues discussed below, it appears that TransCanada has
obtained an "easement" across the Yukon.

The same does not appear to be the

situation with respect to both British Columbia and Alberta, where TransCanada does
not have any secure rights to the necessary rights-of-way across these two Provinces.
The acquisition of such rights could take a considerable amount of time; and provide
leverage to affected stakeholders.

While the NPA approvals would clearly give

TransCanada an advantage over any third party pipeline proposal, particularly in the
Yukon, the completion of the required land acquisition process could create material
delays.

Based on its AGIA Application, the precise manner in which TransCanada

proposes to handle outstanding land acquisition matters is unclear.

A number of

specific matters are discussed below.
a.

Validity of TransCanada's Assessment of its Land Rights in
the Yukon

As discussed above, TransCanada's Application asserts that an easement has
been acquired across Yukon lands for purposes of the Project and further, that certain
lands have been reserved by virtue of "reservations by notation". The following sections
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in respect of required land rights for the Project through the Yukon, given the
importance of these matters.
(i)

The Yukon Easement

By written grant dated November 28, 1983, Her Majesty the Queen in right of
Canada granted to Foothills Pipe Lines (South Yukon) Ltd. ("Foothills") an easement to
lay down, construct, operate, maintain, inspect, patrol (including aerial patrol), alter,
remove, replace, reconstruct and repair a gas pipeline across the lands which are
shown in the plans, profiles and books of reference (the "Easement") as certified by the
Designated Officer of the Northern Pipeline Agency.
The grant of Easement was expressly made subject to the terms of a November
24, 1983 Agreement as between Her Majesty and Foothills, as amended (the
"Agreement"). Pursuant to the Agreement, Foothills agreed to pay an annual fee to Her
Majesty for the right within the right of way to enter upon and clear and lay down,
construct, operate, maintain, inspect, patrol (including aerial patrol), alter, remove,
replace, reconstruct and repair the pipeline (the "Rights"). These Rights are subject to
(1) the payment by Foothills of the annual fee and (2) any rights previously granted with
respect to the lands which are the subject of the Easement. 93 Foothills agreed pursuant
to the terms of the Agreement that it would not exercise its Rights under the Easement
without first having obtained the Minister's written consent to do so (the "Section 1
Consent"). Based on the information available, it does not appear that the Section 1
Consent has been obtained from the Minister at this time. 94 Notwithstanding, we are not
aware of any reason that would prevent TransCanada from fulfilling the requirements to
obtain the necessary consent.
Based on our review of publicly available documentation, Foothills does appear
to hold an easement in the Yukon which it has held since November 28, 1983. The
Easement appears to be in the name of "Foothills Pipe Lines (South Yukon) Ltd.", rather
than being held on Foothills' behalf by the NP Agency, as suggested by TransCanada.
93

See page 2 of the Agreement.

94

The Minister currently responsible for the Northern Pipeline Agency is The Honourable Gary Lunn, P.C., M.P.
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Easement does not show any "previously granted rights", we have not at this time
undertaken a detailed analysis of the certificates of title in relation to the lands which are
the subject of the Easement across the Yukon to assess whether these lands may be
subject to any "rights previously granted".
The fact that Foothills has not received the Section 1 Consent may be important
for purposes of assessing the term for the Easement. The initial term for the Easement
was for a 25 year period from November 28, 1983 (i.e. to November 27, 2008).
However, this initial term was subsequently extended by agreement dated November 4,
1992 to 25 years from either the date that the Minister provides Section 1 Consent or
September 20, 2012, whichever first occurs.

The Easement would then continue at

Foothills' option for 24 years, provided that (1) notice to extend is given at least 6
months prior to the end of the 25 year term and (2) the rights under the easement
"continue to be exercised by" Foothills. Under the terms, therefore, it is possible that
the Easement and all rights, licenses, liberties and privileges granted thereunder could
terminate on September 20, 2012 if Foothills does not give notice to extend, Section 1
consent is not given, or if the rights under the Easement did not "continue to be
exercised by" Foothills. 95
Notably, the Easement granted to Foothills is in relation to the following lands:
Those lands vested in [Her Majesty the Queen] in right of
Canada in the Yukon Territory, comprising 18,407 hectares.
more or less, as shown on the copies of the plans, profiles
and books of reference certified by the Designated Officer of
the Northern Pipeline Agency pursuant to subsection 6(2) of
the Northern Pipeline Act and provided to the member of Our
Privy Council for Canada, designated to act as the Minister
for the purposes of that Act, by the grantee pursuant to the
provisions of subsection 37(2) of the said Act, a copy of
which plans, profiles and books of reference has been filed
in The Land Titles Office at the City of Whitehorse in the
Yukon Territory as Instrument No. 67550.

95

The Minister may terminate the Easement if the Agreement Between Canada and the United States of America on Principles

Applicable to a Northern Natural Gas Pipeline is terminated prior to the date on which the Section 1 Consent is given.
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We have been unable to obtain from Yukon Land Titles offices all of the plans,
profiles and books of reference certified by the Designated Officer. Therefore, we have
not been able to confirm whether the plans, profiles and book of reference certified by
the Designated Officer conform to the current route proposed in the TransCanada
Application. Should TransCanada's currently proposed route deviate from that certified
by the Designated Officer, TransCanada would require additional land rights in the
Yukon. This requirement could delay the construction and operation of the pipeline.
We observe that the initial section of the plans, profiles and books of reference
show the pipeline entering into the Yukon through Beaver Creek. The NPA and the
Agreement describe the route through Boundary and Border City, Alaska.
implications of this discrepancy have not been examined at this point.

The

Further

information in the form of the plans, profiles and books of reference, and Certificates of
Title subject to the Easement, would be beneficial in further assessing the validity of
TransCanada's claims in this regard.
b.

Reservations by Notation

As discussed above, the TransCanada Application states that certain lands have
been reserved for the purposes of the Project by virtue of "reservations by notation".
We have been unable to find reference to "reservations by notation" in land documents
of the Yukon in order to assess the status or nature of such "reservations by notation".
However, it appears that a "reservation by notation" is essentially the same as a
"map notation", which reserves certain lands for a particular purpose.

No legal

documentation or rights are granted pursuant thereto. Notwithstanding, to the extent
therefore, that lands required for compressor station sites, access roads, stockpiles and
borrow pits in respect of the Project are subject to a map reserve, or a "reservation by
notation", TransCanada's assertion that such lands have been reserved for the Project,
may be accurate.
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The TransCanada Application, as well as a slide presentation by TransCanada in
April 2007, 96 suggest that the "reservations by notation" are held by the NP Agency,
rather than Foothills or any other Government department. We have not been able to
confirm that the NP Agency, in fact, holds reservations by notation in respect of these
lands.

Interestingly, we understand that the policy of the Lands Branch is to grant

reservations only to Government. As the NP Agency is an agency of the Canadian
Federal Government, it is possible that the NP Agency would hold a land tenure other
than a "reservation by notation", such as a lease or other form of land tenure in respect
of the lands required for compressor station sites, access roads, stockpiles and borrow
pits. However, this is not clear from the information available at this time. In our view,
further investigation is required in order to confirm the current status of the asserted
reservations by notation.
Finally, TransCanada acknowledges that land use permits will still be required for
use of the lands which are subject to the reservation by notation. 97 The key point to
understand is that these reservations by notation do not provide any legal entitlements
to Foothills. Access to vacant Crown land in the Yukon requires that an application be
made to the Yukon Government- Lands Branch, which regulates land use permitting. 98
Further, in addition to the Land Use permits, Section 4 of the Agreement requires
Foothills to consult with Her Majesty as to the appropriate location for above ground
facilities. It is not clear whether such consultation has taken place between Her Majesty
and Foothills with respect to the location of such facilities, or the location of the
corresponding reservations by notation, and therefore it is not clear whether locations
for compressor station sites, access roads, stockpiles and borrow pits have actually
been finalized between Foothills and the Minister.

96

State of Alaska- Senate Judiciary/House Resources Testimony (April 13/14, 2007).
Section 2.2, Development Plan, Section 2.2.4.2, page 2.2-84. The Yukon Government Lands Branch regulates land use
permitting for a variety of uses, including site clearing or earth works; constructing new roads, trails, or access; clearing or installing
utility rights-of-way, or conducting geo-technical or hydrological studies. Land use is regulated pursuant to the Territorial Land
(Yukon) Act, S.Y. 2003, and associated regulations.
98
Prior to April 1, 2003, land management in the Yukon was handled by the federal Department of Indian and Northern Affairs.
These responsibilities have now been transferred to the Yukon Government.

97
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Board has the jurisdiction to consider unresolved matters in relation to Yukon lands and
may provide an avenue pursuant to which disputes about access on Yukon lands can
be resolved. 99

We have not further assessed this option as the TransCanada

Application does not make reference to the need for privately held lands in the Yukon.
In conclusion, the status of the reservations by notation is not clear. Assuming
that certain lands have been reserved pursuant to "reservations by notation", the
reservations may provide a timing advantage to TransCanada, to the extent that such
reservations would preclude overlapping interests and delineate locations for such
facilities or access roads.

However, the reservations do not appear to provide to

Foothills any legal interest in the subject lands or any significant timing advantage.
TransCanada will still need to proceed with acquiring land rights and other approvals,
including land use -permits, that could result in timing delays. 100
c.

Validity of TransCanada's Assessment of its Land Rights in
British Columbia

The TransCanada Application notes that it will need to obtain rights to Crown and
privately held lands in British Columbia. 101 The Application states:
There is a map reserve 1640 yards wide held in the name of
Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. 102
As well, the Application states: 103
All Provincial Crown land required for the pipeline is subject
to Mineral Reserves under the provincial Mineral Act and the
Mining (Placer) Act, and Map Reserves under the Land

99

Yukon Surface Rights Board Act, S.Y. 1994, c. 43, c. Y-4.3.

100

While TransCanada acknowledges the need for a land use permit, there are several other permits that would potentially be

required for purposes of constructing and operating the APP: work within right of way permit issued by Department of Highways;
explosives storage issued by Natural Resources Canada; transport of dangerous goods issued by Department of Highways; waste
storage approvals; timber cutting; permits and authorizations for quarries.
101

Executive Summary, page 12; Section 2.2, Development Plan, Section 2.2.4.2, page 2.2-85.

102

Project Description, page 2.1-9.

103

Development Plan, page 2.2-84 to 85.
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Foothills, the effect is to give notice of intended use to all
others and effectively removes Provincial Crown land from
settlement discussions with First Nations.

To perfect its interest in Provincial Crown land Foothills will
require a License of Occupation under the Land Act.
With respect to the required rights across Crown land in B.C., the TransCanada
Application states that a license of occupation will be required under the Land Act,
R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 245. Section 39 of the Land Act in British Columbia states that the
Minister "may issue a license to occupy and use Crown land called a license of
occupation, subject to the terms and reservations the Minister considers advisable." In
our view, Foothills will not only require a License of Occupation entitling it to occupy
Provincial Crown land, but may also require a right of way/easement over such lands,
pursuant to Section 40 of the Land Act.

Notably, any person may object to the

application for a Crown land disposition at any time before a disposition is made. 105
Further, after a hearing into such objection, an appeal may be taken to the B.C.
Supreme Court and then to the B.C. Court of Appeal with leave of a justice of the Court
of Appeal, all of which could extend any time frame for obtaining a Crown disposition in
British Columbia.
The TransCanada Application states that all Provincial Crown land required for
the Project is subject to Mineral Reserves under the Mineral Act and the Mining (Placer)
Act, and Map Reserves under the Land Act. However, the TransCanada Application

acknowledges that neither the Mineral Reserves nor the Map Reserves creates a legal
interest in Foothills. Rather, TransCanada states that the effect of these Reserves is "to
give notice of intended use to all others". 106 As such, the required land rights will still
need to be acquired.
104

The footnote as found in the Application states: Order in Council No. 922, B.C. Regulation 100/1977 and order in Council No.

923, B.C., Regulation 101/1977, made under the Mineral Act R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 244, s. 12(5) as amended (repealed and replaced by
the Mineral Tenure Act R.S.B.C., c. 292); Placer Mining Act, S.B.C. 1974, c. 63, s.13 as amended (repealed and replaced by the
Mineral Tenure Act R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 292). Notwithstanding the repeal or [sic] both the Mineral Act and the Placer Mining Act, the
mineral reserves created by the above referenced Orders in Council remain in full force and effect through 22(3) of the Mineral
Tenure Act..
105
106

Section 63, Land Act.
Section 2.2, Development Plan, Section 2.2.4.2, page 2.2-85.
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d.

Validity of TransCanada's Assessment of its Land Rights in
Alberta

The TransCanada Application acknowledges that Foothills will require land rights
in Alberta across both Provincial Crown lands and privately held lands for purposes of
the construction and operation of the Project in Alberta. 107 The Application states:
Both Provincial Crown (65-75%) and privately held (35-25%)
lands are required to construct and operate the pipeline in
Alberta. Foothills holds a Consultative Notation with respect
to Provincial Crown lands. While this does not establish any
form of legal tenure it does identify a pipeline corridor and
provides Foothills with the opportunity to review and
comment upon any conflicting proposed development near
that corridor.
To secure land tenure with respect to Provincial Crown
lands, Foothills will be required to enter into a Pipeline
Agreement (right-of-way) or a Pipeline Installation Lease
(other pipeline facilities) under the Public Lands Act.
As the route that would be followed by the Project in Alberta has not been
specified, we have not been able to confirm that Foothills holds a "consultative notation"
with respect to all Provincial Crown lands in Alberta.

While the TransCanada

Application recognizes that the "consultative notation" held by Foothills with respect to
the Crown lands does not establish any form of legal tenure, the Application notes that
the notation "does identify a pipeline corridor and provides Foothills with the opportunity
to review and comment upon any conflicting proposed development near that
corridor. "108
In Alberta, a "consultative notation" or "CNT" is used by Governmental agencies
to register an interest in certain lands. Where an industry member uses a "consultative
notation", the notation is referred to as a "consultative notation company" or "CNC"
which records the interest of a non-governmental agency with a justified interest in the
land and which wishes to be consulted prior to any commitment or disposition on the

107

Section 2.2, Development Plan, Section 2.2.4.2, page 2.2-85. See also, Executive Summary, page 12.

106

Section 2.2, Development Plan, Section 2.2.4.2, page 2.2-85.
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respect of that same land is advised. However, the CNC does not restrict land uses
and provides no authority for the holder of the CNC to have any proposed disposition
rejected or to have any conditions imposed on the proposed disposition.
It is our view that the "consultative notation" does not provide Foothills with
anything more than the right to be consulted if a disposition is proposed in respect of
lands for which it holds a CNC.

Therefore, Foothills would be required to apply to

Alberta - Sustainable Resource Development ("ASRD") to acquire necessary land rights
over Provincial Crown Lands and would be required to address concerns raised by First
Nations with respect to any impact on their traditional uses and rights.

As

acknowledged, Foothills would be required to acquire an agreement (for either a
pipeline or a right of way installation 110 ) and a pipeline installation lease (generally off
right-of-way) pursuant to the Public Lands Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. P-40 and the
Dispositions and Fees Regulation, Alta. Reg. 54/2000 made pursuant thereto. 111

Foothills would also require the consent of any landholder/leaseholder should any of the
required lands be occupied. 112

From a timing perspective, it is our view that even

assuming that the consultative notations are validated, Foothills would still be required
to obtain necessary land rights across both Crown and privately held lands for the
construction and operation of the Project.
As a more general note with respect to the acquisition of land rights across
privately held lands, the TransCanada Application does not make assertions with
respect to acquired land rights across privately held lands or the process for acquiring
such rights. While we have not undertaken a detailed assessment of the processes
required for acquisition of land rights across private lands, we do note that the interplay
109

See publication of Alberta Sustainable Resource Development - Reservation/Notation Type Codes (Last review/updated

February 15, 2006).
110

"Right of way installation" is defined in Section 98(g) of the Dispositions and Fees Regulation as follows: "means any equipment,

apparatus, mechanism, machinery or instrument that is incidental to the operation of a pipeline and is within a right of way,
including, without limitation, (i) a valve, vale box, drip, blow-down, connection, foundation, bridge or support structure for a pipeline
above the surface, scraper trap and cathodic protection apparatus, and (ii) any other installation that the Minister considers to be a
right of way installation."
111

Pursuant to Section 106 of the Dispositions and Fees Regulation, the maximum term for a pipeline installation lease is 25 years:

112

Dispositions and Fees Regulation, Section 7(1)(d). Foothills would also require a license of occupation pursuant to the Public

Lands Act to construct any structures that could have a negative impact on the bed and shore of a waterbody.
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this regard. For example, Section 19 of Schedule Ill (Terms and Conditions) to the NPA
states:
When the company ascertains the lands of a landowner that
may be required for the purposes of a section or part of the
pipeline, the company shall serve a notice, in a manner and
in a form to be determined by the Designated Officer, on the
landowner, which notice shall set out the location of the
offices of the Agency and the right of the landowner within
thirty days of being served to make representations to the
Agency respecting the final route of the pipeline for its
consideration prior to its approval of the final detailed route.
Notably, beyond this provision and beyond the provisions under Part Ill of the
NPA respecting Real Property in the Yukon, there is very little in the NPA respecting the
process for acquiring land rights, particularly with respect to the acquisition of land rights
across privately held lands. However, the NEB Act provides for a more detailed land
acquisition process that empowers the NEB, pursuant to Section 104 of the NEB Act, to
issue an immediate right of entry order in respect of lands that are the subject of the
right of entry application. In this regard, Section 104 states:
104(1) Subject to subsection (2), the Board may, on
application in writing by a company, if the Board considers it
proper to do so, issue an order to the company granting it an
immediate right to enter any lands on such terms and
conditions, if any, as the Board may specify in the order.
[Emphasis added.]
As noted previously, the TransCanada application is, at points, unclear in terms
of the process it expects to utilize for consideration of the Project, including the process
it would intend to utilize to acquire remaining land rights.

Notably, TransCanada is

proposing to complete all right-of-way processes and land acquisition as part of its
Execution Phase (See Appendix "A"), which is at a critical time for Project development
and construction purposes. Although TransCanada appears intent on relying heavily
upon the NPA and the NP Agency for consideration of its proposal, we note that the
absence of any statutory power in the NP Agency to grant an immediate right of entry
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for acquiring required land rights may impede the process of acquiring necessary land
rights for the Project, which could have an unfavourable impact upon the construction
and operation of the Project. It is expected that TransCanada would seek to rely on the
NEB land acquisition process to address such issues.
While the NPA does not specify a process by which a pipeline company could
acquire the lands needed for the pipeline, we note that section 7 of the NPA stipulates
that the Designated Officer may, in respect of the pipeline, exercise and perform such of
the powers, duties and functions of the Board (with certain specified explicit
exemptions), as may be delegated to him by the Board. The powers of the NEB relating
to land acquisition are not listed among the express exclusions. Therefore, it appears to
be open to the NEB to delegate to the Designated Officer the powers required to assist
TransCanada in acquiring land. While we cannot speculate on what would be required
for the NEB to make such a delegation of its powers (or what process would be used), it
seems that TransCanada could explore this option if it could not otherwise acquire the
necessary lands. This approach would only apply in a situation where TransCanada
was seeking to rely upon the NPA and not otherwise involve the NEB directly.
9.

Fulfillment of Existing NPA Terms and Conditions

Even if TransCanada were successful in confining the process for examining the
Project to the "single window" approach advanced by the NPA, there is the matter of the
extensive Terms and Conditions attached to the existing approvals. For example, as
discussed above, the Designated Officer under the NPA can require that additional
environmental information be filed in support of the Application. As such, it is possible
that even if TransCanada were to succeed in technical arguments (likely following
lengthy debate) that CEAA or YESAA do not apply, the Designated Officer could
impose a similar process to ensure that a complete environmental assessment is
conducted for the length of the pipeline in Canada. In fact, there may be significant
pressure to ensure that such an approach is followed.
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Additionally, TransCanada will be required to meet other extensive conditions
prior to commencing construction.

The exact process for a consideration of the

information filed regarding these matters is uncertain, but could be the source of debate
if a full public vetting of this matter is not accommodated.

10.

Litigation

In our view, there are likely to be a significant number of "trigger points" which
could provide the basis for a Court challenge. As noted at the outset, there has already
been litigation regarding the NEB's Northern Pipelines Decision involving First Nations
and Environmental groups. Past experience suggests that such parties are well versed
in their legal rights and have little hesitation in seeking recourse to the Court system
when they are aggrieved. Likewise, commercial parties seldom hesitate to commence
litigation if they are not satisfied with the outcome of commercial discussions. As noted,
there has already been litigation involving a past Foothills Pre-Build application.

11.

Conclusion

In our view, any single item identified above, or the risks acknowledged by
TransCanada in its AGIA Application, could result in a material delay to the schedule
detailed by TransCanada in its Application. Given the circumstances that one could
reasonably expect to evolve following a TransCanada filing, it is foreseeable that
several of these potential concerns identified above could become a reality.
much will depend on how TransCanada approaches these matters.

Again,

Therefore, we

consider the TransCanada proposed schedule to be aggressive, in the sense that it will
be difficult to achieve in the time available. While we fully appreciate that TransCanada,
as the project proponent, may wish to push the shortest possible timeline, it is our view
that a more realistic schedule would allow time to accommodate delays associated with
the risks identified in the TransCanada AGIA Application, as well as, the above
identified considerations.

While we agree that the NPA approvals are of value to

TransCanada (and give it an advantage over any Third Party proponent), it is our view
that the five and one-half years proposed by TransCanada for securing major Canadian
pre-construction approvals following the issuance of the AGIA License, represents a
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"best case" scenario and would likely be difficult to achieve.

It is our view that a

timeframe of seven to eight year is more realistic, as it is seen as reasonable to expect
that at least certain of the issues identified will be raised during the preparation and
regulatory approval phases of the Project, with the resultant impact on timing. In this
regard, a seven year timeline may be viewed as a "base case" scenario, with the
highest probability of success and the eight year end of the range providing a more
pessimistic view.
With regard to timing, we would also note that the NP Agency appears to have
been largely dormant for many years, with only a skeleton staff being employed. While
public information indicates that the NP Agency has been attempting to have
discussions with a number of bodies in light of the revived interest in an Alaskan
pipeline project, there is little tangible evidence to indicate that any material work has
been done to date. In our view, an extended period of time (up to 18-24 months) could
be required in order to complete the necessary coordination in order to have all
administrative bodies in the various jurisdictions address a TransCanada Application in
an efficient manner.

While TransCanada could obviously do some preliminary work

prior to the establishment of such a coordinated process, it appears that the process
has not yet commenced and, hence, the starting point for TransCanada's timeline may
be delayed beyond what it currently expects.
As stated above, the timeframe required for TransCanada to complete the
Project and reach its in-service date will be materially impacted by the strategy it
employs in seeking the required approvals and the process that is adopted for the
consideration of these matters. If TransCanada proposes or encourages a process that
is inclusive of all stakeholders and which seeks to address relevant issues and
concerns, it will enhance the prospect of TransCanada being able to maintain an
expedited timeline for the Project. In any event, given the significant issues that will
have to be addressed and the numerous risks that will surround the Project, we
consider it reasonable to conclude that a certain amount of slippage will occur in
TransCanada's proposed schedule.
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certain measure of delay associated with recourse to the Courts or review by another
Government or Regulatory body, this may not be the "worst case" scenario, as there are
several events which could trigger litigation that are not mutually exclusive. There could
be several challenges at different points along the process timeline that could cause
distinct delays before the specific issues are resolved.

While we acknowledge that

litigation, in and of itself, does not automatically result in delay, it would require some
party to assume the litigation risk, if the Project is to continue to move forward while
these matters are being resolved. Additionally, the above assessment does not take
into account the timing consequences of any litigation against TransCanada being
successful. If this were to occur, an extended period may be required to remedy any
deficiency that was found by the Courts to exist. In our view, much will be impacted by
the strategy adopted by TransCanada and whether or not this strategy is designed to
minimize the process and procedural delays that would be available to intervening
parties. To the extent that this is done, many of the potential negative impacts to the
project timeline could be avoided.
While we consider TransCanada's proposed schedule optimistic, even an
extended schedule for TransCanada as detailed herein may well be materially shorter
than any Third Party proponent could achieve.

In fairness to TransCanada, it is not

"starting from scratch", as would be the case for any other proponent with a "Greenfield"
pipeline proposal. While this is an advantage, our overall view is that it is unlikely to
allow TransCanada to complete the Project approval phase within the timeframe it has
outlined. As stated above, much will depend upon the overall approach adopted by
TransCanada in moving the Project forward. In the end result, it is seen as reasonable
for the State of Alaska to also examine a timeline of approximately seven years for the
completion of the required approval processes as part of its overall assessment, in
addition to the five and one-half period reflected in TransCanada's AGIA Application.
In summary, we would attach a low probability to the five and one-half year
timeframe, but one cannot rule it out completely. If TransCanada adopted an expansive
approach in its APP filing, that reflected not only current legislative and judicial
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likely that TransCanada could minimize the risks associated with certain of the concerns
identified herein.

This scenario could enable it to complete the process in a timely

manner.
In this regard, we agree that the timeline provided by TransCanada is longer than
that required for a "typical" facilities approval process.

In our view, this reflects

TransCanada's

Alaska

reasonable

acknowledgement that

an

Pipeline

Project

Application will certainly not be "typical" and will raise a broad spectrum of issues that
will take time to address.
E.

RATES AND ACCESS
1.

New Versus Existing Facilities

An issue has arisen with respect to whether or not TransCanada could be
required to make use of existing, underutilized facilities instead of constructing a new
pipeline to facilitate the transportation of Alaskan natural gas.

TransCanada's AGIA

Application appears to acknowledge that infrastructure requirements in Alberta may well
be influenced by the amount of available capacity at the time the Project is scheduled to
be in-service. A key input into this determination is the forecasted decline of Western
Canadian sedimentary basin sourced natural gas. At this time there appears to be a
strong consensus that WCSB natural gas will continue its recent decline trend, with the
direct result that existing pipeline facilities serving certain domestic and export market
areas will be underutilized by the time the Project would come onstream. The degree to
which additional facilities are required to service certain market areas, such as the Fort
McMurray oil sands industry, and the timing of such requirements is fairly uncertain at
this point in time.
It is also noteworthy that in its Application TransCanada speaks favourably of the
option of using Transportation by Others, at least as it relates to its own Alberta system.
What is unclear is whether TransCanada would be as eager to contract Transportation
by Others on third party pipelines, such as the Alliance Pipeline. In our view the failure
to consider using third party pipelines could be a source of contention that would cause
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NEB and the respective Governments to ensure that existing infrastructure, with
available capacity is utilized to the maximum extent possible. In our view, to the extent
that the NEB is involved in this aspect of the decision making process it would
encourage TransCanada to adopt the most economic and efficient manner to transport
the subject natural gas. The strategy employed by TransCanada with respect to such
third parties will greatly influence the degree to which this becomes a controversial
matter in any Alaska Pipeline Project proceeding. As discussed above, to the extent
TransCanada is required or opts to use an NEB process for intra-Alberta facilities, there
will clearly be a forum available for parties to advocate the use of existing facilities. In
reality, this may not be a bad thing as otherwise these parties may be forced to seek
alternative venues (NP Agency or the Courts) which may not have efficient processes to
consider this issue.
2.

Return on Equity

TransCanada's Application appears to suggest that it would be seeking a Return
on Equity ("ROE") of 14% for both the U.S. and Canadian portions of the Project. This
ROE would be substantially in excess of the level of return awarded by the NEB under
its Generic Cost of Capital Decision. While there is precedent for the Board awarding a
"Greenfield" pipeline project a higher return than that determined by the GCC formula, it
is our view that 14% would be seen as being on the high side in today's return
environment.

The degree to which this becomes a significant issue in any Alaska

Pipeline Project proceeding will be influenced to a large degree by whether or not
TransCanada is able to arrive at a Negotiated Settlement for rates as will be discussed
below. TransCanada may have put this rate on the table because U.S. returns have
traditionally been higher than for Canadian pipelines and it gives some flexibility in
negotiations.
3.

NEB Rate Setting Approach

As with Regulatory Tribunals in many jurisdictions, the NEB's rate setting
authority is contained in its governing legislation and requires that the NEB establish
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..
"just and reasonable" rates for the services provided by the various pipelines under its
jurisdiction. Traditionally, this rate setting authority relied upon a Cost of Service model,
whereby the rates were set following a litigated process in which the various forecasted
costs (O&M, Taxes, Depreciation, Return, etc.) were examined, debated and ultimately
decided upon by the Board. While the NEB's approach to ratemaking shares several
common elements which the structure utilized by the FERC, there are some material
differences.
The NEB's ratemaking legislation expressly contemplates the concept of
"negotiated rates" which would see the subject pipeline company reach an agreement
with shippers/affected parties on the rates to be charged for firm transportation and
other services. While the NEB is not obligated to accept such a negotiated settlement,
as it must still make a determination that the subject rates are fair and reasonable, it is
our experience that a highly supported Negotiated Settlement stands a very good
chance of receiving approval from the NEB, as filed. In the past, the NEB has accepted
a variety of negotiated settlements and, in fact, has largely regulated the Group 1 Oil
and Gas Pipeline Companies (the larger companies such as TransCanada, Enbridge,
etc.) on this basis for an extended period of time. To a large degree the Negotiated
Settlement process has replaced the litigated cost of service approach that was
representative of NEB regulation in the past.
Therefore, while the NEB has no real experience with a "recourse rate" concept,
as that term is used before the FERC, it is our view that a similar end result can be
achieved via a negotiated settlement process.

We would observe that the past

Negotiated Settlements accepted by the Board have been in a variety of different forms;
and the Board has exhibited considerable flexibility in this regard.

Additionally, for

"Greenfield" pipeline projects the Board has been willing to accept fixed rates that vary
depending on the duration of the commitment made by shippers and has been willing to
give priority or guaranteed access to shippers making such firm commitments.
It is unlikely the NEB will depart from past practice to the extent that it would set
rates within a range and allow the pipeline the ability to discount at its discretion. This
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flexibility to respond to market conditions when setting interruptible service rates.
Likewise, the concept of levelized rates has not become a common practice
before the NEB. Notwithstanding, the Board has allowed new pipelines to charge less
than a Cost of Service rate in the early years (due to market constraints) and then
charge above Cost of Service rates in later years (when the market can accommodate
the increases). In short, there is a willingness on the part of the NEB to accept various
methods of meeting its underlying legislative requirements; and we are of the view that
a number of reasonable alternatives would be acceptable to the Board. We note that, in
the context of the Project, there are certain rate making issues addressed in the NPA
that may influence the final outcome of this issue.
4.

Open Season

While not a common occurrence regarding NEB regulated pipelines, the Board
has experience with the Open Season concept regarding a number of new pipeline
projects.

The fundamental underpinning for the conduct of an Open Season is the

requirement that all potential shippers be offered the service under the same Terms and
Conditions. Therefore, should an initial Open Season result in follow-up negotiations
with certain Interested Parties, and amendments to the slate of services/benefits being
offered shippers to induce them to execute. Long-Term Firm Transportation Service
Agreements, it would be necessary for TransCanada to conduct a supplementary Open
Season (in order to ensure that all parties were offered the transportation service on
precisely the same Terms and Conditions). Such a supplementary Open Season could
be conducted quite expeditiously and should not delay the process in a material way. In
our view, as long as these fairness requirements were met, the NEB would be prepared
to accept the results of the Open Season process and consider the results as support
for the subject pipeline proposal.
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Import and Export Requirements

In recent years parties exporting natural gas from Canada to the United States
have chosen to rely upon Short-Term Export Orders (maximum two year duration)
instead of seeking approval for Long-Term Export Licenses (maximum term twenty-five
years). The move away from Long-Term Licenses, which was prevalent up to the mid1980s, was largely influenced by two factors.

First, the process for obtaining Long-

Term Licenses had become quite complex because of the involvement of Intervenor
Groups who sought to expand the scope of the investigation conducted by the NEB into
a consideration of upstream environmental impacts. While a standard approach was
developed to deal with these applications, many parties opted to simply rely upon ShortTerm Orders and avoid the more lengthy and complex process. The second reason
was a fundamental change in the approach utilized by the NEB and shippers with
respect to the requirements to make long-term commitments to support pipeline
expansions and downstream projects. In the past, buyers relying upon the gas supply
to support their projects (such as downstream pipeline facilities or cogeneration plants)
required a demonstration of long-term approvals in order to be comfortable with the
security that the supply would in fact be there. Additionally, pipelines required a longterm license as a demonstration of supply availability to meet the long-term
commitments being made by shippers for pipeline transportation service.

Finally,

financial institutions viewed the long-term approval as confirmation of the economic
viability of the proposed venture and support for the funding they would advance to
either the pipeline or the downstream project proponent.
Over time, as the gas supply supporting export transactions moved more to a
spot market, or hub, pricing approach (versus long-term Purchase and Sale
Agreements) and pipeline expansions (which were decreasing over this time period)
were supported by corporate warranty type agreements, parties concluded that shortterm approvals were adequate for these purposes.

Additionally, the stability of the

NEB's regulatory regime and the comfort that short-term Orders would be renewed
without any significant measure of difficulty reinforced the view that the short-term
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were

indeed

adequate

to

support the

associated

commercial

undertakings.
Notwithstanding the above,

in

circumstances where

significant financial

commitments are being made and the project is of a long-term duration, it may be
considered desirable to secure such long-term approvals. It is our experience that a 912 month period would typically be required to obtain a long-term license. A short-term
order can normally be obtained in less than a week and with minimal supporting
information.
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State of Alaska ·

RE:

Comments on TransCanada's business ethics for AGIA process

403.298.3255

This memo provides comments to assist the Commissioners in assessing the business ethics of
Trans Canada Pipelines Limited ("TransCanada"), in the context of the ongoing assessment of the
November 30, 2007 Application by TransCanada pursuant to the Alaska Gas line Inducement Act
(the "Act"). Our comments focus on TransCanada's performance in Canada.
Analysis
/

TransCanada operates more than 59,000 kilometres (36,500 miles) of wholly owned pipeline
across North America. 1 In Canada, TransCanada is generally viewed as a corporate leader in the
energy sector, and more broadly, enjoying a solid reputation for performance and social
responsibility.
This performance is reflected in TransCanada's latest results in the National Energy Board
("NEB") Pipelines Services Survey, which provides an assessment of shippers' satisfaction with
the quality of services of major NEB-regulated pipeline companies. The survey was conducted
in the first quarter of 2007 (and is the third in an annual series). The NEB Pipelines Services
Survey sets out average industry performance against a series of benchmarks? The performance
of individual companies is not published by the NEB, however, these figures are provided to
pipeline companies and for 2007 TransCanada has published its results compared to industry
averages. Service attributes were measured on a scale of 1-5, where 5 indicates "Very Satisfied"
and 1 indicates "Very Dissatisfied". Service attributes, in order from highest to lowest
importance (as determined by shippers) are indicated in the table below, with the industry
average followed by the TransCanada score. 3 In most categories, TransCanada outperformed
the industry average for Canadian transmission pipelines.

1
2

www.transcanada.com/gas transmission/index.html
.
www .neb-one.gc.ca/clf-nsi/rpblctn/rprt/srvyrslt/pplnsrvcsrvyrslt2007-eng. pdf
3
www .transcanada.com/Customer_ Express/Update/2008_ 01 january/05 .html
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Pipeline Service Attributes

.. .

.

Physical reliability of operations
Timeliness and usefulness of operations info
Satisfaction with transactional systems
Accessibility and responsiveness to issues/requests
Transportation tolls are competitive
Timeliness and usefulness of commercial
information
Works towards fair and reasonable solutions
Timeliness and accuracy of invoices and statements
Attitude of continuous improvement and innovation
Suite of services
Collaborative processes
Settlement or tariff arrangements work well
Overall quality of service

.

.

Attribute
Ranking.· .

.

Scores
· . TC .
Ind.Avg

..

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.79
3.68
3.69
3.41
3.16
3.53

4.28
3.97
3.98
3.53
3.65
3.73

7
8
9
10

3.44
3.87
3.17
3.49
3.28
3.26
3.60

3.24
4.45
3.29
3.54
3.52
3.44
3.83

11

12

TransCanada also sponsors annual independent surveys of customer satisfaction with its
performance. The 2007 Customer Satisfaction Survey was conducted by independent market
research firm Ipsos Reid via telephone interviews and web-based questionnaires of Trans Canada
customers. Results were augmented with one-on-one interviews with industry executives asked
to provide candid feedback on TransCanada's performance. 4
The TransCanada Customer Satisfaction Surveys suggest broad shipper satisfaction with
TransCanada. Respondents were asked, inter alia: "based on your experiences or impressions
and thinking about ALL ASPECTS of their pipeline business, how would you rate your
satisfaction with TransCanada Pipelines OVERALL?". In 2007, 27% of respondents were "very
satisfied" (compared to 14% in 2000), 62% were "somewhat satisfied" (compared to 70% in
2000), 10% were "somewhat dissatisfied" (compared to 9% in 2000), and 1% were "very
dissatisfied" (compared to 6% in 2000).
TransCanada also appears to compare favourably to North American competitors in the
transmission pipeline industry. Survey respondents were asked, "I'd like to know how you think
TransCanada compares to other transportation pipelines in North America? Your answers can be
based on anything you have seen, heard, read or personally experienced." In 2007, with respect
to "Staff', 60% of respondents stated TransCanada was "better", 33% responded "about the
same", 3% stated TransCanada was "worse", and 5% stated "don't know". With respect to
"Transactional Systems", 47% responded "better", 25% responded "about the same", 8%
responded "worse", and 25% stated "don't know". Regarding, "Transportation Services", 43%
responded "better", 42% responded "about the same", 8% responded "worse", and 7% responded
"don't know". In terms of "Value", 27% responded "better", 54% responded "about the same",
8% responded "worse", and 11% responded "don't know". Finally, regarding "Price", 15%
responded "better", 54% responded "about the same", 16% responded "worse", and 15%
responded "don't know".

)

4

www. transcanada.com/Customer_ Express/Update/2008 _0 1j anuary/0 l.html
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Pursuant to NEB rules, Trans Canada is bound to comply with a Code of Conduct for its Mainline
Service, defined as TransCanada's high pressure natural gas transmission system extending from
the Alberta border across Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, and through a portion of Quebec,
and connecting to various downstream Canadian and international pipelines. 5 The Mainline
Service forms the core of TransCanada's long distance inter-provincial and international
transmission business in Canada. The purpose of the Canadian Mainland Code of Conduct is to
establish standards and conditions for interaction between TransCanada as a whole, TransCanada
Mainline and Affiliate TransCanada companies, in relation to the provision of TCPL Mainline
Services. The Code sets parameters for transactions, information sharing and the sharing of
services and resources which protect TCPL Mainline's customers against inappropriate interAffiliate behaviour and practices. Compliance with the Code of Conduct, therefore, provides a
crucial gauge of TransCanada business ethics in contexts where abuse of TransCanada's
dominant industry position in Canada is a concern.
TransCanada is obliged to publish annual Compliance Reports since the Canadian Mainland
Code of Conduct came into force in 2005. In all three reporting periods to date (2005, 2006, and
2007) TCPL Mainline did not receive any formal complaints or disputes with respect to the
application of the Code from internal or external parties. 6 .
TransCanada has received recognition in Canada for the environmental standards of its
operations. For example, in 2006 TransCanada received a Pollution Prevention Award from the
Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment (CCME) for its "disciplined and costeffective approach to reducing fugitive emissions releases of methane gas from pipeline systems
by finding a means of measuring and understanding the scope of the problem, followed by
developing the Fugitive Emissions Management Program." In 2005, implementation of the
program avoided the release of more than 500 million cubic feet of methane to the atmosphere,
roughly the equivalent of201,000 tonnes ofC02. 7

5

www.transcanada.com/Mainline/regulatory/TCPL_Code_of_Conduct_Final_2007_12_21.pdf
See www.neb.gc.ca searching for TCPL Compliance Reports.
7
www .ccme.ca/ourwork/pollution.html ?category_id= 123
6

)
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RE:

Rolled-in vs. Incremental Tolls

4103.298.3318

The following provides a brief overview of the rolled-in versus incremental (stand-alone)
toll issue and the principles generally applied by the National Energy Board ("NEB" or
"Board") in making such rate-making decisions. Specific reference is made in this regard
to the Board's Reasons for Decision in GH-2-87, TransCanada Pipelines Limited
Applications for Facilities and Approval of Toll Methodology and Related Tariff Matters
("GH-2-87") and Reasons for Decision in GH-5-89, TransCanada Pipelines Ltd.
Application Regarding Tolling and Economic Feasibility ("GH-5-89"). These decisions
reflect the most recent consideration of this issue in the context of a major mainline
pipeline expansion and the appro'ach adopted by the Board has been applied consistently
since that time.
1.0

CONCLUSION

The National Energy Board Act and regulations do not deal specifically with the issue of
rolled-in versus incremental tolls. Nor has the Board issued a specific "generic" policy
dealing with this issue. Guidance can, however, be gleaned from past decisions in which
the Board has considered the matter. While the Board is not bound by past decisions and
therefore will address the issue of tolling methodology on a case-by-case basis, it has
tended to consistently apply certain principles in rendering its decisions with respect to
major facility or system expansions. In so doing, the Board has typically favoured a
"rolled-in" methodology, in the interests of fairness, equity and simplicity, and in view of
its approach to pipelines as integrated systems.
Under a rolled-in methodology, costs of new facilities are added to existing costs, and
tolls for all traffic are based on the costs of the system, including the expansion. In
contrast, under an incremental approach, new volumes are allocated a different toll from
that applied to existing volumes: the toll assigned to the new volumes may be based only
on the new facilities, or on the new facilities plus their proportional share of the existing
systems. 1

)

1

Canada Energy Law Service, Vol. 1, para.l71.
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- 2In providing the views herein we would distinguish the circumstances surrounding a
mainline expansion from the construction of a pipeline lateral or extension, which may be
built for specific end-users. In such circumstances, the NEB has previously allocated the
costs of the specific facilities to the identifiable end-users. This is not viewed as being
inconsistent with the general application of "rolled-in" principles.

2.0

ROLLED-IN METHOD OF COST ALLOCATION AND TOLL DESIGN

Two decisions in particular, Decision GH-2-87 and Decision GH-5-89, serve to illustrate
the manner in which the NEB has approached the toll methodology issue. A summary of
each is provided below.

a.

GH-2-87

GH-2-87 involved a facilities application by TCPL. TCPL had specifically applied for
new facilities to expand the capacity of its pipeline system in order to serve existing
markets and to deliver additional export volumes to the northeastern United States. In
setting down TCPL's facilities application for hearing, the Board decided to address at
the same time any related toll methodology issues. It is noted that the decision of the
Board in this regard is in keeping with the views expressed by it earlier in respect of an
application by IPL for new tolls effective January 1, 1987 (see: NEB Decision RH-4-86).
Toll methodologies considered by the Board in GH-2-87 included the rolled-in and
incremental methodology. Under the prevailing rolled-in methodology, the cost of the
new facilities would be added to the existing rate base and the tolls for all traffic,
including the new volumes, would be based on the new cost of service for the whole
pipeline system including expansion. To the extent that the toll revenues generated by
the new volumes were greater (or less) than the costs of owning and operating the new
facilities, the new tolls, on a rolled-in basis, would be lower (or higher) than the existing
tolls (page 68).
·
With respect to the incremental methodology, two distinct approaches were examined.
Under the first incremental approach, the tolls for the new volumes would be charged
with only the costs of the new facilities needed to expand capacity to move them through
the system. Under this approach, existing tolls would remain unchanged and in effect, no
charge would be made for the use of existing facilities although new volumes would
make use of them to the extent that spare capacity was available.
Under a second incremental approach, referred to as the "alternate incremental" approach,
new volumes would be allocated their proportional share of the existing system costs plus
all the costs of the new facilities. Using this approach, the toll for the existing system
would decline due to higher overall throughput but the new volumes would be charged
with a higher aggregate toll (page 68).
Ultimately, the Board determined that the rolled-in method of cost allocation and toll
design would be appropriate in respect of the authorized facilities. In arriving at its
decision, the Board looked at both practical and legal considerations, including:
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fairness and equity
the integral natural of the system,
complexity/simplicity
the just and reasonable standard; and
unjust discrimination
With respect to fairness and equity, the Board considered the legitimacy of the claims of
the existing shippers over those of the so-called new shippers. In so doing, it made clear
that existing shippers do not possess "acquired rights" to enjoy the use of the older
facilities at lower embedded costs. Rather, "[i]n the Board's view, the payment of tolls in
the past conferred no benefit on tollpayers beyond the provision of services at that time.
The Board does not equate those who paid for a service with those who paid for the
facilities" (page 70). Accordingly, the Board placed existing and new shippers on the
same footing and rejected the notion that shippers who have used the pipeline in the past
are entitled to continue using the existing facilities without being affected by new
circumstances.
Significantly, the Board also endorsed the concept of TCPL as an integrated system,
noting that the new facilities contributed to the capacity and integrity of the system as a
whole. Therefore, the Board determined that there was no reason to deviate from the
historical treatment with capital costs rolled into one rate base and for tolls to be charged
on a rolled-in basis. The Board specifically noted, however, that this finding "does not
prevent other facilities, such as those designed to deliver extra pressure, from being
treated either on a rolled-in or an incremental basis" (page 71).
With respect to complexity/simplicity, the Board recognized that the rolled-in approach
avoids the toll design complexity inherent in an incremental approach. Therefore, it did
not find it practical to require TCPL to divide the existing system into component parts or
multiple incremental rate bases (i.e. create two rate bases: domestic and export).
Turning to legal considerations and specifically the need for just and reasonable tolls that
are not unjustly discriminatory (ss. 52 and 55 NEB Act) the Board found (page 73):
To the extent that the new facilities form part of the
integrated system, the Board agrees with those parties to
the hearing who submitted that section 52 precludes the
adoption of an incremental toll methodology. Each of the
alternate and the incremental methodologies would afford
different, segregated treatment to new facilities and cost of
service components required to deliver all, or a portion of,
the incremental volumes. This would result in different
tolls being paid for the same service to the same zone and
even to the same delivery point, and would, in the Board's
view, violate section 52.
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[Emphasis added.]
The Board also noted however that a finding, in the circumstances of this case, that the
integrated nature of TCPL precludes the adoption of other than a rolled-in methodology
does not necessarily mean that all new facility additions must be treated in a similar
manner. If the services had been required by only a limited number of shippers and the
facilities could be separately identified from the integrated rate base, then the principles
of cost-causation and "user pay" would likely apply to guard against undue cross
subsidization by other shippers. In other words, under different circumstances, the
provision of additional delivery pressure at any delivery point could be recovered through
stand-alone tolls (page 73):
When identifiable facilities which do not increase the
throughput capacity on the integrated system are installed
to provide a customer service to a specific user or group of
users, then such discrete facilities might not form part of
the integrated system. In such cases, these facilities can, in
the Board's view, be the subject of a separate toll,
calculated on the basis of either a rolled-in or incremental
methodology; this would not constitute a contravention of
section 52 of the Act.

[Emphasis added.]
This suggests that a key consideration for the Board in determining toll methodology
concerns whether the proposed expansion relates to the integrated system as a whole (eg.
mainline expansion) as opposed to serving a specific user or group of users.
b.

GH-5-89

The appropriateness of rolled-in tolls surfaced again in the GH-5-89 proceeding in which
the Board considered TCPL's application for 1991 and 1992 facilities. Specifically
before the Board was the issue of the toll treatment of the capital and operating costs of
the proposed facilities including an examination of rolled-in and incremental tolls. The
magnitude of the proposed expansion ($2.6 billion - double TCPL's rate base) was a
common concern of those proposing alternative toll methodologies.
In the Decision, the Board once again opted for rolled-in tolls. In so doing, the Board

noted that the magnitude of the expansion did not justify changing the methodology nor
did the riskiness of the market. In this regard, it stated that "[w]hile factors such as the
size, cost or impact on tolls of the proposed facilities may be relevant to the Board's
decision on whether to authorize construction of the facilities, they do not in this case
justify discriminating among shippers on the basis of when they commenced, or will
commence paying tolls and receiving service". The Board also reaffirmed its findings in
GH-2-87 that the previous toll-payers have no "acquired rights". Therefore, "they cannot
expect to be exempted from a toll increase simply because they have paid tolls in the
past".
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The Board went on to reiterate its view that pipelines are integrated systems and that, on
completion, the proposed facilities would be integral to the TCPL system. The facilities
would not be associated with or dedicated to any individual shipper's gas. Given the
Board's views on the integrated nature of the system, it found it would not be appropriate
to authorize the use of flexible tolls only for certain volumes.
In terms of cost causation, the Board found that "the aggregate demand of all shippers
that gives rise to the need for additional pipeline capacity". The Board also looked at
economic efficiency, noting that it was not convinced that incremental tolling would
provide significant improvements in economic efficiency over rolled-in tolls.
Accordingly, the Board concluded that all facilities were to be rolled in to TransCanada's
rate base for toll purposes.
The Board has since stated on numerous occasions that it supports the principles set out
in the GH-5-89 decision and pipelines have generally been regulated as integrated
systems under a rolled-in methodology.
There are however some exceptions. An example of this is the treatment of
Interprovincial Pipe Line (IPL) Samia-Montreal oil pipeline extension in respect of
which the Board ruled that (Canada Energy Law Service, Vol. 1, para. 171):
... the conceptual approach for setting rates for the
extension should be "add on" (or incremental) rather than
"rolled in", so that the Montreal extension was treated as a
separate system for rate-regulation purposes? The Board
found that the decision to construct the extension was not
based on normal economic grounds. This was shown by
the federal policy of moving western Canadian crude to the
Montreal market. Interim subsidization by the federal
government of transportation costs beyond Toronto, and the
fact that the pipeline was entirely debt-financed. Had the
construction been based on normal economic grounds,
there would have been more cogent reasons to adopt a
rolled-in approach.
[Emphasis added.]
As stated above, this Decision is not seen as being inconsistent with the general
application of the rolled-in toll methodology.

2

Interprovincial Pipe Line Ltd. Rate Application, Reasons for Decision, December 1976, at 5-4 to 5-6.
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List of Applicable State and Federal Statutes*:
State Statutes:
Alaska Gasline Inducement Act, AS 43.90 et. seq.
Alaska Land Act - Sale of Royalty, AS 38.05.183
Oil and Gas Production Taxes and Oil Surcharge AS 43.55
Municipal Powers and Duties - Powers AS 29.35.620
Oil and Gas Exploration, Production, and Pipeline Transportation Property Taxes AS 43.56
Pipeline Act AS 42.06
Right of Way Leasing Act AS 38.35.017
State Corporate Income Tax AS 43.20.072
Stranded Gas Development Act AS 43.82.010 - 43.82.990
Stranded Gas Development Act - Amendment HB 16
Stranded Gas Development Act - Article 08
Federal Statutes:
Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act 15 USC 720
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act, 1976 USC 719
American Jobs Act PL 108-357
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System; December 15, 1981, PL97-93
FERC Regulations 18 CFR 157
National Environmental Policy Act 15 USC 4321
Natural Gas Policy Act 15 USC 717
Natural Gas Wellhead Decontrol Act 15 USC 3301
Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act 43 USC 1651

*These statutes can be viewed online at http://www.dog.dnr.state.ak.us/agia/

ALASKA GASLINE INDUCEMENT ACT LICENSE

This License is issued under the authority of the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act
("AGIA"), AS 43.90.010-990. The License is issued by the State of Alaska (“State”) to
TransCanada Alaska Company, LLC and Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. (“Licensee”).
The License incorporates by reference as if set forth in full text, and consists solely of:
•
the Alaska Gasline Inducement Act as in effect June 8, 2007;
•
the Request for Applications dated July 2, 2007; and
•
the Licensee’s Application as determined complete on January 4, 2008, including all
Licensee commitments, and all responses to additional information requests (whether by
the Licensee, TransCanada Corporation or any other TransCanada entity).
In the event of a conflict between provisions in the incorporated documents, the Alaska
Gasline Inducement Act is controlling, followed by the Request for Applications, and
then the Licensee’s Application.

Issued by:
STATE OF ALASKA
___________________________________
Thomas E. Irwin
Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources

Date: _________________________

STATE OF ALASKA )
) ss.
Third Judicial District )
On _______________, before me appeared Thomas E. Irwin of the State of Alaska,
Department of Natural Resources, and who executed this license and acknowledged
voluntarily signing it on behalf of the State of Alaska as commissioner.
____________________________________________
Notary public in and for the State of Alaska
My commission expires ________________________
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STATE OF ALASKA

___________________________________
Patrick S. Galvin
Commissioner, Department of Revenue

Date: _________________________

STATE OF ALASKA )
) ss.
Third Judicial District )

On _______________, before me appeared Patrick S. Galvin of the State of Alaska,
Department of Revenue, and who executed this license and acknowledged voluntarily
signing it on behalf of the State of Alaska as commissioner.

____________________________________________
Notary public in and for the State of Alaska
My commission expires _________________________
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